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March 13, 1935. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Dept. of Agricultural Economics, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I am sorry that I have not a reprint of the 
Mass Physiology article. Yours is the second request by 
today's mail for this paper. I have had to buy some extra 
copies of the number in which the article appeared in order 
to satisfy certain contractual requirements. 

I am very much interested in the aggregation 

phénomena in game birds but have little insight into the 
methods of attack which are possible. I should like very 
much to know about the minimum population of quail, for 
example, which can regenerate in a natural environment without 
immigration from other localities. 

I am sending forward under separate cover two 
recent reprints which may interest you. It has occurred to 
me that it might be valuable to test one suggestion made in 

the Ecology paper ‘in eet eae namely, what would be the 
Deena eta ea in nattre havieg a definite bei aa leek! 
with the peck order in a given flock? This could be a. 
believe, by banding with colored bands or otherwise marking 

: the birds, determining the peck order by observation and 
wee then determining survival over a period of time.Of course, 

there is trouble here because the peck order once established 
may not hold indefinitely. 

\ 

I. shall be glad to talk with you ab any time 
about these and other problems but I warn you that I will 
probably get more benefit from the conversation than I can 
give. I am looking forward with interest to visiting : 
Sherwood Plantation next week where they have a number of 
problems they wish to discuss with me. 

Very cordially yours, 

WOAs BS W. C. Allee,



New Soils Building 
March 25, 1935 

Dr, W, 6, Allee 
Department of Zoology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Dr, Allee: , 

I have been fortunate in receiving a copy 
of your "Mass Physiology" from one of your students, 
Mr. C. B. Schloemmer, He very considerately made me a 
gift of his own copy. 

Thenk you very much for the other reprints 
sent me. I had some of them, but I am glad to have the 
extras. 

I will call on you sometime when I em in 
Chicago. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
7 In Charge, Game Research



New Soils Building 
March 11, 1935 

Prof. W. C. Allee 

Department of Zoology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Professor Allee: 

I have just encountered and read with intense interest your 
"Recent Studies in Mass Physiology," reprinted from Biological Reviews, 
Vol, IX, No. 1, Jamary 1934. I had read your “Animal Life and Social 
Growth," but naturally this more critical and detailed discussion was 
even more interesting. I am very anxious to get a copy. Do you have 
one or are the copies handled by the Cambridge Press? I take it that 
it is a regular reprint and hence am addressing you. Naturally I am 
glad to pay any charges. 

As you may. be aware from your discussions with Errington, we 
are encountering some very puzzling aggregation phenomena in game birds 
and your mass physiology paper is the only thing I have read outside of 
Elton which gave me any light on:possible leads to work on, I now 
again have a man working on quail (Arthur S. Hawkins, a former student 
of Dr. A. A, Allen of Cornell) and would like to undertake some further 
work on these questions which puzzle us, provided a convincing lead can 
be developed. I would like to call on you sometime to get your advice 
on these questions, 

One of the main difficulties is that the phenomena which you 
describe all pertain to the original aggregation, whereas most of our 
data pertain to its behavior and survival. In the game field we have 
little or nothing on how the original aggregation comes about, and are 
cut off from controlled experimentation because we cannot get natural 
aggregations under wire. These obstacles, however, may not be altogether 
unsurmountable, 

I take it for granted that Elton has seen your mass physiology ; 
paper, but on the bare chance that he may have missed it, I am taking 
the liberty of sending him a copy of this letter, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 

Copies to Errington, Elton
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Builders of? DESKS and OFFICE FURNITURE 

November 16, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Carl gave me your article on Conservati on 
Ethics yesterday and I thoroly appreciated reading it 

last night. You certainly bring out some very logical 
lines of thought that I have never heard expressed before. 

: We enjoyed having Starker and his friend 
with us over the last week-end. Sorry we weren't able 

to get them a little better shooting. 

Starker has, no doubt, told you that I 
had sent him a cock pheasant;that I killed last Sunday, 
to be mounted. This is my first pheasant. The boys 
seem to think it was rather a good specimen. Carl and 
I went out yesterday, the last day of the Illinois 
pheasant season, and spent the tegnoon. Unfortunately / 
the only bird we saw Peon eee from Carl to get“... 
a shot. I managed to get him after a considerable 
cripple chase at top speed. 

Some time when you have time will you give 
us some advice on activities we are considering for next 
year. We hope to have money next year to plow up some 
of our prairie ridges for feed plantings. What is your 
suggestion as to the best feeds to use for upland birds 
and for ducks? Are there some small grains that could 
be planted that would reseed themselves for one or two 
years, eliminating the necessity of annual plowing? 

Probably we would put in some feed patches 
for ducks adjacent to the Rest Lake, other duck feed 
patches in our West prairie. Our feed plantings for 
upland birds could be scattered all the way from Grassy 
Ridgex through to our West prairie. We would, of course, 
not be able to shoot upland birds in the vicinity of our 
Rest Lake. 

BURLINGTON, IOWA



Fe 
Mr. Aldo Leopold 

What do you consider the most efficient 
sized areas to plant for this purpose? You, of course, 
know the layout of the grounds just as well as I do. 
If you coula find time I would certainly appreciate 
your suggesting a layout for work of this kind next 
year, indicating which locations you consider first 
choice so that we could go as far with this layout as 
our money allows and spend what money we can to best 
advantage. 

Yours, 

he 
FL: R



New Soils Building 
November 22, 1933 

Mr. Prederic Leopold 
The Leopold Company 
Burlington, Iowa 

Dear Fritz: 

I have long thought it might pay you to put food patches on the 
prairie, and I am glad to know you have it in mind. ‘The choice of feed 
depends, first of all, on whether you can afford to cultivate. If you 

can cultivate, corn is doubtless the best. You might cet this oultiva- 
tion done free on a crop-sharing basis, unless your arrangement with the ~ 
drainage district prevents. 

Assuming that you want to avoid the expense of cultivation, I would 
suggest sorghum or kaffir as the green crop. You can find out from your 
county agent which one does best on this partiolar soil. ‘There is a 
further advantage in these small greens in that they do not have to go in 
until late, when farm teams are more available than during the corn plant- 
ing season. 

It of course goes without saying that the more you can scatter these 
around in small dabs, the greater will be their carrying capacity. It 
might even be feasible to run long strips down the ridges. 

You should plow three times as much ground as are desired in grain 
during any one particular year. One-third the area should be in grain, 
one-third should be fallow to raise ragweed, and the other me+third 
should grow greens for winter. Wheat, rye, oats mixed with vetch and 
planted in the fall makes good greens all winter and also a good food 
crop for the following winter. Sweet clover is good greens and also good 
cover. 

All the foregoing pertains to upland game. for ducks I would recom- 
mend a large patch immediately adjecent to the rest hole, half in fall 
rye, wheat, or oats for greens and the other half in grain for duck feed. 
I think the grain would beat down sufficiently by November for ducks to 
alight in. There is some reason to believe that wheat and oats are more 
palatable to ducks than rye. 

If you are taking the pheasant business seriously, there is no doubt 
a system of patches would add enormously to your stock. The patches would 
also help as fire-breaks. 

This is just a rough sketch--come back at me with your thoughts on the 
matter. Sorry I couldn't come down with the bays. 

Yours as ever,
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CBuilders of DESKS and OFFICE FURNITURE 

November 18, 1934, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

2222 Van Hise Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I found that I had the information 

that you want in reference to amounts of seed used 

on our feed patches. The following memorandum, I 

think, covers the points that are of interest to you: 

Total area approximately 7 acres. 

Best 4 areas 
Used Milo Maize ea. 1/3 acre 

" 334 Kaffir Corn " u i 

y Sorghum Cane " " " 

Broad cast - out of hand - not horn 

Total seed cost per area - 1934 prices 45¢ per acre. 

Total plowing - dbl. discing - planting - 

harrowing cost was $4.00. per 
area of 1 acre. 

Note — plowing was $2.50 per acre 

due to breaking prairie grass sod. 

Will be less on subsequent plowing. 

Total material and labor cost $4.45 per acre. 

I am making up the outline of the article 

that you suggested. If you have any suggestion as to the 

most desirable approximate length of the article, I wish 

you would give me your advice. ' 

Yours, 
¢ 

—Z 

FL:R o 

BURLINGTON, IOWA
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Builders of DESKS and OFFICE FURNITURE 

November 28, 1934, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

Thanks for your letter regarding the photograph. 
I will try again along the lines you suggest. 

I talked with John Dehner, who operates a seed 
store here and he is also a member of Crystal Lake, on the 
question of White Clover. John owns a farm across the railroad 

tracks south of the club grounds. He says he has very success— 

fully grown an imported variety of White Clover called "Alsike 

Clover" on his ground. The ground was not specially prepared 

in any way. He recommends broadcastét seeding also recommends 
that we seed some oats or similar crop with the clover. 
After seeding, of course, a light harrowing is beneficial. 

He says this clover willrproduce itself. As 

far as he knows will be permanent. 

Most of our 1935 patches are half acre areas. 
What would you think about planting about 1/5 or 1/4 of 
these half acre areas in this clover? Balance to be planted 
in grain crop, to be selected from the three species we tried 
this year. - 

_ Won't this White Clover produce suitable nesting 
condition? I wonder also whether the clover wouldn't partly 
fill the bill for "open spaces". 

We are all interested to hear how your deer trip 
came out. I am sure you had a good trip and I hope that at 

least one of you succeeded in hitting a buck. 

Yours very truly, 

Gus 
FL: R, a 

BURLINGTON, IOWA



: Copy to Mr. Errington 

New Soils Building 
Jamary 8, 1935 

Mr, Frederic Leopold 
The Laopold Company 
Burlington, Iowa 

Dear Frits: 

I have your letter asking about the advisability of 
artificial propagation of quail at Crystal Lake, 

If you conaider this question in terms of the actual cost 
of production rather than the prospectuses of dealers who have stock 
to gell, it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that artificially 
raised quail cost from $2 to $5 per bird. Even Mr. Coleman of 
Virginia, who 1s universally acknowledged as the most successful 
quail breeder on the continent, has never gotten below these figures 
for any term of years. 

Your food patches, as I understand it, cost about $5 each, / 
It would, therefore, be fair to say that a food patch costs about 
the same as a pair of artificially propagated quail, 

I think your experience this year hag shown clearly that 
each new food patch adds to your stock a whole covey of quail, whereas 
the sane money invested in artificial propagation would only add a 
pair, There still remains the question of whether that pair, if 
released without additional food patches, would stay on your grounds. 
I do not think they would, 

Accordingly it seems very clear to me that a dollar invested 
in additional food patches is about 5 to 10 times as profitable as a 
dollar invested in artificial propagation, Thisconclusion will remain 
true up to the point of saturation. If your acreage ie 1,000 acres, 
this means 1,000 quail, Beyond this point it is impossible to add to 
the quail population either by food patches or artificial propagation 
unless you build a quail-tight fence around the premises, which of 
gourse would be impossible. If you now have 10 coveye at 15 birds each, 
or 150 quail, it means that you can still further increase them by’ 
the food patch method 500 or 600 per cent, Beyond that you cannot 
increase them by any method now known. 

If you build your quail up to saturation, you could safely 
kill 300 per year on your grounds. I do not know how many members 
you have but you can figure out how many birds this would mean per 
member,



Frederic Leopold--2 Jamary 8, 1935 

I strongly advise the club to continue its present 
policy of building up its wpland birds by the food patch method. 
For the reasons above cited, I am strongly convinced that it is 
the cheapest and best way, and the results this year have proven 
its workability. 

I look forward to receiving your paper on the food 
patch system and also the new photograph. 

Yours ae ever, 

vh



New Soils Building 
Jamary 11, 1935 

Mr. Frederic Leopold 
The Leopold Company 
Burlington, Iowa 

Dear Frits: 

Your observation on sorghum and kaffir is probably important, 
Mine is mostly gone, too, tat my student thinks the birds have used 
it up rather than that the weather has shelled it out, However, it 
may be a characteristic of these grains to shatter gradually duriag 
the winter, We badly need light on this question and if the enow goes 
off, you may be able to get some evidence on it. 

Did blackbirds use your patches in large mumbers since I was there? 
If so, this would explain it, but it seems to me late in the year for 
heavy blackbird flights. 

Starker lost his sudan and amber sorghum early in the fall from 
blackbirds, and of course all his sunflowers, Wut it was our conclusion 
when last looking at his patches that the sweet sorghum had not been 
disturbed, 

If all sorghua and kaffir shatters by mid-winter, then it 
immediately becomes apparent thet each patch aust either contain oy 
beans, milo or corn, or else part of each patch mst be shocked for 
late winter use. 

T am sending a copy of this to Starker and to Ray Steele with 
the suggestion that we all exchange information on the winter behavior 
of these grains, 

Yours as ever, 

P, S. I am also sending you "Specifications for Standard Food Patch," 
which 1s a preliminary draft of a paper which Starker and I intend to 
get out after the winter's experience is over, ‘The specifications in 
it are all based on the Coon Valley system of 337 patches and have not 
yet been modified to embody the conclusions from the Madison system 

: of 15 patches, Starker and I would like your criticism of it. 

Aye
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January 8, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
e2e28 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

In going through the feed patches last 
Saturday and Sunday I was considerably surprised to 
find that practically 100% of the sorghum and kaffir 
corn heads seemed to have dropped their grain. On the 
other hand, I believe at least 90% of the grain is 
still in the heads on the Milo maize. 

a 

I don't know whether you think that 
blackbirds and other miscellaneous birds have cleaned 
up all the sorghum and kaffir corn or whether the 
grain has simply dropped out and is lying on the ground. 

I find some of these two grains on the ground and don't 
know whether that is enough to account for the almost 
entirevof these two types of grain in the heads, 

absence 

I went in to see our County Agent this 
morning and find that he is out of town and won't be 
back for a few days. Perhaps he can give me some 
information when he gets back. 

Have you had this experience in your 
patches and can you give me some advice as to what 

has probably happened? 

Yours very truly, 

Pie, (A 

BURLINGTON, IOWA
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Jan. 29, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Ven Hise Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

I think I have finally gotten around to the 
point where I can give you some conclusions in reply to 
your letter of January llth, together with your attached 
specifications for standard food patch and your table 
of experience on the Goon Valley experimental patches. 

First: In reply to your letter of the llth, 
you will find under the heading of "Shattering" in the 
form I have copied from your Coon Valley form, the relative 
value of the three grains that we used at Crystal Lake this 
year. 

I find from the Kansas State College at Manhattan 
that our Milo was probably Wheat Land. In their reply to 
my inquiry, they state that this type of Milo can be safely 
left (in the field long after it is ripe without shattering.) 

Our sorghum was apparently a sweet sorghum 
of the early amber type, which they call Dakota amber. 
Their information as to shattering is the same as my 
experience - that is,that it is the least desirable of the 
three grains that I used. 

Our Kafircorn was probably Blackhull and I 
don't think that the shattering is bad on the variety 
since I find a few heads that are practically intact. How- 
ever, due to the fact that practically all of my Kafir, 
as well as the Sorghum is lying flat, I can't be sure about 
the shattering since all of the down heads have been practically 
emptied. You will remember that we had a great crop of rabbits 
this year and I believe that the combination of rabbits and 

' small birds have just about cleaned out these two varities. 

What do you think of the following idea? In 
locations where cover is exceptionally abundant, but not 

of varities supplying feedjfoody patches should be larger 

than ever, because the extfa nuang cover will attract unduly 

BURLINGTON, IOWA
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Aldo Leopold: 

large numbers of small birds and rabbits, which will rapidly 
lay waste a small food patch. In other words, under the 
conditions that we have at Crystal Lake, our food patches have 
to be either extra large or extra frequent in order to supply 
all of the customers and leave a little over for the quail 
late in the Winter. 

. I made the rounds on January 19th and found 

still quite a fair amount of grain in the standing milo heads. 
You will remember that between the 19th and the 27th, we ran 
into unduly cold weather, with a little snow. When I made 
the rounds again on the arth, practically all of the milo 
heads were empty. The snow all thru all of the patches is 
beaten down hard with rabbit tracks. 

Under your paragraph on Crop Acreage, I wonder 
whether you would want to state thatsas you get into colder 
and snowier climates the percentage of stiff-stemmed non- 
shattering varidies becomesincreasingly important. 

Under the head of Food Crop, it appears to me 
that in the situation at Crystal Lake at least a half of our 
grain crop ought to be in milo, with a corresponding reduction 
in Sorghum and Kafir. This, I think, is advisable since the 
blackbirds don't seem to have worked on the milo to any great 
extent. Likewise the small birds and rabbits have passed up 
this variety until this past week. 

You will notice that on my form I have added 
an additional column headed "Summer Burn in Milk". This seems 
to be of some importance as far south as Burlington, since we 
lost a considerable portion of our crop thru failure of heads 
to develop on account of this defect. This summer burn was 
worst in milo, bad in kafircorn and not noticeable in our 
sorghum. Possibly this wouldn't bother you up in Wisconsin. 

Your specifications for standard food patches 
certainly ought to be very helpful to anyone starting in on 
this kind of work. It seems to me to fully cover the ground, 
unless you would think it advisable to state that:the size of 
the patch might need to be varied on account of excessivly 
heavy neighboring cover. Also you might want to consider 
recommending a variation in the percentage of stiff-stemmed 
winter foods for more northern locations. 

I hope the rather rambling remarks I have given 
you above may be of some assitance to you. If you get any
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Aldo Leopold: 

reports from Starker and Ray Steel, I would much appreciate 
a copy. I am enclosing extra copies which you can forward 
to them. 

Very truly yours, 

A 
FL:B 

P.S. When are you coming down to lay up a new stock of 

staves? I hope you can spend several days with us.
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July 13, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
% New Soils Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

f You asked me to give you the name of the 

| place I secured the Pin Oak Seedlings (Querous palustris). 

\ We bought these from F,W. Kelsey Nursery Company, 50 Church 

| street, New York City. Seedlings were 9" to 18" high. 

| Were priced at $5.00 per © plus an additional 10% to 15% 

{ | to cover packing and Express charges. 

\ My original inquiry to various nurserymen 

\ was for acorns. I found that if acorns are to be planted 

\ they must be planted in the Fall in order to germinate 

\ the following Spring. You probably were already acquainted 

5 with this condition. 

LOL 

C \w\ Sorry you and Estella weren't able to spend 

a a little more time with us. 

ew 

Sincerely, 
¥ 

i 

FL: R. 

BURLINGTON, IOWA
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inimum Forest Service stumpage charges were deducted from 

the proftt —— 

The clear cuttt failed to show a profit because of the 

large amount of fuelwood Whi it produced: The selective cut- 

ting was really an improvement ¢ n likewise yielded a 

heavy proportion of fuel woodbecause most o e best trees 

were left to grow. 

Thus it tee cutting in the much despised aspen 

type can be done at a good profit where suitable markets are 

available. : 

RABBIT OR DEER DAMAGE? 

Both rabbits and deer are capable of doing considerable 

damage to forest plantations as well as natural stands of con- 

iferous reproduction in localities where the populations of 

either of these animals are abundant, and at times when other 

natural food sources are scarce. To the inexperienced observer 

it is often difficult to distinguish between the nipping of 

these two animals. However, a close study of the nature of the 

nippings made by the deer and rabbit shows them to be markedly 

z different. The rabbits, being equipped with sharp chisel-like 

incisors on both the upper and lower jaws, make a clean well 

defined cut across the stem or twig. The lower jaw is the main 

cutting tool and in making the cut it glides in an oblique, up- 

ward movement severing the twig usually in one bite, although 

occasionally two or more trials are needed to complete the 

job. The cut is made therefore, sharply and at an angle of ap- 

proximately 45 degrees. (Figure 1) 

Deer on the other hand have incisors only on the lower jaw 

and these do not have a keen cutting edge. Therefore, they 

tend to crush off the plant stem between the lower incisors and 

the tough elastic gum of the upper jaw. At the time of nipping 

the deer grips the stem in the jaws and with an upward jerk 

together with the bite breaks off the woody stem in a rough 

irregular squeeze off. (Figure 2) As a rule, deer browse higher 

from the ground than do the rabbits, although with the aid of a 

snowdrift rabbits can cut the side branches off at a height of 

six feet or more. 

Two othe forms of damage are noted for deer and rabbits on 

forest trees Rabbits sometimes will bark or girdle the bark 

from the base of small trees up to three inches in diameter. The 

rabbits bite into the bark and tear it loose in an upward pull 

10
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Fig. 2. Twig chewed off by deer (Enlarged) 
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and then proceed to eat the bark as far as they can reach. 

On the very small plants they will sometimes eat into the 

woody tissues well beneath the cambium layer. Deer do some 

damage to trees by rubbing. Preceeding the rutting season the 

bucks rub the velvet from their antlers by vigorously sliding 

the horns up and down the trunks of the trees and in so doing 

rub the bark off as well. This process usually occurs only 

on one side of the tree, and seldom causes its death. 

SECOND SURVEY REPORT COMPLETED 

The Forest Survey, now completed in Minnesota, describes 

forest conditions in four large districts in the State: (1) the 

Cloquet-Superior district, (2) the Central Pine district, (8) 

the Rainey River district, and (4) the Woodlot and Prairie 

district. 

A report on the Cloquet-Superior district was issued by the 

Lake States Station in July of last year. The second report 

covering the Central Pine district has just been released. 

The Central Pine district embraces the headwaters of the 

Mississippi River about Brainerd, Bemidji and Grand Rapids. 

It has a gross land area of 7,206,000 acres of which 5,284,900 

acres or 78.3 percent are forested. It includes the Chippewa 

National Forest, Red Lake Indian Forest, Itasca State Park 

and a number of newer state forests. 

In spite of excellent management of some of the public lands, 

the unit as a whole is in poor condition. One sixth of the 

forest land is deforested. Forty-six percent is occupied mere- ; 

ly by aspen and scrub oak. Old growth sawtimber remains on 

only 1.26 percent of the land. 

Lumber production is much less than formerly. Nevertheless, 

there are over 800 small sawmills, two pulpmills and 85 other . 

wood-using plants in the district. Work is provided (part time 

at least) fot around 2,000 men in the mills and 10,000 in the 

woods. 

The demands of local industries and several outside of the 

district itself together With current fire and miscellaneous 

2 losses are depleting the pine sawtimber and spruce pulpwood 

much more rapidly than it is being replaced. 

Permanent maintainance of existing industries is not poss- 

ible under present disorganized management. On the other hand, 

reasonably good management of both public and private lands 

12
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The problem of where upland|prairies. This type of grasshopper 
game birds get grasshoppers, when |hatches out late in the fall and 
deep snow mantles the ground, has |lives on dead vegetation during the 
been solved. winter. When the country is) 

Daily Herald readers of Williams |gripped with severe weather, the 
and McKenzie county, who read a|hopper freezes up but springs into” 
story in this newspaper last weck{action again when thaws come in 
of a dead grouse whose crop was|the spring, he said. 
crammed with full grown ’hoppers,| “This type of hopper does not 
have pointed to a number of places! damage crops,” he said. They re- 
where they were available to game|semble the common grasshopper 
birds. They were frozen. so well known to North Dakotans 
W. F. Morgan, Bonetraill farmer |but they are said to be shorter and 

and the first to report, informed|darker. They seldom grow to the 
the Herald that in all probability|size of the pest which attacks small 
the birds found hoppers where|grain crops. 

farmers had been screening and| Mrs. Mike McCormick of Temple 
fanning combined wheat in prepar-|writes the Daily Herald that there 
ation for seeding activities this|are many frozen hoppers in grain 
spring. The screenings and dead|stacks on their farm which were 
hoppers were thrown out where|cut for hay. 

they were available to birds. “Tf this bird had been a Hun- 
Bert Meyers and Christ Thomp-|garian partridge, I would have been 

son, both of Williston, are of the|sure it was one of a flock that lives 
same opinion as Farmer Morgan.|/at our stacks. We fed eight last 
Thompson declared there were lots|winter with burnt wheat. I have 
of hoppers in wheat screenings aft-|seen them fly under a moving 

er last year’s harvest. freight train without being 
R. A. Gajewski of Alexander has |touched.” 

another solution for the problem.| The bird in question was picked 
Recently he was walking over ajoff a freight engine last week by 
field which had been green late!the boys at the Great Northern 
last fall. Grasshoppers had left|/roundhouse. It had been killed 
dry fields for the green, moist one.|when the engine roared through a 
When a late fall rain froze ice the|covey of birds. Upon examining} 
hoppers perished. He found them/|the crop, railroad men found the: 
last week by the handsful. bird stuffed with hoppers. The| 
County Agent Karl Swanson said|Herald put the question to its read- | 

today there was a particular species|ers to decide where the grouse} 
of grasshopper which lives through-|found hoppers under a deep snow | 
out the winter on North Dakota!blanket. i 
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FOOD HABITS OF LEPUS AMERICANUS PHABONOTUS 

Snowshoe hares of the race Lepus a. phaeonotus were collected from the disease 

study area at Cushing, Minnesota, te site of a cooperative project of the University 

of Mimesota and the Bureau of Biological Survey, and 54 of their stomachs were ex~ 

amined by Leon Kelso of the Food Habits Section, Division of Wildlife Research, Bureau 

of Biological Survey. Of these stomachs, 15 were taken in April and May, 10 in July 

and August, 20 in October, and 9 in December. 

Analysis of the stomach contents of these hares presents a rather difficult 

problem owing to the fact that the food is chewed very finely. This makes difficult 

the positive identification of mich of the material. 
With a single exception the food consisted solely of vegetable matter. In one 

stomach, taken October 7, 1931, were found the remains of 2 adult and 1 larval 

Lepidoptera, 1 black ant (Lasius), 7 myrmicine ants (Myrmica rubra), 6 tobacco beetles 
tantatares serricorne), and a leg fragment and egg case of an undertermined insect, 

all comprising only a trace, 
Of the 15 stomachs taken in the spring, 90 per cent or more of the contents of 

7 consisted of woody foods, such as Populus tremuloides, Salix, and Betula; 90 and 

95 per cent, respectively, of 2, indeterateuee heoedicaen materials 80 per cent of 1, 
Fragaria; 90 per cent of mother, Antennaria; and 80 per cent of a third, buds and 

cae that could not be identified. Small amounts of Taraxacum, Trifolium, Equisetum, 

Fregearia, and Antennaria were found in several of the stomachs. 

In all but 2 of the stomachs, Lepus hair was present, ranging in quantity 

from a trace to as high as 15 per cent. In all but 1 the nematode worm, Obeliscoides 

cuniculi, was present, its numbers ranging in individual hares from 20 to as many as 

250, ond averaging 99 per hare, All stomachs were filled completely with food and 

other material, such as hair and traces of gravel. 
The stomachs taken in summer contained chiefly such plants as Trifolium and 

Antennaria. The contents of 2 consisted mainly of Saliz, and 1 was filled entirely 

with Poaceae @. In all but 1, Lepus hair was present, Only half of the summer 
stomachs contained Obeliscoides cuniculi. Gravel comprised 5 per cent of the contents 
of one. 

The stomachs of the snowshoe hares collected in the fall were filled largely with 
Poaceae. In 2 stemachs Antennaria was present, in 1, Le osae, and in another, a 

‘Mnall quantity of Lycopodium, Small quantities of Salix aa Populus tremloides 
were found in three, = Stomach contained a single Obeliscoides cuniculi and a trace 
of hair. As a lot, these stomachs were free from the nematode worms as well as from 
Lepus heir. 

Examination of the stomachs of hares taken in the winter showed the emtents to 
be composed almost entirely of Saliz, and Betule, twigs, bark and buds. In only 2 
were the contents largely of indeterminate herbaceous matter, All but 1 stomach con- 
tained Lepus hair, and 4 of the 9 showed the presmece of nematode worms, the lowest 
number of the latter found in any one stomach being 1 and the highest, 110. Half 
of the stomachs were full, while the remainder were nearly empty. 

C. Me Aldous, Associate Biclogist 
Lake States Forest Experiment Station 
University Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota 

Jour, Mam. Vol. 17, No. 2, May, 1936, pp. 137-138.



Taken by Leopold at 
North Central Game Conference, Food Habits - Deer 
Ann Arbor, December 11, 1936 

Notes on Deer Foods 

Hemp. oe eee stalks had become dry in 
winter (Bartlett?). 

Sunflowers. two patehes of sunflowers not far apart showed a differential 
consumption by deer. One was kept eaten down all swmer, the other was not 
touched until September, ‘The variety and the soil were seemingly the same 
(Bartiett?), 

White Cedar. Bartlett observed that white cedar limbs buried under a 
corduroy road had layered or sprouted and suggests that white cedar might be 
propagated by layering or even by cuttings. It was stated that this subject 
had been covered by a recent publication of the Iake States Forest Experiment 
Station, 

Dogweeds. in Michigan red dogwood is considered mech mre palatable than 
gray dogwood, The browsing on the George Reserve near Am Arbor plainly 
showed this differentiation, in fact the gray dogwood ws hardly browsed at 
all, 

Juniner. Both J. commnis anid J. yinginiana are heavily browsed by deer on 
the George Reserve, where the density is approximately 200 deer on 1,200 
acres. This range is fenced so that the deer have no access to surrounding 
farma. In some spots young apple trees not far distant from browsed cedar 
showed no browsing. 

Zemeragis. Showed considerable browsing=--almost as much as red dogwood and 
red cedar, Tamarack also showed signs of being used for horn-cleaning 
Purposes. 

Copy to Mr, Riis



File: Rabbit folder He 
: : Food Habits folder 

Extract from "Covert Planting for Pheasants", Advisory Leaflet, I.¢.I. 
Game Researches, January, 1938 

; Rabbits and Coverts 

Wiring against rabbits costs money, entails constant attention, is z 
frequently unwelcome to the keeper, and can seldom be depended upon to fulfil 
its purpose. Though it can be quite useful, no well-advised game preserver 
should countenance rabbits at all, while to the forester they are anathema. 
The cover planter likewise cannot expect success if rabbits are present in ‘ 
any numbers, and preferably he should rid his ground of them altogether. 

It is doubtful whether any shrub or tree can rightfully be termed 
"rabbit-proof," but some are less attractive to rabbits than others. ‘The 
following species are not generally favoured by rabbits: common alder, 

- Gorsican fir (Pinus Laricio), dogwood, common berberis, blackberry, broom, 
Rosa rugosa, snowberry, elderberry, common and Japanese privets, willow, ‘ 
rhododendron and bracken. When rabbits are present it is wise to plant ; 
boldly and plentifully, and in the spring (if possible) rather than in the A 
autumn. :
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Mr. Arthur A. Oehmcke, 
State Fish Hatchery, 
Sturgeon Bay, “isconsin. 

Dear Mr. Oehmeke: 

I am not aware of any special study of the 
feeding habits of the 01d squaw ducks.&ut I be- 
lieve J. Clark Salyer, II, was including this 
species in his studies of the possible fish pred- 
ators, but his studies were interrupted three 
years ago when he joined the staff of the Biolog~ 
ical survey, 

At present, Karl Legler is pursuing the fish 
predator studies, sponsored jointly by the American 
Wildlife Institute, the Michigan Conservation De- 
partment, the University of Michigan, and aided 
by certain manufacturers of fishing tackle. But 
so far as I know he is not paying special attention 
to the feeding habits of the Old Squaw. 

About seven years ago through arrangements 
I hed made with commercial fishermen, the University 
Museums received several dozen Old squaws which had 
been taken in nets at Saginaw Bay, but the stomachs 

had not been examined at the time I completed 
Michigan “aterfowl Management. I recorded just one 

| Tstomach” which contained 450 midge larvae, a bird 
collected in the Huron River near ‘nn ‘rbor by 
U.R. Greeley. I expect the Old Squaw takes numbers 
of small lake shinfers when these minnows are ex- 
tremely abundant. It would be interesting to collect 
where minnows are known to be available. I suggest 

that you write to Dr. Hubbs or Xarl Lagler at the 
Fisheries Institute, .nn Jrbor, Michigan, and to 

Slerence Cottam of the U. u. Biological survey if 

still interested in locating other duck food studies. 

Very truly yours, 

vDP/gvh Were. 
Copy to a He D. Pirnte, 

Aldo Leopold.! Director. 

A Gift from Mr. Kellogg * This Sanctuary 1s Now Owned and Operated by ~Michigan State College, East Lansing
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1532 University Avene 
March 8, 1938 

Mr. Frederic Leopold 
The Leopold Company 

Burlington, Iowa 

Dear Fritz: 

I like the general outlines of your idea but I have several 
modifications to suggest. 

Winter grain (either wheat or rye) would, I think, serve both as 

greens during the winter and nesting cover during the spring, but I am not 
sure that it would be the best possible nesting cover. I think that weed 
fallow might be as good or better. It depends, I think, on which is the 
least dense, and I am not sure just how this would work out with you. I 
do know that in ell our nesting work weeds of the previous year have seemed 
to hold a special attraction for nests, especially early nests. 

Our own experiments with winter grains have yielded some new 
information. Rape was an entire failure this winter because there were 
several snowless periods and it froze. I think it can be ruled out except 
for localities so warm as not to freeze it down or so far north as to 
assure its being covered with snow all winter. 

Alfalfa is undoubtedly a good green during the winter and spring 
but I have no evidence of ite use in fall. 

We have a lot of evidence indicating the winter value of bluegrass 
as greens, but since it does not take hold with you, I suppose it is ruled 
out. 

Everything that I learn contimes to emphasize the probable 
importance of cleared spaces as a limiting factor at Crystal Lake. 

One other suggestion about nesting cover: corn stubble of the 
previous year is, I think, extra good. I suspect, though, that all the sug- 
gestions so far have the disadvantage of coming up too thick in June. Do . 
you think we could get anything thinner by using strips burned in spring, 
the Warning to be controlled by plowed lanes? I am pretty sure that nesting 
cover boils down to a search for the thinnest possible vegetative cover. 

Sowls and I are beginning to write up our four-year experiments 
on food patches, and when I get something on paper I will want your ¢eriticism 
of it. 

Yours,
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BURLINGTON, IOWA 

March 5, 1958. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Last Fall I had three areas of about 
en acre each plowed with the idea of planting them 
this Spring since I was too late to get them planted 
in the Fall with crops that will perhaps be of value 
for two purposes. 

My first objective was to put ina 
crop that would offer nesting cover. My second 
purpose was to obtain a crop that will offer winter 
greens. 

For nesting cover I had in mind either 
oats or wheat. The area planted to either of these 
crops could again be plowed and planted for winter : 
wheat next Fell, if you think that would make good 
winter green crop. After serving next winter as a 
greens crop, these patches would, of course, serve 
the following Spring as nesting ground. 

Our attempts to introduce a perennial 
greens crop have been complete failure. We have tried 
only Alsike and Bluegrass. Neither has germinated to 
any appreciable degreen. The Alsike has been planted 
in straight stands and mixed with a cover crop of oats 
with the same result. 

Some of the neighboring farmers have 
planted alfalfa with fair success. Would that be a 
good thing for me to try. 

I plan to do a good deal more mowing 
at more frequent intervals this Summer than in the 
past. I had especially in mind keeping a mowed strip 
around these patches that I am talking about today.
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Mr. Aldo’ Leopold 

I hope you will add to the above 
suggestions and give me your criticism of the idea 
I have outlined. 

As usual all of the quail on our grounds 
have moved out to our borders and usually to locations 

' where alfalfa or winter wheat are within usable distance. 

Practically all of our pheasants moved out 
about February 1, where to ~ I don't know. All this has 
happened with ample supply of corn stihl available in 
all patches. It looks like a long pull before we really 
arrive at any appreciable results. 

What are you doing this winter to get you 
out on week-ends? 

Yours, , 

FL:R.



May 1942 

Extract from letter by Dr. Raymond S. Hirsch, Viroqua, Wisconsin to 
Aldo Leopold, May 13, 1942 

"The warden and a young farmer near town have been watching an owl's nest 

near his farm. A few days ago they found two fish in the nest; I believe 

they were suckers. We thought they had probably been picked up from the 

bank somewhere, but the other night this farmer was down by the creek about 

dusk, and there was a stump in the middle of the creek which flew up and lit 

on & post nearby, and he put his flashlight on him, and it was Mr. Owl who 

had evidently been fishing." 

ec horned owl folder 
food habits folder 
Paul Errington 
Fran Hamerstrom
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Memo for Dr. EH, 3, Honey 

Food Habits o Pine (Pinkeols emeleator leucure, Muller) 

Roberts, Thomas 5. ‘The birds of Minnesota. Univ. of Minn. Press, 
Minneapolis, 1932, vol. I, 691 pp., vol. II, 821 pp. 

vol. 12, p. 358. "Food.--Seeds and fruits of maple, agh, mountain ash, 
and some coniferous trees; .... Harmless. * 

There fa no mention of the buds of coniferous trees. 

Forbush, “dward Howe. Birds of Massachusetts and other New England states. 
Mass. Dept. Agr., 1929. Vol. I, 481 ppe, vol. II, 461 pp., 
vol. III, 466 pp. 

vol. III, p. 9. “the Pine Grosbeak feeds chiefly on fruit ani seeds 
of trees as well as tender leaves....It eats buds of 
apple, mple, hickory or walmt, ash, hazel, pine, 
spruce, larch and other troes, and seeds of most of 
these naned above. * 

vol. III, p. 9. *Zeqnomic Status. ....its only apparently harmful 
habit is that of feeding on apple buds." 

Barrows, Walter Bradford. Michigan bird life. Special Bulletin of tho 
Department of Zoolegy and Physiology, Mich. Agr. 
College, 1912, 822 pp. 

pe 467. "Ugually they (Pine Grosbeak) prefer regions where 
conifers aro abundant and mch of their food consists 

of the buds of pine, spruce and tamarack, ani of the 
verries of the Virginia junipor.... they alse eat the 
buds of other trees and are particularly fond of the 
seeds of maples, the berries of the mountain ash...." 

p-. 468. "It is, however, almost if not entirely harmless, since 
the few tude cut from evergreens and shade trees are 
of little consequence...." 

Note: A bird found by Dr. Honey in the vicinity of the damaged white pine 

plantation in Oconto County was oxamined by me and found to be either 

a female or an immature male Canadian Pine Grosbeak. 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Mr. Vanderwall
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damary 4, 1944 

Mr. BE. J. Vanderwali 
Wisconsin Conservetion Department 
State Office Building 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Hd: ; 

Dr. Honey has found thatithe deetdding of white 
pines is being done by the Canadian Pine Grosbeak. 
Attached is a digest of the literature on the food 
habits of this bird. Apparently it is known that 
this bird buds pines, but there has been no prior 
recognition that this may assume the extent of actual 
damage. 

Although we need no further help from the Department's 
field men, they might nevertheless be interested to — 
learn of this case. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ee Dr. Honey



Cona. Comer 

December 31, 1943 

Mr. &. J. Vanderwall 
Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Ea: 

Dr. B. & Honey, of the Bureau of Plant Industry, is working out of Dr. 
Riker's office here on the campus making a survey of forest tree diseases 
in Wisconsin. While in Oconto County recently, he encountered a Forest 
Service plantation of white pine in which severe debudding had taken place 

recently. ‘The terminal buds of many white pines planted mostly from 1934 to 
1936 had been removed, and in many cases, the terminal buds of lateral 
branches had been removed. I examined some samples, and know that it is 
not deer work because no needles had been touched. My guess is the work 
represents either red squirrel, or ruffed grouse, or sharp~tailed grouse, 
or conceivably pine grosbeaks, or some other member of the finch group. 

The damage is so severe that I think our Department should cooperate with 
Dr. Honey in trying to run down the cause. He is going to enlist the 
cooperation of the local forest ranger, and I am suggesting that you take 
the matter up with the nearest field employees of the Department. I think 
the time to locate the animal in question is when a tracking snow becomes 
available. Anything but pine grosbeak should be indicated by tracks. 
If the field mon will simply take a look at this plantation whenever their 
other work brings them to the neighborhood, I think there is a good chance 

of finding what does the damage. 

The plantation is located in sections 12 and 13 T33N RI5E, about two 
miles northeast of Townsend, Wisconsin. 

It might be well to tell other field employees about the existence of this 
question so that they can keep their eyes open. 

Should any clues develop, will you please notify Dr. Honey, c/o Dr. Riker, 
with a copy to me? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Commissioner 

ce Dr. Honey
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State Experimental Game And Fur Farm  -nercrerence: 
Poynette, Wisconsin Game 
November 15, 1944 Management 

Federal Aid 
Research Projects 
Food Habits &-R 

Mr. Ralph C. Conway 
Wisconsin Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Conway: 

This letter will serve as a final memorandum of informa- 
tion and suggestions regarding equipment, material, specimens, 
files, library, etc. in the Food Habits Laboratory at the 
Game and Fur Farm, Poynette, It will be a reminder and ref- 
erence in your files. A copy is in Dr. Hartsough's files. 
He wanted it. 

The food habits reference collections are the most valu- 
able property. Of these, the most importent are the collect- 
ions of seeds and fruits and of browse. The former collect- 
jon contains about 1520 individual collections and about 1080 
different entities (species and varieties.) In the latter 
almost all important food species are present, (though of 
course all the flora of Wisconsin, including a number of 

possible or occasional foods, are not present). Almost all 
the woody flora of Wisconsin is represented. The species 
lacking are nearly all of them close relations to ones present, 
The browse collection contains about 300 specimens and 205 or 
more kinds, all of which are woody or partially woody (except 
for several herbaceous evergreen plants). 

The reference collections are not fitted for display or 
@ museum collection. (Moreover, there are displays already 
formed elsewhere). These collections are, as the name refe= 
rence implies, svitable only for identification, by comparison, 
of foods found in crops, gizzards, stomachs, etc. For this 
purpose, the collections are very worthwhile, There are no 
texts which can more then slightly substitute for a reference 
collection, which must be made as result of botanical field- 

; work and initial identification of the plants as a whole. 
Scientific names (with common synonyms) are used; no other 

names are definite. Required field-data are recorded,
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The reference collections will serve their best purpose 
if retained as a unit, and eventually used for further work 
by a trained man in food habits studies or as basis for re- 
lated research, such as preparation of a needed manual by a 
trained botanist, as outlined in my letter of December 2%, 
1942 to Mr. Grimmer, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Vanderwall. Of 
course, I am merely suggesting uses, only. But I am naturally 
more than just interested in the use and value this project 
can be to Wisconsin and similar states. 

The above collections are not finally accommodated. The 
seeds and fruits require a cabinet with shallow drawers, 
into which each of the fifteen or so trays of specimens can 

? fit. Each drawer should be labeled as to conteined families, 
Classification is botanical, according to Gray's Manual, as 
far as families, but alphabetical regarding genera, species, 
and varieties. 

The specimens of browse have had to be grouped, several 

species together, in large jars. In order to be used at all 
easily, they must be place individually in slender jars of 
the dimensions of standard 7 x 2 inch pickle jars, with data 
copied on labels to be ghued on the outside of the jar. Data 
and labels are at hand, A botanical classification is 
probably best for use. Jars cannot be obtained at present due 

i to wartime shortage. This collection also meeds a cabinet. 

Other reference collections are mostly of insects and 
fishes. Unlike the above collections, most of these are not 

identified. Of the latter, all but the minnows or Cyprinids 
are obviously recognizable. The insects could be fairly well 

identified, if desired, by vse of the collection at the : 

University of Wisconsin in charge of Professor Fluke. The 
project depended much upon this collection, as wekl as the 
University Herbarium. There are about 445 collections of 
insect, including over 300 kinds. The fishes number 57, with 
about 42 kinds. Other collections about 12 kinds of molluscs, 
about 4 crustaceans, 3 leeches, 2 chilopods, 4 harvestmen, 
1 scorpion, and 2 small frogs. All kinds of specimens are 

not only possible or common foods of game, but, of course, are 

found in Wisconsin. 

There are 12 boxes of dry, mounted insects and galls from 

the disbanded Milwaukee Museum Project, and some small boxes 

of seeds and fruits from Mr. Bussewitz and Mr. Zimmerman. 

Duplicates of two thirds or more of the seed and fruit 

collection exist in the original packets. Names and data in 

this duplicate set are recorded, but not quite all the names 

are brought up to date, botanically. This collection has 

been refined of chaff, etc., as has the major one. It is my 

own, but may remain with the Wisconsin Conservation Depart— 

ment until either I may need it or until workers in the state 

may ask for use of it.
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All dry collections must be kept free of moisture, includ- 
ing even moist air or condensation, such as en a cement floor, 

else they will mold. All collections in liquid (which are of 
browse and all animal life) will readily freeze, so should be 
kept in a sufficiently warm place, All collections are small 
enough that they can undoubtedly (and should) be stored in 

one place. 

For details regarding the collections and most other 
things, contact Dr. Hartsough. "“e also has a copy of this 
memorandum, 

Equipment and materials, expendable and nonexpendable, 
are left in the laboratory to be disposed of as desired, All 
these items are recorded as of January and February, 1942, 
with additions made since, in the files of this project, those 
of Mr. Grant, and those of Mr. W. E. Scott. For inventory 
of non-expendables, past, and up to September, 1944, see files 
of Mr. Grant. Nothing has been purchased on P.-R. or state 
funds since September, 1944, No articles have been lost, save 
probably one or two, which are recorded with Mr. Grant. 

Two collecting nets are my own, These, like the dupl- 
icate seed collection, may remain with the Wisconsin Conser- 
vation Department unless and when requested. 

Files are all in the three metal cases, and are as 
follows: 1. Food habits analysis record cards of all game 
birds, waterfowl, and deer examined. These, of course, are 
important, Duplicates of all exist with the various other 
projects or at the Wisconsin Conservation Department office. 
2. Similar photostated file cards of analyses made by the 
Fish and Wildlife Service and Biological Survey up to Oct- 
ober, 1941, regarding game studied by the state and regard— 
ing specimens from Wisconsin. 3. Correspondence for the 
duration of the project, -~August 1, 1941 to November 6, 

1944, 

Foods, eaten and analyzed, are preserved for all game 
except deer, with data on each carton. (About 75 pheasants 
lack individual data due to circumstances not controlable 
by this project.) These eaten foods are kept for any poss+ 
ibly desired check. They are’ in the large metal museum case, 

This and all other dry collections need occasional, 
general sprinklings (not inside individual containers) with 
naphtha flakes. — 

All the library purchased with P.-R, fund remains on 
the book shelves. With the books are some pamphlets and notes. 
Since almost all pamphlets and many books were obtained 
through my own efforts and cost, most of the former and all 
of the latter ( of my own) have been taken with me. Several 
valuable pamphlet-publications on food habits remain with the 
P.-R. library of books. This library forms a good nucleus for
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food habits research. (Gray's Manual is one necessary 

addition not owned by the project.) Most botanical data were 
derived from "The Flora of Indiana" by Deem, Indiana Conservation 
Department. This is an excellent text, applicable to Wisconsin 
for identification of plants. Cartons of empty, cleaned pint 
jars await return to W. S, Feeney, Ladysmith, for use during the 
1944 deer season. Please contact Mr. Bert Barger, who intends to 
send them by truck when a trip is made, 

Please hold the six large jars of waterfowl gizzards, and 
forward to me if and when I ask for them and give an address, 
I hope I may find time to analyze the foods evenings, thus 
completing the largely finished collection of waterfowl. I 
shell also need a pan, funnel with cover. and ring-stand with 
ring. These can also be sent if and when I do this work, 

All proofed file cards, original and duplicate, at present 
being typed or to be typed later should be sent to me for my 

signature and for a compilation of data for a report on ducks. 
I shall return all cards, sending one set to Mr. Zimmerman's 
Piles, one to the files of the Food Habits Project through Mr. 
Hadden or Dr. Hartsough. 

It is possible that at some time I shall be in a position 
to study the reference collection of seeds and fruits toward 
publication, If I can, might I hope to receive it as 2 loan 
providing I am unable to visit Wisconsin? It would be cared 
for well. ‘This is a tentative plan. I at least hope thet 
sometime I may make further and neede use of my work, 

Sincerely yours, 

per. RW, 
George B. Rossbach 

GR: RH
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Food Habits folder ,— 
: Pheasant folder 

; Quail folder 

: Hard & Soft Corn 

Fritz L. tells me all quail and pheasants at Crystal Lake promptiy 

deserted all hoppers and patches containing "soft corn" when snow melted 

this spring, On other hand, hard corn feeders were deserted mich more 

gradually.
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1532 University Aveme 

1 ® March 16, 1936 

Mr, H. L. Stoddard 
The Hall, Route 1 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Dear Herbert: 

T am planning to add to the Game Research News Letter a 

: ranning series of "needed projects," 

Attached is a rough draft of one on “Food Selectivity," 

I realize that this is a very big subject and should not 
be undertaken here without some proviston for consultation with 
MoAtee, yourself and Errington, and also centers of physiological 

research, I want to run it, though, as an illustration of my 
desire to get into these more advanced fields rather than to do all 
our work in the more limited life history fields. 

Have you any partidular criticiem of the write-up? I 
realize, of course, that nearly every sentence involves a lot of 
ifs and ands, but I must hold down the iength to not over two pages. 

I am sending copies of this letter, with the same request 
for opinion, to MeAtee and Errington. 

Yours sincerely, 

a aa 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Manarement 
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a ne 

v What the Chair of Game Nanagement Would Like to Work On 

od This series of sketches of needed researches is published in the hope of 

4 inducing especially qualified men to work on especially important gaps in the 

x existing knowledge of wild life. Incidentally, it may serve to illustrate , 

i 3 opportunities for advancing conservation through financing of research. 

x* { No. 1. OOD SmLROTIVITY 
; During the era of "economic ornithology" the fact that a certain food 

item was eaten (i.e., was found in crops) was accepted as evidence of food value. 
The researches of Stoddard Erri. have now broken down this blanket 

assumption. Thus the oeteedet $e test clover seed in quail crops is now ; 

\- evidence, not of food value in clover, but impending starvation in the bird. 

* There has evolved a theory of palatability sequence: winter survival is no longer 

Ms a question of whether there is food, buthow low on the scale of palatabilit m 

the covey has been forced to descend. 4 <4 3 

iN Yet the palatability sequence is not, in itself, a rounded concept of ES 

: food=-selectivity, It assumes first of all that palatability and sustenance- \> 3 

¢ Cf value are identical, Is this true? What is the meaning of the emall quantities | 

6 of low-palatability foods (such as sumac) often found in eumtgue@mbt crops,- ' Ap 

"9 ’ are these minor items "salad"? How far beyond quail does the palatability 

sequence extend? Why do sharptails start budding in January, corn or no corn,~ 

INES y 4s there a seasonal shift in palatability values? If so, is the shift in the | \Z.rcx 

chemical composition of the plant or the chemical needs of the animal? Why do | ~~» cow 

deer from Pennsylvania to Arizona prefer to browse on over=browsed spots, to 

Y the neglect of nearby untouched spots containing the same plants? Is the & 

hard-pressed plant "sweeter"? Why do some plants, such as balsam, rate as 

i emergency deer foods in one state and staple in another? 

nt The relation of the animal to toxins is possibly a related field, critical 

examination of which may throw light on the mechanism of selectivity. Is the 

inhibition against toxic foods acquifed or inherited? If acquired, why do 

5 exotics fail to develop inhibition (viz, cattle and loco)? What is the 

evolutionary meaning of exceptions in which no inhibition seems to exist (such ~<% 
: ™~, as botuligm) or come into existence (such as lead-poisoning) “phe reer sy 

Ate 
: } The field of acquired traits in selectivity has been nicely opened up by Py 

Errington (when he found young quail mst learn to open unhusked corn) and ; 

Stoddard (when he found that preferred foods like buckwheat and rice are at 

: ,| first not eaten by quail unfamiliar with them), These leads, if oritically “23 rs,» 
4 developed, might help build up an amplification of the palatability-sequence aS 

a> a 
RY, Conclusions, ‘his University would like to work on a further development “6-5 

. of the selectivity theory. It is basic to an ultimate understanding of manageuent7Z, ~~ 

; questions, though promising no practical results in the immediate future, ‘the Bs 

£4 work obviously requires a synthesis of physiology and ecology. Any work should , 

I : be founded on a very thorough review of the literature, followed by some skillfully 

“2: q selected experiments under controlled conditions. The facilities availsble here 
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1. Consulting service from a very highly developed | & ; 
department of agricultural chemistry and poultry ieee ‘og jus 
husbandry. /’ Bgit ah 

2. State Game Farm at Poynette nearby. od A po” 

3, Game demonstration areas nearby. yo ( oe 

4, Wide variety of wild species nearby. f™ 

It is evident that only the most advanced personnel could score any further 

advance, although certain small fractions of the field might be suitable for 

ordinary doctorate dissertations. 
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COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

March 20, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Ave., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo; 

I have just received your letter of the 16th,enclosing your copy of 
a needed project on "Food Selectivity",and asking for comment. I will just 
coument on the different questions brought UP, and send copies of my answer 
to Errington and McAtee. If they both do the same, we should bring out some 
interesting thoughts on the subject. 

In the first place,I agree fully that we need a great deal of study 
on the points brought out,and I hope that you can get something along this 
line going at the University. We have been working on this line ever since 
I returned to Georgia,and have come to the conclusion that the field is full 
of pitfalls ,where attacked from the experimental viewpoint with what we have 
had in the way of ability and facilities for the attack. In other wodds,it is 
going to be a long,hard road,and I doubt that any man living will make very 
fast progress in travelling itja combination of practical men in many fields 
may do a lot better. 

After trying about everything we can think of to learn something by 
experimental methods regarding food preferences,we have about come back to 
the starting point as the most practical method of procedure.that is,the 
examination of crops of quail (for sake of illustration) taken under 
conditions where the available food supply is knowm,as am index of relative 
values and preferences. Offering captive birds the various seeds,either wet 
or dry,has from the first given misleading results,as compared to what we 
find in the stomachs of shot wild birds. For instance,Cowpeas,Fla. Beggarweed 
and certain lespedezas may be selected by our wild birds from the great 
abundance and variety of foods known to be equally available in our habitat. 
Yet when we offer these feeds to captive birds in “preference” tests,we 
repeatedly find them rejected, or ranking very low in the best experimental 
tests we have yet devised. ive have about come to the conclusion that seeds 
exposed to the sunlight and weather undergo changes which make them 
relished by quailjso far we have dismally failed to get the seeds into a 
comparable condition of “palatibility" (or whatever name would cover it) 
by soaking, partial germination,etc, in our experimental work, 

Recently we have been trying to determine the value to quail of the seed 

of Lespedeza sericea «An expert experimenter with quail in Virginia has come 

to the conclusion by exhaustive feeding tests with captive birds that the 
seeds are of slight value as compared to many others of mow values.
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We had about accepted this conclusion, as it agreed with our ow results. Then 
on my last trip to South Carolina I went over a large number of crops of quail, 
and found many well filled with this Lespedeza. Apparently they are acquiring 
a taste for it. We ofthew find that it takes the birds of a natural area 
about three years to acquire a taste for a new feed, even though the feeds 

offered may rank at the top in some other district only a few miles distant. 
Examples,Fla., Beggarweed,Sesbania, Buckwheat,Rice and a great many others.Now 
in our practical work we plant these feeds very well distributed over a preserve, 
but in very small quantity at first,gradually increasing the quantity as the 
birds learn to eat the new offering. If natural feeds are very scarce we may 

get quick results with the new offering;if a wide variety of natural feeds are 
very abundant ,we may make very slow progress with anything new wHich we 
may offere 

This past year Komarek tested,by the best and most “fool proof" technique 
we could think of,a wide variety of seeds suspected of being toxic. We used 
force feeding of the suspected seeds on a bird,and force fed a control with 
seeds known to be of outstanding value. Certain of the tested seeds appeared to 

be toxic by this method. Yet we fing the same seeds ocassionally eaten by wild 
quail in perfect health and condition.We have come to lack confidence in this 
experimental procedure and will not publish the results,though this was 

the object of the research in the first place. 

All of our practical work points to the fact that the great majority of 
quail foods are strictly seasonal. Gallberries seem to be eaten in quantity by 
quail (and many other birds?) only in February,though they have been on the 
bushes for weekseMany legumes are not eaten in quantity till they have been 
on the ground and exposed to the elements for weeks or months. Many grass seeds 
are eaten largely in the “milky * stage and for a few weeks thereafter,and 
largely ignored for the remainder of the year,though they remain wholesome 
and fully available for months following their period of use (as is proven by 
wholesale volunteering later). Seeds ignored for weeks become first in 
importance for the birds at other periods. And so it goes. So we plant and 
observe,kill birds under know conditions and examine them,observe their 
actions afield,and gradyally gets leads for the large scale and practical 
plantings.There may be short cuts, but we fail to find them, 

As to Sumac. Why call sumac of “low-paletibility"? The fruits of Dwarf 
Sumac (Schmaltzia copallina) are the only food we have found in Bobwhite for 
each and every month of the year;the item ocurwed in 569 birds of 1,659 

examined during the Cooperative Quail Investigation,and I have personally found 
crops half filled. Does it serve as a condiment? How about the deer browsing 
on over browsed spots? Maybe the animal Industry fellows are giving the answer 
through their chemical analysis of forage periodically cut and renewed,as against 
the same plants when allowed to develop normally and going to seed. Apparently 
they are finding very different food values. I guess the real explantation 
must be made by the chemist.But as a guide to practical quail management we have 
been forced right back where we startedja study of the bird in relation to its 

environment ,checked constantly by labratory work on crops gathered under known 

conditions. I am beginning to despair of the experimental approach with captive 

birds,man stored seeds,and so forth. I just go into this to such great lenght 

because we have “been through the mill",or are in the mill,and anyone taking up 

this work might go all over the same ground again thinking it might give the 

answer,Which I am convinced it_wont. And maybe the chemist will have to be 
associated with the practical man of long experience to keep his feet on the 

ground;it looks so in related fields, 

Now just a suggestion. If one must experiment in this field,he had better
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grow all of his feed in very large enclosures and his quail in the enclosures 
with them,to see what they eat and what they reject,and_when. Then maybe the 

chemist will be able to tell why. The birds may require foods of different 
food values at the various seasons to take ware of varying bodily requirements; 
maybe the chemist can tell why. But they have a long way to go with man and 
his domestic animals, in spite of the vast expenditures in this field.The poulty 
people are making progress,and furnish us with a multitude of “leads* to follow 
in figuring out the questions that confront us with our game birds. They have 

the money for the bagic research in that field,and we should scruténize their 
work closely for hints to apply in our field. Maybe a competent student coufild 
be kept very busy checking this poultry work,as applied to the game fieldwith 
modifications. 

I will be very much interested in the McAtee and Errington reactions to 
your suggestions. With kindest regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

Herbert L.Stoddard. 
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HOME ADDRESS; OFFICE ADDRESS; 

3200 TWENTY-SECOND ST. N., BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

CHERRYDALE, VA. U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE 

WASHINGTON, D, C. 

March 25, 1936. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

1532 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I have received the proposed outline of research work on food selectivity 
and also a copy of Stoddard's comment on it. I now offer my own and will send 
copies to Stoddard and Errington. 

I have considerable doubt of the value of using the word palatability, 
at least in the ordinary human sense, with reference to a wildlife food item. 
It surely mst be granted from the food habits of ‘possums, buzzards, and birds 
consuming nauseous insects, that palatibility to wildlife means something quite 
different from what is ordinarily implied by our use of the term. ven where 
the meaning is restricted to order of utilization, I do not believe that it can 
safely be concluded that the order is dictated by intrinsic palatibility or 
even nutritive value of the food. We know that temporary and apparently 
capricious habit has something to do with food utilization. Stoddard comments 
on this in his letter, Errington makes note of it in a recent manuscript on the 
food habits of foxes, and I have repeatedly observed it in the case of fruit- 
eating birds where flocks for a time confine their attention to a certain fruit, 
yet within a few days clean up other kinds previously ignored. Perhaps an 
exceedingly thorough and detailed investigation by a corps of chemists, 
dieticians, and wildlife specialists might unravel the meaning of such actions 
but it is not likely that such a research will be organized and I do not know 
that the results would be particularly superior to those now being obtained by 
careful and repeated field observations and stomach analyses. 

It is possible that there are changes in palatibility of fruits hanging 
through the winter and that apparently capricious changes in the food habits of 
wild creatures are due to physiological need, but it can readily be seen that 
research to get at the bottom of such phenomena will be very difficult. 

I do not believe that the findings of stomach analyses are going out of 
date and I do not think that the distinction drawn between staple and incidental 
foods has any necessary bearing on the essential values of food items. A thing 
taken in small quantity may be just as necessary to the organism as one taken 
in bulk. This is immediately apparent when we consider the small quantities of 
certain mineral elements or of vitamins that are needed, in the lack of which 
even reproduction cannot occur. It is conceivable that these essentials may be 
obtained from a food that makes up an insignificant proportion of the total 
subsistence. On account of considerations of this nature, I never accepted at 
face value Errington's findings about the relative importance of food items of 
the bobwhite and advised him against publication of a similar paper on pheasant 
food unless the work could be repeated with the cooperation of experts in animal 
nutrition.



The subject of toxins in plants is an exceedingly complicated one and 

it is doubtful whether the word toxin has a proper use in this connection, 

especially if it is a substitute for the word poison. Some plants highly 

important to many browsing animals and certainly to be regarded as a normal 

part of their diet produce symptoms which we describe as poisoning under 

certain conditions when taken too exclusively or in too great amounts, @€.g., 

oak leaves. I have had my attention particularly drawn to this point in 

connection with compiling lists of plants valuable to wildlife, for the 

process of excluding species known to be dangerous, at least occasionally, 
leads to such wholesale deletions as to imply at once that the process is 

losing all touch with reality. Plants reputed to be poisonous under certain 

conditions include species which,according to every-day observation, are 

regularly, if not extensively, eaten. The question as to whether "toxicity" 

will be demonstrated appears to be one greatly dependent on circumstances 

that may be local and fleeting. 

I believe that experiments conducted with the cooperation of experts 

in animal nutrition can produce valuable information on the nutritive require- 

ments of animals and on the nutritional value of foods, but I do not believe 

that they are reliable with respect to food preferences. A review of 

experiments on the food of birds, particularly some carried on by early 

workers in the Biological Survey, drove me to this conclusion years ago and 

I expressed it in the following publication which you may never have consulted: 

The Experimental Method of Testing the Efficiency of Warning and Cryptic 

Coloration in Protecting Animals from their Enemies," Proceedings of the 

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, June, 1912. Nothing has come 

to my attention since that time which would tend to controvert my conclusion 

: that experiments as to food preferences "are not trustworthy guides to behavior 

under natural conditions." 

Research along many lines is the great desideratum but not all things 

cen be tested by the experimental method. In my opinion palatability, or 

reasons for food preferences, is such a subject. 

Sincerely, 

ay Lovie



[OWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

March 31, 1936 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

When I wrote you regarding your proposed program of experimentation 
with game foods, it did not occur to me to prepare my remarks in 
triplicate for McAtee and Stoddard, as well. Since then I have 
received copies of their replies to you and feel that a few more 
comments on my part would be in ordere I am sending them copies of 
this letter. 

After reading carefully the criticisms and suggestions advanced by 

both McAtee and Stoddard, I still think that an experimental program 
could be carried on to excellent advantage. Granted that many problems 
may not be approachable through experimental means and that there are 
numerous pitfalls besetting experimental workers as well as other kinds 
of workers, it behooves us to attack important problems in any way that 
we can, and to use all of the promising techniques available. Inter-=- 
pretations have to be made but many of these should not be beyond the 
power of people having an understanding of field conditions, specific 
habits of organisms, and principles of nutrition. 

My food experiments seem to be under a certain amount of fire, but, 
looking back from as detached and enlightened perspective as I can, 
I really don't see why they should be. I don't think that I have ever 
claimed more for them than they deserve, and my chief published remarks 
(written six years ago - American Game, Septe-Oct., 1931) seem to be 
conservatively stated, with full recognition that a few crude experi- 
ments cannot answer all the questions of nutrition. McAtee and I 
have threshed this over in conversation, and I don't think that our 
views are in any essential disagreement - although he thinks that 
people impute more meaning to my experimental studies than are justi- 
fied. He says that people get the impression from my writing that 
certain things are no good as foods. I have not intended to give any 
such impressions. 

What I have tried to convey is that certain things commonly eaten, 
especially at times of starvation crisis, have not by themselves (or 
in combination, for that matter) sufficient heat- or energy-producing 
substance to sustain quail during relatively short periods of emergency 
and this should not be expected of them. Fruit acids, minerals, 
vitamins, etce, while necessary or desirable, are no substitute for 
good old-fashioned protein (utilizable), carbohydrate, and fat, when
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the snow is three feet deep and the temperature twenty below zero. 
That sums up, in short, most of what I claim for my experiments, and 
it is something that needs to be emphasized over and over again. 

So far as the experiments themselves are concerned, they were crude 
but very useful, and, for their purposes, I fail to see anything 
scientifically unsound about them. The more they are examined in 
detail, the better they hold up under criticism. On the whole, they 
were planned to duplicate conditions occurring in the wild during 
the winter months - and that I would say is precisely what they did. 
I've watched a lot of quail starve during my brief career - both in 
pens and in independently living coveys - and, on the same unsubstantial 
foods, they starve the same way in either place. With some exceptions, 
ths field and experimental data check beautifully, and when this is 
the case we may be justified in having confidence in the results, 
though we may be confronted by many unanswered or unanswerable questions. 

In these experiments, the objective was not to ascertain the complete 
role of a given food in the life history of the bob-white - that would 
be getting into deep water - but to investigate a special problem. 
Perhaps the major part of any experimental program we may plan at 
this time should consist of special problems, limited enough in scope 
so that we could not go very far astray, and inspired largely by 
questions which arise in connection with field studies. 

It is very likely that you might be biting off more than,you could 
swallow with an experimental study of food preferences jeSome thing on 
the order of your arboretum experiments seems promising if carried on 
long enough and interpreted with due regard for their limitationse 
One has no business to be too sure of much of anything in any scientific 
work, and the existence of pitfalls should not, in itself, prohibit 
cautious exploratione 

You have exceptional advisory facilities there at Wisconsin, as the 
school has done recognized work in nutrition. I found Halpin particular- 
ly accessible, and frequently talked over vexatious problems with him, 
notably those dealing with foods. 

I think that you should insist upon your students taking plenty of 
chemistry and physiology in their course work, as this would reduce 
the liklihood of their making elementary blunders in their food experi- 
ments. A good stiff course in physiological chemistry should straighten 
out many of the mental kinks they may have concerning vitamins, etc., 
and there may be some special courses which they might take to advantage. 
In addition, a student should have, of course, sufficient field experi- 
ence to give him a background of practicality and a basic idea of how 
animals behave in naturee
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To carry on a worthwhile experimental program, it wouldn't be 
necessary to tackle the most difficult things first. There are many 
minor - but conservationally important - problems that graduate students 
could handle without getting in over their heads. Then, if the right 

. man comes along, he might grapple with palatability, selectivity and 
some of the other unknowns which may be tied up with complex chemical 
changes or intricate behavior patterns. 

I'm convinced that there is a lot that could be done, and you in your 
official capacity at the University of Wisconsin are in as good a 
position as anyone I know to get some wheels movinge More power to you. 

Sincerely, 

PLE*BB Paul Le ae 

Res. Asst. Profe
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1532 University Ave, 

April 7, 1936 

Mr, Herbert 1, Stoddard 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia . 

Dear Herbert: 

After receiving the replies from yourself, MeAtee and 
Brrington on the food selection project, I was pretty well convinced 
that I had better do sowe thinicing before publishing much a raw 
pleae of material, I aw not sure that the attached revision even 

yet says omch of anything, mt I think it 1s better than the other, 
I await word from all three of you as to whether it is worth pute 
ting out, 

; I think your idea of weathering as a possible determiner 
of palatability 42 the newest and best thing I have heard for some 
time, It 49 so good that 1f you are going to develop it yourself, 
I would rather not mention it, On the other hand, if you are not 
going to develop it at an early date, it might do a lot of good to 
put the raw notion in people's minds. 

Ag you have seen, I played safe by substituting for this 
project some ABC stuff on deer, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Gane Management 

vh 
Enele



Needed Researches 

No. 2. Hood Selection 

Up to a decade ago, the presence of a food item in a crop was accepted 

as evidence of food value. ‘The researches of Stoddard and Errington have now 

shown that quantities of a low-palatability food, sch as sweet clover, may 

indieate impending starvation, There has evolved a theory of "palatability 

sequence" which postulates that availoble foo’s are eaten in the order of their 

palatability, Winter survival is conceived to be a question of how low on the 

scale the bird has been forced to descend, A growing body of food habits 

research is premised on this theory, ‘These data seem to have the merit of 

considerable internal consistency, 

The palatability sequence, however, can hardly be, in and of itself, 

a rounded concept of food selection, especially in birds, ‘hat is palatability, 

anyhow, in a bird devoid of taste buds: through what alternative physiological 

mechanisus could food-selection be exercised’ Whatever palatability ia, it is 

assumed to be a meagure of sustenance-value. Is this a valid assumption? 

What species other than quail show a definite sequence’ What seasons other than 

winter? What 4s the meaning of the omall quantities of "low-grade" foods 

found in crops at all crops at all seasons? Are the postulates of "pastime" 

foods, condiment foods, and tonic foods mffictent to explain these exceptions? 

Why do sharptails start budding in Jamary, corn or no corn? “hy do some soremme 

seem to become unpalatable as the winter advances? Are these shifts in the 

chemistry of the food or in the needs of the bird? ‘hy do the coneluaions 

draw from experimental feedings to a given bird often differ from each other 

and from conclusions drawn from wild crops? While the accummlating data have 

mach internal consistency, they do not have enough to silence these seeming 

contradictions, Stoddard advances the theory that palatability may change with 

weathering or exposure, This 1s probably a sample of what is needed to round 

out the palatability theory in birds.
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In mammals, the inherent difficulties are less because the mechaniam 

of seleation ia similar to our own, Nevertheless plenty of basic wrk awaits 

the investigator. “hy do deer prefer browse crowths from spots already over- 

browsed? ‘hy do they distinguish between different geographic races of the 

game plant growm in the sane spot? Why does balsam rate as a low-grade browse 

in one region and staple in another? All sueh questions suggest a clear field 

for the plant chemist. 

Not so clear is the still unsupported hypothesis that the cycle common 

to bark and bud eaters may be induced by vitamin deficiencies in meh fooda, 

in turn induced by fluetuating radiation. If this theory is ever supported 

by experimental evidence, the bottom of the food selection problem will 

recede another mile. 

A critical study of inhibitions, inherent or acquired, against toxic 

foods might illuminate the mechanisn of food selection, likewise a critical 

study of acquired traits, such as Errington's finding that young quail must 

learn to open unhusked corn, and Stoddard's finding that quail unfamiliar 

with rice and buciowheat mst learn to eat then. 

York in this field involves a synthesis of ecology and physiology, 

and requires advance training in both, Extra strong consulting facilities 

in animal nutrition and agricultural chemistry are obviously reqisite, With 

all its limitations, the experimental method seams the most promising vehicle 

for progress. Compilation of the literature alone would make a thesis.



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 7 

April 10, 1936 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avee 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have read carefully your revised manuscript on food selection end think 

that it is much improved. With perhaps a few more modifications, it should 

be all right for consumption by the readers of your news letter. After all 
you are only trying to stimulate thought and point out to a restricted 
circulation (composed, I gather, principally of laymen, students, and 
local administrative and professional workers) some of the problems upon 
which someone could profitably work. If you were writing a formal paper 
for a journal, you would doubtless need to give the subject a far more 
thorough treatment. But in a “house organ" you can properly say in effects 
"This isn't a comprehensive treatise but it does present a few ideas which 
someone may find useful." 

I'll make what specific comments as come to my mind. 

I'm still troubled about the use of “palatability”, and I seem to recall 
thet McAtee was too. Palatability seems to carry a connotation of taste 
reactions or at any rate of sensory reactions at the time of eating. This, 
I suspect, may have nothing to do with the eating of many foods wmder many 
conditions. The term has certain advantages, insofar as your readers have 
long been familiar with it, but I wonder if it transmits a wholly accurate 
ideas I don't think that I would advocate discarding it unless a better 
expression is at hand, however; we still have to use words, inadequate as 
they may be, and for the present it may serve as well as any. 

I would modify the second line in the second paragraph to read, “"Whet is 
palatability, anyhow, to animals having a poor sense of taste, such as 
birds ..." I don't kmow if birds are completely devoid of taste buds, as 
I can't find specific reference to this point in the various texts I have 
at hand. You would be safe in steting that they have a poor sense of 
taste, although they apparently do taste some things or at least register 
dislike for certain objects they may take in their mouths. I found that 
young raptors almost invariably spit out frogs the first time they were 
offered them. Of course, a soluble substance of possibly astringent or 

similarly active properties coming in contact with sensitive tissue is dierent froma 

seed encased in difficulty soluble lignified or waxy material, icusihneEt 
ie.
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What are the chances of a bird learning to exercise some sort of judgment 
on the basis of reactions after eating? Birds are frequently nauseated 
in the wild (especially crows, I have noted), and it seems reasonable that 
they may learn that heavy diets of certein substances (even if tasteless 
at the time of eating) may not agree with them or may not give them the 
energy they may need. I am coming to have less respect for the judgnent 
of birds in knowing what is good for them; it often seems as if it doesn't 
make much difference to them what they happen to pick up as long as they 
manage to get by on it. : 

They unquestionably have some advantageous preferences and some capabilities 
for learning, but avian intelligence or instinct isn't always equal to 
the demands made upon it by circumstances. My recent flicker observations 
provide a case in point. I am reminded also of King's experiences with 
the Hungarian partridges on that Minnesota game farme I seem to recall 
that a large shipment of adult birds was apparently starving to death 
by eating excessive quantities of mangles even when they had abundant 
grain available, and that the trouble wes rectified simply by taking 
away the mangles. 

Stoddard's idea of changes in composition of foods with age or weathering 
is, I think,in keeping with at least some of the facts. Stoddard mentioned 
this to me in my early days at Wisconsin and I've carried it in the back 
of my head ever since. Simple softening of very hard foods by moisture 
may be as important as chemical changes. 

I am running across some interesting things in comection with my field 
studies of food selectivity in muskrats. Theae animals may be either 
extremely selective or extremely indéscriminate, and this seems, so fer as 
I can see, to apply to all adult muskrats and at all seasons. I have more 
limited date of the same sort from some close-range beaver observetions I 
made last summer in the mountains. The dope seems to be this: certein 
foods which we may call staples are searched for and are often transported 
considerable distances, whereas the ordinary “browse" is taken much as the 
animal comes to it. There are some mechanical considerations bearing upon 
the process of selection and feeding which I'll not go into here, but this 
illustration may be of some interest to you in its simplest forme 

The vitemin-deficiency, hypothesis, as relates to the cycle, seems less 
plausible in the light of changing views on the subject of viteminse At 
one time, the current idea seemed to be that we had to eat vitamins by the 
bushel, in order to keep in any sort of healthe I first became aware of 
what now seems to be the modern attitude while I was at Wisconsin, and 
recently I've seen this expressed many times, particularly in popular 
articles. In short, there is no question of the serious consequences of 
avitaminosis - when it occurs = but it seems almost impossible to get, on
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anything that approximates ordinary diet. Most vitamins, according to 
the physiologists, are actually needed in but a fraction of the quantities 
in which they are eaten. When the small amounts physiologically required 
are supplied, excess quantities seemingly do not count. Fluctuations in 
solar radiation, as I understand it, are comparatively slight, and if 
wild creatures were not on the verge of avitaminosis under usual living 
conditions (which I heartily doubt) at is hard to conceive of their being 
affected in this way, either for better or for worse. 

Still, I don't know too much about this and admit it without further 
adoe It is only that some things do not strike me, in my present stage 
of enlightenment or lack thereof, as being very likely. 

Sincerely, 

fal ay, Aga 
PLE*EB Paul L. Errington q 

Res. Asst. Prof. 
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HOME ADDRESS; 
OFFICE ADDRESS; 

3200 TWENTY-SECOND ST. N., BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

CHERRYDALE. VA. 
U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

April 11, 1936. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

After sending you my contribution to the discussion of 

research on food selection, I thought that perhaps it might be 

too pessimistic. There certainly is no good reason to object to 

the performance of research of any kind, but when practical values 
mst predominate it would seem that the research should be something 

that promises to lead directly to them. 

Additional remarks on the second draft of your proposal is 

that the first sentence is inclined to ruffle me as being a reflec- 

tion upon the stomach analysis method of food habits study. I think 

it is still not only accepted but true that the presence of a food 

item in the alimentary canal of a bird is the clearest possible 

evidence of its food value with the exception of course of strictly 

incidental pick-ups such as beads, rubber bands, etc. 

Stoddard's suggestion as to woather/ranging the palatability 

of foods is neither nom@& nor original. It seems to me like some- 

thing that 211 experienced field workers mst have noticed and 

regarded as a common place. It has been mentioned in print also and 

without looking further, I can refer you at least to Farmers' Bulletin 

1719, 1934, page 37, where there is about half a paragraph on the 

subject. 

I do not wish to appear solely in the role of a cold-water 

thrower, but I do think thet good researches are likely to grow from 

small beginnings rather than to result from elaborate preliminary 

planning. 

Sincerely yours, CLE



COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA | 

5 | 
April 18, 1936 ; Us | 

ap © 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, Qu 
1532 University Ave., 

Madison} Wis. 

Dear Aldo; 

Your letter of April 7th with the enclosed revised “Needed Researches " 

"No. 2 Food Selection * has been received,but came at a busy time and I guess 
I am the last with my acknowledgement and comments. You really started. 
something with this Aldo, and I am getting a big kick out of our three sided 
discussion. This makes it well worth the effort,and probably we ought to do 
more of this sort of thing. 

It seems to me that your presentation is okey for use in your News Letter 
with such changes as have been suggested and as you would probably make when 

getting it into final form. I see McAtees point in objecting to your first 
sentence a bit,as I cannot help but feel in a general way that ‘MAK the 
presence of food in a crop or gizzard still is evidence that it has food value 

with certain few exceptions.In fact my impression is that wild birds are 

very selective of their food,and generally eat what is good for them,even 
though they may not always do so.They certainly keep in rather uniformly good 
physical condition when they have half a chance. It is really very interesting to 
watch quail from a blind. They pinch and muil over their food before swallowing 

to an extent seldom noticable with mammals,tase buds or no taste buds. And the 
way & young quail will react to a quinine paste picked into on a fellow 
chicks toe where it has been places to deter toe picking, certainly would 
indicate that something was the matter with the taste. So I support Errington 

suggestion regarding taste in birds (my we do get into some deep water in 
these discussions, dont we?) 

And I claim no originality (though it is original with me-but ‘probably 
there is "nothing new under the sun" after all) for the theory of chemical 

changes in feeds brought about by weathering. As Errington says,I discussed 
it with him many years ago, and with about everybody who would listen. All I 
claim is that there is probably something outstandingly important there; 
something which should be cleared up. And the more who gather facts pertaining to 
it, and experiment with it, the better. I firmly believe that birds can suffer 
for lack of suitable food for a time,even though a unlimited quantity of 
food which will be relished weeks or months later,surround them on all sides. 

There is no question in my mind that this is true of southern quail at least. 
Most of their foods are distinctly seasonal,regardless to a large extent of 

both abundance and availability. This matter has a very practical bearing in 

my every day work, for I may have a heck of a time convincing the preserve 

owning sportsmen I work with that they muck have millets or grass seeds in 
abundance for Spring and Summer for quail and turkeys, regardless of the fact that 

they have a vast amount of “Lespedeza" for February and March. Each is 

utilized very extensively for three months in the year,but very little at any 

other time even in extremity; the birds simply refuse to eat the available food 

except in its season. A most striking example is Tlex glabra (Gallberry). As far
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as I have Shecdortigeres observed,the fruit is neglected from August until mid- 
winter,after which birds of the Florida “flatwoods"live on it almost entirely 
BNXX% for a period. Robins, Bluebirds and quail are examples;their intestines 

are so full of the “ink" that specimen preparation becomes difficult. But 
what can one expect of such simple creatures when such as Homo sapiens refuse 

oysters during all months without an Re 

Hoping that I will have the pleasure of seeing you during the summer, if 

not sooner, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

CL hol 
Herbert L.Stoddard 

Copies to McAtee and Errington. 

P.S.I realize that the above letter is rambling and of very poor constriction, 
with lots of mistakes. Lay it tog the bird song outside , for everything is tuned 

up around my office to a most distracting extent . H.L.S. 

yO 7 Zz. bitten, / at 

A tea EC gel ray 80% — ; 

7 We €.



Foods 

_, Appendix to Lecture 15 

Bifect of Weather on Palatability of Poods. At the Hamerstrom farm 

near Plainfield, Wisconsin, is a white pine grove with abundant small 

reproduction, most of it heavily shaded. Rabbits had not touched these 

young pines up to March 1, 1940. ‘They were buried in snow all of February. 

When they thawed out in March, they were suddenly attacked by rabbits. Did 

the snow storage "condition" these pines? (Such as convert starches to sugars.) 

On my farm, with similar soil, open-grown whites were eaten all winter. 

On my farm, elder was not touched by rabbits until March, although 

sumac, pussy willow, silky dogwood and wahoo, were barked. In March, older 

was suddenly attackea and 1s now stripped bare. Did snow “condition” this elder? . 

Glant ragweed achenes have hooks, which when ary lacerate the crops 

of pheasants, but crop analyses show fairly heavy consumption of these achenes. 

Answer: softened by rains or thaws. 

Elm buds become palatable to squirrels and rabbits when January and 

February thaws have swollen them, but not before. 

Stoddard thinks that sunshine and other kinds of "ripening" by weather 

may change the palatability of many seeds eaten by quail. 

Comment. This whole subject, while obviously important, is almost 

unexplored. Reason: changes inpalatability involve delicate balances in 

chemical state of foods. 3



HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

HARVARD FOREST 

. PETERSHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 

March 27, 1936. 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 

1 Soils Bidg., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

: Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Nearly a year ago I promised to tell you the 

amount of seed thet I got out of a collection of Lespedeza 

capitata. From the seed heads of about twelve stems I 

got 15 grams (a little over $ oz.) of seed. This amount 

could easily have grown on a mil-ecre, so e solid stand 

might produce 60 lbs. of seed. However, it never seems to 

make a solid stand over a very large area and is usually on 

soil too poor to grow many weeds. I am wondering if it is 

@ fugitive species which can't endure competition, I am going 

to try raising some plants this year to see how it does behave. 

| I understand you have published some notes on your 

| observations while in Germany. If you have any copies still 
3 | 

lu" | available would you send me one? 

Yours very truly, 

AW: ; 
N.W. Hosley 

Instruc
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WC RERC RETO STORRS, CONNECTICUT 
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Prof. Aldo Leopold i / 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

fhe last few weeks have been busy with planting of trees and shrubs 

\ on our demonstration area so have delayed answering your letter of April 

\ Se 

The work that I did on yields of weeds was published last year in 

American Geme in the article on Carrying Capacity. I did have some 

scattered information on yield of fruits but with the limited time 

at Williamston, I stressed the wild seeds rather than the fruits. In 

order to obtein a satisfactory sample of say frost grape, one would have 

to pick every grape in a whole section, so scattered are the vines. I 

didn't have the time or would have attempted something of the sort for 

frost grape, panicled dogwood, red berried nightshade, Crataegus and 

others. 1 hope some of your students may tackle something of this na- 

ture. 

Here in Connecticut, the skunk cabbage is very abundant, but as to 

yield, I haven't the slightest idea, so in connection with our demons- 

tration area we are going to sample the yield. 

The rabbit problem is coming along. Material is not too abundant 

and when the subject studied is nocturnal and crepuscular in its habits 

it keeps one on the job when the family wants to eat supper! We are 

working on a self-recording device by which the rabbit will write its 

own record of activity - to and from forms, burrows, nests, etc. Light 

seems to be a vital factor in regulating the time of beginning activity. 

At the college here, Dr. Wallace, a plant physiologist has developed an 

_self recording potentiometer giving continuous light records. I con- 

sider this instrument the best of its kind in the United States. We 

are planning to use one of these instruments. There are about a dozen 

now in existence. ‘The blueprints can be obtained from Dr. R. H, Wallace 

for one dollar. 

This instrument places the recording of light values on a par with 

thermographs, hygrographs and the like.



Prof. Aldo Leopold -2- April 24, 1936 

The article in the April Journal of Forestry was fine - hope 
to see more like this one. : 

Sincerely yours 

aud Phathe 
PDD/b Paul D. Dalke 

Associate Biologist 
Division of Wildlife Research
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Weeds and Weed Seed Yields at Paville Grove (nh? 
Lyle Sowls 

: / Introduction 

| During October, 1938, an attempt was made to measure the yield of 

- weed seeds and study certain aspects of the weed problem as they affected 

wildlife on the Faville Grove Area. 

The job of determining yield was confined to those species of anmal, 

non~noxious weeds that are most extensively eaten by game birds. On this 

area those were: yellow foxtail, green foxtail, lesser ragweed, barnyard 

grass and smartweed. Our sampling technique proved too poor for smartweed 

; so no figures on smartweed yields are given. The amount of waste soybeans 

on the ground after cutting the hay was also measured. 

The Faville Grove Wildlife Area is made up of about 2,400 acres of 

general farm land. The soil is nearly all Clyde silt loam, though parts of 

the area have either peat or alluvial soils. Most of the cultivated land is 

slightly alkaline, as was proved by a number of soil samples. 

The season of 1938 was very wet and favored the growth of weeds. The 

fall was warm and frost came late, thus favoring fall plowing. Perhaps 

more fall plowing was done in 1938 on the Faville Grove area than ever before 

i in history. This plowing turned under the growth of food weeds that had 

7 sprung up, and birds soon moved off the area due to lack of feed. 

Procedure 

Randomized samples of one square yard each were taken from the fields 

sampled. To remove dias in sampling, a heavy stick one yard long was thrown 

into the air and a sample was taken where this stick fell. A frame made of 

Slats was used to mark off the square yard and a scissors was used to harvest
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the crop. Te material was then put into a small cloth bag with a source 

label. These bags were then put over a dryer in the Agronomy Building until 

thoroughly dry. They were then threshed and screened. Several different 

screens were tried. The clipper cleaner was also tried to separate seeds 

from chaff. It worked well with ragweed but the seeds of barnyard grass and 

yellow foxtail were often too light and blew away. Barnyard grass was hardest 

to clean because the dry hulls tend to cling to the seeds. The most accurate 

method is to take one-quarter of the sample by weight at random and pick the 

seeds out of that portion with a tweezers and later get the total by mltipli- 

cation by four. 

After the weights are obtained it is necessary to subject the data to 

statistical analysis. This was done by finding the total sum of squares, the 

variance and the standard deviation of a single determination. These figures 

that we got in grams per square yard were then converted to pounds per acre. 

The amount of variation from the mean depends a great deal upon what kind of 

weed is predominant, how scattered it is, and how many samples were taken from 

a single field. This first year's study showed that more samples per field 

are needed and that fields should be broken into small parts and each part 

sampled and considered separately. 

The yield figures are given in the tables and the calculations on the 

work sheets at the end of the report. 

Yiela 

The yield of various weed species on the fields samples is given in the 

following table:
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Table I. Yield of Weed Seeds 

Fiela | Type of field | Weed species | Yield in pounds per acre | 

A Uplend stubble Yellow foxtail 436 + 120 

B ® 8 " " 83.14 22.6 

c Upland stubble Barnyard grass 362 + 100.3 

ce " ® Yellow foxtail 4,641.5 

D Low prairie stubble ® a 213 + 37 

Ry Upland stubble . : 182 + 51.1 

Bp . a Green foxtail 319 + 62.8 

F Soybean field Soybean waste 146 + 50.1 

G Upland stubble L. ragweed 106 + 36.8 

a L ® * a 6 + 21.3 

I * “  * 130 + 26 

*C,C - means from the same sample. 

B,. Bo- means from different parts of the same field. 

From these figures it can be seen that weed seed yields are very 

variable. Yellow foxtail ran very high on some fields this year due to the 

great amount of moisture. Ragweed yields did not vary nearly as mich between 

different fields as did the other weeds. 

In field © we can see the role of competition between species in determin- 

ing seed yield. This field was very fertile. A crop of canning pess that was 

grown on this field yielded extremely high. After the peas were taken off a 

very dense stand of almost pure barnyard grass sprang up. The very low yield 

of yellow foxtail on this field was probably due to the heavy competition of 

the barnyard grass. The exact reason why barnyard grass did so well on this 

to the extent of crowding out other species is not understood.
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What determines dominant species? 

The presence of a large amount of barnyard grass and absence of other 

species on the field just discussed, leads us to wonder why certain species 

are so dominant. 

It i9 sometimes quite easy to determine what makes certain weeds domin- 

ant in the aftermath of grain stubble. This can be fairly easily predicted 

in the case of ragweed and smartweed which may exchange places in the same 

field with changes in moisture conditions. During December, 1937, I visited 

@ prairie barley stubble at Paville Grove and found a great deal of lesser 

ragweed sticking above a light layer of snow. This same field was almost 

devoid of ragweed in 1938, although it was again sown to barley. A good 

stand of smartweed was present. This change was apparently due to the greater 

moisture supply the last year. 

Base in predicting what weed species will be dominant is not the general 

rule. A small part of a patch of ground that was plowed up and planted to a 

buckwheat food patch in 1938 was left unseeded at one end. Ragweed and yellow 

foxtail was expected to come in and furnish seeds to supplement the buckwheat 

crop as winter food for a covey of quail that used a nearby covert. Instead 

of the desired species, a rank growth of horseweed and prickly lettuce came 

in. 

Another confusing example of this was found in the field labeled 2B. 

Pert of this field ylelded 182+ 51.1 pounds of yellow foxtail per acre with 

almost complete absence of green foxtail. Another part of the same field 

yielded 319+ 62.8 pounds of green foxteil per acre with an absence of the 

yellow species.
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Method of Harvesting Grain in Determining 

Weed Yields 

One farmer on the area used a combine to harvest the grain while 

all the others used grain binders. On the field where the combine was 

used the waste oats left on the ground sprouted and formed a dense mass 

of oat vegetation that prevented an aftermath of weeds from starting. These 

green oats made excellent pasture and the farmer turned his cattle in to 

graze down the oats. A covey of eleven Hungarian partridge then left the field 

and moved across the road. The field across the road was plowed, so the par~ 

tridge moved still farther. Thus the effect of agricultural operations upon 

wildlife is again illustrated. 

The Weed Problem 

It can be seen from this report that certain weeds are desirable to 

wildlife. It should be pointed ont, however, that these are not the weeds 

that cause the agronomist the greatest trouble. Farm wildlife could get 

along very well without Canada thistle, quack grass and yellow mustard. These 

three weeds are the most troublesome ones at Faville Grove. They will be con- 

sidered separately. 

Canada Thistle. Most of the pastures and many of the prairie grainfields 

are heavily infested with this weed. In 1938 one threshing scene was 4 cloud 

of thistledown as it floated away from the blower. 

In 1935 @ small corner of pasture land was fenced off to determine the 

effect of ungrased bluegrass upon Canada thistles. By 1938 the bluegrass had 

crowded out the thistles, but in the graged portion they were still present. 

On the other side of the fence native grass vegetation, consisting mostly of 

Dluestem, had prevented invasion of thistles. This is illustrated in the 

accompanying diagram.
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Quack Grass. Quack grass is found over most of the area but is 

more serious on the lower lands that are planted to corn. This is because 

the high moisture in the soil favors its spread and makes it very difficult 

to kill out with a springtooth harrow. 

Yellow Mustard. Yellow mstard has come into a couple large fields 

along the river. In the summer of 1938 a large barley field of about 

twenty-five acres was yellow with mstard blossoms in July. This ruined 

the crop so the cows were turned in. A second crop of mstard was produced 

that bloomed from late August until frost. Whether this second crop was 

from the seed of that year or not is unknown.
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Reprint from Bulletin 446, “What’s New in Farm Science,” pub- 

lished in November, 1939, as Part I of the Director’s annual report 

of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station 
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Wildlife Management 

The Hungarian Partridge Pioneers 

Hon HISTORY is largely a story of the spread of pioneering populations 

into new environments. 

Natural history likewise has its pioneers. Some, like the starling in America 

or the rabbit in Australia, are pests. Some are useful additions to the rurai 

landscape, only partially competitive with native species. 

The spread of pioneering birds is hard to trace when the initial stock is 

broadcasted over large areas. The spread of the pheasant in Wisconsin cannot 

be traced for this reason. 

The Hungarian partridge, however, is traceable, for the reason that most of 

the Wisconsin stock originates from plantings made by Gustave Pabst in Wauke- 

sha county from 1908 to 1929. The map shows the spread of this bird by 1920, 

1930, and 1937. These “spread contours” are drawn from hundreds of dates of 
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c THIS IS THE WAY THE HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE HAS SPREAD 

The curved lines show how far the Hungarians had spread from the site of their original 
planting in Waukesha county by 1920, 1930, and 1937. On some fronts their advance has been 
stopped by poor soil, 
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arrival reported to Aldo Leopold by Wisconsin farmers, naturalists, and sports- 
men during the past decade. Each date was verified by cross-questioning the 
witnesses. 

Unlike the human pioneer, the Hungarian does not settle on gravel, peat, of 
sand. He sticks to the best soils. The detailed evidence indicates, however, that 
the reason for this seeming superiority is not that he doesn’t try the poor soils; 
he simply dies out there so promptly that his efforts go unnoticed. 

The Hungarian pioneer makes his longest treks in the middle of the coldest 
winters. Thus during the blizzards of 1935-36 there was a northward thrust 
which temporarily populated a whole tier of new counties, reducing the popula« 
tions to the south. Survival, however, occurred only on the fertile lakeshore 

clays and loams along Lake Michigan and Lake Winnebago. 

The advancing front of Hungarian “settlements” crossed the Dane county 
prairies and reached the border of the Columbia county sands near Lodi in 1935. 
Since then the front has mushroomed against the sand barrier like a piece of soft 
wax against a hard wall. 

How far northward and westward will the Hungarian eventually go? Will 

he go farther if offered “relief” in the form of feeding? On the first question 

Leopold makes no prediction. To the second he answers emphatically “no.” 

feeding is effective as a means of increasing population on a range which is short 
of food but otherwise suitable, but feeding never made a range suitable. Why 
this is so, no one knows. 

Can Prairie Chickens Winter on Buds? 

oes PRAIRIE CHICKENS resort to buds of trees as a winter food has long 
been known. Whether they can subsist on buds alone has long been de- 

bated. Last winter this question was put to test by Frederick Hamerstrom Jr. of 

this Station and Frank Hopkins of the State Conservation Dept. 

Twenty-four wild chickens were trapped and confined in three pens. One 

pen was fed buds, one pen buds and grains, and one grains alone. Each pen had 

all it could eat. Weekly weighings of each bird registered its ability to subsist 
en its particular rations. 

From the outset the birds on buds alone lost the most weight; the birds on 
buds and grain lost the least weight. Those on grain alone held their weight 
almost as well as those on the mixed ration. 

After several weeks the schedules were reversed. The birds on buds alone 
would have starved had this not been done. The mixed ration again gave the 
vest showing; the bud ration the worst. 

Confined prairie chickens are so wild that it is difficult to untangle the weight 

changes due to food from those due to fright. These tests, while not conclusive, 

at least strongly indicate that the bird needs grain (or the equivalent in weed 

seeds) in order to winter successfully in Wisconsin. Farmers who wish’ to en- 

courage prairie chickens should leave a few corn shocks or a buckwheat stack in 
an open field for their use. 

The sharptailed grouse, sometimes called prairie chicken, is believed to sub- 

sist on buds alone, but it, too, is probably better off when grain is also available. 
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i What Is the Yield of Wild Food Crops? 

N SUPPORTING COWS, pigs, horses, poultry and people it is important to 

know how much corn, oats, hay, vegetables or fruits an acre will produce. 

In supporting pheasants, quail, rabbits, and song birds it is important to know 

how much weed seed, waste grain, acorns or browse an acre will produce, how 

dependable the crop is, and how much of it is utilized by wildlife. This Station 

therefore has begun a series of measurements of wildlife food crops. 

The weeds which spring up as aftermath on small grain stubbles are an im- 

portant food which the farmer converts either into game and song birds, or into 

mice and gophers, depending on whether there is any cover to harbor birds. 

What is the yield of these weedy stubbles? Seventy-five samples of one square 

yard each, taken last fall by Aldo Leopold and Lyle Sowls on the Faville Grove 

wildlife area in Jefferson county, threshed out the following quantities of edible 

seeds: yellow and green foxtail, 50 to 450 Ibs. per acre; barnyard grass, up to 

300 Ibs. per acre; lesser ragweed, 80 to 130 lbs. per acre. 

Ungrazed woodlots in southern Wisconsin support a wild bean called tick 

trefoil, which is greatly relished by quail, ruffed grouse, and pheasants. Thirty 

samples from the University Arboretum showed yields up to 10 Ibs. per acre. It 

was discovered that there are two insects, a weevil and a moth larva, which thin 

out the trefoil and prevent any large yield. 

Crop wastes left behind in harvesting are an important food for wildlife. No ; 

satisfactory measurements of waste grain have as yet been devised, but waste 

soybeans left behind at Faville Grove threshed out 150 pounds per acre. 

Rabbits Range at Least a Mile 

O NE OF THE COMMONEST but least known species of wildlife is the ordinary 

cottontail. Wisconsin hunters bagged a million cottontails last fall, but no 

man yet knows how far an individual cottontail moves in a year. Knowledge of 

movements is important to the landholder, whether he wishes to encourage 

rabbits as a game animal or to discourage them as a threat to orchards, truck 

crops, or tree plantings. 

For the past two winters the following experiment was conducted on the 

Faville Grove wildlife area: A 7-acre “pothole” which had good cover, but which 

was surrounded by bare fields, was trapped clean of rabbits in November and 

December. Each rabbit was weighed, ear-tagged, and released at a distance of 

one mile. By watching tracks in the snow, and by continued trapping, the return 

or “influx” of rabbits to the empty covert was observed. 

During January the covert remained empty. During February, however, 

there was a steady influx from the outside, including some of the tagged indi- 

viduals. One returned three times in two years. The February “shuffle” coin- 

cided with the onset of the breeding season or “rut,” and was doubtless caused by 

mating activities. By the following fall, the pothole contained its usual quota of 

cottontails. 

The experiment shows this covert supports 2 rabbits per acre, and that in 

winter the population “stays put” until February, when the breeding shuffle 

mixes the populations for as far as a mile. 
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September 10, 1940 

To All Students: 

Thies memo is for action by McCabe and Stollberg and for information of 
other students. 

From now on the wildlife management group will undertake a study of the 
yield of wild foods. This will be a joint project with Botany. Contributions 
to this general subject which can be made without interference with prior 
commitments will be welcomed. On the Riley and Faville Grove areas we should 
revive the recording of mast yields. This was begun several years ago but 
dropped. 

Instead of gathering and counting mts and acorns, it is now suggested 
that we gather and count cups and hulls, these being less likely to disappear 
through consumption by rodents. At Faville Grove it was agreed with John 
Curtis to start the following annual mast yield measurements: 

(1) Oak-hickory Pasture. A base line 1/8 mile long is to be laid out 
in the Smith lot and marked with blazed trees and metallic numbers at each end. 
Counts of hulls are to be made on quadrats of one square yard each at intervals 
of five yards along this base line. The counts will be made either after all 
mast has fallen, or it can be made currently as the mast falls, the hulls being 

thrown out of the quadrats at each count. For hickory the hulls will be 
divided by four to get the number of nuts. 

There may be a difficulty due to cows eating bur oak acorns, hull and all. 

(2) Isolated Trees. Select ten hickories and ten bur oaks and count hulls 
on quadrats of one square yard eech, circling the tree halfway between the 
trunk and the periphery of the crown. There should be four or five quadrats 
to each tree. Trees in pastures will be easiest counted provided the difficulty 
with consumption by cows does not interfere. 

(3) Ungrazed Woods. Ley out a base line 1/8 mile long and count same as 
in oak-hickory pasture. The difficulty here will be the hiding of hulls by 
falling leaves. It may be necessary to lift the leaves on the quadrats in 
order to get at the hulls. 

At Riley there may be an opportunity to find some isolated walnuts to be 
included in Item 2. 

Cartis will see Longenecker about a supply of metallic numbers for permanent 
marking of trees. 

A yearly record of the mast count should be filed with Botany, with this 
office, and in the area atlas. 

Aldo Leopold
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Digest of 

Glading, Biswell, and Smith, "Studies on Food of the California 

Quail in 1937." Journal of Wildlife Management, Vol. 4, No. 2 
April, 1940. pp. 128-144 

ce of food in stomachs 
Average, incl. grit, 144 birds, 1.3 
During morning feeding 3.9 
After morning feeding se 
4 hours before sunset 9 
Roosting time 8.2 

Total daily intake (by wt. loss overnight) 19.6 grams 

Average grit in 80 stomachs 17.5% of vol. 

Forage inventory, 1440 acres, 1 sq. ft. per acre 
99.4% consisted (dry weight) of annuals 
$2% consisted of introduced species. 

Seeds found stored in ground where quail had fed, in fall, before new growth 

39.1 cc per sq. ft. of seeds weighing 3.5 gr. (334 lbs. per acre) 
Including Bromus 19.1 cc, rubens 12.1 cc, Festuca 3.6 etc. 
(Dalke's Michigan samples 9.8 lbs. per acre) 

: This food would last 44 years if population remained 1 quail per 
2 acres. 

Formla 

Desirability coefficient = Vol. in % Stomachs in which 
Total Diet X occurred 

Per cent of this species in total plant 
population 

Aldo Leopold 11/14/40 

ec Calif. quail 
Digests 
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Foo? Productivity for *ilédlife of an Area of Agricultural Land 

The area on which the study is being conducted is 
approximately 1100 acres comprising the nsee Lake Wildlife 
Experiment Station. Here sound farming prectices and wildlife 
management are being correlated. The topography is irregular; 
the soil glacial morainie varying in fertility from moderately 
heavy loam to relatively sterile sand. DRrainage ie variable. 
¥rogion and lose of soil fertility was greet in the past, but 

; erosion control practices have reduced thie. Because of these 
practices the acerage in cultivated cropa hea decreased and thet 

: in pasture and retired land has correepondingly increased. 

Investigations were begun here in October, 1940, to 
deteraine just nen productive of wil@life foods such farmiand 
is, how 1 the food remains available in the winter, how 
soll fertility affecte productivity, to what extent the foods 
ore used by wildlife, and to that degree competition between ji 
wildlife apecies for these foode exists. 

The procedure in weed seed analysis consisted of 
taking random aquare-meter gamples every month in farm fieldée 
representing the different arene and the more common soil 
types. The number of savicles teken in gach field varied from 
one to five depending on the size of the field ané the stand 
of weeds. Only the available seed on the stem was taken. 
These samples were dried, then threshed, and the seeds sorted, 
write and pounds per aere calouleted. Fields aampled for 
wildlife foods were the stubble fielés such ae corn, vheat, 
and oate; standing corn, a corn field mechanically picked, 
fallow food patches and gardens, and « lespedera planting with a good stand of ragweed. Ar though the etudy is not yet Completed some preliminary findings can be reperted on now. 

Gime average ec of available seed on the stem | for all the fields studied wes 126.7 pounds per acre in 
Oateber, 26.3 pounds per acre in November and 4.5 pounds per aere in peoomber.) This shows a 79% decrease of ready weed seed in Novembef and a 96% decrease in December over October. Some weed seeds were still availeble in December but more | effort was required by wildlife to obtain thes. 

Lesser ragweed (Ambrosia ee ee ie by fer | the moet abundant weed seed on thie area. [In Oetober 49.98% | of the total weed seed production by weight was ragweed. In | November it was 63.6% and in Deeesber 87.8%. Yellow foxtail 
(Setaria glawea), Lamb's quarters (Chenopodium album), andé Smartweed (Polygonum of several species) are the other im. 
portant weeds here. Foxtail greece seed does not persist as Go some of the others, most of it being lost by November. 
While it laste it is known to be an excellent pheasant and quail food. Ragweed averaged 63.2 pounds per acre in October, 16.7 pounds in November, and 2.6 pounde in December. In November 26% of the Cetober yiola remained on the sten 
and this was reduced to 4% by December. Yellow foxtail 
averaged 21.4 pounds per acre in Setober, 1.3 pounds in | 

‘
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November, and only .2 of a pound in December. Six per cent of the 
Getober total was available in Woveaber snd 1.4% in Deceuber. 
Lamb's quarters averaged 5.4 pounde per aecre in ak 1.3 
pounde in November, and .i of a pound in December. Hy November 
24% of the October yield wae still aveileble and 2% was available 
by December. Suartweed ec reu spp.) —— 3.3 pounds per 
aere in Oetober, .4 af a pound in November, a .2 of a pound in 
December. In November 12% of the Getober total was avallable and 
in December 65. Other weed spectes mt to wildlife 
foodea are Barnyard grass (Echinochloa srusgalli), Redroct pigweed 
(Amaranthus retroflexis and graecizans), Field bindweed (Polygonum 
eonvolvulus), species of Panicum and other grasses. Some species 
of lesser importance have not yet been identified. 

Wheat stubble fielde were found to be eapecially 
productive of ragweed seed. Two such fields produsea an average 
of £11.5 pounds of seed per acre in Seteober, of it ragweed. 
Plowing under wheat stubble in the fall deprives wildlife of an 
exesilent source of food. Such fall plowing also contributes 
to soil erosion. 

Fallow gardens were also found to be very productive 
of wildlife foods. The two examined were on Newago ang Nisam 

. loam, well fertilized and drained. ‘They yielded an everege of 
456.8 pounde of weed seed per acre in October, 78% ef that being 
Lemb's quarters and redroot pigweed. Such fallow gardens with an 
abundance of available small weed seed seem to be especisily 
attractive te song birds. 

Probably the food most extensively used by e anine ls 
in the winter is corn. #Shoeked snd standing corn on the ares wae 
shecked during the winter ané found to be used « great deal by 
pheasants, fox squirrels, and rabbits. Three eornfielda 
mechanically ge were sampled far waste corn immediately after 
harvesting. t was found that « grest deal of both shelled and 
esr Gorn was left on the ground. in one, at least, of the fielde 
this waete corn was used ¢ pheasante, fox equirrets, and rebbits 
through the winter even when they were forced to ts yen a the 
snow after it. In these three fielde a minimum of 3.3 le and 
& meximum of 10.1 bushele or an average of 6.7 bushele per acre 
was left by the picker. 

Soil ae and weed seed productiveness are 
directly asrociated. @ quantity of seed produced per acre 
varied directly with soil fertility. ‘The fertile Kewage loam 
wae about four tines as productive as ee Coloma sand, 
The loam produced an average of 307.7 pounds of available weed 
aeed per acre in October and the send 78.7 pounds per acre. 
Speeies of weed produced vary with the soil types. The sandbur 
(Cenchrus cerclinianua), for inetanee, was the most plentiful 
on the sandy soils and ragweed on the better soils. Cultivation 
ort affects weed seed production. The sore intensively the 
1e1@ is cultivated the leas productive 4¢ #111 be of weed, 

particularly when cultivetion is continued late in the summer. 

Competition between game birde, songbirds, and rodents 
for the weed seed ie also being studied. Pheasants are well 
known for their use of ragweed. A omall series of songbirds
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have been eclleeted for crop analysis, and more of this fork 
will be done next year. When these = are analyzed and 
correlated with the availability of weed seed, food prefer- 
enced ean be determined. Junces and tree sperrovs sollected 

' to date were found to have eaten the small FPenieum and redroot 
pigvee’ seeda more than the others. Songbirds were frequently 
seen feeding on the gound wherever it was not covered by snow 
as much of the eeod remaing available even though shaken from 
the etems to the ground. This winter hee been relatively mild 
and open, consequently songbirds, and game birds as well were 
able to find sufficient food. Songbirds common here through- 
out most of the winter are the tree sparrow ge cardinal, 
geladfinch, and enow bunting. Filocks of prair e horned larke 
arrived in mid-winter snd now are one of the common birée here. 

/ The preirie deernouse is probably the aost taportant 
aammalian competiter of the birds for weed seed foods. Three 
Peery catohes have been obtained but have not yet been exam. 
ned. 

Kaet se of the common nut trees was measured 
in O¢etober and November. These trees ineluded white, dlack, 
and reé oaks, beech, shegbark, and pignut hickery, walnut, 
and butternut. The trees vere marked with a metal tag and 
will be sempled from = to year. ‘The productivity of 
woodlot trees and isolated trees was meagured ge ret: Hast production from woodlet trees was ¥Ery laptie: isolated 
trees were very much more productive. ® pignUt hickory 
trees —_ an pre, of 7.2 quarte aplece, three shag- berk hickories sveraged 1.2 querte of nuts, ané 10 walaee trees averaged 56 quarts apiece. It ia apparent that the uast crop for 1940 was & failure. ‘This seems not to have 
materially affected the squirrels as all those examined 
this winter were norwal in weight and condition. 

It is apparent that the wildlife foode, with exeeption of some mast foods, sre sufficient on this owen’ of epriee) tured. land to supply the need of the wildlife population in the winter. 

Sepied 
ra 
8/14/41
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WINTER FOOD PRODUCTIVITY OF AGRICULTURAL 

LAND FOR SEED-EATING BIRDS AND MAMMALS 

Philip S. Baumgras 
Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan 

The importance of some common made by clipping squared meter quad- 

weeds as food for wintering animals rats at random every month during the 

has been amply demonstrated, but little winter in fields representing the com- 

has been done to show the amounts and mon soil types and devoted to various 

availability of these foods on agricul- farm crops. From one to five samples 

tural land. During the fall and winter were taken in each field depending on 

of 1940-41, an investigation on the its size and the uniformity of the weed 
latter topic was carried on at the Rose stand. Only the seeds on stems were 

Lake Wildlife Experiment Station of collected. The samples were cut, placed 

the Michigan Department of Conser- in tightly woven grain sacks, dried, and 

vation in Clinton County, Michigan. threshed, and the seeds sorted by spe- 

It was planned to learn the productivity cies. Hach sample was then weighed and 
of a sample of farmland in winter food the production in pounds per acre was 

for granivorous species, the length of calculated. The fields sampled in- 

time the food remains available, the cluded stubble of corn, oat, and wheat, 

relationship of soil fertility to weed standing corn, mechanically-picked 

production, the weed species most im- cornfields, fallow food patches, and 

portant as food, the value of farm crop gardens. / 
residues, and the extent to which the The analyses showed that 10 weed 

foods are used by various animals. species were sufficiently abundant to be 
considered important, approximately in 

Weep Szeps order of value as follows: Lesser ragweed 
Quantitive collections of seeds were (Ambrosia elatior), green foxtail (Setaria
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viridis), lambsquarters (Chenopodium item, and were more important than 

ulbum), yellow foxtail (Setaria glauca), all the cultivated grains combined. 
black bindweed (Polygonum convolvu- Following ragweed in order of occur- 
lus), smartweed (Polygonum persicaria), rence was green foxtail, which persisted 

barnyard grass (Echinochloa crusgalli), suprisingly well into March. Yellow 
finger grasses (Digitaria ischaemum and foxtail, on the other hand, was rela- 

D. sanguinalis), old witch grass (Pani- tively ‘plentiful as late as November, 
cum capillare), and pigweeds (Amaran- then shattered and disappeared almost 

thus retroflecus and A. graecizans). entirely from the samples. The seeds of 
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Fig. 1. Quantities of common weed seeds available by months. 

Their relative abundance during the both yellow and green foxtails are 

six-month period is shown in Figure oF excellent bird on The caner x 
The relative abundance of ragweed black bindweed and smartweed, al- 

was strikingly apparent; in some cases though not abundant, remained avail- 

it comprised 50 per cent or more of the able through most of the winter, and 

monthly totals of all species available. were often found in the crops of pheas- 
Of possibly greater significance than ant. The remaining species named were 

abundance was its availability in quan- present in lesser quantities and prob- 

tity throughout the winter. An indica- ably served best in providing food for 
tion of its importance as a food pro- songbirds. 
ducer for pheasants was obtained from Food production for the several 

an analysis of crops collected in October ae varied in both A quantity 

and November during the 1940 hunt- and species of weeds produced. Fallow 

ing season. Its achenes were the leading gardens provided more wildlife foods
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Table 1.—Propucrion or WreEp Seep AND SEASONAL AVAILABILITY BY Haprrats. 

Pounds of Weed Seeds per Acre 
Habitat _ 

Oct. Nov. Dee. Jan. Feb. March 

Fallow Garden 456.8 250.6 31.6 S21 18.3 13.0 
Wheat Stubble 211.5 39.4 8.2 3.1 1.5 0.4 
Standing Corn! 162.4 23.9 0.8 Coll 0.2 9.2 
Lespedeza? 148.8 8.3 3.6 0.4 1.3 0.6 
Oat Stubble Ad 25.6 10.8 2.2 2.6 1.0 
Corn Stubble 109.6 35.5 1.9 18.2 0.6 1.6 
Standing Corn and Food Patch‘| 53.1 17.8 4.8 3.6 2.4 0.3 
Fallow Food Patch — 13.0 2.7 2.6 0.6 0.5 

1 The rapid decrease possibly indicates more use by wildlife. 
? Lespedeza did not thrive on the poor Coloma sand and ragweed volunteered. 
3 Includes fields cut both by hand and by binder. 
‘ On poor soils: Coloma sand and Oshtemo sandy loam. 

than any other type of habitat (Table acre varies directly with soil fertility 

1); they were on Newago and Miami (Table 2). Newago loam was about 

loams, well fertilized and drained. In four times as productive as the poorer 

October, the yield averaged 456.8 Colomasand, yielding in October, 307.7 
pounds ofjweed seeds per acre, 73 per pounds as compared with 78.7 pounds 

cent being lambsquarters and pigweeds. on the sand. Sandy soils are relatively 

This abundance seemed especially at- unproductive and generally the species 

tractive to songbirds such as juncos, they produce are of little value to wild- 

tree sparrows, and goldfinches. life. For instance, the sandbur is typical 

Wheat stubble fields were also highly of local sandy soils, and is used to some 
productive, with ragweed predominat- extent by pheasants but cannot com- 

ing. Two fields averaged 211.5 pounds pare with ragweed in production of 

of weed seeds per acre in October, 97 wildlife food. Ragweed, pigweeds, 

per cent being ragweed. Leedy (1939), lambsquarters, all were more abundant 

in Wood County, Ohio, found ragweed _ on the better soils. 

to predominate in wheat stubble, Table 2.—Wexrp Srxep Propucriviry AND 
averaging 85.9 pounds per acre in 15 Avamapitiry By Sou Typzs. 
fields during October. It is evident that Pounds per 

plowing under wheat stubble in the fall Soil type and habitat ae te. 
deprives wildlife of an excellent source Miami Loam. Oat stubble, two , i 

i fallow gardens 329.8 8.9 
obinten food, and needless to say, also Newago Loam. Cornstubble 307.7 1.0 
accelerates soil erosion. Leedy found  Bellfontaine Sandy Loam. 
smartweed most abundant in moist Standing corn, corn stubble, 

fs 5 S two food patches 202.3 0.5 
cornfields, and foxtail grass in the drier Crosby Loam. Wheat stubble 156.0 0.2 
ones, as did the writer. Conover Loam. Wheat, oat, 

i ee ’ and corn stubble, standing @ 
Soil fertility probably is equally as corn 154.9 5.5 

important as type of habitat in deter- Coloma Sand. Lespedeza seed- 
mee ies . ing, corn stubble, standing 

mining the productivity and kinds of corn, food patch 78.7 0.3 
‘ Oshtemo Sandy Loam. Corn weeds. Other factors being equal, the stabble andfood patch 61.8 0195 

quantity of weed seeds produced per
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The intensity of crop cultivation is of snow. Many seeds shaken from the 
also a factor in limiting weed seed pro- stems fell on snow-free spots of ground, 

duction. The more thoroughly a field and songbirds frequently fed on such 

is cultivated the fewer weeds it will seeds. A small series of juncos and tree 

produce, particularly when cultivation sparrows was collected and found to 

is continued late in the summer. have eaten mainly the small seeds of 
Wright (1941) states “the quantity of witch grass, pigweeds, and lambs- 

weed foods available for game birds is quarters, and lesser amounts of ragweed 
governed by the amount of land in achenes. 

M4, 
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Fig. 2. Snow depth for the winter of 1940-41. 

cultivation and the practices of farm Farm Crop Rusipurs 

management, as the extent of ‘clean The food most extensively used by 
farming,’ fall plowing, etc.” pheasants in the winter is probably 

Competition between game birds, corn (English and Bennett, 1940; Fried, 

songbirds, and rodents for weed seeds 1940). Wright (1941) found that corn 
seemed to be of minor importance. alone does not provide a well-balanced 
Seeds were generally abundant, and ration and that weed seeds are dieteti- 
usually available because of the mild cally superior to cereals. McAtee (1937) 

and open winter (Fig. 2). Allen (1938) makes it clear that corn is deficient in 

has shown that the intensity of com- proteins and their amino-acids, in cal- 

petition between wildlife species for cium, and vitamins A and B, and it is 

winter foods is correlated with depth lacking in vitamins C and D. Despite
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these deficiencies, corn is important as (C. ovalis), walnut (Juglans nigra), and 

a winter food of game animals. butternut (J. cinerea). The productiv- 
Three mechanically-picked cornfields ity of hickories varied markedly; trees 

were sampled for waste corn immedi- in woodlots yielded practically nothing 

ately after harvest; an average of 6.7 and isolated trees only a fair crop. 

bushels per acre (at 56 pounds per ‘Three small-fruited hickories averaged 

bushel of shelled corn) had been left by 7.3 quarts of shelled nuts each, three 

the pickers. All of this grain, however, shagbark hickories 1.2 quarts per tree, 

was not long available to wildlife. Local and-ten walnut trees 56 quarts of un- 
farmers agreed that ordinarily most of shelled nuts each. Oak and beech trees 

it would be consumed by cattle and failed to produce. These data on mast 

hogs, but stock was turned into only were provided by Joseph P. Linduska 

two of the fields. The third was used of the Rose Lake staff. The fact that 
extensively by rabbits, pheasants, and the mast crop for 1940 was very nearly 

fox squirrels during most of the winter, a failure seemed not to have had any 
even when they were forced to dig material effect on the fox squirrels; 
through several inches of snow. For a those examined during the winter were 
short time in late November a flock of normal in weight and condition, pos- 

about a thousand black and gray mal- sibly because of the availability of 

lards also fed on the corn. The available shocked corn. 
grain thereby diminished from 10.1 
bushels per acre on November 8 to 7.7 Sumaary 
bushels per acre by December 19. 1. Foods on an area of agricultural land 

Wheat and oats shattered and left in in Michigan were sufficient to supply 
the field during harvest were measured the winter needs of the wildlife popu- 
in 1941 in two oat and two wheat lation. 
fields cut with a tractor-drawn binder. 2. Wheat stubble fields were especially 
Waste wheat averaged 2.4, and oats productive of ragweed seeds, aver- 
3.5, bushels per acre (60 pounds per aging 205 pounds per acre in Octo- 
bushel for wheat and 82 pounds per ber. 

bushel for oats). The principal use of 3. Soil fertility and weed seed produc- 

these grains was by starlings and black- tion are directly related. 
birds. Pheasants also fed upon them 4. Because of the adequate and avail- 
and on September 1 about 45 black and able supply of weed seeds and grains 
gray mallards were feeding in one wheat throughout the winter, competition 

field. between game and other species was 
Masr of minor consequence. 

Mast production by the common nut 5. Corn is a major wildlife food. Corn- 

trees was measured in October and fields picked with a mechanical 

November. These included: white oak picker yielded, after harvest, an 
(Quercus alba), black oak (Q. velutina), average of 6.7 bushels of shelled 
red oak (Q. borealis maxima), beech corn per acre. Most of this was sal- 

(Fagus grandifolia), shagbark hickory vaged by livestock; the remainder 

(Carya ovata), small-fruited hickory was used by wildlife.
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6. Wheat fields cut with a tractor- Hire Ecological Monographs, 8: 

ae [stile Sete S Eneuss, P. F. anp Logan J. Bennett. 

waste grain per acre and oat fields 1940. November foods of ring-necked 

3.5 bushels per acre. These were used pheasants and bobwhites. Pennsylvania 
mainly by starlings and blackbirds Game News, 10(1): 8-9, 29. 
but to some extent by pheasants and Friep, Louis A. 1940. The food habits of 

ducks. the ring-necked pheasant in Minnesota. 

7. The mast crop in 1940 was almost a ore eee gece 
. - . Lreepy, Danie, L. 1939. Some land use 

total failure, yet fox squirrels sur- factors related to pheasant production. 
vived the winter in good condition, N. Amer. Wildl. Conf., Trans. 4: 525- 

probably because of an available r Rs ee 
cAten, W. L. . [Special Article. 

supphy olshocked com, Wildlife Review, No. 9: 36-37. 
Wriaut, Tuomas, Jr. 1941. A study of the 

Lrrerature Crrep fall food supply of the ring-necked 
AuLEN, Durwarp L. 1938. Ecological pheasant and the bobwhite quail in 

studies on the vertebrate fauna of a Washington County, Rhode Island. 
500-acre farm in Kalamazoo County, Journ. Wildl. Mgt., 5: 279-296.
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BOS p ca ent “| yw 6 By 
Wisconsin Conservation Department Aw 6 eee 

Madison, Wisconsin \ rye © 

All Papers 

Madison, Wisconsin----A conservation department survey shows a 

short Wisconsin acorn crop this year, meaning a diminished food 

supply for such animals as squirrels and deer, 

Freezing of the flowers in spring is believed to be a major 

cause of the lack of nuts which in some localities has affected nut 

trees other than oaks, There are a few reports as to good acorn 

crops, esvecially in cities, but most reports cite few acorns. 

On Chambers Island, off the Door county shore, where deer de- 

pend heavily on acorns for food, the crop is much lighter than last 

year according to W, S. Feeney, Deer research biologist. 

In the Horicon marsh vicinity, J, R, Smith, local project 

leader, found a good to average crop of burr oak, but only a few 

acorns on black oak and one acorn on five red oak trees. Over half 

of the white oak trees had none or little fruit while a quarter of 

the trees had a good crop. 

Clyde Smith, in charge of the Kettle Moraine State Forest, ; 

reported poor crops in Waukesha, Walworth, Jefferson, Fond du Lac, 

and Sheboygan counties, except for burr oaks in Waukesha county. 

An unusual opportunity to observe the acorn crop at Tower Hill 

state park in Iowa county was afforded when a windstorm blew the 

tops out of many oak trees in late summer, Walter Scott, super- 

visor of cooperative game management, found very few acorns on any
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of the numerous red oak tops and almost none on a single white oak 

which was damaged. In some cases it was necessary to search the 

entire top of a tree to find a handful of acorns. 

Paul A, Lawrence, superintendent of Wyalusing state park in 

Grant county, blamed the frost in spring for a poor yield of not 

only red oak but also walnut, butternut, and hickory. He says that 

there are no butternuts at all and only the white oak had a fair 

crop. 

On the important Central Wisconsin Conservation area, where 

deer depend unon acorns from the scrub oaks for fall and winter 

food, Game Manager George F, Hartman says that only five percent of 

these trees are producing acorns this year while the few white oaks 

present have even smaller crops. The question is whether the frosts 

killed the acorn embryos in their second season of growth this 

spring or damaged the flowers in the preceding svring, These nut 

trees require two years to mature their acorns, 

In Dunn county, Helmer Mattison, pheasant research project 

cooperator, says that he hasn't seen an oak in Dunn county from . 

which as mach as a quart of acorns could be obtained and that there 

are few hickory nuts or putternuts this year, Some burr oak trees 

were getting a second crop of acorns at the time of his survey but 

white and black oaks were practically bare. 

In Washburn county, Robert A, Bailey, Sarona, reported a good 

crop of burr oak acrons but very few of such trees while the white, 

Jack and red oaks are producing only about three percent of last 

year's crop, which was unusually heavy. He maintains that the few 

acorns this fall are due to spring frosts in 1945 and not of this
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year and that all areas were not hit by this frost because of 

different clevations. In years of a poor crop of acorns, he be- 

lieves, more deer should be harvested because the food supply will 

be less, 

Full details are lacking from 911 northern Wisconsin but it is 

believed that acorns are not abundant anywhere in the northern high- 

land areas, The lack of acorns this winter is cited as possibly 

having a definite relationship to starvation in the deer herds if 

conditions become severe, 

The department points out that there are indications of an 

unusually high population of gray squirrels in Washburn county and 

the possibility is seen that they will again do severe damage to 

maple trees by eating the bark, 

A report from Irven 0. Buss, chief of game research, lists both 

gray and fox squirrels as numerous in St. Croix, Pierce, Polk, Dunn, 

Chippewa, Eau Claire, Buffalo and Pepin counties. There are in- 

dications of the animals moving to new localities in search of food, 

The situation raises the possibility of squirrel starvation or 

heavy inroads on farm produce, such as corn, 

lim



FOOD PRODUCTIVITY FOR WILDLIFE OF AN 
AREA OF AGRICULTURAL LAND 

Digest of Food Yields at 

Rose Lake Wildlife Experiment Station 

Pounds per acre Ragweed Foxtail Smartweed Lambs quarter Total 

October 63 cL 5 5 127 
November 17 1 0.4 a 26 
December 3 0.3 0.2 OL 4 

Maximum field of whest stubble 2ll# 
Maximum garden ohOT# 

Waste corn on mechanically picked field, max. 10 bushels 
mix. 3.3 bushels 

Good and Poor Soil: good Newago loam 307# weed seed 

Coloma sand 19# weed seed 

Mast production ver tree 

Pigment 7.3 ats. Shagbark 1.2 qts. Walnut 56 ats.



Seminar 

YIELD OF WILD FOODS 

One person tell what he knows a lot about 
Many persons disevss what they know little about 

In human ecology (economics) if we knew 
1. Just what a man, a cow, or a hen eats-----food habits research 

2. Nothing on what an acres produces---------food yields 

* % % 

My first interest in food yields began with the hunch: Is there an equation for 

animal populations? Is the growing pest-like abundance of mice, rabbits, etc. a 

reaction to the growing scarcity of larger mammals and birds eating the same plants? 

Others have had similar hunches. Taylor (read p. 496-497 "Rel. of Jackrabbits to 
Grazing in S. Arizona"). ‘Taylor calls observed changes "animal succession", but does 

not hint why rodents thrive on damaged range. 

One can now hear speculative answers: weeds contain more mineral than grasses; 

encourage reproduction. 

If rodent pests are an automatic exvression of plant foods, then "control" is worth- 

less and suverficiel. Even "management" may be futile if plant set-up is unfavorable. 

x OOK 

Two wavs to begin study: 

1. Total value of animals to be supported. 

2. Total * "plant food. 

Value of animal life. Census is not enough. Thus Wooster shows in a census of 

rodents in Kansas, (p. 516 "Predator"), Microtus is most numerous, but Lepus a 
fer bigger drain on the plants, in wt-time units. Time is active hours. 

In migratory species an additional time factor(season present) must be accounted 
for. (p. 393 "Predators"). Coyote eats most food, but his "weight" is less than 
marsh hawk (more numerous). 

Volume Plant Foods. Amazing how few investigations. 
Butler--"Quant. Study Muskrat Food" (p. 40) observed 

1. how many stems eaten per day. (captive) 

2. counted stems per sq. yd. in marsh 

3. 2 divided by 1 equals carrying capacity. 
Quesies: What are errors? (wastage) (Regrowth) (Captive abnormal?) 

Dalke "Carrying Capacity of Pheasant Range" 
1. sampled agric. residues (p. 1) 
2. Threshed out weed samoles (converted to per acre) 
3. Knew crop wts. & Captive consumption. 1 divided by 2 equals C.P. 

Thus foxtail alone would carry 112 pheasants per section through fall. All 
weeds and residues would carry 340 per sq. miles thru fall. Where does rest go? 

‘ Sowls (call on him)
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: From Aldo Leepold 

October 29, 1940 

PROPOSED FORESTRY RES"ARCH PROTACT 

Rebuilding Woodlots 

The demolition of southern Wisconsin woodlote by grazing has gathered 
such momentum that no con¢eivable sueesse in woodlot forestry programe can 

tome soon enough to save a desirable proportion of natural woods. Some 

degree of artificial rewilding will be necessary on many farms. 

Conifers are cut of the question on alkaline soile, and of dubious 
utility where poste and fuel are needed. 

paballsnot “| ; 

Little is known about artificial hardwood s - Ghoosing the right 
hardwoods and the right methods for a given soil and a given assortment of 
farm uses is no simple problem. We do not know: 

1. What assortments of species are mitvally helpful or antagonistic. 
2. When te vee direct seeding or vhon mursory stock. 
3. Whether compacted (trampled pasture) soils can be reforested 

y at all without plowing. jo. 
4, Bow to modify methods on dias prairie soils now exhibiting 

* “oak disease" or other inhibitory symptoms. 
z: Whether mrse crops of shrubs are essential to success. i 

How to combat rabbits. squirrels, and mice without expensive 
artificial control methods. 

7. How much to rely on eristing stands of coppice (eprevt) origin. 

Bxperimentel ground is needed for work on these questions, as well as 
a series of farm trials. A small but contimous financial support would work 
best, making full use of the existing faculty overhead. The University 
Avboretum would be a suitable site for many exoerimants, and COC labor would, 
for the present, be availabletii.. :
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EMERGENCY PLANT DISEASE PREVENTION REPORT es 
Crrowetion Daartne it Stay ‘ 

Narrative Report on Forest Tree Disease Survey for Period Ending Jan, 31, 1944 a 

Edwin &. Honey, Pathologist, U.S.D.A., Plant Disease Survey, Madison, Wisconsin 

This report includes recent observations and unreported records taken earlier 
in the-1943 season on forest tree diseases and wood decay fungis The identity of 
certain furigi here reported have been determined*or verified by Drs. W. W. Ray and 

:" D. A. Preston. of the Emergency Plant Disease Prevention Project. = 

Conifers : 
Abies balsamea (L.) Mill.--Balsam fir. co lly Tee 

‘Witches broom, cause undeterminéd, no fungis fruiting. Probably caused by a 

rust fungus. Present ’on Madeline Island, Ashland County, September; appears to be 

of little economic importance. : eae 

Pinus Banksiaria Lamb.--Jack pines. ~*~ ~ : : : : 
i Cronartium Quercuum (Berk.) Miyabe, Eastern Rust Gall. Examinations were 

made. of. natural Jack ‘pine:-and-of-plantations growing in Wood*and Adams Counties 
on Plainfield sand among stands of scrub dak. The majority of these oaks appear 
to be ‘Quercus velutina Lam. arid Q. ellipsoidales E, J. Hill. Of 575 natural Jack 

pine examined “in Adams County ‘only 1.6 per cent weré found infected, the greater 
number of which revealed galls on the trunk. Of 2,686 planted Jack pine examined 
in eight locations in Adams County only 0.44 per cent were infécted about equally 
on branch and trurik. In older Jack pine plantations in Wood County, a total of 
477 examined trees revealed an average of 35.2 per ‘cent infécted with an average 
‘of about five galls per ‘infected trée, which is in marked contrast with conditions 
“found in thé younger plantations in‘Adams County. Jack pine in Adans County 
showed a surprisingly low per cent of tree's infected, since infected oak was close, 
“intermingled and abundant. Perhaps ‘this is explained by dry conditions when. 
‘spores were produced on oak. ‘In thé older Wood: County plantations the majority of 
galls appeared to be located between six to ten feet from the ground indicating 

that these trees had obtained this size at least before environmental conditions 
and the production of inoculum combined to develop heavy infection. The younger 
Adams County plantations had apparently not experienced such a year favorable for 
infection. “Should a plantation be very young when a favorable year for infection 
occurs it is conceivable that extreme damage might result from the deforming and 
killing of young trees such as is comsonly observed normally in small amounts. 

"Burn Blight"--Cause undetermined. —- « ; : 
. Injury to Jack and red pine associated with spittle bug e.g., Aphrophora 

saratogensis Fitch) has been observed in seven counties: Oneida, Vilas, Florence, 
Marinette, Langlade, Forest and Oconto. This trouble has been found widespread. 
It is rapidly and alormingly extending its range. It is especially severe in 

certain areas in Marine tte and Oconto Counties where killing on hundreds. ef acres 

of: trees between 5 and 15 years old ‘has already taken place. Dr. Riker has 
isolated Dematium pululans from insect injuries and Nectria sp. from the margins 
of dead bark. * : 

-* forking ~- Causes probably various; incomple tely understood, 
Of 3,261 young Jack pine about 1,5 to 8.0 feet in height and from four to 

eight years old in eight plantations in Adaus County only 1,1 per cent showed 
forking. oe : . : " 

In Oneida County Jack pine planted in 1939 and averaging 4.6 feet in height 
showed 39.6 per’ cent of the trees forked and prelepsis of the 1943 buds on 25.4 
per cent of the trees. In Sauk County 20.3 per cent of the trees were forked and 
29.3 per cent of the trees showed prolepsis of 1943 terminal buds, Prolepsis of 

1943 buds was absent on examined’ trees in Dane’ County, . : 5
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Winches broam. §Cance julmnoWie 8 eG 
' Found on a single Jack piné ‘trees in Wood County; of no ecdnoric fiportance. 

; _ Décay Organisms conimon’.on standing or fallen Jack pine’and Jack pine 
slashing. in Wodd County ate as follows: (1) Merrulius ambiguus Berk.*; 
(2) Polyporus tulipiferus (Schw.) Overh.*; (3) ‘Polyporus versicolor (L.) Fries*; 
and (4) Corticium lividtim Pers.¥° “° Seal eal : i Se tia 

Pinus resinosa Ait. -- Red Pine : os ; a : 
"Burn Blight" -- Cause undetermined. Distribution’and severity. similar- to 

that on Jack pine aé-given above; important economically and*spreading with 
alarming rapidity. © °°” , SR ces ; 

Forking: Causes probably various; incompletely understood. 
The .following counts have been taken in sixcountiesi° °° ~~ 

Table 1. Inciderice of Forking and Prolepsis on’Red Pine, 1943 Records - 
‘:Average:Number ‘Per Cent:Per Cent Trees Showing Prolepsis in: 

County :Height : Treés .! Forked : | eta eee ey 
ioe oe trie i... "_tBxaminéds~ 2 1945 + 1942.09 POAT es 1940 

R@amsae sry 6170 0 ae poe ee : 
Wood POPS > iG) BS Bh ee foe See ee 
Oconto = } 15.01) (om 11.0: Deo Soe Ole tong sah <a 
Qneida, % 2.3, 189 3 89.0; 3) 76.35 Se Seo) 8 1.4 : O07 © 

’ Sauk ee tGeCut cole te Slee ete) Sa 2G. 7, 5 4.0 <3 3.6 
Dane Fea 3 SOl Sees Se aes EN ae — : aes 
Dane Pie ead a ea Ost 4.9) meses ll 

_ Dane Sess Oana sy SOL) en ogo Geeklog e 0.9 

Prolepsis of the términal buds appears to be one type of growth frequently 
resulting in forking of red pine. eutealiyii ; face 

Shaéropsis Bllisii Sat¢c., Tip Blight or Die Back. Observed on young red pine 
terminals in Forest. County. : y cs pelnei rng cole aor ohne 

Pinus Strobus L.>-White Pine. j : ae che s 
Cronartium ribicola Fischer, Blister Rust. peels 
According to Mr. T. F. Kouba, State Leader for Blistér Rust Control, blister 

rust has beeh reported in 1943 on Ribes in all 71 counties of Wisconsin and on 
: both white pihe and Ribes in 56 counties. During 1943 infection on white pine 

‘ was discovered for the first time in Calumet County. Additional centers of ~ 
infection on both white pine and Ribes have been found in previously reported: 
counties during 1943, especially Bayfield, Sawyer, Forest, Oconto, Langlade, 
Waupaca, Adanis, and Wood Counties, During 1943 there was adequate moisture during 
the fall favoring the retention of foliage and telial formation. 

Some new pine infection centers were found in unprotected stands; e.g, one 

in Sawyer County showed 70.4 per cent of the white pine infected with an average 
of 3.3. cankers per infected tree, In a nearby protected stand a similar count 

: showed only 4.5 per cent of the trees infected with blister rust, 

Forking: Causes probably various; incompletely understood. Forking of 

‘pine in plantations has become of considerable recent concern in Wisconsin; 
‘especially since large acreagés planted by the C.C.C. are now developing. The 
assertion of Juimp (Phytopath. 28: 798-811) that-a fungus was concerned ‘in causing 
forking stimulated a survey’to determine the prevalence ‘of forking and any - 
contributing factors to its cause. Among such contributing factors might bé:
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(1) Mechanical, such as winter or frost injury; ice and snow injury; wbrowse by 

= deer, cattle or rodents;, debudding by birds; ,insect ‘injury by weevil, aphids, etc.; 
(2) Geristic, whére, the tendency is inherited; (3) Physiogénic, as prolepsis of 

“" buds, and the physiologic. effect of handling.in the nursery,of plantation and the 
- ‘influence ‘of site and weather; and (4) Pathogenic, where a.pathogene is envolved. 

ey _ Twenty-four, samplings on planted and natural white pine wére taken in eight 
counties, to, deter.aine. the prevalence of forking and any evidence of: past: 
physiologic activity.er mechanical injuries contributing to such forkings “A 

“brief summary follows of seme,of the data, ©. 2s j.niviuw Toi 
ee es ee Pe eee ae “1943 Records 

. Bible 2. Incidence of Forking, Mechanical Injuries: and. Prolepsis on White! Pine, 
a8 “tHeight .. :Total-NoesAverage Per Qent of: Exainined Trees with: x 
County :in feet ibxamined ;: ; : :Terminals; Prolepsis 

:(average. :.Trees- : Total i(Insects): Deer :debudded +-.1943 

. > bor Limits): sy Forking: weeviled: :Browse: 1943" :: Buds 7 

i cure, Bo. 2 Planted White;Pine “. Cea 
Cebnto 2 4.9 $0713 3 53,9 3 14.6, } none 3 63.2 :3 22.7 
Qnéida +: (1-10. : .668,. : 45,3 4 «1-0: : 26,04 .41,0::; 7.0 
Vilas. .: ‘1-6. $ (153 < $ 24,8: | none: :.°8.9 3 <10,.5:: 20:228 

“Gexamoi @ Tene). 8 Ne) 8 EO A | Ryes Calo f yee A 
“Sei 3 (1-7 4.4! (288 3.) 13,5. none: ¢.néne $ cnone i: 5.2% 

Dame "i (1-20:,-: .472 |: 19,0: . none: t.ndne i “hone ‘: 4.2 

a oe tee | “t ; olf Natural White :Piner 2 Gf tr b's 

“ Bayfield : (2-10. : . 54 .,: 48,1 :-. none: .mone ¢ -none +;  nore*** 
“ Vilas Geel 122: e752 G5; SU (bl nt none srs Loe ee? 368 
meGivcoli  Weeostt sue 1006 camogegn: OG) 5) (usu elo 
Shawano 3: - 6.9" 3 156,- 3. 47.4 3. 4.5: ¢ none : 14.1 3: Bel 

*Canadian pine grosbeak was ,the probable principal cause. Oe 

“ #**Believed to be caused by red squirrel. es eee: ‘ : 
~" ¥***No Prolepgis on1918 growth but present on 1942 and 1941, growth, « : 

The planted white pine was set out from the fall of 1933.to, 1940 and, in 
most ‘cases, appeared to be 2-0 stock. The cover:ranged- from open to light and 
medium heavy and in.most cases consisted of aspen or, aspen, cherry./and birch. 

a The percent of forking in.individual areas varied from about. 10-to 73 per 
“cent. ‘Averages for. the counties, are given in. table 2... In:some cases irregular 

‘growth is exhibited. bya single. leader arising from a lateral bud resulting-in a 
crook in the stem which weakens the tree... Such irregular: growth was not included 
in the counts on forking. ee ne Seed Eee 

re Forking caused, by weevil is. included... Weevil damege:varied. from: none, 
especially in the southern counties, to 34 percent’ and was, more:.severe in the 
mmoré epen northern stands.. Such weevil damage-may result.in forking. “ 

‘Deer browse was completely. lacking in. the, Oconto-County samplings since it 
is not customary for deer to winter in this. areae ,However, in. the Oneida County 

samplings deér browse occurred, on: from, about..2] to, 68:per cent of the. trees with 

- an average of 26 percent. In. Vilas County, about 4 per:cent.of the. trees on. the 
- ‘sampling plot were browsed by deer but the: most severe injury by deer resulting 

"in a great stunting and deforming of trees.was-found:in Bayfiel@ County,’ Not 
all deér browse results. in forking although it appears to be.one influence - 

' “dnducting it. NS deer. browse was:found in Sauk and:Dane Counties.
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Prolepsig, or the precocious development of buds, was quite generally found 

i. *  . in stands of.all counties visited and. appears to, favor forking or imltiple forking 

in many ‘cases. This :prolepsis may also. ‘be termed "extra" or "secondary seasonal 

growth! . Prolepsis of:1943 buds ranged up to.45 per cent cf examined trees. It 
a was highest in the Oconto County samplings and averaged there about 23 ‘per ‘cent. 

Forking frequently results from prolepsis by the continued development of this 
i-secondary growth.in competition with the main leader or with other laterals that 

have «also proliferated the following years Such continued growth frequently 
‘results:in a-false annyal whorl from the tip of, the proliferated growth which 
in turn results in giving an apparently differen} age to, the stem when €ounted 

.i- Dack from the tip on different branches of a forke In the above table prolepsis 
‘ is ‘given omly-forthe, 1943:buds; however, it is-.often possible in white pine to 

recognize prolepsis..in preceeding yéars, a8 is show in the tabiébélow. ~ 

= Table 3. Incidence of Prolepsis in White Pine, 1943 records, | _ 
2. 3% Total! +Per-GentsPer Cent of Trees Showing. Prolepsis in: 

County ::Hxaminedsof Trees: i: ) Pe eae Ta es : 
1a Trees # Forked: 1943 -.: 1942 : 1941 : 1940: 1939 

oo a ee So aun NaS, 3 ; met Fok : 
a Tee 2.08 y 1, PlantedsWhite Pine:? . <=; . ..-t.; 

Qnewds :24.185 2 2.57.8 i 10.4) 3 Oe?ies:) 44. 63.3.0 93 2 ee 
Oneida <-79.015 2 5.46.0 +. .10.6:. 3 O.9a.es (168, 2: 2 pes. oo, 
Oneida $2 B52 BPD 5.4 3 eS age) 2 009, 8 oe 
Vilas 23 s@alBS 17.0408 $2 20.2 - 3 Bebe led) eco fee 
Bayfield : : hey a AZO 3 340, 3 1.0 : . 460 ~? (060 7° 120 

Bayfield : : 102: 52.09: 3 Ged: : 1,0 : 1.4 3 063 BOe7, 

Sauk par cGG mr we leco 52 ee Sir polos pole ae 
“"-Dane, 04) 1929s 16. 3s S68 too oe 

Dane: wee. AUG ecole 0-9 lee re 6.0 O.e Gee 

; Aes teoace i ¢,. NaturaliWhite Pine : . as ee aren 
Bayfield : BA hs 48.1% Os0 nt Selo a oo ee 
Vilas : WS) § Clagil & lsh 28 OsO0by tyelS.de ta ee ae 
Lincoln iso 104e ithe .b8.8 i Woe 8 1.00. fons =e Qe A 

.. > White-spine in:the: southern counties had no damage .by weevil, deer, or 
. debidding: by: birds but it did-have prolepsis of buds,and forking. Prolepsis 

+ ‘appears in:some,cases greatly to influence. the amount of forking. 

- Debudding of: white: pine terminals by birds was observed first in the Oconto 
~ County area. Such debudding appears to. have, been initiated sometime between 
December 1-and-20.-: In taking data.on the terminal. buds. it, was Fouad on December 

- 20° that over 60.per cent. of the trees. had had the terminal buds reinoved 
apparently by some bird. Later it was found that. from 50 to over 80 per¢ent with 
an average of 63 percent of the trees had their terminals debudded. On a visit to 

. this area .on December 31,/.1943 and January.1, 1944 it. was found that. small flocks 
of: the Ognadian pine grosbeak,, Pinicola enucleator lencura Mulder were feeding 
throughout: this: 965 acre plantatioa., No, adult males vere seen, ahd it is probable 
that most or all of these bird visitaita: . werc femles and immature males. A 

dead specimen was retrieved along the rcadside. and given to Professor Leopold for 

5 “identification and record. -While the. Canadian pine grosbeak has been reported 

as feeding: on buds.of trees as well as on fruits and seeds; there appears to be no 

' “prior recognition-that such feeding would assume the extent of actual damage. In 
debudding the main terminal's ‘the larger dominant buds..are removed and commonly 

-some or all ef the smaller subordinate buds....Similar. debudding occurred on the 
lateral terminals; Counts are. based only,on.the -debudding of..the main terminal, 
because -this.is"the terminal iost important with. relation to vuree growth .form
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although forking of laterals may also occur. No doubt such abundant debudding 
is a great shock to the tree and to the subordinate or adventitious bud or. buds 
that may develop into leaders» From.a count midé of.,surviviig bids for 

. preceeding jears.on trees in the Oconto area it Seeins probable that similar 
debudding has been taking place here for several years and there.is little doubt 
that the plantation has been greatly injured by stunting, and misshaped and 

weakened trees, , Similar. debudding on, young natural. or.-planted pine has been 
observed in somewhat less extent also in Oneida, Vilas, Forest, Lincoln, Langlade 
and Shawano, Counties. Ne -debudding.by birds was observed .in Bayfield, Sauk or 
Dane Counties. The State Conservation and Federal Forest Service have been 
aotified regarding this previously unrecognized. damage. i fags 4 

: - .. Mitches-broom;,. cause undetermined cared oe: te 
Individual white pines from 20-40 feet in height with large witches-brooms 

at or near the top .of:the -trees have been recorded. ;in Langlade and Portage 
3 Counties. ~ Unconfirmed reports state that similar witches.brooms are present in 

Shawano and Marinetté Counties. oe iG es oe ee ee 

’ ., Pinus. sylvestris -l. Scotch Pine. ; Cn ee ee 
“ wet. Burn Blight... Gause undetermined, weed 

. |. Burn Blight or symptoms. associated with spittle-bug injury has been recorded 
on planted Seqtch pine im Oneida Comty. 0 re oh snes ot Wee 

Deuga canadensis. (L.), Carr, Common Hemlock. . 22.00... ne 
|: Fomes, applanatus (Pers.) Wallr., white Mottled Rot. . ae i 

Recorded common in Oconto and Marinette Counties. ee See 
Fomes pinicola (Swarty), Cke.*, Brown rot-of .sap~ and heart-wood. 

.. Recorfed common on dead logs and stumps especisily in Forest, Oconto and 
Byes +-Shawano Counties.,.. 21... 4 eet gee se ees 

Ganoderma lucidum (Leys.) Karst., Soft Spongy White Rot. : 2. .:4.. 
Common in northern Wisconsin and especially in Oconto,. Forest,. Bayfield 

voojrtes, and Shawano Counties." Ne 
‘Hardwoods feat ce wove rape 

Acer saccharinum L. Silver Maple. ad 
Cytospors, chrysosperma (Pers.) Frjes.*. Cytospora Canker. - 

. J) "Recovdsd On ah Extensive trinik canker ih Washburh County. 0” 
'.... Aer ,saccharum Marsh. Sugar Maple. |. , ee : c ae 

'. ,. Decay Organisins: Daedalea unicolor(Bull,) Fries.* -Hymenochaete. badio-— 
_> ferryuginea (Mont,) Leve*, Polyporus brumalis (Pers.) Fries* and P. gilvus 
'(Schw.) Fries* in Oneida and Marinette Counties; .P. gilvus (Schv.) Fries 

: .in Sauk Countyy common on -dgad standing or fallen trees. ome 
; EButypella parasitica Davidson :-& Loreng.” Zutypella Canker : 

:In Oneida and Bayfield Counties-.affecting up to about 2 per cent of the 

ynaples ee eee Shee b : 
Fomes applanatus (Pyrs.) Wallr-ghite Mottled Rot, In Sauk County common. 

'  ,Fomes connatus (Weigm.) Gill.* Soft Vhite Heart Rote 0 9, 
Common in Marinette and Bayfield Counties. , 

Betuka spp. Birch.. ; ie . is : “ee 
_ » fomes fomentarius (L-) Kickx.* White Mottled Rot. - ; , 

. .On.B. lutea Michx, yellow birch;.on B+ papyrifera Marsh, Canoe birch; 
generally common and particularly abundant in Oneida and Bayfield Counties. 

Fomes robustus Karste Rot. La 
On B. nigra L., River birch; along the Wisconsin River in Sauk County. 
Septoria (S- betulae (Lib.) est.*). Leaf Spot common on leaves of Betula 
spe Madeline Island, Ashland County.



Caragana arborescens lam. Sibeyian- Pea‘ Tree.) -!5 -" ed 
Phyllosticta:(P. gallarum Thum.?*) Léaf-Blipht. °~' 99° 

Severely affecting one treé in Washburn County in September. ~ Twe adjacent trees 
. appearéd-free of the blight. - ee a a ae ap reat! 

Fraxinus pennsylvanica: Marsh. var. lanceolata*(Borkh.) ‘Sarg, “Green Ash. ~ 
- , Burls.! Cause vundetermined °° .- See ae ; ig / 

. . large ‘trunk burls were common in two‘woddlots in Adams County. ~ 

Juglans sppe Black Walnut. dnd-Butternut. .- PAPEETE SEE ha 
Marssonia Juglandis (Lib.) Magnus.* Leaf Spot. ; 
Commonly present wherever black walnut and“buttérnut :wére°found in the State. 

Populus: spp» (B. -tremuloides Michx. & P. grandidenta Michx.) ~~ a 
Cytospora chrysosperma: (Pers.) Fries (Val'sa! ‘sordida’ Nit.*). Cytospora Canker. 
On P. tremloides in Oneida County. ee eS. te aa es 
Decay Organisms. Polyporus versicolor (L.) Fries and P. pargamenus Fries*, 

Bayfield County; P. adustus (Willd.) Fries,‘ Oneida -County*;'- P. fumosus (Pers.) 
Fries*, Wood County; Stereum hirsutum (Willd) -Pries*,; Oneida County; -S. purpureum 

.. Pers.*, Bayfield County;-S.° rufum' Fries*, Waushara;’Oneidk, Bayfield’ Counties, 
general; Steocherinum pulcherrimm (8. & C.) Bankér*, Forest County. : 

Dothichiza populea Sacc. & Briard. Dothichija Canker. ; 
Of moderate importance in the State chiefly upon nursery stock*which ‘the 

pathogene will comuonly‘rapidly-invade when the’ suscept is retarded ‘by® trans- 
planting. : ee ee Se les vane 

Foms ignarius (L) Giel.* “White Heart: Rot. °-" - S02 % 

Most common’ and important heart rot organism found fruiting 6h aspen; 

particularly comaon in Marinette, Washburn and other‘central and’ northern counties 
especially in older stands...) © eRe i Vor Re Re See 

» Hypoxylon pruinatuia (Klotsche) :Cke. Hypoxylon Canker. ~ ~*~ 
Since the report on Forest Tree Diseases dated Novs 6, 1943, two additional 

samplings in aspen stands for the incidence of Hypyxylon Canker have been taken. 
These data are given in the following tables -. _ Liles {.. / 

Table 4. :Incidencé of Hypexylon: Canker on Aspen’ = ioe 
* Average “iAvérage::° "+ $Total Number“Affected ; Per Cént ¥ Estimated 

tAge of :Height : =i Now “erates. 8s Trees 2“ verage 
Size in:Dominant..:Dominant: Site’: :Hxamineds) . --~2 3 0° <P affected YNo. Diseased 
sAcrés : Trees: Treas “; Index‘: Trees- ‘Living ¢ Ki1lléd-: +=. <"" ffrees per 

orn (Years) 13. (Reet) 27. eee ¢_ Acre 
(a) 3 (Ba Cs ae (ayes (es) ee) PS es (h) a) 

3 ae Townserid:Township; Oconto:County =: Bot Bane 
Onl F.b7eG. Ge ebee Fab Pa Seo eee teT ee ee BA BHO 

: : Minocqua:Township, Oneida:County ;: : : 
~eQeles 2:28.40" 3 53.50. ¢-70 soe TEN eS orice iar ge Ob 170 : 

Qc2  _iTotals & Averages fea 238-220". 31128 ter 235s Se2.4 5" 255 

“Of the total aspen on this squrre chain, 133 trees were ‘P. tretuloides;~ 
8 BP. grandidenta; all.P: grandidenta appeared free of ‘Hypoxylon ‘¢anker. 

**Wfith the excaption. of: two heal thy trées Bs tfemricide's alt ‘treds: on this 

; splot were P. igrandidetitas 900°." : Poa pe 

nee ; pple aa
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Pesnpsore peiusee Tadm.* Leaf Rust. 
This disease was Wecarded during August in Columbia County. 

4 Ol «5047 sett ce 

2rygus spp, Wild Cherries, _. : ee eae sere 
. . Vemegspora gircymeissa Sacc.* Leaf Spot. ts: one 
"Recorded on P. serotina Ehrh. in Shawano County. eit < j 

Coccomyces heimabis Higgins* Leaf Spot. feast Bet oe: 
Recorded on leaves of pin-cherry, P. pennsylvanica-Le ‘in Oneida and ‘other 

CounbleNe = cul bap as Uae ; 
Ribotryon morbosum (Schv.) T. & S, Black :-Kmote 07) = ot 
Observed in most counties of the State visited during 1943 especially on 

the wild black cherry,.P. serotina Ehrh. In Dane. County’ 2:.count ‘on young trees 

in’ an-unpastured woodlot, gave. 40 per cent affected... Very similar’ observations 
were wmadé on choke cherry, P. virginiana Ls pon re Bi DERE eee et 

: Decay Qrganisms:..Polyporus,albellus Pk.* “and.P. hirsutus (#ulf.} Fries 
‘were Commonly found on decaying branches of Prunus: spp. in Bayfield County: 

Quercus sppe Oaks... read ee “s . 
~ Décay Organisms, .” Many common decay organisms:.on standing or-living affected 

trees, Stwaps and slash were.observed on oaks of which. the. following are’ the 
chief’ones recorded during the fell ef 1933: Aleurodiscus oakesii (Bs &C.) Cke,, 
Adams County; Daédalia unicolor (Bull.) Fries*,:Hymenochaetac olivaceum (Schw.) 
Banker*, H, cuttisii (Berk.) Morg.*, Stereum fasidatumSchw.*,: Si. Yameale Schw.*, 
and ‘Trametés tenuis Karst¥, Dane County; Polyporus pergamenis Fries*, Wood. and 
Dane Counties; Polyporus hirsutus (Wulf.)Fries*, Adams and Dane Countiés; 
Polyporus dichrons Fries*,: Ravolus alveolaris (D.G~)-Quel.*. and Schizophyllum 
Commune Fries*, Wood County; Bxidia glandulosa (Bull..)' Fries*, Adams and Yood 
Counties, general; Polyporus cinnabarinus (Jacq. Fries., Sauk County. 

Fomes applanatus (Pers.) Wallr. White Mottled Rot. . : 
Recorded fruiting on a street tree in Portage County. 

Fomes Everhartii (Bll. & Gall.) v. Schr.* White Spongy Heart Rot’. 
This fungus appears to cause the most common and.destructive heart rot of 

Oaks in all scrub, oak stands.as also. in the older farm woodlots pf Adams, Wood, 
-Waushara and Portage Countiese This organism is frequently associated with 

sunken cankers and also produces greatly enlarged and distorted trunkss “Fruiting 
bodies commonly appear on the trunk of, affested trees up. te dbout 12'-to 15 feet 
from the ground and. the basal and frequently the. second lok cut: from: such trees 

would be culls. Samplings taken in three counties are shown below: 

: Total No.:Per Cent of Sxamined Trees With: . ee = 
County : Examined : : ‘Producing Fruiting Bodies;Frost 

-{ Trees 3 Heart Rot i; Butt Rot. iF. SvarhartiitP. obtusus :Cracks 
(ay tb): (c) Sa) eer (eye se Ce) fT) 

Adams : 4) : 14.6. - (hil Ae ee Oe og 258 * 4,9 

Portage 3: 75 : 38.7 : 9.0 : 6,0 © 267 < 10.7 

Waushara : 158 i 56.8 : == : 10.8 ‘ 0.0 3. 260 

It is probable that the majority of the heart rot in the Waushara sampling 
was caused by F. Everhartii. 

Frost Cracks (Ribs). Low Temperatures 
Recorded on from d to about 11 per cent of the examined oak in Adams, 

Portage and Waushara Counties, Important for entry of pathogenes and decay 

organisms.
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: Polyporus obtusus Berk.* Soft Heart Ret. 
Next to F. Everhartii this fungus appears to be the most common,heart rot 

organism fruiting on affected trees in Adams, Wood,, Vaushara and,Portage Counties 
and from observations made to’ date is more common in Adams and tfood Counties than 
the other two. ‘he percentage. of examined..trees showing fruiting bodies of 

: Pe obtusus is given in the above table under F. Everhartii.. 
Polyporus suiphureus (Bull.) Fries. Brown Heart Rot. 
Observed fruiting on living oak in Wood. and Portage Counties. Previously ‘ 

it was also recorded from Polk County. . 

: Polyporus gilvus (Schwe) Fries. White Rot of Sapwood and Heartwood. 
Recorded quite commonly fruiting on injured living and dead oak especially 

in Adams, Wood and Dane Counties. : 

Pseudovalsa longipes (Tul.) Sacc.* Cpmmon on oak twigs and branches in the 
state and recorded especially from Wood, Adams, Waushara and Portage Counties. 

fi Phomopsis spe Phomopsis Tumor. 
Recorded from single trees in each location on Quercus sp. (probably 

Q. veluntina Lai) in Adams, Sauk, and Waushara Counties and on Q. macrocarpa 

Michx. in Portage County. ‘The galls are much smaller on the burr oak. 
: Marssonia Quercus (Pk.) P. Magn.e* Leaf Spot. Commonly occurring in the 

oe state-and éspecially recorded from Juneau and Columbia Counties. 

e Microsphaera Alni (DC.) Wint.* Powdery Mildew, Found on white oak, 
. Q. alba Le in Jackson and Bayfield Counties. Adjacent black oaks were not 

affected. . : : 
. faphrina coerulescens (Desa. & Mont.) Tul.* Leaf Curl. oe 

Recorded on black oak in Bayfield County. 

Salix spe Willow : : : 
Daedalea confragosa (Polt.) Fries.* White Mottled Rot. 
-A common decay organism on willow in the state. : 

: Melampsora abeiti-capraearum Tub.* Leaf Rust. 
Ay General in state and especielly recorded on iadeline Island, Ashland County. 

Sorbus americana Marsh. Mountain Ash. 
Entomosporium maculatum Lev. var. domesticum Sage*, Leaf Blight 
Common Madeline Island, Ashland County in early September. 

Ulmus americana Le American Elm, 
Gnomonia Ulmea (Schw.) Thim.* Leaf Spot. ee : 
Less abundant this year than average. : 2 mus 

Recorded.on'a few shade trees in Dane, Barron and Racine Counties. 

. Nummilariéa repanda (Fries.) Nets.* : : 
oe > Recorded:on decaying branches in Oneida County. : ae
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Ci BUY 

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION g yt? WAR 

BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY, SOILS, AND . STAMPS 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 

DIVISION OF BUREAU ‘OF PLANT INDUSTRY STATION 

MYCOLOGY AND DISEASE SURVEY BELTSVILLE, MARYLAND 

Department of Plant Pathology 
Horticultural Building . 

Professor Aldo Leopold, Lue 
Department of Wild Life Management eos Lou 
102 Old Entemology Building Bal 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Enclosed are four supplementary Tables made up,primarily fer the guidance of 
of Dr, Riker te the lecation of certain areas at which samplings were taken with 

: respect to Forest Tree Diseases this winter, . 

Dt, Riker has already sent you at leasb one of the mimeographed rew 
ports on Tree Diseases and has requested that I sent you these supplementary 
Tables, Except for location most of the data or more is included with the 
mimeographed reports as referred to on these Tables, 

Very truly yours, 

ce . ir TS 
ax . Aa, (— >, At Uf 

Edwin E, Honey ; 
Pathologist
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Yebruary 16, 1946 

Mr. Noble Clasic 
Agrienl tayal, Hall 

Doar Bobles 

I heartily approve everything in the Joyee Mkar "Plan 
for Gooperative Research". My only suggestion pertains 
te someting not in it, or at lenat it den't "wieible*. 

The basic ecology 6f the oulke-hickory woodlot is not under 
stood by anybody, and especially by Mx. Scholle. Such a 
atudy should go handein-hand with the studies listed. 
Such « study ie being projected, yy the Arboretum Comal ttee, 
of whkeh Bill Longenecker ond I are monbers. 

More specifically, this basic study would try to find out 
whether oakehickory can be reproduged. If it is a sub 
Climax (a8 in probable) then it will be very diffieult 
%o reproduge, and we had just ag well convert to mixed 
hardwoods. Wo foresters have pretended we could reproéues 
galehickory, bet I have to be shown. 

It would be a good test of the Blolegy Division fer both 
parties to request its good offices as coordinator of : 
these two offerte both being made toward the same ond. 

Youre etncorely, 

Aldo Leopold 

eo Riker 
Fassett



SUGGESTED PLAN FOR COOPERATIVE RESEARCH 

IN FARM FORESTRY IN SOUTHERN WISCONSIN 

TITLE: Forest research program for southern Wisconsin (a transitional region 

between the centrel and northern hardwood forests with oak predominating 

and with ownership in small tracts, mostly farm woodlands) « 

OBJECTIVES: To determine techniques both of management and of methods for 

protection, treatment, and handling that will insure eptimum monetary 

‘and other returns from areas that have their best use in woodlands. 

Attention should be focused at least on the following main lines of 

activity; 

(a) Increased production of wood and by-products (explained later) 

for sale or use on the farm. 

(bd) Providing maximum profitable off-season employment. 

(c) Maintenance or improvement of soil fertility, water retention, 

and erosion control. 

(d) Conservation and restoratim of wild life habitat and maintenance 

: of a desirable balance, 

(e) Determination of what injurious insects and plant diseases are 

operating and of means for their control. 

(f) Selection of elite local tree species and introduction or 

development of suitable improved species with consideration of 

sound ecological situations. 

(g) Improvement of planting methods and the control of weed, brush, 

: and grass competition about small trees. 

REASONS FOR UNDERTAKING THE WOPK: Wood. is a fundamental raw material with many 

uses. We siall never see an oversupply, e.g., of timber and pulpwood 

of good quality. 

Trees provide the basis for gainful employment on those parts of 

the farm submarginal for the usual crops, Ce&-, unsuitable for cultiva- 

tion because of rough topography, low fertility, or inaccessibility. 

Approximately 30 per cent of the farm area is now in "woodland," 

About 2/3 of this is producing only a smell portion of its capability. 

This subject has been too long neglected. There is no other part 

of the farm about which there is so little information. Farmers are 

continually asking questions to which answers have not been worked out. 

There is a new and sharpened interest in forest use and conservation, 

which even 10 years ago was almost lacking. 

It is necessary to find ways to obtain larger tangible returns if 

farm woodlands are not to be further depleted.
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Although in some cases an actual profit may be difficult to demon- 

strate, community welfare demands that certain land should maintain a 

productive woodlot. Soil and wild life conservation need widely dispersed 

woodlands. Wnile farm forestry may be pfofitable, it is in any case, 

a social obligation. 

PREVIOUS WOPK AND PRESENT OUTLOOK: fhe previous 5-year program in Richland 

County has practically finished the chapter on the agronomic phases; alse 

. that on yields of natural forest stands. 

The cause of oak wilt has been determined but control has not yet 

been worked out. 

Progress has been made in studies cf the soil requirements of forest 

trees, as well as plant and animal ecological relations. 

PROCEDURE; 1. To conauct cultural and harvest cuttings, within the limitations 
of sustained yield, on typical farnwoods areas. This includes a thorough 

test of various means of slash disposal and of methods to insure natural 
seed regeneration of desirable tree species. 

2. To continue work on determination of grazing damage to forests, 

including erosion, loss of fertility, upsetting natural belances and 

compacting of soils, as well as possible natural recovery from such damage. 

3. To develop improved methods for reforestation of cut-over land, ’ 
including propagation, plantings, and protection of plantations against 
competition from weeds, brush and grass--perhaps with hormones and weed 

: killers, The possibilities will be explored of using mechanized equipment 
and of planting relatively large trees for quicker returns. 

These studies would include; 

(a) Experimental seeding and planting of useful species on a range 
of sites. Consideration will be given to shelter belts, to the 
introduction of native legumes to improve the soil, and to 

species beneficial for wild life. 

(>) A further study of soil requirements of species and the maintenance 
or improvement of fertility by various means, including water 

retention. 

(c) he appraisal of rodent or other wild animal damage to planta- 
tions as well as to natural reproduction of trees, and the 
development of practical control methods (e.g., fluoroacetate). 

4. To determine by surveys which injurious insects and plant 

diseases are already present or are likely to appear, to correlate findings 
with forest management, and to initiate where needed research (a) on bath 
beneficial and destructive insects and (b) on plant diseases. 

5. To correlate with reforestation practice, and to initiate where 

needed, research on the selection and improvement of tree strains having 

superior qualities. This includes trees valuable for by-products, such as 

honey, maple sugar, Christmas decorations, nuts, and food or shelter for 

wild life.
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6. To carry out long-time projects on publicly owned lands, including 
tracts now bein« acquired by the Conservation Department; but some 

temporary phases may be completed on lands of private cooperators. 

PROBABLE DURATION; This is a long-time project. Seme phases would be completed 
within 3 or 4 years. The project will be reviewed, evaluated, and 
reoriented in 5 years, 

FINANCIAL SUPPOPT: °25,000 a year, mostly for salaries and travel (see MN. B.) 

PERSONNEL: Supervision for forest management by Scholz (Lake States Forest 
Experiment Station), for soils by Wilde (University cf Wisconsin), for 
wild life by Leopold (University of Wisconsin), and for ferest pathology 

by Piker (University of Wisconsin). 

INSTITUTIONAL UNITS INVOLVED: As indicated under personnel, 

COOPERATION; Lake States Forest Experiment Station, 1.S.D.A., Wisconsin 

Agricultural Experiment Station, the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, 

and Wisconsin Conservation Department cooperating, 
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N.B. Funds applied to this work can be directly productive, since there is no 
large need to buy experimental equipment or supplies or to erect buildings 
(except for greenhouse space). 

An adequate supply of forest planting stock of a wide range of specios 

and size classes is available from state forest nurseries. 

The primary need is to hire competent research men and assistants to do 
the work.
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SUGGESTED PLAN FOR COOPERATIVE RESEARCH 
IN FARM FORESTRY IN SOUTHERN WISCONSIN 

TITLE; Forest research program for southern Wisconsin (a transitional region 

between the centrel and northern hardwood forests with oak predominating 

and with ownership in small tracts, mostly farm woodlands) . 

OBJECTIVES: To determine techniques both of management and of methods for 

protection, treatment, and handling that will insure optimum monetary 

and other returns from areas that have their besi use in woodlands. 

Attention should be focused at least on the following main lines of 

activity; 

(a) Increased production of wood and by-products (explained later) 

for sale or use on the farm. 

(b) Providing maximum profitable off-season employment. 

(c) Maintenance or improvement of soil fertility, water retention, 

and erosion control. 

(ad) Conservation and restoration of wild life habitat and maintenance 

of a desirable balance, 

(e) Determination of what injurious insects and plant diseases are 

operating and of means for their control. 

(f) Selection of elite local tree species and introduction or ; 

development of suitable improved species with consideration of : 

sound ecological situations. 

(g) Improvement of planting methods and the control of weed, brush, 

and grass competition about small trees. 

REASONS FOR UNDERTAKING THE WORK: Wood is a fundamental raw material with many 

uses. We shall never see an oversupply, e.g., of timber and pulpwood 

of good quality. 

Trees provide the basis for gainful employment on those parts of 

the farm submarginal for the usual crops, eeg., unsuitable for cultiva- 

tion because of rough topography, low fertility, or inaccessibility. 

Approximately 30 per cent of the farm area is now in "woodland." 

About 2/3 of this is producing only a sinall portion of its capability. 

This subject has been too long neglected. There is no other part 

of the farm about which there is so little information, Farmers are 

continually asking questions to which answers have not been worked out. 

There is a new and sharpened interest in forest use and conservation, 

which even 10 years ago was almost lacking, 

It is necessary to find ways to obtain larger tangible returns if 

farm woodlands are not to be further depleted.
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Although in some cases an actual profit may be difficult to demon- 

strate, community welfare demands that certain land should maintain a 

productive woodlot. Soil and wild life conservation need widely dispersed 

woodlands. Wnile farm forestry may be pfofitable, it is in any case, 

a social obligation. 

PREVIOUS WORK AND PRESENT OUTLOOK: The previous 5-year program in Richland 

County has practically finished the chapter on the agronomic phases; alse 

that on yields of natural forest stands. 

The cause of. oak wilt has been determined but control has not yet 

been worked out. 

Progress has been made in studies cf the soil requirements of forest 

trees, as well as plant and animal ecological relations. 

PROCEDURE: 1. To conauct cultural and harvest cuttings, within the limitations 
of sustained yield, on typical farmwoods aress. This includes a thorough : 
test of various means of slash disposal and of methods to insure natural 

seed regeneration of desirable tree species. 

2. To continue work on determination of grazing damage to forests, 

: including erosion, loss of fertility, upsetting natural belances and 

compacting of soils, as well as possible naturel recovery from such damage. 

3. To develop improved methceds for reforestation of cut-over land, 

including propagation, plantings, and protection of plantations against 

competition from weeds, brush and grass-—perhaps with hormones and weed 

killers. The possibilities will be explored of using mechanized equipment 

and of planting relatively large trees for quicker returns. 

These studies would include; i 

(a) Experimentai seeding and planting of useful species on a range 
of sites. Consideration will be given to shelter belts, to the 

introduction of native legumes to improve the soil, and to 

species beneficial for wild life. 

(b) A further study of soil requirements of species and the maintenance 

or improvement of fertility by various means, including water 

retention. 

(c) The appraisal of rodent or other wild animal damage to planta-— 
tions as well as to natural reproduction of trees, and the 
development of practical control methods (e.g., fluoroacetate). 

4, To determine by surveys which injurious insects and plant 

diseases are already present or are likely to appear, to correlate findings 
with forest management, and to initiate where needed research (a) on beth 

beneficial and destructive insects and (b) on plant diseases. 

5. To correlate with reforestation practice, and to initiate where 
; needed, research on the selection and improvement of tree strains having 

superior qualities. This includes trees valuable for by-products, such as 

honey, maple sugar, Christmas decorations, nuts, and food or shelter for 

wild life.
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6. To carry out long-time projects on publicly owned lands, including 

tracts now bein: acquired by the Conservation Department; but some 

temporary phases may be completed on lands of private cooperators. 

PROBABLE DURATION: ‘This is a long-time project. Seme phases would be completed 
within 3 or 4 years. The project will be reviewed, evaluated, and 
reoriented in 5 years, 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT: 25,000 a year, mostly for salaries and travel (seo NM. B.) 

PERSONNEL: Supervision for forest management by Scholz (Lake States Forest 
Experiment Station), for soils by Wilde (University of Wisconsin), for 
wild life by Leopold (University of Wisconsin), and for ferest pathology 
by Piker (University of Wisconsin). 

INSTITUTIONAL UNITS INVOLVED; As indicated under personnel, 

COOPERATION; Lake States Forest Experiment Station, 1.S.D.A,, Wisconsin 
Agricultural Experiment Station, the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, 

and Wisconsin Conservation Department cooperating. 
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N.B. Funds applied to this work can be directly productive, since there is no 

large need to buy experimental equipment or supplies or to erect buildings 

(except for greenhouse space). 

An adequate supply of forest planting stock of a wide range of specios 
and size classes is available from state forest nurseries, 

The primary need is to hire competent research men and assistants to do 

the work.
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June 6, 1944 

Mr. William Feeney 
Ladysmith, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

You probably know that Dr. Meyer and Cyril Kabat havo 
an inportant new technique in reading from the ovary 
the mamber of eggs which a bird has laid. This has 
possible bearing on thé cycle. If you or any of your 
crew find any grouse hens, such as road kills (fresh) 
from which you can send us the ovaries, such material 
might be very valuablé. ‘The ovaries should be preserved 
in formaldehyde, acetic acid, and alcohol. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Dr. Meyer 
Dr. Rossbach
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May 27, 1944 

Mr. William F. Grimmer . 
Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Bills 

By reason of Mattson's transfer to the deer project, I have 
had to reorganize the pheasant work. The observations at 
Poynette will be in charge of Jesse Scholl, 415% N. Murray 
Street. Seholl will report to Dr. Meyer and Cyril Kabat. 

As you will remember, one of the most important findings 
last year, both at Poynette and among the wild birds collected, 
was the fact that a great many eggs were spilled before a 
clutch was formed and incubated. To my mind it is of the 
utmost importance that this be checked again this year to 
find out whether it was characteristic of 1943 only, or 
whether it is a regular thing. 

The spillage in the Poynette pens is so far the same as last 
year. We now wish to have Scholl collect up +o 25 hens in 
and around the Arboretum in order to find out by ovary counts 
whether the same thing is going on in the wild. I would 
therefore appreciate a permit made cut to Jesse Scholl to take 

25 hen pheasants between now and June 30. 

Yours sincerely, “- 

Aldo Leopold 

ee Scholl
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY ‘ Oy . 
Division of Zoology 

cage University of California 

Journal of Wildlife Management Deviant 

March 30, 1944 

Professor Aldo eopold, 
Dept. of Wildlife Management, 

University of “isconsin, 

Madison 6, Wisonsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Our present stock of manuscripts for the Journal will pro- 

| vide for the July, 1944, issue but there are not enough in hand yet 

Y to make out the October issue. Therefore, if the paper by Meyer, 

on Kabat and Buss passes editorial scrutiny we could probably expect 

A to put it in the Uctober issue. In general 1 adhere to a strict 

wr" secuence for publishing papers in the order of their receipt in satis-— 

v factory form, but any of a special and timely importance may be 

moved up in sequence. 

It is possible that I shall go east in late April for a 

month; I am hoping to attend the Conference in Chicago if railroad 

accommodations can be obtained. Fresent plans are to return to Davis 

about May 20 so that the manuscript you mentioned probably will be 

here upon my return. i . rs 

Our present situation with regard to prompt publication is 

rather enviable. 4t results in part from a marked decline in the 

number of manuscripts submitted and also in part to the rather rig- 

orous treatment I have been giving papers to cut out excess verbiase 

and duplications. The latter I expect to continue so long as I am 

editor, because I feel that many of the younger writers need inten- 

sive editorial attention. 

Very truly yours, 

5 a 

Tracy +. Storer, Hditor 

TIS:VM 

A j f f a % Zw 

rauke for ii an P Hh bes .
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March 24, 1944 

Dr. Tracy I. Storer 
Division of Zoology 
College of Agriculture 
Davis, California 

Dear Dr. Storer: 

I am very much interested in a paper which will be ready 
for some journal by May, giving the preliminary account 
of a new method of reading the breeding history of pheasants 
from the ovary. The authors will be Dr. R. K. Meyer, of our. 
Zoology Department, Gyril Kabat, one of my graduate students, 
and Irven Buss, @ former graduate student. In my opinion, 
the paper will be of importance, both as a fundamental 
contribution to bird physiology and anatomy, and as a 
new technique for management and for ecelgocial population 
studies. 

The anatomical journals happen to de full up, i.e. with a 
long waiting period. Assuming that you share my estimate 
of this paper when you see it, can you give me a rough 
idea of what the waiting period would be in the Journal 
of Wildlife Management? : 4 

I need hardly say that I am not asking for a "bid", nor in 
anywise putting you under pressure. My reason for writing 

at all is that this new work has been a great deal talked about 
and will surely be repeated in many quarters; hence it is not 
unthinkable that the authors might be deprived of their just 
priority in the work reaching print. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management : 

ec Dr. Meyer, Cyril Kabat, Irven Buss



Discussion with Mr. W. F. Grimmer , 
by Cyril Kabat about March 15, 1944 

Gis ba lu 

1 3 free 

last September Dr. R. K. Meyer and I requested 200 pheasants to be used in 
continuing the reproductivity study beguanyby Irven Buss. Mr. Kellogg, in 
& memorandum attached to Earl Loyster's notice to me that the request was 
granted, stated that he would be unable to supply man power to carry out the 
experiment. At that time our plans were to take care of all the experimental 
procedure required ourselves. Since then circumstances have developed that 
made it impossible for us to perform the required duties. 

We had decided to return the remainder of the allotmont when it occurred to 
us thet by streamlining our plans we could add valuable data to the amount 
collected a year ago. This plan, however, would require some assistance in 
manpower from a source other than our own. Here is an outline of the plan. 
Its operation depends on how well it fits into the Game Farm's system of 
production. 

If the remainder of the alloted 200 pheasants could be penned as are the 
egg producers (in the breeding pens) and records kept of the number of eggs laid 
we could make valuable use of the birds. The Game Farm men could collect the 
eggs for the incubators as they do with their own birds, mt turn over to us 
a daily record of the number of eggs taken from each pen. I would band the 
birds and help with the penning at the desired time. My function during the 
egg production season would be to collect a number of pens of these birds at 
staggered intervals beginning with pens producing five eggs, and ending several 
months after egg laying has ceased. 

The type of manpower assistance we lack is personnel that could feed, water, 
collect, and record Ghe daily mmber of eggs laid in each pen during April 
and May. 

The material requirement will be 15 breeding pens of four hens and one cock 
and 20 of the 40? x 100! running pens. ‘The large pens would confine just a 
single pair and would not require egg laying records. I woulld mike these 
myself by weekly or semieweekly attendance. 

(Signed) Cyril Kabat 

(Cyrib origin&lly intended to send this 
as a letter to Grimmer, but discussed it : 
with him instead.)
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Univ. )Reséarch Committee 
Graduate’ Office 
Basco! all 

Gentlemen: 

Your Committee has generously supported a co~ 
operative project between the department of Game Menege- 
ment and the department of Zoology entitled, "Involuting 
Follicles as a Criterion of Reproductive History in the 
Pheasant®, 

During the past year we have extendéd and 
checked the data which we had obteined in 1943. This 
was made possible by the cooperation of the Conservation 
Commission and the facilities they placed at our dis- 
posal at Poynette. The data which we have obtained dur- 
ing the past year have not come up to our expectetions 
because of the difficulties of obtaining and holding 
competent help, particularly at the Poynette Game Farm 
where the experiments are carried out. Because of this 
situation Professor Leopold and I believe that it is 
not wise to continue the project during 1945-46 in any 
intensive way. We are not applying for a grant~-in-aid 
from your Committee for this next year, but would like to 
have you consider support for its continuation at a time 
when competent personnel is again available. 

Both Professor Leopold and I want to take this 
opportunity to express to your Committee our great ap- 
preciation for the help which you gave us in 1944-45. 

Sincerely yours, 

Roland K. Meyer 
Professor of Zoology 

RKMs MP 

/Y Copy to Prof, Leopold
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; Ca 
Lt. (Jege) Irven 0. Buss, LA: h a 
U.S. S. Calvert V 
Pleet Post Office 
San Francisco, California 

Dear Irv: : 

I am glad to hear from you. 

No, I didn't kmow about the improvements in the bob-door. 
The vertical wires sound very logical, and I think we had better 
rebuild our traps next summer, because we are still having some 
trouble from scalping. 

I am taking the liberty of forwarding your letter to Dr. Meyer 
for the paragraph on fibroid tumors. 

The recent snowstorm netted us 50 quail at Prairie du Sac, but 
we sure had to work for them. The returns so far are 2 per cent. 
I need not explain this to you. 

Alice is adding the addresses you ask for, insofar as we have 
then. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

cc Dr. Meyer ve * 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay) 

ee
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4 FEBRUARY 16, 1944 
DEAR ALDO, 

_ | RECEIVED YOUR WELCOME LETTER OF JANUARY 20 TODAY 
AND ALSO GOT THE COPY OF THE LETTER WRITTEN TO SURKHARDT. 
NEEDLESS TO SAY | WAS VERY PLEASED TO HEAR FROM YOU, BUT 

| WAS VERY SORRY TO HEAR THAT YOU LOST GUS. AS YOU’SAY, 
GUS WAS A MOST BRILLIANT FIELD DOC, AND HE WILL BE VERY 
DIFFICULT TO REPLACE. 

| AM GLAD TO LEARN THAT OS MATTSON IS GATCHING BIRDS 
AND AM SURPRISED TO NOTE THAT THE ARBORETUM BIRDS WILL NOt 
ENTER THE TRAPS. | WOULD LIKE VERY MUCH TO BE THERE AND 
TRY TRAPPING THEM, FOR THE EXACT PROBLEM YOU HAVE CONFRONT ING 
YOU 1S EXACTLY THE ONE THAT HAS DEEPLY INTERESTED NE FOR 
A NUMBER OF YEARS. 

H. MATTISON FROM MENOMONIE WROTE ME SAYING THAT THE 
BIRDS UP THERE ALSO REFUSE TO ENTER HIS TRAPS. HE HAS 
BUILT BLINDS NEAR HIS TRAPS AND HAS OBSERVED THE BIRDS 
APPROACH THE TRAPS, EYE THE BAIT SPECULATIVELY, WALK SLOWLY 
AROUND AND OVER THE TRAPS, AND THEN DEPART WITHOUT ATTENPTING 
TO GET THE CORN. IT APPEARS THAT WITHOUT PROPER WEATHER 
CONDITIONS BIRDS CAN NOT BE TEMPTED INTO OUR TRAPS. 

HAS MATTISON DESCRIBED THE NEW TRAP MODIFICATIONS FOR 
THE BOB-DOOR PHEASANT TRAPS WE USE? IF NOT, YOU BETTER 

(OY WAIT UNTIL NEXT FALL AND I'LL SEND YOU A REPORT OF OUR LUCK 
(y” | AND LLL SugiliT A REPORT. | SUGZESTED THAT INSTEAD Or 

Ge USING POULTRY NETTING ON THE TRAP SIDES THAT WE USE VERTICAL 
ye“ WIRES THE HEIGHT OF THE TRAP. MATTISON TRIED IT AND REPORTS 

THAT "PHEASANTS CAN STAY IN THEM ALL DAY AND NEVER RUFFLE 
A FEATHER". | THINK OUR SCALPING PROBLEM WILL AT LEAST BE 
REDUCED NINETY PER CENT. 

| HAVE JUST LEARNED SOMETHING INTERESTING WHICH | WANT 
TO PASS ON TO YOU AND WHICH | AM SURE DR. MEYER WOULD ALSO 
BE INTERESTED IN. FIBROID TUMORS, WHOSE INCIDENCE [S_IN- 
CREASINC IN CALIFORNIA AT A HICH BATE, BECAME INTIMATELY 
A PARTOOF ACCIDENTAL OBSERVATION ON MY PART WHILE | WAS IN 
SAN DIEGO. A VERY CLOSE FRIEND UNDEXWENT AN OPERATION FOR 
A UTERAN TUMOR, AND WHILE | WAS VISITING HER THE DOCTOR 
EXPLAINED TO ME THAT IT WAS THE TWENTIETH OPERATION HE HAD 
PERFORMED FOR SUCH A TUMOR IN LESS THAN A MONTH'S TIME, AND 

Ns THAT IN ONE SMALL PLANT FIVE GIRLS IN THEIR TWENTIES HAD 
THEM. HE IS DOING RESEARCH WORK ON FIBROID TUMORS AND NOW 
BELIEVES THAT THEY MAY BE CAUSED BY AMEBOID INFECTIONS PLUS 
UNBALANCED SECRETIONS. NOW HERE 1S WHERE WE COME IN. AS 
YOU LIKELY DON'T KNOW, GULLS ARE THE WORLD'S PEST CARRIERS 
OF AMEBOID ANIMALS AND IT [S CLAIMED THAT THE RESERVOIRS 
OF WATER IN THE MOUNTAINS SACK OF THE CALIFORNIA COAST ARE 
INFECTED BY THE GULLS AND HENCE MAY BE THE RESULT OF THE
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INCREASING INCIDENCE OF FIBROID UTERAN TUwORS IN CALIF. 
IF SUCH_IS PROVEN TO BE THE GASE, I'M SPECULATING ON THE POLICY THAT WILL BE USED TO "HANDLE" GULLS IN. CONNECTION 
WITH THIS PROBLEM. 

| HAVE NOT RECEIVED THE ROUGH DRAFT OF THE PROPOSED 
INTRODUCTION FOR THE BULLETIN TO DATE. HOWEVER, | All SURE THAT ANY INTRODUCTION THAT MEETS WITH YOUR’ APPROVAL ALSO MEETS WITH MINE. PLEASE DON'T HOLD UP THE BULLETIN 
BY WAITING FOR MY REPLY. iY LAST “AIL WAS RECEIVED JAN. 
43. IT MIGHT BE LONGER BEFORE | RECEIVE THE NEXT BATCH. 

IT PLEASES ME VERY MUCH TO LEARN THAT THE DAWN IS 
LIETING OVER RESEARCH IN THE DEPARTMENT. TIME WILL NO 
DOUBT CLOSE THE GAP BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENT AND THE UNIVERSITY 
WITH THE CURRENT SET-UP HEADED AS IT NOW IS. | ONLY WISH 

| COULD BE THERE AND DO iY PART. 

OUT ON "MY" FRONT THINGS HAVE BEEN PRETTY DAMN BUSY, 
AND | HAVE ONLY THREE NEW-COMERS TO ADD TO iY BIRD LIST — 
BLACK-FOOTED ALBATROSS, LESSER FRIGATE BIRD, AND. WHITE 
TERN (ONE SPECIMEN COLLECTED DUE TO HEAVY NAVAL GUN FIRE). 

BY THE WAY, THERE ARE A NUMBER OF WIS. GRADS ON THIS 
SHIP. ONE OF THEM, LT. MORRIS E. KESSIER, CO. M, 3RD BAT., 
23RD MARINES, FOURTH WARINE DIVISION, % FPO, SANERANCISCO 
SAYS HE KNOWS CARL AND NINA AND SENDS HIS BEST WISHES, AND 
WOULD LIKE TO KNOW WHERE CARL 1S. , 

| WOULD LIKE TO KNOW THE NAMES OF LYLE'S SHIP AND ALSO 
BRUCE'S SHIP. WILL YOU ASK ALICE TO SEND THEM? | MIGHT 
BE ABLE TO CONTACT THEM OUT HERE SOONER OR LATER. 

DID HAMMY MOVE? 

YOURS, Se 

P.S. | UNJERSTAND YOU HAD A SEVERE SNOW STORM ON FRIDAY FEBRUARY 41. 1 HOPE IT RAISES YOUR BIRD GATGH BUT DOESN'T RAISE HELL WITH OUR QUAIL. MATTISON REPORTS A NUMBER OF GOOD COVEYS, BUT HE APPARENTLY HASN'T STARTED TO TRAP THEM yer WITH GOOD WEATHER HE SHOULD PICK THEM UP IN A SHORT
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Mr. Henry L. Turville 
Route 4 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Mr. Turville: 

I am wondering whether you would be willing to let us 
band quail on your place this winter. Cyril Kabat has 
told me that you would rather not have any trapping done, 

.and I can, of course, sympathize with your wish that the 
birds not be disturbed. 

On the other hand, I thought you might be interested in 
the fact that the bandings at your place and on the 
Arboretum have raised a very interesting question, which 
we can answer only by continuing the banding. The question 
is whether the same quail stay in their original ranze 
year after year, or whether they move. We can answer this 
only by finding whether any of the birds banded last year 
are still on your place. 

I can assure you that Cyril Kabat, who will be doing the 
work this year, is thoroughly responsible, will tond his 
traps regularly, and I think will appreciate the privilege 
of being allowed to do the work on your property. 

Will you kindly let me know by just a sentence on the 
enclosed post card whether we have your permission to go 
ahead? 

It is understood, of course, that Kabat will report to you 
before doing anything. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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Septender 9, 1943 

Mr. Walter Scott 

Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

Here is a statement by Dr. Moyer and Cyril Kabat of 
additional pheasants needed to complete the study 
started by Irv Buss and Dr. Meyer. 

This refined anatomical work is of course getting over 
my head, but I have absolute confidence in its being 
worthwhile. They are finding everything thet Irv 
hoped to, and some more besides. 

If you have not been kept up on detail, any of us will 
be glad to call on you at any time to supply it. 

I am sending a copy of this to Irv so that he will know 
that things are going forward. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

cc Buss



COPY (September 9, 1943) 

The 1944 Plan for the Contimation of the 1943 
Pheasant Reproductivity Study at Poynette 

In 1943 a pheasant reproductivity study was started by Dr. R. K. Meyer 
@f the University of Wisconsin and Irven 0. Buss of the Conservation 
Department. The purpose of this study was to try to find some method 
by which it would be possible to determine whether a hen pheasant had laid 
eggs during the past nesting period. The 1943 study was successful 
to the extent that it showed that such a technique seemed possible. 
(The technique could be used anytime during the year from one nesting 
period to another.) 

At present the study is being carried on by Dr. R. K. Meyer and Cyril 
Kabat of the Game Management Department at the University. These workers 
have found that another year of study is required before any final 
determination can be made. To carry on the experiment gainfully about 
200 pheasants would be required during the remainder of 1943 and 1944, 

.The specific utilization of the 200 pheasants is as follows: 

(1). A total of 100 pheasants, 50 cocks and 50 hens will be 
needed for a controlled egg laying plan. The hen pheasants will 

be marked on the ovary on each day that an egg is laid. 
The mark will be made with special instruments and will 

7 identify that part of the ovary from which the egg was laid, 
when the hen is killed and examined at a later date 
(preferably fall, when the ovary returns to a dormant stage). 

(2). <A total of 100 birds to be used for: developing 
the technique of marking ovaries for identifcation, for a 
special bursa collection, and for any possible relevant 
emergency that may occur during the course of the study. 
In the bursa study, this organ will be collected from a series 
of birds and set up as a modél collection for all future 

aging programs. 

Dr. Meyer and Cyril Kabat will gladly supply special details in regard 

to the request of about 200 experimental pheasants. It is understood 
that the game farm retains for breeding purposes only those pheasants 

hatching from May 12-20. These birds would serve very satisfactorily 
in the above two categories. The study would be made at Poynette ina 

manner similar to 1943. 

Cyril Kabat 
R. K. Meyer 

ce Buss
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Project manor b 54, "University Arboretum Wildlife Population Studies". ote ot 
State Conservation Department cooperating, Robert McCabe, Arboretum Reed fee 
Biologist, in charge. Frank Kozlik, State Conservation Department. J, bess tober 

The Biography of a Pheasant Population 

Aldo Leopold 

The University of Wisconsin Arboretum, consisting of a thousand 

acres of marsh, woodland, and old fields, is the home of a thriving 

pheasant population, originating from plantings, totalling less than 

100 birds, and made between 1923 and 1933. 

This pheasant population lives in a "goldfish bowl", for it has 

deen subjected, since 1935, to the most intense research scrutiny that 

could be devised by the University's Department of Wildlife Management 

and the State Conservation Department. No other group of wild Wisconsin 

birds has suffered so mch investigation of its private affairs, yet it 

lives a natural life, save that its "average citizen" is flushed once a 

year for counting, and is trapped thrice in his lifetime. After the 

first trapping he wears an aluminum leg-band bearing a mamber. In return 

for these man-handlings, he has protection from hunters and access to 

free corn in winter. 

A census of the population has been made each winter since 1935-36. 

A crew walks in line through successive units of cover and tallies the 

birds flushed. To avoid tallying the same bird twice, the drive for 

each new unit pushes the birds toward units already driven, and only 

those biris are counted which alight in them. 

In 1937, 127 pheasants were removed from the Arboretum and stocked 

elsewhere, In 1942 complaints of damage to adjoining farms and gardens - 

again forced the removal of 110 pheasants.
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The successive plantings, censuses, and removals appear on the 

chart. 

Beginning in the winter of 1937-38, as many pheasants as possible 

were trapped at the feeding stations. Mach bird was weighed, banded (if not 

already banded), sexed, and released in place. During the last two winters 

each bird was also classified as a bird of the year, or an older bird, 

by a new method now available. The stippled area in the chart shows that 

since banding began six years ago, over half the population has been 

thus handled each year. It is now possible to trace the "cradle-to-grave" 

history of many individual birds, and to average the life-expectancy of 

six successive generations. This discloses new facts about pheasants 

hitherto unknown, and also raises new questions hitherto unasked. 

Can pheasants thrive without predator-control? The Arboretum harbors 

not only pheasants, but also foxes, minks, weasels, raccoons, opossums, 

skunks, gophers, spermophiles, crows, three species of hawks, three 

species of owls, wild housecats, and self-hunting dogs. Save for the last 

two, all these predatory species have been protected for over a decade. 

Despite these numerous natural enemies, the pheasant pepulation has 

increased to the point of becoming a nuisance to adjoining farms. This 

experience contradicts the common belief that game birds cannot thrive 

without predator-control. 

How heavy is the pommlation? If the censuses are correct, than the 

Arboretum now has about 400 pheasants on 1000 acres, or one bird per 23 

acres. There is recent evidence, however, that the Arboretum harbors more 

pheasants than the census shows. The number may be nearer 500 than 400.
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Do pheasants move to and from other coverts? During the last three 

winters the State Conservation Department has tra ved and banded 349 

pheasants at the Fish Hatchery Refuge, 1} miles southeast of the 

Arboretum, This is the largest nearby winter covert. Ne Arboretum band 

has appeared in these trappings, and only two Fish Hatchery bands have 

appeared among the 527 birds trapped and banded at the Arboretum traps during 

the same period. 

Apparently most pheasants return year after year to the same winter 

quarters, and many breed in the same locality as that in which they spend 

the winter. 

How long does a pheasant live? Of each hundred young Arboretum 

pheasants surviving to reach their first winter, 26 survive to a second 

winter, 9 to a third and 4 to a fourth. Hach generation is virtually 

extinguished by its fifth winter. This average survival series 

(100 = 26 - 9 - 4 - 0) 1s in effect an “actuarial table" for pheasants 

whose "occupation" is to live on a refuge. The same sort of averages are 

used by life insurance companies to predict the life-expectancy of policy-holders 

in various human occupations. 

The life-expectancy of pheasants Living on hunted ground is doubtless 

shorter than for those on a refuge. 

Despite the fact that the Arboretum pheasants are not hunted except 

as they stray beyond its boundaries, the life-expectaney of cocks is 

shorter than that of hens. The reason for this is unknown, but it accounts 

for the preponderance of hens in the population (about 60 per cent).
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Do fed pheasants gain or lose weight in winter? Arboretum pheasants 

gain weight until December, after which, despite feeding, they lose 

weight until spring. The average cock, when first banded in early winter, 

weighs 1478 grams, or 3 pounds 5 ounces. ‘The average hen at this time 

weighs 1075 grams, or 2 pounds 6 ounces. 

What_is the wortality rate in young pheasants? By comparing the 

number of young pheasants surviving to their first winter on the Arboretum 

with the available statistics on success of nests in other areas (not 

necessarily an accurate comparison), one may deduce a mortality of 84 

per cent in young pheasants between the time of hatching and the time of 

winter banding. 

Unanswered questions. Research sometines answers old questions, but 

it always raises new ones. Would the Arboretum population decline if 

removals were made yearly, or do the birds have a "sliding scale" which 

automatically adjusts breeding or survival to population level? Ye hope 

to find out. 

We know that such a sliding scale exists in bobwhite quail; the 

smaller the breeding stock in spring, the larger the per cent of increase 

by fall. If a similar mechanism exists in pheasants, what causes it: 

Non-breeding in dense populations? Failure to renest? Predation? 

Disease? Some depressing effect of old birds on young? ‘These are the 

questions next to be attacked.



July 1, 1943 : 

Technical Articles Published by Members of the Wildlife 
Management Department between July 1, 1942 and June 30, 1943. 

Anderson, Harry G., Theodore M. Sperry, William 5. Feeney, and John 
A. Catenhusen. Birds of the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. 
Trans. Wis. Acad. Sciences, Arts and Letters, vol. 34, pp. 5-22. 

Buss, Irven 0. A managed cliff swallow colony in southern Wisconsin. 
Wilson Bull., vol. 54, no. 3, Sept. 1942, pp. 153-161. 

Elder, William H. and Iyle K. Sowls. Body weight and sex ratio of 
cottontail rabbits. Jour, Wildlife Mgmt., vol. 6, no. 3, duly 
1942, pp. 203-207. 

Hochbaum, H. Albert. Sex and age determination of waterfowl by cloacal 
examination, Trans. 7th N. Amer. Wildlife Conference, 1942, 
PP. 299~307. 

McCabe, Robert A. Population trends in Wisconsin cottontails. Jour. 
Mamnalogy, vel. 24, no. 1, Feb. 1943, pp. 18922. 

Sowls, Lyle K. Muskrats and ducks. Field and Stream, vol. XLVII, / 
no. 12, Apr. 1943, pp. 26, 68-70.
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102 014 Entomology Building 
December 3, 1942 

Dean BE. ¥. Stoke 
150 Bascom Hall ; 

Dear Dean Stoke: 

After Hanson resigned from the Prairie du Sac project, 
Miss Riley called and granted us thirty days in which 

to look for a successor. 

I now wish to recommend Cyril Kabat to take Hanson's 
place. At the end of this semester Kebat will leck two 
credits of graduation, and he will accumlate these and 
more during the second semester if this appointment can 
be approved. I am hoping, therefore, that you can 
recognize him as a graduate student. Would it be possible 
to thus recognize him right away instead of waiting until 
the end of the semester? If so, 1t would greatly facilitate 
the job. I have left the effective date on the attached 
appointment sheet blank so that you can fill it in for 
the earliest date cn which you can recognize Kabat. He 
is ready to go to work at any time. 

The whole arrangement is, of course, subject to military 
call, but Kabat's expectation of a worthwhile period in 
this position seems to be greater than that of any other 
qualified student with whom I am in touch. 

Kabat has taken courses with me for a year, and I have a 
very high regard for him, both as a potential research 
man and otherwise. His grade point average is 1.97. He is 
self supporting, hence his average means more than would be 
the case otherwise. I would like to have you call him in 
to verify my impression. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Managenent
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN rede} 

GRADUATE SCHOOL jAltach Recent 

MADISON (Small Size) 

APPLICATION FOR WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH FOUNDATION ASSISTANTSHIPS 

IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES 

This blank should be filled out and forwarded, together with all documents in support of the appli- 
cation, to the Dean of the Graduate School. Notification of awards will be made in accordance with 
the rules of the Association of American Universities. 

Datez i=) ieee es ene eA eee 

TO BE FILLED IN BY CANDIDATE 

1. Name (print) ee 
(Last) (First) (Middle) 

2. Proposed major field of graduate study Wild lie Management 

3. Present address OY ize) ae Re ee ee ee 

th R 
4, Home address a Song oe thn Milwaukee ei wr 

5. Name of parent or guardian wt Plyedohw N@bet o,f 5 eee Se 

6. Date and place of birth Stevens font, - July G98 

7. Single or married Coe cM GLO Gn ees cn Se 

8. Number of children or dependents ~~ 2 hs 

at 
jieght & eee ee 8 Wert 

10. Physical disabilities, if any _._A/Ome- 

11. Collegiate institutions attended, dates and degrees Wisconsin University 

(An official transcript of undergraduate and graduate records must accompany this application.)



12. Are you able to make use of books and periodicals relating to your major field of study which 

are written in German and French? CM a EEE ee ee 

18. Honors or other evidences of high scholarship awarded to you (such as Phi Beta Kappa or 
other honorary scholastic societies, prizes, etc.) 

14. Have you been self-supporting either in part or in whole during your college course? If so, 

state kind of work done and give approximately the total amount earned Whey 

‘ eS 00 : 24 pre ster, 46 9°70.°° mpnthty Uunreis, poker! obepc naan 
SF ae a oo ut . oo _ r Oi _--. rad 010 Iraenthy Merutlamnere Gash! Sy all Yanpane BLGOG- $500; 

15. ‘uxperience' (a) @Businessis2. ec en ee ee oe oe ee ee ee eee 

reaching sun es sa Ua oe a ee ee ee 

(c) Hobbies or other special interests Deeg = se a 

16. Original work filed in support of this application. (a) Books or reprints of published papers 

(b) Theses or other unpublished material -______--------------------------------------- 

17. Give names and addresses of three persons well-acquainted with you and your work whom you 
are asking to write letters in your behalf. (Such letters should be sent by the writers to the 
Dean of the Graduate School at the time this application is filed.) 

18. Do you agree, if you accept an appointment, not to resign before its expiration, except for 

illness, without the consent of the Dean of the Graduate School? ___------------------------



19. In this space make a statement of about 300 words concerning your plans for graduate study 
and a professional career. Be as specific as you can regarding your vocational interest and the 
course of training you expect to follow in achieving your goal. If you are interested in other 
fields closely related to that of your first choice, please indicate them. 

(Over)
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TO BE FILLED IN BY SPONSOR OF CANDIDATE 

STS TEN a NRT NESE, Ct ei a ar ee 
for a W. A. R. F. assistantship. 

Aaa Sinn ae eg i ee 

EEOC EOSIIIO1: Sc 2 Saco oe ee Oe ete ee ea amen a ee ean ee 

(CG) AG res sae ee ee eee 

(Candidates for W. A. R. F. awards must be “young men and young women of very exceptional 
talent and originality,” and must be nominated by a faculty member well acquainted with the can- 

didate’s work and qualifications.)



DO _ FIRES DESTROY GAME? 

It would be interesting to know how many specific 
instances of the effects of fires on game birds and animals 
Forest Officers can cite. 

I have never found the remains of any game bird or 
animal within the bounds of a forest fire. This may or may 
not mean that none are killed by fire. feny large fires are 
so intense that remains would be completely destroyed. 

No living bird or animal is left on a severely burned 
area after a large and severe forest fire. My belief is that 
except in very rare instances the mature birds and animals 
nearly all escape by flight and the young are probably destroyed. 

; Doubtless in such general conflagrations as the Idaho fires of 
1910 a number of adu2t birds and animals are destroyed outright, 
but such occurrences are the rare exception. 

i have frequently been impressed in ifontana and Idaho 
by the number of deer and bear that frequent the lines of a large 
fire immediately after it has been contxolJed. Bear in particu- 
lar seen to enjoy prcwling arornd the edces of a fire after it 
has somewhat coclel dowa. Provably most of these are aninals 
driven out of the burned area by the fire and still unwilling 
to leave the general locality. 

My observation is that flying insects are the first 
form of animai life to appear in a severely pusned-area. I have 
observed thea frequertly while considerable smoke was still 
rising. The Mountain Pine Beetle, cr Sawyer, a flathead borer, 
is cne of the first migrants of this kind. They oviposit in 
great numbers in the back of fresh fire killed trees. Small 
fites of various species are also common. Birds soon £oliow, 
panticularly the small ones. I do not krow from observation 
just when the game retums to the burned areas but believe it 
depends on the reappearance of food. 

H. R. Flint 

In 1910 I found the charred remains of seven ruffed 
grouse in one little heap, in a coppice of young Douglas Fir 
throagh which the fire had passed. It was epparent that the 
birds were not endeavoring to escape, but had been huddled 
together when caught. 

Ea. 
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PLAYING CLOSE 
In a report on losses in sheep, from all causes, 

the statement is made: "Heve no definite figures, but the loss 
is possibly ljo; perhaps 134; in no case over 13." 

oe



Effect of Forest Fires on Game and Pish. 

I have noted ir. Smith's announcement and appeal re- 
garding the above subject, and.offer the following for what 
it May be worth. 

In midsummer, 1910, I was kept on thr run between forest 
fires from one end of the Lewis & Clark Forest to another. I 
saw several instances of game movemsnt on account of the severe 
fires of that season, but none that struck me as forcibly as 
the action of a bunch of fourteen mountain goats which were 
literally caught between two fires. 

As Jack Clack and other old-timers will recall, there 
were several fires on the Flathead side of the Continental 
Divide, which forms the dividing line between the Forest by 
that name and the Lewis & Clark. There were several fires on 
the eastern side of the Divide between the Dearborn and the 
two Medicine rivers, and the 30ats, which hed their natural 
habitat along the dividing line between the two Forests, were, 
as I have said, "caught between two fires." 

The story I am about to relate, oecurred near the head 
of the West Fork of the North Fork of the Teton River. A fire 
guard had been constructed near the south base of lt. Wright, 
and a fire was raging on Bowl Creek, a tributary of Basin Creek, 
at the head of Big River, or the ijiddle Fork of the Flathead. : 
I had a half-breed Chippewa Indian doing scout work on spot fires, 
and I followed him up on Nt. Wright one morning an his regular 
circle in keeping track of the situation. He had very keen 
eyes for big game as well as spot fixes. He direeted my gaze 
to a bunch of goats on a siids on the east slope of the Conti- 
nental Divide. We counted fourteen of them, and judged by their 
actions that they were undecided what to do, as they kept mill- 
ing around like a bunch of she=p, Some of them appeared to be 
on the fight, as well as on the flight. wo would back up and 
come together head on; others would nit the con _etants enicshios. 
They all appeared to be in a frenzy, exeent an oli narny, who 
Kept nosing her kid down the sitde ehead cf her in txve mother 
fashion, without apparent regard for the rest of thy family. 
After she had in this fashion gained the foot of the slide, she 
hopped up on a large rock and surveyed the situation from every 
angle. The kid tried to climb up with ner, bul seemed unequal 
to the task. The old nanny evidentiy soneluéed she would make 
a dash through the smoke end fleme in the extreme head of the 
Teton, to a point farther soutn. She hovved off the rock end 
made a beeline for the ereek. The others, noting her actions, 
lined out in Indien file after her and the kid. They were soon 
Swallowed up in smoke ~ fourteen of then. The breed and I circled 
the Givide which was out mission in the first place. After four 
hours of hot-footing it -~ in all that the tern implies - the 
Indian saw the string of soets emerge from the Genser smoke of 
the basin - on the opposite side from their starting point. 

b=



All, including the kid, appeared to be darker in 
color. Upon approaching closer, we found that they had been 
badly singed ani there were only nine of them! Something 
happened to five mountain goets and the remainder were changed 
from a dirty white to a tawny or yellowish hue. The remarxable 
thing about this incident was the fact that the kid - the only 
one in evidence tc begin with - got thru, while five of the 
larger, evidently succumed. 

Although I had to leave the next day for another camp, 
the oid breed, whom we called "Bear Jaw" on eccount of the 
fact that a grizziy had taken a good sized bite ovt of his face 
at one time, told me afterward that the entire burch that ren 
the gauntlet were so sore footed they did not move more than a 
hundred yards from a spring on the mountain side where we last 
saw them. 

Bear Jaw also told of. seeing a yearling bear walk, 
swim end roll for a quarter of a mile down the creek on which 
they were camped, to avoid the heat, flames, and coals of the 
same fire, and pranced right down among the tents emitting howls 
of pain, not unlike those of a human in distress. 

A. Price Townsend, 
Missoula. 

: DRA AK RS SK AS ARK AE OK 4 i 

WHO SAYS "NO BUCKS” 

The following tabulation shows the results of replies 

from circular letter G-210. while the numbers of deer observed 

are not as great as expected, it seems quite certain from these 

data that the relation of bucks to does is: very satisfactory 

and future increases should prove satisfactory. The future of 

Montana's deer depends upon threes things: 1st, the creation of 

@ spirit of true sportsmanship emong our hunters; end, the des- 

truction of predatory animals that hunt 365 days each year; 

ord, keep the Buck Law. 

Glen A. Smith 

ae



‘No. deer: :No. does; No. does : 

:secen sea: RisMereral : seen with:No. fawns 
Forest :not% de- : No. bucks:without : fawns mccen 

r Hugs mI Ne0s seen : fawns : : — 

absaroka ; : Bo 28 ; oD : 42 

Beartsoth ‘ &) : ane) : 50 : 50 : 20 

Beaveshead fs 57 5 a7 5 54 : 14 : 16 

Bittesroot : 5 : 47 : 73 : 34 < 56 

Blackfeet : as c 71 2 264 : Be : aug) 
Cabinst : 47 : 42 " 84 A 14 : el 

Flethead $ 15: uo 82 2 20 5 22 

Gallatin : 1 g 9 : 28 : 13 $ 16 

Helena si 65 : 68 : 62 : 26 : eo 

Jefferson s GOL 44 eo eeod S B54 54 

kLootenai : 9 : oT : 26 : 26 : 

Lolo : 100 : ZO + 154 5 50 : 60 

Madison 5 75 : 28 : ao : BL : 50 ae 

Total oO : 436 22086 2 385 + 365 

WHO'S WHO IN GAME LAW ENFOPCHIENT 

Tho following is compiled fiom the reports submitted 

by the different forests on individual cases. This office-is much 

pleased with the showing. Is it possikle that the forests whose 

names are missing from this list Lad no game violations? What 

say you? 

Forest Ne, Ceses Zandlec Fines Assessed 
Beaverhead i eo 
Beartooth 2 nig) 
Bitterroot a 20 
Cabinet 10 220 

Gallatin 2 a) 
Helene 2 oS 
Jefferson as 25 

Kootenai 10 D453 

Lewis & Clark 2 bo 

Lolo 2 nese 
Total 58 7 ol G79 

IvAHC 

Clearwater 2 eel 
Coeur ad’ Alene zg &3 
kaniksu. 9 eit 
Pend Oreille 5 £00 
St. Joe ah . ee 

* fotal 19 O96 

District Total be 2 yle7ds -
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Deer & Fires



Gila Inspection - 1922 

Deer & Fire 

Painter says he saw where deer had 

erossed burned area only 2 days old. 

Propbly were on way to water. Also 

used burn at Little Creek.



Gila Inspection - 1922 

Deer & Fire. Saw a heavy blacktail doe which 

somebody had alarmed come bounding down the hill 

and right imto the Johnson Cn, fire area, It 

had just regched the line and was full-of burn- 

ing logs and snags. :
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Mr. 0. i. Butler, Secretar
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of the American
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ion, 

has asked me to write an illustra
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article on the Relation
 

of Forest Fires | 
: to Game Conserva

tion, 
for publicat

ion 
in “American

 
Forestzy"

, 
Aucust 19256 

He This is a bie subject, and I would like to ask whether you cen lelp 
me out with any informa

tion 
or photos?

 

j "Jf not, can you refer me to any other promisin
g 

sources of material
? 
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2 Sept. 19, 19227 
Publication, Manzano 

Memorandum for Mr. Leopold; 

With reference to your memo. of Sept. 15: 

The past season having been so extremely dry and attended by 
large fires on private timber holdings in the Zuni Mts. has made possible 
some very conclusive observations on the effect of Forest fires: upon the 
movements of game, particularly deer and wild turkey. 

A trip through the gee char area around Mt. Sedgwick in 
early May revealed no signs of game of théesespecies and the residents 
there were bemoaning the fact that while at one time there was a good 
supply of both, for several years to get sight of either species had been 
a very rare thing. Meantime a large fire that started about May 1 near 
Rice Park some 20 miles distant, was ravaging its way over more than a 
township of game country not being extinguished (by local showers) until 
the forepart of August. Another large fire on Oso Ridge bordering the 
Tenaja Valley on the north burned close to one and a half townships be- 
tween May 23 and early July and destroyed dep@estands of young Douglas 
fir, yellow pine and oak timber along with a vast amount of browse and 
other game forage. This had been a locality long looked upon as the 
best hunting ground in the Zuni Mts. and although opportunity of 
observing the lack of ,zame there since the fire has not been had, it's 
a known fact that aipbovaon’ July 1 or so there has been seen around 
Mt. Sedgwick more déer and turkey than for a number of years and fortunate- 
ly, a solid township there has since been proclaimed a State Game 
Refuge. s 

Where did thes¢ game come from? Its emigration has not been 
in evidence during previous years. That it was driven from its natural 
haunts by these Forest fires is the only logical conclusion and thanks 
to the Forest Service in protecting its timber from fire there was a place 
in waiting for it to take refuge after having its natural haunts laid 
waste. 

This is the situation about as I found it and if possible 
I will secure on my next trip photographs of some of the burnt areas 
and further verify the fact that considerable game is to be found around 
Mt. Sedgwick for the first time in several years. 

YOK 
Forest Supervisor.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

LINCOLN NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

FOREST SUPERVISOR ‘ 

ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO 

september 20, 1922 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest service, 

Albuquerque, NN. liex. 

Dear Mir. Leopold: 

Your request of September 15 for information on 
the subject allotted you in the American Forestry liagazine 
is received. 

I regret that 1 am unable to furnish you any data 
Jk value. I would suggest that you write former Ranger H. 

Garvin Smith at Sunset, Arkansas, who, I feel sure, can give 

oe some information of value. It may be that Ranger George 
Messer, Glencoe, New liexico would have something on the sub- 
ject. 

The following may be of interest to you although 
not directly applicable to the subject assigned you: 

In case of large Forest fires it has always been : 
| my understanding that game left the country once the fires 

got under good headway. At the time 1 was in Montana it was 
very noticeable that over the burned srea, following close- 
ly the fire itself, that fresh signs were seen of all types 
of animal life. in talking to old-timers regarding the 
matter 1 was informed that this was always noticeable, the 
supposition being that they were endeavoring to get away 
from flies. 

I would prefer not to be quoted on this vht if it As 
. of any interest to you you might write mr. Charley Emmons, care 

of ee: Forest, Kalispell, Montana and to 
Ranger CeorgeViteppler, Columbia Falls, montana. 

Very seen 

Forest Supervisor. u 

. S Ce 
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eet Mr. 6. M. Bugler, Secretary of the American Forestry Association, 
_ has asked me to write an illustrated article on the Relation of Forest Fires. 
AD Same Conservation, for publication in “American Forestry", August 1923e 

: This is a big subject, and I would lixe to ask whether you oan lelp 
" me out with any information or photoes? : : 

| $f not, can you refer me te any other promising sources of materia’? 

JY Aldo Leopold, 
Lo Mr h , ' j : Gas & Electric Bldgs, ae t T ee Le Albuquerque, N. Moxe 
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September ake 

MEMORANDUM FOR LEOPOLD: 

Relative to your note concerning the inquiry of Mr. 

Butler, I can give you no information first hand, especially 

since the Crook has been fortunate in not having any fires 

to amount to anything for a good many years. People who 

are familiar with the Indian Reservation tell me that on 

the area burned over in their big fire of 1921 that the 

absence of deer, turkey and other same was very conspicious. 

Mt. Graham, of course, is a game refuge and the increase in 

deer can not be considered altogether to absence of fire, 

although I am sure that this has something to do with it. 

I am sorry that there is no other data that I know of 

that I can help you out with. : 

Bu 

| ; 

bis
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Septembér 21, 1922. 

g ; 

Fish & Game - Prescott \ 

Memorandum for Leopold; : 

Your note of September 15th is received. 

Ranger Taliaferro reports that he is unable to , 
learn any further data relative to the deer which was burned 
by the Jose Gulch fire last year. He states that the men ; 
have apparently forgotten the incident. 

I do not recall any other incidences where forest 
/ fires have affected game- I recall, however, on the Elk 
Mountain fire, in 1916, we found a Hight Hawk's nest on the 

jel ground directly in front of the fire. The boys on the crew 
on were very much interested in protecting the mother bird from 

syn the flames and hastily raked a line around the bird at a dis- 
tance of approximately 15 feet. LIuckily the fire did not 
jump the pf Sob and I am sure that any one inspecting the area 
after the > would have wondered at the unburned spot well 
within the burned area. 

kitten heat 
He sil Wales,’ Forest Supervisor:
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Fish & Game September 25, 1922. 

MEMORANDUM: 

The question as to the relation of forest fires to game 
conservation can be considered from at least two angles: 1, the 
destruction of the habitat and, 2, the destruction of the game 
itself. 

Many of the fires that occur on forested areas travel 
through the vegetation on or immeé¢iately adjacent to the ground 
and do not as a rule develop into crown fires running into the 
tops of the trees. These so-called ground fires whether extensive 
or not unquestionably work considerable harm inasmuch as they 
destroy the protective cover which is depended upon very largely 
by many species of wild life for protection and shelter. The loss 
is rather difficult to determine, although the natural habits of 
many species of wild life to return to the same locality year after 
year during their life is a notable one. Even though there has not 
been a loss of wild life by the fire there undoubtedly follows a 
change of location which in the case of game preserves may result 
in a total loss of their effectiveness. This may be due to the 
fact that the area burned over was the only locality suitable or 
it may be that it was the chosen locality because of topography 
or for other, special reasons which made it especially adaptable 
as a wild life habitat. : 

Crown fires, or those burning in the tops of the trees, 
are usually complemented by intense. fire on or adjacent to the 
ground and usually such fires result in complete destruction of 
all vegetative and animal life in the locality involved. Such 

; areas naturally would be much longer in returning to their 
original state and therefore a comparably longer time would elapse 
before such areas might again be considered as a wild life habitat. 

Many species of wild life seem intuitively to understand 
the dangers from fire and the presence of a fire is sufficient to 
cause them to leave the locality as fast as possible. Other species 
do not seem to have this intuitive sense and of such little is left 
when the fire has receded or gone out. Again, it often happens 
that wild life is corralled or encircled by fire coming from more 
than one direction, making escape impossible. Forestry men engaged 
in the work of checking up on the areas covered and the losses 
suffered from forest fires have frequently noted the remains of 

wild life that perished during the fires. The period during which 
such fires occur naturally affects the loss. Fires occurring at 
a@ season of the year when birds are nesting generally results in 
the loss of the hatch for that year as well as the loss of many 

ci a il iit a la



-» - of the old birds. A comparable loss in other species of wild life 
also occurs at this same time due primarily to the fact that the 
young are unable to make their escape. 

It is probable that a careful study of the situation would 
clearly develop the fact that of the various species of wild life 
certain ones that do not roam at large are probably also the ones 
that suffer most in case of fire. The four-footed animals such as 
the bear, deer, elk and other carnivorous animals ordinarily are ‘ 
able to and do escape from fires unless encircled or trapped. On 
the contrary, rabbits, squirrels and certain of the fur-bearing _ 
animals, and in fact all those living or making their abode in hollow 
logs, holes in the rocks or like places, undoubtedly seek such places 
in time of fire and if the fire is a severe one they unquestionably 
perish. 

The destruction of a watershed with the consequent resulting 
erosion carrying into the stream quantities of ash, mud and other 
debris undoubtedly affect materially the fish habitats regardless of 
species and in some localities where the fires have been intense and 
the waters heated a large part of the fish life has been destroyed. 
Such fires in the majority of cases likewise destroy the ecological 
conditions which bring about the constant replenishment of fish food 
in the streams, which would in turn result in a gradual decrease or 
decline in the number of fish in the stream. 

Forest fires therefore have a tendency regardless of whether 
they are on the ground or in the tops to greatly affect wild life in 
the locality where they have occurred and cannot be regarded as other- 
wise than detrimental if not very destructive to wild life in general. 

The attempts being made throughout the country to establish 
game preserve ublic shooting grounds and the like are menaced by 
the EF Phe fires. Strenuous efforts to locate, define and 
establish game preserves having specific purposes in view would pass 
for naught in the event of serious fires or repeated small fires in 
that immediate locality. Since it appears that game preserves seem 
now to be the only certain way in which the last surviving remnants 
of our wild life can be preserved it should be apparent that the 
forest fire menace is one that materially affects the whole conserva- 
tion program and therefore warrants most careful attention of the 
sponsors of wild life protection movement. 

fo 

Nivrncnnah ctnig : Assistant Distxt¢ orester. 
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ADDRESS 

THE FORESTER, OLp STATE CaPiToL 

September 25, 1922. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold,Ass't District Forester, 
Gas and Electric Building, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

T should like very much to give you my ideas 
in regard to the relation between forest fires and game 
conservation. To do this at any length, however, would 
require more time and effort than I can possibly give 
the matter right now on account of our forest fire 
situation. We have been working under a strain for the 
past month and it looks as if we have several bad weeks 
ahead of use You will pardon me therefore in refrain- 
ing from taking on anything more. 

We know, of course, that the spring fires up 
here are exceedingly destructive to ground nesting game 
birds as well as song and insectivorous birds. We know 
further that much game, particularly deer and partridge 
(ruffed grouse) perish in the late summer and autum ¢ 
fires. As to the number of deer and birds destroyed 
by fires, that would require considerable study which 
some day we would like to make and put the data in shape 
for consideration by the Biological Survey and others. 

Sincerely yours, 

State Forester. 

WIC MB
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G 
Fish and Game-Apache Sept. 29, 1922. 

' Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Albuquerque, New Mex. : 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

I am sorry to say tha t I heve no photographs 
of wild game or forest fires thet could be used to 
illustrate en article on“the Relation of Forest Fires : 
to Game Conservétion*nor have I much informetion along 
this line. 

I have on several occasions, while fighting 
fires, found turkey nests or very small young turkeys 
which were unéble to escape end were destroyed by the 

ae fire. In one instant a mother turkey hovering some 

x 12 or 15 little ones on the ground,about midnight, 
attack me as I came around the tree behind which she was 
sitting. She fought in the seme manner as a goose peck- 
ing and striking with the double of her wing. 

At the Matezel fire on the Tonto in July 1921, 
I encountered a bunch of deer hemmed up ,by a fire, against 
a rock bluff. These however, escaped by jumping high over 

yyy the blaze as I approached, running away through the burn 
apparently none the worse off, 

It has bean my experience that the larger geme,such 
as deer and bear,travel shead of the fire unless as in the 
above instence where they sre’ trapped by bluffs. The grest- 
est damage to game by fire in this section of the country 

is I believe, to wild turkey. The turkey nest in May-and the 
young turkey hatch ebout the first week in Jume and are not 
large enough to travel much before the latter part of June 
of first of July, which meke the turkey nests and young 
turkeys easy prey to fire during our worst fire perio€ 

Very siheerely yoyrs, ) , 

a : s 
horast’ super Le



October 4, 1922, 

Sorry I have no photos and little authentic 
information on the subject of "Relation of Forest Fires 
to Game conservation", The following is about all I can 
supply: 

In the Rose Peak fire m the Apache in 194% or 
1912, I came across two wild turkey nests, over which the 
fire had swept, and in each instance the eggs, of course, 
had been destroyed by heat. Each nest contained from 
eight to ten eggs. In turkey country over which a fire 

J of some five or six thousand acres sweeps there must be : 
a large number of nests destroyed. Also on a fire on 
Escudilla, on the Apache, about 1915, I found two young 
turkeys about three weeks 01d within the burned area, 
which had apparently been burned to death but could not 
determine how this had happened.. " : 

In the Rose Peak fire on the Apache we etse 
Saw a white-tail doe and fawn run blindly into a 
fiercely burning tangle of down timber and both were 8 

ae” probably consumed as we never saw them come out. This 
incident happened at night and the deer apparently were 

we terror stricken. y 

a You, I think, secured som notes on this subject 
on the Gila fires in 1922 

EW. . 

In the Willow Mountain Fire on the Gila im 1922, 
the crown fire caught one doe in a grassy draw before she 

ay could mke her escape. Little brown and black bears were . 
apparently not caught as several were watering at one of 

: the springs near the fire area where one of the fire camps 
was located, Cm = 

= SAD), 
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At a fire on the White Mt. Indian Reservation 
in 1913, a large brown bear was caught between the main 

Y fire and a back fire. He came through the latter like a 
(ron fire ball, headed straight for an Indian; the Indian took 

flight in the same line of travel. . Bruin made the best 
oh” time but the Indian went into a siding and gave the bear 

the right-of-way. He seemed to be interested only in 
putting distance between himself and the fire. . 

This fire and two others, south of Baldy and just 
west of the Apache Forest,covered a large territory 
(about 15 sections or more) I rode through the burns and 
saw many deer in a bewildered state. One could ride among 
them and they would pay no attention to one. The Apaches 

yep took advantage of this condition and got an easy supply of 
wpb noourel Many young turkey had hatched before this fire 

occurred and were undoubtedly destroyed. 

jo’ I doubt if bear are caught except in back fires, 
* j x 
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UnitTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHERN FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

THE DIRECTOR CUSTOMHOUSE 

AND REFER TO | NEW ORLEANS, LA. 

October 6, 1922 

RSZ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Gas & Electric Bldg., 

Albuquerque, N. Mex. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your circular 

of the 15th of September, I have neither 

real information nor photographs which would 

be of value in bringing out the relation of 

fires to game. My suggestion would be that 

you write to the Commissioners of Conserva- Sy eo 

tion in New Orleans, Louisiana, and Montgomery, i a we 

Alabama. "Jetje, 

Director
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October 12, 1922. 

RS 
Library 

fhe Forester 

Washington, De. Ce 

Dear sir; 

: A copy of the September 29, 1922 issue of 

"Science" is needed in this office, however we are unable 

to obtain a copy in Albuquerque or even to find out who 

the publishers are and the price. It will be greatly 

appreciated therefore if you will obtain this magazine 

for us and charge it against the D-3 library fund. 

, Very truly yours, 

PRANK C. W. POOLER, District Forester 

BY Acting 

mara 
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UNIVERSITY of CALIFORNIA 

MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 

October 9, 1922, 

Mr. Aldo Keopold, 
Gas & Blectiz Bldg., 

, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

a Dear Mr. Leopold: 
Gi A Your letter directed to Dr.Grinnell, rela- 

ON on \ tive to information on the relation of forest fires to game 
aye os, conservation has been handed me for answer, as Dr, Grinnell is 

“yw Sout of town for a few weeks. 
er \ : 

ae i: Enclosed you will find an article which 
bears on the subject, which was published in CALIFORNIA FISH 
AND GAME in 4220. _I suppose you have also seen the item on 
page 362 in~"Science® for September, 29,1922. This item, 
taken from thé Fisheries Service Bulletin, describes the"Ef- 
fects of Forest Fires on Food and Game Fishes." 

The subjectyou are planning is an important 
one, and we trust that you will secure the data that you 

. ; desire, 

Very truly peur: 

| Ae oot 
Economic Crnithologist. 

HCB - G 

enclosure



362 SCIENCE [Vou. LVI, No. 1448 

apparatus ever designed for the explanation of a In line with the growing tendency to place a 

highly complex phenomenon. , cE large portion of the responsibility of conserv- 
In 1869 Professor Lyman, accompanied by his ing our natural resources on those wh 3 7 io reap 

colleague, the eminent astronomer, Professor the - greatest ‘benefits “therefrom, if. seatn: 
Newton, went to Europe to purchase physical and tee Ee f : 
mechanical apparatus from a fund given for that proper to invite the attention of those persons 

purpose by Peter Collier, of the class of 1861, who find pleasure and healthful recreation in 

Yale College. Aside from the requisite and fishing in the waters of our forests to the 

familiar instruments of the physical cabinet not  ‘estructive effects of forest fires on the fish. 
already at command, a remarkably full collection There is a deplorable lack of reliable informa- 
of acoustic apparatus was included. The recent tion and very few recorded observations on the 
discoveries of Helmholtz in the field of sound subject. A few of the most immediate effects 
sensations had enormously enhanced the interest detrimental to fish life that may be expected to 

of physicists am that of AEC UBC) and Professor follow forest fires are a sudden rise in the tem- 
Tynan piabeed ie honape of no equipment not  herature of the water, a lowering of its oxygen 
only in the classroom but also in a number of eran hanvovan. ite.-chemical ti 

publie lectures. It was in these lectures that he pe pmol uD CRG CE prCnEL eal 

first made public his ingenious apparatus for com- and destruction of shade. The slightly acid 
pounding pendulum motions at right angles to condition natural to most forest streams, and 
each other. The enthusiasm with which his audi. Tecognized as suitable for trout, is changed to 

ences received his clear expositions and admirably alkaline from the ash deposited therein. A \ 
chosen illustrative experiments left an enduring large amount of ash in the water may be ex- 

impression on the memory of his assistant. pected to have a deleterious mechanical effect 
A mind so richly stored with the experiences of on the fish aside from the chemical changes. 

a singularly varied life could not be otherwise These are but a few of the more obvious and 
ae in the highest degree to his more immediate results of fires, and they take no 

Poet Sacer, ee ie menue cognizance of the most far-reaching though not 
teacher known to the writer he awakened a per. - diatel fant veffeate Anat Shabl 

sonal affection among all of them which was as SRE ES eae an DEONEDSY 
freely expressed as it was unusual, occur—the destruction of food, increased tur- 

bidity, decreased protection against floods and 

EFFECTS OF FOREST FIRES ON FOOD AND “ought, ete. Reliable information on the sub- 

GAME FISHES ject is meager, though an appreciation of the 

‘ Tux Fisheries Service Bulletin calls attention Loa oF Ee mn ie) ES Oa aoc 

to the fact that everyone is more or less familiar ene Ohsehye vote sheroen Bas eae 
with the loss of valuable timber sustained each ee We via he eaesuieyeel ie Ee 
year from forest fires, but there are other seri- having knowledge of such Occurrences will com- : 

ous losses of valuable natural resources from municate it to the Bureau of Mehemes 

this cause that have received but comparatively 

little attention. We refer to the wild life of CONFERENCE ON WORLD METRIC 

the woods and streams, and particularly to the STANDARDIZATION 

game and food fishes. Based on a monetary No less than twenty-seven national scientific 

valuation the loss of wild life from forest fires societies were represented in the Conference on 
may appear insignificant compared with the World Metrie Standardization which was held 
loss of timber, but when we consider that the at the Carnegie Institute of Technology on 
U. S. Forest Service estimates that some September 6, simultaneously with the Pitts- 

6,000,000 people annually visit our natural for- burgh meeting of the American Chemical 

ests, many or most of them interested in the Society. Dr. E. C. Bingham, of Lafayette 

fish and game, we become aware to some extent College, presided, and opened the discussion. 

of the importance of the wild life of our for- The conference was called because it was 

ests. Any game and fish commission or con- deemed advisable to take cognizance of the 

servation commission will be able to vouch for organized opposition to the spread of the 

‘the real value of good fishing to a community. metric system which has developed in certain
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FOREST FIRES DESTROY GAME. | and Azusa, where they sought shelter in 

The forest fires in the Angeles National| vain, because the fire swept widely, over 

Forest during the fall of 1919 were very | the entire brush covered hills of the south 

destructive to game of all kinds. he| Slopes of the Sierra Madre Mountains. 
burned area covers over two hundred} It was pitiful to see dozens of moun- 
thousand acres of the forested canyons| tain quail, gathered around a little pool 
and ridges and brush covered hillsides|of water in a canyon, their feathers 

. ee (see Fig. 15). burned and topknots gone. In dozens of 

The carcasses of deer have been found] places I came across similar groups. 
by fire fighters in many places. Gray The greatest menace to game comes 

squirrels and mountain quail have suffered| from the destruction of food. At this 

severely. time the seeds had all ripened, and the 

I have just made a survey of conditions, walnuts, pine nuts, acorns and manzan- 

in Pacoima Canyon, and the Little Tu-|itas were ready to eat. These have been 

junga and Big Tujunga canyons. In the | burned over a wide expanse, and the 

x Sas ; ‘ 
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Fic. 15. Map of Angeles National Forest area destroyed by devastating forest fires 
during the fall of 1919. Severe injury to game was the natural result. 

first two, which are outside of, but adjoin-| coming on of winter will make it hard 

ing the Game Refuge, I saw numbers of| for game to exist. 

dead rabbits, squirrels and mountain The recent rains in Southern California 

quail. Big Tujunga escaped total destruc-| fell at a very opportune time, and so 

tion, as the flames did not cross to the| gently as not to cause any erosion. Three 

east side. weeks after the rain the burnt over hill- 
No doubt most of the game escaped| sides were becoming green. 

death by flame and smoke, but the destruc-| A feature of the destruction of covers 
tion of food will lead to widespread | for game must not be forgotten. Rabbits 
famine later. Fanned by a high wind] and quail, I found, are massing on patches 
that blew from the desert side toward the] of unburned territory. Overcrowding will 

sea, the flames in places swept away every| result, and hunters will find it easy to 

bit of vegetation. ‘The game had no|kill most of the game in such places. A 
choice but to flee before the flames, toward| rancher at the mouth of the Little Tu- 

the foothills, near the towns of San Fer-| junga told me that hunters had killed 
nando, Sunland, Monte Vista, Pasadena! sixty-eight rabbits in a forty-acre field
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in a couple of hours on the Sunday after 

the fire, and seventy-eight the following 

Sunday. 

There is a bright side to the picture: 

a great deal of food was spared in creek 

beds. A large crop of quail had been 

raised and enough will be spared for 

breeding next season, and the early rains 

have already sprouted the grass and 

weeds. The game will be restored in time, 

but nature lovers and sportsmen should 

work together to prevent a repetition of 

these fires by enlisting government, state 

and county aid, building roads and fire 

breaks and check dams in the mountains, 

and reforesting the burnt ‘areas— 

Cartes G. Stivers, M.D., Los Angeles, 
California.
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: SF FOREST SERVICE 

/ CALIFORNIA DISTRICT 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 
FERRY BUILDING 

DISTRICT FORESTER 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

0 
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G 
Fish & Game October 16, 1922. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
c/o Forest Service, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

My dear Aldo: 

Your note of September 15 has followed me 
around the District and has just come to my attention. 

I believe. we can give you some few things of 
value on the subject of the relation of forest fires 
to game preservation. I am asking the men in the of- 
fice to assist me in getting some notes for you. 

Very sincerely yours. 

U
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Fire Conditions . 

We were making an excellent fire record until the break came about — 

September 10. In the two weeks following that date our fire suppression : 
costs amounted to approximately $65,000. However, no firés are burning now 

and we stand a very good chance of completing the year with costs slightly 

lower than last year, when we spent $135,000 from the Fire Fund. -- L.W.H. -- 

Swayne Lumber Company Awarded Sale 

The Granite Basin Unit on the Plumas National Forest, supporting a 

‘stand of 167 million feet of timber, has-been awarded to the Swayne Lum- 

ber Comeany. The timber consists of nine species: Yellow, jeffrey, sugar, 

white and lodgepole pine, Douglas, white and red fir, and incense cedar. 

The initial rates, which will hold until July 1, 1926, are $3.50 for sugar 

pine, $3.00 for yellow, jeffrey and white pine, and $1.00 for the other 

species. Cutting on this sale will not be heavy for the next two or three 
years but from then on a great part of the output of the Swayne Lumber Com- 

pany will come from this Unit. The contract is to be completed by December 

$1, 1938. -- J.H.P. -- 

Ranger Garrison in San Francisco 

Ranger Garrison, of the liodoc, is in San Francisco, «where he is taking 

treatment at the Marine Hospital for an injury to his hip, resulting from 

a fall while engaged in telephone work several months ago. The preliminary 

examination does not indicate the injury to be serious. 

a / /Bire Brings Forth i/ild Life 
y . 
t Messrs. Show and Price recently returned from the Santa Barbara, 
% where they were helping to keep the fire from burning off the map in the 

\ ‘ Cuyama region. The country is covered with a dense stand of brush and or- 

\T] dinarily very little sign of wild life can be seen. They report, however, 
K a great amount of evidence of both animal and bird life after the fire. Bear 

and lion tracks were quite frequent and the entire burnt over region soon be- 

came covered with trails made by deer and rabbits. Many kinds of birds are yw 
numerous both in the burnt over and unburned areas. : Gs 

| \e 
A Hot Time Was Had by ALL qr 

"The fire occurred on a small stream near where Meek was doing some 

mining, and near a yellow jackets' nest. The bugs made it a Little too hot 

for Meek. and Meek decided to make it hot for them by starting a little fire 
around their nest. de did a good job destroying the nest, out a darn poor 

job putting the fire out. He left it for safe, but it got avay and burned 

over three acres. Meek paid the cost of suppression, which amounted to 

$23.40." (Extract from the report of Ranger McMurphy of the Plunas .) 

=



GALIFORNIA DISTRICT NEWS LETTER 

San Francisco, Calif. é October 6, 1922 Vol. 3, No. 40 

GENERAL 

HARMONY untangles, pacifies, regulates, enlightens and 
uplifts -- i+ sweetens the task and*mellows the day's work. 

. Harmony of purtose and action is essential to highest ef- 

ficiency in any organization. ; 

Ifwe keep our hands’ in harmony with our heads and our heads 

in harmony with our hearts we will keep in perfect harmony with 

ourselves, for the hearts of all men are inostly good. 

Going Up! 

From present indications the volume of fiscal business for the year 

ending June 30, 1923, will exceed all prsévious years by a considerable mar- 

gin. Three hundred and fifty more vouchers were paid during the September 

Quarter just closed than during the corresponding period last vear. The 

District's steady expansion is clearly shown by the following table: 

Fiscal Year Vouchers Checks Alnount of 

paid _ Issued _Dayments 

1910 #79 13,634 — 3 —570;798-25 
Isl 9,269 -18,875 : 661,651.55 
Lele ¢,05), C50 675, 611,93 
1913 9,257 18.266 600,127-10 
1914 LOGO 22,389 863,473.13 
1915 10,617 23,095 876,889. 72 
1916 11,136 21,446 832,327.56 
ole Ih, 3435 21, i78 867,646.70 
1.91.8 14,432 27,714 1,020,463.98 
2319 14,473 25,375 1,085 , 846. 33 ; 
1920) 19,754 28, 072 1,860,725.10 
1o7L 1o,148 28,653 1,911, 762.94 
io2Z 15,252 29,841 1,820,081 ee 

. -- AJI.S. --
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November 17, 1922. 

- Ma, O» M, Butler, 

1214 Sixteenth Ste, Ne We, 
Washington, De Ce 

Dear Butler; 

Ghis is to acknowledge receipt of your circular 

of October 26. : 

I will try to carry out my part of the program 

exactly as outlined. 

Vory sincerely youra, 

Alto Leopote, 

¢ 

ip 

Ke



t THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION ee 

1214 SIXTEENTH STREET N. W. : 

WASHINGTON, D. c. fee 

PRI iT 

CHARLES TATHGOP PACK Geto ber 26, i922. . 

TREASURER ‘ 

ROBERT V. FLEMING 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
PERCIVAL SHELDON RIDSDALE 4 

FORESTER A 

OVID M. BUTLER 
4 

pute Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
VICE-PRESIDENTS Forest Service, 

HON. M. L. ALEXANDER, LOUISIANA Albuquerque, New Mexico. ; 

CHAIRMAN CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

ae oni Maso EE JOURN Dear Mr. Leopold: 
FRED C. KNAPP, OREGON i 

PRESIDENT) PENINSULA LUMBER CO. ; 
EVERETT ©, GRIGGS, WASHINGTON heter:ing io our past correspeadcnes sbeut « series 
reacarenies ie na of articles for american Forestry, Aceeptances have finally bea 

DR. JOHN GRIER HIBBEN, NEW JERSEY received frem «11 those listed om ay crigiosl Layeout aad St ie ‘ 
PRESIDENT, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY plansed te beg in thes aries @ith the Jaguary 1923 dsaue af the 2 

Pepe eanessee coger seae: wigasine., The series will be annowneed in the December eave ef 5 

THOMAS H. OWEN, OKLAHOMA the maganing. 3 
PRESIDENT, OKLAHOMA FORESTRY A880. 

DR, JOSEPH HYDE PRATT, NORTH CAROLINA 
: 

IGT GR aren SuveY For yeur information, i am emeleuing the fissi draft 

eee ees ae of thu compicte series from ehich you will aete the date on which z 
DR. J.T, ROTHROCK, PENNSYLVANIA your maouseript is due and the number of the asgasine im which it 3 
Be ie Pain will appear, As etated iu my first letier, the idus ia to prepare ‘ 

DEAN OF FORESTRY, UNIVEReITY OF MICHIGAN | nd prevent the gabjoct matter in ao popular and laterevting way as 
. |, MASSACHUSETTS ; k 

va RESIDENT, maseactuserTs ronesrnY Asso. | pOPOLOLG, Bout ia wing that the urtioles are for the lay readers 
Oe Bs SELEY Tons and the object ds to hold their intergat aad get scrovs the coonesic 

Bn ne ee nner eto: ye This Back f¢ left to the ingomuity of the author, 

HERMANN VON SCHRENK, MIssoURI ; 

ee ihe articies should aot exeeed §,000 words each and I 
See ie ne want to urge you to ashe them oberter thua that if poesible and 

HON. JOHN W. WEEKS, MASSACHUSETTS Sea * : 
CE eer Gs justice to your eubject. For esch article eo should have at 

—— jesct ade goos phitogriphs from shieh to seleet the illustratioa, : 
DIRECTORS Here again, persit me to urge that yeu obtain as clear cut und 

BE AMERICAN NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS AZ6O. sbrikiog pronase aphe se poosibie, Tf you have to buy teem, the 
ELDERTF BALDWIN NEW JEEY SeeOCi ation wit seet the gost. Bub get goow pleturca. z 

ree GOVERNOR, NEW HAMPSHIRE = 
Peeet cine It ts igportcant that your orticle be in our haads oo 

‘STATE FORESTER OF MARYLAND the date set, carly reowipt of the sanuocript asetires . better nuke 

NELBON 0, BROWN, NEWYORK cc unverery| WP afd x batter appearahoe in the sagaaing. 
STANDISH CHARD, CONNECTICUT i - 

LAWYER 

DR. HENRY 8. DRINKER, PENNSYLVANIA On the sttsched sheet, 1 am sucloeing . suggestion sade 
PRESIDENT, PENN RESTRY ASO. ao a 5 a 

ierecuuenenar by ur. lavejoy. 1 sould like te knoe hot you think of it, : 
EX-UNITED STATES FORESTER 

We NITED STATES FORESTER Cn the behalf of the jaseciation, I want te thank you 
JOHN wave HAMMOND, MASSACHUSETTS ig advcace fer your good eooperation. Hindly seknewledge thie so 

ee ions eee eee ee ee eee 
ADDISON 8, PRATT, NEW YORK au se ®EheGUic, 

LAWYER 
CHARLES F. QUINCY, NEW YoRK . ‘ 

PRESIDENT, THE @ & C COMPANY vory sineors, yours 
GEORGE W. SISSON, JR., NEW YORK 

AMERICAN PULP & PAPER ASSOCIATION 

FOREST ENGINEER 3 /, 

Porsster, 
AMERICAN FORBSTRY MAGAZINE—PUBLISHED MONTHLY—PERCIVAL SHELDON RIDSDALE, EpiTor-IN-CHIEF



SERIES OF ARTICLES’ FOR AMERICAN FORESTRY 

1. “OUR FOREST HUNGER" Ovid M. Butler January 1923 

Introductory article setting forth our Netionel appetite for 
wood; the diversified dependency upon wood of our social 
and industriel organization; the importance of forest 
economics in the prosperity and stebility of the nation; 
significant trends in forest utilization; new uses and new 
values of wood and increasing diversity of demand; present 
rate of consumption in relation to supply, etc. 

Manuscript Due Nov.15,1922 

2. "THE WESTWARD HO OF LUMBERING" F, T. Allen February 1923 

Historical sketch of the lumber industry in the United 
Stetes with particular reference to its simigration from 
New England westwerd and the economic conditions which have 
shaped and influenced the industry and the nation's atti- ; 
tude toward the forests. 

Manuscript Due Dec.15,1922 

5. "THE PASSING OF THE PINEY WOODS" R. Dp. Forbes March 1923 E 

The extent of forest depletion in the southern pine region; 
an economic analysis of present end future effects upon y 
the south end upon lumber markets and lumber prices z 
throughout the nations handle as an economic problem (al 
from the standpoint of the south, and (b) from the stend- 
point of the nation. 

Manuscript Due Jan,15,1923 

4. "THE IRGN HORSE OF THE WEST" Bert P. Kirkland April 1928 

A cold blooded analysis of lumbering today in the west, 
which typifies the highest stege in railroad and machine 
lumbering in the world; economic phases of the situation in 
relation to the practice of forestry end the future de- 
velopment of the west; angles of national importance; 
cut-over land; when the lumber industry declines » what 
will happen to the west? 

Manuscript Due Feb. 15, 1923 

5. "THE BLAZED TRAIL OF FOREST DEPLETION" Gifford Pinchot May 1928 

The economic effects of forest depletion from the stand- 
point of the community, the state and the national; the 
economic consequences of forest exheustion in different 
regions snd the migration of the industry westward; Pennsylvenia 3 
as an exemple, 

Manuscript Due Mar. 15, 1923 

=i ‘



6. "THE LONG HAUL FROK THE 8G@DS® Kerl H. Clapp. June 1923 . 

Transportation es an sconemic factor in our forest problem 
ite inoressing importence due te forest depletion; its 
influences upon the price of lumber, utilization, stabil- 
ity of ucrkets, ete. 

7. “THO LAND CRY AGAINST THE FOREST" Pp, &. Levejoy July 1923 

& critical history ef the outery - sterted some fifteen yeare 
ago, against the forestry acvewent which was then typified by 
the national forests - te the effect that the sgricultaral 
development of the west «xs threatened by the use or the locking 
up of sericultural lands for fereat. purposes, This idea, 
intensified by the elleged national urgeney. of agricultural 
development, was taken up and spread throughout the United 
States ana iu teny regions, it hes been the matn factor in 
arreating the progress of state and national forestry, In the 
light of present day sgriculturel econewics, whet were and.are 
the merite of that idea? This article designed to clear up as 
far ea maybe, the ecaflict thus created between the forest and 
the land by « bold statesent of present day facte, 

8, "TH. FARM AND THE FOREST" Weary 8. Graves Auguet 1925 

The relatica cf forestry te sgriculture; forests as an economic 
fsoter in the permanency snd prosperity of farm life; forestry 2 
and farming coeperative not antagonistic; dodern xgriculture must 
hwe a sound and clear cut conception of forsatry and ite place in 
farm development, , 

9, "KILD FOLLOWERS OF THE FOREST® Aldo Leopold.———~-——septenber 1925 

An economic article on the effect of farest depletion upon the game 
resources of « regions handled frem « te and antionel standpoint, 
if poseibie; bring out extent to which) disappearance of game. follows 

‘ the disappearance of the forests; gamjasia state and no tional 
repouree; whet ite congervation sean socially aad, conuereially, prem : 
bleus of conservation in the face of fprest depleticn, ete. 7 

16, "THE FORESTS OF TRE WOALD* Fephsel Zon Setober 1928 oH 

The Forest resources of the worlds sconowic anélysia of their location ] 
extent, species, scts., in relation to the needs of this and other | 

countries Manusoript Due Aur. 15, 1925 

14. "THE GOMING HAR FOR WOOD" Howard F. Seies Novem ber19 23 

An article which lowks shead twenty to twenty-five years and enayyzes / | 
the commeroicl struggle for weod in the face of an actus] shortage of ; 
fereete end an even wore diversified demand for products aade from wood; 4 
present drift and tendencies in wood utilization end scientific progress 
in developing new uses, new demands, aew industries, ete., and their : 
influence uson tinber production. a 

She Seis ; ; Nenusoript Due September 15,1928 
“* 8 THR A0RER! Willitam BR. Graatac fagember T25 3 

CLNG THE RORFOD tener aot sissies iim ocuiteeeiithPrec: "BALANCING THE FOREST LEDGER" %illiem RB. Creeley December 1923 4 

A casting up.of-our forest account es it 5 ; 
: RE Ung forest count #6 stands todsy, balancine our ae Bere e aeihe one hand with our present™¥robable future demands a ae other“hand: a clear setting forth of exactly where we stand on 

i eee ledger, embracing an analysis of our present cut with our present growth, the lack of bwlence of merchantable timber sreag with 
mee forest lend, of growing stock with mature stumpaze and young 

Deproduetion end of the more sienificant economic developments bearing 
upon Torest srowth and nations] forest needs. : : 

Aenuscript Due 0ct.15,1923 |
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oe Gare STATE OF ALABAMA 
<>) Yate DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

°F aE MONTGOMERY 
Ze. November 24,1922. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Albuguerque, N, Mexe 
Dear Sirs- : 

Replying to your favor of the 21st 
inst. I am sorry to advise that this De- 
partment has no material which you could 
possibly use in your illustrated article on 
the relation of Forest Fires to Game Conser- 
vation. 

Very tr a 

(OL 
I.T.Q ’ a 

Commissionere 

,



December 5, 1922. 

Mr. V. H. Sonderegger, 
Superintendent of Forestry, 

New Orleans, Lae 

7 Dear Sir; 

Thank you very much for your response of 
December 2 (E«Information, Lae) to my request for 
@ata and vhotographs on the relation of forest fires 
to games 

Unless the pictures of burned and unburned 
areas are particularly striking, they would not be 
suitable for my purpose unless they actually contain 
a picture of game of some sort,Xor illustratéag some 
particular relation existing between fire and game 

_ @onditions, Burnedeover nesting sites, roosting 
places or the like would be an exanple of what I 
refer to, If this does not sufficiently arta | 
the matter, I had better prepare a rough draft o 
my article and then submit it to you for such photo- 
braphs ss you would consider suitable. 

Thanking you very.much for your courteous 
attention to my needs, 

Very sineerely yours, 

‘ 
mis Laepale 

| . Sy,



M. L. ALEXANDER, ae DIVISION SUPERINTENDEN COMMISSIONER Bre, . oF 

| eel ae 
N K. RENA "i are My FRANK T. PAYNE 

ce reece ~ ence! f DIVISION OF FISHERIES. 

SS E. A. TULIAN 
DIVISION OF GAME, 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION Wm. S. HoLmes 
DIVISION OF FORESTRY, 

V. H. SONDEREGGER 

DIVISION OF MINERALS, 

BEN. K. StRouD 

NEW ORLEANS, LA. DIVISION OF INFORMATION, 

ss H. H. KOPMAN 

December 2, 1922, 

E- Informa tion 
Ta. 

Mr. Aldo Leopola’ ; 
Gas & Electric Building, 
Albuquerqwe’,' N. Mex. 

Dear Sir: 

Your note of the 21st ultimo,requesting that 
we send you photos illustrating the reation of forest 
firSs to game conservation, has been received. We can 
furnish you these photos but we would like to have more 
details with reference to just what kind you would like to 
have. We can give you pictures of burned over areas which 
we all know does not harbor game of any kind and we can 
give you photos of protected cut-over areas with a heavy 
growth of trees and underbrush which we all know harbors 
and develops wild life of this State. 

If you can give me az outline of your sub ject 
or give me details of just what pictures you want, we will 
do our best to sen@ you copies. 

Sincerely yours, 

Superintendent of Forestry 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

VHS: ck
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December 18, 1922. 

Mr. R. S. Maddox, / 
State Forester, 

Nashville, Tennessee. 

Dear Rufe: 

Glad to have yours of December 1l. \ 

In connection with the article on fire and game 
conservation, I think the best way to make clear what I 
would like to get from you will be for me to write a rough 
draft of the subject matter, indicating in the draft such 
places as additional information or photographic material 
is desired. I would suggest that you drop the metter until 
I can get such a draft to you. 

I note that you have not published any bulletins 
on your erosion control work. Do you not, however, have 
any material in manuscript form, of which it would be con- 
venient to furnish me copies? In bringing the D-3 srosion 
situation to his attention, the Forester has specially 
suggested that we keep in touch with the work you are doing 
in Tennessee, and anything which you see fit to send me 
will be very greatly appreciated. 

With best wishes, I em 

Very sincerely eS 

Lb Cle Zee fle Cot ' 

E.F.8.



- (uaa STATE OF TENNESSEE : 

8; BUREAU OF FORESTRY 

QS NASHVILLE 

R.S.MADDOX 

December 11,1922 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Albuquesque, New Mexico. 

Dear Aldo:- 

Your laconic epistle has just come 

under my ken and I am very glad to receive 

a few scratched from one of the old-timers. 

In reply to your.enquiry for infor- 

mation on the subject of game conservation, IL 

think perhaps we may be able to help you out 

somewhat, but before making any statement, I 

should like to know what form you would like 

the informetion in, and along what line, whether 

you want our opinion or our observation on in- 

formation received through conversation with men 

in the mountains where the fires and game have 

both been. i do not know what reference 1 

could give you as a source of material unless 

perhaps through a better understanding of what 

kind of information you wish, and even the 

i might not be able to. At any rate sive me 

more detail idea and perhaps i can help you out 

MOTC.. 

1 am glad to receive the copy of the 

article which you sent to me; 1 shall take pleasure 

in reading it. 

i have been aiming to write a bulletin 

on reclamation in ‘iennessee but so far i have not 

gotten at it. ‘the Legislature is now almost upon 

me and it may be impossible for me to write it before 

wppring. As soon as 1 write it 1 shall be sure to send
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you a copy of it. 

if you ever come Kast, do not fail to come 
to Nashville and drop around to see me. Occasionally 
I happen to the sood luck of seeing some of our 
class mates. Hoping every thing is going well with 
you and continues to do so, lL an, 

very a yours, 

He be iMladdox, 
State rorester.
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NORTH PACIFIC DISTRICT 
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DISTRICT FORESTER 
PORTLAND, OREGON 

AND REFER TO 

FP December 19, 1922. 
Information 

(American Forestry) 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Service, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Leo: 

In reference to your memorandum of September 15: 

IT have already sent you a memorandum from Kavanagh 

on game and forest fires. I am enclosing some extracts from 

an old (1902) fire report by W.T. Cox on fires in Oregon and 

Washington. These extracts might be of value in your article 

for American Forestry. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ee Veh 

\. D. GUTHRIE 
“Assistant District Forester. 

Enelosure



Extracts from Report 

“Washington and Oregon Forest Fires" 

py WeT.e Cox ~- 1902. 

Extracts. 

"Destruction of Game. (Page 5) 

" In the dense smoke hundreds of grouse, quail, and 

mongolian pheasant were surrounded by fire and roasted to death. 

Hundreds more had their wings scorched and now upon the blackened 

forest floor fall an easy prey to prowling vermin. Large and 

small mammals fared no better. Carcasses of deer, bear, cougar, 

and lynx have been found, and literally thousands of dead squirrels. 

Wolves and lynx are appearing in unusual numbers in some localities 

| since the fires, evidently attracted by the number of ready pre- 

pared roasts to be had in the forest. Pv 

(Page 19) "Hundreds of deer are believed to have been surrounded by 

| fire and killed on the low range of mountains between Sucgon and 

Speleyah creeks. Many carcasses have been found there. The 

number of smaller game killed - grouse, squirrels, etc., - is very 

great. 

"In one meadow, where some people took shelter from the 

| flames, they were accompanied by six black bears, eight deer, and 

a lynx. At another place where several families were occupying 

a small clearing, a:number of deer came and took shelter with them. 

As supplies were low the animals were shot, but one of the men 

told me he would rather have stolen that much provisions. Y



"Methods of Fighting the Fires. (Page 12) 

The farmers were handicapped by there being fire in 

such a wide extent of country at the same time. There was 

danger everywhere and men felt like remaining at home to do what : 

they could toward protecting their own families and property. 

It was thus impossible to muster a sufficient force at one point 

to do effective work. The farmers proved themselves to be 

excellent fire-fighters and a ranger with such men to assist 

him should be able successfully to cope with a pretty serious 

fire. 

. "Loss of Life. (Page 17) ; 

Where the fire swept along the North Fork of Lewis River 

in Cowlitz County, it probably attsined its greatest severity. 

This was on September llth. It was here that a party of nine 

pleasure seekers, who had been camping at the foot of Mt. St. 

Helens, met such a tragic fate. They were driving ahead of 

the fiery storm in an attempt to reach Speleyah Prairie when 

they suddently found the narrow road barred by fallen timber. 

There was no escape for them and all perished together. When 

found by a relief party, the nine charred corpses hay close 

together near the irons, all that remained of the wagon. The 

horses had managed to get only a few steps from the wagon when 

they too succumbed. 

"One settler, as he left his home on the morning of 

September llth, told his wife that should the fires work 

dangerously near she was to take the children and leave the 

slashing in which the house was situated and get into the green 

-2—



timber where he supposed there would be no danger. She followed 

his advice but this fire swept through the green timber more 

fiercely than in the slashings and the fire demon claimed 

four more victims. 

| "In all, sixteen lives were lost on the North Fork of 

Lewis River near Speleyah Creek. Forty more people would surely 

have perished had it not been for Speleyah Prairie, which is a 

clover meadow one mile long and one-half a mile wide, the only : 

opening in the forest for many miles. Here these people endured 

the intense heat and survived though several men were seriously 

burned and one has become hopelessly insane." 

-3-



December 27, 1922. 

Mr. E. A. Goldman, 
U. S. Biological survey, 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Goldman: 

I was rather struck by the fact announced on Page 1 
of the December issue of the "Survey" that you had delivered a 
paper at the National Game Conference on "Relation of Forestry 
and Fire to Wild Animal Life”. 

As you will see from the enclosed, the American 5 Forestry Association has saddled me with the job of writing an 
article on this same subject. This article is to be one ofa 
series of special articles to appear in "American Forestry" to 
impress on the public the needa of better forest practice from 
811 of the various angles, including that of the sportsman and 
wild life conservationist. 

Would you be kind enough to supply me with a copy of : 
your paper? After I have seen your material, I will be in a 
better position to suggest to you just what relation my proposed 
job has to the job which you have already performed. It might 
be that I will ask permission to quote from your material and it 
might be that the proposed article for "American Forestry" would 
better be prepared by the two of us jointly, rather than by 
myself. Also, did you have any pictures to illustrate the 
address which you made. 

With kindest personel regards, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leapotd 

Re 8. Mr. Rachford showed me a copy of your report on the 
Kaibab area. I consider it a very excellent piece of work and 
hope to do my part in seeing that something is actually done in 
carrying out your plan. 

& F. 8.



Monthly House-Organ of the Bureau of Biological Survey 
United States Department of Agriculture 

Vols 3 Washington, D. C., December 13, 1922. No.12. 

THE SURVEY is issued for office and field men of the Biological Sur- 
vey under authorization of the Chief of Bureau as a medium for furnishing 
information regarding the work of the Bureau, movements of the staff, changes 

in assignments, and news and persmal items of importance to Bureau workers, 
with a view to increasing the interest of the personnel in the work of the 
Bureau as a whole and in each one's individual work as related to it. It is 
intended for employees of the Bureau, supplementary to the Departmental house- 

organ, The Official Record. 

" GENERAL NOTES ; 

Doctor Nelson, who was ill and in the hospital for two weeks with a 
heavy bronchial cold, is much improved, and it is hoped that he will be able 

to return to his desk again in a very short time. 

The hearings before the subcommittee on Agriculture of the appro- 

priations committee of the House of Representatives were held during the latter 

part of November, and on November 21 Doctor Nelson appeared before the committees 
to explain the vork of the bureau in connection with the estimates ‘submitted 
for the fiscal year 1924, 

The Biological Survey was represented at the Ninth National Game Con- : 
ference of the American Game Protective Association, held on December 11 and 
le, 1922, at the Waldorf Astoria, New York City, by Messrs. Henderson, Fisher, 
Goldman, Riley, and Denmead. The program included an address by Mr. Goldman 

~—we on "Relation of Forestry and Fire to Wild Animal Life", and one by Mr. Riley 
on the "Preservation of the Antelope". 

The National Association of Commissioners and Secretaries of State 
Departments of Agriculture, which met in Washington, December 7 to 9, visited 
the offices of the Biological Survey on the afternoon of the Eth. They were 
conducted to the office of the chief, where, in the absence of Doctor Nelson, 
they were received by Mr. Hendersm, Acting Chief. Explanations of the opera= 
‘tions of the Bureau were made by-Mr. Henderson, Doctor Fisher, Mr, McAtee, and 
Doctor Bell, the talks being well supported by exhibits filling one end of the 
large room, prepared by Mr. Morrison, of the Economic Investigations Division, 
The exhibits were grouped about a large national flag and consisted of skins 

of nearly all species of fur-bearing and predatory animals, maps showing the 
distribution of the principal rodent pests of the United States, and the loca- 
tio of predatory animal hunters, with posters used in campaigns against preda~
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January 11,-1923. 

Mr. EB. A. Goldman, 
U. S, Biological Survey, 

: Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Goldman; 

Thank you for your letter of January 4. 

Since your paper is to be published in the near future in the G.P,A. bulletin, that will be a perfectly 
satisfactory way for me to get the benefit of your fideas. 

; I am glad to have the data from Smith Riley. I have not gone through it yet but will return it to hin 
in the near future, 

, i shall try to bring together the data I have 
collected so far for my article in the near future and can then better decide on any further plan for putting 
it in shape. I at least hope to get your serutiny of it and your criticism. 

With best wishes, 

: Very sincerely yours, 

Attto Leopold ; 

Assistant District rorester,.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc, . 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY, January 4, 1923. 

AND REFER TO 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Assistant District Forester, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

‘ Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of December 27 in regard to the 

preparation of a paper on the subject of the Relation of 

Forestry and Fire to Wild Animal Life to appear as a special 

article in American Forestry. 

The paper I delivered at the National Game Conference 

is to appear in feebulletin of the American Game Protective 

Association, and you will readily understand that for this reason 

I hardly feel at liberty to send you a copy, although it really 

contains little, if anything, in the way of new information. 

I do not know just when it will be issued, and it is possible 

that it may appear in time for you to use any idea expressed 

in your own paper, which I assume will be more comprehensive. 

Mine is a short account covering only the high spots so to speak. 

It will be illustrated by several pictures, most of which I 

secured from the Forest Service here in Washington. 

Mr. Smith Riley has handed me a copy of some data on the 

relation of fires to wild animal life to be forwarded for your 

information, and you are free to use any of it as you see fit. 

When you are through with the memoranda, please return them to 

Mr. Riley. , 

I am glad you liked our report on the deer of the Kaibab 

Plateau. I read with interest your memorandum commenting on 

certain features of the report, and hope that we will soon have 

the machinery in motion toward actually carrying out our general 

plan. I found conditions very interesting, and while Mr. Locke 

and I both feel that it would be well to have more information con- 

f cerning winter conditions, we already have sufficient data to 

justify our going ahead with the general project as outlined. It % 

remains, of course, to be seen what effect the killing of 2000 bucks 

may have on the deer of the area. When our joint trip was completed 

and I was engaged in some general field work farther west, I had an 

opportunity to get a clearer idea of a possible route of migration 

for deer out of the area. While we do not feel justified for various 

reasons in proposing the killing of a larger number, it seems to me 

probable that the number of deer has become so excessive that the 

killing of this number plus what I believe will be a limited migration 

out of the area will not take care of the surplus in the future, and



Mr. Aw Le eee 

we are likely to have to plan for the disposal of a larger 

number later on. 

I am inclosing a post card forwarded to me by the 

Commissioner and State Forester of Massachusetts as an example 

of some of the things that that State is trying to do to 

handle the fire situation. He tells me that these cards were 

sent out entirely on the initiative of the North Shore Rod and 

Gun Club without any urging from his Department. It strikes 

me that the idea might be a good one to pass along to rod and 

gun clubs and game associations, who should be impressed with 

the fact that fires not only destroy the forests, but also the 

game, in which they may be primarily interested. 

With best wishes for the new year, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

CA Lolhvonr— 
In Charge, 

Inclosure 15196. Biological Investigations. 

P. Se - Mr. 0. M. Butler of the American Forestry Association 

has just been in the office soliciting material to be published 

in American Forestry, and tells me that your article on forest 

fires and wild life will probably be published at some time 

later in the season. I am assuming therefore that the article I 

submitted for publication in the bulletin of the American Game 

Protective Association will appear well in advance, and you will 

be able to use it in connection with your own article, or if it seems 

desirable, I shall be glad to join you in an article for American 

' Forestry, based perhaps in part on data still to be secured by us. 

I have been trying, by the way, to get information concerning cases 

of large game animals actually killed by fire, but without much 

success. Meanwhile, I shall write to Mr. Holland of the American 

Game Protective Association with a view to finding out how soon 

my article is likely to appear in the bulletin. 

E. A. G.
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Reprinted from the January, 1932, issue of FIELD & STREAM 

D ucks or Boog ° 
The time for dissension has passed. If we are to have ducks, we must have action—now! 

By SETH GORDON 

“PM plumb disgusted with the shoot- lean on the unstable belief that a swing unsophisticated sucker, but in the ma- 

ers of North America,” confided in the weather cycle and consequent re- jority of cases they have lost everything. 

one of this country’s best-known sumption of wet years will materially In some sections, those remaining on 

game authorities to me recently. check the alarming diminution of wild- these reclaimed ranches are wresting a . 

Coming from a man who has always life resources. Unwise and unrelenting meager subsistence from the soil, but if 

fought for the sportsmen, who has spent reclamation and drainage projects have they could move out today they would 

thousands of dollars of his own money been extended so rapidly that a per- gladly do so. They can’t let go, and they 

to continue the sport of hunting in the petual man-made drought exists on the will starve if they stay. 

good old American way, it shocked me. continent’s most important breeding On the other hand, there are some 

And if I were to tell you his name, you grounds.” irrigated and drained farm areas where 

would be shocked, too. But what he said Both times he hit the nail squarely on the people are prosperous and happy. 

next put cold chills right down my spine. the head. We all admit that with the But what all of these projects have 

“T no longer have any delusions about enormous increase in shooters during the done to the waterfowl breeding grounds 

these so-called sportsmen in the mass past decade, quick transportation, better is a crime! Something like 75,000,000 

being willing to pay for anything,” he arms and ammunition, and an appalling acres drained; millions of bushels of 

continued. “While they haggle and de- decrease in the breeding grounds there surplus grain; the ducks without breed- 

bate about a dollar or two the mortal has been too much shooting for the pro- ing grounds. An economic blunder of the 

enemies of all shooters—a small but de- ductive machinery. We also agree that worst kind! Are we going to haggle and 

termined coterie of non-shooting super- wet years will help, but they won’t bring debate, or are we going to do something 
sentimentalists—are taking their sport back millions of acres of breeding about it? 
right out from under their very noses. grounds where the drainage ditch has It might be interesting to cite a few 
We might just as well set aside a few done its deadly work. And since it will of the outstanding former waterfowl 
natural zoo areas, then hang up our always be easier to cut seasons, reduce breeding and feeding areas which were 
guns!” bag limits and add other “shall-nots,” destroyed or practically ruined: 

Now you sweat as I did. Of course, I the restrictionists can be expected to , “i Acres 
disagreed with him, and tried to con- play that one string and play it hard. GUS S ca, an 
vince him that the sportsmen were will- What we need is some real duck in- Lower Klamath Lake, Cal. & Ore. 80,000 

ing to pay for any sound programs—but surance! Let’s restore those breeding Samer. Vaiss tore, 38/000 
it was wasted effort. He was just “plumb marshes, and do it quickly. Every acre Mouse River, N. Dak. 22,000 
disgusted” and felt blue because sports- will help! Milyauiee ocepuy S: Dale eono 
men as a mass, and organizations too, Waterhen Lake, Sask. 20,000 

have differed and haggled while things es has run hog-wild in Pi8 Hay Lake, Alta, ay 

were getting worse and worse. I waved this country. Instead of retarding it, Thief Lake, Minn. 22,000 
the incident aside, but somehow my our own Federal Government has sped it Mud Lake, Minn. 20,000 
friend’s warning about the failure of the up. We would probably all be just as Sheboygan Marsh, Wis. 9000 
sportsmen to stand together kept ring- well off if there had never been a Recla- Hinge poems ee einen 
ing in my ears. mation Service. Behind the de-watering Kankakee Marsh, Ind. 400,000 

The very next morning an unusually and irrigation of every acre to increase Tee eee Me sue 
large heap of letters greeted me. And plow land was a land promotion or a Squaw Creek ‘Bottoms, Mo. 31,000 
right on top of the pile was a clipping ditch-digging outfit. Where these pro- [#ke Mattamuskeet, N.C. 50,000 
from a Canadian newspaper in which moters could not get action in any other _— An entire story could be written about 
one of the leading exponents of little or way, they brought political pressure up- each of these areas, some of which are 
no shooting in this country—a man who on Congress and obtained a mandate being restored Dut stushallacisborste 
in his younger days killed far more than for the Federal Government to act. briefly upon only a few of them. 
his share—lauded our thirty-day duck Many will say, “Yes, but every itr- Tule Lake, California, originally con- 
season, then wound up with the follow- rigation reservoir is also a waterfowl tained 20,000 acres. Today its area is 
ing appeal: “Now it remains for Canada rendezvous.” less than’ 12,000 acres, and its avail. 
to join the United States in perma- Yes, a rendezvous where they can get ability as breeding grounds depends en- 
nently fixing one month as the maximum a drink, and that is all except possibly a tirely upon the amount of water which 
open season on waterfowl.” retreat from shooters if a refuge is es- is permitted to escape from the neigh- 

There, Mr. Duck Hunter, is the next tablished. It is comparatively recently boring irrigation project. This year the 
play. One month now; next they will that such refuges were established on water held up very well, and thousands 
try for two weeks. And then— Well, it irrigation reservoirs, but as breeding of ducks bred there. ¢ 
is about time that we get organized be- grounds the majority of these bodies of 
hind a constructive program and stop fluctuating water-levels are absolutely | eakoe Klamath Lake was one of the 
mixing our signals, or we will be doing worthless. They will never compensate “spirit of patriotism” gifts to those 
exactly what my pessimistic friend pre- for the vast breeding areas which were who had defended their country. Formerly 
dicted. ruined in the interest of agriculture. one of the greatest waterfowl breeding 

“Without a doubt,” said a Western In the Far West, men who know, and grounds on the continent, it is now one 
conservation leader recently, “we have who are independently situated so that of our worst examples of putting land 
gone as far as we should in the matter they may speak their minds, say that under the plow. Most of the poverty- 
of sensible limit reductions; the next from 65 per cent to 75 per cent of the stricken settlers have moved out. Others 
step cannot stop short of complete pro- original occupants of reclaimed lands, are still hanging on, but indications are 
hibition of wildfowl shooting.” both drained and irrigated, have long that the entire area will be abandoned 

And concerning the drought he said: since been compelled to abandon their shortly. The water supply is involved 
“There is no sense in deluding ourselves holdings. In some instances they have with a power project, but it is stated 
with untenable alibis. We should not been able to hook some other equally that the commercial club of a near-by
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Big Quill Lake in Saskatchewan Where thousands of ducks once bred 
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The dried-up bed of Malheur Lake Hay instead of ducks. Formerly Mud Lake, Minnesota 

Some glaring examples of what drainage has done to waterfowl breeding areas 

town now realizes that this area would Western breeding grounds, originally but a burden to the landowners who 
be far more valuable if restored as a containing more than 80,000 acres, has hold title. 
great waterfowl breeding ground. been choked down by irrigation and In the sister state to the south are the 

And since this lake lies mostly in drought until at this writing it is bone- Milwaukee Sloughs and Long Lake, 
California, let me inject that California, dry. Many of the residents are squatters drained in 1918 and 1919 respectively. 
with her municipal water projects, irri- who pay no taxes. One of the big meat- Both of them were formerly the breeding 
gation and power, and privately owned packing companies owns the best water grounds of that region for canvasback, 
duck marshes everywhere, all vying for supply, but its cattle ranch has never redhead, bluebill, mallard, pintail, teal 
water supplies, has sought to help her- been anything but a bill of expense. and Canada geese. Now both are abso- 
self. She has not waited for Uncle Sam Then, jumping eastward, the Mouse lutely worthless for agriculture as well 
to come to the rescue. A number of River Marsh in North Dakota, lying as waterfowl. Oscar Johnson, Director 
waterfowl areas have been established, partly in Canada, was drained about of the Game and Fish Department of 
the latest one being a goodly share of eighteen years ago. Formerly one of the South Dakota, says, “We in South Da- 
the Suisun Marshes, lying about midway great breeding grounds, it is now dry as_ kota could within two or three years be 
between San Francisco and Sacramento. the Sahara. Forty miles of it, and three- producing ten times the ducks required 

Malheur Lake, another of the great fourths of a mile wide. And it is nothing to meet local demands if our available



Ducks or Debates? 
breeding areas are restored.” Other state in twenty miles of Portland, Oregon, is to be used for inviolate refuges, not one 
commissioners will tell you the same Sauvies Island, where an area of five or cent for areas where the man of ordinary 

thing. six thousand acres should be set aside means might shoot. But since the first 
Jumping to the north, there is Waterhen for waterfowl breeding and feeding objective was to save the ducks, we were 

Lake in Saskatchewan, formerly one of grounds. proud to think that at last a start had 
the finest breeding areas for all the best And so one might go on naming liter- been made. 

, species of ducks. It cost something like ally hundreds of fine former waterfowl But what a sad awakening we have had! 
$85,000 to drain it. The income from it so areas that ought to be reflooded right now The Department of Agriculture started 
far is negligible. It is estimated that $75,- and taken out of competition with agricul- out to round up a system of primary 
000 would again put not less than 15,000 ture. These tracts, varying in size from refuge and feeding areas, 20,000 acres and 
acres of breeding grounds to work. more to a tract. That was right for a 
j Low Water ee in Alberta was aed set But it automatically eliminated 
by a private drainage concession. e * rom consideration hundreds of tracts con- 
promoters went bankrupt. Due .to this ea peg py taining from 500 acres up to 5,000 acres. 
project, the lowering of the water-table to support the Game Refuge Bill So far something like 115 tracts have 
has materially reduced the yield of hay on and pay a “Dollar f Deck ?” been examined, and at a very reasonable 
all the surrounding territory. This is a If you haven't, an iit had - cost, too—about 2.8 cents per acre, in- 
very common result. CaN Dron Eke 2 SE cluding office overhead. But examining the 

The two areas named in Minnesota, iP mi page. lands won't help the ducks unless there are 
Thief Lake and Mud Lake, were among funds to acquire them. And there’s the 
the most important breeding grounds in rub! 
the States. Minnesota has just restored 500 up to 50,000 acres, aggregate an enor- The first bite of the $8,000,000 program 
Thief Lake—14,000 acres—at a cost of mous acreage. And there are thousands of was $75,000 to inaugurate the work. That 
$108,000, and it will again become a great little sloughs and pot-holes all over the was easy. The next $200,000 also was not 
producer of waterfowl. Sportsmen are country which have been drained and difficult. But when it came to the $600,000 
urging that the Federal Government re- which ought to be reflooded. Just think for the current fiscal year, only $400,000 
store Mud Lake. what all of them, put together, would mean were actually appropriated. For the fiscal 

In Wisconsin the state has restored the as breeding and feeding areas! year ending July, 1933, $1,000,000 is the 
Horicon Marshes, and the Federal Gov- __ Then along the Atlantic Coast and the authorization, but Congressional promises 
ernment brought back the Winneshiek Gulf Coast there are large open-water in times like these mean nothing. 
Marshes as part of the Upper Mississippi areas, already Government owned, where _ A few weeks ago representatives of the 
Refuge; but the Buena Vista Marshes, a series of comparatively small inviolate National Committee on Wild-Life Legis- 
containing tens of thousands of acres, the refuges should be established, so that the lation, representing all the big conserva- 
Sheboygan Marshes and the Trempealeau ducks and geese would not be compelled tion organizations, made their annual visit 
Bottoms remain totally worthless, wrecked to go out to sea and raft up every day to to the Director of the Budget to urge the 
by man and his ditches. avoid the gunners. And all too often these full appropriation for refuges and to beg 

In Indiana the worst destruction was the weary birds are potted at night, when they for an increase in the funds for the en- 
drainage of the Kankakee Marshes, for- come in to get a bite of food, by unchecked forcement of the law, so that the present 
merly about 400,000 acres of the best kind market killers. staff might be quadrupled in order to 
of waterfowl marshes. Thirty-five miles If all of these areas, both large and stamp out the illegal killing of ducks for - 
of arterial ditch replaced 150 miles of small, from one end of the country to the market. Not being in position to divulge 
meandering river. Four hundred thousand other, were set aside to produce and feed the conversation which took place, suffice 
dollars were spent, an average of $15 ducks, we would not be worrying about the it to say that the committee came away 
per acre, to drain the marsh and improve length of the seasons or the size of the from that conference feeling mighty blue. 
a lot of adjacent land. This had been a_ bags. If anybody belieyes that Congress will 
sportsmen’s paradise. Gen. Lew Wallace But who is going to do it? Everybody appropriate now the $1,000,000 promised 
floated his house-boat along the languid must help. Individual landowners, shooting from public funds for this waterfowl pro- 
waters of the winding Kankakee, and un- clubs, associations, communities, counties gram, he had better wake up. 
der the spell of its charms produced his and states can all do their share, but in the Personally, I don’t believe Congress 
famous Ben Hur. final analysis it is up to the Federal Gov-_ will ever suprcptiate anything like $1,000,- 

Some of the reclaimed marsh along the ernment to take the lead. And that takes 000 a year for this work until the sports- 
Kankakee proved to be profitable farm money, and lots of it! men themselves come forward and put up 
land. Most of it has never been dependa- The original Game Refuge Bill was some real money. Then Congress may be 
ble. The thin layer of top soil either blows sponsored before Congress by the Ameri- willing to match them dollar for dollar, 
away, or else high water floods out the can Game Association. This measure in- but big direct er ieenanes now are not 
crop. This past summer a farm magazine creased in popularity with succeeding ses- in the cards, politically or otherwise. 
published a story about the fine farm land sions of Congress. The momentum it had | And in the meantime? The drainage 
in the area, and to prove the case used a attained made it possible to induce Con- promoters are on the job keeping their 
picture of an elegant field of wheat to gress to authorize the expenditure of shovels at work. They are not being de- 
illustrate the story. That same wheat at $1,500,000 for the Upper Mississippi Wild- layed by Government appropriations. In 
threshing time weighed only 30 to 32 Life Refuge. Right on top of that fine pro- western Nebraska, for instance, they are 
pounds to the bushel. It was worthless, and — gram, the state of Utah showed what could 
rotted on the ground. be done to help the ducks by setting aside 
Much of this worthless land has been an excellent area at the northern end of DUCKS FOR A DOLLAR 

abandoned. The balance of it has been Great Salt Lake. With that example as a 4 
a perennial land-promotion football. As criterion, Congress was then induced to IN the February issue we hope 
fast as one bunch of suckers freeze or appropriate $350,000 to flood about 30,- to publish the complete text of 
wiggle off, a new string of them is hooked. 000 acres with fresh water at the mouth the Game Refuge Bill as intro- 
Indiana sportsmen hope to see fifteen or of Bear River, which is also on Great duced in Congress. Also an ar- 
twenty thousand acres of this marsh re- Salt Lake. ticle telling what has been done 
stored, so that it may again become a and what you can do to make the 
sportsmen’s paradise. The Federal Gov- Spee success of these two bills misled Game Refuge Bill a law. 
ernment is now studying the matter, but the supporters of the original Refuge 
there are no funds available for the Bill into believing that Congress would 

work. appropriate all the money necessary for an doing their darndest to drain ten of the 
Draining lands is not only a mid-West adequate refuge program. This grievous essential water areas in a region the Gov- 

and Western craze. We have had some of error, coupled with the opposition from ernment is trying to buy. So long as the 
it in the East, the worst fiasco on the certain quarters, temporarily spelled the drainage promoters can work faster than 
Atlantic Coast being the attempt to drain death knell of the original plan. And many the Government’s agents, the duck-breed- 
Lake Mattamuskeet in North Carolina. of us, believing that this program could ing areas are bound to go. 
The bottom of the lake is below sea-level. be handled by direct appropriations, fell What is the answer? There is only one. 
From three to five millions of dollars have _ right into the trap. We unwittingly became The sportsmen must supply the funds, and 
been spent, but so far cropping has been the sponsors of more and better shooting do it quickly. Five or ten years from now 
a dismal failure. for the wealthy owners of private shooting _ will be too late. Even though the Norbeck- 

And in western New York is ‘the grounds, and lost’ sight of the original Andresen program should be carried out 
Montezuma Marsh, once an excellent poor man’s club idea. We went along with in full, about which there is very grave 
breeding area. In eastern Washington lies the Norbeck-Andresen bill in its revised doubt, we will have to wait ten years be- 
Moses Lake, formerly a great producer of form, and it passed Congress in 1929, fore the last of the eight millions are 
ducks and geese, now good only for peli- authorizing an $8,000,000 program over a available. In the meantime, where will 
cans, avocets, herons and gulls; and with- ten-year period, every dollar of which was the ducks be?
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December 13, 1922. 

Mr. H. G. Smith, 

Sunset, arkansas. 

Dear Smith; 

I was very glad to have your letter of December 6 and thank you for your suggestions about the article, ‘The 
most valuable part of your letter is your brief statement that the burning of the timber in your region each fall ani 
spring has driven the game out of the Ozark Mountains. Is 
this diagnosis generally accepted by sportsmen in that vioine ity and have you any additions] detail as to just exactly how 
the bad effects occur? If so, I would he pleased to know 
about the matter further, 

Pred Arthur had informed us as to your intention of coming back and I need not say that this office is delighted. 
I hope mynd ny will be able to get by and that your bad leg will gradually improve. 

I made a short trip this year in the Golorado Delta 
and had a very interesting times Will ne doubt have a chance 
to tell you about it after your return. 

With kindest regards to your family, 

: Very sincerely yours, 

Aietw Leopold 

P. S&S With regard to your assignment I think arthur has this 
all figured out already but you had better communicate 
with him direct with respect to it.
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To better illustrate the full fiport of the situation as indicated 

in the table, it is of interest to examine in detail some of the significant 

groups of data that are incorporated in the totals. This is best done by 

species. ‘ 

Anas platyrhynchos, Mallard.--The mallard is probably the most abundant 

as it is the most widely distributed of North American Anatidsae. Despite a 

natural wariness it traps readily, and so has been included in the banding 

records for nearly every station. The largest number to be banded in a single 

season at one station was about 8,000, trapped at the National Bison Range, 

near Moiese, Montana, by former Reservation Protector Frank H. Rose. Of this 

total, 4,138 were males, 3,164 were females, while the others were immatures 

that could not be satisfactorily sexed by the operator. These birds were 

Bs, Gaught during the period from September to December, 1928. This ratio of 

males to females holds in the records from this station for similar periods 

in the years 1926, 1927, and 1929, 

The results obtained by the author during March, 1922, while trapping 

in the marshes of the Illinois River have heen already mentioned. Work at 

that point was resumed in the following autuan and was continued until the 

middle of December, netting a total of 1,283 birds of this species. Of these, 

703 were males, and 560 were females. Another trapping operation in that same 

general region, in January, 1926, resulted in the banding of 615 male and 325 

female Mallards. Work on this occasion was started as soon as the shooting 

season closed, so if we accept the premise that the mortality from shooting 

is heavier on the males than the females, then it would be expected that the 

females would have predominated among the flocks still present in this region 

of intensive hunting. Actually the ratio in favor of the males is nearly 2 to l. 
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ones. I wait a second or two, sometimes half the regulation single-action, why not employ into the heavy duff soil, creating aE ash 4 
a minute, before beginning any movement; n automatic, or if you can endure the gibes ee eee ce mate oe 
then with many a tantalizing jerk and quiver, of your companions, why not investigate the were noticed along the stream. It is presumed 
I slowly retrieve the lure, darting it this way possibilities of those large single-action bait- that the large amount of ash carried into the 
and that. fe is a sophisticated bass, indeed, casting reels? Take one of those 6 inches ae filled the stream with alkaline silt, which 

* ‘. ., - illed the fish. No observations were made to 
which will not tumble for, or rather, leap in diameter and you will have speed enough ascertain the presence of dead fish resulting from \) 
to the attraction. in all conscience. They are not so awfully the high temperatures of the water at the time } 

As to the rod, I may not say much. While heavy, either. the fire occurred. In this case, as in most others, : é .. valuable information is wanting from lack of ob- personally 1 am a great lover of ultra light The one question most often asked me is, servation, Altho the fishing conditions have 
tackle, it never is the part of wisdom to “Which one shall I buy?” meaning, of course, improved since the destructive effects of this fire 
empley a wood rod of less than 5 ounces. what pattern. Now, I just can not answer. 0” Slippery Brook, the improvement has not 
Perhaps I had better advise a 6-ounce 8% All depends—depends upon water and at- eee. ee ce back fo Hie 
or 9-foot rod and let it go at that. If you mospheric conditions as well as the fish and “ : 
care to run chances while courting thrills, your expertness. To date I have not worked Tuat Pranr a Bass Move. 
use a 2% or 3-ounce delicate fly-rod and the out any theory. Sometimes it is one color Will Dilge in his new magazine, “The 
word of my experience you will get all the and sometimes another; often any pattern Izaak Walton League Monthly,” started some- 
thrills good for you, and then some. Don’t seems to work with equal fishfulness. Re- thing worth while in a recent issue when 
blame me should some old, ugly bronze-back member, not so much depends upon the par- he urged clubs and individuals everywhere 
smash your tool to smithereens. Remember, ticular pattern as upon yourself, your un- to “plant a bass.” No fresh-water game 
I recommend a 6-ounce rod; anything under derstanding of the way of a bass with a fish lends itself more admirably to planting 
that is at your own risk! I employ an en- wounded minnow, and your ability to handle than the American black bass. While cray- 
ameled line, of course, and a rather. large a fly-rod with skill. If you fail of the de- fish are its natural food, it does not dislike 
single-action fly-reel. Some of my friends sired results with the feather-minnow. don’t minnows, as every live-bait fisher knows, and 
are employing their quadruple level-winders, blame me, don’t blame the lure—blame your- can makeshift to get along with insects as 
but I find them too heavy for the fly-rod; self. To my mind it is the greatest dis- fly-fishermen also know. Fact is, the black 
upsets the balance, and a rod must “feel covery since the quadruple reel was given bass is very adaptable, conditions which he 
right” in my hand or I can not cast worth to bait casters, that without exception. Try can not meet and overcome being very bad 
a cuss. If you desire a more rapid reel than the feather-minnow for yourself. indeed. I have seen the fish flourishing in 

RN ed ea water so unsatisfactory that cpt eae 
° fish) save the black bass would endure it 

A Mixed Cateh—An Example for a moment. Now then, we are all very 
eager to take a bass, but how many of us 

O. W. Smith are ready to plant one? When it comes to 
stocking, we are quite ready to wait for the 

WE WONDER if it is generally under- be led by the example of Mayor Thompson state, or willing to “let George do it.” The 
stood that two men in Chicago, Ill., are to “go and do likewise.” Let us hope so. things “George does” are never well done. 

doing a wonderful work in conservation and DestrucTION oF Fish Unless theré is a great planting of bass in 
re-stocking. We refer to the mayor of that 0 ered al i ay the future, unless individuals and clubs get 
city and his good friend, Wm. H. Stuart, i Fi cunconsy oe Bah ieee inte behind the move, our fishing is doomed. 
one of the associate editors of the Chicago ee Pear Does ak oy ee Oh, I know that sounds like alarmist talk, 
Evening American. These two men are re- rest ae il th teat he ee eee me but it is a fact just the same. The number 
sponsible for the building of an aquarium [CG Ane soul Liat we. Have no tie to tun of anglers is increasing each year by leaps tn, Eancol = : - of fish. We have noticed that after a wide- _ : adi he in Lincoln Park which will cost approxi- ae Remethe Raling Gacihe Jocality and bounds, and that is well, providing the 
mately $10,000, the cornerstone of which SP™C ed Ee, ae sf ang: An - Be Th ay, stocking keeps place with the catching. Two 
has already been Jaid, with appropriate cer- sa Ria arin Seas See wit one ta ‘ave things are necessary—increased bass plant- 
emony. The mayor is now using his influ- i fi pate! EE ff ie ae yaa ing and smaller catches. How many fish 
ence to induce the commissioners of both ! hi nent Wea poe Be “al ms Seon should a man take? Laws can not deter- 
the South Park and West Park systems in ™. a ieee a eet OOF a ce -Y°- mine and we may not lay down a hard and 
Chicago to establish hatcheries and there Bull ee he: aaa ae P ie ie ervice fast rule, but any man going home with the 
seems good reason to believe that he will eee poe iene he Dele ee We limit of bass should be ashamed to face 

’ succeed. Furthermore, he is endeavoring to Dee ee) upon tie question: ‘© himself at ene pe 2 do not oa if 
interest the wealthy residents who own sum- : —~—.__ he has but one day on lake or stream dur- 
mer homes on saiides Jakes and rivers in BRET SO BORESTIBIRES “ON -FIS ing the summer. It is not the fish we catch 
fish hatching, and that will mean the estab- New Hampshire. nd kill that makes us anglers, but the 
lishment of numerous ' private hatcheries, . 1" 1900 Slippery Brook, a tributary of the yhinistry of the out-docrs. Stay your hand, 
supplementing the work of the state, and pac) Riven, Chatham, N. Hs offered excellent jrother, stay your hanJ, and—plant a sass 
add a million or more bass to the public started in the brush that had resulted from ex. before you die! 
supply. Such work deserves the commend- tensive qarane operations ene burpen: ever 00) CaTraLocurs. 
at : a acres of the brook watershed. vin} oes of aay iprer a ae fiblic om genet large amount of brush scattered thre the een: We are again coming on fishing days and 
and it may be that other p ic men will ing growth, the fire was very intense and burned our thoughts are turning towards our chosen 

aes —— ae - sport. I wonder how many of our readers 
ss ae Nk Siisy oh 5 as oe fees ee i Z have acquired the catalogue habit? I am 

ene AS coh RNR Sie” ee : eas : here to say that next to angling books noth- 
i. OS al Oe Bate Sas. hl te $ : ing is more satisfactory and worth-while 
cs et : LE Bees. Sete a flee a eye | than tackle catalogues; indeed, angling 

Wo). <i plete eg SN ee “eo % eat: - st} books will not take the place of the cata- 
are ster rcieatinteear C13 ean Be Saati E ~ Ae. “- "| logues, for the latter are supplements to: 4 Se. Baty POSS hae TS wa eee Sgt oe : Ss 
Pia sien: os Boe Nef Rn Lane cove Cae f om a, ae 30 the former. I am fairly crazy when a new 

2 2 pase Bo lebe PE ak Dy cena eS 7 + catalogue arrives, putting off many and 
Sa ee eet PT Ne EE Sp a ~<,..| sundry duties that I may have an undis- 
os Bite least h i Siges  Coe. ie a turbed hour with it. I know of no pleasure 

é eee ae Soe Ya as SR oe Rie gees ear equal to thumbing the pages of a new price 
ee 7 Se wee = S way Sots Ti ae) oes Het wees ihe pce gain the cheat lib- 

Faery eee ee Then, to0, one can glean more real informa Sse = ‘ SFE ae ed — tee . A e 
4 iZ See Se Ut 4 ee ‘ay tion from the catalog as well as a vast 

7 AZ Re et ae re Se . amount of entertainment. Many- hints are 
Ze Pasig Ge ieee [f a4 ieee : dropped by the tackle maker, hints that any- 
ize ae iV ame one can use in his own fishing. Of course, 

x aa =) i Eye = ah ee et the end of tackle catalogue study is the 
em tz 7 Marea rom tama. =| purchase of some bit of paraphernalia, per- 

aie je — ep ert Sota | Sat ba haps a reel or rod, some lures and a few. 
F B 3 koe as | Racks LRN CR ee .. new flies in any event. I remember a series 

a 4 re Pee oak dat WAN Saas = S of pictures one of the “funny magazines” 
2 o-~ pas eh RS Bh e 7 Bes St WOR > ‘ published some springs ago. A man when 

= ‘ ied ot id £ EAS E asked if he was going to get any new tackle, 
answered, “Not on your life! The house is 

“INTERBROOKS” already overrun with the stuff and I am 
The angling editor’s “shack” in North Wisconsin, where much of his fishing “dope’’ is concocted. going to cut out fishing, anyway.” Them



In a study of these data the most outstanding feature is the fact 

that while an excess of males is consistently noted, there are two exceptions, 

both of which are conspicuous, Since 1926 these birds have been banded each 

season (except 1929) by S. M. Batterson, at Mohler, and at Tillamook Bay, 

Oregon. His first two operations in Jamuary and in December 1926 showed a 

few more males than females, but in all totals since that time(with one 

exception), the females have predominated. The figures are as follows: 

Pebruary to April, 1927, 90 males and 187 females; December, 1927, 16 males 

and 17 females; February to March, 1928, 6 males and 20 females; December, 

1930, 37 males and 43 females; and January to April, 1931, 107 males and 191 

females, 

The other exception showing more females than males is a single 

f operation conducted by George T. Baker, at Bemidji, Minnesota, in October 

and November, 1930, He caught at that time 11 males and 143 females. 

The remaining data for this species show a large majority in favor 

of the males, as the following figures will indicate: In February, 1930, 

B. Milby Burton, working in Colleton County, South Carolina, trapped 258 

males and 49 females; in December, 1929, Richard Gordon, Superintendent of 

the Paul J. Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary, in Louisiana, banded 70 males and 22 

females; during January and February, 1930, he caught 149 males and 26 females; 

while in the period from December, 1930 to February, 1931, he caught 539 males 

and 131 females, Working at this same point in December, 1929, the author 

trapped 427 males, as against 218 females, and noted at that time that the 

numerical superiority of the males was easily observed in the large flock that 

gathered in the trap area. The station of B. A. MeLlhenny at Avery Island, 

Ff -12-
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adapted to trout; the deposit of ash in|strictest laws will make it possible for 

the stream gives it an alkaline quality,| the mule deer to continue to exist. While 

most destructive to fish life. This| this season a great many good speci- 

deposit of ash also probably has an in-| mens of this species were bagged, the 

jurious mechanical effect on the fish, in| writer can verify the fact that the mule 

addition to that incurred by the chemical|deer are at present greatly on the de- 

change. These immediate and more eas-|crease; it is very common to see does 

ily recognizable effects of the fires do not | without fawn. There is also a certain 

cover all the loss that may be expected.| area known as the Lava Beds consisting 

More far-reaching is the destruction of|of approximately one and a half town- 

food, increased turbidity of the water and| ships, which is considered by sportsmen 

the decreased protection from floods and}a slaughter pen for mule deer, The 

droughts.—Service Bull., U. S. Bur. of| most inexperienced hunter has been able 

Wisheries, No. 88, p. 2. to bag a limit on this area. On the 
opening day of the season of 1920, the 

THE WILD PHEASANTS OF writer estimated 160 hunters were bom- 

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA. barding the animals. From his own 

Several years ago there were ten pair observation, he estimates 100 mule deer 

of Chinese pheasants liberated close to} V°Te era LANs Posen Gnene ihe 

Antioch. The ten pair scon scattered WOME) aire ata : seed ey 

d the next season they were in different coyokes yipok a pte #0 Lagi enue ages. 
aS * : The writer has in evidence a wonderful 
parts of central California. In 1921 I large buck head, which he found with 

was at Isleton, a small town on the Sac-| blood flowing from the carcass of the 

. vamento River. I was out every day of} animal, and four large coyotes taking 
the season after quail and cottontails.| 9 meal of warm flesh. Two of the coyotes 

Early in the morning I have seen as| were there shot by the warden. Then 

many as fifty and sixty pheasants in a|the warden called upon the United States 
fo cone end Oe a rule, be a in Dengranehy for a ipexiemmingt 

eco! elds in the mornings and in} jng the coyotes. Ts as. G. Poole, in 

the asparagus fields or the brush in the} charge, placed two hunters and trappers 

afternoons and evenings. As a rule, the/in the lava beds, who succeeded in de- 
hunters abide by the game laws around] stroying the pests at the rate of approxi- 
there, but I have seen boys around seven-| mately fifty coyotes per month. Up to 

teen or eighteen years of age come to} this writing, approximately two hundred 
tn ae ey in ie Se of | coyotes and wild gate hive been seg raved 

pheasants as they could get it and some] By this assistance, the Biological Survey 

an ae coats. cae, you sell oe - will save hundreds of deer for the state. 
ie inamen and restaurants about the The sage hen is almost extinct in 

towns of Isleton, Rio Vista, Ryde, Wal-| Modoc County. This last season very few 

nut Grove, Locke and Courtland.—Chas. | hunters were able to bag a limit of the 

Follett, Merced, California. defenseless birds. In the first place, a 
ereat mistake was made when August 

MULE DEER NEED FURTHER 1 was set for the opening date of sage hen 

PROTECTION. season. This season there were very 

Big Game Refuge (District One B) is few young birds. ‘Those found on the 

insufficient to maintain a breeding stock Best Oh lene Seen ae only about 
e ‘ 2 one-third grown. Even with better laws, 

of mule deer, since there is not sufficient} ;. 0-1) take vear: ; 
‘s . it will take years to reinstate the sage 

water during the hunting season. The h + ee at igo te 
2 Fi 2 hen to its former condition—Geo. W. 

southwestern portion thereof is entirely] Gourtright, Straw, California 
waren water for deer. The deer leave a . ‘ 
this refuge to find water and the hunters 

have learned to wait on the runways and OREGON SPORTSMEN PROTEST. 

trails and wholesale slaughter results, Sportsmen living in the Klamath Falls 

The mule deer is the largest and finest} district in Oregon complain that they 

game animal in the State of California}are unable to utilize deer killed within 
and it should have all the protection pos-|the State of California. This district 

sible. Additional areas are needed to]is unfortunate in that politically it is a 
ay paneer in the Aen na cf Gel coe apres cee a 
refuge, and additional areas must be set] part of California. e securing of a 
aside as refuges. The construction of|nonresident license to hunt in California 

roads for automobiles makes it possible] does not make it possible for them to 

for the hunter to reach every nook and|carry their kill back into the state of 
corner of the deer range and only the] Oregon. As a consequence, these Ore-



Additional data should be obtainable by the compilation of figures 

showing the actual sex ratio in ducklings hatched from eggs of wild parents. 

At the present time in several areas, large-scale experiments to artificially 

propagate these birds are in progress, and each year Federal and State permits 

are issued authorizing the holders to collect eggs of wild birds to be hatched 

by domestic hens or in incubators. This would seem to be an excellent op- 

portunity to obtain data that will conclusively prove the truth or error of 

the disproportionate sex ratio. The death of ducklings in the egg may be 

entirely discounted since, according to baiaht™ prenatal mortality is not 

err mn ter mon rernninmemerNnnn Te tere Tay 

Toid. 

teenie eensnteinnntinmnntuenintinittinenintinitnnnttniinnstnanteanntntninattaeentn 

differential in respect to sex, and in consequence the observed sex ratio at 

hatehing is substantially the same as the initial sex ratio in the early 

stages of incubation. 

In studies of the sex ratio of broods of ducklings, there is one 

danger that must be carefully avoided. From some of the banding data herein 

cited, it will have been noticed that extreme sex ratios are more frequent 

with small grouos of individuals. This is to be expected in summer and early 

fall when the flecks are not mixed, for it must be remembered that as the 

ineubation season advances, the drakes show a tendency to flock together, and 

it is probable that a general mixture of the sexes does not take place until 

late in the autumn or winter, when the gregarious nature of the ducks has 

resulted in the formation of large flocks. Consequently it is obvious that 

the sex ratios shown in the larger groups of data are more indicative of the 

true situation than are those based upon small flocks (such as those ‘less 

olde 

\



(a) Office of the Secretary (Y eS ee, } Press Service Nee 
Ne - 

Release - Immediate 

February 14, 1923, 

BURNING OVER WASTE LANDS 
A MENACE TO WILDFOWL 

The practice in some sections of burning over waste land and marshes 
during April and May frequently results in great destruction of bird life 
and birds" nests and eggs, particularly on marsh land where wild ducks breed, 
according to the Biological Survey of the United States Department of Agri- 
culture, The department Suggests that where it is at all possible the 

peoeth should be left alone, or the marshes burned previous to the arrival 
of the birds or the building of the nests, which would be, generally speak- 
ing, in February and March, In many instances the burning is unnecessary 
and no good purpose is served by it. Due to the draining of numerous areas 
throughout the country for agricultural Purposes, suitable breeding places 
for birds are constantly becoming fewer in number, and for this reason the 
unnecessary burning over of waste lands and marshes should be discouraged 
everywhere by bird lovers, conservationists, and sportsmen, 

// 76423 
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PF May 31, 1925, 
Information 

The Porester, ; 

: Washington, De Ce 

Dear Sir: : : 

4t the request of Secretary 0. Me Butler of the American 
Forestry Association, Mr.e Leopold hag prepared the attached 
article. It ie due not later than July 15, being scheduled for 
the September iseue of American Forestry. ‘Two copies accompany 
this letter. 

After review by your office it ie requested that an edited 
copy be transmitted to Mr. Butler, together with euch photographs 
as you may be able to spare. 

It is regretted that we cannot furnish suitable erg pat 
Mr. Leopold cirecularized many foreet and game officials for bo 
material and photos, but they responded with only the former. 

It occurs to us that not all. the illustrations need be 
game pictures. Poseibly a fire picture like 28023 or 12001 could 
be used with a title from the Joel tien in par. 1, page l. 
Possibly a burn like 2-90929 or 27658A could be used with a title 
from the last two pages. Have the fawn (1194A-2) and Ligon's 
turkey (26315A4-5) been overdone? 

Kelleyse new picture 174308 and 174309 are rather striking 
devastation pictures for Western Yellow Pine, and might be used 
with accuracy to illustrate the disappearance of the 2 food plants ; 
listed on the left, page 10 and the péobable epread of Gambol 
osk, listed on the right. 

Mr. Redington and Mr. Fair took some pictures pertaining 
to the deer problem on the California Forest last year which we 
understand include some pictures of burns and fire effect on 
food supply that might be suitable if they are available for the 
illustration of this article.



The Foresters « « 

The Biological Survey might have something to go with 
ng discussion on spring burning of marshes, mentioned on page 
® + 

i There are possibly some Del and D-6 pictures to go with 
. the quotation fror. Cox, page 2, and with that from Steppler, 

page 10. If there is euch a thing as a photo of a deer yard, . 
it would go well. Lacking this, some new photos of Ouray, Colo. 
Mountain Sheep would be a good contrast to the discuseion on winter 
feed following the Steppler story. 

For hie convenience and criticiem, an extra advance copy 
of the manugeript and this letter are being sent Mr. Butler, the 
former marked "Subject to Forester's approval and Release". If 
am sure that his familiarity with our procedure makes this entire- 
ly safe. 

If Mr. Butlor supplies reprints, Mr. Leopold would like 
100, for vhich he is willing to remit. : 

Very truly yours, 

FRANK C. W. POOLER, District Forester, 

By: dohn 6, Jones » Acting. 

Enclosures.
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Mr. George FR. Steppler, 
c/o Forest Service, 

Kalispell, Mont. 

Dear Mr. Stepplor: 

I wish to acknowledge your letter of May 7 and to thank 

you for the very interesting informetion which it contains, I 

am just about.to submit the final draft of my article, and ac- 

cordingly will be able to use the case which you described, to 

excellent advantage. 

Very truly yours, 

; Aldo Leopold 
Assistant District Forester. 

‘
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NOTE:—That the load of shot that misses a duck may kill him eventually is a far-fetched prob- . ability, but it is a possibility, as is proven by the following two valuable contributions to FiNs, Fearuers anp Fur. The first article is reprinted from the “Proceedings of the Staff Meetings of the Mayo Clinic,” illustrated with cuts furnished by the author, The second was written especially for this magazine, and brings home to our sportsmen the little-known but extremely valuable work being done for them by scientists of the University of Minnesota and the Bureau of Biological Survey. 

LEAD POISONING IN; WILD DUCKS Wetmore obtained from one to twelve aoa in cach 
. eee quart of silt. The water fowl are not alone affecte 

By T. B. Macarn, M. D. by the disease, for a report in a London sporting 
Section on Clinical Pathology journal of 1876 records the death of pheasants in 

eee which a few pellets of lead were found in the gizzards. VER since the first In order to understand EB permanent settle- the action of metallic lead 
ments of this country, when ingested by a bird one records indicate that from must remember that these time to time devasting animals are equipped with 

epidemics have occurred s a gizzard, the opening of among our wild game. which lies at the top. Solid 
Some of these epidemics material, such as pebbles 
have been specifically stud- or solid food, must remain ied and their nature dis- me in the gizzard until it is cerned. There is some completely ground up and 
evidence that these epi- then can overflow from the demies are cyclic, and are top. Hence, when a bird dependent on such un- ingests a shot it must re- 
governable conditions as main until completely 
are caused by floods, high ground up; thus the birds 
or low temperature, high % have an ample opportunity 
and low atmospheric pres- " to assimilate a large quan- sures, and other physical 4 tity of lead whereas in any 
agents. In addition to other vertebrates the entire 
these losses, the wild life of a ks mass of lead would proba- 
America sustains a terrific i. 4 rare bly be passed by the bowel. onslaught due to trapping se x About three weeks ago and hunting. ” “ my attention was called by Another disease which ong a members of the Izaak Wal- has been very little studied E aa! ton League to the fact that and which annually must ca) a large number of ducks take an enormous toll is sek were dying on Bear Lake, lead poisoning both in southwest of Albert Lea, upland birds and in water Minnesota. This lake was fowl. Although the disease one.of the deep lakes of that ie pen known since 1901, region prior to about ne when Dr. Grinnell gave an x ae ae as Ge a years ago, and although account of ducks, geese and X-Ray one DRAKE MAnuARD SHow YS it was a Beod, fishing lake ae + Inaestep Sor in THE Grzzarp. Tus Birp : Be yes swans on Currituck Sound Da are 2 oe ae Bran practically no*ducks visited - = a Dmp Taree Days Arrer Caprurn.—Fur- i co dying from the condition, ished by De 1 Be it. During the wave of en- it was not until 1919 that et DNs abate aaa coe thusiasm over farm land 
the first and only scientific that swept this state, the 
report of the condition was published. This obscr- Jake was drained but the state Fish and Game Commis- vation was made by Alexander Wetmore in a study sion ordered a dam to be built to restore the lake. 
of the condition in ducks dying in the marshes formed The lake, which originally covered about 8,000 acres, 
by the Bear River Delta at the northern end of Great now covers in the neighborhood of 4,000 acres and is Salt Lake, Utah. Between 1901 and 1919, sportsmen shallow, heavily planted with wild celery and rushes, 
reported water fowl dying on account of lead poisoning and has been’ an excellent duck-shooting lake for in many places in the United States, and in 1915 the about twenty to twenty-five years. This year there =) Biological Survey of Back Bay, Virginia, showed was a goodly number of local ducks at the opening 
that whistling swans suffered from lead poisoning of the season, but a minimal amount of shooting as a result of eating shot. In the investigation of the was done during the rest of the season. The lake 
Great Salt Lake district, enormous numbers of birds, reached its low level this year, and in most places 
especially mallards and pintails, were found to be was not more than 2 to 3 fect deep. After the hunting 
suffering from lead poisoning after having swallowed season ducks came in enormous numbers, so that 
numerous shot. Wetmore stated that these birds are the sky was blackened with their flights. After they 
accustomed to feed in duck holes, which range in had fed on the lake for a week or ten days they began 
size from 1 to 15 feet in diameter, at the bottom of to die in large numbers. It is variously estimated 
lakes. The ducks dig into the mud from 6 to 18 that from 300 to 1,000 ducks died on the lake. 
inches, in search of succulent roots and tubers. They In visiting the lake we found several dead ducks 
obtain the pellets of lead in this manner, for over the along the margin, and from the local game warden, 
shooting grounds one can easily assume that countless Mr. A. O. Larson, we obtained other dead ducks 
numbers of shot may be found. By sifting the and five live but very sick birds. These were taken 
mud from certain areas in the Great Salf Lake marsh, to the laboratory for observation and study. On
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examination of the dead animals it was found that A conservative estimate would indicate that in the 

aside from the fact that they were emaciated and neighborhood of 100 tons of lead is now present in 

evidently anemic, no gross lesions presented themselves, Bear Lake. Sifting a gallon of mud collected along 

but the gizzard of each duck contained from ten to the edge of the lake, where one would not expect 

seventy shot, many of which showed evidence of — to find many shot, revealed the presence of three 

having been ground in the gizzard (fig. 1 and 2). number 7 pellets. 

The live ducks exhibited rather characteristic symp- Wetmore’s experiments indicate that a bird 

toms, which corresponded to those described by Wet- does not have to obtain many shot to produce death; 

more. The ducks were unable to fly, and walked with they invariably die when as many as six number 6 

the greatest of difficulty giving the appearance of shot are fed them, and one ingested shot may actually 

being wounded. There was evidence of what cor- kill a bird; It may live from four to fifteen days after 

responds to “wrist drop” in the mammal, for the ingesting shot. Since arsenic is a common impurity 

crown feathers dragged on the floor, and the birds in commercial lead, Wetmore gave chemically pure 

| were unable to bring up the carpal joints of their lead to some birds and found that they died even 

wings. The gait was a stumbling type of locomotion, more quickly than when fed commercial shot, probably 

and the birds fell every few steps. There was also because it was softer than chilled shot. 

present a watery greenish diarrhoea, and as the birds The importance of lead poisoning in water fowl 

approached death numerous convulsoins were evident. becomes more apparent when one recalls the experi- 

The mallards seemed most affected and contained ments of Cole, of Wisconsin, who demonstrated that 

the most shot. Blue-winged teal, green-winged teal lead produces a profound effect. on the sexual cycle of 

and canvas-backs were least affected. Their gizzards birds, producing a condition of sterility in the male. 

contained only four to six shot, and these birds lived It is likely therefore that in wild ducks not only may 

longest after being captured, surviving five days. the ingestion be fatal, but it may also profoundly 

On examination of the birds that died, a high degree affect. the fertility of this much desired wild bird, 

of anemia was noted and microscopic examination even if it does not kill in certain cases. 

of the liver disclosed enormous deposits of iron in the From numerous reports one may safely conclude 

cells, accompanied by cloudy swelling and necrosis. that lead poisoning of wild birds is common through- 

The kidneys, however, seemed to have received the out the United States and that it presents a serious 

brunt of the attack which had resulted in necrosis of | problem. The custom of baiting certain places 

large regions of the organ. Analyses for lead, con- for shooting probably is the most disastrous from the 

ducted by Dr. A. E. Osterberg, revealed the presence standpoint of lead poisoning, since enormous quan- 

of lead in 1 to 10,000 parts in the bones and in 1 to _ tities of shot fall into these places and then the ducks 

2,500 parts in the liver. It, therefore, became evident obtain them while feeding there. Up to the present 

that these birds died of lead poisoning as a result of time no very practical suggestion has presented itself 

ingested shot which was present in the mud of the lake. for handling the situation, and at least for the present, 
the fact must be faced that annually, especially during 

5 times of low water, large numbers of wild fowl will 

} die from lead poisoning due to the ingestion of shot. 

| Moreover, as pheasant shooting becomes more pop- 

| ular, our fields will become leaded as well as our 
lakes, resulting in some deaths among upland birds. 

| | 
| | THE OCCURRENCE OF LEAD POISONING 

| sigs AND WESTERN DUCK SICKNESS 

i . IN MINNESOTA Jp 
4 

| a , A | By Mitarp F. Gunperson \ 

: | De ; i From the Cooperative Investigation of 
ea ‘ The Department of Bacteriology, University of Minnesota, 

4 ’ o and the 
on . Bureau of Biological Survey, United States Department of 

bop wr Agriculture. 

y+ Pa ee. i Se ease 

es - i HE greatly diminished size of Minnesota lakes, 

ae a) oe aL the result of intensive drainage as well as of 

funk = eae recent dry years, has introduced two new dis- 

t "hi PP oes Ba 3 ease hazards to Minnesota waterfowl. The large 

ae # * a be ‘ | areas of exposed mud flats and the shallowness of 

} a. . f mn our lakes have brought about conditions favorable 

etd oP ' to the occurrence of lead poisoning and of western 

ieee Pes a duck sickness. The latter malady has been shown by 

oe Vy Kalmbach of the Bureau of Biological Surveys to 

% g . o. be caused by Clostridium botulinum, a bacterium 

" that grows in soil and produces a deadly toxin. 

5 eS ; During the fall of 1931 a number of large out- 
gee y breaks of disease occurred among wild ducks on 

" several lakes in southern Minnesota. While only 

a 4 an incomplete study of these outbreaks could be made, 
our investigations show that some of the losses were 
due to lead poisoning from the ingestion of lead shot, 
and that other losses, in the southwestern portion 

‘ of the state, were probably due to western duck 

Puorocrarn or Suor iN Gizzarp or Witp Hen sickness. Ducks sick with lead poisoning show no 

Maxtarp, Dyrva or Luap Poisoninc.—Furnished by loss of appetite. The gullet of a duck dying from 

Dr. T. B. Macarn. this disease is generally engorged with food, parti-
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‘UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE / i ae / 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY & B75, Cag “hy i 

WASHINGTON, D. c. PE : 
ADDRESS REPLY TO - er / 

HIEF, Tce ee SURVEY, 
dune Le 1928... 

; ‘PHZ 
Reference 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Service, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Just a line to direct your attention to the publication 

of my short article on Forest Fires and Wild Life, which If 

understand you wish to see in connection with the preparation 

of an article by yourself. If you have not already seen the 

article, it may be found in the Bulletin of the American Game 

Protective Association for April, volume 12, No. 2, page 8. 

As you probably already know, our agreement with the 

Forest Service concerning terminology of game areas is somewhat 

at variance with resolutions presented by you at the Ogden 

meeting. It has seemed best to us to use the word "refuge" 

in connection with the name of all Government areas irrespective 

of size. The word "national" is also to be inserted, which will 

at once distinguish such areas by name from any areas established 

by the States. We are also giving up the use of such terms as 

"restricted area No. 1" im favor of such a name as "Gros Ventre 

Game Area No. 1." 

I had a very interesting trip to the Grand Canyon Game 

Preserve and the Grand Canyon National Park, where we are planning 

to introduce a few antelope, and later visited the Wichita Game 

Preserve. I shall be glad to tell you all about them when I see 

| you again. I am planning to spend about three months beginning 

_ the first of July in Arizona. 

With kind regards, I am, s 

Sincerely yours, 

’ \) at 
z go 1-7}: BA, Yolhro— 

f 4) 7 

_ £ Vy, In Charge, 
Qo ¢ 1 wo Biological Investigations. 

x Ww : n 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY fy {fle 

WASHINGTON, D. C. whet 

WY 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

GP-Z February 9, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 

905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have delayed replying to your letter of January 22 until 

I could have at hand the report of U. S. Game Protector Tonkin in ~ 

connection with the incident referred to in your letter. So far 

we have been unable to find any evidence supporting this story, and 

the text of the article also seems to indicate that the alleged 

Slaughter of ducks took place some nine years ago. 

In years past I have had some small experience as an aviator 

and I know that at that time we would have considered it extremely 

dangerous to have a duck or any other object of equal weight strike 

our propeller blades. Since this story was printed we got in touch 

with experts in the War Department and they confirmed the impression 

that it would be a highly dangerous proceeding, even with metal 

propeller blades of modern type. We have reason to think that oc- 

casionally ducks are killed in this fashion, but I believe it is : 

rather through accident than design. Frankly, I do not believe that 

any slaughter of the kind referred to in the article would be 

possible. Planes are sometimes hired by farmers in an effort to 

frighten ducks away from certain crops, and it appears possible that 

in order to make a good story an incident of a patrol of this 

character may have been greatly exaggerated, Experience indicates 

that ducks very soon become accustomed to planes and will not rise 

from the water when they approach. One of the people in the Bureau 

accompanied an aviator down the Potomac a few days ago for the 

purpose of getting aerial photographs of ducks. Several times the 

aviator dove his plane at a flock of ducks on the surface of the 

river without apparently disturbing them in the least. It is too 

pad that this sort of a story gets so much publicity, for the 

impression conveyed is not wholesome. I am confident, however, 

from my om knowledge of facts and probabilities, that nothing like 

this ever happened. ‘ 

With best wishes, I am 

"NP &dl clon 
H. P. Sheldon, 

U. S. Game Conservation Officer.
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June 14, 1983 ROT Foresrep 

The Forester, 

Forest Service. 

Dear Colonel Greeley: 

I have gone over with interest the manuscript of the 
article "Wild Followers of the Forest," by Aldo Leopold, for- 

: warded to me for criticism and suggestions by Acting Forester 
Kneipp on June ll. : 

The article is especially interesting and valuable 
. from an. educational point of view. There is only one small 

criticiam that I have to make, ooperning the statement in the 
first parapragh near the head of page six in regard to the 

Indian practice of setting fires to facilitate the killing 

of deer, During the years I lived in the White Mountains of 
Arizona, I learned of the custom of the Apache Indians to set -. 

fires in certain places in the White Mountains each spring 

when flies became very annoying t@ live stock and game animals 

to enable them to kill deer more readily. The deer in these 

cases were not driven from thetr coverts by these fires as 
indicated by Mr. Leopold, but were attracted to the heavy smoke 
spreading along the eurface of the ground in advance of the 
fires which protected them from the flies. It was reported 
that the Indians laid on the ground in ambush in front of the 
smoke of such fires and killed the: deer which came and toox : 
refuge in the smoke and, ‘during the fly:season, live stock 
also sometimes sought refuge in forest fires to protect then- 
selves from these pests. The statement as to the burning of 
marshes in spring is correct. To do so deprives the wild 
fowl of cover and places for nesting, which are necessary 
to their welfare, ‘ 

I am returning the manuscript herewith and am obliged 
to you for the opportunity to see it before publication. 

Sincerely yours, 

E, W. NELSON 

Chief of Bureau
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j ae UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

p Es BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY, 

AND REFER TO 

G-C 

September 11, 1923 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Assistant District Forester, 

i Albuquerque, New Mexica. 

Dear Leopold: 7 

I came in here September 6 to find your book which I 
have looked over with mch interest. ‘The thoroughness with 
which every phase of the subject is treated should be an 

eye-opener to us who are inclined to draw conclusions from 
rather meager information or scant observation. Doctor 
Palmer decided we should have a copy for the Department Li- 
brary so he forthwith ordered one. 

Your book is being returned with many grateful thoughts. 

I want to congratulate you on the Game-fire article in 

the American Forestry Magazine. It is an excellent presenta- 
tion of the subject. 

In regard to the effect of forest fires on fish, do not 
be too sure that fires will not raise the temperature of the 
water to such an extent to cause the death of fish in the 

stream. 

fhe following is copied from District 1 Bulletin of April 

1923, on page 14: 

"While I was engaged on a planting job on Lost 

J Creek, Idaho, on the Coeur d* Alene Forest in 

Ag 1912, I was told by the men on the job who had 
we : helped. fight fire on Lost Creek in 1910 that 

p\ this creek was so filled with ashes, charred 

timber and coals from the burning Tamarack, Fir, 

Yellow Pine and Cedar that the water became heated 

to such an extent that it killed all the fish for 

a distance of about seven miles, and large quan- 

tities of dead fish could be seen where drifts 

had formed by the accummlation of eharred limbs, 

bark, charcoal and other debris."
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‘ os AS a, _ 
THE AMERICAN rely ASSOCIATION 

ee 914 FOURTEENTH STREET N. W. ¥ 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 4 
PRESIDENT iy 

HENRY S. GRAVES E 
ie " 

TREASURER 
e 

, 

ROBERT V. FLEMING 

vonesTen AND EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 560 Prospect Street, ] 
OVID M. BUTLER New Haven, Connecticut & 
[BUSINESS MANAGER September 14, 1923 

Cc. V. MAUDLIN 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
U.S. Forest Service, 

_ Albuquerque, N.M. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

. This is a word to congratulate you 

upon the article which was contained in the Sept- 

ember issue of "American Forestry". This is a 

splendid article and very informing. It will do 

a lot of good. 

Cordially yours, ¢ 

HSG /MsC President
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Fish & Geme September 20, 1923.— 

District Forester, 

Missoule, Montene. Se 

Deer Fred: 

Smith Riley hss quoted me en item by W. A, Doneldson of 
the Medison Forest which eppears in your April 1928 bulletin on 
page 14 ss follows; . . 

“While I wes engeged on s plenting job on 
Lost Creek, Idaho, on the Coeur d' Alene Forest in 
1912, I wes told by the men on the job who had 
helped fight fire on Lost Creek in 1910 thet this 

creek wes so filled with sshes, charred timber end 
cosls from the burning Temsereck, Fir, Yellow Fine snd 
Ceder thet the weter becsme heated to such sn extent 
thet it killed sll the fish for « distance of sbout 
seven miles, snd lerge quantities of desd fish could 
be seen where drifts hed formed by the saccumulstion 
of cherred limbs, bark, chercosl snd other debris. : 

"I could essily believe thet this was true, 
from noting the conditions of this creek et the 

i time I wee there, about two yesrs sfter the 1910 
: fires hed swept thet section of the Coeur d' Alene 

Country." 

This is sn extremely interesting item snd I sm wondering» 
whether Mire Donaldson could give me any sdditions1 informetion 
as to the sctuel tempersture of the water. Thie would, of course, 
heve to be en estimste. If he cannot estimate the tempereture, coulda 
he give me other sctual observetions which would indicste the tempera- 

nD : 4
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“ture attsined. For instance, he mey hsve weded this: creek sna 

might describe how hot it felt. : ; 

The reeeon for this inquiry is thet there is no previous 
record to my knowledge of fish being killed by hesting of wster, 
although there is one instsnee of fish being killed by chemical 
effect of eshes; this instsnce, being cited? in my erticle which 
appeared in the lest Journsl of Forestry. 

I would grestly epprediete it if Mr. Donsldosn would write 
me further regarding thie: matter. I am enclosing en extre copy 
of this letter for him. 

Very Sin¢grely yours, . 

FRANK Ci i, POOLEK, vistrict Forester. 

By tb Legpatd, Acting. : 

q 

4 
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' GAME DIES IN FOREST FIRE 

' From the Press 

Camden, N. Js, March 31. - When fire swept two square miles 
of woods near West Berlin today thousands of avail, rabbits 
and other game perished. Flocks of quail and wild pheasants 
were Seen Scurrying to escape. A deer emerged from the woods, 
but freightened by the fire fighters, it galloped back into 
the flames.



{j —_ FIRE AND WELD LIPS IN THE FORESTS. are 

In reading Mr. G. A. Smith's article in the Mareh : 
Bulletin as to the effects of forest fires on wild life, 
several incidents in my past experiéree are brought to mind 
and as it has been a long time sinse I tontributed anything 
to the support of the Bulletin I wilt attompt to relate one 
or two instances where fire affected wiid life. 

While engaged in fighting a forest fire of some 
six thousand acres near Redfern, South Dakota, on the Black 
Hills N. F. in late August, 1910, 1 caw gcores of pine squirrels, 
or red squirrels, and cottontail rabbits come ovt of the dense 
Yellow Pine reproduction singed and seorched by fire and were 
so blinded and dazed by the smoke and scorching that they have 
actuelly run across my feet without knowing or earing that I 
was there. 

I have seen many of them fall over,dying from suf- 
focation and burns, upon reaching fresh air and what would have 
been safety had they reached it sooner. 

-13- :



Many tines i have seen squirrels leap from the tops 

of tall trees when the flames went to the crowns, and many of 

them were stunned.to such an extent that they were burnei up 
later. 

My sympathy was with these poor little dumb animals 
but there was no time to do anything to relieve theiz suffer- 
ing except to end their misery and try to stop the fire. 

On ancther occasion, on this same fire, when I was 
establishing a sub-camp in front of the fire, a larga blask- 
tail doe and two beautiful fawns came out of the woods uear 
where we were and same to within about thirty feet of our 
outfit, and stopped, looked back toward the fize for a few 
seconds and then started off away from the fire in great haste, 
& fawn at either flank. This mother deer stopped: just long 
enough to let us know that it was not us she feared, but tne 
dreaded "red outlaw", fixe, she was running from with her bebies. 
This old deer looked at us as though trying to warn us of the 
danger and appeared to wonder why we were there. 

FOR RR KK OK KKK : 

While I was engaged on a planting job on Lost Creek, 
Idaho, on the Coeur @' Alens Forest in 1912, I was told by the 
men on the job who had heired fight fire on Lost Crsek in 1910 
that this creek was so filled with ashes; charred timber and 
coals from the burning Tamarack, Fir, Yellow Pine and Cedar 
that the water became heated to such an extent that it killed 
all the fish for a distance of about seven miles, and large 
quantities of dead fish could be seen where drifts had formed 
by the accumulation of charred limbs, bark, charcoal and other 
debris, 

I could easily believe that this was true, from 
noting the conditions of this creek at the time I was there, 
about two years after the 1910 fires had swept that section 
of the Coeur d' Alene country. 

We A. Donaldson-Madison 

P., S. The Cougar screams ~ and does many other peculiar stunts.
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West Yellowstone, Mont. 
October 18, 1923. 

G 
Fish & Game , 
(Madison) WW 

AAC 

Acting District Forester, 
5 Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Sir: 

I am in receipt of copy of your letter to our 
District Forester under date of September 20, requesting 
additional informatiom relative to the destruction of fish 
by heated streams due to forest fires of 1910, as described 
in my article to our Bulletin of Aprih, 1923. 

As stated in my article, this is not firsé-hand 
knowledge but was obtained from reasonably reliable men who 
actually saw the conditions immediately after the fires of 
1910 in the Coeud d'Alenes. 

I was told by these men that Lost Creek, a stream 
which empties into the North Fork of the Coeur d'Alene River 
from the East, became heated far enough above the normal 
temperature that trout could not live in its waters. 

This temperature, as neer as I could determine ,from 
the description given me by tHe men who helped fight this 
fire, was about abewarm as “bachelor's dish-water", or just 
warm. enough tc wash dishes in without being uncomfortable to : 
the hands of one who is not accustomed to washing dishes. 

The water was more than luke-warm and not scalding 
hot and may have varied anywhere between these two points. 
However, trout cannot live long even in luke-warm water and 
the fire raged on Lost Creek for several days. 

Immense quantities of fallen timber burned for about 
ten days along this stream and coles of fire, burning limbs 
and logs were constantly drppping end rolling into it for 
many. days. 

Just to give you an idea of conditions as I found 
them two tears after this fire, I will say that my crew of 
from fifteen to twenty men who were "plantingn about two 
miles up-stream from camp could walk on fallen timber th 
entire distance without ever stepping on the ground and were 
very often ten to fifteen feet above the stream. 

Lost Creek was a stream that would average about 
five feet wide and was about eéght to twelve inches deep at 
$he,.point where my camp was located from August to November, 

Pog



Acting D. F., Albeq., N. M. -2- 10/18/23. 
(Fish & Game) 

and at that time contained no fish except near its mouth and 
far up-stream where it came out of the "Green Timber". There 
were no fish in this creek where it flowed through the burned 
area. 

It is my opinion that fire had so changed conditions 
that the fish would not come back to this part of the stream 
as long as there were no overhanging banks or shade and very 
little fish-food. ; 

There is very likely on file in the Supervisor's office 
of the Coeur d'Alene National Forest, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, a 
collection of pictures showin@ many of the above conditions 
which I have mentioned and if the films have been preserved it 
might be possible for you to get some of these pictures by 
whiting to the Coeur d'Alene Forest. 

I have a set of them myself but as I have no duplicates 
I would not care to part with any of the pictures which I have. 

I hope that this letter may contain a few points of 
interest to you and I will be glad to answer any further 
questions relative to this case. 

Very truly yours, 

Le x \grralthdon. 

Forest Ranger. ~ 

Ce reyes Lo Dayar pois an 2 Zz- 
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Sie DISTRICT 1 — NORTHIRN DISTRICT 

a Is This Fire Weather? The folloving was.one of the regular 1 ele~ } 

‘ graphic fire Tepores received from-the Selway Forest July 16. hg x j 

tive humidity of 5 per cent was presumably. taken by the Weathey B | 

coopérator at Kooskia, This followed 6 days of relative humidgties of fo», 

= 8, 11,11, 14, 16 and 22 per cent, respectively, as officially r<eare ) i f 
e waded at Spokane. records cot 

+ *°* pry Bar safe. Two fires started yesterday section 31 township 

_ BB range-6.=---. Reached 200:4éres. Held tonight with 35 men ----- ; 

“" now Safe, No other troubles from fires on forest. Yesterday humidity 

5, temperature 106, wind 26 miles per hour," 

servations on Animal Life:, (Double Burn 1910 and 1919, Deep Creck, 
i d'alene National Forest, Arca about two townships.)—-It may be 
of interest to add a far observations and ‘opinions regarding the. effect 

of two. such serious fires upon. game animals, birds, and fish. Black+ 

+ of +. ~tail and white-tail deer are fairly abundant. “They feed on vegetation 

out.on the burned areas and spend the nights in the small clumps of tim 
ber or dense brush in the draws and creck bottoms, Pheasants are very 
sear¢e. During three weeks! stay on the Deep Oreck area only three : 

pheasants and éne.or two blue grouse were seen. These held forth in 

the vicinity 6f green brush or small clumps of green trees. One or two | 

pine squirkels were seen or. heard in the larger patches of green trees : 

which had survived both fires, Gromnd squitrels, mice and chipmunks ~ 

were very few and song birds almost entirsiy wanting. People told that 

; the amount of trout in the streaus nad been seduced at least 50 per cent. ee 

Beaver, on the other hand, are plentiful, but whether or not they have A 

increased or decreased after the burns is impossible to state.--J-A.L. 

saataacoeante: eres : 

; . Py s : ; if 

: ' DISTRICT 2 = ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT 

Yellow Pine Blister Rust.—-Corisiderable alarm has been felt for several ‘ 
years because of the presence of the Yellow Pine blister rust, Perider~ 

miom Harknessii, in the Halsey plantations on the Nebraska Forest. Reo- 

cently Supervisor Higgins diéovered this same infection in a Scotch pine 
plantation located near Ainsworth, about fifty miles north of Halsey. _ 
This plantation was éstablished in 1898 on private land by the old Fed- 

eral Division of Forestry. It is of course unknown whether the stock was | 

infected when sent in or whether the spores of the blister rust were 
carried by the wind from the native yellow pine along the Niobrara River, 

+o" - which is about twenty miles north. In any event, this illustrates that 
it is almost impossible to isolate a plantation of forest trees even in 

long stretches of treeless country without in time getting in some injuri- 

ous disease or insect. 

% Bee
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THE WOODS AND WILD LIFE 

“Human life is absolutely dependent upon 
wild life and forests. Without these things 
we would become extinct as a race. 

“Tf all vegetation, all wild life, and all for- 
ests should disappear to-morrow, the human 

race would become extinct upon the face of 
the earth within one year.” 

—James Oliver Curwood. 

FIRE IS THE ANGLER’S ENEMY 

In 1900 a severe fire on Slippery Brook, 
New Hampshire, was followed by a rain. 

After the rain many dead fish were seen, 
presumably killed by the alkaline ashes that 
washed into the water. 

—Aldo Leopold in American Forestry Magazine, 

September, 1923, 

Ultimately fish depend on the smaller 
creatures and on plants for food. 

Acquatic plants are affected by changes 
in quality of water. 

Rising and falling water levels affect them 
still more. 

Forest fires affect the floor of lakes and 
streams as much as the forest floor, though 

less suddenly. 
—P. E. Nobbs, in Illustrated Canadian Forestry 

85731 Magazine, May, 1923.



FIRE IS RUTHLESS 

For 12 years after a 50 square mile forest 
fire in Canada, streams which had previously 

been abundantly supplied contained no 
trout. 

Most of the waters are still barren. 

FIRE DESTROYS GAME FOOD 

During the deep snows of winter, white- 
tailed deer “yard up” on North Fork, in the 
Flathead Forest. 

In 1910 the Coal Creek—Anaconda fire 
burned the moss and willows on half of this 

yarding area. 

The following winter the deer yarded as 
usual. Seventy per cent died of starvation 
before spring. 

Many weakened deer were killed by coy- 
otes before they had a chance to die of 
starvation. 

LOST TO SPORTSMEN 

On a single 40-acre tract of brush land 
in Minnesota, planted to pine, eight nests 
of ruffed grouse with 83 eggs were burned. 

Destroyed in this fire: 

Eight coveys of grouse. 
Recreation for 12 men. 
Potential timber for 40 homes.



SIX RULES FOR PREVENTING 

FIRE IN THE FORESTS 

1. Matches—Be sure your match is out. 
Break it in two before you throw it away. 

2. Tobacco—Be sure that pipe ashes 
and cigar or cigarette stubs are dead before 
throwing them away. Never throw them 
into brush, leaves, or needles. 

3. Making Camp—Before building a 
fire scrape away all inflammable material 

from a spot 5 feet in diameter. Dig a hole 
in the center and in it build your camp fire. 

Keep your fire small. Never build it against 
trees or logs or near brush. 

4. Breaking Camp—Never break camp 
until your fire is out—dead out. 

5. Brush Burning—Never burn slash 
or brush in windy weather or while there 
is the slightest danger that the fire will get 
away. 

6. How to Put Out a Camp Fire— 
Stir the coals while soaking them with wa- 
ter. Turn small sticks and drench both 
sides. Wet the ground around the fire. 
If you can’t get water stir in dirt and tread 
it down until packed tight over and around 
the fire. Be sure the last spark is dead.
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TABLE III ‘ 

SUNSHINE IN SIBERIA, 1915 

jilours With Sunshine 
Station Longitude | __—_____... 

Latitude | ~ East | Observed] Normal | Observed | Normal 
Jeptaki. 3 aie i ae 57.7 98.4 217 250 134 208 
Exper. Farm at Kazachino....| 57.8 93.2 200 230 131 175 
Ust Ralakoyer. ince eons. -| 0 <153i2 91:3 235 294 123 266 
Bu eee | Eas |e toro | wei gee | tae | ca 
Galetge so ae 108.0 256 359 152 222 

BVOOGE asses seen Raat eee 229 273 136 210 

In July, 1915, only 85 per cent, in August, 65 per cent, of normal 

sunshine was registered. 

The influence of fires on the wild animals was extremely great. 

Even the birds were destroyed by the thousands, especially the young 

ones or those moulting. In many places bees disappeared at once, as 

[ did also other insects. The destruction of mammals was particularly 
| noticeable. In the forests along the Angara River and within the gov- 

ernment of Jakutsk the hunters later came across numerous charred re- 

mains of animals, or killed and caught squirrels, ermine, etc., with their 

tails burned. Animals migrated great distances, sometimes appearing in 
| quite unexpected places. Bears and wolves appeared near Krasnoyarsk, 

| and, in many other cases, bears were reported killed near dwellings. 
Moose swam across the Angara River separately and in herds, even in 

the presence of man. Many squirrels appeared in the gardens in the 

town of Mariinsk as well as in the gardens along the Siberian Railroad. 

During the fires, numerous squirrel corpses floated down the Yenisey, 

j or squirrels, alive, were to be seen on floating trees, pieces of wood, 

etc. Many observers reported groups of bears, squirrels and snakes 
swimming across the large rivers, Chulym, Tym, even the Yenisey and 

Ob. Varieties of animals typical for some certain district of Siberia 

appeared in a new one, thus changing, at once, their geographical dis- 

| tribution. From the village of Esaulskoye up the Yenisey River it was 
reported, for instance, that it was possible on the same larch to meet 

\ with five or six different squirrel varieties: reddish; light-grey, typical 

\ \ for Kirensk district; dark-grey with black tail, known near Lake Baikal 

\ and within the government of Jakutsk; even a white variety like the 

* ermine, altogether an association never known before. Long flights 
were made by birds: in the government of Yeniseisk the hunters came 

across the small variety of wood hen known before on the Lena River.
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7 ‘ ) lofi ia 7 : . 
On the Zeya River some new bird§ were Féported, unknown in that part 

of the country. 

The economic loss from fires is enormous and can be appreciated 
approximately in the following way: the price of timber in Siberia on : 

one acre is about $20, and its amount 3,200 cubic feet. Supposing 50 

per cent of the forest under fire were destroyed completely, then 27,500 
» square miles of forest would be burned, and 56,320,000,000 cubic feet i 

of timber destroyed, with a value of $352,000,000. 

The other losses from such fires cannot be appreciated by figures 

like those given, but they are also very great: 1. The forest area is 
decreasing, especially through the repeated fires; 2. The most valuable 

slowly growing pine trees are replaced by birch, poplar, etc; 3. Forest 
territory, after a fire, often becomes marshy in the lowland, and sandy 

and stony desert on the hills and on the stony slopes. In both cases the 
amount of potentially agricultural land is decreasing very noticeably. A 

very interesting case of the latter result, due to fire, is known from the 

province Maritime of the Russian Far East.1 During the sixties of 
the past century the valley of the river Avakumovka was occupied by 

peasant emigrants from European Russia. They had plenty of land for 

agriculture and the fine forests were inhabited by an abundance of dif- 

ferent kinds of animals. Hunting became an important phase of the 

economic life, and, every spring, fire was set to drive game in a certain 

direction, or to provide pastures for it. In 40 years about 30 families 

of peasants have destroyed in this way over 1,000,000 acres of forest, 

with the result that, at about the time of the Russian-Japanese war, they 

were complaining of the lack of land. A revision and comparison of 

the surveys at different periods have led to the very interesting conclu- 

sion that the width of the flood-plains of the rivers and creeks has in- 

creased very noticeably, during the time referred to, due in all cases to 
the destruction of the forest. After the destruction of the forest, stones 

and sand were brought down from the bared tops, and the slopes became 
unsuitable for agriculture. The river Avakumovka was surveyed in 

1902, and, about half way up, it was 210-280 feet wide. After the flood 

in 1907 it became 1120-1190 feet wide and, in the next year 1610-1820 
feet wide, although the later flood was not higher than the previous ones. 

1Q. Kuzeneva. Fires of Taiga in the Maritime Province. St. Petersburg, 
1914 (in Russian).
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ou o Wee the cheapest form of clothing, and case, it would seem unlikely that deer or 
we have generally adopted the policy of wear- game birds would be overtaken by the flames. 

ing it where it is suitable, as prescribed in Pine squirrels and other animals however were 

the Regulations. all destroyed in the path of the fire. Along 

For a Ranger who must ride after stock, the edge of the fire, where we were trench 

help brand calves, build roads and tapas ing, we saw a number of pine squirrels that 

fight fire, climb telephone poles, dig p apparently had their feet so badly burned 

holes, scale timber and forty-'1l sult i they could not climb trees. The deer 

things, a uniform is out of the ake ion if in this locality are of the whitetail species. 

he cares a darn about expenses. Pe I found two deer on the creek below the fire 

There is a lot in dressing Yo \ fighters' camp that were burned to a crisp. 

your forest users and your surroundin fyou Two other degr--onea large buck and the other 

don't believe it just look around and count a yearling--died near the Riverside pasture 

the number of uniforms regularly worn in the gate. Another old buck, with the hair over 
District office during office hours. his hind quarters badly singed, and his feet 

With reference to the last paragraph, so badly burned that he could hardly walk, 
please reread Regulation A l. I know you "yaciceonty tneter ire crew a number of times 

will come and quote "assigned to field duty," between Riverside and Murray Creek. I also 

-and there is jus he trouble. saw a fawn in the vicinity of Spring Meadows 

that has evidently lost its mother. The feet 

of this fawn had been badly burned. However, 

DO FIRES DESTROY WILD LIFE? it appeared as though it would recover, 

A great many grouse that had died from ® 
aise Replying to the item in the Daily | se effects of the fire were found. In fact, 

of January 13, requesting authenti es of the fire fighters reported finding dead 
wild life destroyed by fire, the llowing grouse almost daily. Supervisor Shepard of 
is offered by Mr, Humphrey of the Matti: the Wasatch and I found a dead grouse. Its 

ts In August 1926 I was detailed to the fee had been burned, and very likely breath- 
Lost Johnny Creek fire on the Flathead Forest ing the heated air had killed it. 
in District 1. We arrived at the Riverside As explained above, this fire did not 
fire camp, about 15 miles above Coram, on the travel fast enough to overtake either the 
south fork of the Flathead River, after the game or the birds. It is my opinion that 
fire had quieted down—at least it was not both, after the fire had quieted down, drift 
crowning at that time. The Riverside Ranger ed back to their old range through the smol- 
Station, and a fire fighters' camp located dering ashes. After getting in where the- 
across the river on the west side had been ashes were extremely hot, and burning their 

burned to the ground. In this particular feet, they had become somewhat bewildered, and 
locality, the forest was a mixed stand of probably had run on until they were so badly 
spruce, fir, larch, and white pine. The burned that even though they got out of the 
station which had burned down was located fire, they later died from the effects of the 
within one hundred feet of the river bed. burns. Both deer and grouse appeared very 
For some reason or other, the Ranger's per- reluctant to move away from their home 
sonal belongings, including, as I recall it, grounds which had been destroyed by the fire, 
eighty dollars in paper money, had all been and they returned immediately after the fire 
destroyed. had quieted down, before the ground had had 

Ranger Austin, who was in charge of time to cool. Nearly every day we would 

the adjoining district, assured me that the See deer wandering through the burn, espece 
fire while at its height did not travel ially on the meadows, even though the forage 
faster than two miles an hour. This being the was practically all destroyed. ~ District 4. 

—_————S : :
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THE GOVERNMENT'S PROPER FIELD IN TIMBER Simply because some line of work could 

2 PRODUCTION. be done somewhat better by the Government 

cae does not in itself justify it as a proper 

E. A. Sherman government undertaking. It must be shown 

that serious public injury will otherwise 

result or that the change will result in very 

Blame the bloodthirsty editor of the material public benefits. Government owner- d 

Service Bulletin for this contribution. It ship and management of forests were only 

was he who called attention to the golden undertaken when it became manifest that wide- 

opportunity for controversy presented by Logg- spread disaster would otherwise result. To 

ling Engineer Philip Neff's article advocat- furnish a nation with a dependable and con- 

ing Government logging. Pointing his pen at stant supply of wood it is necessary (1) to 

that article, he deliberately hissed a sibi- carry a heavy investment in growing timber 

lant "sis 'em", evidently hoping to see the for a long period through to financial maturi- 

floor strewn with blood and hair, front teeth, ty,.(2) to protect this investment from de- 

gouged-out eyes, broken chairs, and other struction by fire, such protection requiring 

wreckage of bitter combat. farflung cooperation and application of police - 

In the writer's opinion Government authority, and (3) to make heavy investments 

logging is about the last activity the For- in labor, equipment, and transportation and 

est Service should ever plan to undertake. manufacturing facilities for transforming the 

It is not so undesirable as Government mill- mature tree into lumber or some other usable 

ing but is open to many of the same object— form or product. 

ions. : 

: The writer betrays no state secrets * It will readily be seen that the first 

when he admits the existence of widespread two, which are essential to the growing ‘of 

prejudice against the Government's engaging the tree, lend themselves admirably to Gov— 

in business. Much of the basis for this ernment jurisdiction. No private agency can 

prejudice is illogical and many allegations secure capital at so low an interest rate as 

made in its support are absurd and unfair. the Government. This is a most important 

Nevertheless its existence must be reconed factor in a business which requires a long 

with as an important fact. When all things term investment. For example, $1.00 at four 

are considerred after all it is extremely per cent compounded for 50 years becomes 

desirable. to perpetuate and still further $7.11; at 6 per cent compounded for the same 

develop our national trait of initiative and period it becoms $18.42. In order that our wood- 

individual resourcefulness. using industries may have future supplies of raw 

material available at reasonable costs it may
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; ee a sure 
be a real public necessity to make use of the the necessity of improving the conditions of W 

public credit to a reasonable extent in long the forest itself and of using the only method tg ov 

term forrestry investments. So also the Gov— by which we are able to get essential work woh 

ernment has a tremendous advantage over the done satisfactorily without excessive costs. © 

private owner in protecting forests against Really it appears to the writer that this is 

destruction by fires. Public opinion will as it should be - wide extension of the Gov— 

yield police control and jurisdiction and will ernment's activities in fields suited to its 

cheerfully submit to reasonable restraint advantages restriction where it is at a dis- 

during fire danger periods to safeguard its advantage. The practical result is that al- 

interests in public forests, where the same though the Government owns and protects a tre— 

consideration could not be obtained from the mendous area of forest, 75 to 95 per cent of 

forest investment of some private corporation the price paid for lumber costs which has 

or non-resident, Finally, successful timber been added by labor and other requirements un- 

production depends upon a stable, well-formu- der private enterprise. With approximately 90 

lated policy and continuity of control. It is per cent of the lumber production field left 

footless to protect an area from fire twenty- to private enterprise even on the National 

five years and then let it burn up through Forests and the Forest Service giving its 

failure to provide for its protection the attention to the activities least attractive 

twenty-sixth year, Better have saved the en- to private industry and most effectively con— 

tire protection expenditure and allowed it to ducted by a public agency, there is no fair 

burn up in the first place, Few individuals basis for criticizing our position in the 

have pre-assurance of sufficient funds to industry. In fact our activities along these 

provide an established standard of protection lines might be increased 100 per cent without 

every year through a rotation period of fifty arousing as much real apprehension as would 

years, an advantage inherent in Government the establishment and operation by the For- 

jurisdiction, est Service of one major i i 

On the other hand, the government has 

no advantage over the private operation in FOREST FIRES IN THE FAR NORTH 

logging and milling. In fact it is usually = é = 

recognized that in merchandizing activities By Charles H. Flory, D-8 

. and in activities requiring the employment 

and supervision of a great deal of labor (That there is a serious fire problem 

private concerns operate much more effective- even north of the Artic Circle is set forth 

ly than public, Requirements of sound public by District Forester Flory, who some time 

policy necessitate safeguards in selling act- ago made an interesting voyage the entire 

ivities and handling public business, Also, length of the Yukon, The following para- e 

where success or failure may depend upon a graphs are "lifted" from a report to the 

margin of labor—efficiency over that attained Forester.) 

by a competitor, the government's handicap We made an unusually quick trip down 

is obvious. For private industry to make a the river, thanks to the thorough and care- 

margin of profit by speeding up its opera- ful arrangements which Mr. Theile had made, 

tions is considered commendable; for the Gov- We left Juneau for Skagway the morning of 

ernment to do so would be counted intolerable. August 12 and on the evening of August 13 

While there will doubtless come a day went aboard the steamer "Casca" at Whitehorse 

when it may be a public necessity for the bound for Dawson. On August 27 we arrived at 

Forest service to do some logging and milling, St. Michael and the following morning I landed 

it is the writer's feeling that such a day in Nome. Thus I actually spent about thirteen 

is in the far distant future. It is also days on the Yukon River, of which only eleven 

believed that when the Service takes up this were within the boarders of Alaska. 

work, the reason will not be the necessity There were no fires anywhere on the 

of salvage, utilization, or protection, but Yukon at the time of my visit in Yukon Terri~
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tory between Withehorse and Dawson. There organized what is known as the "Arch Deacon 

had been large fires during July between Stuck Club", the membership of which is made 
Tanana and Eagle, but heavy and extensive up of Indians, of whom over six hundred re- 
rains during the first part of August had side at Fort Yukon. This Club has for its 
completely extinguished them. Evidences of purpose the betterment of the natives in any 
old burns are an ever present characteristic way possible. At its regular meetings during - 

of the landscape however. the long winter months, the natives have de- 

Two facts regarding the region stand bates, moving pictures, lectures (by them- 
out with striking vividness. First, there is selves), etc. The Doctor has of his own in- 
a most amazing attitude on the part of the itiative carried on through this culb an ac-— 
better class cf local residents in favor of tive campaign for fire protection. I was 

active fire protection by the Government, amazed at the efforts he has put forth in 
especially by the Forest Service. Second, this direction without direct help, advice, 
the amount of what may be called merchantable or encouragement on the part of any agency. 
timber on the Yukon River and its tributa~ either federal or private. He has been guid— 
ries, not including the Tanana, is far great- ed by his own understanding and knowledge of a5 
er in amount than has previously been report- how forest fires are injuring the natives and = 
ed. his altruistic desire to be of help to them. eS 

5 I want here to stress that this univer- He told me that he believed his efforts were 
sally favorable attitude for fire protection bearing fruit for he frequently overhears 
is not a passive one, nor is it academic or natives cautioning one another, when start— 
theoretical. On the contrary it is urgent ing on trips through the timber, to be care- 
and insistent and calls for action. I will ful not to start forest fires. The Doctor 
cite just two specific instances, illustrat-— told also of one instance when on a trip 

; ing the point, from the many that came to my through a recently burned area on the Por. 
attention: . cupine River, a year or so ago, he had found 

Fort Yukon, which as you know is just hundreds of ducks and geese nests with their 
north of the Artic Circle, is surrounded by eggs roasted. When he later related this to 
an enormous forested region known as the “tHe Club it made a very profound impression 
"Yukon Flats", extending for two hundred miles on those present. The untutored, but nature 
along the big bend of the river and continu- observing Indians were quick to see the point: 
ing far to the north into the lower valleys The Doctor enthusiastically welcomed iy offer 
of the Chandalar and Porcupine Rivers. There to send him literature on the subject of for- 
are over eleven thousand square miles in this estry and forest fires. 

section. It is a region of many and exten- The next instance occurred at Ianana. 
sive fires, all caused by carelessness on the I happened to be sitting by the stove at the . 
part of local residents, mostly Indians. It hotel while waiting to change from one river 
is an excellent game and fur bearing region, steamer to another. There were six or eight 
which resource is practically the only lo- old timers of the "sourdough" type loafing 
cal source of revenue at present. At Fort around the fire. Although they perhaps knew 
Yukon is located the Arch Deacon Stuck Memor- that I was connected with the Government in 
ial Hospital and a mission church and school some way, I am quite sure they did not know 
under the jurisdiction of the Episcopal Church. in what capacity. I made a general remark 
Doctor Burke, who is the resident physician about forest fires. The effect was startling. 

in charge of the hospital, has resided at For an instant I thought I had unintention-— 
Fort Yukon for many years. He is an unusual ally committed some indiscretion by the way 
individual possessed with a forceful person- the several men commenced talking and swear- 
ality and great capacity for leadership. He ing and denouncing the Government for not 
has traveled extensively throughout Northern taking any hand in protecting the country 
Alaska anc is unusually progressive. He has against forest fires. Instead of enemies
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however I found a group of friends who wanted the Dominion State. I had not been long 

and who would welcome assistance. Later I seated in the smokinz compartment before the 

discussed the situation with U. S. Commission- other occupant and I began to swap lies, and 

Howard at Tanana and he told me that the local I shortly found out that he was President of 

feeling was so strong against forest fires a wood fiber company that turns out 100 tons 

that he believed there would be no difficulty of pulp a day. 

whatever in getting juries to prosecute offen- The company operates in east central 

ders. : Virginia - and uses the wood of ‘the loblolly 

Strange as it may seem, even at Nome pine. The supplies are obtained in part from 

I found a strong sentiment against fires, logging operations of other concerns, the 

although there are no forests or even trees pmall stuff left by the loggers being picked 

within many miles of the town. The whole up and hauled to the mill. The company itself 

country is a dreary aspect of tundra but the also owns a considerable area of pine and is 

people don't want fires on their tundra be- gradually acquiring more. The executive did 

cause it destroys the reindeer forage, spoils not appear to believe that there was danger 

their bird hunting, and makes their living of exaustion of raw material, nor was he con- 

“conditions more dreary. They have enough cerned about fire in commercial stands of 
gloomy weather from fog and rain as it is with- timber, since fire in his opinion, does but 

out having their short summer season made little damage to the large trees. Upon being 

disagreeable by a pall of smoke. Smoke also questioned as to damage done to the young 

makes travel over the trackless tundra much growth he confessed ignorance as to. what 

more difficult and sometimes even dangerous actually happened there. 

just the same as a fog. Leaving Petersburg early the next morn- 

To me it isa strange and interesting ing I traveled 40 miles by train through a 

thing to find this extensive public attitude wooded country where loblolly pine was the pre— 

in favor of fire protection up under the Arc- dominant species. It was very much in evidence, 

tic Circle and to contrast it with the in- showing up now in dense stands of large 

tense antagonism and hatred which the Forest trees and again as young stuff on ground which 

Service experienced during its early days in still showed the plow furrows. The right 

many parts of the western States, I believe of way of the railroad has been cleared of in- 

however that the reason is simple. In the flammable debris in some places; in others a 

first place, the men of the far north, the dense growth of dry sedge grass reached from 

"sourdoughs" have had to fight their way the woods to the edge of the ballast. I did 

against nature and the elements, in a way not, however, see any signs of recent fires. 

never known even to the pioneers of the West. I arrived at Nottaway at 8:30 and was 

These men have learned by hard and practical instructed by the. station agent to follow the 

experience that forest fires are their enemies mail carrier, which I did, and after going 

and are to be deplored. Secondly, and equal— about half a mile I reached the Post Office. z 

ly important I am sure that the constant The postmistress was there and when she learned 

campaign against forest fires carried on by that I was to attend a fire wardens' meeting 

the Service over a period of many years has in the Court House across the pike gave me 

had an unconscious but nevertheless real her opinion, in the charming dialect of the 

reaction in the minds of the people. Southerner, that people ought to wake up to 

an appreciation of what fire did to the woods— 

A DAY IN VIRGINIA meantime measuring out staple articles to 

5 darkies who had come in to trade. 

By Paul G. Redington It was a hospitable and pleasing in- 

, troduction to Nottaway. Presently the County 

I left Washington at 6:35 P. M. on Clerk came in, was introduced to me, and 

November 5, for a trip of two weeks through invited me to join him in a bottle of coca—
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No living thing here. A part of the Yaquina Bay Fire of 1846, reburned in 1910 and 1919. 

Fire in the S t 
By 

JOHN D. GUTHRIE 

OR days the skies to the east and all the air out to more or less calculable, but the toll of wild life, the crea- 

sea had been clogged with smoke and cinders. Along tures of the forest, has been no less heavy proportionately, 

the narrow beach wandered a group of Indians, though only now and then is this loss realized. Since the 

father, mother, an old toothless grandmother, and five coming of the white man to these shores forest fires have 

children, Hemmed in on one side by a forest fire and on raged through what was once probably the most beautiful 

the other by the Pacific Ocean, they had been forced time and varied forest flora on the face of the earth. “The 

and again into the surf to protect themselves from the heat forest must be pushed back,” they said, “to make way for 

and smoke, even from the licking flames. field and farm.” Besides, within its dense shade lurked 

Farther down the beach nosing among driftwood were brown enemies and all the real and imagined foes of the 

three bears, farther on were several deer, and in between animal world. And so fires were set out and recurring 

the two groups on some rocks lay stretched two mountain year after year they swept from Virginia to Oregon. 

lions. Smaller animals, rabbits, raccoons, and a fox or two, I am not here concerned with the staggering material 

wandered aimlessly but unharmed up and down the narrow loss from forest fires which may be annually set down 

strip of sand. No animal molested the other, none molested against American shiftlessness, carelessness and thought- 

the man, the women or the children, each group seemed _ lessness. This total mounts into millions, of merchantable 

unconscious of the presence of the other, all almost driven timber burned, of young forest growth,—ten times more 

into the sea by the fury of the burning forest which now valuable than the mature trees, but for its untimely de- 

for days had filled the air with its roar and the heavens struction it would come to the saw when we shall be need- 

with its blank blanket. Back in what had been impenetrable ing it sorely; nor am I considering the machinery and equip- 

forest of spruce, cedar, hemlock and fir, many hundreds ment loss—such as logging tools, engines, loaders, rail- 

of both animal and human bodies had been caught, trapped, roads, bridges, camps, and other losses. Nor is the annual 

and crisped, and had paid tribute to the fire god. Only loss of human life considered here, large and unnecessary 

these few had had the speed, or instinct, or the wit, to go as that is. But only the destruction of the wild things of 

seaward. The Indians, by the merest chance, had been the forest by the red demon, whose coming into the green 

digging clams on the beach when the fury arose to the east. canopies and sanctuaries is through no fault of the wild 

This was the picture on an Oregon beach near Yaquina things, but is brought in largely by man, who boasts of a 

Bay in the year 1846, the year of the great Pacific Coast far higher intelligence than the creatures of the forest. 

forest fire which burned over some 450,000 acres of what It is true that lightning sets many fires; these are wholly 

had been perhaps the finest forest in America, which burned unpreventable. And it has been rather the fashion of late 

and clouded the skies for weeks and weeks,—if the Indians for some writers to refer to the Indian’s ancient custom 

who survived relate truly. This is, in substance, the story of periodic burning over of the forest. This last is un- 

told by one of those Indian children, now a toothless relic substantiated; it would seem largely the white man’s alibi 

of an earlier Oregon day. for his own misdeeds. But for civilized man, whether de- 

The toll of forest fires in America has been terrific in liberately, by carelessness, or through thoughtlessness, to 

timber, homes, machinery, and human life. This loss is set fire to forest wealth and let it burn unheeded, is noth- 
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so 
ee ge ee ae ea a en ae they, too, have probably in countless thousands 

[OR i ath ee Be ag tee mn eet ee aid the price. 
ee 4 P z . : 
et Bat ak ea eee og ae Ee. OF What is variously called the Yacolt, Lewis - 

ee a er mee Cp cae a River, or Cowlitz fire of September, 1902, in the 

hee a ee Ce a gs state of Washington, burned over some 600,000 

a 8 - Hash At S| acres, resulted in the death of 18 persons, and 

tne By aS ee caused an estimated loss of twelve million dollars. 

ee fos Survivors of this fire tell of seeing many cases 

we #4) of wild life having been destroyed. Many car- 

Ee ee ; | casses of deer were found afterwards, while the 

ge ce ee Pee ae loss of small game such as grouse, squirrels and 

Pads gC Baas ee ceo rabbits was very large. In one wet meadow 

eng ratg Re ae A 3 8 nie, 3 gem some settlers took refuge; there also were six 

Fede la : S Bier Bae olege Sirae Pe ee bear, eight deer, and a lynx. 

ae wa SS ean 2 a nag Foresters believe that a forest fire is just as 

Photo by Fair serious to game and wild life as a city or dwelling 
A remarkable photograph of deer overtaken by a forest fire. Ehren e human life. They, eth homes, 

and the game depends on the forest for its pro- 

ing short of criminal, and should be regarded only as such. tection, its food and its comfort. Game will diminish to a 

No need to hold our forests as virgin timber tracts, ex- large percent in proportion to the diminishing of our forest : 

cept of course our national and cover. Forest rangers, both in 

state parks, for forestry is the federal and state employment, 

wise use of trees for human ; are the best qualified men to 

needs. No need to hold them 3 , L give the facts of game and wild 

as a howling wilderness, solely — ; life destruction by forest fires. 

as retreats for wild animals, & . . 3 This is true for the reasons that 

though that too should have its eo — ‘| they are trained to be close ob- 

place in our plans of land use. Ve eo os 5 servers of things outdoors, they 

But there is a world of differ- 3 ee are constantly in the forests, and 

ence between use and abuse, be- — se PA ee most of all, they are the ones 

tween forest management and nd a e: t who discover and fight forest 

forest destruction by fire. For- - 4 ae “f ? S fires, and are eye-witnesses of 

ests may be and should be cut nee se ies ~@©~=—CS*ésSsCéthesse forest ‘tragedies. Their 

when mature for the needs of || = *]a mle ris y es testimony is unbiased, clearly 

man; they may be so cut that ‘ {2 awe bs o stated, unanswerable, and con- 

the homes of game and the wild |FRga )ge  gets . os stitutes one of the strongest 

life will not be utterly de- | 9 3 Ae a As == | arguments for keeping uncon- 

stroyed, nor even seriously mo- -) — es a - trolled fire out of American 

lested. European foresters hold |g" ae : 4 [| = | forests. Doubtless the records 

their game animals and wildlife |F ne ia 2 ee ee ™ | of thousands of actual cases of 

as_a_major product of their | ii a 2a ps Ae ‘) game and wild life being burned 

forests; we could learn much | ## go = = =  . alive could be collected from 
. . ~~ neg? 

from them in this regard. ere | a. - the forest men, from woodsmen, 

Game animals and wild life are |, ge - 2 — > =| and stockmen of the West. The 

an asset entirely aside from ee ee —_— || instances mentioned below are 

their value as food, and the |2 ie [ee P| but a few, but let these forest 

item of food is tremendous. ad o — fa a f | men be heard:— 

Pennsylvania, for example, pro- Po _. rs - Ranger W. I. White says of 

duced in 1925, 5,500 tons of ih >. oF g oe the Lost Johnny Creck fire, 

wild game for food, valued at [3 == | 7 a = ©. | which burned some 31,000 acres 

something like $5,000,000. More eee ae =~ | ‘on the Flathead National For- 

than 525,000 hunting licenses | ee |_f* @ -| est, Montana, in 1926,—“Two 

were issued in that state in 1926. [a — - ; Se white-tail deer, one a doe and 

Wild life has many enemies,— eg ee os ©2 | the other a buck, were found 

humans, their own kind, the |= 9 fe = ~— | :«ead near the Riverside camp. 

elements, but none more terrible |p Sh SCThe legs had been completely 

than forest fires. Some woods- |fRp(] |) #)(=. Mee Ge@@e gc 29822 / burned off the doe. An old 

men claim that wild lifecan and |F SC EF | Fchitetail doe that had her feet 

docs ceape forex fee, PME Raaeny Now wm 
than the fastest flame. Forest What chance: lias this jaunitrs aforest fred phrey, speaking of this same 

rangers tell a different story. Too often have they, in Lost Johnny Creek fire, says: “I found two whitetail deer 

the aftermath of a forest fire, come upon the crisped and on the creek below the fire fighters’ camp that were burned 

blackened carcass of what had been a doe, with 
a smaller mass beside of a fawn, of the grouse Pat Fe “* es ie 

roasted on its nest, of a bear cub caught in the _ a ya ia fa pe Bs 

limbs of a tree by the racing red demon. ee eS ee *4 OS Ae = 

The speed of fires has been known to be that a ee —) seer Ee ee 

almost of a hurricane, as was attested by forest eo oie Pee neh $3, gh 

rangers in the great Idaho fires of 1910. The Pei 5 6 ult s Se all re ithitig, oe 

roar and heat and smoke often confuse the wild fe ed Nettie: eee eee ig a 3 

creatures so that they will run back into the wall 9 a a a Le Oe 8 ‘ 

of Hames ee is often true of birds. Deer will Res \ , wy ; te — 

run ahead of a fire then circle back and wander % , Td ert i, rd ae! eee 

through the hot ashes and burning logs until their | Ryaaiaas 4 ‘e, a aK r bie ee ae 

feet are burned almost off and they finally fall , eed = ad ie : es f. gg os 

amid the ruins of what had been their sanctuary. arg = a } y LE ES 

Many cases are of record where carcasses have | ait 8 SG, La CORES cs 

been found, especially of the larger animals, but : oe” See Pa! Fn ie 2, fae 

of the toll on the smaller life, fox, squirrel, chip- ae ee oe cH. SRS 

munk, rabbit, song birds, but little is known; Photoby Olivier Foxes swift of foot but not faster than fire. 
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to a crisp. Two others—one a Ce From the Kootenai Forest, 

large buck and one a yearling— ae eam 4 Ses OPS Ranger H. R. Mathews reports 

died near the Riverside Station GX \] Op > finding a doe and a fawn burned 

pasture gate. Another old buck, Ki ae, Oss 3 ae in the Seventeen-Mile fire. On 

with the hair over his hind quar- Ce se Nett Jee the same fire Ranger C. D. Sousley 

ters badly singed, and his feet so // AQ NS x? ee found a fawn killed by a falling 

badly burned he could hardly walk, / 4 > ey a i _—_\ snag, and on the Garver Creek fire 

was seen by the entire crew a /7jggaagae a 4 4. | a young deer burned to death. 

number of times between Riverside |) A a PS Arthur Potter reports that “dur- 

and Murray Creeks. I also saw a |g. pe AS Eases : A, ing the Banks fire of 1924, I saw 

fawn in the vicinity of Spring me ae © =a = couple of fawns which hung 

Meadows that had evidently lost SPs ie i * - 42 ZS around the fire, and ran into the 

its mother. The feet of this fawn 4 ag od le burned area as it cooled. I believe 

had been badly. burned.” ae 4 a eee their mothers were killed in the 

Elers Koch, of the Forest Serv- ee ol ie e. fire.’ In September, 1924, William 

ice at Missoula, says, “Last year, SS Loo aes Hooten, Association Fire Warden 

while working on the Tamarack Photo by U.8. Forest Service in Idaho, reported finding a large 

Creek fire on the Lolo Forest, one ‘A mother grouse flew back through the flamesto her brood.”” buck deer which had been struck 

6B oe a ie eae Sele 5: 
ti aoe 3 7.37 Faia easter ot 

Ae UES tie a LAS: 5K Se tS 
Photo by Cah OE) ile eee ee ee) ve PL GRO a ges eS Photo by Doug- 

Jaenicke (Sie. RP eto a Og 7 & Sect OE peo Poa ae las Johnson 

be Mos ee eS mete CO me a RI ee 
A Sea, lg ee = Sy pe ti eon tk 

ps ploy: fh gk a oe " Ss Dp Pe TG Ry Whetheryon 

oys oO. e Be i | eo pee | LE ee cae ee at RE eae me \the ground or 

forest wilds. ~ Se Ce ~ saa 248 Ya : sae ee Se ey  palbwhe Jj in frees, a 

Karte, oe ee) \ ee Bega Ma | bird’segss are 
Cenc ra? oe a _— + See oe Pc, ae Pe eg fragile things: 

Ce ee a Efe A \s See eee 4 ea 

leg” I BO LS og Sey 
LE EOE Sewers Ie | ais 

of the foremen told me of seeing three or four deer very by lightning and burned in a forest fire on the ridge east 

badly burned. Most of their hair was burned off, and their of Idaho City. Logging Engineer U. S. Schwartz, now 

feet burned, and they were so bewildered by the fire that of the Forest Service, Ogden, Utah, says that “after the 

he was able to get right in amongst them.” fires of 1894, known in history as the Hinkley fire, I spent Z 

Forest Ranger Stock reports that while on the Loon three months in northern Minnesota estimating damage to 

Creck fire on the Challis Forest, Idaho, he found the car- timber. Hundreds, and I dare say thousands of heaps of : 

casses of two buck deer which had been killed by the fire. charred bones bore mute evidence to the destruction of 

Supervisor Ryan mentions a yearling deer found near the wild life by fire. Most of these charred heaps of bones 

edge of the Bowen fire, which evidently had made it through were those of rabbits and pheasants, but many were those 

the fire but its feet and legs were burned to such an extent of deer and bear.” 

that it could not travel. Also on the Hay Creek fire, a fire Elers Koch, of Missoula, says that after the 1910 fires in 

fighter reported to Supervisor Taylor the bodies of two northern Idaho he saw the carcass of a black bear that had 

deer burned to death during one of the bad blow-ups which apparently been smothered by the smoke. Supervisor 

characterized this fire. Charles Simpson, while on the Kaniksu Forest in 1926, 

After the Seventeen-Mile fire of the Kootenai Forest in met a bear in the fire trench with his feet so badly burned 

1925, Rangers Jefferson and Baldwin, while crossing that he was in an ugly mood and had to be given the right 

through the area which covered some 20,000 acres, jumped of way. Ranger L. M. Beard, while walking along the fire 

eleven deer at a lick near the center of the burned area. trench, met a bear that had just walked out of the smoke. 

These deer were in such poor condition that they could Its eyes seemed to be troubling it a great deal, and as it 

probably not have wintered. They saw many deer outside fled he noticed that there was a spot on its rump about the 

the burn, all of which were sleek and fat. On this same size of a dinner plate that had been badly scorched. 

trip within the burned area, they found the bones of two Forest Supervisor L. B. Pagter tells of a fire on the Col- 

dead animals, probably deer. ville Forest, in Washington, in 1926, in which he saw a 

Ranger J. C. DeGroat, reporting his experiences on the bear cub sacrificed to the flames. He was working on the 

Hannah fire which burned on the Kaniksu Forest, in Wash- flank of the fire, on the edge of an opening, when he saw 

ington and Idaho, in 1926, says,—“I had occasion to be a mother bear with a cub hurrying across the open, just 

considerably in advance of the crew. The fire, although ahead of the flames, but looking back every few seconds. 

not traveling particularly fast at this time, was very hot. Soon Pagter heard cries from the direction of the fire 

A large doe with a fawn came through the fire at high which sounded nothing so much as like those of a little 

speed. Both animals were badly burned, the hair being child in the greatest pain. Looking towards the burning 

entirely off one side of the doe. The animals were so be- forest, he saw a bear cub, at the tiptop of a small lodgepole 

wildered that both of them made a large circle and the pine tree, looking wildly all around, and crying for all it was 

fawn ran back into the fire with the doe after it. It is worth. The smoke and the flame intermittently hid it from 

evident that both animals perished, for they were badly his view. Soon the cries ceased, and at the next clearing 

burned when they first came out of the fire.” away of the flames, the top of the tree was empty,—the 

Assistant Supervisor I. T. Anderson, speaking of the body had been sacrificed to the Moloch of the forest. 

1926 fires on the above Kaniksu Forest, says,—“Time after Adult birds probably in most cases escape fires. The 

time when the fires were at their height in July and August, egg-filled nests, and the young, too small to fly, are de- 

does without fawns were seen just in advance of the fire. stroyed undoubtedly in large quantities each year by forest 

Most of them acted as though reluctant to leave the vicinity _ conflagrations. Supervisor J. B. Taylor who was on the 

of the fire because of some attraction, which was undoubt- big Hay Creek fire on the Blackfeet Forest in 1926, re- 

edly the lost fawn. Prompted by the maternal instinct, 1 ports seeing several ruffed and blue grouse so badly burned 

believe these does, along with hundreds of others, went that it is doubtful if they survived. It is his belief that 

back into the fire as soon as the ashes were cool, in quest few grouse survive a large forest fire. 

of their young.” é Ranger John T. Marsh, while (Continued on page 29) 

is
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A ‘ squirrels were seen with feet so badly 

F n the Sanctuar burned they could not climb trees. 
we U ¥y One would not ordinarily think of forest 

fires directly affecting fish. Not only do 
(Continued from page 7) forest fires destroy the protective covering 

of mountain watersheds, thereby often re- 
sulting in silt and boulder-filled stream- 

fighting fires in 1926 on the Kaniksu For- well as young quail, is destroyed in the beds, and the drying up of springs, sources 
est, found several Franklin and ruffed South by the spring “old field” fires, either of streams; but large fires often actually 
grouse that had been killed by the fire, also accidentally or purposely set out. kill fish in the streams themselves. Here 
others badly burned which probably died I recall having been told years ago by fire are specific instances. 
later. Ranger Casler says,—‘I saw a fighters in the White Mountains of north- Men who fought fires on the Coeur 
Franklin grouse with feet badly scorched ern Arizona of their finding wild turkey d’Alene Forest in 1910, report that on Lost 
and heard reports of blue grouse rising into eggs in the nests roasted by the very early Creek the stream was so filled with ashes, 
the air before the fire and then circling spring fires which sometimes used to.occur charred timber and coals, that the water 
back into the dense smoke and heat. When through carelessness of the stockmen in became heated to such a degree that it killed 
a fire burns hard over a large area, I be- that part of the State. all the fish for a distance of seven miles, 
lieve that the small game is practically ex- An unusual instance is reported by For- and large quantities of dead fish were seen 
terminated on that area.” est Supervisor James E. Ryan, of the where drifts had been formed. 

Supervisor Humphrey who was also on Blackfeet Forest, who says that on the Hay Mrs. B. K. Monroe, whose husband was 
the Lost Johnny Creek fire on the Flathead Creek fire in 1926, three mallard ducks a ranger on the Selway Forest, says,—“The 
Forest in 1926, reports that “a great many were found about half-way up Cyclone sight of scores of dead fish strewed along 
grouse that had died from the effects of Peak with their feet and wings burned, but the banks of the Selway River in Idaho, 
the fire were found. In fact the fire fight- still alive. It was his belief that the ducks was common enough in 1910,—hundreds of * 
ers reported finding dead grouse almost had become confused or perhaps partly suf- trout and whitefish, as well as young 
daily. Supervisor Shepard of the Wasatch focated by the smoke and forced to alight, salmon, had been killed far back in the 
(who was on the Flathead at that time) accidently in a cool spot where they were mountains and their bodies washed down- 
and I found a dead grouse. Its feet had not burned to death. stream with the burned wood and debris 
been burned, and very likely breathing the Supervisor Mains of Idaho, reports that of the big fires—It was not an uncommon 
heated air had killed it.” Forest Super- in 1916, he saw on the South Fork of the sight to see bears ambling along the river 
visor Guy B. Mains, of the Boise Forest, Payette River a rabbit which had been banks feasting on the dead fish.” 
Idaho, reports, “in 1905, I saw a covey of killed by a forest fire. Ranger John T. Ranger Skillman reported that all the 
young blue grouse caught in burning brush Marsh reports finding in an Idaho fire a fish within the burn of 1910, in White Pine 
and killed by a forest fire. I have seentwo rabbit that had been killed and several Creck on the Cabinet Forest, were killed 
nests of grouse eggs on the Middle Fork others which were badly burned. He says by the fire. A fire fighter on the Lost 
of Payette River roasted in early spring those that he saw which had survived the Johnny Creek fire reported seeing dead fish 
fires.” Harvey H. Steed of Auburn, fire were very poor, doubtless from lack of floating in Riverside Creek; this in 1926. 
Wyoming, says that while he was fighting food. Ranger L. M. Beard tells about fire Assistant Supervisor John H. Clack of 
fire on Stump Creek several years ago, he killing two rabbits in 1926, his report read- the Missoula Forest, says,—‘While riding 
came across a covey of blue grouse almost ing: “On the Tumbledown fire of the past through the Hahn Creek drainage imme- 
completely surrounded by fire. As they at- season I noted two rabbits that had been diately after the Babcock fire (Flathead 
tempted to fly away, their wings were burned. The only reason these were seen Forest) I saw a number of black-spotted 
singed and they dropped into the fire and was due to the fact that they had run out trout lying in the shallow waters of the 
were destroyed; not one escaped. This was of the thick brush and taken refuge in a creek. I estimated at the time that there 
a small fire. small park where the fire trail passed. were at least 75 and possibly as many as 

E. N. Kavanagh, of the Forest Service They were, in all probability, seen very 100 dead fish in sight, along about three 
office in Portland, Oregon, had charge of a_ shortly after they had succumbed, as the miles of the stream. I was unable to ascer- 
large fire in the northern part of the Chelan hair was burned to the skin and the body tain when these fish had been killed, and 
Forest, in Washington, in 1926. He reports — still had a pinkish tint.” whether by heat or from ashes falling into 
that one day, after he had started a back- I recall as a small boy one spring in Vir- the stream, for the reason that the fire was 
fire, a grouse suddenly flew out of the burn- ginia when I set fire to a field of brooms- still burning and the falling timbers made it 
ing area. Soon he heard distinctly the edge, of how the flames raced away from impossible for me to leave my horse in 
“cheep, cheep” of young grouse beyond the me, leaped the rail fence and on into the order to make an examination.” 
wall of flame. The mother bird who lit in pine woods of a neighbor. Of how squeals In May, 1919, Ranger John R. Smith of 
a tree nearby, evidently heard the cries of of cottontail rabbits came to me, powerless’ the Boise Forest, Idaho, reported that he 
distress, and flew back through the smoke then, from the burning fence corners as found thousands of dead cut-throat trout 
and heat to her doomed brood and the these defenseless animals were trapped and in the creek above Smith Lake after a hot 
flames swept on to the top of the ridge. burned up by the fire. It was an experience forest fire had burned over the area. The 

From the East comes a report from State I shall never forget. trout were spawning in the creek at the 
Ranger C. B. Arthur of the West Virginia It is certain that many squirrels perish in time and as there was heavy brush along 
forestry organization, who while fighting forest fires, but the only specific case avail- the creek, making a hot fire, he believed 
forest fires near Tamroy in that State, able is one of injury, reported by Super- the fish had been killed by this fire. 
found two quail nests destroyed. One nest visor Humphrey from the Lost Johnny From far-off Alaska also comes testi- 
contained fifteen eggs and the other ten. Creek fire, mentioned several times pre- mony against fires as they affect game and 
Undoubtedly, many a bob-white nest, as viously here. On this fire a number of pine (Continued on page 42) 
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It will be from 50 to 100 years before the forest will reclothe these mountain slopes. 
Photo by U.S. Forest Service. 
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° fence, both to be photographed and just ° 
Memories to see how the atrocious number appeared. Vacations—and 

There was no limit to our pride. Yet the 
attitude towards them of the little fourteen- 

of a year-old, freckled face, red headed son of Forest Preserves 
the native farmer bothered us. Up and 

Q a il H t dowaite walked before that serine a birds, 
stared and said nothing, though trie . : 

ua unter ever so hard to get him to express his By Remi O. Renier 
Re ips b opinion of them, for I thought if he did, . 

(Continued from page 19) it would be a flattering testimonial to my 5 e 
prowess as a hunter. But all I received in W HEN vacation time rolled around 

ing that I fed the birds during the winter Teturn was a cold stare and the person- last August, my three pals, Paul, 
and it was something I never saw the mak- ification of taciturnity. John, and Steve asked me to throw my lot 
ers of gamelaws do, nor any hunters nor This deportment on the part of the little With theirs. We had our eyes on a beauty 

conservationists. hillbilly so intrigued me that I decided to Spot in the north, a spot where a fellow 
Early during February in a certain year have him express himself nolens volens. tired of his desk and tired of his city might 

I drove in an old-fashioned buckboard Whereupon, when we began harnessing the C™JOY the other extremities, quiet and soli- 
which was hitched to my inevitable team horses and the youngster took a position tude. : 
of sorrels to Arkansas for a quail hunt Of observation on the threshold of the . Gathering together our duffle was done 
with a friend of mine. The formality of cabin I threw him a half dollar, saying: 1 @ jiffy, and away we went to the north 
taking out a non-resident hunting license “This for you, hillbilly, if you will tell woods of Ontario. I had often read of 

was not considered. All we cared for were me what you think about my kill of quail.” the Temagami region, and had heard glow- 
the birds and that the season in Arkansas The boy stared at me with tight lipped 128 accounts of its lakes and virgin for- 
did not close until March first. No one tenseness. His open palm caught the coin ests.. Let me tell you, we were not dis- 
had ever bothered us there during previous and then in a single movement he threw appointed. Anyone who has trekked 
visits, and this time too we suffered no in- it back at me with all the strength at his through Michigan’s timberlands, and en- 
terference from the minions of the law. command, and cried: “I'll tell ‘you all’ joyed “its beautiful streams and scenery 
We stopped at an old log farm house of what I think erbout them birds you killed. will appreciate Canada’s quiet appeal, when 
typical native type where we placed the Hit’s this—what the hell’s goin’ ter be left I say that Ontario is just like Michigan 
team in care of the owner. fer us when we’uns is growed up?” with a little more water added. Lake Nip- 
About four o’clock in the afternoon, Abashed, I said nothing. The moment Pissing was a delight; French River a 

thoroughly elated because between us we was too poignant for utterance. But I dream ; but Lake. Temagami is a typical 
had killed one hundred and fifteen quail, thought ever so quickly and a vision of ideal of a vacationists playground. A drive 
we returned for our team. Think of it, things exactly as they were, entered my of seventy miles through a virgin forest 
one hundred and fifteen quail when we did brain. In a single instant the plaintive with nary a settler or a cabin to destroy 
not even have the questionable excuse of protest of the little hill boy awakened in its exotic and gripping fascination, until we 
hunting for the market! As customary, me a receptiveness toward conservation came to the trading post where canoes’ and 
we kept a few and gave the balance to and a greater appreciation of my beloved supplies are obtainable. And then, water 
friends along the road in our state. Prior sport. < trails! Portage trails! Fishing, quiet, 
to our departure we tied them in bunches (To be Continued) solitude, peace! Oh, Lord! how we en- 
of six and hung them on the split paling joyed those days. The tang of spruce and 

S pine still lingers in my nostrils—the swish, 
5 : zs et Fire swish of a canoe’s prow still vibrates in 
a _ | my brain ewhils ne dumuty oh 2 uighes 

. >» ; | * camp! Oh boy! how welcome the beans— 
— we " | m the Sanctuary the bacon—the rice—and those pine bough 
a : S| < beds! I can still hear the boom of angry 
a a q : (Continued from page 29) waters on rocky shores, hear the patter of 

: ae Bea > | = Meas - rain on a good tent roof, and sense the feel- 
: far wild life in that territory. Lawrence J. ing of comfort I derived therefrom. 
a im Palmer, of the United States Biological Men, that was a vacation! You know 
ec” al a | Survey, who has had charge of the reindeer you try your darndest to get one like it 
We. 4 3 _ __—~—_| investigation work in northern Alaska for every year. But will we get one like it every 
gat: ih | the past seven years, gives facts as he has year for years to come? Will we always 

: b ik. ..._| observed them there. : be able to go to a strip of “God’s country” 
ae “a ll “Damage to range by fire involves not for our summer play? Canada has made 
By, ; |_| only loss of forage and trees but also of sure of that, she has set aside millions of 

eS | _ | game and fur animals, since the small acres for such playgrounds. Why can’t we 

Le os eee) ground animals, as well as the cover of have more playgrounds, more of the ethe- 
oe , Pam Gg | vegetation, are destroyed by the fire. The real and physical beauties with which the 

Bisy Cs oe - | nests and young of game and other birds good God blessed this old United States of 
* Sas mp _| are also destroyed. Thus the burning over ours? How about the Superior National 

a | | of large areas will result in a serious de- Forest and the Quetico Region? This is a 
, ; | pletion of the game and fur which in turn region of the fairest and best in the land. 

_ ___4| militates against the welfare of the trap- Must private interests supersede public de- 
oe  @ per, the hunter, and the prospector. sires and claims? Must the foresighted- 

no | oe gd “To be instrumental in the setting of a ness of the popular Theodore Roosevelt in 
. ao Z _.| range or forest fire is more reprehensible establishing-this Superior National Forest 

lies he tee rf * | than to burn down deliberately one’s neigh- be for naught simply because some com- 
on Poe : bor’s cabin. The neighbor can replace his mercial interest tries to claim this wonder- 
oe ie cabin in a few days by building a new one land of lakes and forests for its personal 
Soeeige ee provided he has the funds. But in the case use and private gain? 

ie oo. - , of the destroyed range and forest, it will Oh, you men! You lovers of virgin for- 
a 5 a require Nature a good many years, per- ests; of untrammeled waters, fight for your 

# 2 Re haps a hundred or more in some instances, rights—save this remaining beauty spot of 
a ee to rebuild and no amount of funds will pineland—get behind this bill introduced by 
oe Se Be g| hasten the process.” — = Senator Shipstead and Congressman New- 
ee i 3 ——  —S Forest fires set by lightning we must al- ton of Minnesota, which would safeguard 
— See i ee ©*| ways have with us; they can not be pre- this most beautiful section. Write to your 
ee ele a ll a vented. The loss of forest wealth, game own congressmen and senators, tell them 
eee sa a pa and wild life from this cause will probably you are in favor of the bill and want their 
er eee ee oe, a Es _— always be large; quick and decisive action help. 
ate “2 ee Pete z oo ~ | on the part of fire fighters of federal, state, Although I am not yet old enough to 
ey ST as OS and private forest agencies should keep vote, I am old enough to love the woods 
Ze ee +, #62, | such fires down to an annually decreasing and to try and help protect them. I am 
[Een as ara oa Be ae acreage burned over. writing this article in the hopes that it 

But only education of the thoughtless, may induce our men and women to con- 
Ozark Ripley, outdoor writer, sports- and jail sentences for the malicious fire- sider the serious situation confronting the 
man and ardent lover of life afield and setters will eliminate the man-caused forest Izaak Walton League, and to give the 

astream. fire in America. league all the co-operation possible. 
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GAME ANIMALS KILLED IN FOREST 

EVEN BY SLOW GROUND FIRES 

Like the exile who brought about his undoing by : 

yielding to the desire to return once more to his old home, the instinct of 

wild game to drift back to their range following a forest fire often leads to 

their destruction, according to evidence gathered by foresters of the United 

States Department of Agriculture. 

While a forest fire, unless it is "croming," or traveling in the tree 

tops, ordinarily does not travel fast enough to overtake the fleeing game birds 

and animals, the homing instinct is said to bring them back to their haunts 

frequently before a fire has subsided. : 

Commenting on the destruction of wild life by forest fires, J. W. 

Humphrey of the Forest Service, %scvives some of his observations during the 

Lost Johnny Creek fire in the Flathead National Forest in Montana last summer. 

This fire occurred in a mixed stand of spruce, fir, larch and white pine. 

"The fire while at its height," Mr. Humphrey says, "did not travel 

aster than two miles an hour. This being the case, it would seem unlikely 

om deer or game birds would be overtaken by the flames. Pine squirrels and 

4 other animals, however, were all destroyed in the path of the fire. Along the 

edge of the fire, where we were trenching, we saw a nvmber of vine squirrels 

that apparently had their feet so badly burned they covld not climb trees.



aoe 

"T found two whitetail jcer on the creek below the fire fighters’ camp 

that were burned to a crisp. Two others--one a large buck and the other a 

yearling--died near the Riverside pasture gate. Another old buck, with the 

hair over his hind quariers badly singed, and his feet so badly burned that 

he could hardly walk, was seen by the entire crew a number of times between 

Riverside and Murray Creek. I also saw a fayn in the vicinity of Spring Meadows 

that had evidently lost its mother. The feet of this fawn had been bedly 

burned. However, it appeared as if it would recover. We found a great many 

grouse that had died from the effects of the fire, 

"This fire did not travel fast enough to overtake either the game or 

the birds. It is my opinion that both, after the fire had quieted down, drifted 

back to their old range through the smoldering ashes. after getting in where 

the ashes were extremely hot, and .urning their feet, they had become be- 

wildered, and probably had run on vntil so badly burned that, even though they 

got out of the fire, they later died. Both deer and grouse appeared very re- 
1 

luctant to move away from their home range and returned before the ground had 

had time to cool. Nearly every day we would see deer wandoting through the 

burn, especially on the meadows, even though the forage was practically all 

: destroyed." : 
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MONTANA’S WILD LIFE LOSES | FOREST FIRES KILL GAME FOR THE NORTHERN YELLOW- 

AN ARDENT FRIEND i AND FISH . STONE ELK HERD 

(By T. N. Marlowe, Chairman Fish | “A forest fire is just as serious to Ever since its organization in 1920 
and Game Commission.) game life as a city or dwelling on fire | the Montana Sportsmen’s association 

Charles A. Jakways, former state | is to human life,” declares Forest has been working on a plan that would 
* fish and game warden of Montana | Ranger Emery E. Wilson of White ‘jinsure the perpetuation of the north- 

and state superintendent of fish Sulphur Springs. “They are both “ern herd of elk in Yellowstone park. 
hatcheries, died in Helena, Montana,|) homes,” he says, “and the game de- While the association is carrying on 
on the 1st day of April, 1927. pends on the forest for its protection, numerous other activities it is felt 

In April, 1921, a short time before its food and comfort. The game will that the most urgent and important 
the present law giving the fish and diminish to a large per cent in pro- work that can be done this year is to 
game commission authority to appoint Portion to the diminishing of our for- lend every effort to bringing the plan 
the state game and fish warden went ests.” for the care of this herd of elk, which 
into effect, Mr. Jakways was ap- The statement of Ranger Wilson will undoubtedly for all time become 
pointed to that office by Governor ‘Summarizes the opinions of a great the greatest elk herd in the entire 
Joseph M. Dixon. A few days later Majority of the rangers and super- country, to complete fruition. 

when the commission which had been Visors who have just reported to the Reviewing the past with respect to 
appointed by Governor Dixon was or- district forester their observations of the elk of Yellowstone park, we find 
ganized, he was appointed state game ame animals, birds and fish in con- here the largest number of these ani- 
and fish warden by the commission, a ection with large forest fires. In mals and the largest remaining area 
position he held until 1925. In 1925 such fires as 1910, when no less than of public land suited to the perpetua- 
he was appointed superintendent of 80 men were trapped and burned to tion of a great number of elk in their 
fish hatcheries by the commission, death, it seems inevitable that wild natural haunts. The mountains at 
which position he held until 1926, animals, large and small, would have the headwaters of the Yellowstone and 
when he retired to engage in the au- perished in great numbers. While in- Snake rivers have long been the re- 
tomobile business at Helena. stinct may guide them to flee from sort of a great number of elk. In the 

Mr. Jakways was born January 16, the flames, what chance have they region now comprising the Yellow- 
1866, in Cassopolis, Michigan. Ever When man with all his power of rea~ stone National park and the surround- 
a lover of the great open spaces it was Soning cannot always save himself? jing national forests. the elk early 
not surprising that when a mere youth _t is the consensus of testimony of the found an ideal summer home. In the 
he “came West” to grow up with the ™men on fires also, that instinct or  faj] they drifted out of the mountains 
country. At the early age of 15 years Curiosity leads animals back into the head of the storms and snow, scat- 
he took up railroading, became a tele- reas that werd home to them before tering over the bordering open val- 
graph operator and was employed in the burn, sometimes while the fire is jeys and plains, where the snowfall 
that capacity by the Northern Pacific Still smoldering, and in that way many as Jight and where nourishing dry 
Railway company when he married %¢ 80 burned that they fall prey to gyasses were plentiful. At this sea- 
Mabel Faust in 1888. After his mar- enemies or die from weakness and son they often worked their way from 
riage he spent several more years in starvation. Deer, bear, grouse, squir- 499 to more than 200 miles from their 
the employ of the Northern Pacific Tels and rabbits are apparently all summer feeding grounds. In the 
and then located in the Blackfoot val- Subject to such confusion and fear crying they followed the melting 
ley. Here he became the owner of a that they at times rush into the snow back to the high mountains, 
large stock ranch and interested in a flames instead of away from them. ‘above the zone of annoying flies, 
large mercantile store in Ovando, and , Many winged creatures, including here the climate was cool and re- 

We engaged in farming, stock raising and || ducks, suffocate or are overcome bY freshing, the forest offering desired 
Was mercantile pursuits. the heat when flying over large fires, Cover, and where fresh and succulent 

j a Wee in this beautiful and won- eae enue BEG OLOMs BU vorehe"n res feed abounded. 
erful valley that Mr. Jakways ||P’ z Then came the settlers with 

learned the habits and ways of he Some of the statements of eye- activities of civilization, in many eee 
wild folk he was afterwards called Witnesses follow, but for lack of space 9 disturbing to wild life. Their fields 
upon to assist in protecting and prop- ™any other interesting accounts con- Oc¢eypied lands formerly the winter 
agating, for here was and still is a (Continued on Page Three) home of the elk, their fences obstruct- 
veritable sportsman’s paradise. Elk Ss ed ~ free movement, especially in the 
and deer could be seen most anywhere fall and spring migrations, and the 
and many a time he fed them with his In order to assure members of introduction of domestic stock con- 
stock during the long winter months sportsmen’s clubs: receiving each sumed the winter feed. Elk were 
when the snow was deep and had cov- issue of the Big Horn the: secre- never so wantonly slaughtered as the 
ered their food. Trout were abundant taries of the clubs should supply buffalo, but the settlers used their 
in the beautiful Cottonwood creek that this office with lists of names and meat and hides. they were sought by 
flowed through his ranch. Ducks and ae ye all nee ore sportsmen from near and far, and 
geese nested there in the small lakes. peters Tuly 1et, 1927. end to this hundreds of thousands were sacri- 

(Continued on Page Two) (Continued on Page Six)
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FOREST FIRES KILL GAME periences on the Hannah fire, which few grouse survive a large fire like 
AND FISH burned on the Kaniksu forest in 1926, the Hay creek. 

Pca says: “T had occasion to be consider- Ranger Marsh, while fighting fires 
(Continued from Page One) ably in Barents of ae crew. ES. in a a te eae ee found 

‘ ‘ it- although not traveling particularly several fool hens and ruffed grouse 
pate ae the reports eave Deen Guetta fast at this time, was very hot. A that had been killed by the fire, also ted. Altogether this record contains ri e an array of evidence that even the large doe with a fawn came through others badly burned which probably 
most skeptical will hardly be able to the fire at high speed. Both animals perished later. 
refute in regard to the menace of for- Were badly burned, the hair being —_A fire fighter on the Lost Johnny 
est fires to wild life: entirely off one side of the doe. The fire found several fool hens that had 
DEER S i H i animals were so bewildered that both been burned to death. Ranger Casler 

ne ne the Lest Ji h ump: tet of them made a large circle and the says: “I saw a Franklin grouse with 
speaking of the Lost Johnny fire, fawn ran back into the fire with the feet badly scorched and heard reports 
says: “I found two whitetail deer on doe after it. It is evident that both of blue grouse rising into the air be- 
the creek below, the fire-fighters’ animals perished, for they were badly fore the fire and then circling back in- 
fae pat were burned ae cSP- burned when they first came out of to the dense smoke and heat. When 
ee cob a Sdaree Dug npaeione the fire.” a Ere burns hard over a large area, 

Baifore gate: Another old buck, with Assistant, Forester Anderson, in _fyiieve that the small game is ge the hair over his hind quarters badly speaking of the 1926 fires on the DUCKS—Supervisor Ryan of th singed, and his feet so badly burned Kaniksu forest, says: “Time after pjackfoct forest says that aa tie Hay he could hardly walk, was seen by the time when the fires were at their creek fire in 1926 three Mallard ducks entire crew a number of times be- height in July and August, does with- Were found about half-way up Cy- tween Riverside and Murray creek. I out fawns were seen just in advance yclone peak with their feet and Erde 
also saw a fawn in the vicinity of of the fire. Most of them acted as jurned, but still alive. It was his 
Spring Meadows that had evidently though reluctant to leave the vicinity pinion that the ducks had become lost its mother. The feet of this fawn of the fire because of some attraction, confused, or perhaps, in a measure. 
had been badly burned. However, it which was undoubtedly the lost fawn. suffocated by the smoke and forced ape ” red 
appeared as if it would recover. Prompted by the maternal instinct, I {5 alight, accidentally in a cool spot ; believe these does, along with hun- : P Elers Koch of the forest service at dreds of cin 9 beck 4 ts where they were not burned to death. 
Missoula says: “Last year, while we s of ot ere event ack into the SQUIRRELS—Supervisor Humph- 
working on the Tamarack creek fire Ure as ae as the ashes were cool, in yey says that on the Lost Johnny fire 
on the Lolo forest, one of the foremen duest of their young. on the Flathead forest in 1926 a num- * 
told me of seeing three or four deer From the Kootenai, Forest Ranger ber of pine squirrels were seen with 
very badly burned. Most of their Matthews reports finding a doe and feet so badly burned they could not 
hair was burned off, and their feet fawn burned in the Seventeen Mile climb trees. x 
burned, and they were so bewildered fire, On the same fire Ranger Sous- FISH—Men engaged in fighting 
by the fire that he was able to get ley found a fawn killed by a falling fires on the Coeur d’Alene Forest in 
Tight in ericneae poe Be Gee snag, and on the Garver creek fire a 1910, report oie on Tost vce the 

orest Ranger Stock reports that young deer burned to death. Super- stream was so filled with ashes, char- 
while on the Loon creek fire in the visor Baum saw a fawn run {neon red timber, and coals that the water 
Challis National forest he found the flames on the Granite creek fire. became heated to such a degree that 
carcasses of two buck deer which had BEARS—Mr. Koch says that after it killed all the fish for a distance of 
been killed by the fire. the 1910 fires he saw the carcass of a Seven miles, and large quantities of , Supervisor Ryan mentions a year-  plack bear that had apparently been dead fish were seen where drifts had 
ling deer found near the edge of the smothered by the smoke. been formed. 
Bowen fire, which had evidently made Supenvicer (Simpeon, while on the Mrs. B. K. Munroe, whose husband 
it through the fire. but its feet and Kaniksu in 1926, met a bear in the fire W2S 4 ranger on the Selway, says, 
legs were burned to such an extent drench with: Hie feet So haat burned “The sight of scores of dead fish 
that it could not travel. Later, one of tate waeunan ply aoc ae eed strewed along the banks of the Selway 
the fire fighters found where it had eehenoncedaderne oe ye Sent River in Idaho, was common enough 
been killed by a coyote. On the Hay Renoar Beant while alin a = in 1910—hundreds of trout and white- 
creek fire a big buck was found that fhe Hee fence Sacoan ate d Pe We fish, as well as young salmon, has 
had been killed by a falling tree with- tak had wise walked oak Mot ee been killed far back in the mountains 
in the burn. i anole Tt istics "aeetied= done. Gone and their bodies washed downstream 

On the Hay creek fire on the Black- bine sea peattdedl and as°it Fed with the burned wood and debris of 
feet forest, a fire fighter reported to He Si geetaa hee Soke Wael Ratt on the big fires. It was not an uncom- 
Supervisor Taylor the bodies of two ita: vain about eeaicn ice ee er mon sight to see bears ambling along 

deer. Dumed to dea TERING, one os alate thet hed bean badly, ccna a che river banks feasting on the dead 
the ba ow-ups which characterize . ‘ish. 
this fire. _RABBITS—Ranger Marsh reports Ranger Skillman says that all the 

After the Seventeen Mile fire on finding one rabbit that had been fish within the burn of 1910, in White 
the Kootenai in 1925, Rangers Jeffer- killed and ee others ively aie Pine Creek on the Cabinet Forest, 
son and Baldwin, while crossing badly burned. He says those that were killed by the fire. 
through the area which covered some ‘Survived the fire were very poor, _A firefighter on the Lost Johnny 
20,000 acres, jumped 11 deer at a lick doubtless from lack of food. Ranger fire last year, reported seeing dead 
near the center of the burn. These Beard tells about fire killing two rab- fish floating in Riverside Creek. 
deer were in such poor condition that bits in 1926, his account enue : “On Assistant Supervisor Clack of the 
they probably could not have win- the Tumbledown fire of the past sea- Missoula Forest, says, “While riding tered. They saw many deer outside son I noted two rabbits that had been through the Hahn Creek drainage im- 
the burn, all of which were sleek and burned. The only reason poe ved mediately after the Babcock fire 
fat. On this same trip within the seen was due to the fact that they ae (Flathead Forest) I saw a number of 
burn they found the bones of two run out of the thick brush angreen black-spotted trout lying in the shal- 
dead animals, probably deer. refuge in a small park where the fire ow waters of the creek. I estimated 

Ranger White says of the Lost trail passed. They were, in all DRE at the time that there were at least 
Johnny fire, which burned some 31,- ability, seen very shortly after they 75 and possibly as many as 100 dead 
000 acres on the Flathead forest in had succumbed, as the hair a fish in sight, along about 3 miles of 
1926: “Two white-tail deer, one a burned to the skin and the body had the stream. I was unable to ascer- 
doe and the other a buck, were found ®@ Pinkish tint. : tain when these fish had been killed, 
dead near the camp (Riverside). The GROUSE—Supervisor Taylor, who and whether by heat or from ashes 
legs had been completely burned off was on the big Hay creek fire on the falling into the stream, for the reason 
the doe. An old white-tail doe that Blackfeet forest in 1926, reports see- that the fire was still burning and 
had her feet burned hung around the ing several ruffed and blue grouse so_ the falling timbers made it impossible 
camp the entire time.” badly burned that it is doubtful if for me to leave my horse in order to 

Ranger De Groat, reporting his ex- they survived. It is his belief that make an examination.”
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Zon, director of the Lake States Forest | Department of Agri, 5 ington, 
Experiment Station of the Forest Serv-|D.C. — 
ice, United States Department of Agri- 
culture. E ANIMALS KILLED IN FORES 

A : EVEN BY SLOW GROUND FIRES. 
The forests are not only an importan; - t . 

factor in regulating streamflow, but als Like the exile who brought about his 
aid in modifying climate and the char- | Udoing by yielding to the desire to return 
acter of the soil, tending toward the|02¢e more to his old home, the instinct 
improvement of the water storage capac- of wild game to drift back to their range 

ity of any watershed. These conclusions following a forest fire often leads to their 

of Doctor Zon’s regarding the relation-|4estruction, according to evidence gath- 
ship of forests and floods are of particu-|¢ed by foresters of the United States 
lar interest just now when ways and|Department of Agriculture, 
means of preventing floods and regulating} While a forest fire, unless it is “crown- 
flood waters are being given such wide] ing,” or traveling in the tree tops, ordi- 
consideration. In his booklet entitled} narily does not travel fast enough to 
“Forests and Water in the Light of-]overtake the fleeing game birds and ani- 
Scientific Investigation,” just republished | mals, the homing instinct is said to bring 
by the United States Department of Agri-|them back to their haunts frequently 
culture, he points out that although | before a fire has subsided. 

floods which are produced by exceptional] Commenting on the destruction of wild 
rainfall can not be prevented by forests, | life by forest fires, J. W. Humphrey of 
yet, without the mitigating influence of | the Forest Service, describes some of his 
the forests, floods are more severe and] observations during the Lost Johnny 

destructive, Creek fire in the Flathead National 
“A national policy,” he says, “which, Forest in Montana last summer. This 

though considering the direct value of | fire occurred in a mixed stand of spruce, 
forests as a source of timber, fails to take | it, larch and white mine ¢ 
full account also of their influence upon aeprenpae un ace Jes polenhi Mee 

erosion; the flow of streams, and climate, | than two miles an hour. ‘This being the 
may easily endanger the well-being of} case, it would seem unlikely that deer or 
the whole people.” game birds would be overtaken by the 

flames. Pine Sales ang eles Aa 
The tendency of the forest is to equalize | however, were all destroyed in the pai 

of the fire. Along the edge of the fire, 
the flow throughout the year of all| Where we were trenching, we saw a num: 
streams having their origin in tree-| ber of pine squirrels that apparently had 
covered mountain regions. This is oer ae so badly burned they could 

explained in an interesting discussion of }"°t ClmP trees. ; ; 
i “I found two whitetail deer on the 

the combined effects of the forests upon | creek below the fire fighters’ camp that 
air and soil temperature, relative humid-| were burned to 8s CRED Aone, ges cue 
ity, effective precipitation, evaporation; |@. large buck and the other a yearling — % ‘ : . i sid ast ite. 
wind, physical character of the soil, and Seer ciee old buck: With the trait “Over his 
run-off of water, which, in turn, control] hind quarters badly singed, and his feet 
streamflow. A comparison of many | 8° eae burned poet he could hardly 

rm 7 vi , Was seen e entire crew streams having forested and nonforested We eC ocee tien MeGWEeK. Riverside and 
watersheds supports the conclusions} Murray Creek. I also saw es ne the 
reached by the stud. vf ributi: vicinity of Spring Meadows that had evi- 
factors. zf le. SEU oe conta hue dently lost its mother. The feet of this 

4 2 fawn had Gees pealy, pore’ However, 
. it appeared as if it would recover. e : The booklet shows the effect of forest ou a great many grouse that had died 

cover to be most beneficial on steep slopes, | from the effects of the fire. 
at the higher elevations and on nonporous “This fire did not travel fast enough to 
soils. The forest breaks the force of Eee oe ae Sane ahs binds: pat 

2 e IS my opinion au oth, after storms, absorbs some of the water, per-lnaq quieted down, drifted back to. their 
mits still more water to seep down into|old range through the smoldering ashes. 
the soil where it is gradually released to ein, pene in . eerene oes see Mere 

i extremely hot, an urning eir feet, ey 
feed the springs and larger streams. The |}24 become bewildered, and probably had 
maintenance of a forest cover is shown to] run on until so badly’ burned that, even 
be the cheapest and best way of prevent- fhoueh thoyecr our of the fire, ey later 
i i j e ied, leer and grouse appeared very 
mg cronion by its tendency to bind the reluctant to move away from their home 
soil in place. range and returned before the ground 

ae 3 had had time to cool. Nearly every day 
A limited number of free copies of|we would see deer wandering through 

“Forests and Water” are available upon ee pore seca on the meadows, even 
application to the Office of Information, destroyed forage. was practically” all
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LUCRETIUS ON FOREST FIRES (1) lightning; 

; (2) hunters, campers, and smokers 

By Robert Marshall, (listed by Lucretius as hunters); 

Northern Rocky Mt. For. Exp. Sta. (3) incendiaries (which the warring 

soldiers certainly were); 

(Clipped from D. 1 Bulletin) (4) railroads (which Luke can hardly 

: be blamed for skipping); and 
Lucretius, or Titus Lucretius Carus, (5) brush burning (including clearing 

as he would have signed his 858's, or Luke, fields for agriculture.) 

as his friends probably called him ~ anyway, 

this Lucretius should have been fire-chief : Lucretius must have been on the fire 

of the Forest Service of the Roman Republic. line at frequent blow-ups, for he was famil- 

Only there wasn't a Forest Service, so un- iar with that roar made by crowning trees 

fortunately he had to waste his talents on which, even when heard several miles away, 

mere. poetry and philosophy. requires the raising of the voice for ordin- 

: Despite all the information on the ary conversation. "Nor is there aught," he 

cause of forest fires gathered through the remarks, "that the crackling flame consumes 

sweat of countless rangers during the twen— with sound more terrible to man than Delphic 

tieth century A.D., there is little to change laurel." 

in Lucretius's rating of the principal causes 

of forest fires in the first century B.C. But I do not want to write a Parson 

"The conflagrations burned the forest Weymes biography of my hero, so it is only 

trees among the mighty mountains," he wrote fair to mention one place where this famous 

in his DE RERUM NATURA, "caused by a bolt of old Roman failed to show the proper scientific 

lightning from the sky, or else because men exactness. At any rate modern foresters would 

warring in the woodlands had hurled fire on be inclined to sniff quite violently at one 

their foes, or yet because —- - ~ -men desired cause of conflagrations which Lucretius des— 

to clear rich fields and turn the countryside cribes, namely crown friction. Yes, that's 

to pasturelands, or slay the wild beasts and right, the heat generated by the rubbing of 

thrive upon the spoils." one tree top against another in a heavy wind— 

storm. "But often it happens on high hills," 

Which is almost precisely the same as he asseverated "that neighboring tops of lof- 

the major sources of forest fires on the ty trees are rubbed one against the other, 

National Forests during the ten-year period smote by the blustering south winds, till 

from 1916 through 1925. These were: all ablaze with bursting flower of flame." ~
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No doubt the fire fighters of his day 3. It provides for study of the di- 
had the same tendency to relax when the "push" seases of trees and decays of wood 

wasn't around as have the present day in- products by the B.P.I., and suggests 

ebriates from Spokane. Therefore, it seems $250,000 @nnual appropriation. 

probable that Lucretius wrote the following 

as a bit of propaganda to scare the Roman 4. It authorizes a like amount for 
trench builders out of their daily siestas. the investigation of forest insects by 

"To certain trees there has been given the Bureau of Entomology. 

so dolorous a shade that often they gender { 

achings of the head, if one but be beneath, 5, It provides for the study of forest 
outstretched on the sward." animals and birds ($150,000) by the | 

Biological Survey. 

AN ORGANIC ACT FOR FOREST RESEARCH 6. It authorizes $50,000 for fire- 

weather studies by the Weather Bureau. 

(Clipped from D. 6 Bulletin) 

7. Range research would be provided 

PURPOSE. On December 7, 1927, Con- for to a limit of $275,000. 

gressman McSweeney of Ohio introduced in the 

House and Senator McNary of Oregon introduced 8. For the Forest Products Laboratory 

in the Senate a bill which if passed will have work a possible $1,000,000 a year is 
a far-reaching effect on forestry. Its pur- authorized, plus $50,000 extra for 
pose is to correlate all branches of federal study of foreign forest products. 
research that have to do with forests, to 

recognize by organic legislation the several 9. For a comprehensive survey of tin~ 
agencies doing research, and to set up a pro~ ber requirements and supplies it au- 

gram for financing these agencies. The bill thorizes $250,000 a year with a max- 

makes no appropriations but merely authorizes imum of $3,000,000. 

certain annual appropriations, 

STATUS. This forest research bill is 10. Economic studies would be pro- 

another step in the progressive federal leg~ vided for to a limit of $250,000. 
islative program which is gradually building i 

a national forest policy. It is, in a way, 

a@ follow up of the Clarke-McNary Act. It is 

the outgrowth of the report of a special WHAT THE BILL WOULD DO FOR THE PACIFIC 
committee of the Society of American For- NORTHWEST. ; 
esters and is sponsored by the National For- In recognition of its importance as a 

estry Program Committee. A large number of forest region the Pacific Northwest could ex~ 
representative commercial bodies, industrial pect to have allocated for its use a large 
associations, as well as professional for- portion of each of these appropriations. Thus 
esters everywhere have endorsed it. forest research could be put on a substantial 

basis comparable to agricultural research, and 
WHAT THE BILL COVERS. proportional to the value of the forest re- 
1. It directs the Secretary of Agri- sources to be studied. It would be possible 
culture to do all kinds of forest re- to make the much needed inventory of our for- 
search (which are specifically detailed est resources, to make more rapid progress in 
in the bill). the control of pests and diseases, to improve 

the fire-weather warning service, to learn the 

2. It is an enabling act for the growth and yield of all our types, to improve 
eleven forest experiment stations and on their management, and to further the econ- 
authorizes $1,000,000 annually for them. omic manufacture and use of wood.
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: Southwestern District 

Rumblings Of The Camp-Boss: It's often not the mill that cuts the most 
that cuts the longost. 

Taos Canyon Road Finished: Work on tho finnl seetion of the Taos Canyon 
road has been completed and the contracters arc now moving to Rio Pueblo 
where their next work is. The Tacs Canyon job is on unusually good piece 
of work and the B. P. R. is entitled to a gront denl of credit. (Pine Cone) 

Brookhart Advocates New Retiranont Law: Indorsing a more liberal retirement 
law for Federal employees, Scnator Smith W. Brookhart, of Iowa, last night 

pledged ‘his support to the principle of retiring Government workers after 
30 years' service and of optional retirement upon reaching the age of 60 

years, at a meeting of the Leaguo of American Civil Service held in the 
Interior Department auditorium. He also pdvecnted Saturday hnlf—holidsys 
the year round. 

Experimenting With Cattle: The animal husbandry department of the Kansas 
i State agricultural College is carrying on an experiment to determine the ef— 

feet of grass upon the coloring of beef, snys the Kansas Stockman. They have 
three lots of stcers and one lot is en grass alene, another is on grass and 
reecives a ration of corn, the third lot is in dry quarters and receives corn 
and prairie hay. Part of these stécrs will be slaughtered at the college 
in early September end tho rest of them will be saved till the last of the 
month, efter which the reports on this experiment will be available... 

' Cougars Trust Fate To Man In Forest Fire: Of the mony interesting storics 
of the conduct of fear-stricken wild animals during the great fires that 
have swept the west this serson none, perhaps, are more unusual than thet 
told by Pierre Olsen whom three cougars used as a guide in cseaping from 

the onrush of flames, The incident took place near the Canadian border and, 
as Olsen tolls it, the fear of fire quelled the natural antipathy to humans 

to the extent that the three beasts placed their faith in man and followed 
him several miles to safcty. Olscn relntes how the bensts followed him 
through raging brush fires for n long distance along a highway, while he 
kept a handkerchief about his mouth end nose te protect himself from smoke. 
Aprrt from occasional grunts, which did not help Olsen's pence of mind, the 

; cougars gave no indications of intent to nttack him. After Olsen had emerged 
from the burning area the beasts followed him closely fcr five sr six miles 
when they seemed to consider themselves safe and trotted away to the shelter 
ofa canyon. Olsen says the cougnrs showed no signs of fear, but determincily 
pursued his trail, sapperently in feith thet he would lend them out of denger, 

< Caldwell Tribune- District 4 Baily News. 

Field: Pooler, Long, Burrall (Lincoln); Kerr, Hussey (Crrson); Morris 
(Tusnynn); Jones (Sitgrenves); Calkins (Tonto); Lang, Randles 

’ (Apache ) , 
Visitor: Mahurin (Washington) Tusryan 
Acting ? Wales
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Game and Forest Fires 
By A. F. PIMLEY, Fire Prevention 

A paper given before the Game Protective League Convention 

August 16th, 1930 

HE subjects of importance which come before burn many song and game birds’ nests as well. They 
| a meeting of this nature are many and varied. also reduce the fertility of the soil by burning the 

In general, the purpose of all sportsmen’s or- humus or the surface layer of decayed vegetable 
ganizations is to further plans for the development matter and throw open to erosion the formerly 
of outdoor recreation. Many methods are employed heavily wooded hills. — 4 
in this scheme, all of which are important, but be- In the north portion of Minnesota there is a 
fore any of them are entirely effective it is first neces- different condition Soe ane Bud one which is more 
sary to maintain a place in which this work can be outstanding, due to the higher fire hazard caused 
carried on. It is my intention to enlarge somewhat by the larger isolated areas, the scattering settle- 
upon a subject which is fundamental, the basis of ments, different timber types, and numerous re- 
every single problem which has to do with wild life creationists. Therefore it is not to be questioned 
and the class of recreation that appeals to sportsmen that the seriousness of fire in the north where human 
and that is—forest fire prevention. If this is not life, as well as game and Biopetys is endangered 
accomplished, all other projects can be set down cannot be compared to that of the south. This mat- 
as being more or less wasted effort. ter is brought to attention because it is felt that 

Nature has, of course, provided a place in which fires in southern Minnesota are considered harmless 
wild life can live, and Minnesota was most gener- by many people. ¥ 
ously endowed in this respect. The reduction in Those who have witnessed an intense pine forest 
size or the closing in on the natural habitat of wild fire or who have traveled over a devastated area 
life has been rapid and steady. This can be attri- will foe aa the statement that the destruction 
buted tomany causes. Some of them, of course, arenon- of all wild life is about complete. To illustrate this 
preventable if the Seve eit of the country is I cite a ripe afternoon’s travel across approximately 
to progress: But some of them are absolutely per- six miles of heavily burned timber land where eight 
ventable and could with a hundred roe coopera- adult deer were put out of their eed by forest 
tion be practically eliminated. ‘he outstanding rangers. Several of them were blinded by the heat ; 
one in the latter classification is without question and flame, while others had their feet so badly burned 
the forest fire. It not only applies to the northern that they could no longer travel. It, is a common 
or formerly evergreen terror but is important occurence to find dead fawns, following even light 
as well throughout the south half of our state. surface fires. On one section of land there were 

The seemingly unharmful light running fires the remains of forty grouse nests found and in many i 
which burn every spring throughout this southern cases the mother bird was dead beside the nest. Not 
section are in reality very destructive. pee not only the highland birds suffer from fire, but it is 
only kill all of the young timber which should re- not an uncommon sight to find the blackened eggs 
place the rapidly disappearing hardwoods, but they (Continued on Page 15) 
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As we have said before, the subject is one on During the year of 1929 there were over 2,400 

which there is honest difference of opinion. There fires in the state covering an area of approximately 

was a time in Itasca county when no jury would 380,000 acres. Hunters, fishermen and campers 

convict a man for violation of the game laws. There were responsible for over 500 of them. Careless 

was a time when the magnificent monarch of the campers are charged with twenty-five thousand 
forest, the moose, was shot by the professional hunters dollars damage to timber and game cover. The 

and dressed by a horse to a logging camp to feed ceniare to game cover alone reached over twenty- 
lumberjacks. five thousand dollars from other causes. 

But those days of wanton waste have gone. Animals and birds are not the only sufferers 
Today we must protect, conserve. The white tailed in which the conservationists should be interested. 
deer will live along with settlement and civilization The denuding of the water sheds of its brush and 

if we will let it. he deer will multiply if we will timber is rapidly lowering the water levels, thus 
but save the breeding stock, protect the mothers making, in many cases, Takes and streams unsuited 
and the young. The buck law is the step in that to the best varieties of game fish. Some streams 
direction and Itasca county is trying to lead the formerly adapted to trout are either completely 
way. any ee earned ve to punt = extent that the 

Sa ish will no ive, any formerly beautiful tim- 
Now westlin winds and slaught’ring guns bered fringed lakes are ow merely rently bodies 

Bring autumo’s pleasant weather; of water as the result of the burning of timber from 
The moorcock springs, on whirring wings the shores. 

Among the blooming heather; Considering that the number of hunters, fisher- 
Now. Ae ae aden ee the plain men, and ornate eqacoane the woods is rapidly 

ights the weary farmer; increasing, that the destruction by fire is a yearl 
The moon shines bright, when Trove at night occurence and that practically all Me them ee Tai 

To muse upon my charmer. caused 2 this state, makes it very evident that if 
: ‘ we are to continue to enjoy our outdoor playground: 

The peaiee loves the fruitful fells; the support of every sporiaitian and of rae Shore: 
Be DIOVy loves the mountains; men’s organization is essential. 

The woodcock loves the lovely dells; There are various ways in which individuals 
OF soars Lie the fountains: can assist in fire protection. The most important 

Thro’ lofty groves the cushat roves is prevention and to practice this to the fullest exe 
The pas of man to shun it; tent requires only a little good judgement. Burning 

The hazel bush o’erhangs the thrush, cigarettes and cigar stubs, pipe ashes or lighted matches 
The spreading thorn the linnet. should #} under oy condition be thrown into the 

ise - woods. Camp fires should be built on mineral soil, 
he Seer with all leaves and duff well cleared back and should 
‘Soi aodial jain anidiiea gueweeming: not be near an old log, stump or tree. When the 

Soiné solitary atider® , fire is left, be sure that enough water is poured on 
lAvaunt; ‘away! the éFuel awe y, it to completly kill it. It is good policy to feel the 

Tyrannic wane dominion; ae me He Heng a" me ne then i plenty 
T an ; of mineral soil is available, bury it six or eight inches. 

eee Re es ee eer Bate 8 i , allows i smoulder 
in readiness to start up later. Forestry officials 
strongly recommend the little line camp stove, 

oe elikehe dah ati ey eoieh ie Hips conreeae and ‘practical aad which 
mtinued from Page will. no’ in the woods. 

of ducks and geese as well as many burned nests Ra aon pal See Kr eat tan 

“ ° oo es opinion that the actual killing of fits vous cOme pent with, and report all of the 
the birds and sania by fire is not nearly as important larger ones to the nearest forest ranger. The tele- 
as the destruction of the territory in hie they phone centrals throughout the timbered section 
live. Investigation in this connection has proven oe Binresase oe all'familiar with the locations and 
that the larger game animals migrate fmmenintely lephone calls of the rangers. They will appreciate following a large fire. This is partially due to the very much that cooperation and your efforts may 

lack of cover, but mainly to the shortage of food. S*Y® unlimited "destruction. 
The fur bearers suffer perhaps even more than Should any of you happen to be one of the many 

do the larger animals, since even a light brush fire’ Who are not practicing one hundred percent fire 
will kill the small rodents and insects on which most ~ Protection, you are urged to start doing so upon 
of them feed, thus driving them to more suitable your next trip into the woods. Help preserve for 
grounds if they survive at all. our children some of the outdoor pleasures which 

A large area in the northern portion of this state We, have enjoyed. Do not only practice this your- 
constituting approximately ten thousand acres. and self, but preach it to those you come in contact with 
on which both large and small animals, as well as who are not doing so. 
grouse, were plentiful, was carefully inspected in Members of the organized sportsmen’s clubs are 
the winter of 1929 following a heavy fire which burned in most cases more or less familiar with the condi- 
in the fall of 1929. With the exception of one small tions I have outlined and usually use precautions 
flock of soe which was found on an unburned themselves. The primary object in talking to you 
island within the boundaries of the fire, not a single on this subject is not so much to convert you to the 
trace of wild life was found. It is interesting to learn idea of fire protection, but to try and show the neces- 
that there are investigations under way at this time sity of your using what influence you may have in 
to determine more accurately the effect of forest inducing others to comply with the practical pre- 
fires on game. This project is particularly important cautions. 
to Minnesota because there are over twenty mil- Forest fire prevention must be put across if 
Hone ee of dan op nian one variety of wild life ou wild life projects are to entirely succeed in this 

rive were it not for fire. state.
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From the "American nye we quote the following\editorial. 
\ 

FIRE'S HARVEST OF WILD LIFE \ ( 

"AS\ THIS is written, forest fires are again vf head- 

' line space in newspapers in many regions. The harvest of forest 

fires is on. No one can say what that harvest will be. Could it 

be translated into definite terms, the nation would be aghast. 

Take fire's harvest of wild life alone. Forester Clarence Prout, 
Minnesota, writes: ; 

"Fires occurring during the nesting time or spring fires do 

the greatest damage to wild life. I watched a bird on her nest 

while a surface fire crept toward her, Her nest, but a foot from 

the ground, was in a low jack pine. As the smoke and flames crept 

closer the bird crouched lower. When the fire was within fifty . ( 
feet of the nest we plowed between the fire and the nest. All this 

time the bird made no effort to escape. It seemed to be concerned 

only with the saving-of its nest. 

: "In another fire in French township, I found four partridges 
gi burned on their nests. I saw two birds fly into the smoke and dis— 

oy? appear. This seems to be general with partridges. The smoke 

\ either fascinates them or they become bewildered. On a fire in 

’ Township 60, Range 19, we found a fawn in a thicket of jack pine 

and alder. The smoke was thick but the fawn seemed to have made 

up its mind to stay where its mother had left it. One of the fire- 

fighters carried it to a place of safety. 

"Another case of a fawn being caught in a fire was brought ji 

to my attention by Patrolman John Stenback of Floodwood. This an- ' 

imal was burned and died from its wounds. Ranger Willems reports ‘ 

that he found fish and muskrats dead in the ditches due to the 
leaching of the ashes into the water." Forester Prout cites many 

other wild life tragedies that have come to his attention on the 
fire line. 

Observant firefighters can tell these stories by the hour, | 

but fire's total harvest of the wild things of the forest can never 

be fully recorded. Fire in the woods too, often burns everything, 

and there is nothing left of the animals or birds to tell the 
story. Last year there were 177,000 forest fires in the United \ 

States. They burned over 44,000,000 acres. It is a safe estimate 

+ that for every acre burned the life of a wild creature, furred or 
feathered, went out in fire and smoke. 

Seven million Americans sally forth every year to hunt and 
fish. A few years more and a few more hundred thousand fires and 

seven million Americans with guns and rods will have no where to go 
worth going. Wild life conservation, no less than forests, nature, 

and all outdoor conservation begins with stopping forest fire. 

Conservation groups working separately and independently are not 

stopping forest fire. The time has come for all groups and all or- 

ae ganizations to marshal their ranks in a common, concerted, dominant ( 

effort under one flag —- "Out with Fire." The American Forestry As- 

sociation is ready to go."
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Forest Fires and Wild Life « « 
med through the tree tops, deserting their homes 

zi ; eae ‘i en masse before the blast. We reached the lake ‘ 
Wild game, because of its association with | just in the nick of time, and plunged into the 
and dependence upon the forests, is being rec- safety of the cooling waters. 

ognized more and more as one of the products Here at the lake a scene met our eyes that “af 
of forestry : . For several years the state has would make the heart of any budding young natu- 

made a study of the relationships. The U. 8. ae oe = ae of if aecobipanted the 
ae : S Bess - story, a picture drawn by an artist whose imagi- i Forest se He carried oe sae in vart HAtON Was? Gus ws lund aa “the a anor oeene : 

| ous parts of the country and on January I, | such illustrations probably do more than the text 
| 2930; Mr. Austin was assigned to the Lake to create lasting impressions on young and plas- 
| States Experiment Station in charge tic minds. One sees the angry red flames licking 

of biological investigations. through the heavy timber on thé far side of the 
| Tene a & | lake, and makes out through the light mists of 
SSS ee > Smoke over-tthe'= water, Individuals “or almost 

every species of bird or animal known to live in 
By O. L. AUSTIN, Jr. the forest, taking refuge together from the com- 

id : nila. ™o2 peril. Several moose swim about, fear in 
We form many erroneous ideas in our child- their eyes. The branched antlers of the bulls 

hood that are not eliminated from our minds un- (and the season is supposedly early summer) 

til the experience of our later years prove us wave defiance at the scarlet terror. A herd of 
mistaken. So long as the necessary personal ex- eer seeks refuge in the shallows. They crouch 
perience to. correct our impressions is denied us, Gown with just their heads out of water and 
we cling to our childish notions, believing them teeard the flying cinders with limpid, frightened 
to be facts. This is singularly true of the aver- yas. A pair of loons glide about the.center of 
ae Sa aoe a Wieser of forest fires the picture, their backs awash. You can almost 
ue Wee Doe ae aor 32 ioscan hear their weird laughter above the roar and 

Bee enero eu Rees een cue ee crackle of the. flames. A beaver house supports 
by men who had. Bes been in the woods, e the lynx and her kittens, surrounded by a bevy 
who drew mainly on their own imaginations for 9 anxious but cowed red squirrels. Porcupines, 
the knowledge of the birds and beasts about fchers, martens and weasels by the dozen are 
which they discoursed so glibly. The days of our swimming about and perching on floating logs. 

youth saw most of us devouring the boys’ maga- 4 mother merganser huddles her flock of downy 
zines which contained all sorts of such trash, ducklings under the temporarily harmless jaws 
much of it handsomely illustrated. There comes oo, 4 pair of foxes. All of them, predators and 

to my mind one such lurid tale that related )oy alike, have forgotten their natural animosi- 
graphically how two young heroes (boy trappers, ies in the face of this common calamity, and 
I think they were) were caught in a bad fire ihe wild cat is lying down in peace with the 
and had to run miles and take refuge in a lake yapbit. It is an exciting picture, and one well 
to save their lives. At the tender and formative  caicylated to catch the attention of the youngster 
age of twelve I ate up that story avidly, and interested in the woods and the animals, as 
lived through every minute of the fire with Tom syost youngsters are. It aroused in me an intense 
and Dick, or Jack and Jim, or whatever their qesire to experience a forest fire. I wanted to 
names were. I ran through the forest with them, axe shelter in a lake such as was pictured, and 
the fire at our heels. The smoke eddied about us io see all the other animals taking shelter there, 
in clouds. We slapped the sparks off each other’s nafraidi of me in the face of the greater terror. 
backs. The flames roared and crackled behind what a chance for observation for a naturalist! 
us, driving us on madly in mortal terror. Hordes This general impression of wild life during 
of denizens of the for- 
est (they are never just 
birds and animals) fied 

“ by us, mad with fear. - 
Herds of deer and a 
moose tore through the 

underbrush at top 8 f 
speed, stopping occa- CK se 
sionally to snort in ter- ate i Ps 
ror at the oncoming Gea. ee" pours rt FA 
fury. A bear lumbered 4 A ant Be oe Ee 
clumsily past us, mak- A Se ei 2 i a oe Gr 
ing great speed in spite 1 PE gs Ry Pt] prea 
of its awkward gait. A e d —_ 
lynx, snarling. her rage ; Se aoe 

at the destruction be- et cage Nac s ia ee 
hind her, coaxed her = ceememerme ne ee 
three kittens along as |/. we rT — a 
fast as their little legs : a : - s 2 

ett < =. LET ene, sinoaal could carry the m, |===easeeiene Cl ee ee 
Flocks of birds skim- 

BULL MOOSE IN SUPERIOR NATIONAL FOREST
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a forest fire lay dormant in the back of my mind As I have said, the brunt of the actual loss : 
for many years, and I harbored such vague im- by burning is borne by the slow-moving forms, 
pressions as truth until it came my lot to have the reptiles and amphibians as well as the slower 
to take refuge from a large fire, the fire that of the high vertebrates. If the fire should occur 
devastated most of the interior of New Bruns- during the nesting season, or immediately before 
wick in 1923. I knew the animals and birds had or after it, it stands to reason that the crop of 
to do something while their homes were burn- young birds for the year in the region covered 
ing. It did not seem logical that they would stay by the fire will be lost. The adults are able to 
and be burned up as long as they could travel, fly out of the danger zone in no time, unless 
and the idea that they fled in a bunch and sought parents stand by to protect their nests until they 
shelter in the water seemed a fairly safe assump- are overcome by smoke, which is doubtful. Im- 
tion to my inexperienced mind. But I was sadly mediately after the New Brunswick fire, I looked 
disillusioned during my experience in 1923. Our particularly for the remains of birds or animals 
party was making the usual canoe trip up the destroyed by the flames, but I saw none. I did 
Tobique river, across the divide, and down the see, and was able to photograph, one old cow 
Nepisiguit and Upsalquitch. The fire cut us off moose that had evidently run through the fire. 
behind soon after we had started up the river, Her neck and ears were badly burned, and she 
and another branch of it swept down upon us’ was the only animal I ever saw showing definite 
as we were crossing the Bathurst lakes. It was effects of having been harmed by fire. In my 

good game country, and two previous trips questioning of other men more experienced in 

through the same region had given me a fair forest fires, they report finding an occasional 
knowledge of the amount of wild life it contained. deer, moose or porcupine burned to death, but 
During the height of the fire, when I should never any other life. This may be because the 
have been awed by the high crackling flames all smaller animals and birds, when destroyed, are 
about the shores of the lake, the smoke was so burned beyond recognition. They cannot all 
thick I could hardly see at all. The only animals escape, but their remains are seldom found. A 
I saw were a few moose and deer taking refuge If the amount of damage done to wild life \ 

in the water, and during previous years I had py fires were solely killing off or temporarily 
often seen twice as many feeding in that lake extirpating the birds and animals living in the 
at one time. Nor did the fire seem to dim their particular area covered by the burn, the prob- 

[ fear of man, for they swam away as fast aS Jems involved in restoring the original flora and 
nossible at our approach, just as they had always fauna to the country would not be so very great. 

done. I saw no sign during the fire of any other But the actual and immediate damage in these 
birds or animals. Even the usual pair of loons jespects, great as it is, fades into insignificance 
that had always lived in past summers on the when compared with the far greater and more 
lake was absent. It all seemed so natural at the jasting effects following the alteration of the 
time, however, that I did not realize a child- environmental conditions under which all wild 
hood notion had been wiped out. I could see no jife must exist. The effects of bad fires may be 
reason, while sitting in the canoe out in the apparent for centuries, and the whole aspect of 
middle of the lake in the midst of the smoke ome regions has been so changed that they can- 

ee ay ues should be or how there could not revert to normal for hundreds of years. 
e any animals in evidence. It was a wonder to 7 In our studies of natural history we have 

me I saw the moose and deer I did. outgrown the stage where we could consider 
What, then, becomes of the animals during each group by itself—the birds, the mammals, the 

a forest fire? Are most of them burned up, or insects. the plants. We now know we must con- 
do they manage to get out of the path of the sider them all together, and by a full realization 
conflagration? Common sense tells us that either of their interdependence and effects one upon 
may happen. Most of the birds, and the fleeter the other, eventually arrive at a true picture of 
mammals such as the deer and moose, the cats the particular group we are studying. So com- 

4 and the bears, are well able to cover long dis- plex and interwoven are the courses of all plant 
, tances in a short time, and probably go quietly and animal life, that the smallest stimulus, 

when the smoke is first in evidence. Animals not whether positive or negative, on any one small 
accustomed to far travels, such as the porcupines, part of the association, is felt in some way or 
skunks, squirrels and the smaller rodents, and such other by all the other members of the group. 

seden‘ary birds as the partridges, must pay heavy If getting back to normal after a fire meant 
toll in fires that travel rapidly along wide fronts. simply the repopulating of the area by the birds 

I have talked with many men whose experi- or animals alone, it would be a relatively sim- 
ence in fires is far greater than my own. They ple matter. But each species of bird or animal 
all agree that they have never seen the wild must have food to eat, and shelter from its ene- 
flights of game before the fire line. That many mies, and none can live without the particular 

e go is evident, but their departure is orderly and food and shelter to which it is accustomed. We 
quiet, and is usually not noticed by man. One is are confronted with the re-establishment of a 
aware of the absence of the wild life before large, complex ,and wholly interdependent asso- 
realizing that it has been leaving. Once in a _ ciation of species instead of just a few individual 
while some of the larger animals, such as deer ones. Before the birds that the fire drove out 
or moose, are noticed running away, but never can return, the insects and plants which fed 
anything else. A few may take refuge in nearby and sheltered them must return. Before the in- 
waters, especially those forms that are accus- sects come back there must be plants to feed 
tomed to going into water during the normal and shelter them and birds to eat part of their 
course of their existence, but by and large the numbers and keep their balances normal. Before 
greater part of those that escape must start the plants return, there must be some insects to 
leaving the district when the smoke first comes  cross-pollinate them, and birds to keep other in- 
down the wind. sects from eating them (Turn to page 17, please)
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in the ground, and careless persons with fire are evergreen forests, either by cutting or by burn- 

the factors in the forest fire problem. Weather ing, the first species to become dominant in the 

and moisture cannot be controlled, but it is pos- devastated areas are the so-called “weed spe- 

sible to materially reduce the hazard of the cies” that generally push in from the south, in 

firebug. birds and mammals as well as in plants. The old, 

The question is: Will it take another ter- original fiora and fauna is gone, and we have 

rible forest fire, with a loss of hundreds of human said goodbye to the pine grosbeaks, the cross- 

lives, thousands of acres of forests, towns, and the bills, the siskins and the myrtle and black-poll 

other less obvious losses, to arouse people to warblers, just as we have to the pines, spruces, 

the responsibility of forestry protection? Why firs, cedars and tamaracks that sheltered them. 

is it necessary to burn up $300,000 worth of tim- In their place, along with the bushy plants that 

ber, young trees, improvements, game, roads, etc., first come in, we have innumerable sparrows, 

each year? Why is it necessary to have a periodi- nighthawks, rodents, and other inhabitants of 

cal outbreak of the destructive forest fire and more open places that hitherto were confined 

burn and destroy? to the more cultivated country to the southward. 

The loss in any one of these three huge As the bushes give way to hardwoods, and the 

conflagrations named would have provided pro- trees grow up to become a forest, still other 

tection for the Minnesota forests for a century, species of birds and mammals enter into the en- 

reforested the 5,000,000 acres of idle waste and vironment, now changed to suit them. The cycle 

tax-delinquent lands, and made the forests into is a long one, and it is definite and regular, 

wealth producing areas that would again place even though our knowledge of it is no more 

Minnesota in the list of forest states. The annual than general. 

loss is considerably more than the appropria- It is insufficient to know only in this general 

tion for two years. It is a constant and tremen- way what happens to the fauna. It is to be hoped 

dous drain on the resources of the state and the that studies will soon be commenced to learn 

effect of the accumulated destruction of the for- exactly what happens to the wild life after a 

ests in the past 30 years is now being felt. region has been altered by fire. We want to 

Will 1930 be the year of another large fire, know upon just what environmental factors each 

or will it be 1931, 932, The individual bird and animal is dependent, and how each one 

must realize it is his responsibility. It will in turn affects its surroundings. We want to 

be the ¢ Ctive result of individual carefulness know just how many individuals of each species 

that write 1930, 31, or NEVER. a given area can support in the different asso- 

ea tel a a ee nee Ee ciations that may succeed each other over it. 

When we are in possession of these data, and 

FOREST FIRES AND WILD LIFE not until then, will we be able to comprehend, 

(Continued from page 4) and peree answer the riddle that started us on 

up. All must come back together, and it is a long ee a need ee aecernany vor aue 

and slow process. oa F 

Probably the most important single element i 

in the whole association is the plant cover. It A Minnesota Scout Camp 

is the vegetation that the fire harms most, and A 54-acre island in Bay Lake, near Aitkin, 

through which it does the greatest harm to the Minn., has been presented to the Minneapolis 

other members of the association. And it is Area Boy Scout Council by Frank S. Gold, its 

generally the first element of an association to president. Formal acceptance of the gift has been 

establish itself, for it is more independent in it- made by the Boy Scout Council of Minneapolis. 

self than any other part of the natural environ- The island, to be known as the Isle of Pines, 

ment. The vegetation, however, is primarily de- was purchased by Mr. Gold from Carter Adams, 

pendent on soil conditions. Various types of plant a mining operator, as a gift for the Boy Scouts. 

cover have different effects on the soil, and bad It has one of the finest stands of pine and other 

burns may so alter the chemical composition of timber of any tract in the state and the lake in 

the earth that many succeeding generations of which it lies was declared by Mr. Gold to be 

successive floras are necessary to give pack to a miniature Lake Minnetonka, with many smaller 

the soil the elements taken from it by the fire. islands, bays and inlets. The lake is 128 miles 

It may take a century to so reinstate the soil from Minneapolis and is in the center of Min- 

that the ofd original plant association can grow nesota lake district. 

there again. We know that no region, once burned, 

over, comes back at once into the same type of 

vegetation that originally covered it. There are 

regular successions of recognizable plant associa- VIRGIN BASS FISHING 

tions following one another in burned lands. 217 Pine Fringed Lakes in 10 Mile Radius 

Some excellent studies have been consummated 

on them in the past, and still more intensive and Minnesota's finest and most complete North 

complete investigations are now in the course of Woods Resort-Camp. Where you will have 

completion by botanists and forests in various the finest sport in this great Northland; 
parts of the world. enjoy it in modern comfort and at a fair price. 

fs That there is a definite succession of faunas Don't decide without our folder—write today, 
ollowing the floras in burned regions, is also 

generally recognized, but as yet no scientist has 

made a successful and detailed study of it to CAMP IDLEWILD 

determine the cause. A few desultory attempts W. A. Stickler, Proprietor 

have been made, but nothing more than the most 

general results have ensued from the studies. We Marcell, Itasca County, Minnesota 

know, for instance, that in the elimination of the
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Wild Life ina Fire ~~ 
The Story of Forest Fires and Game as Told by a Survey of Burned | be 

Lyre } 
Areas by the Wisconsin Conservation Commission Aen es 

\ 

By Duane H. Kipp 

Of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

SCAR WILDE’S thought-provoking line, “Yet each it was “burnin’ meat.” If more of the causers of fire could 
O man kills the thing he loves,” is nowhere more visualize the effects of their carelessness, could smell 

graphically illustrated than in three paradoxes of “burnin’ meat,” the number of fires would soon diminish. 
the outdoors. The first of these is the person who appeals They should hear the tales the fighters of fire can tell; they 
frequently to the humane society to stop cruelty to animals, should know of the countless does who reenter fresh burns 
and yet who through carelessness with fire, will cause untold and vainly search the hot ashes for fawns which had been 
and extreme suffering to the creatures of the wild. The safely concealed from all enemies but man’s carelessness. 
second is the hunter who devotes time and money to game __ Fire-fighters can tell of thousands of bird eggs baked crisp 
propagation and protection activities, and yet who will care- and lifeless in spring fires, and of mother birds seared and 
lessly flip a dead from he- 
cigarette into roic but vain 
dry grass or : efforts to pro- 
brush, or 7" ae tect their nests 
leave a camp- paste. ’ ea : x of eggs or 
fire burning, m Ye oe “ie ‘ oung. 
destroying by i ede Bia a sig f Fire's eco- 
many _ thou- oy tn te ey o nomic loss has 
sands more a ae ey ee ree tes emt iy se ite 9 been stressed 

game than he vee Le a a cod al ptaleveoked os — for years. 
can produce. wi Lakh nok ry a oe i The public 
The third is iei\ ae Sy | A hokage a . has been in- 
the fisherman G AA yy hee) DES ENE tere eg , aA ee formed re- 
whose interest RT at , RRS yy sa OT tice peatedly of the 
induces him to ieee ES ee Ss destruction of 
work faith- iv ah ee -. oa iy Reus eo 5 forest growth, 

fully and long NSE. eo _ Sila, endangering 
at the fre- AMAR" ebshs ted Sre | pa es of water re- 
quently cold ak aes po ey gle ee Bs ~ ace sources, and 
and unpleas- ee Sat Tre rr a ee TX oR ~ ~ the despoila- 
ant tasks of eR By fost 0 pnts te Ra ae ee " tion of natural 
rearing and SR LOOT ie lke ot ae “a Oe Nhe aaa i} TS beauties 
planting, and re eRe ee i 30% i ee se ee by fire. But 
yet whose ee ere ot Sid) he a ie ee so far, per- 

careless- Her feet badly burned, this doe was found lying in the wake of a Wisconsin fire— haps because 

ness wrecks suffocated. Seventeen other deer—victims of the same fire—were found nearby. of a lack of 
watersheds pictorial  evi- 
and _ poisons dence, com- 
streams. It is the thoughtless and careless user of wood- paratively little has been said of the terrific and appalling 
lands who destroys the thing he loves. Forest fires, for the slaughter of living things, large and small. Let one man be 
most part, are not inevitable. They can and must be con-_ killed or even injured while fighting fire, and the news is 
trolled. Figures compiled by the Conservation Commission spread broadcast, but in every forest, marsh, or field fire, 
indicate that barely one per cent of the forest fires in Wis- death and destruction is dealt to uncounted lives and little 
consin are started by lightning, the only natural cause of is said or thought about it. Indeed, there is sometimes even 
forest fires. All others find their origin in human careless- skepticism as to whether game is actually killed. 
ness or maliciousness and are preventable. During the summer of 1930, the worst forest-fire year Wis- 

A story is told of a tenderfoot, watching a forest fire for consin has ever experienced since there has been organized 
the first time at close range, who wrinkled up his nose and forest protection, the State Conservation Commission made 
commented on the unpleasant odor. His query to an old- good use of several extremely bad situations and secured a 
timer working near at hand brought the laconic reply that most unusual series of pictures telling the story of forest 
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fires and game. It is a lurid, horrible story of extreme mission determined that sixty per cent of the deer surviving 
suffering, agony and death. Many of the pictures are re- the fire had badly burned feet. One deer was found walk- 
volting; none of them are pleasant. But in this they are ing on its knees, and when put out of its misery it was found 
true to the subject they portray. The extremely doubtful that both front legs had stiffened in a bent position and 
beauty of fire has received far more attention than it merits. that the hoofs and foot bones had broken off. A dog was 

A destructive fire to game and fish occurred in September shot when caught in the act of killing a fawn which had 
in parts of Wood, Juneau and Jackson counties in central badly burned feet. Another fawn was found dead in a 
Wisconsin. More than 120,000 acres of excellent game ditch. A trap set near this fawn caught a coyote when he 
country were burned over in this single fire, which at its returned to his kill next day. 
greatest extremity measured ninety-seven miles in circumfer- For several months following the fire, freshly dead deer 
ence. Much of the land in the fire area was open, grassy, were reported both in the fire area and in the district sur- 
dry marsh interspersed with ridges of oak, aspen, jack and rounding it. In November a lame deer was gored to death by 
Norway pine. These marsh lands had suffered from too a herd of cows. Disease resulting from the weakened condi- 
enthusiastic and unintelligent drainage. Much of the coun- tion of the deer, due not only to burning but to suffocation 
try in this part of central Wisconsin has been so overdrained from gas and smoke, took its toll during the winter. 
that irrigation is necessary. The most abundant game bird in this region was the 

The fire started in the center of a drained marsh area, sharp-tailed grouse. At first it was thought that most of 
through which there were no these birds had died in the fire, but 
through roads. Many of the according to later checks, it has 
streams and drainage ditches in the been determined that probably not 
district were dry. The peat soil : more than twenty-five per cent of 
which underlies most of these vd the total population were actually 
marshlands burned so readily that : ie killed. Prairie chickens, ruffed 
plowing furrows to check the fire Dl : < grouse and quail suffered great 
was useless. . i = losses. 

Before the fire, deer were very an, , Few rabbits were killed by the 
abundant in this part of central be a ee ae fire as they escaped into holes out- 
Wisconsin. During recent winters ae, 1 side the peat beds. But the rabbits 
herds of sixty or seventy animals ee kee os suffered particularly from hawks 
have been seen. The abundance of oi ae Se ; and owls following the fire, due to 
deer was due to the excellent char- x* oa : the lack of protective cover. 
acter of the cover and a plentiful . i os E 3 In this fire, as in most other fires, 
supply of food, a continuous closed aa a lack of oxygen, warmed and ash 
season for fifteen years or more, and z : 3 oe : poisoned water combined to kill 
efficient enforcement. Se ee es, a a thousands of fish. Dead fish were 

The most a an bay ee found in all 
prominent hic ee eS “ parts of the 
feature of the " om | r drainage 
landscape. in st Pay wr 2). ve . : mE ditches and in 
the section is See ae © ca ee the Yellow 
South Bluff. eg Se | ae ge oe River, which 
On September "oy . ae | aD ot gt ~ Y flows through 
16 .and. 17, S a fara. My | * 4a. : . the burned 
large num- FZ i, Ps , as ® Sea 2 area. Pickerel 
bers of deer Pe Be he - >| | Fes ae ee were hit the 
were driven to yy ia ay 4 a4 aan 2 WE aT AS. hardest. Many 
the bluff by sf eat? 4 eu 5 , Nee A <a dead wall-eyed 
the fire, which a oe - eae et pike were ob- 
was burning a ; fabs NS ey a served. Dead 
toward it. On bs Ps i p | «| | kes. sa pre. suckers and 
September 18 . foe Mae (| SNS 3 \ ee =f minnows were 
a strong cross 7” d 2 ae, Sn Fin tae seen in most of 
ou © : e . t ) : ere \ D a be See ee ihe ee In 
changed the y 2 , ¥ > é oa Bh the Yellow 
ey of ha - fos eet Ne "he fae River black 
the fire from is ‘ Fe kT bags eK sé ae bass and sun- 
southeast to ; Ae ¢ -_ a - ee os fish were 
south, driving FS col eee | he . = “ee a found dead. 
the deer into 2 i ip 5 z aed a Dogfish, ordi- 
the peat After the fire, dead fish, frogs and crayfish, were found in large numbers. These narily one of 

marshes. The victims are typical of the thousands lost when fire swept over 120,000 acres in Wood, the hardest 

fire ran rap- Juneau and Jackson counties. Two pickerel and a sunfish in a drainage ditch killed by fish to kill 

idly through heated and poisoned water, and ashes. And the little frogs, suckers and minnows are b yi lack of 

the marsh fellow-victims. On the right is the entrance to a bank beaver house—gutted by fire. oxygen, were 

grass, trap- found ina 
ping the deer helpless condi- 
between the timber fires and the burning peat. Eighteen tion, although not killed. Even frogs and crayfish died in 
dead deer were found in the peat just north of South Bluff. large numbers. 

More than a score of deer were found after the fire. Un- The damaging effects of forest fires on game might be 
doubtedly, these were only a small percentage of the num- classified as direct and indirect. The direct includes the 
ber destroyed. Surveys made by the Conservation Com- game birds, animals, or fish killed (Continuing on page 360)
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A true but not pleasant story—these views taken following a large Wisconsin fire in 1930. Above: The feet and legs of this deer were deeply and pitifully burned. Below: After the fire come the wolves, and to the right is shown a large buck, suffocated and dead because its burned feet could carry it no farther. The toll taken of game birds is another black chapter. In the center and to the right is the thoroughly baked body of a sharp- tailed grouse. To the left is shown another, the victim of an owl. Weakened by fire, it was unable to resist the attack of the predator. In the middle is a coot, or mud hen, lying on bare peat in a large marsh following fire 
which burned off all the grass and moss, completely destroying the cover. The bird was baked to a crisp. 
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Almond and cherry orchards are particularly attractive tunity to test our photographic skill. The shadows of the 
here when in bloom. I have seen hundreds of orchards in trees on the road, however, were almost at direct angle with 
bloom in the Northwest, and I think the our viewpoint, so we had to wait an 

Banning orchards, while of a different os hour for the sun to point in the right 
variety, are equally as magnificent. 3) Les direction. 

In driving about the country we finally BSA While waiting, a curious old man came 
selected an old orchard, unkempt but dis- a a Or} up and wanted to know what we were 
playing a profusion of bloom, with a te, A Ac doing. I told him and he was immedi- 
snow-capped mountain range as a back- SORA l, 1" ately interested, finally suggesting that 
ground. Running up one of the rows of eSB SE NAY on we go out on the desert and photograph 
trees were some well-defined wagon tracks hE! Mae the purple sage, which was in flower. I 
which I used as a center of interest. There MI “Sy A. made a few notations as to directions and 
were just enough weeds, grass, and rock Fea, thanked him. Before long we were speed- 
in the foreground of the setting to render THE POET’S BROOD ing along on the broad cement highway 
tone gradation for color values, all of in order that we might reach the Land of 

which added to the general perspective. Be gull ae eee ues the Purple Sage and make an exposure 
While the finished picture of this particu- (Os Metlae ofall Cage die ive before the light failed. We found light- 
lar exposure would not be classified as Keep down the pride in me!) ing conditions favorable and made the 
a well-cultivated orchard, it is one which siete ones, as on my heart, exposure. As we packed up for our re- 
is greatly admired. After finishing our (AGIs Aa elena ae turn home we concluded this to be the 
work here we drove to the hillside and Lord, i 7 end of one of the most perfect days we had 
turned off the main thoroughfare. Here To count them not my own!) ever spent outdoors. We had thoroughly 
we experienced another great surprise. —P. P. Strachan. enjoyed blossom-time and given it per- 
The road was lined with Italian cypress petuity in picture form, that others less 
and almond trees in bloom. These two species, growing as fortunate than ourselves might be encouraged to plan a 
they were, presented a striking effect. The cypress trees “blossom-tour” some time in the future. Things that grow 
were fully twenty feet tall, and the almond branches, with and display their beauty at seasonable times should receive 
their showy blossoms jutting out their loveliness across the unreserved recognition and appreciation. God-given beauty 
green base of every cypress, gave us a wonderful oppor- in outdoor life is inspirational and extremely educational. 

WILD LIFE IN A FIRE 
(Continued from page 324) 

during the time of the fire, or dying as a result of injuries Large concentrations of game, caused by fire, likewise have 
suffered. The indirect results are frequently more disastrous a harmful effect on reproduction because the individuals 
than the direct. do not pair. 

Fires cause dangerous concentrations of game. In an This one fire which burned in such excellent game coun- 
area approximately three miles square on the eastern edge try in central Wisconsin in 1930 may have been more 
of Wood County, adjacent to the burned area, ninety-three destructive to animal, bird and fish life than normal forest 
deer were counted in a single afternoon early in the winter fires, but the results which have been related here tell the 
following the fire. This concentration was not the “yarding- story of what happens in greater or lesser degree in every 
up” as deer do not congregate in “yards” in mild winters. forest, marsh, or field fire. 
Sharp-tailed grouse, prairie chickens, and ruffed grouse The effect of fire varies according to the season in which 
have concentrated by the thousands along the ditch banks it burns. Early spring fires are particularly disastrous to 
and in the few unburned “islands.” Rabbits and other the mating activities of game birds. Fires later in the spring 
small animals have likewise concentrated. destroy nesting birds or young birds and animals. Fall 
_The very presence of large numbers of game animals or fires play havoc with the food and cover necessary for the 

birds attracts predators. The predator situation becomes game to survive the approaching winter. Fires always do 
particularly serious after a fire because the mice and other more damage to game than to game’s predators, as these 

normal food of foxes, coyotes, hawks and owls are practi- animals and birds are better able to take care of themselves 
cally exterminated in burned districts. _ This makes the than are the game animals and birds. 
— = ee oye to ter a ae ae Statistics on fire causes show that a comparatively small 

nother ; ee ene 
destruction of food andlcnmae’ Wie(keea aanest qie: cot euee Sn ene rane a) ate det e : 5 z men whose livelihood depends on the woods are more 
area is typical. Few beaver were actually killed in the ful of th Sartladly th ll G 
fire because of their ability to escape by their water routes, C™™'Y © Hen, oupy ay there are Usuey anes oe 
but their food has been entirely consumed. Indian reservations than surrounding them. America’s old- 

The Conservation Commission has established many °¢ outdoorsman is careful. Carelessness with fire in the 

feeding stations for birds in the burned area. Prairie woods marks the tenderfoot. 2 
chickens, sharp-tailed grouse, and other ground feeding The whole effect of forest fires is probably more destruc- 

birds have fed every day from the special automatic feed tive to game than the sum total of all hunting and fishing 
hoppers with which every station was equipped. law violations. Sportsmen can do nothing which will do 

Fires have a serious effect on game reproduction. Many ‘more to perpetuate their sport than to prevent forest fires. 
birds and animals, while not actually killed, are rendered America’s out-of-doors is a heritage to keep, protect and 
impotent or inefficient because of weakened condition. enjoy.



‘ Game and Fire 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See "Special Studies of Food Supplies on Burned Areas," in Bulletin 50, 

Pennsylvania Department of Forests and Waters, Harrisburg, 1931, entitled 

"The Deer Problem in the Forests of Pennsylvania! by Henry E. Clepper, 

pages 25-28. Filed in Deer box and Pennsylvania box.
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Statement regarding the Relationship of Longleef Pine to Fire, 

i, , Goepan 

The conclusions stated are based on observations beginning in 1908, in 

Alabama, supplemented by detailed records on 100 sample plots, continued from 

1920 to date, at Urenia, Le. and observations at points in Southern Levisiana, 

Mississippi, Algbama and Georgic. 

Bongleaf pine is not merely e@ fire-resistant tree, Fire is absolutely 

necessary to its existenes and survival as a species, In the absence of fire, 

the successful reproduction of the species becomes impossible, 

It is wmiversally aduitted that hogs will completely destroy longleaf | 

pine reproduction in the seedling stage, and the subject will not be discussed 

further, exeept to say that wherever naturel reproduction of longleaf pine has 

survived, it cen be shown that hogs have not been present in sufficient numbers 

to devour the seedlings, My estimate ia that one hog een completely ‘deforest 40 

asres of seedlings por year, 

The following facts have been fully substentiated by the experimental 

~> work at Urania, La, from 1920 to 1931 inclusive: ; ve 

1, The grass and litter must be removed from longleaf areas by buming previous 

to the fall of the seed. The best tims is the spring of the year in whith the 

seed will fall, as there is less danger of destruction cf seed by birds than if it : 

falls on bare ground, Complete fire protection previous to the fall of the seed 

steadily diminishes the chanees of germinationjand establishment of the seedlings, 

; A$ Urania, there was still considerable germination from the 1019-20 crop of seed, 

Which fell om an area that had been protected from fire for six years previously. 

In 1926-29, on the same areas, not a single seedling was established, from an equally 

large seed crop, on jend tiat had not been bumed for 15 years, ‘The 1919-20 crog
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of seedlings was three to four times as numerous én lend burned over ones during the 

period 1913-20 then on the wiburned land, In 1923-1929, abundent reproduction was 

secured on a 1500-acre lot burned in October before the seed fell, ‘thus the effect 

of fire prevention on seedling establishment is ewmlative end if completely success- 

ful will, from the presence of grass sod alone, ultimately render the establishment 

of this pine impossible. ‘the necessity for burning to secure establishment of seed- 

lings of longleaf pine must be aceepted as an established fact, 

8, Pollowing the initial establishment of longleaf pine seedlings, if no 

subsequent fires occur during the period required for them to prepare for height 

growth, ‘the seeding in of slash pine, or loblolly pine, or the presence of hardwoods 

in sufficient quantity, will completely suppress the longleaf pine seedlings, ‘The 

prompt assumption of height growth by theses competitors gives them heights varying 

from five to fifteen feet within the five-year period ordinarily required by Long- 

; leaf pine previous to initiating its height growth, ‘the longleaf seedling does not 

gurvive this competition but inevitably succumbs and the fores$ is changed to a 

different type, On the other hand, if fire occurs after the first and before the 

fifthiyear, it usually kills ell the other pines end hardwoods, but does not kill 

the longleaf seedlings which thus survive to form the pure longleaf type with 

practically no other species in mixture, 

t %, In the absence of such competing species which is due to large areas of 

pure longleaf pine and to soil conditions unfavorable for hardwoods, complete pro- 

tection from fire efter establishment of the seedlings creates conditions favorable 

to the spread of the Drom spot disease whidh defoliates the seedlings «unublly ant 

may cause their death, up te a height of three feet. Beyond this height the foliage 

is seldom attacked severely, ‘The seedlings, if not killed, are weakened and teke 

from 16 to 12 years to begin their height growth instead of five years, Or they 

may never come through the grass, ‘The 1915 seedling crop at Uvenia, La, started 

height growth in 5 years and developed normally, largely due to the fact that the
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disease was elmost entirely absent from this area witil 7 yeers after fire protection 

was installed. ‘The 1919-20 crop of seedlings hes not, in 1931, started its height 

growth due to the presence of the disease, on areas where grass was the only compet- 

iter of the seedlings, A fire completely fwees the area burned from infection for 

the first season, but the disease retntered the area from surrounding wburned areas 

during the second season, 

4, Fires at eny time after the bud sterte growing or throughout the summer and 

fall are apt to kill longleaf pines of any age or size, ‘The severity of thedamage 

is inereased by, 

a, The immaturity of the pines 

b,. The Grynesa of the soil 

@, The amunt of ecoumlated litter or rough 

) 4, The relative humidity of the eir 

Some seedlings usually survive of thos which have not started growth in 

height, but they are severely set back in vigor. A swift gress fire, if the 

rough is not too dense, may burn in summer and perhaps not kill pines ten years 

old. On the other hand, a bad sumer fire in acewmlated rough may kill long- 

leef pines up te 12 inches in diameter, 

5, Fires during the winter, or in January or February, before the growth 

sterts, may completely exterminete the seedlings which have started during the 

previous fell. But on grass sreas, which have previously been burned to permit 

of seeding esteblishment many of these fall seedlings may survive due to escaping 

immediate contact with the flemes. Under former conditions of burning, e lerge 

amount of reproduction wust have originated in this way. On pine etrer, the 

destruction is complete, but this is under the old stand, 

6. Fires curing the winter or in January or February may kill « considerable 

percentage of the seedlings which have started their height growth in the preceding 

summer, but do not usually exterminate an entire stand of seedlings,
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7%, Fires during the winter or in January or February kill the foliage of seed- 

lings which are one or more years old, end have not started their height growth, but 

practically never kill these seedlings except possibly in an area protected for some 

; years against fire and generating an exceedingly hot fire, ven then, the survival 

is oftem sufficient for restocking. 

8, Although see@lings in lerge numbers may survive annual fires for years and 

may and do ultimately attein a height growth which puts the foliage out of reach of 

the fires, yet anmuel fires, even in the winter, have a very injurious effect upon 

the development of the seedling, The foliege normally, in the absence of both fire 

and brown spot disease, is retained for three full growing seasons, The vigorous 

development of the seedling previous to initiation of height growth and more especial~- 

ly, its vigor ef height growth when once initiated, is dependent on the preservation 

of this foliage over the second seacon at least, Annual fires before the seedlings 

start to grow in height keep down the brom spot disease and thus permit of the 

healthy functioning of the needles of the year, It is probable that if the seedlings 

escape the first fire in the spring after they start, that annual fires will not 

prevent the ultimate assumption of height growth nor delay it to as great an extent 

as does the brow spot disease, After height growth starts, amual fires may, and 

in countless instances, do stunt this growth so badly that the seefling ultimately 

dies before reaching two feet in height. Yet for a region as a whole, there will 

be considerable ultimate survival of seedlings in spite of annual winter fires, 

®, Of the two practices, namly, complete fire protection over an ulimited 

number of years, before and efter seed fall, compared with anmual burning, the 

former will completely exteminate the longleaf pine by preventing reproduction from 

taking place, while the latter will completely exterminate all other pines and hard- 

woods and will usually permit of the finel esteblishment of longleaf pine in areas 

not under old timber or subject to straw fall. 

10, Neither of these two practices seems to conform to naturel conditions pre-
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valent on areas over which longleaf pine has become established as the only sur- 

‘viving species, in pure stands, Instead, all indications point to the fact that 

while fires were frequent on this type of soil they did not burn every year. Winter 

fires which burn at intervals of two, three or perhaps four years from all existing 

indications establish the natural conditions for successful survival end nomal 

growth of longleaf pine seedlings, ‘the advantages of this rotatimal or periodic 

burning in place of either amuel fires or complete fire protection are, 

a. They do not kill the scodling after the firstiyear, in which fire should 

be kept out. E 

be Fire should be kept out of the stand in the year or tw when height 

growth is starting, 

¢@. Intermediate fires between the first and fifth year kill competing pines 

and hardwoods, 

a. Intermediate fires between the first and fifth year reduce, and for om 

year at least, eliminate the brom spot dieease, 

e, Burning every other or third year pemits the foliage of the preceding 

yeers to function with enormous benefit te the seeding in vigor and especially in 

height growth, 

f, Burning every other or third year reduces or removes the accumlated 

rough end with it lergely removes the danger of complete or partial destruction 

of the stand by sumer fires, 

& Burning every other or third year will continue to serve as a fire 

prevention measure against an accumulation of muh, even after the pines pass the 

sapling stage. 

11, Experiments in fire control which are based solely on the alternatives of 

amnual burning versus camplete fire protection are practically wrtless in the light 

of these conditions, since they apperently ignore the naturel processes by which 

: longleaf pine seedlings may be developed in the normal period as fimed by soil con-
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ditions, Conclusions that the "normal" period for realizing height growth is from 

10 to 12 years, if these conclusions are based on either annual burning or complete 

fire protection, are valueless until checked against periodie 2 or S-year bumming, 

These facts were published im Yale Forest School Bulletin No, 16 in 1926, 

12, The use of fire after the seedling is established is required only by the 

longleaf pine and is fatal to all other pines of the same age. Fire slone completely 

explains the presence of pure longleaf pine stands, The menagement of forest land 

for the production of any other species of pine or hardwoods is impossible if long~ 

leaf pine is to be grown, and the mmagement of forest lend for the production of 

lengleaf pine is impossible if any other species of pine or herdwood is to be grown 

on it. ‘the use of fire required for the survival and healthy development of seed- 

lings of longleaf pine is impossible in the growing of slash, leblolly or shortleaf, 

Virginia serub, or sand pine. Henoe, it is ebsolutely necessary to set apart the 

areas on which longleaf pine is to be grown ani te keep fire out of all areas on 

which it is not to be grown, 

13, On certain soil types, chiefly the Norfolk series, amd especially the 

fine sendy loam, the longleaf pine seedling starts its Reight growth in the third 

year, It also does this when it occupies abandoned cultivated fields, or is plent- 

ed, The rapid development of the tap root under the above conditions permits of 

this early height growth, This phenomenon is of great importance in acecomting 

for the presence of abundant reproduction in » restricted area in southern Alabama, 

located in Baldwin end Escambia Gounties, Mr. J, T., Simerly, former Forest Service 

renger and for mmy years local menager for the Tennessee Odal and Iron Company, 

states that he looked over practically every longleaf pine area in the South before 

loeafing in this region, and that he wore out three soil maps of Baldwin County 

while selecting the lands he bought, of some 60,000 acres, ‘These lands are well 

stocked with natural reproduction from 10 to 50 years old, 

‘The advantages, on this soil, of early height growth are, reduction of
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period of exposure to hog damage to from one to two years in place of four to six 

years; rapid development and escape from the influence of the brown spot disease; 

rapid growth in sim@ and reduction of peried within which anmuel fires cause stunt- 

ing or death, 
She quse. ot Jandined phan of whith these. coabiticnn bald tows, da:tattnatos 

at « maximwm of 9 million acres, in Alabema end Southern Mississippi, amd the area 

which has been restocked with longleaf pine is about one million acres, ‘The Meleli 

Experiment Station is located within this general area, Even within this optimum 

area, unmistakable and abundant evidences exist, as a result of efforts at fire 

prevention, to show by contrast the stunting effect of annual fires on seedlings, 

The Bremendous benefit of absence of fire for one or two seasons is strikingly 

shown by the height growth, ani by recovery of formerly stunted seedlings. Practi- 

ally all of these pole and sapling stands originated previous te the initiation. 

of fire protection which dates back, on verious areas, from one to eight years 

only, ‘The effect of complete and successful fire prevention upon the success of 

establishment of new seé@lings has not yet been demonstrated in this region{ as no 

records have,yet been taken of seed falling upon land so protected for a previous 

period. The beneficial effect of fire protection for 2, 3 or even 4 years upon 

seedlings previously established but subject to annual fires, is wholly in keeping 

with results found throughout the longleaf pine region. 

14, The MelNeil Experiment. It is my opinion thet the crop of saplings now 

occupying almost the entire area of the 320 acres enclosed in this fence started 

under the prevalent conditions of buming, survived Whe fires, ani probably 

started height growth in the normal period of five years or sooner. Determi&ation 

of age of these saplings and of date of original cutting would show this, but | 

apparently this has not been done, since the fact that the reproduction originating 

in 1924 is still im the grase has been cited as demonstrating the fact that long- 

leaf pine tekes 10 to 12 years instead of 5 years in which to begin its height growth,
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The study of this crop of 1924 seedlings within this area has failed to 

demonstrate the normal conditions of growth of longleaf pine seedlings for the 

following reasons: 

&, Presence of almost a full stand of saplings, In no recorded instance have : 

longleaf seedlings ever survived when they are within the radius of activity 

of the roots of older longleaf trees, Struggle for soil moisture during dry 

periods is the cause. 

b, Presence of browm spot disease, uncontrolied by fire, which has retarded 

and stunted the seedlings in the openings that might otherwise have grown normally 

because free from root competition. 

@, Heavy or close grazing by cattle, which destroyed a large proportion of the 

seedlings during the period when they were very small and undistinguishable from 

the grass, 

No where in this experiment have normal conditions for growth of longleaf 

pine been tested, Such an experiment wuld require: 

a, Land not already stocked with saplings of en established crop of pine, Not 

secured. 

bd. Burning the erca previous to seed fall, Secured, 

@. Very light grazing in first two years. 

a, Burning at end of second, or of third year, Not dane, 

@, Second burning at end of fifth year or just previous to height growth, 

Not done, Fires were set every year or else not at all. 

‘the tests with fire last year on the 7-year rough demonstrated the 

effectiveness of fire on a dry hot fall day in killing @ large portion of this 

sapling stand, and by contrast, the almost complete lack of damage when this same 

rough was burmed on a demp day in winter, Parallel results were obtained at 

Urania, where an early spring (February) fire in an Seyear rough did no damage 

while in this same rough, a fire on August lst completely killed this 1?+year
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old sapling and pole steni, 

Most of the facts on which the experiments at MeNeil are concn trating 

7. teeta known empirically, namely, that soil moisture is the determining factor 

in eliminating reproduction within therreach of roots of old trees, that brown 

spot is a serious enemy of the pine, and that annual fires by removing foliage 

retard development. 

The MoNeil Experiments, however, have not ani probably at this date cannot 

demonstrate the facts as to normal development of seedlings. At Urania, La, 1% 

has been definitely shown that for the mst part, seedlings subjected to abnormal 

conditions due to complete fire protection lose their vitality after from 8 to 

10 years end ultimately die, The future behavior of seedlings which have been 

stunted either by annual fires or by brow spot @isease in complete absence of fire 

5 for a period of 8 to 10 years, ie of no partimler scientifie value sing: no lend 

omer engaged in raising longleaf pine and protecting it against hogs cares to 

prolong the period of infancy end denger over en additional and wmecessary 

five years and add that period to his rotation. The only way in which the facts 

ean now be proven is to start fresh on a new area and try out the 2 and 3-year 

plan of controlled burning as a check on amnual fires ani no fires, 

In bulletin Mo, 16, Yale Forest School, 1926, entitled "factors Determin- 

ing Natural Reproduction of Longleaf Pine on, Cut-Over Lends in LeSalle Parish, La," 

by H.H,Chapman, on Page 22 under the eaption "Treatment 6 secure survivel of 

secdlings", the writer stated, "It is apparent from these studies that longleaf 

pine land should be burned over in the spring of the fourth yeer after the seedling 

erop is established, in order to kill back worthless sprouts ond competing vegeta- 

tion both of brush md grass just before the height growth of the longleaf seedling 

starts and as s dis infectent againstthe leaf rust, end thet if competition again 

becomes serious or the disease threatens the pines, the aree should be burned 

again in the spring three years afterwards, Anmicl fires will raise havec, first
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by Killing the eutebLished seedlings end two-year olds, second, by sloving down 

the growth and killing too many trees", 

The Roberts plots at Urania, La, one of which was burned annually and one 

not burned at all 4id not wnsist of tw plots but of four plots, ‘Tiese other two 

plots were the two which were not fenced, After the hogs had destroyed all the 

longleaf seedlings, by 1916, buruing was discontinued on the plot to be burned 

annually, Cattle grazed the area closely and carpet grass came in densely, In 

1919 these other two plots were reprodueedto a stand of several thousand healthy 

seedlings per ecre, The erea was then fenced against hogs, thus reproducing the 

exact conditions under which the original femous two Roberts plots had been estab~ 

lished, with the exception that on one of these other two plots, fire protection 

had been enforced for six years, and on the other for three years previous to the 

establishment of the seedlings, 

On the original plots the height growth began in the sixth year, but on 

the two additional plots, the height growth instead of duplicating the original nie 

experiment, hes not yet, after dleven years, begun on the 6-year protected plot, ani 

evidence is convincing that it never will. Competition of shortleaf pine, brush, 

grass and disease have completely demlimed this crop. On the other, or S-year 

protected plot, just three seedlings started a normal height growth in the sixth 

yeer, or 12 per acre, In the sumer of 1950 the competing loblolly pines ani brush 

were removed by cutting, Indications are now that as a result of this aid, som 

25 to 50 additions] seedlings will ultimately attain height growth after a period 

6 years longer than normal, or about 100 per acre, not a sufficient stend for yome 

timber, though ultimately it would suffice, Brown spot disease is rampant on both 

plots, Confirmation af these results is shown independently on 100 or more 1/100h 

aere plots in the vicinity, on which complete records:were kept since 1920 by the 

Yale Forest School. 

In 1929 the writer decided that he would have to initiate these rotation
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or intermittent burning experiments and with the cot¥peration of Mr, Herdtoer had 

an area bumed off in the Elk pasture, ‘This experiment was ruined by the des- 

truction of the seed by blackbirds end robins in hories and by the concentration 

of grazing on the 7 or S-scre burn. ir, Hardtuer in the same year burned a 1500- 

acre tract and fenced it against hogs, ‘This tract had been previously burned ove® 

at rather frequent intervals, Reproduction occurred on both burned and unburned 

portions of this tract and the iixperiment Station then established nmumrou plots 

on both burned and unburned sreas, The writer secured the agreauent of Mr, Hardtner 

to burn a portion of the area again in the spring of 1952, or the Srd spring after 

establishment‘of the seedlings, but mt to burn over any of the areas containing 

plots, ‘whe Experiment Station then stated that they would astablish new plots in 

the azen to be bumed, but 1% is unterstood that ouch action wil} not act to prevent 

carrying out further or subsequmt burning of this area, 

The Forest Service is not now in possession of the facts regarding fire 

and its relation to longleaf pine, and it will be at least 10 years before these 

facts can be fully demonstrated by approved statistical m thods provided every 

effort is made immediately to inaugurate a compynonst ve end intelligent series of 

experiments for this purpose. The result has been the sanctioning of widespread 

propaganda for complete fire protection in the longleaf pine type, without discrim- 

ination, in defiance of the basic ecological demnis of longleaf pine for survivel 

and to the ultimate discrediting of the agencies engaged in this propaganda, It is 

my belief that the leecal public would have been capable of education as to the truth 

of these basic facts and would have accepted rotation or intermittent burning in 

longleaf pine. ; 

Now about the relation of fires to grazing, and to the general grazing 

problem: 

1. The removal of the rough or accwmlated dead grass, or even of pine straw, 

by fire, is undoubtedly a benefit to grazing in the longleaf pine type. ‘The dead
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broom sedge ani other typical pine grasses form a mass of dry and totally worthless 

material which steadily suppresses more and more the growth of new grass, until the 

cattle if compelled to forage exclusively on protected rough without access to other 

types of land, will not do as well during the spring and summer as on burned land, 

2, Whether burned or unbumed, broamsedge anil other pine grasses have practically 

no forage value after they mture or ripen, and cattle if confined to areas pro- 

ducing only such forage wuld starve to death @uring the winter, and &, 

%, the carpet grass and lespediza cmnot campete with broom sedge and pine grasses 

end are exterminated by them in natural competition, in the absence of grazing. 

4, Heavy grazing of pine lands, one cow to less then 10 acres, will cause a 

rapid establishment of carpet grass and lespediza ever the area, and the closer 

the grazing, the greater the dominence of these grasses to the exdlusion of broom 

sedge and pine grasses, 

5, Since the chief source of inflaumeble mterial on pine lends is the broan 

sedge and tall pine grasses, heavy grazing by removing these grasses and substitut- 

ing carpet grass greatly reduces the fire risk at 211 seasons, and might easily 

render the use of fire entirely unecessary. 

6. Heavy grazing, sufficient to establish a full stand of carpet grass is very 

dengerous to longleaf pine seedlings in'the first year and might almost completely 

exterminate then, After the second season, cattle avoid eating the pine seedlings, 

7, Pine straw from standing timber forming nearly a full canopy will another 

carpet grass and greatly reduce grazing. This has been an important factor at 

MeNeil in showing better results on burned then on unburned land, In open lands, 

with no pine straw, adequate grazing should bring in dense carpet grass as well 

om unburned as on burned lends, 

8, Complete earpet grass cover so reduces fires that the burning, in turn, 

seldom injures the carpet grass, Heavy or maximum grazing, thus completely alters 

the ecological factors in which fire otherwise plays so prominent a part with long-



leaf pine, , 

9, Grazing on unfenced or open range except in immediate vicinity of settlemnts 

seldom is of such intensity that the broom sedge is forced to give way to calpet 

grass and lespedize, ‘The T@lations of fire to the pine thus remain es outlined above, 

on this open rengs, 

10, It is impossible to graze sufficient stock om longleaf pine lanis to destroy 

the broan sedge and replace it with carpet grass, without feeding the cattle through 

out the winter, 

: 11. ‘he naturel fee€ or grazing for cattle during the winter months is found in 

the bottom lands or branches and consisted lergely of cone end other browse. Annual 

fires, set for the purpose of bumnitg the rough, by other then the land owners, end 

therefore allowed to spread by irresponsible parties, result in burming over these 

bottoms often enough to destroy the cane and the winter forage end ruin the year-long 

grazing, If longleaf “hills” are to be burned at all, they must be burned wider 

complete control and at proper seasons only, and the fires not allowed to spread 

to euy reas except those whose burning is desired, | 

12, The theory that unforced land belongs virtually te amyone who choses to 

run cattle thereon, and that the owner of such cattle has the right to burn over ‘ 

such lend without even exereising control of its spread, 4s a vicious subversion 

of property rights and defeats the best interests of the cattle man himself, 

These points by no meens exhaust the subject, ‘They sre all based on 

actual facts observed over the entire range of the species from the East Coast to 

fexes, many of which facts have been substantiated by eleven years of careful 

detailed records on semple plots or quadrats of 1/100 acre size at Urania, Le. 

The writer has not discussed the possible we of fire as an initial measure of 

preparing the soil,for loblolly pine by destruction of slash after logging end 

reduction of hardwood competition, but has confined the discussion to setting 

forth the sharp distinction between longleaf pine and other southern forest types,
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with the use of fire after establishment of the secdling as the measure which 

determines the type that shall exist on any given area of lend, He has not dis- 

cussed the relative merits of growing longleaf versus slash or loblolly pine, but we 

has left this choices to the land owner, confining his discussion to pointing out _- 

that there is no possibility of growing mixtures of longleaf with other pines ond 

hardwoods under average conditions. It is either one or the other, and the use 

of fire is the determining factor, If, when fire at the tim of establishment of 

an existing crop of longleaf pine smplings permitted that crop to survive, the 

assumption is dram later that totel fire protection benefits the soil by pre- 

serving hums, this conclusion has nothing to do with the problem of esteblishment 

of this or of future crops from natural seeding, nor docs it solve the ever present 

problem of risk of total destruction of the stand by any chanfe fire that gets 

loose during the swmer or fall, 

In conclusion, the enphasis must again be placed, as it was in 1926, 

upon the fact that neither amuel burning uor totel protection is apparently the 

best silvicultural practice with this species.
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A yearling deer, weakened by flight, and whose feet were badly burned, dies on the very edge of a stream which might 
have offered refuge. 

More than ninety per cent of the fires in the lake states, and 
we - 5) _more than ninety per cent elsewhere, are caused by human 

cpr carelessness or maliciousness, and consequently are preventable 
on 

yy By DUANE H. KIPP 
(Wisconsin Conservation Department) 

AVE you ever heard of the great tence is “There ought to be a law about Any individual may be subjected to a 
lost herd of buffalo which disap- that.” As American people, we seem to heavy fine for catching a fish or two 
peared that year in the middle of think that we can correct anything by over the legal limit, or a fish or two 

the last century, much to the surprise and legislation, whether the thing we seek to under the legal size. _Yet a great city 
consternation of the army of buffalo hunt- correct is mental, moral, or physical in can ruin waters for miles around it and 
ers who eagerly awaited its return north- nature. be immune from punishment. 
ward the following spring? Or has your Americans are the greatest law making The same inconsistency extends through- 
grandfather told you how the passenger people in the world. We have literally out most of our attitude toward wild life. 
pigeon, one of the finest birds that ever hundreds of thousands of laws, infinitely Forest fires in the aggregate in America 
lived, became extinct because a myriad of too many. It is easy to make laws, diffi- every year do many times as much damage 
them flew out over Lake Michigan and cult to change them. There are laws to wild animals, birds, and fish than do all 
were drowned? on statute books in practically all states of the game law violators put together. 

There was no great lost herd of buf- which are ridiculous in view of modern Yet there is a general reluctance to accept 
falo; neither did a myriad of passenger conditions. Yet they remain not only to forest fire damage as real damage, perhaps 
pigeons fly over Lake Michigan. The clutter*up statute books, but to hamper because there is no one individual who can 
buffalo was almost exterminated and the administrative agencies. be blamed for it. Also, forest fire damage 
passenger pigeon is now extinct because Since the American conscience began is further removed from most of us than 
of man’s greed and man’s carelessness. to concern itself about conditions of wild specific game law violations, usually minor, 
The great lost herd of buffalo could have life, there has been a veritable wave of of which all of us have been guilty at 
been found in the eighties and nineties in laws, most of them passed in honest ef- some time or another. 
the millions of buffalo robes which were forts to protect, preserve, and increase Further, it is difficult to comprehend the 
sold for a dollar or two apiece, and the species of wild game. That most of the total damage done by fire and the damage 
mysterious flight of passenger pigeons laws have not been completely successful is not pleasant to look upon. Of course, 
went not into Lake Michigan, but into is indicated by the steady decline of so if we can see a grouse burned to a crisp, 
the great cities and they did not fly, but many of our species. or a deer whose hair has been singed off 
they were carried in thousands and thou- If we would study the underlying, and whose feet and legs are crumbling, the 
sands of barrels. 5 3 basic causes of game decimations, and damage is brought home to us in a very 
_If there is one outstanding characteris- make an honest effort to right some very real fashion. Even at that, we are likely 

tic of the average American sportsman’s serious wrongs by action rather than leg- to minimize and think that the few in- 
attitude toward game conservation. it is islation, our wild life populations would dividuals we see are rare instances. 
a reluctance to analyze conditions in their begin to increase rather than decrease. On the contrary, the few individuals 
true light to discover the basic, underly- The damage done to fish life by water seen are not rare instances, but are the few 
ing factors which cause our game popu- pollution and obstruction of rivers and visible specimens of a much greater num- 
lations to increase or decrease. _ Streams by dams is qo nattely greater than ber that we are unable to see. Burned 

There is one sentence typifying this the sum total of fishing law violations. areas are not pleasant, or even safe, places 
attitude, which “comes to Americans’ through which to travel. As a conse- 
mouths very frequently and usually with- quence, by far most of the damage done to 
out mttch thought behind it. That. sen- Photos by the Author game by fire remains totally unobserved. 
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The remains of three deer after an underground fire had trapped them. Such tragedies of nature can be prevented if fire 
hazards are curtailed. 

Tee damage done by fire to wild life might think it lack of intelligence that exhausted. Also, the very presence of a 
can all, or practically all, be pre- makes them do this, but the thoughtful concentration point in a game area will at- 

vented. Fires are caused by human care- observer knows that those birds have tract predators. Usually, predators are 
lessness. With fire, American reluctance broods or nests in that fire which they are more intelligent than the species upon 
to accept true facts is again illustrated. doing their best to go back and protect. which they prey. A wolf can escape a fire 
Ask the normal American what causes Starvation of game immediately follow- more readily than can a game animal. In 
forest fires, and the chances are he will ing a fire is another direct damage. the places where game is concentrated be- 
answer—“Lightning.” Lightning is rather Game observers have noticed that most cause of a fire, predators find food easy to 
an important cause in certain sections of species do not readily adapt themselves to get. 
the United States, principally in the coni- changes in conditions, and that if food in It is a common observation a year or 
ferous forests of the Far West, where the normal range has been totally or al- two after fires, to notice an increased num- 
every summer sees many power storms. most totally destroyed, the species find it ber of predators and sometimes the kind 
But even there it is not the most important difficult to move to a new range. of_predators that -have-not-been seen inthe 
cause and in the other forested sections of This lack of adaptability has been noted, locality for years. Following one serious 
the United States—the Lake States, the particularly in winter feeding activities for fire in Wisconsin two years ago, timber 
South, and the East—lightning is almost game birds. Frequently, birds will stay in wolves were noted in a district in which 
a negligible cause. In the Lake States, a sleet covered woodlot with a feeding sta- they had not been seen for 15 years. They 
for instance, lightning is held accountable tion in an adjacent field, and not discover had been attracted by the concentration of 
for barely one per cent of the total number it. game in small areas. 
of fires. This means that more than 99 Similarly, they remain in burned areas The menace of bird predators, the hawks 
per cent of the fires in the Lake States, vainly searching for good food which they and owls, becomes even more serious fol- 
and more than 90 per cent everywhere, are might find not far distant. lowing a fire than it is at normal times. 
caused by human carelessness or malicious- How much worse this condition is when ‘This is true because the fire has destroyed 
ness, and consequently are preventable. the food over a considerable area has been the normal food of these predacious birds. 

Just how do fires damage game? They destroyed by fire. Usually the birds have With the mice and snakes and other 
do both direct and indirect damage. The been weakened somewhat by the exposure smaller creatures all gone, hawks and owls 
direct damage includes the thousands of in- and can not find suitable food. must turn their attention to rabbits and 
dividuals of dozens of species which are But it is not only the large game birds birds. When weakened by lack of food, 
killed every year. Following one fire in and animals which suffer. All living things over-exposure and frequently by disease, 
cone Sara in game animals and birds 
1930, there were 23 dead fall easy victii the 
deer found within two Farmers who burn their fields in the spring under the mistaken idea that a Hed chien they 

days. This number does better crop of wild hay will result, do great damage. If the fires occur early, could avoid under nor- 

ae Fee er all they disturb the mating of birds, and if they occur later, they destroy nests mal Ue eee . 
ie deer which were A robably the mos! 

killed, as the fire burned of eggs or broods of ‘young birds. serious indirect damage 
over a large area and it done by fire is the dis- 
was absolutely impossible to find them all. in the path of a fire are destroyed or dam- turbance it causes to reproductive abilities 

After a serious fire has ravaged an area. aged. This includes the field mice and the and habits. Contrary to general opinion, the 
game animals and birds die for many many other little creatures which live in greatest number of forest, field, and marsh 
months, victims of disease to which they the correct balance of nature, furnishing fires occur in the spring after winter mois- 
are more subject because of the weakness the normal food for predatory birds and ture is gone and before the woods and 
incident to over-exposure caused by the animals. fields have become green. This time of 
fire. The suffocating smoke and poisonous The indirect damages of fires are even extreme fire hazard is frequently accom- 
gases cause lung disorders and frequently more numerous and more harmful than the panied by hot, dry winds. 
pneumonia sets in within a week or two. direct damages. When a fire burns over Unfortunately, this time of worst fire 
Their food, poisoned by smoke and gases an area of course it does not kill every in- hazard is also the mating time of most 
if not actually burned will create toxic dividual. Many escape. Neither does the of our game birds. The mating grounds 
conditions and stomach and intestinal average fire burn every acre over which of prairie chickens, sharp-tailed grouse, 
troubles follow inevitably. Even more di- it passes. There are unburned islands left pheasants, and other game birds are sub- 
rectly, animals and birds may have suffered and it is to these that the survivors in ject to fire. When a fire burns over a 
direct burns which, although they did not game populations flock for protection. mating or nesting ground, the birds will 
cause death at the time of the fire, remain Fires cause concentrations of game at some not readily return, and such a major fright 
to become festered, poisonous, and fatal, points and deserts at others. as is suffered by every wild creature when 
later. 5 it is confronted by fire can not help but 

One of the most pathetic sights a fire 1 the places of concentration, because dampen mating ardor. Late spring or 
fighter has to see is birds flying back into of the abnormally large number of in- early summer fires do infinite damage to 
the flames and smoke. The casual observer dividuals present, food supplies are quickly nests and if the mother birds are not killed 
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$ NORTHERN STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 

MARQUETTE, MICHIGAN 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin. May 15,1932. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; : 

Under separ&te cover I am returning the 
book or manuscript that you so kindly let me read. It is a 
mighty fime summary of game management and it is pregnant with 
with many valuable suggestions for future investigations. Wish 
there was a way of accomplishing some of these faster than they 
naturally will come about . 

It will be a long time before it will be possible 
to get the unstinted cooperation of the farmers and land owners to 
leave sufficient cover along fences amd roadsides. In a way the 
Colleges of Agriculture can be blamed, fyw not so long ago they 
appealed to the farmers to destroy thle weeds and brush &o0 control 
insect and weed pests. Now we want the farmer to let the brush grow. 
Needless to say it will take some time to sell this ehange a front, 
"things do move slowly" in the rural sections. Then too; é high 
taxes etc, the farmerg want§ to cultivate every inch of'the soil 
to get by. He will raise game cover when he sees that it pays its 
waye 

There is an idea that I #o nog agree with and that 
is that wild lanés are not as"private" as cultivated lands. There 
seems to be a notion that they sh ould be more opem to the public. 
Why? Just now forest and cut over lands in this section require 
more protection from the general public than cultivated lands. Every 
year there are hunderds of acres burned by the careless public. : 
Frankly , I am of the opinion that the owner of wild lands should 
know who is on them and that he should be asked for consent. The 
reforesting of some of the sections here will not be accomplished 
for hunderds of years. last year there were several several thousama 
acres burned near Wnistique thru the careless and wantomness of 
some berry pickers. This area is set back for a thousend years . 
The constant sweeping fires do remove much valuable cover every year 
in the U.P. of Michigan. How can we sell the idea to the "geheral 
public” that forest growth is valuable cover and needs to be protected. 
Thru education, but hww can we reach the city fellow that tours thru 
forested areas. Lectures, radio talks, news releases, pictures, 
and slogans all help but is there enough of this? You know that 
average fellow of to-day reads very little. 

r The chapter on accidents to game reminded me of the 
two large fires we had here in 1925. The noted Baraga County fire 
which swep$ a large area in a few days , and the Big Bay fire (Marquetie) 
County) which likewise swept a large section on a day and a half. 

ae we found fawns burned to a crisp, and also three does 
dead more or less completely burned, In all probability the does waited 
for the fawns too long or returned to them and were caught ¢ by the 
smoke and flames. At Big Bey I saw a partr@dge attempt to fly thru 
the flames and it dropped into the fire. Its wings and feathers 
were singed in an instiant . In a small swamp that was burned over
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we founf badly burned snow-shoe rabbits, no doubt they represented 
but a fraction of those that weyburned more or less completely. 

I am most grateful to you for your kindness and thank 
you for the favor. 

Sincerely yours, 

ohn (Nore 
Head, Dept of. Natural Science. 

P.S. 

Hope that this book will be pkblished soon. You have put over a 
great idea and hope sincerely that there will bea good public 
response. J.N.Le ;
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GROSS-REFERENCE 

See bulletin by Herbert L, Stoddard, “Use of Fire on 

Southeastern Game Lands," January 15, 1935, Filed in Food & Cover Box.



New Soils Building 
April 4, 1935 

Mr. Tom Gili 
1214 Sixteenth st. N.W, 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Tom: 

The following cases are picked out of my file at random to 
illustrate the relation of forest fires to fish: 

(1) 1920. “Bffeet of Forest Fires on Food & Game Fishes," Fisheries 
Service Bulletin, No. 88, p. 2. 

(2) 1920. “Forest Pires Affect Fish life." Calif. Pish & Game, 
Vol. ou» No. » pp. 31-32, (Review of No. 1) 

(3) 1922. "Effect of Forest Fires on Food and Game Fishes, " 
Science, Vol. LVI, lo. 1448, Sept. 29, pp. 362. (Review 
of No, 1) 

1923. 

(4) /District 1 Bulletin April 1923, p. 14. (quotes ¥, A, Donaldson 
of Madison Forest on fish killed by 1910 fires.) 

(5) 1923. Wisheries Service Bulletin No. 92, Jan. 2, 1923. 
" “ “ " 93, Feb. 2, 1923. 

(Quotes cases Idaho and California) 

(6) 1924. "Observations on Animal Life." J. A. L. Dist. 1 Bulletin, 
dug. 4, p. 6. (Mentions reduction in trout on Coeur d'Alene 
after 1910 and 1919 burns.) 

(7) 1927. "Forest Fires Kill Game and Fish." The Big Horn, Vol, IV, 
Wo. 3, dune 1927, p. 1,3. Montanan Fich & Game Commission 
& Mont. Sportsmen's Association. (Forest officers quoted 
on trout killed on Selway, Coeur d'Alene, Calumet and Missoula 
Forests in 1910.) ; 

These are all, to be sure, observations without means of dis- 
tinguishing chemical, thermal, and physical effects. 

I am periodically asked to "back up" my statement but the above is 
the best I can offer. 

Yours as ever,
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CHARLES LATHROP PACK 

FOREST EDUCATION BOARD 

March 29, 1935. 

CHAIRMAN: Orrick or THE SECRETARY 

HENRY S. GRAVES 1214 Srxreents Street. N. W. 

‘Wasntxcron, D. C. 
SEORETARY: 

TOM GILL 

Dimxcrors: 
SAMUEL T. DANA 

DEan 

SOHOOL OF FORESTRY 

AND CONSERVATION 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charge, 

JOHN FOLEY Game Research, 

ForrsTer School of Agriculture, 

ae ae eee University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

HENRY S. GRAVES - 
DEAN 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY Dear Aldo: 
‘YALE UNIVERSITY 

NEW HAVEN, CONNEOTIOUT 

rn ee I seem to be on the spot -- and maybe you can helo 

SECRETARY-MANAGER me. A long time ago I wrote avout the effect of forest 

a a aa fires on increasing the alkalinity of streams to the point 

SEATILE, WASH. where fish could not supoort life. This general thought 
ARTHUR N. PACK I got either from talking to you or from one of your 

Dreecror articles. 
CHARLES LATHROP PACK 

FORESTRY TRUST 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY At any rate, Harl Pearce now asks me: "We are de- 

E, O. SIECKE sirous of knowing just to what extent trout can withstand 

a the alkaline conditions arising from wood ashes falling 
TEXAS FOREST SERVICE os s 
Gol tacw wr knien Gai into streams. In other words, how alkaline waters mst 

yj © + " Enuwoournanees become to be fatal to trout. 

ACTING PROFESSOR OF 
Ss ULTURE : + 2s 9 wee eee Can you refer me to anything that might be helpful 

ASEISUNTUES to this gentleman? 
ITHACA, NEW YORE 

WINKENWERD 
bach sia Yours, as always, 

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY 
‘UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 

RAPHAEL ZON 
DmecTor | 5 Y 2 

LAKE STATES FOREST 

EXPERIMENT STATION 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

TOM GILL, Secretary. 

ial fad: Maia cate ae n £ 
* 
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mittee Print, 74th Congress, 2d Session, Washington, D. C.,'1936 (pp. 309-403). . 

: ce] 
Rexation or Burying To Towser anp WItpLiFE a 

By H. L. Sropparp, Thomasville, Ga. 

A great deal of publicity has been given to the destructiveness of 
fire to game and other wildlife. Apparently the great “crown” fires 
of the North and the West are tremendously destructive to the forests 
themselves, and at least for the time being fatal to wildlife within 
them. I can find little in the literature however, as to any possible 
favorable results to wildlife in succeeding years. Wherever small 
openings are created in great stretches of dense forest, their bene- 

ficial effect on animal life for a period of years is likely to be very 
great, as are openings or clearings of any kind in unbroken forest. 
If the fire is largely a surface one, with no great destruction of hu- 
mus and top soil, herbaceous vegetation, which came in as a first step 
in the plant succession followed by patches of deciduous brush for 
browse, must be of marked benefit to certain animal life. Where 
fires burn to underlying rock over huge areas, as happens in some 
regions, there can be no question as to its disastrous effect for gen- 
erations, both on the forest, and to some at least of its animal life. 

But not all fires of the North and West are “crown” fires, and 
studies comparable to those underway in the Southeast are greatly 
needed as to the effect of light surface fires where such can be used 
both on certain forest reproductions and to animal environment. 
Only a few years ago conservationists of the country assumed that 
the grass fires of the Southeast were invariably destructive of both 
forest reproduction and animal life, in spite of the fact that an in- 
telligent local population, who had lived in the country for genera- 
tions, stoutly maintained to the contrary, and pointed out many bene- 
fits from their custom of general late winter burning. Now we find 
as the result of careful and open-minded studies, by Government 
agencies and others, that fire may be used at times with marked 
benefit both to certain valuable forest growth and to valuable ani- 
mal life as well. In fact properly used fire may be considered the 
most important tool of the game manager in the Southeast, often 
an indispensable one if quail management be his field. But I want 
to emphasize the word properly, for improperly used fire is some- 
thing very different and must not be confused with fully controlled 
fire used for a specific purpose, which is what I am discussing here. 
In addition, my discussion today refers only to the coniferous forest 
region of the Southeastern Coastal Plain, often referred to as the 
Southeastern Pine Belt. While this is a very large region, it is 
after all, but a small portion of these United States, so I hope my 
remarks and generalities will not be misunderstood by those from 
distant and very different regions. If they will be but stimulated to 
start open-minded studies and experiments on a small scale in their 
regions my purpose will have been accomplished. 

While we have learned considerable regarding both the use and 
abuse of fire in the Southeast, the subject is still a hot one for dis- 
cussion, and in the time at my disposal I can only touch on a few 
of the high lights in a very general way. For those seriously in- 
terested in the subject, there are a good many detailed papers avail- 
able dealing with the relation of grass fires to soil fertility and 
structure, to the grazing of livestock, to the reproduction and growth 
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WILDLIFE RESTORATION AND CONSERVATION 

of various valuable forest trees, as well as to quail and other wild- 
life. And the scientific studies and experiments are still very in- 
complete, for much remains to be learned. 

Our reasons for burning for game.—There are many reasons that 
make necessary the use of controlled burning for game of this re- 
gion, but a few of the more important only can be mentioned. 

(1) Under a policy of fire exclusion, the accumulations of pine 
straw, dead grasses, and debris exert a smothering effect on the very 
abundant and diversified leguminous flora, suppressing it in time. 
As this flora furnishes the “backbone” of the southern quail food 
supply, and is important to wild turkeys and other wildlife, as well 
as important to the fertility of soils, the accumulations have to be 
removed to perpetuate this type of vegetation. Fire is the only 
known agency for economical removal over large areas of low-priced 
land. 

(2) Even if seeds were produced in great abundance in this 
“rough”, which they are not, they would be largely unavailable at 
least to quail, after falling into the surface litter. Quail feed in 
and frequent for purposes of nesting, thin, upright, ground cover. 
Such cover is also superior from the standpoint of hunting and dog 
work, 

(3) Southeastern pinelands, especially in the vicinity of creek 
valleys where sweet gum, oaks, and other deciduous trees grow and 
seed profusely, soon choke up with deciduous undergrowth in the 
absence of frequent burning. This deciduous jungle suppresses such 
herbaceous vegetation which may have survived the earlier multch- 
ing by pine straw, etc. Burning is essential to the perpetuation of 
the open, parklike pine forest so desired for human habitation, and 
necessary both to the welfare of the quail and the sport of quail 
hunting. Deer, turkey, doves, and multitudes of small birds spend 
much time in the burns during late winter and spring, and we 

, consider such burns important to their welfare also. 
(4) Experience indicates that in many cases frequent burning 

is ea for the control of ticks, chiggers, and other parasites of 
wildlife, and so it is desirable for ground cover sterilization as for 
the purposes previously enumerated, 

Effect of fire on the forests—Were the light pineland grass fires 
we advocate for use in quail and other game management neces- 
sarily destructive to pine reproduction and growth, use of fire might 
well be limited to the lands held primarily for game and even 
there its use would be most regrettable. Fortunately, however, 
burning at certain times and under certain conditions is becoming 
recognized as sound forestry practice for long-leaf pine, the most 
widespread and valuable of the southern pines. It can admittedly 
be carried on in established stands of slash, loblolly, and short- 
leaf pines, the other valuable southern timber species, if necessary 
for purposes of game management, control of competing deciduous 
undergrowth, reduction of the danger of destructive out-of-season 
fires, etc. 

For the sake of illustration, we will cite the case of the long- 
leaf pine. It is now considered good silvicultural practice to burn 
pinelands lightly, several months preceding a seed fall so that the 
seed may find its way to mineral soil, a requirement for the suc- 
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cessful establishment of the seedlings. Then fire must be kept out 
of the area for at least a year after germination, or until the seed- 
lings develop their veauallatld fire resistant qualities. After this, 
light burning may be practised at intervals varying from 1 to 3 
Co to remove competing vegetation and fire hazard, as well as to 
eep the young pines free from the ae “brown spot” disease. 

Such a program fits in well from the standpoint of game manage- 
ment, and the final result is the beautiful parklike piney woods 
which originally covered the well-drained uplands in the region 
under consideration. 

Types which should not be burned —There are other southeast- 
ern forest types, however, which, in the light of present information, 
should be protected from fire, both from the game and forestry 
viewpoints. The swampy low land woods, with their stands of 
gum, cypress, oak, bay, magnolia, black and slash pine, etc., are : 
usually protected from fire, except during an occasional year of 
drought, by standing water or generally damp conditions. The 
normal fire frequency in such areas may vary apparently from 
once in 5 years, 10 years, to a hundred or more, but when fire does 
come it may practically destroy the forest and its immediate use- 
fulness to wildllte, A high percentage of this type burned dur- 
ing the drought of the late summer of 1931, and the effect is ghastly 
even now. 

Another type from which we believe fire should be excluded is that 
locally called “upland hammock”, a climax forest type, the predom- 
inant growth being beech, magnolia, oaks, spruce pine, holly, and 
other Shatnetaristic species, all more or less vulnerable to fire. This 
is a most valuable type for wild-turkey range, though very limited 
in extent. There are still a few other types that should not be 
burned, according to present information, Dnt which cannot be dis- 
cussed within the time at my disposal. 

We admittedly cannot produce a maximum game population and 
the maximum of tree products on the same ground, at the same time. 
We do contend, however, that we can produce much game on forest 
lands, with minor modification of forestry practice; alco large quan- 
tities of timber and other forest products on lands managed pri- 
marily for game. 

The season for burning—Fires occurring after trees come out of 
their period of dormancy, and after ground birds begin their nest- 
ing, may be regarded as generally destructive both to the forest and 
to some of the most valuable wildlife inhabiting it. Such out-of-sea- 
son fires, if of considerable intensity, may seriously damage even the 
most fire-resistant species of pines, and, of course, destroy nests or 
small young of quail, wild turkey, and other ground nesting birds, as 
well as adversely affecting both their food supply and cover. True, 
we have found by repeated experiment that fire may be used with 
exceptional effectiveness in September in controlling deciduous jungle 
undergrowth, and if carried on in exactly the right way, may even 
be used at this season under established stands of pine without ap- 
parent injury. But practical application of such experiments must, 
perhaps, await some future time, when our forest and game lands 
may be in charge of more highly trained and skilled professional 
personnel, 

(3)
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From the standpoint of the game manager the season to carry on 

necessary burning is February and March in the deep South. If 

carried on at this time, leaching and washing of the top soil is re- 

duced to a minimum, as the ground is clothed with new vegetation 

with remarkable rapidity. Our system of “spot” burning slopes also 
minimizes the bad effect of washing. Certain frost tender vegeta- 
tion, especially the important partridge pea (Chamaecrista sp.) 
which sprouts prematurely on newly burned lands, is less likely to 

be killed by late frosts if burning is carried on after March 1, though 
the exact time seems to make much less difference to the great class 
of native perennial legumes. Burning carried on after April 1 finds 
trees coming out of their dormancy and wild turkeys trying to nest, 
and should not be attempted. 

The technique of light burning—Methods of light burning for 
game, including the “spot burning” methods we usually advocate, 
have been frequently described in detail and cannot be repeated in 
the time remaining at my disposal. Those thoroughly experienced 
and trained in the technique of light burning know how to employ 
fire of just the right degree of intensity for a specific purpose, be it 
simply the removal of accumulated forest debris, the suppression of 
undesirable deciduous understory, the removal of standing dead 
debris remaining from previous fires, etc., with the least damage to 
valuable pine reproduction. 

Suffice to say that the lightest of night burning is usually all that 
is required for purposes of game management. The aim should, as a 
rule, be to burn a series of spots varying from half an acre-to four 
or five, as the case may be, according to a definite plan which calls for 
a certain percentage of the whole terrain to be covered. This is 
usually accomplished by the setting of separate fires, at. distances 
apart varying from 100 to 300 yards or more, after the cover has 
begun to dampen by dewfall, on quiet nights. Each fire gradually 
eats out its acre or acres before increasing dampness causes it to die 
out, the result being a series of burned spots, separated by unburned 
cover which serves to diversify and increase food supply and to 
shelter the animal life while the new growth comes on. Needless to 
say, sufficient manpower should always be available to take care of 
any emergency, while preliminary safeguards should never be neg- 
lected. A combination of poor judgment, lack of experience, and 
neglect of precautions may be dearly paid for. 

In conclusion, I hope we may look forward to a future when the 
needs of both the forest and its valuable wildlife will be thoroughly 
understood and properly attended to, when the forest and forest 
wildlife will be administered by highly trained and skilled person- 
nel, well versed and practiced in the art of applied ecology. In my 
opinion such men will not consider fire as the “red demon”, but as 
a useful tool for certain definite ends in game management as well as 
silviculture. And let us hope that our children and children’s chil- 
dren may see deer, wild turkeys, quail, and other attractive wildlife 
in our forests and so-called waste lands, which, it may be hoped, will 
be scenic and productive. It is further to be hoped that “barber 
shop” conservation, and propaganda based on theory rather than re- 
search will soon be retired to the junk pile where they belong. 

(4) U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1937 .
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ee Sr es oe From a fe SR “we \ 1D G PRS ae ‘rom a Radio Talk over KDKA, Pittsburgh, 

ey YN Sa fi- DAY August 27, 1936 

“ ly fe o ae. en re ge geen. on his State Game Lands and on my in- 

é ee gg se a: .. = £ spection trip through his section we decided 

Oe ee ” ae — os as . to look over this devastated area. We fol- 
= \ ee ae Se ” lowed one of his fire lanes for some time 

pe, oa ee pe Be % E ek and finally reached the top of Chestnut 
‘ i ae y SS Ridge where just ahead of us we could see 

hae ee Pee oe the outlines of the burned territory. In a 

Con iota ena neeten piece short time we reached the area and as we 

. walked into it almost at once the voice of 
the forest was hushed. No longer were we 

N ature has freely, lavishly furnished concealment and breeding places. hearing the chirruping of squirrels and chip- 

Pennsylvania with diversified forest The greatest enemy of the forest, and of munks, no cheerful bird notes. Deathly 7 

conditions. From the earliest days, when the the living things within it, is forest fire. As silence reigned supreme. Large trees and 

forest furnished the settlers with logs to in years past, it continues to be the lurking small ones alike, black, bare and gaunt, 

build their homes and food in the form of and devouring enemy. Every year people stood shivering as the breezes soughed a 

game birds and animals, down through the continue thoughtlessly to drop lighted mournful dirge through their ranks. They 

years this gift has been of untold benefit to matches or burning tobacco in dry leaves, or were ghastly skeletons of nature’s once 

our people and has played an important part calmly walk away without extinguishing beautiful handiwork. Some lay prostrate on 

in the development of the country. camp fires. These fires fanned to a blaze by the ground, charred, burnt, and shrivelled, 

Unfortunately, in the early lumbering the wind ignite the forest: Hundreds burn attesting to the severity of the-red—demon— 

days, by reason of a limited market, much brush near woods and quite often permit the that had so recently passed along. All life 

valuable timber was destroyed. Only the fire to escape to the forest. These are not Was gone and it seemed almost as if the 

choicest material was utilized and the re- accidents but just plain carelessness. silence of the grave had surrounded us. 

mainder left to rot or to be consumed by Everyone loses in the destruction which The silence had its effect on us and we 

forest fires. There seemed to be no end of results. We help to pay for extinguishing walked along without a word. I was almost 

the timber at that time; consequently, no the fires; we suffer the inconvenience and startled when the refuge keeper suddenly 

thought was given to the future. The result cost of floods or low water; we must drink . said “Forest fires are one of the worst 

was vast areas of denuded lands where once impure water; and we feel the effects in enemies of game and nearly all of them are 

magnificent trees stood. connection with our hunting and fishing. caused by someone’s carelessness. I wish 

We have passed that age of destruction Until each one realizes that the problem is that those who are responsible for fires 

and are now in the age of protection and _ his, fires will continue to take their toll. could see the things which I see at nearly 

restoration. Due to lack of vision and The effects of forest fires on Pennsyl- every fire I help to extinguish. Some of 

restraint by past generations, we of today vania’s game program was brought most those things are heartrending. While we 

are confronted with. the responsibilities of forcibly to my attention a few months ago were fighting this fire any number of deer 

trying to make amends for the crimes, if while visiting one of our game refuge ran out ahead of the smoke and flames. 

they may be so called, committed against keepers. A severe fire had only a few days Some of them would become so terribly 

nature, The task is becoming easier because before burned over several hundred acres excited and bewildered that they would turn 

most people have come to realize the value 

of the forests. The blessings emanating : 

from them are manifold. They are essential A Tragic End 

for the production of useful raw materials Sui ae sr ot Nae 

for a thousand necessities, from toothpicks =—™ .. «<- Co , : 

to steamship piers, and many products 2 bc ad _ mea OO gs 
ranging from paper pulp to maple syrup; in % om, . ee - ~~. eer + 

the protection of the soil; the prevention of we — _ : a 

floods, and in providing locations of na- a a - ee ——e 3 - 

turally beautiful playgrounds where people Sg ee meee ee ee i iF 

may forget the noise and bustle of cities. a wal ee oe a Pie aa 

We probably all realize the necessity of Be a. Se FP 

forests to the happiness, comfort and wel- hE Set i 2) ee a = Se —. 

fare of man, but we may not give much - ee a ES 

thought to the fact that other forms of life ee ee 3 ae. a eee “a lg eer! 

depend upon forest areas for their very - tai ah ae 4 a4 ee Se ee 

existence. Practically all of Pennsylvania’s TS ee . mi Beas te _ 

wild animals and birds, as well as many Seer Ar oe SS © ae a ee ee ores 

* : . . et ee Bee feet he eee 
song and insectivorous birds, depend in part oo” ee 1 eo P ae << we Oe ae Se 

or entirely upon the forest for food, shelter, OS a EE ne SS ae se eee ae
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TALKING IT OVER WITH THE LANDOWNER 

It is a Wise Policy to Discuss Your Hunting Plans with the Owner 

of the Land on Which You Desire to Hunt.
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around and dash right back in. We saw sev- continued. “About five years a we had a some distance from his dam procuring food 

eral grouse fly up and circle back into the big fire on Round Knob. I had split the fire and was burned so badly that when it got 
smoke and fire where, no doubt, they were crew up. One bunch was with me on one in the water at its dam it died. The por- 

burned. Five young raccoons came out from _ side of the fire and the other crew was on cupine looks like a torch when it is afire. 
the fire with their feet badly burned. They’ the opposite side. The second crew saw a The quills burn like oil. 
were so thirsty for water that they came up good sized bear poke something into the These tales of the suffering which forest 
to the fire fighters and drank water from rocks and hurry around and do the same fires inflict upon our wildlife as told by one 
cups which some of the men had.” thing several times. She then galloped away of Pennsylvania’s game refuge keepers, who 

“This particular area was a good rabbit UP the hill ahead of the fire. This fire was are in intimate contact with it, should move 
section. I believe everyone of the fire fight- burning fiercely on the pte Bue oF the hill all of us deeply. These feelings should then 
ers saw rabbits running. Some would come and it nas only a short time until it crossed be translated into action. 
out of our backfire with hair burning. You the point where the bear had been poking That fire is the great enemy of the wild 
could hear them squealing in the fire. I went Something in the rocks. The fire fighters creatures is no new discovery. Thousands 
through the backfire to some squealing that Went over to this place and discovered a of years ago Joel said, “Yea, the beasts of 

¥did not stop and found a nest in it, The small bear on the burned ‘ground. They the field pant unto thee for a fire devoureth 
(little rabbits on top were scorched and I Picked it up and found that it had its nose€ before them and behind them a flame 

killed four to stop their suffering. One small burned and feet blistered. When the little burneth; the land is as a garden of Eden 
one had burrowed into leaves and was all cub squealed two more poked their heads before them and behind them a desolate 
right. I took the cover off my canteen and out from under the rocks and they were wilderness.” That is just as true today as it 
wet it good. I threw the canteen away, as rescued unharmed. Three of the fire fighters was in the day of Joel. 
precious as water was. I put the little rabbit _ who found them decided that each should Pennsylvania is now recognized as the 
in the canteen cover. It did not cover the have a bear and each took one home, sepa- greatest game state in America. If it is to 
bottom. I carried it all that night and the rating the bears by 20 miles. That night remain so, and if the forest which provides 
next day. When I got home I fed it. I am all three had all the bear they wanted as the shelter and food for so many kinds of 
raising this little fellow and when it is big they were kept up all the night feeding the wildlife is to stand, it behooves each one of 
enough to care for itself I will release it.” 

As the refuge keeper who has had a wide 
experience in the woods and with wildlife, 
talked of the fire I could almost hear the oa crackling of the flames and feel the gusts rN ‘ of hot wind that beat against the faces of _ Cy Sia 
the fire fighters like blasts from a furnace. f a 
The stories of the fleeing animals were in- P . ho ¥ 
deed as he had pictured them—heartrending. 2 a \.. 4 t 

As we walked on the refuge keeper said, = eh eee 2 oe “4 =~ valle 
“This is only one of hundreds of fires that Po ii J ar : > 2 tal ‘ 
occur each year. You can therefore get some 5 B & ee 
idea of the tremendous losses to wildlife and ' i ; | 4 ets 5 ah o 
to their cover and food. Even if a bird or nego Lo ae | ee F ‘ Sy 7 
animal does comeback. here—what—chance AS. ae oe ae a 
have they to escape a hawk or owl, with no oe dl j Ce = 
protective covering, or what will they find i a z a sf z 
POneat ae rg ae ae 

“One time last spring a fire about five jee <.. Ss 2 Ce ea : y 
miles down here burned over nearly three ‘ ‘ ee — ; : af ee 
hundred acres of fine game territory. A few i ACK" ~ Le E _ oa 
days after the fire I covered most of the Poe ase FF ees fot as 
area looking for game which might have A \ i it 

) been destroyed. I found one grouse still sit- 
ting on a nest of eight eggs. The feathers Hot and poisoned water kills thousands of fish. All species suffer. 
had all been burned off this bird and of 
course th Ss 

cies < 
pee Pil eon Pirie ang ee aa little cubs from bottles with nipples ina us to do everything within his power to 
an effort to leave her nest. Grouse quite vain effort to keep them from crying. One stop fires, 
often will burn rather than leave their nests man put his cub in bed with him to keep It will be only a few short weeks until 
or little ones. I have actually seen them sit it quiet for half the night. The next morn- the danger of fires will again be present. I 
on their nests and fight at the flames with ing these men sent me word about the bear appeal to you when you go into the woods 
their wings. I remember one time while and I gathered up all three of them and _ this fall, or at any time when it is dry, to 
fighting fire I saw a grouse sitting on her took them home in a pasteboard box. They be careful with your fires and with your 
nest. The flames had reached the nest and weighed about three or four pounds each. smoking materials. Tell others who are out, 
she had apparently no intention of leaving. The ears, nose and feet on the one bear or who may be going out, to be careful. If 
One of the fire fighters quickly pulled her which was burned healed nicely with the each of us does his part this tremendous 
off the nest and beat the fire out with his aid of a little vaseline and good care by my destruction to wildlife and to its home, the 
hands, slightly burning them. We saved wife and me.” forest, will be lessened. 
both the grouse and her nest of twelve eggs. Cake wa The importance of both can well be 
I have often seen grouse on a burned area Continuing the refuge keeper said, I summed i in the words of that great writer 
a few days after a fire, standing around as Could go on and tell you stories like that A . . = of outdoor stories, James Oliver Curwood, though they had lost every friend in the | for hours and they are all absolutely true. f, dE th eeu eatiitel 

v ie, ; when he sai uman life is absolutely world. It has always been my opinion that Of course in addition to the game birds dena ote dist soid olocee tau WEEE 
these birds had been nesting in the vicinity and animals, song birds and other birds and Se wees, ne 3 aid b be 1S ig 
and returned only to find the nests gone. animals also suffer. We always find any out these things we wou CORI estan 

| After one big fire on Broad Mountain a number of song bird nests on the ground 4 race. 
| patrol crew and I actually found 28 grouse and on the low brush at spring and summer I therefore ask you for the sake of the 

nests with eggs in them. Of course the eggs __ fires. Fur bearers also suffer heavy losses. wild creatures of the forest; for the sake 

were cooked, and worthless.” To me the strangest case of a fur-bearer of a pure and well regulated water supply; 

Pausing a moment to examine the burnt burning happened last fall at the head of for the preservation of timber; in fact, for 
carcass of some animals, my companion Fishing Creek where a beaver was caught the sake of humanity, Prevent Forest Fires.
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FIGHTING THE BUSHFIRE. 

NEED FOR NATIONAL ORGANISATION 

By DAVID G. STEAD 

“Fire is a Good Servant, but a Very Bad Master!” Probably 
there is no country in the world that needs so seriously to take this 
slogan to heart, as does Australia. For the recurrent bushfire is one 

. of our worst enemies—equally of the primary producer, the forester 
| and the conservationist, interested in the maintenance of our bush- 

land fauna and flora. This is so well known, really, that it almost 
; seems like an idle reiteration of the fact to mention it here. Yet the 

calmness with which the community as a whole accepts this terrible 
menace, as a kind of natural concomitant to advancing summer. is a 
sure sign that we have a long way to go before we undertake that 
State-wide, and even national, organisation, which is absolutely essen- 
tial if we are to defeat this all-devouring demon, or even to minimise 
to any appreciative extent, the annual toll of marred or destroyed 
forest lands, of wasted and ravaged farm lands, buildings and stock, 
ofour wild bird life, and of our flowering plants. 

On various occasions in past years this matter of the bushfire 
has occupied an important place in the annual reports of the Wild 
Life Preservation Society, while the writer has repeatedly stressed it 
in.a number of publications and in public addresses; but the present 
time seems to be particularly opportune for a revival of attention 
to it, in view of the calamitous forest, grass, and fodder-crop, fires— 
accompanied in some instances by losses of livestock, farm buildings 
and residences—which have occurred in many places in the eastern 
parts of Australia, more particularly in the coastal bushlands, during 

3 the last few months. No doubt, with proper widespread understand- 
7 ing, most of these fires could have been prevented; but, without for 

the moment considering causes at all, it was very clear to myself and 
to many others that 1f we had been organised on a wide scale to 
combat such outbreaks, only a very few would have “got away,” and 
most would have been quelled soon after their outbreak. In quite 
a number of instances where attempts were made to quell or to 
control these bushfires, long after they had started, and only when 
they were endangering settlements or homes, Herculean efforts were 
made by crowds of people—men, women and children; tourists, 
holiday-makers and residents—working as an unorganised rabble, with 
no proper direction, or at least no co-ordinated direction, and using 
the most primitive and even most ridiculous equipment. These will 
seem rather hard words to some, but’ experiencé over many seasons 
of bushfires shows them to be more than justified.’ For bushfire fight- 
ing is no new thing, whether in Australia or elsewhere, and experi- 
enced forestry men here, as well as many men on stations and farnis, 
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have developed a technique, which, if applied through careful or- 
ganisation everywhere, and availed of to the fullest extent, could be 
the means of stopping many a fire at the outset; thus saving vast 
destruction and much material loss. 

PREVENTION, THE BEST CURE 

While an occasional bushfire is brought about by what are 
termed natural causes, there is very good reason for thinking that 
nearly all are due to human carelessness, or to a deliberate attempt 
to fire undergrowth, or to destroy scrub, or even heavy forest for : 
some selfish interest. Among those people who concern this Society 
very deeply in this connection, are the wild flower poachers, who will 
deliberately run a fire through scrubby lands, or through open forest ¥ 
to provide them with easy pickings for the following season. The 
trouble is that any fire may soon get beyond all bounds, and become 
a raging inferno, covering a vast area, and destroying thousands of 
pounds worth of human property, permanently damage timber trees, 
kill hundreds of head of stock, destroy the plant food in surface soils 
over vast areas, and generaily blight the face of the land. 

For many years past, Governments and the Legislature, Pastures 
Protection Boards, and the Local Governing bodies have endeavoured 
to prevent the occurrence of these fires. Everywhere that one goes 
in the country may be seen the calico notices relating to the “Careless 
Use of Fire”; counselling the greatest caution and telling of the pains 
and penalties awaiting a non-observance of these directions. This 
fire prevention has even been tauvht throughout the country schools, 
and gradually the people for the most part have caught the habit 
to such an extent that it has become second nature for most of them 
to carry it out to the letter. Wax matches are taboo, no one throws 
a lighted match to the ground, cigarette stubs are put out before being 
discarded, camp fires are placed in carefully selected spots and are 
religiously extinguished before being left, no furnace is carried into 
the field if it can be helped, and generally every precaution is taken. 

In this connection the.common slogan of this Society, which has ‘ 
been spread by us for years past, imprinted on the backs of our 
envelopes—"“PREVENT BUSH FIRES: Put Out Matches, Butts 
and Camp Fires’—is well worth carrying in mind to be brought 
under the notice of the general public on every possible occasion. 
At the risk of repetition also we ask members and the public to 
remember another apt slogan, that “One Tree may make a Million 
Matches, but ONE MATCH MAY BURN A MILLION TREES.” 

But, notwithstanding the primary importance of prevention, 
there is no blinking the fact that the fires are still occurring, and, I 

fear, are likely to for many a day. My main objective, therefore, 
in this article, is to emphasise the organisation to deal with the 
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fires once they have been discovered. Most of these fires have small 
beginnings, of course, and if they could be nipped in the bud, so to 
speak, they might at the very worst resolve themselves into a series 
of small outbreaks which could be readily controlled with even the 
primitive fire-fighting eauipment which, until recent years, was at 
the disposal of the farmer and grazier—and even to-day only exists 
in man~ places. But it is not only the great fire which is to be 
feared. In some years we have comparatively small outbreaks in 
numbers all over the land, which, in the aggregate, take a far greater 
toll from the primary producer and from the bushlands, than the 
more isolated conflagration 

, MENACE MUST BE FACED . 

At whatever angle we approach the bushfire menace—whether 
in the interests of primary production, the saving of our forests and 
timber resources, the preservation of our glorious flowering bushlands, 
or the security of our isolated bush homes and villages—we are forced 
to the conclusion that unless we grapple with the problem as we 
should not only will this great load continue, but, in certain directions, 
almost irreparable damage will result. And grappling with it does 
not mean that we come to certain pious decisions only, but that, both 
individually and collectively, we look upon the job as one to be 
done ov ourselves, where we are conveniently placed, and by the 
whole community working in close co-operation. This means not 
only the drilling of ourselves in proper methods of dealing with 
bush and forest fires at the seat of the outbreak, but of the organisa- 
tion of community work on a large scale throughout the country. 

I believe that this is not nearly so difficult as it might at first 
appear. The fact that many people are thinking and talking of this 
co-operative work at the moment is an indication that the time was 
never more ripe for carrying it out. In isolated places at the present 
time, in every district that one can think of, every man naturally 
regards himself as a potential firefighter. That is to say, he calculates 
that he is there if he is called upon. But that is not quite what 
we want. Each of those men should be part of a great organisation, 
split up into suitable units, throughout. the length and breadth of 
the country. This is not a Utopian idea, as a few may think, but is 
considered to be a really practicable thing by most of those who are 
familiar with the lay-out of our population and with the causes 
underlying the propagation of. our grass and bush fires. Of course, 
it is only fair to say that some parts are fairly well organised already; 
but, taking the country by and large, this organisation does not 
amount to’ much. 

OLD-FASHIONED METHODS. 
In moving about the country one has often seen or heard of 

instances in which timely action has saved many thousands of acres 
of well-grassed land or large areas of crops, or valuable forest lands. 
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Even on the great open runs, some of the largest fires in our history 
have had quite insignificant beginnings; and, with modern field fire 
fighting equipment, and our rapid modern transport, might have 
been readily dealt with practically at the point of origin. Some of 
these conflagrations have raged along on a three hundred mile front, 
sweeping all before them. Just imagine the value of “the save” in 
such a case, if the fire, or conjoined fires, could have been attacked 
and quelled in the earliest stages. It is not too much to say that 
such a save in pasturage alone would have paid for all the field fire 
equipment in existence in the State in which the fire occurred. And 
what applies to the country at large more than applies to the in- 
dividual—one good save will pay for even the most elaborate (if 
useful) station or farm fire fighting outfit, besides maintaining the 
farmer, his stock, and crops, throughout the most dangerous time of 
the year. 

In most cases one hears of attempts to stay the progress of a 
bushfire by “beating it out.” Sometimes the attempt is successful: 
more often it is not! But,where it is, at what a cost in scorched and 
exhausted helpers! And the fine and courageous bucket brigade! 
Think of the prodigious waste of human energy that often goes 
on in cuelling fires in country where a plentiful supply of water is 
available. I am not making light of this serious matter, but surely 
no one can claim that these are either scientific or practical ways of 
dealing with the terrible bushfire menace when we leave it to the 
beaters or the bucket line. 

Many types of fires cannot possibly be extinguished by the 
beater, while the amount of water that is thrown from even one 
bucket in the generally ineffective attempt to stay the path of the fire 
demon would, if used according to modern dictates, prove a very 
formidable opponent to its progress. It is really astonishing what a 
long way a little water can go towards extinguishing a fire in its 
incipient stages, or,in staying its progress across country, when it is 
properly applied; but proper application is certainly not in throwing 
it out of a bucket, or even from a water cart or tank, without pres- 
sure. ; 

PORTABLE FIREFIGHTING OUTFITS 

During the progress of the Empire Forestry Conference, which 
was held in Sydney a few years ago, I was much struck by the 
evidence given by one of the leading Canadian delegates in describing 
the measures taken by British Columbia in dealing with bushfires 
generally. Here they used large numbers of small (as well as large, 
in some instances) portable fire-fighting power sets. With such 
appliances the most remarkable success had been achieved even in 
fighting great forest fires. In the case of grass fires they had proved 
quite invaluable, just as has been found already in many parts of 
Australia. 
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I remember, a few years ago, being in the north-west during a 
rather bad time, when there were many fires about. In addition to 
all the usual types of fires there were a number here and there caused 
by lightning during “dry” electric storms. On one run, where there 
was an abundance of feed, the grass was lighted at least half a 
dozen times in various places, within the space of one afternoon, in 
sight of the homestead on blacksoil country. By the most strenuous 
work and employing every available person the fires were at last 
got under, but not until a large area of pasturage of great value had 
been destroyed. With the modern one-man knapsack-jet equipments, 

| and other portable spraying outfits, which are available at a cost 
insignificant when compared with the value of their work, such fires 

could have been got under without great difficulty, and with the 
; employment of only two or three persons! In this instance there was 

plenty of water available in the Barwon River nearby, and there 
were also old-fashioned water carts. The latter is often unwieldy 
and practically useless—except as a water carrier for the portable 
outfits. A current method of draining the water from such through 
a simple hose and nozzle, without spraying under pressure, is waste- 
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"4 ful of water and poor in result. Such an equipment, therefore, in 
the face of emergency, is generally of but little use, except as a supple- 
ment to the one-man apparatus 

KNAPSACK PRESSURE OUTFIT 

As the bushfire may be expected to make an occasional call 
almost anywhere, we should naturally expect to make proper provision 
for its treatment, as we would for any of the other ills that beset us. 
Though we know that some fires cannot be checked until they have 
almost spent themselves, these are not the usual ones of the pastoral 
and farming districts, but more those of the forest lands. Even in 
the latter cases, the widespread damage is, as I have shown, largely 
the result of our general WERE Whatever reason there may 
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have been, up till a few years pack, to accept the scourge with a cer- 
tain amount of philosophy, that time has long since gone past, as we 
have now the means at hand to at least greatly minimise the effects 
of fire throughout the country. In effect, this means that we must 
look upon fire fighting equipment of one kind or another as a neces- 
sary adjunct to every selection, farm, and station and even village 
home, as well as suburban areas of our capital cities in proximity 
to scrub or bush lands. That equipment should be the sort that 
gets the most out of every gallon of water that is used—for bushfire 
time is the time of at least relative water shortage; and anyway, 
there is the dead weight of water as a powerful argument against 
not using effectively‘every ounce that is carried to the scene of the 5 
fire, whether in a one-man outfit, or in 1 tank carried in a motor car 

or truck. 

For small establishments, the aim should be, as far as possible, 
to have a one-man outfit available for every person. Where a car 
is available a tank and suitable outfit should be kept handy for use 
at a moment's notice. The larger holdings should be equipped with 
a good supply of the one-man outfits to enable them to send out an 
emergency fire corps recruited from the family and the hands; and, 
in addition, should have the larger car and truck outfits fitted with 
high-pressure pumps ready for immediate use. 

EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS 

Though these bushfires generally may be claimed to be every- 
body’s business, in places where there are groups of small holdings, 
this is particularly so. Community ownership of the large tank and 
power pump should be aimed at, in addition to the small portable 
types on every holding. Pastures Protection Boards, Shire Councils, 
and other public bodies could also co-operate by holding one or more 
of the large equipments, to be used freely by the people of their 
districts. In a complete organisation of the people there will be in 
every district a number of the large fire-fighting outfits—including 
mobile ones for rapid movement by the house or town car, and still ‘ 
larger ones for the trucks. But in the majority of cases far and away 
the most effective means will be the one-man knapsack outfit, carried 
on the back, by as many men as can be got together and conveyed 
by car, or by the most rapid means, to the seat of the outbreak. A 
body of men armed as described, and spread out along the fire front, 
can frequently make short work of what might very quickly assume 
the proportions of a vast conflagration, involving miles of country. 

FRONT LINE EQUIPMENT 

Our forest rangers in New South Wales and Victoria and else- 
where are armed with these one-man knapsack outfits, with which 
they have already done great execution. In the United States, also, 
they are looked upon as front line equipment, and this speaks volumes 
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for their value in dealing with all classes of fires. These small 
appliances jet the water on to the fire under high pressure, and at the 
same time give the maximum of spread—and this combination, as 
everyone knows, gives the highest possible maximum of fire-fighting 
efficiency, whether one is dealing with a fire in a haystack or a 
house or a wheat crop or pastures or scrub. They are also extra- 
ordinarily economical in their use of the precious water, eking out the 
contents of, say, a forty-gallon car or truck water supply tank, to 
an unheard-of extent. 

With the aid of the telephone and the motor car nowadays, fire- 
fighting is a very different proposition from what it was even a few 
years back; but, when, added to this, we have a series of non-costly 
fire fighting equipment units which may be brought into almost 
immediate action by every man working, either with his neighbour, 
or by himself, and which give a degree of efficiency (for the small 
amount of water used) which a short time ago was quite unattainable, 
there is no reason why, with the community organisation on a com- 
plete scale, the bushfire menace should not be robbed of much of its 
terrors. 

BUSHFIRE BRIGADES 

Of course, it is not sufficient even to have the most up-to-date 
fire fighting appliances, as lack of co-ordinative organisation may 
prevent such equipment being brought into its full and complete use. 
The aim, therefore, should be to get a complete linking up of every 
possible Governmental, Local Government, and other public agency, 
with the members of the general public working in full co-operation, 
so as to provide a complete series of bushfire fighting units through- 
out the country. In the timbered country, at least, forestry field 
officers are situated in many parts, and, as a rule, these are well 
equipped in knowledge and experience in ways and means of fighting 
forest and grass fires. They would probably make the best pivots 
of organisation; but the police, school teachers, honorary rangers, 

& under Birds and Animals Protection Act and Wild Flowers and 
Native Plants Protection Act, to the number of several hundreds, 

f with Mines and Lands officers, Shires, Pastures Protection Board, and 
agricultural officials everywhere, should be roped in to this great 
massing of the country people's forces to defeat the bushfire. With 
such a country-wide organisation, naving the work of all its integral 
parts sufficiently correlated and co-ordinated we should have little to 
fear nationally, from the fire demon that now robs us of millions of 
pounds worth of our work in the development of Australia. Of 
course, as is known, there are already several bushfire brigades doing 
excellent work; but what is needed is an organisation of the whole 
countryside as one with its component units working individually, 
in small groups or in large armies, as might be necessary. 

The beaters would still find a place in the army, certainly. But 
the bucket brigade would be “nowhere,” as they are mere water 
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wasters. The beaters, though, would not take the important place 
that they do at present, except in comparatively rare cases. In this 
connection it should be remembered that, although inlanders are 
never blessed with too much water, the worst fires usually occur at 
the turn of a good season, when there is still a fair modicum of 
the precious fluid in tank, dam, billabong, or river; while, with the 
aid of the motor car or truck frequently town or city water supplies 
are available. 

SETTING “ACTS” TO WORK 

Organisation of these Bushfire Brigades has become farthest 
advanced in the State of Victoria, where tremendous efforts have = 
been put forward by the Forests Commission of Victoria, backed up by ‘ 
the State Government. In New South Wales we have a most efficient 
Forestry Department and an excellent Bushfire Brigades Act. But 
Government has left it in the hands of Local Governing bodies, in 
the main, to see to the appointment or constitution of the district 
brigades. As the Chief Secretary of New South Wales said during 
the recent discussion and controversy over the great bushfires, “there 
is nothing to stop the operation of the Act.” Just so. But what 
appears to be the main trouble in New South Wales is that there is 
nothing to start the operation of it, in most districts. As in the 
case of the operation of the Birds and Animals Protection Act, and 
the Wild Flowers and Native Plants Protection Act, with which we 
have had so much experience, it is not enough for Government to pass 
the Acts; Government must itself see to it that Acts of such wide- 
spread public importance are not implemented in any more or less 
accidental manner, but are set in motion, to the public advantage by 
the Government. In the present case it would appear that the most 
likely men to organise and co-ordinate the Bushfire Brigades through 
out the country, are the Forestry Field Officers—who should also be 
the instructing officers. 

There are many aspects of this question that I have been obliged : 
to omit, owing to the necessary length of my article, but the main d 
object has been to set people thinking on the question of co-ordinated ; 
action on proper lines. May I conclude with a little item which was } 
partly responsible for my, preparation of the article at the present ; 
juncture. This was a rather pathetic statement contained in a letter 
from the authorities in New South Wales responsible for the ad- 
ministration of the Wild Flowers and Native Plants Protection 
Act. My Society had asked them to enquire into some wild flower 
destruction reported in part of the beautiful Hawkesbury River 
country. After mentioning the activities of the Police in that con- 
nection, the letter concluded: “‘The Reports also show that the bush 
on both sides of the road... . has been burnt out by the bushfires and 
all the flora has been destroyed.” Such reports are bound to come 
in indefinitely until we have a national. organisation to beat the 
bushfires. 
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42h University Farm Place 
May 12, 1938 

Prof. Herbert C. Hanson, Director 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
North Dakota Agricultural College 
State College Station, 
Fargo, North Dakota 

Dear Professor Hanson: 

Dean Christensen has handed me your letter of May 5 for reply. 

We have no published output from this institution dealing directly with 

the subject of fire. 

There are a good many papers on the forest fire problem, but 
you will doubtless get these titles from the Lake States Forest Experiment 
Station at St. Paul. 

Our Agronomy Department made the following unpublished study: 

: : Frolik, A. L. Studies of the vegetation on the peat 
lands of Dane County, Wisconsin. Doctor's thesis, 
University of Wisconsin, June, 1936. 

This dealt rather directly with the effects of peat fires on the 
plant suecession. I can loan you the manuscript or you can correspond 
directly with Frolik, who is now in the Agronomy Department, University of 
Nebraska, Lincoln. 

The leading writer on peats that I know of is A. P. Dachnowsici- 
Stokes, and I have in my records the following titles by him: 

Peat deposits of Ohio. Ohio Geol. Survey Ser. 4, Bull. 16. 1912. 

Peat deposits and their evidence of climatic changes. 
Bot. Gaz. 72:57-89. 1921. 

Profiles of peatlands within limits of extinct glacial 
lakes Agassiz and Wisconsin. Bot. Gaz. 80: 345-366, 
1925. 

Peat land for wildlife. American Wildlife, Vol. 26, Ko. 4, 
July-August, 1937, pp. 55, 62-63. 

I have dealt with the plant succession on peats in relation to 

game range in the following publication: 

: Leopold, Aldo. The Wisconsin river marshes. National 
Waltonian, September, 1934.
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A general description of fire in the southwestern mountains 

as related to wildlife is contained in the following: 

Leopold, Aldo. Wild followers of the forest; the effect 
of forest fires on game and fish. American Forestry, 

Vol. 29, No. 357, September, 1923. 

The most exhaustive study of fire as a tool in wildlife management 

has been made by Stoddard in Georgia. His conclusions appear in his book, 

“The Bobwhite Quail; its Habits, Preservation and Increase” (Scribner's, 1931). 

More recent summaries of Stoddard's work are as follows: 

Stoddard, H. L. Use of controlled fire in southeastern 

; upland game management. Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXIII, 

Ho. 3, March 1935, pp. 346-351. 

Stoddard, H. lL. Relation of burning to timber and wildlife. 

Proc. North American Wildlife Conference, Washington, 

D. 0., Feb. 3-7, 1936, pp. 399-403. 

Prof. L. F. Graber of our Agronomy Department has done some work 

on the effect of fire on pastures. I am sending him your letter and he 

may be able to supplement the above list, which necessarily is lopsided 

because of my lack of acquaintance with the agronomic field. 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management
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Fire in Land Use and Management! 

Herbert C. Hanson 

Causes of Fire 

In ecology fire is usually classified as a biotic factor because man is in 
most cases, the causative agent. It should also be classified with climatic 
factors because fire may be due to lightning and less frequently to sponta- 
neous combustion, meteors, materials ejected from volcanoes, and by friction 
developed by avalanches, falling boulders, and possibly by tree branches or 
bamboo canes rubbing against each other in the wind. 

Averill and Frost (1933) have named the following causes of man-made 
fires and the percentage for each cause in the timberlands of Massachusetts 

from 1926 to 1931 inclusive; smokers 35.0 per cent, railroads 25.0, children 
11.0, brush burning 10.0, incendiary 6.4, rubbish burning 5.1, miscellaneous 

4.0, grass burning 2.0, campers 0.7, dwellings 0.6, fishermen 0.2. Of the total 

number of 2230.4 fires during this period, lightning started only 0.4 per cent. 
For Minnesota forests Mitchell (1927) has contributed the following table: 

1916-20 1921-25 

Toad cleatang =e see sea eters Se NDOT 0G 263% 
Railroads 2 oS 20.1 
(Campers and amokersco0e2-- oe eeeers ee 4 23.2 
Mises | ajrecus | oe em eten eae er 2 Sele 8 B02 30.4 

100.0% 100.0% 
Lightning was responsible for less than 1 per cent and incendiarism for about 
3 per cent. In California, however, lightning caused about 41 per cent of the 

10,476 fires on and adjacent to 12 timbered national forests from 1911 to 1920 
inclusive. Campers were responsible for about 20 per cent, incendiaries 17, 

unknown 6, brush burning 3, miscellaneous 4, lumbering 6, railroads 3. The 

following data are available for forest fires in Michigan (Mitchell & Sayre). 

1918-1922 1923-1927 

band! clearing 2a2 = ee ae eee Oa 25.0% 
Railroads 2 eee 20 si70 
(Caneties 170 
Smokers —— ee ee (24.1 
[ncending) (ob eatin ee Lt aa 3.6 
Teanrtaane, ok coats maine a Fume CE Ty 12 
uabeie gt beacameaty Oee NW eas EEN. 4G 12 
Wibcellancousy 00 ee eb 6 8.5 

Op kericoverise sete cee ee De 27.82 

Ti ath tees, Loe he ae aK 100.0% 

1 One of the papers given as the joint symposium of the American Association for 
ihe Ady ct Scicice aud ‘The Peolagical’Sacietyioh America) at Ottawa, Cant, 
June, 1938. 

2 Unknown prorated among other causes, railroads excepted. 
415
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In the South “most of the woods fires are started by hunters, smokers, 
stockmen, and others upon lands which they do not own. To these fires are 
added the fires escaping from railroad engines, logging operations, field clear- 
ings, and “warming fires.” There has thus grown up the belief in many quar- 
ters that woods burning is as inevitable as the seasons. Landowners feel that 
it is hopeless to try to keep fires from their land. So they become, in their 
helplessness, advocates of spring and fall burning. And one of the chief 
reasons they advance is that spring and fall burning is a means of defending 
their property against fires set by others” (For. Serv. 1929). Pitt and Bogert 
have summarized the causes of 150,000 forest fires occurring annually in the 

United States as lightning, 8 per cent, and man, 92 per cent. Smokers and 
campers top the list of man-caused fires with 31 per cent, incendiaries 26, and 
negligence in brush-burning, logging and railroading and the remaining 35 
per cent. 

Spontaneous combustion probably occurs only rarely. Tingey (1933) 
reports such a cause in Canada thistle plots, located in undergrowth of dry 
bluegrass in Utah. The fire started following treatment with Atlacide and a 
sudden rise from 65° to 75° F. and a fall in relative humidity from 66 to 31 
per cent. Viosca (1931) witnessed spontaneous ignition of a dry coastal 
marsh near Mandeville, Louisiana, when the temperature was 100° to 104° F. 
and the wind movement was estimated at 20 to 25 miles per hour. Due to 
the high combustibility of the marsh material and the wind velocity the fire 
was beyond control when reached. Other materials reported to have ignited 
spontaneously are damp hay, freshly mown grass, and charcoal. Looker (1937) 
estimated that spontaneous combustion is responsible for about $30,000,000 
damage to farm property annually in the United States. 

Ecological Effects of Fire 

In evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of fire in specific instances 

of land use and management full consideration should be given to all of the 

possible ecological effects of fire. Similar to the use of other drastic ecological 

tools, such as poisoned bait and spraying materials, the expected beneficial 

effects must be carefully compared to expected harmful effects. Decision 

regarding the use of fire in any specific case will be scientific, and practical, 

insofar as it is based upon thorough analysis of the ecological effects. The 

decision is not easy to make because data regarding these effects are woefully 

scare. Much of the literature regarding fire indicates merely that since plant 
materials and organic matter are destroyed the consequences must be bad. Such 

reasoning is deficient. Exact data regarding the changes produced by the fire 

as well as the effects upon consequent plant and animal life on the burned 

area are needed. It is not intelligent to assume that since fire is injurious in 

some cases that it is always undesirable. The use of strychnine is not prohibited 

because in some cases it has caused grevious consequences. 

The following list of classes of ecological effects of fire is probably very 

incomplete but it may prove to be serviceable not only in evaluating the use
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of fire in particular cases but also in aiding in the formulation of research 
projects. 

1. Burning causes partial or complete destruction of plant and animal life, 
as well as dead vegetation cover. 

2. Burning causes modification of atmospheric factors; light, wind, precipi- 

tation (rainfall interception.) 

3. Direct effect of the temperature of the fire upon the soil, as organic 
and mineral contents, structure, texture, animal and plant life in the soil. 

4. Effect of destruction of plant cover upon consequent soil moisture, wind 

and water erosion, mineral content, biotic processes in soil, pH, etc. 

5. Effect of fire upon consequent plant and animal succession, relation of 
fire to aiding establishment of early invaders as Lodgepole pine. 

6. Effect of subterranean fires upon rock formation and topography. 

1. PARTIAL OR CoMPLETE DESTRUCTION OF PLANT AND ANIMAL LIFE, 

AND COVER 

Amplification of these classes or groups of effects will clarify them and 
probably aid in making them more useful. In regard to the burning of vege- 
tation it is well known that some species are more resistant to burning than 

others. In a severe forest or brush fire, or in repeated burnings on the same 
area, resistance to fire may be of no avail, but in lighter burnings, and usually 
in grasslands, fires are highly selective in their effects. 

The burning of grasslands has been widely practised and much discussed 
but carefully investigated in only a few cases. Aldous (1934) by means of 
experimental plots on bluestem pastures in Kansas determined that “Burning 
decreased the yield of the mature vegetation. The yield was least on the plots 
burned in the late fall. The plot burned in the early spring was next, followed 
by the plot burned in medium spring,” and finally the plots burned in late 
spting. “Burning had little effect in controlling weeds and brush unless it was 
done in the late spring or after April 20.. . . If the low point in the organic 
food reserves is later than May, as is true of sumac, burning is not an effective 
means of eradication.” Burning increased the leafiness and protein content of 
bluestem in the first part of the growing season. Plots burned in late fall and 
early spring had a greater number of plants than the unburned plot. Little 
bluestem increased in plots burned in late fall; coarser grasses, as big blue- 
stem, increased on those burned in late spring; Kentucky bluegrass increased 
on all unburned plots and decreased or was eliminated on all burned plots. 
Burning stimulated early spring growth. 

The burning of broom sedge in the southeastern states apparently requires 
further research but there are indications that in West Virginia burning the 
dry grass in the spring tends to kill more desirable species and at the same 
time increases the growth of broom sedge in early spring (Smith 1938). In 
South Africa, however, Phillips, E. P., (1931) states that the veld, if left
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alone for a number of years becomes rank and coarse, depreciates in grazing 
value and the dead grass culms do not readily turn into humus. The best 
grass, such as rooi grass, gradually dies out and is replaced by coarser grasses 
belonging to the tribe Andropogoneae. Fire may also be a factor in the elimi- 
nation of certain growth forms, in addition to maintaining an “open” or 
savannah condition on vast areas, (Phillips, J. F. V. 1930). Burning coatse 
grasses in order to get rid of the dry, unnutritious growth of the previous 
season and to secure more palatable forage is widely practised in other parts 
of Africa, Madagascar, and South America but little research has been done 

(Jacks and Whyte, 1938, and Myers, 1936). In Western North Dakota 
the author has observed that burning might improve the grazing value of 
areas of little bluestem and sand grass which ordinarily have very low palata- 
bility, but it is more desirable to retain such vegetation as reserves against 

drought. In southern Mississippi Wahlenberg (1937) reports on the basis of 
an experiment started in 1923 that the two dominant native grasses, Andro- 

pogon scoparius and A. tener, were thinned out severely by the smothering 
effect of dead vegetation which accumulated under fire protection but that on 
the areas burned annually the original proportion and density of native grasses 

were more nearly maintained. He states further that for a period of 11 years 
the cattle on the burned area consistently showed better gains, namely 69 

pounds per head for the grazing season on the unburned pasture and 101 
pounds on the burned pasture. Chemical analysis showed less protein, lime, 

and phosphorus in the green grass from the unburned pasture. 

Serious damage to range land in Nevada caused by grass fires is empha- 

sized by Fleming (1938). Bromus tectorum has invaded wide areas and when 
this grass has grown to a height of 10 to 18 inches it constitutes a serious fire 
menace from July through September. Fleming reports thousands of acres 
of sagebrush land that have lost most of their original vegetation cover as a 

result of fires. He reports open yellow pine stands destroyed or seriously 
injured as a result of fires started from dry B. tectorum. 

The ecological effects of fire on woody plants are better known. Research 
is continuously yielding much-needed additional data for land management. 
The Michigan Forest Fire Experiment Station (Anonymous, 1936) showed, 
that although spring fires in sprout oak stands are believed to cause but little 
direct damage, practically all trees and sprouts under 4 inches were killed back, 
all jack pines were killed, oaks and aspens increased greatly, aspen replaced oak 
as the dominant, and all of the larger oaks surviving were severely damaged. 
Dominance by the aspen is due as Kittredge (1938) has pointed out to its 
promptness in producing off-shoots following fire. Mist of the aspen stands 
in Minnesota and Wisconsin have originated in this way. Lutz (1934) as 
the result of a careful analysis of the role of fire in the pitch pine plains in 

southern New Jersey gives as the chief reason for the stunting of trees that, 
since fires burn over the plains on an average of once in 8 years, shoots are 
destroyed before they attain much height and this leads to so many shoots 

that only rarely can one grow into normal size. Fire, evidently, has been a 
factor in molding the life-form of various species. According to Bauer (1936)
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“All investigators agree that fire has contributed much to the present appeat- 
ance of chaparral. It is believed to have affected the stature, form, and xeric 
characteristics of the plants. A number of species respond to repeated fires 
by developing just below the surface of the ground, large, tuberous platforms, 
or irregularly shaped masses of woody tissue from which numerous stems may 
arise.” The heterogeneity of many forest and shrub stands is attributed to the 
presence of fire by various writers. “A fire often does not sweep the area clean, 
but burns irregularly, leaving islands in the midst of the burned area. . . . The 
new growth may be somewhat different from that of the unburned island and 
thus, make for a lack of uniformity in the vegetation after recovery from the 
fire is complete.” 

Many observations have been made regarding fire sensitivity of woody 
species. Daubenmire (1936) reports that the hard maple followed by the red 
maple are the most fire susceptible species in the Big Woods in south-central 
Minnesota. Stallard (1929) considered the white oak as the most fire- 
sensitive species of oak in Minnesota. According to Pessin’s observation 
(1933) in the Lower Gulf Coastal Plain, the scrub oak as turkey oak, post 
oak, and blue jack oak are rarely killed by surface fires. The stems alone may 
be killed or badly injured, but several stems tend to replace each one destroyed. 
This produces keener competition for water between oaks and pine-seedlings, 
and under conditions of periodic burning coniferous forest may result, but 
complete fire protection appears necessary for a deciduous climax forest to 

develop. Other fire-sensitive species are hemlock, white pine, beech, and 
juniper (Bromley, 1935). It is well known that the long-leaf pine, western 
yellow pine and sugar pine are highly resistant. The capacity of huckleberry 
to produce sprouts following burning has been utilized to produce new shoots 
and thus increase yields (Lutz, 1930). Various writers (Show & Kotok, 1929, 

and MacDonald, 1938) emphasize that young trees and seedlings are particu- 
larly sensitive to fire, especially ground fire, because the bark is thinner and the 
buds and leaves are more exposed to injury. Furthermore the loss of young 
reproduction endangers continuance of the forest. Another serious aspect of 
forest fires is that the immediate effect of the fire is to kill all or many of the 
live trees. This dead material together with inflammable vegetation such as 
dry grass which may appear later on the burned area leads to a greater fire 
hazard and possibly to a more destructive fire than the first one (Larsen, 1929, 
and Korstian, 1937). 

Fire directly destroys animal life and alters conditions so that many pre- 
vious inhabitants are replaced. The animals that are destroyed or migrate 
away, due to the fire, or that invade following the fire are mostly beneficial, but 

some species are harmful. The two following quotations well express some 
of these fire relations. 

Grass fires, which are of regular occurrence over most of the African savannas, 
undoubtedly play an important part in influencing both plant and animal distribution. 
Ground-nesting birds in particular, must regulate their breeding activities as much in 
accordance with the periodic recurrence of fires, as with the seasonal cycle of rainfall. 
Insect life, perhaps the chief food source of most savannah birds, is driven off or 
destroyed by these fires and, for a period of varying length, these savannahs become
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little more than a charred wilderness with scarcely a trace of food or cover for the 
avifauiall(Beweu) 1933): 

Pirewe tees wells exemplified: int ihe eGuitee oPorestuleesewvatont nears Carberry, 
Manitoba, where former extensive tracts of prairie are now covered with young aspens. 
In later years the fire hazard has increased, for, with frequent fields and roads, the 
danger of large fred has been <o reduced thet people! have lost alll fear of theme In 
fact in the spring, after the snow has gone and the grass is as dry as tinder, people 
seem to develop a perfect mania for setting fires. The fires sweep into the groves of 
anpen) illing\ many Gf) the trees andi so weullentneycthera thatiihey are sont killed) by 
the heart rot, Fomes ignarius, other fungi and wood-boring insect larvae. On the other 
hand, certain plants are benefited by periodic burning, particularly the raspberry, Rubus 
idaeus aculeatissimus R. & T., the fire weed, Epilobium angustifolium L., and many 
asters, sunflowers, and goldenrods. Some insects are killed by fires, but the greatest 
danger is to the birds whose nests and nesting sites are destroyed (Bird, 1930). 

Fire has been much used to control pests by burning brush as in the case 
of the dreaded tsetse fly in Africa and by burning crop residues and debris 
for such insects as the European corn borer, cotton boll weevil, true and false 
chinch bugs, pea aphid, borers, gall formers, flea larvae, and sorghum web- 
worm (Swynnerton, 1936; Munro, 1938; Reinhard, 1938; and Sturgis, 1932). 
In Wisconsin Graber (1926, 1936) has applied fire in a most interesting 
manner in the renovation of weedy, infertile, grub infested bluegrass pastures. 

The bluegrass is weakened by burning off the old grass and weeds in the 
spring after growth has started, the grass recovers slowly, fertilizers may be 

applied, the sod is disked, seed of legumes is planted, and due to decreased 
competition the legumes become established readily. Later the bluegrass is 
greatly benefited by the legumes. The legumes, as sweet clover, alfalfa and 
red clover are repellant to the egg-laying parent (June beetles) of the white 
grub. In one treated pasture of 22 acres no grubs could be found, while on 
an adjacent untreated pasture they were present at the rate of 140,000 per 
acte. Bishopp (1938) urging the need of cooperation among scientists, points 
out that too often in planning crop rotations insects are not given sufficient 
consideration. 

Show and Kotok (1925) describe an apparently general effect of fire upon 
subsequent insect infestation. Small beetles attracted by the scorched needles 
ot burned trunks, attack first weakened trees and later the more vigorous trees. 
This results in an epidemic on the burned area of some 3 to 5 years in dura- 
tion, during which much damage occurs. Pearson and McIntyre (1935) state 
that although 3 species of beetles are attracted to fresh ponderosa pine slash 
in the Southwest and may enter and kill nearby standing trees only exception- 

ally is it necessary to dispose of the slash for this purpose. 

The destruction by fire of plant accumulations (litter, debris, crop residues, 
etc.,) has many ecological implications (Munns & Simms, 1936). Morgan 

and Lunt (1932) measured the amount of leaves, twigs, bark, etc., upon the 
soil surface of a well-stocked, 27-year-old white pine plantation at 2,000 to 
3,000 pounds per acre. Sturgis (1932) calculated that on 184,000 acres of 
sugat cane harvested in Louisiana in 1930 there was an average of 8.3 tons of 
“trash” (leaves and upper part of stalks) per acre. In Iowa, dry, wind-blown 
corn stalks vary in weight per acre from 0.5 to 1.5 tons (Davidson and
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Collins, 1930). Stoa (1938) calculated the yield of straw from various crops 
in North Dakota as, hard red spring wheat 1700 to 2000 pounds per acre, 

durum wheat 1800 to 2400, barley 1400 to 1900, oats 1600 to 2100, and flax 
1000 to 1500. These materials harbor a varied fauna and flora; they modify 
factors such as soil and surface temperature, humidity, reception and penetra- 
tion of precipitation, evaporation of soil moisture, runoff and erosion; they 

influence directly and indirectly soil fertility, soil structure and soil develop- 
ment; and they may interfere with man’s cropping operations. Advantages in 
burning sugar cane trash are that the large bulk handicaps field tillage, the 
material decomposes slowly under dry conditions, thus forming a fire hazard 

for the subsequent crop and it may serve as breeding material for injurious 
fungi and insects. An important advantage in plowing under the trash is that 
the crop needs the residues to maintain the soil in high fertility, especially the 
nitrogen content (Sturgis, 1932, and Lee, 1938). 

It is doubtful whether the benefits secured in destruction of weed seeds by 

burning of plant residues justifies the consequent loss in fertility and exposure 
of soil to wind and water erosion and runoff. A case of stubble burning is 
reported by Starch and Kurtz (1929) as reducing the number of weeds per 
acre on burned ground to 88,000 compared with 144,000 on the unburned. 

Weeds an inch or more in height had to be exposed to a hot blaze for about 
a minute before they were killed, but those just emerging from the ground 

were killed more easily. Stubble burning had no effect on larvae or eggs of 
insects, nor on weeds covered by even a small amount of soil. Tests are being 
started at the Northern Great Plains Field Station near Mandan, North 
Dakota, to determine if top burning of weeds, as a method of fallowing, is 
cheaper and less conducive to wind erosion than cultivation. Forest litter 
furnishes a storage reservoir and later, ideal germination conditions, for seeds 
of numerous valuable species such as conifers, the chestnut oak (Barrett, 1931) 
and others. Fire not only destroys many of these seeds but also the favorable 
conditions. Other species, as the lodgepole pine, are favored by the fire, in 
that the cones lie dormant in the duff, or remain on the branches until over- 
wood stand is removed (Haig, 1932). Slash disposal following lumbering 
operations has received much attention and, as Pearson and McIntyre (1935) 
have emphasized, one method cannot be used uniformly over a large area. 
The method must be adapted to meet conditions on the particular site because 
the interrelations of slash to fire hazard, tree reproduction, propagation of 
injurious insects and fungi and accumulation of ungrazed grass vary from 
place to place. 

Dachnowski-Stokes (1937), laudably calls attention to the 1930 U. S. 
Census which shows a “dismaying total” number of acres in drainage enter- 
prises and percentage of land delinquent in drainage taxes and in addition 
unimproved and idle, in Florida, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Oregon, and other 
states. Before peat is subjected to fire hazard by drainage or is purposely burned, 
careful consideration should be given to the inherent value (Dachnowski- 
Stokes, 1933) of this material which has required thousands of years for its 
accumulation. Sears and Janson (1933) estimated that the mean rate of peat
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accumulation during. the past several thousand years in the Great Lakes area 
as 20 to 30 years per inch. Other estimates cited by these writers range from 
2 to 1650 years per foot. Dachnowski-Stokes (1935) states that “the highest 
practical value (of peat areas) is their protective function in conserving precip- 
itation, storing water supplies, checking floods, erosion and silting, and main- 
taining a sufficiently high water table in surrounding land.” Moss peat has 
an absorptive capacity of about 5200 tons of water per acte-foot of dry matter; 
reed and sedge peat 4100 and 3500 tons respectively. These quantities amount 
to 167,000 cubic feet per acre for moss peat; 131,000 for reed peat, and 
112,000 for sedge peat and are equivalent to rainfalls of 46, 36, and 31 inches 

respectively. Dachnowski-Stokes concludes that because of this great absorb- 
ing and retaining capacity peat areas are very important in storage of water 
and in mitigation of severe floods and they should, therefore not be burned, 
drained excessively, or otherwise interfered with in their normal development 
and protective function. The Ecological Society of America in its annual 
business meeting in 1934 urged similar use of peat lands by the following 
resolution which was adopted unanimously. 

That we endorse most fully all movements for the preservation of natural areas 
for purposes of study, realizing that the importance of such preservation needs to be 
made known both to the scientific world and to the general public. Peat deposits, lake 
and marsh areas of all sorts are valuable in helping to maintain the water table which 
Rae beceito creative lewerediin wna nlacestduenelie certs years Peay land should 
be protected from burning and over-drainage. We urge that all government agencies 
cooperate in conservation of peat resources and in the preservation of marsh areas as 
well as extensive areas of forest and grassland. 

According to the 1937 report of Governor’s Commission on the Consetva- 
tion of Florida’s Natural Resources (Anonymous, 1937) 20 to 25 per cent of 
the 2,000,000 acres in the 4,500,000 acres in the Everglades Drainage District 
“has been rendered totally worthless for agriculture” because of denudation 
of peat and muck by fire. This represents a loss of $40,000,000 at a valuation 
of $100.00 per acre. The teport adds that the remaining 1,600,000 acres will 
shortly go the same way unless decisive steps are taken to control the fires 

which destroy the peat to a depth of 2 or 4 inches to 3 or 4 feet in a single 
burn. Clayton (1936) has called attention to the reduction in elevation of 
peat areas in Florida by fires, which may cause increase in lime or alkalies 
in the surface layer. Two essential features in reducing the number of fires 
is the prohibition of alligator killing because the hunters start fires so as to 

deprive alligators of protective vegetation and to reduce fire hazards by restor- 
ing water to areas now drained but not used in agriculture. The latter plan 
would not only reduce inflammability of vegetation but raise the water-level 
of underground waters which have been severely over-drained and may reduce 

frost damage to crops on lower east and west coasts. 

Penfound and Hathaway (1938) described the serious consequences of 

fires started mostly by muskrat hunters, in decreasing the elevation of Louisi- 

ana marshes by as much as 1 to 3 feet, causing reversion to moister, and 

possibly alkali, conditions, changes in vegetation and delaying succession.
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Jacot (1936) has performed valuable service in pointing out the need for 
good vegetation covering as a condition for the extremely important activities 
of the generally distributed Oribatid mites, minute earthworms, spting-tails, 
and ants in improving and maintaining the tilth and fertility of the soil. The 
effects of fire upon these animals which spend all their lives in the soil have 
not been studied at all adequately. It is urgent to secure mote research data 
on the relation of fire and other factors to these animals as well as those 
which spend only part of their time in the soil. 

Fire has been widely used as a sanitation measure in the control of plant 
disease. Burning of diseased plants or parts of plants, of disease-harboring 
plant debris, and of plants which may be alternate hosts to a disease organism 
or which may protect the insect carrier of the disease, is recommended for the 
control of diseases of many economic plants (Smith, 1937, and Heald, 1933) 
such as virus diseases in cucumber, cotton, lily, strawberry, peach (phony 
disease), raspberry, tobacco, banana, rice (dwarf disease), smut and dry rot 
of corn, early and late blight of potato, ergot in grasses and grains, anthrac- 
nose in currants, white rust of crucifers, and rots in trees. On the other hand 
fire is claimed to be responsible for some diseases as rots gaining infection in 
trees through fire wounds. Fritz (1932) indicates that 90 per cent or more 
of “dry rot” infections in the California redwood region is due to fire, and 
Show and Kotok (1925) state that nearly all serious infections of the white 
fir in California were traceable to fire wounds. 

In many cases rotation of crops can perhaps be substituted for fire so that 
soil fertility will also be improved but much research is needed as a founda- 
tion for better practises. Our knowledge is as yet very inadequate regarding 
the life histories and environmental relations of disease-producing organisms 
and insects, effects of plant residues upon the soil and how these effects may 
be modified by tillage operations, kinds of rotation, and applications of various 
chemicals. The soil chemist, bacteriologist, entomologist, zoologist, and my- 
cologist must join hands with the agronomist and plant pathologist in solving 
the intricate problems involved. A recent paper by Rogers (1937) indicates 
that 4-year rotations of non-susceptible crops (corn, sorghum, oats or wheat) 
with cotton showed consistent reduction in cotton root-rot but that 3-year 
rotations (corn, oats, sorghum, or fallow) were not effective. In two 4-year 

rotation tests during the rotation period, 1928-36, the average reduction of 
the disease was 57.5 per cent as compared with the continuous cotton field. 
Devices on machinery, as trash guides, which handle residues better, are being 
developed. Combines return the straw to the land, anid tools such as the one- 

way disc and Killifer chisel turn only a portion of the straw, the remaining 
part projecting above to catch blowing soil and snow (Harper, 1932, Cole and 

Morgan, 1938). Eisenmenger (1938) indicated that timothy and corn were 
unsatisfactory for rotation in growing tobacco, but ragweed, horseweed and 
tobacco desirable. He suggested that this might be due to the higher values 
of lignin, pentosans, high carbon-nitrogen ratios and subsequent low tendency 
to protein decomposition in the soil of the residues of unsatisfactory species.
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Waksman and Gerretsen (1931) report that lignin in oat straw decomposes 
fairly rapidly at 37° C. (98° F.) but are nearly preserved at 7° C. (44.6° F.) 
They also state that the addition of available nitrogen hastens decomposition 
of residues as a whole, especially hemicelluloses and cellulose, but it has very 
little effect on lignin. 

2. MoptricaTion or ATMospHERIC FACTORS 

Burning grass in which long leaf pines are growing appears to be the best 
measure for controlling brown-spot needle disease which seriously retards 
growth of longleaf pines on grassy areas not burned. The grass apparently 
furnishes optimum conditions, especially in humidity and light, for infection. 
Fire is one of the factors responsible for difficulties in controlling white pine 
blister rust. Cooper (1922) showed that gooseberries, the alternate host of 
this disease, produced 22 per cent greater leaf area in the open than in the 
closed forest, thereby explaining in part why gooseberries are common in 
early stages following fire. The gooseberries in the open localities were more 
heavily infested than in the forest; 59 per cent of the open localities showed 
infested gooseberries compared to only 25 per cent of the localities in the 
climax forest. In an infested region any initial cause, therefore, as fire, that 
produces openings followed by gooseberry invasion, definitely favors the spread 
of white pine blister rust. 

3. Drrecr Errect oF TEMPERATURE OF FirRE Upon THE Sort 

There are many records available on the direct effect of the temperature 
of fire upon the soil. Heyward (1938) recently published some excellent data 
on 44 fires in longleaf pine forests in Florida and Mississippi. His chief con- 
clusions are as follows: 

These records showed that, at a depth of 14 to 14 inch, temperatures only slightly 
higher than those of the air and ranging up to 274° F. occurred . . . . the majority 
yanging from (50 to 175°. ‘hele! temperatures generally peruted for 2) 104 
minutes, after which they declined rapidly... . . The maximum of 65 temperature 
records for the 1/j-inch depth was 195° F., this accompanied a temperature of 274° F. 
al ie d/eeineh depiiie’. oo) Only light anctenses Gil tenperatubere record. <4 
depict (inch) Bortone) Gre Webtcned by ciling’ end Gurninelvine daw an aheeeil: 
a maximum, temperature of 313° F. at Vecinch wae accompanied by maximum tempera. 
tures of 178° and 153° F. for the 4-to I-inch soil depths, respectively... ... . A 
review of literature reveals that numerous researches have shown consistently higher 
concentrations of soluble salts and ammonia in soils heated up to 212° F. than in 
unheated soils. Heating to higher temperatures resulted in decreased fertility. The 
above findings indicate that the heat from the majority of forest fires in the longleaf 
pine region is insufficient to impoverish the soil, and that the slight heat which enters 
the soil during these fires may even favor plant nutrition. 

e Experiments with fire from stubble burning machines at Swift Current, 
Sask., Canada, showed that the temperature at 0.25 inch deep in the soil was 

raised only 1 to 3 degrees and that weed seeds on the ground are not affected 
by the heat unless entirely exposed to the fire (Starch and Kurtz, 1929). 
According to Levy (1937) fire is one of the chief tools used in New Zealand 
to convert its rain forest into grassland; 12,000,000 acres having been success-
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fully converted and several million more are awaiting development. After 
underscrubbing, the trees are felled by axe during the winter and early spring. 
On a favorable day during a dry spell in the next summer the fire is started. 
A steady, hot fire, or “white burn” is desired so that all fallen timber, leaf 
mold, seeds and fern spores will be destroyed leaving a white ash. A black 
burn does not destroy the seeds and spores, and interferes in development of 
of the grassland. Sowing of turnips may precede planting of a grass and 
legume mixture. The new burn is stocked with sheep and cattle about 8 weeks 
after sowing. It is essential that the stock graze and tread all parts of the 
burn so that fern and scrub growth will be destroyed and ecological conditions 
be made favorable for grass instead of forest. Temperatures caused by slash 
fires in the Douglas fir region near Carson, Washington, reached 1841° F. 
just above the duff surface and 608° F. 1 inch below it (Isaac and Hopkins, 
1937). 

4. Errect or DESTRUCTION oF PLANT CovER UPON SoILs 

Many observers have reported washing away of great quantities of the fine, 

loose soil and ash left on steep slopes following fire. This fine silt may later 

be deposited in reservoirs, in orchards, or highways and railroads causing con- 
siderable damage. Runoff is often greatly increased and revegetation of the 
burned slopes is delayed in relation to the amount of topsoil washed away 
(Munns and Simms, 1936.) Skutch (1929) reported loss by fire of all soils 
above granite rocks on Mt. Desert Island, Maine, leaving dead trees propped 
up several inches above the rock. Only through the agency of plant succes- 
sion, requiring perhaps centuries, can the soil be rebuilt. In the Cranberry 
Lake Region of the Adirondack Mountains Young (1934) reported that the 
thickness of the humus layer varies from 1 inch in burned areas to 26 inches 
in old white pine stands. Jacks and Whyte (1938) give the following striking 
picture regarding the effects of uncontrolled burning on erosion and social 
conditions in North Bengal and Assam. 

The taungya system of shifting cultivation (felling a hillside, burning, cropping for 
2-3 years and leaving for 30-40 years) has been practised for centuries, and the long 
rest enabled the land to recover, as the tree growth is rapid. Owing to disease and 
feuds, there was always sufficient land for the population without undue pressure on the 
forests. The result of British rule has been to increase the population and correspond- 
ingly to reduce the rest period. The consequent erosion has reduced stream flow, and 
shortage of water has forced the villagers to make new villages on hitherto virgin land. 
The main rivers in the plains are now frequently in a state of violent flood. ‘In many 
parts of East India the extent of new shifting cultivation has to be seen to be believed; 
during the day there is a thick canopy of smoke over the whole country, while at night, 
looking up to the hills from the plains, the lights of fires can be seen as far as the eye 
can reach.’ 

Review of considerable recent literature and much correspondence have 
yielded but few research data on the physical and chemical effects of burning 
under known circumstances. There are numerous generalizations but much 

remains to be learned by research to determine whether, under the conditions 
prevailing in the locality, the effect of fire on soils are beneficial or detrimental.
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Alway and Rost (1927) made extensive soil studies following serious fires 
in northern Minnesota on October 12, 1918. Conclusions from their analyt- 
ical data are that “there is no evidence that the fire caused any significant 
change in chemical composition or physical properties of the soil below the 
surface layer of organic residues, even where this was entirely burned off. The 

lime, phosphoric acid and potash of the leaf-mold would suffer no loss by 
burning and much would be left in a more immediately available form.” In 
pot experiments with barley, oats, and red clover they found that both leaf- 
mold and ash from burning the leafmold increased yields in all cases and that 
burning all or only half the leafmold gave lower yields than using it unburned. 

Isaac and Hopkins (1937) conclude from research studies in Douglas fir 
soils near Carson, Washington, that. 

The usual heavy slash fire results in almost complete destruction of the duff layer. 
Involved in and associated with this destruction, on the particular area studied, were the 
fellowing: (1) a loss per acre of 25 tons (89%) of the organic matter contained in 
the duff; (2) a change in duf reaction from a highly acid condition (ptt 4.95) to an 
alkaline condition (pH 7.6); (3) the escape of approximately 435 pounds of nitrogen 
Bevbacie 1(4) cm incressccubtic siipelyrae plane cutacntstayaileble aiie <urface cil’ 
This resulted from deposition at the surface, in highly soluble form, of a part of the 
iiufgentipresentival ihe dull @ehichl ny ihe iabsence ot! are qouldeprabably, Haverbecone 
available gradbally, over!ailane period of yeas. | Sevcus aubscqient (dese by leaching 
appeared probable; and (5) an indicated loss of a considerable part of the mineral 
nutrients contained in the duff, presumably carried off in smoke. 

The action of slash fire upon the surface zone of the mineral soil causes some 
dehydration of secondary minerals, colloidal breakdown, change from a favorable to 
an unfavorable structure, and reduction of moisture-holding capacity to a point at which 
Fel iia canst ioeni sea 

Unburned-soil conditions, in which normal quantities of plant food are made avail- 
able gradually throughout the regeneration period, appear to be more favorable to 
Douglas fir regeneration. For this reason, and because of the adverse after-effects of 
fire on surface-soil temperature and soil moisture, two critical influences on_ initial 
establishment of Douglas fir, this study has led to the conclusion that the harmful effects 
of the ordinary slash fire more than outweigh any beneficial effects it may have on the 
productivity of Douglas fir forest soil. The study indicates further that the harm done 
is roughly proportional to the completeness with which the fire consumes the duff and 
the organic matter in the surface soil. 

Wahlenberg (1937) in longleaf pine areas in southern Mississippi found 
that soil organic matter and nitrogen content were slightly less on unburned 
soil due probably to reduction of grass roots and decreased stand of legumes 

on land not burned. The soil on burned areas was more compact. Heyward 

and Barnette (1934) concluded from an intensive study in longleaf pine 
forests extending from South Carolina to Louisiana that soils (upper 4 to 6 
inches) subjected to frequent fires were consistently less acid, had higher per- 
centages of replaceable calcium and total nitrogen, and indications of larger 
amounts of organic matter than unburned areas. They emphasize that before 
final conclusions can be made regarding the physiological effects of fire on 
tree growth that many factors remain to be measured and carefully evaluated. 
Greene (1935) reported the following results from an 8-year study of annual 
grass burning in longleaf pine forest in Mississippi. 

Whether plant debris was burned in place on top of the soil or was left to rot in
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place on top of the soil apparently had no direct effect on either the organic matter 
content or the nitrogen content of the soil. In both cases, the organic matter and nitro- 
gen above ground were largely lost to the soil and the nonvolatile mineral fertilizing 
elements were returned, leaving organic matter and nitrogen increases to be influenced 
by the amount and composition of decaying plant roots... . . 

The tquantiy of forsee growth sont tie maneeaze lt burwedletens ar ikedendean tie 
period was more than double that on the unburned areas. The additional quantities of 
plant roots decaying in the soil on the burned areas apparently account for the increase 
in soil organic matter to a depth of 6 in. The increased growth on the burned areas 
of native legumes, their ability to take nitrogen from the air, and the additional growth 
of other plants which take’up soluble forms Of nitrogen and| prevent leaching apparently 
account for the increased amount of soil nitrogen. The increase in organic matter and 
nitrogen on the burned areas was reflected in the higher crude-protein content of the 
principal forage grasses that grew on burned areas as contrasted with the unburned. 

Annual burning returned the nonvolatile fertilizing elements to the soil immediately. 
sTibigewae allows inthe antl rece ob otitis exile tek fecane ctenvth: Mal etncr eased 
organic matter and nitrogen in the burned-over soils was reflected in an increased 
faurabert ofigaillendcrasere ena Nel hel ateanial remot anlnnt edebrs Scell cyereineleni| 
did not materially increase the soil moisture in spite of the fact that much greater 
amounts of water were required to support the extra forage growth on the burned-over 
soils. Organic matter on top of the soil absorbs a portion of the rainfall, which is thus 
prevented from reaching the soil for the use of growing plants. 

Heyward and Tissot (1936) ascribe the more porous and penetrable, better 
aerated soils of unburned longleaf pine forests as compared with those of 

burned forests, to the diversified, active fauna present in greater abundance in 
unburned soils. The A° horizon of the unburned soil had about 5 times as 
many microfaunal forms (chiefly mites) as that of the burned soil and the 

upper 2 inches of the mineral soil had 11 times more such animals. Auten 
(1934) published data showing that yellow silt loam in Illinois and cherty 
loam in Arkansas in burned oak woods had much lower water absorptive 

capacities as compared with similar soils in unburned oak woods. According 
to Aldous (1934) burning of bluestem grassland in Kansas did not decrease 
organic content or total nitrogen. Smith (1938) writes that experiments 
performed at the West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station show that 
burning of broom sedge increases soil acidity. Deeply burned peat soils in 
Wisconsin showed a pH of 7.8 to 8.0 at the surface as compared with pH. 6.1 
to 7.0 for most unburned peat except that supporting Sphagnum or Chamac- 
daphne which was 4.1 to 4.8 (Frolik). At the Illinois Agricultural Experiment 
Station plowing down cornstalks as compared with burning them and apply- 
ing the ashes to the soil produced slightly higher yields. (Anonymous, 1938). 

In eastern Nebraska experiments indicate that turning under 1 ton of straw 
per acre annually has cumulative beneficial effects. During the first 4 years of 
the experiment the average increase in yield of wheat on plots where wheat straw 

was turned under was one bushel per acre compared with plots where straw 
was not returned. During the second 4 years the increase was 3.3 bushels. 
For corn the increase in the first 4 years averaged 1.0 bushel and during the 
second 4 years 4.3 bushels. The authors conclude that returning straw to the 
land in eastern Nebraska is a soil-conserving practise, while burning the straw 
is soil-depleting (Weldon and Gross). Experiments in Indiana in turning 
under various residues (corn stalks averaging up to 3907 pounds per acte,
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soybean straw 2777 pounds, wheat straw 1783 pounds) resulted in definite 
crop increases (Anonymous, 1938). Turning under wheat and barley straw 
in 4-year rotation tests at the North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station 
in clay soil has had only slightly beneficial effects upon the crops (Stoa, 1938). 
At the Nephi Dry-farm Substation in Utah. 

The average acre yield over the 14-year period from 1916 to 1929, inclusive, for 
burning all of the straw is 24.7 bushels, whereas the corresponding tillage treatment 
with all the straw plowed under gave an average acre yield of 23.4 bushels. Plats on 
which only the high stubble was burned yielded 25.2 bushels as compared with 24.5 
bushels for the high stubble turned under. These differences, while not great enough to 
be significantly favorable to burning, are rather consistent over the entire 14-year period. 
While yearly: burning cfistubhle i2 perhans inadyisabley yell there aay Gearcacns fas 
burning once in several seasons, and these data indicate that no harmful effect is likely 
to follow, at least under present conditions” (Broken and Stewart, 1931). 

Cole and Morgan (1938) call atention to observations at several experi- 
ment stations which indicate that soils in the Northern Great Plains blow more 
readily when they contain large amounts of decomposed organic matter and 
humus, as around old straw stacks and where alfalfa and sweet clover have 

been turned under. 

5. FirE AND PLANT SuccEssION 

Fire has for thousands of years been one of the chief initial causes of 
secondary plant succession. The voluminous amount of literature now avail- 
able on this single subject has not been utilized as fully in land use and man- 
agement as its importance justifies, but gradually ecological knowledge regard- 
ing plant succession is being recognized as part of the foundation upon which 
the superstructure of land planning must be built. The invasion and dense 
gtowth of many species, as the aspen, paper birch, lodgepole pine, fireweed, 
and bracken fern are so closely correlated to the burning of the previous vege- 
tation as to characterize them as “burn indicators.” These indicators possess 
one or more characteristics which enable them to become early invaders follow- 
ing fire, such as suitable devices for migration as wind-blown seeds or spores, 

rapid and dense growth, preservation of seed in the forest floor, opening of 
cones by fire, and capacity to produce root-sprouts (Clements, 1920). Follow- 
ing a severe burn in forests in western United States the first invaders are 
mostly mosses and liverworts, followed by annuals, and then by perennials. 
Shrubs, such as the raspberry and gooseberry, may came next ot a grass stage 
may have preceded it. The shrubs are replaced by trees as aspen, alder, and 
birch; followed by other trees as the lodgepole pine, and then finally by the 
climax forest. The succession may begin with the aspen or even the lodge- 
pole pine stage depending upon the severity of the fire. Stages in the second- 
ary succession following fire in the northern hardwoods region as in southern 
New York are given by Wilm (1936) as (1) herbs and low shrubs, (2) 
raspberry-blackberry stage, (3) light demanding trees as aspen and pincherry, 
(4) mixed hardwoods as oaks, and (5) the climax, dominated by the beech 
and hard maple. These stages vary as to constituent species in different 
regions but the general pattern of succession following forest fire appears to
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be similar to the two examples given. In grassland and shrub areas the later 
stages naturally do not appear. 

Little is known regarding the time required for each stage in the succession. 
Huberman (1935) made a “rough approximation” that under conditions 
obtaining at Priest River in northern Idaho the time required to reach the 
climax would be 300 to 350 years, white pine would reach its peak in 120 to 

180 years more, dropping out a period of 40 to 80 years additional, and the 
stabilization of the climax species, the hemlock, cedar and white fir, 40 to 60 

years later; a total of 500 to 670 years. Reid, Isaac and Pickford (1938) have 
contributed much-needed definite data on succession in relation to time follow- 
ing fire in southwestern Washington. 

Weeds, principally fireweed, formed approximately 50 percent of the total plant 
cover in 1925, 1 to 5 years after burning. In 1935, weeds were but a minor part of 
fie veuctaliouetieging sentra laces LW beneken coal tes daublel iurmlaad lie eilayed 
Barrie aniliby bol rabe i Slack bevy rinel mia leecte cu the ierslel buen ae educicritee 
weeds took (lace almcVentirely, betweens1925 add’ 1927. the period of heaview grazing! 
= Fite hazard wasltcmperaiily loweredlby removal of the highly inflammable Greweed: 
On the double and delayed burns, the initial decrease in fire hazard was counteracted 
by the rapid and militant encroachment of bracken, which tends to become almost as 
inflammable as fireweed. On the single burn, substitution of shrubs for weeds has 
resulted in permanent reduction of fire hazard and considerably improved conditions 
for reforestation—Grazing probably hastened the reduction in density of weeds, which 
are eaten readily by sheep, and thus favored increase in bracken or shrubs—The data 
indicate that on cut-over Douglas fir lands similar to those used in this study and 
subjected to similar treatments the forage supply is ample during the 3 to 7 years 
following burning but dwindles thereafter, and that the potential duration of grazing 
Gu such lends i dpproxtactels Ulrto 15 yea, 

Transeau (1935) has expressed relations of fire to forest and grasslands in 
the following succinct statement: 

Fire favors the persistence of prairie species in contrast to tree species. Prairies 
preceded prairie fires. Wheneven one searches the historical literature describing the 
period of settlement one is impressed by the frequent widespread fires usually ascribed 
to the Indians. Fire as an ecological factor, seems to boil down to this: that in forest 
climates it retards development, and may result in scrub, but it does not result in prairie. 
Ti@aeeeerrietelismericihelos tosmaincnin aed ‘meet cie rarely enlateeesthet a atte 

Land use of the coarser sand areas of the North Carolina Coastal Plain is 
dependent upon the “vicious circle” of coarse sand, dry vegetation composed 
chiefly of sandgrass, and fire. In an excellent paper Wells and Shunk (1931) 
have described the interrelations of these three in detail. The vegetation is 
made up chiefly of species that are capable of surviving frequent fires. Fire 

occurs so often and so certainly that succession is always stopped in the early 
stages. The chief reasons for this high frequency of fire is the heat of the 
white sands and the great inflammability of the very dry wire grass making the 

“sandhill country a huge tinderbox.” 

The retardation of succession ot initiation of secondary succession by burn- 
ing peat bogs and swamps has been described by several writers, especially 
Dachnowski-Stokes (1912, 1935). Adamson (1931) has called attention to 

the variety of climax communities on slopes of Table Mountain in South 
Africa due to recurrent fires.
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It has been demonstrated that burning of sagebrush in various areas as in 
northern Colorado (Hanson, 1929) and in Utah (Stoddart, 1938) is followed 
by such great increases in the stand of grass as to indicate that the climax 
vegetation in these areas is grassland rather than sagebrush. Controlled graz- 
ing and prevention of repeated fires are necessary, following burning, or weedy 
grasses, as downy brome, and worthless shrubs, as little rabbitbrush and match- 
weed will invade (Pickford, 1932). On severely overgrazed and burned sage- 
brush areas, as well as on abandoned plowed lands, various weeds, as tansy 
mustard, tumble mustard, and flixweed invade. These weeds serve as host 
plants during the spring to the beet leaf-hopper, the insect that transmits the 
curly top virus disease which causes such large periodic losses to sugar-beets, 
beans and tomatoes as to delimit the areas in which these crops can be success- 
fully grown (Piemeisel and Chamberlin, 1936). Control of curly top disease 
is dependent upon plant succession replacing the early weed stage, in which 

mustards are prominent, by downy brome grass (requiring about 5 years in 
favorable locations), followed by perennial grasses and shrubs, and by preven- 
tion of overgrazing, excessive burning, unwise cultivation, and other practises 

which initiate the weed invasion. 

As knowledge of plant succession and fire becomes more widely dissemi- 
nated man will increasingly use them as tools in land management. For 
example, in southern California where chaparral fires frequently expose the 
soil to excessive runoff and erosion, succession has been speeded up by success- 
fully sowing mustard by airplane (Weaver and Clements, 1938). Another 
example is furnished by Korstian (1937), who pointed out the need for 
encouraging succession by artificial planting on the burned and cut-over spruce 
lands of the southern Appalachians if coniferous cover is to be restored within 
a reasonable length of time. THe stated that the best time for planting is 
immediately after a fire, provided adequate fire protection can be assured and 
where serious hardwood competition will not occur. Bews (1926) reports how 
the conflicting opinions regarding the value of burning grasslands in South 

Africa had developed and how they could be reconciled by analyses from the 

successional viewpoint of numerous observations. In moderately dry areas 
burning is injurious because it throws back the succession from the climax 
Themeda and Andropogon which are good grazing to an earlier stage domi- 
nated by relatively worthless species of Aristida, Eragrostis and others. In 
moister areas where forest is the climax burning tends to destroy Tambookie 
grasses and woody plants and causes the succession to revert to the earlier, 
desired Themeda and Andropogon stage. 

Conclusion 

Fire has been used as a tool in the following land management practises: 

1. Destruction of debris as straw and other crop residues, logging slash, 
etc., to reduce fire hazard and to facilitate cropping or plant succession. 

2. Destruction of pests such as weeds, insects and diseases. 

3. Clearing land for cultivation or to improve conditions for desired plants
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by burning trees and shrubs, weeds as Russian thistles, draining and burning 
bogs, and as a substitute for tillage in crop rotation. 

4. Improving grazing conditions by destroying brush and trees, coarse 
gtasses, dead vegetation, and to stimulate early spring growth. 

5. Improving recreational areas. 

In many of these practises fire as a tool has proven distinctly serviceable, in 
some cases it has caused irreparable damage, and in other cases it is doubtful 

whether the advantages were greater than the disadvantages, or not. It is the 
duty of research to determine fully and accurately the values and losses caused 

by fire not only to present existing vegetation, animal life, soils, etc., but also 
to the future conditions of the burned area. New uses or new disposal 

methods of residues and debris may be found. This duty can only be accom- 
plished by painstaking measurements and observations involving various fields 
of science and lasting over a period of many years. At present the supply of 
scientific data of this sort is very meager. As such data accumulate fire as a 
tool in land use and management will be utilized far more efficiently by 
administrators than is possible at present. 
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August 12, 1944. 
Oo §-te. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Referring again to our talk in Madison last September relative to 
the effects of fires in the southern forests, particularly the effect 
upon the forest soil with respect to nitrogen: I have just gotten 
around to a perusal of the article entitled "Effects of Fire on Vege- 
tation of the Southeastern United States" by Kenneth H. Garren of the 

ae Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station, (Paper No. 98, Journal Series, 
UWA ~~ Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station) as published in the November Bi7fey 
2S, 1943 issue of THE BOTANICAL REVIEW. I presume you have read the article. 

If not, I am sure you will be interested. Apparently it is based upon a 
comprehensive review of the literature touching on this subject, to which 
frequent reference is made, and there is appended a lengthy list of lit- 
erature cited. 

In the summary the following statement appears on page 646: 

“Most evidence indicates that burning results in decreased 
acidity and increased nitrogen, replaceable calcium and organic 
matter in longleaf soils. Return of minerals in ashes and 

: greater growth of legumes and other herbs on burned-over areas 
contribute to these changes. The past history of the soil seems 
to influence these changes so that exactly opposite results fol- 
low fire in longleaf forests on abandoned fields." 

On page 623 the author states: "Results of studies of effects of 
fire on the chemical nature of longleaf pine soil are somewhat contra- 
dictory. Some early observers felt that burning impoverishes longleaf 
soil, and others stated that the minerals returned to the soil by burn- 
ing are of great benefit. Results of quantitative studies of the 
chemical nature of longleaf forest soil before and after burning also 
differ widely." ; 

I don't recall whether you heard the interesting talk given by 

Prof. Wm. A. Albrecht of the Department of Soils of the University 
BUY | of Missouri at the Wildlife Conference last spring or not. I had 

STAMPS
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quite an interesting talk with him later in regard to the effects of fire 
on forest soils and I think he could be very helpful to foresters in con- 
nection with studies of this subject. 

While it deals with chaparral lands rather than with forest lands, I 
think you would be interested in Arthur W. Sampson's report on "Plant 
Succession on Burned Chaparral Lands in Northern California." It is 
Bulletin 685 of the University of California, College of Agriculture, 
Berkeley, California and is dated March, 1944. - 

If you get down this way be sure to stop in. 

Sincerely, 

eae SD. Cohiwwraw 

J. D. Coffman, 
Chief Forester.
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5 H. N. Wheeler, lecturer for the U. S. For- 

/ . es ee : \ est Service, will broadcast over the Depart; 
: : - ment of Agriculture network consisting of 

/ ee : ‘ : 87 radio stations, including WPTF at Ra- 

| (ee lg leigh, a talk on “Forestry and Wild Life,” at 
ee . i — 1:10 p. m., August 5, according to word re- 

3 a | me. ceived by State Forester J. S. Holmes. All 
= oe oe 2 - .\ persons interested in conservation are urg- 

' - S| .%0 "| cd to tune in for this talk. Mr. Wheeler 
>... = — | carried out a speaking schedule in North 

ec ~~ / | Carolina about three years ago, and his 
: | 2 "2| talks were well received in the State. 

3 o a .. Aas y p=. | GOLF COURSES SUITABLE 

CS iA en FOR BIRD SANCTUARIES 

af. ee — Va The golf “bug” which is sweeping North a 
aoe — @ ee Carolina along with other commonwealths 

es ee. Ae : ° offers an attractive opportunity for service 
_ -. 5 = to the State from a new angle, Col. J. W. 

4 ia 4 : Harrelson, director of the Department of 
os ee... oc a Conservation and Development, recently 
ee Se ae pointed: out 

This doe deer is one of the victims of Director Harrelson suggested that North 
the big fire in the “open ground” of Car- Carolina join whole-heartedly in the nation- 
teret County this summer. Two fawns were al movement for the establishment of a 
found roasted beside her. Here is a pitiful hirg sanctuary on all golf courses. : —" in the destruction of game by forest This movement was started by the Na- 

—$—_—__—————————— tional Association of Audubon Societies 

: crops. Only one instance revealed corn and Which points out that the sanctuaries may 
in this case, in addition to five grains of be established at a minimum expense and 
corn, eleven destructive beetles including With no inconvenience to the game. 
the cucumber bug were found in a gizzard. The advantages from the increase of use- 

One of the most interesting gizzards ex- ful bird life on golf links are many fold. 
amined revealed a content of forty-seven Besides the encouragement of man’s feath- 
inch worms, three earth worms, two potato ered friends, which in itself is sufficient in- 
bugs, one butterfly, sixteen beetles, thirty- ducement for their protection, a definite 

two wood worms, one grasshopper, two ‘Service is performed in increasing the sup- 

spiders and a quantity of weed seeds. An- Ply of birds that are enemies to agricultural 

other check of a pheasant gizzard showed Pests. Most of these species feed largely 
more than 400 chickweed seeds and a dozen 0n weevils, worms, beetles, noxious weed 
beetles. seeds and other factors that work against 

agriculture, trees, and natural growth of 

“I believe that wonderful progress is be- ll kinds. 
ing made in stocking our depleted streams Carrying out of only a few measures will 
and forests with wild life in Western North almost insure the increase of useful wild 

Carolina,” writes J. F. Hampton of Lin- life around golf links. The birds need pro- 

ville. The general public is showing a very tection, nesting places, and dependable 

satisfactory spirit of cooperation, an ex- sources of food and water. Suggestions 
ample of which was the capture and care along this line are offered in a booklet pub- 

of a wild deer by individuals after the deer lished by the National Association of Au- 

had strayed from a refuge in this part of dubon Societies under the title of “Golf 

the State.” Clubs as Bird Sanctuaries.”
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fins. Gathers and fur 3 

VERY spring multitudes of small birds and been no fire of any consequence for a long time, he 
EB animals are either killed or driven from their makes a decision. With the month of May comes a 

chosen homes by fires intentionally set to burn drought. The woods are dry as tinder. 
over meadow, pasture, or waste farm or woodlands. One warm, windy morning, he saunters down the 
Even city park authorities seem to take little account valley road, takes a narrow path that goes up the 
of nesting sites for birds as it is a common practice creek, on up to the top of the mountain, starts a 
to burn the winter’s accumulation of dead leaves, fire in the brush and then returns home. 
grass and other combustible material in the spring, Tn about an hour and a half the town constable 
destroying all nesting sites of birds which build on or forest ranger is seen riding rapidly toward the 
the ground or in low shrubbery. man’s ae and before long es seustane and oe 

Many forms of wild life become especially at- ™an and his three sons are on their way down the tached to a given territory, at least for the Betiod of Mountain to fight a forest fire. Other fire fighters the spring and summer seasons, and when the cover 2%¢ impressed. They work for hours and_ finally is burned away both food and shelter which are think they have it under control, but it breaks out 
essential to their existence, have been destroyed. 2 other Dies: ee ugh uP on pO the j fi lown near the creek. Before long the entire section This fact has been repeatedly demonstrated in of mountain is a blackened ie 
many sections of the country where the natural cover A most wonderful huckleberry range which 
afforded shelter and food to countless numbers of win last for about three seasons has been oa ; wild game creatures, but is now lacking. Bue wheeler the! puihe? i eg 

It has been believed by some that burning not When this fire swept the mountain, everything only does no damage in certain localities, but that above ground either moved out or was consumed it is even beneficial in destroying insect life and pro- by the flames. In the case of the grouse there was 
moting a new growth of grass, but this idea is largely no choice. He must cross the valley and find a new 

fallacious. home in the next mountain. And practically every 
., Hf all the facts were known and carefully con- other creature follows suit, for their old haunts offer sidered, the grass thus obtained would seldom be neither shelter nor food. Many become confused regarded as compensation for the destruction of and perish in the fire. The young game creatures 

forage, trees and the Shelter required by valuable are burned alive in their nests, but the young of the wild life, including quail, grouse, pheasants and wild game destroyers tared a better fate, for all the four- 
turkeys among the game birds, ground nesting song footed creatures rear their young under the ground birds and those which nest in low shrubbery such as or beneath the rocks and are constantly immune the sparrows, catbird, brown thrasher, chewink, from the ravage of such a fire. 
meadowlark, etc. Many of the birds and some of When the next season for small game comes the animals of the forest and brush are beneficial to around, the grouse range of the region is found to 
trees by the destruction of insect pests or the dis- he much restricted and birds scarce as most of the semination of seeds. While considerable quantities young for that year and no doubt a great many of 

of nuts and pine seeds are eaten by squirrels and the old ones were destroyed by the fire and it is found chipmunks, many trees spring from seeds they drop that the enemies of the grouse have increased. in places not otherwise likely to be reached and also The result is that the grouse are practically 
from caches they hide away and forget. extinct in the whole neighborhood, and the wild 

In eastern United States mountain ranges, turkeys have entirely disappeared. 
valleys, creeks and farm lands intermingle. The The fire had an unfavorable effect on the fish 
mountain portion contains a very considerable amount in the creek, which had been well stocked with native 
of wild cover. A good stock of deer, rabbits, grouse trout and for generations had been a favorite with 
and other game is distributed throughout the region. anglers. Years ago this stream was never in a flood, 

The following incident is typical of thousands 28 % flood will seldom occur in a stream where its that are happening every year: entire length is through a wooded region. Floods 

The story begins with a native driving half a - dozen head of cattle over the mountain road. He ‘ SO ne has three half-grown boys and a wife at home. He gee bc. a has never worked very hard but has lived a sort of io ge, ae So _ es Tee aud easy life, getting a large portion of a living Re pe eee eae ae ES ee 
rom the surrounding mountains, one of his most BuMigjassas Ses Pei ime ae RATS profitable sources of revenue being the huckleberry ea pa aed rs pnt pce oe a crop, which is the aftermath of a forest fire. fe rt a 4 fee Sone ge F ae 

They find the best berry ground at present a SP — <P e We mile and a half away on the opposite side of the oe sas — ss valley, where three years before a careless smoker ee ne me) te 
threw a lighted match that burned about 100 acres os I ips ae fd — before a timely shower extinguished it. The berries Me ig ap Ne 
that are picked are marketed at the railroad station. “i i pene E: OP ee, 
Tt 1s a cash crop requiring little labor and no invest- ass en st i ae rs 

Next spring as the berry grounds of the last Be oC oe ea season were a little too far. from home and involved | 4a Ree. ae 
unnecessary labor and the big mountain upon which ~ F 
he lives is “played out” for berries, for there has Witp Goose anp Nest Desrroyep By Fire
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come from one of two causes: cultivated land or some for example, thrive in districts where most of their 
unnatural condition on the wooded hillsides of the range is occasionally plowed but seldom burned 
water-course or tributaries. ae ee ae pret system of general ae 

When the fire swept over the region through CUEING ae ony Too that can be produced for the 
which this trout stream ran, not only were the wooded qua conned to such ee ag may be skipped by 
sections destroyed with their undergrowth, but also e fires and these are often few and far between. 
the floor of the forest as well. This heavy cover Then there are the thousands of small fires that 
of leaf mould, which in some instances was as much are allowed to overrun the farm lowlands and wu 

5 as five inches thick, was absolutely eliminated. When  Jands, woodlands and prairies all through the North, 
the bitter weater came in December, these burnt South and West, which comprise the nesting sites 
districts were frozen nearly as hard and as deep as of the quail, pheasant, grouse, prairie chicken, wild 
the open field, and they froze because nature’s pro- turkey, wild duck, and all other ground nesting 
tection was gone. Later on big snows came and  pirds, 
heavy ice formed on the creek. Severe weather 
prevailed until late in February, when a sudden The vast stretches of land that have been claimed 
warm spell came, followed by several days of rain. for agriculture can be so managed as to provide cover 
Torrents of water rushed from every slope; small for game birds and not interfere with their use for 
streams poured mud and polluted waters into the crops and pasture. Such lands properly cared for 
big creek. The ice broke, the creek leaped its banks will yield a good game crop as well. But in most 

: and the whole section of the valley for miles around — such areas the practice of burning in the spring has 
was covered. Further down in the regular farming become common. 
sections great damage was done by the washouts, S 
aud old settlers said they had never seen such a flood poe ee eet thet) Pune Eee upon ie 
before. young and old game birds themselves, there is the 

toa ssikeae taiked oth b elimination of natural food supplies which are in- 
“ ocal authorities explained the matter by say- variably burned out by fires. There is hardly one 
ie teats oot was due to a great cloudburst “back Jeguminous plant that produces quail food that is 
in the hus. not affected by the ravages of a fire burning over a 

Trout demand clean, cool water. They are the given territory, whether that fire be allowed to burn 

seo o ae ny tribe, and wall stand'for no fast or slow. 
pollution. efore this flood came the trout were ce A 
passing the winter in the deep pools and back under 4, abe a ate wy of Jecumingus plants, Beoue nous 
the rocks. Suddenly the water became cloudy; then the iE a oS a ‘Aouil Ip ed grow! rdly later 
it was nasty and bitter. The fish became restless. ; as 0 April 15—in the southern states 2 . . it is not later than March 1—and fires which occur 
They rushed about. Still more soily water and in- Gee that tad ie anaes 
creased activity. Then the ice broke; the water ee at period: prove unusually injurious to plant e. Therefore, if a farmer or landowner must burn 
rushed over the banks, logs and other wreckage hi ty. # chould } fe 
hammered the rocks; the trout were swept down with es aia ae ae - gone) efore the plants 
the torrent to the river and never returned. hie oouneee a ret aie cran ne aa SeTHOn AD 

During the next trout season, fishing was de- pees should study the influence of nature in his a 
clared very poor in the creek; and once more the er particular section so as to give the food plants 
local sages came to the rescue, explaining that the a chance. The effect of spring burning of broom 
scarcity was in all probability due to the activity of sedge in the South soon kills out some of the most 
an unusual number of kingfishers that were seen in valuable of winter game bird foods. 
the neighborhood the year before. Late the follow- . ede ‘ 
ing summer, a severe drought set in and continued This principle holds true wherever nesting birds 
well into the fall. Old residents declared that the and animals are to be found. Whether the fire is in 
creek had never been so low before. the open prairie, woodland, marsh, a backyard in the 

3 s - : city makes no difference. Wherever you find grass, 
fr ee fire was set intentionally, the same brush, fields, thickets or hedges, all of which can be 
thing coul ave resulted if a smoker, who would burned, you are bound to find wild life worth saving 
not think of deliberately starting such a fire, care- and protecting 
lessly threw a match or cigarette stub into the under- j 
growth. ‘i Fires on the Wester prairies destroy the nests of 

Some persons who believe that burning results the prairie chicken, pheasant, sharp-tailed grouse, 
merely in Panpomay inconvenience to fie game ie see ae partridges and many species of water- 
may not realize that the food of many birds and of 
smaller animals consists largely of insects or of the The wild duck does not spend all of his time in 
seeds, berries and other small fruits produced the the lakes and marshes of the remotest regions but 
year before. often nests in intensively farmed areas when given 

The indiscriminate setting of fires, which seems half, a chance—American Game Protective Asso- 

to have grown to be a custom with many people  iation. 
especially in the South, endangers such eat nest- amsamcbeatsctl sa ti 
ing game birds as the quail, woodcock, the ruffed 
grouse an the wild turkey, besides dislodging deer, 
opossums, raccoons, foxes, squirrels, rabbits and WATONWAN COUNTY GAME AND FISH CLUB 
other favorite animal species. HOLDS ANNUAL MEETING 

The most severe wood and grass fires occur woe ae 
usually in the spring when game fede are nesting, ame ae D. a was the honor 
or have hatched young, and when the newly born guest and principal speaker at the annual meeting 

. . of the Watonwan County Game and Fish Club held rabbits, fawns and other animals are not strong nbs SE GJarhes ioneNfarchiuGbHNl “Dhewoticais) elected 

enougty to eo ey coe from’ the dogs were: J. E. Setrum, president; Albert Maus, vice- 
Each section of the United States has its prob- resident; A. J. Engelman, secretary, and H. M. 

lem. The bob-white or quail of the southern states, Miller, treasurer.
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DAILY BULLETIN 

Now 24-99 U. S. Forest Service October 29, 1923. 
Southwestern District 

Deer Feeds: Ranger J. C. MoNelty of the Prescott says in regard to deer 
feeds and referring to a Daily Bulletin item that appeared Sertember 5, 

"I have observed deer feeding on several occasions resently and saw them 
eating both brush and gress. They favor Cliff Rose (Quinine Bush) when 

accessible and will travel a long ways to feed on this bush. They eat 

grass even when near Mowmtain Mehogany and Ceanbbhus". 

Laboratory Designs Better_and Liehter Grate: smother instence is annowmed 
wherein the Forest Proéasts Laboratory at Madison, Wisccnsin, has served 

ineustry in a highly practical way. A certain manufacturer has been ex- 
porting steel pulleys in a crate that failed in the first @rop in the big 

‘ary has pro-
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(ye Keibab Deer: The March report on game shows that there has been no drift 

/from the congested areas. Areas north of the mountain and Kanab Creek 

| have. been inspected, but drift is negligible. Very heavy losses have 

occurred in last year's fawn crop caused, it is believed, by their inabil- 

E to reach as high for browse as the older deer. The remains found of 

dead ones showed evidence of predatory animals. In March, on the heavily 
congested areas when the grass was two to three inches high, the deer were 

: eating juniper and pinon principally and very little erass. 

5 ow :, é 3 

‘Cooperative Marketing: The Utah Cattle and Horsegrowers Association is tak- 
28 MB Cooperative marketing in a very serious way. | It fdrmed the first 
topic of discussion at their recent convention at ‘Salt Lake City, and is 
now being followed up by a series of meetings which will be held at various 
points in the stock raising commmities of Utah, beginning April 13. The 

; steckmen. feel: very strongly that.in cooperative-marketing properly con~ 
Uh. Vase ie cure for 4 mumber.of their difficulties and intend, to give 

'e thing athorough try-out-as soon as it ean be organized. 

as eae nat ea



Food & Cover « 
Shack 

Specifications for fertilizer based on soil analysis at shack (S.A.Wilde): 

For 2,000 trees at 120 grams per tree: 

; Mix 400 lbs. milorganite, 80 mriate of potash, 50% concentration 
(above ingredients to be thoroughly mixed). 

Spread over a 2' radius from each tree, but not touching tree. 

Hoe in 4 deep. Apply between May 10 and June 1. 

, Note: 120 grams is approximately 1/4 of an ordinary tin cup.
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wiet meedie Tus ae —— 

guncus pelocarpus f.submersus 
Needle spiked rush 
Eleocharis aciculeris 

Pipewort 
Eriocaulon septangulare : ; 

s Quillwort 
Isoetes Spe 

- Stubby milfoil 

ba Tach sical 
Littorells americans (L. uniflora) 
Stubby wapato 

Watér lobelia 
Lobelia Dortmanne. 

Waterwort 

pe ———— 
Bass weed 

Potamogeton Richardsopis 2 

Floating brown leaf 4 
Potemogeton natans 

Iafge leaved bass weed 
Potamogeton, amplifolius 

Muskte weed. 
Potamogeton. prael onsus 

Vardable bess weed 
Potemogeton angustifolius 

; Variable pondweed 

Potamogeton gramineus ver.creminifolinus(P. heterophyllus)



Flat stemmed or stalked pondweed : 
potemozeton zosteriformis (P.zozterifolius) 
Leafy pondweed 

Botamogeton epihydrus 

Water fern 

Potamogeton Robbinsii 
SRO ELELE ERE SL VEEL LIE GEL SEPIA ETS AEE INI ELENA RET STELLA TTY PDO 

Bushy pondweed or naiad 
Najas flexilis 
ee eee ene 
Narrow & thread leaved pondweeds 
Potamogeton pusillus type 
a 
Sago or fennel leaved pondweed 
Potamogeton pectinatus 

Common bladdwort 
Utricularia vulgaris 

Common water milfoil 
Myriophyllum spicatum 

Coonteil or hornwort 
Ceratophyllum demersum 

Muskgrass or stonewort . 
Chere. spp. 

Parple flowered ‘bladderwort 

| Smell water milfoil 
\ Myriophyllum slterniflorum 

\ Soft water milfoil 
\ Myriophyllum verticillatum 

Stiff water crowfoot 

Ranunculus longirostris (Re circinatus ) 
Water marigold : 
Bidens Beckii
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January 5, 1926. 

' FOOD PLANTS OF BLACKTAIL DEER 

(a) Shrubs and trees. 

New Mexican locust (Robinia neomexicana) 
Goldman sys this is heavily browsed on the 

: Kaibab. The eastern locust (Robinia pseuda- 
cacia) contains a toxic albuminoid (Rob inig) 
Which is fatal to horses. Is this present 
in the western species? Ranger E. L. Perry 
quotes Dad Ketcham as saying that this locust 
is not eaten on the Jemez. 

, Cliffrose, Apache plume (Cowania mexicana) 
Heavily browsed on the Kaibab aml apparently 
everywhere liked by deer. Analysis of some 
Kaibab specimens shows it to contain more 
digestible starches and sugars than alfalfa. 

Western Yellow Pine (Pinus ponderosa) 
Browsed on the Kaibab. Rachford says the 

i deer like it quite as well as cliffrose. 
Analysis of some Kaibab specimers show about 
two-thirds as much protein as wheat. 

Mistletoe (Phoradendron juniperinum) 
Reger H. G. Smith says a n the Guadalupes 
the deer eat the foliage in fall. This is 
the mistletoe that is parasitic on Junipers. 

Candelabra cactus (Opuntia spinosior) 
Ranger H. G. smith says chat in the Guadalupes 
they eat the yellow "apples" when ripe. 

Prickly pear (Opuntia tuna) 
Ranger H. 5 Smith says that in the Guadalupes 
the ripe frit is eaten. 

Aspen (Populus tremuloides) 
on 2s Kai bab aSpen is eaten so greedily that 
sprout reproduction is eliminated and felled 
trees are quickly defoliated. 

White fir, balsam (Abies concolor) 
on the Kaibab young trees are browsed down to 
hedge-like form. Rachford says the deer like 
it quite as well as cliffrose.



Pinon pine (Pinus edulis) z 
Browsed on the Kaibab, but not until other 
feed is exhausted. (Rachford) The nuts are, 
of course, a favorite food. : 

Sage (Artemesia tridentata) 
Browsed on Kaibab in winter. 

Oak 
Many oaks are browsed to som extent, but some 

are favorite foods throughout the Southwest. 
(I need lists or at least examples of each) 

Ranger E. L. Perry quotes "Dad" Ketcham as say- 

ing, Gambel oak is browsed freely on the Jemez. 

What acorns are preferred? 

Oldham says they eat Arizona oak ( ) 
and this seems generally the case. 

Mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus parvifolius) 
A favorite food ties te tenk the southwest. 

Buckbrush (Ceanothus fendleri) 
This small Low Shrub seems to be at least a 

winter food throughout the Southwest. 

Serviceberry (Amelanchier glabra) 
Ranger H. L. Derry Says this is eaten on the Jemez. 

Willow 
The various willows seem to be eaten throughout 

the Southwest, at least in winter, at which time 

the mountain willow (Salix monticola?) is pro- 
bably the favorite. Even on the Colorado Delta 

with its abundance of other foods, willow shoots 

: are browsed in winter. 

Mesquite (Prosopis juliflora) 
On the ielta oF the Colorado deer tracks were 

frequently seen circling the bean-bearing trees. 

They certainly eat the beans, and grow very 
fat on them. Whether they eat the twigs or 
foliage, I don't know. 

Torwillo, screwbean (Prosopis ubescens ) 
On the delta of the Colorado it seemed as if the 

deer were eating the beans, but it was not pos- 
sible to be certain of it. 

- 2- 
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(>) Herbs, grasses, etc. 

Red root on wild buckwheat (Barogenum ) 
Ranger F. E. Bétts says that%on the ay, 
Tusayan Forest this is preferred éven to que 
bush ( 

Creen gentian, Skunk cabbage (RBrasera venosa sp.?) 
"Dad Ketcham, mm old settler on the Jemez, 
says this is a favorite food. They eat the 
foliage in summer and the ripe pods in winter. 
Elliot Barker says the pods protrude above 
the snow and deer tracks can often be followed 
from one browsed off stalk to another. 

White loco (Aragallus pamberti) 
Karcher says Saw a buck eating this loco 
northeast of Frisco Peaks on the Coconino; 
that he was thin and undersized. 

Potato 

Ranger H. G. Smith says that he found a deer 
poisoned from eating the foliage of potatoes 
(and beans?) recently sprayed with lead arsenate. 
He examined the stomach, which contained potato 
leaves. This Was in the Guadalupes in 1918. 

Grama grass (Bouteloue sp.?) 
Ranger A. F. Bloom says he has watched deer 
eating grama through glasses on the Datil 
(October, 1925). They ate both the stalks and 
the basal leaves. 

Alfalfa 
In June, 1922, during the spring drouth, at 
Huch Feices xXSX Raiich on the 4 as many 
as 40 deer gathered on his small alfalfa field 
every evening. They were especially fond of 
the alfalfa blossoms , eften topping off the 
stalks without touching the foliage. They 
showed a distinet preference for the dry part 
of the field, as distinguished from the parts 
recently irrigated. 

Vetch 
All the various species of vetch seem to be 
favorite foods, although this is not true of 
the peas. Elliot Barker says the dried vines 
are eaten in winter also. 
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Blue Flag (Iris mwi:ssouriensis) 
This plant, Elliot Barker says, is not eaten 
until frozen in fall, after which both the 
foliage and seed pods are a favorite food. 
(Cattle likewise ignore it until frozen) 

Wild oats (Avena fatua?) 
Everywhere and at all times a favorite food 
of deer and turkey. 

Bamboo Cane, Carissa ( 
On the delta of the Colorado there was evidence 
of deer browsing the tender shoots of this 
plant, but cattle also fed on it, so that the 
evidence was not conclusive. 

-~4-
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| Ry Leopold, Pettit, and 1igone February St» 19260 

le Foods of tule Deer 

44) shrubs and trees 

Je Cliffroze (Covania » tans buriana) 

SAL @boervers report it heavily browsed on the 

Sedba®e Om Slden “ountain (Coconine) Talbot 

fows. i. browsed on cliffs inaceessible te cate 

tle. iscr says it is eaten on the Apache. 

Chemical analysie of seme Eaibab epeciaens 

showed mare digestible starches and Sugars 

than alfalfa. 

Se Apache plune (Vallugia paradoxm) 

Cenerally beligved te be eaten, but apecifie : 

evidence needed. 

3. Snowborry (Symphoricorpus syp.) 

All ebservers report it heavily brewsed on the 

Keiteb. Is the fruit partiewlarly relished? 

4. ountain mahogany 
A feworite feed of toth deer and caitis through- 

out the Southwest. in the Cuba country (Jemea) 

this shrub ws cesrly eliminated by the over= 

grazing incident te an sarly mining boom. it



ig now “coming back", and Pincetl claims the : 

deer are coming back with ite 

Se Guckbrush or deerbrush. (Seanothua spy.) 

There are several species, all of them probably 

valuable deer browse. The most widely dis- 

| tPibuted in the emall c. fendlert comonly 

‘found in yollow pine forests. It is gonerally 

agreed that this is heavily browsed in fall 

am winter, but Sizer says that on the Apache 

the same is true in sumer. Are the white 

bleasems eaten? 

Ge Jerviceberry (Amelanchier sppe) 
Never abundant and hence probably merely an in- 

cidental feed. ferry says it is browsed on the 

J@e2z. Talbot has seen freahly crepped buskes 

02 high peaks on the batil uhere no cattle or 

sheep Were gratinge Are the ripe fruite or 

blessems eaten? 

7. Sage (Apteuisia spp.) 

The ordinary sagebrush (A, tridentata) is browed 

on the Naibab in winter, but old bumters con- 

. sider it a rather poor deer forage. Many of 

the smaller less conspicuous sages, hovever, 

“fe



are probably relished by deer as they are 

by Livestock. 

Se Willow (Salix supe) 
There are twenty species in New Mexice alonce 

AL1 observers agree thit willows are eaten, 

especially in winter, but to determine which 

species are saten is a difficult matter. © 

the Colorade Delta, with ite atundance of 

other foods, dear appeared to be browsing wil- 

dows in November. 

The concentration of range cattle in canyon bote 

toms during the winter season has practically 

G@liminated wiliexs from most of the watercours< 

@0 of the southwestern mountainae This has 

probably injured their value as range for both 

éeer and livestock, not te mention the enor 

mous injury which the resultant erosion has 

inflicted upon the entire regions 

% Cake (Quercus sppe) 
The oaks are ene cf tne most important deer fooda, 

° but their great diversity as to species and 

habit miss i¢ difficult to tie down abservae 

tiona. In goneral the ‘white oaks" are pre- 

ferred te the “black oaks", ami the evergreen 

or “live cake’ to the deciducus speciose 

~Bbe-



Aeorns, oF most of all, the cake are probably 

eaten, wut preferences as among species are eee 

EnOURe 

in the northern section and at high altitudes 

Gambel oak is the prevalent ocpecies. Ferry says 

it is browsed fresly on the Jemez, iizer says 

that on the Apache it is a favorite browe after 

frost, ani that ihe fallen leaves are eaten in 

winter, nm Ooteber 14, 1955, he killed a fat 

thrse-point buck on Sscudilla ‘ountain and found 

in the paunch “frostekilled Gambel omk leaves, — 

leaves and twige of buckbrush, wild oats, leaves 

and twigs of Gregon grape, and acorns of Gambel 

oak’. 

Oldhem says the evergreen .rizoms oak is eaten on 

the Freseett and Siser says 1¢ is eaten on the 

‘pacha. Thies is a widely distributed species 

and probably an important feeds 

10, Now Mexican locust (Robinia necsextcans) 

cColdam says this ia heavily browsed on the “adbab. 

The eastern lecwt (Robinia poeudacagia) contains 

& toxic allwsinoid (Retinin) which is fatal to 
horsese is this present in the vestern species? 

Tanger Se Le ferry quotes ind Ketcham as saying 

that this leowst ia not eaten on the Jenog. 

Chapline says it la exeellent goat browse. 
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Lie dunipers (Juniporus spp. ) 

Tig heavy browsing of junipers on the Haibab 

is regarded as an indication of severe over- — 

erazings 

on the other hand, Sizer regards justper (fo- 

iiage as well as berries) aa a favorite foode 

Ne saye3 

°I have many times seen deer brevaing on 
gumiper, in both swuer and vinter, here 
ether feed was —— specifie instances 
that 7 cam recall are (1) On October 1, 1916, 
while on my way te Alma, New Mexino, with Fred 
‘inn, 7 rede wp on four large bDlackiail bucks 
brewsing on juniper, near Alm Mesa, ‘Coming 
ever the brow of a ridge 1 was within a few 
yards of them with a high wind and brush serseen 
in my favore I watched then for some tine 
browsing juniper branches in preference te live 
cee roe brush, gram grass, etce, shich vere 
abunds (2) On July 5, 1925, in company with 
NRCS Ae Fe Bloom, 1 saw three blacktail does 
brovsiag on juniper trees on the mesa east of 

i filaross: Ranger Station, though there was 
plenty of other feed. (3) In February 1924, 
about the 20th) in company with Hanger Rey | 

Seapp, I feliowed the fresh trail of a buneh 
of bDlacktail (8 or 10) on the mast side of 
Ooheman Creek, im abeut 12 inches of crusted 
enow, and noticed that they stopped to browse 
euly on juniper, travelling from one to another, 
and passing up Canbel ouk and other anrubo en 
route. These junipers averaged three to six 
feet in height, and showed clearly where the 
deer had browsed. I called Owapp's attention 
te this. 

‘I have many times soon deer browsing om 
genipers and have always regarded it as a 
averite food." 

Talbot says all three species of juniper are 

browsed in periods of scarci tye 
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12. Pinon pine (ijnus odulig) 

Growsed on the Salbab, but not until ether feed 

is exhaneted. ({Nachferd) The mute are, of 

course, a favorite food. 

13. ‘nite fir, taleam (Abies cons oler) 

the Keilbab young ireea arc Urossed down to. 

hedgeelike forme achferd says the deer like 

it quite as well as cliffrosce / 

14 ‘eastern yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa) 
Brewed an the Aaibab. Machfara says the deer 

: like it quite as vell az cliffrose. Analysia 

af some Kaibab specimens sho« about tvo~thiras 

a3 such protein as wheate 

Sigexr says come pine (seedlings?) are eaten on 

the Apache. 

1Se Aspen (Lopwhwe trecm2gides) 
™ the Faioab aspen is eaten se greedily that 

eprout reproduction is eliminated and felied 

trees are quickly defoliated. 

falbet has seen deer eating aspen leaves in late 

falle Siser says it .@ eaten. ‘it ia probably 

en iapertant browne. 

: —



1ée Hesquite (Prosopis spp.) 

Gn the delta of the Colorado deer tracks wre 

frequently seen circling the beonebearing trees. 

They certainly eat the bennus, ani grow very fat 

on them. rom ammlogy with cattie and horses, 

deer probably eut the blossems and tender leaves 

al1300 

17. ‘Tornille, screwsean (ltronbe care pubescens) 
Sm the delta of the Colorado it seemed as if the 

deer were eating the beans, but it was not pose 

sible to be certain of ite 

18. Sedroot, wild buckwheat (Sriogomm; spp.) 

Bette says that on the Tusayan thie herb (vhich 

is technically a shrub) is preferred even to 

quinine bush ( }e Tho Havajos call it 

*leer's Sars* but thie alludes to the ahape of 

the leavese 

1% Green gentian, skunk cabbage (Sraszera sy.) | 

“Dad Ketehwa, an old settler on the Jomez says 

this isa favorite food. They eat the foliage 

in suzmer and the ripe pods in winter. Slliist — 

and deer tracks ean often be followed frem one 

browsed off ateck te another. 
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20. Vetches (Vieia spp.) . 

é41 the various species of veteh asem to be 

faverite fecds, although this ia not true of 

the peas. Gllist Gerker says the dried vines 

are caten in sinter also. [eopeid ani arner 

saw a doe and fawn eating vetch on the Gila in 

JUNE. : 

Me Blue Mag (iris missouriensis) 
This plant, Sliliot Barker says, is not eaten on 

the Peeos until frezen in fall, after which 

both the fellage and seed pods are a favorite 

foode (Cattle likewise ignore it until fresen.) 

Siger Gays tais ig true on the Apache. . 

22. “hite leco (_zitropls lemberti) 

Karehuer auys be caw @ Wack eating this lece 

northeast ef Frisco Peaks on the Coconineg that 

he wee thin and undersi zede 

it ig improbable, however, that deer are injured 

wy lees. They are often most abumiant on the 

worst leo areage 

The enormous diversity of species, the difficulty of 

observing even through a glass which speciss a deer 

~Ge- :



is eating, the difficulty of igentifying grass found 

in paunches, and the probability that grasses do net 

form a large proportion of the diet, 211 contri bute 

te the nearly tetal lack of information on grase as 

a deer fodie 

23. Grama (Boutelous spp. ) 
Bloom watched a buck and a doe eating grama grass 

en the batil in Scteber, 1925. They ate both 

etalke ard the basal laavede 

4 eergrass 

fwe southwestern species are called deergrass be« 

couse of their supposed palatability te deer, 

the enmll gecrgracs (jmhlenbercia wrightii) and 
tne tall deergrass (Zplcaupes rigens |. 

SS "Wild oate* is a name applied to certain grasses 

Whieh are a favorite dcer and turkey fcod, but 

the species usually called by this naw are 

usually Bromag rather than the true wild eats, 

SZ8aR- 

260 “anboo cane or carissa, technically a graces, may 

be eaten. n the delta of the colerade there 

was evidence of deer browsing the tender shoots 

of this plant, but eattle also fed on it, 30 

that the evidence was not com lus ives 

te



27. Cactus (Opuntia spp.) 

ie Ge Smith says that in the Cusdalupes deer cat 

te yellow appise of the Candelabra cactus, and 

alse the ripe fruit of the prickly peare 

2%. Yucca. 

eodrov has seen deer on the Gila eating the tender 

i buds or bless@as of the Spanish “agcer. He has 

never seen deer eat any part of Sotcl or Uescal. 

29. Seargrass (Yelima spp. } 

veodrox alse reports deer eating the tender enda 

: of beargrass xhen other feed was scarcée 

3. Alfalfa 

In Jam, 1982, during the spring drouth, at ‘ugh 

Hedges KSX Ranch on the Cilla as many as 40 deer 

gathered on his gmail alfalfa ficid every even- 

inge ‘They were especially fond cf the alfalfa 

. bhoscems, often topping off the stalks «without 

touching the foliage. They showed « distinct 

peeference for the dry part of the fleld, as 

distinguished fron tne parte recently irriguted.s. 
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Sl. Potato 

: hanger Ne Ge Smith gays that be found a desr 

peisoned fren eating the foliage of potatoes 

(and beans’) recently aprayed with lead are 

senate, Ho examined the stomach, which con- 

tained potate leavese Thie was in the Guadae 

iupes in 1915. 

$2. Turnip 

Siser says “deer prefer turnip teps te almost 

any other feed. A pateh of turnips planted 

well eway from the house will usually protect 

other garden and field ‘crops from deer’. 

S2)_ Biscellenco ug 

33. idlwtietos 
Hanger He Ge Sith says that in the Guadaiupes 

the deer eat the foliage in fall. This ia the 

_ wistletee that ia parasitic on juniperse 
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(=) Wald rose. Are the fruite or rose hips eaten? : 

{b) @i14 erepee Fruit or tender shoots? 

{e) Apple or other fruit trees. Fruit, foliage, fallen 

leaves, txigs? 

(2) Maples (ager spp.) 

(e) catclaw (Acacia groped ) 

(£) ceffse Serry (Limendsia cpl ifvornd ce) 

(g) “wnganita (crete staphylos spp.) Berries? 

(h) Skunkbush (Seimeltsic exp.) | 

(1) Sesert ceanothus (Ce greced) . 

(J) lupine (Lapis sep.) 

{k) jotus (Lotus spp.) 

(2) Vilaree (Srodjua cloutarium) 

{a} Ldld clovers. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY, . 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

“CHIEF OF BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY,” 

AND REFER TO 

. M-1.249 

veoruary 18, 1926. 

Mr. Aldo leopold, 

2222 Vau Hise Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

bear sir: 

. Your letter of February 15 to Yr. warsh, asking for 

inrormation regarding Hobinia neomexicaaa aud uxytropis 

lampertii, is received. 

E There are uo records in our files of tne toxic albuminoid 

5 (Robinin) being found in Kobinia neomexicana. As Dr. D. Be 

F Jones of the Bureau of Chemistry nas for same time veen doing 

: special work on this albuminoid, 1 made inquiries to see whetner 

y ne had any such record. He assures me that, so far as nue xnows, 

£ . * : x s 
; this alpuminoid is not found in R. neomexicana. 

We nave no records of deer eating any of the loco plants, 

and 1 have peen unaple to find any reports of their doine soO- where 

are, however, a tew somewiat vague reports of antelope eating these 

plants at tires. Suca reports appear to come from stockmen, and 

may or may not be corrects Your report is one of cous ideraple 

interest tO use 

Very truly yours, 

D3. Clearer | 
Ae Be Clawson 

Associate Physiologist.
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' 2222 Van Hise Ave. 
Madison, "is. 

: February 15, 1926. 

Dr. C. 0. Mereh, 
Bureau of Animal Industry, 

Washington, De Ge 

Dear Dr. Marsh: 

(1) Can you tell me whether the toxic albuminoid 

(Robinin) found in Robinia pseudacacia is also present in Rodinie 

neomexigans? 

The reason I ask is that the former is reported poison- 

ous to horses whereas the latter is ssid to be browsed by deer 

on the feibsab. 

I am writing s book on Southwestern game and would like 

to untangle this question. 

(2) I have one report of déer eating loco (Oxitropis 

lambertii). Have you any definite evidence that deer eat this ; 

or other locos, and if so whether they are affected by it in the 

same Way as domestic stock? 

Very truly yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
/ ee 

Pony For InFo- an [ “To Rberneft 

) Ie An. def. 4b 
@ aes!
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January 5, 1926. 

FOOD PLANTS OF BLACKETATL DEER 

(a) Shrubs and trees. ae 

‘| Wew Mexican locust (Robinia necmexicana) 
Goldman sys this is heavily browsed on the 
Kaibab. The eastern locust (Robinia pseuda- hin 

caeis) contains a toxic albuminoid (Rob ini) unc 

40 which is fatal to horses. Is this present — are’ 

C@1 jn the western species? Ranger &. 1. Perry yw 

quotes Dad Ketcham as saying that this locust ; 

is not eaten on the Jemez. hes ae dane at an ey erbdect 

geod Inouras » Sire Ly Cotmnink 

2 Cliffrose, Apache-plume (Cowania mexicana) 
Heavily browsed on the Kaibab ani apparently 

everywhere like ff 86 ap. ysis of some 
¢ Kaibab poi Rpts ows Sp TE tain more 

digestible starches and sugars than alfalfa. 

2 Western Yellow Pine (Pinus ponderosa) 
Browsed on the Kaibab. Rachford says the 

iY deer like it quite as well as cliffrose. 
tM . Analysis of some Kaibab specimers shovs about 

two-thirds as much protein as wheat. 

/ Mistletoe (Phoradendron juniperinum) 
Ranger H. Ge Sm says a n the Guadalupes 

4> the deer eat the foliage in fall. This is 
CoH the mistletoe that is parasitic on junipers. 

2 7 Re are / 
5 Gandelabra cactus (Opuntia spinosior) er 

Ranger H. G. Smt th says that in the Guadalupes 

2 they eat the yellow “apples” when ripe. 

Seth Peery: at 
- | Prickly pear (opuntie ot vce 

Ranger H. G. th says that in the Guadalupes 

zy the ripe fruit is eaten. 

° aspen (Populus tremuloides) Ee 

on the Yai bab aspen is eaten so greedily that 

19 sprout reproduction is eliminated and felled 
cM trees are quickly defoliated. 

° White fir balsam (Abies concolor) 
On the Kaibab young trees are browsed down to 

ty hedge-like form. Rachford says the deer like 

/ t it quite as well as cliffrose. 
v



7 Pinon pine (Pinus edulis) 
Browsed on the Yai bab, but not until other 

Copy ® feed is exhausted. (Rachford) The nuts are, 
. of course, a favorite food. 

7 / Sage (artemesia tridentata) 
Browsed on Kaibab in winter. : 

A 
Oak hh Bevel ; 

Many oaks are browsed to some extent, but some 
are favorite foods throughout the Southwest. 
(I need lists or at least examples of each) 

Ranger E. L. Perry quotes “Dad" Ketcham as say- 
ing, Gambel oak is browsed freely on the Jemez. 

What acorns are preferred? 

Oldham says they eat Arizona oak ( 
and this seems generally the case. He Tes — haves 

: f 

Ee eae trae ee A favorite foo oug how e Southwest. 

5 ~  Buekbrush (Ceanothus fendleri) . 
; This small low shrub seems to be at least a 

winter food throughout the Southwest. A 

a ) Lewes 
A Serviceberry (Amelanchier Etzire) pees 

Ranger £. L. Perry says s is eaten on the Jemez. 

e Willow 2 
The various willows seem to be eaten throughout 
the Southwest, at least in ora PO ig age time 
the mountain willow (Salix .mont a?) is pro- 
bably the favorite. Even on the Colorado Delta 
with its abundance of other foods, willow shoots 
are browsed in winter. p 

© ey fe ena 
Mesquite { Prosopis gels fiers) 

On the delta o Olorado deer tracks were 
frequently seen circling the bean-bearing trees. 

le They certainly eat the beans, and grow very 
| fat on them. #hether-they~eatthe-twirsor 

foktares"?t4entt"En . Vi xgad Ri A ay aw 4 

7 Tor#illo, serewhean (zrosops pubescens ) 
On the delta of the Colorado seemed as if the 
deer were eating the beans, but it was not pos- 

{7 sible to be certain of it. 
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(>) Herbs, grasses, ete. 

Red root or wild buckwheat (E 
wv : Ranrer #, &. Bults says that on the 

, My & Tusayan Forest this is preferred even to ; 
[lot] | bush (7  Kigu Cornea 
low ? Green gentian, Skunk cabbage (Rrasera yenosa sp.?) 

"Dad Ketcham, an old settler on the Jemez, 
Says this is a favorite food. They eat the 
foliage in summer and the ripe pods in winter. 

4 Blliot Barker says the pods protrude above 
t ‘ ! the snow and deer tracks can often be followed 

: from one browsed off stalk to another. 
Opi b 

% White loco ( jamberti ) 
Karehuer says aw a buck eating this loco 

» te northeast of Frisco Peaks on the Cocomino; 
Copy & that he was thin and undersized. 

& Potato 
Ranger H. G. Smith says that he found a deer 
poisoned from eating the foliage of potatoes 
(and beans?) recently sprayed with lead arsenate. 
He examined the stomach, which contained potato 
leaves. This Was in the Gusdalupes in 1918. 

. Grama grass (Bouteloua a a 
: Ranger A. F. Bloom says he has watehed deer 

eating grama through glasses on the Datil 
a. (October, 1923). They ate both the stalks and 

“a the basal 1 eaves. 

\lfalfa 
In Jane, 1922, duping the spring drouth, at ; 
fadch Hedzes XSX faite, on the Gllag as many 
as 40 deer gathered on his small alfalfa field 
every evening. They were especially fond of 

ad the alfalfa blossoms, often topping off the 
stalks without touching the foliage. They 

C showed a distinet preference for the dry part 
of the field, as distinguished from the parts 

recently irrigated. 

; 7 Vetch 
All the various species of vetch seem to be 
favorite foods, although this is not true of 

LO the peas. Rlliot Barker says the dried vines 
C are eaten in winter also. Loh rbet na Weawia 

Deum er lee mare foun tinting veoh, wn (2G 
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S Blue Flag (Iris mssouriensis) 
This plant, Hlliot Barker says, is not eaten ow Ch Feces 
until frozen in fall, after which both the 

3! foliage and seed pods are a favorite food. 
( opt (Cattle likewise ignore it until frozen) 

4 wild oats tivene-tebaeny <* 
: Everywhere and at all times a favorite food 

Loe of deer and turkey. 

jo Bamboo Cane, Carissa ( 
(on the delta of the Colorado there was evidence 

of deer browsing the tender shoots of this 
26 plant, but cattle also fed on, it, so that the 

Copy : evidence was not conclusive. ) 

a a
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ae ac oe FOOD PLANTS OF BLACKTATT, DEER 
wer v 

oe 

(a) Shrubs and trees. 

: New Mexican locust (Robinia neomexicana) 
Goldman sys this is heavily browsed on the 

‘Kalbeb. The eastern locuet (Robinia pseuda- 
py gagia) containe a toxie aibuminold Tito’ ini) 

which is fatal to horses. Ie this present 
— in the western species? Ranger % i. Cerry 

quotes Yad Ketcham as saying that this locust 
is not eaten on the Jemez. 

Cliffrose, ipache plume (Cowanis mexicana) 
Heavily browsed on the taitet am apparently 

_ | everywhere liked by deer. Analysis of some 
Kaibab epecimens shows it to contain more 
digestible starches and sugars than alfalfa. 

Western Yellow Pine (Pinus ponderosa) 
Browsed on the Malbab. achford says the 

yt? deer like it quite as well as cliffrose. 
WA —_S of some Kaibab epecirem show about 

& two-thirds as much protein as wheat. 

Mistletoe (2horadendron juniperinum) 
Ranger "%. G. Smith says a n the Guadalupes 

5 poy the deer eat the foliage in fall. This is 
ew the mistletoa that is parasitic on Junipers. 

Candelabra cactus (Opuntia spinosior) 
Ranger 8. &. smth says that c the Guadalupes 

@ they eat the yellow “applee” when ripe. 

°riekly pear (Opuntia tuna) 
’ | Ranger ¥%. 5 Brith says that in the Cuadalupes 

: tA? ‘ the ripe fruit is eaten. 
Kern Aa! 

Auda” Aspen ( Popedus tremuloides) 
On the ab aspen fs eaten so creedily that 

\ sprout reproduction is eliminated and felled = 
trees are quickly defoliated. 

_ White fir balsam (Abies concolor) 
On the Yaibab young trees are browsed down to 

bop eatce-\ ike form. Rachford says the deer like 
it quite as well as cliffroce. P



Pinon pine (Pinus edulis) 
: it Browaed on the Fal bab, but not until other 
end feed is exhausted. (Raehford) The nuts are, 

Cont? of course, a favorite food. 

Sage {Artemesia trident ata) 
Browsed on Xaibab in winter. 

Oak 
5 Nany oaks are browsed to some extent, but some 

Yan Oak. A * zz, ane Lavorite foods throughout the Southwest. 
porns Fee GO (T need lists or at least examples of each) 

for) ture? Ramer B. Le Perry quotes "Dad" Ketcham as say- 
te 7 ing, Cambel oak is browsed freely on the Jemez. 

Cot Rate What acorns are preferred* 

Oldham saye they eat arizona oak [ 
a — and this seewe generally the case. 

Mou tain mshorany (Cereocarpus parvifol ius) 
; a A favorite food tavcreeat the southwest. 

a Buckbrush (Ceanothus fendlert) 
y by, ud This small low Shrub seems to be at least a 

5 Me 7 f winter food throughout the Southwest. 
Mae —— 

pet Serviceberry ( Amelanchier 2) abra) 
gon Oe 8. t. erry Bays this is eaten on the Jemes. 

ow ; 
prow willow 

The various willows seem to be eaten throughout 
the Southweet, at least in winter, at whieh time 

| the mountaln willow (Salix monticola®) ig pro- 
bably the favorite. ven on the Colorado Delta 
with its abundance of other foods, willow shoots 
are browsed in winter. 

Mesquite. ( aryeopls juli Bera) 
On the a 0 Olorado deer tracks were 
frequently seen circling the bean-bearing trees. 

+ They certainly eat the beans, and rrow very 
Ow ¢ fat on ther. Whether they eat the twice or 

foliage, I don’t know, 

Tormillo, serewbeam (Prosopis pubescens) 
On the delta of the Selects Tt seemed as if the 

y. leer were eating the beans, but it was not pos- 

Cnet OF ible to be certain of it. : wrcly 

\\ p-tach, Lop a wil oo, Bak lap, eke. tae Cn efeegn, OG o Node



(>) Herbs, grasses, etc. 

Red root or wild buckwheat (% 

eee Rancer #. 8. Bulte says that on the 
A : Tupayan Porest this is preferred even to 

how’ Me bush ( 

ahah ~ Green gentian, Skunk cabbage (Rrasera venosa sp.”) 

“Dad Ketcham, a: old settler on the Jemez, : 

gaye this is a favorite food, They eat the 

foliaze in summer and the ripe pods in winter, 

Elliet Barker says the pods protrude sbove 

the snow and deer tracke ean often be followed 

from one browsed. off stalk to another. 

ks white ieee (Aragallus Lamberti) : = 
Karehuer says Saw a buck eating 8 loco 

Jae Geek | northeast of Prisco Peaks on the Coconino; 

head s! vs fa \ that he was thin and undersized. 
potet 

a: #otato 
ara: et Ranger HR. G Smith says that he found a doer 

Ahi , prea from eating the foliage of potatoes 

pt and beans?) recently sprayed with lead arsenate. 
a4 He examine’ the stomach, which contained potato 

ca" leaves. This wae in the Guadalupes in 1918. 

Grama grass (Bouteloua sp.”?) 
Ranger A. ¥. Bloom says he has watehed deer 

eating crama through glasses on the Patil 

- (Oetoder, 1923). They ate both the stalke and 
the basal leaves. 

lfaifa 
) + phIn Jane, 1922, during the spring droath, at 

f pele Nedzces X8X Bulich on the Gilas as many 
aut fe ’ as 40 deer gathered on his emall alfalfa field 

RA every overiing. They were especially fond of 
tale ae the alfalfa blossoms, often topping off the 

. .stalks without touching the foliage. They 

Lk hel showed a distinet proference for the dry part 
hu ot A | pof the field, ss dietinguished from the parts 

vod ee upt recently irrprated. 

% (5 vaggeten 
ye (94 All the various epecies of vetch seen to he 

“ae! 4) favorite foods, although this ie not true of 
ww Wa the peas. Elliot Barker saye the dried vines 

oe ; . are eaten in winter also. 

-3- |



Blue lag (Iris missouriensis) 
This plant, Slliot Barker says, is not eaten 

An \ until fregen in fall, after which both the 
LY foliaze and seed pods are a favorite food. 

¢ (Gattle likewise ignore it until frozen) 

Wild oats ( Avena fetue?) 
, _ Sverywhere and at all times a favorite food 

"al of deer and turkey. 

Bamboo Cane, Carizsa ( 
(on the delta of the Colorado there was evidence 

ef deer browsing the tender shoote of this 
(Yam “plant, but cattle also fed on it, so that the 

ic evidenee was not SE AAENET) 
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2222 Vam Hise Ave. 
Madison, Wis. 
February 2, 1926. 

Mr. Wm. Re Warner, 
C/o N. Y. Life Insurance Co., 

4 Phoenix, Arize 

Dear Bill: 

I recently hed a visit with Talbot in Washington and 
we got into an argument about whether blecktsil deer ever eat 
soapwood (meaning the tall tree-like species of yuecea that srows 
etonad Deming). 

Talbot said you would know, so I am referring the 
matter to you as referee. Would you mind scribbling below any 
notes that you ean contribute on the subject? 

I got your Christmas ecard and was pleased to he re- 
membered. I hear from Fred Winn that you are prospering. 

. With kindest regards, 

yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE , b L 

BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY pot . d ‘te 

WASHINGTON yo 

ECONOMIC AND SYSTEMATIC BOTANY February 4, (S4: 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. ALDO LEOPOLD 
Assistant Director, Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

I have finally rounded up a few comments on your preliminary 
notes on food plants of black-tail deer in Arizona and New Mexico. 

(a) Shrubs and trees. 
A. Additional comments on species in original list. 

New Mexican locust. ‘ 
Ghapline found this plant excellent goat browse. I 
Suggest that you refer questions regarding poisonous 

\O plants to Dr. c. 4 Marsh, oes of Animal Industry, / Washington. dow” § 

Cliffrose (Cowania stansburiana) 
V. Noted browsed on benches practically inaccessible to 

' cattle and horses on cliffs of Zldon Mountain, Arizona. 

thu 
Western yellow pine 7 OO ne 

No personal data. 2. 8. Hill ought to have notes made 
| during his long study of yellow pine injury by livestock. 

Major Goldman also has notes. 

Mistletoe 
I have no reason to doubt “anger Smith's note. I have 

4H seen cattle eating mistletoe in late fall with apparent : 
relish, even when other forage was plentiful. 

(Opuntia spp.) : : 
There are many species of cactus. Thirty-two kinds of 
Opuntia are listed in the Flora of New Mexico, not in- 
cluding numbers of closely related genera. Fruits of 

+L various species are eaten especially vy cattle. Doubt- 
less deer eat them also,but I have no definite notes to 
that effect. 

Aspen 
“ In general regarded as good deer feed. I have seen deer 

\2 eating aspen leaves in late fail. 

Common sagebrush : 
No definite data. As far as my observations go and from 
opinions of numerous hunters, sagebrush is probably a 
rather poor forage.
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: Gambel oak (Quercus gambeli) 
; Of some value for cattle and sheep as a summer forage. 

No reason to doubt that deer browse it also. I have on 

4 numerous occasions found deer in Gambel oak thickets. 

The numerous live oaks or scrub oaks are in all likelihood 
browsed by deer, but I have never observed them in the act. 

I have no data on the kind of acorns preferred. 

d- Mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus montams) 

Deerbrush 

no Yariously called by other common names also, including 

buckbrush and Fendler ceanothus. Very high palatability 

b for goats. “TJsually conceded to be of value in late fall 

as well as winter. I have noted bushes freshly cropped 

where fresh deer tracks were numerous. : 

Serviceberry (Amelanchier spp.) 
Doubt advisability of naming one species only, as several 

species occur in the Southwest. Have noted on high peaks 

i. on Datil forest bushes freshly cropped in rocky cliffs where 

no cattle or sheep were grazing. Considered to be work of 

deer, but not sure. 

/ Willows (Salix spp.) 

¢ Twenty species listed in Flora of New Mexico. A difficult 

croup of plants. Several species are ordinarily not dif- 

ferentiated by sportsmen or by stockmen. 

Vesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) 
b Judging fron actions of cattle and horses, it is entirely 

probable that deer eat blossoms and tender leaves. 

Serewbean (Stronbocarpa pubescens) : 

: Chapline lists this species as probably good goat feed. 

\] ?rom my memory of the Spanish word, I believe it is spelled 

as corrected. 

B. Comments on additional species of shrubs and trees. 

Juniper (Juniperus spp.) 
Janipers are heavily browsed by deer on the Kaibab Plateau. 

I believe it likely that all three Southwestern species are 

| browsed to some extent in other regions during periods of 

feed scarcity. 

Maples (Acer spp.) 

Snowberry (Syvmphoricarpus spp.) 

I have found both of these plants browsed noticeably in 
situations where it was considered very unlikely that cattle 

or horses had grazed. ’ 

\1thouch I have ne afypBLe: evidence to support the opinion, 
I consider it likely that several, if not all of the following 

: plants are browsed in varying degree by deer under certain conditions.
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Succulent flower staljs and flowers of various species of nae 

including the specjés known by such common names as soapweed, 

, amole, Spanish dafger, and datil; also similar portions of sotol, 

(Dasylirion spp.), mescal (Agave spp.), and beargrass (Nolina spp.). 

/Catclaw (Acacia greggi) | q 

/ Coffee berry (Simmondsia californica) L- 
# Manzanita (Arctostaphylos spp.) 

“Skank bush (Schmaltzia spp.) 

#Desert ceanothus (C. gregei) 

| Small sages (several species of Artemisia in addition to A. tridentata.) 

. Apache plume (Fallugia paradoxa) 
g- This is an entirely different vlant from cliffrose, the 

second number in your list. 

(b) Herbs and grasses. 
A. Additional comments on species in list. 

Red root (Eriogomum spp.) 
There are numerous species. . 

Suggest that “yenosa’ by replaced with spp., as there are 

four species listed in the Flora of New Mexico. In a 

few instances I have observed the same thing described by 

Barker. An interesting point is the common name given in 

_ the Flora of New Mexico,deer's ears,” supposed to be a trans- 

. lation of the Navajo name. for the plant and alluding of course 

to the shape of the leaves. 
os ad. 

Grama grasses Anco” 2 
I am convinced that deer eat, grass, but have no observations 

so definite as those of Bloom. Two Southwestern grasses have 

3 names supposedly based on their value as deer feed, although 

I have never succeeded in checking the origin of these names. 

They are: small deersrass (Muhlenbergia wrighti,) and tall 

deergrass (Epicampes rigens). 

nC Vetches (Vicia spp.) 

"Wild oats" : 
The genus Avena is rather uncommon in the Southwest. The 

grasses widely known to stockmen as "wild oats” belong to 

the genus Bromus and are also called brome grasses. 

Tndoubtedly there are many other herbs or “weeds" that appear on 

the bill of fare of deer. Among such species are probably lupines (Lupinus uv 

spp.), lotus (Lotus spp..), and — (Brodium cicutarium. ) 

. v 

Weed I oaks 

MW?:M
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Pebruary 4, 1926. 

MEMORANDUM POR 2fite ALDO LEOPOLD 
Assistant Director, Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, "isconsin. 

TI have finally rounded up a few comments om your preliminary 
notes on food plants of bdlack-tail deer in Arizona and New Mexico. 

(a) Shrubs ond trees. 
Ae Additional comments on species in original list. 

New Mexican locust. : 
Ghapline found this plant excellent goat browse. I 

suggest that‘you refer questions regarding poisonous 
~pkants:s to Dr. C. D. Marsh, 3areau of Animal Industry, 

. vashington. : 

Sliffrose (Cowania stansbariana) 
Neted browsed on benches practically inaccessible to 
cattle and horses on cliffs of Uldon Mountain, Arizona. 

i vestern yellow pine 
No personal data. %. Re Hili ought to have notes made 

: during his long study of yellow pine injury by livestock. 
Major Goldman also has notes. 

ristletoe. 
I have no reason to doubt ‘anger Smith's note. I have 

. seen cattle eating mistletoe in late fall with apparent 
relish, even when other forage was plentiful. 

(Gpantia spp.) 
There are many species of cactus. Thirty-two kinds of 

. Qpantia are listed in the Flora of New Mexice, not in- 
‘| elading numbers of closely related genera. Fruits of 

various species are eaten especially by cattle. Doubt- 
less deer eat them also,but I have no definite notes to 
that effect. , 

» Aspen . 7 

In eeneral regarded as good deer feed. I have seen derr / 

eating aspen leaves in iate fail. 

. Common sagebrash 
Fo definite data. As far as my observations fo and from 

; opinions of numerous hanters, sagebrush is probably a 

rather poor forage.
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Gambel oak (Quercus gambeli) : 
Of some value for cattle and sheep as a sumer forage. - 

Yo reason to doubt that deer browse it also. I have on , 
numerous oceaésiows found deer in Gambel oak thickets. 

The namerous live oaks or serab oaks are in all likelihood 
/ browsed by deer, but I have never observed them in thé act. 

I have no data on the kind of acorns preferred. 

Mountain mahogany (Cercocarpas montanus) : 

Deerbrush ‘ : 

Yariously cailed by other common names also, including 

buckbrush and Fondler ceanothus. Very high palatability . 

? . for goats. “sually conesded to be of value in late fall 
as well as vinter. I have noted bushes freshly cropped 

: ‘where fresh deer tracks were numerous. ' 

serviceberry (Amelanchier spp.) : 
Doubt advisability of naming one species only, as several 

species oceur in the Southwest. Have noted on high peaks 
on Datil 7orest bushes freshly cropped in rocky cliffs where 

no cattle or sheep were graaing. Considered to be work of — .- : 

deer, but not sure. 

Willows (Salix spp.) ' 

Twenty species listed in Flora of New Mexico. 4 difficult 
eroup of plants. Several species are ordinarily not dif- 
ferentiated by sportsmen or by stockmen. 

Vesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) 
Judging fron actions of cattle and horses, it is entirely 
probable that deer eat blossous and tender leaves. : 

Serewbean (Strambocarpa pabeseens) 
Chavline lists this species ss probably good goat feed. 
From my memory of the Spanish word, I believe it is spelled 

: as corrected. 

Be Comments on additional species of shrubs and trees. 

Janiper (Juniperus spp.! 
_ dunipers are heavily browsed by deer on the Kaibab }latean. | J 

; I believe it lixely that all three Southwestern species are , 

browsed to some extent in other regions during periods of. : 
feed scarcity. ; 

Meples (Acer spp.) / 

Snowberry (Swvaphoricarpus spp.) : 
I have found both of these plants browsed notieeably in 
situations where it was considered very unlikely that cattle , 
or horses had eraged. 

Although I have no abtotrite evidence to support the opinion, 

I consider it likely that'several, if not all of the following 
plants are browsed in varying degree by deer under certain conditions.
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Suecalent flower stalks and flowers of various species of yacea, 
including the species kmown by such common names as soapweed, 
amole, Spanish dagger, and datil; also similer portions of sotol, 

(Dasyhirion spr.), mescal (Agave spp.), and beargrass (Holina spp.). 

Catelaw (Acacia gregei) — 
Coffee berry (Simmondsia californica) ; 
Manzanita (Arctostaphylos spp.) 
Skank bush (Schmaltzia spp.) 
Desert ceanothus (0. gregzei) 

: Small sages (several species of Artemisia in addition to A. tridentata.) 

Apache plume (Fallucia paradoxa) 
This is an entirely different plant from cliffrose, the i 

second number in your list. 

(b) Herbs and grasses. - 
A. Additional comments on species in list. 

‘ed root (Eriogonam spp.) , 
There are numerous species. a e 

Suggest that “venosa by replaced with spp., as there are 

foar species listed in the Flora of New Nexico. In a 
few instances I have observed the same thing described by 

‘ Rerker. An interesting point is the common name given in 
the Flora of New Mexico;Weer's ears," supposed to be a trans- . 
lation of the Navajo nwne for the plant and allading of course : 

to the shape of the leaves. 

Grama grasses pa hind - Ge ; 

I am convinced that deer eat, grass, but have no observations 

so definite as those of Bloom. Two Southwestern grasses have 
names supposedly based on their value as deer feed, although : 

I have never succeeded in checking the origin of these names. 
They are: small deersrass (Muhlenbergia wrighti,) and tall 
deergrass (Zpicempes rigens). 

: Vetches (Vicia spp.) 

"Wild oats" a : 
, The genws: {vena is rather uncommon in the Southwest. The 
erasses widely known to stockmen as “wild oats" belong to 

the genus Sromus and ane also called bromd grasses. 

Tndoubtedly there are many other herbs or “weeds"-that appear on 

the bill of fare of deer. Among such species are probably lupines (Lupinus 
spp.), lotus (Lotus spp.,), and "filaree” (Erodium .cutarium.)} 

' 
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2222 Van Hise Ave. 
Madison, Wis. 
February 2, 1926. 

. 28 Sa ee age 
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\ BLA 
Mr. Henry Woodrow, , SY TRONAL FOF 

C/o Forest Service, ARR g Oe 
Silver City, N. M. 

Dear Henry: 

I recently hed a talk with Talbot in Washington, 

in which some guestions came up that we want to put to you 

as referee. i 

Talbot and I were arguing whether blacktail deer ever 

eat sotol, mescal, Spanish dagger, or beargrass. If so, what 

j parts are eaten? 

I would greatly appreciate your entering below any 

observations you have made on this question. 

With kindest regards, 

Very sincerely yours, 

Anco feo oleh, 

ALDO LEOPOLD. 

I have never seen Blacktail deer eat sotol cr mescal. 

but I. have seen them eat tre tender buds or blcssom from the 

“L ~ stalks of spanisr dagger. and seen them eat the tender ends of 

/ beargrass. when cther feed was scarce. Ss 

ag ee 
Amos 2 z Aree
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Te ofieere Boon (but bbe) 
, i Mey : / Springerville, Arizona, 
Bobi Ma al January 19, 1926. 

oie The "white loco" I found this deer eating is Oxitropis lambertii, the same , 
Hoe ae as found extensively on the Frisco Pedtsand also occurs here on the Apache in the: 

aha vicinity of South Fork (Little Colorado). ‘Things look pretty good here. Hope all 
is well with you. Expect big doings in remoulding Arizona game laws the next year | 

FN GREW 6 bi Ae ie Ci nals 

‘ i ce oon



CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME. 205 

WINTER DEER RANGE IN GAME REFUGE ONE D. 

By C. O. Firuer, Deputy Fish and Game Commissioner: 

Practically all of the deer from the summer ranges on the heads of 
a portion of Coffee and Swift creeks, all of them from the heads of 
Stuarts Fork, Canyon, North Fork, and the South Fork of the Salmon, 
come off of these high granite ranges in the fall of the year and down 
onto the Trinity river, where most of them range from the first of 
November until the middle of May. The largest number range in a 
small section of country along the Trinity river from Junction City to 
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Fic. 81. Appearance of buck brush Fic. 82. Manzanita bush in Game 
as result of overstocking of Game Refuge 1D, browsed clean by cattle 
Refuge 1D. Photograph by C. 0. Fisher. and deer. It takes starved animals to 

be interested in manzanita as forage. 
Photograph by C. O. Fisher. 

Taylor’s Flat, within game refuge 1 D. The snow in winter drives 
these deer into a section of country about five or six miles wide and about 
thirty miles in length, while in the summer they range over a section 
of country nearly ten times as large as their winter range. Deer have 
increased in numbers very rapidly in the refuge during the last few 
years, which complicates the matter of food supply. 

This range in the refuge north of the Trinity river is at the present 
time overstocked with cattle, from which the United States Forest 
Service receives about 75 cents a head per year for the grazing privilege. 
During the past two years drift stock have appeared in unis section and
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a great number of them have been allowed to run there in the winter. 
The result is that the brush has been stripped of all of the tender tips 
that cattle and deer must live on during the winter for there is never 
any grass until the middle and sometimes the last of April. If you 
were out early in the morning where the deer are feeding in this refuge 
you could often see deer raise to the hind feet so as to reach a very 
few young tips from the brush. This scarcity of food has caused deer to 
eat the coarse brush and in some instances manzinita and madrone 
leaves which seems to weaken them so that during the last two winters 
many have died. This last winter in and near this section mentioned 
between thirty and forty head of cattle died of starvation, showing 
clearly that there is not enough feed for both deer and cattle. 

During the past two years I have purchased at the expense of the 
Fish and Game Commission nearly a thousand pounds of salt, to use 
in salting the deer along the Trinity river, where they seem to be 
effected the most. This salt seems to help them a great deal and they 
certainly relish it. A standard of two pounds of salt to each head of 
stock is not lived up to here by the stockmen. The natural salt licks 
contain a large amount of arsenic which has its effect on them during 
the spring months. Most of the weak deer stay along the river section. - 
These are the ones that are affected the most, for those that are higher 
up have a chance to get good brouse from the brush when the snows’ 
weight flattens it down so that it is within the deer’s reach. They also 
get a good deal of moss that the snow brings off of the trees when it is 
melting. 

The number of lions are being reduced within the refuge by Bert 
Higgins and John Abbot, who hunt them at all seasons of the year. 
These men together kill from twenty to thirty lions every year. 

BITS OF HISTORY OF TULARE LAKE FISHING. 

By 8. L. N. Extis, Deputy Fish and Game Commissioner. 

Permit me to refer you back some fifty-five years and more to a time 

when Tulare Lake had an estimated length of sixty-five miles and a 
width of forty-five miles, with the waters of Kern, Tule, White, Kaweah 
and Kings riyers all pouring into it. The vast plains of Tulare, Kern 

and Fresno counties were then a pasture and we had no Kings nor 

Madera counties. The settlements were confined to ‘‘timber belts’’ and 

favored spots in the foothills. The very few ditches for irrigation were 
confined also to the ‘‘timber belt’? and were short and small and but 
little water was diverted from the main channels. 

Tulare Lake and the streams mentioned were full of native fish and 

included the common suckers, Sacramento pike, Sacramento perch, 

“‘oreasers’? and several other fish belonging among the bait varieties. 

The Sacramento perch were usually dubbed ‘‘black perch’’ and the 

Sacramento pike generally called ‘‘lake trout.’’ Few Sacramento 

perch ever left the lake proper but were found near the mouths of the 

various streams, where they congregated to get food that the streams 

carried to them. On the other hand, the suckers, ‘‘greasers’’ and ‘‘lake 

. trout’’ left the lake annually in the spring high waters and travelled 
upstream for spawning purposes. It was then that the settlers went



a quid of nicotine to her cud; and the inference is that these reputed 

Lincoln losses are probably associated with a severe condition of over- 
grazing or immoderate hunger bordering on starvation, or both. it 

Kaibab Deer Browse 

5 Mr. Dayton also referred to 2 recent report by I. Rachford, in. the 
: Service Committee minutes, thet New Mexican locust (Robinia neomexicana) 

was being badly. injured on the- Kaibab by the deer;-and said that Major 
Goldman had presented pictures illustrative of this condition in a re- 

* cent address before the Biological Society of Washington, This is of 
‘ interest in view of the fact that Mr. Chapline states that.New Mexican 

: locust: is a g00d goat browse on the Gila. and Lincolm Forests, although 
it is notoriously dangerous to hitch a horse to the eastern locust 

A {R. pseudacacia) as fatal accidents have occurred from horses chewing its 
* die, bark; and Dr. Parmel reports that all varts of the eastern locust contain 

a toxic albuminoid, sobiniu. Attention was also called by Mr. Day.ton to 
ey the recent submission by Supervisor Mann of the Kaibab of samples for 
ss chemical amalysis of three of the species of voody plants that are being 

most heavily grazed by deer on that Forest, viz.: Cliffrose, Mormon-tca 
i (Ephedra viridis), and the Rocky Mountain yellow pine. Analyses show a 

i number of items of interest, notably the remarkably high percentage (6.19) 
d in protein for the yellow pine sample,- comparing favorably with 12.4 per 

we cent for wheat and 10.1 for ficld corn; also the very high nitrogen-free 
= extract percentage (52.52) for the Cliffrose (alfalfa hay has 37.1%), which 

et represents digestible carbohydrates, sugars, starches, etc. Evidently the 
short-leaved form of western yellow pine (Pimus ‘brachyptera, P. ponderosa 

3 scopulorum, or whatever it is!) is a plent of considerable muitrituve value? 

c : Subject for special discussion: The Denver Conference. 

a 

COL. GREELEY; The report of the Denver conference is very meaty 
and we cannot go into it in much detail; but I felt it would be desirabic 
to bring out the viewpoint of the members of the Washington staff on the 
more significant things developed in the discussions and the high points 
“in the recommendations of tle several committees. This conference aif- 
fered from others held in the past: three or four years in that it did not 
take up any specific activity of the Forest Servite but dealt rather with 
the principles of organization, coordination, priorities, personnel pol- 
icies, etc., that underlie all Service activities. It was not the kind of 
conference thet should result in a new set of instructions dealing with 
technical problems,.bvt was rather a stock-taking of the personnel and 
organization: problems which we need to consider as a vholo. 

The Porester then asked Mr. Headley to tell what mde the decpest 
impression on him. g ; 

a5.



. MR. HEADLEY: You have already pointed out that the bulk of the 
discussion dealt with intangibles of 2dministration, and in that respect . 

the conference was quite different from any other we have ever had. Most 

of the time of this conference was given to getting on the table the vary- 

ing: ideas of the leaders of the Service with respect to these important 

: Phases of administration and organization. One distinctive feature was 
thet this meeting is, so far as I lmow, the only occasion on which all 
Assistont Foresters and District Foresters were gathered together. This 

; ‘Should be important in a number of ways. It made for a diversity and com- 
_.. plexity of ideas which might seem confusing; but it is an essential step 
. in the direction of unity of thought, appreciation of what others are 

doing, and united methods of action in accomplishing our purposes, 
, I should say that one of the chief accomplishments of the conference 

af ‘was a.clearer comprehension of functions and responsibilities. To illus- 
: trate: .the thing that appears most frequently through 211 of the reports 

is the recommendation, usually expressed strongly, that vigorous steps be 
taken to provide higher grade office help for supervisors. This has been 
talked about more or less for years, but we have never actually overcome 
the wealmess of our. organization in that respect. ‘The meeting brought to 
a head the fact that supervisors are givins time and thought to work which 
should be handled by executive assistants. The conference, I am sure, gave _ 
every district forester and assistant forester a clearer understanding of 
the functions and’ responsibilities Going with his particular place in the 
team. 

~ The conference dealt with different degrees of success with the variogs 
subjects. The report on the subject of training, on which there has been 
& good deal of thought, was an excellent document, a mile post of distinct 
progress in the subject of training. On other subjects which we have not 
developed so far, the reports often-point in two or more directions, indi- 
cating no unity of thought? achicved. : 

It seemed to be the wmnanimous verdict of the conference that our 
performance lags seriously behind our knowledze, 

COL. GREELEY; There are two or three things I would like to bring 
out, in line with what Mr. Headley has just said. The report of Committee ‘ 
No. 1 - Mr. Redington's committee - dealing with defects and needed better- 
ments in the handling of physical resources says that "practice lags well . 
behind existing lmowledge. o bridge this gap is the immediate main prob- 
lem of the Forest Service." This Committee and several others offered sug- 
gestions on how the gap is to ke bridged, To quote this Committee (fo.l): 

"The first requirement is to develop Supervisors and Rangers 
: into real mmuagers of producing properties. The manasership of 

Hational Forests involves not merely the manipulation of men and: i 
‘ money; the doing of mny jobs well, or successfully dealing with 

v the public; but the difficult technology of growing the most can— 
plex of all crops and the ability to correlate large masses of 
facts into plans that look decades shead, * * * The aim must be to 

=6u
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_ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE DIS Ef § 

FOREST SERVICE cee - 

TUSAYAN NATIONAL FOREST 

¥ 

> Anita, Arizona, 

Dee. 15, 1lvcc. 
E- 

Fish and Game-Tusayan 
Deer £eeds. 

District Forestse, 

Albuquerque, WN. Mex. : 

Dear Sir: 
Reference is made to the item regarding deer foeds 

in the Daily Bulletin of Sept. 9: 

i On the Anita-Hoqui Banger District, I have observed 

: _ deer fesding on what is commonly tmown as"red rect, ground 

chaparral, or wild buckwheat, the scientifice name of which 

is Eriogonum. 

a~——rorernrnve seen deer on various cccasions grazing on 

both the whit@&nd yellow flowered species of the Eriogonum, 

and even though quinine bush, and other browse was close at 

hand the small plant seemed to be the most palatable and more 

to the liking of the deer family, 

. Very truly yours, 
BG, AC ae fog 

, oY Ke tc 

‘ Forest Ranger.
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; The grantor, his heirs or assigns, any or all of ths 

aren eke said.timber, subject to such regulations anc condi- 

4 : ; tions -as shall be prescribed either by the Secretary 

: - 45 +. ° ef Agrieniturs of the United States of tnerica, or, ; 

: ‘ uni:r his authority, by the Director of the Lake ... 

‘oo >) 5.5. tates Forest Uxperiment Station: Provided, That —— 

ie - whatever of: said tiuber shall remain on said lands 

2 ‘oo: s@@tur the expiration of twenty years fram the date : 

SS is eI ‘af execution of this dsod.shall bethereafter the” — : 

fii oft upge. sproperty ef. the erantes, its successors and asSigns,"' 

‘. ‘uM, Rachford-Returns Brom Western Trip yee Pee: 

ir. Rachford, who for the past three months has been conduct- 

~ ving special range investigations, principally in Arizona, gave an in- 
~.} tarsating account of his trip, the:.object of which was an invastiga- 

settion of the damage icaused by sheep and cattle to timber reproduction, 
cand .ta.go intg:the question of District 3's proposed program of reduc- 

4 chiong.*Porapproximately.a ugnth.of..the time he was accotiyanied by 
“Colansl Greeley:and District Forester Pooler, ani the results of 

“.va ithein investigations-worc.oublinad by Colonel Greeley at the Sorvice 

Committee meeting of July 16. a ei _ 

: cae] | cae +} i eas ras ie eee . ; 

Gpebaaitios of tho Kaibab. Dese;Hard . - 

pe : from District 3 Mr. Rachford visited the Kaibab National Forsst. 

: “%..:.Hs stated-that the rangs on that. Forest is; ina so¥ious condition due to 

“*. ‘overgrazing. . While ths.dzer have 785,000 acres over whith to roam, D2 

= icattls they haye the: habit, af concentrating on. certain. areas and: destroy- 

ing the vegetation on those arsas. On¢ of the most valuable ‘species of 

: deer f5ed on the Kaibab is the wild locust, which is found throughout 

the timber belt. Practically all tho locust within reach of the deer 

has besn killed, all that is left being a few tops of bushes too high 

for the dser to reach. Aspen reproduction is almost totally ‘lacking, 

thers being nons within ths height that a deer can brows. Acras and 

acres of cliff rose, which constitutes tho groater part of ths desr 

feed, arg-absolutely depleted. Oak ang white and Douglas fir are also 

gaten by the deer ané browsed down to a hedgelike fore, while yeliow 

pine reproduction is evidently as palatable as the white fir or cliff 

Foss. Even on the cattle range the browse has been badiy overgrazed, 

although the cattle have been egrecatly reduced and there are now only 

about 2600 head on ths Forest. Ordinarily one vould weuid suppose 

that thors would be no conflict betwsen the cattle and decr and that 

thers should b3 no reason for a further reduction in the cattle. But 

ths difficulty lies in the fact that the hoavily concentrated areas 

| ou which the deer browse are also the areas favored by cattle, the 

principal winter range for the deer is also the principal winter 

rangs for the cattle, and the principal winter feed for both classes 

of stock is the same. The District is now working out plans by which 

* 4% can better control the cattls situation, and ir. Rachford said he is 

ee



couvincec more than ever of the absolute necessity of large reductions 
in the deer herd. #ron the standpoint of the range and of kesping the 

herd ina thriving condition it is thought absolutely unecessary to make 
reductions. hs hunting. season oyeas October 1 and continuss until 
about the iidile of Noveuber.-; Ths’ experience of the District last yoar 
seems to indicate Athat-a: treat nucber-of deer Will be 2isposed of by 

_ hunting usthods. . Ths.District has achieved quits an accomplisiment in 
‘the way in which it has: developed its hunting program and the manner in 

which the hunting is managed on the Forest.: But sven after the hmating 

_ season is closed it may bs necessary to resort to some method of offi- — 

= cially disposing of the deer if the number is to be reduced to what it 

really should be. - A ee rs ee 

ctees 5 Another. phase of the desr situation wéationed by Ir. wachford 

a “18 the development of an indystry:to take.the place’ of the cattle in- 
_. dustry, which is at 9. very low ebb in.that ‘séction. “The deer hunting 

_. Vlast year furnished emplayment: for many of the local ‘people, and many 

Ee familicgs secured their supply of meat frou this source. It is not in- 

' ". probable that eventually it will form the basis of a much nore perma- 

: nent and remunsrative business in ‘that country than the cattle business. 

ae = From the Kaibab iir. Rachford went to the Rio “Graide and San Juan 
Forests in District 2, whores he met the Forester, tho Chief of Grazing, 

and Inspector of Grazing in the field. and’ spent four or five-days with 

them going over grazing organization, grazing wanagement plans, and 5 

es _ other natters pertaining to grazing. He completed fis trip by a visit to 

\). >. the, Prescott National forest, where he and: a cbuittee of stocknen went 
... 0Ver; the Verde Division and onthe ground satisfactorily settled to ali 

3 concerned some minor complaints dnd misunderstandings. « - - a 

- , . Adjourned. . : = ee oer Se : : 

Sek Get ae eae aoe - - MARY HB. MooRB, 

= ee 2€ 4% acting Secretary.~ 

: F =
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\ MA A section corner stone marked = on the S. side and = on the east 

ae, Oe ‘bide will be the N.E, corner of Section 3. -\nother auswer to sase ques- 

a o tion was S.W. corner of Section 1. 

; A 2800-pound team vill pull over a good dirt road, 1500 pounds. 

Deer Springs Unit Sxle approved; The papers covering the sale of 287 
million fect of timoer in what is kiowm.as the Deer Springs Unit, Sit- 
sreaves National Forest, were reeently approved by the acting District 
Forester, This is the largest sxle ever consummated in District Three. 
The sale is made to the Cady Lumber Corporstion at an initial stumpage 

price of $2.75 per M* The asreement proviles for reappraisal every three 
years beginning July 1, 1929+ Remove1 of timber uniler the asreenent 
is to be complete: not later than July 1, 1941. Cutting is to commence 

not later than July 1, 1927, and at least 40 million feet are to be cut 

prior to July 1, 1929. ‘The total cut from the sale area shall not be 

more then 155 million feet nor iess than 140 million- feet for each fire- 

year period commencing with the initial date of cutting, I+ is understood 
: that the Cady Lumber Corporation is busy constructing railroad to tap the 

. Unit anid cutting will ioubtless commence prior to’ the cate spedified in 

the agreement. 

ae ee 

DISTRICT 4 - INTERMOUNTAIN DISTRICT = 

Reforesting Persians A couple of yesrs sco, the Vistrict Office received a 

request for some seed to be used by 2 missionary in Persia in experimental 

plentine work. We,:cf course, ia no seed to give him, but not vishint 
to appear as tightwads, we sent over to 2 Greek fruit stanc ani bought 

25¢ worth of pine mats to send him. Great was ovr surprise to hear, not 

long ago, thet of 211 the seeds he had planted in Persia, the pine nuts 
had proved the most promising ani he wanted another supply of this excel- 

lent seed, Another 25¢ worth was purchased from the fruit steni an” is 
mow on its way to transform Persia into another timberland like Nevada, 

(rere eiy whe hs Se 

: Back from Kuibeab: Messrs, liorse oni Swartz hive returned from 4 three- 
weeks’ inspection of the Kuibsb Forost. They looked over the condition 
of the ranse in sonmection vith the cropping of yellow pino ond other 

trees by the icer, .the Ceer have done > lot of iamage to yeliow ping, - 

white fir, Douglas fir, ono youn aspen sprouts hiya been cate SOW 23 

THee as "they anve ec “In Se renee SRO T REE RTE, on 

“ie 

i



killed outright amd the juniper has been cropped as hich as the deer 

could reach. On some parts of the range they have started to trim the 
pinon pine. The sase made an excellent growth curing the past season 
and will prove practically the only salvation for the deer during the 

coming winter. 

ee 

DISTRICT 5 - CALIFORNIL DISTRICT 

California Elks Association Sponsors Fire Prevention: At a recent con 

vention of the California Elks Association, the following resolution 
sponsoring fire prevention was passed: 

"Whereas, the Granc Lodge at its recent session in the City of 

Portland recommended to the State Associations of the respective States 

their close and wholehearted cooperation in the movement to protect our 

remaining forests from destruction by fire, and 

"Whereas, in this, our State of Celifornia, the necessity is para- 
mount for an awakening of our people to 2 full appreciation of the seri- 

ous injury and harm to come to our Stete from the wanton destruction of 
our forests by fire end the consequent menace to our water resources, 

owing to the quick run-off from mountain and hillside denuded by fire 

of the protecting cover of trees ani brush, nature's owa method of con- 

servation; : ' 

"Now, Therefore, Be it Resolved: That ti is State Association 
stands committed to an active sooperation with the Forest Service De- 
partments of the State of California and of the Federal Government in 

their efforts to reduce to a mimimum the damage by fire to the forest 
lands of the State. 

"Be it further Hesolveds That the President and officers of this 
Association take such steps as to them may seem proper to educate the peo- 
ple of the State of California to a full and realizing sense of the seri- 
ous and irreparable duaase that may result to the Stete and to its water 
resources through the continved destruction of our forests by fire." 

President J. J. Lermen of the California Elks Association has signi- 
. fied his intention, during his term of office, to carry the messace of 

forest protection and cooperation with Federal enc State forestry offi- 
cials to all the lodces in the State. 

oe
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

7 DATIL NATIONAL FOREST 

: he F 
G Hood Ranger: Station, Jaa 

Fish and Game Reserve, New Mexico, 
Datil October 26, 1923. 

Mr, Aldo Leopéld, | 

; Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Sir: 

: Regarding the request for data as to deer feeds, 
‘ on October 23 while riding the Sign Camp country, 

Frisco District, Datil, I was able to crawl to within 
ie a distance of 104 steps of two grown Blacktail deer, 
= ie" a three point buck and a doe, They were on an open 
ee yh side hill in heavy gramma grass interspersed with a 
; few weeds. Having a Busch 10 power binocular I coutd 

plainly see what they were feeding on. They were ogt- 
" “4 | ane gramma re Se both the stocks Aes SEVSS 2round 

se t plantar ccassional” MOuTHT 
mn of weeds. I watched them about five minutes and then 

steped the distance to where they had been, They were 

F quite tame and very fat. 

: : About two miles further on I saw another bunch 
Bei. of 8 in a scrub oak thicket browsing on oak leaves 
: and the tender sprouts. I distrubed them before I 
f was able to tell wheather they were also eating mount- 

; Qor- ain bunch grass, an abundance of which was preseht, 
: These deer were also in fine shape. 

re The Black Bass Rey Negrito Creek have been re- 
: ceived and planted in the creek the night of October 
; 25 - 26, There were 375 of them and were in fine 
: shape when planted. 

Very truly yours, 
; : — i 

| EE lr 
.2. Bloom 

F Forest Ranger. 
P 
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DAILY BULLETIN 
No. 24-83 U. S. Forest Service October 9, 1923. 

Southwestera District 

Deer _Foeds: Reference is made to item regarding deer feed in Daily Bulletin 
of September 5. J have seen a number of deer feeding at different times of 
the cay, and were all feeding on browse, such aS; Mt. Mahogeny, Goneothus, 
Arizona Oak (Scrvb Oak) and Quinine bush, and have never seen one eating 
grass. (Ranger Oldham)



Gila Inspection - Sikxm 1922 

y 
jalfalfa. Deer come in to his (Hodge's) 

| pateh only during dry times. Leave as 

/ soon as it rains. aspecially fond of alfalfa 

blooms, which they top off, and always pick 

out the dry grotnd, rather than that recently 

\irrigated. When scared out the pucks jump 

the wire fence but the does and young-ones 

crawl under.
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wg GILA INSPECTION 2 1922 

Deer Food. Saw blacktail doe on Willow 

Mt. eating vetch. Something also nad — 

Ween eating cactus blooms (red) but euess 

it was ants. ) _ ° 
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Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Qldham's Palatability List of deer browse 

1. Mast (acorns, pinon) 

2. Juniper berries 

3. Mahogany / 

4. Quinine bush p 

5. Ceanothus (buckbrush) 

6. Vak ; 

7. Apache plume ;



Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

Deer Feeds (Barker) Deer Feeds (Perry) 

Winter Summer 

Small Ceanothus Vetches amelanchier 
Mt. Mahogany Aspen 
ut, Willow 
Grassheads 
Dried vetch 
Frozen tris & seed pods 
Wild Oat heads 
Grass weed (?)
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For “Southwestern Game Fields" Revision of 
By Leopold, Pettit, and Ligon. February 22, 1926. 

I, Foods of Mule Deer A \ ¢ 

1. Cliffrose (Cowania\s tansburiana) x 

All observers report it heavily browsed on the 

Kaibab. On Elden Mountain (Coconino) Talbot 

found it browsed on cliffs inaccessible to cat- 

tle. Sizer says it is eaten on the Apache. 

Chemical analysis of some Kaibab specimens 

showed more digestible starches and sugars 

than alfalfa. : 

2. Apache-plume (Fallugia paradoxa) 

+ 4 Generally believed to be eaten, but specific 

' ‘ evidence needed. ‘ Lett re Nhe 

ee Prey iee . 

3. Snowberry (Symphoricarpus spy. ) 

ae Jom observers report it heavily browsed on the 
© a ~ of 

we ie ‘lev, Kadbab. Is ae Sys icularly relished? honk 
gue che itl henge tat Zh deve) sughd Che’: 
Longe co’ 4, Mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus“montanus = 

ji bom de A favorite food of both deer and cattle through- 

fig aS ree out the Southwest. In the Cuba country (Jemez) 

- ee” por ents shrub was nearly eliminated by the over- 

= a! grazing incident to an early mining boom. It 
a ae wt j 

wt pated 2, ply 5 Parhafes qraet temcrcen/ 
poh Ae ped gS OE eS | : Gy (’: on 7 find, Opeccce 

: Or, os 
Pa i fw! Fora ff A. Wtm,. 
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is now “coming back", and Pincetl claims the 

deer are coming back with it. i 

Stl 2c oct/- Buckbrush or deerbrush (Ceanothus spp. ) 

Peni bachlaced There are several species, all of them probably 

yo a 4 b 20 is : valuable deer browse. The most widely dis- 

Lyg 4 tributed is the small C. fendleri commonly 

ae me S = found in yellow pine forests. It is generally 
Atte Ane ether 

gellew pine 7; agreed that this is heavily browsed in fall ; 

“=, poe C.. evord boas winter, but Sizer says that on the Apache 
teed ant tela the same is true in summer. Are the white 

x blossoms eaten? © , OF Cagticn one place 
there Lerg~F deer Kncks 201 Foor 

6. Serviceberry (Amelanchier spp.) 

Never abundant and hence probably merely an in- 

. cidental feed. Perry says it is browsed on the 

Jemez. Talbot has seen freshly cropped bushes 

on high peaks on the Datil where no cattle or 

sheep were grazing. Are the ripe fruits or 

blossoms eaten? (icc cele / 

7 Sage (Artemisia spp.) 
; The ordinary sagebrush (A. tridentata) is browsed 

‘ : on the Kaibab in winter, but od hunters con- 

sider it a rather poor deer forage. Many of 

the smaller less conspicuous sages, however, 

oe :
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Dee Se tox : 
Se ee aa deachaitin ch iss EE Had 

Pe Hace * are probably relished by one, as Se oe 1 Ay 

bap ie ey apron ee that ih. 

r Aine Seen (Salix as: : 

There are twenty species in New Mexico alone. 

All observers agree that willows are eaten, 

7 especially in winter, but to determine which 

species are eaten is a difficult matter, On — 

the Colorado Delta, with its abundance of : 

other foods, deer appeared to be browsing wil- : 

lows in November. ae 

The concentration of range cattle in canyon bot- 

toms during the winter season has practically 

eliminated willows from most of the watercours- 

es of the southwestern mountains. This has 

probably injured their value as range for both 

deer and livestock, not to mention the enor- 

mous injury which the resultant erosion has 

inflicted upon the entire region. 

9. Oaks (Quercus spp.) 

The oaks are one of the most important deer foods, 

but their great diversity as to species and 

habit makes it difficult to tie down observa- 

tions. In general the "white oaks" are pre- 

: ferred to the "black oaks", and the evergreen 

or *live oaks" to the deciduous species. 

% =
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suitiacee most lof{ ali} the oaks are probably 

eaten, but preferences as among species are un- 

know. 

In the northern section and at high altitudes 

Gambel oak is the prevalent species. Perry says 

it is browsed freely on the Jemez. Sizer says 

that on the Apache it is a favorite browse after 

frost, and that the fallen leaves are eaten in 

winter. n October 14, 1925, he killed a fat _ 

three-point buck on Escudilla Mountain and found 

: in the paunch "frost-killed Gambel oak leaves, 

leaves and twigs of buckbrush, wild oats, leaves 

and twigs of Oregon grape, and acorns of Gambel 

oak". 

Oldham says the evergreen Arizona oak is eaten on 

the Prescott and Sizer says it is eaten on the 

speshe. This is a widely distributed species 

Several nghec age tia op aad “a Siactsilaaiinsipes,. 
gone, are at headech 200d prcesmeldy dey 

10. “New Mexican ldcust (Robinia neomexicana) Beer eb 

Goldman says this is(heavily browsed on the Kaibab.» : 

The eastern locust (Robinia pseudacacia) contains 

= = a toxie albuminoid (Robinin) which is fatal to 

eX horses. is this present in the western epee) 

e- =, Ranger E. L. Perry quotes Dad Ketcham as saying J 

50 — > that this locust is not eaten on the Jemez. = / 

x — ee _t2 Chapline says it is excellent goat browse. Z 

=< “ae Lo 
— = per 
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ll. Junipers (Juniperus spp. ) 

The heavy browsing of junipers on the Kaibab 

is regarded as an indication of severe over- 

grazing. - : 

On the other hand, Sizer regards juniper (fo- 

liage as well as berries) as a favorite food. 

He sayss : 

: "I have many times seen deer browsing on 
/ juniper, in both summer and winter, where 

other feed was plentiful. Specific instances 
that I can recall are (1) On October 1, 1916, 
while on my way to Alma, New Mexico, with Fred 
Winn, I rode up on four large blacktail bucks 
browsing on juniper, near Alma Mesa. Coming 
over the brow of a ridgé I was within a few 
yards of them with a high wind and brush screen 
in my favor. I watched themfor some time 
browsing juniper branches in preference to live 
oak, sage brush, grama grass, etc., which were 
abundant. (2) On July 5, 1925, in company with 
Ranger A. F. Bloom, I saw three blacktail does 

i : browsing on juniper trees on the mesa east of 
Tularota Ranger Station, though there was 
nee | of uwther feed. (3) In February 1924, 
about the 20th) in company with Ranger Roy 

Swapp, I followed the fresh trail of a bunch 
of blacktail (8 or 10) on the east side of 
Coleman Creek, in about 12 inches of crusted 
Snow, and noticed that they stopped to browse 
only on juniper, travelling from one to another, 
and passing up Gambel oak and other shrubs en 
route. These junipers averaged three to six 
feet in height, and showed clearly where the 
deer had browsed. I called Swapp's attention 
to this. 

"I have many times seen deer browsing on 
juniper, and have always regarded it as a 
favorite food." 

Talbot says all three species of juniper are 
of Sie Le’ 

ie = browsed in periods of oheutthity. 
2 tte a ‘ A 

= toe a ee mas 

ag ag RE, 5 Soe ee es CFT i 2, 7 =, . Qe ‘ 
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12. Pinon pine (Pinus edulis) 

Browsed on the Kaibab, but not until other feed 

is exhausted. (Rachford) The nuts are, of 

course, a favorite food. — : 

13. White fir, balsam (Abies concolor) 

On the Kaibab young trees are browsed down to 

hedge-like form. Rachford says the deer like 

' it quite as well as eliffrose, 

14. Western yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa) 

Browsed on the Kaibab. Rachford says the deer 

like it quite as well as cliffrose. Analysis 

of some Kaibab specimens shows about two-thirds 

as much protein as wheat. 

Sizer says some pine (seedlings?) are eaten on 

the Apache. 

15. Aspen (Populus tremuloides) 

On the Kaibab aspen is eaten so greedily that | 

sprout reproduction is eliminated and felled 

_ trees are quickly defoliated. 

Talbot has seen dour eating aspen leaves in late 

fall. Sizer says it is eaten. It is probably 

an important browse. 

ox Hk



16, Mesquite (Prosopis spp.) 

On the delta of the Colorado deer tracks were 

frequently seen circling the bean-bearing trees. 

They certainly eat the beans, and grow very fat 

on them, From analogy with cattle and horses, 

deer probably eat the blossoms and tender leaves 

alsoe ; 

17. Tornillo, screwbean (Strombo carpa pubescens) 

On the delta of the Colorado it seemed as if the 

deer were eating the beans, but it we not pos- hot, 

sible to be certain of it. tere wh a je 

dlmed tH gd Owe 
{3) Herbs * ye rst A, the a 

18, Redroot, wild bickwheat (Eriogonum spp. ) 

Betts says that on the Tusayan this herb (which 

q is technically a shrub) is preferred even to 

. — Quinine bush 4s ). The Navajos call it 

pawT: Po 2 ““—apeer's Bars" but this alludes to the shape of 

ee the leaves. : 

19. Green gentian, skunk cabbage (Frasera spp.) 

"Dad" Ketcham, an old settler on the Jemez says 

this is a favorite food. They eat the foliage 

in summer and the ripe pods in winter. Elliot 

Barker says the pods protrude above the snow 

and deer tracks can often be followed from one 

browsed off stock to another. 

= Fe



20. Vetches (Vicia spp.) 

All the various species of vetch seem to be 

favorite foods, although this is not true of ‘ 

the peas, Elliot Barker says the dried vines 

are eaten in winter also. Leopold and Warner 

saw a doe and fawn eating vetch on the Gila in 

June. 

S 21. Blue flag (Iris missouriensis) 

ye This plant, Elliot Barker says, is not eaten on 

. = the Pecos until frozen in fall, after which 

es SS both the foliage and seed pods are a favorite 

+ a food. (Cattle likewise ignore it until frozen. ) 
eS > oe ; ae says this is true on the Apache. 

5 ? * 7 22. White Loco (cxytropis Lamberti ) 

. 2a. Karchuer says he saw a buck eating this loco 

% Yea mas northeast of Frisco Peaks on the Coconino; that 

‘ —— S he was thin and undersized. 

SS Yc It is improbable, however, that deer are injured 

a : % x by loco. They are often most abundant on the 

ant > worst loco areas. 
: > . 

(Cc) Grasses 

The enormous diversity of species, the difficulty of 

observing even through a glass which species a deer 

oho



is eating, the difficulty of identifying grass found 

in paunches, and the probability that grasses ‘do not 

form a large proportion of the diet, all contribute 

to the nearly total lack of information on grass as 

a deer food. 

23. Grama (Bouteloua spp.) : 

Bloom watched a buck and a doe eating grama grass 

on the Datil in October, 1923. They ate both 

stalks and the basal leaves. 

24. Deergrass 

{Two southwestern species are called deergrass be- 

cause of their supposed palatability to deer, 

the small deergrass (Muhlenbergia wrightii) and 

the tall deergrass (Epicampes rigens). 

25. “Wild oats" is a name applied to certain grasses : 

which are a favorite deer and turkey feed, but 

the species usually called by this name are 

usually Bromus rather than the true wild oats, 

Avena. 

26. Bamboo cane or carissa, technically a grass, may 

pe eaten. On the delta of the Colorado there 

was evidence of deer browsing the tender shoots 

of this plant, but cattle also fed on it, so 

that the evidence was not conclusive. 

in me
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(D) Cactus, yucea, etc. : . 

27. Cactus (Opuntia spp. ) 

H. G. Smith says that in the Guadalupes deer eat 

the yellow apples of the Candelabra cactus, and 

also the ripe fruit of the prickly pear. 

28. Yucca. 

Woodrow has seen deer on the Gila eating the tender 

buds or blossoms of the Spanish Dagger. He has 

never seen deer eat any part of Sotol or Mescal. 

29. Beargrass (Nolina spp. ) 

Woodrow also reports deer eating the tender ends 

of beargrass when other feed was scarce. 

(2) Cultivated crops 

30. Alfalfa 

In June, 1922, during the spring drouth, at Hugh 

Hedges XSX Ranch on the Gila as many as 40 deer 

gathered on his small alfalfa field every even- 

ing. They were especially fond of the alfalfa 

3 plossoms, often topping off the stalks without 

touching the foliage. They showed a distinct 

preference for the dry part of the field, as 

distinguished from the parts recently irrigated. 

- 10 + 
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31. Potato 

Ranger H. G. Smith says that he found a deer 

poisoned from eating the foliage of potatoes 

(and beans?) recently sprayed with lead ar- 

senate. He examined the stomach, which con- : 

s tained potato leaves. This was in the Guada- 

lupes in 1918, 

32. Turnip 

Sizer says “deer prefer turnip $eps to almost 

any other feed. A patch of turnips planted 

well away from the house will usually protect 

other garden and field crops from deer". 

(F) Miscellaneous 

33. Mistletoe (Phoradendron juniperinun) 

Ranger H. G. Smith says that in the Guadalupes 

the deer eat the foliage in fall. This is the 

mistletoe that is parasitic on junipers. 

« 3f <



Ii. Possible Food Plants of Mule Deer on Which 
information is Neede 

(a) Wild rose. Are the fruits or rose hips eaten? 

(bo) Wild grape. Fruit or tender shoots? 

(c) Apple or other fruit trees. Fruit, foliage, fallen 

leaves, twigs? 

(d) Maples (Acer=spp.) 

(e) Catclaw ‘inate greggi ) 

(f) Coffee Berry (Simondsia californica) 

(g) Menzanite (Arctg staphylos spp.) Berries? 

(h) Skunkbush (Schmaltzia spp. ) 

(i) Desert ceanothus (C. greggi) 

(j) Iwpine (Lupinus spp.) 

(k) Lotus (Lotus spp.) 

(1) Filaree (Zrodium cicutarium) 

= (m) Wild clovers. 

- 12 -
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For "Southwestern Game Fields" Revision of 
By Leopold, Pettit, and Ligon. February 22, 1926. 

Is Foods of mule Deer 

{A) Shrubs and trees 

1. Cliffrose (Cowania s tans buriana ) 
ALL observers report it heavily browsed on the 

Kaibab. On Elden Mountain (Coconino) Talbot 

found it browsed on cliffs inaccessible to cate 

tle. Sizer says it is eaten on the Apache. 

Chemical analysis of some Kaibab specimens : 

showed more digestible starches and sugars 

than alfalfa. 

a 2. Apache plume (Fallugia paradoxa) 

QW: Corr Genérally believed to be eaten, but specific 
i ° eee : 

pu O04 ' ——— evidence needea, 7? Areepns Es 
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3. Snowberry (Symphoricarpus spp. ) 
- All observers report it heavily browsed on the 

Kaibab. Is the fruit particularly relished? 

4. Mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus montanus ) 

A favorite food of both deer and cattle through- 

out the Southwest. In the Cuba country (Jemez) . 

this shrub was nearly eliminated by the over- 

grazing incident to an early mining boom. It



: _ is now “coming back", and Pincetl claims the 

deer are coming back with it. 

5. Buckbrush or deerbrush (Ceanothus spp. ) 

There are several species, all of them probably 

valuable deer browse. The most widely dis- 

é tributed is the small ¢. fendleri commonly 

found in yellow pine forests. It is generally 

agreed that this is heavily browsed in fall | 

and winter, but Sizer says that on the Apache 

the same is true in summer. Are the white 

blossoms eaten? : 

6. Serviceberry (Amelanchier spp.) 

Never abundant and hence probably merely an in- 

ecidental feed. Perry says it is browsed on the 

: Jemez. Talbot has seen freshly cropped bushes 

on high peaks on the Datil where no cattle or 

' sheep were grazing. Are the ripe fruits or 

blossoms eaten? 

% Sage (Artemisia spp. ) 
The ordinary sagebrush (A. tridentata) is browsed 

on the Kaibab in winter, but old hunters con- 

sider it rather poor deer forage. Many of 

the smaller less conspicuous sages, however, 
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: are probably relished by deer as they are 

by livestock, 

8 Willow (Salix spp.) 

There are twenty species in New Mexico alone. 

All observers agree that willows are eaten, 

especially in winter, but to determine which 

species are eaten is a difficult matter. On 

the Colorado Delta, with its abundance of 

i other foods, deer appeared to be browsing wil- 

lows in November. 

The concentration of range cattle in canyon bot- 

toms during the winter season has practically 

eliminated willows from most of the watercours- 

es of the southwestern mountains. This has 

probably injured their value as range for both 

deer and livestock, not to mention the enor- 

mous injury which the resultant erosion has 

inflie ted upon the entire region. 

9 Oaks (Quercus spp.) 

The oaks are one of the most important deer foods, 

but their great diversity as to species and 

habit makes it difficult to tie down observa- 

| tions. In general the “white oaks" are pre- 

eee que’ ;| ferred to the “black oaks", and the evergreen 

i glee mol or "live oaks" to the deciduous species. — 
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Acorns, or most of all, the oaks are probably 

eaten, but preferences as among species are un- 

known, 

In the northern section and at high altitudes 

Gambel oak is the prevalent species. Perry says 

it is browsed freely on the Jemez. Sizer says 

that on the Apache it is a favorite browse after 

frost, and that the fallen leaves are eaten in 

= winter. On October 14, 1925, he killed a fat 

three-point buck on Escudilla Mountain and found 

in the paunch “frost-killed Gambel oak leaves, 

: leaves and twigs of buckbrush, wild oats, leaves 

and twigs of Oregon grape, and acorns of Gambel 

oak". : 

Oldham says the evergreen Arizona oak is eaten on 

the Prescott and Sizer says it is eaten on the 

Apache. This is a widely distributed species 

and probably an important feed. 

10. Wew Mexican locust (Robinia neomexicana) 

Goldman says this is heavily browsed on the Kaibab. 

The eastern locust (Robinia pseudacacia) contains 

a toxic albuminoid (Robinin) which is fatal to 

horses. Is this present in the western species? 3 

Ranger EB. Le Perry quotes Dad Ketcham as saying 

that this lecust is not eaten on the Jemez. 

Chapline says it is excellent goat browse. 
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11. Junipers (Juniperus spp. ) 

: The heavy browsing of junipers on the Kaibab 

is regarded as an indication of severe over- 

grazing. 

On the other hand, Sizer regards juniper (fo- 

; liage as well as berries) as a favorite food, 

z He Ssayss- 

*I have many times seen deer browsing on 
juniper, in both summer and winter, where 

: other feed ern Specifie instances 
that I can recall are (1) On October 1, 1916, 
while on my way to Alma, New Mexico, with Fred 
Winn, I rede up on four large blacktail bucks 
browsing on juniper, near Alma Mesa. Coming 

. ever the brow of a ridge 1 was within a few : 
yards of them with a high wind and brush sereen 

iw ‘in my favor. I watched them for some time 
a browsing juniper branches in preference to live 

er 4 ook. oa brush, grama grass, etc., which were 
() ue" i a (2) On July 5, 1925, in company with 

; Ranger A. F. Bloom, I saw three blacktail does 
gw fio browsing on juniper trees on the mesa east of 

Tularosa Ranger Station, though there was 
—- of other feed. (3) In February 1924, 

: about the 20th) in company with Ranger Roy 
(= : a: : followed the fresh trail of a bunch 

ae | a tail (8 or 10) on the cast side of 
$ “ “Coleman Greek, in about 12 inches of crusted 

: snow, and noticed that they stopped to browse 
, a only on juniper, travelling from one to another, 
5 and passing up Gambel oak and other shrubs en 

fj J 01% jJa*'’ route. These junipers averaged three to six 
Wy feet in height, and showed clearly where the 

/ deer had browsed. I called Swapp's attention 
to this. Es 

A V 7 "I have many times scen Geer browsing on 
eA feniper. and have always regarded it as a 

; avorite food." 

falbot says all three species of juniper are 

browsed in periods of scarcity. 
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12, Pinon pine (Pinus edulis) 
Browsed on the Kaibab, but not until other feed 

is exhausted. (Rachford) ‘The nuts are, of 

; course, a favorite food. 

13. White fir, balsam (Abies concolor) 

On the Kaibab young trees are browsed down to 

hedge-like form. Rachford says the deer like 

it quite as well as cliffrose, 

14, Western yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa) 

_ Browsed on the Kaibab. Rachford says the desr 

like it quite as well as ciiffrose, Analysis . 

of some Kaibab specimens shows about two-thirds 

as much protein as wheat. : 

: 7 Sizer says some pine (seedlings?) are eaten on 

HS yay ee sgnene, —— 

Mi Or, fine, Kaibab aspen is eaten so greedily that 

MO eeg? aaa sprout reproduction is eliminated and fellea 

“G08 git trees are quickly defoliated. 

Talbot has seen deer eating aspen leaves in late 

fall. Sizer says it is eaten. It is probably 

an important browse. 
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16. Mesquite (Prosopis spp. ) 

On the delta of the Colorado deer tracks were 

frequently seen circling the bean<bearing trees. 

They certainly eat the beans, and grow very fat 

on them. From analogy with cattle and horses, 

deer probably eat the blossoms and tender leaves 

also. 

17. Tornille, screwbean (Strombo carpa pubescens) 
On the delta of the Colorado it seemed as if the 

deer were eating the beans, but it was not pos- 

sible to be certain of it. 

(B) Herbs 

18. Redroot, wild buckwheat (Eriogonum spp. ) 

Betts says that on the Tusayan this herb (which 

: * is technically a shrub) is preferred even to 

Quinine bush ( ). The Navajos call it 

"Deer's Hars" but this alludes to the shape of 

; the leaves. 

19. Green gentian, skunk cabbage (Frasera spp.) 

"Dad" Ketcham, an old settler on the Jemez says 

this isa favorite food. They eat the foliage 

in summer and the ripe pods in winter. Elliot 

3 Barker says the pods protrude above the snow 

and deer tracks can often be followed from one 

browsed off stock to another. 
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20. Vetches (Vicia spp.) 

All the various species of vetch seem to be 

favorite foods, although this is not true of 

. the peas, Elliot Barker says the dried vines 

are eaten in winter also. Leopold and Warner 

Saw a doe and fawn eating vetch on the Gila in 

June. 

21. Blue flag (Iris missouriensis) 

This plant, Elliot Barker says, is not eaten on 

the Pecos until frozen in fall, after which 

both the foliage and seed pods are a favorite 

food, (Cattle likewise ignore it until frozen.) 

Sizer says this is true on the Apache. 

22. White loco (Oxitropis lamberti) 

Karchuer says he saw a buck eating this loco 

northeast of Frisco Peaks on the Coconino; that 

he was thin and undersized, 

it is improbable, however, that deer are injured 

by loeo. They are often most abundant on the 

weret leco areas. 

{c) Grasses 

fhe enormous diversity of species, the diffiewlty of 

observing even through a glass which.species a deer 
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is eating, the difficulty of identifying grass found 

in paunches, and the probability that grasses do not 
form a large proportion of the diet, all eontribute 

to the nearly total lack of information on grass as 

a deer food, 

23. Grama (Bouteloua spp.) 
Ze Bloom watched a buck and a doe eating grama grass 

on the Datil in October, 1923. They ate both 

' stalks and the basal leaves. 

24. Deergrass: 

Two southwestern species are called commnne be~ 

cause of their supposed palatability to deer, s 
the small deergrass (Muhlenbergia wrightii) and ; 

the tall deergrass (Zpicampes rigens ). 

25. "Wild oats*® is a name applied to certain grasses 3 

whieh are a favorite deer and turkey feed, but 

the species usually called by this name are 

usually Bromus rather than the true wild oats, 

Avena. 

26. Bamboo cane or carissa, technically a grass, may 

be eaten. On the delta of the Colorado there 

was evidence of deer browsing the tender shoots 

of this plant, but cattle also fed on it, so 

that the evidence was not com lusive. 
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(D) Cactus, yucea, etc. 

27. Cactus (Opuntia spp. ) : 
He Ge Smith says that in the Guadalupes deer eat 

the yellow apples of the Candelabra cactus, and 

alse the ripe fruit of the prickly pear. 

28. Yucea. 

Woodrow has seen deer on the Gila eating the tender 

buds or blossoms of the Spanish Dagger. He has 

: never seen deer eat any part of Sotol or Mescal. 

29. Beargrass (Nolina spp. ) 

Woodrow also reports deer eating the tender ends 

of beargrass when other feed was scarce. 

(8) Cultivated crops 

30. Alfaifa 

In June, 1922, during the spring drouth, at Hugh 

Hedges XSX Ranch on the Gila as many as 40 deer 

gathered on his small alfalfa field every even- 

ing. They were especially fond of the alfalfa 

blessoms, often topping off the stalks without 

touching the foliage. They showed a distinct 

preference for the dry part of the field, as 

distinguished from the parts recently irrigated. 
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31. Potato 

Ranger H. G. Smith says that he found a deer 

poisoned from eating the foliage of potatoes 

(and beans?) recently sprayed with lead ar- 

senate. He examined the stomach, which con- 

tained potato leaves. ‘This was in the Guada- 

lupes in 1918. 

32. Turnip 

Sizer says “deer prefer turnip tops to almost 

any other feed. A patch of turnips planted 

well away from the house will usually protect 

other garden and field crops from deer". 

(2) Miscellaneous 

33. Mistletoe (Phoradendron juniperinus) 

Ranger H. Ge Smith says that in the Guadalupes 

the deer eat the foliage in fall. This is the 

mistletoe that is parasitic on junipers. 

«“ 2= =



ii. Possible Food Plants of Imle Deer on Which 

(a) Wild rose. Are the fruits or rose hips eaten? 

(b>) Wild grape. Fruit or tender shoots? 

(c) Apple or other fruit trees. Fruit, foliage, ie ae = 

mer ni rie Et de 
7 (4) Maples (4ese-eEbe) pee de 

{e) Catelaw (Acacia gregei ) 

(f) Coffee Berry (Simondsia californica) 

(¢) Manzanita (Areto staphylos spp. ) ew Auth a we w/e 
Ld anak AFO ° (a) Skunkbush (Sclmaltzia spp.) aoc tte 

(i) Desert ceanothus (c. greggi) 

(j) Lupine (Lupinus spp. ) 

(x) Lotus (Lotus spp.) : 

(1) Filaree (Erodium cicutarium) 

(m) Wild eclevers. 
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[Reprint from the University or Cattrornta Curonicte, January, 1927]
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TREE SURGERY AND THE BIRDS 

My office is a corner room in the second story. Near the 

corner of the building stands a large live oak, the nearest one ofa 

scattering group which helps make Faculty Glade. This corner 

oak extends its branches along either side of the building, so 

closely that at times of lively breeze the twigs scratch my windows. 

From within, I can look out among the branches of the tree and 

up to the under surface of the crown of foliage above. 

For eighteen years now, at odd moments day by day, I have 

watched the birds which visit my corner oak. The total list of 

species seen, one season and another, has grown to the surprising 

number of forty-six. Many of these have been only casual or 

vagrant visitants, of appearance but once or twice. The point of 

special import now is that I have come to associate each of the 

regular visitants to this oak with some particular part of the tree. 

I have become impressed by the instinctive adherence of each kind 

of bird to trunk, or to larger branches, or to smaller twigs, or to 

leafage. Indeed, observation here and elsewhere leads me to 

believe that the presence of a certain kind of perch or particular 

sort of forage surface is practically essential to the presence of the 

given kind of bird whose structures and instincts are adapted to it. 

Moreover, most birds are incapable of quick adjustment to new 

conditions. Their inherently fixed instincts and structures closely 

limit them to narrow ranges of conditions. Change unfavorably 

to even a slight degree the conditions that control their means of 

subsistence and it becomes impossible for those birds longer to 

persist in the territory affected. 

For two days now ‘tree surgeons’ have been at work, under 

directions of a ‘landscape architect,’ upon the trees of Faculty
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Glade. This morning they reached my corner oak. I have seen 
the men, with the evident purpose of removing every dead member, 
and of thinning out the branch-work generally, remove, one after 
another, particular parts of the tree, parts associated in my 
memory with the bird-life that has frequented it. 

The decaying stub upon which, last year, the Downy Wood- 
pecker drummed, and into which, in the early spring, it essayed 
to bore for its nest, has fallen before the saw. The long, slanting 
and crooked branch, with, it is true, but sparse foliage at its end, 
yet whose bark was searched again and again from one end to 
the other by a White-breasted Nuthatch, has now been cut off. 

Another angular branch that was chosen for repeated scrutiny by 
a vagrant Brown Creeper, the few times I have seen it in the 
neighborhood, lies on the ground beneath, to be hauled away to 

the campus trashpile. 
A winter’s southeaster two years ago broke off, but left 

suspended in the tangle in the crown of the tree, a branch with 

its leaves. These leaves, pointing downward, dried and yellowed; 
but their curled edges seemed to house an inexhaustible supply of 
desirable things from the standpoint of a pair of Plain Titmouses 
which took in this objective day after day, as one point in their 
forage beat. Of course, that pendant spray of dead foliage has 
had to go. 

Just outside the window nearest my desk has been, until 
today, an arch-shaped twig, unfortunately part of a dying branch. 
This twig, shaded in part by the building, in part by the canopy 
of foliage overhead, was, of all the seemingly available places, 

regularly chosen for its perch by a little yellow-bellied Flycatcher. 
That twig must have met most nearly the specifications instinct- 
ively prescribed by the bird as a vantage-point whence it could 
sally out in customary fashion for passing insects. This strategic 
perch is now gone. 

My corner tree used to have knotholes. Naturally, when a 
dead branch breaks off, or even is simply sawed off, decay starts 
in along the fiber and, proceeding faster than the surrounding 
bark can heal over the wound, leads to the formation of an open 
cavity. One such cavity, years ago, furnished the home site for 
a Screech Owl, and from it each summer issued a brood of young 
owls. Another knothole, of similar history but lesser dimensions, 
furnished the nesting place in spring, and the roosting place at 
all seasons, of a mutually devoted pair of Titmouses. Nowadays,
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it seems, the tenets of tree surgery require that no such cavities 
be permitted to remain in any well-cared-for tree. Each and 
every former and even potential knothole has been gouged out 

’ and sealed up, so that only a forbidding wall of cement meets the 
eye and beak of any prospecting bird. 

Each year, when the campus oaks spring into green leaf, there 
appears a generation of little green worms. Some years these are 
few in number, in other years many—so many that the first crop 
of the green leaves upon which they feed may be conspicuously 
thinned out. With the appearance of the worms, numerous birds 

assemble in the leafage, to profit by the food supply newly afforded. 
The permanently resident kinds of birds are joined at that season 
by troops of migrating Warblers. These natural checks to the 
perfectly natural worm crop, must not, however, have been noted 
by the ‘landscape architect’; for the spraying apparatus goes, of 
recent springs, from tree to tree—and Faculty Glade becomes 
quickly silent of warbler voices. 

Year by year, in fine, I note the withdrawal from the campus 

proper of one after another of the more specialized types of birds, 
not only those that live in trees but also those that find a livelihood 
in normally growing shrubbery. This local disappearance of our 
native bird-life, a delight to the eye and ear of him who sees and 
hears, parallels significantly the establishment of formality—the 
removal of the elements of naturalness—in our campus flora. 

What constitutes attractiveness in human environment all 
depends upon one’s individual point of view. 

[Written July 10, 1026.) JOSEPH GRINNELL.



Department Bulletin on "Reindeer Grazing Investigations" " eS SV IAL OS 

Mr. Dayton called ettention to Department Bulletin 1423, “Progress 
of Reindeer Grazing Investigations in Alask.," by L. J. Palmer of the Biolog 

‘| ical Survey who was formerly conrected with the Forest Service. He said the 
publication contains many interesting and novel things, among them reference 
to the often. surprisingly large and extensive timber which grows north of 

| the Arctic Circle; an interesting note on fires and their effect on vegeta 
tion;. and many striking forage comments’, such as listing Labrador tea, 
which in the States is ordinarily listed as more or less poisonous to dome s— 
tic livestock, among the mo st important browse plants"for reindeer. 
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Plot A él y, at Fremont field station, 
showing how deer have distinguished in 
their cropping between the Black hills : 
yellow pine of this plot and the Lead- 
ville and San Isabel yellow pines on 
either side. (Small stakes mark 
corners, large stake center of plot.) . 

(Picture furnished by Bates.)
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He 8, DEP ENT OF SG ETURE HOTOGRAPHIC RECORD Dates, 3,89, 

Nawe..C.G-Bates--For.Products. Lab... stateRe cord -from-Roeky-Mt.Bxp--Ste. 

Avpress Madison, Wisconsin. ———---------—- FOREST a. Ue 

THe | ctobetiledin by Wash. DESCRIPTION OF VIEW. 

1644--|-218707--| View-of Block-A,-in-Nebraska-pine-plantations,-to-show--— 
bad effect of seed from New Mexico. The somewhat open 

—— ait aL somos Tage Qiang Seewtep=Rbvedecanb=abetentie weed: Ae —— 
trees from this source have developed, being prey to 

ccceeeese enter nnnennnninnne| PROB tedn jary-end tip-moth. Halsey 6/5/27. 

1646.|218708. This foggy close-up gives some idea of the abnormal... 
at cere of the New Mexico stock in plot 10, Block A. 

1646. 218709... The. short. tree in front of the taller one may be New. 
[Mexico stock which was mixed with that of Black Hills 

cee [ond Pine Ridge origin, Plot 32, Block A. 6/6/27. 0. 

1649%-|.218710...{... Plot.A.21 pe ah Retnent tel A: S865 iah~ ARSENE Om See? 
have distinguished in their cropping between the Black 

eoeeeeeee noone | Hill syellow pine of this plotand the Leadville and. 
; San Isabel yellow pines on either side. 

ae eee ee (emell. stakes mark.cornérs, large stake center of plot). 
§1 

1648--|.216711.........|Yellow.pine-ané.Dougles fir. Pof.?-6,Premont,6/2/27... 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC DIRECTIONS 

“Form 166 

This form takes the place of the small notebooks formerly used to record the descriptions of photographic 

films. 5 

The field officer will use his general field notebook to record the description of each exposure in the field. 

Carelessness in this matter must be avoided, since considerable trouble and correspondence are sometimes caused 

by misleading descriptions. When the films’are sent to the Forester for developing and printing this form 

will be made out in duplicate. A short, concise description of each scene recorded should be given. Separate 

sheets should be used for different Forests, or the name of the Forest shown at the end of each description. 

One copy will be placed in the package with the films and the other retained for the field officer’s files. In 

making out the form use more than one line if necessary to furnish an adequate description. As many rolls 

of films may be recorded on one form as space allows, but do not place the descriptions of a roll partly on one 

form and partly on another. ; 

Film numbers —Each field officer should continue his series of “ temporary ” numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.) con- 

secutively as long as he remains in the Forest Service. The permanent numbers will be placed on the films by 

the chief photographer in Washington and noted on the Form 166. This form will be returned to the field 

officer with his prints. 

Procedure in Washington—When a package of films with Form 166 is received, the chief photographer 

develops them and sends a set of prints to the author and another set to the District Forester, with type- 

written list of descriptions, as promptly as possible, after selection for the Service collection has been made 

by the Photographic Committee. The better quality of developing and printing done in Washington natu- 

rally requires more time than the service furnished by commercial photographers, but ordinarily all work will 

be handled within 10 days of receipt. Spoiled films will be returned to the field officer with the prints of his 

good films. 

Developing and printing —The Forest Service has need for good photographs, and all field officers are 

urged to take advantage of the opportunities they have to obtain unusual and meritorious pictures. It is pref- 

erable to forward all exposed films to Washington for developing and printing, but where prints are needed 

immediately the work may be performed in the field. In such cases, however, after the required prints have 

been secured, each film should be marked in pencil with the author’s (temporary) number, and the films trans- 

mitted to Washington with a Form 166. The practice of holding out negatives of pictures taken in the field 

should be discontinued. 

Prints from File Negatives—Prints from films already on file in the Washington office will be requisi- 

tioned on Form 988.. Descriptions are unnecessary on such a requisition, the number (permanent) furnishing 

sufficient identification. Correspondence relating to photographic work will bear the designation: EM~Pho- 

tography. . 

Photographic improvement.—Photographers of limited experience should find it possible to improve their 

work by keeping a record of the light conditions and the stop and time used for each exposure. When the 

prints are received, an analysis should develop suggestions for modifying the stop and time to best fit the vari- 

ous situations. Consultation with more experienced photographers and a study of the pamphlets issued by 

commercial camera concerns for amateur instruction should be of great assistance, but in the main the accurate 

judgment necessary for successful photography must be developed largely by experience and by familiarity 

with the camera utilized. Sonnet tseendeneoe 
8—4701
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UNITED sieateeansuenr ee AGRICULTURE ~~" (Special or Quarterly) No. Se ae ee oe 

FOREST SERVICE s " 
REQUISITION, INVOICE, AND RECEIPT 

STATIONERY SUPPLIES —-... [J 

FORMS = eee Gy __February 28,1928 0 
EQUIPMENT. ti), j | Date) ‘ 

PRINTING <2 25 2 Af V7 «Director 
R lf De .,he-Dimeots 

Please furnish the following articlesto.___Aldo Leopom 
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Bulletin 36e=- Raising Deer end Other Teree Gane 

- Animals in the United States. 

By David Lentz - 1910. 
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- 12 Antelope oF lily as ebunéent as buffelo 
- 13 oat won weighs 100-125*; aresoce 65-60" 

sx( mie Doas)"nee been cressed with Virginia and other deer". 

se 25 Elk Horne reach fall sige in 90 deyt. 

26 Gestetion 240-262 ( mone) done wc han 9 or" posse elas? we” 
~ = in a ee November, 1867, Elz Cos, Peme 
yeer buck preserve weighed 400! . 

2 yeer ola doe in presorve dressed 262" (ein 28#). 

34 Vinei (Oserks) bulis 700~1000* seys weigh 

41 Vizednion Doge = 
© leaves but not roote of turnips. 

like sweet potatoes. 
"Known tat one doe to heve fawns before 2 yree olde” 

43 eT the cons i Ga ok ee 
iz cen help its but will eat wild rye end 

: othor soft grasses. : 

44 Rose’ "“aeer recovering from thie disease (bisck 
on ere immmne So ioe atteck.” 

46 Hybrids: Je We { ef Goodell, Ia., smi Ches. 

visetnt Wot ogednight, Toray tgtrtitemt male cot 6 ene peirs 
during rute nybeite fertile vat veriadle in 
second generations 

Rut: Gestation 205<212 days (about 7 mos.) 

47 Peed: "Three indivi gnele of the Arinona recq of 
white-teilea deer Piece tes cigsnho gs gneeh). 
teken at different ee . 
leaves of the little biue live ook (guercas erineyt 
= some flowers and flower stens of 

i 3 green foliaze, seeds, 7 oo, 

end eves /of” _ a ten 

sirovvont,_crantune Zappa (Wo opctoe) aspen, end e flat _ - no of 
Grass or scorns."
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Mineral Salts as_a Special Factor: Grinnell and Dixon 

account for the invasion of newly burned areas by deer 

by the belief that the deer are seeking mineral sub- 

stances in the ashes. We know of these cases: it is 

the habit of Fete oan to gather around mineral 

Springs, and the habit of crossbills, goldfinches, and 

: even grosbeaks to gather around camp fire ashes.
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For"Game Management in the Southwest" Revision of <~ 
By Leopold, Pettit, and Ligon. January, 1928. ‘ 

FOODS OF SOUTHWESTERN DEER 

(A) Shrubs and trees 

Cliffrose or Quinine Bush (Cowania stansburiana) 

All observers report it heavily browsed on the 

Kaibab. Chemical analysis of some Kaibab specimens showed 

more digestible starches and sugars than alfalfa, 

On Elden Mountain (Coconino) Talbot found it 

browsed on cliffs inaccessible to cattle. 

Sizer says it is eaten on the Apache. 

Apache plume (Fallugia paradoxa) 

Generally believed to be eaten, but specific 

evidence lacking. 

Snowberry (Symphoricarpus_ spp. ) 

All observers report it heavily browsed on 

the Kaibab. Whether the fleshy berries are eaten is not 

known. 

Mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus Spp.) 

A favorite food of both deer and cattle through- 

out the Southwest. In the Cuba country (Jemez) this shrub 2 

was nearly eliminated by the overgrazing incident to an 

early mining boom. It is now coming back, and Pencetl 

claims the deer are coming back with it. 
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Deerbrush or "buckbrush" (Ceanothus spp.) 

There are several species, all of them prob- 

ably valuable deer browse. The most widely distributed 

is the small ¢. fendleri commonly found in yellow pine 

forests, It is generally agreed that this is heavily 

browsed in fall and winter, and Sizer says that on the 

Apache the same is true in summer, Talbot infers from 

tracks that the white blossoms as well as the twigs are 

eaten. 

Serviceberry (Amelanchier spp.) 

Never abundant and hence probably merely an 

incidental food. Perry says it is browsed on the Jemez, 

Talbot has seen freshly cropped bushes on high peaks on 

the Datil where no cattle or sheep were grazing. Whether 

the fruits or blossoms are eaten is not known. 

; Sage (Artemisia spp.) 
The ordinary sage brush (A, tridentata) is 

browsed on the Kaibab in winter. Usually, however, old 

hunters consider it a rather poor deer forage. Many of 

the smaller less conspicuous sages are probably eaten 

by deer as they are by livestock, especially "Estafieta" 

(A. frigida) which is relished by sheep. 

Willow (Salix spp.) 

There are twenty species in New Mexico alone. 

All observers agree that willows are eaten, especially in 

winter, but to determine which species are preferred is a 

ain



difficult matter. On the Colorado Delta, with its sun- 

danee of other foods, deer observed by Leopold appeared 

to be browsing willows in November. 

The concentration of range cattle in canyon 

pottems during the winter season has practically elim- 

inated willows from most of the watercourses of the 

Southwestern mountains. This has injured their value as 

range for both deer and livestock, not to mention the 

injury which the resultant erosion has inflicted upon 

the entire region. 

Oaks (Quercus spp.) 

The oaks are one of the most important deer 

foods, but their great diversity as to species and habit 

makes it difficult to tie down observations. Most ob- 

servers think that in general the "white oaks" are pre- 

ferred to the "black oaks", and the evergreen or "live 

oaks" to the deciduous species. Sizer, however, thinks 

mule deer prefer gambel to live oak, and whitetail vice 

versa, 

Acorns of most or all the oaks are probably 

eaten but preferences as among species are unknown. 

In the northern mountains and at high alti- 

tudes gambel oak is the prevalent species. Perry says 

it is browsed freely on the Jemez. Sizer says that on 

len



the Apache it is a favorite browse after frost, and that the 

fallen leaves are eaten in winter. On October 14, 1925, 

he killed a fat three-point buck on Escudilla Mountain and 

found in the paunch “frost~killed gambel oak leaves, leaves 

and twigs of buckbrush, wild oats, leaves and twigs of 

Oregon grape, and acorns of gambel oak." 

Oldham says the evergreen Arizona oak is eaten on 

the Prescott and Sizer says it is eaten on the Apache. 

This is a widely distributed species and probably an impor- 

tant feed. Several other brushfield oaks are browsed by 

livestock and presumably by deer. teathn'? yesente leaves 

of Q. grisea found in the paunch of an Arizona whitetail. 

New Mexican locust (Robinia neomexicana) : 

Goldman says this is heavily browsed on the 

Kaibab, and Talbot found it browsed along the Mogollon 

Rim in places not used by livestock. The eastern locust 

(Robinia pseudacacia) contains a toxic albuminoid (Robinin) 

which is fatal to horses. Is this present in the western 

species? Perry quotes Dad Ketcham, an old settler, as say~- 

ing that this locust is not eaten on the Jemez. Chapline ~ 

says it is excellent goat browse. 

: Catclaw (Acacia sp.) 

Pods, beans, and leaves reported by Lantz (9) 

in the paunch of an Arizona whitetail. : 

om



Junipers (Juniperus spp.) 

The heavy browsing of junipers on the Kaibab 

is regarded as an indication of severe overgrazing. 

On the other hand, Sizer regards juniper (fo- 

liage as well as berries) as a favorite food. He says; 

"I have many times seen deer browsing on 
juniper, in both summer and winter, where 
other feed was plentiful. Specific instances 
that I can recall are (1) On October 1, 1916, 
while on my way to Alma, New Mexico, with Fred 
Winn, I rode up on four large blacktail bucks 
browsing on alligator juniper, near Alma Mesa. 
Coming over the brow of a ridge I was within a 
few yards of them with a high wind and brush 
screen in my favor. I watched them for some 
time browsing juniper branches in preference 
to live oak, sage brush, grama grass, etc., 
which were abundant. (2) On July 5, 1925, in 
company with Ranger A. F. Bloom, I saw three 
blacktail does browsing on juniper trees (I 
think utehensis) on the mesa east of Tularosa 
Ranger sion, though there was plenty of 
other feed, (3) In February 1924, (about. 
the Z0th) in company with Ranger Roy Swapp, 
I followed the fresh trail of a bunch of 
blacktail (8 or 10) on the east side of Cole- 
man Creek, in about 12 inches of crusted snow, 
and noticed that they stopped to browse only 
on juniper, traveling from one to another, 
and passing up gambel oak and other shrubs 
en route. These junipers averaged three to 
six feet in height, and showed clearly where 
the deer had browsed. I called Swapp's atten- 
tion to this." 

"I have many times seen deer browsing on 
gies, and have always regarded it as a 

vorite food." 

Talbot has seen all three species of juniper 

browsed when grass was plentiful. 
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Pinon pine (Pinus edulis) : 

Browsed on the Kaibab, but not until other food 

is exhausted. (Rachford) The nuts are, of course, a fa- 

vorite food. 

White fir, balsam (Abies concolor) 

On the Kaibab young trees are browsed down to 

hedge-like form. Rachford says the deer like it quite as 

well as cliffrose, 

Western yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa) 

Browsed on the Kaibab. Rachford says the deer 

like it quite as well as cliffrose. Analysis of some 

Kaibab specimens shows about two-thirds as much protein as 

wheat. 

Sizer says some pine is eaten on the Apache, 

with no differentiation as between seedlings and trees. 

Bates found that deer browsing in an experimen- 

tal plantation in Colorado preferred pine seedlings from 

one region to those from other regions. See Fig. 

Hill thinks deer do not injure Western yellow 

pine in California except where they are abnormally con- 

centrated or where other feed is poor. He thinks they 

prefer pine to White fir er Douglas fir. 

Aspen (Populus tremuloides) 

On the Kaibab aspen is ‘eaten so greedily that 

sprout reproduction is eliminated and felled trees are 

quickly defoliated. 
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Talbot has seen deer eating aspen leaves in late 

fall. Sizer says it is eaten, It is probably an impor- 

tant browse, 

Mesquite (Prosopis spp.) 

On the delta of the Colorado Leopold frequently 

saw deer tracks circling the bean-bearing trees. They cer- 

tainly eat the beans, and grow very fat on them. From 

analogy with cattle and horses, deer probably eat the blos- 

soms and tender leaves also, 

fornillo, serewbean (Strombo carpa pubescens) 

On the delta of the Colorado Leopold thought 

deer were eating the beans, but it was not possible to 

be certain of it. 

Manzainta (Arctostaphylos spp.) 

Sizer says this is browsed and thinks the 

berries are likewise eaten. 

(B) Herbs 

Redroot, wild buckwheat (Eriogonum spp. ) 

Betts says that on the Tusayan this herb (which 

is technically a shrub) is preferred even to quinine bush 

(Cowania). The Navajos call it "Deer's Ears! but this 

alludes to the shape of the leaves. ; 

Green gentian, skunk cabbage (Frasora spp.) 

"Dad" Ketcham, an old settler on the Jemez says 

this is a favorite food. They eat the foliage in summer 
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and the ripe pods in winter. Barker says the pods pro- 

trude above the snow and deer tracks can often be followed 

from one browsed off stock to another. 

Vetches (Vicia spp.) 

All the various species of vetch seem to be 

favorite foods, although this is not true of the peas, 

Barker says the dried vines are eaten in winter also. 

Leopold and Warner saw a doe and fawn eating vetch on the 

Gila in June. Lantz (°) reports vetech in the paunch of 

an Arizona whitetail, : 

Strawberry ( sp.) 

Green leaves reported by tant4?dn the paunch of 

an Arizona whitetail. 

Blue flag (Iris missouriensis) 

This plant, Barker says, is not eaten on the 

Pecos until frozen in fall, after which both the foliage 

and seed pods are a favorite food. (Cattle likewise ig- 

nore it until frozen.) Sizer say this is true on the 

Apache. 

Geranium ( sp.) Green leaves re- 

ported by Lantz in the paunch of an Arizona whitetail. 

Rattlepod loco (Oxytropis lamberti) 

Karchner says he saw a buck eating this loco 

northeast of Frisco Peaks on the Coconino; that he was 

thin and undersized, ‘ | 
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- Whether deer commonly eat loco, or whether if they do 

they are injured by it is not known, They are often abun- 

dant on the bad loco areas. 

(Nolina lineheimeriana) 

Flowers and flower stems reported by Lantz (9) 

in the paunch of an Arizona whitetail, 

(fhermopsis montana ) 

Green leaves reported by tant? 45 the paunch é 

‘ef Arizona whitetail. 

(Senecio sp.) 

Green leaves reported by tants '9)in the paunch 

of an Arizona whitetail. 

(C) Grasses 

The enormous diversity of species, the diffi- 

culty of observing even through a glass which speceis a 

deer is eating, the difficulty of identifying grass found 

in paunches, and the probability that grasses do not form 

: a large proportion of the diet, all contribute to the 

nearly total lack of information on grass as a deer food. 

Grama (Boutelous spp.) 

Bloom watched a buck and a doe eating grama 

grass on the Datil in October, 1923. They ate both stalks 

and the basal leaves. 
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Deer grass 

Two southwestern species are called deergrass be- : 

cause of their supposed palatability to deer, the small 

deergrass (Huhlenborgia wrightii) amd the tall deergrass 

(Epicampes rigens). 

"Wild oats" is a name applied to certain grasses 

which are a favorite deer and turkey food, but the species 

usually called by this mame are usually Bromus rather 

than the true wild oats, Avena. 

Bamboo cane or carissa, technically a grass, 

may be eaten. On the delta of the Colorado Leopold found 

evidence of deer browsing the tender shoots of this plant, 

but cattle also fed on it, so that the evidence was not 

conclusive. 

(D) Cactus, Yucca, etc. 

Cactus (Opuntia spp.) 
Smith says that in the Guadalupes deer eat the 

yellow apples of the Candelabra cactus, and also the ripe 

fruit of the prickly pear. , 

Yucca. 
Woodrow has seen deer on the Gila eating the 

tender buds or blossoms: of the Spanish Dagger. He has 

never seen deer eat any part of Sotol or Mescal. 
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Beargrass (Nolina spp.) 

Woodrow also reports deer eating the tender ends 

of beargrass when other food was scarce, 

(E) Cultivated crops 

Alfalfa 

In June, 1922, during the spring drouth, at 

Hugh Hodges XSX Ranch on the Gila as many as 40 deer 

gathered on his small alfalfa field every evening. They 

were especially fond of the alfalfa blossoms, often top- 

ping off the stalks without touching the foliage. They 

showed a distinct preference for the dry part of the 

field, as distinguished from the parts recently irrigated. 

Potato 

Smith says that he found a deer poisoned from 

eating the foliage of potatoes (and beans?) recently : 

sprayed with lead arsenate. He examined the stomach, 

which contained potato leaves. This was in the Guada- 

' Twpes in 1918, 

; Sweet Potato 

Stes?) nae whitetails like these. 

Turnip 

Sizer says "deer prefer turnip tops to almost 

any other feed. A patch of turnips planted well away 

wake



from the house will usually protect other garden and field 

crops from deer." Lantz! 9) says whitetail like the tops 

put not the turnips. 

Apple 

Sizer saw twigs, leaves, and fruit greedily eaten 

by a pet mule deer, and believeswild deer do the same. It 

is well known that apple orchards are damaged by whitetail 

in the East. 

Lichens 

tents?) says flat green lichens were found in 

the paunch of Arizona whitetail. 

(F)_ Miscellaneous 

Mistletoe (Phoradendron juniperinum) 

Smith says that in the Guaialupes the deer eat 

the foliage in fall. This is the mistletoe that is 

parasitic on junipers. 
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II. Possible Food Plants of Mule Deer on Which 
. Z2zIztM—Gln is <<. i 

(a) Wilda rose. Are the fruits or rose hips eaten? 

(b) Wild grape. Fruit or tender shoots? 

(¢) Apple or other fruit trees. Fruit, foliage, fallen 

leaves, twigs? 

(4) Maples (Acer spp.) 

(e) Coffee Berry (Simondsia californica) 

; (f) Manzanita (Arcto staphylos spp.) Berries? 

(g) Skunkbush (Schualtzis spp.) 

(h) Desert ceanothus (C. greggi) 

(i) Tupine (Lupinus spp.) 

(j) Lotus (Lotus spp.) 

(k) Filaree (Erodium cicutatium) 

(1) Wild clovers. 
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: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

2 FOREST SERVICE 

(age 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

THE FORESTER WASHINGTON 
AND REFER TO Crucis oc Ji aman 

RPL oe x * Tk LARECATORY 
ADISONK, WISCONSIN Special RECriveD 

Mr. Alao Leopold, ‘ se al 
Associate Director, 

Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Your letter of December 30 is received. Your com- 
ments are of much interest. 

Goats evince a marked likeness for juniper berries, - 
a fact alluded to on page 4 of my bulletin (no. 749), "Produc- 
tion of Goats on Far Western Ranges." You may perhaps remem- 
ber the files photograph by Benedict (F.S. no. 80061), taken 
on the Datil, showing Angora goats clambering over each other 
and standing on tiptoe to reach the berries on an old alliga- 
tor juniper. Sheep and cattle crop these berries too but not 
to so great an extent as goats do. An analysis of the ber- 
ries would, of course, be of interest and, if a stock of the 
berries is already on hand and the Bureau of Chemistry and 
Soils is willing to make the analysis (provided such an anal- 
ysis is not already available) this would seem to be a fav- 
orable opportunity for getting this information. 

A carbon of my letter to the District Forester 
under even date is enclosed for your information. 

Very sincerely yours, 

W. Re CHAPLINE 
Inspector of Grdzing, 
In Charge, Range Research. 

(Enclosure)
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a Jamary 21, 1928. 

a 
pachyphloes) 

District Forester, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Six: : 

ee Reference is made to my (RPL, Special) Letter of 

ot mane to Associate Direstor Aldo Leopold of the Forest 
oA Products Laboratory relative to his suggested analysis of 

' alligator juniper berries. — 

Three copies of Mr. Leopold's reply, dated December 30, 

are enclosed for the information of yourself, the Supervisor 

of the Dati2 National Forest, and one for Ranger H. Carvin 

Smith. 

If there are five pounds of these alligator juniper 

verries still available for analysis we will be glad to take 
up the question of their analysis with the Bureau of Chemistry 

and Soils. 

Very truly yours, 

W. Re CHAPLINE 

In Gnange, ange Ressarohs 

(Bnolosures) 
For information of Mr. Aldo Leopold



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ele i 994 t 

FOREST SERVICE i Bet a 

ADDRESS REPLY TO ac 

THE FORESTER Ue {. WASHINGTON 

he x May 15, 1928. 
Forage Analysis, D-3 : 
(Berries of Juniperus 
pachyphloea) 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Associate Director, 

Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

; Your letter of April 25 was received here May 5. 

I take pleasure in submitting below a comparison 
of the analysis of alligator juniper berries with similar 

af analyses of Durum wheat, alfalfa, timothy, and white clover: 
| 
i : :Alligator 

ek :Durum .: ; :;White ,:Juniper 
2 \ : Wheat Vialfarra¥: rimoth¥: Clover: berries €/ 

_ } )\ Moistare {ihe i 06 2 38: BE Shee 
/) &sh : LisS + 8.6 ¢ 4.9 : 8.0 : 2.60 

‘J Bther Extract : 2.5: 2.5 : 25 : 29: 4.78 A 
| \ Protein $ 24.3 5 14,89 ¢ Geb + - 26.52: 4.36 

| Crude Fiber : 2.6 : 28.3 : 29.8 +: 25.8: 27.58 
N.-Free Extract : 68.6 : 37.56 : 45.0 : 41.6: 50.68 

Total, 100.0 100.0 100.1 100.0 100.00 

\Y analyses taken from Henry & Morrison's "Feeds and Feeding." 
‘ \W inalysis made in the Department of Agriculture, 1928; see 
N my letter of April 18, 1928, to District Forester at Albu- 

querque. 

Perhaps the two most outstanding characteristics so far 
as the juniper berries are concerned, which the above compari- 
son brings out,is the relatively high percentage in ether ex- 
tract (fats and resins) and the low percentage of protein shown 
by the berries. The ash content, too, is low. As the fruit is 
of a conifer it is hardly surprising that it should be relatively



Mr. A. L. 

high in ether extract. Apparently such food value as these ‘ 
berries possess is largely shown in the very respectable 
figure (50.68%) for nitrogen-free extract, which represents 
the more digestible carbohydrates,- doubtless largely sugars 
and starches. These berries would appear to have distinctly 
fattening properties. 

Carbons of this letter are being furnished to the 
District Forester at Albuquerque, the Supervisor of the Datil : 
National Forest,.and to Ranger H. Garvin Smith. 

Very truly yours, 

W. R. CHAPLINE - 
Inspector of Grazihg, 
In Charge, Range Research. 
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RPL ; : 

Forage Analysis, D-3 April 25, 1928, 
(Berries of jdusizerus 
pachyphicea } 

Mr. W. Re Chapline, Inspector of Crazing, 
In Charge, Range Research, 

Forest Service, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Mr. Chapline: 

I appreciate very much your analyzing the juniper 

berries. Since you are more familiar with this field I would 

: : appreciate your personal opinion of their comparative food 

value, and I know District 3 would likewise be interested. 

Very sincerely yours, 

6x Y ALDO LEOPOLD, 
7D Associate Director. 

tu er 
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RG April 18, 1928. 

Forage Analysis, D-3 
(Berries of Juniperus 
pachyphloea) 

District Forester, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Sir: 

Reference again is made to my (RPL, Special) letter 
of December 12, 1927, to Associate Director Aldo aie 
of the Forest Products Laboratory relative to an 
of alligator juniper berries. 

The fo chemical analysis of the berries of 
albigetee oe ( pashyphiees, torr.) have now been 

Mre Re We an Food Control 

jones Food, _- Insecticide Administration, U. 5. 

De of Agricul’ : 

F. Ce Moe 220-¢ 

MoLSturescccsecccceeesecsssoves 10. 

ash POSS eeeeeeeenseeseeeseeeee 2. 

Ether Extract cecccscsevesesees 4.7 

Protein eeeeeeoe ee eeeeeeeeeeeee 4e 

Grude Piber eeeeteeeeeceeeeeeere BT. 

Nitrogen Free Extract wessesses 50. 

Very truly yours, 

W. Re CHAPLINE 
‘Inspector of Grazing, 

In Charge, Range Research. 

For information af Mr. Aldo Leopold
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RG March 15, 1928. 

Forage Analysis, D-3 

(Berries of Juniperus 
pachyphloea) 

Chief, 

: Bureau of Chemistry and Soils. 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to the ye Conversation of 
last Saturday morning between Dr. Bi of your Bureau 
and Mr. Dayton of the Forest Service, relative to having 
@ chemical analysis made of berries of Alligator Juniper 
Pe oe a ee Dre Bidwell's willingness 
to 2. sis for the Forest Service is much 
appreciated, 

Request for the analysis was initiated by Mr. Aldo 
Leopold, associate director of the Forest Products Tabora- 
tory of the Forest Service at Madison, Wisconsin, and who 
is widely known as an ey western game animals 
and other wild life. aoe » Leopold's interest Ranger 
HK. Garvin Smith of the Datil National Forest, New Mexico, 
has now submitted a sack containing about seven pounds of 
Seni of adthonen berries. The large, sweet, mealy, edible 
fruit of Oe EET e: Ee Sh Geek SESS TOONS 38 aeee 

: duced in enormous quantities and is freely eaten by domestic 
livestock, especially goats, and by native mammals of the 
Southwest, seems to possess considerable food value. Mr. 

sage’ states that ce berries constitute the peteekyes 
fi of deer during the fall season in southern New Mi ° 
and eastern Arizona. Ranger H. Garvin Smith adds: "I am 

. satisfied in my own mind that these berries have a high food 
value as hogs will do well on them and will fatten on them 
in the fall after they ripen. Also that deer, bear, coyotes, 
foxes, wild cats and all rodents eat them -- not from neces- 
sity, but when other natural foods are plentiful." 

ky
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Chief, Bur. Chem. & Soils 

This sack of alligator juniper berries has been 
submitted to you under separate cover and, if an oussree? 
of the material can be furnished by Dr. Biawell's office, 
we will be grateful. 

Very truly yours, 

RY, Stuart 

Acting Forester. 
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Deer Feeds, 

Excerpt from the Fourth Biennial Report of the Michigan Conservation 

Department, 1927-1923 

Page 241. 

The experimental plots started on the Iosco in 1926, were 

fairly successful. With a very low-grade sandy soil and a high 
water-table, there was question what crops could be raised, and 

then as to what the deer would take. 

Sweet clover, alfalfa, alsike clover, and rutabagas were tried 

with and without lime and fertilizer and with both combined. Fair 
stands of all were secured where both lime and fertilizer was used, 
but the deer seemed little interested except in the rutabagas; these 
they left alone until after heavy frost, but then cleaned them out so 
that the plot looked to have been dug over. 

Peas and oats failed to make a stand. 

Rye and vetch, though planted too late in 1927, made a fair stand 
that fall, and the 5-acre plot was well picked over before snow-fall, 
and again in early spring. So much of the vetch had winter-killed, how-- 

ever, (because of unusual sheet-ice) that the experiment wes not com- 
plete. In the early fall of 1928 two 5-acre plots were again seeded to 
rye and vetch, got a good catch, and again proved interesting to the 
deer as soon as frost had come. It is not probable that the deer now : 

really need such supplemental feed, but it brings them out where they 
can be seen regularly by visitors, no doubt increases the general effect- 

iveness of the Refuge, and the time may come when deer will be so num- 
erous as to justify or require supplemental feed in order to prevent too 

heavy browsing in some of the winter concentration areas. Against that 
possibility we should know in advance what to do. In counties closed to 

deer-hunt ing and where deer are considered a major asset to the summer 

resort traffic, it will also be of importance to know where and how to 

operate "candy shops" to bring out and hold the deer in view.



2 September 2, 1927 

{pee 
Mountain Sheep in Caves: Raymond Hall and Coleman found 

deer on the Kaibab which had apparently starved to eck 

but with haunches full of vegetable fibres. Coleman has 

; the details on these cases. 

It is not certain whether the final killing was per- 

formed by the coyotes or took place by starvation alone, 

but it is certain that the deer were starving at the time. : 

This would be evidence that the existence of vegetable 

fibre in the haunches of mountain sheep found by Pettit 

and Ligon is not necessarily evidence that starvation was 

: not accountable for their death. 

Dr. Roy Miller of the University of California, 

Los Angeles Branch, has an article in Vole 13, No. 1, 

pe 67 of "California Fish and Game" on the death of sheep 

in caves.



ee : : : _ File Deer Feeds 

Extract from Fourth Biennial Report, 1927-28, Mich. Conservation, Dept., p. a 

Z " The experimental plots started on the Ios¢o in 1926 were fairly success- 
ful. With a very low-grade sandy soil and a highwater-table, there was question 

i what crops could be raised, and then as to what the deer would take. — 
"Sweet clover, alfalfa, alsike clover, and ratabagas were tried with and 

~ -without lime and fertilizer and with both combined. air stands of all were secured 
where both lime and fertilizer was used , but the deer seemed little interested: 
except in the rutagagas; these they left alone until after heavy frost, but then 
cleaned them out so that the plot looked to have been dug over. - 

: "Peas and oats failed to make a stand. 5 . 

; ; "Rye and vetch, though planted too.late in 1927, made a fair stand that 
: fall, and the 5-acre plot was well picked over before snow-fall, and again in early 

spring. So much-of the vetch had winter-killed, however, (because of unusual 
: sheet-ice) that the experiment was not complete. In the early fall of 1928 two 

‘5-acre plots were again seeded to rye and vetch, got a good catch, and again proved 
interesting to the deer as soon as frost had come. It is not probable that the 

deer now really need such supplemental food, but it brings ‘them out where they can 
be seen regularly by visitors, no doubt increases the general effectivenss of the 
Refuge, and the time may come when deer. will be so numerous as to justify or re- _ 

2 quire supplemental: feed in order to prevent too heavy browsing-in some of the winter 
; * concentration areas. Against that possibility we should kmow in advance’ what to 

do. In counties closed to deer-hunting and where deer are considered a major asset 
» "to the summer resort traffic, it will also be of importance to lmow where and how to 

operate "cendy shops" to bring out and hold the deer in view." : :



File eer Fuects Vlduw 
CS &. Aare te cane 

5562, --ROHN, Die Giftwirkung der Fibe auf Wild. (The 

poisonous effect of yew (Taxus baccata) on game.) : 
Zeitschr. Forst.- u. Jagdw. 59(7): 437-439, 1927. 

(Taken from Biokogical Abstracts, Vol. 4, No. 2, February, 
1930, p.519.) 

T. ba@cata, once widely distributed throughout 

Germany, now is found only as an understory in selection 

forests, usually on lime soils. The needles and seeds con- 

tain the poisonous alkaloid taxin. Modern experimental 

evidence indicates that roe- and red-deer suffer no ill effects 

from browsing on the leaves. Ehrenberg's and von Romberg's 

investigations indicate that horses and other solipeds are 

very susceptible to yew poisoning; that man may be poisoned; 

and that indigenous game under ordinary conditions of moder- 

ate browsing is immune.--J. ROESER, JR. 

\. 
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HARRY C. STACKPOLE, er ance February 2S . 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Charge of Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of February 
19, concerning the planting of grape cuttings. Foll- 
owing is a list of grape vine cuttings planted by 
years: 

1922 1,820 
1923 10,289 
1924 ba 7ok 
1925 3,526 
1926 1,800 

No effort was made to store the cut- 
tings. They are usually cut in the spring and immed= 
lately planted. In one or two instances a few hundred 
were shippec, but were planted within a few days after 
the cuttings were made. 

Most of the cuttings were planted in 
small clearings in the woods. As they were not rooted 
cuttings the men in the field simply stuck them in 
the ground without any attempt to remove competing 
vegetation. 

We have no accurate figures on the 
percentage of survival, but I question whether ten per- 
cent of the cuttings rooted and grew.



= COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS, HARRISBURG, PA. 

SHEET Nowa = 2 To Aldo Leopold February 23, 1929 

Rooted cuttings undoubtedly would be pref- 
erable. I believe the best method to follow would be 
to make the cuttings in the fall, stick them in cul- 
tivated soil, or nursery beds, at an angle of about 
forty-five degrees. They should root and be ready for 
planting the following fall or succeeding spring. 

Attached is a extract of instructions we 
sent to field officers in March 1922, 

Very truly yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Refuges & Lands 

C:W



PROPAGATION OF GRAPES: Grapes are generally propa- 
gated from cuttings. The formation of roots from a cutting 
is influended by the way in which the cutting is made, the 
earth in which it is set, the temperature and motsture condi- 
tions and other factors, When cuttings begin to give off 
roots they are said to "strike" or are "struck". 

As a rule, roots arise most readily from a joint, and 
it is a common practice, therefore, to cut the base of the cut- 
ting just below a bud. Sometimes the cutting is severed at 
its point of attachment to the parent branch, and a small por- 
tion, or "heel" of that branch is allowed to remain on the cut- 

: ting. This heel may be nothing more than the curved and hard- 
ened base of the cutting at its point of attachment. Sometimes 

: an entire section of the parent branch is removed with the ecut- 
g ting, as in the "mallet" cuttings of grapes, called "mallet" 

because its shape resembles a mallet. of course, comparative- 
ly few "heel" or "mallet" cuttings can be taken from a plant, 
as only one cutting is obtained from a shoot, and it is advis- 
able, therefore, to "cut to buds" rather than to "cut to 
heels". There is no general rule to govern the length of cut- tings, but grape cuttings are commonly cut to tWo or three 
buds, or six to ten inches in length. 

Grape cuttings give better results when kept inactive 
for sometime after they are cut. They are usually made in the 
fall, and stored over winter in sand, sawdust, or moss in a cool 
cellar, or buried in a sandy and well Crained place. 

Wounds on plants begin to heal by the formation of loose 
cellular matter which gives rise to a mass of tissue known as 
"callus". This tissue. eventually covers the entire wound, if com- 
plete healing results. Usually the first apparent change in a 
cutting is the formation of a callus on the lower end, and 
it is commonly supposed that this process must be well progres- 
sed before roots can form. Yet roots do not arise from the 
callus itself, but from the internal tissue, and in many plants 

. they appear to bear no relation in position to the callus. Yet, 
as a matter of practice, best results are obtained from callused 
cuttings, particularly if the cuttings are made from mature 
wood. However, cuttings taken in the early fall may be planted 
immediately, and be allowed to callus where they stand. 

Although "callused" cuttings give better results, yet good 
results may be obtained from cuttings made up to the actual 
bursting of the buds. 

Take cuttings from thtifty vines. wild grapes, including 
both the fox and the frost or chicken grapes, may be used. Or 
cultivated vines serve the purpose just as well. Do not hesitate 
to remove plenty of cuttings from old vines as this will also 
materially increase.grapes on such vines, : 

Care should be taken to plant cuttings only where soil is 
reasonably deep and moist, preferably of a sandy nature. Plant 
in a hole or trench, placing cuttings at an angle of about 45 
degrees, with one or two bud joints under the ground, and pack 
soil firmly with the foot.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE s = Wa 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY pt. CP 
WASHINGTON, D. C. Du 27 : te 

ADDRESS REPLY TO \ P ae 
CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY Y 

AND REFER TO 

July 23, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, : 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of July 7, I am returning the sheets 

relating to plants suitable for coverts with some additional 

markings for buckthorn. This plant is cultivated to some extent in 

the Northeast where it is also escaped. It is used chiefly for 

hedges and its fruit holds well through the winter. I do not know 

whether you will care to add to your list, but Japanese honeysuckle 

(Lonicera japonica) is about as good quail cover as we have in this 

region; this plant is a pestiferous weed, however, and I do not feel 

much like recommending its spread. : 

One other suggestion is that it may be best to confine the 

list to plants obtainable from nurserymen as people are not likely 

to do much in the way of looking up wild plants for themselves. 

Sincerely yours, 

fo c CU. KR. WAU 
‘ W. L. McAtee 

In Charge 
Incl. B-22060. Food Habits Research.
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ple : 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR : 

June 9, 1950. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
42] Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold:- 

I like the table - it's clear and has a 
point. 

I am not familiar with Locust beans as a 
rabbit food, but it seems reasonable. If you are, 
it's all right with me. . 

Itll be glad to assist you in any way I 
can and at any time. 

Yours sincerely, 

H. M. Wight, — 
Assistant Professor of Forest Zoology. 

2,



DAILY BULLETIN bo 
No. 30-143 UsS. Forest Service, July 26, 1930 v 

Southwestern Region : 
Good Use Of Telescope: Speaking of good lookouts we have them, states the Tonto 
Bulletin. On the morning of the 4th of July a fire was reported near the 
Haught ranch in Star Valley. Lookout Neal took down his telescope and detected 
& man going to the fire with a rnke saving a five mile trip for a good fireman. 

Decline In Residential Construction: The drastic decline of 47 percent in the 
volume of residential construction during the first six months of the year, «s 
compxred with last year, together with the lack of immediate indicntions of any 
effective revival in this class of construction, held the attention of the 
Associated General Contractors of America in session at Washington last night. 
4a. E. Horst, president of the contractors! organization, pointed out that the 
residential section of the industry is afflicted with numerous ills and pro- 
blems that need to be remedied before any considerable revival can be hoped 
for and activities in that division of the industry enabled to proceed on a 
sound basis. (Press, July 19) (Daily Digest) 

Men Of Science": Science for January 10 says: "Men of science are assuming 
v dominant position in American life, Lawrence W. Wallace, of Washington, ex— 
ceutive secretary of the American Engineering Council, said in an address at the 
recent annual meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in New 
York. By supplementing with broad humanistic and scholarly interests the tech— 
nical genius responsible for the “§Machine Age,' they are becoming a controllins 
force in culture and in:politics no less than in commerce and industry, in finance 
ia education, and in national defense, Mr. Wallace asserted, making public the 
results of a survey of "Engineers in!American Life’ which he conducted in assoc— 
iation with Joshun Eyre Hannum, research engineer of New York....To name the 
various branches of the Federal Government in which engineers hold responsible 
offices would be to catalogue the activities of the Government. Suffice it to s¢ v 
that no other group is more influencial in shaping the destiny of the Nation." 

(Daily Digest) 
Stock Need Minerals: The following is quoted froma recent letter from the 
Associate Professor of Forestry of the University of California, reports the ~ 

| Gila Bulletin: "Preliminary studies of the mineral constituents of eertoin 
forage plants of California and more especially in southern Africa, Australis, 
New Zealand, and in England, indicate that the calcium, phosphorus, potassium, 
and certain other constituents determine not only the nutrition of the plant 
from 2 grazing viewpoint, but they determine the palatability, the bone develop- 
ed by the animals, and in some localities, the percentage of offspring and geroy ” 
hedith of the animls. The latest available information indicates rather cleanly 
that the determination of the mineral constituents is more important that the 

; percentage of protein, carbohydrates, fats, ete. In several rather large stocl 
i producing sections of California, the percentage of offsping is very small beerus 

of low phosphorus. The animals tend to develop the loco habit. At certein serso 
of the year the mineral constituents ore high and dre well balanced; but as the 
forage reaches maturity it becomes dry, and especially when it hns been wetted 
several times by rains the mineral mterials are leached out and the forece is oi 
very low nutrition." 

Field: Long (Apache); Burrall (Lincoln); Jones (Manzano); Calkins (Preseott); 
Cheney (Lincoln); Wilson (Training Camp) 

Acting: Mullen



defect 1 Eng Aged 

pene anatatouse (Red Chokeberry) 
Formerly Pyrus 

Ingham Co., Michigan, January 10, 1931. 

A very dense stand, perhaps 5-5 acres, in a 

eattail bog was noticed as a wintering ground for 
Ring Neck Pheasfants, whose tracks were numerous in 
this end other portions of the swamp. Of great , 
interest was the fact that a great quantity of fruit 
remained upon the bushes -= several bushels of fruit. 
The swamp had not been burned for years. Buttonwuell, 
eattail, wool grass, leatherleaf, blueberry and similar 
pietsgrew in the same swemp. 

Behlke is said to hafe found Aronia fruits in 
Ring Neek Pheasant erops. Biological Survey records 

indicate that fruits of this genus are eaten by 
Ruffed Grouse, Prarie Chickens, Sharp Tailed Grouse, 
Meadowlarks, Kingbirds ani various song birds. Ruffed 
Grouse eat both twigs wd buds. Some of these records 
refer to arbutifolia and some are listed (sp. ?) 

‘Texts state (arbutifolia) "in swamps and wet 
woods", (atropurpurea)"wet grounds, especially shaded 
woods,” (melanoearpa) "in swamps or low woods, or 
sometimes in drier soil". 

Tnasmmeh as this plant seemed to offer possibilities 
for use in marshes where natural food supplies, and to 
some extent winter cover, is deficient, I locked the 
plant up. Mr. MeAtee and Dr. Fisher have both had some 
experience in transplanting it, and find it can be done. 
One commercial nursery (Kelsey-Highlanis Nursery, East 
Bedford, Mass.) offers Aronia for sale, 1 - 2 foot 
specimens of arbutifolia costing about 45¢ eaeh, in lots 
of 10. Other mrseries may hendle it. 

Since it ean be transplanted, and cecupies a habitat 
where natural foods may be searee, it is wrth paying 
particular attention to, concerning its dependability of 
crop, use by song birds and game birds, use as cover, etc. 
I should be very mich interested to learn anything more 
about this plant. 

We Be Grange 
Cooperative Agent, U.S.B.S.
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: LOUISIANA CONSERVATION REVIEW 3 

° e ° By TOWNSEND GODSEY 
inter Feedin gO Peds sotie er fithts Milas cant 

Fish Department 

HROUGHOUT Missouri’s severest winter sea- few, beneath grapevine shelters, brush lean-tos 

sons, sportsmen, Boy Scouts, farmers, and all (Figures B and C), and in sheds not used by 

nature lovers can be of great aid in the feed- poultry. 

ing of game and wild birds. Each year reveals The feeding of shelled grain in loose snow is 
an increased interest in this commendable work, not advised, as it rapidly sinks out of sight and 

but helpers in all sections of the state must be becomes unavailable to the birds. A pit should al- 
enlisted in the conservation program if the game ways be scooped, shoveled, or kicked out to the 

and wild birds are to come through the winters ground except where there is a heavy ice crust. 
in such physical condition as to allow satisfactory Shocked corn, mill screenings, haymow chaff, 
natural propagation during nesting seasons. and dry table scraps that are non-freezing pro- 

Many fine game and other birds will die dur- vide excellent feed. 

ing Missouri’s winter unless they are provided It is best to locate Where the birds have been 
with feed. And every bird that dies during the frequenting and place the feed there. Game birds 
winter means several less birds to see and hunt should not be fed among domestic poultry as they 
and help the farmer the following summer and are easy victims of poultry diseases. Feed the 
fall. Hunters need not expect to find quail in their birds in the yard if they come there but keep them : 
communities during the fall season if the brood away from ground contaminated by chickens. 
stock starves during the winter. Feed should be placed in the shelters regu- 

The best feeding process in most all parts of larly so that the birds will make it a habit to fre- 
Missouri is the use of shocked corn remaining quent the feeding places. Quail feeding stations 
in the field. Shocks can be opened up one by should be close together as the birds do not range 
one as necessary, providing a practical self feeder. far. There should be one feeding station on each 

(Figure A). forty-acre tract. Feeding shelters should not be 
Grain is most beneficial if placed in pits located in such a manner as to be traps in which 

-shoveled-down to-earth-or placed-on-hard-beaten———the-birds-would-be-caught by predatory animals. —_— 
roads not used by motor cars, or along well (Figure D). An old barrel with both heads 
packed railroad rights-of-way where trains are knocked out, suspended from a tree and partially 
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PELICAN BREEDING COLONY ON EAST TAMBALIER ISLAND, LA. 
The photographs show nests and eggs, and other views of the colony of 13,000 birds nesting there,
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filled with some unthreshed wheat or other grain shelters can be built with little expense and ef- 
will provide this vermin-proof feeding station. fort but can be used from season to season. 

Prairie chickens range from one to five miles _Game is not frightened when it approaches 
and in counties where this bird is found, feeding this type of shelter and feeder. Vermin has little 
stations should be provided. Corn is suitable feed opportunity to catch game while it is feeding and 
for these birds. Corn is also suitable for the wild snows do not cover up the feed. This type of 
turkey in sections where the mast crop is light. feeder will accommodate any kind of feed neces- 

i x 5 sary for small game and birds in nearly any lo- 
Bae oe Add ma aE cality. The flow of the grain can be regulated by 

grain and suspended from a tree ae fence rail, the space between the hopper and ground. It is Geiehenile oh rel) ATATeaall hele eee ne well to place supports at each side of the feeding 
eee Dues By : : hopper so that when heavy snows come the flow made in one corner of the sack so that the grain 2 ‘ : a of grain will not be shut off. 

3p ee as de Saha ee Re Pihed ont by Grit should be provided in cases where the the birds. This feeder can be easily made up by bikis ave auable te proctive thts neecasaey ine, 
the sportsman before going into the field, only a 5 r 3 : : z s Be 
few minutes’ work being necessary to put the ae ae grit, birds will die with their 

foeise mere E The city dweller can help with the bird feed- 
__ Pheasants will travel far if good feed con- ing, as many of the insectivorous birds are to be 

ditions do not prevail. Unless they have ample found within the city limits. Shumac and weed 
feed they will leave the sections in which they seeds are relished by the cardinals, slate-colored 
have been liberated. If the sportsmen in sections juncos, tree sparrows, and the red-poll linnets. 
where this bird has been liberated would have Hairy, downy, and the redhead woodpeckers pre- 
the birds remain in their community they had fer nut meats. The white-bellied nuthatch, tufted 
better provide feed. Otherwise some more en- titmouse and black-caeped chickadees like to eat terprising community will benefit by the move. from feeding trays. Cracked corn, barley and 
Corn and other grain provide the necessary feed wheat provide excellent feed. The horned larks, 
for pheasants. -lapland longspurs, snow buntings, goldfinches, 

Where cattle or deer are likely to eat up the purple finches and the redpoll linnets like seed of 
grain placed out for game birds, the hopper type most any kind. The cardinal is partial to whole 
of shelter serves best to save the grain for the corn as he cracks it himself and extracts the 
feathered gamesters. (Figure F). Such feeding heart. (Continued on page 30) 
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LOUISIANA SEA BIRD COLONIES 
Above: Royal Terns in flight and photographic blind used in securing pictures. Below: Eggs and young of Black 

Skimmers; Black Skimmers in flight and a Laughing Gull.
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FOREST BY-PRODUCTS About 25 per cent of the total annual cut of 
eo, Se hardwoods in the United States, and two per cent 

(Continued from page 10) of the total cut of all species, is Red Gum. It 
freshened about every four weeks by removing should, therefore, be possible to combine storax 
a thin shaving (about one-eighth inch thick) production with the cutting of some of the large 
on the upper side of the cut, when the storax tracts where Red Gum comprises 15 to 50 per 
is collected. This shaving of wood more or less cent of the cut. 
soaked and coated with storax may in many cases “The yield obtained in Louisiana from the 
be worth extracting. Such shavings, however, horizontal wounds previously described averaged 
should probably be kept separate from the cleaner 2.5 ounces a year from each tree. The highest 
storax, and perhaps sold with the trash that is yields are said to be obtained in the warmer 
strained out of the gum when it is cleaned. The regions and seasons. Total girdling of trees gave 
producer usually accomplishes the cleaning of a yield of only 1.5 ounces for each tree, which 
the gum by heating it in a double boiler and fil- shows that normal tree health and vigor play an 
tering it through cheese cloth before it is shipped. important part in securing a sustained yield. 

“Care should be used in selecting the trees “More experiments to determine optimum 
to be wounded for storax production. Cuts conditions for storax production are needed and 
should be made low on the butts or on the large until more is known about all angles of the prob- 
branches. Inferior trees with decayed hearts or lem great care should be taken not to damage 
crooked trunks, which will not make good lum- valuable timber. With due precautions taken, 
ber, will, however, often serve well for storax however, additional revenue can be gained from 
production. Where possible the collection of Red Gum forests through storax production, 
storax should be made in advance of a lumber- especially since over 40,000 pounds of storax has 
ing operation so that the scarred trees need not been imported annually for the past two years. 
stand for any great length of time exposed to in- The import prices for storax have ranged from 
sect or fungus attack. Where trees are scattered $0.40 to $3.00 per pound for material of widely 
and not highly valued for lumber, farmers, high varying quality.” 
school boys, or_other workers may be able to __ The Division of Forestry will gladly cooperate 
cee oa with land owners in the State of Louisiana with 

reference to the development of the storax in- 
dustry, and in addition will be glad to furnish 

producers of storax the names and addresses of 

the buyers for various industries in the United 

States. 

ot WINTER FEEDING OF BIRDS 

f | i (Continued from page 4) 

alte Suet, sunflower, and other seeds moulded into 
S&S 5, o a ball and encased in a loosely-woven string bag sigs provides an excellent feeding device. (Figure C). 

XS A This bag should be suspended by a string from 
- a tree limb. Because the bag swings, the English 

sparrow, considered an undesirable, cannot hang 
a on and eat while the other birds can and do en- 

joy this feast. 

A decorative insectivorous bird shelter for use 
near houses is shown in Figure H. A metal disc 

SUGGESTED METHOD OF CHIPPING RED GUM FOR STORAX. should be placed around the pole to prevent cats 
carry on small-scale operations during their spare from attacking the feeding birds. 
time, for storax is purchased in lots as small as Missouri’s game and insectivorous birds mean 
four pounds each. The collected gum should be much to the state. They need protection by every 
kept as cool as possible to prevent or reduce man, woman, and child if they are to be pre- 
fermentation. Shipments can be made in friction- served for posterity. When other feed is not 
top tin cans. available, grain can be procured by making ap- 

“Among the hardwood species cut in the plication to the rural route carriers, postmasters, 
South, Red Gum ranks second only to the oaks. or to the district game wardens.
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" " Ww y Siouan languages furnish the more im- Chippewa, Potowatoni and Kickapoo. 

ee" ; portant synonyms for the wild rice plant, While today the Chippewas sow the 

a ¥ although there are at least 60 synonyms seed and have no scruples or beliefs re- 

—- used throughout the North American garding it and the Sioux seem to be too 

ad continent. indifferent to sow it, the beliefs of the 

Menomini keep them from sowing. 

tie is impossible to study the historical 
importance of wild rice without real- “Tr HE majority of Americans know 

izing its value as a food for man and little about wild rice. Many think 

waterfowl. The Indian tribes that lived that the beautiful wild rice plant is an 

in what are now the states of Michigan, annual, but it is a perennial; each new 

Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas crop must grow from new seed. When 

. seem to have been on constant strife over ripening takes place in the fall of the 

the “rice fields.” year, the seed drops into the water, lying 

—_—-Mr. Avery The Algonquian was the most exten- in the muddy lake or river bottom until 

f sive of the linquistic families of the the following spring. After the seed ger- 

Carlos Avery, who died sud- North American Indians, including the minates in the warm weather, the stalk 

denly last October 5, while Ojibwas (Chippewas), Ottawas, Crees, 8rows rapidly. 

president of the ee Algonquians, Micmacs, and Blackfeet. As The picture that is made by the fruit 

Game Association, — had the they gained control to the west and the heads, after the shoots appear in the early 

world of Jconsery aon aim his Dakotas (or Sioux) worked north from summer, has been described by Catherine 

head, e380 mney, have said of the Carolinas and Virginia, numberless Parr Traill, who writes: “When seen from 

him. In his desk he had left battles were waged for the rice areas and a distance, they look like low green islands 

one further Sour from that vast plentiful game reserves found in the on the lakes; and when the rice is in 

StObEr Here it is—the last Great Lakes region, especially Wisconsin. flower, they are beautiful, with each 

cae chat ae pee Albert Ernest Jenks writes that “al- plant’s broad assy, leaves and light wav- 

OES nIS GMASAZINE,~ Bnew most every bend of Chippewa-and Red _ ing spikes garnished by pale yellow green 
reveals the charm of his mee = blossoms, delicately shaded with reddish — 
thoughts as well as his thor- Cedar rivers has been the scene of an In- i , . is eek i 

a pehnea dian battle, and each of these streams has Purple, from beneath which tail three ele- 

8 x borne a name synonymous with Wild-rice ant straw-colored anthers, that TROVE 
river, Prairie-rice lake, etc. Prairie lake, with every breath of air or slightest mo- 
Barron county, Wisconsin, has been the tion of the water.” 
scene of several battles between the Chip- The seeds are mature in September, 

EE is not known exactly when wild rice pewa and the Sioux. It is about eight and at maturity the stalks grow above 

was first introduced into North Amer- miles long and averages less than a quar- the water to a height of from 2 to 12 

ica. The most authentic records show ter of a mile wide. It is shallow, miry- feet. The depth of water and richness of 

that wild rice reserves were existent as bottomed, and almost entirely covered the soil has a pronounced influence upon 

far back as there are any records of In- with rice, which is so thick and luxuriant the height of growth. Stalks vary in 

dian activities. that the Indians have to cut paths thickness. 

The Algonquian Indian name for wild through it for their canoes.” 

rice is Menomini. Thus the term as ap- From the manner in which they gather UCKS and ila 

plied to the Menomini Indians, who are the wild rice, and the quantity which a D an ce cat ch ce ae 

of Algonquian stock, means “rice men” family generally collects during the sea- CVT: SRG OL Bro Ue ae ae 

or “rice people”. son, Prairie lake alone would supply a of eastern United States. The seeds are 
Here i Se Tecneeol sd) 2 eroap) of 000 Indians obtained mainly from the bottom in shal- 

_ Here in America we call the plant wi 8 2 eal S es-pecially fond of it after it has 
rice or Zizania palustris and Z. aquatica. About 1625 the Chippewa (Indians (12584 9 chicntire of the Ul S. De- 

The names are very similar to the com- drove the Fox Indians out of the wild rice Pees ¢ - a 
: : : : partment of Agriculture say that 

mon terms applied to many other Amer- territory, and it has been estimated that “(4g fice is the staple food of many 

ican grasses. ; 10,000 Chippewas had access to thenter~ an cheuyen erie seumerous otice martes 

Perhaps the greatest confusion will "tory for the Hext 200) years. This 18 low water, where they have fallen into 

come from the only other plant of the — said Po be about the present Chippewa a bed of soft muck to await germination. 

same genus, often called “prolific rice,” population in this country that uses wild Germination is often so delayed that 
Zizania miliancea, which is very often TIC¢ for food. we : grain may sprout at any time up to at 

found in the brakish waters throughout Jenks says that “it is believed that be-  Jeast 18 months after ripening. This ac- 

the southern part of the United States tween 5,000 and 7,000 Sioux Indians used counts for the fact that young shoots 

and in some areas in Ohio and Wisconsin. wild rice at the time the Chippewas were and germinating seeds of wild rice are 

Wild rice should be carefully distin- nominally in control of the territory east found in ducks’ stomachs at practically 

guished from little mountain rice (Ory- of the Mississippi.” all seasons. The shoots are devoured by 

zopsis exigua), white mountain rice, The Explorer Nicollet visited Green many species, the flowers have been 

black mountain, rice, small flowered rice Bay, Wisconsin, in 1634, and the Indians found in the wood duck’s stomach, and 

and Oryzopsis cuspidata. living in the rice districts numbered the the stems and leaves of the mature plants 

The French, English, Algonquian and Menomini, Sauk, Fox, Maskotin, Ottawa, are eaten by geese. Wild rice constituted
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more than 17 per cent of the food of a a ] (} va ae SS : a sis 

209 mallards examined, 12 per cent of ES i aAtg Sei Pm y 

that of 51 black ducks, and over 11 per al Ss | ¢ a a gee LES 
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Although the greatest abundance and = a f ee x BE ie CGA 

the best grades of wild rice are found in 5 DE ce ‘| Vi 

the region of Wisconsin, Minnesota and wy Ss ( 

Michigan, natural growths are reported : ‘i * ous a 

to have been found from the northern * s aa bo ~a . re Rx 
end of Lake Winnipeg eastward along > rf AY 

the northern shores of the Great Lakes m Tse 

and the St. Lawrence River to New a aE , 

Brunswick; and from the central Dako- “ 

tas, western Nebraska, and eastern Texas eS —" ag 

to the Atlantic coast, and as far south <a : 

along that coast as central Florida. = : s ea 

While the plant is confined to the low- i a 

lands and does not grow naturally in From painting by Lynn Bogue Hunt, copyright E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
many seemingly suitable places within its 
range, transplanting has proved success- MALLARDS AND WILD RICE 

ful in Arkansas, Texas, Arizona, Nevada, 

California and Washington. preservation of the vitality of the seed, methods. For instance, wild rice seed kept 
the methods so carefully worked out by out-of-doors and covered with water 

I T is reported by the U. S. Bureau of the Bureau of Plant Industry insure suc- which was changed daily during the win- 

Agriculture that “the usual cause of cess. Several seed firms handle wild rice ter, except when frozen, germinated very 

failure has been improper treatment of properly and will deliver it in either satisfactorily. It has been stored also in 

the seed between the time of harvesting spring or fall as desired. The grain is partly filled burlap bags, among which 
and sowing, resulting in loss of vitality. kept wet and in cold storage, and when blocks of ice were placed, and the whole 

When growing naturally, the ripe seeds shipped is packed in damp moss or fiber. covered with sawdust and kept wet. 

fall directly into the water, where they “Sometimes when the stand of wild rice Usually, however, where cold storage is 

sink, and, being provided with barbed has become reduced,” the report contin- not available it is better to buy seed from 

beaks, penetrate deeper and deeper into ues, “it is advisable to prevent consump- reliable firm.” 

the. muck surrounding the roots of the tion by ducks by harvesting the grain and Wild rice grows abundantly on tide 
parent plant. There they lie through the then sowing it after the spring migra- flats. Though it has been known to grow 

winter. They may germinate in spring, tion. Because the seeds of wild rice ripen in sand, it grows best on a mud bottom. 
or they may lie practically dormant and drop off a few at a time, they must 
through still another cold season. The be collected every day or so, or the heads T HE best place to sow seed is in fresh 
seeds therefore remain wet until ready to must be bunched and tied, so as to pre- water lakes, ponds or streams in 
sprout; they are exposed to currents of vent the loss of seed. The grain may per- water from 6 inches to 4 feet in 
water, are not in close contact with each haps be allowed to stand a short time in depth (6 feet deep is about the 
other, and are not subjected to very high cold water, if the water is changed daily. limit), having a soft mud bottom 
temperatures. But when the whole crop has been gath- and preferably an outlet. When pos- 

“To succeed with wild rice it is neces- ered it should be placed at once in cold sible, it is best to sow in sheltered 

sary to imitate nature’s methods. Keep- storage, at a temperature just above freez- coves and bays, where the planting 

ing large quantities of the seed in close ing (from 32° to 34° F.), but still ex- will not be ruined from currents or the 
contact often: causes fermentation, but posed to the air inam open cask or vat. wash of waves. The more a person can 

this can be prevented by cold storage. “In cold climates seed may sometimes sow areas made up of sheltered bays, 
“So far as propagation depends on the be perfectly preserved by improvised (Continued on page 31)
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#: "In 1929 and 1930 the Pennsylvania Game Commission by large- 

scale experiments, under the strictest scientific test conditions, 

and the supervision of members of State College faculty, determined 

- for themselves and the mammalogists of the world - the effects, = 

poisonous or otherwise, of laurel and rhododendron when eaten by * 

deer. 
Since the conclusion of those experiments the Board has in- 

augurated a large-scale breeding experiment to determine the proper : 

sex ratio for our deer. 
In the ten acre enclosure near Pine Grove Furnace, formerly 

known as "the deer traps," seven doe fawns, three yearling doe and 3 

one good yearling buck were confined last fall, and will be under 

observation for some years. Some five acres of adjoining woodland, 

thick with young sprouts of aspen, after a forest fire, will be 

added to the enclosure after spring opens, and doubtless more of 

the same young growth next year. 
Additional individual deer will be added to the herd during 

the present year, and probably still others next year, and very ; 

probably some exchanges of individual deer may be made from time : 

to time, as the progress of the experiment may suggest. 4 
The Commission expects to determine by this large-scale and ¥ 

long-time experiment the proper sex ratio for white-tailed deer, : 

the age when they first breed, normal mating season, natural rate 3 

of increase, and possibly other data not yet known. 2 
The extent of this enclosure and its location away from resi- . 

dences, where the deer will seldom see anyone except the man who ~~ 

comes at stated intervals to feed them, provides a setting for this 3 
test as nearly like the conditions of their life in the wild as it a 

is possible to secure, and the results should approximate what takes 
place in the wild. 3 

Such an experiment must take from five to ten years, at least, 
if it is to be conclusive, but it will probably prove more than 

worth the time and effort. The feeding tests of last year really 3 
settles for the whole world what had up to that time been only a : 

matter of guesswork and the subject of endless arguments based on .- 3 

mere opinion, for lack of known facts. This new experiment will a 

likewise give the actual facts of several important matters on which ~ j 

nobody as yet really knows anything whatever." — Pennsylvania Game 3 

News. 

a
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astoundingly from very small original importations and are now a 

constant nuisance in most places throughout the country. 

The introduction of the rabbit into Australia nearly destroyed 

fe all agricultural attempts for many years. The European starling, 
recently introduced into the United States, is proving an ever in- 

creasing nuisance throughout the east, and in recent years has even 

started to appear and increase in Wisconsin to the detriment of 

other bird life. 
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p04 F KOREAN LESPEDEZA AND BOB WHITE QUATL a 
»N Se ne ee ee nw \ 

"Early in their study of the life history of the Bob White, 

the field men of the Cooperative Quail Investigation observed that, 

other factors being equal, the distance between bevies on natural 

range was in direct ratio to the abundance or scarcity of certain 

of the pod-bearing plants. A good quail population with bevies in 

close proximity to one another went hand in hand with an abundant 

growth of such plants as partridge pea, milk pea, wild bean, but- 

terfly pea, vetch, beggarweed, lespedeza or alfalfa. On the other 

hand, the bevies were usually widely separated in areas given over 

chiefly to broom-sedge and wire-grass, with a scarcity of pod—bear- 

ing plants. 
Many kinds of leguminous plants, even at an early stage of 

development, have an attraction for the Bob White equaled by other 

plants only at the time their seed is available for food. Possibly 

you may have noticed an excessive amount of whistling of Bob White 

in the vicinity of an alfalfa patch and have remarked that quail 

are nesting there in abundance. In reality, bachelor Bob Whites 

fairly splitting their throats in rivalry for a mate are probably 

responsible for most, if not all, of the Bob White calls; neverthe— 

less, a bachelor quail knows the kind of a place to choose to bring 

up a family and the alfalfa field is a favorite place with him to 

await the coming of a bride; unfortunately, though, it is also a 

a favorite nesting place and consequently many fine settings of eggs 

are destroyed by the mower. Plant the borders of cornfields to 

cowpeas, soy beans or velvet beans, and more quail will be found in 

such fields during the nesting season than if the legumes had not 

been planted. What the attraction is I do not know, but it is 

there. Also, an abundance of certain of the leguminous plants ap- 

parently stimulates reproduction, resulting in several thrifty 

bevies in close proximity to one another. 

Those who are actively interested in making conditions better 

for quail should not overlook the possibilities offered in Korean 

lespedeza. The seed of this plant is very similar to Japan clover 

(Lespedeza striata), a staple food of the Bob White in many sections 

of Virginia. Because of its heavy seeding quality, its wide range 

in Virginia, its value as a pasture crop, its ability to improve 

————— @ ib—_—_—__—_- 
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FEEDING HABITS AND FORAGE REQUIREMENTS OF ROCKY 
MOUNTAIN MULE DEER IN THE SIERRA NEVADA 

MOUNTAINS 

By C. S. ROBINSON i 

Technical Assistant, U. S. Forest Service 

The author reports his observations of the habits of deer in seeking food and of 
their forage preferences. He considers it as important to assure deer adequate 
natural supplies of feed as the passage of protective laws, and that game refuges 
cannot be selected intelligently unless their resources for feed, water, shelter, and 

protection against enemies are satisfactory. z 

HE FOOD SUPPLY of the native It is not improbable that such con- 
To of California is as great a flicts in use will continue to occur. 

factor in their conservation as Protected areas in forests and parks 
are any additional laws added to the where the rapidly increasing deer may 
statutes by the state. If we are to pro- be forced to move further afield, due 

mote plans for the preservation and in- to a scarcity of feed, or the demands of 
crease of deer in order to take care of recreational use, are now being brought 

the constant demand made by hunters to our attention, and the presence of 

and others, then the question of the numbers of deer within a certain area 
character and abundance of their food cannot be taken as ample evidence that 
supply becomes one of equal impor- no scarcity exists either in animals or 

tance to their future welfare as any forage. Changes in vegetative cover 
other problem affecting their conserva- brought about by repeated fires can 
tion. We have sound principles of con- cause starvation conditions on an area 
structive development of wood, water, that once supported large numbers of 

forage and watershed, and must take grazing animals; and migration can 

up the question of game along the same often be traced to a definite shortage 

lines. of seasonal feed. 

The necessity of maintaining a proper Preference for certain plants over 

balance between use by domestic stock others by both game and domestic ani- 

and deer feeding on the same range is mals is a well-known fact, and in order : 

one of the essentials of good range to arrive at a proper carrying capacity 

management. Certain grazing allotments of a range, a reconnaissance (stock- 

and game refuges within national for- taking) of the forage resources of the 

ests, and foothill range of the large entire area is made to determine chiefly 

interior valleys of California used dur- (1) the class of stock to which it is best 

ing winter and spring, have already suited and (2) the character, abundance 

been reported as showing marked signs and value of the forage cover in terms 

of competition for feed. of density or number, and the percent- 
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age of palatable plants accessible to Feepinc Hasirs 
the various classes of livestock. Recog- 
nition is taken of all the main factors Deer feed little during the day time 
affecting present and prospective graz- oe rarely _ — the day. 
ing management on the area, these wy appear to teed In early morning, 
being considered thoroughly in the field, = he eae on phe 
along with their relation to the protec- Vals through the night to dawn. Nights ee timber, waterslied and leg of full moon are especially attractive 

Such a procedure is necessary to insure 2S 2 time for feeding and it is no 
stability of operation and it is upon the a fig Me fi ; : . 
—.. a watchful and listening for the least sign 
range lands within the national forests. ey, areal ao 

. e variety in chosen feeding grounds 
‘i = eee ere oe ee ‘Oifers dail saree study. Sheltered investigative work as to the require- b foteat lik 
ments of deer found within the state, or *"°#5 S°e™ e aoe cna ee 
within a certain forest or game district, eee ud Sy Poe. 2 ted should be carried out along similar $7006 winds and in the Sequoia Na 
Les ea; Thoremeh. knw lege (as: athe see any number of deer feeding in areas kinds of plants used by deer as forage that “kre expheed:feoaie Gall ene 
is as essential in any game management, ind. Thi P iculayl oe 
or conservation plans, as it is in deal. “!"® ee Perey Ly noliceauie i ° : where, during the day and often through- ing with the problems of handling sheep oul the night, hronp Wade ae 

a oc » itue Tee enihering deserts play on the more exposed slopes of the data relative to the natural prefer- andl’ Hdees Of the’ South’ Rone et ahs 
ence of deer for certain plants is how- en Roe Watershed: Seadie Hite 

OMG bees” soit Beeckensilgd Mountain’ Re 
selves. Studies made in areas where Brenan te OER rough wet Rie eee Pee ih aed following rainstorms and their avoid- 

z i ance of stormy exposed places remind 
some of our national parks and game one of the habits of the common rabbit. 
refuges, undoubtedly give good results, Indeed, in stalking either rabbits or but this would be better suited, perhaps, deer, the practice of advancing only 
to a local condition and could not be when they are actually feeding, remain- 
applied to the subject as a whole. A ing motionless when they look up, has 
study to be entirely satisfactory should often brought me within a favorable 
cover as wide a range as possible sup- distance for observations. 
plemented by months of close observa- Favorite feeding grounds during the 
tion and scrutiny by the examiner of spring in the Sequoia National Forest 
the deer in their native environment, appear to be the long, low ridges ex- 
and the longer this period could be, tending down from the timber zone to 
the more complete the results. where the oak thickets and choicest
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browse are found. Where the ridges variety in food and their preference 
flatten out at lower elevations, seemed may be noted throughout the seasons of 
to be especially favored. Here the birch the year. This seasonal use was very 
leaf mahogany (Cercocarpus betuloides) noticeable during the spring and early 
was very closely cropped and numerous summer of 1927. On the Flatiron 
trails led off into the oak thickets. The Plateau, in June, on the Sequoia Na- 
dense growths of shin oak (Quercus tional Forest, at an elevation of 7,000 
brewerii) in State Game Refuge 1-M on feet, I found an abundance of bitter 
Breckenridge Mountain, Sequoia Na- brush (Purshia tridentata), well known 
tional Forest, show constant use. The to be a choice browse, that showed but 
deer have many small trails made in very slight utilization by deer, yet there 
their search for acorns, and good utiliza- was ample evidence of their numbers. 
tion of the dried oak leaves was found Where small moist places offered what 
on the ground at the time of examina- one would imagine to be inviting fare, 
tion, May 1, 1927. The same choice of tender grasses and clovers, no sign of 
feeding grounds holds good for the utilization was found. Yet upon the 
western slopes of the San Joaquin and adjacent rocky, dry hillsides, the drop- 
Sacramento Valleys. pings were thick and the shrubs showed 

In the Sequoia National Park, south considerable usage. Later in the fall the 
and southwest slopes seemed to be hillsides were, to judge by the absence 
favored during winter and spring, and of tracks, neglected and the plateau in 
where the roads wind through the brush- turn was well utilized. 
grasslands and open park-like types Moving from place to place deer 
below timber line, the deer are more apparently seek out those plants most 
numerous than in more secluded areas relished, and where they graze in areas 
found on the north slopes where the inaccessible to domestic stock this habit 
brush is thickest and the forage less f picking and choosing is quite notice- 
mature. This preference for southern able. Again this matter of preference 
slopes is most marked in sheep grazing; for certain plants and their seasonal use 
the south slopes of some of the sheep undoubtedly affects migration, instances 
allotments on the Lassen and Plumas being known of definite movements 
national forests may show signs of over- Way from a range composed of plants 
grazing; while the northern aspects are believed to be unpalatable, to one well 
under-utilized. Generally speaking, how- ‘stocked with certain species readily . 
ever, deer and sheep do not mix; there. taken by deer. This fact must be taken 
fore, little use by deer of areas grazed ito consideration when attempting an 
by bands of sheep may be expected be- explanation of a definite migration 
cause of the similarity in choice of from, or to, a certain area during a time 

forage. of year when the climatic conditions 
could not be held responsible for the 

Forace PREFERENCES movement. 
Any list of forage plants that is made 

Certainly deer are mindful of a wide up for deer is by no means complete
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and is but a tentative one which should during winter as one would be led to 

be constantly checked and added to believe. In March, 1927, on the Nicholl 

periodically. Their taste is extraordi- Peak range, in the Sequoia National 
nary and equal to that of goats in Forest, it was surprising to note the un- 
variety. Small plantations recently es- touched clumps of dried grasses. Again, 

tablished on the Lassen National For- on the Breckenridge Mountain Game 
est, planted to western yellow pine in Refuge, during February, where feed 

1928 with 2-year old seedlings, showed was scarce on the upper slopes, patches E 
a 25 per cent loss due to being eaten of dried grasses showed in the browse 
off by deer. As pets they will devour types (oak and birchleaf mahogany) 
almost any vegetable used by humans. and it was seldom that any utilization 

Mushrooms, mistletoe and mosses are had been effected. Where the habitat 

readily eaten. The composition of vege- of the deer includes large areas of dis- 
tation on range best suited to the re- tinct grassland formation to the exclu- 

quirements of deer on the forests of the sion of browse and weed species, pos- 
Sierra Nevada region would seem, from sibly a higher percentage could be 

personal observation, to be composed given. 
of approximately 60 per cent browse, Examination of winter range adjacent 

25 per cent weeds, and 15 per cent to the timber line on the western and 
grasses and grass-like plants. Best eastern slopes of the Lassen in 1929-30 

summer range, based upon forage ob- showed ample evidence where the snow 
servations and estimates was found be- had been pawed away to reach the 

tween elevations of 4,500 feet and 8,500 squaw carpet (Ceanothus prostratus) 
feet. Winter range should have well- yet clumps of dried bunch grasses could 
defined areas where there is an abun- be seen close by without disturbing the 

dance of browse forage of medium snow. In the Sequoia National Park in 
palatability, such as the various species April and May, 1928, close examina- 
of oaks that thickly cover the lower tion failed to show where melicas large 

slopes of the Sequoia, Stanislaus, San bromes, and poas had been eaten at all. 
Jacinto and Santa Barbara national for- Small wet meadow sedges and rushes 
ests, and the abundance of buck brush show good usage, throughout the sum- 

(Ceanothus cuneatus) and oak found mer, however, and mountain meadows 

on the western side of the Lassen. This, are certainly to be considered as feed- 
and the presence of large areas pro- ing grounds and have a distinct place 

tected from strong winds, together with in the deer’s bill of fare. 
the absence of deep snow, seem in gen- I am inclined to dismiss the grasses 
eral to afford good winter quarters for as “general feed” used chiefly during 

the deer on the west slopes of the Sierra spring and where suitable browse feed 
Nevada range. is scarce. In the Sequoia National Park, 

While grasses and grass-like plants where opportunities enable one to study 

are cropped throughout the seasons of deer at close range, the majority of 
the year, the dried portions of grass cases proved that on annual-grass types 

forage do not appear to be readily eaten during April and May the deer chose
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plants growing in close association with _ to grasses is noticeable over large areas, 
the annual grasses rather than the but the manner of eating browse species 
bromes, fescues, and hordeums. Alfilaria differs somewhat; the deer taking twigs 

was picked out repeatedly, the deer of shrubs and small trees in a side- 

seeking this plant most noticeably, and - or —_ jerky pile é 
what was at first thought to be annual the jaws, leaving many jagged an 
grasses being eaten, proved to be alfil- partially skinned portions, as against 
aria. The clovers were eaten always the more or less straight cropping by 

in preference to grasses. It was also a sheep. This was very evident in study- 

significant fact that the oaks, of which ing the conditions in the Sequoia Na- 
there are a profusion at Hospital Rock, — ~ and ie oe = 
were trimmed up to a height where deer on the Sequoia National Forest, where 
had to rear up on hind legs to reach damage to white fir reproduction had 

the foliage, and elderberry and birch- occurred and forage species were notice- 
leaf mahogany bushes were eaten to ably scarce. The manzanita bushes had 

bare stumps and branches. Live-oak been eaten, which is also frequently 

sprouts from stumps were eaten, and the case in the large-timber types in the 
this in an area where grasses were most Lassen National Forest. The preference 

abundant. A similar condition exists in seemed to be for the branches close 
the vicinity of the meadows at higher to the ground. Both leaf and petiole 
elevations near the hotel and big tree were taken and the dragging of leaves 
groves, where such shrubs as red bud off the boughs gave the bushes a notice- 
(Cercis occidentalis), elderberry (Sam- ably ragged appearance. Logged-over 

bucus glauca) are severely damaged areas on the Lassen where sweet birch 

and the willows show close utilization; (Ceanothus integerrimus) is a dominant 
yet the meadows are knee-deep in shrub, show consistent use. Manzanita 

grasses and sedges. On the Lassen Na- (Arctostaphylos patula) was untouched, 

tional Forest in 1928, at Clover Mead- and leads one to conclude that this 
ows, I tracked a deer across an excellent shrub is eaten heavily only when pal- 

fenced meadow of timothy and native table species are rare. Low shrubs 

grasses to where several patches of such as snow brush (Ceanothus or 

mule’s ears (Wyethia mollis) and sour /atus) ra povieog oat a . 

dock (Rume sp.) were growing in a ® ae ‘: ae woe ean 

moist spot in the meadow. These had 8'87°¢ DY Geer. re ee 
bes definite circles of tracks around isolated m eaten down to the coarse stalks, 

r 4 bushes, where the deer have walked 
yet ripe and tender grasses on all sides Se 

; round and round nipping off the tender were untouched. Service berry and ‘i A 
Iderb : ak 4 ends of the twigs. Their method of 
eee oo —_ s 2 fee ee biting off the heads of the large Sierra 

AEST Wore aienaee ae trimmed and thistle (Cirsium californicum) is cer- 
small conifers showed occasional use. tainly distinctive, and their ability to 

The similarity of deer to sheep and crop sedges and grasses more closely 
goats in preferring browse and weeds than cattle is often responsible for
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their appearance in mountain meadows would seem feasible that in order to 

closely grazed by live stock. lessen the risk of surprise attacks from 

Deer trails are narrower than cow Predatory animals a change in route 
trails, and a well defined deer trai] would be advisable, for deer, while in- 

usually ends where good browse begins. lined to be curious, are wary creatures, 

After the Mill Creek fire of 1928 on the cutely sensitive to all signs of danger 
Lassen National Forest, I passed through from their natural enemies. 
the burn in September, 1929. Coming There is an association between places 

up and out of the South Fork of Ante- suitable for bedding-down and places 

lope Creek, I was struck by the number suitable for feeding grounds. In the 
of new trails made that year by the King’s Canyon country on the Sequoia 
deer. Straight, and at a convenient National Forest during August, while 

grade, they crossed and re-crossed the passing through isolated patches of good 
Forest Service trail at various angles. forage, in an area closed to grazing, 
Rarely did they use our trail in their one would almost invariably disturb a 

passage from the creek to the plateau Solitary deer, usually a buck, from its 
above where the tender new shoots of _ bed in the dense brush thickets close by. 

oaks and browse species followed the In the Sequoia National Park, small 

fire. When the feed is more abundant knolls and rounded ridges offering an 
the place will be a veritable network interrupted view on all sides and where 

of trails which will in all probability othing can come near unobserved, 
be constantly changed as the feed situa- @Ppear to be in demand. It is no unusual 
tiom demiaiide: sight to see one deer rouse another from 

its bed by striking it with the front foot 

Hasits RELATED TO FEEDING and then to deliberately lie down in the 
chosen place. 

There is a possibility that deer when Watering time appears to be in the 
left to their own devices abandon cer- evening before beginning to feed and 

tain trails after a definite season of use. at early morning. Along the Kern River 
On Goat Mountain in 1927, on the on the Sequoia National Forest in 
Sequoia National Forest, I examined August 1926 and 1927, north of Fair- 

carefully for several days some old trails yiew, where steep slopes come to the 

leading to a small “stringer meadow” water’s edge, does and fawns appeared 
that showed no apparent use, yet deer regularly a little before sundown to 
fed regularly around the meadow andI drink and then returned to the upper 
discovered several new and well-defined slopes to feed. This was also very 
trails that had been established but noticeable along Rice Creek on the 

recently. This is a common habit in Lassen National Forest during the sum- 
wild life and is a well-known trait of mer of 1928. Like sheep, their demand 

the large hare of the Eastern States and for water varies extensively with the 

Europe; poachers setting snares invari- quality of the feed. On the Uinta Na- 
ably determine first the age of the “run” _ tional Forest in Utah, where the herbage 

before putting up a noose. Also, it was more succulent, watering but once
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in twenty-eight hours appeared to be of numbers of predatory animals caus- 
sufficient during the summer months. _ ing great destruction among deer, espe- 

The use of salt is one of the best ially fawns, must be taken into account 
means we have in controlling the move- 8d a means of their eradication pro- 
ments of stock upon the range, and salt Vided. These are some of the necessities 
has a similarly important place in man- for the ideal refuge and cannot always 
agement plans for game control. Salt be found in waste or inaccessible areas 
is eagerly sought, especially during of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. 
spring and early summer, by deer. A list of plants (to be published 

Natural licks show constant use and the ater) covers 78 species of browse, 56 
stockman, who salts frequently for his Weeds, 23 grasses, and 5 genera of grass- 
stock, finds a ready customer also in the _ like plants, with value ratings and eco- 
deer. Where cattle are called for salt- 2°mic notes has been worked up. Only 
ing, stories have been told of the deer, those plants known i have been actually 
especially does, shyly following behind eaten by deer are included; others be- 
the cattle, later moving up to the salt lieved to be palatable were omitted 
log when an opportunity arrived. In because of lack of evidence or direct 

the Sequoia National Park at Hospital information. Information has been 
Rock, blocks of salt put out for the deer gathered from all sources, and observa- 
show constant use and salt is provided "0S extend over a period of years. 
throughout the year. Some small knowledge was gained dur- 

ing 1912-1916 while the author was 
Factors To BE CONSIDERED IN living in the southern part of Cali- 

Setectinc GAME REFUGES fornia; again opportunities arose while 

doing grazing reconnaissance work on 
It is advisable that careful considera- the Uinta National Forest in Utah in 

tion of the factors determining its suit- 1925 and on the Stanislaus National 
ability be made in selecting any area to Forest in 1926. Short studies have been 
be set aside for use as a game refuge. made in the Sequoia National Park, but 
Because a section of country is unsuited the bulk of the notes taken and observa- 
as range for domestic live stock on ac- tions made were done while making an 
count of its inaccessibility or has a wild extensive range reconnaissance in the 
and rugged appearance, it does not Sequoia National Forest during 1926- 
necessarily follow that it would be ideal 1927, and on the Lassen National For- 
for use as a game refuge. Abundant est in 1928-1929. The range in eleva- 
forage, water and _ sheltered feeding tion, of life-zones, reaches from the 
grounds must be found, where in the Upper Sonoran to the Hudsonian, a 
winter the snow does not fully cover variation of from 2,000 to 9,000 feet. 
the available feed, and where protec- Grateful acknowledgment of help and 
tion from driving cold winds may be encouragement is hereby made to Mr. 
found. Suitable slopes and aspects are Jesse W. Nelson, Assistant Regional 
essential, and at as great a difference Forester, and to the many forest officers 
in elevation as is possible. The presence and others who have so readily given
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information. The opportunities offered material presented is by no means com- 
during grazing reconnaissance enables plete, it is offered with the hope that a 

one to cover closely large areas having much more exhaustive study can be 
wide variation in elevation, aspect and made in the future. 

vegetative cover, and while the subject
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Mary Ww 193] EMERGENCY RATIONS FOR GAME BIRDS | Oe | : 

Grain sorghums and millet are being recommended by the Missouri College 
of Agriculture as grains to be raised by farmers and sportsmen who would leave 

this feed standing for quail and other game birds throughout the winter months. 
It was at the request of the State Game and Fish Department that the College 

determined the grains most suited for an emergency bird feed for use in all 
parts of this state. 

L. Haseman, of the University of Missouri, has issued the following state- 
ment in this connection:- 

"Knowing that the quail and pheasant can satisfactorily handle 
most any farm grain, we felt that the most important thing to con- 
sider would be a grain that could be grown easily on varying types 
of soils and which would tend to hold its seed for winter use in the 
open. Professor M. F. Miller, of the College of Agriculture, has 
suggested the grain sorghums, for those sections of the state where 
grain sorghums are generally grown, and millet which produces a 
smaller grain but an abundant supply and which holds its seed quite 

well. Either of these two grains could be readily grown over much 
ce of the state where it is desirable to provide winter food for quails 

( ; and pheasants. The grain sorghums, in particular, would grow where 
most other grains fail, due to shortage of moisture. Millet, of 

course, does best on reasonably good soil but can be grown less 

abundantly on poorer soils. The millet would have some advantage 
with reference to height and ease with which the birds could secure 
the grain but the grain sorghums, on the other hand, would have the 
advantage in case of deep snow and we believe holds the grain into 
the winter fully as well as millet." — Missouri Game & Fish News.
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then the distribution of the collections needs to be well planned. For 

each forage type or locality then, there should be at least two or three 

samples taken per seasonal unit. The distribution of these samples over 

a considerable period should in general be equally balanced between 

morning and evening collections. Age and sex distribution of samples 

should be in proportion to the occurrence or make up in ages and sexes 

of the herd. Notes should be made showing the relative abundance 

and quantity of the different plant species available to deer for each lo- 

cality for use in analyzing the information. The object should be to 

make whatever time and expense is involved as productive as possible 

of valuable data. 
In general, observations indicate the forage preferences of deer are 

for certain browse plants; however, when these have been destroyed 

the animals may turn to less desirable forage species. If overstocking 

is continued, the range is progressively destroyed until only unpalatable 

plants remain eventually in a range of small producing capacity. Stock- 

ing should ordinarily be limited to the point where plant species eaten 

freely by the deer and occurring abundantly may still maintain their 

vigor and productivity. On the Kaibab winter ranges the key plant is 

the cliff rose or Cowania, a favorite winter deer food. This plant pro- 

duces much forage, formerly occurred in abundance over wide areas, 

and management should aim to restore it. 

CarRYING Capacity oF WINTER RANGES 

An excess of summer ranges over winter ranges results in the latter 

being one of the chief governing factors in deer production in the inter- 

mountain region. Consequently it is very essential to determine the 

actual capacity of these winter areas as a measure of the maximum 

number of deer which can be maintained without deterioration of the 

range. 
A study of this sort is now being carried out in the Idaho Primitive 

area, which includes parts of the Challis, Salmon, Idaho, and Payette 

National Forests in central Idaho. This area contains large tracts oc- 

cupied extensively by mule deer as winter range, on which the principal 

plants used are bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), rabbitbrush (Chryso- 

thamnus spp.), mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius), Ceanothus 

velutinus, and sage (Artemisia tridentata). 

The trend of plant vigor and development is being measured by means 

of fenced enclosures two rods square with outside check plots. The
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records being taken include studies of growth and utilization of plants 

by deer. The current twig growth is measured on not less than four 

plants of each species at each plot. The sum of these measurements 

gives the total twig growth which divided by the number of twigs gives 

the average twig growth. The limbs or stems measured are marked by 

metal tags. General notes are also taken on weed and grass growth and 

development of seedlings on both enclosed and check plots. Utilization 

data is obtained on each check plot by recording the per cent of twigs, 

any part of which has been eaten, together with an estimate of the aver- 

age per cent of each twig which has been bitten off. The product of 

these percentages gives the per cent of total forage produced which has 

been utilized by grazing. The data are placed on summary sheets 

covering five-year periods. 

WouLp Finp DEGREE OF UTILIZATION 

While information from such studies indicates the effect of the present 

use as compared with complete protection, it does not indicate the degree 

of utilization which will maintain continuously the greatest possible 

number of deer. To determine the latter, studies are being initiated 

with the same data obtained as above except that plots are established 

equipped with removable fencing which is put in place to close the plot 

each season when a predetermined degree of utilization has occurred. 

Since very complete utilization occurs over the range in general, this 

study will provide data regarding the plant vigor and total forage pro- 

duced under several degrees of intensity of use. 

A correlation of degree of use with number of deer grazing is being 

obtained in this section by frequent counts of the number of deer on 

selected areas. Below is an extract for one count area from the report 

for 1930-31 by Forest Ranger Arthur Buckingham. This type of 

information will allow the interpretation of utilization in number of 

deer for given periods. 

Another intensive count area was established in the bend of the 

river, about one-half mile below White Creek, and extending to 

the top of the ridge just west of Tom Creek. This area contains 

approximately 150 acres and is range of a fairly representative 

type. It includes a sagebrush flat of seven or eight acres, about the 

usual mixture of bitterbrush, rabbitbrush and grass, and some ma-
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hogany. Vegetative cover is estimated by 0.4 density, with about 

the following composition: 

ee Sere ee ae 
BURGCOP OIE 2 555) 0 EG 5 onc: 5io nS 0 cnn «re OIE SEO 
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Yellow pine, Douglas fir, Aspen, Forsellesia, green chrysothamaus, wild 

currant, and vatlous Weeds... <<<. 2. csc seis sane cerenes sees ee 

No opportunity was afforded to check utilization of the various 

species at the time the counts were first started. Rather than dis- 
regard the utilization prior to December 1, 100 deer days have been 

added to the total. From observations made in October, this would 

seem to be a fair estimate. 

DISTRIBUTION OF DEER Days 

During the period November 30 to April 1, 24 counts were made, 

showing a deer days’ use of 1493. To this figure 100 days have 
been added, bringing the total to 1593. Utilization was checked on 

three occasions, January 24, February 23, and April 1. Very little 

of the browse has been actually measured, but from measurements 

made on the “Deer Pasture,” it is believed that a fairly accurate 

estimate has been obtained. 

Distribution of deer days as to months is as follows: 

Prior to: December 1.52.0 s.si0cssineces <5 200 
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The distribution of use here indicated is believed to apply very 

nearly to conditions as they existed on all the low winter range. 

Using the period November 30 to March 31 as a basis, the average 

deer days’ use per day is approximately 10.5. (Deer days are com- 

puted by using the count made on one date until such a time as an- 

other count is made.) 

The following table shows the number of deer days’ use and de- 

gree of utilization of the chief forage species, between intervals of 

examination:
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ESTIMATED DEGREE OF UTILIZATION, PER CENT 
No. deer days’ use 312 130 1151 
Date examined Jan. 24 Feb. 23 April 1 Final Est. 
Browse species: 

Bitterbrush 10-30 30-50 50-70 60 
Gray chrysothamnus 10-30 10-30 20-40 30 
Sage 0-10 0-10 10-30 15 

Balsamroot 0-10 10-30 10-30 20 
Mountain mahogany 10-30 10-30 30-50 40 

Forsellesia 10-30 10-30 10-30 15 
Douglas fir 0-10 10-30 10-30 20 

Aspen 0-10 0-10 0-10 10 
Green chrysothamnus 0-10 0-10 0-10 5 

At this time, early April, the “Count Area’’ is receiving what 

is probably its heaviest use. There are from 50-70 deer on the area 
almost continuously. 

Count records show that use began to increase rapidly about February 

20, and continued to increase throughout March. 

Using the figures of the final estimate, 1593 deer days’ use required 

approximately 11.1 forage acres of forage, again disregarding the amount 

of grass taken. The grass use has been disregarded since there is an 

ample supply of grass, but particularly during critical winters when 

conditions are adverse the deer depend primarily on browse species. 

Safe stocking must be based on the use of the browse species. 

Based on such data and certain life history facts, particularly those 

influencing drift and increase, it will be possible with the co-operation 

of the State Game Department to put in effect a definite game manage- 

ment plan.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ; 5 

FOREST SERVICE we 

SEQUOIA NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRI 

ea PORTERVILLE, CALIFORNIA 

Riad (wl? May 27,2931. 
Mr Aldo Leopold 5 Qn’ wv pps Ode 
In charge,Game Survey QV w y w 
Madison,Wisconsin,. | oat 9 

7 Dear Mr Leopold; Y y 
“” yt 

I meant to write Me thank you for your letter sent 

last July,but I have been hoping to include a reprint of the paper 

published in Journal of Forestry, April,1931. 

Somthing seems to have gone wrong and the reprints 

have not arrived. I presume you saw the article anyway,but owing to 

-  laek of space it had to be cut considerably and what I think the most 

important part left out. I am referréng to the list of plants with 

various economic notes attached. 

Knowing your keen interest in such matters I am 

‘ sending with this letter the material ombtted. I would appreciate any 

comments you would care to make;also must apologise for carbon copies 

but it is difficult to get anything along this line printed at this 

time. Should the reprints show up I will send you one. 

Very sincerely yours 

Technical Assistant> 
Sequoia Ntl Forest.



June 2, 1931 

Mr. Cyril S. Robinson : 
- Sequoia National Forest 

Porterville, California : 

Dear Mr. Robinson: 

I appreciate your sending me the deleted material from 
your Journal of Forestry article, which I read with great 
interest but suspected that you had a lot of supporting data 
which were not included. I shall take advantace of your kind 
offer of keeping this material for my files on deer. 

‘Some five years ago I prepared a food list for deer which 
was never published. It was done as a hobby and is nowhere 
near as complete as yours. If it would do you any good, I i : 
would be glad to loan you one of the mamseript conies of the 
book which I was then hoping to publish, but which I have since 
given up. The chapter on foods contains a number of photo- 
graphs by M. ¥. Talbot which I think are especially good. He, 
as you probably Imow, is now with the B.P.I. 

If your reprints arrive later, I would like to have a copy 
for my files. 

Yours sincerely, 

AEDO LEOPOLD : 
In Charge, Game Survey
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5: Robingon 

OMMITTED FROM ARTICLEZJOUNNAL OF FORESTRY,APRIL,I93I. 

Sumery 

The problem of food supply is of vital importance in regard to 
methods of conservation and distribution of deer,and little information 
relative to the subject is available. 

Life habits of deer are similar over the state,but the percent of 
use of certain classes of forage applies to zones or areas,and cannot be 
applied to a district or the state as a whole. 

There is need for special funds and trained men for a satisfactory | 
survey of the forage resources within the state,forests,and parks from the 
standpoint of game. 

Time of feeding and watering may be tied~in to definite periods. 
A seasonable preference for certain plants,and the amount accessible 

is often an important factor in movements of deer. 
Where serious injury to conifer reproduction is found,absenee of 

suiteble forage is usually noticed. 
Salt is importent as a means of control and distribution of deer. 
Necessity of first determining by proper examination the suitability 

of eny area before being set aside as a game refuge.9(forage resources) 
Change in values of forage plants occurs according to plant associations. 
Observations and plant palatability list ere based primarily on 

conditions found in Sequoia Ntl Park,and the Sequoia,Stenislaus,Plumas,and 
Lassen Ntl Forests.The species of deey,Rocky Mt Mule Deer(Qdocoileus hemionus) 

GAME MANAGEMENT Outline forStudy of Deer. 

A. Number and Species within a Given Area: 
I.Life history of species and approximate niambers. 
2.Percent of increase,barren does,normal yield. 
3.History of area,use by domestic stock,classes,dates etc. 
4.Evidence of over-stocking,or normal use. 

B.Topographic Features ,Suitability. 
I.Character of country,elevations,drainage aspect Accessibility. 
2.Climate,precipitation,% of snow and duration. 
3.Water. 

C. Vegetation. 
I.Size and character of types. 
2.Dominant species within each type. 

S.Utilization in percent ,past,present. 
4.Reproduction of better forage species. 

D.Seasonal Range. 
I.Seasonal feeding grounds,location,aree elevation ete. 
2.Water requirements. 
3.Salt licks, sakting. 
4.Dates of migration,location of runways and direction. 
5.Conflict with domestic stock,or other geme animals. 
6.Presence of neighboring ranches,type of forage of fered,eto. 

: B.Losses. 
I.Predatory animeals,kind,numbers,time of greatest losses 
2.Percent killed by hunters(season). 
3.Disease. 
4.Poisonous plants,species suspected,date taken,location ete. 

F.Methods of Control and Conservation. 
1.Present,by game wardens,law enforcement, patrol,etc. 

Refuges ,boundary posting,ete. 
2.Proposed.Stete,Federal,Clubs. Artifical feeding,salting,fencing,etc.’ 

GMap showing class of range,seasonal use,forage types,and topographic features.
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LIST OF PLANTS USED BY DEER 
“TO ACCOMPANY ARTICLES IN 

JOURNAL OF FORESTRY 
“set, iost. 

> &z Robinson 

The numerals indicate the value rating, based upon 

natural choice, of the plant when grazed by deer under 
normal conditions. 

Browse or Shrubs : 

10 Abies spp. White Firs. New growth only on young trees. 
20 Acer macrophyllum. Big Leaf Maple. 

20 A. glabrum. Sierra Maple. 
10 Adenostoma fasiculatum, Chamise, Eaten in winter and 

early spring, SNP. Use is not at all uniform throughout 
. the state and is dependent largely upon the extent of 

other forage available. 

50 Aesculus californicum, Buckeye. Good utilization every- 

wheree 

80 Amelanchier alnifolia, Western Service Berry. 

10 Alnus spp. Alders. Mostly spring use, and of dried leaves 
in winter and late fall. 
Arctostaphylos patula, Manzanita. This species shows 

occasional use throughout timbered areas, the small new 

shrubs often being cropped continuously. The value of the 

Manzanitas as forage is difficult to determine. A. névar- 

densis is rarely used, A. glauca, fair; the utilization 

in general being uniform on isolated bushes and where other 

forage species is noticeably scarce. 

10 Artemisia cana. Fall use. A. tridentata. Black sage. Common 

sage brush. Almost entirely winter and early spring use. 
20 A. vulgaris, Sweet Sage. 
50 Atriplex confertifolia, Sheep Fat, Spiney Saltbush. 
40 A. parryi, Parry's Saltbush. 
40 A. lentiformis, Quail Bush. 

The Saltbushes form a very valuable staple food where 

; desert range is used; both the new growth and dried leaves 

being used. 
Castanopsis sempervirens, Chinquapin. Only occasional 

eropping and use of the fruit when forage is very scarce. 

30 Ceanothus cumeatus, Buckbrush. Constant use in winter and 

early spring feeding grounds; is valuable principally for 

its wide range and abundance throughout the state. 

30 C. cordulatus, White Thorn, Snow-Brush. 
70 C. foliosus, Mountain Lilac. 

60 C. diversifolius, A valuable feed in pine woods, usually 

found in pure stands. 

. a -1-



50 C. divaricatus. Found in chaparrel types and well utilized 
in spring and fall. 

80 C. integerimus. Deer Brush, Blue Brush. 
40 C. oliganthus. 
30 C. prostratus, Mahala Mat, Squaw Carpet. Valuable winter 

‘and early spring feed; deer will paw away the snow to eat 
the tips and buds. LN, SNF. 5 

30 C. pinetorum, Late fall use almost entirely. 
30 C. verrecosus. 

The genus Ceanothus contains the largest number of species 
having high value as forage. Their wide range throughout 

the State, growth habit, and ability to withstand close 
utilization, make them of great importance. 

20 Chysothamnus nauseous spp. Rabbit Brush, Yellow Brush. 
Used quite commonly in early spring, SNF. 

60 Cercis occidentalis, Western Red Bud. Close utilization 
in spring range. SNP. 

60 Cercocarpus betuloides, Mountain Mahogany. Use of dried 
leaves. 

20 C. ledifolius. Close use of small bushes. 
20 Cornus californica, Creek Dogwood. Little use in LNF. 
20 C. sessilis. 

Chamaebatia foliosa. Mt. Misery, Bear Clover. The tips 
and dried blossoms are eaten in fall. Close examination 
showed utilization in SNF, but this is not general. Its 
value depends largely upon amount of other forage available. 

20 Corylus rostrata, California Hazel. 
50 Cowania mexicana, Cliff Rose. 
30 Crataegus douglasi, Western Black Haw. 
20 Hurotia lanata, Winter Fat, Desert range in winter and 

spring. 
30 Ephedra viridis, Mexican Tea, Mormon Tea. 
30 H. mevardensis. 
30 E. californiea. 

These species show fairly uniform use on desert range. 
50 Fremontia californica, Slippery Hlm, Flannel Bush. 
30 Garrya fremontii, Bear Bush, Quinnine Bush. 
30 Holodiscus discolor, Cream Bush. 

Juniper spp. Small trees show occasional use on arid slopes. 
10 Librocedrus decurrens, Incense Cedar. The small trees show 

a uniform use in the well timbered areas on the LNF and LNP. 
40 Lonicera interrupta, Honeysuckle, Chaparrel Honeysuckle. 

This species was well eaten in SNP but berries not touched. 

20 Osmaronia cerasiformis, Oso Berry. 
10 Pinus monophylla, Pinon Pine. Nuts and occasional use of 

leafage in early spring SNF, SNP. 
The use of all pine seedlings is comparatively slight where 
other forage is abundant; heavy cropping is often indica- 
tive of scarcity. 

70 Populus tremuloides, Quaking Aspen. 
50 Populus spp. Poplars, growing in lower elevations. 
60 Perphyllum ramosissimum, Western Squaw Apple. LNF. 
70 Prunus emarginatg Bitter Cherry. 

=e 
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70 P. demissa, Western Choke Cherry. 
60 P. ilicifolia, Islay. Lower fobthills. 
40 P. andersonii, Desert Peach. 
40 P. fasciculata, Desert Almond. 
60 P. fremontii, Desert Apricot. 

Ripe fruit appears to be uniformly eaten. 
40 Prosopis juliflora, Honey Mesquite. Upper San Joaquin 

Valley and Mojave Desert. 
90 Purshia tridentata, Bitter Brush. 
30 Quercus douglasii, Blue Oak. 
30 Q- garryana var brewerii, Shin Oak, Chaparrel Oak. Fall 

and winter. ; 
50 Q- kelloggii, Black Oak. 
10 Q. chrysolepis, Live Oak. jew growth only in spring and 

late fall. 
10 Q- wislizenii, Live Oak. (Interior) 

The oaks may be roughly segregated into two groups; White 
Oaks decidious 30, and Black Oaks (exclusive of Q- kellog- 
gii) 10. The leafage while extensively used is not espec- 
ially preferred when green, but dried leaves and the fruit 
form a substantial part of the late fall and winter forage, 
and the variety of species, their abundance and wide distri- 
bution throughout the state make them of importance. The 
Live Oak species in woodland types where mature trees have 
been cut down and a thick growth of sprouts evident show a 
good utilization, =r“ aeeemetit ec . 

40 Rhamnus californica, Coffee Berry. Use is not uniform 
INF, SNF. 

20 R. pushianna, Cascara Sagrada. 

70 R. crocea, Red Coffee Berry. Close utilization wherever 
found. 

20 Rhus diversiloba, Poison Oak. Value not uniform and is 
used mostly in spring LNF and SNP. Good utilization of the 
new growth in burns LNF 1929. 

20 R. trilobata. Squaw Bush, fall use. 
20 Ribes aureum. Golden Currant. 
20 Re cereum. * * 

The flowering currants (not bearing spines) show a very 
varied usage everywhere, are eaten mainly after first frosts 
in LNF. 

10 Ribes menziesii, Gooseberry. 
Thorny species of Ribes are seldom used LNF, SNF. 

20 Rosa californica, California Wild Rose. 
10 Rubus parvifolius, Thimble Berry. 
10 Sacrobatus vermiculatus, Black Greasewood. Spring use 

only SNP. 
40 Salix spp. Willows. 

Willows found in the national forests referred to in this 
list may be given a rating of 40. The use is not altogether 
uniform, utilization being noticeably heavier in the moist 
years. 

90 Sambucus glauca, Blue Elderberry. Closely eaten wherever 
found. 

7% ~3- 2



70 S. racemosa, Red Elderberry. Haten closely in high eleva- 
tions LNP. 

40 Sorbus sitchensis, Mountain Ash. 
10 Sphacele calycina, Pitcher Sage. 
50 Symphoricarpos rotundifolius, Snowberry, Waxberry. 

A very wide difference in actual utilization of this shrub, 
not well eaten ENF 1929. 

& 30 Vaccinium occidentale, Western Blue berry. 
¢ 10 Spirea densiflora, Spirea. Fall use only LNF. 

v? a 
n 

. Weeds and Herbs 

Fo 20 Achillea lanulosa, Yarrow. 
a” 30 Agastache urtibifolia, Giant hyssop. 

50 Agoseris spp. Mountain Dandelion. Spring feeding only LNF. 
40 Angelicas spp. Use varies considerably. 
10 Aquilegia spp., Columbine. Spring use entirely, Utah.and 

California. 
50 Arnica foliosa. found in shallow lakes and when dry is 

well eaten on LNF. 
Aster spp., Aster. fhe species growing in wet meadows 
are well eaten 50, others growing in dry location 20. 

50 Astragalus bolanderi, Loco Weed. Vall use SNF. Little 
information on other species, but believed to be of slight 
value wherever poisonous to sheep. 

40 Balsamorrhiza sagittata. 
40 B. deltoidea. 

The Balsamorrhiza species show uniform use when mature, 
and there is considerable utilization of the dried leaf- 
age in fall. UNF. 

30 Cammassia quamass, Mt. Meadows. 
10 Cirsium spp., Thistle. The heads and upper stem only. 
20 Carum gardenerii, Squawroot. Spring use entirely INF. 
20 Castilleia parviflora, Indian Paint Brush. Very variable 

use. 

20 Chenopodium album, Lambs Quarters. 
20 Chlorogalum spp., Soap Plant. Cropped closely only in 

spring. i 
30 Crepis occidentalis, Hawks Beard. 
20 Dowingia pulchella. Shallow Lakes LNF. 
30 Epilobium angustifolium, Fireweed. 

Erigeron spp. fhe Daisy growing in wet meadows is freely 
eaten and use is quite uniform 50; other species found on 
dry land show little use, 20. 

30 Eriogonum nudum, Buckwheat. Foothills and dry flats. : 
40 E. Fasciculatum var foliolosum, Flat-Top, Wild Buckwheat. 
40 E. umbellatum, Sulphur-Flower. 

The Buckwheats are among the most valuable forage species 
within the state, being very widely scattered and may be 
found growing abundantly in semi-arid and arid areas. 
They are used extensively during fall and winter, and pro- 

- vide a staple food for deer wherever found. The genus is 

44 aie



large, only a few species being given, but all members 
of the buckwheat family are important. 

80 Brodium cicutarium, Red-Stemmed Filaree, Storksbill, ete. 
An esteemed forage plant, all species of the genus being 
eagerly sought for when green and dry. Noticeable use in 
the SNP and SNF on all annual grass types, and throughout 
the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valley foothills in spring. 

20 Gentian spp., Gentian. Mt. Meadows. 
40 Geranium richardsonii, Geranium. Not uniform use, varies 

with elevation and type. 
20_Hydrophyllum occidentale, Water Leaf. Mostly spring use. 
30 Helianthella californica, Sunflower. Heads, upper stems 

in fall, dried leaves in winter. 50 if in large isolated 
patches within pine woods. LIF. 

: 50 Lathyrus spp., Peavine. Entirely fall use SNP, SNF, LNF. 
70 Leontodon taraxicum, Dandelion. 
30 Ligusticum grayi, Wild Celery. Not generally eaten SNF, 

INF. 
_ 60 Lotus scoparius, Deer Weed, Bushy sub-erect species, well 

used. 
Lotus spp. Low decumbent form; common, but not generally 
eaten, 20. 

40 Lupinus spp., Lupine. Bush or shrubby with woody stems. 

50 Lupinus spp., Tall succulent, fall use mostly LNF, SNF. 
60 Le breweri. Low appressed form on rocky mountain tops. 

Regarding the use of Lupines the pods and seeds when ripe 
do not appear to be always taken; the leafage, however, 
is stripped and the upper stem eaten especially in the 
fall after the seeds fall. 

80 Medicago spp., Medick, Clover. All species eagerly caten. 
10 Montia perfoliata, Miners Lettuce. Use varies with type, 

is entirely a spring forage and valuable feed for short 
time. 

30 Mimulus guttatus, Monkey Flower. In moist places. The 
species growing on dry locations not taken SNF, LNF. 
Those in wet meadows (annuals) 40. 
Monodella spp. Mint. Of little value LNF, LNP, SNF. 

: 20 Orothocarpus spp. Annuals. Owls Clover. On spring range. 
30 Osmorrhiza spp., Sweet Cicely. Not eaten ENP, LNF. 
20 Penstemon spp. (red tidwesal Value doubtful. 
30 P. newberryi, Mountain Pride. High mountains. 
20 Phacelia spp. (above 4000') Well eaten in spring. 
30 Polygonum bistortoides, White Cone. Fall use LNF, LNVP. 

50 P. aviculare, Wire Grass, Yard Grass. 
30 Potentilla spp. Five Fingers, Cinquefoil. Fall use mostly. 
20 Psorlaea physodes, California Tea, fall use LNF. 

Pteris aquilina, Brackern Fern. The young shoots, and 
occasional use of the dried fronds in winter if other 
forage is scarce. 

30 Ranunculus californica, Buttercup. Varies considerably 
with climatic conditions. 

-_ 
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The aquatic perennials are taken in summer LNF 40, the 
others and annuals may be given 30. 

10 Rumex occidentalis, Water Dock. 
20 R. salicfolius, Willow Dock. 
60 Senecio triangularis, Butterweed. A good forage plant, 

and is eaten principally in the fall LNF, SNF. 
20 Senecio spp. Dry land; use varies with climatic condi- 

tions, not readily taken in dry seasons. 
10 Solidago californica, Golden-Rod. Fall use. 

Stellaria jamesiana, Stichwort. In pine woods and meadows. 
30 Spraguea umbellatum (Calyptridium umbellum. Jepson), 

Pussy Paws. Good utilization in spring everywhere found. 
10 Thalictrum spp., Meadow Rue. Not eaten LNF, SNF. 
90 Trifolium monanthum, Carpet Clover. Mt. Meadows. 
70 Trifolium sppen(tabl red and white) Clover. 
50 Vicia spp. Vetch, Pea-Vine. Fall utilization of the dried 

vines and stems. Not always uniform. 
20 Whitnea dealbata LNF, LNVP. 
20 Wyethis mollis, Mules Ears. 

The utilization of the Wyethia&:varies;, wet summers show 
a fair use of the stem and leafage, dry years very little 

av use. it is readily taken when growing in moist habitat, 
4 but was untouched in the pine forests of the Lassen, where 
Te _ it is very common, during 1928-29-30. 

is \ \b 

Grasses and Grass-like Plants 

20 Agropyron tenerum, Wheat Grass. Occasional use only, SNP, 
SNF, LNF. 

50 Agrostis alba, Red Top. 
30 A. Exarata 
40 A. hiemalis, Tickle grass. 
40 Aira caespitosa, Tufted Hair grass. Mt. Meadows. Spring 

use LNF. 
' 20 A. elongata. Open ground, not readily eaten LNF. 

20 Avena fatua, Wild Oat. The upper stem, heads, and small 
portions of the dried leafage in fall. Very little use in 
spring or summer. Dense patches of oats seen in fall and 
spring on the SNF 1926-27 showed little if any utilization 
in an area where deer were plentiful. Some use after early 
fall rains, more information badly needed. 

10 Bromus spp. perennials, California Brome Grass. Heads only, 
and ‘not touched SNP during summer. 
Bromus spp. annuals -- Spring 30, summer 10. 

50 Calamagrostis breweri. 
30 Danthonia unispicata, Oat Grass. Fall use LNF. 
10 Epicampes rigens, Deer Grass. } Only occasional cropping 
10 Elymus glaucus, Western Rye Grass) in spring and early summer. 
20 Festuca idahoensis, Idaho Fescuee Heads only LNF 1928-29. 
20 Festuca spp. annuals. 
ae 
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20 Melica spp-, Onion Grass. Untouched SNP but eaten on LNF. 

40 Muhlenbergia squarrosa, fairly uniform use SNF, LMF. 
40 Poa pratense, Kentucky Blue Grass. 
20 P. nevardensis, Nevada Blue Grass. 
20 P. sandbergii, Little Blue Grass. 
20 P. serabella, Malapais Blue Grass. 
50 P. annua. Shows uniform use everywhere. 
10 Sitanion hysterix, Bottle Brush Grass. Rarely eaten SNP, 

SNF, BNF. 
A 20 Stipa spp. Needle Grass, Pine Grass. 

rs 4 The utilization of the perennial Bunch-Grasses varies 

VW considerably and may be tied in to climatic conditions, 
-~ there being very little use of herbage in years of 
Py drought when the grasses mature early and are harsh 
ad and unpalatable to domestic stock. Types of country, ele- 

zee wwation, and plant associations will also govern the extent 
of utilization. 

Grass-like Plants. 

70 Carex spp., Small wet-meadow sedges. 
10 Carex spp., Coarse wet-meadow sedges. 
10 Carex spp., Dry-land sedges. 
70 Juncus spp-, Small wet-meadow Rush. 
10 Juncus, spp., Dry-land Rush. 

\4 A rough segregation of the grasses and grass-like plants 

' ean be made as follows: -- 
Species requiring moist habitat 50--60 58 
Buneh Grasses 20-30 
Annuals (except Poa annua) Spring 50, Summer 10. 

Mosses 
The mosses growing on tree trunks are eaten; if 
food is searce are cropped very closely. 

Mistletoe 
Is readily eaten by deer and also by cattle, in- 
stances being known of both eagerly seeking the 
portions blown down after a severe windstorm, SNF, 
SNP, LNF. 

Mushrooms 
Deer have a marked fondness for certain species 
found growing under pine and firs. Apparently 
they have a very keen nose and will paw away the 
soil and litter to find this delicacy. 

ABBREVIATIONS 
SNP... . . Sequoia National Park. 
SNF... . « Sequoia National Forest. 

LNF ... . + Lassen National Forest. 
INP... . . Lassen National Park. _7_ G8: Robinvon 4



corr Gane food 

| Report on contents of quail crops from the Phil M. Smith farm, Williamsburg, Mo. 

— Exgmined by Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.D.A- cooperating with Missouri College 

; So and Missouri State Board of Agriculture. Columbia, Mo., Dec. 12, 

eee eae 

The seeds and other material in your "Quail Craws" have been cee Our ; 

findings are as follows: 

64777--Identification "Quail Craw 71" 

224 Meibomia spp-, Tick trefoil : 

138 Strophostyles panci flora, Small wild bean 

92 Bidens sp., Sticktight or beggar ticks 

18 Ambrosia artemisiaefolia, smal ragweed 

: 3 Ambrosia bidentata, Lance-leaved ragweed 

1 Polygonum pennsylvanicum, Penn. knotweed 

1 Ehus sp., Sumac 

17 Zea maize, Corn : i 

13 Larvae, 1 Stinkbug, 1 Spider, 1 Ground beetle, Grasshopper legs. 

64.778--Identification "Quail Craw #2" . 

. 95 Croton capitatus, Hogwort . 

74 ambrosia artemisiaefolia, Small ragweed 

73 Strophostyles panci flora, Small wild bean 

46 Impatiens sp., Jewel weed or Wild touch-me-not 

4% Bidens sp., Sticktight or beggar ticks 

1 Polygonum convolvulus, Wild buckwheat 

1 Strophostyles umbellata, Pink wild bean ; 

4 Grasshoppers, 2 small beetles .



64779--Identification "Quail Craw #3" 

284 Bidens sp. Beggar ticks or sticktights 

254 Strophostyles pauciflora, Small wild bean 

216 Meibomia sp., Tick-trefoil 

58 Cassia sp., Partridge pea 

37 Lespedeza capitata, Round-headed bush clover 

27 Ambrosia artemisiaefolia, Small ragweed 

10 Ambrosia bidentata, Lance-leaved ragweed 

4 Strophostyles umbellata, Pink wildbean 

3 Silphium sp., Rosin weed 

3 Parsonia sp., Tarweed 

1 Polygonum sp., Smartweed 

1 Aeorn : 

&§ Larvae 

647S0--Identification "Quail Craw #4 (Small) 

: 14 Strophastyles umbellata, Pink wild bean 

1 Ambrosia artemisiaefolia, Small ragweed. : 

1 Grasshopper 

Copy made for Mr. Errington



Pheasants 
Food & cover» 
Fellows 

Jan. 13, 1932 

Mr. N. L. Stiles 
Cherokee State Bank 
Cherokee, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Stilest 

u 

I have your letter of January explaining that you were not 

joking when you suggested that migratory prairie chickens may 
spread Canada thistles. Your description of how circles of thistles 
spring up around the roosting spots opens up a very attractive 
little experiment to determine the effect of digestion on the seed 
and to try to follow through some of these spots by fencing then 
and noting any new vecetation in the succeeding summer. 

I notice that you also suspect that the Muropean leafy 
spurge is sprea? by birds and also the Yahoo shrub. 

I am writing this out so that I can send copies of this 
letter to my fellowships, since I Imow they will be extremely 
interested. - 

Your finding of a pheasant frozen down by the tail is one 

of the first instances where I have received this icind of a report 
from one whose pronouncement I would unconditionally accept. I 
have heard the story dozens of times but always from laymen whose 
assertions in such matters one more or less habitually scouts. 
Was it a hen or a cock? Can you give me any details as to time of 
day, actions of bird, ete? 

I am asking the University of Nebraska to send you a copy 

of the bulletin on prairies. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Fall of the lowa Game Range 

The Iowa Legislature directed the Iowa Fish and Game Commission and the Iowa 
Board of Conservation to prepare a Conservation Plan. Surveys to gather the basic 
facts on which to base such a plan are being made under the direction of J. L. Crane, 
Jr., Planning Engineer. 

The Game Survey was made by Aldo Leopold, who was loaned to Iowa for the 
purpose by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute. His recom- 
mendations have been published by the Commission in “The Iowa Handbook of Game 
Management.” How he arrived at those recommendations will be told in this report, 
which will run serially in Outdoor America, No equally thorough analysis of game 
conditions has ever been made in any state. Prices for bound copies of the complete 
analysis will be announced later. Place your order carly so we can determine the num- 
ber of copies necessary to publish. Editor 

What Is a Game Survey? by the inroads of our own competition, and Conservation and Corn 
. ( an insistent public demand that they be con- 

N studying the behavior of human popu- served. This demand is expressed in an Mess people think that we cannot have 
I lations—which we call history—we imposing array of people and papers, which husky corn and abundant wild life on 

were once taught to memorize the we call the conservation movement, but it the same land. They are exactly wrong. 
names of kings and the dates of battles. has as yet scored scant success in increasing lowa could support five times as much 
He who could recite the longest list of the crop of thrifty birds, clean waters, and game today as she possessed when the first 
such facts was accredited a scholar, who surplus trees. Why? beaver trap was set in her rivers, and corn 
might one day be entrusted with some post Possibly because it has not employed the is the reason. Acre for acre, the fat black 
in the prediction or control of population new tools made available by science for loam of Iowa is capable of producing as 
behavior—which we call sociology and controlling the forces which determine much or more wild life than any other 

politics. abundance. parcel of the American continent. But 
It is now apparent that such “knowl- * * * our haste in its exploitation has brought 

edge” gave no clue to the underlying forces . about such a wholesale destruction of cov- 
which caused races to rise and empires to The Iowa Game Survey is an attempt to erts, marshlands, and breeding stocks that 
perish; that we were studying merely the appraise the status of her bird and mammal _ the state at this moment is producing very 

froth on the surface of a swirling tide, the populations, to point out the forces respon- little wild life. This is the Iowa situation 

cause and direction of which remained un- sible and the means available for their con- in a nutshell. Every other rich farming 
known. The real task of the historian is trol, and to mobilize the leadership and laws _ state is in similar straits. 

to explain the tide; of the statesman to needed to induce the citizens of Iowa to This survey is a search for ways and 
control it for beneficial ends. use them. means of unlocking Iowa’s latent capacities 

The study of animal populations—natural The Iowa Conservation Plan is an at- for producing a rich and varied abundance 
history—is in like case. For too long it has tempt to integrate a series of similar sur- of wild things. 
been a matter of baptizing species and de- veys with each other, and with the social 
scribing feathers and bones. There is now order. Types of Game Range 
emerging a new sci- 
ence which explains Fi 0 fe offers six 
wildlife populations in igure Une fields in which to 
terms of an equilib- — ee oe ——— ] grow game, each dif- 
rium between the ex- SERCO | fering from the others 
ternal forces of the Se DEKE] CUNT | ROSSTR Fin] mene | HOWARD Senso pecomed in soil, vegetation, and 

environment (food, SSS ee DRIFILESS topography, and hence 
So * SS ae cm a y : 
cover, predacious ene- WS tay | ReB atte HANCOCK oy AREA | in the kind and 
mies, disease, and acci- WSS WIISCOINSIN| HO WAN Pies i | amount of game crops 
dents), and the force SSS ar Se i they are capable of : : . SS oe aaa EE : of natural increase in- QanssauRy SS om producing. 
herent in the species. SES forename ON The boundaries of 
If the net toll of the += Sea CAE TAT reser 5 pee the six fields appear in : IS EP PEE ep : external forces is less BS SS IFT AZ irae Fig. 1. 
than the increase rate SSS sss [SEL PST RAN The white field t NY ARE BT pose LAS wre LEED uae : 
we have abundance; if ISS : : Bee Sypr— se labelled “Wisconsin 
greater we have ex- BSS SY AS Drift’? was once 
tinction. These exter- SS TERRY FOR PPE REL I ROO NS icp mostly prairie, 
nal forces, and hence SSS sprinkled with lakes 
the equilibrium, are Ss eS BT tS aks asi and swamps, now 

subject to a large de- SS SS af drained to form one 
gree of human control, Poe (eh . pcatay eet 
but the new knowledge RET TT PET] bch |] nator | HS i ro cornfield. It has no 

of such controls is stil ST TTT bluffs) or rock out 
largely entombed in RSs thee eeeace To aes rey crops, the ancient Wis- 
libraries. SN TT | WT pe consin ice sheet having 
Meanwhile there - = - ground them to pow- 

has likewise emerged } der, the surface of 
a realization that which the innumerable 
many animals and . = an generations of prairie 
plants are threatened Types of game range in lowa (from ‘“‘Soil Survey of lowa’’). grasses have since



Figure Two Each of our dozens of game species 
- ee best on a pe eur comer et 

aR a aah ETRY — "Yoel hy og ood plants, cover plants, and water. he 
y I | ea a hold Vu/t ° Fr u/s = 2 | sae’ body of skill which American game men are SE re i A cg ee ; y) slowly building up, and which enables them 

H i ‘au eile rote | IP re — ae to guess what these combinations are, and 
=a — lie al Na a 1 oN how to get and maintain them economically 

a ue Tp ray: Sl enn 14/33) \ ic ee eee \ is called game management. What is : 
i ! | 454 has) | Bie? f5/ap. SS, needed is the practice of game manage- oh ft rte law eo RT FRO ment on Iowa farms. 

cn on ROK F102 | 1} Sy 
aS ae { a ‘ | | ft arn aan \ Cover Tally 

aU éj20| y i Pu os! | Toki HA ons \ | 1 _-\ \ K J HILE it was apparent at the outset 
@|__1 Kal 7 rl aT r ma ta) 5/22 that cover-shortage is responsible for me Ty | bore ip yhoo an i o Towa’s lack of upland game, the survey 

ee [ees jj gol pre = | eo A presented an opportunity to measure the 
La a ry J toy td ieaDe* comparative severity of that shortage as aa j i = a aa jo et gt between different localities. 

T | i | | | 4 aa/.4 | or The yardstick used for this measurement 
poe etl el eee ee | anlar lee x) ENN. was a count or tally of the number of a le e = 7 = 7 " i ! ae coverts along each oad travelled during 

=a |ae| ae ears alam ; the survey. The roads travelled appear in 

ta = | $ *t ; | “a A separate count was made for each 
Fe ee ele township crossed. In order to compare 

NJ counts it was necessary to use the same 
Routes travelled during lowa Game Survey. unit throughout the state. The unit was 

that quantity and quality of cover neces- 
sary to ee a covey of quail. Quail 
cover was selected a: i 

converted into loam. The abrasives used wide, all very deeply covered by a different cover Sen See eee 
by the ice sheet—gravel and boulders— kind of loess, which is notable to the game definite thing. “A given unit of cover either 
may still be seen wherever a stream, or a manager in that pheasants and Hungarians carries a whole covey, or none at all. This 
highway crew, have stripped away the thrive on it, particularly on the north end. js not true in pheasants; a patch of cover 
black topsoil. There is little timber, but The lime content of this Missouri River may carry one or a hundred birds. 
probably more than in the old days of loess is high, and this is possibly the reason. The count deals with winter cover only. 
prairie fires. This was once a part of the We shall examine this question further in In summer there is an infinite quantity 
great nursery for waterfowl and prairie later chapters. In the Missouri River everywhere. 
chickens which each fall spilled its millions Bluffs erosion has carved the deep loess The count was confined to a strip % mile 
to the southward. It was also the main into small badlands, in which Lewis and on each side of the road, or 4 mile wide in 
Towa range for buffalo and elk. It now Clarke found mountain sheep, and in which afl, In a township crossed once in a car- 
Deoduces pheasants, pnd in its northern shar piail grouse persisted until a few dinal een ue counted strip was thus 
arts, Hungarian partridges. lecades ago. 14 mile wi mil y 

i To the eat lies Bact: field, the Iowan These, then, are Iowa’s six fields for ies: ee ia Fees lene on La guar 
Drift, laid down by an earlier ice sheet. cropping game. Why is their present out- duced to a common denominator of cover 

It cites Se eek it ie put so meagre? units per square mile. The results appear 
covered by a blanket of wind-blown soil, in Table 1 and Fig. 3. 
called 1088s, which has buried most of the General Diagnosis To interpret ae of these summaries 
glacial gravels, and contains little lime. As of what cover there is, we must adopt some 
will appear later, these chemical differences IE requires no “experts” and no formal rough standard of what cover there ought 
in the surface soil may profoundly affect “game survey” to find the reason—any to be. Every quail hunter, and every com-* 
certain species of game. The Iowan Drift competent naturalist who has looked out of petent naturalist who knows quail, will 
has few lakes, but once abounded in springy a train window at this endless succession agree that to get a full stand there should 
draws, often hummocked, for the delecta~ of rich cornfields and grazed-out wood- be winter cover, as well as winter food, on 
tion of jacksnipe. It now supports pheas- lots, or any sportsman who has followed a__ at least each forty. There are 16 forties in ants, but Hungarians have so far failed. bird-dog through them, could tell the a square mile, so there should be about 16 
To the undiscerning eye it looks exactly reason at a glance. The range is out of coverts. The table shows that only one out 
like the Wisconsin Drift, but the more balance. There is an excess of food and of a hundred Iowa townships approaches . 
penetrating observer will notice that its a dearth of cover. A city consisting of or exceeds 16 coverts per square mile. The 
boulders are fewer, pinker, and much endless restaurants and dining rooms, with pulk of the townships either have none at 
larger, and its gravels are less frequently no bedrooms or living-rooms nearby, would 41} or from a sixteenth to a fifth of the 
exposed. support about as many people as Iowa sup- zs 2 A : standard number. 

In the northeast corner of Iowa is the ports upland game birds. Birds cannot Onterall toe "i Themes 
“Driftless Area,” a high prairie table- rest, breed, or dodge their enemies in one id ie Pees YE! oes 
land which the ice never touched. It is continuous soup-kitchen, nor will a rising WOU ave to sacrifice 2 per cent of his 
cut by deep timbered ravines carrying flood of tears from their sympathetic tillable acreage to provide 16 CO ened 
spring-fed trout streams flanked by lime- friends, nor increasingly rigid laws against Square mile of one acre each, but in the 
stone bluffs. White pine once grew in shooting, help them to do so. Until the rougher portions this and more could be 
these ravines, and the remnants of un- other elements of a habitable range are provided without appreciable sacrifice of 
grazed woodland still carry ruffed grouse. provided, tears and laws are simply be- valuable land. 
For some reason neither pheasants nor side the point. Protection has helped a few The use of quail as a standard is of 
Hungarians thrive here. There are no up- birds to persist in spite of this unbalanced course severe on the pheasant and Hun- 
land lakes. Erosion is severe, and may range, but it will hardly restore the condi-  garian range. Many townships which 
some day spoil the streams for trout. tions necessary for increase. Iowa’s prob- scored zero. for quail had many small 

In the southeast corner of the state are lem is to induce the farmer to let some patches of slough grass, or small grazed- 
two blocks of range covered so deeply by a grass and brush grow. out groves, sufficient to winter pheasants. loess blanket that the underlying glacial de- In waterfowl, the range problem is simi- ” i 
posits have little or no effect on the life lar, but simpler to understand. The breed- Table 1 
of the soil surface. As one moe south- ing waters have been sratnes and the nést- 
ward, gravels grow scarcer, surface lime ing cover necessary to make the remaining 5 
eerie ioWer timbered river ana deeper waters a: has been grazed, mowed, Summary of Quail Cover Tally 
and more frequent, and upland prairies ploughed, or burned away. . ¥ 
smaller. This region was the turkey coun- There is, of course, no hope of restoring S31 townships, 2 aa De cutee pagtows 
try of days gone by. It is now quail coun- as much grass, brush, or water for game : 1DS ty ne Stats ie a aC 13 — 946 
try. Neither pheasants nor Hungarians as Kearney found in his first march across The tally strips covered 631 X 1. +o 
have so far proved their ability to persist Iowa, nor is there any need for it. The square miles, or 1.7% of the state’s area. 
in it. Erosion is bad, and in spots has led Iowa range in those days was nearly as Of the 631 townships: - 
to the abandonment of fields and farms. badly unbalanced in the direction of food 306, or 49%, had 0-2 cover units per sq. 

Paralleling the Missouri River is a strip shortage as it is now unbalanced in the mile (1/16 sufficient) 
of prairie country about three counties direction of cover-shortage. 150, or 24%, had 2-4 cover units per sq.



Figure Three been “spurlos verzenkt,” which is to say 
$$ eee ry that the actual loss in cover units has been 

ll f° C4 (Teed, coe 7 Seal Py et ae | perhaps twice as great as Fig. 4 indicates. 
I}. de oe eee "Bosse REBT O00? clabiooea) ‘The critical mind unfamiliar with Iowa 
ln Ae OF aie BCC Tee is God nee Ai BO Ok ag eet will see this loophole in Fig. 4: the present - 
Wee yy len B ging aor ax) Seo, BH Soh). Boney SoBe SOM, | coverts may have grown up while the for- 

SD fa pa So en Shs OO nV oLy Nee Or Oey | mer ones were being destroyed. If this 
|| Soedsoplo Le ee On ae Ail ese eS pe aay were true, the loss would be only the dif- 
BOS GO OI AGH G ESimmmayl io to Sree RSG) OL Ota ference between the two tallies. The whole 

iy poeee te MO} yh | congo ago “K oom | phenomenon might be one of shifting loca- igo 20055 fi) (0,5 6 © 0}0 ol 00" mas OBO FR is jocew ant a rs 
323399} dy S80 0.0 OU ale «aD a ROT EAT NY oy tions rather than actual shrinkage. 

| ocose ee owes | 20h) 90.10 _ Ago eo 5 | There has been a little shifting every- 
a Qo080" Roop Gok Sale) - 29.18, “si 00 | om, I LSI where, and in certain counties along the 

A289 5g 2OP 0.8.8 914.22 01009 019, a Olvatraig) Osa lerOaiiprz*t 4 = 8-—\ || Missouri boundary, where farms are com- 
i - UF ese Ys Wi obo lk Oo oe 9 i ota Sy+@rrerf.|] monly reverting for taxes, there has been 

. ry fo fw TY OS Te OOO “So- Nar 1, 886) a Ther eet a good deal of re-growth of cover on land 
Brose ss eid] POO eee Oe Cee «eter YL ecorsf * once bare. I am certain, however, that ex- 

Fe 2Q fi 6 IP) Med¥eor lL dacood, “hy i 1 ue oid e.cogmr cept for parts of three or four counties in 
| ae Beer ON Oe es acme, the southeast corner, shifting is of negli- 

| = Dee ane iene ee Oa SS ONAL 001g f - |] gible magnitude as compared with true 
- 8 fe eee Ne Oe OO oe - + a a | shrinkage, and even in these three or four 

| {O11 rogers! sean’ argh SIG OO" | nes OOOO SOMG ceverl 3) Oa counties the untracked loss of hedges more 
tr Of tf me OP 8 | © OQ) _ 0.0 Alm 9 1s than offsets any error arising from growth 
| veo a . PP douse. my ne 160 }0 eee as ant Os | of new coverts. 
We Se UB” wes gc ps io G@OROL-OGF Om To sum up: Only one out of a hun- 
1) By hd, Sener nne Rheem BN o> dred townships in Iowa shows a sufficient 
| ‘ . ‘ + * ° . cE : WS reared number of cover units to support a normal 
—= a BTS SEE —— ———— stand of quail, and three-quarters of the 

ee eae state has less than a fifth of the necessary 

Why Game Is Scarce in lowa—The darkest circles are townships with 3 or number ot CEE aS Tn species like : i pheasants and Hungarians the shortage is 
more of the number of winter coverts necessary for a full stand of quail. The es nee 

L z less severe, but nevertheless positive. 
small hollow circles have Vg enough, or less. The others are intermediate. Of TI . e : ae 

: Se : A i fl he traceable shrinkage of cover units in 
what avail are rigid protective laws, or expensive replantings of seed stock, until Hesnema diel Lesiasbldeeadants Raciheen restored or hicianee) southern Towa during the last decade has 

Cover been nearly as great as the number now 
remaining. 

mile (1/5 sufficient) thicket. Likewise when a farmer chops With this background of what has hap- 
77, or 12%, had 4-6 cover units per sq. out a woodlot and converts it to pasture, pened to Iowa as a home for all wild life, 

mile (1/3 sufficient) the stumps not only tell of former timber, we shall better understand the separate 

91, or 14%, had 6-10 cover units per sq. but the kind of stumps and the size and analyses for each game species which fol- 
mile (% sufficient) age of their dead sprouts, tell at a glance, low. The next chapter will deal with that 

7, or 1%, had over 10 cover units (suffi- im conjunction with other vegetation and game bird on which Iowa has lavished so 

cient, or nearly so) topography, and whether it was formerly much sympathy and so little understanding 
It is unnecessary to discuss the geo- oe for aaa and by what processes —Bob White. 

graphic distribution of cover, since a glance e = Th au ees 
at the map shows this more clearly than oe ne ene a . 
words can describe it. Onlye we anes 2 Figure Four é r cover destruction in 

In making this tally, I realized at the Towa which seldom ani — (a —_— 
outset that there is a tendency for the ae a Sete ee il l Re rom a Wf bees leave legible rec = i ras ee ee 
farmer to “clean up” fields adjoining a 9.4,. grubbing out ey i T ' 4 { lel ‘ ity 
highway. To minimize this error I trav- of hedges ard =e fm! |r fee | lg | })| Arto reopera 

elled the back roads as much as possible plowing on graz- 1 it _|t ! il t i h ele Fob. alar.1932 

until the weather prevented. I also made ;,, dounlononmer ree pee a ee ae al i | 
a double tally of the route from Des is Ir | | \! i i i | i| A . grass and weed { i i__ |i | \ 1 | = Moines to Burlington, one by highway and patches, ‘The loss = He tat et ear — leer a = 
the other by railway. The railway tally i, these could not || 2 ip a f 5 i ~ aie 
was only 10 per cent greater, a difference Be Sein ek \ | Sl eee ml : # id he High: it be measured. iy Tear ep — ee a eS I \ 
too slight to invalidate the highway tally. Fig. 4 compares | | senses op tL nN. ae 

Cover Shrinkage Tally wrepresentand [paw ei Se 
slie draw up sound policies for cover res- quail coverts tal- | easy | =\8 0 +e ul \ a Le ht = | 

toration, it is necessary to know not fied in each of the || em Cohssarteigg—tat ee 
only what cover there is left, but at what southern coun- |) ie ie Ia | eel | ! ‘a | | | We tee ul 
rate it is disappearing. A fairly definite ties. The present | = Lema athe a 
and very conservative measurement of this number is the tally [| ai —} ea an Se ae ep 
rate of shrinkage was obtained in the on which Fig. 3 is || | Po ep es a fe ae ee | 
southern half of Iowa, and is shown in based, the former STE 1: J | 

Fig. 4. number is the pres- Seams Gp Giurt corners a a cae A | 
The measurement was made in this man- ent number plus the ‘SOUREE Ou eae ee eco eer 

ner: When cattle graze out a brush patch, tally of vestiges or eee eal! 
certain vestiges persist for perhaps 10 non-habitable rem- . 
years. Thus a haw bush pruned up at the nants. The com- Why Game Grows Scarce in lowa—The dark part of each “‘bar’’ 
base, or a few puny remnants of buckbrush, parison is conserv- is the number of units of cover left, the white part the ves- 
or a clump of hazel or briar sprouts trying . ative to the extent tiges of former coverts which have disappeared or become 
to keep alive in spite of repeated brows- that hedges and non-habitable during the last decade. The lines are the routes 
ings—all these are evidences of a former grass patches have travelled in making the count. 

Reprinted from the August-September, 1932, Issue of OurpooR AMERICA
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DYING EEL GRASS MAY STARVE 

WATER FOWL, SAYS LEWIS 

Ane of alarm was sounded at the 
Nineteenth American Game Confer- 

ence when Harrison F. Lewis, chief federal 
migratory bird officer of the Ontario and 
Quebec governments, said that the disap- 

pearance of eel grass may bring about star- 

vation of brant, the Canada goose and some 
species of wild ducks. 

In some manner, as yet undetermined, 
disease presumably attacks the grass. 

Vast areas have become denuded along the 

Atlantic coast from the Carolinas to New 
Brunswick. If it is disease, the organisms, 

it is believed, are brought from the tropics 

by the warm waters of the Gulf Stream. 
The same conditions, it was pointed out, 

are now making themselves evident on the 
coast of France. 

Weakness Develops 

Lack of the plant, when not causing the 

brant and geese to die of starvation, results 

in a great restlessness and consequent weak- 

ness of the birds, Mr. Lewis pointed out. 

Large flocks fly to the old feeding 

grounds, and, finding them barren, go on 
to other areas. Still finding none of their 

accustomed food, the birds continue to fly 
over the old feeding places all along the 
route where this grass previously grew 
until, in many cases, starvation follows, Mr. 
Lewis said. 

“There should be a close observation of 
what actually happens to these brids along 
the coast and preparations for artificial 
feeding should be made, although this will 
be a minor palliative of the general star- 
vation conditions, if these develop, as they 
probably will,” he continued. 

“Upon the size of the breeding stocks of 
these birds that survive until next summer 
will depend the answer to the question 
whether or not additional conservation 
measures for their benefit will then be nec- 
essary,” he concluded. 

The conference adopted a resolution 
calling upon Congress to investigate the 
situation with the view of taking any nec- 
essary action to save the eel grass. Clarence 

Cottam, Assistant Biologist of the U. S. 
Bureau of Biological Survey, has been as- 

signed to investigate conditions and try to 

locate the cause or causes of death to this 

grass.
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An argument, without words, in favor of winter feeding 

cA F. j vas ull “Dinner ‘Pail for Game “Bird 
. 

‘By Henry ‘P. “Davis 

W, HEN the frost is on the pumpkin, and the fodder’s are experienced, the necessity for winter feeding of game 
in the shock,” game birds the country over generally enjoy birds is obvious. In southern sections the need of such 
a varied and generous bill of fare. Weed seeds have practices is not so pronounced generally, but, on occasions, 
matured, grains have ripened, and Nature is pouring from is directly responsible for the prevention of disasters to 
her horn of plenty practically every form of animal and wild life resources. For instance, two years ago the South 
vegetable matter which goes to make up a balanced ration suffered from the most extensive drouth in a generation. 
for various species of game. Food crops were literally burned up under the parching 

But when winter drapes herself in a mantle of white, rays of a merciless sun. All grain crops were failures and 
the story assumes a more serious aspect. In many sections, even weeds failed to flourish. Tenant farmers, unable to 
ample food is still present but is feed their stock, turned the ani- 
not available to the smaller game mals out on the countryside to 
birds due to the fact that it is cov- shift for themselves. As a result, 
ered by a sleet-crusted blanket of ; ! aa in many sections, almost every 
snow. Quail are particularly sus- oe , vestige of edible vegetation was 
ceptible to the ravages of winter Ss Oe consumed by starving livestock. 
and, in “clean-farming” sections MS ee Tennessee sportsmen realized 
of northern areas, artificial meth- as ee Saad the seriousness of the situation 
ods of feeding must be resorted to < fie my et "y a : and determined to salvage breed- 
if this species is to survive. ae oi (7 ing stock from a diminishing 

In many respects game is sim- cea NN 2 1] J Ci game supply. D. H. Howse,.a live- 
ilar to all other types of living a ee <3 | © Pe wire sporting goods dealer at Jack- 
creatures and things which go to Bde ae a son, Tennessee, offered a pound of 
make up this universe. All spe- oo GT. . ei grain free with every box of shot- 
cies must have food, shelter, and he woudl aun ; ‘daa gun shells purchased. Hunters 
protection from enemies. Too few pa 2 é ae flocked to his store, made their pur- 
sportsmen have come to a_ full se ~~ 3 - chases, filled their hunting coat 
realization of the fact that restric- peda r * a pockets with grain and scattered 
tive legislation imposing short 7 dl sg) — this foodstuff through the covers 
seasons and small bag limits is : _— ae ® a in which they gunned. Many 
only a minor factor in the main- as. ee coveys of quail were saved in this 
tenance of a game supply. With- Me c Le manner and good hunting condi- 
out food and shelter, game cannot ee = tions prevail around Jackson, Ten- 
survive even though the element The thinking sportsman cares for bis own nessee. Here is an example of a 
of the gun is entirely eliminated. wide awake sporting goods dealer 

A sportsman’s responsibility to- turning disaster into profit for 
ward game does not cease with the himself and at the same time mak- 
close of the hunting season. In many instances it only be- ing a worth-while contribution to the restoration of game. 
gins. For it is upon the man who has a selfish interest in Much of this grain, of course, was wasted, or rather 
the welfare of game that various species must depend for failed to serve its purpose, as it was eagerly devoured by 
food supply in times of stress. small non-game birds. However, even if it served to do 

. A nothing more than to awaken the sportsmen to the neces- 
Winter Feeding a Factor sity of taking care of their game resources, it was a wor- 

Winter feeding, in every section of the country, is now thy project. 
recognized as an important contribution toward another Oklahoma's Quail Disaster 
successful season of hunting and to the salvage of the nec- 
essary breeding stock in the wild. Several seasons ago almost the entire State of Oklahoma, 

In northern and eastern areas, where long, severe winters which ordinarily enjoys a mild climate, was covered in a
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blanket of sleet and snow for a period of weeks. The quail a : 
food supply was buried under several inches of snow on 2 SS 4 ‘ 
which a hard crust of sleet had formed. Now, a-normal Fee is 2 aa ern . 
quail will most likely starve to death, in fair weather, if it ag YE sy cd el 
is forced to go without food for a period of some ten days, Cl Ue 3 es, iy 
but a bird weakened by cold and exposure will succumb in Gee aes ae 
a much shorter length of time. Observers found entire ie a as / A SS ee 
coveys of quail, huddled together, frozen to death. ... i ye 14) Me AN By 

Headed by C. W. Campbell, president of the Oklahoma oe ie Ae : ex Was : 
division, I.W.L.A., a group of Tulsa sportsmen organized ke a 3 ae 
emergency measures, placed tons of grain seeds and mill eee ae 
sweepings into five and ten pound paper sacks and dropped Se 4 A. 
them from airplanes patrolling the covers in several coun- o oP. Re 
ties. The sacks burst upon striking the ground and the So ee 
grain scattered over a considerable area. The services of A simple, effective method, using unthreshed grain 
rural mail carriers were enlisted and many hundreds of 
pounds of grain were scattered by these public servants. 

Much of this grain was wasted, also, but enough was SOR EVE BR ee beet Pt es 
consumed by game birds to warrant the expenditure. It is ne a peice Yaqe ae ee tied 
estimated that a considerable percentage of Oklahoma’s aah ¥ : o a EY a ee 
quail life perished during this period. Had the sportsmen meer 7, ae r ‘ LAS ay 
of every community been organized in establishing and Te eS oh j dati. Se AEA 
maintaining feeding stations over the countryside, much of aX ie 7 i th ee mes) 
the disastrous consequences could have been averted. ot io (| fae’ ‘ie ry < s 

Pleasure to Sportsmen wr iH ¢! 4 ij % ee 

Sportsmen can secure much pleasant recreation from en- A\; NA ey al ae 
gaging in winter feeding. The following letter, received ae i . 
last spring from Robert T. Mollison of St. Paul, Minne- = ‘ gs i : 
sota, should be an inspiration to every sportsman who lives re 
within the danger zone and who has his own future hunt- wu oS 
ing interest at heart: pee a : 

“After the first heavy snowfall this winter, my brother : 
and I thought of See coveys of quail we had seen last Lean-to type stations are useful 
fall while going to and from duck hunting and realized 
that it was going to be rather tough for them to find any- 3 : - Se vs 
thing to eat as long as the snow was so deep. - We built TAY We SSW ee a Wi. 
shelters out of logs and brush and left what we thought aa Ae ca bad - | y 
was enough feed to last a week for each covey. ae ae ix a ep aoe )6 CR ee LL a 

“Went back the next Sunday and found all the feed gone iin o3y U AF pee + e. 
and all the birds only a short distance from our shelters. * am. /) } 3 4 . 
After several weeks we finally discovered about how much =k eet 7 bs % 
feed it took to last a week and, as this trip covered about : he bY 4 
eighty miles, we decided to build some self-feeders that en ef ' | 
would hold enough feed for two weeks at least. The feed- Fe ean Pe F 
ers (see illustration on page 18) made from orange crates a a ey Py 
were put together in one evening. Very little time, and Ne ba 7] i 2: 
no expense, was involved in building, and they surely were eae NN be | ae 
fa success. ; SA ee j 1 

“After the first few weeks our quail, along with a num- tt ge Fo ees ‘ Bl 
ber of pheasants, would be waiting for us. under the shelters f 2g ee. aE “Y 
and would leave only long enough for us to put out the Hage a \ A Bs 
feed and then back they would come for another banquet. OAs See 2 a ae 

Tll wager they think Santa Claus got his dates mixed 3 m ee — 
plenty this winter. There are (Continued on page 32) Young America is eager to do his share 

ee a it | a 
a . | / . @ a - \ : 4 \ i oe oe s fs 

] 74 4 Sal be fend. : 
a ea i JPR) 2. eS. 

.  ) . .. . . ; : ye. —. : 

FF S arr oo = fo 

— += eee So . . ee. ~~ 4 

eee ee sissy Cr .idiCiac. 
Wild turkeys respond to winter feeding :
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ss a aS Game 
ee egg gg oe a ao ° epee ee ES Theo aes Seal’ = Restoration 

Be peBiVEBOOK Gye fee © SREEN Boox “ee est om 
eee AMERICA Pe gee), Birps OF Amen; Eee (Continued from page 19) 
LEGION BirRDS 4 ae _ Se Eee e RICA 5s about seventy-five quail in the four 
Cats, a) ” Spies See ee es Ce coveys. With favorable conditions 
SA ieee Vo MS on ng Be eee | this season they should increase 
i LANs Shp at ere ee quite considerably. 
eS tents Sm  Goet ine Seno St tage | “We surely got a kick out of our 
Bh k Consring ange Tr ee DE one pe Mc ae ery, g | weekly trips this winter, more so FA ain Perching Ga arian and Fines ee E Keds Gases it Neha, | | ? S 
Be GUIDE 00 eee [=== seco after our feathered friends tt. ee DEON— es: : gol 

ee bet, + = better acquainted and were there 
i GREEN-WINGED TEAL BLUE-WINGED TEAL | awaiting us. We hope, next win- 
| Net Jomeste | ter, with more feeders to be able 

| Se Sea [ogee Bene [> | to care for at least four times as 

| boone ‘pitt fem ie a A many.” 
é Sty ine | saiesristotueras iste | The Freeport (Pennsylvania) 

“ =e ae ee maf St teal a s Sportsman’s Club, in conjunction 

"i Se gatas es fel en he. ra ‘1 with the Boy Scouts, last season, 
eae eee eiereh | eee es atts hice : maintained eighteen feeding sta- 

(REN WED TEAL Sept baeiabetitaenty (Sen Recast nme MERE tions of the lean-to type, as shown 
es : + in the illustration, tending these 

stations twice a week. Many hun- 
. 4 ? dreds of pounds of grain were fed 

How Many Birsts Do You Know by Sight? | to game birds and a breeding stock 

Why not get acquainted with the other 189 Birds of America described and | was salvaged. 
illustrated in colors in these three books:— Wii : : . f | ild Turkeys Need Food 
The Blue Book of Birds of America The Green Book of Birds of America | emis s i a al 

A ‘ inter feeding activities nee 

Each book contains ue” ed Fock of Uae SN Pai in natural colors not beiconneds-Oadeaanc UCB. 
of 64 birds that inhabit various parts of America, a total of 288 pages and ants alone. Wild turkeys should 
192 colored pictures of birds that you ought to know. come in for their share. While 

These books are enclosed in a khaki cloth case with snap button and loop they are more capable of scratch- 
so Ate ae ney, them on your belt for handy reference when tramping ing through the snow and obtain- 
in the woods an elds. 5 

Price of this set of 3 books including khaki cloth ONLY $1.00 ABs ground food, they also fre- 
carrying case, er eee Sa waeeeceeo ° | quently suet aan Banger se 

SMAN? vere winter. e quote a letter 
108 Massachusetts Ave. Boston, Mass. from T. E. Huston, Petersburg, 

Pennsylvania, who sent us the pic- 
See eS ee ee ture of the turkey feeding station 

which is used on page 19. 

ee = Pe . “The feeding of wild turkeys is 
8 ST ae “aa * * uite interestin They can be 

: 5 oe ) ca A orth-while | trained to come a long distance to 
es rd San eh Vi Le Ie a a central feeding place. Corn is 
Perth’ ee pi ; Christmas Present placed along a trail across the 
bith gp. pa” Sip ge ce ia na . ridges in different directions and 
Bee SANE = fon Bey or Girl Man or Woman each week, or certain period of 

Nee. i time, the trail is shortened. By we ESUMIT EU NOR THIS STAMP ap need 
Pak a wee a os we 2} keys are trained to come for a long 

|S ea! | e. Co 9 distance to a central feeding place, 
ae ie = aE C ll t where are placed wire baskets con- 

i ce Tae cane =< 0 ec or Ss taining ears of corn. If you are 
CONTENTS OF OUTFIT in hiding at a feeding place you 

ee ee OUTFIT will see gray squirrels feeding, 
tains over 100 pages, profusely illustrated, with cutting corn down out of wire 
spaces for more than 4000 stamps; and valuable feeders The turke 3 come alon: 
eel informations re ane fi fee Hagiuners ceaithe S y z 

in ‘fine condition ‘and guaranteed genuine.” Scores and pick up the kernels of the 
of far-off," little ‘known’ lands are represented. FASCINATING AND INSTRUCTIVE grains of corn and, of course, pick 
teh sites We Pectin cine oF nearly 416.06. Hobby of Collecting Stamps grains from the cob.” 

1000 stamps hinges. 3 ; : fp 58 

tion ant containing ‘valuabie' ‘ana ‘nteweting “m.  Geat Fun for ‘‘Shut-ins Numerous Types 
formation about stamps of various countries. 

A ber toca tien gauge and millimeter scale for of Complete Outfit There are numerous types of 
measuring stamps. ( i 
Ay, Chart to sdentity stamps of different éoun- PRI E described game bird feeding stations. The 
ries, very helpful to the beginner, . 5 - 

intel Map of tae Warde, ate c Sue eRe amae isis eter tT 
ihe | poutiéal taumre) orfatinity’ ote eect? couniry. the scattering of grain under small 

ing aiakes’ the -hoohy" fast more> Tancineeing- rand e Sveneresos sbusies sande palenes 
educational. ee of brier entanglement. This is de- 
--—-———-————————_ORDER BLANK ———-————-—-—---—_ sirable as an emergency measure, 

BIRT Mest cas: Sree gos but much of the feed is wasted and 
Enclosed find $1.00. Send your Stamp Collector Outfit to : other methods should be adopted in 

a permanent winter feeding plan. 

Neve, fe eee A popular type of feeding sta- oe Se ee ee eee tion cageimicnect and withaioie 

pense attached, is the lean-to, simi- 
Se Ne lar to that used by the Freeport 

Sportsman’s Club. This station 
di a = can be made of stakes cut in the 

RY OF TOWN © .sece..-.ccenencee. senveseans uosspasanreseentypacnennnsenense senstecersarenswanneessnccncsececsecents, SCALE cdeceneoesvecceencenccnsntanesceceoneoe woods and eovered with brush,
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LIVE DECOY HARNESS <a) 4 straw, fodder, or evergreen The 
Wikideetat feet ee bs branches. The best covering to « » ML not slip or bind. Does not. in- és : Q 
terfere with decoys. natural action so you a 07 use, however, is unthreshed grain tan attach “PerFeeT™ Harness at openin 

ofenmay and leave gaat sagan closet, Pally oe or heads of sorghum or kaffir corn. OODS mM AN aes 
te kee ox < In this manner the covering pro- 22 L Rifl 

‘Size “iB for Geese, $4.80 per docen. kis < eX vides food and shelter. It will be si ong ut e 

Becoy Harness Company, < wise, however, to leave a good por- Automatic Pistol 
se Garr se seen ees tion of the back part of the lean: e 

ee] | to open. This will allow the birds | oA Befock lim for Target : : cee to escape in the event that their and Outdoor Shootiny | 
10 SHOT REPEATING US Re / concentration attracts a visit from | ia 5 
TARGET ice $10.00 : i | ‘OR general all round use... 

CERES noes) yD XS een Snead ae a Be eel POE foe and target shooting 

DS ei kg Se te ne te cis nee) | eae rr rifle. rom) shipmen: ‘istol juaran- i oodsman. a a might be done by hunting house |") Rtindreis of separate eration 
ronan © COMPANY o predator yore | | Seen cu 0. Box ‘ew Haven, Conn. ic 
a ‘ an ; The Colt “Woodsman” loads easily, 
H and R. $9.00 Qe Weatherproof grain hoppers, | g,es'rapidly, has practically no recoil 
REVOLVERS == =, <S such as used by Mr. Mollison, set | A handsome, Hocurate target arm ee 
HARRINGTON a: CHARDSON Rigas i i 2 the advantages of a single shot pistol HARRINGTON sod ucuanpscx, gaya | in sheltered places, will hold a con- He Aivaniaes oa tonortapd iE 

late style; Warranted Revolvers only ee 5 \-) siderable supply of grain and need fire and snap apocung: Exclusive Colt 
en + 22, 32 or 38 Calibre: 24, 4 ishe safety feature, when in place, makes or 6 inch Barrole: Blue or Nickel Finihs' Aulone AJ | not be replenished so often. accidental discharge impossible. 

EMONEY BACK-"82.00 Deposit Required on C. 0. D's, Corn shocks left in the fields or i ed 
NATIONAL COMPANY, 904 AD-Carry Bldg., Washington, D. C. laced “near covers make ideal Now Adapted for High Speed Ammunition 

pa : A new housing of special hardened 
feeding stations. The ears of corn steel adapts ee surtas ean 

*| Sig = S ' for both regular and high speed .22 Long 
Wild 4 a are left on the stalks and are made! | fia2°smmunition—ten shots without : Cas Nt rya/ available to the birds as needed. | reloading. 
Rabbits “Gi NAD) The thick shocks make very good | ee; Cains pa | 

ee rl RK shelters and can be opened up as | Capacity of magazine, & : | 
— =f rte YY this becomes necessary. Ear corn | seal Anish “gomfort: ; oe 

JACKS AND <7 he. WH is much preferable to shelled grain. Sut etocks, Grooved trig- ae | 
} Hi aahew yt Ears of corn may be attached to | 8¢._,;Adiusiable non: r 

COTTONTAILS Lt SE Wy stakes or set up in the snow to |  setion- Length of barrel oe 

dete titnists ary mba iy ease tate TToeen or good advantage and with little 10p ins. Weight, 28 ozs, ‘ ; 
coursing. Place cottontail orders now which can be waste. Ask your dealer to show o” Hi 
shipped only in the late fall and winter months; s = .. d you the ** Woodsman, y 

can furnish Jacks at, all times, exeept in | summer _ Sorghum and kaffir corn heads, Write for Catalog No. 46 4 

TEREST YOU. Live arrival gaarantecd. Every tied in bunches and hung up a | ——__ zo 
customer satisfied. short distance from the ground, | y , 
EARL JOHNSON, Rago, Kansas provide both food and _ exercise. | es 

They can be fastened to tree | i 
trunks, low branches, or fences. | \igese es (s 

Free Squab Book Bundles of unthreshed millet, i —— ©: 
Make wotliig: donbic, chicken prices; Uasived ta a weeks: : : ——— 

“end yourtcenis stamps, for portage on now, free bik 6-5 ee and eee grain, Bune é : —— 
yc iedeiiie a eo ee eads down, make inexpensive but <a, Wik — 
Plymouth Rock Squab Co, 198 H St., Melrose, Mass. A Bes Z sg ; ——— 

ee ee ee effective feeding stations. They TAS : 4 
PH EAS NTS can also be attached to wire fences, | =— (it a 

A tree trunks, low branches, fence Court's Patent Fire Arms Mrc. Co. 
Now Booking orders for Hees and Sere posts, or stakes. Feeding stations Fire Arms Division, HARTFORD, CONN., U.S. A. 
Birds. Offering Ringnecks, Mutants, Am- : . —- D. BUDMLCae Pacis Oohd Te a Stee eran of this type provide food and exer- PAL BL Release.» Enc Cont Representa 

Quality Stock Reasonable Prices aa end ae * eee ware ———— 
Sive, and a Yr e 31 (SPATS WSF TOAD TIOGA PHEASANTRY , eee ae sere DE-LUXE' ee 

NEWARK VALLEY, N. Y- Vermin Control ee AUTO, — Engraved: pee ee 

oo ern CONVO: ecessary Handle; high grade; yy TAN 
: hard shooting ; accurate? BSAA 

S500Ringneck Pheasants In any concentration of game | selected durable steel; DEN Si 

$1.50 Each birds, such as is to be found stendard American’ ¢ar= SSS 
around a feeding station, the dan- tridges, 25 Cal. $4995 Swi 

Our best selected birds . . . selling aim Srombatkmiaods editions a eo ie 132 Ast 
out ... shipped subject to approval. Toad Shorten Cat thes ¥RER Catdlor. Colts, 8.4W., Rifles, Binoculars, ete. 

a = 5 HUDSON Sportii Goods, N52 Warren St., New York 
NORTH STATE FARMS, INC. is fore, employ additional vigilance — BENSON, a against the forays of hunting | a aT ee ae 

SEE house cats, skunks, weasels, and | BIG 3 FT. TELESCOPE Powerful 8x Lenses, 10-Mile 

Attract Wild Duck: feathered predators. Game birds, | AA Sete! Pre Pig fo woking st Postaineyied : - ‘ F puid 81.75. G..O. D. dee extra. Order today 
HE ANB GEMS, Su Salas Rad HE, ee eee | BENNER & COMPANY,” 7, TRENTON,N. J. 

. New booklet free. Write > | = 
Se GTERRELL'S AQUATIC FARMS | C these marauders and _ constant $30 B i N 0 cu LA rR 

ees guard against them must be main- ON Ee a gai 
Foner ry fernedee he hardehiee Gt ener in peor Hg ng grade 

BASS TRUE MOCCASINS 4 cause predators to hunt all the CATALOG FREE 
ys % | harder, and the sportsman who ee 95 
¥ ber rea ton % wants to keep his covers filled with | Suie'fvcsmmt comics inecmton on soir ce 

~ OY comfort shave game must never relax in a vermin Price tyr aueietun cies, 4 ee Pre- 
% > $2.95 postpaid % control campaign DuMaurier Co., Dept. 412 Elmira, N. Y. paid 

S, y : . a . soe 
Yee and Ee K Engage in winter feeding activi- KE 
§ Bass Waterproof Dressing with each pair. % ties this season. Don’t be stingy | ae ew core oe S a 

is fine footwear is the same as tha . * just Out .... Entirely Differeni 
Bj used by the Original American Indian. with your grain. The well-filled ‘Stoeger’s BLUE COVER Catalog No. 18 
A It is built oe Sosy comnts, oe and % crops of a pair of game birds this &\ ce) America’s Most Complete Arms Catalog 

‘ satisfaction. A real sportsman’s Christ- ‘ ; « I Contal BOOT Are icas 8 eerie 
ae gift, Order TODAY. § | winter may be instrumental in pro- *\ Pies, Shotguns, Pistols, New Modele, Gunstocks, 

¥ I specialize in prompt, service, on the best ¥ viding a well-filled game bag for Scopes, Targets, Ammunition, Parts & Accessories, de- 
rt ved ing, fishing. ind camp- . i ith new prices. i i 

y ing a ere ea Now. % yout: next Saree better | [Breertatiteeysicrare een ree cus ereerecties at 
5 4 unting for yy look- ‘ve Send 25c in stamps for this 144 page Arms Catalog we 

y 538 N. Little Bldg. Boston, Mass. ¥ ing after the breeding stock left | A. EF. STOEGER, Inc. 
DSc eax eau Paw eas pa ea a ag ee pe over in your own home covers! We 509 Fifth Avenue (at 42nd St.) New York, N. Y.
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Winter Feeding i e Li ° inter Feeding in the Light of 
Bi siolo ird Physiology 

anes has said that the “haps and mishaps lack of natural foods or because such foods, as are 
of the hungry make up natural history”. Cer- present, are sealed under ice or snow where the birds 
tainly the need for food is a compelling motive cannot get at them. 

ee 
vation”. The second is dependent on the first. The rapid development of the practice of winter feeding 

race cannot be perpetuated unless its members are and each year now sees eee. and more interested 
preserved until such time as they have an opportunity and humane persons devoting Game DOLEY. and Be 
to reproduce. Preservation of the individual is in a to: the svorks of supplying #000) ES Oe mien bid 
large part dependent upon food in sufficient quantity a his sapidly ae pragtice i eee 
and of the proper quality to provide the materials sulted in great good to both the birds and their bene- 

necessary for growth, and to insure the production factors. The benefits to the birds are oe GIES, 
of energy to be expended as either heat or motion, ™22Y have escaped death from Biatvagien OF freezing 

as a direct result of foods supplied them, and still 
It is true that food is only one of the many factors larger numbers have come through the winter in a 

that so profoundly influence the lives of wild creatures greater degree of comfort and have entered the fol- 
but even so, it is one of the most important of these lowing breeding season stronger, healthier and much 
factors at all times and in all places; and at certain better able to produce and care for larger broods of 
times and in certain places it becomes the all important young. The young of the broods reared by these 
factor. Regardless of how much cover, how few winter fed birds are no doubt hatched in better physi- 
predators and how little hunting characterizes any cal condition and are, as a consequence, better able 
given area, if food is scarce, wild life suffers; and if to meet and overcome the adversities of their en- 
food is absent, wild life disappears. When food in vironment. 
any area is reduced below Not all of the benefits 
a certain point, it becomes : ae 1 of winter feeding accrue to 
the limiting factor in that : Rett eeeateyraes my lea | the birds. The practice of 
area and no amount of e. aig rate ‘ feeding takes the persons 
improvement in the other eg ae NE A. — supplying the feed into the 
factors will appreciably in- : AS . va Ls healthful environment of 
crease either the numbers : : ee os ee ee ee aa the out-of-doors and gives 
or welfare of the wild ji ot eee ee : . eae them a new interest in life. 
creatures there present. he ee oy i ae Other persons become in- 

Everyone is aware of - . 4 { apy 4 volved and begin to pique 
Caine ea ‘ i a knowledge of wild life 

this : universal need for ia ae : s and an interest in its wel- 
nourishment and nature Aye Ce ie fare, and this reacts to the 
lovers, sportsmen and con- ~ % good of both parties con- 

servationists have for some ae “ eemmed. } The inereace in 

ae recognized the sharp ts : . the number of birds is a 

reduction et occasional é direct benefit to the agri- 

complsie faulre ok the : - —** — culturist, the forester and 
food supplies on which . + the sportsman, and in- 

ad birds are: dependent. pou a directly benefits all who 
Winter is, of course, the ace are dependent on or con- 
period when these supplies E i Gemed Gan thomactivitics sor 
are most seriously reduced * ; é ~‘ these groups. Not the 

and at this time there is x Pe least important of the re- 

an increased demand for 4 f Ne 4 : sults of winter feeding is its 
food on the part of each a 1 re = é value as an _ educational 
bird and there are no ” : " Rote! 

natural additions to the RUFFED GROUSE 3 : 
available supply but in- It is possible that many 
stead a steady decrease. These birds are exceptionally well adapted of those who participate 
At times there is a com- to winter conditions. They live almost in this work may find 

‘ Z entirely on buds during this season and are : i z 
plete failure of the supply probably the one species that does not require something of interest in a 
either because of an entire any winter feeding. clearer knowledge of the



- ° Gins. “eathers and fer 9 
birds requirements and those that size and color are quite 
who contemplate undertaking Ey EG superficial and that the apparent 

the work may be guided and diversity of form is not nearly 

encouraged by such knowledge. so great as was first suspected. 

These requirements of the bird , Fundamentally, birds are all 

are due to the structure and se alike. The majority of their 

functions of its body and it is at | ae “ adaptations are directed toward 
the same time compelled to . a : , one end, that of transforming a 

meet these requirements by the = r 74 is heavier than air body into a 

exercise of activities that are i om flying machine. 

more or less limited by these F First of all, the body of the 
very structures and functions. bird is light. This reduction in 

The whole secret of bird r weight is accomplished in 

anatomy and physiology is to be various ways; the feathers, 

found in its adaptation to flight. delicate and beautiful though 
The changes in form and func- Biologist they are, are the strongest 

tions necessary for the ac- Minnesota Department of Conservation structure for their size and 

complishment. of flight, super- Division of Game and Fish weight known. They are ex- 
imposed upon the structural and and University of Minnesota tremely durable and provide the 
functional requirements neces- broad surfaces of wings and tail 

sary for the accomplishment of the other and more so essential in flight. In addition, they hold a con- 

ordinary acts of daily existence, have resulted in a siderable blanket of air around the body which no 
very highly specialized mode of living. The sum doubt adds much to its buoyancy. The bones are 

total of these changes are spoken of as the birds not filled with marrow as in mammals but are hollow 

adaptations, the structural changes are termed ana- and thin-walled. The large intestine is very much 

tomical adaptations and the functional changes are reduced in length and there is no provision for the 

called physiological adaptations. The very word storage of indigestible wastes in the bowel as this 
“adaptation” indicates that these changes enable material is promptly disposed of. There is no urinary 

the bird to use to its advantage the various factors bladder as the bird rids itself of fluid wastes almost 

that go to make up its environment; that is to say, as fast as they are produced. 

it is adapted to its surroundings. However, it must Along with this reduction in weight and related 

be remembered in this connection that highly speciali- to it is the distribution of the various parts of the 
zed adaptations very definitely limit the range of bird. The body must be compact and the heavier 
activities of their possessor. There is no gain without parts must lie close to the center of gravity and there 

some sacrifice. Specialization allows far greater must be as little weight as possible on the body ap- 

freedom along some lines but at the same time, it pendages; that is, on the wings, the head and the tail. 
restricts, within very narrow limits, activities in other Foy example; much weight is shifted from the head 

lines. to the center of the body when the heavy teeth and 

These restrictions on behavior give rise in birds jaw muscles, commonly found in the head of other 

to a definite set of habits. These habits are an ex- vertebrates, have been replaced by a light, horny 

pression of the birds ability and ordinarily they can beak; while a tough, muscular gizzard, lined with 

be modified only slightly. Although these habits grinding stones, does the work which teeth once did 

indicate the birds choice in the matter of food, cover in ancestral birds. The tail, instead of being long 

and other requirements, they are in reality the res- and trailing with feathers arranged along its sides, 

ponses the bird is compelled to make because of its has telescoped into a skeletal stub, thus centralizing 

adaptations. weight, and 
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of size, form siete : secondary tail 

and color in = > : ure is composed of 
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WINTER FEEDING of any other animal which obtains its food in a manner 
(Continued from Page 9) different from that of a bird. This use of the head 

involves at times very rapid movement and many 
a large part of the birds weight are not extended into changes in position and may account for the union 
the wings except as very light tendons but are located _ of the two jugular veins. These veins, returning blood 
on the breast bone near the center of the body. The from the head to the heart are, therefore, much less same thing is true of the legs. Birds have small liable to obstruction and consequent congestion of 
calves and most of the muscles are on the upper legs blood in the head. 
close to the body; they are prolonged to the tips of : The physiological adaptations of the bird are just 
the toes only as very light tendons, just as is done in 88 important and interesting as are its anatomical adap- 
the wings. tations. Most of these have a very definite relation to 

The body itself is short and deep with all its that fourth requisite so essential to a living flying 
parts centralized thus bringing the relatively heavy ™achine; that is, power. Bird temperatures are nor- 
liver, gizzard and intestines close to the center of | mally nearly ten degrees higher than that of man; they gravity and affording the smallest possible bulk to re, in fact, the highest constantly maintained body 
pass through the air. The right ovary almost entirely temperatures of all animals. This high body tempera- disappears and only the left one remains to produce ture indicates that the bird is “living more nearly up to 
eggs. This not only reduces weight but it also does _ its income”; that is, that its tissues are being burned up 
away with the necessity for increased size in order to nd replaced rapidly in order that abundant energy in 
accommodate a larger number of developing eggs. the form of muscular power may be liberated. 

A third requisite of the bird’s body is strength The birds rate of breathing is extremely high; 
and this must be attained in combination with the a high rate is, of course, necessary to maintain the 
lightness and compactness already discussed. The high body temperature. The respiration rate varies 
bird’s skeleton is the most rigid of all animals. Bones according to the kinds of birds and according to condi- 
fuse together and are reinforced by the development tions but normally averages between 160 and 200 
of new bones.from mere bumps or processes to act per minute for smaller birds and somewhat less for 
as props and braces. The backbone is rigid and many larger ones. Rapid respiration and fast heart rate 
of its vertebrae are fused to form, in effect, a single are usually always associated in healthy animals. 
bone. The ribs are firmly attached to both the back- If the respiration: pulse rate index of man; that is, 
bone and the breast bone and further strengthened one respiration to each four beats, applies to birds, 
by overlapping processes. The familiar “wishbone” then their rate of heart beat ranges from 300 to 800 
is simply the two collar bones grown together to give times per minute depending upon the kind of bird 
greater strength to the attachment of the wings. and its degree of activity. Heart rates as determined 
The breast bone is not flat as in most animals, but by use of the electrocardiagram are given as follows: 
has an enormous ridge down the middle for the at- Gold-finch 900 to 925 per minute, sparrow 745 to 
tachment of the flight muscles. These muscles are 850, and pigeon 141 to 225. 
relatively hundreds of times more powerful than the The blood of birds may be called the richest 
similar muscles in man and are in some birds so highly blood in the animal kingdom for it seems to have 
developed that they amount to half the whole weight more red blood corpuscles per ounce than does that 
of the bird and they constitute the familiar white of any other animal. This corresponds to the intensity 
meat of the fowl. In the case of many of the other of their life and to their aerial activities. Red blood 
bones, although they are shortened, hollowed out, and corpuscles carry oxygen from the lungs to tissues in 
otherwise lightened and compacted, their surfaces every part of the bird’s body and in there tissues 
remain expansive for the attachment of the various combustion occurs and energy is released. Because 
muscles connected with flight. of the great amount of energy expended by the bird, 

Tnasmuch as the fore limbs of the bird are freed it needs an efficient oxygen-carrying system and 
from service as legs in order to function as organs because much of its life is spent in the rarified atmos- 
of flight, the entire support of the bird’s body when phere above the earth where oxygen is less abundant 
not in flight developes upon the than at the earth’s surface, 
hind legs alone. This arrange- : there must be an_ increased 
ment allows for the use of —In Our April Issue— number of red blood corpuscles 
neither pair of limbs in the LABORATORY EXAMINATIONS in order to compensate for this 
capture and manipulation of PLUS FIELD OPERATIONS decrease in the percentage of 
food, therefore, the head, equip- available oxygen. 
ped as it is with a forceps-like In his third special article The high temperature, rapid 
beak and mounted on an ex- covering the scope of bird re- respiration and fast heart rate 
tremely flexible neck, has taken search work, Mr. King will relate of birds, considered in connec- 
over this function. ‘The well how specimen sent in are tied up tion with their extremely active 
developed eyes, located on’either: © with work in the field in order nature, would lead one to 
side of the beak, are much ~ to obtain a complete picture of suspect a singularly perfect 
nearer their work than the eyes what is actually happening. (Continued on Page 23)
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WINTER FEEDING ounces. Another robin, on the fourteenth day of its 

e life, ate 68 worms that weighed 41% more than the 

(Continued from Page 12) bird did. Two Bartramian Sandpipers in captivity 

digestion in these creatures. That is just what we averaged 202 locusts and other insects daily for four 

find. Some birds are quite selective in their diets, days. One Flicker stomach contained 5,040 ants. 

rarely eating much that is unprofitable and making A Grackle contained thirteen crayfishes. One Snowy 
the most of what they do eat, as may be seen in the Owl contained fourteen white-footed mice and three 

relatively small amount of indigestible material later meadow mice. A Cooper Hawk reared in captivity 
discharged. It takes millions of years to make a frequently ate more than its weight of food in a day. 
guano deposit, and the guano is mostly from the kid- Another such hawk was observed to eat eight English 

neys and not from the food canal of the birds. Other Sparrows and a mouse in one day, and until ten 

birds with different feeding habits take in a much weeks old, averaged eight English Sparrows a day. 
larger amount of waste in the form of indigestible An English Sparrow in captivity requires daily half its 

materials. weight in grain and very probably requires more 

The preceding discussion is largely intended to when it is active out-of-doors. One Quail stomach 

aid you in fully comprehending and appreciating the contained 10,000 pigweed seeds and another contained 

significance of food in the daily life of the birds. It 5,000 pigeon-grass seeds. A Ringnecked Pheasant 

is quite necessary to understand that birds require a contained 8,000 chickweed seeds. One Mourning 
much greater amount of food than do any other Dove contained 7,500 sorrell seeds. One Mallard 
back-boned animals, for several reasons. The tem- Duck contained more than 75,000 seeds of bulrush 

perature, the rate of respiration, the heart beat and and other sedges, primrose willow and duckweed. 

the extreme activity all indicate that birds live at a Another contained 102,400 seeds of primrose willow, 
much higher rate than do other animals. Food is amount sufficient to seed two and one-half acres 

the fuel that maintains this temperature and insures of ground. 
the continuation of those other functions. These facts prove conclusively the need for an 

The birds digestion of food proceeds rapidly. abundant and readily accessible food supply in order 

In the case of insects, there is a large amount of waste to insure the welfare of our birds. Ordinarily there is 
thus requiring great quantities of this type of food little suffering or loss because of lack of food during 

to provide sufficient nourishment. Grains and other _ ate spring, summer and fall, and probably not a great 
concentrated foods need not be taken in such large deal during early winter. However, the late winter 

quantities. Birds with crops fill both crop and stomach 8nd early spring months constitute a critical period 

with food about twice a day, while insect-eating in the lives of many of our year-round residents, and 
birds probably fill their stomachs on an average of during this period there is a real need for an increased 

five or six times daily. Hence, the food found in a and easily available food supply. 

bird’s stomach and crop represents in one case about. The practice of establishing feeding stations and 

half and in the other only one-fifth or one-sixth of its shelters during the late fall and early winter is to be 

food for the day. commended. The placing of feed in these places 
Experiments show that it requires young Meadow- serves to inform the birds that here is a dependable 

larks only from three to four hours to digest grass- source of supply and one to which they can return 

hoppers, which would mean several meals a day later in the season as natural foods are reduced in 

during the long days of the grasshopper season. It amount. It is no doubt true that some birds come to 
requires only thirty minutes for some kinds of food depend upon food so supplied and largely discontinue 

to pass through the food canal of a bird. A Shrike foraging afield even before they have felt the pinch 
in captivity, when fed upon maybeetles, disgorged of winter weather. It is equally true, however, that 

the waste in one hour and twenty minutes, and when a bird going into winter in a well-fed condition, in 

fed on a mouse, digestion required three hours. A good flesh and healthy has a much better chance of 

Barred Owl digested two English Sparrows in one surviving than has one in poor flesh and poorer con- 

and one-half hours, while a young buzzard ate a dition. There is undoubtedly much more grain placed 
snake three and one-half feet long, weighing one- at the feeding stations during the early winter months 

fifth as much as did the bird, and completely digested than is actually necessary and one can hardly blame 

it in one and one-half hours. ° the birds if they take advantage of this bounty. No 
Grains and hard seeds are digested much more more than enough to attract the birds to the station 

slowly. In one case it was found that it required should be supplied at this time and not enough to 

six hours for 900 juniper berries to pass through the relieve them of the necessity of doing some searching 

digestive tract of a Bohemian Waxwing. on their account. 
The rapidity with which digestion is accomplished Perhaps the most valid criticisms against heavy 

makes it necessary for birds to eat large quantities feeding during early winter are; first, it requires more 

of food. A young robin in captivity ate from fifty grain or other foods than is strictly necessary and is, 

to sixty cutworms daily for seventeen days, and when therefore, more expensive than need be and; second, 

it weighed exactly three ounces, it consumed 165 both food and ambition may run low before late winter 

cutworms that weighed altogether five and one-half and early spring and this is just the period when both
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are needed most. There is probably little truth in in the proper proportions in the egg, the young bird is. 

the argument that fed birds are pampered birds handicapped and is born to fight a losing battle with 

and therefore less able to care for themselves when its environment. It may be that this lack of certain ij 

again dependent on their own resources. There is, essential nutritive elements in the egg explains in a 

however, grave danger of attracting more birds into large part the extremely high mortality rate in young i 

an area by heavy feeding than that area can support birds of some species. We know, for instance, that 

if feeding is discontinued. this infant mortality rate in ruffed grouse is at times 

After enjoying crisp fall days afield with gun and bs Jueh es eoyenty percent 

dog in pursuit of quail, pheasants or chickens, it is In conclusion, this paper may be summarized as 

only natural to resolve to do something for the welfare _ follows: Birds need abundant food easily available, 

of these species during the coming winter. Thrilling winter feeding is most important during late winter 

memories of the so recent hunting expeditions are and early spring, and the foods available just before 

sufficient incentive to start many winter feeding the laying season may very largely determine the 

campaigns, but as winter wears on, bridge, bowling — success of the hatch and number of young surviving. 

and other interests dim the memories of the hunt and 

the hunted. Late winter and early spring are apt to page rs ey ee 

find the sportsman devoting his spare time to per- ANIMAL TRACKS GIVE VALUABLE 

fecting his golf shots on an indoor course, or checking INFORMATION, WARDEN SAYS 

over his fishing tackle in anticipation of the opening 

trout season, and winter feeding is pretty well for- As Written for the Fertile Journal By Martin 

gotten. This same reason finds natural foods reduced K. Nelson, Game Warden, Fertile 

to a minimum amount and all the winter residents 

badly in need of an increased supply to make good To the Conservation Officer the tracks of wild 

the losses occasioned by the drain of the preceding animals are a veritable bureau of information. From 

months. In addition, there are the demands of the them he is enabled to determine the relative abun- 

breeding season to be met, increased activity on the dance or scarcity of any certain species, whether the 

part of the male, and the production and incubation small rodents, the larger predators or the big game 

of a large clutch of eggs on the part of the female. mammals. 

The jong continued strain of incubation draws From them he reads their life history; their 

heavily on the reserves of the female and unless she areas of concentration; the various interesting side- 
enters this period in fairly good flesh, its conclusion is lights on their life habits, ther likes and dislikes, 

very apt to find her weakened and not so well able to their joys and fears and the many tragedies in their 

protect and care for her brood. This, however, isnot unceasing struggle for existence. 

the worst danger. The production of a clutch of 

twelve to twenty eggs is a still more serious drain on This is the “sign language” of the nature student, 

her strength. All of the food necessary to bring the the boy scout and the hunter. These tracks tell them 

young birds through twenty to twenty-four days of many things which they would otherwise not be able 3 

development must be contained in those eggs and that to learn or could learn only with unlimited leisure 

food must be supplied from her tissues. These de- and patience. For many wild creatures are nocturnal 

mands at laying time are in addition to those of her and rarely Be by the average person. Others are 

daily existence and cannot be met unless she has shy and elusive; and were it not for the delicate 
access to abundant food. patterns of little feet, or big feet for that matter, 

left on the earth or snow, little would be known of 
Finally, there are the young birds of the following them. 

summer to be considered in each winter feeding pro- 
gram. The young of all our upland game species In many instances the seemingly insignificant 

are precocial; that is, they undergo an extended period track of some wild creature has been the inspiration 

of development in the egg and leave the nest as soon for a vivid narrative enjoyed by hundreds of people. 

as hatched. They must be born into the world with Many persons who take pleasure in the pursuit of 

sufficient strength to follow the mother and meet the ottdoor lore, find the collecting of wild animal tracks 

exigencies this following entails. The eggs from which ® fascinating and instructive hobby. The very name, 

they hatch must contain not only an amount of food “collecting wild animal tracks” sounds mysterious 

sufficient to provide for this necessary growth and and alluring and perhaps a trifle absurd to the unini- 

strength, but they must contain, in addition, certain tiated. 

essential nutritive elements in order to insure proper The naturalist can read volumes from this unusual 

development. script. The boy scout strives manfully to identify 

‘As an example; it is now known that the chick and decipher them, and the hunter thrills to the sight 

developing in the egg draws largely on the mineral of the spoor of his prey. The success of the trapper 

salts in the egg shell for the materials needed in its too, depends greatly on his knowledge of the tracks 

skeleton. Unless the proper materials are present of the fur-bearers.



Copies to: Grange File: Pheasants 
Holt Food and cover ~~ 
Henika, % 

1/13/34 

Joe Cook, in a recent conversation with Game Warden McKeague of Rhinelander, 
was told by the latter that the mitant pheasants recently released by the 
Department in that vicinity bud very much more freely than ordinary ringnecks. 
McKeague claims that the omtants are constantly seen in both birch and aspen 
trees budding in the same manner as chickens. 

This alleged difference between the two color phases of the sane species is 
of course not to be credited without further corroboration. 

Copies are being sent to Grange, Holt and Henika for general information.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
- Bureau of Plant Industry 

AN EXTRA EARLY STRAIN OF KOREAN LESPEDEZA 

By A. J, Pieters 

Principal Agronomist, Division of Forage Crops and Diseases 

In the spring of 1926 two samples of seed of Lespedeza stivulacea 
Maxim. F. P. I. no. 59379 and 65280 were received from an agricultural 

explorer connected with the Division of Foreign Plant Introduction, Bureau 
of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture. No. 65280 was col- 

lected in the Russian cemetery in Harbin, Manchuria, province of Kirin, 
and 59379 elsewhere in the same province. Observations on these plants at 
the Arlington Experiment Farm, Rosslyn, Va., showed that the plants were 

dwarf and extremely early to mature seed. The plants, when sown June 9, 

grew to a height of 6 to 8 inches, and were fully ripe to harvest on the 4 

first of September. . 

Since the introduction of these varieties seed has been distrimted 
to various sections, in order to determine the range in which they would 

produce seed and in which they might therefore be expected to volunteer. 
No. 65280. has been commercially propagated and sold under the name of 

Hardin lespedeza. Wo. 59379 is slightly later and a little larger than 
652380 but doth have produced seed as far north as Brookings, S. D., 

Middlebury, Vt., and Ottawa, Canada. No. 65280 has produced seed in Iron 
County, Mich. 

j During 1933 articles have appeared in the agricultural press giving, 
what aopears to the writer, a too optimistic impression of the probable 

value or thé crop in the North. The views of the writers of these articles 
have evidently been based on the results with row plantings and in some 

cases the reader would be led to infer that the value of this plant as a 
hay or grazing crop in the North has already been established. 

It seems desirable therefore to review the information gathered 
during the past and earlier seasons in order that farmers may have before 
them the facts so far ascertained. It may be remarked here that all lespe- 

dezas are hot weather plants. They do not thrive in the cool weather of 
early spring as the clovers do and consequently growth and development 

come late. In the northern states therefore they can be expected to make 
growth enough for grazing only in the hottest part of the summer. The 

fact that this is precisely the time when grass is poor seems to make it 
worth while to find out whether any lespedeza will be useful in the North. 

Unfortunately this question can not yet be answered. Owing to the small 

seed supply but few plot trials have yet been made. Most seedings have 
been in rows. 

Reports are available for four seasons from the cooperative Pasture 
and Forage Crop Work Station, at the Kelloggs Experiment Farm, Augusta, 

Mich., and from these it is evident that the early strains have reseeded
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themselves every year under grazing. At the same time the standard Korean 

has also matured seed, but maturity was as late as the end of September, 

so that an early frost would probably have wiped out the standard, mut not 

the early strains, which were thoroughly ripe by September 7. The zrowth 

of the early strains was; however, méh less than that of the standard, 

which »rovided more grazing during July and August and provided additional ‘ 

grazing until the end of September, while, the early strains were mature 

and dead by the end of the first week in September. It would appear from 

this that if the seed of the standard strain is cheap enough, its superior- 

ity in growth and in length of grazing may make it more desirable at that 

point than the early strains which will reseed and maintain taemselves. 

At Hancock, Wis., the early strains: have been tried for two seasons, 

those of 1932 and 1933. In.broadcast plantings in 1952, the growth was 5 

to 7 inches high and seed matured. The soil is sandy and the, volunteer 

growth of 1933 was disappointingly small, —Attiiddlemry,. Vt., the.early. 

strains have reproduced themselves.from seed for 3 years. In the experi- 

ments at that point, the growth averaged about 9 inches in height and the 

stands were better upon thin sods, fertilized only with phosphate, than 
they were when nitrogen was added to the fertilizer. The addition of 

nitrogen caused a growth of grass with which the lespedeza did not compete 

very successfully. Seeded in 1932 on a poor acid hilltop in southwestern 

New Hampshire, a growth of about 6 inches was secured, and there was a 

decided response to phosphate fertilizer. : . 

In 1933 experiments were conducted at Middlebury, Yt., on seeding 

No. 65280 on disked and undisked native pasture. Under the competition 

of native flora the growth was disappointing, the plants grew.slender, 

from 2 to 6 inches high, and many. died before the summer was well along. 5 

On heavily disked sod the growth was better but even here was not remarkable. 

' Seedings were made in rows and drilled on a heavily disiced pasture. 

In these trials Korean from North Carolina seed grew 12 to 13 inches high 

in rows cut only 5 to 6 inches when drilled on disked land. No. 65280 

zrew 5 to 6 inches in rows but only 3 to 4 inches when drilled on disked 

land. 

The early strains also matured seed during the seasons of 1932 and 

1933 at Ottawa, Canada, and in row plantings are reported to have done 

well at Brandon, Manitoba. At Ottawa, Canada, 170 pounds of seed were 

harvested in 1933 from 1/3 acre in row plantings. Here too, plants on 

some broadcast seedings made a good growth and matured seed. Seedings 

were also made in strips across a 4-acre pasture field on old grass sod. 

A fair stand was secured, and the plants were eaten readily. In fall it 

appeared, however, that only the plants too small for grazing had survived 

to produce seed. What bearing this may have on the permanent estaolish. 

ment of the variety on the pasture remains to be seen. 

At Amherst, Mass., in 1932 the plants in drilled vlots attained a 

heisnt of 10 inches, and the seed was ripe September 10, In 1933 the 

dry season resulted in a very small growth so that it was difficilt to 

harvest the seed, At Brookings, S, D., both strains produced seed in 

1933. In row plantings the height of the plants was 7 to 8 inches, in
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close drilled plots 3 to 4 inches. In Iron County, Mich., strain 65280 

produced some seed and in rows grew to a height of 6 inches. 

Various other reports were received, but no new data of importance 

developed except the fact that growth is mich better in cultivated rows 
than in broadcast seeding. This fact must be borne in mind in deciding 

the probable value of the variety. To be of value as a farm crop it must 
maxe growth enough in broadcast seeding or on thin pasture sod to make 

worth while grazing from late July to Septemoer. 

Conclusions drawn from row plantings mst therefore be viewed with 
reserve and results of experiments under grazing conditions awaited before 

a final judgment can be given. It seems evident, however, that Hardin 

will not make growth enough for hay when seeded on land uot suited to 

clovers or alfalfa. Some of the favorable reports received were from row 

: plantings on garden soil, but the performance of the crop in broadcast 

stands on poor soil can not be expected to equal that from row plantings 

on zood soil. 

If useful at all, the range of the Harbin will probably be north 
of the line of southern Michigan, or because of the higher altitude, in 

parts of Pennsylvania. South of Michigan, especially in the Corn Belt, 
the Harbin can not compete with standard Korean and should not be used 
unless for some local reason an extra early form is wanted. Between 

southern Michigan and southern Iowa, there is need for e1 earlier matur- 

ing strain of Korean, but to be valuable this should have the same grow- 

ing ability as standard Korean. 

It mast not be forgotten that all lespedezas are hot weather plants, 
and in the North a growth comparable with that made by Korean lespedeza 
in the South can not be expected. Growth will start late, being ready to 

graze in southern Michigan about July 15 to 25, and practically eads with 
seed maturity in the latter part of August; farther north maturity would 

probably be later. 

Some correspondents appear to have confused Korean, Harbin, and 
Lespedeza sericea. Lespedeza sericea is a perennial plant with growth 
habits like alfalfa. Standard Korean is an anmial, excellent for hay or 

pasturage from central Indiana to Tennessee. Harbin is a dwarf, early 

maturing variety of Korean of no value where standard Korean will ripen. 

Its value north of the standard Korean territory is being studied but has 

not deen established. 

The United States Department of Agriculture has m g¢@ed available 
for distribation. The seeding range of both strains has been adequately 
determined, and it remains to secure definite data of the value of this — 

variety for grazing in the North. It may take several s@esone to do this. 

Washington, D.C. 
February, 1934.



Uxeerpt from letter from C, R. Townsend, Port Menier, Anticostic Island, 
Canada, March 15, 1934, 
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: Pgs Rp sang Pongo de hell ay adbinge Par, agro aoe 
- geetion with our game (I here include fox as a game animal); for instance, 
our fox take shows enormous variation from year to year, varying from less i 
than 500 to more than 1600, incidentally if you are interested, I would be 
glad to send you a graph of the take for the last 15 years, 

‘the following may prove of interest; balsam 1s the staple food for deer 
in the winter; owr beaver live largely on conifers (we have but few broad 
leaved species) and the staple food in the winter is the bark of the spruce; 
while only 20 partridge were introduced here and we now find them all over 
the Island and mmbering thousands there is absolutely no sign of 111 effects 

from inbreeding; elic breed infrequently, once in four years is probably 
correct. 

; File: Deer . 
Paffed Grouse i : 
Ble : 
Food ani Cover ~~ 
Beaver ; j



File: Pass. Pigeon _ 

Food folder .~ 

_ Gross Reference 

See "Personal Recollections of the Passenger Pigeon," by 

Etta S, Wilson, ‘The duk, Vol, LI, No. 2, April, 1934, pp. 157-168.
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GIVES FORMULA 
FOR BIRD COVER 

English Suggests Seed Mixture 
to Grow Wildlife Food 

Patches 

A seed formula to be used in £ 
growing year-around food patches « 
and cover for game and song birds y 
has been prepared. by Dr. P. F. ¢ 
English, game management expert + 
of the Game division, state Depart- (© 
ment of Conservation. c 

Experiments in the Williamston 
co-operative game management pro-__ 
ject have shown that the formula is 
very satisfactory to southern Michi- 
gan conditions, Dr. English said. It = 
consists of 15 different kinds of 
plants, all of which were selected 
for their food and cover value. 

At Williamston the seeds were . 
planted in individual and mixed <= 
patches. It was found that the 
seeds would mature by fall and pro- — ) 
vide excellent winter feed and cover ~~“ 
if planted by June 15 in beds pre- © 
pared much like those for corn and )> 
beans. ~ 

Formula Given x 

The formula follows: Buckwheat, t 
12.6 per cent; early fortune proso, 
4.2; white wonder millet, 4.5; com- c 
mon millet, 4.5; Tennessee German \ 
millet, 4.5; early amber sorghum,  . 
8.4; Sudan grass, 14; mammoth A 
Russian sunflower, 2.8; Manchu soy 
bean, 4.2; Ito San soy bean, 4.2: 
new era cowpeas, 8.4; flax, 8.4; 
hemp, 8.4; feterita, 3.2; golden glow 
corn, 7.7. z 

It has been found, according to t 
English, that much of the farm land ft 
in southern Michigan is devoid of | 
game and song birds. Among the 
causes are lack of suitable year- ~ 

planting of food patches in June, 
English says, would take care of 
much of the southern feeding prob- 
lems. 

The mixture should be planted 
next to some permanent cover such 
as a marsh, brushy fence row, kettle 
hole or woodlot in which stock are 
to be excluded. The patches need 
not be large. They may be long 
and narrow or more or less in 
square lots or irregular in shape to 
follow the contour of adjacent per- 
manent cover. 

Patch Draws Wildlife 

In one instance, English points 
out, 43 pheasants, 16 quail, three 
rabbits and a fox squirrel were 
fiushed from a food patch two rods 
wide and four rods long. The patch 
had grown from the planting of a 
seed mixture near a kettle hole. The 
seeds, which have had a germination 
test, are available at 6.5 cents a 
pound in lots over 15 pounds. They 
may be obtained through R. W. Ben- 
nett, Michigan Farm Bureau, Lan- 
sing. Additional information on 
food and cover will be gladly fur- 
nished by Dr. English of the Depart- 
ment of Conservation. 

The mixture should be planted at 
about 25 pounds to the acre and may 
be broadcast on previously prepared 
seed beds and harrowed in, English 
says. 

sl Diet See



t ; ' File: Food & Cover ~~ 
Pheasant 

5/34 Prairie Chicken 

Sweet Clover as Game Food 

Mr. Kemmerle of More Game Birds in America says that white ade 

biennial sweet clover is good pheasant food in Dakota, but that 

Hungarians and grouse do not take it. 

He says that the yellow annual sweet clover is not taken by 

any game bird as far as his knowledge goes, 

Is there a white enmal sweet clover?



Pale Food, & Cover ." 

: New Soils Building ; 
May 31, 1934 

Mr. A, W. Schorger 
Burgess Laboratories 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Bill: 

Inna has collected both bulbs and tops of the 
tuber he found on the Arboretum, and it has been identi- 
fied by Professor Deniston as Gyverus esculontus (mt 

grass). 

I find on looking at the top that this is the 
common marsh grass which produces lnmmocks in this region, 
a fact hitherto unknown to me. ‘The bulbs are strung 
along on a single fleshy root in the manner you originally 
described from the specimen collected near Myddleton, 
Professor Deniston also had the impression that this was 
the species used for food by the Indians, 

In my opinion the matter is cleared up, although 
in a rather unexpected manner. 

Yours sincerely, 

, ie



File: Sede 
; Ruffed Grouse 

Excerpt from "The American Sportsman" by Blisha J. Lewis. Lippincott, 
'1871. (See letter from C, M. Palmer, Jr., June 7, 1934, filed in 
Bobwhite folder). 

"Doctor Shoemaker published, some time back, an account of two 
cases of poisoning arising from the eating of a pheasant (ruffed grouse?) : 

: whose craw was stuffed with laurel leaves when shot, The most 
prominent symptoms in these cases were intolerable nausea, partial 

' blindness, severe pain in the head, difficult breathing, feeble pulse, 

etc. Great relief was obtained for these unfortunate patients by the 
free exhibition of mstard and warm water, in quantities sufficient to 

; provoke vigorous vomiting."



File: Prairie Chicken 
: Food & Cover, —~ 

6/11/34 

Mr. Albert of the Hancock Experiment Station says that prairie 

chickens ate Manchu soy beans on his station during recent winters and 

apparently found them very palatable. ‘They also ate proso millet,



‘ Food & Cover 

Extract from "The Role of Environment in the Life of Birds" by S. Charles Kendeigh, 2 
(Filed in Ecology Box.) Page 383. : 

"Stevenson (1933) made a special study of the food requirements of some 
passerine birds at the Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory. He found that passerine 

species of birds during the breeding season usually have some food in their stomach 
during all the daylight hours, and so digestion goes on continuously. However, 
during active migration, Groebbels (1930) has found that after a long flight the 
stomachs of birds are empty. They then rest until they can replenish their 
resources before renewing their journey. ; 

"The rapidity of digestion is indicated by the fact that a morsel of food may 
pass through the alimentary tract and the undigested portion eliminated in one and a 
half hours. A full stomach in a song or field sparrow may be entirely digested in two 
and a half hours. Seed-eating birds eat an amount of air-dried food daily during the 

¥ summer equal to about 10% of their own body weight. Ninety per cent. of the vegetativ 
food eaten by seed-eating species is absorbed, so there is little waste, Insectivor- 
ous species may consume an amount daily up to the equivalent of 4o% of their body 
weight, but much of this is water. Rorig (1905) made a special study of several 
native European species of birds kept in cages during the winter. He allowed these 
birds all the meal-worms. that they: could consume and found that they ate an amount 
daily equivalent in dry weight to § to 14% of their own body weights. The dry weight 
of meal-worms he takes to be 40.2U@ of their fresh weight. ‘Therefore, both insectiv- 
orous and herbivorous birds appear to consume in equivalent dry weight the same 
relative amount of food. According to Groebbels (1931), small birds require propor- 

: tionally more food than larger ones, due apparently to higher rates of metabolism. 

In a later work, Groebbels (1932) has exhaustively treated the role of nutrition in 
birds and the bearing that this has upon bird migration and distribution."



: Food & Cover Plants 
: ‘ (Moose) 

See p. 29, "The Moose of Isle Royale" by Adolph Murie. Misc, Publ. No. 25, 

University of Michigan Museum of Zoology, July 7, 1934, Filed in Moose Box.



Food Hable potdin 
‘Library of y 

Bldo Leopold 

Reprinted from JounnaL or MAMMALOGY 

Vol. 15, No. 3, August, 1934, pp. 243-244 

FOOD HABITS OF PREDATORY MAMMALS 

The following paragraphs review three important papers on the food habits of certain 

predatory mammals in Russia and compare them with results obtained in the United 
States. 

1. Winter food of some predatory mammals, by N. D. Grigorieff, V. P. Teploff, and 

V. I. Tichvinsky, Records Volga~-Kama Biologic-Trade Station, 1 (a) 1931, pp. 91-125. 
General discussion in Russian, tabulation in Russian with scientific names, and 

summary in Esperanto. The tabulation gives the number of records of each kind of 

food and the percentage of occurrences of each item among those of all items. For 

Vulpes vulpes the most noteworthy foods are mice (100 records), hares (29), and birds 
(10); for Martes martes, mice (14), squirrels (4), and birds (9); Mustela eversmanni, 

spermophiles (2), mice (14), fishes (7), and moles and hedgehogs (2 each); Mustela pu- 

torius, mice (122), hares (8), moles (5), shrews (4), birds (31), snakes (3), frogs (34), toads 
(5), and fishes (20); Lutreola lutreola, mice (34), spermophiles (2), frogs (10), and fishes 

(50); Kolonokus sibiricus, mice (19), moles and shrews (4), birds (8), frogs (3), and fishes 

(8); Mustela erminea, mice (194), moles, hedgehogs, and shrews (33); birds (3), frogs (3), 
and fishes (22); and Mustela nivalis, mice (64), moles and shrews (18), and birds (2). In 

each case sundry vegetable foods are listed but they do not seem to be of importance. 

The total number of records of the different classes of animal food for the eight species 
of predators are: squirrels, 4; spermophiles, 6; rat, 1; mice, 556; hares, 33; moles, hedge- 

hogs, and shrews, 76; larger carnivores, 9; birds or their eggs, 63; reptiles, 4; amphibians, 
76; fishes, 125; and insects, 18. 

2. Food of the fox (Vulpes vulpes L.) in the Tartar Republic, by I. V. Jarkoff, V. P. 

Teploff, and V. I. Tichvinsky, Records Volga-Kama Biologic-Trade Station, 2, 1982, pp. 
90-109. 

This paper is based on investigation of the contents of alimentary tracts and feces, 
and of food remains found near dens, the results being described in the text and set forth 

more graphically in twelve tables. The text is in Russian but there is a summary in 

English. The principal winter foods (1930-1931) are mice, found in 24 out of 32 cases, 
hares in 15, and birds in 9; comparative figures for two other seasons are similar, A 

study of 48 feces of adult and 94 of young foxes reveals only moderate differences in 

feeding habits, the young taking about one-third more insects. In both groups small 
mammals predominate, insects are second, and birds third in rank. Comparison be- 

tween winter and summer foods show, in percentages of occurrences in the food repre- 

sentations examined, hares 37.5 to 4.2; mouse-like animals 75 to 82; and insects 1.4 to 

43. A comparison is given also of the summer feeding habits of the fox in forested 
country and in the steppe. In the latter region fewer mice, but more hamsters and
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hares are consumed. In the steppe the adults ate more mice, hamsters, and hares, and 
the young more insects and birds. A summary of all occurrences of food items in the 
various classes of material examined shows 250 records for mice, 64 for hares, 89 for 
spermophiles, 147 for hamsters, 57 for birds, and 90 for insects. 

3. Food of the badger (Meles meles L.) in the Tartar Republic, by J. V. Jarkoff and 
V. P. Teploff, Records Volga~Kama, Biologic-Trade Station, 2, 1932, pp. 110-124. 

Representations of food, including feces, remains found about burrows, and contents 
of alimentary tracts, totalling 472, were analyzed and the data presented in nine tables. 
According to number of occurrences in the total analyses, the following groups lead: In- 
sects 364, Muridae 234, Anura 41, hamsters 20, birds 11, and moles and shrews 6. The 
authors conclude that the badger is a useful animal under conditions existing in the Tar- 
tar Republic. It destroys some birds’ nests and devours some useful insects and the 
young of certain economically valuable creatures (?Sciurus, Talpa, Tetrao, Tetrastes), 
but the authors state it cannot have any marked influence on the numbers of these 
species. It is, furthermore, not at all harmful to the cattle industry nor to forestry. 

Upon looking over the papers here briefly abstracted, the reviewer was struck with 
the similarity of the results to those obtained by Ned Dearborn? in Michigan. At least 
eight of the nine species of Russian predatory mammals reported on have food habits 
preponderantly tending in the right direction from an economic point of view, and the 
same is true of seven of the nine Michigan species published upon by Dearborn. 

To one acquainted with economic ornithology, the situation with reference to preda- 
tory mammals in general seems much the same as we find in birds. Only a few of the 
species can justly be classed as chiefly injurious, and the others under ordinary condi- 
tions do more good than harm. This is inevitable from the very nature of predator- 
prey relationships. The flesh eaters must subsist either directly or indirectly upon the 
vegetation consumers. Man’s crops are chiefly vegetable, hence these vegetation con- 
sumers include most of the creatures regarded as pests. Any predator upon them is in 
some degree man’s ally. When animal crops are involved, predators may become in- 
Jurious but this is a special case. It should be recognized that in Nature nearly all 
predacious creatures tend to be beneficial from man’s point of view, and control plans 
and practices should be based on this understanding.—W. L. McArzz, Bureau of Biologi- 
cal Survey, Washington, D. C. 
a hh ees 

1 Foods of Some Predatory Fur-bearing Animals in Michigan, Bull. 1, School of For- 
estry and Conservation, Univ. of Michigan, 1932, 52 pp., 22 charts. 

ie Tat oe



Food & Cover 

(23. Petersen, H. E. (1934). eae disease in eel grass (Zostera marina).” 
Nature, 134, 143-4. Foor & Corer folder 

Further field observations on a fungus associated with dying eel grass in Danish waters. The 
species of fungus is not yet determined, although spores, etc., have been found. It occurs in a 
large number of cases where eel grass is dying, and the writer believes it to be the cause of the 
disease in Denmark. i 

@. Gordon, S. (1934). ‘The drinking habits of birds.” Nature, 133, 436-7. 
A discussion which raises interesting problems about the water requirements of wild birds 

There are a few field observations as well (gannets, golden eagle, egg stealers such as the hooded 
crow, ete.). fi a PB pee § 2) 

4 

‘ ' :



Files Woodcock : 
Food & Cover 

: ; New Jersey 

From General Notes, Wilson Bulletin, Vol. XLVI, No. 3, September 1934, p. 200. 

dantability in the Feeding Habits of the Noodcods.--"“hile the Yoodeodr 
(Philohela minor) is Imown to eat seeds of various plants, its normal diet consists 
largely of earthwoms ani insects. a recent field trip to New Jersey, State Game 
Warden Joseph Mathis and others gave incontrovertible evidence that the Woodcock, 

at least when hard pressed for food, will take grain. During the umoually cold 
freeze of February and early March, 1934, when snow covered the ground, the warden 
placed cracked corn on a cleared surface for Bob-whites, three or four times each 
weelk, On the second visit to one feed patch near New Gretna, Burlington County, 
New Jersey, he saw five Woodeocks, along with a covey of Hob-whites, eating the 
eracked corn, ‘These were observed eating the corn at the feeding station at each 
subsequent visit for fully a month, Other cbservers reported the same habit.-- 

Clarence Cottam, U. S. Biological Syrvey, Washington, D. C,



North Dakota : 
Food & Cover|~ 

CROSS REFERENCE . 

"Food Habits of North Dakota Pheasants" by Adrian C. Fox. 

The Dakota Farmer, September 15, 1934. Filed in Pheasant folder.



dongpirus 
Food & Cover 

Extract from Schorger, A. W., "Notes on the Distribution of Some Wisconsin 
Birds, Il, Brewer's BlackBird," Auk, Vol, lly No. 4, October 1934, p, 4s4, 

"It is of special interest that in Wisconsin, at least, Brewer's Blackbird 
nests in dry marshes from which the previous year's growth has been burned, 
The species is noted throughout its range for adaptetion to a wide variety : 
of nesting sites, but in a review of the literature no mention of a burned 
area was noted. ‘The Belleville colony was established in a tmrned area 
of approximately five acres that contained a few isolated gots, five to ten 
feet in diameter, that the fire had not touched. J assumed that the nests 
would be situated in the cover afforded by the unburned places, tut the most 
careful search was fruitless,. In the burned area, however, the nests were 

: found, entirely devoid of cover," :



Library of 

TA 7 Eildo Leopold 
Food is Cr-vewfilder 

THE DAKOTA FARMER December 8, 1934 — 

Wi i N. D. G Bi inter Feeding of N. D. Game Birds 
Must Be Systematic Feeding of Game Birds This Winter 

Ee Dakota Farmer: Game birds of at the same time provide ample pro- .. vy aoe 

North Dakota are about to encoun- tection for birds feeding during inclem- 9) avons 

ter one of the worst famine years ever ent weather. If the shelter frame is WP guess 4 a Bt, zi ‘ 

experienced in the history of this state. built of heavy durable poles and the Gy ra ao Qty se es im 

The last season of drouth, hot winds, roof-thatch made inaccessible to stock, Rai a Se AO | Sea yates fen 

shifting sand and soil, has, in many there is no reason why a shelter cannot Speen Bra eS) 

parts of the state, resulted in a com- be used for several season. In some ae BS oe : 

plete and total crop failure. In many Cases, it is advisable to have a “back "~ ka tee | a Ra : 

places only a wide expanse of Russian door” retreat in the shelter so that the ase eee ert ceeen 

thistles grew, the seeds of which alone feeding birds can escape an “air gers AS 

might be considered a “starvation” attack” from some watchful hawk. Sees Jee ae ae 

food. Should we have an open winter, Kinds of Feeders. we aa = fs hoes Ee ie 

the Russian thistle will at least afford r Se Oe po AS ae 

an excellent cover, but should the con- ‘eed hoppers may be constructed _.giilsiius “ede! 
ee * from almost any scrap material found Ape Se ES te fe 

trary occur, game birds will be robbed Mg 2 z 2 comets eS a Mae = ee - 

of their last resort—shelter. This °” the average farm. The Wi SS SS eee 
- conservation department recommends perce ier ade 

applies especially to northwestern * a - s 

North Dakota where the fields and and uses a wood, self-feeding poultry Woven Wire Corn Crib for Feeding 

plains are barren of both food and hopper having a capacity of at peeae Birds. 

shelter other than Russian thistle. 100 pounds of grain. By raising the rom sept.-Oct. 1933 American Game—“A B (’s of 
hopper 6 to 12 inches from the ground Winter Feeding Birds” by Aldo Jeopold. 

Scarcity of Feed. on bundles of hay or. corn or on aWoven pirds can no longer find their own. 

After a summer spent in almost a wWire-covered frame, contamination by Oyster shell should not be used as wild : 

continuous round of visits in nearly droppings and snow drifting into the pirds do not take to it readily. In the 

every county in the state, the writer feeding space may be prevented, absence of grit, a bird may starve to 

feels capable of predicting a food short- The Cass County Conservation Asso- death with its crop and gizzard full of 

age in all parts of the state with the ciation has used almost exclusively, in corn. 

possible exception of the Red River their winter feeding of pheasants in Care of Feeding Station. 

Valley and the sand-hill region of Rich- the vicinity of Fargo, a self-feeding A ps 

Jand, Ransom and adjoining counties. hopper constructed from discarded nail . Self-feeding stations should be vis- 

These favored areas, in the event of kegs. A metal cone in the bottom ited at least once weekly to see if the 

deep snow and extreme cold, will also board of such a hopper will help pre- Sats frozen in the hopper; if rodents 

be subject to a game famine because such as rabbits, mice and squirrels are 

of the poorer yield and scarcity of corn [gee So not taking more than their share; and 

customarily left standing in the fields L A ke  . if hawks and owls are not preventing 

for hogging off. Cattle fattening yards, os aS the birds from leaving cover to feed. 

where pheasants usually find ample | Ue ae | | However, before you start shooting 

feed and shelter, will also be few and be a as  . hawks and owls, be sure that you know 

far between, due to feed shortage and So — | the destructive species’or catch them 

the government buying of surplus cat- el 3 2 — in the act of destroying game birds. 

tle the past summer. The sandhill | @ | — Cooper’s hawk, goshawk, sharp-shinned 

area is almost devoid of small grains, | [= a hawk and the great horned owl are 

although there is an abundance of | ¢ = 6 cei 8 Ne ante eae LSS 

green and yellow pigeon grass, wild 3 — se _ - met Be 

sunflower and wolfberry, all of which | - o C2 £ Additional Information. / 

are excellent foods for grouse, pheas- Ce ——— me oo . MEA j 

ants and Hungarian partridges. The | _—“—is—SC;s COC ‘ieding of game birds may be had from | 

eastern part of the state also affords | | memes = = = = | Bulletin No. B-31 distributed free by the 
better shelter for game birds because | —__ — os |_| _izaak Walton League of America, Chins 

of nature Sea eas = hea i tah = ago, iil. “Winter Feeding of Wild 

‘ Y Le . me COCs Publication No. 159, of the United 

favorably in this part of the state. ee o ee = ~—Ssi|s«(States Department of Agriculture, has 

Results of Feeding. _ ee i ee a a store of valuable hints on feeding 

With the very best of weather condi: | —™ oe birds and mammals and may be pro- | 

tions for the coming winter, thereisno |. || cured for 5 cents per copy from the } 

area in the state that cannot profit Superintendent of Documents, Wash- 

immensely from the maintenance of Feeder Constructed from Nail Kegs. ington, D. C. 

feeding stations. Conservation depart- yoni «pridging over” of such chaffy Unless hundreds and thousands of 

ments of Wisconsin, Michigan and sportsmen and landowners provide , 

other dnore eastefnestates| navectound feeds as elevator screenings, granary feed, shelter and protection from pred- 

winter feeding to be an important part sweepings, ste. Such a feeder equipped atory birds and animals, as well as 

of game management. Aldo Leopold, with “wings” and a water-proof cover poachers, the successful effort of the 

game manager at the University of Wis- may be used without a roof shelter if past 10 years in stocking North Dakota 2 

consin, believes the following major placed in a thick grove or at the wind- with exotic game birds—the Hungarian z 

objectives can and should be realized swept base of a tree. Similar feeders _ partridge and ring-neck pheasant—will oi 
by winter feeding: ze so constructed and placed by the writer be lost because of the threatening game 

Bee iter soitsring, capes at Fargo and Leeds, last winter, gave famine for the coming a of 1 ee 

@aily in the fall s very good results. A woven-wire corn- 35.—Adrian ©. Fox, Cass County, — E 

2—"Prevents starvation during winter Crib constructed of ordinary hog wire — yote—conditions in South Dakota are similar ie E 

ene een beset Bee to in the form of a cylinder set on the those prevailing in North Dakota. 

"Puts birds in breeding con m for ground and filled with ear corn has oe 
spring; , I migh ial . a chance = of bitas pein og eee = ane been devised by W. Gard Conklin for Ewes should be fed some grain s 

ry birds and animals. feeding Pennsylvania turkeys.. The before breeding time to keep them in 

In the case of a planned game man- Missouri conservation department has good thirfty condition and insure a = 

agement system, Leopold advocates the successfully used such a feeder on their $504 lamb crop. A liberal supply of 5 

use of a “food-patch” consisting of a same refuges. __ feed should be furnished them, espe- 
mixed variety of small grains, legumes Any sportsman or farm boy looking ¢jally about six weeks before lambing. s 

and sorghums inter-mixed with food- forward to next year’s hunting season % 

bearing weeds such as wild sunflower, or reminiscening on this season’s game [ue Se : 

pigeon grass, ragweed and kinghead. bag can, with a few tools and some | = = —— | 

During the past season of drouth, the ability, construct similar feeding hop- Lh oo oO 

“food-patch” would have “gone up in pers and probably devise better ones. [We = og : 

smoke” with the rest of the farm crops Cruder methods of feeding may be —rrrr——SS _ 

so we must resort to the use of con- adopted if they efficiently serve the pur- ib 0 Uk lg he ee 

structed feed hoppers and shelters. pose. However, the broadcast scatter- tee Beh fe ites ieee a 

(ow to Reed: . ing of grain to game birds in North 4 i aah Some ° ae 

s Dakota is wasteful and inadvisable | yy. ##§ = §y oS 

Feed hoppers should be in operation jecause of the great loss of grain due | 4 4% Le se, (Pe ere 
as early as possible, and should by all {o qrifting snow. PR pik FE eee 

means be protected from domestic _ oe & ps ote Ui fe fi 

stock and should be adjacent to protect- What to Feed. Lo woes es BAIL 

ive cover such as woods, brush or Whole or cracked corn, barley, mil- 2 N= eA 

heavily-weeded ground. Unless they let, wheat and oats should be used. | _ jes a a) A 

are situated in an unusually favorable With the present shortage of feed | ia : EPAN 

location and subject to constant atten- grains, it might be well to mix with the | uf 4cmy" = Seal fee bs ‘NS 

tion, they should be protected by a above grains elevator screenings or LU 8 qu me. 

southeast or south-facing shelter con- other waste grains that might be had | J), ft 

structed in the form of a lean-to, tepee cheaply or for a little labor, such as | CC — 

or a straw, hay or cornstalk-covered weed. seeds at strawstack threshing- lr es 

roof supported by posts set in the machine sites. Sand or quartz grit 

ground. This will prevent rain and should be mixed with the grain after Sn 

snow from freezing up the hopper and the ground is covered with snow and A “Lean-To” Feeding Shelter.



File: Quail 
Pheasants 
Foods , — 

(Extract from letter from Ray ©, Steelg, Superintendent, Upper Mississipp1 
River Wild Life and Fish Refuge, Federal Building, Winona, Minnesota, 
December 18, 1934,) 

"The boys brought in an interesting report this morning regarding 
YPing-necks and quail. ‘They found quite o large patch of jimson weed 
which was overrun with both quail and ring-necks, the ring-necks were 
pulling the pods down and breaking them spart for the seeds and I assume 
the quail were feeding on the seeds mattered sbout on the snow as the 
result of their being torn up by the ring-necks, While this seed is not 
eoumon in the bottoms, there is a considerable amount of it and I was 
gsarprised at the amount of seed contained in a single pod, Undoubtedly 
this is an attractive and splendid source of food for these two birds and 
probvebly others,"
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NOTES ON FOOD OF RED FOXES IN NEW YORK AND 
NEW ENGLAND 

By W. J. Haminton, Jr. 

In 1927 the writer commenced a study of the food of certain predatory fur- 
bearers in New York. - Of over two thousand carcasses or stomachs examined, 
the red fox numbers more than two hundred. Effort was made to get fox 
stomachs, or the entire carcass, from trappers, hunters, and fur buyers, with 
moderate success. For supplying me with considerable numbers, I am in- 
debted to Gardiner Bump, of the New York State Conservation Department; 
Elton Clark, of Framingham, Massachusetts; Ainslie Lawrence, of St. Albans, 
Vermont; Dorman Purdy, of Ithaca, New York; Clarence Bowdish, of Espe- 
rance, New York; and William C. Matson, of Williamstown, Vermont. Others 
too numerous to mention have supplied me with two or three fox stomachs. ‘ 

In all, 229 stomachs were examined, 23 of which proved to be empty, leav- 
ing a total of 206 stomachs that had food in sufficient quantities to make an 
analysis desirable. These were collected over a period of eight years, from * ¥ 
1927 to 1934. The animals were killed from October to March, but most of 
them were taken in the late fall and early winter (13 in October, 89 in Novem- 
ber, 43 in December, 49 in January, 29 in February, and 6 in March). 

Table 1 indicates the frequency of occurrence of the various food items, and 
the percentage of bulk each occupies in the total food volume. A discussion 
of these various foods is in order.
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Mice.—Various species of mice were found in 40 per cent of the stomachs examined; 
they comprised 29.3 per cent by bulk of all foods eaten. This is to be expected, as all 

who have studied and written on the food of foxes will agree. The abundance of the 

microtine population and their ease of capture make of them a most important item in 

the dietary of the fox. The species favored, or most readily accessible, is the ubiquitous 
meadow mouse, Microtus pennsylvanicus. To find three or four in a single fox stomach 

is not unusual. Elton Clark found eight and the remains of additional individuals in 

one stomach. Of the 83 foxes that had swallowed mice, ten were found with the remains 

of deer mice (Peromyscus), while four had eaten red-backed mice (Clethrionomys). 
Rabbits.—Cottontails are next favored, during the fall and winter. Occurring in 

27.2 per cent of the stomachs examined, they make up 22.1 per cent of the bulk. Ap- 

parently no part is left uneaten, for the ears, teeth, feet, and claws and large masses of 

TABLE 1 

K Stomach Analysis of 206 Fall and Winter Red Foxes from New York and New England 

KIND OF FOOD ES ee See 

5 MACE 0c Nasticsatsisis seule coomwon omeoniincisealomentinacet es 83 29.3 

JRA DIG os she tok ee ep mer an erat seca eras aes 56 22.1 

CRBSROS reson ee neni po sige "sys ss ees ay 51 13.9 
LGR S er CEk: LEAR Dorns Sakeoceats setae nia eit, F' aioe oiesetesa e,viaieCoes 33 6.2 

CRTPION scree cin cin ggte oats a ectaie'ainig le earte is'ee 17 8.1 

PnBOOtH ea: Cron eye hasan cee se pt a cicle paciieaais ties cicle os AE 3.4 
OU GE erect acer tia Ten ie hos sae oa age ints Woes acs 11 3.1 

MULL Dh aarp accialacs cist lalbaa'p gid aoain Diels =/S)acerateve! «lo Regio eutr Sg 9 2.9 

SPOVOUMIDE 25, Gass us saree oes Gabe wre is Suiees waynes 4 1.8 
IAIN DUNGR cca ica asinolc ni spire sa caniway + ecules 5 1.4 

Dmg DIFGS sca ss scweric emis geriln oe aeoreue sexe ane 3 0.5 

1S) PEN Fe a IR er ae 3 0.8 

WOME: ces eric eres Seemann ise Con ewan tg sae 3 0.8 
Gre AON BUDS i scree tas csbis sy ceria ies cian tase emia suomi se 3 0.4 

fur are frequently encountered in the stomachs or visceral tracts. Of the 56 that con- 

tained rabbit, seven had eaten Lepus, the remainder Sylvilagus. 

; Grasses.—It is not at all unusual to find various grasses in the stomachs of foxes 
that have been shot. They constitute 13.9 per cent of the food eaten and occur in 

25.1 per cent of the stomachs examined. Often an amount equal to a good handful 
will be taken from an animal. Apparently winter wheat is often consumed, while 

other grasses, undetermined, are frequently met with in the analysis of stomachs col- 

lected during the winter months. 

Sticks, dirt, and trash.—A trapped animal will occasionally swallow bits of wood, 
sticks, dirt, and dead leaves in its frantic efforts to free itself. Likewise, in catching 

mice some grass is inadvertently swallowed. Such material goes to make up 6.2 per 

cent of the bulk of stomach contents and was found in 16.1 per cent of the animals 

studied. 
Carrion.—Foxes will frequent the vicinity of a slaughtering house and make off 

with any offal they can secure. Dead cattle, horses, and sheep are fed upon as occasion 

permits, particularly during the cold months when other food is scarce or not easily
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procured. Deer, killed by hunters during the fall, are a favorite food of foxes during 

the winter season in the Adirondack region of New York. Many cases have come to 

the attention of the writer where this has been a most important item of sustenance 

during winter. Of the animals examined, carrion occurred in the stomachs of 8.3 per 
cent, and made up 8.1 per cent of the bulk of food. 

Fruit.—Among the various fruits and berries, the apple takes first place. It is 

usually to be found in some part of the foxes’ range, and during heavy snows and in 
periods of general food scarcity, this frozen fruitisastaple. Aside from stomach analy- 

sis, droppings collected during periods of heavy snow show the characteristic apple 

remains, with parts of the skin and seed. Another important article of sustenance 
during late fall are the wild cherries that are found in abundance over much of this 
animal’s range. One stomach contained the fruit and stones of 230 rum cherries (Prunus 

serotina). The fruit of partridge berry (Mitchella), wintergreen (Pyrola), Virginia 

creeper (Psedera), and various wild grapes (Vitis) are frequently eaten. Fruit remains 

were found in 8.7 per cent of the foxes examined, and comprised 5.3 per cent of the bulk. r 
Insects.—While insects occur in 5.3 per cent of the stomachs examined, they consti- 

tute only 3.4 per cent of the bulk. Even at this, it appears an appreciable amount is 

eaten, especially during the fall months. Grasshoppers, crickets, beetles, millipedes, 
and sowbugs are consumed. While the latter two are of course not insects, they are 
grouped with this order for convenience. . 

Poultry.—Hen feathers appear in 5.3 per cent of the animals examined, and constitute 
3.1 per cent of the bulk of the food consumed. While fowls are taken in considerable 
numbers during the spring and summer months, it seems more likely that this item, at 

least during the winter months, is in the form of dead poultry that has been thrown 

out by the farmer. My records certainly indicate this, as they do for the skunk. 

Squirrels.—Nine stomachs contained sciurid remains, which constitute 2.9 per cent 
of the bulk of the food eaten. Gray squirrels were found in four stomachs, chipmunks 

in a like number, while one fox had eaten a flying squirrel. I once saw the remains of a 

gray squirrel on the snow that had been caught and eaten, excepting the tail, by a fox. 

I suspected that it was the work of a gray fox. T. Donald Carter, of the American 
Museum of Natural History, writes me of a den of the gray fox he found in northern 

New Jersey. He says, in part: ‘(One den showed many rabbit remains and also a 

surprising number of gray squirrels, but squirrels were very numerous that year.” 

Porcupine.—We have been led to believe, from the writings of many naturalists, 
that the fisher is the only mammal that safely circumvents the strong armor of the 
porcupine and makes a cautious meal of it. The fox certainly feeds upon the porcupine 
occasionally, for analysis of stomach contents shows quills, fur, and flesh of this animal 
in four stomachs examined, and Elton Clark found porcupine remains in a fox he ex- 
amined. Where “‘porkies’’ are common, the fox frequently brings them to its young. if 

Game Birds.—Five of the 206 stomachs that contained food held game birds. Three 
of these contained grouse, and two, pheasants. Of 67 red fox stomachs examined by 
Elton Clark, one contained a grouse. 

Small Birds.—As a rule, passerine birds are too quick for foxes to capture during the 

fall and winter. A junco, a tree sparrow, and a blue jay were the species taken. How 

blue jays are caught must be left to conjecture, but captured they are, and not infre- 

quently. Elton Clark took a jay from the stomach of a fox he shot on October 29, 1929, 
at Plainfield, New Hampshire. Among the small bird remains about the dens during 

late spring, the blue jay is the species most frequently encountered. 

Shrews.—Three stomachs contained shrews. One fox examined, from Pawling, New 
York, had bolted three Blarina entire. 

Worms.—Earthworms were found in the stomachs of 1.5 per cent of the animals taken 

during the fall. Like the raccoon, skunk, and opossum, foxes are not averse to adding
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Lumbricus to their menu, and after heavy late fall rains, the worms are frequently 

sought. 

Grain and nuts.—I have found beechnuts, corn, buckwheat, and acorns in the stom- 

achs of red foxes collected during October and November. Elton Clark records corn 

from four stomachs and nuts from three. 
Finally, one stomach contained a Norway rat. 

The winter food habits of foxes in central New York, as reflected in their droppings, 

comprise the following items, found in 54 pellets: 

Apple remains........- <ccjcaseeeneewieliee te cine neces tie seeenineineennn Found in 29 

Rabbit fur and bones..........sseeecnecseereeeeeereeseseeeseses Bound in 13 

Mouse fur and bones 50.2 .0c4 secae ees cs os wanes canine “ore sage OUNG AS, 

Berries (stones of Viburnum plantago)........++++++++eee0000-++ Found in 3 

Graseeee es eee ee ae ee ewe eee os ee ees POUR ID 10 

Pooley Gatbere 656. gcc ace tues sant oxapareg seine de renicees POMRG ae, & 

TABLE 2 

Stomach Contents of 66 Red Foxes Taken in Vermont, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts 

during the Fall and Winter, 1913 to 1982 

oop 17BMt NUMBER OF Tita 
SS aa ee ea ORF ee SN Enea | Ee 

Mices seo ion ae ean ces awit ies Sener sommes 33 

Fruit (principally apple and wild cherries)............-+-+++++0.0+0++ 32 

Gr aracalige) eis ia se etic iach as Kahn loas ce ees p a geltaeiman apis en met 14 

GBD ies ascasits ieee selon sin hae oe eine acne casein, «een et Loum, Sa eajei ties 8 

Poultry fc ccs eee oe esc oe ool So ejaete hie terse ere se eee 6 

Carian Seach oe ee ao anc ale cise me eaae Soesieraeeea 5 

Cah geae sss oos e e SE iei os on vcapeBa eiaman ernie siepeetin 4 

Insects (grasshoppers, crickets)...........0:eeeeseee eee eenee tenet ees 3 

Squirrel (gray). <..-6. 00d. tie vee ces tec teecee tegen man eeemnecites 2 

PVG Hitic let ceil, tessa vc bestots age seiko «ao, ste s.a, asbeazsceimce sia von se eae smlenste sis mares 3 

IMI ase tic sco osc eo sisi cas sare dais Be syns cst Nias acetone een Siunie sad nee eco 2 

Nuts (beechnuts, chestnuts)........... 6.0. eee e eerste eee e ee eet ees 2 

Paraupine seed ctuc lee lcseoltir oe Soa oe olesnieccisclnn=in ane Sigueiyieinsie sins tnt 1 

Grouse ei eciwi sade tee LGW Gales a ciaeit ne lai ote de ail dale noe IRN 1 

: Blnedayece: scene nwwata Was Haat wre. micbickt. Shik Ik diosa siete 1 

SION Ses Pe aaa ete a re Ee eR Relea e a 

Elton Clark, of Framingham, Massachusetts, has been hunting foxes and studying 

their habits for the past quarter century. Mr. Clark has sent the writer a considerable 

number of stomachs, and volunteered a lengthy report on his own stomach analysis of 

the foxes secured by him in New England. The report, listing observations on the 

stomach contents of 66 foxes examined between 1913 and 1932, gives a fair cross section 

of the fall and winter food of the red fox in southern Vermont, New Hampshire, and 

Massachusetts. A condensation of Mr. Clark’s report is given in table 2. 

SPRING AND SUMMER FOOD 

To secure unpublished data on the food of the red fox during the spring and summer, 

as noted about the dens, letters requesting such information were sent to a number of
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New York and New England members of the American Society of Mammalogists. 
Table 3 lists the various food items at the dens, the number of dens where such were 
encountered, and the total number of specimens found. 

My own observations about seven red fox dens in central New York and eastern 
Massachusetts during May to July include such items as woodchucks, poultry, rabbits, 
two pheasants, muskrats, chipmunks, blue jays, crow feathers, and an occasional short- 
tailed shrew (Blarina). 

During July and August, 1934, Mr. E. E. Brown collected fifty fox droppings in Fulton 
and Hamilton counties, in the foothills of the Adirondacks. ‘The writer collected sixty 
droppings during the summer of 1934 in Herkimer, Oneida, and Cortland counties. 
All droppings were fairly fresh and indicated a fair cross section of the food of the 
red fox at that season. 

TABLE 3 
Food Remains in about 31 Red Fox Dens, New York and New England ae eg ge BO oe, 

FooD NUMBER OF DENS eer 
eee res SNS SSS eer Mo ons Se 

Woeodehick cs. cc mere etn cc 15 33+ 
Re bbitevauagauee oo oes ete eee ass see 10 224+ : 
POUR IONS E ieee tent eae ie pe 9 13 
Game bindssic aston tii tet core scene 5 6 

Molesiand shrews:sco-7 cee ete 5 5 
Muskrat. Je CO Si Boe ot Is 4 5+ 
Orows era ees ae ee 3 3+ 
Small birds). to. Cae ie ee ers 5 8 
Squirtele seca len ee is Ab 
Cat See a eee aan cae ee, 2 2 
Insecta Syosset ees Se 2 many 

Porcupine: occ oe 1 z 
Carrion anc Pater eee t 1 
Weasel os sence tote ae see tee ee il 1 

Reptileses Woe eee 2 5 $$ See es 

Recognizable remains were found in 106 droppings. The fruit of bristly sarsaparilla 
(Aralia hispida) was found in 68 fecal remains. Mice and shrews were recognized in 
43 droppings. The seeds and pulp of blueberries were evident in 37 droppings, while g 
35 contained insect remains. Rabbit fur occurred in 16 scats. The fruit of the service 
berry (Amelanchier) was recorded 11 times; this appears to be a food of first importance 
to this animal. Red squirrel and chipmunk fur was found in 11 droppings, while snakes 
were represented twice. 

During the nesting season of our game birds, and while the young birds are still 
being protected by the adult, the abundance of wild fruits and berries tends to reduce 
the destruction of birds by the fox. Wild fruits and small rodents, where abundant 
enough, act as a buffer agency in supplying the fox with its immediate needs during the 
critical breeding season of the grouse. It has been established that fruits and berries 
are brought to the cubs before they leave the den. 

The following notes are extracts of personal letters. The observer and place of 
observation are listed with notes on red fox food items.
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Lester W. Smith, Babson Park, Boston, Massachusetts. Two muskrats, one shrew, 
two woodchucks, gray squirrel, two pheasants, one grouse, and four domestic 

hens. 
John D. Smith, Boston Society Natural History, Boston, Massachusetts. Wood- 

chucks, black ducks, rabbits, an occasional hen pheasant, no grouse, many 

= house cats, rarely a gray squirrel, and towhees. 
Earle A. Brooks, Moultonboro, New Hampshire. Rabbits, poultry, and many 

porcupine quills. 
Dunbar Lockwood, Cambridge, Massachusetts. ‘I am impressed by the number of 

woodchuck remains around fox dens. I have seen almost no partridge or 
pheasant feathers and very little mouse evidence, one black duck, and a number 

of muskrats, with, of course, rabbits and an occasional chicken.” 
Wendell P. Smith, Wells River, Vermont. Numerous woodchucks, some poultry, 

snowshoe hare, domestic cat, crow, offal from slaughter house, and a grouse. 

Lawrence Harper, Parishville, New York. Four or five muskrats. 
Roy Latham, Orient, Long Island, has actually seen foxes catch muskrats, moles, 

. leopard- and bull-frogs, and he records about the dens the following items: Wild 

“ducks (scoters), domestic ducks and infertile eggs, and cottontails. He gives 
evidence that foxes feed upon pine, meadow, and deer mice; dig out the eggs 

of snapping, painted, and box turtles; and the unmarketable marine fish, 

~ dumped by the trap fishermen, are fed upon by foxes from April to November. 
Foxes have been instrumental in breaking up a large colony of breeding terns. 

Arthur H. Helme, Port Jefferson, Long Island. Anything in the way of flesh the 

old foxes could obtain. Ducks, skates, cottontails (many), weasels, moles, and 

carrion. A two-thirds grown fox killed at night by an auto had its stomach 

filled with blueberries. 
John T. Nichols, Mastic, Long Island. Majority of snapping turtle nests destroyed 

by foxes, which dig up and eat the eggs. 
Reference to literature throws little light on the summer dietary habits of the red 

fox in New York and New England. The most extended account is given by Crosman 

(1927) who lists the vulpine menu as determined by weekly visits to fox dens over a 

period of years. The locality was in the vicinity of Canton, Massachusetts. Great 
blue heron, young pig, poultry (hens, ducks, and geese), small birds, with blue jay most 

numerous, towhee, muskrats, red and gray squirrel, cottontails, spotted and painted 

turtle, and a great many of the larger beetles are all listed by this author. 
Dr. Charles W. Townsend (1913, p. 53), from examinations of fox droppings on the 

sand dunes of Ipswich, Massachusetts, lists sand fleas and sea scuds, June beetles, 

tiger beetles, bones of toads and frogs, feathers of birds (among them being poultry, 

night herons and others), mice, rabbits, and the teeth of a young skunk. 
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Ginseng Eaten by Prairie Chicken and Sharptail. In 1934, late August, ginseng 

seeds on the farm of M. J. Goodrich, Westboro, Taylor Co., Wisconsin, were eaten 

by Prairie Chicken and Sharptail which went in under the frames to eat seed, Also 

red 
ate ginseng seed being raised in woods. ‘The seed is in a/berry, 2 seeds each, 

cluster of berries,



Tae ‘ ! Food & Cover 
(Moose) 

- *- GROSS_ REFERENCE 

See article "Must the Isle Royale Moose Starve?" by Ben East. ° 

American Forests, March, 1935. Filed in Moose Box.
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Food & Cover — 

Extract from "Pehr Kalm's Deseription of Maize, How It Is Planted and 
Cultivated in North America, Together with the Many Uses of This Crop Plant, 

Agricultural History, Vol. 9, No. 2, April, 1935, pp. 98-117. 

pp. 114-16: Chickens, doves, ducks, and geese prefer this feed to all others. 
Chickens also lay better when they are fed maize. In a word, without exception, 

I kmow of no cultivated plant which is so universally and greedily sought by 
ll domestic animals, : 

How delicious this food is to all sorts of animals is to be inferred from 
this: I hardly know of any cultivated plant which has $0 many enemies as maize 
from the time it begins to ripen, and even after it is stored, For example, 
rats end mice leave wheat, rye and all other foods untouched as long as they 
have access to maize in the field or storehouse. Crows also prefer maize to 
#ll other types of food, Maize thieves are of three types--the gray and black 
American squirrels, ground squirrels, or those which live for the most part 
in the soil and do not climb trees, Woodpeckers of various sorts, and otler 

. birds, are so greedy for mize that it is almost impossible to seare them away 
from the field by any method of frightening or trapping. The birds are present 
during the day and the squirrels during the night. Tn a few nights, if un- 
disturbed, squirrels can cart away from the granary half a tub or more to 
their nests. When the maize is ripe, but still in the fields, I have myself 
seen a farmer with his gun go to the end of the field and shoot at the maize 
thieves, who do not allow themselves to be frightened from the delicious maize. 
Finally, the whole swarm of them move forward from one end of the field to 
the other, When the farmer returns, they fly back to the part of the field 
where they were before, and so they switch from one end of the field to the 
other, entirely according to how the farmer pursues them, ‘They almost wear 
the farmer out before he is able to scare them away, although now and then he 
shoots one of them, In order to rid the maize of all these destructive pests, 
the governing bodies in all parts of that country have been called upon to set : 
a definite bounty to be paid on squirrels, crows, maize thieves, woodpeckers, 
and other pests. An almost inconceivable sum was paid in Pennsylvania alone 
for squirrel heads for a single year, namely, from Jamary 1, 1749, to that 
same date, 1750. When the representatives from all regions in Pennsylvania met 
at the beginning of 1750 to make necessary laws, they received complaints from 
all regions that the treasuries were empty solely because of squirrels, ; Previously a law had been enacted that 34. (which is about 12 to 14 ére kopp:mt) should be paid from the general coffers for each squirrel head, So high had 
the spirit of vengeance gone against these animals, that during the one year 

8000 pounds in Pennsylvania currency had been paid, This is 40,000 platar in 
our money, When I heard this discussed above all else in the city, it was 
inconceivable to me until Mr. Franklin, who has gone so far in experiments with 
electricity, and who is one of their outstanding legislators, convinced me of 
the truth directly from the documents, The hizh expenditure was attributed 
to the fact that when one received 34. for each squirrel it paid to go into 
the woods to hunt these creatures, Many young people in particular gave up 
all other work and went to the woods to shoot squirrels. The legislature was 
therezore forced to repeal the lew and change it from 34. bounty to half that 
sum for a .



2 = Maize ‘ 

A very similar law was passed against maize thieves in New England. 
As a result, the maize thieves were almost wholly and entirely exterminated. 
During the sumer of 1749, @ mmltitude of grass worms spread over the entire 
ee eee te acted aera i toe ee The inhabitants were 

foreed to write to England for a ship loaded with hay. ‘They began to regret 
that they had been so hard on the maize thieves because they believed, as 
they had previously observed, that the maize thieves for a good deal of the 7 
sumer before the maize ripened, lived on these insects and thus hindered 
their increase. ‘The people of New England were conscience-stricken because 
they believed this to be a punishment for meddling in the providence of the 
Almighty Creator.
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Planting to C Wild Life ‘ 
Desirable Trees, Shrubs and Vines for Food and Cover Plants for Wild Life 

By P. F. ENGLISH 

The subject of food and cover im- nightshade and many others. These SHRUBS (Fruits available through- 
provement for wild life is of impor- plants not only furnish food and cover out the year): Prairie rose, swamp 
tance to every nurseryman, as well as for the various wild animals, but prop- rose, staghorn sumac, fragrant sumac, 
to thousands of persons throughout the _ erl: jaced, have an esthetic value as dwarf sumac, Japanese barberry, but- : : . Th touinun atid coa-berneg: elder” country. well. onbush and red-berried elder. 

The word “food” as used here refers To determine what might be done to SHRUBS (Fruits available in fall and 
to anything our feathered and furred help game animals and other useful winter): Highbush cranberry, snow- 
friends will eat, be it weeds, grain forms of wild life, in 1931, at Williams- berry, coralberry, hazelnut, spirea, 
(both cultivated and waste) or fruits ton, Mich., a game management project panicled dogwood, chokeberry, nanny- 
of wild trees, shrubs and vines, as well was initiated. This was known as the berry, black alder and witch-hazel. 
as of cultivated nursery species. Williamston codperative game manage- a 2 A 3 
“Cover” includes that material which ment project* and arrangements were ae (Fruits avanablein sum z z , a « mer and fall): Blackberry, raspberry, the different animals use for shelter, made with some of the farmers of Wil- ¥ ws : : oo 5 is : red osier dogwood, prickly ash, com- nesting, hiding and escape. Both food liamston township to plant a number of mon elderberry 
and cover are furnished by some plants, trees, shrubs and vines which would es é 

This country, especially many of the furnish permanent cover and food for | SHRUBS (Valuable exotic species): 
good farming’ districts of Indiana, Wild life. As a consequence, on the Siberian pea tree, Japanese rose, rugosa 
Michigan and neighboring states, has Williamston project a scheme was car- ose and European cranberry bush 
done a thorough job of cleaning out ‘ied out whereby natural wild condi- (opulus). 
much of the valuable native vegetation, tions could again be restored on certain TREES (Evergreen): Corsican pine, 
commonly called brush, from the fence ands. white pine, red or Norway pine, Scotch 
rows, ditch banks, roadsides and kettle On the different sites, varying in size pine, black spruce, white cedar, red 
holes. At the same time, the wood lots from one-half acre to as much as five cedar, common juniper, Norway spruce, 
and marshes and other areas which nor- acres in some eases, which had been Douglas fir and ground juniper. 
mally would make good living places set aside by the cooperating farmers, a TREES (Deciduous, low-growing): 
for wild life have been pastured. Many variety of plantings was made. The Flowering crab, mountain ash, sassa- of these same lands have been abused areas so set aside were fenced to ex- fras, flowering dogwood, Osage orange, 
also by burning. The fact that these clude live stock and, hence, became jack locust, haekberry, service berry 
areas have been cleared and the prac- eo ee ee eto ae and mulberry. 
tice of clean farming is being con- native cover undisturbed by live stoc . c 5 x 
tinued has made it increasingly diffi- and left wholly for wild life. In mak- aaaee We pa pee 
cult for the wild animals to exist. Wild ing these improvements it was planned lish a Le Hee ad ee mea 
life is “on the spot,” so that in many to use native planting stock, where tek caper ‘ Ba: SKOTY 
parts of their range finding a suitable possible, and to supplement this with “"©*0TY Du eae ‘ 
place to live, reproduce and flourish is hardy nursery stock known to be val- TREES (Fruit): Apples, pear, cherry 
really impossible for quail, pheasants, uable for these purposes. and plum, 
song birds, rabbits and others. - 

5 : Suitable Plants. Wild Life Helped. 
ot ees After these plantings were completed The following plants were used for . Pp 8 Ms 

The federal government has sensed these permanent improvement areas be- a pea ceye au eld Soe mieated 
this catastrophe and by means of its i vided fi f at wild lite, pheasants, quail, usefu Pp. 2 cause they provided food and cover o bird: bbit: a 1 d several agencies is endeavoring to take value to wild life: song birds, rabbits and squirrels made 
land unsuited for agriculture out of : Hee use of the food and cover provided. It ROG oodnGhion na Paes ie tous VINES: Rambler rose, climbing rose, was found that these areas were used lif P oe hi too, for several years red-berried nightshade, wild grape, do- for nesting, feeding, roosting and for ee Pe aeens ne ve mestic grape, bittersweet, woodbine. * protecti it has been recommending and stressing Bre pes. i 2 ~.? escape or protection sites. Pheasants 
food and cover improvement to help honeysuckles, Chinese matrimony vine, increased nearly 400 per cent on these 
service its wild life. oriental bittersweet. managed areas in a period of two years, 

oe i = 5 *The Williamst re t While the pheasants on the check areas 
ee ne a was = codperative venture. "tt. vas Under the increased only about 100 per cent. s 2 rect rvisi <M; : schoo! ; i ° - other tats, ve not spare the wae: HRB ahaa Uae oS Senstng te Importance of rca c : : ass ful dogwoods, wild roses, elderberries, fh gne way or another, ‘These eroupe are the division. of the Mishisan de eat 
hawthorns, black locust, wild plums, Izaak Walton League of America, the Michigan ¥ . gan’ cep 

m set oy i department of agriculture, the ‘United States of conservation is providing informa- winterber ry, viburnums, oes eae biological survey, Sporting ne nent tion to interested parties as to how they 

Geom CeeWiU yere De sed pers ciation: Michigan State’ College: University ce can best improve the food and cover 
akc, ; ai Mgulean, Williamston Progressive Hunting lub on their lands for wild life by pointing y oF a Cor " illiamston tow . Par- wid Life” given by P. fe Bnglish, of the game Hctlar eredie gees. te Hare Ge Bare fortis out to them the value of many trees, division, Michigan department of contervation, at  whole-hearted moral support and Zenerous Snancial shrubs and vines and helping them to 

ec i i Michigs - backing. The departmen mnservation also * filgng urserymen atsocte Bends US Sacd ia w gubatantial femnead Gane * draw up plans for simple management 

a 
( aise a soca Bival ent Olive Havelmar Mentshade *eegeteei® 

3 Honeysuckles Chokeberry Scotch Broom Sumscs Fines and spruces esvberry yulberry| 
Barth 

Cepgers Gawtiom | pines maf ee Shia Casta 01538 Taree ay 
Maye ain Japanese Barberry iamthorn ) Dogwoods 

Winter Current \\ "RARE Spruces {"*hree © Regal Privet Winter Currant 
Michigan Holly Snowberry Raspberry Siberian Pea Tree Michigan 

Wayfering Tree/ siberian Pea Tree ( Eee Soralbersy, ooburming Bush 
Burning Bush 

Honeysuckles e Wayfaring Tree 

Choke cherry Mulberry 1 inch = 30 feet 

A Typical Tree and Shrub Planting for Food and Cover for Wild Life:
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practices, which will make their hold- nurserymen of Michigan asking for ‘The department will be glad to furnish 
. ings all the more valuable, (') | prices on various trees, shrubs and anyone interested with lists of plants’ 

After contacting many landowners in vines to be used in experimental plant- recommended for these cover and food 
Kent, Ingham and other counties in ings for deer browse, for grouse cover improvement projects. 
Michigan, it was found that many were and food and for pheasant cover and : ‘ 
really anxious to improve certain parts food. When these tesHondatids were enone eo eae 
of their farms, provided they could de- returned, it was found that many of the The game division is planting three 
rive some benefit therefrom. After it nurseries were unable to supply many demonstration areas in southern Michi- 
was pointed out that evergreens, roses, of the items required, in either the gan. One of these is a 35-acre tract 
honeysuckles, viburnums, snowberries quantity or size desired. It was also at Wolf lake, near Kalamazoo. This 
and others would make a better living found that it would be impossible to will show underplanting hardwoods 
place for song birds and game animals recommend certain plants to farmers with evergreens, fence row plantings 
and provide better hunting and that because the prices were prohibitive. nd other miscellaneous group plantings 
these improvements would have an For example, roses were quoted at from of trees, shrubs and vines, as well as 
esthetic value which would increase an- 50 cents up. How was it possible to erosion-contro] plantings. 
nually, the farmers, in many cases, were justify asking the average farmer to A second one of these wild life dem- 
ready to follow improvement plans. plant fifty 50-cent roses for pheasants onstration areas will be at the W. K. 
When their attention was called to un- and quail, even though it is known that Kellogg Agricultural School farm and 
sightly gullies and how, by a few tree roses, especially the Japanese, prairie bird sanctuary, near Battle Creek. This 
and shrub plantings, these could be hid- rose and rugosa rose, would furnish is the property of the Michigan State 
den from view, soil erosion checked and splendid food in March, the trying part College. On these lands, hardwoods will 
some wild life cover established, they of the winter? be underplanted with evergreens. Hedge 
wanted to know what could be planted The same situation applied to any rows will be developed, in which use 
to answer the purposes best. number of other trees, shrubs and vines _ will be made of bittersweet, roses, mul- 

desirable for the farmer to plant. It berry, chokeberry, winterberry, nanny- 
Improvement Value. was found that the cost of these plants berry, highbush cranberry, dogwoods, 

. ue tees a . for the purpose was too high and that pines, spruces, Japanese  barberry, 

sabigm experience, farmers are Ietrn- (he farutorseowld not afford to go into honoynusiles,jinipers, sumac, burning 
More ‘than one landowner has cleaned the details of planting under the price bush, wild grape and others. Hrosion- 
out all the brush from a kettle hole and P/an submitted by the nurseries. control plantings will also be made on 

later found that it was harmful, be- Diversified Lists Needed. hare as well as some fence-row 
~ cause in removing this established vege- P oe es 3 . 

tation he aided nature in its erosion Tt is true that nurserymen were not A third demonstration, area, willbe 
work. In many instances the farm Warned well ahead that a certain de- planted at the state game farm at Ma- 

now has a series of gullies leading from mand might develop for the planting 0”. ne paine ACen e peal qe carnied 
the tillable land into the cleared kettle stock already mentioned. However, in out to show interested individuals how 
hole. Some landowners ‘are now ready order for the cover and food improve- fey bee eee use7ot MURS OLY stock for 
to reverse this by planting suitable ment program to go over, it will be panting yal land which ne been 

trees. and shrubs, such as black locust, necessary for the nurserymen to codp- ° sce lab Sed ee an b 2 ae 
Siberian pea tree, roses and others to rate with the landowners in providing yaa ee an aa OF ee coal ee S 
cheek the eyesore that developed. stock cheaply enough to enable the id ie ea ene emonsiTa te 

Some of the farmers are-also finding farmers to use large quantities, This Wild life habitats which are attractive 
Z : will help to get the rural folks more 9° the eye as well as to wild friends, more time to hunt, and in so doing are Deore g ‘a. ee race sald not be better to conscious of the beauty about them. The department cannot guarantee the 

wonden ug att ab wou Be a pews Nurseries will need to have a more Sle of stock. It ean demonstrate the 
have some dogwoods, elderberries, roses dipetae tl Usbat eo AIAHE Seek ideal requirements and recommend 
and pines in their fence rows. This aned Hsu) OL) planting stock) an Bete hore land bed a 
vould give more and better living @™ger quantities. ene TS ae Cea r atch eo oes 

ae Sie tone It is well known that all nurseries but must, for the most part, depend 
places torathe: game they sh a To are euler overgrown stock, which, 'P0n the nurseries for selling the idea 
May not hunting some day become a Wa niniiy tenaaeotd i pill q@ and advertising in such a way as to de- side crop of the farm and provide an y 18 pul on 8) pile am Sal a a for then eLoel. 
iacomeltonals Inadawnest burned. In many instances there is a a ee pot eee cre 

The average farm wood lot has been surplus of the stock which cannot be 

pastured so that only a few large trees aod ns od on ce aoe much or [ Reprinted from 
remain. This is not conducive to good iit i. i ich would be of value for wild THE AMERICAN NURSERYMAN 
wild life conditions. The exclusion of fe plantings. The sale of this over- 
stock from portions at least and the 8ToWn or ou eee stock for cover APR i 1935, . 
underplanting of these wood lots with acna sean f On farms 3 fence oe re 
chosen evergreens are being recom- peed ox eee comeeeten with the 
mended. Grazing of wood lots is detri- ay e a siamese division is PRS SEs. Dee IE Oe ak = 

— mental to the young seedlings. It stops i sce Pee UN sere Lie Pienee ee 
the reproduction of new plants. eee y saa possible ae We aeree onan, 

The marshes where overpasturing and ea shee ee caCRT erred a 
fire especially have destroyed much of 4, 4, a iiae ‘din a land. th ° ce a 
the valuable food and cover plants * ee ME IMACI lake 
might also be mentioned. Ditches have eee ne hide we gullies au 
been constructed and again the brush food itis strdssing thel inmpartanes Gf 
removed. The game division is at- mS " i 
tempting to euaeirage these landowners hc eae rel ies : 

to: stop ‘these’ practices and actually to : those that have and hold fae dan 
plant nursery stock in suitable places. ing the winter period so as to be avail- E 

Costs. able when the ground food is snow- 
covered. 

This brings up the cost of making The department wants to service the 
some simple planted areas. It was wild life. It is folly to try to supply 

. found that the cost of planting stock game enough in southern Michigan 
for these purposes was too high to be from the game farm. With correct bal- 
practicable for the average landowner. ance in nature, the wild life, in most . 
This does not mean that nurserymen cases, will do a better job than can be 
were at fault. The planting stock on accomplished by artificial methods. 
hand at most nurseries was No. 1 ma- Nurserymen have a real problem 
terial, demanding higher prices than ahead of them in providing lining-out 
the type needed for planting fence stock at prices within reach of the 
rows, ditch banks and other odd sites farmer. As already pointed out, a mis- 
on the farm. shapen tree or shrub will be just as 

A questionnaire was submitted to the good as or better than a grade A plant.
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Type of feed boxes which the Claysville Branch of the Washington County Sports- 
men’s and Conservation League have installed this winter. First a natural feeding 
ground is selected at the edge of a woods or thicket and then two logs are placed 
parallel from twelve to fourteen feet apart. Poles are then placed from one log to 
the other with the top of the feed box just above the poles. The poles are covered 
with brush and corn stalks, etc., which makes it weatherproof underneath. This 
shelter is from one to one and one-half feet above the ground, and owing to the size 3 
of the shelter, game can always get to the feed platform even in deep snow. In all, 
this organization has placed fifteen of the boxes at different places. The boxes were 
built by two of the club members, James Barr and Add Blayney, in their spare time. 

The Washington County Association has also done much to protect the bird and 
animal life by holding vermin contests. Crows, weasels, mink, hawks, and stray cats : 
have been placed on the outlaw list, and prizes have been given to the highest con- 
testants on pOints allotted to the various species. Stray house cats carry the largest 

5 number of points. 

( ‘
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GAME FOOD PLANTING 

by C. M. Aldous 

WILD RICE 

In October 1984, approximately 10 pounds (wet) of wild rice 

(Zizania Sp.) was sown in the water of a small lake within the : 

bounds of the Pike Bay Experimental Forest. Advantage was 

taken of a stiff breeze which was blowing from the northwest, 

and the rice was thrown over the water from the west side and : 

the north end of the lake. Some ducks were on the lake at the 

time of sowing. The majority of the rice sank in about one 

foot of water (low level). An exceptional amount of water 

came into the lake this spring as the result of the heavy rains 

during the spring and early summer. When this lake was exam- 

ined in September of this year, it was indeed gratifying to 

see the dense, rank growth of rice at each place where it was 

sown and at scattered intervals on the east side where some of 

the seed had floated and eventually sunk to the mud bottom. 

The plants were well headed out with grain which was ripen- 

ing. This lake covers about 2 to 8 acres, has no outlet and is 

fed only by drainage from melting snows and summer rains. 

This experiment clearly demonstrates the possibilities of im- 

proving many of the small lakes and pot holes otherwise bar- 

ren of aquatic vegetation and making them suitable for water- 

fowl to rest and feed in during their migration to the south- 

Tanda 

CLOVER PATCHES 

It is believed that clover plants present one of the most 

universally used wildlife foods that can be grown on forest 

lands. An experimental demonstration was begun this year on the 

Pike Bay Experimental Forest to determine the degree of adapt- 

ability of three species of common clover (white sweet, med- - 

ium red, and Dutch white) and, if possible, to study the reac- 

tion of the various wildlife species to each kind of clover. 

Late in the fall of 1984, 81 alternate spots 7 feet by 20 ° 

feet were spaded up, paralleling each side of the road which 

runs east from the small lake on the experimental forest. On 

May 1st of this year these plots were seeded with three pounds 

of each kind of clover seed, alternating the species, and al- 

lowing about 134 ounces of seed for each spot. 

8



The plots were visited on September 6th to determine the 

result of the first season's growth of each of the three spec- 

ies planted. Although the white sweet clover showed slightly 

less growth and vigor than the other two species, growth and 

survival was considered very satisfactory. The Dutch white 

and the medium red clover both made a splendid catch and pro- 

A duced a very dense ground cover. In all, the success of the 

experiment to date is very gratifying. It will be interesting 

to follow up and see what animals use these spots just as soon 

as the early frosts kill the other ground cover of the forest 

surrounding them. 

A check-up will be made next spring to determine the ef- 

fect of winter killing on each species of clover. 

In addition to providing early and late food for much of 

the forest wildlife, clover patches present possibilities of 

decreasing fire hazard along roads. 

FOREST TAXATION 

Excessive taxation is one of the obstacles usually consid- 

ered to stand in the way of private forest practice, and a 

solution of this problem is of prime importance to forestry 

as a whole. The Forest Taxation Inquiry has studied the whole 

problem exhaustively and reported its findings in great detail 

and also in the form of a brief summary entitled, "The For- 

est-Tax Problem and Its Solution Summarized.'* 

The Taxation Inquiry found that the tax obstacle arises 

from three main causes: (1) high cost of local government; 

(2) faulty administration of the property tax; (8) inherent 

disadvantages of the property tax when applied to deferred- 

yield forests. A simple and easy solution of the forest tax 

problem is not possible. The yield tax, often advocated by 

foresters as a solution to the whole perplexing problem, is 

shown to possess certain disadvantages which eliminate it 

¢ from consideration. In the first place, the yield tax is not 

a just form of taxation, and would probably not be accepted 

by the general public if applied on a large scale. Secondly, 

: the yield tax does not meet the financial needs of local gov- 

ernments. 

The solution must meet all three causes of difficulty. 

* U.S.D.A. Circular No. 358, May 1985 - 'The Forest-Tax 

Problem and Its Solution Summarized", by R. Clifford Hall. 

9
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i ei Sipese P A . sod or to pry open a space for the roots. ) vA * \}” Shrubs for Game and Other Birds _Shrabs should be plant ab the eae “aye Vow . 2 “J of woods, along fence rows, in the corners rt : Selected with Particular Reference to Value as Winter Food a es eae andl uolentendsete 
1 By PAUL D. DALKE swamps or marshes. : - » is The shrubs listed herewith are rec- Connecticut State Board of Fisheries and Game ommended. The botanical name is given 

because it is important to use this nomen- 
The fundamental principles of game Shrubs may be purchased from nurs- lature if shrubs are ordered from a nur- 

management may be grouped roughly un- eries, but as a rule they are too expen- sery. To these should be added summer 
der three main headings: (1) provision sive unless the nursery can supply what and fall or winter hardy apply trees for for adequate cover for protection from is known as “lining out” stock. Perfect planting in grouse covers. Black locust the elements and predators; (2) success- specimens for exhibition plantings are furnishes a valuable food supply for game ful natural propagation and rearing of too expensive for this purpose. The more birds in winter. Mulberry trees are ex- the young; (3) inerease in quantity and common varieties of valuable food-bearing cellent for attracting song and insectivor- 
variety of a permanent food supply to shrubs may be purchased in quantity for ous birds in summer. Green brier or Bull 
meet the requirements at all seasons of from three to five cents per shrub if  brier (Smilax rotundifolia) provides valu- 3 the year. “lining out” stock is available. able tangles for predator protection and 

Natural feeding areas of both annual Shrubs received from nurseries should also berries for food but cannot be recom- 
crops such as grains and certain grasses be placed immediately in the ground and mended for use on valuable or cultivated 
supplemented by perennial weed patches their roots covered with moist soil. In lands. Smooth Sumac (Rhus glabra) 
and permanent winter fruit-bearing planting these and all other shrubs, the and Staghorn Sumac (Rhus typhina) are 
shrubs furnish the necessary food require- roots must be kept moist in a pail partly valuable as starvation foods, generally 
ments for the entire year. Once estab- filled with water during the operation. used only in periods of extreme scarcity 
lished, these feeding areas are quite Quick planting is made easy by the use of other foods, but often a life saver dur- 
permanent and reduce the need for sup- of a mattock or grub hoe to chop out the ing short emergency periods. 
plying grain and grit for game birds in 
winter. 

Shrub plantings not only form a perma- 
nent source of fall and winter food but 
furnish protective cover and shelter from SEASONAL AVAILABILITY OF Fruits 
storms and in many cases provide suit- 7 able mestne lances: E Pueasants, Grouse, Qua anp oTHeR Biros 

The propagation and planting of fruit- Game Management Cincuran * | 31,6 Q 4 ey] ATC ae in scene sages, is ee ee ~OMARTFORD, Cont SORE SP REERE one of the most important game restora- a = aoa sie pr ton atte whey purtinaly adapt, [PASTURE OSE = Rese Nomis opt | 
ces bitin groupe of |ISpnteom IE Ace oer eee sportsmen, Boy Scouts and similar or [swane ROSE= Rese cavalien =} | | Paes | SAPANESe eMBEREY Seveis nomen et | | 'y trees and shrubs are easily propa- ; Paahosi=speafead fa fecstsst I 

gated by “hardwood” cuttings (fully Ee es re OS 
ripened wood) taken in the fall or early FROST GRAPE- Vitis vulpine Sees td oe 
Winter and “softwood: cuttings (half vig QUSH CRANGERRY- Vibuewem emcriconun toe] of |] ieee ripened wood) taken during the late sum- ; ttt) ee 
mer. These methods furnish inexpensive HanTHORNES Crataegus crvs-gatti > -——t 
stock and produce quick results AMERICAN BITTERSWEET-Celastrus senders | | ff | | é 

aad Tardvood entings should be made of | [omunran eiTTERGWEET-Ceasras eimrae—t—p—t [| [| | = the last season’s growth, approximately aetna Ee Se SS OE EE rene ineludk [RED-BERRIED NIGHTSHADE-—Solonum auicamara FE | | | | ———— six inches in length, including two or : SSS iestsopaaiea 
more buds. They should be tied in bun- Ce aan ee ee Se 
dles of fifty or one hundred with all the PANICLED DOGWOOD- Cornus paniculata Pa bats ag one end and placed in boses of Trey o5teR oockoep- owe stimitera =| |_| | moist sand in a cellar or buried with the i Tit) 
butts up in well-drained sandy soil below jwinainia ceenenstasees qaqiefoiie er | | |-—}—---~ 
frost line. In the spring these cuttings [SNOUBERRY-Symprericarrvs vecemosus FT| [| should be planted out of doors in well. [eon acaey-Sampheriarps wslyeris tt} || | drained sandy soil which should be kept ‘ a... mgt deiicsestalarediomitths oie Sam eet as 

* A [== ino es al ascites time they may be transferred to a better [ragraRian_wonevsvente-tovicere terteriea =P | | [| growing soil. The following season they  [augee BineRBeRRy-Sanboevs canadensis f | | 1111S LL should be ready for planting in their 3 eT ee : | BEAR BERRY Arctostaphylos vverursi Ey test estet permanent locations at the edge of woods. : =o = a Ras ee sy 
Softwood cuttings may be planted di- MATRIMONY VINE~Lycium halimifolium ese || ae 

reetly in sand boxes or in well-drained | witHe-Rop- Viburnum cossincides | | | | (———— sandy ail and opt moist mnt the 2008 wyweyoene)- Viburm lertege S| are formed. ‘These cuttings should be : = 5 ———_ | Potetol hy a covering of aes daring LBAVBERRY ~ rye earotnensis FSS || 
the frst winter, JET BEAD — Rhodotypus kerrioides ere! 1 eae 

Ey ae  coronensree (neeTuoRn)-Cananeraiereoe Ft | 1111 [== “Ten fom Gane Managemen Creir No., [Howntan ARKH Serbvs omericane STE] T= Conn. State Board of Fisheries and Game.



Se 7 Juniper ind sifalfa ss 4 Feed - Prat Pa Wet 1935 

- The food value-of juniper has ‘been discussed considerably im the past 
few years. At “first ‘we thought big game animals, such as deer, elk and ante- 

lope browsed junipér be¢ause they were starved to it. Later we found that 
it was a decided preference’ that made*them eat juniper and, that they. would 
eat it atrmearly all seasons of the year. Tho discussion then led toi ts. 
value’ as a food, The! following chemical analyses are very surprising, and . 
prove beyond ahy question of doubt that juniper is not only palatable to, big 
game animals but has‘ a’ high food value. coat ee nadh sede aaa 

. ot e ? " i Ney are ? 
a ee By ine -”“ Ned 

a Feed Anelysis Of Juniper As Compared To slfelfy - Py aaykeae His feiss 

I Me cea EP ‘Juniper (Juniperus Pachyphloea) Alfalfa...) 

. Crude -Proteta ijt), be ‘o). 5.76 WSsBH Awe 
i eairainnli' CB et’ aE Ciao? LABS: 

Crude fat | : i i \ 3.81 - { 1 POS ise ct 
Crude fibre eis sion Wi, yi Oa RS RBPBS ww: toy 
Nitrogen Free, Estuagh. jos yy i, 21.85 ; S402: de 

: i . Crude fat determined by éther extract and‘in juniper undoubtedly rep- 
resents resins, Note ratio between the two feeds on nitrogén free extract. 

allée
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Eiloo Beopo 
Reprinted from JouRNAL oF Mammatocy 
Vol. 16, No. 4, November, 1935, pp. 323-324 

VALUE OF PREY-INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS OF STOMACH CONTENTS OF PREDATORY MAMMALS 

Most stomach contents analyses are presumably made to determine the ecological or 

economic status of the predatory mammal in question. The results are usually reported 

as per cent by volume or per cent by frequency (number of stomachs containing particu- 
lar classes of food). Sometimes the number of individuals of each prey species in one 

or more stomachs is mentioned casually as though such information is of passing inter- 

est, but far from important enough to warrant study in great detail. 

As a matter of fact, a knowledge of the number of individuals of each species eaten 
is of greater scientific and economic value than a knowledge of the volume composed by 

each. This is so because it allows comparison with figures on abundance of prey, on 
biotic or breeding potentials (Chapman, ‘“‘The quantitative analysis of environmental 

factors,’’ Ecology, 1928, p. 111), on economic status of prey, all of which are measured 

by individuals or activity of individuals. Furthermore such figures allow us to interpret 
more accurately the selective action of predators on various prey species, their relative 

dependence on them, and the ratios of prey species. They allow us to check the damage 
done by individuals of one species against good done by those of another. 

Such calculations or estimates may be derived in a vague way from volumetric studies 

of stomach contents but only to the extent in which the volume of individuals of prey 

species is known and compared. Even then differential digestion obscures the estimates. 
Let us select as an example one individual of the small short-tailed shrew, Cryptotis 

parva, trapped at Champaign, Illinois in December, 1934. Omitting a frequency 

analysis of the stomach contents, let us illustrate the advantages of a prey-individual 
analysis over those of a volumetric analysis. 

The individual had ranged over ground sparsely covered with a grass of the genus 
Sporobolus in which estimate disclosed about 169 hibernating chinch bugs, Blissus 

leucopterus, per square meter. Volumetric analysis showed that about 50 per cent of 

the food in its stomach was chinch bug and 50 per cent was spider. We learn more or 
less exactly the species eaten but how are we to do more than guess at the economic gain 

or loss from this meal, or even of a large number of meals? Damage by, and worth of, 

animals are calculated on the basis of numbers, not volume. 
Prey individual analysis shows that this shrew had consumed five chinch bugs and 

one spider, a ratio of five to one. We learn as much as we did above and have figures 

for any calculations we may wish to make. Assuming that the spider was beneficial, 
we may calculate the worth of the meal by use of figures on destructiveness of individual 

chinch bugs. These chinch bugs could have ruined a stalk of wheat, and their progeny 

could have ruined a stalk of corn. The point is that this numerical method of analysis 
is relatively exact, capable of extension, and quickly translatable into other values be- 

cause it is expressed in a universal language. 
Good analyses (1) give the scientific name of the predator species, for even closely 

related species differ widely in habit; (2) give, as nearly as possible, the scientific name 

of the prey species eaten; (8) give as accurately as possible the number of individuals 
of each; (4) give place and date of collection. They might also very well define the 

habitat from which the predator was collected, especially from the standpoint of the 

number of individuals and ratio of prey species available. Berries and seeds may be 
analysed by number, but most vegetable material, carrion, and inorganic material may 

be analysed by bulk or frequency and compared with the total bulk of the other food 

items. 
The bearing of the above remarks may be made clearer by the following examples of 

numerical and habitat-definition studies: Elton, ‘‘The numbers of animals,’’ Animal 
Ecology, pp. 101-126, 1927; Errington, “ood habits of southern Wisconsin raptors,” 
Condor, vol. 34, no. 4, pp. 176-186, July, 1932; Forbes, ‘‘The regulative action of birds 

upon insect oscillations,” Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History, Bull. 6, pp. 32, 

May, 1883; Leopold, ‘‘Predator control,’? Game Management, 1933; and Chapman, 
“The quantitative analysis of environmental factors,’ Ecology, vol. 9, no. 2, pp. 111- 

122, April, 1928.—Caxrt O. Monr, State Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois.
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egrS UNITED STATES 
; DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Cy 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE Cooks y 

812 Illinois Building 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

January 28, 1936. 

MEVORANDUM TO PROJECT SUPERINTEND.NTS: 

Subject: Food and Cover Plants for Use in 
General Landscape Planting. a 

Gentlemen: 

Some cf the parks in the Fifth Region are unsuitable to many forms of wild- 
life, either because of size or amount of human use. However, if cortain plants 
having known value as food and cover are used, scng birds can be attracted to 
almost any area, regardless of size or location. Greater interest can be added 
to any park by the attraction of this form of wildlife. 

Following is a list of plants recommended by the Department of Agriculture 
for the attraction of birds: 

Common Name Scientific Name Birds fond of the fruit 

Wild grape Vitis Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, pileated 
woodpecker, red-bellied woodpecker, 
red-shafted flicker, yellow-shafted 
flicker, kingbird, cardinal, cedar 
waxwing, mocking bird, catbird, 
brown thrasher, wood thrush, veery, 

robin, western bluebird, eastern 
bluebird, pheasant. 

Juniper; red cedar Juniperus Yellow-shafted flicker, evening gros- 
beak, pine grosbeak, purple finch, 

cedar waxwing, myrtle warbler, mock- 
ing bird, robin, eastern bluebird, 
quail. 

Honeysuckle Lonicera Bobwhite, Pine grosbeak, white- 
throated sparrow, catbird, brown 
thrasher, hermit thrush, robin 
pheasant. 

Elderberry Sambucus Red-headed woodpecker, yellow-shafted 
flicker, eastern kingbird, Arkansas 
kingbird, black phoebe, California 

a il
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Common Name Scientific Name Birds fond of the fruit 

(Elderberry ) (Sambucus ) towhce, white-crowned sparrow, roso- 
breasted grosbeak, black-headed gros- 
beak, phainopepla, red-eyed vireo, 
mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, 
California thrasher, wrentit, olive- 

backed thrush, robin, western bluebird, 
eastern bluebird, pheasant. 

Wild cherry Prunus Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, mourning dove, 
red-headed woodpecker, yollow-shafted 
flicker, kingbird, Bullock oriole, Bal- 
timore oriole, orchard oriole, evening 
grosbeak, purple finch, rose-breasted 
grosbeak, black-headed grosbeak, 
Louisiana tanager, red~cycd vireo, 
eedar waxwing, mocking bird, catbird, 
brown thrasher, olive-backed thrush, 
weod thrush, robin, eastern bluebird, 
pheasants 

Sumac Rhus Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, downy wood- 
i pecker, red-bellied woodpecker, red- 

shafted flicker, yellow-shafted 
flicker, phoebe, goldfinch, golden- 
crowned sparrow, chowink, white-eyed 
vireo, Audubon warbler, — bird, 
catbird, California thrasher, brown 
thrasher, Carolina wren, black-capped 
chickadee, Carolina chickadee, wrentit, 
hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird, 
pheasant. 

Snowberry Symphoricarpos Sharp-tailed grouse, evening grosbeak, 
pine grosbeak, varied thrush, quail, 

pheasant. 

Dogwood Cornus Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, downy wood- 
pecker, yellow-shafted flicker, red- 

shafted flicker, kingbird, evening 
grosbeak, pine grosbeak, purple finch, 
white-throated sparrow, song sparrow, 
cardinal, cedar waxwing, warbling vireo, 
red-eyed vireo, catbird, brown thrasher, 
hermit thrush, olive-backed thrush, 
gray-cheeked thrush, wood thrush, robin, 

eastern bluebird, pheasant. 

Raspberry; black Rubus Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, red-headed 
berry. woodpecker, yellow shafted flicker, 

kingbird, Baltimore criole, orchard 
oriole, pine grosbeak, song sparrow, 

fox sparrow, white-thronted sparrow,
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Common Name Scientific Name Birds fond of the fruit 

aE 

Mulberry Morus Yellow-billed cuckoo, red=headed wood- 

pecker, red-bellied woodpecker, downy 
woodpecker, kingbird, Baltimore oriole, 

orchard oriole, cardinal, purple finch, 
scarlet tanager, cedar waxwing, red- 
eyed vireo, yellow warbler, mocking 
bird, catbird, wood thrush, robin, 

quail, pheasante 

Rose Rosa Ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, 
prairie chicken, bobwhite, pheasant. 

Hawthorn Crataegus Ruffed grouse, pine grosbeak, purple 

finch, rooin, pheasant. 

Chokeberry Aronia Mcadow lark, browm thrasher, pheasant. 

Nightshade Solanum Grouse, pheasant, quail. 

Bittersweet €elastrus Grouse, quail, crow, robin, hermit 

thrush, bluebird, meadow lark, red- 

eyed virco, 

Burning bush Evonymus ameri- Yollow-bellied sapsucker, robin, hor- 

canus mit thrush, bluebird, scarlet tanagor. 

Wild currant Ribes Mourning dove, kingbird, bluejay, cat- 
bird, brown thrasher, blucbird, ccdar 
waxwing, woodpecker, thrush, red-wing 
blackbird, pine grosbeak, pheasant, 

quail. 

It is suggested that wherever possible in your landscape plantings, a wide 
varicty of these plants be used. Plantings adjacent to heavily used aroas, around 
structures and screens, can, by the use of these species, be made to serve an ad- 

ditional purpose without sacrificing utilitarian values. 

Dense, rather than sparse groupings are recommonded, and from both a stand- 
point of beauty and song bird nesting sites and covere The old-fashioned fence 
row, with its diversity of plant spocics and great amount of "odgo", makes a 
habitat in which song birds are genorally found, and should serve as a model 

« eee
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where other values will allow. An acre of fence row, consisting entirely of 
edges, usually has more gamo and song birds than many acres of unbroken woodse 

Yours very truly, 

Paul V. Brown, Regional Officer 

by 
yy ot 4, (a fjrthier QD rato 

fs 

William J. Howard, 
Regional Wildlife Inspector, 

Region Five, 
State Park Conservation Work, 

CC=--Park Authoritics 
Inspectors
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March, 1936 
Plantin F d f Wildli Editor’s Note—This is the second of a 

OOo or 1 1 e series of articles by Mr. Grimm on what, 
how, when and where to plant food- 

By William ©. Grimm bearing trees and shrubs for game. 

WY 7 EA _Wild Black Cherry: Medium to large trees, 
WY eH, attaining a height of 75 or more feet. 

= \y a 4 Leaves simple, alternate, oblong-lance- 
At J "| shaped. Fruit purplish-black in drooping 

f Vz clusters. Collect fruit when ripe in fall 
Gf Zh ) [eZ A and remove seed from the pulp. Seed may 

. A A WK / 3 be planted in fall, or buried over winter 

. AX fj ¥ A x > | =m SI in a box of moist sand and planted in the 

SS PAA ee 7 vw) é spring. Plant about one inch deep. Pro- 
Sg Af KS Cah A Gs vides food for birds and animals. Has con- 
RS / 2 ei Bs . / yy siderable ornamental qualities and produces 

p> ol “A GED <e We iH Yy wood of value. 
ix ¥ = fg . find 
A V/ } is i Q) rl Choke Cherry: Small tree or large shrub, 

Hy V / \, Cap F : Na } LEE" usually from 10 to 20 feet in height. Leaves 

A/<; ‘ iis oA, a N R Soa alternate and broadly oval or oblong. Fruit 
Vy, \ ce j “a 7 | iT dark red when ripe, in drooping clusters; 

t Sue “is Ss SA 4 harsh and astringent to taste. Propagated 

Rh! i; we be q Ss same as Wild Black Cherry. Provides food 

af 44 S gee " for birds and is attractive as an ornamental. 

LA\ 7 i | Wild Red or Fire Cherry: A small tree 
/ } | : 

i with usually narrow crown. Leaves alter- 

WILD BLACK CHERRY CHOKE CHERRY WILD RE nate or paired, oblong-lance-shaped. Fruit 

(Prunus  serotina) (Prunus virginiana) CG pouisy aes) bright red, in clusters like domestic cherry 
but smaller in size; flesh sour; ripens in 
early summer. Propagated same as Wild 

iio” ie —— Black Cherry. Short-lived but produces 

SZ oe SST food for birds. Less desirable in general 
e — , TA } than the two preceding species. The Huro- 

4 etd J 
' x = —* Res A tt ~ pean species, the domestic cherries, are often 

fj ZA f V. LPI . Wj Oy N found as escapes and provide food for many 

gia YES) 1S <\ j pirds. 
se <<) \ Ln Za KJ A Shad Bush or June Berry: Small tree. 

LK \ \f aN: he Te Vi Bark quite smooth, gray. Leaves alternate 

\ en ay Ne a with finely-toothed margins. Fruit berry- 
\ SR yy SiN U {ea t 

\ Ll dae <= ACS like, round, reddish-purple, in drooping 

V LA\ 4 Qe] $ f ~% clusters; ripens in June or early July. Re- 

h) \ LES SIE Ds LK \ move seeds from fruit, plant, or bury in 

€ } a \ 1) LV ized x f \ box of moist sand for two years, then plant 

3 AE Boy Wee i early part of second spring. Prefers well- 

7 \ s Vy. iB SS drained soil. Seed should be barely covered 

. i | 4 y ia f\ \ gee on planting. Very attractive and useful 

Se? a iA if A MY LT \ eo ornamental. Fruits provide summer food 

{| ind \ hay J I) cy a. for birds and other animals. 

€ j *) Hg vy eee es American Mountain Ash: Small tree with 

a lg iS po .\ ye a CC nit short trunk and more or less round-topped 

ee WZ \ 7 crown. Leaves alternate, compound, with 

Cy rn ef v about 15 pointed leaflets which have saw- 

: toothed margins. Fruit about pea-size, 

SHAD BUSH i AMERICAN MOUNTAIN ASH HAWTHORN bright red, in flat-topped clusters. Fruit 
(Amelanchier canadensis) (Pyrus americana) (Crataegus) persists into winter, providing bird food. 

Highly desirable as ornamental. The Euro- 

i i pean Mountain Ash is very similar to the 
William C. Grimm ~ 1938: native species, 

Hawthorns or Thorn Apples: The haw- 

thorns are all small trees with low, bushy, 
CROW vs. RABBIT to help the first crow. It looked badly for ;ounded or flat-topped crowns. The branches 

“Accompanied by Lewis Yarnall and Rob- the rabbit for awhile, and no doubt would bear numerous straight or curved spines. 

ert Kurr, we released a crate of rabbits ina have been fatal, but Robert Kurr ran down ‘The fruits vary in size and color, accord- 

field near Myerstown, Lebanon County. One the field yelling and chased the crows away. rh ‘e no ee Aa Nae ee ae 
; o bright red. eds may be removed from 

large rabbit ran toward a big tree at the The rabbit started io the opposite direction fruit in the fall, placed in a box of moist 

end of the field. As it passed the tree we at full speed and being on high ground we and and buried over winter. Plant in 
saw a crow swoop toward it. The rabbit were able to follow its flight across three early spring about one-half inch deep. The 

stopped short and crouched low, and the fields. — oe —— — 
iis many birds nesting places. e fruits often 

crow just missed it. Rising the crow ‘Apparently a crow will Hace e full persist in the fall and are eaten by many 

called several times, and immediately about grown rabbit as well as the young.”—Jobn pirds and animals. Some are excellent 

five or six other crows came up the field A. Zeller, Acting Game Protector. ornamentals.
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e e ° The seeds should be removed from the 
Planting Food for W ildlife ripened fruit, washed, then stored in a 

eool dry place. Planting is usually done 

f 211: : in the spring in rich but well-drained soil, 

By William C. Grimm Plant about 4 inch deep. 
Provides excellent food for birds and is 

a good ornmental. The White or Russian 

As Mulberry (Morus Alba) is a desirable or- 

Bek y tr LMT namental and likewise produces a good crop 
i SS L Ch Wy y ig of berries, 

es 5 o Ny 5 Wild, Frost, or Chicken Grape: Climb- 

off fe ieee UN y ing by means of tendrils, often to tops of 
a5 — DEK x We. 15 E trees. Leaves variable, often slightly-lobed 

gD ee WE and heart-shaped at base. Fruit in small 
eS O } \ <= PLP y A ex clusters, deep blue-black, small and very tart. 

¢ aN If p oe Vl Yeh May be propagated like cultivated grapes. 
ae N DN x : M VE! Seeds are carried by birds. The dense 

/ fs WS P x \ , ee ‘} tangles of wild grape vines provide food 
qf { 4 oy ( } {> ra aS for birds and game; they persist well into 

/ TeS\\ WANs a Sie Po the winter. Other species of wild grape 
f BS. Ae oy be Me are: Fox Grape (Vitis Labrusca), Pi: YD Tre as en f , 3 

\ ey) Wg % FON ie geon Grape (Vitis aestivalis), River Bank 
A » A phe = avy AW ee (Vitis vulpina), and Summer Grape (Vitis 

< \| BS SD SH ED A bicolor). 
Cal YY ESie ge Virginia Creepers: Climbs by means of 

WA \ AS ee dise-tipped tendrils. Leaflets fine, point- 

i ea GF? ed, and coarsely toothed. Fruit a blackish 
A berry in loose clusters. Fruits are eaten 

FLOWERING CLIMBING RED MULBERRY by birds and the vine is quite ornamental. 
DOGWOOD BITTERSWEET Winterberry or Back Alder: Medium- 

(Cornus florida) (Celastrus scandens) (Morus rubra) sized shrub. Leaves alternate, about 2 
inches long, pointed, with finely toothed 

: 7 margins, Berries about ™% inch in diame- 

ter, scarlet, persisting into the winter. Seeds 

A may be removed and buried in a box of 

/ moist sand over winter and planted in 

\ : 7 | \ f NY, spring. The persistent fruits furnish winter 

2 WEY eS Y bird food. Very useful for ornamental plant- 
Sa \ he \\ | ing. ee NIAAIN E 
SSS \ 

NX Ss MEA NIL wh rN SPECIAL LICENSES 
LA \ ia X) WV JL The following special licenses have been 

Nt WP if // : gt ae from June 1, 1935 to February 29, 
. 1 p own 1936: 
Te Se / A \ WA z x ee ececsccsccereeees 229 

. } \ JAZ 4 ‘erret Owner's ........+..-.. 66 
Ce LN } I \ \/ Ze \ Ferret Breeder’s ............ ft 

¢ 10% \ | * H \ f |G z Uy \ ee Serene sapere - 
es mr f/ \ \\ if j OMS CEN Fira: cinwae -clesiseisiow) cis 

ean uy if \-\, hid 2, f (GY i Fur Dealer’s ($5.00) ........ 202 
No \ ae Ry MN S £3 Fur Dealer’s ($10.00) ........ 289 
owe \ tas l bKp fae Fur Dealer’s ($50.00) ........ 15 
og ” & i f fy . M Bur Warming 2.o.cnia- soabt < eenied 
Cs o> \ V Bield Trials cass cis sea nwomits & 

~ Crickets hear with their legs and sing with 

FROST GRAPE VIRGINIA CREEPER BLACK ALDER thety wanes. 
(itis cordifolia) (Psedera quinquefolia) Cllex verticillata) 

i William C. Grimny «1995. MISSING SHOTGUNS 

Eprror’s Nore:—This is the third of a Cover seed with 1% inch of soil, Provides 20 gauge, double barrel, serial No. 
series of articles by Mr. Grimm on what, food for birds and is an excellent ornament- 12898, manufactured by N. Guyot, 12 

how, when and where to plant food bearing al tree, Rue de Ponthieu, Paris, France (Name 
trees and shrubs for game. Climbing Bittersweet: Twining vine. of manufacturer on barrel of gun), 

Leaves alternate, pointed, and finely toothed. Value $800.00. 
Roane Dogwood, Small tree with Fruits in drooping clusters. When mature 12 gauge, double barrel, over and 

opposite, simple, entire leaves. The the outer covering splits and exposes the under, serial No. 1087 manufactured 
flowers are small and greenish surrounded scarlet berry. Seeds may be removed and by Ogden, Smith & Hussey, 62 St. 
by four large whitish bracts and appear buried over winter in a box of moist sand. James St., London, England (Name of 
in April or May. In autumn the small Very attractive. Provides food in winter manufacturer on barrel of gun). 
clusters of elongate, scarlet, berry-like as berries are persistent. Value $800.00. 
fruits are distinctive. Seeds do not germ- Red Mulberry: Usually a small or me- Notify this office or 

inate the first season, They may be gath- dium-sized tree, leaves alternate, simple, PINKERTON’S NATIONAL DBE- 
ered in fall, and, after removing the pulp, often heart-shaped at base, 3-nerved, and TECTIVE AGENCY, Ine. 
planted in moist, rich soil. Seed may occasionally lobed. Upper surfaces of leaves 154 N s N a 
also be buried in a box of moist sand and usually slightly rough. Berries ripen in assau Street, New York, N. Y. 
planted the spring of the second year, midsummer; dark purple, sweet and juicy.
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awe ot Planting the G Food Patch YY anting the Game Food Fatc 
ldo Leopold 

Planting game food patches is one fallen before snowfall, consumed by 
of the most essential of the game man- WALLACE GRANGE rodents or wasted by mildewing, or 
agement operations. There is prob- rotting. 
ably, no state in the Union in which elation to coverts. ‘Too much food It is obvious that no one plant or 
game conditions cannot be improved by never eliminated a covey of quail, nor crop will meet all of these needs. It 
the judicious planting of suitable foods. killed a deer—err on that side rather is also evident that several types of 
Too often, people seem to think there than on the side of scarcity. cultivation may be necessary. 
is some hocus pocus to planting food Most food patches are too small in Winter rye and winter wheat are 
patches. It is surprising how many proportion to the total acreage served, good crops to produce greens, which are 
persons are willing to be impressed by yas is often the case, they are too large available from late summer, through- 
some new and wondrous variety of jn a given small spot without proper out the winter in many states, and 
African sugarbeet, South American distribution. Consequently, long strips through the spring season. Hungarian 

everbearing thornapple or Taxicodro- of food, or very frequent small patches, partridges, pheasants, quail, doves, 
phanixus podunkus, variety hopodun- are recommended. On well managed deer, turkeys, grouse and rabbits all 
kus, or other similar mythical new game properties we can assume that find something of value in these crops, 
crop which will solve all game feed- one per cent of the land area should if they are near coverts which permit 
ing problems. As a matter of fact, re- Ie in food patches or in productive their utilization. Deer graze on rye 
liance should be placed in a few good “ natural food plots. This is suggested night after night when other good 
old standbys. The more unusual feed as a minimum figure. In regions where greenstuff is at a premium. Left 

crops may be planted in limited amount cultivation is limited, or where on the standing and unharvested, the rye 
until they have actually proved useful. other hand it is excessive, it may be furnishes a good environment for most 

Just what to plant depends upon so desirable to go up to eight or ten per small game, furnishing insects and q 
many variable conditions of climate, cent of the area to secure best results. grain in season. Further, it has a 
soil, game, and the general covert Rather than referring the reader to fendéncy to reseed naturally for a year 
situation, that mere lists of food plant 4 Jong list of species of plants which or two. Wheat takes better soil and 
species are not very good guides for are probably not suited to his own ~ probably is not so universally usable, 
actual practice. Consequently, we sug- local conditions, we suggest that he nor so proof against serious damage by 
gest that a few salient principles may plan his food patches so that (1) insects, frost and drought. By all 
be of more interest at this time than Plenty of early spring greens are pro- means, therefore, use some rye. “There 
the further presentation of species lists, yided as well as small seeds or grains are both spring and fall varieties. 
of which there are many. _ , for early spring use, before the vegeta- The legumes are even more usable 

The most important consideration in tion has begun to shoot up; (2) Small where fairly good soils are to be found. 
determining the composition of the seeded crops suitable for young birds ‘The lespedezas in the south and in 
food patch is its purpose. Food patches throughout the summer, and which portions of the north, the clovers in 
in Georgia meet particular needs which ay also be productive of insect life; most of the northern states, and alfalfa 
are very different from the needs (3) An abundance of fall seeds and on sweet soils, are suggested. Alsike 
further north. Down in the Georgia- grains in addition to greens, and (4) clover does very well on wet, acid 
Florida quail country Stoddard’s tech- Very definitely an ample margin of soils. It is relished by all grouse, ap- 
nique calls for ample food patches de- abundance in the provision of winter parently, and, of course, by deer. 
signed to round out the food supply food which will not be snowed under, Legumes may be used in rotation, to 
throughout the year. Rather than con- 
centrating attention on a single season, 
thinking only in terms of snow and 
cold, as we are apt to do in the north- 
ern states, the plan down there is to : 
plant something which will increase 3 : : 

: spring, summer and fall foods as well. , : 
‘This will seem like a radical, and per- 
haps unwarranted measure to many, ; . 
since it is quite generally assumed that Ss 
there are few or no food problems for PES 
game in the warm months. We may m ‘ ys ee a 

ee eae nook conor facd  RREMEMSAekaet ime er hie ane oe sels iter c- or accidental balance of proper food Petnseh Alc ks Uae. Sia Ree be a LA gee me fener aoa una ned yeah cy me 
and cover. Such areas are exceptional, pss aS ea hea ees Pee ad te Cee ae Dice Freeway Se poe 
however. A great deal of game range eee LR EA gash Se pon igs Oh Pinata Car ee” 
is out of balance and can be improved  geewes Bees She eos aa Pi conte alg, an Se i hoe) ee 
by judicious planting. See eng Sen FE ee Og ge Tage PR ET NED Sage tS 

After all, the availability and amount Tg ie i ee PEO aot Singles ah es 
of food are basic factors in the sur- ET he Wao CO Naess, Se i 
vival of game. If we are to increase Be ORR CATS Pe , : 
game it is usually necessary to increase Photo by Lawrence B. Smith 

the food supply as well, with careful A Good Stand of Buckwheat. 
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build up the soil so that it will produce Planti the Game Food Patch other crops in greater abundance later. eu eS 
Inoculation of seed or soil is often (Continued from page 103) necessary. Follow the local successful enough of the general principles in- 
agricultural Deere volved to permit interested parties to 

The millets, both wild and tame, sclect a suitable variety of game food 
are good small seed producers for mid- crops to meet the local situation. Valk 
SUBENEL. Foxtail is excellent. Many with good competent farmers or agri- 

millets do well on dry soils, while cultural leaders in your community, others thrive on _moist land. Again, secure there advice as to planting dates 
follow local farming PIAcuce: 5 and practices, and then build your food 

The various canes; whichever varie- |’ patches with the idea that each covert ties are successful in your community; Dn aethave an ample food supply not sunflowers, buckwheat, popcorn, field only for the winter period, but for the 
corn, field peas, (the hard winter- year as a whole. If it is possible, a mildew-resistent varieties in the south) , good plan for upland game bird feed- 
benne | (for southern doves), and a ing is to surround particular coverts long list of weeds are good late sum- with strips of feed wide enough to per- 
mer and fall crops, ; mit three or more year rotations, Food patches designed to bring leaving part of the strip fallow each rorthern birds through winter condi- year. 
tions, and theoretically supposed to 
keep their cupboards full of edibles 
until spring, are specialized and dif- 
ficult problems. It is usually the saf- 
est plan to plant heavily as to acreage, ; harvesting a half or more of the crop 
to be stored in the shock or sheaf 
against the time when the birds, (and 
rodents, wastage, etc.), have reduced 
the larder to the danger point. Many 
northern food patches, if no shocked 
or sheaf grain can be opened up, must 
be supplemented with hopper feeding. 

In planting the food patch it must 
be remembered at all times that cot- 
ton rats, meadow mice, gophers, small 
birds, squirrels, rabbits and perhaps 
domestic livestock will naturally make 
more or less use of the feed provided. 
Flocks of blackbirds may drop in on 
the Arkansas rice patch, or may de- 
vour the grain from a Michigan 
planting; while goldfinches find the 
sunflowers quickly, and squirrels make 
short work of the corn. This is not 
an argument for combatting these visi- 
tors to the food patch, but is sound 
reason for planting larger and more 
food patches than appear to be called 
for from the standpoint of the game 
alone. 

It is often necessary to fence out 
cattle, horses and pigs if there is to be 
anything left of the food patches. A 
better solution, where some control of 
the practices can be effected by agree- 
ment with the livestock owners, is to 
keep such stock confined. But this is 
often less feasible than fencing the © 
patch itself, 

In location, food strips and patches 
‘ should be very close to good cover. 

Patches left out in the middle of large 
open fields may either not be used for 
much of the year or may subject game 
to unusual hazards from poachers and 
predators. 

The above essentials should indicate
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Balancing a Wildlife Program 
Some Plants Benefit Both Wild and Farm Animals 

By JOHN W. HERSHEY 

Forest Tree Crop Specialist, Tennessee Valley Authority 

N the work of reestablishing a bal- cent of the expenditures generally used to plant many of them, assisting in es- 

] ance in nature, two important fac- in the introduction of game, to planting tablishing a more permanent game com- 

tors must be taken into eonsidera- and building up a series of crop trees missary. Some varieties hold their fruits 

tion. First, that it can only be brought covering a twelve-months’ feeding. Many until late in the winter. They dry and 

back just as far as the advent of man of the crop trees will cost a considerable will not spoil when on the ground. 

into the picture will permit; and second, amount of money, but bear in mind that The honey locust seemingly has the 

that man must recognize that all wild- they are an investment rather than an 

life, as well as he, must eat. expense. For instance, an investment of : Rena 

It is an established fact that in Ger- two hundred thousand dollars in the =a = oe 7. : 

many, where birds are given due consid- State of Pennsylvania for two hundred on eee, NOE a 

eration in the form of feeding and nest- thousand trees, divided among improved RRR ae, he 

ing privileges, the forests are practically nuts, persimmons and honey locusts, NB RENO: Lp oy 
clean of insects. Foresters of America Would do much toward solving the feed- — Sa See 
note! Up to this time considerable effort ig problem of all wildlife, and would oe ae ees ee eee 

has been made in America in advancing ¢liminate the yearling drain of cereal  § PRO SST ey ee 
the value of the planting of cereals, or feeding. om eet 
educating the farmer to the value of Thin-shelled nuts would not only feed pate Ae Oe ar 

leaving gleanings in the field for birds, great many bears and squirrels, but at, So z eo ONE 
but only a light wave of interest has Would clothe many a youngster’s back in ao co eae 

been shown relative to the value of the mountain sections. Hunters would eRe ae 
planting trees bearing food for wildlife. enjoy gathering these worth while nuts % Sa : 

Pennsylvania’s sixteen million dollar they hunt. S : bis Sea Eee 4 
return per year from hunting game is Persimmons of different varieties that ‘oe 8 OND pe f ou 
an item worth considering. In reestab- Will ripen from August until late in the [Rees 508-7 ee 

lishing game, however, it would be fall would serve as food for all kinds Piggies ee Ree ee 
a - rildli ‘ i i CRE ae cet. aN ten amor. the mighty well to consider applying 50 per f Wildlife and domestic animal life for Pr ek ae ae at 

winter use. A tree recently found by the # ae Sie Stee Jeg 

Forest Tree Crop Research Unit of the 1 rapes Paco > 

ou Tennessee Valley Authority has the par- jRgimeaiesssaamet elenege? ave ass } 
aE Se cae ticularly fascinating virtue of holding its “sine a ; : ail 
6 he fruit up into March in a cold, twenty- 

Roe at ie : below-zero temperature in Pennsylvania. A persimmon loaded with fruit 
A RR This is a value which just can not be 
ee R/ Ses Fah overlooked in formulating a game feed- virtue of growing in the most extremes 

Seen CE ts hee. ing program for reestablishing game. of soil and climatic conditions. I have 

het en A - if) aie Bea ee In the autumn months, the persimmon seen them growing in some of the swamp 

ig: iy Pre Roe. a is fills an important place in feeding game, land in Tennessee and in the arid plains 
WE is Ses ; pee oo cattle, hogs and sheep of the rural moun- of Colorado, where the rainfall was only 

RY A a gee BAP Eg os tain population—so much so, that with a ten and fifteen inches, At the time they 
ok onaah a ee ne little encouragement, farmers will take a were observed, they had had no rain for 

cn ae cf wee ats positive stand in planting them for do- three years. A tree standing in the 

i Siow tf Ee ie mestic use, thereby assisting the wildlife “Gardens of the gods,” with a few honey 
acaar VF des Peace feeding program. The best variety is locusts still clinging to it, was observed 
e3 F /4 - iia the one mentioned above, which holds its in April, 1935, This crop was borne in 

fruit until March, dropping it slowly all the third summer of a three-year 
winter, keeping game rations on top of drought. 

the continual snows. In addition to this, sweet oak, berry- 
Honey locusts of a select strain that bearing bushes and trees can be added to 

carries one-third sugar, would be val- forest plantings and game preserve food 
sea z uable for deer, bears, and most any wild- Programs, with considerable profit. The 

& Pings —— life. This honey locust would not only illustration mentioned for Pennsylvania 

A : feed the life of the wild but would, like ¢an be applied in a great many sections 
the persimmon, assist in feeding hogs, of the United States. It is being ae- 

cattle, horses and sheep of those who live tively adopted by the Tennessee Valley 
Honey locust for wildlife as well as in the game sections, and prove of such Authority. 

farm stock. value that farmers would be stimulated (Continued on page 78)
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Balancing a Program by a wealth of game maintained because crop protection and an increase of bird 

of ample food. protection. 

(Continued from page 71) One of the outstanding enmities be- The accompaning chart covers a com- 
tween man and his benefactor “the game plete feeding cycle for the Middle South. 

In the Authority’s program of flood and song bird” is that the bird asks a 
control and navigation, it was found that back door hand-out during a slack season 

certain areas had to be bought for the of food because man has cut down the Russell Succeeds Wright 
protection of the lakes back of the dams. natural source of supply. The general 
In this protective land it is necessary to attitude towards the birds is much like The National Park Service announces 
develop soil conservation measures to that which was taken toward the In- the recent appointment of Dr. Carl P. 
prevent the reservoirs from being filled diaus—that we have an inalienable right Russell, formerly chief of the Museum 
with silt. In this, the Authority turned to infringe on their welfare and class Division, as chief of the Wildlife Divi- 

to forestry as one means of soil conser- them as outlaws if they show resistance sion, a position left open by the untimely 
vation and, in forestry, tree crops are of in an effort to remain alive. death last spring of George M. Wright. 

major importance. The garden peas, corn and lettuce Dr. Russell has been with the Park Serv- 
In the Southern Highlands, and in the stolen by our feathered friends in the ice since 1923 and is well qualified for his 

Ozarks, crops of game can be sustained spring are nothing more than the price new work. His first position with this 
by maintaining a complete tree crop bal- we pay them to hold back the hordes of federal bureau was as a ranger naturalist 

ance—a crop more valuable than anyone insects during the balance of the year; in the Yosemite National Park and for a 

could ever dream of obtaining from the and the berries they “swipe” from our long time thereafter his work threw him 
hill-landers corn and pork production. pet tree is the price we pay for refusing into close and intimate contact with the 

Here, where the sun smiles a little to give them something else to eat. Or- wildlife of the Parks. 

brighter and where the rural man’s belt chard men are starting to recognize the He became identified with museum work : 

is pulled a little tighter, many fine va- value of the mulberry which becomes ripe in 1924 when assigned to and in the De- 

rieties of crop trees can be grown in during cherry season, and for which velopment of the Yosemite Museum. His- 

profusion, making a better life for the birds show a preference. This species, torical data assembled in the course of 

rural dweller. He could live partially especially selected varieties, can be studies connected with this work were 
off crop trees, feeding his hogs with a planted in a great many areas over the later published in book form as “One 

nominal crop of mast, and could benefit United States with considerable benefit to Hundred Years in Yosemite.” 

: BUSHES AND TREES FOR WILDLIFE 

HEIGHT PERIODS WHEN AVAILABLE FOR FEEDING 
‘COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME FEET Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct, Nov. Dee. 
Juneberry; sarvisberry.......Amelanchier canadensis sess 50-70 ae SS eee 
Juneberry; sarvisberry....0A, intermedia vnncncnnann 15 pa 
Fragrant sumac sees Rhus canadensis wcusuuseusneneenee  S-4 = eer 
Mullrarsyisishiticion.so'l Sui Moras Fepedies iorttitin....nticainusaiuiaa SOS. Sees, 
Chickasaw plume Prunus angustifolia coc 1S RN 
Wildgoose plum.iccccccwP. MUNSONIANA vce 15 2a 
Mansel cleenery. 1 Sosoitsrestacosssiss Pap Vita scccnsahsonsb eesibsosstenayafeaslacssrneaggticntis SOTO ee 
Huckleberry sss Gaylussacia species wunssssueeeneeenee 3-5 Ss 
‘Wilds ch etry set aiadiersisits.s.s0s Pramus seroHian? srtssasesctcistinin cuits SOTO aaa 
Glossy Buckthorn...scccccceoRhamnus fangula cose 12 eo ee 
Bulg EP gett least dose cstossorssonsinennns BL CMM APELER Ierctncsrec cniclinguinan aes. ei ee 
Sparkleberry; farkleberry..... Vaccinium arboreum vesssssesee 1523 SL es 
Blueberry, low and high........V. SPecles cscs 12 eae 
Persimmon sss DIOSpYFOS VIFGINIAMA sweeney 30-40 Siena 2 eee 
PAW SW veccccosscseresssvessencssrsssess AMEMMMR BEMODR secsoseresecesscoseccsoneossscossneseocionse 30 -_—_—_— 

SMOWDEFFY ccs SYMPhOFICATPOS FACEMOSUS vse ise oes eas 
Caen Meany mece mre ere SIN IRREIRE Sie Otc itisssiiecl,ctsitlussataran Se eS ieee, 
American Beautyberry...........Callicarpa americana cesses ST oe asl 
Haselnne iiss shone nore COLVINE AMIGELEANM  ssas.,.,..sccceencnanincnne, LlS) eee eR ae 
Blackhaw, stag sess Viburnum prunifolium wissen 25 eG 
Maplolaatites ttre sti ohn cn einenelfo lume sisi aiacadinctacne.ap eae BO ae ae Se 
Nannyberrys sheepberry ..u.V- lentago cscs 80 ee qe 
Dogwood) awhiins cnn on Cornus Merida lueis ian an i einen SOBO Sane eee ip ae ES 
Risalan™Glve certains RIROARMUS CAREUAMEOMA «...crecrseisccimeonsntion BO ae ee fo cc 
Jujube; Chinese date cv. Zizyphus jUjuba vcs 25 eee 
Chinquapin oeesscscceeeenCastanea pumila ssc 15-20 2 ena sera 
Tapancsoreheviaun aici 0O. Serenata la cyiivesastietsctaioieins..c ion B84 Se ee ae cee REI 
Cliltiese (chestnut SieccacticcO rail insta es aiicanh ocala snhiinn 6 580 = =e eae eee Sel eee 
Aig cis tert veeesy vet enee cote 0 ee NBER ORM Toc MUL MONE DU 0055S TeUTE TET ET ENO OPTS as eI ays 
Wilke Spake Vetisess5..ss00iiiiolla ee Meets AIBA Tetstocssbisheoassscot oticintt aE SERS oe ne aes ae ees 
Ginter aR GIRL si oss saats asa AD TMRL Om Raman nestiaseeneoneapeta aa SEE SA joe eae 
Ghefnquamp fan mle s6..5gedssetsososs Or MMMUONDOEEL «sos sosesensssnnsssstessesessersnssntealeSE@Ms™ ooo ay 
Mossy-cup; Burr oak ccuuQ. MACKOCARPA vaccine STAM = 
Willow: oak) nctacccn cist nino Ocuphellas © iaina aisha danalamnnadttn Seen atanie an ee Geran 
HICKOry cesses Hicoria_carolinae-septentrionalis sssssssss.Stan.* Sa a 
Hbaiecl ys eth ents. ost stietions 0st Sco LAY wed Oram AS LOG ices acti doo OTTO Tin ot Sm ee a 
Blsckswaltut Gsnshis,.. cna... SRRIAne RIM ened acinn hin ania Signi See aaees Wiens en nS es 
Chinese sand pear .......1.0:/PYFUS SOFOLUMA  ....scsssccessscssssssssesssssornersesesees 25-30. Serkan tiniest edie et ‘cee il eeeelieealieeiio: 

Native hawthorn seven Crataegus Crustal wissen 15-20 ean 2, as 
Ornamental crab sss Malus sleboldi . vssssusuusuunennannes 15-20 cS Re ae as ee 
Southern Grab lsa.sccsscciissnsi Mss angustifolia cus. un mu eaneaaney TSO ee 
‘Zeatead aD Shee coord echelon ss.cse eM mia cd, hada mle TT SO See ee 
Honey Locust ssssssssssssssnnnGleditsia triaeanthos sssssssssssssssesseeneeee BOT pas [ae eT 
BLOMUS gorsstocoes ens etestorvos testes MRC AOD NE laoscejcsussceclinots or ET Ee as 
Grapemyrtle svsssesssssssessnbagerstroemia indica vesssssssssne TAS = na 

*Stan.—Standard. :
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Illustrations show eight principal types of winter feeding stations now in active use in Wisconsin 
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Figure No. 1 shows the model Wisconsin lean-to-hopper feeding sta- Figure No. 2 shows a lean-to-hopper feeding station with corn 

tion. This station is particularly adapted to sharp-tailed grouse, pheas- stalks as the lean-to and an ordinary box as the hopper. This station 

ants, and quail. The ordinary feeding mixture is two parts whole shelled is adapted to the same species of birds as that in Figure No. 1. Feeding 

corn with one part wheat. Some prefer to add to this a percentage of mixtures also are identical. 

buckwheat. Two per cent ordinary poultry grit should be added to the ‘ 

ration. Hoppers may be constructed of any size, with either one or two 
feeding sides. Sharp-tailed grouse shown in illustration. 
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Figure No. 3 shows a lean-to station constructed of evergreen Figure No. 4 shows a combination lean-to-hopper cornstalk station. 

boughs. An ordinary dry goods box partially filled with grain is placed Cornstalks are fashioned after the tepee type with ears of corn tied on 

in the center of the station. Note also the ear corn placed on spikes in the outside of the shock. This corn is replenished each two or three 

front of the station. Individual ingenuity may be used to a consider- weeks. Prairie chickens shown in illustration, 

able extent in building lean-to stations. They may be constructed of 
wood, brush, evergreen boughs, cornstalks, marsh grass, gunny sacking, 
tar paper, or any material that will keep out rain and snow. Frames, 
for the most part, should be sturdily constructed. Ringneck pheasant 
hens and cocks shown in illustration,
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Figure No. 5 illustrates an automatic feeder combined with a tepee Figure No. 6 shows the model tepee cornstalk station as advocated 
cornshock station. A mixed flock of prairie chickens and sharp-tailed by the Wisconsin Conservation Commission. Particularly adapted to 
grouse are shown using this station. prairie chickens, sharp-tailed grouse, pheasants, and quail. Quail will 

roost in the cornshocks, as they will also under the lean-tos of the hop- 
per stations. 
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Figure No. 7 illustrates a model prairie chicken feeding station con- Figure No. 8 shows an ordinary buckwheat bundle station. Buck- 
sisting of from four to ten tepee cornstock stations. Prairie chickens wheat bundles are piled to a height of three to four feet and are uncoy- 
shown in illustration. ered occasionally as birds utilize the feed. Particularly adapted to prai- 

rie chickens and sharp-tailed grouse. Sharp-tailed grouse shown feed- 
ing in illustration. 

The propagation and protection of upland game birds in Wisconsin cannot be wholly successful without providing an available supply of food 
for them during the winter. Winter feeding operations should begin preferably in October and should be continued until April 1. 

December, 1936
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WINTER FEEDING IN WISCONSIN Cr Jun) 

BY THE SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE, 1935-36. b 

‘During the winter of 1935+36 the Soil Conservation Service inaugurated 

its first large seale winter feeding program in Wisconsin, Previous to this 

yeer all winter feeding had been confined to the Coon Creek Project. Reliance 

was placed entirely on food patches for winter feed during the past season at 

Coon Valley. | 

The winter feeding program got under wey in November, 1935 and was 

in full swing by the following January. Heavy snows made roads impassibie in 

February with the result that many feeders could not be checked regularly by — 

SCS personnel. In some cases the farmers maintained these feeders satisfactorily, 

but in general it is felt that they wore prone to negleet them either because of 

inelement weather or lask of interest. 

In prestically all cases feeders were placed under lean-to shelters 

made of poles and brush, Feeders were either of the hopper type or made of 

chieken wire eylinders for ear corn. 

A total of 329 feeders were placed by the Soil Conservation Service 

om cooperating farms, A maximun number of 2105 quail, 719 pheasant, and 39 

grouse (ruffed and pimated) were fed on the farms of cooperators. In excess 

of 183 feeders were erected by 4-H Clubs, Boy Scouts, Sportsmen's Clubs, 

school children, ete. in cooperation with the Soil Conservation Service. These 

feeders supplied sustenance for epproximtely 1208 quail and 1420 pheasants. 

It is estimted that * total of 5491 game birds in Wisconsin made use of feed- 

ers placed either direetly or indireetly by the 3.0.5. (See table 1). 

Much of the grein fed this past winter on cooperating farms was 

furnished by the farmers themselves, lxcellent cooperation was obtained from 

the Wisconsin Conservation Deaprtment with regard to fumishing feed. Local 

wg
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groups of sportsmen also contributed generously in some areas. 

Agcwate informtion was kept on the amount of feed consumed by 

various coveys of quail and flecks of pheasants. This information is summarized 

in table 2, This table shows that on the average a single bobwhite will eat 

3 powmds of feed per month while a pheasant requires more than twice as meh, 

or 6.3 pounds, for the same period, These figures are subject to considerable 

error, sinee it is impossible to ascertain how much feed the birds obteined 

from natural sourees, This may or may not be balanced by the anount of grain 

cisshus ai dinseunnd tap: Vohebbid wink: mek odes. 36. te bodidvedy heey, ined 

the rates of consumption as given may be of some value in determining winter 

rations for these two game birds. Reports from the field indicated that corn is 

the preferred food. 

table 5 gives the data on pheasants whieh patronized 23 individual 

feeders. The mortality rate was light, only .2 bird per feeder per month, 

Pheasants showed en average survival of 90% between Jemuary and April. During 

this time the average flock fell from 4.9 birds to 4,6 birds, 

Rather reliable counts end mortality studies were mde on 69 soveys of 

quail, This information is given in table 4, The average monthly mortality 

for all coveys was found to be 1.6 birds. Five of the coveys under observation 

were not artificially fed end served to check on the fed birds. These coveys 

suffered a monthly mortality of 3.4 birds, while the coveys which had access 

to feeders lost only 1.5 birds per month, ‘he average survival of all coveys 

under close observation between January ani April wes'68%, The check coveys 

hed a survival of only 42%, while the coveys artificially fed hed a 71% survival. 

In Jamary the average size covey numbered 14.4 birds, but by April this figure 

hed dropped to 11 birds per covey. '
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The results of the past winter feeding vanpaign inidéete the very 

great value of ench a program, not only in aiding the birds through the 

; severe weather, but also in educating the public towards constructive conser- 

vation. Feeding will probebly be necessary for many years to come even during 

norm winters. It is hoped, however, that by building up the exviromiont 

end insreasing natural foods winter feeding can be relegated to an emergency 

moasiwe rather than a regular procedure. 

La Crosse, Wisconsin Te Re Pry, Irs 

dune 9, 1936 Assistant Porester
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WINTER FREDINGVISCONSIN 193536 

Humber of Birds Fed 
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TABLE 2s 

WINTER FEEDING+=WISCONSIN 1935636 

Consumption Rates 
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TABLE 3. 

PHEASANT COUNT AND MORTALITY 
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TABLE 4s . 

QUAIL COUNT AND MORTALITY 
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Students: 

Clyde Terrell recommends Livingston's Rabbit Repellant, 

James Livingston, c/o Holton & Hunkle, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Suggest students on areas give this a trial next winter 

and report results to Wade for Food & Cover Handbook.
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From Activities Report 
Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commission File: Food & Cover 
Division of Research and Education 
Pittman-Robertson Project 1-R 
Phil Goodrum, Supervisor 
June, 1939 2 

\ Sesbania:’ Distinct possibilities for the use of dengle pod (Sesbania marcro~ 

carpa) in quail, prairie chicken, waterfowl, and possibly fur animal end fish manage= 

Ticbt in coastal Tex&s is evidenced by experimental plantings on the Hammel-Smith 

farm, Harris County, and elsewhere in Waller and Wharton Countiese Sesbania that ~ 

has been sown broadcast around ponds, in strips along the edges of cultivated fields, 

aad along ditch banks in May and June is growing exceptionally welle In some cases 

the soil was disced before the sesbania was broadcast; in other instances the soil 

was not prepared in any waye 

Sesbania is not eaten by cattle, horses, or deers consequently, plantings or- 

ainarily need not be Fenced. Sesbania is a nitrogen fixing plant (soil building), 

= \e so the experimental plantings combine game management with soil improvement. The 

vt? sn soeds of sesbania prowide quail with an important late winter and early spring food; 

Srey “| certain ducks are reported to eat the seeds and bark, and prairie chickens probably 

he eat the seeds when they are availablee Sesbania is important as a cover plant, as 

woll as a food plant; it is especially valuable as a producer of shade. 

It appears that the planting of sesbania in strips about fifteen yards wide 

around the margins of coastal prairie ponds will: (1) build additional covey terri- 

tories for quail, especially when a pole sholter is puilt on high ground near each 

planting, (2) improve areas as summer ranges for Attwater prairie chickens by pro= 

viding shade near surface water, and (3) increase the attractiveness of the ponds to 

mallards, and certain other duckse The additional cover furnished by sesbania will 

also doubtless improve ponds for fur animals and fishe 

Sesbania seed may be purchased from the larger seed houses at prices ranging 

from 9¢ to 12¢ per pound. The best time for planting is betwoen April 15 and June 

a 156
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lts Value in Erosion Control 
iS |g Ra a By GLENN E. MUSSLER 
BAS *,. ee ee, ite Ya aa a Bee | Assistant Biologist Soil Conservation Service, . bd pe ets wee. se : et . U, 8, Department of Agriculture, 

ES z Phe. ts % pent ee 8 than three years. Grass and weed competi- 
bad { be $ a > ae ce . tion seems to hasten layering as the stolons 

zt me LO eM ep are forced to run along the ground. Unable 
% Ke ; i Jat abe i ™ sete ey a5 to rise above the grass and weeds, they come 

A 8 ae San | = more quickly and firmly in contact with the 
be we . aS ie ; . 7, * “ha soil where layering takes place. Moisture r . ee Se a conditions are more favorable under weed 

: a 4 Cm es Z a ar, eB Fee grass growth, therefore more rapid layer- 

"ee S b Vanes a kee ing. 
ge , % fe) "| i ‘2 a L RNS eee Mature wild-dug planting stock (pruned) 
ars a oa ca ea Seg a, planted 3 ft. x 3 ft. the spring of 1936 on raw 

ball . Fae et a : ie mee | a re any oe gullies and ditches and observed the spring 
os free ie, . ae ey es of 1939 have produced stolons as long as 

i S ws fe “ Base Soe fae oT Nees et ta a Pt i seven feet and lawered in many places. It 
ae MAO * Pe ee he ae can therefore be seen that coralberry readily 
pte ee uit bs = om goo Nin aeee produces thick ground cover and serves as 
a a i - eens oo pe eae Oa an excellent soil binder. 
eS : . E s ae ea as x ) eee pr One year old seedling stock has frequently 
poe Se NG ¥ e mete ey s been observed layering the second year after saa rit sta é Fi eka evi cas RY Ab Wa me ee planting. 

Ae rT ph. Re Ree aa io i Wildlife Values 
if gat Pa te | 5 % Nia soo GWE en io! Stomach records indicate that the fruit of 

i sac fl Pe f ead ee ae oe \ coralberry is eaten by nine species of birds, 
ieee he oe eS , Chistes Oe including ruffed grouse, bobwhite, ring- 

i t hy tol in less than three years and nearly thirty new necked pheasant (end) wild surkey. 
TR leo ae we Boe Pao plats Siaveuetavied trom them Coralberry bears fruit soon after planting 

and is partially shade tolerant. Planted one 

ORALBERRY, sometimes called Indian several times at the various nodes. Each year cuttings will bear fruit the first grow- 

Cc... is a shrub 2-5 feet high very layer will produce a new plant. Since the ing season. One year old seedlings often bear 
closely related to snowberry. Its scientific original planting, the spacing of plants is ap- fruit the second season. The fruit is available 
name is Symphoricarpos orbiculatus (Greek, proximately one foot by one foot or 43,560 to wildlife throughout late summer, the crit- 
symphorein, to bear together and karpos, plants per acre, a nine-fold increase in less ical winter months, and late spring. 
fruit, referring to the clustered fruits). 

Coralberry has been planted for many years = igs cE eran: us ay 
around dwellings and gardens for its orna- “a ys wi es o iz . . fees aac 
mental values, chiefly the dark red fruits Mie agin | ner Se ee pitas oer: 
densely clustered along the slender branches , as” iy oe pone et oe “8 Ae Eee aoe AS 
and remaining plump and fresh far into the : appa wh ed sa rage ee at hee eS 
winter and its foilage remaining unchanged ee eset ey / \ NRE ce aaeseitiare ss 1.4 Aes ye oe se renee 
Se a ee, aes Pe a rat 
During the past few years coralberry has agence” a. ’ 5 \ See Aa ie te oe ; 

been planted with other erosion control and er ee Poe eee ae ae a ot Bh Ae 
wildlife plant species in Pennsylvania by the ; oe ae eer eg OS le ee Mig 
Soil Conservation Service, along eroding Se Pr on a eae oe ska ogee a i SEN La 
woodland margins, gullies, roadbanks, thick- pe NR SO eo asa Sue oa Oe ak, 
ets and fence-rows. CP oe Ae ee Tee Ne Po ey Bat ee See ne 

ae , aes ee er Ale eRe Oe tee. Soe mt tee ee 
Erosion Control Value pape 2 ir cs ad Ee iS ee Ys Ca reg SES if ee Sas 

Coralberry is hardy far north, will thrive cA esas ie aa ee ee ee 5 ig 
in almost any soil from heavy clay to dry eee i Soto. ergs be dbp ae ie A 5 al ee i 
gravelly banks, and can be propagated read- ee im “et ae es a ae ete ue eS J: eae 
ily by hardwood and greenwood cuttings, by EOS ~ aati, Lge ae ae aso OR ee = 
division and also by seeds. Its ability to ir om gees 2 at 3). go Sai hennyeee es Ri i Ret ew ee 
spread by means of stolons and form dense i ve ~ ORRIN Paha ogre ae et a = a 
thickets make it a very desirable erosion fe 1 eee a Re a ee ie oe. ee 
control plant. Ae ad ies Se er Lt mes ewes 

A oA ekg 3) kee a a ap a Ee NOT ge 
One year old rooted cuttings planted near Be hts ps eee ve PP fay Re Ah ee SEER Ve i Se 

Indiana, Pa. in the fall of 1936 using three len cake A eee ts be ENS ee Le 
foot by three foot spacing (4840 plants to the ee SEO WS on eee a ae ren oo eh Age en 
acre) along a grassy wodland border were ee the AGB ok: He Pt <iigeer hee oan aa ae te 
observed in May 1939. They were producing SOP PY ROD Mp Ns TS Og oe go et: =n tt ee eRESEN pe 
stolons 6-7 feet long with as many as four SR REI aed Ee Ga MARAE ELIS ak By Te May EF Ae 

stolons per plant and each stolon layering Coralberry produces a dense thicket in a short time.
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State Nursery Tour 

Brief History of Nursery 

The nursery was established in October 1932. At that time 20 acres of 
land were deeded by the Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Company to the State of Wisconsin 
for forest nursery purposes. In the fall of 1936 eighty additional acres were 
purchased and 40 acres of that were developed during the following year. 

The nursery now comprises a total of 100 acres of which 60 acres are 
developed and are covered with an overhead irrigation system, with the remaining 
40 acres available for possible future expansion. 

Production 

The nursery has an annual capacity of 25 million trees made up of 1 year, 
2 year and 3 year old seedlings, and 4 year old transplants. At this time there 
are approximately 45 million trees of all ages in the nursery. 

Species grown consist of Norway (Red) Pine, White Pine, Jack Pine, Scotch 
Pine, Austrian Pine, White Spruce, Norway Spruce, White Cedar, Tamarack, White Ash, 

Red Oak, Black Locust, Rock Elm and miscellaneous shrubs and vines, such as High 
Bush Cranberry, Bitter Sweet, Wild Grape, Red Mulberry, and Northern Holly, all to 

be used for game food purposes and wild life refuge development. 

DistPibution 

The trees are distributed for planting on State and County Forests and 

also are available to farmers and other’ landowners for forestry pnurposes. 4-H 

clubs, school forests, Boy Scouts and similar groups are also supplied with trees, 

Demonstrations: 

fl. Seeding 

Hand method used in sowing White Pine and White Spruce in the fall of 
the year. This type of frame affords protection against rodents and birds. 

Machine type of drill used at this nursery for spring sowing. It is 

considerably faster than the hand method. This machine was developed by the U. 

S. Forest Service and is patterned after the regular farm seed drill. 

#2. Rototiller 

A new type of machine used in working up the soil. It is an improve- 

ment over the ordinary plow in that it thoroughly mixes the soil to a depth of 

12 inches, rather than merely turning it over as in the case of the plow. It is 

especially valuable when mixing fertilizers into the soil. 

#3. Lifting 

Two year old seedlings being lifted with the aid of a mechanical lifter. 
The lifter is merely a tilted blade that is run under the beds. The trees are



Des 

loosened to such an extent that they can be pulled up without excessive injury 

to the roots. 

#4. Field Packing 

The trees are packed in the field in one of three ways. They are either 

put in crates or bales for direct shipment to the planting jobs, or they are 

placed in pick up boxes and transported to the packing shed for further sorting, 

labelling and packaging and final shipping to farmers and other landowners, 

#5. Transplanting 

Approximately 2 million trees that are to be grown to larger sizes are 

taken out of the crowded seed beds and transplanted to afford more space for 

ample growing conditions. The trees are then left in the transplant beds for an 

additional one or two years. 

#6. Compost Bins 

These concrete bins contain raw peat that has been shredded and mixed 

with Ammonium Sulfate, Super-phosphate and Muriatic potash for the nursery soil 

fertilization program. The peat and salts are placed in the bins along with an 

innoculating material such as hardwood litter and good top soil. The material is 

then let stand for 2 years to "compost", This material, in addition to raw peat, 

is applied to the soil at the rate of approximately 5 tons per acre. 

' #7. Tree Storage and Seed Storage Facilities 

Trees are stored in the concrete cooler in early spring to keep them 

for later shipments and transplanting. The cooler keeps them in good condition, 

and decreases the early “cand. ling out" and growth until such time as they ean 

be used. 

Seed is stored at the cool, dry storage room temperature as a means of 

keeping its germinative vitality high. It is generally known that good storage 

conditions are necessary if seed is to keep well. 

#8. Packing trees for shipment in small allotments 

Here the trees are packaged that go to farmers and other landowners, 

that is those that are shipped out in small amounts. They are brought in from 

the nursery and are either packed out direct or are held in the cooler until 

ready for shipment. 

They are all counted, sorted and labeled. 

The axiom in all handling of trees is to have the trees kept cool with 

plenty of moisture available for the roots. 

WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMSNT 

Central State Nursery 

W. H. Brener, Manager



FOREST FIELD DAY 

October 18, 1939 

NEPCO NURSERY AND PLANTATIONS 

Nepeo Lake Nursery History 

The Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Company nursery which was established in 

1926 on the Port Edwards island was moved in 1927 to its present location. Its 

original production was set at 300,000 trees annually but was gradually in- 

creased from that figure to 2,500,000 in 1929-30 and then reduced to 2,000,000, 

one-half of which is ornamental stock and the other one-half pulpwood planting 

stock. 

Field Planting History 

During 1926 and 1927 less than 100 acres were planted to pine pul pwood 

species. In 1928 the first planting stock raised by Nepco from seed was planted 

on its lands. The early spacing of trees in the field was 6 ft. x 7 ft. but has 

been decreased to 4 ft. x 4 ft. for open field planting today. To produce good 

Jack pine pulpwood it appears that close spacing is necessary if clean pulpwood 

sticks are to be secured at time of cutting. In 1929-30 approximately 2,000 

acres were planted to pulpwood species. Since 1928 over 12,000 acres have been 

planted to pulpwood species. 

Land Acquisition History 

Since 1929 Nepeo has purchased approximately 30,000 acres. Part of 

this acreage was covered with natural pine reproduction. Land purchasing is 

being carried on at the rate of 2,000 to 3,000 acres per year. 

Fire Protection 

During 1927 Nepeo's first fire tower was constructed and its first 

fire lanes were built during that same year. At present Nepco has constructed 

approximately 80 miles of fire lanes and roads through its entire forest pro- 

perty. It is planned to have a road or fire lane everyone-half mile. The 

forest fire record up to this day is as follows: 

No. of Acres Burned 

Year Fires Plantation Natural Reproduction Serub Oak 

1926-39 37 18.50 22.60 30.00 

Total acreage burned 71.10 

Total Fires 37 

Acres Per Fire 1.9 Acres 

Total Loss (Approximate) $205.00



November 8, 1939 

_Memo for all Students: 

The European literature on farm game insists that hopper feeding 

is injurious, especially during cold weather, because it fails to induce 

exercise. 

: Hoppers have been popular here because grain is cheaper than 

labor, and a hopper requires infrequent attention. On the other hand, 

hoppers require shelled corn, whereas most farms keep their corn in ear 

forn. 

In Europe, exercise is induced by scattering shelled grain in 

straw. 

To induce exercise and at the same time utilize ear corn, it is 

suggested that straw be used in shelters, that some ear corn be placed on 

the straw and some shelled corn in the straw. Students on areas are re- 

quested to experiment with this question and to compare the labor require- 

ments, grain requirements, rodent wastage, and exercise characteristics of 

various methods of feeding. Hoppers are discouraged, except for experimental 

comparisons. 

Aldo Leopold 

:
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY 

WASHINGTON 

ration see Gk casita suomary &, UPA 

Prof. Aldos S. Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Professor Leopold: sand 

About a year ago before I left Madison, I mentioned that I 
had just a short time previously read an article reporting on the 
distribution of some of the very destructive mosaic diseases from 
certain wild species of Prunus to cultivated forms, particularly 
the peach. You and one of your students, working on the Poynette 
Game Farm, expressed considerable interest but I was unable to 

locate the reference before leaving Madison. 

I still have not run on the article but a week ago when 
attending the A.A.A.S. meetings in Philadelphia, and later in a 
Pathology siminar here in Washington, I learned of further very 
important evidence along this same line. Dr. B. L. Richards, of 
the Department of Botany and Plant Pathology, Agricultural Experi- 
ment Station, Logan, Utah, presented considerable data from cross 
inoculation experiments between the chokecherry and the peach. As 
I understand the situation from these discussions, the chokecherry 
is a major source of infestation of virus diseases that attack the 
peach trees, and I presume other Prunus species as well. In some 
areas I understand that the orchardists are contemplating the eradi- 
cation of the chokecherry. 

Knowing of your interest in food plants for wild life, I 
thought you would like to have this observation drawn to your at- 
tention, and if you are still interested, I would suggest that you 
write to Dr. Richards who will be in a position to give you further 
information. I understood from his remarks that some special ex- 
perimental work is being carried on in cooperation with a wild life 
organization in the distribution of these diseases at the present time. 

With best wishes, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

QO. S. Aamodt, 

Head Agronomist in Charge.



"Verde (ator 

Excerpt from 

"Osage Orange and Wildlife" --Douglas BE. Wade. 

This particular sturdy hedge fruited well both in 1938 and 
1939. During the fall of the latter year I estimated that 
there were about 700 fruits produced by 33 trees. On January 
13, 1940, I made a careful count of the fruit present. Six 
"apples" were lodged in the trees; on the ground were 294 fruits. 
The average weight of 66 of these apples, picked at random, was 
14.5 ounces. The heaviest fruit weighed 26 ounces, the lightest 
four ounces. Some of the larger fruits calipered four and a 
half inches in diameter. A trip late in March revealed that 146 
fruits remained and still were being used by the squirrel. 

Pennsylvania Game News, Vol. XI, No. 11, February, 1941 

pp. 10, 32.
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Wildlife Management 118 
June 1941 

Observations on Food and Cover Tallies 

Of 329 fences tallied, 39.20% of them were hog-wire, 53.46% 

were barbed wire, 1.51% were electric, with 5.47% having no fence 

but showing evidence of a fence having been there at one time or another. 

There were no stone fences tallied. 

Of these 329 fences, the percentages of cover tallied were as 

follows: Brush and grape 2.76%; Brush alone 8.20%; weeds and forbs 9.72%; 

grass 74.16%, trees along 1.82% and those showing no vegetation 3.61%. 

According to the data collected, the barbed wire fences seemed to 

offer a higher diversity of cover than the other types. However, this 

probably was due to the fact that the hog fences were usually enclosing 

smaller pastures or were used around the farm buildings. The smaller 

pastures enclosing hogs and the fences around the building kept clean 

by the inhabitants. 

Of the 135 wood lots tallied, 108 were grazed, giving a percentage 

of 80. Of this total number of the wood-lots, 44.444 were cut also and 

of the 80% of the woodlots which were grazed 53.70% of them were also 

cut; this is due to the fact that these were usually on a slope of 

extreme nature and most difficult to cut, or even to thin, due to the 

abundance of undergrowth. 

Of 225 slopes judged by me to be too steep for plowing, 83.11% 

were grazed and of this number of slopes, 107 of them were wooded or 

47.55%. Of the ungrazed slopes 84.21% were wooded, the others had not 

been left along long enough to acquire the growth which will later 

succeed the grasses. 

Route Covered: From Madison to Mt. Vernon on 18--Mt. Horeb--Black Earth-- 
Lodi--Waunakee--113 to Madison on or about April 20, 1941
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Stencil No. 81 
(Revised) 

SUPPLE) ENTARY DATA & MILDLITE PLANTING PLAN 

; FOR INDIVIDUAL AREAS, * 
Rangor District * 
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“If any reserved game area has an abwidance of existing game foods, collection 

of above data not required. Indicate such on the form. (Use more than one 

sheet if necessary). (Over)



; INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF FORM (STENCIL #81) 

A. Map 4" = mile 

1. Enter on the map plantation boundariese 

2e Location and size of wildlife areas within plantations. 
(Encircle wildlife areas with blue crayon). 

3. Number each WL. arca within the sections 

Be Collection of Supplomentary Data 

For each site (ary or moist) within each area reserved for wildlife 
determine the following: 

1. Plentable acrongoe 
2e Topography - Abrupt, rolling or flat. 
3. Drainage = Poor, woll or imporfoctly underlaid by hardpan 

or claye 
: ; 4. Soil texture - vog. and woody peat, muck, sand, loamy sand, 

sandy loam or clays : 
es 5. Ph Reaction - 546, 6=7 or 7=7e5- 

1 ‘ 6. Fortility - High, modorate or love 
7. Crown density - Heavy, modium, light or open 

(Include trees, shrubs and lerge herbaccous plants 
: to determine dogree of donsity). 

C. Trees and shrubs rocommonded for planting. 
From the above data determine game food and cover plants adapted to 

7 “site (Uso game food and cover planting chart.) Two specics rcocommendcd 
_for cach site 6'x6' spacing. 

Sond duplicate copy of completcd form to Supervisor's Offices
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE. formed that they were, admitted he had 

Sometimes it takes only a photograph | been shooting them also. 
to convict a violator of the fish and game| Taken into the justice court of Judge 
laws. Recently a Riverbank youth was| W. H. Rice at Modesto, he entered a plea 
so proud of a bunch of young ducks| of guilty and after being questioned by 
killed out of season that he had himself | the judge regarding his age was held to 
photographed with the game strung|the juvenile court, as he was but 17. 
around his neck. Superior Judge L. W. Fulkerth placed 

The photographer who was given the| the boy on probation until he reaches the 
job of printing the pictures, mentioned age of 21. He took the young man’s 
the fact to a friend, who figured it would| gun and he will not be allowed to hunt 
be a good thing for Deputy G. W. Mag-! during his probation. Meanwhile he must 
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Fic. 66. A photograph that led to an arrest 
and conviction, 

ladry of Modesto to know. The game] report to the judge at regular intervals. 
warden called upon the photographer and ‘The stern handling of such a case makes 
secured a print of the young nimrod and|a conservationist of the boy and is a 
his illegal kill, He called upon him and] reminder to all that game laws have a 
when the boy denied that he had been| purpose and must ‘be observed. 
shooting ducks, Magladry flashed the va co 
photo. This broke the youth’s haughty | - DEER LICKS. my 
spirit and he confessed that he had killed| It is a well known fact that deer travel 
the birds. He asked the warden if cotton-| many miles to utilize salt licks. The 
tails were out of season and when inf term, of course, applies to springs and
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other areas where salts of various kinds | protection. The scene is being viewed 
are found in sufficient quantity to attract | with a sorrowful eye by a hunter who 
deer, Mr. Smith Riley of Long Island, | has happened upon the wantonly and il- 
New York, has interested himself in try-| legally slaughtered doe, while in search 

ing to answer the question of what salts| of game. With its natural setting, with 
afforded by these licks are necessary to| every detail worked out, the exhibit 
the life of the deer, thus making them an| should have a restraining effect upon 
attraction. Recently he had twelve an-| every hunter who shoots first and looks 

alyses made from various salt licks. In| afterwards, or who deliberately violates 
most instances more than a half dozen| the law to shoot a defenseless doe. This 
different compounds were present in the} exhibit was first shown at the. Marin 
soils from alkali licks. In each instance,| County Fair last year at San Rafael 
the percentage of sodium was largest, | where it excited much favorable comment. 
with chlorine taking third place. Inquiry| It was later shown at Palo Alto and 
showed that no information was available | aroused much interest there also. It is 
from animal industry men relative to| the intention of the Division of Fish and 
domestic animals, though it was suggested | Game to turn this into a traveling exhibit 
that sodium and chlorine are the two] to be shown throughout the state. 

elements supplied by salts most likely to] ‘he exhibit of the Fish Culture Depart- 
be lacking in the food of the deer. Phos-| pent this year was even more compre- 
phoric acid and calcium, also necessary | pensive than in previous years. Against 

to the well-being of the animals, are| 4 scenic background were shown all of 
usually obtained in sufficient quantities | the fish that frequent California waters. 
from the herbage on which they feed. Troughs filled with fish from the state 

This simply opens up the question as| hatcheries and aquaria giving close-ups 
to the real attraction to be found in a| of the many denizens of streams and other 
salt lick. If any one has any contribu-| waters of the state.were given a promi- 
tion to the subject we hope he will com-| nent place. It was possible to trace the 
municate with Mr. Riley. growth of trout from the small fry to the 

point where they really excite the interest 
PERSONNEL FILE IMPROVED. of the angler. 

Eyery employee of the Fish and Game Under the direction of August Bade an 
Commission was recently furnished a| exhibit of all the birds being propagated 
blank requesting information as to train-| at the State Game Farm near Yountville 
ing and ambition. Similar blanks have| was shown. Superintendent Bade’s dis- 
always been filed with the Civil Service| play portrayed methods used in bringing 
Commission but the time has come when | the birds to the liberation stage and at- 
a similar file is necessary within the'| tendants were ready at all times to ex- 

: organization in order to handle promo-| plain how the birds are hatched, fed and 
tions more advantageously. The larger | cared for in captivity so that they do not 
an organization grows the more necessary | realize they are not in the wild state. 
it is to have the personnel well fitted for 5 

she various aoe een is a fine! \jomE GROWN DUCKS PLENTIFUL. 
It should.be good news to disappointed 

STATE FAIR EXHIBIT. duck hunters of last season to hear that 
a a fine group of home grown ducks were 

une, Pasar of conservation, protec; available when the duck season opened. 
propagation of fish and game in Th ted ava eon és 

California was given in a forcible manner | + 2° 2usmented water supply of last eee 
through the medium of attractive exhibits Ren need the prceding - grounds. for 
to those who visited the State Fair at | ducks a hundred fold: Several lakes, the 
Sacramento, September third to tenth. bottoms of which haye been used for agri- 

oie 9 culture for several years past, were flood- 
_,in addition to the comprehensive and | oq by spring freshets. In some instances, 
illuminating exhibits of fish _and game | pising water destroyed the first nests but 
birds shown last year, a third exhibit reports are to the effect that most of 
showed “the eed som weakened interest | these ducks nested a second time. Tulare 
= Le at ae life. ‘This exhibit Lake and Buena Vista Lake, at the south- 
nen a bi ee = ae ieee 1 WAS! ern end of the San Joaquin Valley, con- 

arranged by Vaptain Walter B. Sellmer.| tained sufficient water this past spring 
Captain Sellmer’s exhibit showed a] and summer to attract numerous ducks. 

beautiful spot in the forest, with a fallen| Goose Lake in the northeast corner of 
doe and her two orphaned fawns, left to| the state afforded another fine breeding 
battle the elements without a mother’s | area.



YOUNG DEER DIE FROM 7 

SICKNESS AND HUNGER s 
eas 

A communication in the Soo Even- 
ing News of Wednesday states that A 

many young deer have died in the} 3 
northern woods during the last win-|} o: 

[ter due to starvation and stomach] hi 
trouble caused by eating too much L 

balsam. John Hunter of the Hul- D 
bert region, says several citizens| c: 

there inspecting the feeding grounds| h: 

counted twenty dead fawns in al * 
single day. The sportsman criticizes] ¢, 
the conservation department em-| tl 
ployes for lack of proper feeding.|J' 
Late winter feeding came to late to H 
Save the deer, he says. L 
re fair. sep ae a 

= Lansing—Denial.of claims that deer 
‘Din the eastern part of the Upper Pe- 

| ninsula are dying of starvation was 
|; made by the Conservation Depart- 

[} ment following receipt of a report by 

iW. C. Ceagley, state analyst. After 

"| examining two of the deer alleged 

‘1 to have starved Ceagley reported that 
\the animals had died of disease.
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i General Office of BROWN BROTHERS COMPANY, Continental i 
i Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. i 

| Attracting and Feeding |; 
Wild Birds 

i ) | ‘HIS pamphlet has been prepared in co-operation with i 
: the MASSACHUSETTS FISH AND GAME PRO- |i 
i TECTIVE ASSOCIATION, to encourage the planting of i 
i ornamental shrubs to attract birds by providing nesting i 
: sites and a natural food supply. : 
: The information is based on the results of a special : 
?/ study of trees and shrubs attractive to birds which has Hl 
i been conducted for many years in the park surrounding |} 
; the office of Brown Brothers Company, Rochester, N. Y. i 

i Compliments of i 

BROWN BROTHERS COMPANY 
i ‘““THE CONTINENTAL NURSERIES” i 
: ROCHESTER, N. Y. i 
i and i 

i The Massachusetts Fish and Game i 
i Protective Association i 
a BOSTON, MASS. i



The General offices of BROWN BROTHERS COMPANY, Continental Nurseries, 

situated on Winton Road North at Dorchester Road, Rochester, N. Y., with the 

adjacent residence of Mr. Charles J. Brown, are surrounded by a park of approximately 
eight acres in which are planted specimens of hundreds of varieties of ornamental 

trees, shrubs, roses, evergreens, vines and herbaceous perennials. In laying out this 

little park, Mr. Brown, who is a great lover of birds, has ever aimed to make it a 

bird sanctuary and has given special attention to the selection of plants which would 

be valuable in attracting birds as well as giving desirable landscape effects. To this 

end a shallow pond in the park has been made attractive for water fowl by the use of 

aquatic plants which provide food and shelter. Numerous bird houses, baths and 

nesting stations have been established, and the planting of food bearing shrubs has 

been constantly increased so that the need for grain feeding in the winter has been 

practically eliminated except under unusual conditions. 

Within the past nine years there has been developed on former nursery lands 

adjoining the park, a most interesting residential district known as BROWNCROFT 
which now contains more than two hundred beautiful homes. The owners of these 

homes have been glad to follow the lead of Mr. Brown and to have their ornamental 

plantings designed in such manner as to include trees and shrubs attractive to birds. 

The result is that the bird population of BROWNCROFT is now probably greater and 

more varied than on any other city property in the State. It is attracting wide interest 

among nature lovers, and many birds which formerly migrated now make this their 

permanent home. 

The house cat is “taboo” in BROWNCROFT and the section is protected by hedges 

of BARBERRY THUNBERGII, probably the most beautiful of all ornamental hedges 

and one which not only feeds the birds in the winter months, when other food is scarce 

and hard to find, but also protects them from their enemies and provides natural nesting 

sites and shelter for many species. 

A partial list of plants that will help to solve the problem of food and shelter 

for our wild birds is given on the following pages and further information may be had 

on application to BROWN BROTHERS COMPANY, Continental Nurseries, Rochester, 

N. Y. This company will be glad at all times to assist you in laying out your grounds, 

large or small, in an attractive manner and at the same time to arrange thé planting 
so as to provide for the birds and attract them to your grounds. 

Orders may be entered direct for any plants named in this pamphlet (all of which 

are hardy in New England) or we will be very glad to have our local representative 

eall and assist you in making your selection. All stock is guaranteed to be true to 

name and description, free from disease or pest and of highest quality. 

“CONTINENTAL NURSERIES” 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Vines, 
Small Fruits, Herbaceous Perennials, Etc. 

“GROWN ON HONOR SINCE ’85”
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View on Office Grounds, Showing Pond and Ducks 

Trees and Plants Attractive to Birds 
A—Very hardy. E—Slow in growth, 
B—Requires a sheltered position. F—Prefers a moist soil. 
C—Requires protection until well established. G—Thrives in any good soil. 
D—Rapid in growth. H—Thrives best in a light warm soil. 

DECIDUOUS TREES 

Botanical Name Common Name ny ghee et Remarks A is ae 

Acer Negundo Ash Leaved Maple 
or Box Elder 40-50 A.D.G. Sept. to March 

Celtis Occidentalis Nettle Tree or 
Hackberry 40 A.D. G. Entire year 

Cornus Florida White Flowering 
Dogwood 20 BiG... Aug. to Dee. 

Crataegus Coccinea Scarlet Fruited Thorn 15 A.D. G. Oct. to April 
Crataegus Crus Galli Cockspur Thorn 12 A.G. Sept. to March 
Fraxinus Americana American Ash 50-60 A.D.G. Sept. to Jany. 
Morus Alba White Mulberry 30-40 A.D.G. June to Aug. 
Morus Rubra Red Mulberry 50-60 A.D. G. June to Sept. 
Morus Tartarica Russian Mulberry 30-40 A. D.G. June to Sept. 
Prunus Pennsylvanica Bird Cherry 8 A. E.G. June to Oct. 
Prunus Virginica Choke Cherry 6-8 A.D.G. June to Oct. 
Pyrus Floribunda 

Atrosanguinea Flowering Crab 10-15 A.D.G. June to Oct. 
Pyrus Angustifolia Bechtels Double 

Flowering Crab 10-15 A.G. June to Oct. 
Rhus Cotinus Purple Fringe or 

Smoke Tree 8-10 A.C.E.G. Entire year 
Rhus Glabra Smooth Sumach 15 A. D. G. Entire year 
Rhus Typhina Stag Horn Sumach 8-10 A. DIG. Entire year 
Sorbus Americana American 

Mountain Ash 20-80 A.D.G. July to March 

EVERGREENS 
Juniperus Virginiana Red Cedar 20-30. AL D:G. Entire year 
Picea Excelsa Norway Spruce 50-75 A.D.G. Oct. to March 
Tsuga Canadensis American Hemlock 60-70 B.C.D.F. Oct. to March 

VINES 
Ampelopsis Woodbine, Virginia Creep- 
Quinquefolia er or American Ivy. 20 A.D.G. Aug. to Feb. 

Celastrus Scandens Bittersweet 20 A.D.G. Oct. to April 
Euonymus Radicans ; 
Vegetus Evergreen Bittersweet 20 A.E. G. Oct. to April 

Vitis Cordifolia Frost Grape 20-30 A.G. July to Oct.



SHRUBS 

Botanical Name Common Name ieee fest Remarks ene 

Amelanchier Canadensis Shad Bush or 
June berry 10-15 A.G. June to Oct. 

Berberis Thunbergii Japanese Barberry 8-4 A.D. G. Entire year 
Callicarpa Purpurea Beauty Fruit 3 B.C.E.H. Sept. to Jany. 

Cornus Alba Siberian Red Osier 8 A. D.F. Aug. to Oct. 

Cornus Sanguinea Red Osier 6 Ay DiR Aug. to Oct. 

Cornus Mascula Cornelian Cherry 10-15 A.E.F. April to Oct. 

Cornus Sericea Silky Cornel 6-8 A.D.F. Aug. to Oct. 

Elaegnus Longipes Japan Oleaster 6 A.D.G. July to Dec. 

Ilex Verticillatta Black Alder or 
Winter Berry 6 A.E.G. Entire year 

Ligustrum Vulgaris English Privet 6-8 A.D.G. July to April 

Lonicera Morrowi Morrow’s Honeysuckle 6 A.D.G. Aug. to Dec. 

Lonicera Ruprechtiana Ruprecht’s Honeysuckle 6-8 A.D.G. July to Dec. 
Lonicera Tartarica Tartarian Honeysuckle 6-8 A.D.G. July to Dec. 

Rosa Carolina Wild Rose 6 A.D.F. Aug. to April 

Rosa Lucida Dwarf Swamp Rose 3-4 A.D. F. Aug. to April 
Rosa Rubinginosa Sweet Briar Rose 6 A.D.G. Aug. to April 

Rosa Nitida Northeastern Wild 
Rose 6 A.D.G. Aug. to April 

Sambucus Canadensis Common Elder 6-8 A.D.G. July to Nov. 

Sambucus Racemosa_ Red Berried Elder 5-7 A.D. F. June to Oct. 

Sambucus Aurea Golden Elder 6-8 A.D.G. July to Nov. 

Vaccinium Corymbosum Swamp Huckleberry 4-6 AF. June to Oct. 
Viburnum Dentatum Arrowwood 6-8 ADD. G. June to Oct. 

Virburnum Lantana Wayfaring Tree 8-10 A.D.G. July to April 

Viburnum Opulus High Bush Cranberry 8-10 A.D.G. July to April 

HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS 

Aralia Nudicaulis Sarsaparilla 3-4 A.D. G. July to Oct. 

Phytolacca Decandra Pokeberry 6-8 AL D.G: Aug to April 

Shepherdia Argentea Buffalo Berry 3-4 A.D.G. June to Nov. 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
THE MASSACHUSETTS FISH AND GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION is 

prepared to give helpful advice and assistance to its members and friends in the 

development of lands, ponds and streams, particularly by natural and permanent 

methods to increase valuable wild life. 

We are sending you this pamphlet believing that you will be interested in the 

experiences described and the suggestions contained, and will wish to develop your 

property along similar lines. 

For Further Information, Address 

The Massachusetts Fish & Game Protective Association 

Room 945, Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass. 

Arthur L. Clark, Secretary
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Through CCC labor, "release cuttings" to supply deer with food, are being carried on 

in the Luther-Baldwin swamp, Lake county, The following memorandum, submitted by 
Pa 

"the Game Division, explains the reasons for the cuttings and what it expects to 

accomplish, The memorandum is passed along through this bulletin that field officers 

might be familiar with the activity, 

The rélease cutting project in this swamp was submitted with two ideas in mind, 
First, to supply feed for the deer using this yard this winter and secong, to cut in 
such a manner that the resulting reproduction would supply feed for deer in future 
years, The first idea was successful in that the large number of deer fed in the 
cutting area and very little browse was wasted, We will not be able to tell whether 
the second idea will work out successfully or not until this summor or fall, This 
being a combination conifer ond hardwood swamp, we have every reason to believe that 
the hardwood (basswood, ash, elm, soft maple and birch) will sprout and furnish feed 
for the deer next winter and for several winters to come, The cedar will not sprout 
and it is rather doubtful as to whether there will be enough reproduction coming up 
to supply the amount of feed, If it does come up there is a very good chance of the 
young cedar trees being browsed so heavily by the deer that they will die, Cedar 
does not stand browsing back like hardwood, 

The plots which were cut this winter were located very close together and in a rather 
small area, Next year we plan on submitting a project for release cutting to be 
carried out on a rotation basis, A large percent of the State ovmed land within tho 
swamp will be included within the project, The number of plots cut in cach 40 will 
depend on the total emount of State owned land within the swamp, We will take the 
total area of State owned land and divide it by the number of years on which the 
rotation is to be based, say for example, the 15 year rotetion, and cut 1/15 of the 
total areca cach year, figuring that the browse on the plots cut the first year will 
be in 15 years grown out of the reach of the dcer so thet at the ond of thet time it 
will be necessary to cut them again, This idea, of course, is highly problematical 
in that we do not kmow how long we will heve the labor available to do this type of \ 
work, but we do believe that e project of this type should be carricd out somewhat as 
outlined in the above plan,
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TasBLe 1.—Preference of birds among genera of fleshy fruits* \ 

Number 

re Kinds of bird: th desirabl ittract that jentit of birds inds of birds among those desirable to attract that 
Common namo | Scientific name | known to| are most fond of the fruit * 

eat the | 
fruit? | 

Juniper; redeedar_._._| Juniperus. 39 | Yellow-shafted flicker, European starling, evening 
grosbeak, pine grosbeak, purple finch, cedar wax- 
wing, myrtle warbler, mocking bird, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

Greenbrier____.....---| Smilax____,_-.-- 39 | Cardinal, mocking bird, brown thrasher, catbird, 
hermit thrush, robin. 

Bayberry.......--..--| Myrica_....----- 73 | Bobwhite, downy woodpecker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
eastern phoebe, European starling, meadow lark, 
chewink, tree Swallow, white-eyed vireo, myrtle 
warbler, brown thrasher, catbird, Carolina wren, 
black-capped chickadee, hermit thrush, eastern 
bluebird. 

Haokberry= <= == —-| Celtis: == 5 40 | Yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, star- 
ling, cardinal, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, brown 

: thrasher, robin, eastern bluebird. 
Mulberry_____...-_.--| Morus...-_.---| 52 | Yellow-billed cuckoo, red-headed woodpecker, red- 

bellied woodpecker, downy ee Kingbird, 
starling, Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole, cardinal, 
purple finch, scarlet tanager, cedar waxwing, red- 
eyed vireo, yellow warbler, mocking bird, catbird, 
wood thrush, robin. 

Pokeberry-----.------| Phytolacea____-- 49 | Mourning dove, yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, star- 
ling, cardinal, mocking bird, catbird, hermit thrush, 
gray-cheeked thrush, olive-backed thrush, robin, 
eastern bluebird. 

Spicebush-_---..-.-.-| Benzoin_____ ..-- 17 | Kingbird, red-eyed vireo, wood thrush, veery. 
Sassafras__________..--| Sassafras_.____-- 18 SOE kingbird, red-eyed vireo, catbird, veery, 

robin. 
Strawberry_.........-| Fragaria___--_.. 46 Ce eatbird, brown thrasher, wood thrush, 

robin. 
¥ Raspberry; black- | Rubus.--_-.-.-- 118 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, red-headed woodpecker, 

berry. yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, European starling, 
Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole, pine grosbeak, song 
sparrow, fox sparrow, white-throated sparrow, che- 
wink, California towhee, spurred towhee, cardinal, 
rose-breasted grosbeak, black-headed pee 
cedar waxwing, red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, cat- 
bird, brown thrasher, tufted titmouse, wren tit, 
olive-backed thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

Dogo eees 2c aoe ox = OBS: -Baso £6 | Ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, prairie chicken, 
bobwhite. 

Mountain-ash______-.| Sorbus_-_____-- 14 | Red-headed woodpecker, Baltimore oriole, evening 
grosbeak, pine grosbeak, cedar waxwing, Bohemian 
waxwing, catbird, brown thrasher, robin. 

Chokeberry......-.--] Aronia.._..-..-- 13 | Meadow lark, brown thrasher. 
Hawthorn, orred haw_| Crataegus_____-- 33 | Ruffed grouse, pine grosbeak, purple finch, robin. 
Dwarf apples.-.-...-.| Malus____...-.-- “ Ruffed grouse, ringneck pheasant, red crossbill, pine 

grosbeak, purple finch, cedar waxwing, mocking 
bird, robin. 

Shadblow, or Junc- | Amelanchier-_-- 40 | Yellow-shafted flicker, Baltimore oriole, cedar wax- 
berry. wing, catbird, hermit thrush, veery, robin. 

‘Wild cherry. .._-.....| Prunus.__.....-- 74 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, mourning dove, red-headed 
woodpecker, yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, Euro- 
pean starling, Bullock’s oriole, Baltimore oriole, 
orchard oriole, evening grosbeak, purple finch, rose- 
breasted grosheak, black-headed grosbeak, Louisi- 
ana tanager, red-eyed vireo, cedar waxwing, mock- 
ing bird, catbird, brown thrasher, olive-backed 
thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Samat Vet 23-5 RO 93 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, valley quail, downy wood- 
pecker, red-bellied woodpecker, red-shatted flicker, 
yellow-shafted flicker, phoebe, European starling, 
goldfinch, golden-crowned ae chewink, white- 
eyed vireo, Audubon’s warbler, mocking bird, cat- 
bird, California thrasher, brown thrasher, Carolina 
wren, black-capped chickadee, Carolina chickadee, 

E | wren tit, hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

1 Barberries (Berberis), buckthorn (Rhamnus), and ear and currants (Ribes) are omitted be- 
cause they serve as alternate hosts of rusts attacking wheat, oats, and white pine, respectively. 

2 When 10 or more. 
8 Included on the basis of field observation or because fruit was found in 10 or more stomachs. 
‘Thirty-eight kinds of birds are known to feed on apples of various sorts, but it is not known just how 

many seek the small-fruited flowering apples, which are the best to plant for birds, 
6 Only nonpoisonous species of sumac are considered.
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| Number | 
; | oePras: Kinds of bird: th desirable to attract that 5 5 of birds inds of birds among those desirable to attract hat 

Common name | Scientific name | cnownto are most fond of the fruit 
eat the 
fruit 

oe eee rs 

Peppertree___________| Schinus_________ 11 | Cedar waxwing, phainopepla, hermit thrush, varied 
thrush, robin. 

Holy) 8 2st Ul ilegs Dae a 45 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, valley quail, yellow-bellied 
sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, cedar waxwing, 

| mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, hermit 
| thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Supplejack__......-..| Berchemia_.__-- 13 | Mocking bird, robin. 
Wild -grape-2-2=22=| Vitis 2__-- = 2222 77 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, pileated woodpecker, red- 

bellied woodpecker, red-shafted flicker, yellow- 
shafted flicker, kingbird, European starling, cardi- 
nal, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, catbird, brown 
thrasher, wood thrush, veery, robin, western blue- 
bird, eastern bluebird. 

Virginia ereeper_-_....| Parthenocissus__ 39 | Red-headed woodpecker, red-bellied woodpecker, 
yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
European starling, evening grosbeak, purple finch, 

scarlet tanager, red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, brown. 
thrasher, tufted titmouse, hermit thrush, olive- 
backed thrush, gray-cheeked thrush, robin, eastern 

rea bluebird. 
Buffaloberry.........| Lepargyrea..... 16 | Sharp-tailed grouse, pine grosbeak. 
Silverberry, Russian- | Elaeagnus___---- @), Sharp-tailed grouse, prairie chicken, cedar waxwing, 

olive, ete. catbird, robin. 
Wild-sarsaparilla ___..| Aralia___.--.__.. 14 | Bobwhite, robin. 
Dogwood._......--...] Cornus__..-_-_-_ 86 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, downy woodpecker, yel- 

low-shafted flicker, red-shafted flicker, kingbird, 
European starling, evening grosbeak, pine gros- 
beak, purple finch, white-throated sparrow, song 
sparrow, cardinal, cedar waxwing, warbling vireo, 
red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, ecatbird, brown 
thrasher, hermit thrush, olive-backed thrush, gray- 
ee thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern blue- 
ird. 

Tupelo, or sour gum__| Nyssa____-_.--_- 36 | Yellow-shafted flicker, European starling, purple 
finch, cedar waxwing, gray-cheeked thrush, olive- 
backed thrush, robin. 

Crowberry..._.......| Empetrum____._ 16 | Pine grosbeak, snowflake. 
Bearberry _.___._-_.-.| Aretostaphylos__ 16 | Ruffed grouse, dusky grouse, valley quail, mountain 

| quail, fox sparrow, wren tit. 
Huckleberry__.__-_-_-] Gaylussacia_____ 35 | Pine grosbeak, chewink, robin. __ 
Blueberry - - --.------| Vaccinium_____- 67 | Ruffed grouse, valley quail, kingbird, orchard ofiole, 

pine grosbeak, chewink, cedar waxwing, catbird, 
brown thrasher, black-capped chickadee, tufted tit- 
mouse, hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Beautyberry, or Mexi-| Callicarpa_._.___ 10 | Mocking bird, brown thrasher. 
can mulberry. 

Partridgeberry____...| Mitehella____.__ 10 | Ruffed grouse, 
Hildera22. <-2f= 3. | Bambuays. 25 106 | Valley quail, red-headed woodpecker, yellow-shafted 

flicker, eastern kingbird, Arkansas kingbird, black 
phoebe, European starling, California towhee, 
White-crowned sparrow, rose-breasted grosbeak, 
black-headed  grosbeak, phainopepla, red-eyed 
vireo, mocking bird, catbird, brown  thrasher, 
California thrasher, wren tit, olive-backed thrush, 
robin, western bluebird, eastern bluebird. 

Snowberry__----.---_| Symphoricarpos. 25 | Sharp-tailed grouse, evening grosbeak, pine grosbeak, 
varied thrush. 

Blackhaw-~._--------| Viburnum_____- 28 | Ruffed grouse, yellow-billed cuckoo, yellow-shafted 
flicker, European starling, purple finch, rose- 

| breasted grosbeak, cedar waxwing, catbird, brown 
| thrasher, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Honeysuckie._.....-.| Lonicera__...... 15 | Bobwhite, pine grosbeak, white-throated sparrow, 
| cathird, brown thrasher, hermit thrush, robin. 

a eee eee ee eee 
® Data given are based entirely on field observations; total number of birds eating the various species of 

Elaeagnus unknown. 

MUNICIPAL PARKS AND PICNIC AND FAIR GROUNDS 

Picnic grounds, fairgrounds, and parks may be improved as 
places of public gatherings, recreation, and education by increasing 
their bird population. Moreover, the alterations that improve a 
park as a bird haven may, and should, themselves be made to add
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PLANT A FOOD PATCH FOR GAS 
OW YOUR CONTRACT ACREAGE 

The game crop on 1aost Wisconsin farms can be greatly increased by planting 

a food-patch this spring and letting it stand next fall as winter food for 

game birds. Acreage vithdravm from farming under the corn-hog and tobacco 

programs may be used, provided the AAA regulations are complied with, 

Food Patches on Contract Acreage. The following make game food and are 

allowed by the AAA regulations, provided they be left on the land: 

Sudan grass 
Buckvheat, barley, wheat, or oats planted as a nurse crop over hay 

or pasture seedings. 

Soybeans 
Vetch 

Of these, Sudan and bucivheat are the most attractive to game. 

A quarter-acre is usually sufficient size for a food patch. Locate it near 

marsh or brush cover, If there is no cover near, make some by planting an acre 

of enmal sweet clover (Hubaa) alongside the food-patch, Sweet clover is 

excellent cover, is allowed by the regulations, and the annual variety makes 

cover the first year. 

Food Patches on Other Acreage. Tor food-petches on land not under contract 

the following are recomended because they stand up under snow: 

Corn 
Sorghum (Early Amber, northern strain) 
Sweet corn 
Broom corn millets, especially "proso", 

If not near cover, make some cover by planting sweet clover alongside the 

food, as above, A perfect food and cover patch is one lying on a south slope 

or other sheltered spot and consisting of buckvheat (for fall), corn or sorghum 

(for winter), and sweet clover (for cover). 

Seed for Patches. Local sportsmen's associations or other groups especially 

interested in game are often willing to supply seed for game plantings if the 

farmer will plant the seed and see that the birds get the benefit of the crop, 

PLEASES HAND THIS SHEET TO SOMONE INTERESTED IN THIS SUBJECT, 

Aldo Leopold, Prof, of Gene Management 
: W. W. Clark, AAA Administrator
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PLANT A FOOD PATCH FOR GAS 
OW YOUR CONTRACT ACREAGE 

The game crop on most Wisconsin farms can be greatly increased by planting 

a food-patch this spring and letting it stand next fall as winter food for 

game birds. Acreage withdraw from farming under the corn-hog and tobacco 

programs may be used, provided the AAA regulations are complied with, 

Food Patches on Contract Acreage. The following make game food and are 

allowed by the AAA regulations, provided they be left on the land: 

Sudan grass 
Buckvheat, barley, wheat, or oats planted as a nurse crop over hay 

or pasture seedings. 
Soybeans 
Vetch 

Of these, Sudan and bucinheat are the most attractive to game. 

A quarter-acre is usually sufficient size for a food patch. Locate it near 

marsh or brush cover, If there is no cover near, make some by planting an acre 

of anmal sveet clover (Hubaa) alongside the food-patch. Sweet clover is 

excellent cover, is allowed by the regulations, and the annual variety makes 

cover the first year. 

Food Patches on Other .icreavo. Tor food-petches on land not under contract 

the following are recomuended because they stand uo under snow: 

Corn 
Sorghum (Zarly uber, northern strain) 
Sveet corn 
Broom corn millets, esvecially "proso", 

If not near cover, make some cover by planting sweet clover alongside the 

food, as above, A perfect food and cover patch is one lying on a south slope 

or other sheltered soot and consisting of buclkvheat (for fall), corn or sorghum 

(for winter), and sveet clover (for cover). 

Seed for Patches. Local sportsmen's associations or other groups especially 

interested in game are often willing to supply seed for game plantings if the 

farmer will »lant the seed and see that the birds get the benefit of the crop, 

PLEASS HAND THIS SHEET TO SOMONE INTERESTED I] THIS SUBJECT. 

Aldo Leopold, Prof. of Game lianagement 

: W. W. Clark, AAA Administrator
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; PLANTING FOR WILD LIFE IN THE COTTON BELT 

By W. Le licAtee 

soe ioe oh Principal Biologist, ‘i 
re Bureau. of Biological Survey, U.S. Department of Agricilture 

: In 1933 more than 10,000,000 acres of cotton land were removed from 

production, and the program for 1934 calls for elimination of an additional 

15,000,000 acres. An enormous area, therefore, is available for use in a 

variety of ways that are in accordance with the policies of the Agricultural 

Adjustment Administration. 

Among uses to which some of this land may be put is planting for wild 

‘life. Farmers as a class enjoy hearing the cheery call of the bobwhite, seeing 
the cottontail timorously come out to browse at. dusk, or in other ways sensing 

the presence of the wild things that help to make farm life attractive. For 

those who wish to hunt or to permit hunting on their lands, there are the addi- 

tional rewards for godd;wild-life management--game brought to bag or revenue 

derived from the sale of shooting privileges. In some cases receipts from this 

_ source pay taxes, and where due attention is given to the matter, larger revenues 

are possible. 

Planting for wild life should by planned with reference to two of the 

greatest needs of furred and feathered creatures; namely, the heed for cover and 

_the need for foode Important and indispensable as food is, yet cover must 

receive first attention, for regardless of the presence of a plenteous food 

supply, wild life cannot persist on land without adequate shelter from its 
enemies ond where there is no cover where the young may be safely reared. 

Cover for the majority of the small forms of wild life means low, dense 

vegetation, some of which should betengled, or stiff and thorny, so that in 

time of need, the pursued can dive into it to escape the pursuer. The common | 

broomsedge, for instance, is fairly good concealing cover, but fields of it 

are much improved for wild life by the presence of rose or berry brier patches, 

plum thickets, or honeysuckle tanglese 

Planting to improve cover can well be made ta serve a double purpose by 

using food-producing vegetation, and a triple use by carrying it on vhere 

erosion control is needed. If only gullies and waste corners of the farm are 

planted, much can be done to increase cover for wild lifes Cover plants for 

the Cotton Belt that are useful both as soil binders and food producers include 

greenbriers or catbriers, blackberries, dewberries, the Cherokee rose, grape~ 

vines, Virginia creeper, and Japan honeysuckle. 

Fruit-bearing shrubs or small trees thnt can be used to provide cover 

on any avoilable lend include redcedar, waxmyrtle near the coast, wild roses, 

thornapplés, blackberries, dewberries, wild plums, sumacs, gaijberry or ink- 

berry, wild grapes, dogwoods, blueberries, sparkleberry, beautyberry or liexican 

mulberry, elderberry, blackhaws, and honeysuckles.



-a 
Plants to be used primarily for food producers may be selected from the 

preceding lists or may be such additional things as mlberry, hackberry or sugar- 

berry, wild cherries, hollies., .sour gum, and persimmon. Good mast yielders are 

the scrub oaks in the eastern, and shin oaks in the western, part of the region. 

Trees and shrubs produce more'or less permanent coverts and feeding 

places, but much use is made also of herbaceous plants, annual or perennial, for 

feed patches... :Land with alternating areas devoted to fecd patches and coverts, 
or in any event with plenty of food available neg good coverts, is ideal for 

wild life. Given these factors, with some attention perhaps to control of 

enomics at times, such land should soon harbor an abundant wild-life population. 

ih Feed patches of a. quarter acre to several. preas in size are uscd. The 

smaller ones are entirely satisfactory, and it should always be borne in mind 

that: proximity to good. cover is necessary to full utility of a feed patch. 

Plants suitable for feed patches are chufa and peanut for wild turkeys, and 

winter pea, vetches, cowpeas, beggarweeds, Korean and common lespedezas, Lespedeza 

sericea -and other mecies, soybeans, sorghums of various types, millots, benne, 

bullgross,.and Sudan grass for quail. Feed patches are fertilized and cultivated 

just: as in agricultural production of the same plants. Livestock md voultry 

mist ,be excluded, not only for the benefit of the wild life that may use the 

feed patches, -but because production of some of the suggested plants for use or 

gale is prohibited méer the contracts for acreage reduction that have been 

'Pegigned by the: Secretary of Agriculture. Expert advice should be obtained as to 

* «=. rthe best :methods of cultivation and as to tested strains of the legumes, sorghums, 

millets, etc., for each locality. This information can be obtained from the 

County Agent or from the Agricultural Experiment Station. : 

A Farmers! Bulletin, treating more fully the adaptation of farm practices : 

to wild-life production has been published by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 

The number is 1719-F, and the title, "Improving the Farm Environment for Wild 

Life."-. Copies can be obtained at 5 cents each from the Superintendent of 

Documents, VJashington, DC.
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PLANTING FOR WILD LIFE IN THE CORN BELT Cobh lum 

By ¥. L. McAtee 

Principal Biologist, = Ors Sas 
Burenu of Biologiecl Survey, U.S. Departmont of Agriculture 

The millions of acres of land that are to be taken out of corn produc— 
tion provide sn enormous area that may be used in a variety of ways that are 

in accordeice with the policies of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. 

4mong uses to which some of this land may be put is planting for wild 

life. Farmers as a class enjoy hearing the cneery call of the bobwhite, see- 
ing the cottontail timorously come out to browse at dusk, or in other ways 
sensing the presence of the wild things that help to make farm life attractive. 
For those wno wish to hunt or to permit hunting on their lands, there are the 

additionel rewards for good wild-life management--game brought to bag or 

revenue derived from the sale of shooting privileges, In some cases receipts 
from this source pay taxes, and waere due attention is given to the matter, 

larger. revenues are possible. 

Planting for wild life should be planned with reference to two of the 
greatest needs of furred and feathered creatures; namely, the need’for cover 

and the need for food. Important and indispensable as food is, yet cover 
must receive first attention, for regardless of the presence of a pkenteous 

food supply, wild life cannot persist on land without adequate shelter from 
its enemics end where there is no cover where the young may be safely reared. 

Cover for the majority of tne small forms of wild life means low, dense 
vegetation, seme of which should:be tangled, or stiff and thorny, so that in 

time of need, the pursued cen dive into it to escape the pursuer. Weedy 
fields, for instance, provide fairly good concealing cover but are much im 

proved for wild life by the presence of rose or berry brier patches, plum 
thickets, or honeysuckle tangles. 

Pleating to improve cover can well be made to serve a double pursose 

by using food-producing vegetation, and a triple use by carrying it on where 
erosion control is needed. If only gullies and waste corners of the farm are 
planted, much can be done to increase cover for wild life. Cover plants for 

the Corn Belt that are useful both as soil binders and food producers include 
greenbriers or catbriers, blackberrics, dewberrics, bittersweet, grapevines, 

trumpet vine, Virginia creeper, and Japen honeysuckle. 

Fruit-bearing shrubs or small trees that can be used to provide cover 
on any availeble land include redcedar snd other junipers, wild roses, thorn 

apples, blackberries, dewberries, raspberries, wild plums, sumacs, wild grepes, 

buffaloberry, dogwoods, blucborrics, hucklcberrivs, clderberry, blackhaws, 

and honeysuckles,. 

Plents to be used primarily for food producers may be selected from the 
preceding lists or may be such additional things as mulberry, hackberry or



sugarberry, mountein ash, juncberryj red naws, wild cherrics,: hollics, sour 

gum, ond persimmon. 

Fuller information on fruit-béaring shrubs and trees is contained in 
Farmers! Bulletin 912-F, "How to Attract Birds in the East Central States," 

a publication that applies to States from Omid. to the Dakotas and from 
Missouri end Kentucky to the nortnern boundary of the United States. Similar 
bulletins are eveilable for the Northeastern, the Middle Atlentic, and the 

Northwestern States. 

Trees and. snarubs produce more or less permanent coverts end feeding 

places, but imich use is made also of herbaceous plants, snnual or perennial, 

for feed patcnes. Lend with elternating areas devoted to feed patches and 

coverts, or in eny. event with plenty of food available near good coverts, is 

ideal for wild life. Given these factors, with some attention perhaps to 

control of enemics at times, such land should soon harbor an abundent wild- . 

life population. 

Feed patches of a qucrter acre to several acres in size are used. The 
smaller ones ¢re-cntirely satisfactory, and it should always be borne in mind 
that proximity; to good cover is necosscry to full utility of a feed prtch. 

Plants suiteble for feed patcnos are buckwheat, homp, flax, cowpeas, soybems, 

Lespedeza sericea and other species, sweetclover, sunflowers, sorgoums of 

various types, millets, and Suden grass. Feed patenes are fertilized end 

cultivated just as in agriculturrl production of the srme plants. Livestock 
and poultry must be excluded, not only for the benefit of the wild life tant 
mey usc tue fecd patches, but beceuse production of some of the suggested 

plmts for use or sale is prohibited under the contracts for acreage reduc— 
tion that have been signed by the Secretary of Agriculture. Expert advice 

should be obtrined cs to the best methods of cultivation ond as to tested 

strains of tse legumes, songhums, millets, etc., for cach locality. This 

information ern be obtained from the County Agent or from tae Agricultursl 
Experiacnt Station. : 

A Fermers' Bulletin treating more fully the adaptation of farm 

practices to wild-life production has been published by the U. S. Departinont 
of Agriculture. The aumber is 1719-F, end the title, "Improving the Ferm 

Environacat for Wild Life." Copies of this, and of tae other bulletins 
above mentioned, ern be obtained at 5 cents cacn from tho Superintendent 

ef Documents, Washington, D.C.
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New Soils Building 
May S, 1934 

Mr, P. F. English 
Game Division 
Department of Conservation ; 
Lensing, Michigan 

Dear English: 

T have never used mixtures in food patches, although 
T have no doubt that the idea is meritorious. Accordingly there 
is very little I can add to your enclosures, F i 

The release I put out on food patches pertained to ways 
of meeting the AAA regulations and the list is confined to a 
rather poor assortment which the AAA was willing to authorize. 
Several copies of the release are enclosed. ’ 

Tf you do not object to vines, I would suggest adding 
to your prairie chicken and partridge list some false climbing 

buckwheat, : 3 

Grange and Schmidt would probably be able to megest 
some further additions, but neither of them are available, 
I will hold your letter until they come in, after which I may 
write you further. ; 

Yours sincerely, ] 

ALDO LEOPOLD : 
In Charge, Game Research 

At/ vi | 
Enel. 

| a 
4 

: | : A
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SECRETARY GEORGE R. HOGARTH, DIRECTOR 

May 3, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
School of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Mr, S, B. Locke informs me that you put out a release on 

seed mixtures for planting for various wild life. Would you be 
kind enough to send me a copy. 

I am enclosing a copy of our seed mixture circular describing 
the mixture, made available for planting in the lower half of the 
southern peninsula of Michigan. Food patches of this mixture proved 
valuable at Williamston, The shrub-tree planting plan enclosed is 
intended for places devoid of cover and, of course, can be improved. 
It is a start and a hint for those interested in helping our wild 
friends. Your criticisms and suggestions will be greatly appreciated. : 

Could you advise me of seeds that might be planted to be 
valuable for prairie chickens and grouse? Of course, these birds 
bud and their habits are much different than quail and pheasants, still 
we get many requests from people in the north wanting to plant some- 
thing for these birds. 

: what do you think of the tentative list enclosed? Please 
make additions or subtractions as you see fit. I understand the snow 

and different habits must be considered, still these people who inquire 
want to plant something. Yu, Bodh rod) Bo Oagt oo 0c : 

wD kahuna the pla ~ whe : othe 
Your comments will be greatly appreciated, 

Very truly yours, 

P, F. English 
Game Division 

HY Wildlife Management-Food & Cover Improvement 
Enel.
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Seed Mixture for Food Patches for Prairie Chickens snd Partridges in 

Northern Michigan. 

Plant Per gent 

Buckwheat, comuon Cntine ~matktunrnnnnesionnnD ; 

Millet, White wonder enn nn en ee enn ene ne . 

Millet, German eee ren eee eemeeeeim emma 

Millet, Hungarian nigheiinininenmnerenaansisinmatotmenmaventaatenttly 

Suden Grass werner teen en ene eneneseete nema 

Sunflower, Mamaoth Russian --~-----------~----~~-----------~---- 

Field Peas, Canada pnintniatanhimetiaiiciiaiaai 

Field Peas, English i saceseielcdcinadedclsdsllldctdecteaiabacla 

Phat, Bed Bing cr MGR stéeeemieneererene-uneenesccementnnion 

Hemp, Northern cuhuiticheiininialniaigeaeniaelieini 

Capa, Bartheestern Gh <nenecemeencrsceeenneencanemencnten 

. lay Ring PedRhge TN sities 

Barley, Spartan nme enanenonnanenonserneanenaesncteenintananeanninennentas 

Barley, Wisconsin #38 saline saniniaiiittaigiiatit ateidintiaaininiaabinniaiieiiall : 

Qats, Tagold arnt tetanninicitia int ititinansinsaialieniintari 

Department of Conservation 
Lansing, Michigan
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A TYPICAL TREE AND SHRUB PLANTING 

¥OR FOOD AND COVER FOR WILDLIFE 

P. F. English 

Game Division 

Michigan Department of Conservation 

Wild Life Management - Food and Cover Improvement i
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such as a marsh, brushy fence row, kettle hole or woodlot in which stock are to be 
excluded. Food patches need not be largee They may be long and narrow or more or 

less in square plots, or may be irregular to follow the contour of the adjacent 

permanent covere The planting of such a mixture in June takes care of much of our 

winter feeding problems, and when planted in favorable places is known to be used 
by game in the winter. 

The mixture should be planted about 25 pounds to the acre. It may be 
broadcast on the previously prepared seedbed and harrowed ins 

In the winter of 1932, 43 pheasants, 16 quails, 3 cottontails and 1 fox 
squirrel were flushed at one time from a food patch, 2 rods wide and 4 rods long, 
planted to this mixture adjacent to a kettle hole, 

For persons interested in planting some of these seeds, write to 

Mre Re Ws Bennett 
Michigan Farm Bureau 
221 N, Cedar Street 
Lansing, Michigan 

In lots under 15 lbs. this mixture will be 7.3 cents per pound, over 
15 pound lots may be had at 63 cents per pound. This mixture of seeds has had a 
germination test so you are assured good seeds. 

Further details and information on this subject may be obtained by 
writing to 

Game Division - Attention: P. F, English 
7 Department of Conservation 

Lansing, Michigan 

April 12, 1934
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Mixtures of Seed Used Om Game Bird Food Patches 
S.E.S. Project No. 1. Coon Valley, Wis. 

Mixture #1 Mixture #2 

Sudan Grass 30.0 24oL 

Proso 12.9 241 

Jap Millet 12.4 24o1 

Minn. Cane (Waconia Amber) 16.3 -- 

Flax -- 16.1 

Wheatland Milo 11.1 ; -- 

Pink Kafir <6 - 8.1 

Kalo 7.7 ar 

Early Kalo 767 wo 

Sunflower 1.9 505 

Mixture #1 is used om upland patches; mixture #2 
is used om lowland patches,
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(5) Za ao ADDRESS 
q “WEBFLY” 

STEVENS POINT,WIS.,U.S.A. 

November 23, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1 Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Referring to our recent conversation about kafir-—corn seed, 
the party thet ordered this seed for us doesn't know the name of 
it, but it was ordered from the State of Kansas and we will soon 

place another order. Therefore, if you wish some of the seed 
we will be glad to purchase it for you. 

Kindly let me hear from you at your convenience. 

Yours very truly, 
THE WEBER LIFELIKE oo 

Ma, 
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Jamary, 1935 

Memo for Food Patch Folder: 

4 Mr. Ben Faast of Bau Claire says that he had 5 deer confined in a 
20-acre enclosure yearlong, and that within this enclosure he raised a patch 
of buckwheat which was unfenced, The deer traveled contimally through the 

buckwheat without disturbing it either when green or after it was ripe. 

This would indicate that buckwheat may possibly be a deer-proof food 
patch, which, if true, will be of importance wherever game birds and deer are 
being managed on the same land, 

He is going to repeat this operation and promised to let me kmow 
whether the result continues the same, 

A.Le 

Mr. Henika n 
Whitetail Deer Folder 
Food and Cover Folder



Jamary, 1935 . 

Memo for Food Patch Yolder: 

Mr, Ben Faast of Bau Claire enys that he had 5 deer confined in a 
20-aere enclosure yearlong, and that within this enclomre he raised a patch 
of buckwheat which was unfenced. ‘he deer traveled contimally through the 
buckwheat without disturbing it either when green or after it was ripe, 

This would indicate that buckwheat may possibly be a deer~proof food 
pateh, which, if true, will be of importance wherever game birds and deer are 

being managed on the same land, 

He is going to repeat this operation and promised to let me know 
whether the result contimes the same, 

Acle 

Mr. Hentka 
Whitetail Deer Folder y : 
Food ani Cover Folder ——~



STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 

COMMISSIONERS LES DIVISION OF WILD LiFe PROTECTION 
THOMAS H. BECK. WILTON, CHAIRMAN ) « SMES Re SNRCRCEM ENS 

nse: Haamon, hw Lone eayey a 
CHARLES F. GRIFFIN, BLoomFIELD So SRS EBEN W. COBB, CHIEF 

cmon ar Lav no waves Aceon 
STATE OF CONNECTICUT 

ARTHUR L. CLARK, SUPERINTENDENT 

MILDRED K. BARTLE, ADDRESS ALL MAIL TO 
ASSISTANT TO THE SUPERINTENDENT STATE BOARD OF 

eT FISHERIES AND GAME 

May a5 ? 1935 ee STATE OFFICE BUILDING, HARTFORD 

Prof. Aldo Leopold gS 
College of Agriculture 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of May 20th and the 
enclosure. I was interested in noting that the hemp 
you used grew to six feet. We seem to have better suc- 
cess with the dwarf variety since it stands up better 
with a foot or two of snow on the ground. 

I shall write Prof. Chapman concerning the stand- 

idization of the type classification. 

Are you not Chairman of the Committee on Game Man- 
agement of the Society of American Foresters? In the 
Mey-June issue of "SOCIETY AFFAIRS" I note that you head 
up this committee. 

: Sincerely yours, 

< = 

In Charge, Game Management 
Division of Game Restoration 

PDD: JFB



Fike Copy Farmers! Short Course Food 
- Tr Game Management Fateh 

U, of Wis., 1934-35 freden 

Specifications for Standard Food Patch : 
For Quail and Pheasant 

Definition. A standard natch is one big enouzh to winter a covey of quail or 

10 pheasants, plus the usual wastage from small birds and rodents. It is 

intended to remain dependable through snovfalls wo to 2 feet in depth, and 

during any ordinary combination of rain, wind and ice. 

Size. The standard size is 1/2 acre. The minimum area of cubidvehed ground 

is 1/4 acre, The fence should, if possible, include extra ground over and . 

above the cultivated area, and this extra ground should preferably lie on the 

northeast or west end, so that the vegetation on it may act as a windbreal: with- 

out shading the food crop, 

Soil, The soil should be good enough to raise corn. If voorer soils are used, 

they should be fertilized to assure a good crop. 

Fence, If in permanent vasture, the patch should be enclosed by a 3-wire fence. 

If in fields grazed only after harvest, 2 wires will do. ‘The posts should be 

not more than 1 rod apart, There should be a wire gate wide enough to allow 

entrance for team and harrow (10 feet). If the patch lies in ground never 

erazed, no fence is needed, 

Location. The patch should be within 100 yardsof winter cover, which usually 

means either ungrazed marsh, ungrazed brush, or young conifers. If the adjacent 

cover is thinner or farther away than this, there should be special cover 

installed in or near the patch, ‘This may consist of 3 sumner-felled oak tree 

tops, or 3 brush piles, or 3 grape tangles, or 6 conifers at least 6 feet high. 

Brush piles or tree tops may be used while waiting for conifers or grape 

. tangles to grow up, 4 

The patch should never be located on a steep north slope, A southeast or 

west slope is best.
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Tilth. ‘The cultivated area should be plowed and disc-harroved preparatory 

to planting the food crop. 

Food Crop. If the size of the vatch allovs, the cultivated area should consist 

of 1/3 grain, 1/3 fallow for weeds, and 2/3 greens such as winter wheat, alfalfa, 

or clover, The 3 respective parts should be rotated, 

Where space does not vermit of rotation, the greens may be omitted and 

fertilizer used to maintain the soil. 

Crop Acreage. There should be at least 1/8 acre of spring and fall food unable 
to resist snov, plus 1/8 acre of stiff-stemmed food offering maximum snow 
resistance, Sorghum cane is an outstanding spring and fall food, Field corn, 
or one of the short-stemmed grain sorghums such as vheatland milo, stands up 
well in snow, 

Snow Resistance. As insurance against the patch being buried by snov, any one 
of three precautions may be taken: (a) cut and shock half the grain, (b) move 
three corn shocks into the patch, (c) add a shelter and hopper, or a wire feeder, 
for use after the standing grain is covered, 

Shocks must be opened or turned over from time to time during wintere 

Neither of these three precautions is necessary if field corn is used for 
the stiff-stemmed grain. Field corn left standing accomplishes the same purpose, 

Soy beans also serve the same purpose but do not yield a heavy crop. 

: If buckwheat or other low weak-stemmed grain is used, it should be all 
cut and stacked, and the stack opened every weelz so as to expose new grain, 

Planting, Do not mix the seed, that is, plant each grain sevarately. Plant not 
later than June 1 and as much earlier as is indicated by the table for the, 
particular grain chosen (see table attached), Never broadcast any patch at 
a heavier rate than 10 pounds per acre. 

Food crops may be either broadcast or drilled. Drilling is better. If 
drilled, cultivate at least once if possible. 

QTHER SPECIES: THE ABOVE INSTRUCTIONS ARE FOR QUAIL AND PHEASANTS, FOR 
HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE, PRAIRIE CHICKEN, OR SHARPTAIL GROUSE, THE SAME INSTRUCTIONS 
APPLY BUT THERE IS NO NESD TO HAVE HEAVY COVER NEARBY, FOR PRAIRIE CHICKENS, 

A LARGER PATCH MAY BE NEEDED IF THE FLOCK IS LARGE,
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CNAs RE BEL. SS 3 ETE Experimental Food Patches, 1934 + 
to shattering CHARACTERS OF FOOD PLANTS Stems are cut by 

*Possibly vill not mature in Wisconsin rabbits 

Loss from Mechanical loss Ability Maturity 

Loss small birds from to seed (mst be 
from | Biting Exhaus- | Shatter- despite planted Seed Height 

pecies smut in milk | tion ing Lodging crowding | b: color feet 
Corn none none none none poor May 20 yellow 6 ; 

Grain sorghums ; 

Wheatland milo some none none none poor May 15 orange A 5 

Kalo sorghum some bad little none little poor May 20 * 9 
Qo 
aS 

Early kalo sorghun some little none little poor May 20 . A 

Rox orange sorghum bad little none bad poor May 20 if t 4 
fact 

Feterita bad j|very bad bad none | little poor June 1 white 5 Ba 

fa 
Kaffirs g 

Pink kaffir bad bad none some poor May 15° " BF 
Fy 
Ay 

Greeley kaffir none little none little good June 1 e 54 a 
a 

Sweet sorghums b 5 
Minnesota cane none none none very bad best June 1 orange c a 
(amber sorghum) S 

eg 
Hay sorghums BS 

Sudan grass none none bad* bad good June 1 black 5 ° ei 

oo 
Millets 

a 
Proso millet some none bad bad bad good June 20 white a as 

& 
H 

Jap millet none bad bad bad good June 10 " & 
nm 

Hemp none bad bad? good. good June 1 gray 6 S 
Flax none bad** none little jexcellent | June 1 brown 
Sunflower none bad none none good June 1 white & 6 i 

black 
Buckwheat ? ? bad bad it Jane 15 black 2



Experimental Food Patches, 1934 to 1936 see 

. CHARACTERS OF FOOD PLANTS 

Loss loss from Mechanical loss Ability Evidence |I. Fail} Seed 

SPECIES from| Small Birds from to Seed Maturity. First Eaten| Cover |Color|Height 

Smt} Biting Despite Lust be by Value | (feet) 

in iiil:|EBxheustion|Shattering| Lodging |Crovding |planted by|Rine| Game Birds| . : 

Corn [none | none | nome | none | poor |‘ey 20 |9/15| Aue, 25 | xc, [yelty| 6 

Feterita ba VV, bad bad none little poor |dJune 1 white 

Theatland ililo [| sone | none | none | none | poor [ay 15 | | | good Jortze| 
Kalo Sorchun Gome| bed | 1iktie |, mona |, Jaktie | tome ee ee nah 
arly Kalo Soreium| | some | little |, none | little | poor |May 20 | | J lortes 
Rox Oranze Sorziun| | bad | little | none | bad | poor |iy 20 [| Oct. 17. [Jorge 
Sooner Sorzhum some, _ bad [litte | “none “| tittie | sood fie 20 fohist et. 15 | _cood for se] 
Heziro Sorzhun none | little | good |Mey 15 19/20] Nov. 10 good 

lMinnesote Cane some| none none none very bad? |excellent |June good _jor'ze 

Early Auber some | none none _. excellent june isl Oct, 10 | good Jor'o| 

eel see | an Sudan Grass none none bac* bad rood. fune 9/1 Dec, 10 good |blacis : 

2s ee Pink Kaflir bad. bad. none some p lay 15° vhite 

Greeley Kaffir [none | little | none | little | good dduno | [| tute 

Proso liillet some |__ none bad. bad bad good |due 20 rte a 

Jap iillet ee ee ee i enero 
Comaon iillet "7, bad. bed... ome | some. | bed Ieee ee et 
German Willet [| some | Jittle | some | some | good June 1 [9/10 2- 

a a pis kona Black Wisconsin jnone| none none none n one good _ |ilay 1 9/10| ifov. 10 poor |black| 2 

Mancha mono] none | none | none | good liy 15 19/15] Nov. 10 | poor |heb1|a- 
Hemp Tee ea Oe cena libresininnsa sale 
Flax none| _bad** | none | Jittle Jexcellent|jone 1 | |. | fbrowm!| 
Sunflower mone | bad | none | none | good [June | | Oct. 20 | poor |rh'bil 6 

_ Buelasheat || dattlel. none. | bad | bed | fair [dune 16 |_| Sept. 10] ‘poor [black| 2 
.Tneat (spring) |_| some | Jittle | bad | bad | poor |iiey 15 [7/20] aug. 1 | poor |yel'wi2 = 

Canada Peas none mone | none |. none | good |iay 15 [7/e5| July 25 | poor lyel'y| 1 
*Heads break off, which is equivalent to shattering. 

**Stems are cut by rabbits. 
°Possibly vill not mature in Jisconsin.
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Report of the Food Patch Project 

The following report covers observations over a period of five months 

(October 1 to March 1) on 15 experimental game food patches located on the 
University of Wisconsin Arboretum, ‘The purpose of the project was: 

1. To determine the effects of weather conditions on certain 
game food plants. 

2. To determine the specific food habits of both pheasants and 
quail in relation to those food plants. 

On an average, three trips were made very two weeks to inspect thoroughly 

the food patches and to follow the birds, as nearly as possible, in their 

movements about the surrounding territory. Data were obtainable by flushing 

the birds and by observing dust pots, droppings, heads of plants from which 

the grain had been eaten, and tracks in the snow, Occasionally a shock of 

corn was used as a blind to make observations, Zach trip lasted anywhere 

from one to four hours, depending upon the changes which had occurred, 

Changes in the food patches from the time of planting until October 1 are 

shown on Fig. 2. 

Each food patch was about an eighth of an acre square with a space of 

about 10 feet intervening between each patch (see Fig, 1 for general appearance), 

and extending from west to east the patches were as follows: lLespedeza, Common 

Millet, German Millet, Hog Millet, Early Fortune Millet, Sudan Grass, Buckwheat, 

Feterita, Kaffir, and Milo proportioned into thirds in one patch, Rox Orange 

Sorghum, Barly Amber Sorghum, Manchu Soy Bean, Black Soy Bean, Sunflower, Sweet 

Corn, and Field Corn, Ten feet to the south was a strip of rye the same size 

as the combined food patches, and adjacent to that was a large field of newly 

shocked field corn which stood witil the last week in February, One can readily 

see that the last two crops mentioned would have an important bearing on the
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: Fig. 2 

Phenology of Food Patches 
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c These conditions are. approximate, as the 

actual date was difficult to determine. 

The same is true of Fig. 3.
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Phenology of Food Patches 
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food patches, It might be added here that two feeding stations (shown on 

Fig. 1) were operated during the winter ani had some bearing on the food patches. 

Rain, Snow and Ice 

I will follow the history of the food patches chronologically and treat 

eat as a separate unit in respect to productivity, height, cover value, diseases, 

time of shattering, time of lodging, exhaustion, when first eaten by the game 

birds, effect of rain and wind, and effect of snow and ice, However, a blanket 

statement can be made on the effects of rain, snow, and ice in two or three 

respects, ‘the heavy fall rains which we experienced in the week November 17-24 

completely washed and buried any shattered grain on the ground, waking it 

unavailable to the birds, ‘that condition was furthered by heavy frosts 

during that week and follewing it. Heavy snow, commencing December 2, made 

the majority of the patches unavailable. ‘The exceptions will be treated sep- 

arately. 

Food Patches 

Lespedeza. ‘he patch containing Lespedeza attained a height of about five or 

six inches and had a fairly abundant crop, (It might be said here that I 

have no judgment as to production of grain per acre, so I have placed the crop 

production in one of three categories--fair, good, excellent--having in mind 

the demands of the birds for a winter food supply.) ‘The plant was of stout 

stem so lodged very little except for an artificial lodging. On sbout November 14 

a dead oak was grubbed out of the west fence row adjacent to the Lespedeza, 

consequently the Lespedeza and Common Millet, the adjacent patch, were badly 

trampled. ‘he grain shattered some time before I went into the area. ‘he 

records show the plant was brown on September 3, ‘the patch proved rather 

valueless as cover,and according to the amount of droppings and tracks the
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birds did not frequent it regularly for roosting or feeding purposes. ‘they 

aid, though, pass through the patch to reach other patches, ‘The food became 

eshausted on or about October 21 (Fig. 3). 

Common Millet, ‘he Conmon Millet reached a height of 31 inches, but there 

was not mach "straw", so consequently very little cover. It shattered carly, 

September 3 (Fig, 3), a time when there was plenty of other food available, 

so it 4s doubtful if the birds used it for a steady diet, ‘the "sign" reed the 

seme as the Lespedeza, so it is needless to remark further, 

German Millet. The German Millet presented a very peculiar case; there was a 

very thick and high (36") growth of plants and a very abundant crop of grain, 

yet the birds visited this patch the least of any, the shattering commenced on 

"or about October 10, but was not at any time severe, ‘the majority of grain 

(60 per cent of the head) remaining even after the wet, heavy snows of December 2 

had lodged it, Not until Jamary 20 were there positive signs of it being eaten, 

but that was the only time, even in the presence of = food shortage. It was a 

pheasant which left the evidence of tracks and one partially eaten head of grain, 

Snow did not completely bury this patch, ‘Samt claimed about 30 per cent of the 

grain, 

Hog, Barly Yortune Millets. ‘The Hog Millet and Zarly Fortune Millet can be 

dealt with together, ‘The growth was sparse, producing poor cover, ani the 

shattering commenced about August 17 and 7 respectively, leaving very little 

food when the necessity of grain arose. 

Sudan Grass, ‘The Sufjan Grass proved a feirly good patch, ‘the plants rose to a 

height of 66 inches and when it lodged the stalks bent at a distance of some 

15 inches from the ground, thus producing good cover, One day about 4 p.m, a 

covey of 11 quail was observed going to roost in this patch. There were also
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about a dozen hollows and heaps of exereta in this patch, characteristic 

of pheasant roosts, The birds ate the grain readily, as evidenced by the 

fact that grain heads were found picked clean,and there were mmerous quail 

and pheasant tracks around the heads, The first actual evidence of the grain 

being eaten was on December 5, after a snow had fallen (Fig, 3). Although 

the grain was not completely exhausted by the first quarter of December, it 

is so pictured on the chart because the heavy snow made it unavailable to the 

birds, and this is exhaustion in a sense. 

Buckwheat. Although Buckwheat is considered a palatable food for quail and 

pheasants, this patch did not prove worthy of being left standing for those 

birds as a late winter food or cover, ‘he plant reached a height of 30 inches 

bat lodged so flatly that it formed the scantest of cover, Shattering com- 

menced sometime before October 1 and the grain was exhausted by the third week 

; in October, There were both quail and pheasant droppings in the buckwheat, 

but not heavy; the tracks in the snow usually went straight across the patch, 

indicating little foraging, No birds were flushed directly from this patch, 

Feterite, Kaffir and Milo. the combination of Feterita, Kaffir and Milo was 

badly affected by a heavy frost on September 7, ruining about 20 per cent of 

the crop, ‘he birds, both pheasant and quail, started to eat this grain about 

the same time, October 24, as they did the sorghums, but made less frequent 

visits to this patch than to the sorghums, Droppings were heavy in this patch 

from the time observations started until the snow madeererything unavailable. 

One noticeable point was that those plants that did not grow tall did not 

lodge, a result of light heads and stout stalks, 

Sorghum. The Rox Orange Sorghum and Early Amber Sorghum can be discussed 

together because they were alike in many respects. ‘The plants reached a
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height of from 72 inches to 80 inches and both had very abundant crops, ‘The 

plants were free of any serious amount of disease. 

Barly in the season both quail and pheasants took advantage of the 

excellent cover afforded by these patches as well as the one containing 

Feterita, Kaffir and Milo, ‘here were mmerous dust pots and droppings in 

these two patches even before the grain commenced to shatter, which was about 

October 24, Of the 13 visits from December 3 to February 12, pheasants were 

flushed from these two patches five times and the remaining trips revealed sign 

that indicated that pheasants had been in there at least 36 hours previous, The 

seme holds true for the quail. ‘The pheasants, when eating these grains, pick 

off a whole clump of seeds, even the rachis, but the quail picked the seed out 

of the seed coat, The seed of these two plants has a peculiar effect upon 

the coloration of the faeces, producing a maroon color which is quite recognizable, 

The characteristically colored droppings were found on roosts in many parts of 

the marsh, surrounding meadows, and fence rows, left by both pheasants and quail. 

These plants, when lodging, did not break at any point, but bent over, 

forming a canopy about 18 inches from the ground which constituted excellent cover 

for the birds, ‘The pheasants many times roosted in these patches; it was too 

dense for a quail roost, although they were cognizant of the cover value. 

there was very little perceptible shatter in these plants, but on forcing 

a shatter, the Rox Orange Sorghum shattered more easily than the Barly Amber 

Sorgoum, 

‘Unfortunately the heavy snows of December 2 and subsequent storms made 

unsvailable a considerable amount of grain, On about Jamuary 7 a thaw occurred 

whieh uncovered quite a bit of grain, and these two patches were again popularly 

attractive until January 13, when snow again covered them. There was much 

drifting of snow in these two patches and the Kaffir patch which might have 

made a difference in the availability of grain.
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Soy Beans. The Manchu and Black Soy Beans can be treated as one, as they 

were similar in every respect. Although they reached a height of 18-2 

inches, there was not enough lateral vegetation to form any good cover. 

On approximately the first week in November, the 10th and 24 respectively, 

the plants showed signs of shattering; the pods had curled, expesing the seed, 

There were very few shattered beans to be found on the ground or in the pods, 

so the birds mst have eaten them. Droppings before snow fell and tracks after 

the snow fell, showed that the pheasants were the only ones to use these patches 

extensively. At one time body indentations and tracks in the snow showed where 

® covey of quail had alighted in the open space between the Manchu Soy Beans 

and the Barly Amber Sorghum and had gone into the sorghum, That was at a time 

when the sorghum was completely unavailable ani there were soy beans available. | 

On December 26 it was observed that pheasants had gone through these two patches 

and had deliberately picked to pieces those pods that had not opened in order 

to get the beans inside, ‘The reader may have already noted from the graph that 

this food was available, because the plants had not lodged and the stalks were 

stout enough to support the good crop that was produced. 

Sunflower. Sunflowers are reputed to be an excellent food for game birds, but 

unfortunately the mall songbirds consumed all of the crop raised on the 

Arboretum. On October 2 a flock of nearly 75 redwing blackbirds was in the 

sunflower patch, and up to the last days of the migration there were at least ; 

a dozen goldfinches in that patch on every trip made, ‘There were some heads 

that fell to the ground late in the season and the pheasants had taken even 

the abortive seeds that were left. ‘The plants were of stout stem but sparse, 

and they afforded only fair cover. Quail wem not observed in the patch nor to 

have visited it.
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Corn. Data collected from the Sweet Corn and Field Corn were practically 

the seme; both patches produced a good crop of corn and afforded fairly good 

cover, These two patches seemed to suffer the most from a lack of cultivation 

as compared to the big field of shocked corn, The plants were short ani not 

as productive. Both phoasants and quail were flushed from these patches, or 

in the vicinity, on nearly every trip, and sign was always plentiful, About 

50 per cent of the ears dropped off the stalk, and the rest remained on the 

stalk until the pheasants pulled them off, Ledging was slight, 20 per cent 

of the crop being available after the heavy snows, These two patches were truly 

exhausted; the pheasants would jump or fly up to pull ears to the ground and 

by the first week in Jamary there was none left. This is surprising because of 

the huge supply of shocked corn in the nearby field. 

Rye. ‘The Rye proved worthy cover until December 5 and that was the limit of 

ite value. At no one time were there enough droppings and other indications 

to assume that the birds were using it for a steady diet, It shattered early 

in August and lodged shortly after that. 

Shocked Corn, ‘The stand of shocked corn was of great value as a source of food, 

notwithstanding the fact that a good deal of food was lost under the snow. If 

it had not been for the shocked corn the birds would either have moved or 

it would have been necessary to feed then at the patches in some manner, 

Although the first positive record of birds being in the shocked corn was not 

made until after snow fell, there is no doubt that the birds visited the area 

during the fall because they were seen flying from that field several times. 

Smartweed. An incidental crop which grew near the food patches is worth 

mentioning, A duds pond had been dug (Fig, 1) near the weet end of the food 

patches and on the soil that was removed a most prolific amount of smartweed
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(Fig. 1) sprung up and supplied a good crop of food, It was a0 outstanding 

that data were kept concerning its welfare, It grew to a height of about 10 

feet, and when it lodged on November 17 it provided some of the best cover on 

the area, It shattered early and heavily, about October 16, but both pheasants 

and quail fed in the patch witil the snow of December 2 drifted in and covered 

it for the rest of the winter, 

Incidental Foods 

Other incidental foods which were known to be eaten were identified from 

tracks around the plant or were found in the crops and gizzards of birds taken 

for examination, In one place there were pheasant tracks around several broken 

and scattered heads of Lespedeza capitata. In two instances rose hips were 

found mutilated in a maze of pheasant tracks, and rose seeds were found in the 

gizzard of a pheasant picked up dead, In the gizzard of that same pheasant 

were found 58 seeds of swartweed (Polygomm hydropiper), 16 "stones" of Corms 

stolonifera, 1 garden bean, 2 black locust beans (Robinia pseudo~acacia), 

6 seeds of one of the millets, the appendages of a grasshopper (Melanophus sp.), 

and 4 grape (Vitis yulping) seeds, 

In the crop of a pheasant shot on December 3 there were found two acorns 

of Quercus yelutina besides 58 grains of corn from the shocked corn and approx 

imately 1500 grains of Early Amber Sorghum, ‘There were five tips of grass 

(Agropyron sp.) in the crop also. 

3 As @ point of interest, the quail in the marsh along the shore of Lake 

Wingra were observed to feed on dodder (Cuseuta sp?), and the pheasants of 

that area had been feeding on water cress (Radicula sp?) in the open springs. 

In the two quail taken for analytical purposes on Jamary 20, nothing tut 

field corn from the shocked corn was found,
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: Grit 

The grit necessary for the welfare of the birds was, of course, obtainable 

any place up the time of snow, but after that it was quite 0 different problem, 

The source of grit was concentrated in two or three places. There was a 

possibility of the birds obtaining grit under the corn shocks and although 

they were not actually observed under them, tracks indicated that they had been 

there and it may be safely assumed that grit was picked up. Another source was 

outside the boundaries of the Arboretum on the adjacent farm to the east (Fig. 1). 

The farmer living there had “fall~plowed" a portion of his orchard which 

inoluded a small knoll and in the winter this was bare because of its south 

exposure and the fact that it was wind-swept, Running from eat to west, 

between the meadow and the marsh (Fig. 1), was a ridge three feet high and three 

feet wide, rounded off, and because of the protection of mmerous bushes and a 

south exposure, this ridge was free of snow in many places. ‘The birds, pheasant 

and quail, sunned in these open places and scratched for grit, 

Game Birds 

The birds with which the experiment was concerned comprised a flock of 

24-25 ringneck pheasants and a covey of quail mmbering 15 birds. ‘The pheasants 

shuffled throughout the whole area, from the knolly woods to the marsh along 

Lake Wingra and to the woods east of the Arboretum (Fig. 1), ‘his was more 

noticeable after the snow had fallen and easily explained by the food shortage. 

The quail also shuffled, but not as extensively nor as frequently as the pheasants, 

The covey of 15 quail was often observed divided into two coveys of seven and 

eight birds and other numerical combinations, Other times a new covey was seen 

in the wicinity of the food patches, and some days there were no quail there at all. 

Cover 

: The cover used by the birds was varied and extensive, although there were
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three or four places where the birds concentrated for night roosting. 

The two fence row boundaries of the food patches on the east and west 

furnished very good cover for the bird to and from the food patches. ‘There 

was red osier dogwood, wild grape, Spartina, oak sprouts, windfalls, brush 

piles, thick growths of bluegrass, burdocks, thistles, goldenrod, and many 

other weeds, all intermingled to give a maxinmm amount of protection, ‘the 

quail usually worked along the ditch and ridge, between marsh and meadow, and to 

either the west or east side of the food patches, then along the fence rows to 

the food patches or shocked corn, The most commonly used was the east fence 

row and the reason was the greater amount of palatable and accessible food in 

the vicinity, ‘the quail spent the mid-day in any one of the places of good 

cover, not excluding the food patches, ani roosted in the marsh or along that 

ridge. 

The pheasants foraged along the lanes of good cover, using both west and 

east boundaries equally, They were less timid of the open meadows and other 

places of sparse cover, and pheasant tracks could be found anywhere, ‘heir 

concentrated cover was the willow thicket and the oak grove (Fig. 1), although 

they frequently roosted in the food patches and the surrounding meadows. ‘he 

marsh was a popular place for roosting also. 

Shelters. Half-way between the food patches and the marsh, 12 small tepee- 

shaped shelters had been erected from an oak tree which had been cut from the 

east fence row, in anticipation of the scarcity of cover there during the winter. 

The quail, when coming directly from the marsh, would always fly over that 

meadow, not once using the shelters. ‘The pheasants were observed (and tracks 

showed) when running across the meadow, to veer toward the shelters but not to 

enter. Sometimes they disregarded the shelters entirely and ran straight across 

the meadow, ‘The shelters used by the pheasants were those opposite the most 

used food patches. E
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Predation and Mortality 

Predators and mortality had very little significance in the conducting 

of the experiment. A knowm total of only four birds, two pheasants and two 

quail, were taken by predators, ‘he two pheasants were young cocks, as indicated 

by plumage and spurs. There were wet enough remains to disclose the sex of one 

quail killed, An observer saw a Cooper's hawk kill the second quail. 

On November 19 the seattered remains of the first pheasant killed were found 

in the Sudan Grass, The bird had evidently been flushed from the patch and was 

killed about two feet from it in the meadow, as indicated by numerous small 

feathers, ‘The carcass had then been dragged into the Sudan grass and devoured, 

Unfortunately, heavy rains had obliterated any tracks, even though the Sudan Grass 

had been trampled considerably, ‘he carcass was so completely demolished that 

there was not enough left to identify the predator thet had made the primary 

wih. 

On December 8 the remains of the second pheasant killed were found in the 

rye adjacent to the Early Amber Sorghum, It had been killed on the roost and 

evidently the night before, becanse there was considerable of the carcass left. 

Small rodents and other predators had no chance to work on it. ‘he tracks 

; around the kill were those of a fox, 

The remains of the quail were found in the German millet and as said 

before, there was only a wing and a few other feathers. It had been killed at 

the second pheasant kill. ‘This might have been a Great Horned Owl kill, 

because it looked like the work of that owl, just as did the cottontail rabbit 

found in the meadow on February 1, and there was a pair of owls located in 

the deep woods near the feeding station at the Indian mounds. Incidentally these 

owls were known to be incubating on Jamuary 20, the earliest record for these parts.* 

* Of the 18 pellets found, one contained the skull of a quail. Remains of a 
pheasant were found in the nest.
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Degs caused little concern. ‘They did not make any evident kills, tut 

tended to scatter the birds by contimously flushing them, Red-tail hawks 

end marsh hawks were occasionally seen hovering over the territory, but thay 

Caused no apparent ham, Other than the birds collected for scientific pur- 

poses, the above wore the only birds killed of which there was ny lmowl edge. 

Smffle 

The birds did not move permanently from the immediate vicinity of the 

food patches although feeding stations were operated within their cruising 

radius all winter long. ‘This can be attrilmted to the excellent cover and the 

evidently rich gleanings of the food patches, shocked corn, and seed~bearing . 

Plants in the cover, the birds withstood the winter in fine shape and have 

undergone no hardships of outstanding nature. 

{ Conclusions 

¥rom the experiment may be drawn the following conclusions: 

1. Field and Sweet Corn are preferred foods of pheasant and quail. 

Both stand up well under weathering conditions, lodging but little, and thus 

- form fair fall and winter cover and a good winter food. 

2. Early Amber and Rox Orange Sorghum are wcaihant plants for fall and 

winter cover, ‘the productivity of both is high, Because it lodged on a late 

date, it makes an excellent late fall and early winter food, A heavy mow will 

render the plant valueless as a food source. 

3. Kaffir Corn, Milo Maize, and Feterita might be considered a second to 

the sorghums and corn as a staple food. They are most valuable as cover, ‘The 

Kaffir is vulnerable to early frost and amt causes quite a loss, Frost killed 

about 30 per cent of the plants in the Kaffir, ani smt took about five to eight 

per cent. 

4, The millets, excepting German millet, are fall foods, reckoned by an
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early lodging and shattering. ‘hey offer fair cover in winter. ‘he German 

millet is excellent fall and winter cover, but the birds would not use it for 

such or eat the abundant crop of grain. 

5. The Sudan Grass is an excellent fell and winter cover plant and a good 

late fall and early winter food, It is a staple food, thus by the time the 

preferred foods are exhausted, thie crop is lost under snow. 

6, Buckwheat makes 9 good fell food and cover plant but is valueless when 

snow prevails, 

7. Lespedeza did not prove of mich value in this exveriment, ‘The cover was 

poor and although the seed was available early in the fall, the birds were not 

attracted to it, 

&, Soy beans are a good staple food but poor cover, ‘hey do not shatter 

readily, but what shattering there is occurs late in the fall. The plants are 

not affected by adverse weather conditions, Fheasants are more attracted to 

these plants than quail. 

_ 9. The Sunflowers are highly productive of food and offer fair cover, but 

they do not lodge enough to mske available the seeds. 

10, Small birds are attracted to the sunflowers and millets in great numbers. 

ll, Little cultivation is necessary, One perennial grass and one anmal. 

weed, foxtail and ragweed, respectively, were found abundantly in the patches, 

end apparently did not sap the vitality of the experimental plants. ‘The weeds 

also serve as a food source. 

12, Natural sources of grit suffice for the birds, 

13. There is sufficient cover for the birds, Native plants with food 

possibilities should be propagated for the diversity of food, Grape, red osier 

dogwood, and black locust are exemplary. 

14, ¥rom pheasant examined it is evident they make green stuff a mrt of 

their diet, Winter rye, red clover (Trifolium pratense), blue~joint (Agropyron),
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and water cress (Radicula sp.) were auong those greens known to be eaten, 

15. Predators do not cause depredations enough to warrant control. 

Phe
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I am here reporting only new developments of the past two years. 

Food Patches have been the mst active single item in management experimen- 

tation, The Soil Conservation Service, the Conservation Department, and the 

University have tried nearly 1,500 patches. We have learned a lot, It might 

be sumarized as follows: 

1. Patches under 1/4 sere are of little account, especially if fencing 

is necessary, 

2, The speed of exhaustion is almost incredible, Unless part of the grain 

is shocked, the patch is usually exhausted by Thankegiving, 

3, Unshocked patehes have a large fall bait value, but mst be supplemented 

by hoppers for winter. 

4, Broadeasted sorghums and corns seldom yield well, and then only on rich 

soils, Drill and cultivate if possible. 

5, Bvery patch should include either a staple like soybeans, or 6 grain 

hard to get at, like corn in the husk or shock. Standing palatables 

disappear almost overnight, ‘there is urgent need for a wider choice of 

heavy~yielding staples. 

6. Most sorghums break off and lodge, either at the ground or half way up. 

Once down, the rodent wastage is very rapid. We are now on the track 

of e short-stemed sorgium which may be partially free of this fenlt. 

7. All millets mature so early as to be of doubtful game value. 

8, Mo one food plant scores nearly as high as corn, Corn is outscored ealy
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by cowposite patches plus hopper, with the palatable part shocked, 

9+ In Wisconsin we have had poor luek with mixtures, We prefer to segre- | 

gate component grains, 

10. For our climate, in the average year, plantings must be in before 

dune 1 to be safe. 

11. Topinembur may be the answer to the game manager's prayer for a perennial 

staple. 

12. Until Grimmer aid it, we all overlooked scorns as a food for stations. 

In Germany they are widely gathered and used. 

While the winter-food value of patches has proven to be below expectations, 

the bait-value--i.e., the holding and attracting power=-has proven to be greater, 

Heeding. We are awakening to the fact that hopper-feeding is too exensive 

and perhaps too easy for the birds. ‘the Baropean straw-pile method may prove to be 

a cheaper gabstitute for landholders who live near their feeders, but for ebhsentee 

feeders there is urgent need of improved hoppers, Hawkins is beginning at the 

bottom of the problem by analyzing hopper-conqumption, I urge similar work elsee 

where to this same end, 

Hungarians. Despite four years of trial, we have not yet succeeded in 

building up « Hun pomlation by management, Have you’ As far as I know, it has 

never been done in America, Yeatter did not get to the stage of testing his factor- 

anelysis. 

Feeding alone has not raised our partridge stand, as 1t has quail and 

pheasant, We have cover plantings coming up, bet it 1s pretty certain that they 

will mean much less to partridge than to quail and pheasant. We are still in 

doubt what the factor is which makes thin densities the universal rule in Ohio,
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Indiana, Tllinois, Wiseonsin, Towa, Minnesota, Hawkins’ tallies of hayfield 

nests are hard to construe, ‘they seem te indicate either a high per cent of non~ 

breeding, or very late nesting, or the destruction of many hayfield nests unde~ 

tected either by the famer or the game uanager, Can anybody give us a lead? 

Who else is ready to sit in on this gave? With all the acre of print about the 

Hun in America, it seems almost humorous that actual management ia stil) confined 

to one feeble effort, and that run on «4 financial shoestring. 

Quail. We have not yet proven that the high bumps characteristic of 

central Wisconsin can be suoothed out, Last winter's golden opportunity to | 
snalyse © northern die~off was lost dus to mo funds wittl just after the birds had = 
@ied, Hevrins made e valiant atteapt at ex post facto analysis, He found some | 

brand new leads on differential sex mortality, mt these are still teo inconclusive | 

to be called findings. In short, wo still Imow nothing cbout the extrene northern ) 

edge where our new public game lands lie, 

Just within that edge on the expensive private lands of the dairy belt, we 

have, of course, Brrington's findings, continued tests of which prove satisfactory. 

In short, feeding plus rudimentary cover protection, without predator control, 

raises densities toe « fair level, but shether this level is shootable remains 

umimown. Until the shooting preserve principle is extended to wild-raised birds 

we cannot test shooting in our state. 

Wy belief is that the quail ecology of the dairy belt and that of the north 
fring® im the sand anf peat ares are two different things, and that until we have 

& study of the latter, we will be "going blind" on managing our new land purchases. 

Such a study could be completed for the cost of one of the many miles of the needless 

roads built on these lands. 

Before closing the discussion of quail, I want to express the opinion, 

which holds water even after glimpsing the game research of urope, that the
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automatic adjustments between density, carrying espacity, and predation, in 

process of disclomre by Errington in Iowa, constitute one of the two or three 

most fundemental and important researches on game under way in the world today. 

I mention thie because the Iowa Comoission has completely withdrawn its support 

of this work. It is events of this kind which build up the regretful impression 

that reforms in conservation edministration do not last; which bring on a kind 

of reluctant despair of State Departuwents es an instrument for leagership in game 

managenent, 

Pheagent, Our demonstration areas point more and more to the conclusion 

that dispersiveness~-the tendency to scatter underfire--is the outstanding 

weakness of the pheasant as a bird for managed areas. 

Dispersiveness has never been analyzed, Wight gives us good data on 

seasonal mobility, but it does not £111 out the whole picture. 

Gauropeans have learned by ezpericace how to make the plheasant--with all 

his faulte--fit their system of shooting, but that does not solve the problem 

for us. The only pheasant managesent not crippled by dispersiveness is the 

open public free-for~all, and the Buropean drive. Both are alike in that they 

: go rattle the birds that one direction is aa good as anv ther. 

We are trying to finance a utudy of dispersiveness, but if any one else 

ean get at it sooner, I hope they will. 

the totel lack of pheasant nesting cover in Germany wakes me wonder whether, 

in trying te build up crowing end nesting grounds a la Wight, we are going in for 

needless refinenent, or whether we are due to go the Germans one better, I favor 

the latter guess, In lien of crowing grounds, however, I wonder if we should 

try dogging pheasants out of the hay? I have my doubts, but it is an open question. 

No one has yet had funds to touch the invasion of the coniferous belt by 

pheasants in Wisconsin and Minnesota, Why didn't this happen in New England? 

Will it be permanent? What if any effect on grouse? ‘These are open questions 

for a third of Wisconsin.
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Grouse, The next Wileon Bulletin will contain Franklin Schmidt's paper, 

"Winter Food of Sharptailed Grouse and Pinnated Grouse in Wisconsin.” ‘hie : 

was the first of a series of about eight papers, representing six years’ work, 

most of which were in rough mamscript, and all of which were lost with him. 

We will have nothing to say on grouse until a worthy successor has 

set his hand to this work, 

Qrasnization of Upland Game Areag. ‘the only now thing to report is that 

Wisconsin game research students are now required to operate a demonstration area 

for a year as an apprenticeship to research work, So far results have been 

matually happy for the student, the farmer, the game, and the university. 

{\
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Experimental Food Patches, 1934 to 1936 Ye « dy y 

CHARACTERS OF FOOD PLANTS w 
Loss Loss from Mechanical loss Ability Evidence |L, Fall} Seed} - 

SPECIES | fee Small Birds from to Seed Maturit First Eaten| Cover |Color|Height 

Saat ee ibiieniitcetiin | Despite | ist be by Value | (feet) 
in Mill:|Exheustion|Shattering| Lodging |Crowding |planted by|Ripe| Game Birds 

| Gorn |__none none | _none | none | poor |'ey 20 [9/4 6 

Feterita ___jbad_| Ve bad bad | none little poor |June 1 white 

Wheatland lilo S0z1e none pee le is eepoe lee ae 
\ Kelo Sorghum (some, bed | Jittle | none | little | poor |May20 | | | torte! 
Barly Kalo Sorghum soze little one littie | goon thar 90} or'ze 

Rox Orance Sorchu:| little none hai | poor ey OO. | Ooh te ortge| 7 

Sooner Sorgaua some bad. little [| none | tittle | cood _tuay 20__{afabl Oct. 15 {soot | origze| Ut 

Hegiro Sorchun bad some Tov. 10 | good |rhite 

Minnesota. Cane some| none none none very bad? jexcellent|June 1 g or'ze 

Barly Auber sone] none ee 6 

Sudan Grass { j___ none none bac® bad good _|June 1 o/h Dec, 10 good |bilaci: 

oo ee Pink Eaflir bad bad. none some poor jilay 15° white 

Greeley Kaffir [| none | little Tittle | geod etme Lt 
LLLLSTS 

dep Millet mood lee Ot ee 
Common lillet VT. bad| bad | some |. some| good dune | |s/20|" | fear [yettmle = 
German iillet | some [tittle [some [ {sone BM good [June 19/10 | Jon. 16 |” fair lyeltule 2 

ul Cs sae oes eee oe Blamk Wisconsin _jnone| none none none n_one good _|iday 1 9/10| Nov. 10 poor |black| 2 

Manchu n one Nov. 10 oe 
Homp Et meee ved 1 Bed eee | ood en ee 
Flax on ene beet | mone, | Mathie [excelent game 1 ff ee 
Sunflover none.|. bed | mone | none | good [June | | Oct, 20 | poor wh'bi| 6 
Buclaheat [| dittze| none | bad | bad | fair |Jume 15 | | Sept. 10 | poor [black| 2 
Wheat (spring) || some | little | bad | bad | poor |iy 15 [7/20] aug. 1 | poor lyel'nl2 = 
Canada Peas [none | none | none | none | good ay 15 [7/25] July 25 | poor lyel!z| 1 
“Heads break off, which is equivalent to shattering. 

**Stems are cut by rabbits. 
°Possibly will not mature in Tisconsin.
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Experimental Food Patches, 1934 to 1936 ore 

CHARACTERS OF FOOD PLANTS : 
loss loss from Mechenical loss Ability Evidence |{L. Fail| Seed 

SPECIES from Small Birds from to Seed Maturit: First Eaten| Cover |Color|Height 
Smut| Biting ad Despite lust be ] by Value | (feet) 

in iil: eustion|Shatterine} Lodgin Crovding |plented by|Ripe| Game Birds 
orn |_| none [none | none | none | poor |ifay 20 —*(9/15| Ane. 25 | Exe, lyeltyl 6 

tet ee ssn fender Feterita bad | V. bad none little poor jJune 1 white 

Wheatland lilo [| some: | mone [> ‘none | none | poor ey 35 | ood Joptas! 
Kalo Sor-ium jsome| bad | Jittle | “ine | 1ittig | poor [May 20 | ete 
Barly Kalo Sorshun| | some | little [ none | little | poor [May 20 | | Torte] 
Rox Orange Sor-hun toe ey ee 
Sooner Sorghum littie | good fliay 20 [9/15] Oct. 15 | so0d [ortze| 
Heziro Sorchun __|bemte| bad | some | none | Jittle | good [Mey 15 [9/20| Nov. 10 | 00d [white 

I oleae | en rc sastlnaheion sos ae Minnesota Cene some n none none very bad? lexcelicnt|June 1 g ort ze 

Barly Auber some none | _none | _bag__|excellent|June 1 [9/15] Oct. 10 | good Jortge| 6 

Suden Grass none bac™ bad good _|June 1 9/1 Dec. 10 blacis 

ee ane) oe | se ee Pink Kaffir bad. none poor  |May 15° white 
Greeley Kaffir |__| none | little | none | Jittic | good June 1 Ec letra 

WILLEOS 

Jap Millet Be Se ae ae ea ee ee ee ee Oe eee ee er re ee 
Comaon iillet |__| ¥. baal bad | some [sone | good JJune 1 [s/2o, | fety [vel tao = 
German iillet | | some | little | “some [some | good [June 1 [9/10] Jan, 16 | fair lyeltv|2 = 

UTIL, trerel.cme |nn, |. sane. |... iii 2 na:i) toe th | some Blank Wisconsin none | _ none none none g May 1 9/10} Nov. 10 po plack| 2 

Manchu | | none} none | none | none | good [iy 15 19/15] Nov. 10 [| poor |habil2- 3 
Hemp bac WOME ban bead | peed ood ine Ll le ee 
Flax | | n one| pad * none ~ | Uittie [excellent |June 2 0 [a | ron 
Sunflover || none [bad | none | none | goog [June 1 || Oct. 20: | poor jwh'bil 6 
Buclasheat |__| littie|~ none | - bad | bad [fair [June 15 | | Sept. 10 [- poor jbleck| 2 
Wheat (spring) | | some | little | bad | bad | poor (ty 15 7/20; aug, 1 | poor lyel'vl2 = 
Canada Peas | [none [none [nono | none | good Jilay 15 [7/5] duly 25 | poor [yeltz] 1 
*Heads break off, which is equivalent to shattering. 
**Stems are cut by rabbits. ; 
°Fossibly vill not -xture in Tisconsin.
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK t ne 

‘ ee i 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS f 

State of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wiseonsin 
April 18, 1936 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
University Camus 

Dear Prof, Leopold: 

As discussed in our conversation this morning, we believe 
that under the regulations of the Soil Conservation Domestic Allotment 
Act the following combinations are to be construed as "soil conserving 
erops": 

(1) Legames planted under s nurse erop of thinly sowed 
buckwheat, wheat, barley, or wheatland milo. Such 
marse crop may be left on the ground uncut as food 
for game, 

(2) Perennial grasses planted wider a nurse crop of thinly 
sowed buckwheat, wheat, barley, or wheatland milo, 
Such maree ¢rop may be left on the ground uncut as 
food for game. 

(3) Sweet clover. (During the second winter sweet clover 
makes excellent geme cover. It hae little value as 
game food.) 

Sincerely yours, 

f Ww. W, CLARK 

Assistant State County Agent Leader 
WwC: LG
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CO-OPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK " 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE OF 

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN =iN— AORICULT URAL EXTENSION 
SERVICE 

A Ue 8: RPA ME COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AGRICULTURE, CO-OPERATING AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS MacnaunnTATivEe WORK 

STATE OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON, WIS., 

rot 
q oot April 18, 1936. 

{ a st 1 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, He p34 
2 New Soils Building, co” 
University Campus. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

As discussed in our conversation this morning, we 
believe that under the regulations of the Soil Conservation and 

Domestic Allotment Act the following combinations are to be construed 
as "soil conserving crops": 

(1) Legumes planted under a nurse crop of thinly 
sowed buckwheat, wheat, barley, or wheatland 

milo. Such murse crop may be left on the ground 
uncut as food for game. 

(2) Perennial grasses planted under a nurse crop of 
thinly sowed buckwheat, wheat, barley, or wheat- 
land milo. Such nurse crop may be left on the 
ground uncut as food for game. 

(3) Sweet clover. (During the second winter sweet 
clover makes excellent game cover. It has little 

5 value as game food.) 

Sincerely yours, 

. “ 

W. We. CLARK 

Assistant State County Agent Leader 

WHC: LG 

P.S. We shall be glad to have you communicate this to Mr. Kingston 

and other parties who may be interest in this question. 

wwe



1532 ey Aveme 
April 26, 193 

Messrs, Ralph C, Conway 
Conservation Department 

Madison, Wisconsin 

L. H. Kingston 
Wiseongin Anglers & Hunters Association 

Green Bay, Wisconsin 

Dear Sirs: 

Due to absence from town I unfortunately delayed 
sending you the attached letter from ¥. W, Clarke definitely 
authorizing certain crop combinations as creditable under the 
8041 conservation program, 

If you do not think it is too late I would mggest 
that the Departsent mimeograph this for the information of wardens 
and conservation organizations. It should also pass as a news 
story to be issued by the Department, 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
Enel.



1532 University Ave, 
April 18, 1936 

Mr. Ralph C. Conway 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Ralph: 

I was only in the office for a short time today, which did : 
not allow time to get in touch with either you or Mr. Kingston, but I 
aid have a talk with Mr, Hatch and I drafted a cirowlar for their 
approval under which several grain feeds would be admitted as soil 
conservation orops provided they were used as nurse crops for alfalfa, 
clover, or grasses. The ones which seemed to be usable for this purpose 
are wheat, buckwheat, barley, md wheatland milo. 

Sweet clover as a cover crop is also clearly admissible. 

I imagine such a circular would be of some use to you in . 
connection with your distribution of the wheatland milo, and if you 
will call up Mr. Hateh Nonday, I think he will have the thing approved 
and ready. 

I am sending a copy of this to Mr, Kingston for his infor- 
mation, I will ask my office to send Mr, Kingston any material 
issued by Mr. Hatch ae soon as it is ready. 

Yours sincerely, | 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

va



STATE OF WISCONSIN 

FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

G MADISON 

Management 
Food Planting April 16, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
College of Agriculture, U. of W. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

In going over the correspondence pertaining to 
proposed food patch plantings under the new AAA law 
I find that the original letter from Mr. L. H. King- 
ston, acting secretary of the Wis. Aglers & Hunters 
Association, was sent to Mr. K. L. Hatch of the 
College of Agriculture. Copies were sent to Mr. 
Grimmer and yourself. 

In his letter of April 135 to you, a copy of 
which was sent to this office, Mr. Kingston suggested 
that you get in touch with Mr. Hatch and this office 
and make the necessary arrangements for a meeting 
at which this matter might be discussed. 

I endeavored to get in touch with you yesterday, 
April 15, but was informed that you would be out of 
town until Saturday. 

Unless I hear from you to the contrary I will 
take no further action in the matter. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Sup't. of Game Management 

By \ ‘ 
Ralph C. Conway 
Supervisor, Refuges and 

RCC: HMP Public Hunting Grounds
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A Fanon. President 0 (? HC, . 
reen Bay . s $ - 

NOH HIE Edo: eonsin nglers and unters sociation 
Rhinelander 

A. G. BUR, Sec’y-Treasurer 
. 

Green Bay A Federation of Sportmen’s Clubs 

MEMBER CLUBS 
IN THE 

FOLLOWING LOCATIONS 

Green Bay, Wisconsin 
Green Bay April 13, 1936 

Marinette County 

Rhinelander 

Oconto 

Lena 

Tomahawk Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Gillett Professor of Game Management 
New London College of Agriculture 
Brillion Madison, Wisconsin 

Sturgeon Bay 

Oconto Falla Dear Mr. Leopold: 
Florence County 

Eagle River 

I believe that our pro- 

posed meeting should take place immediately upon the 
return of Mr. Grimmer who is on a vacation. It is 
difficult for me to arrange this meeting at a time 
and a place convenient for everybody, I therefore 
ask that you get in touch by phone with Mr. Hatch 
and Mr. Grimmer's office and make the proper arrange- 
ments. Any time you may choose will be satisfactory 
with me. 

If there be others whom 
you, Mr. Hatch or Mr. Grimmer wish to invite to this 
meeting, please feel free to do so, 

: I,am of the opinion that 
no time should be lost in getting this proposition 

under way. 

: Yours very truly, 

LLL : ive cc. ERT ee 27 

L.H, KINGSTON 
é Acting Secretary 

1B ~~ Wisc. Anglers & Hunters Assn, 
hee, . 1058 Kellogg Street 
as } Green Bay, Wisconsin 
— Se i Cc#Mr.Hatch 

ae, Mr.Grimmer 

NG em
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a G. CARSON, President 0 i . (¢ (, HC, . ‘ 

eee sconsin ny ery and unters (on en 
Rhinelander 

A. G. BUR, Sec’y-Treasurer 

Green Bay A Federation of Sportmen’s Clubs 

MEMBER CLUBS Green Bay, Yiseonsin 
tikes ae April 3s 19% 

Green Bay 

Marinette County we. Ke. Le Hatoh 

Rhinslandae College of eee 
OGke. University of Wiseonsin 
ae Madison, Yisconsin 

Tomahawk 

Gillett Dear Sirs 
New London 

Brillion On February 1 I wrete the 

Sturgeon Bay following letter to the Department of Agriculture, Waeh- 
Oconto Falls ington. 

Florence County "he new AAA lew whieh Gongress is soon to con« 
Eagle River sider will be based, I understand, upon the 

4dea of soil conservation. Forests and Legume 
ereops will take the place of certain basic 
erop aereages. i roney urge that winter 
feed for wild game be included as e replage- 
went eProp. 

ia these northern states when the snow gets 
Geep in winter our game birds have a hard 
time to survive. Ye loge large numbers of 
our game population every severe winter due 
to starvation. What we must have up here 
are acresges of strong stemmed plants such 
as corn and sunflowers that remain above 
the snow, Shocks of corn with all the eers 
left on the stalks are perhape of greatest 
value, 

I believe that the planting of food crops 
to be left in the fields for wild game 

: eould easily be made part of the new AAA 
lav. it would certainly receive the full 
support of all sportemen, 

x : You are no doubt aware of the growing need 
Uae & Xe of outdoor recreation for the people, In 

EE : our own state thousands of dollars have 
tae Vite” been spent trying to establish chinese 
eae al pheasants, quail and hungerien partridge 

a 

See
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ae game birds, This proams will never be 
suocessful. until we f some means of ew 
viding winter feed for thease birds. I bee 
lieve the golden opportunity is at hand and 
i ask thet you do sil you can to make thie 
proposal part of the new AAA law.® 

in answer to the above, Paul 
R. Preston, Chief Correspondence Unit, Division of Infor- 
mation writes as follows: 

"As you know, since your letter was written, 
the general outline of the new farm plen has 

j been announced by Secretery Wallace, and it 
a, seems ree ae that your suggestions 

oe might be ineluded in the practices provided 
for. Ye would suggest that you get in touch 
with bond State Extension Director, Mr. K. 
Le Hateh, College of Agriculture, University 
of Sisconsin, at Madison, who is authorized 
not only to furnish information regarding 
the pga but also to receive suggestions 
for loeal adaptation." 

I feel thet this ervyeens 
is of tremendous loportance and if properly developed 
it will result in great benefits not only to sporte~ 
men but also te farmers. I want to diseuss the matter 
with you personally, and I would like to, heve Mr. 
Grinuer of the Conservation Department and My. Aldo 
Leopold of the University ore at the discussion, 
Can this be arranged sometime in the near future? 

Yours very truly, 

L. H. KINGSTON, 
Acting Seeretary 
Wis. Anglers & Hunters Assoc. 

onary sa F. Grimm: GLP. GY: er 

ux,Aldo Leopold —
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- i s STATE OF WISCONSIN 

Management CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT . 
Food Planting May 5, 1936 

MADISON 

GENERAL LETTER 

Game No. 37 

Ce 
SUBJECT: Food patch plantings for birds undcr the Soil Conservation ' Ve 

and Domestic Allotment Act, v0 

TO: Conservation Wardens 
County Agricultural Agents 

A short time ago Mr. L. H, Kingston of the Wisconsin Anglors and Hunters 

Association of Green Bay called to the ationtion of this departmont and Professor 

Loopold of the University of Wisconsin the fact that we might bo able to include 

some food for gamo birds in tho plantings made by farmers under the Soil Conser- 

vation and Domestic Allotment Act. 

Tho matter was discussed with Mr. Hatch of the AAA in regard to whether or 

not such a program would be possible and in conformity with the law. The follow- 

ing interpretation of the rules has been mado which will enable farmers intcrest- 

ed in feeding game to include grains suitable for winter focding of game birds 

in their plantings under this Acts 

“The following combinations arc te be construed as 'soil con- 

serving crops! : 

1. Legumes planted under a nurse crop of thinly sowed 

buckwheat, wheat, barley cr Wheatland Milo. Such 

nurse crop may be left on the ground uncut as food 

for game. 

2. Poronnial grasses planted under a nurse crop of thin-~ 

ly sowed buckwheat, wheat, barloy or Wheatland Milo. 

Such nurse crop may be left on the ground uncut as 

food for gamc, 

3, Sweet clover. (During the second winter sweet clover 

: makes exccllent game cover. It has little value as 

game fcod.)" 

Will you please call this mattor to the attention of any farmers in your 

territory who might be willing to include in their plantings any of the above 

grains that will have value as food for gamo birds. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F, Grimmer 

Sup't. of Game Management 

: e Ralph C. Conway du 

RCC: HMP Superviser, Refuges and 

/CQQUNTERSIGNEDs Public Hunting Grounds 
I ( 

f-. Ato, 
Chief Cons#rvation Warden
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315 West Gorham Street ret % 
Madison, Wisconsin — 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

R2-6c-FSH 

MAY 1 1936 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of April 30 with the infor- 

mation on Jerusalem artichoke. 

To date I have been unable to uncover any source 

of seed tubers but we are ordering a small quan- 
tity of seed from Rex D. Pearce, Merchantville, 
New Jersey. We will give it a small scale trial 
in Central Wisconsin this season. 

We will be very glad to have any additional in- 

formation on where seed tubers can be obtained. 

Sincerely yours, 

ee ke itn 

Franklin S. Henika 
Regional Game Manager 
Division of Land Utilization
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MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. May 4, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
1532 University Avenue 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: NORTHRUP) KiNG & CO. GIVE NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,AS TO DESCRIFTION QUALITY, PRODUCTIVeNESS. OF ANY OTHER MATTER OF ANY SEEDS, BULBS Of PLANTS THEY SEND OU AND WILL NOT BE INANY WAY ReSeONEIONE FOR See CROR WHEN MENTIONED, PURTY AND GERMINATION TESTS ARE FOR FORMATION ONLY AND WITHOUT SUARMNTES, 

We have/your letter of the lst, but we 
con't handle Hegari. To save you time and so 
forth, we are asking our very good friends, the 
Rudy-Patrick Seed Company at Kansas City, to 
send it to you. 

Very truly yours, 

NORTHRUP, «C0. 

JHW:EK By
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THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 
PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
E AND 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

May 5, 1956 DEPARTMENT OF AGRONOMY 
STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

26 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Agricultural Economics Department 
University of Wisemsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In Professor Schefer's absence I am answering your in- 
quiry of April 30. 

I suppose the publication Professor Graber referred to 
conceming the Jerusalem artichoke from this station consists 
of a brief note in an annual report of the Experiment Station for 
some years ago. We had grown the artichoke for several years 
and had distributed tubers where there was demand for them. In 
this particular year we ran a cooperative experiment with the 
Animal Husbandry Division in which several fields were fenced 
off and hogs given different rations. Some were given different 
amounts of grain to supplement the artichokes and some were fed 

the artichokes alone. While the results were rather favorable, 

yet from the fact that some artichokes would remain in the ground 

to beeome seed and also from the fact that during the winter the 
ground here is likely to be frozen so that the hogs cannot get 
them we decided it was a rather impractical crop and should be 
growm to a very small extent in this state. 

Seed companies generally list tubers at this time of the 

year but I do not know offhand where tubers can be obtained 
direct from the growers. In tests several years ago the large 
white Jerusalem artichoke yielded considerably more than the 
red skinned variety. Unfortunately we have lost our seed and 

have not grown the crop for several years. There was one small 

patch of volunteer red artichokes that had been neglected for 
several years from which about 20 pounds of red tubers were ob- 
tained this spring. If you are planning to run a variety test, 
perhaps two quarts of these tubers would give you a start. 

Very truly yours, 

STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

378464 
EFG: JWP E. F. Gaines, Professor of 

Genetics in Agronomy
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UNUSUAL PLANTS ; oe TERR ELL’S ¥ ea ’ ATTRACTIVE TO FINS, 

FOR LAND AND WATER a d AS SR ee FURS, 
° aah AQUATIC NURSERIES = {ii}. eee 

WATER LILIES OP ee ESTABLISHED 1896 LAN 9 eee ass ee 
\ ae CLYDE B. TERRELL, Owner ant We * 

BH ees a , Ht | ee 0 WILD FLOWERS lV fm ee een — “fi LN INVESTIGATIONS, 

ROCKSPLANTS Bs AAS | oy. = é = = i ee { REPORTS AND 
Hace hac OUR WMD Gen aed TREES-SHRUBS-VINES i Wiibrey ae [a ie ell 5 ie PLANTINGS MADE 

ee Oshkosh, Wisconsin, U. S. A. TELEPHONE 3347 
240 WINNEBAGO STREET e 

June 7, 1936 

Dear Aldo: 

AS I learned that you found the Jerusalem Artichoke an important 

food for deer in Europe I am taking the liberty to send you a few from a bed 

that is said to have persisted in northern Wisconsin for about twenty years 

near Goodman, Varinette County. I feel that they would make good muskrat 

food if planted along some of our ditch banks and am going to do a little 

experimenting with them. Thought that you or some of your boys might like 

to grow these. They require a sandy loam soil,or at least that is were I 

I found these growing, altho I presume they will grow almost anywhere 

that potatoes will. It strikes me that a perennial tuber like this that 

will survive in the north might turn out to be {uite an impottant musk- 

rat and deer food. Some time when you have the time will you send me 

a memo of what you observed about the game food value of this plant in 

Europe so that I may add this imformation to my file on game foods. 

Still with the wop and U.S.F.S. Located at Camp Crivitz CCC, Crivitz, 

Wis. this week, Met a friend of yours up here, Chas. B. Drewry, County 

Agricultural Agent of Marinette County , who wishes to be remembered to you. 

Cordially, 

Complete Line of Natural Food Plant for All Kinds of Wild Life



Food Patches 

Note on volunteering of buckwheat: 

About two acres of buckwheat were sown in 1935 on the Sugar Creek 

bottoms, Fabrice Farm No. 1. ‘The crop was not harvested. In 1936 about 

half a stand of buckwheat had volunteered and was blooming June 20, 

Observations to date would indicate that rye and buckwheat are the only 

two food plants which volunteer to any extent in this region, 

ets |



Food Patch Folder 

Memorandum for Students: 

T found out at St. Louis that there is a special variety 

of hemp called Manchurian hemp which forms a short, stiff stem, with 

heavy~packed, non-shattering seeds, I saw it growing on the Allegon 

area in Michigan and was much impressed with it. I suggest that we 

try it in 1937 patches. It is obtainable from the Dickenson Seed 

House, Chicago. 

AL. 

March, 1937
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Way 12, 1987 

Mre Ira Gabrielson 
echnical Adviser 
Ue Se Biological survey 
Washington, De Cs 

Dear Sirs 

Referring to your circular of March 29 addressed to the Director 
of the Experiment Station. 

Attached is our list of “commended Crop Varieties for Wisconsin" 
which pretty well covers your inquiry. 

Ure Aldo Leopold has, during the last three years, mde special 
tests of a mmber of varieties, not all on this list, for food patehens 
The findinga to date are in manuseript form (Ellwood 3, Moore, “Studies 
of Food Patehes for Wildlife in Southern Wisconsin") and will shertly 
be published. These tests, however, deal mainly with the value for 

wildlife, which is not included in your inguirye Should you nevertheless 
desire to see it, lr» Leopold will loan you the mamuseript. 

Some tests of paletability and of feeding methods are reported 
in the following recont paper: Hawkins, Arthur 5. “Winter Feeding at Faville Grove, 1935-56", American Midland Naturalist, Vol. 18, 
Nos 3, May, 1957, ppe 417-4256 

Youre very truly, 

Ai Ch 

Oe Se Anmodt, 
OSAtLEM Chairman, Department of Agronomy. 

CC: Dean Christensen 
Aldo Leopold 

a 
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= 2 STATE OF OHIO s 
a DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

oe EARL H. HANEFELD, Director 
ae CoLuMBuSs J 

; Ser CONSERVATION DivisiON y 
L.WOODDELL, CommissioNeR Lot” 

23 Summit St., fe bo’) 
Norwalk, Ohio ie 
Dee. 27, 1L9S7 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Univ. of Wisconson 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Profsssor: 

It gives me great pleasure to acknowledge the literature 
which I recently received from you. Farthermore, 1 would 
like to say phat I will appreciate having any other liter- 
ature you may have available in the future. I am quitessure 
that no one would get any more good from it than I. 

I have been keeping a rather close check on the amount of 
corn left on the ground after the field had been harvested 
with the mechanical picker. I have found that there is 
better then a bushel left to the acre. That doesn't include 
the shelled corn. To check my estimate or census I had some 
farmers to actually pick the corn up after it had been 
harvested. On the different fields they go a little better 
then one bushel of ear corn to the acwe. So far it indicates 
that there is far more corn left when a field is harvested 
by a mechanical picker then when it is harvested by hand. The 
next thing to determine is the availibility of the corn left 
by both methods of harvest. I have done some work on that 

already. 

We had a very good crop of rabbits here in huron county. Birds 
are on the general increase and I feel that the increasing 
use of mechanical pickers will mean better bird hunting in 

the future. 

In closing I wish to thank you for youge consideration and 
give you my best wishes for a happy and prosperous new year. 

incerely, ur 

m. ft ht zénh [ud 

Want Better Hunting and Fishing?— Obey the Laws. 

The Division of Conservation is Supported Entirely From Fishing and Hunting License Funds. 

7
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1532 University Aveme 
March 14, 1938 

Mr. Bdwin A. Mason 
Groton 
Massachusetts 

Dear Mason: ’ 

Thanks very much for the reprint, also for the 
notes on artichokes. It seems you have gotten somewhere 
near the bottom of the artichoke question. I am asking 
Lyle Sowls, my student in charge of our artichoke experiments, 

7 to let you know the results of his tests. 

Our conclusions were the same as yours. It does * 
not stack up as favorably as we thought it would. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management



Ont chobes Teal 
: Groton, Massachusetts. March 4, 1938, A 
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Me eo, ep ERA 

Professor Aldo Leopold, f ade 
1532 University Avenue, 0 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you for your views on that mortality proposal of mine, 
They were very useful. 

You may remember that you asked me to let you know the results 
obtained from the small experimental artichoke plantings I planned 
to make this pest year. I am therefore enclosing a summary of 
my notes made during the past season. 

You will note that tie last paragraph contains a suggestion 
that I have not as yet tried out, but seeing that I have a few 
unearthed plants available, I shall do so this spring. 

It occurs to me that a possible reason for the rapid shrivel- 
: ling, and subsequent rotting, may be @uw we our dry atmosphere, 

and that the trouble may be due not to low temperatures, but to 
a lack of humidity. This may explain the difference between 
our conditions and those of Silesia. 

I also enclose a copy of a recent paper which may be of in- 
terest to you. 

Sinc ey. Aha 

Edwin A, Mason, — os 

Enclse



SUMMARY OF NOTES : 
on 

EXPERIMENTAL ARTICHOKE PLANTING 

Groton, Massachusetts, 
1937 

Woodchuck and deer, under favorable conditions, can be ex- 

pected to do considerable damage, probably in inverse ratio to 

i the size of the planting, up to about the middle of Aucust. 

Plants that were not broused came into bloom on September 

50. Such plants dug on October 9, when killed by the first 

frost, gave a yield of an average of 10.04 ounces per plent. 

The tubers were distributed at a distance of from 1 to 2 

feet from the stem of the plant, and at a depth of from 2 to 

& iuches,. 

after being dug tubers soon shrivel, and after hard frosts 

followed by thaws, begin to rot, 

Only light sampling by pheasants of this food, coupled 

with the fact that it will not stay in good condition and the 

further fact that it is not available when most needed (be- 

ing buried by snow), would seem to indicate that it has little 

value-as a source of winter food. 

artichoke tubers, if left in the ground over winter and 

unearthed when the frost comes out of the eround, might be a 

valuable source of succulent food in the spring, and of great 

importance to hen pheasants at thet time. 

E,AM.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN—MEMORANDUM 

; i Food Patch Article 

Ask Briggs regarding Grahoma



—— Anaat Lowes R4 ood fh 
es POOD PATCH PLANTS 

So.(Quio, Yntiana, Titnets, iissourh and Tom? 

Flam Yorietios dmvte if planted : 
Alone an Good Soil* * 

Corn Democrat 107 

foow Peas Whipporwill 50: 
* eho a fe, 10# 

Sore hua Whoatlands Milo 258 

Serghua Red Top Cane 265 

Sorghun Eale 259 

Sorghun Serly Kelo 

Sorghwa Darse 25! 
Sorghea Rox Orange 26} 
Sweet Sorghua Amber 25H 

Kaftir Pink: 254 

Rattir Greely 25g 

Pewien Grass 20: 

Viex . 25h 

Smflower Memoth Rassien oe. 

Peanuts ’ White Spemish 

# Lespedoza Korean 208 

°° W411 beoane a weed on agricultural land 

Fn lad oo «a 
* Gollege of Agriculture U. of Illinois. 

Rb, Payne



Misture of Seeds for Pood Patehes Used in Ses Michigane* 

Plant Variety Percent in Mixture 

Buclewheat 1206 

Proso Barly Fortune bed 

Millet White Wonder 405 

Millet Common 405 

Millet Temmessee Cornan 45 

Sorghum Serky Anbor Sed 

Suden Grass ua 
Sunflower Memueth Russian 208 

Soy Bean Mancha 402 

Sey Boan ‘ Ito Sen 402 

Cow Peas New Era Bod 

Plax Bet 

Hemp Bed 

Feterita 562 

Corn Golden Flow Te? 

180.0 % 

Plent not later than Jume 15th. 
Plant 25) on good soil and not more than 10} on poor soil. Seo Mobwhite quail” 
Goan tans ein ig , 2 i eee a! 

Ws. of Cone , Lansing, Wichigane



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GAME BIRD FOOD 
PLANTINGS ON LAND SET ASIDE UN- 

DER CORN-KOG CONTRACTS 

Se RR ROK ka ke ak ae a 

To Landowrer or Tenant in Game Management Area: 

For the benefit of the Game Management Area and the game birds, such as 

quail, partridges, pheasants, and other birds end animals on your farm, we wish to 

remind you of the wonderful opportunity you now have to really help increase your 

game crop by utilizing part of the acreage you have set aside under the Corn-Hog 

Contract plan with the government and, at the same time, cooperate with us in mak- 

ing your Game Management Area a success, 

Make use of a very small part of it by setting it aside for winter food 

patches for the game birds. In planting food strips, as recommended in the follow 

ing illustration, the birds will also have protection and a very good wintering 

place, especially if sweet clover, alfalfa, clover, or other similar crops, are 

planted and not plowed under in the fall but left standing until the following 

spring. 

These food patches should be planted in strips forty or fifty feet wide 

thr ough the center of the acreage or along the south or east side, any of these 

locations being favorable for birds. (See illustration) 

WE RECOMMEND THE PLANTING OF THE FOLLOWING FOODS AS THE MOST 

SUITABLE: 

il. Soy Beans 4. Millet 
@. Kaffir Corn 5. Broom Corn 
3. Sorghum 6. Buckwheat 

NOTE: Food patches of one to two acres to each twenty acres 

out of production are very effective and sufficient for the 

wintering of game. 

suis se le Sl Gls i ss pri csc es Soe Ap aA io MN A 

3 Wai 3 
IT 

5; ITT — ‘ 
MT 
IIT 

, Alfalfa, Sweet Clover, yh} Alfalfa, Sweet Clover, . 

t clover, etc. permitted Ny; Clover, etc. permitted t 

t by Government Con- WTTTLT TS by Government Contracts , 

oe IIL 
; TTT : 

| ‘ati ? 1 79] 5 ' 

Bi nega ae 2d Oe Le eee eneeeenemnnt 
Plant strips of food through center of plot--cane, kaffir 

corn, soy beans, sorghum, millet, broom corn, or buckvheat.



Recommendations for Food Plantings on 

Land set Aside under Goverhne nt Contracts 
#2 

se ea ee oy 

! 1 

! ! 

1 ' 

1 1 

1 1 

! 1 

; Alfalfa, Sweet Clover, Timothy, Clover, ; 

’ etc. Permitted under Government Contracts. 1 

! ! 

' ' 
(=e S0 S65 40k ORME R aba OU aoe eos Ee ae tee Seen eS: 

TLE TL LD 

Lee LAL UE oe 
ALfeel Les LeitteLe et soy beans, kaffir corn, millet, 

broom corn, or buckwheat along south or east side of plot. 

If you are a cooperator and your farm is already a part of a Game Management 

Area, established for the purpose of giving you a means of controlling the hunt- 

ing and trespassing on your farm, you shoild also be interested in seeing the 

birds and animals increase. Now is your opportunity and we are askiug yom to 

really cooperate with our Department to provide better homes for the game. 

We believe the above recormendation is the basis for a worthwhile project 

and is a "New Deal" for the game in Iowa. 

Yours for the best of cooperation, 

a 

Thne SX lee 

for 

Iowa Fish and Game Commission, Des Moines
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CITY OF SANTA FE 

NEW MEXICO 

Friday, 
25rd: July, 

1920. 

Dear Aldo;-- 

I have read and very much enjoyed your 
essay on "The Forestry of the Prophets". It is an 
interesting subject and you handle it well. I hope 
to read your further elaboration of the subject. 
I like your terse, clear style. 

let me call your attention to the 
following:-- 

"If fire break out, and catch in thorns, so 
that the shocks of corn, or the standing 
corn in the field, be consumed; he that 
kindled the fire shall surely make restit- 
ution." 

Ex. 22: 6. 

"If a man without the knowledge of the owner 
of an orchard cut down a tree in that orchard, 
he shall pay one-half mina of silver." 

Code of Hammurabi -- the oldest known 
code of laws -- 2270 B. C. or there- 
abouts -- Davies translation -- Sec. 
59. See Ex. 22: 5. Deut. 20: 19. 

"If a man have given a field to a gardener to plant 
as an orchard, and this one care for it, he shall 
eare for the orchard four years; in the fifth year 
the owner of the land and the gardener shall share 
equally; the owner of the orchard shall take his part." 

Code of Hammurabi, Sec. 60. 
See also Lev. 19: 23-25.



CITY TREASURER qe ; a a i mS i pe sae oN : 

ory Rater a 

CITY OF SANTA FE 

NEW MEXICO 

And, concerning irrigation:-- 

"If a man let in the water and the water carry 
off the crop of the adjoining field, he shall 
meagure ten gur of grain for every ten gan of 
of land.” 

Code of Hammurabi, Sec. 56. 

In the Anglo-Saxon law, prior to the Norman 
conquest, or, indeed, until after the time of Henry 
Beauclerk, I cannot find any reference to forestry, 
or even to agriculture. But there was a law that if 
& tree fell upon a man, and killed him, hts relatives 
might come at any time within thirty days and carry 
away the tree as compensation. 

I believe that as time goes on, and we learn 
more and more of Egyptian and Babylonian’ customs, we 
will find that a rude sort of forestry and conservation 
was practiced and understood. 

With love and best wishes to the family and 
yourself, 

Sincerely yours, 

(“4 | 
a Y
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We 
\ 

FORESTS AND FISH AND GAME 

CONSERVATION. 

BY S. B. LOCKE. 

THE NATIONAL FOREST POLICY AND FISH AND GAME. 

As stated by other speakers the principles govern- 
ing the establishment of the National Forests are the pro- 
tection of timber and of watersheds. The general policy 

as far as is consistant with the above principles is to have 
them serve their highest use. There has been a definite 

recognition of the value of the fish and game, particularly 
in connection with the recreation uses of the Forests. 

Although not assuming jurisdiction over the fish and 

game, the latter being in the State, the Forest officers 
have been expected to give all the attention possible to 
game protection, stocking streams and to creating a pub- 
lic sentiment favorable to wild life protection. Through 
cooperative agreements with the State Game Department 
they have received appointments as game wardens and 
in many section have been the sole protectors of fish and 
game. 

The National Forests in Utah include the greater 
part of the big game areas and at least the headwaters of 
all the best fishing streams. The management of these 
areas to perpetuate the forests and maintain a constant Z 
stream flow will at the same time provide conditions 
necessary for the existance of our birds, animals and 
fish. In fact, there will no doubt be a modification of 
the management for timber production purposes, graz- 
ing, etc., on areas having a very high value for recreation 

1¥ish and Game Cooperation, Forest Service, Ogden, Utah.
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purposes, which is closely connected* with ‘the main- 
tenance of the fish and game supply. 

VALUE OF FISH AND GAME. 

There have been reported in 1920 from the National 
Forests of Utah, 13,480 deer, 660 elk, 196 mountain 
sheep and 5 antelope. Of these the deer and the elk are 
on the increase, the others being stationary. The pro- 
duction of trout may be realized when a conservative 

estimate places the catch from Fish Lake alone as about 
thirty tons. With proper management there could be 
produced annually a half million pounds of fish and 
several thousand big game animals. 

The greatest value of the fish and game is not from a 
food production standpoint, however, but from the rec- 
reation which is furnished. No matter how wonderful 
the scenery in any section, the tourist will enjoy it much ‘ 

more if there is an abundance of wild animals whose 
habits may be observed under natural conditions or if 
fishing may be enjoyed. One soon tires of mere scenery 

but there is always something new to be learned in wild 
life study and the further one goes in this the more 

fascinating such studies become. For the fisherman there 
is always a big trout to be caught in the next pool; or for 

the hunter, a better trophy to be obtained next season. 
The fishing and hunting instincts are firmly implanted 

in man and their exercise provides recreation highly 
prized. It might be mentioned here that as early as 200 

B. C., Theocritus mentions “The bait fallacious suspended 
from the rod.” Martial in about 100 A. D. writes “Who 
hath not seen the sarus rise, decoyed and caught by 
fraudful flies.” This illustrates the antiquity of the fly 
fishing which by most people would be considered a 
modern development. 

Utah has wonderful attractions for the tourist but 
the length of time and the amount of money such people 

spend in the State will depend on the fishing and the 
opportunity for wild life study. Over 90,000 tourists 
visited the National Forests of Utah in 1920 and spent 
over $300,000. Practically every tourist’s car has its 
supply of fish rods. One of our supervisors in reporting
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on the number of tourists visiting his Forest makes the 
note, “Every tourist a fisher.”” Each day a tourist stays 
to fish or hunt means at least $5.00 spent in the State. 

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT. 

In order properly to manage our wild life resources, 
particularly the fish and game, certain definite action is 
necessary. Protective measures, as well as methods to 

increase the production of fish and game, must be based 
on correct information regarding natural history. The 
public and particularly the sportsmen, must appreciate 
the reasons for such measures and provide a public senti- 
ment that will demand their being carried out. The 
administration of the game department must be such as 

will sincerely strive to improve conditions and have the 
interests of the sportsman at heart. 

In this connection let me emphasize the necessity 

for the wild life enthusiast and the naturalist to recognize 
the great number of men who are just ordinary sports- 
men. Working by himself the naturalist plays rather a 
lone hand but by active cooperation with the sportsmen 

he can give them much information they are anxious to 
obtain and can do considerable in encouraging better 

sportsmanship. In the end it is the attitude of the aver- 
age man which governs the success of protective mea- 
sures and it is through him that the greatest results can 
be obtained. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF SCIENTIFIC MEN. 

It will be clear to anyone that if we are to plan 
properly for a continuous supply of fish and game we must 

have an intimate knowledge of the life history of the 
various forms and their reactions to outside influences. 
As in other forms of conservation, dependance for such 
information must be made on scientific men. 

There are very often proposals made and even en- 

acted into laws which scientific knowledge can show are 
absolutely worthless or even a disadvantage to the per- 
petuation of fish or game species. 

I could list many cases of wasted or ill directed 
effort that could have been prevented and also many
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unsolved problems. A scientific study of Douglas Lake, 

Wisconsin, showed that during August there was insuf- 
ficient oxygen below the thermocline at about thirty feet 
to support fish life but thousands of deep water fish had 

been planted there in an attempt to establish such species. 
In fact very few attempts have been made to gather data 
that can be used in planning for the future of our wild 
life and most measures have been taken in a haphazard 
way. 

The scientific man has an immense amount of impor- 
tant work ahead of him in this line, in investigations, 
experiments and education. Why does one game bird 
respond to protection while another increases scarcely at 
all under absolute protection? To what point may we 
allow the killing of the males of our big game animals? 
How can we save losing millions of ducks by alkali 
poison? In some waters trout thrive wonderfully while 
in others they do not. What governs this and how can 

we increase the productivity of our fish waters? There 
are many such questions and thousands of dollars will 
be wasted until we can make such investigations as will 
enable us to answer them. 

When the scientific man takes an active interest in 
such problems and can cooperate with the sportsmen to 
enact laws and undertake plans of management based 
on correct biological principles, a great step in advance 
will be made in providing the opportunity for our sons 

to enjoy the rich heritage of wild life which has been 

ours.
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DAILY BULLIED 

No. 538 U. S. Forest Service March 24, 1923, 

Southwestern District : 
— ’ 

Good Fire Law: "If fire break out, and catch in thorns, so that stacks of 
; corn, or standing corn, or the field be conswmed therewith; he thet kindled 

the fire shall surely meke restitution". This is the jaw of moses as set 

forth in Exodus XXII, 6, and gives the greatest single remcdy for material- 

ly reducing our great annual fire loss, That is the "Personal liability law 

for damages by fire", says the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association's 

"Fire Prevention Series, Personal Liability for Preventable Fires", copy of 

\ Which has just been reccived. A picture of the Promontory Butte tower on the 
Dy ereeves is uscd to illustrate the pamphict. 

. Cattle Counting: The system Ranger Painter of the Gila outlines in Daily 
Bulletin of February 12 is certainly a good one where stock arc handled in 
corrals. On a number of the sonthwostern ranges, however, stock are still 
handled on the open range in roundups where it is ne¢essary to follow an 
tively different method in order to got an accurate count on the stock 
rounded up. The method I havo always used is the one used by inspectors and 

by the cattlemen themselves when checking stock out to buycrs. After the 
herd is thrown together and worked, the cowat is then started by cutting out ~ 
small bunches of four, five, or six head, and checking esch brand. The stock 

are also classed at the samc time. For instance, in one bimch of five, 
there may be 2 V Bar cows, 1 Diamond Bar cow, 1 7J yoarling heifer and 1 
Heart Bar two year old stcer. ‘The advantage of this method in comting is, 

if there is any dispute the small bunch can be held and checked very closely, 
or an animal caught and the brand identified absolutely. Also the ranger 
obtains definite classification of the stock to be entcred mm the check sheet 
and has something definitc to work m. There is absolutely no dispute as to 

the number of cach brand in the herd. Some mcn have the idea that the oly 

way to count cattle is to string out the herd snd me man check one or two 
brands as the cattle pass a given point. In case a dozen brands are represent- 

ed in the herd, a number of men are requircd t> cven ges an approximate check 
on the numbers. Jt leaves room for crowding the cattle past the inspector 
and if he loses count once he is absolutcly at sca, and the romainder of the 
cowmt is merely a wild guess, It has been found by cxperienec that one man 
can not gct an accurate check of one brand in the herd by this method as 

there is no room for checking mless the entire herd is handled a second time 
and this gives room for complaint by the stockmen on account of the oxtra 
handling of the cattle. There is also no show to class the stock where they 
are counted in this way as time is not available. ‘when the count is finished, 
numbers by classes, are not available for entry on the check sheet. In count- 
ing cevtle it has been my cxpprimee that me will reccive coowration in 
proportim to the interest one takes in the work and the way he impresses 
the stocknen as to his fairness and willingness to cooperate and sce that 
each man gcts a square deal. Cases are mown where permittecs who were 
antagonistic towards the Service were entirely won over during one roundup 
where the Forest officer handled the comt in a fair business-like manner. 

(Robert Mmro -Prcscott) 

Fiold: Kerr (Ogden). 
leave: Marsh. 

Acting: Jones.
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Phe term cedar is a name applied to a great many trees pro- 

a@ucing an aromatic wood of varying degrees of hardness. These trees 

are conifers or cone-producers although in our native cedar (around 

Ash Fork) the seales of the cones have become fleshy and coalessed 

or have grown together forming a berry. Most of the Conifers are 

evergreen but the Bald Cypress of the south and the Tamarack or Larch 

of the north and northeast drop their leaves in the fall and are besr 

during the winter. If one should discuss cedar, it is necessary to 

know just what tree, the other fellow is thinking about or the dis- 

cussion is lisble to end in a disagreement snd still both parties 

may have bean right. “nd if we should happen to have half a dozen 

men from different perts of the world in the discussion there would 

undoubtedly be considerable confusion. A man from Arizona would un= 

doubtedly have in mind our native cedar cr possibly the western red 

Gedar or the Arizona Cypress. One of you from the east would think 
of the eastern red cedar or pencil wood. One from Michigen end the 
northeast or from the Pacific Coast one recalls the incense cedar or 
the Port Qxford Cedar. 

In order to avoid all this confusion, botainists have agreed 
upon a scientific clas&ification based on botanical chagacteristics,. 
These nemes are the same throughout the world and the term Cedrus 
means the same in India and China as it: does in Europe and America. 
It refers to a certain group of plants which sre recognized as being 
closely allied, If the term be further restricted to Cedrus Libani 
botanists will immediately think of the Cedar Libanon, we have also 
the Cedrus deodore or deodor ceder the Cedrus Atlantica or Mt, Atlas 
Cedar and a few other true cedars. Our own native cedar is not a 
cedar et all but a juniper, in fact we have at least three so called 
cedars in Arizona--J, Utahensis, monosperma and scopulorum. In 
limited localities the Arizona Cypress is cslled cedar but it is 
really cupressus. The white cedar or Arbor vitae of Michigan is the 
Thuja occidentalis while the cedar of Montana is largely Thuja plicata. 
The Port Orford cedar is the Chamaecyparis while the incense cedar is 
the Libo cedrus. In the tropics we have the cedrelea which name might 
sometimes be confused with cedrus. 

The point I wish to make here is that the United States has no 
native true cedars. *he oedar of Lebanon, the deodar cedar and the 
Atlas cedar sre very closely allied. In fact some botanists declere 
they are variations of the same tree. 

These cedars are often planted for ornament. “here are two 
aeodar cedars in Prescotte- On the plaza ahd at the Claridge Apartments, 
The latter is a particularly beautiful tree and is worthy of close e 
observation.



Cedrus Libani, the far famed cedar of Lebanon is a tree wiich 
on account of its beauty, stalliness and strength, has always been a 
favorite with poets and painters and which, in the figurative language 
of prophecy, is frequently employed in the Scriptures as a symbel of 
power, prosperity and longevity. It grows to a vertical height of 
50 to 60 feet. In the young tree, the bole or trunk is straight and ; 
upright and one or two leading branches rise sbove the rest, but as 
the tree increases in size, numerous lateral branches spread out from 
the msin trunk in » horizental direction making the tree clump headed. 
Oftentimes these lateral branches extend as far to the side as the 

i tree is tall. Or in other words, the expanse is about twice the 
height of the tree. 

the tree is, of course, evergreen, new leaves are developed 
every spring but the fall is gradusi. In shape the leaves are 
straight, tapering, cylindrical snd pointed, They are about ane inch 
dong snd grow in alternate tufts of about thirty in number, Male 
amt female flowers are produced on the same tree but are separate, 
Cones are produced on the upper side of the branches and sre four to 
five inches long and about two inches wide. “hey sre two years in 
reaching maturity. Sesles ere close pressed to one another and red- 
dish in color. 

The root of the tree is very strong and romifying. ‘The tree 
flourishes best in a sandy loam soil. It still grows on Lebanon but 
will probably become extinc’ in the course of time 9 there are no 

i young tress or seedlings present, 

fhe wood of the cedar of lebenon is fragrant though not so 
strongly scented as the juniper or red cedar of America. It is 
generally reddish brown, light and of a course grain and spongy 
texture, It is easy to work but liable to warp and shrink. 

This tree is oultivated in Europe for ornament. ‘4t thrives 
well but the young plants are unable to stand great variations of 
temperature. It was probably introduced in Europe about 1675 to 1700. 
The tree from which the slide is made was Planted in Geneva Switzer- 
land in 1735, In all probability there was as much confusion in 
bible times relative tocedar as there is now. Cedar-wood is earliest 
noticed in Leviticus XIV 4 & 6, where it is prescribed among the 
materials to be used for the cleansing of leprosy. “his wood was 
probably juniper, It is quite certain that the cedar @6r masts 
mentioned in Ezeliicl AXVII 5, must have been pine trees. — 

( It also seems quite probable that the four score thousand hewers 

a 2«



ber did not srt enet tera terse te ny See gue tasess sous ard fs ede re = 
fone Lindley considered that the cedar trees sent by Hiram, 

King of Tyre of Jerusalem might have been procured from Mount Ashes 
and have been Callitris guadrivalis or Arar-tree, the wood = whic 
was hard and durable and much used in the building of templess Pliny speaks of cedars growing in Crete and Syria and sey their wood was everlasting, Images of the gods were made of it, gph! oe 

was used by the ancients for preserving their manuseripte from mo 
and damp. 

intense In studying theis question, the forestry side is of interest. The ariehetn were the first foresters but there is a 
wide difference in the wooderaft of the individual prophets, 

tly uses Isaiah was the Rocsevalt of the Holy land and constan 
the Forest to illustrate his teachings, Most Exeellent King Solomon 
spoke much wisdom but his lore was city lore and he probably saw more 

: 6f the cedars in his palace than he did in the hills. 

is the Joel know more about forests than even Isaiah. He i 
preacher of ecnservation of wetersheds. ‘The book of Joel opens with 
an allegory in which the judgment of God takes the form of fire. 

because Alas for the dey, the herds of cattle are perplexed 
they have no pasture, Yea, the flocks of sheep are made desolate. 

: Ch Lord, to thee do I cry, for a fire hath devoured the pastures of the wilderness and a flame heth burned all the trees of the field, Yea, the beasts of the field ponteth unto thee for the water brcoks are dried up. Blow yee the trumpet of Zion and sound an alarm in my Holy mountain; let all the inhabitants in the land travel for a fire devoureth before them and behind them a flame burneth. ‘Zhe land 1s as a garden of Eden before them ond behind them a desolate wilderness, 
: 

Joel's story of the flames is one of the most graphic : description of fire ever written. He says, "The flemes are as a g@reat people set in battle array ond the appearance of them ig aa horses, and as horsemen do they run," : 

This is evidently a description of s top fire or a brush fire of considerable intensity. We know frem our experience with Forest fires that ‘it requires 2 dense steni of timber or brush to produce such a fire, fhpoughout a lerge portion of our southwest the timber is not dense enough for s crown fire. Evidently the tinber stand in Palestine was originally exceedingly dense but today it is my understanding the Forest cover has been lsrgely dissipated. I it not reasonable to Suppose that the passing of this forest has produced exactly the condition which is present in Palestine today, snd which was prophesied in the old testament of the Bible, \



aoe iiber dem Gdeitel des Kaijers flatterte es von braunen Fittidjen. x 
Wy 149 Sa lf un 0 of 0 ler } dy» — Gin junger Adler jtrih vom Horjt, noc) wenig geiibt in der tiniglien — ¢ 
aus - OO - Kunjt des Fliegens, wie Friedrich erfannte. Wn dem unfidtbaren _ ~ 

Bon Walter Bahr © <° Faden, der den Kaijer mit einem Falten gu verbinden fdien, ftiirgte = : 
Sriedrid) Il. von Hohenjtaufen, der Entel des Barbaroffa, tritt aus ein weifblikender Stein Hinab auf den Riiden des YUdlers. Der faifer- 5 = 

ben tiefbraunen Mauern jeiner faragenifdjen Fefte Lucera, den Falfen licje Wappenvogel vergudte fein Leben in den GFangen des Falfen, = & 
fe auf der behandfdubhten Fault. Hinter ipm und feinem Gefolge, im indeffen der Rranid mit weit ausholendem Fliigelfdlag entrann. In © «© 

iden der arabifchen Leibwadje, verhallte das Lautgeben der Jagd- Friedrichs Antlik ftieg blutduntle Rite. Gleid) blauen Strangen fegten —~ © 
leoparden, verflang das Geldut der Riiden, die in Rafiq und Bwinger fic) ihm die Bornadern iiber die Sdjlafen, wie das Gefolge erblaffend — = 
suriidbleiben muften, denn bhiher als das Waidwert mit vierliufigen  bemertte. Cin herrifder Ruf rief den Falten guriid. Die freie Handdes ~ — 
Helfern fchigte der Kaifer die GFalfenbeize, weil fie (das find feine Raifers gucte nad der Dtijerifordia, dem dreifantigen Dold, bem ~~ ~ 
eigenen Worte) ,gan3 aus der’ Liebe ent{pringt.” Pangerbreder, der an foftbarer Rette auf der redten Brujtfeite hing. > 

Gen Gonnenaufgang ging der Ritt unter dem blauen, feidigen  Ungeheuerlides hatte fic) begeben, ein Aufftand gegen Mas und Rang, ¢ 
Pinner Apuliens te die meet ee Flachen, gwifehen wenn aud) nur in der gefiederten Well. F 
enen Galfola und Bolgane die fliefenden Cilberbander vereinigen. tiedrich IL, der audy im fleinen der. imperator mundi blie > 

Sriedridhs ftolzer und felter Blick, der die Sdinheit der Landfdaft sabe nit bes’ Balels be whettnaben, ber ne geldteten Mae ng = 
wiberjtraplte, rubte mit Freuden auf dem geperlten Gefieder feines dem Staube gehoben und vor dem Herrfher tniend in zitternden Handen e 
weifen fibirifden Lieblingsfalfen. Zur Linfen, wo weit aus der Ferne Hielt, Trénen in den jungen Augen. Friedrid) wintte dem Suftitiar aus 
das Meer wie Sdhwerttlingen Heriiberbligte, erhob fid) ein Kranid) aus — jem’ en ‘ - ; gent f em Gefolge herbei, iibergab ipm den Falfen und befahl mit jtablharter 
dem naben Brud, fcwerfallig und ungefiige gundehft, bald aber mit Ctimme: Sehlag ihm den Ropf ab!“ 
befreiter Schwinge in das lige Blau hinaufrudernd. Des Raifers 4 : wii pose ; 
Rete rif die Haube vom Kopf des Falfen, hoc) warf iyn die Fauft Als das Helle Gefieder des faiferliden Lieblings fic mit rofem s 

dem perienaiee Riefen nad, wobei ein Heller Sagdruf des Herrjders  ‘Purpur fprentelte, ftrammte fic) die Geltalt des Herrfwers in den * 
den Kampf einfeitete. Gin Steigen und ilberfteigen von Berfolgtem  Diigeln, iiberbligte fein Blic das Gefolge, das fic) erfdyauernd um den Ss 
und Berfolger begann. Durd) die breiten Spiralen des grauen Wildes angler Petrus de Binea gufammengefdloffen hatte. Stijlerne Bogen ne 
bobrten fid) die fteilen Windungen des meihert Dagers. Ungleid find flittten, von fdneidigen Gehnen ora die braunhdutige Leibwade = 
Tiefe und Grengen des Luftraumes fiir Fale und Kranich, verfdhieden “iHtete Gejidhter von Erg auf die Kanglergruppe. : 
nad der Ordnung ihrer Krafte. Cin Heller Fle riittelte iiber einem Sriedridy warf feinen Handfduh iiber den Falfen, dunfel und 
gréperen dunfleren, der von unten fajt {hwar3 erfdien. Der gufriedene  drohend rollte es iiber die Lippen des Raifers: ,,Perk’ avea morto lo 
Blid des Herrfdjers fagte dem Gefolge den Sieg des Cdelfalten voraus, suo signiore , ., weil er feinen Seren getotet hat!”
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I. Evergreens of the Old Testament 
@ @]PEAK to anyone of the . ; . : as many authorities for the “last 

=| trees of the Bible and the ms is the first of a series of six articles which deal stand” of the Cedars of Lebanon. 
ye] immediate response will ee or with trees ae and forests of the Holy It is, however, known that there 

be, “Well, there are the Cedars aaa ‘4 Fbleints i . ne ace a have are at least three small stands in 
of Lebanon.” There they were, wnitten indelibly into the earliest records of Christianity. the mountains of Greater Leb- 
they may say, but not are. A anon, about thirty miles north of 
large grove of them was found on Mount Lebanon proper, Beirut. A specimen of this majestic tree is growing in Lafayette 
and another grove on the back of the mountain, by Dr. Park, Washington, D. C.—a dwarfed specimen, it is true, yet 
William M. Thomson, a missionary to Palestine, in 1848, one catches in its dome-shaped form and horizontal, strangely 
and he doubted their antiquity despite their great size. But contorted branches, somewhat of the splendor of those lofty 
these are no more. Today various locations are named by kings of the forest when they were true symbols of strength 
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James Ricalton 

The Cedars of Lebanon, once part of the great forest that covered the western slopes of Lebanon from the Phoenician coast 

behind Tyre to Antioch. The last of these famous trees were cut for firewood during the World War 
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and glory and power (Psalms 92:12; Ezekiel 31:3). cedar tree that 

Cedar from the Lebanons was preferred above all other is in Lebanon 

woods for building uses by reason of its tremendous size, its even unto the F ; i 

durability, and, not the least, its fragrance. All the cedar hyssop that See B. i : 

referred to in the Old Testament came out of Lebanon; a sPringeth out Nee ai i be 

possible exception (Numbers 24:6) may be a corruption of of the wall” (1 Rk ts 3 ial al i= 

the original meaning. So it was to Lebanon cedar that Kings 4:33). Pee ‘ 5 : eh 

Amos (2:9) compared the mighty sons of Anak, the Amo- Some con: x Pager ee i 

rites. They were “strong as oaks and like the height of ception of the pr oe es | i? { 

cedars.” Solomon was not alone in his plunder of these magnitude of fou ee | ' ‘ 1 

mountains. The kings of Assyria and of all other countries £ he oe g er PS eet | ve ; 

embellished their palaces with its wood (Isaiah 14:8) ; masts why Hiram s a ‘ << ) 4 ] 

for the great fleet maintained at Tyre were of cedar (Ezekiel ‘aon ce ee ae Book Td es 2 4 

27:5), as were also their chariots (Song 3:9). shed a ‘n A + ; tel geome 

The Temple of Solomon, or the house of the Lord, so the members that Bg sy } E i fa A 

chronicler tells us, was conceived by David, who said it j, required a ae a iF | Be % es 

“must be exceedingly magnifical, of fame and glory through- seven back- ee Be a : 5 a. x yy an, oe 

out all countries.” It was to be made of cedar of Lebanon,  hreaking years aN eRe ae ae y 

and he purchased for the site the great threshing floor of to complete # Be oe oe r a Yai y 4 

Araunah, or Ornan, the Jebusite, in Mount Moriah, at the Temple Fs é a. = 2 Pi eS 

Jerusalem; and the “Zidonians and they of Tyre brought and thirteen Eg p Yb ae? 

much cedar wood to him, for Hiram, King of Tyre, loved’ years to build  ‘ es aoe mS ial : fi 

David and had before this built a house for him” (2 Chron-  Solomon’s own aa ie Unkeewiod aad Undscwond 

icles 3:1; 1 Chronicles 22:4; 2 Samuel 5:11). private house ; The thousand-year-old cypress trees on 

When to Solomon was given the task of finishing what that, at the Mount Sinai 

his father had so auspiciously begun, he made a treaty of end of these 

commerce with the son or grandson of his father’s friend, twenty years, he had also built the house of the Forest of 
Hiram, King of Lebanon and the great Porch of Judgment, as well as a 

Tyre, for timbers house for Pharaoh’s daughter, his favorite wife (1 Kings 6, 

re of cedar and of fir 7 1 Chronicles 28, 29; 2 Chronicles 3, 4,5, 6, 7; Jeremiah 

o = © 3 Ps AL wherewith to 22:14). 
Seer ee ie Be ‘ld: Labor necessary to compass this task was had from both Pe a Were Saas ‘ build; for Solo abor necessary to compass this tas! s had trom t 

pearl ia 5 eo & gs a mon, wisest Hiram’s and Solomon’s subjects. On his part, Solomon 
iG Y et ae ae es of all men, raised a levy out of all Israel of 30,000 men and sent them 

NI og ae Be é knew trees to Lebanon in shifts; also 150,000 laborers, captive slaves 

e “oie + ae Pee Fs ao “from the from past wars who bore burdens and were hewers of stone 

oa aes Tie -. bh cri be: and timber; while over all 

Sone es Ss : were officers to the number of 

aie : 2 dl imal 3,300—an army going to war 

a i ee against the “trees of God.” 

samba. Hiram, King of Tyre, to 

= aan / whom belonged the wood and 

= Se =, =e = the stone, the gold and the 

7 = Rh A brass, matched this conscrip- 

ar eee “4 aA i sd a tion with his own servants, 

os i ak. bas a aN Wy who worked side by side with 

phi a == a . if PRS « F Solomon’s men, even to trans- 
Cove 7 ee ae, Pr FI Eis Wee 2 porting of the timber and stone Pia. A Whe Ped é aos Ae by raft to Joppa and thence 

fn Os Syne 2 Pl ae) . ee Ali ee ‘, to a point designated by Solo- 

das | A al 4 cst, C3 , =e : mon, there to be fashioned to 

: : sh ARE See ag his desire (1 Kings 5:8, 9, 10). 
gear et 7 é a i = The furnishing of his own 

7 : 7 - Publishers Pote @acvies servants by Hiram was doubt- 

On the tree-fringed banks of the River Jordan, where Christ was baptised. The libhneh, less a necessary act. The 

or poplar tree, was once very common in the valley of the Jordan Israelites, being a tent-dwell-
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ing nation, were un- F a Pa ee a handful of miserable 
skilled in such pursuits ; 4 és oe x : huts. He named the 
there is, in fact, scarcely eecerc oet Pi om chief village Cabul 
an allusion to the man- oe ‘i Poke ao (1 Kings 9:13). 

My ae Pe ait ufacture of home-grown * i. eee : ee In the records kept 
timber to be found in ene rae > oe} Sere by Hiram and Solo- 

- e7 . Ae y ee * the Old Testament. OS a ed mon, it is highly prob- The final scene in [ieee ewe os = 4 ' eet | 7 able that all timber not Fe ROD san ae ey ae ta 3 this league of com- [yp "eats tee 7 ih wee Yin OCs ‘ cedar was for conven- ee gon A Pettus, Boe ie c merce between Solomon oy is Bir. eg fit, F if Ls ience sake classed as fir, 
and Hiram remains in- bas a Ps. i, Bae ee wee paren f= fir meaning either fir F ue ES Rr NAS cs Xe : comprehensible. After ed eis ¥ pase % a Pe y Cp i , ey or pine, cypress or box, 
in ae a or BRS ot ee rf yi i ae ; or any one of a ee 

of cedar trees an MR CSR Le eg greens other than the 
gold,” and what a a ey > _ iy e | ie :. — oh cedar tree. Seven such 
quantity of gold and of ir id Me ¥ z | | NR es ee =§=6trees are named in 

i cedar trees had been [eee YO ™S oe (ij gy, ff Ae, uy 4, ys ry Isaiah 41:19, “the ce- 
used, ‘‘according to all mes: : E ta a : au | Ll “dl ¥ tS cy dar, the acacia tree, and 
his desire,” Solomon ae a i 4) 4) eh . i ae oe, NN A aah 5 i the myrtle, and the oil 
gratuitously made a ar a vas “ i I ae Sy ¥ ‘4 » Bi me! tree; the fir tree, and 

i i ey Soh, Se Lie 2 ee ae Gay NE i .) a ; gift to Hiram of twenty a) mM os eae a re the pine, and the box 
cities in the land of i ae Ber set, 43 Nac co bs Bat eGeeMe § tree,” all these being a , ss ; =< Fe Me fi. Fem. rm i Galilee. That the gift _ . Ba wt wee Bo A oy ce translation from the 
would 7 a a“ i hs Pex rae RS ey BS Pi wee: — Ss ee tidhhar, or 

it was but natural tor “ an ey ea PRAT NY Sd 4 AE asnhobshur. 2 . = Cte Axe 3 Ae ‘ i 2 Hiram to expect, in all Rk BN oe A ae UNF ty Ee Beams and rafters of 
conscience. True, Hi- LS Se AS Ne Mi Ae Ua fo 2" > houses in David’s time 
ram had been repaid eo y : ae >. 3 iy \ SR were of either cypress 
in food for his house- ee es ae oy SQN Se, or fir wood, as were hold throughout the SE Secor LON to Sieg ne oS their musical instru- fhe From a drawing by Gustave Doré hi 1 years of their covenant, ; ments; ships also were . . Warring against the trees of God. Solomon’s vast army of Israelites a and a lumberjack will B96 aes built of the one or the eat abut Eitan oiche hewing and hauling the Cedars of Lebanon for the building of the Tem- other kind (2 Samuel at. a cha- . amu . . i. ple of Solomon, a task which required seven years a ‘ im grin and disappoint- 6:5; Ezekiel 27:5; 
ment may be imagined 1 Kings 5:8, 10; 2 
when he went for to see this gift of his friend and co- Chronicles 2:8). The cypress tree of the King James’ 
leaguer to find merely twenty poor, straggling villages, each Version (Isaiah (44:14) is rendered holm-tree in the Re- g geting 

(Continuing on page 765) 
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_ : _ _ a . iia 7 f : From a drawing by Timothy Otls ‘Paine, LL. D. 

The Temple of the Forest of Lebanon, in the world-famous structure built by Solomon. The giant pillars were hewn from 
the Cedars of this famous forest of the Holy Land
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Trees of the Bible REGULATION 
(Continued from page 717) | a ~ 1 

|» Sees STATES 
Sa ' (he ss 

vised Version, the Hebrew word in this in- either side yielding fruit every month “whose ‘ “ees id Forestry 
stance being tirzah. This root word, tirzah leaf shall not fade, neither shall the fruit BA Lt Style 

(ilex), is, however, obsolete in Hebrew and thereof be consumed . . . and the fruit <N a i Uniform 
nothing in philology seems to indicate what thereof shall be for meat, and the leaf for oS ral 

particular trees are meant. Yet, cypress medicine” (47:12).. John, in Revelations 22, ; i é rey No guess- 
trees there were. draws much the same word picture and, in "ae : a = ‘ : a: = work when 

The word ’oren, a fir, occurring in the 2:7, calls it “hidden manna.” The Book £ os you buy an 

same verse, has been rendered ash in the Re- of Enoch, thought to have been written in ty outfit here— 
vised Version, and may be the maritime or the second or first centuries before Christ, “4 =i It will look 
stone pine frequently found there at the says the Tree of Life “has a fragrance be- E FA} ovo h Cache 
present time. yond all fragrances; its leaves and bloom Ss a nue > 

F A es <> right, wear The word berosh, for fir trees, has been and wood wither not forever; its fruit is icon YO} right and— 
applied to several trees, among them the beautiful and resembles the date palm, and ae ost) | Be 
pine, the tall juniper, and the wild cypress. it is permitted no single mortal to touch this . € mee RIGHT— 
The last two would seem to meet all require- tree . . . until the time of the Great : 
ments, but the wild cypress, still to be found Judgment.” Sy pony et OF oe 5 . s 0} 
in Lebanon, is more favored as the probable The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and De Sth es aud prices | altathed 
choice. Evil has not, it seems, received the same at- Write for our Special Forest 

The plane tree, ’armon, is rendered chest- tention from the Chronicler, possibly on the Service Suit Offering 
nut in the 1611 Version (Genesis 30:37; theory that sufficient information had been SMITH-GRAY 

Ezekial 31:3). The tall, thick stem of the diffused. The “tree of wisdom,” it is called 740-4 Broadway New York 

horse chestnut of Persia may have led to in the Book of Enoch, “fair and beautiful 
this inte tati ‘ ‘ i and of a ravishing look from which our 

a ee yy ores Ficeare ee ena hoary first parent aid our aged first mother FOREST-FIRE DETECTION and may bepscen son the grounds of the Capitol P g a FIGHTING EQUIPMENT 

at Washington, D. C., as well as of the ate and found the knowledge of wisdom If you do not find just the type you want adver- 

plane tree, orientalis platanus. and their eyes were opened.” Enoch further a in American Forests AND Forest Lire 

The terebinth of Hosea 4:13 was an elm compares it to the Johannes bread tree, “with "Service Department 
in the earlier Version, but the translation for fruit like a cluster of grapes, very good, and THE AMERICAN FORESTY ASSOCIATION 
the poplar tree remains the same for both. the fragrance of the tree spreads far around.” Washington, D. C. 

“They burn incense upon the hills, under oaks Paradise itself is mentioned in the Scrip- 
and poplars and terebinths, because the tures only with reference to a forest (Nehe- 
shadow thereof is good.” miah 2:8), or an orchard (Ecclesiastes 2:5; RAILS 

The poplar tree, libhneh, the white moun- Canticles 4:13). For some of us it would be Railroad Equipment and Accessories 

tain, the root of Lebanon, was doubtless a Paradise indeed. | . Pip tieaey ae 
tree on Lebanon, and yet the Arabic word, (In the January issue Miss Borah traces’ | Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Co. 
libna, the storax, means a shrub. This tree ‘he oak tree through the Biblical narrative 511 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo. 
is said to have been common in the Valley of the Old Testament.) 28-page Bulletin showing real bargains sent gratis. 

of the Jordan, and is now found growing at — : 

Banias, as well as some fine examples to be | a - 

encountered, in the Ghor, for instance, with || ae y 
 pmpeeriseair . fa enone sete eri omen etveerec ier | PREVENT © 

it was deemed by the Arabs the best wood || a 4 aa i 
from which to make charcoal for gunpowder || Uh ded 7 a Xi 4) 

: | Aj et EE Fi 
has rendered this tree almost extinct, the | EE a ciate 

Turkish government at one time having 

levied a tax which might be paid in char- 

coal. 

Not least in importance among the ever- —/T PAYS 

green trees of the Old Testament are the BIT--- 

Tree of Life and the Tree of the Knowl- 

edge of Good and Evil. It is significant of | eee) ard blna adie . . . 

the interdependent relation between people pees Toward eliminating the fire evil. At- 

and trees that, when two great truths were | i 1 5 tractive signs prominently displayed 
fol bet made Buownlethe symbalbuecd wasythe throughout the forest will remind the careless of the danger of fire. 
ire Let us supply you with signs that carry a forceful message. Used 

. . and endorsed by the forestry departments of 36 states. The Tree of Life of the Book of Genesis —e sry cep : 
may well have had its inception in the story These signs are on a heavy, waterproof fiber paper stock, with 
of the dreevof lke of Persia or of India. of reinforced edges for tacking. They will withstand weather for 

ae ? more than six months. Send for prices and samples. 
which if a man ate or drank he took on | 

immortality. Ezekial pictures the ideal state ¢ 1 ¢ 2 $ ant Messianic Age av a plae where ate, | INational Printing & Engraving Co. 
giving river flows from the sanctuary of ROOM 1512 7 S. DEARBORN ST. CHICAGO, ILL. 
God, and having trees upon its banks on eee eee Jee | 

Mention AMERICAN Forests aNp Forest Lire—It Helps
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Sacred old olive trees in the Garden of Gethsemane 

IV. The Olive T d the Fi ; e Olive Tree and the Fig 
By ApeELAIpE Borau 

““ AND over the olive trees that yay Se fi region in modern Palestine. A great 
. . yo = RO 24 Tstth, . . 

were in the low plains was af Ps ek number of these ancient olive trees are 
Baal-hanan the Gederite: eg Pe ‘ ‘ . ee still standing near Bethlehem, as well 

and over the cellars of oil was es of AK AS . ea as some fine old specimens near Gaza. 
Joash” (1 Chronicles 27 :28), trusted i re | eee SS ‘ a A grove of these old trees pre- ene se — ino’s | Se Seo eo serits: ae ” . : a of jay batt of Ly ee yy es J vA y : ; oa sents a striking picture with their 
wea th, or t e kings of Israel ha 1 Gy | KEE oS ae gray-evergreen foliage, silvering in 
e.tensive oliveyards. At one time i, Ad | “a” : ASS heal the light, their soft gray trunks, 
twonty thousand baths of oil were eS Ls oe & net sometimes hollow, knotted and 
pledged by Solomon to Hiram for od = ag na nat gnarled like worn hands, their _, 
his servants, the hewers that cut ol Aa IOS Ss ae 1G Vo branches covered in spring with a: 

7 : = eh AS SR oo aaa (YS ‘ 2 timber (2 Chronicles 2:10). The baa | ee ng is oe Yee fy \ | mass of white flowers very like the 
handling of olive oil in such quanti- oo | x . a \ < . p Yi wv little white blossoms of our familiar 

ties must have been an interesting ee : y AC y x ‘ privet bush, and growing from the 

spectacle in that day, and from the i : Ro) iS j lps = x axils of the leaves, to fall in clouds 

number of rude oil and wine presses i. SY — Ve bs in the slightest wind. 

cut from solid rock found lying about cs —————y, Nt The young olive shoots come up 

near Gezer, it would appear that SS ee about the old parent tree, growing 

larger groves had been cultivated in An old print of Noah receiving the dove directly from the roots and ranging 

Biblical times thereabout than in any with “an olive leaf pluckt off” round the older tree like children 

155
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about a table. “Thy children like olive plants round thy the palmerworm devour them, as set forth in the Book of 

table” (Psalms 128:3). These young suckers are of course Amos. At last, when the boughs bent beneath their rich load 

wild and must receive grafts of branches from the cultivated and the watcher stationed on the hillside sent down the word 

olive tree before they are capable of producing the glisten- to hurry, the time was here, nothing was allowed to inter- 

ing oily berries, and even this does not come to pass before vene—men, women, children ran with all might to the olive- 

twenty-five or thirty years have gone by. Only one or two yards to help shake the berries down “‘lest the labor of the 

of the shoots will be so treated, the others being cut away— olive should fail” (Habbakuk 3:18). 

an interesting phase of olive tree culture admirably brought When the olive tree was shaken, there were left therein by 

out by Paul (Romans 11:16:25). the harvester “gleanings, two or three berries in the top of 

Probably millions of olive trees were already under culti- the uppermost bough, four or five in the outmost branches 

vation when the Israelites came into the land: “And I of a fruitful tree” (Isaiah 6:17); just as, when the reapers 

gave you a land of vineyards and oliveyards which ye planted went forth to harvest grain, some sheaves were left on the 

not” (Joshua 24:13; Exodus 23:11; Nehemiah 5:11; 9:25; ground for the poor who followed after them in the field. 

etc.). They soon found that they must work the ground if Treading the olive to express the oil is mentioned in Micah 

they would eat of the fruit, piling the earth high against the 6:15, and this method is still said to persist in some primitive 

roots, and guarding the trees both day and night lest an Bedouin settlements. The yield from an ordinary tree 

enemy come and destroy them. ‘They learned, too, that the _ has been estimated at fifteen gallons in its season which comes 

olive tree is especially fruitful in shallow ground, as in rocky in alternate years. 

a4 ae 
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The Mount of Olives from which a great light, fed by olive oil, blazed to announce the coming of a new moon 

ground with little soil, perhaps only a few inches, covering “The light of other days” was the olive oil lamp. In 

rocks usually of limestone. They came to know that the olive oil the Children of Israel lived and moved and praised 

long dry summers and heavy autumn dews were best suited their Lord. The olive oil lamp as a means of illumination 

to their growth, yet many times were they obliged to carry is used today in’ some parts of Palestine. No other was 

water to the roots to keep the trees alive. Nothing short permitted in Holy Places: “pure olive beaten for the light, 

of unceasing care would harvest the crop. Although, some- to cause a lamp to burn continually” (Exodus 27:20). A 

times, despite all diligence, a frost would kill the bud, or great light fed by olive oil and blazing from the Mount of 

a great wind blow off all the blossoms: “He shall cast off Olives announced the coming of the new moon. Olive oil 

his flower as the olive” (Job 15:33) or, if other evils came sufficient for their need was carried by the careful, righteous 

not night, the morrow might bring a hailstorm, or the locust or virgins and they calmly adjured the foolish, carefree maidens
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to go knock at the door of the corner delicatessen if they been heard that day by the astonished citizens of Ophrah in 
would have more (Matthew 25:9). In the Book of Judith the valley below him. Indeed, the resonance of the very 
(15:13) is recorded the interesting note that women threaded _ place has been tested within the last four or five years and 

it is averred that a person speaking in a normal voice from 
é ot aS t any point on the hills thereabout may be easily understood 
ATi St Wass ale by those in the valley. 
ts sey me et e S “ The oil tree, the wild oil tree, the oil willow, ’ec shemen, 
ba, Pia Aigo low Wy on w Y occur in a number of passages (Isaiah 41:19; Chronicles oe EMG 1 SNS wi oe ae, ae ” : e r ae cs, os ae E Ny By i: be $e 27:28; Micah 6:7), and the tree meant is doubtless the Var. ey Ye Ne i SaeTA Sh air aee ! + ° Th br ake p ‘ RO ig ee Oleaster DC, common near Hebron, Samaria, Mount Tabor, Pa Trae ai ot) Erk yea Pst : : Ry He Pe tat = eS ees br > and especially on the Mount of Olives whence branches were RRA GE a r. Rie Rete Pp 

a eee SRR eee h vith ott feanldeoly, shi aid Ris _ ORI Were bs oo gathered with others of wild olive to fashion booths on the ae ai RR oe Spe on eg . / > oo 
ye ast pan Pa Re ORS CLAN fs housetops during the Feast of the Tabernacles. A small 

igi 2 R Mies bran ee ie sea EY tree, the flowers creamy white and sweet smelling, it is often 
j a Tie Oe CBee a at mistaken for the true olive tree, to which it bears however : i S _ 

a \ ye a ae but superficial resemblance, the fruit being round, small, and 
A a : vige = % bitter, and the oil of a quality so inferior to the true olive 

S Pee | oil that the comparison becomes “odorous.” The wood is, ~~ P 
4) ee notwithstanding, hard and fine grained. A i : gens cp es The fig tree, ’enah, may be said to rank second only to eS . i. ‘ . 
ie." me ie ented the olive tree in importance. “And they sewed fig leaves 

Reon BS 44.8 Se Labee oe ne ay ger together and made themselves aprons” (Genesis 3:7). In- RR MS tk Skcieacer acs Et ee 

SAAN cee ye ea z TREO Ste ae Silt i a RR Some Vike ere ene Mie en alle 
‘e tecaambage tac WIR t RS Sind cas Sea eee ee RRR A iis. yy a sae aad eR Ws hea Sree OR NES aaa orden) Ae | FP ia Ne a ge) CONES. 2500 oO? COLT a) ree Oe a Fig ox Se + ee ialan eae acne. asa 
SER RE ENE Ee Bey SEER RECURS ccey Ra, a ae eee. a NS \ ’ a TIENEN ORR CRN” «CF aoe kt. i Fee UA bce 
ARAN WS WAS PARR aero il DS aoe ty Noe Pag eee International Newsreel ee FREE pelts Pa Weare tee 

The tomb of Rachel, guarded by ancient olive trees Ly cee Ny i oe ea | 3 Peet 
SDs ST ons to pene ait ee ‘J 

= . "cae 7 pce | et and festooned olives about their persons on feast days. i pA $y Shes cesT te es 
Nor must the dove among the olive trees be forgotten, for nes eae SY ee 

she has made her home since the beginning, and today, in § i: Be ees te 8 ek he at 
the olive groves near Beirut, an oliveyard of perhaps five eS * Wee pai i a 7 » 
square miles, you will hear their continual murmur among LIARS ikke Ne ‘5 r 

in tae Ay tee | ee ao aes ‘ the trees. It was this known fondness of the dove for the [agai \ 4 Wy, Yes i ey 
i 4 7 . Rea Shs ie ee EB 

olive tree, perhaps, which caused Noah to believe he saw her {ee a : Le at ad ee ys . ei ; . 5 . 5 He caeamme \ ea] 4 arias a dees Cs “aN returning with an “olive leaf pluckt off” in her mouth. {S@eemRD Wp REN Sarl Pa Pay, ia if Fore ; é et oa ey watensh ee - Ne ¥ (Genesis 8:11). Whereas, if, as has been thought by some, feyeecaneen + Sraatiedet, case ce mas hg Kab A 
e . “ ie | SORE eee 88 Ry . A the Ark rested on Mount Ararat, it was more likely a leaf iM ees Mp ( NEN ae eed 3 ry Ne 5 

: ; hic ri aie re LY eee 2 gt Pe eee a from the tamarisk tree which grew in great abundance there. A ee ch J = prey " , 3 4 

In passing it might be noted that the ark which Noah was f y : > a) | s a \Ve, 
commanded to build was to be of gopher wood (Genesis <a e Re Leaf. | A || 
4:14), possibly cypress; and not to be confounded with the re MA an 2 ot ee} ey 

odern gopherwood, which is yellow ash. tC etn) je, SST: LF tes Be Poser MAP AS fe 5 : : . entree gee fo Sees The wood of the true or cultivated olive tree, Zayith, was en 7 ene a BE PEE Best tina 
ved so that the cherubim, the doors and the posts of the 3 +BY > os a CMF gs oe Sis ao bo oe iS 
nple were made of it (Kings 6:23, 31, 32, 33)—today, International Newsreel 

dy the dead or injured wood is utilized, furniture being Olive pickers at work near Jerusalem in what is said to be 
inde fom it. and curios the oldest producing grove in the world RY. ; ; 
The first allegory recorded in the Bible includes the olive teresting, that word “they!” The gentleman in question J q 

tree. You recall the story in Judges 9, how after his could have been no ordinary individual, or was the lady 
father, Gideon’s, death, Abimelech, in order to make him- unusual? It is made quite clear that the family sewing 
self king, slew his seventy half brothers on one stone, and engaged them both—which may explain the story of Lilith; 
how Jotham, the youngest, escaped having hid himself; but or male antipathy for aprons, or strings; or anything. 
afterward he went and stood in the top of Mount Gerizim, The fig tree grew by the dwelling, it is true, but also on 
and there delivered the parable of the trees, which has the nearby hillsides in orchards in company with the olive 
come echoing down the years as clearly as it must have (Continuing on page 190)
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S might be expected, the earliest laws relating to the of the same species. Fourpence was paid for every 

At protection of wild birds in this country “irin ” or ospraye’s head, and one penny for each head of 
originated in a love of sport. In the reign of pie, jay, raven, kite, kingfisher, bullfinch ‘‘ and other 

Edward IV it was enacted that no person should possess birds that devoureth the blowth of fruit.” Also included 

7 a “game” of swans unless he owned land of the yearly in the provisions of this Act were fox and badger, 

»? value of five marks. In the reign of Henry VII it was whose heads were valued at one penny each, whilst 
vor forbidden to take pheasants and partridges on other twelve pence were paid for the heads of “ fitchew, 

people’s land without permission, and no man was polecat, weasel, stoat, or wild cat,” and two pence for 
allowed to take the eggs of sporting falcons and hawks every hedgehog and otter. Amongst other provisions 

out of the nest even on his own land, the breeding places “stares” in dovehouses, and kites and ravens within 

of these birds being protected under a penalty of £10. a radius of two miles of a town were exempted. 

. During the same reign it was also enacted that a heron ~ During the reign of James I an Act was passed for the 

| should not be taken except by hawking, or with the long protection of pheasant, partridge, pigeon, heron, mallard, 
bow, under a penalty of 6s. 8d. for each bird. duck, teal, widgeon, grouse, heathcock, and moorgame, 

In the reign of Henry VIII the privilege of selling or and also for the eggs of pheasant, partridge, and swan. 
buying pheasants and partridges was confined to officers Every person licensed to shoot “hail shot in hand- 

of the Royal Household. More interesting was an Act guns” might procure hawk’s-meat by firing at crow, 

passed during the same reign entitled “ Against the chough, pie, rook, ringdove, jay or smaller birds, but 
Destruction of Wild-fowl,” wherein it is stated : ““ before he must not shoot within 600 paces of a heronry, or 

this time there had been within this realm great quan- within 100 paces of a pigeon house, or in any park, forest, 

tities of wild-fowl as ducks, mallards, widgeons, teals, .° or chase of which he was not the owner. Another Act ) i wh Aas 

wild geese, and divers other kinds of wild-fowl.” The passed during the same reign fixed a time (between oe 

. Act went on to relate that as these were now diminished July Ist and August 31st) when it was unlawful to hawk ~ = 

in numbers it was enacted that it should not be lawful at, or kill any pheasant or partridge on account of the 
for any person between May 3lst and August 31st in damage to crops. 

each year to take any such wild-fowl under pain of a An Act passed in the time of William UI was directed 

year’s imprisonment, and a fine of 4d. for every fowl so against “inferior tradesmen, apprentices, and other 
taken. The eggs were also protected under penalty dissolute persons neglecting their trades to follow 
of a year’s imprisonment and a fine of 20d. for every egg hunting, fishing, and other games to the ruin of them- 

of crane or bustard so destroyed ; 8d. for each egg of selves and to the damage of their neighbours,” rendering 
bittern, heron and shoveller ; and Id. for each egg of them liable for trespass. 

mallard or other wild-fowl. Crows, choughs, ravens, Other Acts passed during the reigns of Anne, George II 

and buzzards were specially exempted from this Act, and George III fixed different close times for wild-fowl, 
and also any other fowl or their eggs “ not comestible pheasants, partridges, and other game birds. 
nor used to be eaten.’ This interesting statute was Th eS fithe Game Act iaeissl led. all 

partly repealed in the reign of Edward VI but revived oe pass ee oe y ‘ “ild as A a oes 2 al 

by James I and continued in force generally until DESY of ae ue one - ae de i ee ee 

repealed by the Game Act of 1831. many of the provisions. Many birds, however, nouply) 
. . the duck tribe, were deprived of protection, and sub- 

An Act of an entirely different nature was also passed sequent Acts were passed to remedy this injustice. Of 
during the reign of Henry VIII, providing for the destruc- these, an Act of 1869 (since repealed) is worthy of note 

| tion of crows, choughs and rooks. By this it was inasmuch as it was confined to certain sea birds ‘* which 
enacted that every parish should provide a net for the of late years have decreased in numbers, so that it is 
capture of these destructive birds, and an annual expedient to provide for their protection during the 
assembly of landowners was ordered for the ensuing ten breeding season.’ ‘Thirty-three species of sea birds 

years to see the destruction duly carried out, and to pay were thus protected between April Ist’ and August Ist 

oo" 3d. for every three old birds of the species enumerated ineach year. Another Act passed in 1872 (also repealed) 
which were brought to them. provided for the protection of 79 species of wild birds 

An Act passed during the reign of Elizabeth was even not included in the Act of 1869, fixing a close time be- 
more sweeping in its provisions. By this, church- tween March 15th and August Ist. Yet another Act of 

wardens were empowered to tax landowners, and to 1876 entitled “ For the Preservation of Wild-fowl ” fixed 

disburse rewards at the rate of one penny for every higher penalties and a different close time. 
three heads of old crows, choughs, pies, or rooks, or for In 1880 an Act of wider scope and greater powers 
every six heads of young birds of the same species taken superseded those of 1869, 1872, and 1876. The “ Wild 

within the parish. One penny was also paid for every Birds’ Protection Act ” extends to all wild birds in or 
twelve heads of “stares” and other “ravening birds near Great Britain and Ireland, and adjacent islands 
and vermin,” whilst twopence was the reward for every except the Isle of Man, the Channel Islands, and St. 
head of “ martyn hawk, fursekyte, moldkyte, buzzard, Kilda ; of course, subject to the special provisions of 
shag, cormorant, or ringtail,’’ and one penny for two eggs the Game Acts. This Act also contains provision.
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applicable to all wild birds, and special provisions for a Bird sanctuaries have been established in various 
privileged number mentioned in a Schedule which places, but this is not enough. The teaching of natural 
contains 85 names and 160 varieties, a close time being history in schools is one good way of educating the 
fixed between March Ist and August Ist. On applica- public, but it is essential that this should be done on 
tion by the Justices in Quarter Sessions the close time the right lines. Children should not be turned into 
might be varied in any county. collectors, nor should they be encouraged to pay re- 

The Wild Birds’ Protection Act of 1894 introduced peated visits to nests during the breeding season. The 

a further important change empowering a Secretary of advantagcs of economic ornithology should be impressed 
State, on application by a County Council, to prohibit upon the gardener and agriculturist. In this respect 
the taking or destroying of any specified wild birds’ eggs other countries, such as America, Germany, Holland, 
within that county, and to add wild birds not included and Hungary are ahead of us. 
in the schedule of the Act of 1880. A further Act in It is a tribute to the sportsmen and landowners of 
1896 extended still further the powers of the Secretary this country that the game preserve is a natural sanctuary 
of State, and subsequent Acts were passed in 1904 and for wild life generally. The county policeman, who has 
1908 rendering the use of pole traps illegal, whilst in a scattered beat, and who is an indifferent naturalist, 
1921 the shooting of captive birds was forbidden, and has little opportunity for enforcing the law protecting 
in 1925 the use of decoy birds and birdlime was the wild birds. This task falls upon the shoulders of the 
subject of legislation. gamekeeper, who scatters many a gang of hobbledehoys 

In 1927 a serious attempt was made to unify and armed with stones, who are searching the hedgerows. 
simplify existing legislation for the protection of wild The exclusion of the public from the game preserve, 
birds. A Departmental Committee appointed in 1913 especially during the breeding season, also ensures the 
resumed its activities in 1919, and as a result of its safety of nesting birds; and the destruction of natural 

recommendations Advisory Committees of ornthologists enemies, such as stoats and weasels, grey squirrels and 
and business men were formed in England and Scotland, cats, sparrow hawks and little owls, saves the lives of 

+ the former being under the chairmanship of Viscount thousands of useful insectivorous birds each year. 

Grey of Fallodon. As a result of their labours a Bill Too often the reduction in numbers of rare birds is 
was presented to Parliament for its second reading on placed to the discredit of the gamekeeper. Rather 
March 25th, 1927. should the blame rest upon the shoulders of the egg 

This proposed to sweep away nine old Acts and collector, who, more than any other, is responsible for 
innumerable orders and to reduce order from confusion the disappearance of such birds as the chough, buzzard, 
by dividing birds into three categories, viz.: 1, rare birds raven, golden eagle, osprey, dottrel, and Kentish plover. 
protected throughout the year, together with their nests In conclusion, the soundest principle of bird protection 
and eggs : 2, birds protected during a close season ; and would be to ensure total protection for all species 
3, birds with a general protection during a close season, (excluding game birds) throughout the year. Specific 
but with eggs unprotected. exceptions, varying from county to county might be 

The serious objection to such a Bill was that it afforded made to cover interests of national importance, and a 
protection to a comparatively few rare or relatively “black list ”’ of a few definitely harmful species might be 

. scarce birds, leaving the commoner varieties to look after appended. This is the principle of the Wild Birds 
themselves. Some birds, notably the lark, would find Protection (Scotland) Bill, a close season being enume- 
themselves in a worse condition than under the existing rated for quasi-game birds, such as geese, ducks, snipe, 
legislation. Considerable criticism was evoked, and woodcock, capercailzie, curlew and golden plover. Power 
naturalists themselves were divided, so that, although is given to the Secretary of State for Scotland to amend 
the Bill passed its second reading it failed to find a the list of birds mentioned, and if this Bill becomes law 
place in the Statute Book ; and the existing legislation the taking of wild birds generally, in Scotland, will be 
was continued. prohibited except under an order of the Secretary of 

To the uninitiated our wild birds would appear to be State. 
suffering from an excess of legislation without adequate H. J. W. 
protection being afforded. There is frequent evidence ae 
that the numerous Acts and Orders in existence fail to 
preserve even specially scheduled species. Police pro- a a nn ST 
tection is of little avail to wandering bitterns, hoopoes, 

and other rare birds, whose arrival in this country is 
marked too often by obituary notices in the Press. S PO RT| N G AN D 
In spite of protests, little effort is made to punish the 
transgressor or to advertise the illegality of his action. 
The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, a few ah RAV E i B O O K S 
Members of Parliament, and a growing body of the 
public interested in our national assets are striving to 
secure adequate protection, but the majority of our a, ne 
egislators are apathetic, and not a few are hostile. Of LIST ON APPLICATION 
this the failure of Lord Grey and others to effect reform Sa aa 
by the condensation, simplification, and unification of 
existing legislation is proof enough. Most people like ROWLAND WARD, LTD., 167, PICCADILLY, W.1. 
to see and to hear birds, but they will not take any 
steps to assist in their protection. —
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN Walt? 
MADISON yer” 

DEPARTMENT OF 

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE February 26, 1936. cee 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

New Soils Bldg. 

Deer Aldo; 

Many thanks for the letter of von Vietinghoff-Hesch 
which I have copied, The data he gives us is quite interesting. 

Also many thanks for the other letter you wrote me 
before, We will keep this informetion for future uses, 

Yours truly, 

PREVI 
eo 

AGS:R



VOGELSCHUTZWARTE 
we 

N " 
a Zi NESCHWITZ SA., DEN ay, 

LANDESVEREINS SACHS. = : \¥ RY 
ehoEl . HEIMATSCHUTZ 287, 1.56 @ 

FORSTMEISTER DX. FRHK, V. VIETINGHOFF-RIESCH Mister Aldo Leopad ts 

BANE VEROINDUNG: Professor of Game Menagement 

LANDSTAND. BANK BAUTZEN Unive rsity of Wiscons in 

KONTO VOGELSCHUTZWARTE NESCH WITZ Chllege of Agriculture 

FERNRUF: NESCHWITZ 333 Madison, Wisconsin 

1532 University Avenue 

Dear Professor Leopold! 

Vielen Dank fiir Ihnven Brief,und auch dafiir,daB Sie ihn 

mir in “nglisch schrieben.Ich bin cben dabei,mithilfe einer 

jungen Dsme energisch englishh zu lernen,wiirde Ihnen auch 

in Englisch antworten,wenn ich etwas mehr Zeit hatte. 

Zuverlissige Nachrichten uber Falknerei in Spanien vor dem 

BRinbruch der Araber haben wir nur eine:Isidor von Spanien kannte 

sie dort im 7.Jehrhundert(Opera omnia.Paris 1601) Vielleicht 

kann Ihr Freund sich dieses “egk in einer der Universitaten 

beschaffen. 
Robf Krake(Dinemark)trug auch schon im 7.Jahrh.den 

Falken auf der schulter. j 

dehrscheinlich ist die falknerei neath Europa durch den 

Bainbruch der Hunnen(Mongolen)in der Volkerwanderung Brauch 

geworden,doch ist sie wohl schon vorh r bekannt,wenn auch 

nicht allgemein angewendet gewesen.Die Araber haben sie also 

nicht als erste nach Spanien oder muropa gebracht. 

venn Sie N&heres dartiber wissen wollen,schreiben »ie 

mir bitte. 
Ich sandte Ihnen iiber Professor Heske vor etwa 6 Wochen 

eine groBe Abhetidlung jiber Falknerei zur Verdffentlichung mit 

tiber 50 Abbildungen.ich bin etwas besorgt um das Schicksal 

dieses Manuskirptes,da Sie es in Ihren Brief nicht erwahnen 

und wire Ihnen sehr dankbar,wenn Sie mir den lmpfang bestatigen 

konnten und mir mitteilen kon: ten,wo es im Druck erscheinen 

wird. 
Wir alle griiBen Sie hergzlich und Genken gern an die 

Page,die wir mit Ihnen gemeinsam -uf der Beizjagd und in 

Drésden-vharandt verlebt naben, zuriick.Ich habe jetzt meine 

Vorlesungen tuber Natursehutz in Tharandt. aufgenomuen. 

Mat den herzlichesten GrtiBen und 

Falknerheil ! 

Yours sincerely 

t ' 
h Whiff -



1532 University Avenue 
February 15, 1936 

Far, von Vietinghoff-Riesch 
Estate Neschwitz by Bautzen 
Saxony, Germany 

Dear Baron Vietinghoff: 

Let me hasten to tell you that the mamscript on 
falconry came in due time and is now being translated by Mrs. 
Frederick N, Hamerstrom of Necedah, Wisconsin, As soon as the 
translation is completed, I will submit it to some proper period- 
ieal for publication. I am sorry that I delayed its acknowledg- 
ment. I got myself all tied up in the completion of some of my 
German articles. 

I am interested and pleased that you have traced German 
/ faleonry back to the 700's, I am sending your letter to 

Dr. Solalinde with the request that he return it to me when he 
has noted your several points. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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Gane Practices in Ancient Mexico 

Digest of “History of the tae of Mexico" by William H. Prescott. 
New and Revised Ed, (1575). U. of Wis. Library 

Orville 3. Lee 5/10/36 

p. 7. “In the time of the Aztecs, the table-land was thickly covered with 
larch, oak, cypress, and other forest trees,....% 

"Indeed, the carly Spaniards wade indiscriminate war on the forests." 

Pp. 37. “{t was @ capital offense to remove the boundaries of another's lands..." 
No trespass laws are mentioned, however, 

p. Yl. “Wild animals and birds" were offered for taxes. 

p. 42. Pootnote: 40 tiger skins are listed as iteus of tribute (taxes). 

p. 43. A large map of the area was used to check on the assessing of taxes, 

p. 44, "Fresh fish was frequently served at Montezuma's table in twenty-four 
hours from the time it had been taken im the Gulf of Mexico, two 
tmndred miles from the capital,” It was carried by couriers. 

p. T7. In some coremonies “the alters of the diety were stained with no 
bieod save that of animals." 

Hootnote 22: “suong the offerings, quails may be particularly noticed, 
for the incredible quantities of then sacrificed and consumed at 
many of the festivals.” 

p.156. “Phe table was well provided with substantial nents, specially game, : 
among which the most conspicious was the turkey...." 

ees "the Spaniards saw immense mumbers of turkeys in the 
domestic state, on their arrival in Mexico, where they were more 
comuon than any other poultry, ‘They were found wild, not omly in 
New Spain, bat all along the continent, in the less frequented 
places from the Northwestern territory of the United States to 
Panama, ‘he wild turkey is larger, more beautiful, and every way an 
incomparably finer bird than the tame," 

p.l37. There were "severe penalties against the destruction of the woods, 
with which the country was well covered before the conquest." 
Ground was well managed also.. 

p.146, ‘they wove (with cotton) “the delicate hair of rabbits and other animals..." 

p.185. Negahauleoyotl (1400-1470) (Imperor) “followed the hardier pleasures 
of the chase in the noble woods that stretched for miles around his 
villa, flourishing in all their primeval majesty."
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p. 189, “The royal forests were very extensive in Tezuco (opposite Mexico 
City east of lake), and were guarded by laws full as severe as 
those of the Norman tyrants in England." (People were punished 
by death for trespassing in them.) 

p. 190. Later (1465 approx.) the emperor “mitigated the severity of the 
forest laws, s0 as to allow persons to gather any wood they might 
find on the ground, if they did not meddle with the standing timber," 

Pp. 333. North of Vera Crug there “were geen deer and various wild animals 
with which the Spaniards were unacquainted..... ‘They saw, also, 
pheasants and other birds; among then the wild turkey..." 

Pp. 398. “The soil was well protected by woods,....the invaders soon after 
the conquest swept away the magnificent growth of timber....." 

(Near Tlatlaugnitepec.) 

Volume II. 

Pp. 11. "Not a rod of land Wut was under mltivation and the soil--an 
wmeommon thing on the table-land--was irrigated by mmerous 
stresms and canals, and well shaded by woods...." (Near Gholula 

: outside of valley of Mexico.) 

p. 49, Deseription of the Valley of Mexico: "Stretching far away at 
their feet were seen noble forests of osk, syearore, ani cedar, 

and beyond, yellow fields of maize and towering maguey (century 
plant) intermingled with orchards and blooming gardens,..." 

p. 52. ‘The Spaniards were offered "robes of delicate furs and feathers." 

p. 53. In the midst of the valley there were "noble woods" and “orchards 
glowing with autumnal fruits, of unimown names..." 

p. 62. In Iztapalapan there was a “huge reservoir of stone, filled to 
a considerable height with water well supplied with different 

sorts of fish," 

p. 83, The Royal Palace of Montezuma had some walls hung “with the dins 

of wild onimale." 

p. 114, The Zuperor had an immonse aviary and “a separate building was 
reserved for the fierce birds of prey; the voracious vulture- 

tribes and eagles of enormous size whose home was in the snowy 

solitudes of the Andes. Wo lese than 500 turkeys, the cheapest 

meet in Mexico, were allowed for the daily consummtion of these 

tyrants of the feathered race." 

"Agjoining the aviary was a menagerie of wild snimals gathered 

from the mountain forests, and even from the remote swanps of the 

tierra caliente.......the collection was atill swelled by a great 

momber of reptiles and serpents remarkable for their size and 

venomous qualities.....The beasts and birds of prey were provided 

with apartments large enough to allow their moving about... The 

whole was placed under the charge of numerous keepers, who 

acquainted themselves with the habits of their prisoners and pro- 

vided for their comfort and cleanliness."
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p. 116, "Ten large tanks, well stocked with fish, afforded a retreat 
on their margins to various tribes of waterfowl, whose habits 
were so carefully consulted that some of these ponds were of 

salt water, as that which they most loved to frequent." 

p. 117. ‘"‘Montezuma's gardens stretched for miles around the base of the 
hills." 

p.- 120. "The royal bill of fare comprehended, besides domestic animals, 

geme from the distant forests...." 

p. 130. Hunters and fishermen were noticed at the main market. 

Pp, 133. At the main market “animals, both wild and tame, were offered for 
gale.....meats of all kinds, domestic poultry, game from neighbor- 
ing mountains, fish from the lakes and streans,...* 

p. 175. Timber in the royal forests was félled to mild Spanish boats. 

p. 180. Montezuma was fond of the chase. "He had large forests reserved 
_for that purpose on the other side of the lake (Tezeuco)." 

; p. 181. "The royal chase was well stocked with game; some of which the 
emperor shot with arrows, and others were driven by numerous 

attendants into nets, "10 

Footnote 10: "He sometimes killed his game with a tube, a sort 
of air-gun, through which he blew little balls at the birds and 
rabbits." Vol. It 

p. 400. ‘he Agtees had no useful domesticated animals according to 
Prescott, but he states in a footnote: “Gomara speaks of a 
nation, dwelling about 40° north latitude, on the northwestern 
vorders of New Spain, whose chief wealth was in droves of 
these cattle (bison--"oxen with a hump on the shoulders"), 
from which they got their clothing, food, and drink, which 
last, however, appears to have been only the blood of the 

animal ."
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The Medieval Forests of England and Their 
Government 

By R. P. HOLDSWORTH, ’28 

Still in its original parchment bind- in the constitutional crisis of the 13th Although historians differ as to the 

ing, its leaf edges grimed by the dust and 14th centuries. One may regard period when a distinct fabric of forest 

of forgotten libraries, its text in Black the forest as a melancholy and decisive law becatne extant in England, there is 
Letter complete from title page to finis, witness to the brutality of the Norman but little doubt that it was a matter of 

with a worm hole or ‘two for good Conquest, as an illustration of the long and gradual development, probably 
measure, John Manwood’s ‘Treatise on despotic authority of the Norman and dating back to the Danish Kings of 

the Lawes of the Forest” is directly Angevin Kings, as a cause of the hos- England and coming into sharp _his- 

responsible for this little sally into the tility of the Barons and higher clergy torical focus with the realization of 

forests of Medieval England. towards the Crown or as a ground for Magna Charta. The heavy yoke of the 

| It is an intriguing old work, filled the hatred felt by the people towards forest laws galled the shoulders of the 

with English forest lore (and laws) of the King’s officers. But from every Englishman and, as _ Petit-Dutaillis 

the Middle Ages. A perusal of its pages point of view the forest is equally points out, the smouldering unrest 

eannot fail to awaken one’s interest in worthy of study.” burst into flame during the political 

the forests and forestry of the stirring The Medieval forests of England were crisis of the 13th and 14th centuries. 

Magna Charta period, when kings made’ so outstanding in their time as ex- It must not be understood that all 
forests and the commoner bore the yoke samples of despotic rule that even today, English forest land was subject to for- 

of the “Forest Lawes.” Let us glance «with despotism flourishing in the world, est law. This law applied only when 

at a few of the 20 chapter headings and it would be difficult to match, for out- the King had thrown arbitrary bound- 

subheadings, remembering as we do so right tyranny, the autocratic harshness aries around certain vast areas. It is 

that Manwood’s work was published in of ancientforest law. > difficult to. make any general statement 
1598 and that he then expressed regret Forests, were ereated by Kings at as to the acreage under administration 

that the lore he was offering to the their own pleasure. On a Monday land- at any<one time, but probably at least 
public had “so long been raked up in owners might rejoice in their fields, 75 reat forests were reserved to the 

the ashes of oblivion.” weeds and pastufés, and their freedom crown during the very early years of 
True barrister, he squared away at to use them as they saw fit, to graze the 14th Century. These forests fluctu- 

once by defining a forest—a definition their cattlé, to harvest their timber, to ated in number and size with the re- 

which shall presently be repeated—and hunt the forest game—in general to quirments of the different Kings. 

went of to say “Of what things a for- haye full rights in their property under The River Trent was the boundary 

est doth chiefly consist’; “How a forest thé*Common law. separating the two great Forest admin- 
is made and what dothsmake the same On a2.Tuesday all might be changed, istrative districts. Royal Justices ad- 

a forest’; “In what places forests ought the King having decided to enclose the ministered the forest laws to the North 

to be made”; “The antiquities of for- estate within the boundaries of a Royal and South of Trent. 

ests"; “Who may make a forest”; “Who Forést, or as the term was, to afforest For each forest there was a Forest 

may have a forest’; “Which are beasts the property. No longer had the owner Warden appointed by the King. Under 
of forest or beasts of yenerie’; “What the free and unrestricted use of his him served forest officers of various 
is venison”; “Of the meetes and bounds lands. He could build no fences, cut Yranks—Riding and Walking Foresters, 
of the forest’; “Of woods and coverts no wood, hunt no game without specific Verderors, Agisters (grazing inspec- 
of the forests and their differences’; authority from the Forest Officers of tors), Rangérs, Woodwards, and others. 

“How and in what sort men may cut the King. His rights as a free-holder To describe the perquisites and duties 
down their woods within the forest’; were abrogated. The forest laws blan- of these officials (who were usually 
“What forfeiture and punishment doth keted his property with the severest hated for their officiousness) would re- 

grow to him that doth commit waste kind of regulation. Forest Courts and quire more space than is now available. 

within the forest”; “Of keeping dogges forest officers now governed a large The three forest courts corresponded 

within a forest’; ‘Nuisances of the for- part of his personal and economie life roughly to our police court, grand jury 

est”; “How and in what manner Hue and existence. hearings, and to the Federal District 
and Cry shall be made after an offender Se F. H. M. Parker speaks briefly Courts. The last kind of court was 

of the forest’; “Of the Courts of the and to the point, when he says “The known as the “Eyre,” or The Court of 

[ Forest in General and the officers there- term ‘forest’ conveyed an abstract idea. Justice Seat, and was presided over by 

+ to attendant”; “That the Lawes of the Land became such by the stroke of the a Royal Itinerant Justice. These were 
} Forest differ from the Common Lawe pen—not by physical change. The only the Courts of last resort and often dealt 

{ of the Realm’; and “Of the authoritie difference was that after an area was out justice from a stacked deck. 
E and dignity of the Lord Chief Justice of afforested it became subject to certain The possible offences against the for- 

the Forest.” specific laws.” est laws were legion. But principally 

These few items from the table of Manwood thus defines a forest: “A they involved direct offenses against 

contents point to the stern importance forest doth consist chiefly of these foure the forest game and indirect offences 

of the forest at this early time. Charles things, that is to say, of Vert, Venison, against it such as cutting forest cover, 

Petit-Dutaillis, learned commentator on particular lawes and priviledges and of cultivating forbidden areas, building 
the constitutional history of England, certain meete officers . . . .” Coke, fences, grazing domestic stock to the 

writing in 1914, said “The Institution writing only a few years later, said that injury of the wild deer, and so on 

of the Forest, established by the Nor- a forest consisted of eight things, almost ad infinitum, 

man Kings and maintained by the “Namely, of soil, covert, laws, courts, From fines assessed by the forest 

Plantagenets, has strong claims on the judges, officers, game and _ certain courts, from payments made by owners 

attention of the historian. Not only as bounds.” Thus the forest of Medieval to the Royal treasury for the privilege 

an institution characteristic of the England was indeed a most complex of using their own land for their own 
times does it throw valuable light on institution, involving economic, politi- purposes, and from numerous other 
eertain features of Medieval society, cal, and legal factors in an intricate sources the King and his officers de- 

law and administration, but the fact of web of usages rather baffling to the rived a very considerable forest rev- 

its existence led to important results modern forester, enue. In fact, the reputation of the
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Royal Forests as producers of income In 1935, upon his return to Penn State, 
was so great that ill-fated Charles I he was promoted to the rank of associ- a attempted to afforest areas that had ate professor of forestry. Beede is a % SS 
long been disafforested. This move senior member of the Society of Ameri- a ee ae did not add to his waning popularity. can Foresters and of the Canadian ee oF oe The yellowed parchment records of Society of Civil Engineers, and secre- a ee 
these forest courts are still extant for tary of the Class of 1912. & — pe anyone to see and read if he so wishes. In view of his extensive administra- ye" ae 
Phlegmatic indeed is he whose interest tive experience, solid background of Pen Necro aa a2 
is not aroused as he peruses this forestry study, and demonstrated eA Pee Rag 
graphic evidence of a grim past in the capacity as a teacher, Beede’s appoint- | cetera 
age-old story of man and the forest. ment as head of this important and ae ha eC ae Star ens er a One’s interest in this fascinating sub- recognized center of forestry instruction a) gee aise i 
ject grows apace, as volume after will receive widespread commendation. a DEDICATED JULY 10, 1937 oe volume comes to light bearing evidence HHG. a kl ike 
on this important period in the develop- — eee eee ee ment of forest usage. oe. ee er é If John Manwood's “Treatise on the COVER PICTURE Pr te ai Lawes of the Forest” has served no ene ee es : 3 ote 4 eg * other purpose, in this instance, at least, parece ep Penrice sony une icoven et See, Di Re a 33 + it has been a magnet which has at. ‘his issue of the News eae one ne bie he ” a A tracted to itself a growing number of °°¢#S!0n of the bicentennial celebration 

am eset the founding of Yale University. It - - worn old books on the same intriguing °! , TOUMEY MEMORIAL NURSERY sublect: shows the members of the earliest : : 
classes of the School, clad in the Robin The Watersmeet nursery on the 

SS Hood costumes worn in the torchlight Ottawa (Mich.) National Forest was 
procession of October 21, 1901, dedicated to the memory of Professor BEEDE HEADS DEPARTMENT OF James W. Toumey by the United States FORESTRY AT PENN STATE —__. Forest Service on July 10th. Scott 

Announcement has been made of the Leavitt, assistant regional forester, 
appointment of Victor A. Beede, 12, as NRO ENT Region 9 of the Forest Service, presided 
professor of forestry and director of the The School of Forestry began its at the exercises. George A. Garratt, 
Department of Forestry at Pennsylvania  thirty-eighth consecutive year of in- "23, represented the School of Forestry 
State College, to succeed John A, Fer- struction on September 27th, with and, on behalf of the Yale foresters guson, “08, retired. Beede graduated thirty-four students in attendance. living in the nine states comprising 
from Yale College in 1910, and has had Twenty-three of these men are candi- Region 9, presented a bronze plaque, 
a wealth of experience in both public dates for the Master of Forestry degree pictured above, commemorating the and private forestry work and in this coming June, ten are taking the dedication of the nursery. Acceptance 
teaching. first of two year's work for the de- of the plaque was made by Clare Hen- 
Following his graduation from the gree, and one is doing special post- dee, supervisor of the Ottawa National School of Forestry, Beede spent some graduate work. Twenty-four different Forest. The dedication address was 

time travelling in Burope and studied instutions are represented by the stu- made by Stanley F. Wilson, 14, associ- 
forestry conditions in Switzerland, dent body; Massachusetts State Col- ate regional forester, Region 9, who Austria, Germany, and France. On his lege heads the list with five graduates. paid a very fitting tribute to Professor 
return to this country he accepted a Connecticut State College has three Toumey. Other Yale foresters present 
position as forester and secretary of the representatives, and the Universities of at the ceremonies were R. B. Miller, ’08; Massachusetts Forestry Association. California, Idaho, New Hampshire, and W. T. Murphy, §. Rotschy, and J. H. During the next few years, he served as | Washington two each. Stone, '27; E. L. Vinton, '32; and J. C. forest assistant on the Pike National Five additional students are enrolled White, ex-’34. 
Forest, as assistant state forester of in the Graduate School, working for the The James W. Toumey Nursery is in- 
New Hampshire, and as executive seere- Doctor of Philosophy degree in the De- tended to furnish Norway, jack, and 
tary of the New York State Forestry partment of Forestry. white pine and white spruce seedlings 
Association. When the Timberlands to plant the 200,000 acres of denuded 
Mutual Fire Insurance Company was ne land on the Ottawa National Forest 
organized in Maine in 1917, Beede was TOUMEY LIBRARY FUND and has an annual output of fourteen appointed assistant manager. From 1917 a million trees. It covers an area of to 1931, he was connected with the The School has received from Yale  giznty-three acres, forty acres of which 
Brown Corporation, serving as woods EOnesters residing in Region 9 @ dona- are under irrigation. The total length 32 inspector and scaler at Riviere Trois [10M of $14.27 for the James W. Toumey of four-foot seed beds is fifty-two miles, Pistoles, Quebec, as local manager at Memorial Library Fund. This sum providing sufficient area to grow forty- Riviere du Loup and the City of Que- represents the unexpended balance from two million seedlings, and more than bec, and as forester at Berlin, N. H., andthe fund collected by J. H. Stone, '27, to five miles of overhead irrigation pipe 
Quebec. In 1927, he travelled for the finance the plaque presented to the U.S. have been installed. In addition to the 
company in Norway, Sweden, and Fin- Forest Service at the dedication of the forest planting stock, various trees and land, observing woods practices in the J2™es W. Toumey Nursery. shrubs are being grown for landscaping 
pulpwood operations in those countries. — purposes on the Forest, as well as to 

In 1931, Beede joined the faculty of furnish winter food for grouse and Penn State as an instructor in forestry, CORRECTION other game birds: 
and took charge of the work in forest The article entitled “The Forester,” 
maangement. In 1934, he accepted a which appeared in the July issue of the 9 ooo temporary appointment at Yale, during News, was erroneously credited to the 
Professor Chapman’s absence on sab- Park Service Bulletin, The item was ee ce OCT NEWS batical leave, and successfully con- originally published in the Service Letter Subscription price $2.00 
ducted the instruction in forest man- of the Pennsylvania Department of Entered as second-class matter Janu- agement, the senior spring camp work Forests and Waters, and subsequently ary 9, 1913, at the Post Office at New at Urania, La. and the summer camp reprinted in a number of forestry Haven, Connecticut, under the act of course in mensuration at Union, Conn. periodicals. March 3, 1879.
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i MAN’S BROTHERHOOD WITH THE WILD 

By J. B. HARKIN 
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The earliest Egyptian concept of art is represented in this picture of geese — now in the Museum at Cairo. It came from 

the tomb of Ne fer maat at Medum and, — ascribed to the earliest dynasty, about 4400 B. C. — is universally known as 

“the oldest picture in the world” 

wo 

SE 
+" he, oa The heavenly goose, believed 

=e fh by the ancient Egyptians to 

AS lay daily the egg which 

: _ , hatched into the sun 

QS. LY (From Bryant's “Analysis 
Se : LP of Ancient. Mythology") 
SS 

MAN’S first rude attempts at art concerned the creatures primitive man did not develop the benef that between 

of the wild because primitive man lived in the midst of him and certain wild animals there existed an intimate 

the wild things. Animal life was closely interwoven with and very special relationship. Various families or clans 

man’s life, and that close intimacy for countless centuries grew up which believed themselves to be of one blood 

established an extraordinary relationship which civiliza- with their totem, descendants of a common ancestor, 

tion has been progressively and steadily forgetting or bound together by common obligations to each other, 

ignoring. Tt was a relationship that meant vastly more and by a common faith in their totem. 

to a man than a mere consideration of food and clothing, We do not need to go beyond North America to see in 

important as that may have been. We all know that the tribe and clan names among our Indians ample ex- 

Darwin in working out his theory of evolution did much amples of totemism. For instance, the Turtle Clan of the 

to demonstrate that man’s sense of duty, conscience, and Troquois, Crayfish Clan of the Choctaws, Snake Clan of 

the fundamental social virtues were derived to a very the Moquis of Arizona, the Elk Clan of the Omahas, the 

5 considerable extent from the social feelings which are Crows, the Beavers, the Bears and the Eagles. It must 

innate in the lower animals as well as in man. be kept in mind that the connection between a man and 

If modern science has given such recognition to the his totem was considered to be mutually beneficent; the 

influence of wild life on mankind, it has but expressed in totem protecting the man in various ways, giving him 

words what primitive mankind was always expressing signs and omens, and the man not killing or using for 

in acts. his food the animal which was his totem. If under stress 

It appears that everywhere primitive man early began of great hunger a man did kill his totem animal he uttered 

to feel that nature represented a vast agglomeration of an expression of sorrow at doing so, and a plea for for- 

animal tribes and clans, of which man himself was but a giveness. Thus we see a belief on Man’s part in what 

part. The strength of this conception naturally evolved might be termed a sort of supernatural character in 

into totemism. It is doubtful if in any part of the world animal life. 
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As man progressed he still preserved or perhaps ae- verse made but that the world as God’s work in every 
centuated this attitude towards animals, and we find him part might be perfect.” 
giving his gods animal forms. Further, we find him While the ancients seemed to admit without any 
making animal saerifices to various gods, surely signifi- qualifications that animals possess an intelligent soul like 
cant of a belief that animals were a suitable medium for man’s the Christian Church never accepted the view as 
an approach to the Deity. In the middle of the second such though St. Francis of Assisi (1182-1226 A.D.) 
century, A.D., Celsus, a man of great learning and in- restored animal life to a position akin to that of the 
telligence, gave vigorous expression to the idea that universal brotherhood idea held by primitive man. 
the world was St. Francis 
created, not Sar = is perhaps . 2 i aie See ae ne ee ee ee for man alone i 3 7 en ais erties 3 a noone Sin more famous 

p a - : but for all Ae Hi ee ee Saas senses q in the world rs , 4 er ecco athens td pe cee . . living things. 4 ee reas ee ease, nee aoe today for his i = ee ae a eT os An encyclo- r Ree er eB a ee ee 2 attitude to- : . LMM gee ec ee Re A ag ge SIE aie hi ‘ pedia article ee eS Be a ee ae a | wards animal ee ee eee ee ee - : paraphrases ie Gee ee a we Bie eee | life than even 
Celsus’  atti- ae teres a ig Mee ee ee ies sete ee | as the found- 2 Bho et A ie ON ream eee | tude as fol- Mes ey foe ee FO ee oe mee oe | | er of the great Pee a eno eee ee ae OL rome s cane OF & 

lows: Sa ee a ee | religions or- 
“They are RM ae ge a Pets a tee order, — the Pe ac ee a Hee -. wrong in sup- bi Bot Bs pea a a Kory i wnt SOAS Franciscans. 

posing that oi rie Bi ee so ara es ae |) His love for 
the world was 4. <6 Wes eee 9 a of . ee ee ke | animals of all 
made for man. Pua sg a5te te Wd Fs pela cae SMe a kinds was one Arlee ‘ 9. orks oS POS ee en Sahay Bee ets 5 Again it is the ‘ we ae Sen ee y oe 4 eee coe of his most re- 
whole that is BE Pa © ee os Fea ies Se ee | markable and 
eared for. =} fj" ae Pee eC ieee we ed fF] winning char- 
And we can be i ane a es MO ae. Me ba Se: So acteristies. He 
see signs in a BS] i ee wre 4 bs ii Se es vf 3 oer always spoke 
Nature that Ping 34g Ae ee Ee Ke x Se Pe é PY of the birds, z ie. Pia. ee os ta. Se A ‘ are Ya 
animals are ae BM Re ve ing ts eee the bees, the es va | pa 2 I Poy ae Ge ys A PS ene) : equal if not woe be ee ae 4 4 f ss Be | rabbits and s ¥ wa . en ae ee POP ee ee : . 
superior to k by ys ie eee es eS eae | domestic ani- 
man in many ay) eabe PO ee a = - ht | "| mals as_ his 
points. If he of : ps yo N ; E cae || brothers and 
hunts the id Aon Be) age a Peo : sisters. It is 
deer, the lion aes SS SaaS . ah ss : recorded that : ; eee vi 7 fas . a ot ; : hunts him and Fr. ae a Se Ne ass when the birds 
feeds on him. Pek ees ‘ ees 5 tue le: . me sang he said 
Bees have cit- . Lanes ere ia: Od oe = Ss 2 sy x “Our sisters, 
ies and rulers. j Ce oben yer ee ya ayia the birds, are 
Some animals ed oe ngs . Hs ene eae of es ees | pleasing 
speak to each F i & eke ess 3 ae cS hae God.” It is Pe ee Net houiegcg oo \ cage Pee ; other. Some ae sj i oe ge id ye 5 i related of him 
can foretell ere peek ig \ o " Pee Fa 3 e “even wild 
the future. ft ee j A Ste A ee |S C3, wolves came 
Some are re- te Fa | - eee ee eee is ese ie i like lambs and 
ligious. In H Fe a a. Ate = gle ea a a crouched at 
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the universe a eee a. a cee le Pak a? an M4 <o Sat wep: ap co, who in the 
made but that Sa en ee 19th century 
mie pworld’ as St. Francis of Assisi, preaching to the birds — from the painting by Giotto. It became well- 
God’s work was this great saint of the Christian Church who in the 2th century, because of known as a 
might be per- his great love for all animals, restored their status to that of the idea of universal friend of the 
feet in every brotherhood, held by primitive man wild things 
part.” and of all 

In this con- dumb = ani- 
nection the viewpoint is almost universally accepted that mals gathered and published some interesting material 
the writings of Celsus expressed the attitude and opinion which indicated that in the middle ages there persisted a 
that had prevailed throughout the ancient world from view as to animals having definite rights. As early as 
the earliest days. the 9th century formal trials of offending animals were 

Thus primitive man and ancient man seem first sub- held, in which at least an appearance of fairness to the 
consciously and later consciously to have taken the view animals was maintained. In such trials advocates were 
that there existed a great brotherhood among all living appointed to represent the animals, evidence and argu- 
creatures, and that the world was made for all of them, ments submitted and formal judgments rendered. 
—not for man alone. Or perhaps as expressed by Celsus: The story of these animal trials as told by the Countess 

“In fact neither for animals nor for man was the uni- Cesaresco is highly interesting. The following extracts 
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The author's statement that man's first rude attempts at art concerned the creatures of the wild is illustrated by this beautiful 
painting by Charles R. Knight — his conception of Cro-Magnon men — artists of that early race at work in the Cavern of 

Font-de-gaume, at Dordogne, France 

are taken from an article written by her, in “The Mean- liberty ‘notwithstanding that they had seen the death of 

ing of Modern Life”: the boy without defending him’... . .” 
“A good, characteristic instance began on September “An important trial took place in Savoy in the year 

5th, 1370. The young son of a Burgundian swineherd 1587. The accused was a certain fly. Two suitable advo- 

had been killed by three sows, which seemed to have cates were assigned to the insects, who argued on their 

feared an attack on one of their young ones. All mem- behalf that these creatures were created before man, and 

bers of the herd were arrested as accomplices, which was had been blessed by God who gave them the right to 

a serious matter to their owners, the inmates of a neigh- feed on grass, and for all these and other good reasons 

boring convent, as the animals, if convicted, would be the flies were in their right when they oceupied the vine- 

burnt and their ashes buried. The prior pointed out yards of the Commune; they simply availed themselves 

that the three sows alone were guilty; surely the rest of of a legitimate privilege conforming to divine and natural 

the pigs ought to be acquitted. Justice did not move law. The plaintiff retorted that the Bible and common 

quickly in those times; it was on the 12th of September, sense showed animals to be created for the utility of 
1379, that the Duke of Burgundy delivered judgment. man; hence they could not have the right to cause him 

Only the three guilty sows and one young pig (what had loss, to which counsel for the insects replied that man 

it done?) were to be executed; the others were set at had the right to command animals, no doubt, but not to 
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Neolithic Man — as portrayed by the art of Charles R. Knight — when the advance of civilization was marked by more and 
better implements of stone, bone and horn and wild animals were becoming domesticated for the use of man 
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n the Middle Ages it was held that dumb animals had definite rights and ibilities. Are we toda y 
Thus the fight at Montargis in 1371, during the reign of Charles V, 2 shown in this rare old ae “ ue a 
print, In thalexecutlontcf iustices theldogiights| tovtheldeathva Knight wholhied killed|hisimastan Oe Ue ea these rights? And 

why our attitude? 

: Is it not because we 

persecute, excommunicate and interdict them when they have lost the old idea that the world was made for all 

were merely conforming to natural law ‘which is eternal living things and not for man alone? Is it not because 

and immutable like the Divine. The judges were so we are denying the principle of brotherhood that early 

impressed with this pleading, that to eut the case short, man so fully accepted? 
which seemed to be going against him, the Mayor of St. The theory of evolution suggests there is no limit to 

Julien hastened to propose a compromise; he offered a the possibilities of development and advancement in this 

piece of land where the flies might find a safe retreat world. Surely that indicates that the loss of any of the 

and live out their days in peace and plenty. The offer materials man works with, such as dumb animal life, will 
was accepted. On June 29th, 1587, the citizens of St. retard and restrict his own development. Genesis says 

Julien were bidden to the market square by ringing the that when the wild things were reated God found them 
church bells, and after a short discussion they ratified good. If He also gave man dominion over them that 
the agreement, which handed over a large piece of land surely implied man’s responsibility for preserving them 

. 06 ee use of the insects. Hope was expressed to serve the ends of Man and Creation: in other words 
ee e would be entirely satisfied with the bargain. did it not imply the brotherhood idea of primitive man? 

A right of way across the land was indeed reserved, but If man fails therein, what? I commend to all the oft 

no harm whatever was to be done to the flies on their quoted words of Thomas Jefferson: 
own territory. It was stated in the formal contract that “I tremble for my country when I think that God is 
a) aia was ceded to the insects in perpetuity. just; that His justice cannot sleep forever; that con- 
er uae ee Belly when it transpired that, in the sidering numbers, nature and natural means only, a 

ne ame; _ flies advocates had paid a visit to that revolution of the wheel of fortune, an exchange of situa- 

a -vaunted piece of land, and when they returned tion is among possible events; that it may become pos- 
gl ieee See objection to it on the score sible by supernatural interference. The Almighty has 

it was arid, sterile and produced nothing. The no attribute that ean take sides with us in such a contest.” 

NATURE AT WORK 
Clyde Martin, whose forestry experience ranges from India to the Pacific Northwest, where he i y in, ‘ is forester for thi 

Western Pine Association, told the State Foresters at their recent meeting in Boise that, according to the ‘timber acvayi recently 
completed of all timber lands in eastern Washington, eastern Oregon and northern Idaho, natural reforestation is on its way. The 
inventory, he said, covered 30,000,000 acres, only 3.2 per cent of which nature is not now reforesting. 
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In checking the source of the quotation attributed to Bede ( als 
spelled Baede,etc) I find that it was not in Bede'a extension 
but in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles themselves. ‘Bede died in 
135 but someone added to his work later. 

For 671, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (sic) seys: "This year 
happened that greet distruction among the fowls". 

I wonder if he means wild game ? He probably does since 
fowl meant geme birds. Chaucer uses it to mean just birds 
and qualifies it "smalie fowles" when he means songbirds. Maybe 
671 was a low of the cycle! 

Leonard
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Yale Forest School 
October 10, 1938 

New Haven, Connecticut 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
42h University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am taken aback by the kmowledge that damage 
has been done to the set of Bird#lore from the library. It is a 
source of considerable regret that anything of that nature should 
have occurred. I feel responsible for it in as much as I initiated 
the work and have urged its continuance. If there areany costs 
connected with repairing or replacing the volumes, please permit 
me to assume then. 

I found a copy of John Manwood's "Foresé Laws" 
in the library. It was written in 1615 and brings the forest laws 
(actually geme laws) “up to date". Canute seems to have made the 
first concession of the kings game rights for about 1016 he decreed 
that (Ganon 30): "From henceforth, I will that euery free man may 
take his owne vert and venifon or hmnting that hee can get upon 

his owne grotnd, or in his owne fields, being out of my Chafe: And 
let all men refraine from my venerie in every place where I will 
hawe the fame." 

| Manwood says that William the Conqueror confirmed 
| this. However, Beede, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicler, states that 

William deprived all people, except himself, of hunting and adds 
succinctly--"Whereat there was mich grumbling from both rich and 
poor alike". 

Sa 

foek
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Game Management 118 
Aldo Leopold, 1938 

Lecture la: The Role of Deer in the History of Germany 

Thies course deals with the technology of wildlife cropping. 

No technology is significant except as it sheds light on how the 

world is put together, and how it affects our place in the sun. That is 

to say, how it is interwoven with ecology and history. 

We are taught to think we have outgrown wild animals; that since 

Daniel Boone our affairs are interwoven only with tame ones; that engineers 

and chemists are fast destroying even that bond. 

This lecture shows how the culture of Germany--one of the oldest and 

i: most densely populated nations--is, so to speak, built of antlers and 

venison, and that deer are still a part of German life, for better or for 

worse. 

I select one country and one animal simply to be specific. 

Deer and Forests Through 2,000 Years 
Geesar's Gaul, Zhe Urwald (up to 1100) 
28 Primeval oak at "Thingplatz", Maskeau, probably 1,000 years old. 

Forest of that day was mostly hardwood. Caesar's descriptions 
prove this. 

18 Now pure pine. 

122 Haymeadow at Schorfheide. Many openings or heaths. Place names. 
In these grew intolerant herbs and shrubs which are food. 

78 There is no food in pure conifers--only cover. 

251 Feuna of Urwald: red deer 

Roe Roe deer, wild boar 
deer 

119d Wild horse. Anerochs. 

118 Wissent. Bear. / 

115 = -Blch (moose). 

124 Monument to Siegfried and the Wissent at Schorfheide.
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Inscription from "Niebelungen Lied": 

Dar nach sluoce Sivrid schiere einen wissent 
Und einen elch 

Starker ure viere und einen gruninen schelch 
Mit ihr scharpfen geren si wolden jagen swin 

behren und wisende 
Waz kunde Kiieners gesin? ; 

Translation: Here slew Siegfried a bison and an elk-- 
Four strong bulls--and also a great horse. 
With their sharp spears they then set out 
fo slay bears and wissents 
What could be keener sport than this? 

285 This rich pre-feudal fauna was dependent on openings and hardwoods 
for feed. Pop. levels mst have been hatte and high, else our 
ancestors would have starved. 

<—=—-seceseeene teers sun-uasenenepesntssesnsesetstnnseseesnntnpnpantneiennssnninssine 

ayer oe (1100-1400). Agriculture expanding, hunting changed from 
stry to sport. : 

36 ©Introduction of fallow deer, via France. 
Extinction of wild horse and anerochs. #limination of wissent. 

252 Conservation of beech and mast trees, for swine and game. 

286 Deer decreasing. Hunting a mania (baseball, golf?). Bows, nets, and 
dogs used. Hunting entered the speech, dress, manners, architecture, 
customs, and politics of feudal society. No statistics. No complaints 
of damage. : 

eee pentenenseenennnseeeeineentsinensinemennjrissesssehnsesersesespntyusnserenenssssrsutseanasnamut® 

Middle Agee. (The Big High (1400-1618). Game management (wildstand hebunz) 
began 1400, Treaties between estates. Professional "foresters" at every 
court. 

2g (Contract of employment 1545). Clergy were hunters. Records 
(castle) begin. Guest books. Agricultural spreading, deer very high. 

Management: patrol and predator control cnly. 
28h High game was ecol. equivalent of our pioneer period. 
(graph) No complaints of damage till end of period (high capacity of orig. 

hardwoods). 

288 High ended with 30 yrs. war (see graph). 

<acronym sicehasaaetadaecntscaetiatataisi
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The Exploitation (1615-1700) 

60 Story of the Spessart. Protected up to 1605. (Too many deer 
to reproduce oak.) ‘Then slashed to build new castle. Logging 
coincided with high mast year, followed by war and near-elimination 
of deer. Jungle of young oaks. (Interaction of game and politics. ) 

289 Introduction of guns. Reduction of predators. Slashings in forest, 
reduced game, destructive grazing, spread of agriculture. 

281 
ee Famine (1700-1810). High deer and low forest. Deer stayed high 

: till Revolution of 1848. 

116 Slashings. This area (Schorfheide) cut by Frederick the Great; 
no reproduction since because of high deer. 

117 YFavorite hunting ground of Kaiser. Wow of G&ring. 
Bra ended with another low in deer, and beginnings of widespread 
forestry. 

Spruce Mania (1610-1914) 

256 Gotta discovered pure spruce outyielded mixed forest. (This is 
natural repro. of spruce on its native rance.) 

250 But spruce was pushed down by art. planting over hardwood soils-- 
the "Urwald" soils of Caesar. 

63 Wo food. 

78 On sands pine was used. 

18 Clean cutting followed by art. planting (Muskeu). 

282 Some forests changed from 3% to 90% conifers in 50 years. 

80 Deer again increased after 1648, but in this kind of a forest. 

ho Some adjustment might have followed, but for the invention of factory 
wire. Cheap fencing made it possible to fence deer out of critical 
areas, and thus temporize. 

Dauerwala 1914-1938 
3 Later crops of forest failed to mpeat yields discovered by Cotta. 

Litter failed to decay. Sterile blanket. Roots ceased to penetrate 
soil.



oy Many root grafts. "“Podsolization" or “soil sickness." 

166 Insect epidemics sweep through pure stands. 

4 Reaction: "Dauerwald." Natural reproduction, native species, 
native understory. (Quicker decay, self-pruning, stump rotting. ) 
Fewer and better deer. 

95 Woody plants record grazing pressure. Browsed oak. 

Table Our foods in order of palatability. Upper half extirpated from deer 
forests. Place taken by lower half. 

93 Excessive deer stands, kept alive by feeding, intensify the pressure 
on palatable plants. 

142 Food patches widely used. (Jerusalem artichoke). Have same effect. 

79 Protective expedients. Bundling. 

2 Game fence to keep deer out of fields. Upper and nether millstone. 

50 Trap to let deer back in. 

Falcon Return to the natural in both forestry and game management. Revolt 
against mechanical artificialization of wild crops. Vietinghoff: : 
a complete and natural flora and fauna "from the bacteria in the soil 
to the eagle in the air." 

, Conclusion 

Deer history is German history. Political, economic, and social 

events reflect themselves in deer and vice versa. Forestry, agriculture, 

and game are particularly interwoven; a mistake in one affects all; to 

reform one we mst reform all. German game management has varied from 

none to too much, tt the heartfelt interest in wild things has never 

ceased, and is especially active today.



History folder 

Note in Journal of Forestry, Vol. 36, No. 7, duly, 1938, pp. 711-712. 

Early Conservation Creed 

Mencius, the great Chinese philosopher and savant, was born 

372 B.C. It was his custom to present himself at the courts of kings 

and princes and there denounce vice end evil. On a visit to King Hwuy 

of Leang, the conversation turn to the needs of the people. 

Mencius seid, "If the seasons of husbandry be not interfered 

with, the grain will be more than can be eaten. If close nets are not 

- allowed to enter the pools and ponds, the fish and turtles will be 

x \ more than can be consumed. If the axes and bills enter the hill-forests 

4 ye’ only at the proper times, the wood will be more than can be used. When 

® the grain and fish and turtles are more than can be eaten, and there is 

more wood than can be used, this enables the people to nourish their 

living and do all offices for their dead, without any feeling against 

any. But this condition, in-which the-people nourish their living, and 

. do all offices-to their dead without having feeling against any, is the 

\. first step in the Royal way." (Translation into English by James Legge. ) 

Here, three hundred years before the birth of Christ, expression 

was given by Mencius to the fundamentals of conservation which are basic 

today. Is there an earlier recordation of these concepts in any country 

or do they constitute an additional bit of wisdom which mst be accredited 

. to the land of Confucius? 

D. F. McGowan 
Washington, D. C.
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Dear Aldo: 

I thank you very much for your kindness in sending 
me a copy of the Chronology of Wildlife Conservation. I beg 

se you to forgive me for my tardiness in thanking you and more 
yet for my delay in sending to you the information about old 
Spanish laws for conservation of game. But I have been so busy! 

I enclose here some laws of 1258 in Castile. I hope I 
will eventually come across with some more. I have copidfor you 
the paragraphs in Old Castilian and have tried to make « transla- 

: tion of each one. ‘they sound very funny and are very clumsy but 
I wanted to give you a literal translation as I do not really 
understand the exact meaning of them. 10u know more about those 
terms and you will be able to write them out correctly,but 1 
thought my translations might help you. 

Are you going to be here this Summer? I am going to 
teach during the six weeks season. now are all of you? And uste- 
lla? Hope to see you soon, 

affectionately, 

( - 

barely 4



Laws given by Alphonso X "the Learned" for protection 
of game at the Vortes de Valladolid (Castile) in 1258: 

"24, 1tienen por bien en rrazon dela caga deles perdizes e 
delas liebres que non tomen los huevos alas perdizes nin tomen 
la perdiz yaziendo sobre los hueuos nin tomen los perdigones 
fata que sean eguados, e tos coneios e las liebres e las perdi- 

zes que non los cagen con nieue fata que pueda foyr la ceca." 

translation: " ,..in regard to the game of partrtdges end hares 
that they should not take the eggs away from partridges while 
laying on the eggs nor should they take the young partridges 
before pores and the rabbits and th hares and the pertrid- 
ges shofld not be hunted with snow until the time when the game 
can flee." 

"35. Obrosi manda el Rey que ninguno non cace desde las ear- 
nes tolliendas fata Sant Miguel sinon fuere con aue. swt qual 
quier que ninguma cosa destos cotos de la caga passare que pe- 
che por cada uegada que cagare XX mr. e que pierda la caca; e 
el que non ouiere de que pechar esta calomnia que yaga en pri- 
sion del Rey a su merced. Kt si en algunos logesres han mayores 
cotos sobre la caga que les ualan? 

‘Ypanslation: "Also the King corf¥nds that nobody should hunt from 
varnestolendas (three days before Ash Wednesday) to Michelmas . 
unless if it is done with bird of prey. Amybody who any of these 
preventions would overlook should pay for each time he would hunt 
twenty maravedis and the game must be forfeited; and the one 
who did not have means to pay this fine should go into the King's 
prison at his mercy. And, if in some other places they have lon- 
ger limitations on game they should be enforced." 

At the Acedemia de la Historia in Madrid there is kept ano- 
ther copy of this document authorized in 1577.in which it can 
be read,after this paragraph on hunting, another one in referen- 
ce to fishing: 
"rienen por’ bien que: ninguno sea osado de pescar truchas nin 
de las tonrar en ninguna manera del dia Omnium Santorum fata el 
primer dia de marco et el que lo figiere que sea el cuerpo a 
merced del Key." 

uranslation: "...Lhey command that nobody should dare to fish 
trout nor take them in any fashion from All Saints to the first 
day of March and the one who should do it should }ay his body 
at the mercy of the King." 

(Judging by the lenguage of this pseragraph it was also written 

about 1280)



On birds of prey: : 

From the same Vortesof Valladolid of 1258: 

"41.Manda el Key que en razon de los agores que ningino non sea 
osado en eate anno enla era desta carta de sacar nin de tomer acgores 
nin falcones,nin gauilanes sinon fuere de dos negras, et los falco- 
nes quelos non saquen fata el mes mediado de Abril. Kt que ninguno 
non sea osado delos sacer fuera del rregno agores nin falcones nin 
gauilenes, sinon fuere por mandado del Rey, e el qui sacar qual aue 
quiere destas del rregno que peche el aue doblada e demas peche en 
coto cient mr, por cada aue, e el que tomar acgor o gauilen o falcon 
o huevos contra este coto sobredicho que sea a merced del ney." 

translations " whe King commands in regferd te goshawks that nobody 
should dare in this year in which this Charter is given to take out 
or take goshawks, falcons, sparrow-hawks, unless they are (de dos 
negras) of two blacks, and the falcons should not be taken out until 
the middle of April. And nobody should dare to take out of the kingdom 
goshawks; falcons or sparrow-hawks, without the Kings order, and the one 
who would take any of thesé birds out of the kingdom should pay the 
bird double and besides should pay for the limitation (coto) one hun- 
dred maravedis, for each bird, and the one who would tke a goshawk, 
or sparrow-hawk or falcon or eggs against this seid prohibition should 
be put st the King's mercy." 

On forest conservation. From the same document? 

"a2, Manda el +ey que non pongen fuego pora quemar los montes, e al que lo fakkaren faziendo quel echen dentro, e sinon pudieren auer quel tomen lo que ouiere." 

translation: "“he King commands that fire should not be put to burn the forests and the one who is found doing that should be throw in 
jail, and if they could not get him all his property should be taken." 

On fisheries. Same document. 

“43, Manda el Hey que ninguno non eche yeruas nin cal én las aguas 
nin otras cosas ningunas porque mueran los pescados. Otrosi manda el 
xey que enla tierra o son los salmones que non tomen los pequennos que 
hen nombre gorgones. Kt cual guier que alguna destas cosas fiziere que 
sea a merced del Key." 

translations: the King commands that nobody should thrown weeds or lime 
into the waters nor any other things to cause the death of the fish. 
Also the King commands that in the lend where there are salmons the 
small ones that have the name of "gorgones" should never be taken, And 
anyone who any of these things would do should be put at the King' s 
mercy.
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March, 1945 Aldo Leopold "Page Five 

ing We Go in Merrie England’ A Hunting We Go in Merrie Englan 
(Editor’s Note: From a copy of a very rare and lasts till Candlemas (February 2) ; row. But if the hounds can encounter 

“Cyclopedia and Encyclopedia, Complete, that for fox-hunting begins at Christmas, him before he can take his sanctuary, he 
Modern, and Universal Dictionary of Arts and holds till Lady-day (March 25) ; will then stand at bay like a boar, and 

Gisciiition oe, mtguse OR CEE Eee: Ena that for roe-hunting begins at Michael- make good sport, grievously biting and 

150 years ago was taken. Words in paren- ues (September 29) and ends at Christ clanyang, the Gogs) atu mannes of pein 
theses have been inserted by the editor to ex- mas; hare-hunting commences at Mich- fighting is laying on their backs, using 

plain the archaic or little known English aelmas and lasts till the end of Feb- both teeth and nails; and by blowing 

term directly preceding.) ruary; and where the wolf and bear are up their skins defend themselves against 

y ; : hunted, the season for each begins at all bites of the dogs, and blows of the 
UNTING is the exercise or diver- Christmas, the first ending at Lady-day, men upon their noses. And for the better 

sion of pursuing four-footed beasts and the latter at the Purification (Feb- preservation of your dogs, it is good to 
of game. Hunting, considered as an ruary 2). put broad collars about their necks made 

exercise, is perhaps the best that can pos- When the sportsmen have provided of grey skins (rawhide). 
sibly be contrived for strengthening the themselves with nets, spears, and a hunt- When the badger perceives the terriers 
general habit, and procuring health and ing-horn, to call the dogs together; and to begin to yearn him (give tongue) in 
vigour. The season of the year, the time likewise with instruments for digging the his burrow, he will stop the hole betwixt 
of the day destined for the amusement, ground, the following directions will be him and the terriers, and if they still 

and the motion necessary on this occa- of use to them in the pursuit of each continue baying, he will remove his couch 
slo be all ey ene ip a sort of game. into another chamber, or part of the 
restoration and continuance of health. e ing. ¥ st begin wi burrow, and so from one to another. 

It is besides of no small importance to Aenea ne Anh or eee barricading the way before them as they 

have the mind recreated Me ee as He animal) and burrows where he lies, and retreat, until they can go no further. If 
body is emercised, for j this admirably Bae: aleaetonnonshine night go endian ; you intend to dig the badger out of his 

assists the due circulation: of the eee all the burrows, except one or twa aad burrow, you must be provided with the 
through the minute canals destined) for therein place some sues fadtened: with same tools as for digging out a fox; and 
their conveyance; and there are few peo; 4) Ving strines. which may shut him  Pesides, you should have a pail of water 
ple not utterly abandoned to idleness and Raye Soot as fe Cancer ee Ba Sonic to refresh the terriers, when they come 
debauchery of some kind or other, who BR ae sapee se hon eae too Sue Pie out of the earth to take breath and cool 

do not perceive a spontaneous flow of Anouthioniie Gea he RoCtae aed ie themselves. It will also be necessary to 
spirits when they ride at or about the j01.. and as soon as PHe Wed er is in. Put collars of bells about the necks of 
rise of the sun, when they respire the 110’ sack and. straineth | it, AB sack Your terriers, which making a noise may 
purest air, when variety of perpetually flip ath off ‘die tats : and follows Wnuinte cause the badger to bolt out. The tools 

changing peeuer present themselves, and The pest so he ee tumbling therein used for digging out the badger being 
when the mind is agreeably agitated con- till he ie taken have sacksioe te apa troublesome to be carried on men’s backs, 
cerning the event of the chace. thus ‘set tency off the hounds. Spenting may be brought in a cart. In digging, 

Hunting is practiced ina differentman- oy at tne w ey = you must consider the situation of the ner, andaaithidifterent apparatus accord: about all the woods, coppices, hedges, UL sariegtT as eae sya! 

a DP Se and tufts, round about, for the compass  S*ound, by which you may judge where 
ing to the nature of the beasts which are GRATE ok “ERrat Raid Re bad eee the chief angles are; for else, instead of 
hunted. With regard to the seasons, that yg being algenea iy the Aas advancing the work, you will hinder it. 

for hart and buck-hunting begins a fort- willl soon etal themselves to their bur. In this order you may besiege them in 
night after Midsummer (June 24), and apes aa ebaeree hit Herho ia ce their holds, or castles, and may break 
lasts till holy-rood day (May 3); that iG Seaton the SAEs qa ee Seatd ee d (Continued on page eleven) 

Tommnnd and) doeagins ou holy tou day) uipon a clear wind; otherwise the aa 

*Reprinted from Iowa Conservationist of ger will discover him, and will imme- 
January, 1945. diately fly some other way into his bur-
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4 Le and speed, remembering and intercepting while the hart is staring on the hounds, 
The Chace in England him in his subtile turnings and head- you may come softly and covertly be- 
Century and a Half Ago ings; with all agility leaping hedges, hind him, and cut his throat. If you 

ontniaa yr agate) gates, pales, ditches; neither fearing miss your aim, and the hart turn head 
(Continue omy Day thorns, down hills, nor woods, but mount- upon you, then take refuge at some tree; 

their platforms, parapets, case-mates, jing fresh horse, if the first tire; follow | and when the hart is at bay, couple up 
and work to them with mines and the largest head of the whole herd, which your hounds; and when you see the hart 
countermines, until you have overcome must be singled out of the chace; which turn head to fly, gallop in roundly to him, 
them. : the dogs perceiving, must follow; not and kill him with your sword. 

The skin of the badger, when dressed following any other. . . . Directions at the death of a Hart or 
with the hair, is used for pistol furniture (And) their usual manner is, when they Buck. The first ceremony, when the 
(holsters, etc.). The Highlanders make see themselves hard beset, and every way huntsman comes into the death of a deer their pendent pouches of it. The hair is intercepted, to make force at their enemy aula tery bubs Hain en HA nee horde 
often used for making brushes to soften with their horns, who first comes upon may not. break in to the deer; which the shades in painting, called sweetening him, unless they be prevented by spear being done she heehee the cutting his 
tools. These animals are also hunted in or sword. When the beast is slain, the throat, and there blooding the youngest the winter nights for the sake of their  huntsman with his horn windeth (blows) Hounds: that they wav cheater dove 6 pest a0) the Hind quarters may be made. the fail of the beast, und then the whole . dear, and learn to leap. at tia threst, 
into hams, not inferior in goodness to the company comes up, blowing their horns then: he mort (dead stag) havin heen 

best bacon. The fat is much valued for in triumph for such a conquest; among blown, and all the compan: cane in, 
ointments and salves; and the skin, being whom, the skilfullest opening the beast, tha Host GhercGeahe ei Hot Halen well dressed, is also very warm, and rewards the hounds with what properly say (first pees of a deer) before, is good for ancient people who are troubled belongs to them, for their future en- eee up die eit that the keeper or with paralytic distempers. couragement; for which purpose the huntsman is to lay nae the belly of the Hart or stag-hunting. Gesner, speak- huntsmen dip bread in the skin and deer ‘and draw the edge of the knife 
ing of hart-hunting, observes that this blood of the beast, to give to the hounds. leisurely along the middle of the belly. 
wild, deceitful, and subtle beast frequent- It is very dangerous to go in to a hart beginning near ihe biieketo and drawing 
ly deceives its hunter by windings and at bay, of which there are two sorts, one a little upon it, enough in ane length and 
turnings. Wherefore the prudent hunter on land and the other in water. Now if depth to discover how fat the deer is: 
must train his dogs with words of art, the hart be in a deep water, where you then he that is to break up the deer. ey 
that he may be able to set them on, and cannot well come at him, then couple up eae an from the cutting of the 
take them off again at pleasure. First, your dogs; for should they continue long fhtoat downwards, making the arber 
encompass the beast in her own layer in the water, it would endanger their (first stage in disemboweling) that so 
(lair, bed of wild beast), and so unhar-  surbating or foundering. In this case, the vorduce (excrement) may nich beeale 
bour (chase from shelter) her in view get a boat, and swim (row) to him, with forth, and then he paunches (disem- 
of the dogs, that so you may never loose dagger drawn, or else with rope that powels) him, rewarding the hounds with 
her footing. Neither must you set upon has a noose, and throw it over his horns; at ; 
every one, either of the herd, or those for if the water be so deep that the hart Ta the next place, he is to present the 
that wander solitary alone, or a little swims, there is no danger in approaching same person who took say with a drawn 
ee but partly by fight, and partly by him; otherwise you must be very cau- hanger (short sword) to cut off the head 

eir footing (footprints) and fumets tious. 3 i : 
(odor of game), make a judgment of As to a land-bay;.if a hart be bur- e ee oo bile ue ie euomte 
the game, and also observe the largeness _ nished (velvet removed from horns, the ounds rewarded, the concluding cere- 
of his layer. latter then fully developed), then you  ‘™0ony is, if it be a stag, to blow a triple 

The huntsman, having made these dis- must consider the place; for if it be in mort; and if a buck, a double one; and 
coveries in order to the chace, takes off a plain and open place, where there is then all who have horns, blow a recheat 
the couplings of the dogs, and some on no wood nor covert, it is dangerous and (strain blown on hunting horn) in con- 
horseback, and others on foot, follow the difficult to come in to him; but if he be cert, and immediately a general whoop, 
cry, with the greatest art, observation, on a hedge-side, or in a thicket, then, whoop.



The Migration ir e Migration of Birds 
By A. W. ScHorGER 

NTEREST in the arrival and departure of birds it. In the autumn of 1780 he notices house-martins re- 
aL dates from ancient times. Wrote the prophet tiring in the evening toward a thicket covering several 

Jeremiah, “Yea, the stork in the heaven knoweth her acres, and expresses keen regret that the land was not 

appointed times; and the turtle and the crane, and the his own, so that he could have grubbed out all the 

swallow observe the time of their coming.” Since that bushes, thus unearthing all the martins of his district. 

day there have been many earnest students of bird As might be expected, the Reverend Cotton Mather 

_ migration. Gaetke has recorded the observations of imagined that the wild pigeons which he saw disap- 

SShalf a century on Heligoland; English ornithologists pear on the approach of winter had set forth on a ce- 

have accumulated over long periods a vast amount of lestial journey; he believed that they repaired “to 

data that almost baffles analysis; in America the inde- some undiscovered Satellite, accompanying the Earth 

fatigable labors of the late W. W. Cooke have added at a near Distance.” Many examples of these beliefs 

enormously to our knowledge of migration, yet it re- could be cited. In a state publication appearing in 
mains one of the most fascinating and perplexing hab- 1898, the following occurs regarding the now nearly 

its that nature has evolved. extinct Carolina paroquet: “Prof. John Collett has sup- 
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(Photograph by H. K. Job, used by courtesy National Association of Audubon Societies) 

PINTAILS IN FLIGHT FORMATION. MIGRATING BIRDS DO NOT FLY AT THEIR FASTEST. THEIR MIGRATION SPEED IS 
USUALLY FROM 30 TO 40 MILES AN HOUR AND RARELY EXCEEDS 50. THE EXACT NUMBER OF MILES WHICH A PAR- 
TICULAR BIRD MAKES DURING ONE DAY’S JOURNEY HAS NOT YET BEEN DETERMINED, AND WILL NOT BE ASCERTAINED 

UNTIL THE TAGGING OR BANDING OF BIRDS BY MEANS OF METAL RINGS IS CARRIED OUT MORE EXTENSIVELY THAN 
HAS YET BEEN DONE. PINTAILS RANGE THROUGHOUT NORTH AMERICA AND WHEN IN FULL BREEDING PLUMAGE ARE 

ONE OF OUR MOST BEAUTIFUL BIRDS 

Few natural phenomena have been encumbered plied the following note: ‘In 1842, Return Richmond of 

with such highly imaginative explanations. Fact and Lodi, Indiana, cut down, in the cold weather of 

fiction seem hopelessly intermingled. Belief in witch- winter, a sycamore tree some four feet in diameter. 

craft ceased with the laity long before educated people In its hollow trunk he found hundreds of Parakeets in 

refrained from writing of swallows disappearing in the a quiescent or semi-torpid condition. The weather 

water of a pond to spend the winter in its muddy bot- was too cold for the birds to fly or even to make any 

tom, or of certain birds spending the coldest months exertion to escape.’” ‘The fallacy of these statements 

in a state of coma in caves and hollow trees. Lin- becomes apparent when we consider that the body 

neus and even Cuvier fell victims to the popular theory temperature of all birds is higher than that of mam- 
of hibernation, so it is not surprising that the lovable, mals, and in the case of the more active species, fully 

painstaking naturalist, Gilbert White, also believed in ten degrees higher than that of man. The fact also 

173
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passed over Heligoland; in 1863 Pallas’ sand grouse, 

: y ee a bird of Central Asia, appeared in Europe, even reach- 

ing England, but this ornithological wonder paled into 

: pe : ; insignificance in comparison with the prodigy of 1888,- 

a A when vast multitudes of the same bird swept over Eu- 

E : rope again. This invasion, unlike that of the Mon- 

= golian “bipeds without feathers” from the same lo- 
> cality during the thirteenth century, filled the larder 

; P rather than emptied it. 

x The initial causes of migration are obscure and 

ae eee probably will always remain so. The theory has been 

Pe propounded that in the far-distant past, the mere pos- 

x =~ session of the power of flight induced in birds the habit 
: of migration. Obviously, it would be difficult to mi- 

oh grate otherwise; but the penguins accomplish the jour- 

i. ney mainly with their feet. The desire to nest in a 
secluded spot, as a cause for migration, can be applied 

to only a limited number of species. The view also 
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(From a drawing by L. A. Fuertes) pr ee 
THE ARCTIC TERN (Sterna paradisea), ONE OF THE MOST Cipla Coals yA Y 
EXQUISITE OF BIRDS, IS AS WELL THE CHAMPION LONG- “soil [AY YY OE - 
DISTANCE MIGRANT OF THE WORLD. IT BREEDS AS FAR [emit . 
NORTH AS IT CAN FIND LAND ON WHICH TO BUILD ITS Ne ee a 
NEST AND WINTERS AS FAR SOUTH AS THERE IS OPEN Race? x 
WATER TO FURNISH IT FOOD, ITS SUMMER AND WINTER Y AN \| 
HOMES BEING 11,000 MILES APART, NECESSITATING A \ (| a 

YEARLY ROUND TRIP OF 22,000 MILES Ss : Sar that the swallows appeared in spring with a new coat [SL at cael, 
of feathers should at least have been disconcerting. It Pee) 

is a most curious anomaly, however, that we do not yet } 4 pa? qt 

know where the chimney swift spends five months of | Cer 
the year. \ Nea IE PD 

A given locality may have several classes of mi- ee ae = 

grants, but the distinction is one of degree rather than Y i 
kind. i i i INS of ind The catbird and Baltimore oriole come to us ee WN 

in the spring, rear their young, and all depart again in Hi SSSS 

autumn. Most of the ducks and geese are, with us,  [ jj SS 
strictly birds of passage. Our shore birds, too, with 7] 

h 
a few exceptions, merely break their journey to stay ial Pe M 

with us for a moment; the beautiful golden plover, for oe 

instance, flies on to the Barren Grounds and builds its AM Le me 

nest within a few inches of eternal frost. In winter NS ON ellen £7 

the longspurs and redpolls come sifting down from . 

the north with the snowflakes to winter as far south as BREEDING! RANGE > 

the United States. Finally, we have the erratic migrants WINTER HOME a 
which are by far the most spectacular. Concerning the ---- PRINCIPAL MIGRATION ROUTES ee | 

arrival and departure of such species as the snowy owl — = 

d ning grosbeak, no prediction is safe. Euro pe SEL EE EOE Dean see SOC eae oe p Ore Sete: TEE THIS MAP SHOWS THE DISTRIBUTION AND MIGRATION OF 
has furnished some interesting examples of spasmodic THE GOLDEN PLOVER (Charadrius dominicus). YN FALL IT 
; i : ‘ : : FLIES OVER THE OCEAN, FROM NOVA SCOTIA TO SOUTH irruptions of certain species taking an erratic course. AMERICA, 2,400 MILES_THE LONGEST KNOWN SINGLE 

In the autumn of 1884 large numbers of nutcrackers FLIGHT OF ANY BIRD. IN SPRING IT RETURNS BY WAY 
aes is - jes : OF THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY, DESCRIBING AN ELLIPTICAL surged over Central and W estern Europe, and in 1882 MICHA TONH GUAR S collin Wine GuHGcT anne IEEE GE 

vast flocks of common jays (Garrulus glandarius) PATHS FOR THE SPRING AND FALL MIGRATIONS
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| Ome of the earliest of comservation laws - approximately 650 B.C, may be = 

found in the Old Testament (Deuteronomy; chapter 22, verse 6) where it says: 

“If a bird's mest chance to be before thee im the wey of any tree, 
y\ or on the ground, whether they be young ones, or eggs, aud the dem 

© is sitting upon the youmg or upon the eggs, thou shalt wot take the 
z dam with the young.” Qw A oe ne Me une ss 

I have not rua om to this im amy of your literature or class mimeographs; so 
~————Ithought you might care to use it for your 118 class or at least you might 

be imterested im it. - 

This is the first summer for three years that no egrets have reached our 
7 local lake, TI have uo records (nor can I find cat prior to that time, Sane



Hist. European Game Man. 
Pheasants 

Quotation from A. Saitz: 

"William of Rosenberg in 1855 erected the so-called Tendlegarten at 

Krumau which was stocked with fallow deer, also red deer, and which 

extended from the town and the castle to the region of Turkowitz. 

"Peter of Rosenberg built in 1598 the so-called garden at Rothenhof 

which in addition to other game was to be stocked with pheasants, 

partridges, and quails. Later a real pheasant closure began in the year 

1687, in which year a new dwelling was built for the pheasant keeper. In 

1694 silver and gold pheasants were added,"



Hist. of European Game Man. ~~ 
European Hare 

From "Beschreibung der Furst Adolph Joseph zu Schwartzenbergischen Domaine Kruman," 
Bohmschen Forestvereines, Prague, 1898, p. 86. 

"In the year 1528 John of Rosenberg prohibited all rabbit hunts with hounds 

or by shooting on his territories previous to St, Bartholomew's Day." (This may 

well be the first enactment of a closed season.)
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Hist. European Game Man, - 
Predator Control 

From Heske, F., "Begchreibung,.,Wittingam." Bohmschen Forst verein, 1909, p. 98: 

"In the winter of 1542 wolves appeared in packs of 12-13 animals and 
preyed upon sheep, on account of which drives were organized in which the peasants 
of Wittingau willingly participated. These drives had to be often repeated because 
in 1554 the peasants again complained against a light infestation," 

"In 1663..... all but the forest personnel were prohibited from going 
around the fields, and these were directed to exterminate wolves, foxes, martens, 
otters and beaver. ‘The bounty for wolves was raised to 4 florins."



Hist. Buropean Game Man, ~~ 
Pheasants 

From Heske, F., "Beschreibung...Wittingau", Bohmschen Forstverein, 1909, p. 98: 

"In the years 1565 and 1601 pheasant gardens (propagating plants) were 

erected at Dvorec and at the pond at Canov,"
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ae Die Jagd in der Vergangenheit und Gegenwart. 

Das Wittingauer Jagdgebiect gehtrt zu den interessantesten 

Bdhbmens, nicht so sehr inbezug auf den Wildreichtum, als die 

/ Mannigfaltigkeit der vorkommenden Wildarten. 

44 Die Besitzer von Wittingau waren denn auch seit jeher 

/ Freunde und Férderer des edlen Weidwerkes. 

Schon der Ahnherr der Vitkovee, Vitek, huldigte dem 

/ Jagdvergniigen und das Wittingsuer Sehlos trug anfiinglich den 

Charakter eines zum vortibergehenden Aufenthalte der Herrschaft 

dienenden Jagdschlosses. 

Bereits im Jahre 1376 findet sich ein urkundlicher Nach- 

weis eines Tiergartens beim Schiosse Landstein ni&chst dem — 

/ Markte Ledenic. Er beherbergte Hirsche, Rehe und andere’ 

i Gewild. 

; Jost von Rosenberg fT 1467 ist als Verfasser von Waidmanns- 

f spriichen bekannt. 

/ | Auch Damen beteiligten sich am Jagdsport. 

/ 1 Katharina, die Schwester Voks von Rosenberg, Gemahlin 

| Peter Holicky's von Sternberg tT 1521 ,konnte gut aus der Arm 

: brust schieBen und hat sich daran sonderlich delektiert". 

/ Im Jahre 1528 verbot Johann von Romeuberg den benachbarten 

,Adeligsen alle Hasenjagden mit Sptir- und Leithunden und mit 

wrt SchieBen auf seinen Territorium bis Skt. Bartholom& (wohl die 

Ooh erste Fixierung einer Schonzeit).



a 

4 Im Winter 1542 erschienen Wilfe in Bzi in Rudeln 

/ Pia 12 bis 13 Sttick und raubten Schafe, weshalb avf allen 

Lo Seiten auf sie Treibjagden veranstaltet wurden, wozu die 

Wittingauer Birger sich willig cinfinden liefen. Doch mus 

A sich dies &Sfter wiederholt haben, weil die Wittingauer 1554 

gegen eine sclche Verpflichtung ihrerseits protestierten. 

mH In der Gegend von Weseli (bei Bukovsko befand sich 

ein Rosenbergsches Schlo&) wurden groBartige Hasenjagden 

und Letzen veranstsltet, zu denen sich der umliegende Adel 

mit gehlreichem Gefolge einfand. 

-Vom 16, - 21. April 1561 worden gu Ehren und in An- 

aes wesenheit des Ersherzogs Ferdinand grofertige Festlichkeiten 

veranstaltet und dabei Buren und Raketten gebrannt und gehetzt. 

Es fanden Hahnenkimpfe statt und 15 Paar Windspiele liefen 

| um die Wette. f 

Im Jahre 1563 schickte Herr Peter von Rosenberg von 

| seiner Reise § Sttick niederliindische Hunde nach Wittingau 

/ und trug dem Herrschaftshauptmann Kekule auf, sie nur mit 

/ ' fetten Suppen ohne Schrott zu flttern. Wilhelm von Rosenberg 

Si (geb. 1535, gest. 1592) war im Besitze zahlreicher tiber die 

7 Grenzen B3hmens bekannter und gesuchter Wind-, Leit- und 

' Spurhunde. 

1575-1577 wurde in der nichsten Nihe von Wittingeu 

ein Tiergarten errichtet, welcher hinter dem Schweinitger 

/ Tore anfangend einen Teil des Valdes Hradeéek und die Grinde 

des gegenwirtigen Meierhofes Muhlhof in sich schloi. Diese 

/ 

pe
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Meierei fthrt denn auch heute noch im Volksmunde den Namen 

| Obora (Tiergarten). 
i . s In den Jahren 1565 und 1601 wurden bei Dvorec und beim 

x oe Teiche Kaov Fasangiirten errichtet. 

wnt” Der 30juhrige Krieg und der Ubergang der Domaine von 

: einer Hand in die andere waren der Jagd und der Pflege des 

ae Wildes nicht ginstig. Die Jagdergebnisse sinken auf die Hélfte 

der Rosenberg’schen Zeit und auf dem verideten und entvélker- 

ten Gebiete erscheint wieder der B&r und der Wolf. 

Mit dem Ubergang der Domeine an das Haus Schwarzenberg 

(1660) trat auch hier fiir die Jagd eine bessere Zeit ein. 

Alsbald nach seinem Segierungsantritte gab Graf nach- _ 

| maliger Furst Johann Adolf im Jahre 1663 eine Instruktion 

heraus, durch welche das Forst- und Jagdwesen ceregelt wurde. 

Derselben sufclge stand das Herumgehen wit SchieBréhren 

ar: dem Forstpersonale gu, welches sich der Vertilgung der 

q wt oo Wolfe, FPuchse, Marder, Otter, Biber und anderen <a 

V Tieren angelegen sein lassen sollte. Der SchuSlobn fur Wélfe 

AAS wurde auf 4 fl. erhtht. | 
A] ‘A Von dem Nachfolger Johann Adolf's FUrsten Ferdinand 

\ riihrt die Errichtung der Jigerbruderschaft zur Sonnnniins 

) ne eines religitsen und ehrbaren Wandels zum Zwecke der ordent- 

; ‘ lichen Brlernung der Jagerkunst und gegenseitiger Unter- 

4 sttitgung der Genossen her. 

i Im Jahre 1684 lieS er chiens courants d'Artois oder 

} vbnglinder" kaufen und legte so den Grund zu der spuiter so 

/
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bertihmt gewordenen Hundsmeute des Firstenhauses. 

Eine eigentliche Renaissance erlebte aber das Jagdwesen 

unter dem ebenso energischen als jagdfrohen Firsten Adam 

Franz und seiner nicht minder Dianen huldigenden Gemahlin 

Eleonore geb. Fiirstin Lobkowitz. 

Da aber das Wild durch die sorgfiltige Fflege (trotz 

des bedeutenden Abschusses) ungemein gzunahm und an Feldfrtichten 

wie auch im Walde groBe Schiden tat, mute nach dem Tode des 

Fuirsten 1732 ein groBer Abschuii angeordnet werden. 

Im Jahre 1770 wurde im Revier Kolenec ein Hochwild- und 

a Schwargwildtiergarten errichtet und das Wild in denselben 

Ora dureh 800 Treiber eingetrieben. 

Nach Errichtung des Hochwildtiergartens auf der Domaine 

Frauenberg wurde der Kolenecer Tiergarten im Jahre 1835 wieder 

aufgelassen. 

Die vielen Teiche und Moore und Wasserlaufe beherbergten 

: seit jeher zahlreiches Wasser- und Sumpfgefiltigel. 

Im Jahre 1531 geschicht die erste Zrwibnung einer Wild- 

entenjagsd auf dem Teiche Tyssi (welcher aus einem Walde zum 

Teiche umgewandelt wurde). Bei dieser Jagd wurden 2 Schock 

Enten erlegt. Sp&ter warden hier die bekannten BlaBentenjagden 

eingerichtet, welche sich bis in die gegenwiirtige Zeit erhalten 

haben und 8fters eine Strecke von tiber 1000 Sttick lieferten. 

Die Wittingauer Gegend hatte friher zahlreiche 

Biberkolonien. In den SchuSlisten wird im Jahre 

1448 gom erstenmele ein Biber angefihrt.
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Im Jahre 1725 scheinen die Biber ausgeschlossen gewesen 

gu sein,denn von da an bis zum Jahre 1824 enthalten die Schus- 

listen keinen Biber. 

im Jahre 1803 wurde ein never Kolonisierungsversuch 

unternommen, indem von den in Rothenhof bei Krommau in ge- 

schlossenen BehHtltern geztichteten Biberfamilien 2 Paar nach 

Wittingau tiberftthrt wurden. Durch die strenge Hege und die 

ihnen gusagende Lage am Neubach begtinstigt, vermehrten sich 

die Biber jedoch so stark und beschidigten die Schutz- und 

Teichdimme derart, da® 1833 eine Verminderung derselben an- 

geordnet wurde. 

Dureb die Nachstellungen, welchen diese Tiere wegen des 

kostbaren Bibergeils ausgesetzt waren, hat sieh der Stand 

dieses seltenen Wildes spiiter trotz der eifrigsten Hege rasch 

vermindert, so da& er 1873 nunmehr aus 1 Paare bestand. 

Diese beiden Stticke wurden, um nicht verloren zu gehen, 

eingefangen und lingere Zeit in einem eigenen Kaume dem soge- 

nannten Biberhaus bei der Rosenberger Baschte gepflegt. Doch 

fand keine Vermehrung mehr statt und mit ihnen ist das Geschlecht 

der Biber Bihmens ausgestorben. 

Als bemerkenswerte Vorkommnisse savf jagdlichem Gebiete 

in den abgelaufenen 400 Jahren verdienten hervorgehoben zu 

werden: Es wurden erlegt: Der letste Bir im Jahre 1693, der 

pyri” | letzte Luchs 1727, der letzte Wolf 1742, die letzte Wildkatze 

hee 1775, der letzte Biber 1885. 

Jee In den Jahren 1650, 1669 wurden Kraniche, 1669, 1689 und ©
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; 1698 Trappen erlegt. 1872 erlegte Seine Durchlaucht Ftrst 

Adolf zu Schwarzenberg einen Rackelhahn, 1877 Weiland Seine 

kais. und kinigl. Eoheit Kronpring Rudolf 1 Hackelhahn und 

1893 Seine Durchlaucht Erbprinz Johann zu Schwarzenberg 

2 Rackelhikhne. 

Bis zum 17. Jahrhundert war das Haselwild reichlich ver- 

4) treten. Seither nahm es ab und ist cegenwirtig fast ganz ver- 

schwunden. Hingegen nahm das Birkwild auserordentlich zu und 

ist jetzt in allen Hevieren ziemlich zahlreich vertreten. 

Das gegenwirtice Jagdterritorium umfa&t: 

An Eigenjagdgebieten 28.463 

hiegu 37 angepachtete Gemeinde jagden 19.318 

Zusammen 47.781 ha. 

Der Jagdpachtzins betrigt pro Jahr K 16.626.96. 

Vom nttzliecehen ¥iilde  =kommen vor: Das 

Hochwild, Rehwild, der Fase, das Kaninchen, Auer-, Birkwild, 

Fasanen und das Rebhuhn. Vom Wassergefltigel nisten hier: Die 

graue Gans, die Stockente, Knickente, Léffelente, Tafelente, 

Schnatterente, SpieBente, Kriickente, die weiStugige Ente (Anas 

leucophthalmos), der der Fischbrut schidliche Haubenlappentaucher 

(Podiceps cristatus), der kleine Lappentaucher (Podiceps minor), 

i der gedhrte Lappentaucher (Fodiceps auritus), die sehr ntitz- 

) liche Lachmtve in grofer Menge, die kleine Seeschwalbe (Sterna 

minuta), die schwarze Seeschwalbe (Sterna nigra), mehrere Wasser- 

i hithner, darunter die schwarze, die sogenannte Blagente. Vom
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Sumpfgefltigel: Der Nachtreiher, die grofe und kleine Rohr- 

dommel und mehrere Arten von Schnepfen. 

Im Frihjebr und Herbst besuchen mitunter sehr seltene 

Zugvégel 2.5. schwarze Stirche, Singschwine, «rose und kleine 

q Treppen, Silberreiher, Sichler und selbst Kraniche die hiesigen 

‘ teiche. 

Von sché&edliechen Wilde _ sind vertreten: 

Dér Dachs, Fuchs, Edel- und Steinmarder, Fischotter, lltis, 

das Wiesel, der Habicht, Sperber, die Gabelweihe, der Flufadler 

tnd Pischadler. 

Paes Boeoeawilia wiet sa freier 

Rilrdbdvbaha gehalten, ist jedoch nur in den drei 

Hevieren Schio#, St. Barbara und Cep Standwild, in den benach- 

barten Revieren Wechselwild. ber gegenwiirtige Stand betrigt 

400 - 500 Stiick. Bemerkenswert ist, dai das hiesige Botwild 

noch von dem urspriinglichen, hier gewesenen Wilde abstammt, 

denn wenn es auch Zeitperioden gegeben hat, in welchen der Hoch- 

wildstand ein geringer war, so wurde er doch nie ganz ausgeschlos~ 

sen. 

Das Wittingauer Hochwild ist ziemlich stark im Wildpret, 

weniger jedoch ausgezeichnet durch die Geweihbildung. Die 

Hirsche setgzen nur bis zum 12ender, selten 14ender auf, dann 

gurtick. 

Die Wildftitterung besteht aus Wiesen- und Kleeheu, ge- 

sechrottetem Mais gemischt mit Eohlfeld'schen Wildleckpulver,
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Weigenkleie, Futterkalk, Hafer, Zicheln, Rojkastanien, Futter- 

riiben, Kubkohl usw. 

Fur die Meliorierung der Wildicker und Wiesen durch 

sorgfiltige und kr&éftige Dingung wurde in den letzten Jahren 

viel getan. 

Rehwild, Auer- und Birkwild ist fast in allen Revieren 

vertreten, namentlich weisen die Reviere Hrdlofez, Schloss, 

Kolenee gute Auerwild- und Hrdlofez und Borkevie gute Birkwild- 

bestinde auf, In der Forstwartei Lomnic kommt szahlreiches 

Nieder— und Wasserwild vor. Doch gehen die Entenjagden durch 

die intensive Teichwirtschaft (Beunruhigung der Teiche anl&Glich 

der ktinstlichen Fitterung der Fische und j&hrliche Nutzung des 

Sehilfes) stark gurtick. 

Der Hirsch wird in der Brunst, der Auerhahn in der Baig, 

des Kehlwild bei der Geh- und Fahrptirsche von der hohen Herr- 

schaft erlegt, alles andere Wild bei den Forstamts— und Hevier- 

jagden vom FPorstpersonale. 

In der Gegend von Bukovsko finden allju&hrlich im Herbste 

groBe Parforcejagden auf Hasen durch die hohe Herrschaft statt. 

in den Tafeln No. VII und VIII sind die Schuslisten be- 

ginnend mit dem Jahre 1625 bs4 1908 enthalten. 

In den letzten 10 Jahren wurden durehschnittlich jubrlich 

erlegt: ; 

48 Hirsche, 285 BlaBenten, 

44 Tiere, 25 Waldschnepfen, 

25 Kiilber, 4 Moosschnepfen,
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128 Rehbiécke 5 Fischotter, 

45 Gaisen, 1 Dachs, 

11 Kitze, 8 Fuchse, 

3862 Hasen, 24 Marder, 

52 Kaninchen, 82 Iltisse, 

25 Auerwild, 94 Wiesel, . 

131 Birkwild, 1377 Unterschiedliches, 

5958 Rebhiihner, 158 Habichte und Sperber, 

57 Fasanen, 503 Reiher und Taucher, 

54 Wildgitnse 3655 Krihen und anderes. 

~ 1992 Wildenten, 

In Summa durchschnittlich jéhrlich: 

12755 Sttick ntitzliches Wild, 

5910 “  schtidliches Wiaa.
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Wiewohl die Herren von Rosenberg fast ausnahmslos eifrige 

Verehrer Diana's gewesen und wenn sie nicht mit den zahlreichen 

Kriegen und Fehden beschéftigt waren, gern zum Jagdspeer und 

Hifthorn griffen, so mag doch die Jagd damals in den unwegsamen 

und unwirtlichen Krumaver Waldern nicht gerade sehr glinzende 

Resultate ergeben haben, denn das rauhe Klima, die schneereichen 

Winter und der Mangel an Hege und Pflege des Wildes mochte dessen 

Vermehrung nicht sehr begtinstigt haben. 

Gréfer als der Hochwildstand mag au jener Zeit die Zahl des 

: Schwargwildes gewesen sein; zudem beherbergten die Walder noch eine 

Unmenge von grof8en Raubtieren, insbesonders Biren, Wélfe und 

Luchse, die nicht nur den Wildstand, sondern auch die Viehgucht 

der Bevilkerung arg schidigten und deren Vertilgung wohl auch 

mit den damaligen Hilfsmitteln recht schwierig war. [Erst mit 

dem Anwachsen der Bevélkerung war es miglich, dem .Raubwilde 

soweit Abbruch gu thun, daS sowohl die Viehgucht, als auch der 

Wildstand sich einigermagen zu heben vermochte. 

In der ersten Hilfte des siebgehnten und zu Anfang des 

achtgzehnten Jahrhunderts wurden an das Krumauer Jigermeisteramt 

eingeliefert. 

1603-1649 1690-1719 

in 46 Jahren in 29 Jahren 

Biren 85 8 
. Wolfe 694 304 

2 Luchse 30 26 
Wildkatzen 73 7
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Fur die zwischenliegenden Jahre fehlen die Nachweise. 

Wohl um sich auch ein Jagdvergniigen niher und bequemer 

zu verschaffen, errichtete Wilhelm von Rosenberg im Jahre 1555 

den sogenannten ,Tendl-Garten" bei Krumau, welcher vorzugsweise 

Damwild, aber auch fochwild enthielt und sich von der Stadt 

und dem Schlosse bis zum Orte Turkowitz erstreckte. Die gegen- 

wirtige ,Hirschgartenwiese" sammt Anlagen bildete damals einen 

gréSeren Teich mit einer Insel inmitten dieses Tiergartens. 

Feter Wok von Hosenberg erbaute im Jahre 1598 den soge- 

~ nannten neuen Garten bei Rothenhof, welcher nebst anderem Wilde 

& auch mit Fasanen, Rebhtihnern und Wachteln besetzt werden sollte. 

ee AktenmiSig nachweisbar bestand ein wirklicher Fasanenaufzug 

daselbst im Jahre 1687, wo dort ein neves Wohnhaus ftir den 

2 99) FPasanjiger erbaut wurde. Im Jahre 1694 waren bereits Silber- 

a und Gold-Fasanen vorhanden. 

Bieber wurden in Rothenhof gefangen gehalten aber auch 

anderes seltene, teilweise exotische Gefltigel und Wild war 

vertreten als ,KubfSer" und ,AeSer-Ginse", ,Bengalische Hirsche" 

»Tripolitanische Schafe" und Steinbicke.*? 

Der Fasanenaufzug bestand noch im Jahre 1834, worauf er 

wegen unbefriedigenden Hesultaten kassiert wurde. 

Die Fursten zur Eggenberg hielten wohl dann und wann ein- 

- gestellte Jagden, und bestand gu diesem Zweeke in Krumau ein 

eigenes ,Blahenhaus" mit ein bis zwei ,Blahenknechten". 

Noch im Jahre 1702 warden ftir Nachschaffung von ,Hirsch— 

+) = Jabre 1772 wird berichtet, da@ der im Rothenhofer Garten 
efindliche Steinbock vor acht Tagen so unverhofft krank ge- 

worden und drei Tage nichts gefressend, daf man ihn in ftr- - 
habenden grofen Kummer wegen dessen Aufkommens mit Linverstand- 

: nis des Hofdoktors Hartmann die Cristur brauchen miissen, worauil 
entlichen sich also dieser wieder gebessert und itzo voilkom- 
men guet geworden. ;
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und ,Wolfsttichern" 3009 fl. verrechnet. Im tibrigen scheint 

der hohen Jagd damals wenig Pflege und Berticksichtigung zuteil 

geworden sein und wurde der Wildabschuf grdéftenteils den Be- 

diensteten ohne jede Beschrinkung gestattet, so dai gu Ende 

des siebzehnten Jahrhunderts viele Klagen tber Rtickgang der 

Wildbahn laut wurden. 

In dem bereits bezogenen Berichte vom 23. Dezember 1719 

sagt Jigermeister J. Drescher von Kadan: 

avas den Wildpehn betrifft, ist nicht sonderlich viel 

vorhanden, ist auch nicht zu bewundern, weilen alle Walder, wo 

die besten St&ndt sind mit Vieh durchtrieben und ganz aufge- 

schnattelt und ausgehauen werden, so daS man in den Diketen wohl 

mehr als hundert Schritt einen Haasen kann leufen sehen, daher 

erstlich keine Ruh und die Sta&ndt im Sommer zu licht und warn, 

im Winter aber gu kalt sind." 

Begtiglich des Wildstandes in den oberen Gebirgsrevieren 

berichtet Jagermeister Josef de Collar im Jahre 1726: 

«Diese Walder sind von solcher GréBe und Wiste, da& solche 

der Wildpabn nicht ntitzlich sein k6nnen, wenn nicht da und dorten, 

etwas ausgertumt und Wiesen fiir das Wild gemacht werden, denn 

ohnedies, daf der Hirsch in tiefen und kalten Whldern allein sich 

nicht gern aufhiit, so dann er zsudem wegen den tberaus vielen, 

oft hsaushoch tibereinander liegenden Windffllen gar nicht hin und 

her wechseln." 

Unter der Forsorge des grofen Forst- und Waidmannes, Firsten 

Adam Frang zu Schwarzenberg, sowie dessen Gemahlin Eleonore, gebo- 

rene Firstin zu Lobkowitz, hob sich aber bald der Krumauer Wild-
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stand zu einer besonderen Hthe. Durch Anlegung von Wolfsgirten, 

scharfe Anordnungen betreffs der ,.Wolfsbesuche"*) bei Neuschnee 

und strenge Bestrafung der nachlissigen Jiger wurde das Kaub- 

zeug entsprechend in Schranken gehalten und der Hochwildstand 

gehoben. An Bérenjagden nahm Furst Adam Franz sowie auch seine 

Gemahlin gern Anteil, bescnders im Flanskerwalde, wo ,Luderhtitten” 

und ,Blendhiiuseln" sowie auch Wildwiesen und Brunsticker an 

meiireren Orten angelegt wurden. 

| Nach einer Wildstandsrapporte aus dem Jahre 1730 betrug 

der Krumauer Hochwildstand: 

Jagdbare Hirsche von 20 Enden 2 Stiick 

" " " 18 A 6 n 

v " " 16 ry 35 " 

n ” " 14 " 65 " 

* * * 99 oe 

. : “ %0:. 5 fro > * woe. 468 45, 

PERG TRON okt occ scene nacssees steeee. SES 

BOON SEG OPES s COLE KS whee s< be Feces ekksonsan tee 

I noe 6 665k Ween se cue dow eeghadewecen >. Fie" 

Zusammen ......-. 3090 St. 

Im Jahre 1733 wurde die Zehl der jagdbaren Hirsche mit 517, 

der gesamte Hochwildstand mit 3112 Sttick angegeben. 

Um diese Zeit wurden hiufig eingestellte Jagden u.zw. all- 

: jéhrlich im Flaneker Walde, oft aber auch in den oberen Hevieren 

+) S.h. ,Jagdzeitung", Jabrg 1875, Nr. 3, 5, 7 wu. 9: Wolfe 
und Kongorten in aiter Zeit™ von Adolf Berger.
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abgehalten zu diesem Behufe allenthalben ,Richtwege" geschlagen 

und die Riumung der Walder von den vielen Windftllen wiederholt 

angeordnet, damit dieselben sowohl ,ftir das Wild, als auch ftr 

die Jiger gangbar werden." 

Bei einem ,kleinen Jagen" im Hevier Vorderstift i.J. 1730 

wurden 10 jagdbare und 1 geringer Hirsch, dann 3 Wildstiicke und 

1 Wolf erlegt. Von den jagdbaren Hirschen wog der stirkste 

»SO gwar nur 8te gezeigt", 470 Wimer Pfund, der schwichste 

300 Wiener Pfund. 

Im Jahre 1731 wurden in mehreren Hevieren ,eingestellte 

Sanjagden" abgehalten, im Jahre 1733 erlegte Fiirstin Bleonore 

im Revier Mistholz 29 jagdbare Hirsehe und 14 Wildstticke und 

im Jahre 1736 warden bei einem eingestellten ,grosen Jagen" 

in der ,Grtinau" +) 1 B&r, 40 jagdbare Hirsche und 10 Wildstiicke 

erlegt. In das letztgenannte Jahr f&llt auch der st&rkste nach- 

weisbare Abschus an Hochwild mit 648 Sttick. 

Auch der Averhahnbalz schenkte Fiirst Adam Franz seine 

besondere Aufmerksamkeit. 

Gegen Ende des achtzennten Jahrhunderts wurde der Hochwild~ 

stand einesteils in Folge der anwacisenden groBen Wildschiiden 

und Schadenersatzanfordsrungen, andernteils wegen den zahlreichen 

mit Gewalt&tigkeit verbundenen Einfillen bairischer Wildschtitzen 

wesentlich vermindert, das Schvarzgwild aber zu Folge des kaiser- 

lichen Patentes vom Jahre 1770 giinzglich ausgeschlossen. 

| In der ersten Hilfte des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts blieb 

+) Frther zum Revier Andreasberg, jetzt zu den Revieren Ober- 
wald und Schwargzwald gehtrig.
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das Hochwild als Standwild haupts&chlich auf die Reviere 

des FPlanskerwaldes beschriinkt und wurde schlieSlich im Jahre 

1848 auch daselbst abgeschZossen, seit welcher Zeit dasselbe 

nur mehr als Wechselwild vorkommt. Dem gleichen Jahre fiel 

auch der Krumaver Damwildgarten, in welchem das Wild bei dem 

auBergew6hnlichen Hochwasser am 14. Juli desselben Jahres 

grootenteils ertrunken war, zum Opfer. 

Buéren waren auch im neungehnten Jahrhundert noch immer 

in den Krumauer Waéldern zu finden, und wurden im Ganzen noch 

7 Sttick erlegt, der letzte im Jahre 1856 in Salnauer Revier. 

Hingegen wurde der letzte Wolf bereits im Jahre 1795, die letzten 

Luchse (2 Sttick) im Jahre 1802, die letzte Wildkatze im Jahre 

1838 erlegt. 

Seit dem Verschwinden des Hochwildstandes und des HRaub- 

geuges hat sich aber der fritter ziemlich geringe Stand des 

fehwildes ganz bedeutend gehoben und betr&gt gegenwiirtig bei 

3200 Stick. Auch der Stand des Auer- und Birkwildes war ins- 

besonders nach den Windbruchsjahren 1870-1875 in steter Zunahme 

begriffen, letzteres nimmt indessen seit zwei Jahren in einigen 

Revieren wieder auff&llig ab, was wohl die anaistertane Folge 

der Melirationen auf den Hochmooren sowie der Aufforstung der 

grofen Windbruchsflaichen sein mag. 

Vom Jahre 1726 an liegen bereits ziemlich vollstindige 

Schu8Blisten vor, welche in der nebenstehenden Tabelle zusammen- 

gestellt, eine tbersichtliche Darstellung des Krumauer Wild- 

standes ftir den Zeitraum von 172 Jahren geben. 

Krumau im Jinner 1898 

A. Saitz.



HOTICE OF APPOtwmwmE*(1545) 

We, Herman, by God's grace Archbishop of Tollenn, Chancellor and Kurfirst of 

the Holy Roman Eupire in Italy, Herzog of Westphalia and Engern, snd Administrator 

of Paderborn 

Do hereby give notice that we have as of this date ani by virtue 

of this document appointed our faithful Thysenn of Thylge as one-horse 

(ein spennigen) imave of our court and also forester. 

He now, at his own cost, mst furnish a good-ridim horse, and he : 

mast ceaselessly attend to it that no geme, whether deer, boar, or roebuck, is 

canght, shot, or otherwise destroyed on our main without our express permission. 

" fe this end he uustlebor with oll diligence, mt only alone but with others 

similarly charged. Ghovld he find any trespasser he mst seize him and hail 

him before the local justice, If he cannot do this alone, he met seek help 

of our henchmen, who are obligated to render aid. Should they fail in this, : 

he is to give me personal notice thereof. 

Should he find any slain animal, he is to fetch it to my kitchen at 

Poppelsdorf or Busehdnen. 

Further he is obliged, with horse harness and weapon, to follow my 

marshall or head-bownan at any time, md to serve our interests with good will. 

Should he notice any danger to our person or land, he mst take 

notice and wait onus in person, He is my watch and ward against all damage, 

and oust conduct himself at oll times es a true Game-forester of one-horse origin. 

To all this he, standing bef re us and of his own accord, has sworn 

with raised fingers, 80 love me God and his holy angels. 

to and for thie end, that he may the better serve in hie office as 

game~forester, have we promised him each and every year a suit of both sumer and 

winter livery, inclusive also of one Goat, mt exclusive of board, as with my 

= - ie enviz, Tari. “Geschichte der hohen Yagd in Saueriend.” Dortaad, Dortmund,
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other servants, And thereto will I also pay him 16 gold dollars, half at 

holy Christmas and the other half on St. John the Baptist's day, and when he 

is at headquarters, also horsefeed and meal, nails end eisen (horseshoes) as 

needed, 

Should his horse be crippled by some piece of hal f-shot or hal f-stuck 

geme, then it is understood we replace the horse. ‘Should he himself in line-of- 

duty be thrown or captured, thenwe pay him 25 dollars, but he mst again report 

for duty, ca a good horse, within 30 days. j 

At our pleasure, we way diguiss this or any other servant, without 

mount. 

Given under our seal, at Briell, on the 20th day of the month of 

Joly anno. D, XLV (1545).
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[61] MARKHAM (Gervase). Hungers Prevention: or, The Whole Art of Fowling by 
Water and Land. Containing all the Secrets belonging to that Art, and brought into a 
true Forme and Method, by which the most Ignorant may know how to take any kind 
of Fowle, either by Land or Water. With woodcut frontispiece and numerous cuts in 
the text. 12mo. Original calf. London: for Francis Grove, 1655. £9 9s 
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[62] A SUBSIDY granted to the King, of Tonnage, and Poundage, and other Sums of 
Money, payable upon Merchandize exported and imported. Together with a Book of 
Rates. Partly Brack Lerrer. First Epirion. 12mo. Original calf. London: John 
Bill and Chr. Barker, 1660. £1 10s 

“The Rates of Merchandise” occupies the major portion of this informative little work. 

I661 ap. 
{63] WITHER (George). An Improvement of Imprisonment, Disgrace, Poverty, into 
Real Freedom; Honest Reputation; Perdurable Riches; Evidenced in a few Crums and 
Scraps lately found in a Prisoners-Basket at Newgate; and saved together, by a Visitant 
of Oppressed Prisoners, for the refreshing of himself and those who are either in a 
worse Prison, or (who loathing the dainties of the Flesh) hunger and thirst after 
Righteousness. [In verse throughout.] First Eprrion. Small 8vo. Calf, g.e. London: 
Printed in the Year 1661. £5 5s 

With errata leaf. Contains, “A Meditation whilst he was taking a Pipe of Tobbacco.” 

[27] 
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use of the open ranges throughout the far West, no stockman should go into 
a winter without some supply of feed located as near his winter ranges as is 
possible. A big stack of hay is an insurance against loss that has never yet 
failed to justify its cost. 

EFFECT ON THE ForaGe Cover oF UNREGULATED GRAZING 

From the beginning of history there has been frequent comment on the 
damage to ground cover, forage plants, and general vegetation caused by un- 
restricted, uncontrolled grazing of livestock, in every part of the civilized 5 
world. Some of the earliest references to this matter are clearly set forth 
in the books of the Old Testament. 

When in their distress from the devastating droughts in Canaan, Joseph’s 
brothers came to him for help, he took them to the great Pharaoh, whose 
favorite he was at that time. But, before he did so, the wily Joseph suggested 
that when the King inquired as to their business, they should say that their 
trade had been about cattle and that they wished to dwell in the Land of 
Goshen. 

“For,” said Joseph, “every shepherd is an abomination to the Hgyptians.” 
(Genesis : 46.) 
The Land of Goshen was a triangular-shaped piece of country, bounded on 

the south by the line of the present Suez Canal, on the west by the Nile, and 
on the north by the Lake of Menzaleh. It is possible that it was set aside as a 
special sheep-grazing area, and thus kept that class of stock from injuring 
the other ranges used by the Hgyptians for grazing their camels and cattle. 
Even in those days, however, the sheepmasters seem to have had their troubles 
through too many stock on the ranges, for in several different places the 
Biblical writers tell of the shepherds “taking their flocks to distant pastures ” 
because of the lack of grass and water upon their usual grazing grounds. 

Not only did these old graziers overstock their ranges but, like some of 
their modern successors, they also abused the land. The Prophet Ezekiel had 
oceasion to find fault with them for the wasteful way in which they grazed 
pastures. Speaking to the shepherds of Israel, he says: 
“Woe unto thee, shepherds’ of Israel—seemeth it a small thing unto you to 

have eaten up the good pasture, but ye tread down with your feet the residue 
of your pastures.” = 

Here was a public range being damaged by livestock over which even the 
governors of the country evidently had no control. 

That these Palestine ranges supported an immense number of livestock is 
established by rather definite statements throughout the Old Testament. If 
the investigator is to accept these figures as correct, and there is no valid 
reason for doubting them, some of the individual holdings must have been 
extremely large. 

For instance, at the celebration of the completion of the temple, King 
Solomon, according to the seventh chapter of second Chronicles, sacrificed no 
less than 22,000 oxen and 120,000 head of sheep. Also in second Kings, third 
chapter, we read, that-— 

“Mesha, King of Moab, was a sheepmaster and rendered unto the King of 
i) an hundred thousand lambs and an hundred thousand rams with the 
wool,” 

There are several large sheep owners in our western range country, but not 
one of them could furnish at one time as many as 200,000 sheep from his 
flocks, as did this King of Palestine whose sheep ranges lay in the rough 
mountains near the Dead Sea. 
When the sons of Ruben made war against the Hagarities, as part of their 

spoils of conquest, they— 
“Took away their cattle; of their camels fifty thousand, and of their sheep 

two hundred and fifty thousand.” (First Chronicles, 5-21.) 
This was in the land of Gilead, somewhere east of the Jordan River. It 

must have been a very rich grazing ground with a large carrying capacity 
considering the comparatively small area of land embraced within the limits 
of Palestine. 

Moses sent the children of Israel to war against the Midianites, and after 
the war they came home triumphant bringing with them among other things 
a tremendous booty in livestock. 

“And the booty being the rest of the prey which the men of war had 
caught, was six hundred thousand and seventy thousand and five thousand
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head of sheep and the beeves were thirty and six thousand, and the asses 
were thirty and five thousand.” (Numbers, 32-31.) 

Six hundred and seventy-five thousand head of Sheep seems an almost im- 
possible number to be taken as a booty in war and driven back to the home 
of the fighting army. That this once wonderfully productive range in Palestine 
suffered from this overgrazing is fairly well established by the general condi- 
tion of the country, as reported by both early and modern writers, who have 
described its barren, arid plains and treeless mountains, caused undoubtedly by 
the lack of conservation in its use by the stockmen of early times. 

For many centuries the occupation of a region, civilized or semicivilized, 
seems to have been followed almost invariably by damage to the ground cover. 
On this subject one well-known authority writes: 

“There are good reasons to believe that the surface of the habitable earth 
in all the climates and regions which have been the abodes of dense and civi- 
lized population was with few exceptions already covered with a forest growth 
when it first became the home of man. *% * * These evidences are 
strengthened by observations of the natural economy of our own time, for 
whenever a tract of country once inhabited and cultivated by man is abandoned 
by him and by domestic animals and surrendered to the undisturbed influences 
of spontaneous nature, its soil sooner or later clothes itself with herbaceous 
and arborescent plants and at no long interval with a dense forest growth. 
(Marsh, “The earth as modified by human action,” p. 147.) 

“T am convinced that forests would soon cover many parts of the Arabian 
and African deserts if man and domestic animals, especially the goat and the 
camel, were banished from them.” (Ibid. p. 149.) 

Marsh especially objected to the foregoing two animals because of their 
love for browse and their ability to break off and masticate the dry, thorny i 
branches of the desert shrubs. 

“Young trees sprout plentifully around the springs and along the winter 
watercourses of the desert,” he continues; “in the shade of these trees annual 
grasses and perennial shrubs shoot up, but are mown down by the hungry 
eattle of the Bedouin as fast as they grow. A few years of undisturbed vege- 
tation would suffice to cover such points with groves, and these would gradually 
extend themselves over soils where now scarcely any green thing except the 
bitter colocynth and the poisonous foxglove is ever seen.” (Ibid.) 

“The French traveler, Largeau, believes the Sahara to have been anciently 
well watered and well wooded, and to have been teduced to its present condi- 
tion by the folly and improvidence of man.” (La Pays de Rirha, Paris, 1879; 
Marsh, p. 150.) 

Marsh exonerates wild animals from this destructive process, believing that 
“so far as is known, it [their grazing habit] appears to be conservative rather 
than pernicious.” (Ibid. p. 838.) He remarks further: “But while the wild 
animal does not appear to be a destructive agency in the garden of nature, his 
domestic congenors are eminently so.” (Ibid. p. 84.) 

This matter of the grazing habits of wild game has often been discussed 
in connection with the apparent absence of overgrazing on the western plains 
where the buffalo was found in huge herds by the earliest explorers. These 
herds were said to be “uncountable,” “innumerable,” “ inexhaustible,” and 
their extinction deemed almost impossible. Undoubtedly the total number of 
buffalo on our western plains ran into many millions, but under civilized 
man’s attacks they lasted not over 20 years and then were almost obliterated. 
The migratory habits of these as well as other grazing game animals in the 
period before civilized occupation of the plains tended to control and restrict 
their movements to and from their seasonal feeding grounds was in its char- 
acter a fine example of what grazing experts of to-day designate as “ deferred 
and rotation grazing.” Each region was grazed in turn, slowly and thoroughly, 
and then left to rest and grow, to mature and deposit the seeds of the grasses, 
thus securing regular reproduction. 

THE ORIGINAL FORAGE COVER OF THE GREAT PLAINS 

It is fortunate that we have some rather full and satisfactory written records 
as to the nature and extent of the weeds and grasses that covered the Great 
Plains country used by the buffalo, of which considerable still remains as part 
of the public domain. 

Early in 1540 Coronado, the Spanish captain, organized an expedition to 
explore the region to the north of the present’ Republic of Mexico. He
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Digest of parts of 

Haskins, C. H, Studies in the History of Mediaeval Science. — 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge. 1927. 

p. 33. Adelard of Bath. English, born in Bath, Travelled in Mediterranean 

countries studying Arabic philosophy. In 1100's. Wrote treatise on falcons. 

242-271. Frederick II of Sicily. Norman? 

254. "In November, 1231, he came to Ravenna “with many animals unknown to Italy: 

elephants, dromedaries, camels, panthers, gerfalcons, lions, leopards, 

white falcons, and bearded owls." 

255. "Hig joy in hunting, for which he used coursing leopards and panthers as 

well as hawks and falcons and the humbler companions of the chase~-mt it 

also fed a gemine scientific interest in animals and their habits. His 

de arte yenandi cum avibus not only deals..,with all the practical phases 

of the art, but begins with a systematic and careful discussion of the 

species, structure, and habits of birds, for which the author uses the 

de animalibus of Aristotle." 

262. Aristotle relies too mech on hearsay, and has evidently “rarely or 

never had experience of falconry, which we have loved and practiced all 

our life." 

"Such again (i.e. restless desire to see and know) was the story of the 
great pike brought to the Elector of Palatine in 1497, in its gills a 
copper ring placed there by Frederick to test the longevity of fish, and 
still bearing the inscription in Greek "I am the fish which Emperor 
Frederick II placed in this lake with his own hand the fifth day of 
October, 1230" (Hauber shows the date 1230 is impossible). 

263. Imported Arab falconers who knew how to use hoods, imported ostrich 
eggs to see if they would hatch in the sun, sent for barnacles to see 
if they hatched geese, sealed vultures eyes to see if they found food 
by sight or smell, 

299-326. De Arte Venandi. 

306. "The third book explains the different kinds of lures and their uses. 
The three remaining books describe, in parallel fashion, the practice 
of hunting cranes with gerfalcons (IV), herons with the sacred falcon 

(¥), and water birds with the smaller types of falcons (VI). 

Copy to Mr, Newcomer ~“
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REVISTA BE FILOLOG{A ESPAROLA 
MADRID 

TOMO XV 1928 
CUADERNO 30 

SOBRE LA FECHA DE «PERRO» : 

Se ha venido asegurando que perro no aparece en nues- 

tros textos literarios hasta el siglo x1v, y que su empleo no 

llega a suplantar totalmente al de cam hasta el xv. 

La segunda observacién puede ser cierta, pero no la pri- ‘ 

mera, que fué sentada arbitrariamente por Paul Groussac, al 

: buscar argumentos con que rebatir la atribuci6n de los Casti- 

gos y documentos al rey Sancho IV . Lo curioso es que el 

mismo Groussac nos notifica la existencia de perro en obras 

literarias del siglo x1m, tales como Buenos Proverbios, Calila 

y Dimna y Saber de Astronomia, aunque estos libros son para 

él de sospechosa autenticidad o de fecha dudosa, c6modo 

procedimiento de eliminar dificultades, sobre todo cuando no 

se aducen m&s que razones vagas a titulo de pruebas *; ya 

que la conducta de los eruditos espafioles le arrancaba en- 

tonces agrias quejas, no debié imitarles en su ligereza. 3 

“1 Reoue Hispanique, 1906, XV, 278-290. 

2 Pag. 238, nota 2. La fecha de Ca/ila y su atribucién a Alfonso X 

la he discutido yo también en RFE, 1915, Il, 295, y en mi ediciédn de 

esta obra, Madrid, 1917, pag. 7, pero sin determinarme a colocarla 

fuera del siglo xm, véase ademas G. Ciror, Budi. Hisp., 1922, XXIV, 

196, que defiende la atribucién al rey Alfonso. También halla Grous- 
sac (pag. 282, nota 1) ferro en algunos fueros, tales como el de Uclés 
y el de Madrid y, aunque necesitaria probarlo, puede tener razén en 

atribuir la presencia de la palabra a una adicién posterior; en cambio 
no me convencen sus apreciaciones acerca de la modernidad del len- 

guaje de los Buenos Proverbios y del Saber de Astronomta.
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i Independientemente de Groussac Ileg6 R. Monner Sans * 

a establecer igual fecha de aparicién de la palabra — si- 

glo x1v —, por no encontrarla sino en el Libro de la Monteria, 

en el Conde Lucanor y en otros textos de la primera mitad 

de esa centuria. 

Bastaria con las obras utilizadas por Groussac para solu- 

° cionar definitivamente este pretendido problema lexicografi- 

co; mas como aquéllas presentan dudas a erudito tan riguro- 

so, y lo que él pide es que se halle la palabra «dans une 

production littéraire dont l’authenticité soit inattaquable», 

voy a poner a continuacién los que hasta ahora he encontra- 

do en varios pasajes de la General Estoria, mandada compo- 

ner por Alfonso el Sabio, segin el manuscrito de la Primera 

Parte de esa obra, conservado en la Biblioteca Nacional de 

Madrid, nam. 816, cédice de la c4mara regia, sin interpola- 

ciones ni retoques *. i 

Viene hablando de la mezcla de los canes con los tigres, 

y dice: 

/ Fol. 2517. @: Enel tiempo quelas fembras delos canes dessean : 

congebir, aduzen las los omnes alas seluas, e atan las y, e dexan les 

que coman, e assechan las; e uienen alli a ellas las tigres maslos, e 

yazen con ellas, e emprennan las. Mas dela primera parizon nin dela 

segunda non los quieren los omnes tomar los fijos.... mas toman gelos 

la tercera uez, que es ya la natura mas amansada en ellos e mas affe- 

; cha a la natura del can, que es la perra, su madre, e crian los... 

EI capitulo siguiente se refiere a la «mezcla del can con 

el lobo». 

1 Perrologia. El perro a través del diccionario y del refranero, en 

Humanidades, 1923, V, especialmente en las paginas 205-211; después 

de un articulo tan extenso, 165 p4ginas, parecerfa imposible afladir 

nada sobre ferro; sin embargo, si Monner Sans hubiera conocido el 

trabajo de Groussac o si hubiera leido més textos medievales habria 

hallado datos importantes que agregar a su notable estudio. 

2 He discutido la fecha de Ja General Estoria en RFE, 1921, VIL 

288, y alli asigno la de 1275 para la Primera Parte. 

3 Traduce y comentaa Puinio, Historia Natural, 8, 40.
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Esto mismo e a esta manera fazen los ffranceses delos canes con 

los lobos, que enel tiempo quelas perras quieren sus canes... 

En el mismo folio, col. 0, sigue un capitulo que se titula: 

Del tiempo a quanta edad se emprenna la perra e quanto lo trae, é 

dela natura delos canes. ; 

El can fembra non concibe fasta que aya anno... 

Mas adelante relata la fabula de Icario y su perra Mera, 

segtin un comentarista de Ovidio ': 3 

Fol. 2707. a: e finco alli muerto Ycario, e un can que traye que se 

andaua con el, e dizen que era una perrilla, finco alli con el cuerpo a 

guardar le quel non tanxiesse ninguna cosa. E Ycario auie una fija a 

que dizien Herigone, e non sabie ella ques era de su padre fasta que 

arranco fambre ala perrilla e tornos a casa. E Herigone... echol del 

pan... e la perrilla, qual ora tomo el pan en la boca, fues luego con 
ello e tornauasse a guardar su sennor... 

Col. 4: Otrossi, por remembranga dela fialdad del can, tomaron los 

dioses aquella perriella que fuera tan buena, e sobieron la suso, e fi- 

zieron della otro signo...; e este signo daquella perrilla es al que dizen 

el signo del Can, e daqui uino este nombre caniculares... de canicula, 

que dizen en latin por perrilla, e assi puede uenir otrossi de caniculus 

que ay enel latin et dizen le por perrillo. 

A&n, en el fol. 270 v. b, nos explica los «mudamientos» 

de todos los que intervienen en esta fabula y nos habla de 

«Herigone, fija de Ycario e dela su perilla» agregando que se 

transform6 «la perilla en la estrella a que dizen el signo del 

. Can». k 

En el fol. 274 v. a, repite: 

E por que aquel can era pequenno, e aun cuentan algunos que era 

una perrilla, e dizen en latin caniculus por perriello e canicula por 

perriella... 

Se nota en estos trozos un predominio del uso del feme- 

nino perra y del diminutivo también femenino, pues tene- 

i 1 «Aun pone ell esponedor dell Ouidio...» No he averiguado toda- 
via a qué comentador del poeta latino se refiere la General Estoria; rf 

ampliarfa sin duda las Metamorfosis, 10, 450 — que no aluden a la 

perra Mera —, basdndose en Hicrno, Fibula 130.
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mos: perra dos casos; perras uno; perrilla ocho (contando los 

dos casos de perilla, con olvido de una 7, que ocurren en el 

fol. 270 v. 6); perriella dos; perrillo uno y perriello uno; total, 
trece ejemplos del femenino contra dos del masculino. Se 

debe esta preferencia a la sencilla raz6n de que can lo consi- 

deraban estrictamente como masculino y que para el femeni- 

no tenian que acudir a las perifrasis fembra de los canes y can 

JSembra*‘, que ocurren también en los pasajes transcritos, o 

echar mano de la palabra vulgar perra, prefiriendo esto Alti- 

mo por mas conciso, Nétese ademés que el masculino se em- 

plea tan sélo, en los pasajes copiados, al traducir el supuesto 

diminutivo latino caniculus : perriello, sin duda por no co- 

nocer o no recordar ningtin diminutivo de can?, 

No pretendo elevar a regla general el uso de esta palabra 

restringido al femenino durante el siglo xm, ya que en otros 
textos de la misma época aparece el masculino °, pero nos 

explica lo que para Monner Sans constituia una diferencia de 

significado entre can y perro, diferencia que él no pudo con- 

cretar, pues ni los ejemplos del Libro de la Monteria que co- 

1 Estas corresponden a la perffrasis latina «canis femina», citada 

por G. pz Disco, Contribucién al Dicc. Etim., § 111. En cambio tigre > 

lleva siempre en la General Estoria el articulo femenino, y para dis 

tinguir entre macho y hembra recurre al circunloquio «las tigres mas 

los», como se ve en mi primer pasaje. Ya Lenz, La oracién y sus par- 

ves, segunda edic., pdg. 107, hace netar «con cuanto rigor el espajfiol se 

fija en el sexo de los animales». . 

2 caniculus en masculino, parece compuesto por los colaborado- 

res de Alfonso X, sobre canicula, ya que no se halla registrado ni 

como clasico ni por Du Cange, Para el diminutivo podfan haber emplea- 

do cadiella y cadielio, aunque acaso daban a esta palabra el mismo signi- 

ficado restringido de ‘cachorrv’ que en latin tiene su modelo catellus 
y catella. 

3 Los ejemplos del siglo xu1 dados por Groussac (Ca/ila, véase mi 

edicion, pag. 141; Buenos Proverbios, pag. 37; Astronomda, I, 91, perros; 

obsérvese que el otro ejemplo de la misma obra es del diminutivo, 

99, perriedios), son todos masculinos, No me he dedicado a buscar otros 

ejemplos en el mismo siglo, sino a comprobar los que da Groussac; 

una busqueda sistematica por nuestros textos primitivos seguramen- 
te daria resultados nuevos.
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pid, ni los que yo ahora publico, ofrecen otra base, aparte de 

la del género, para distinguir los dos términos que han de con- 

siderarse como enteramente sindnimos!. — A. G. SoLatinpeE. 

1 Monner Sans, pag. 205, exhibia con gran satisfaccién dos versos 

de Juan de Mena para probar que ferro y can no son iguales; copiaré 

integra la copla 164 del Laberinto, a que pertenecen esos dos versos 

(edic. Foulché-Delbosc, Nueva Bibl, Aut. Esp., XIX, 169): 

Ca he'visto, dize, sefior, nueuos yerros 
la noche passada fazer las planetas, 

s con crines tendidas arder las cometas, 
dar nueua lunbre las armas e fierros, 
cridar sin feridas los canes e perros, 
triste presagio fazer de peleas 
las aues noturnas e las funereas 

por los collados, alturas e gerros. 

Y ahora se ve bien que el poeta apela aqui a las parejas de sindénimos: 

planetas, cometas; armas, fierros; canes, perros; noturnas, funereas, y 
que remata la estrofa con una triple sinonimia: col/ados, alturas, cerros. 

La explicacién de Galindo y Vera, copiada por Monner Sans, a propé- 

sito de estos versos: «Quizd con esta ultima palabra — ferro — se de- 
signarfan los perros de ciertas razas y con la de canes los de otras», 

no explica nada. Tampoco el refran del Comendador Griego que Mon- 

ner Sans transcribi6, entrafia diferencia de significado, pues «dos pe- 
rros a un can mal trato le dan», no quiere decir mds que ‘dos contra 

uno mal trato le dan’.
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EL « PHYSIOLOGUS » 

EN 

LA « GENERAL ESTORIA » DE ALFONSO X 

Son escasas las noticias que poseemos acerca de la’ fortuna en 
Espaiia de los tratados sobre animales, conocidos durante la 
Edad Media con el nombre de Physiologus +. Es raro que carezca- 
mos de sus traducciones en espatiol, pues mientras los lapidarios 
alfonsinos ofrecen un testimonio espléndido del culto a los secre- 
tos del reino mineral, este otro sector paralelo del conocimiento 
de la naturaleza y del mundo, — para usar el titulo del volumen 
de Langlois ?, — parece haberse descuidado en nuestra lengua o, 
en otro caso, haber desaparecido las obras dedicadas especial- 
mente al reino animal ®. 

1. Sobre la complicada trasmisidn de estos tratados véase el libro de F. Lau- 
chert, Geschichte des: Physiologus. Strassburg, 1899, en el que se alude breve- 
mente a pasajes de autores espajioles ; son titiles también por su bibliografia y 
resumen P. Meyer en Histoive littéraive de la France. Paris, 1914, t. XXXIV, 
P. 363-390, y L. Thorndike, A History of Magic and Experimental Science. New- 
York, 1923, t. I, p. 497-503. El volumen IV de L. Wiener, Contributions toward a 
History of Arabico-Gothic Culture. Philadelphia, 1921, a pesar de su subtitulo : 
« Physiologus Studies », abarca un campo distinto del de la historia de tales tra- 
tados. 

2. La connaissance dela nature et du. monde, d’aprés des écrits francais aU’ usage 
des laics, t. III de la Vie en France au moyen dge. Paris, 1927; analiza en las 
paginas 11-28 el Bestiaire de Philippe de Thaon. 

3. Entre los estudios miis recientes acerca de alusiones a animales:en la litera- 
tura espafiola, véanse el de G. Moldenhauer, Zur Geschichte der Tieverzihlung in 
dey mittelalterlichen spanischen Literatur, extracto de Voretzsch Festschrift. Halle, 
1927, p. 480-513, y el de J. Berzunza, A Digression in the Libro de Alexandre : 
The Story of the Elephant, en The Romanic Review, 1927, t. XVIII, p. 238-245; 
no estoy conforme con este liltimo en su conclusidn de que el Alexandre no debid 
tener presente un Physiologus por la sola razon de que el poema no incluye la 
alegoria religiosa caracteristica de la mayor(a de los bestiarios, pues las omisiones 
nunca tienen fuerza decisiva para rechazar una fuente ; véase ademas Thorn- 
dike, J. c., p. 502-503, quien discute que la alegoria no es lo esencial en los Phy- 
stologt.
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| Sin embargo, hubo de circular por Castilla algun Physiologus, 
puesto que los colaboradores de Alfonso X lo aprovechan. La 
General Estoria en su Primera Parte, libro XX, consagra a la des- 

| cripcién de ciertos animales los capitulos 9 a 33, no con el deseo 
de incluir un bestiario, sino con el mas conforme al plan regio de 
explicar el Levitico, XIX, 19 : « Jumentum tuum non facies coire 

i cum alterius generis animantibus. » Para sus explanaciones se 
sirve de Plinio, Historia Natural, libro VIII, quien suministraba 

i a los redactores espaiioles ejemplos de animales de distintas 
i familias aptos para el cruzamiento. Los colaboradores alfonsinos 

intercalan en esta traduccién de Plinio un capitulo (XX, 31) 
sobre los cuatro elementos y los animales que en cada uno de 
ellos viven, y después de transcribir y comentar los versos de 
Ovidio, Metamorfosis, I, 72-75, amplian sus referencias con esta 
digresién! : 

«E bien fallamos que uiue alguna animalia enell elemento del 
fuego, e esta animalia departen que es una en non mas, e llaman 
la salamandra. Onde dize el Fisiologo sobresta razon estos quatro 

i uiessos por este latin : 

| De las quatro animalias que wiuen cada una en su elemento : 

Quatuor in puris uitam ducunt elementis : 
Gamaleon, thalma, maria allec et salamandra ; 

| Allec unda fouet, gamaleon aere uiuit, 
Talpan nutrit humus, salamandram procurat ignis 2. 

| Et estos uiessos quieren dezir desta guisa enel lenguage de 
Castiella : que el gamaleon, e el topo, e el harenc e la salamandra 
uiuen en sennos elementos, de guisa que por mantener sus uidas 
non toman gouernamiento ninguno delos otros elementos, si non 

| cada uno el del suyo ; ca el harenc uiue dell agua sola, e el ga- 
maleon dell aer, e el topo dela tierra e la salamandra del fuego. » 

| Antes la General Estoria, IV, 9, habia aludido a este mismo 
| pasaje, al hablar incidentalmente de la salamandra : « ... e de- 

1, En mi prdxima edicidn del primer volumen de la General Estoria este pasaje 
se halla en la pag. 570 6 30-52. 

2. Las incorrecciones del latin son achacables, no a los redactores, — buenos 
conocedores de esta lengua, — sino al copista, aunque el del ms. Bibl. Nac. de 
Madrid, 816, sea en lo demiis excelente.
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buxada toda la ymagen a figuras de salamandras, que uiuen del 

fuego puro e enel, assi como diz el philosophot... » 

Los versos latinos transcritos en la General Estoria, atribuidos 

claramente al Fisidlogo, deberian encontrarse en la redaccién 

_ versificada atribuida al obispo Theobaldo, — acaso abad de 

Monte Cassino en el siglo XI, — breve poema que tuvo bastante 

difusién en la Edad Media®. Pero no ocurre asi, y por tanto Al- 

fonso X debio tener a mano otra versién diferente, en la que 

estos cuatro versos servirian de prdlogo a la parte descriptiva de 

los doce animales que el Physiologus de Theobaldo comprende, 

tal como hoy lo conocemos. Pudo tambien darse el caso de alguna 

redaccidn en prosa que intercalase los cuatroversos 3, 

Que éstos eran conocidos lo certifica Bartholomeus Anglicus, 

o de Glanville, del siglo x11, pues en su obra De proprietatibus 

verum los inserta al hablar del camaleén‘, si bien difiriendo ba- 

tante en los dos ultimos : 

« Dicitur autem cameleon viuere solo aere, sicut talpa ex terra, 

et allec ex aqua, et salamandra ex igne. Versus : 

iiij ex puris vitam ducunt elementis : 
Cameleon, talpa, maris allec et salamandra ; 

Terra cibat talpam, flamme pascunt salamandram, 
Vnda fit alleci cibus, aer cameleonti®. » 

1. En mi edicion, pag. 90 a 21-23. « Philosopho », en este caso, viene a ser siné- 
nimo de « naturalista » o de « naturales », como lo prueban estas citas de la Gene- 
val Estovia : hablando del « aue fenix » aduce como autoridades a « Plinio e otros 
philosophos e naturales », 84 a 14; « en los elementos, segund aprendemos delas 
(stc) naturales, el que mas de ligero se puede corromper elle aer es », 601 b 47. 

2. Editado entre las obras de Hildeberto de Tours en Migne, Patr. Lat., 171, 
cols, 1217-1224, y por Morris, An Old English Miscellany, 1872, app. I, pags. 201 
y ss.; otra edicién es : Physiologus. A Metrical Bestiary of Twelve Chapters, by 
Bishop Theobald. Printed in Cologne, 1492. Translated by A. W. Rendell, Lon- 
don, 1928. Dan noticias sobre los mss. del poema Tierfelder en Serapeum, 1862, 
ns 15 y 16, y Mann en Anglia, Beiblatt, 1901, t. XII, p. 17 y ss. 

3. Para las diversas redacciones en prosa véase Thorndike, /. c., t. I, p. 498. 
4. Edicién de Basilea, 1475, fol. 176 v. b ; he visto ejemplares en las Bibliotecas 

Nacionales de Madrid y Paris. Sobre Bartholomeus Anglicus véase Thorndike, 
1. c., t. II, p. 401-435. 

5. Se hizo traduccidn espafiola de la obra de Bartholomeus por Vicente de 
Burgos segtin consta en el explicit de su primera edicidn incunable : « Fenece el 
libro de las propriedades de las cosas, trasladado del latin en romange por el reue- 
rendo padre fray Vincente de Burgos. Emprimido en la noble gibdad de Tholosa 
por Henrique Meyer d’Alemaijia... acabo se enel anno del Sefior de mil e quatro 
cientos e nouenta quatro... » Hay ejemplares en las Bibliotecas Nacionales de 
Madrid y Paris. La traduccidn no incluye los yersos y se limita a traducir lo



6 A. G. SOLALINDE. — EL « PHYSIOLOGUS » 

De sentir es la vaguedad de Bartholomeus, pues al contentarse 

con el inexpresivo « dicitur », nos deja 'sin saber si hallé estos’ ver- 

sos en el Physiologus que empleaba, y que en otros casos cita, o 

si se trataba de versos escolares que él recordaba de memoria. 

Finalmente la significacién de esta cita se halla diluida en un 

largo pasaje de un bestiario en prosa, del siglo x11 también, 

debido a cierto Pierre le Picard, quien asegura ‘seguir un Physio- 

loges para su divagacién sobre los elementos}. 

antecedente, libro XVIII, cap. x1x : « El camelleon es vna bestia limpia segund 
la ley de Moyses, e biue del ayre solamente, como el topo biue dela tierra, e el 
arenque del agua dela mar e Ja salamandra enel fuego... » 

1. Edicién por C. Cahier en sus Mélanges d’archéologie, d'histoire et de littéva- 
ture. Paris, 1856, t. IV, p. 77 y 78; Cahier cita en su comentario los versos de 
Bartholomeus. Sobre el autor de este bestiario francés véase el mismo Cahier, 

Mélanges, t. Il, p. 91 y 94. 

NOGENT-LE-ROTROU, IMPRIMERIE DAUPELEY-GOUVERNEUR
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Mae Z 

Bdited by John Harland, publ, by Chetham uae (Sngland), 1857 res gent 

p. 559. Grouboy . 4n act for destruction of crows was passed by Henry VIII in 1532. 
4 "crowboy" drove the crows out of the corn with bow and arrow or harquebuss. 

p. 563. Garlew. Was artificially fattened with wheat for table use, also godwits, 
knots, gray plover. 

p. 572. Deer. "(The Mnglish) parks . . contain more fallow deer than all the 
P+ 574, Christian world besides." (Quoted from Fynes Morison, 1617.) 

p. 576, Gome used at Barl of Warwick's dinner to Archbishop of York, 170: 

200 cranes 200 pheasants 100 curlew 
4000 rabbits 500 partridge 100 quail 
4000 ducks 5000 woodeoek 4000 deer 
204 bitterns 400 plover (Probably rough index to 

abundence) 

p. 680. ao Hawking began in middle of 4th century. First in e- given 
y Boniface, archbishop of Mons, to Ethelbert, King of Kent (1 hawk, 2 
feleons). At height 1598, gone by 1700. 

pe FTE. eee Pennant (quoted) says 31,200 ducks, wideeons, & teals taken in 
decoys" near Wainfleet in one season. Formerly much more abundant, 

in consequence of drsinace of marshes, 

p. S48. Perks. Some were 15 mi. around, girt with a stone wall or oek palings 
: " for the safe keeping of the fallow deer from ranging about the country." 

p. 859. Partridge. Appear in the accounts in small mubers back to 1590. 
Evidently less conmon than plover and woodcoel:. : 

p. 872. Pike, “As to its longevity, e pike taken in 1497 at Heilbron, in Suabia, 
had a brazen ring with a Greek inscription purporting that it had been pat 
into the lake by Frederick II. in 1230; being therefore 267 years old. 
Its skeleton, 19 feet in length, was long preserved at Mannheim," 

p- (916. Prices, ‘The following may indicate relative sbundance: 

1532 1541 1542 
*s 4d. 8. 4d. e. 4. 

Swan 6 0 e 4% 5 0 
Crane, stork or 

bustard a 2 & anit 
Godwit i 2 scam ienenone 
Quail, very fat 0 o (4. o & 
Rabbit, out of 

the warren O 21/2 ----- o--- 
Teale 0 2 oe 2 0 2 
Mallard o 4 o 4 o 4 
Wigeon . 3 eaten a 
Plover Qo 3 o 3 —. 
Snyte (? snipe) 0 2-1/2 O i-i/2 as 
Partridge set o 4& foe 
Pheasant anene o £ os 
P lovers, green ----~ z 9 ae 
Teale — 20 a 
with Duck ¥ Matlhad — 4 o —



Fd “26 

p. 294?) eek "Searce in England till their importation from France in the 
16th Century." (7) 

p. 993. "Sn ipe-En ave" acksnipe--meanine “half-snipe," This referred to 
Seolopax gallimla Linnaeus as distinguished from Scolopax gallinago of 
innaeus, 

p. 1008. Staz or Red Deer, Nemes of age classes: 

Male Zensle 

young calf ? 
2 broket 

6 spay 
stag 

5 great stag 

: 6 hart 

p. 1059. Turkey. Introduced into England in 15th Henry VIII (152%). 

p. 1071. Vermin. Quoting Harri, an Elizabethan writer: "Of foxes we have some, tut 
no great store; also badgers in our sandy and light grounds. I suppese 
that these two are rather preserved by gentlemen to hunt and have pastime 
Withal, than suffered to live, as not able to be destroyed because of 
their great mmbers. I might here entreat largely of other vermin, as the 
polecat, minever, weasel, stoat, fulmart, squirrell, fitchew, and such like; 
also of the otter and of the beaver (of which last we have not many, but 
only in the Teifie in Wales); for the otter is not wanting, or to seek, in 
many but most streaas of this isle; but it shall sufficie to have named 
them, as I do finally the martern, a beast of the chase; although for 
number I worthily doubt whether that of our beavers or marterns may be 
thought to be the less," 

p. 1100, Wildfowl: "Of mch as are bred in our land we have the crane, bitter, wild 
and tame swan, bustard, heron, curlew, snite, wild-goose, wend or doffrel, 
brant lark, plover of both sorts (green and grey), lapwing, teal, wigeon, 
mallard, sheldrake, shoveller, pewet (starling), sea mew, barnacle, quail, 
notte (Imot), the oliet or olife, the dunbird (red-necked diving duck or 
female widgeon), woodecock, partrich and pheasant, besides divers others." 

(Wete: Of these 29 species, partrich and pheasant are mentioned last-- 
surely not because of quality.) 

Of 17 purchases in the accounts, including everything from plover te 
blackbirds, neither partridge or pheasant are mentioned.
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‘bs Cambridge, Mass. 

or” 
February 17, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

Professor Haskins, my father, is very 111 and is not 

able to answer your letter, which he has turned over to me. 

Your reprint proved very interesting, but it is rather diff- 
icult to trace this sequence of control in the Middle Ages 
because of the uncertainty of measures of control that were 
used and because of the limitation of the sources for this 
subject. Consequently I feel rather at a loss as to what to 

advise you. 

Game conservation, as you point out, certainly existed 
in England as far back as 1066, and Henry II in his Assize 
of the Forest of 1184 enacted elaborate hunting and gaming 
laws, imposing restrictions and rules on hunting. What you 
call the 'fourth' stage in the sequence seems also to have 
existed in a limited degree in the annual importation of E 
hunting falcons by Henry II from Norway. This is shown by 
certain passages in the Pipe Rolls collected by A. Bugge in 
Diplomatarium Norvegicum, xix, nos. 35ff. The interest shown 
in the care of birds and diseases of falcons in the treatises 
of such men as Adelard of Rath and William the Falconer may 
point to some development of ideas in game management as well. 

— De Arte Venandi cum Avibus of Frederick II, discussed in 
tudies in the History of Wediaeval Seience, is significant 

from this angle. = : 

As to southern Europe, there were without much doubt 
forest and game regulations under the Norman kings in Sicily, 
which are mentioned explicitly later in the administrative 
enactments of Frederick II. Roger II before hfim had controlled 
the tunny fisheries, but probably more as a royal monopoly 
than with any very distinct idea of preservation. The most 
important thing I know of, however, in connection with game 
preservation is exactly what you are looking for. Frederick 
TI, intenselv scientific and interested in experimentation, 
started what was probably the first systematic cultivation of 
game. He set up closed seasons, based on accurate observation 
of the times of pairing and mating; he set up animal reserva-



tions in various parts of his kingdom; and he had waterfowl 
kept in ponds which he had laid out with water conduits. All 
this was part of Frederick's program of game management. A 
systematic study of such managementwould require a good deal 
of work in original sources and administrative enactments 
puch as in Die Regesten des Kaiserreichs, edited by Boehmer 
and Ficker. In secondary material [ can only refer you to Vt 
the very excellent bibliography in the Frederick the Second a 
of Ernst Kantorowicz, translated by #.0.Lorimer, New York, btnnmt) 
1931. The bibliographies to chapters four and five of vol- 
ume five of the Cambridge Mediaeval History are also useful. 
In most of it, however, a knowledge of Lat it-is_more_or less 
necessary. I only regret I have not been able to give you. 
more information of the kind you wanted; specific reference~__ 
to game control is rare, and the practice itself in the Middle wm Una 
Ages was not widespread. A careful study of it would be a 
useful contribution to the history of mediaeval civilization, 
ag well 2s to the general history of ideas in game manage- 
ment. 

Sincerely yours, 

= Ss



ENGENNO g 
5 ce 
a engenno sm, [lat, {ng¥nium 113, 4419] I, In- 

genio, talento, facultad de razonar o inventar, 
TL,.a@) Cuanto se hace con ingenio y especialmente 
miquinas, instrumentos, cmbarceaciones, etc, 
b) Maquina de guerra, 

I, sipor las escripturas non fuesse ;qual sa- 
biduria o engenno de omne se podrie membrar de to- 
das las cosas passadas...? PC 3b16. jAy Espanna! 
non a lengua nin engenno que pueda sontar tu bien 
311b36, cra de muy buen coragon e de sotil engennc 
p@ra aprender lo [que leia] GE I 94b55; PC 343b25, 
CL I 186036, 202a25, IL a) Neptuno...amaua,.,tra- 
baier se de assacar e fazer engennos e estrumentos 4 
pera andar sobre las aguas GE I 156b50, - Aradio... 

ouo engennos con que, e passo ell agua 52a24. 
ayuntearon se muchos de Grecia e fizieron de made- 
ros un engenno mvy sotil e muy fuerte en que pu- 
diessen entrar muchos dellos bien a aquella penna 
195b13, b) los de Roma,..trayen engennos de mu- 
chas maneras pora combater uillas e castiellos 
PC 47236, aquellos que andavan empos el [Maroan], 
‘cercaronle alli, et lidiaronle mui de rezio con 

saetas et con otros engennos 338832; 69b5, 13, 

S22b5, 527928, 329e46, GE I 7éalé 

Bolinger —? oy 
Oct, 1934 
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aps hunting of wild animals as an tions were made as to the class of hawk It was called “A French King’s Hunting amusement and recreation has been one which each man in his rank and degree Book,” and contains much information on of the favorite occupations of the human raee might keep, and social standing could easily the sport, besides colorful descriptions of the since earliest times. Classic art has many be determined by the hawk or falcon carried yarious forms of hunting. examples of the lure of the chase; Diana, on a man’s wrist. A list of these ran as This chaplain, in spite of Papal edicts for- the Roman goddess of hunting, was usually follows: bidding the clergy to hunt and hawk, was depicted armed with bow and quiver and “The Eagle and the Vulture for an an experienced and accomplished sportsman, often grasping a deer. Emperor; the Gerfalcon and the Tiercel and his description of the points of a good The popularity of this goddess was very for a King; the Falcon and Tiercel greyhound has become a classic on that great and the temple of Diana at Ephesus, gentle for a Prince,” etc. through the subject. erected at public cost in 620 B. C., became various ranks of nobility, down to “The Some of his arguments in favor of falconry one of the seven wonders of the ancient Merlin for a Lady; the Hobby for a are most enlightening as to the elaborate world. It is said that Alexander the Great Young Man; the Goshawk for a yeoman; scale of the royal hunt of those days. He paid a large sum for a treatise on hunting, the Tiercel of a Goshawk for a Poor uses as an argument the fact that a single by Aristotle, and descriptions of the chase Man; the Sparrow-hawk for a Priest; stag-hunt cost the King 100 livres (approxi- abound in classic literature. the Kestrel for a Knave.” mately five hundred dollars). The stag or The earliest form of hunting of which we One object of falconry was to provide boar-hunt, he points out, required a huge have record is falconry or hawking—the delicacies for the table, and herons were retinue of hunt-servants, fine horses, a pack practice of using trained falcons and hawks considered a choice dish. These and various of buck-hounds and other costly equipment. to bring down birds and small game. This sorts of game were captured mainly by Whereas falconry required “only a couple sport was known in China some 2,000 years hawks in the days before “villainous salt- of good road-horses (not hunters) and four B. C. and in Japan, India, Arabia, Persia petre,” as an historian of that day termed good spaniels who can range well, to bring and Syria as early as 600 B. CO. gun-powder, was introduced. in the game.” Falconry was introduced into England As early as the fourteenth century hunt- He follows his argument in favor of from the continent about 750—according to ing was a recognized sport in Europe. Some falconry with vivid descriptions of a royal early historians, King Alfred the Great had idea of its popularity may be gained from a_ stag-hunt, of boar and wolf-hunting, and “incomparable felicity” in hunting and hawk- writer of those times who records that King hare-coursing with greyhounds, pointing out ing. From then until about 1650 falconry Edward III of England carried on one of his that hare-hunting was the one sport which was followed with an ardor that no other military expeditions to France “thirty fal- could be enjoyed by men of all estates. English sport has ever evoked. It became coners, all carrying hawks; thirty hounds One can picture the royal hunt setting the favorite recreation of the aristocracy and as many greyhounds, so that every day forth from one of the gorgeous chateaux of during the middle ages, and hunting dogs he could hunt or hawk at his pleasure.” the lovely Loire Valley in France; or from and hawks were forbidden to the yeoman A treatise on the comparative advantages a royal hunting-lodge in the vast forests of and peasant in all feudal constitutions. of falconry versus the hunting of the stag Germany or England. The elaborate and After the Norman conquests, in 1066, and wild boar was written by the Chaplain brightly-colored costumes of the King and falconry became the sport of country gentle- of King John II of France while that his nobles, attended by their retinues of men and courtiers alike. Strictest regula- monarch was a prisoner in England in 1859. handsomely liveried hunt-servants; the spir-
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ing in the woods with dogs, but all other 

classes of society were at liberty to hunt 

over the country at large, except that the 

es «King’s hunting was not to be interfered 
with. Wherever the King elected to hunt, 

all others had to vacate until the King and 

ited horses with their magnificent trappings; his followers had passed. The taking of birds was allowed only from 

the pack of well-trained hounds, chosen for After 1066 hunting became the sole privi- the 15th of March to the 15th of August. 

their melodious voice in full ery; the music lege of the nobles and the common people A couplet from Shakespeare says: 

of the huntsman’s horn; the noble stag or Were prohibited, under severe penalties, from “He is no woodsman that doth bend the bow, 

ferocious wild boar, driven from the shelter the hunting of game. A writer of that To strike a poor unseasonable doe.” 

of the forest by fleet greyhounds—all this period says: “To gain the right of killing a The development of hunting implements, 

must have formed a picture of royal splen- partridge required fifty times the amount of from the spear and primitive bow of prehis- 

dor that has never been equalled in any property as to vote for a Knight of the shire, toric times to the modern rifle and other 

other age. and under the Conqueror it was as great a firearms, has had a striking effect upon the 

The chase was followed by a hunt-supper crime to kill one of the King’s deer as to history of hunting. The six-foot long bow of 

or “stag-dinner,” where great joints of veni- Kill one of his subjects.” mediaeval Europe was for more than a thou- 

son and toasted boar’s heads were devoured These stringent game laws, which became sand years the only projectile weapon for 

and washed down with mighty flagons of known as Forest Laws, frequently drove the hunting and warfare, and bowmen of that 

“nut-brown ale” All this reads like a Saxons and common people in general into period attained a remarkable proficiency in 

sportsman’s dream of Utopia; but when one Tebellion, Many of them, as in the case of its use. All men between the ages of sixteen 

remembers the poverty and oppression which the historic Robin Hood, became outlaws. and sixty were forced by law to practice 

made it possible, few of us would exchange During the middle ages the game laws of archery. 

our own age, with all its problems and un- England were framed so as to secure to the The long bow was followed by the cross- 

seertain -futurefortheirss == —_—landed—aristocraey—the—exclusive—right—of —pow,-a-missile-throwing weapon consisting of —— 

In the early history of hunting the fox taking game, and these must have the license a bow fixed transversely upon a stock that 

was treated with scant courtesy. The sport of the King to hunt, even upon their own contained a groove to guide the missile, a 

in those days consisted only in drawing him estates. The chase was the prerogative of notch to hold the string of the bow, and a 

out of his earth with terriers, and although the King alone, the nobles deriving their trigger to release it. 

the chase of the fox above ground or in hunting privileges from the monarch as their The cross-bow seldom killed outright and 

the open was described in books of sport of overlord. The Abbot of St. Denis was for- wounded deer were a common incident of the 

the Elizabethan age, the final cause of fox- bidden by Charlemagne to kill the deer in chase. A diarist of the time when the cross- 

hunting was still the destruction of “noxious his own forests, and even among the nobility bow superseded the long bow as an instru- 

vermin.” A writer of the day says: “No the privilege was often withheld. By the ment of woodcraft laments this change as “a 

law is given to the fox, but to hares and sixteenth century a correct use of the lan- sorrow to sportsmen of the old school, as 

deer, because they are beasts of chance; but guage of sport had become the recognized well as to those concerned for the ancient 

it was never accounted either cruelty or foul outward and visible sign of a gentleman, defense of the realm.” 

play to knock foxes or wolves on the head owing to these sport distinctions. Firearms are said to have been first used 

as they can be found, because they are beasts These laws were gradually relaxed, but it in Europe in the fourteenth century ‘but were 

of prey.” was not until the time of William IV (1830- not in general use until much later. With 

Even as late as the early years of the 37) that the hunting laws were finally modi- their improvement the use of the bow rap- 

nineteenth century there were districts in fied to include all classes of sportsmen. idly declined. Modern stag-hunting in Eu- 

England where the church bell was rung In America the game laws have always rope differs from our deer-hunting in Amer- 

when a fox had been marked to ground, given the right to hunt to all classes. In ica to a very marked degree. Packs of 

“to summon every man who possessed a 1623 the Plymouth Colony declared fowling, hounds are used and the hunters are 

pick-axe, a gun or a terrier to hasten to the fishing and hunting to be free, except in cer- mounted. Much the same method is used as 

spot and lend a hand in destroying the noxi- tain private property; with the restriction jin fox-hunting. The season in England is 

ous animal.” But within the last hundred that wild game and fishes must not be mo- from August 12th to October 8th, and from 

years fox-hunting has developed into the Jlested during the season of reproduction and March 25th to May 10th. 

most popular sport of Europe and the status must be allowed free and unobstructed pas- In France the wild boar still abounds in 

of the fox has been elevated till it is pro- sage to their breeding grounds or waters. some districts and ig hunted much as in the 

tected by popular feeling. A book on hunting, written about 1559, middle ages. Wolves are still hunted in 
In America fox-hunting dates from a very gives the open season for various classes of Russia, as well as bear. In bear-hunting the 

early period. A pack of fox-hounds was game in the following quaint terms of the poles and knives of other days, used for en- 

imported from England by Lord Fairfax of Church calendar: countering the bear afoot, have been dis- 

Virginia in 1642, and there were many “The time of grace beginneth at mid- carded for dogs and rifles. 

privately-owned packs about Philadelphia, summer and lasteth to Holyrood Day. Although modern hunting has lost much of 

Baltimore and further south, in colonial The Fox may be hunted from the Na- the pageantry and splendor of early days, 

days. tivity to the Annunciation of our Lady and changed economic conditions have revo- 

Previous to the Norman Conquest there (March 25th) ; the Roebuck from Easter lutionized the sport, there are many advan- 

were no restrictions against the hunting of to Michaelmas; the Roe from Michael- tages for the present-day sportsman. Good 

game, except a general law prohibiting the mas to Candlemas (February 2nd); the roads, modern transportation and equitable 

hunting of game on Sundays. So far as is Hare from Michaelmas to midsummer; laws make it possible for the humblest citi- 

known, this was the earliest game law. A the Wolf, Fox and Bear from the Na- zen to enjoy this noble sport which was once 

subsequent law prohibited monks from hunt- tivity to the Purification of our Lady.” the prerogative of kings.



NOMENCLATURE AND MANAGEMENT OF GAMES IN THE MIDDLE AGES 

PURPOSE; (There are two purposes: 

(a) To determine the degree of development reached by the system of 
geme management practiced by Frederic II in Sicily, and by his contemporaries : 
fin Spain end other European countries. 

(>) To develop a vocabulary of animal species in the medieval Letin 
ani ite vernaculars, 

STATUS 

The imeown facts shout the Albngo lian, north-Europesn snd American 
systems of game management indicate that they all followed the same develop- 
mental sequence. Nothing is mom, hovever, about south-European management, 
exeept thet it existed, ‘The data are scattered throughout many works on meny 
subjects, all in mediaevsl Latin, Spanish, Italian, or other languages with 
which researchers in sciences are not so familiar. To verify whether south- 
European practice followed the same sequence as in other countries will throw 
important light on modern questions of game policy. 

PERSONNEL 

Mr. Charles Newcomer hes an M.A. degree from Kansas and is interested 
pmtegey TN pray Heis taking Leopold's geme management course 
fwther to himself for this work. His work will be directed jointly 
by Mr. Selalinde and Mr. Leopold. : 

FINANCE 

A research assistantship of $400 is needed. The remainder of his 
pay cam be cerried without help from the University, 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS PROJECT 

The “Sclence Inquiry" is one of many attempts to break down the in- 
tellectual wall between the sciences and the humnities. This project assumes 
this wall to be already broken, 
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BURGESS CELLULOSE COMPANY 

FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 
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ae BURGESS CELLULOSE COMPANY 
FREEPORT, ILLINOIS z 
MEMORANDUM 

© Date_____ To Mr, ______ From Mire 

Subject 
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/ Ancient Legislation \ 
We are very much indebted to Mr. was that really killed the same or from 

Samuel H. Feldstein, 405 First Na- whom such person or persons thereof pos- 
tional Bank Building, Baltimore, Libra- sessed, received the same. 

rian of the University of Maryland Li- “That it is the true intent and mean- 
; brary, who has delved into the past and ing of this act, that the liberty given to 

located some very interesting legislation the Indians aforesaid shall extend only to 
: enacted when Maryland was still a col- the killing of deer for their private use 

ony, which we are pleased to quote as and not for sale, and that it shall not be 
follows: lawful for any inhabitant within this 

“The first legislation of Maryland on province under the penalty aforesaid to 
the subject of conservation of deer was be recovered as aforesaid, for the use 
the act of 1730, Chapter 17, which was aforesaid, to purchase any dead deer, or 
‘an act for the preservation of the breed any part thereof, of any Indian or In- 
of wild deer (Lib. L. No. 5, Fol. 370)’; dians within the time provided of this a 
the preamble of this Act was as follows: act to kill deer in.’ 
‘whereas it has been represented to this “Further acts for the preservation of 
general assembly that the species of deer deer for the year 1800 was that of 1789, : 
hath of late years been very much less- Chapter 5, 1795, Chapter 49; and 1799, 
ened, occasioned principally by the in- Chapter 18. These acts contained the ' ’ 
habitants shooting or otherwise destroy-  yegulations in respect to conservation of - 
ing them during the time of the female deer in various counties of the State,” 
deer being with young, and which evil NOTE: In this issu i i" 

practice if not put a stop to, may in a ‘tion to an article entilel “Kal te peo ed 
few years entirely destroy, species of the Seve our pus vand’ Fowl Fag ene comic mead 
deer to the great damage of the good therein was furnished by Mr. Peldstemm sooradne 
people of this province.’ the law compelling the colonists to kill crows and 

“dt shall not be lawful for any person "Sent Scalps for taxes. 
within this province, (the Indians in am- My —— 
ity with us excepted) from the end of 
this season of assembly to the last day 
of July of this present year and in every 
year afterwards between the first day i 
of January and the last day of July, to 
kill any deer, under the penalty of 400 
pounds of tobacco for each deer so killed, 
to be recovered before a single magis- 

trate (as in cases of small debts) by the 
oath of the informer and to be applied, 
the one-half thereof to the use of the 
public school of the county where such 
offense shall be committed, and other 

half to the use of the person so inform- 
ing.’ : 

“<That any person in whose hands or 

custody. any deers’ flesh shall be found, 

that shall appear to have been killed 
between the end of this present session e 
of assembly and the last day of July of 
this present year, and in each year 

afterwards between the first day of Jan- A 
uary and the 1st day of July, shall be 
deemed, taken and adjudged to be, the 
killer of such deer, and liable to the 
penalty aforesaid, unless such person 

make appear before magistrate who it 

/



From; More Game Birds in America, Ince+j Foundation RELEASE ON RECEIPT 
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GAME LAW SURVEY 0 yr ' ou |} 
REVEALS SERIOUS a ae uk \ 
DECLINE OF GAME { guXX 

ee +. 

New york, May/935 --The apparent necessity for a radical change in game 

conservation methods if the country's valuable game bird resources are to be main- 

tained is graphically revealed in results of a survey of state game laws today as 

compared with 25 years ago, according to the More Game Birds Foundation. 

The comparison between 1910 and 1934 shows that 32 additional closed seasons 

have been declared on quail, grouse, prairie chickens or wild turkeys alone, while 

only seven states which had tried closed seasons to restore those species back in 

1910 have open seasons on them nowe 

Along with the hunting bans have also come slashes in lengths of remaining 

open seasons running up 75 per cent. This largest out has been applied to prairie 

chicken huntinge Season lengths averaged 56 days in 15 states in 1910, as compared 

with but 13 days in 12 states now. Indiana, Texas, Idaho and Michigan have restored 

open "chicken" seasonse 

Nearly a third of the states having open seasons in 1910 on grouse (including 

sage, dusky grouse, etc.) had prohibited all shooting of the birds by 1934. Average 
duration of open seasons has been cut more than one-half. Twelve states have set 
closed grouse seasons. Only Alabama and gouth Dakota re-established open grouse 
seasons, according to the comparison. 

Quail apparently have decreased most noticeably in the North. gix northern 

states have prohibited quail hunting while Vermont was the only state to set a 
state-wide open seasone Average length of quail seasons have been cut 20 dayse 

Wild turkey shooting has been tabooed in six states as compared with 1910, 
Seasons in states still permitting turkey hunting have been sliced almost in half, 

Pheasants were found to be the only species gingeece seasons have been in= 
creasede Twenty-five states now permit pheasadiees Smpared with but eight, But 
even the average length of pheasant seasons has been reduced from 52 days in 1910 
te 20 days, except in states where laws have been enacted to encourage private game 
propagation and game management. Farmersportsmen cooperatives functioning under 
these laws have hunting seasons of up to six months duration. The following 
statistics resulted from the surveys 

States Having Open Seasons Average Noe Days in Season , 

; 1910 1934 1910 1934 
QUAL eice esas sca ree GO 33 QUAM ania ieesis ee vesen te 52 
GPOUGRS «410 <5 ass see 40 BD 25 GrOUsG ssn y's o's eae iw eee 23 
Prairie chicken....... 15 12 Prairio chickens o...00s 056 13 

‘ Pheagantseey..ccrceees 8 25 PHOGBANTS os cits wweenon D2 20 
i Wild -turkey......//..,.21 15 Wild turkeysesss over. nnes 9B 57



“NVeitin ab tha Feet rein or TheriscoameLaw WAG HO ELORMGEG Bw 7) 
ORTY years before the American colonists rose in revolt against 

F England there were game laws on the North American continent, 

according to Vernon Bailey, a retired naturalist of the U. S. Bio- 

logical Survey. Probably these were the first laws intended to keep 

hunters from making “game hogs’ of themselves. 

These old game laws were not written in books and inyoked by 

judges sitting in courtrooms; they were agreed upon by the Indians 

who occupied great areas in what is now Kentucky, and probably 

were obeyed. These rules for the redskinned hunters set aside tracts of 

forest land as breeding and feeding grounds for bears, which were ex- 

‘tremely important to the Indians. Bear fat and the flesh and hides of 

the animals were the prized rewards of the hunt. The areas in which 

the animals were partially protected were called in the lore of the 

tribesmen “beloved bear grounds.” 

It appears that there was no closed season for hunting in these 

preserves, but that only a limited number of bears could be killed every 

year. The restrictive laws probably carried a death penalty for hunters 

who broke them. 

© 1935, by American Weekly, Inc, Great Britain Rights Reserved,
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INDI/ NS MAy HAVE 1 \D THE 
FIRST GAME LAV 

fee a ae ace as ae ate Sie a 

nee dete aay verb tates, 
retired naturalist the Biological Survey 
Bear fat, bear meat, and bear skins were 
the most prized returns of the hunt. Large 
area were set aside as “beloved bear 

grounds” where only a limited number of 

animals could be killed each year, so th 

| be maintained. Mr. Bailey believes it might 

be well today to follow the example of the 

Kentucky Indians, and establish “beloved
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E Z | , ‘ ou an a an important part 

SZ TT Sth ae The deep virgin forest, as every experienced woods- iy \ ee <\ Son SS man knows, furnishes little animal or vegetable food, 43 Jee except upon the margin of the forest where grasses ST and shrubs occur. Furthermore, historical evidence 
. indicates that peal man did not live in, although 

ee Lo. . perhaps near, forests. The author, who is chief of the Division of Forestry of 2 . 
the University of Minnesota, has made an exhaustive study ee ee ee LS ee 

of the use of wood by man from prehistoric to modern times, make his home in the forest Lenet it 15,000 ee s the results of which are set down in this article, which will be ago. This period in human pro roe oh iS valled 
run in three installments. The second installment will appear the F aie progress has been calle in the December issue The Editor. e Forest or Transition Period, and followed the 

so-called Steppe Period and preceded the Age of Cul- 
Maton a Modern Period. 

pa is an old story that the great poet Karl , Betore leaving the subject of primitive man’s re- on cenllener hile mo a holiday: in ine porate lation to the forest, I should like to say just a word 
of Thuringia chanced upon several foresters. C%¢erning the probable use of wood by early man. ‘Thelworle of these mealwas view to him and he ene Wc lave fallen into the habit of thinking that stone 

gaged them in conversation, at the end of which WS the principal material used by man during the 
he said: “I had considered you foresters as common Neolithic Age, bronze during the Bronze Age and 
people whose deeds did not extend beyond the death- 10n during the Iron Age. Although no eee 
ly stillness of the forest. But you are unusual: you 080/Zes more fully than I my lack of qualifications 
work unknown, unrecompensed, free from the tyr- for expressing an opinion on this subject, such a anny of egotism; and the fruit of your quiet work concept appears both irrational and unreasonable. 
ripens for late posterity.” Wood is, and probably always has been, the most 

My purpose in quoting this brief passage from available and useful of. structural materials. Even 
Schiller is not to attempt to dignify the profession 1 the hands of primitive man, with the crude im- 
in which I have the good fortune to be engaged, but Plements at his disposal, wood could be converted 
only because it illustrates the rather general lack of ‘to useful articles with comparative ease. Exposed 
knowledge which exists even today concerning the ‘9? ordinary conditions, however, wooden articles 
influence of the forest and other natural resources ickly disintegrate; consequently no clear record is 
on the social and economic development of all of the left concerning how extensively wood was used by 
more important nations of the earth. primitive man. 

The statement is often made that the forest was It is definitely known, however, that wood was 
undoubtedly the earliest home of mankind. Plau- ¢Xtensively used at a very early date in man’s de- 
sible though this statement may seem, and despite velopment. The Swiss Lake Dwellers not only built 
its frequent repetition by many early writers, it ap- their homes on wooden platforms set on wooden piles, 
pears to be based upon false biological and historical but also used wood extensively in their implements, perce utensils and ornaments. Furthermore is there not 

more wood used in making a spear or an arrow 
a a ae . ae EES than there is stone or bronze, and who can say 

face bat: a ie ie ea = | : a bien 2g whether it requires greater skill to shape from 
P Pi 5 iia ath 3 at SME EL a” pigs wood the shaft of an arrow or a spear, that it 

4 Pras i ay aides Peo ee Fe Ue Rie may fly straight to the mark, than it does to 
; ed Sa a a ee b ere Ges Pi chip a point of flint or hammer one of bronze 

et) Se si Oe eta = ed Bes bre S or copper? Is it not possible that the use and 
: Jig a ee Ee age ehe<4 Gogh ieee Bie — importance of wood by primeval man was more 

7 E iy aS Be Saar extensive than commonly supposed because of 
Re Be ome t ea its relative lack of durability under conditions 

} c Beis 7 Bee eee of exposure? 
' fi Pe ia i ae: Coming down to more recent times, the rec- 
: ‘ ‘ ae -u-# ord becomes clearer. The fact that the forest 

F H Pa aet e ; = played an important part in the general econ- 
A zt } a 5 a omy of civilized peoples and races is recorded 

i Nerd er 4 il | (even in the earliest writings. The early Roman 
A sae { eae oe rh B #1} writers, as well as the early Greek writers, dis- 

Sees as hes ae <a cused tree culture in considerable detail in 
SE Cf ah me 

ay z = $4 = : German
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connection with ast: PUAN SS aga a octal a 
culture. iy ees ae eg eee Be es ae ra seen bi 

It is of interest to @ Ue Press Ss oie inten, 8 Se a I nee rae es Ee 

consider for a moment (giiageama ee Ge eee. rad o aes te “Ass 

the characteristics of ye pa yee" ‘. ee t Sigs 

some of the forest ama asa be bs Co Bad ia, a os : 

problems confronting iii. aed oh Re ge hee a cS Rte, el eae ee eae 

the ancients. Evena gj gee ee are) ae ee fe Leeioiecs. eh eee 

cursory survey. of RU Saisie, 0 O87 he ates Cn eee 
their similarity to [ieee A el a ae 
those we are strug- ’ : 

gling with in America : : ‘ 

today. ; oe 

It now seems fairly 

well established that Shes are ; ‘ 

by the 11th century : ‘ : ad 

B. C. the forests, es- } 

pecially in the neigh- jm Semis : ae ie , ae 8. 

borhood of large ae a ee ae oe ee a 

in Palestine, Asia Min- , , fe " ae in Picea aaa a 

or and Greece, had Vata we ig s i! , elie | P cf  e) vee ; 

been largely destroy- (aAveue Ss i, eee " re pre *& 4 Tg) ig a ides 

ed, and it was neces- it Pn ba el ge boo Re wh ee 

sary to transport tim- ee hs en ee pecan 1 ee 
ber for ie ols at i ee eens oq Pc EAE ne ese Oe Treat era at eA 

Tyre and Sidon from soe al Gg yf eu ee rad oe ae : 

Mount Lebanon, thus er Be te iear'G Bitty Ae tea Aaa 44? See eC epee f 

greatly increasing the Ba leo tees va RG aes | Bes Sa Phe e Pee 

cost and difficulty of  -iiiesaaiis Pe ake a ‘af f. Fe en ea SRR aS mG Fae aad 

erecting these struc- chance eaten) hy) © Gal a as Roe BR s, Sa eee 
tures. 1 ay Eien AR” ate tea ig Tie oad Die a fae Bes oe Eos 

F Cae hs eee eee a oy ag ate ba ‘ ‘ee a H ' 2 a Scop 

Several centuries }AMAmMEtCamGh Coir Me 2 Me ae ¢ ee 
later the forests on ae CR RD Stk gd” Oe. ah : eas 

_ Mount Lebanon were 2 ‘a f ea y Cees, eegees e 

| largely destroyed. § Oe id 2 Ge ea gin es ° Eee 

| This is indicated by jy ro a Meee / enka ee, ee. See ar 

| the fact that in about aes oe eR weiw is fiy' ee mee "Sas eee as mae 
the year 465 B. C. /Raseueumustiatmieae: P sree pe Meee eee ee 
Artaxerxes I attempt- 7 Ryne d era. ee RE ger ee suet 

| ed to regulate the cut- 5) goa NS Vira: sane 8 
ting of timber in that Bs a ae, mista tnt Ye ger tbs ae Pee : of - 

region. Nevertheless [Reggie mueseasee oat Hirt er degtr SEP Re gO ee 

forest destruction un- [Raseaeeuearee Rg Ret oe yeaa ; Pk : % 

doubtedly continued, }@eemmmmes Ee a a eo, oe = 

because Alexander the (geass tires tinny cera memener Ostia tga : Oe as Bete oe 
Great found at least (aaa see CG oR ra SON eg rapanrae ee sid 

the south slope almost & re i oe erg Sr SE Aaa Se aR 

woodless in 333 B. C. se as BE EP Se 5 oe ae ed 

The Bible, too, al- gee Dire ees nes gine hinge. ae sie mh 
ludes to the serious Epa in Be SGN Sal Dig a RR cee Caer eee 
consequences of forest ee GL! ae Sik Re: Pa hes png ee Bay, ee ERI Sache 

exploitation and _ fire. < eee ee ey oe pF ee ako ae aes RN I ie ad 

The Prophet Isaiah de- “ fi § OS. 

plores the destruction , Fores 

by axe and fire of the celebrated forests of Sharon, est fires. For days Hanno sailed on and the coast | mak 

Carmel and Bashan, and as a result of the destruc- country was one blaze of fire from the burning forest. { # ste 

tion he tells us that “The beasts of the fields cry also It appears fairly probable that extensive forest fires et 

unto Thee because fire hath destroyed the green have occurred ever since, if not before, man learned | our re 

pastures of the wilderness.” This is one of the earli- the art of making fire. tiona 

est allusions to the consequences of forest fires, and Since remote antiquity, ships have profoundly af- and 

if the beasts of the fields can actually “cry,” they fected the course and progress of civilization. Until oe 

still have sufficient cause to do so. comparatively recent times, ships were built largely, | 

There are a few other early references made to if not entirely, of wood. It does not seem strange, | 

extensive forest fires. One of the most interesting therefore, that the early Egyptians, the Cretans, | 

of these is recorded by Hanno, a Carthaginian navi- Carthaginians, Phoenicians and Romans all gave no | 

gator, who in about 520 B. C. sailed along the African small consideration to the question of an adequate | 

Coast as far south as what is now Liberia. South and available supply of timber for ship building pur- | 

of the Gambia River Hanno’s crew became panic poses. Much later in England, and later still in | 

stricken because the sky was red with flames of for- (Continued on Page 10)
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FORESTS AND HUMAN forests. Due to uncontrolled cutting and year passed an Act known as the Statute 

WELFARE fire, the great forests of pine and hard- of Enclosure, designed to perpetuate the 

(Continued for Page 3) woods were swept away, leaving the existing forests. This Statute was con- 

America, an adequate supply of ship mountains bare and denuded much as | siderably strengthened in 1543. The 

building timber first stimulated an inter- they exist today in Wales and the Scot- watchful care of the Parliaments of this 

est in forest planting and conservation. tish Highlands. period, and their enactments to insure 

Historians tell us that boats were made From early times, after the departure the proper management and protection 

by riverside and lakeside peoples very of the Romans, the forests of England of British woods were due solely to a rec- 

early in the Neolithic Age of culture. were utilized by the King and his Nobles ognition that the upkeep of the country’s 

These boats, to be sure, may not have for.sport and the chase and by the peas- fleet was dependent on the maintenance 

been much more than the unworked ants for grazing. Large tracts of the of a sufficient area of British woods man- 

trunks of trees. Later on men devised country were reserved as Royal Hunting aged on the lines most suitable for the 

ways of hollowing out these logs by Grounds. At first there were forests and Production of the National requirements. 

means of fire and tools and thus the land for all; but after the Norman Con- In fact, the Government realized that the 

canoe was developed. Still later, perhaps quest the area of land available for agri- National safety depended upon this mar- 

as early as 7000 B. C., man learned how culture was so limited as to cause real gin. A critical period arose during the 

to cut logs into boards, and how to fash- hardship on the rural population. Wil- reign of Henry VIII, who seized upon the 

jon such boards into ships. By 1000 B.C., liam the Conqueror, and several of his Church lands in the year 1535. These 

the Egyptians, the Phoenicians, and the descendants, were passionately fond of lands contained fine woods, many of 

Cretans built ships of considerable size, the chase, and they became so alarmed which were cut down by the Nobles to 

and because of these ships and the trade at the rate forest lands were being de- whom they were granted by the King. 

they made possible the great commer- forested that they extended the hunting A far greater devastation of woods 

cial cities Tyre, Sidon, Carthage, Utica, areas and called them Royal Forests. took place during the Civil War. From 

Troy, and others grew and flourished, and Henry I, Stephen, and Henry II all in- 1642 onward to the Restoration, fellings 

largely because of these ships and the creased the size and extent of the Royal were carried out on an enormous scale, 

warfare they made possible these cities Forests, until an unbearable situation whole forests being completely razed to 

were destroyed. arose for the rural population. It was to the ground while other large areas 

The Romans seem to have had an ade- during the Regency, while Henry III was were laid waste by fire and wanton de- 

quate supply of ship timber in the third a boy that the famous forest charter of struction. So serious was the damage 

and second centuries B. C., because they 1217 was obtained by the people. This and so grave the position with reference 

burned with utter abandon the Carth- charter was revised and modified in 1225. to timber supplies that within four years 

aginian fleet in 203 B. C. and the Syrian A clause in this, one of the most famous after the Restoration the matter was 

fleet in 189 B. C. Nevertheless there are charters of these times, ran as follows: brought to public notice by the Council 

some indications that ship building tim- “No man from henceforth shall lose of the newly founded Royal Society, 

ber was becoming somewhat scarcer, be- either life nor members for killing a which commissioned one of the charter 

cause when Macedonia became part of deer.” The penalty instead was impris- members of the Society to deal with the 

the Roman Empire in 167 B. C. the Ro- onment for one year and a day, or a fine. matter in a memorandum. This member 

mans restricted the cutting of ship tim- Edward I liberalized the forest laws still happened to be John Evelyn, an historian 

ber in the then still extensive forests of further. Large areas of Royal Forests of note, a famous diarist, and a forester 

that country. were opened up for use by the rural pop- extraordinary. (To be continued.) 

Many years later England, too, felt the ulation. There being a demand for agri- 

threat to its national security because of cultural land, the forest was greatly re- : 

an inadequate supply of timber for the duced. Commonwealth Electric Co. 

maintenance of its navy. Even at the Just prior to 1482, the Government be- CONTRACTING ENGINEERS 

time of the Roman invasion of Britain, came very uneasy at the rapid rate at Minneapolis, - Minn. St. Paul, Minn. 

the British Isles were for the most part which the forests of the country were Ce ad Sent 

covered with a great stretch of primeval disappearing, and consequently in that 
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Forests and Human Welfare... 
This is the second of a series of three articles by Dr. For more than two centuries the American 

Schmitz on the history of wood through the ages. The final people regarded their timber resources as 

article will appear in our January issue-—The Editor. e e 
inexhaustible 

N 1674, Evelyn published his still famous book 
I “Sylva” or a “Discourse of Forest Trees and the By HENRY SCHMITZ 

Propagation of Timber in His Majesty’s Domin- 
jon.” This book, which incidently was the first official 
publication of the Royal Society, had a profound ability of adequate supplies of timber permitted and 
direct influence on English forestry and an indirect stimulated the rapid development of the New Eng- 
influence on world history. land colonies in two ways. In the first place, building 

The action of the Royal Society and its member, material and fuel could be obtained merely for the 

Evelyn, aroused the Nation and a large amount of effort of collecting it; and in the second place, sur- 
planting was undertaken the next decade. Even in plus supplies could be sold in England, thus assuring 
1678, four years after the publication of Sylva, a means of employment and a source of income for 

Evelyn was able to report to his King that millions the colonists. Throughout the entire so-called pioneer 

of trees had been planted. The results of this cru- stage of development of America, forests served the 
sade were even more interesting. A hundred years pioneer in precisely these two ways. 
later, the fact that there was sufficient timber in the The rapid growth of the colonies required tremend- 
country for the construction of the Royal Navy was ous quantities of wood. It will be remembered that 

publicly acknowledged to be due to the planting un- the Boston Colony for example, in less than a dozen 

dertaken in the reign of Charles II on the initiation years after its founding, boasted of a population of 

of Evelyn and the Royal Society. It is equally cer- 16,000. Houses were built to meet the needs of an 

tain that most, if not all, of the ships which fought ever expanding population. Commerce with England 
in the battle of Trafalgar, and which previous to this required ships and docking facilities. Lumber, al- 
had secured for England the command of the seas, though it was not then so called, was required at 

were built of timber planted after the publication of every turn, and fortunately it was available at every 

Evelyn’s Sylva. Who can say what the course of turn. 

history might have been had not England had suffi- Somewhere, somehow, during this embryonic stage 

cient timber to built and maintain her fleet? of our national development, a concept arose which 

The progress of few if any nations has been more dominated for over 250 years the attitude of the 

profoundly influenced by forests than was that of the American people towards their forest resources. It 

United States. The influence of the forests on the does not seem strange that these colonists with the 

development of the United States began in 1620 when crude means of forest destruction and transporta- 

the Pilgrims first built their village at Plymouth. tion at their disposal would come to regard the for- 

As time went on, the forest influence impinged itself ests of North America as inexhaustible, despite the 

more extensively, if less directly, upon the habits and fact that they were cutting them at a fairly rapid 

lives of the American people, and the end is not yet. rate near the sea and along rivers. After all, consid- 

If past events are indicative of future events, the ering the tremendous stretches of timber that were 

forest will long continue to exert a great influence on known to exist in New England, their efforts seemed 

American social and economic structures and insti- puny indeed. Then, too, every traveler and explorer 

tutions. returned with stories of even greater forests than 

The American attitude towards forests probably those occurring in New England. Little wonder that 

began to take shape when the first Pilgrim stepped the idea of inexhaustible forest resources should 

back a few paces from the beach and cut a tree for have developed in America; but that it should have 

fuel or for shelter on December 11, 1620. The avail- persisted for over 250 years is beyond comprehen- 
_ sion. As late as 1891, we find a certain 

eee eee «=Cogpeographer of note, a President to be of 
_-«, the National Geographical Society, utter- 

i r ing the following bit of nonsense: “It is 
all bosh—this talk about the destruction 
of our forests. There is more wood grow- 

a mn oo (ewecsseem ing in the United States now than there 
: i s ek es _ | was a hundred years ago, more than we 

oe : SS es rts ee = ee a want and can use; don’t you know that all 

ar ee ee ee set abandoned farms in New England grow 
tomer tee ed - up in woods? Don’t you know that in the 

re er ee pier i ‘aj ~=« South more than one-half of the land is 
| gen Ree ne eee ay : : covered with forests? And along the 
ina = : es a Pacific Coast the timber is simply inex- 

= 2 haustible.” 
k m1 2 = When wise men of their day spoke thus, 

‘ Bu i { = In 1929 our forest and woodworking 
Lt | a ae industries in the United States 

= ‘ ae employed directly over 1,300,000 
] workers; left, the Virginia and 

Rainy Lake Co., at Virginia
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why should we condemn too severely the lack | i : 1 Ne a a Bees i 
of erudition of lumbermen, the man on the | a WS. 6 fi SO ae ae 
street and the politician? = pO aay aoe aS 

Is it out of place to suggest that perhaps |) ES yk Yat Re. 
the members of the present day so-called | Fim ) bs, oes “3 
“brain trust’”’ might learn a lesson from Dr. | § sole 4 PROGR tO ok A 
Gannett’s folly? Competency in geography |) og Bey tee earl is ed Sage 
does not necessarily imply competency in for- | | m ee tees e eae? ce ws ae i 
estry, nor competency in forestry imply com- | ‘ fe ra i be ha On oe ee 
petency in economics, nor competency in | [sass shui Ue a ae ° : 

chemistry imply competency in agriculture. | Re agerem a ee f Popes iat 
Might it not be infinitely better for scholar- | aie P RES A i 2 ee 
ship as a whole if each real or assumed 7 & : Se atin, oe — 
scholar confined his public utterances to that | ie ae : i ae 
field of inquiry in which his training and L er ee ae Sate : eae 
experience qualify him to express an opin- | |geye7aenq: ape 5 
ion? RR ef col Sica ee 

Lumbering as an industry developed at a | BU Atie yy aR ie a TR, / 
very early date in America. There is some || Eegeeiiet: @Aldsuas) co actelt gerund (rape 
reason for believing that a sawmill was in | (ia a e7summcncs.: rea eo Za o* 
operation at what is now York, Maine, asearly §) mea Riis ed as fit i Erase eae 
as 1623. It is certain that by 1631 New Taam etn en Orie Coen: BENT Ae ae 
Hampshire was exporting boards to England. 
The building of wooden ships began in Massachu- and officers were appointed to protect the Crown’s Thereare 
setts in 1631, and by the end of that century ship property, and severe penalties were imposed upon {7 jer 
building had become a great industry. About the those who surreptitiously cut Crown timber. Within trees in th 
same time the colonists were supplying the English a few years, the principle that trees over 24 inches United 
Navy with large numbers of masts. On August 12, in diameter belonged to the Crown was extended to pare 
1664, we find Samuel Pepys had entered in his the balance of New England, to New York and to common 
diary: “Up, and all the morning busy at the office New Jersey. Thereafter its enforcement was a source  cottonwoo 

with Sir W. Warren about a great contract for New of constant annoyance to the colonists, and probably  everlookin 
England masts.” a factor of no small infiuence in crystallizing that ec 

For years the lumber industry flourished. There sentiment which eventually led to the break in 1776. . 

were adequate supplies of timber for all who had If these stately old pines of New England did not 
courage and ingenuity to cut it and make a profit. In have real significance in the hearts of the colonists, 
1691, however, the industry received something of why then were they so conspicuously displayed on 
a set-back. The charter granted by William and Mary the battle flags of that period? Perhaps trees as will 
to the Province of Massachuetts Bay in New England as tea should be regarded as one of the incidental 
reserved to the Crown for use of the Royal Navy all causes of the Revolution. 
trees more than 24 inches in diameter, 12 inches This attitude of the colonists towards publicly 
from the ground on all lands in the Province not owned timber persisted in America almost until the 
theretofore granted to a private person. There are end of the 19th century. Throughout this entire 
some indications that this proviso did not cause period, plundering of publicly owned timber con- 
much concern to the energetic colonists. Too long tinued with almost universal public approval. If 
had they utilized timber to which their only claim plundering was done on a grand scale, the plunderer 
to ownership was the fact that no one had cut it to often earned the title of “empire builder” ; if done on 
be greatly alarmed by a provision of the Charter. a small scale, he was a “hardy pioneer hewing a home 
But alas the Crown began to insist upon its title to from the wilderness.” To be sure a few voices were 
such trees; they were marked with the broad arrow raised in protest against this attitude, but with little 
of the English Admiralty, a symbol of the Crown, (Continued on Page 17)
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FORESTS AND HUMAN \ 

/ WELFARE : 
Restoration / nny WE wish to extend 

— ie ontinued rom age ’ 

L avail. That period in our national life th c Season’s 

The continued supply between 1800 and 1880 can be designated Greetingstoall 
as either an era of magnificent develop- Conservationists 

of forest products to ment or an era of magnificent plundering, 

users depends upon depending largely on the point of view. e 

. Nearly one-half of the entire area of 
effective replacement | the United States, or about 820 million Republic Finance Co. 
measures. acres, was originally forested. The orig- ST. PAUL, MINN. 

inal stand of timber, mainly of high- 

grade material, probably far exceeded the 

Full co-operation original estimate of 5200 billion feet 

: board measure. Over 1100 different kinds Q 

makes possible the of trees are found in the forests of the a ny) 
benefits of conserva- United States, and of these almost 200 . 

are of commercial importance. In all the The Season’s Greetings! 
tion. world there were no forests comparable Carnegie Dock & Fuel Co. 

to those of the United States. 

In at least two important respects, the 

@ forest is unique among our important De eee 

natural resources. In the first place, un- 

like coal, oil and mineral resources, the PRAISES 

MINNESOTA forest resource can be reproduced; and in | i 
POWER LIGH the second place, the value of the forest ON EVERY TONGUE | 

& GHT does not depend entirely upon the raw x en 
co. material it produces, but in a greater or \\ Yi 

lesser degree also upon other non-com- WN \S 
GEN. OFFICES—DULUTH Gace | WY \ 

Forests contribute to human welfare in i 0) , 

at least five ways, namely: (1) | 8 hoe 

As arcourse Of essentialera wanaterialy (2) | (Oe a BS 
conserving water and soil, (3) in creat- Os 

WE BUY RAW FURS ing suitable environments for recreation \ Q m ey A, 

and refreshment, (4) as a home for wild Ww Gee oy 
life, and (5) in furnishing forage for the 9 ee 

Rose Bros. Fur Co. western livestock industry. 

oi eo Saeed By and large the most important con- 

eNO Le tribution made by forests to human wel- BLENDED AND BOTTLED FOR 

Three Generations of Honest fare is in providing an essential raw KELLY LIQUOR CO 

Fur Dealing material. An abundant and cheap supply ® 
2 MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

— of wood was available, as I have already ¥ 

Write for Price List IONE OG) Un Wi) nine GSTS OE REO Gee ree Meier oem 
the country and American civilization or counties wherein the sale thereof is prohi- 

(Continued on Page 20) peed 
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| FORESTS AND HUMAN 
° ; WELFARE 

eae cane Frank McCormick, (ContinuedieromlPaze 17) 
Ine. // early became characterized by a very 

@ is high rate of wood consumption. In fact, 

312 Minnesota Street Featuring no other people and no other civilization 
St. Paul, Minnesota MecCORMICK’S ever consumed such prodigious quantities 

Garfield 2368 of wood as did the American people. Until 

r WHITE LABEL recent years, America consumed nearly 

Photostat and Planograph 18 Month Straight half of the world’s lumber, more than 
Printing—Art Materials— Kentucky Bourbon one-half of the world’s paper, and about 

Sine and Engineer's MINNEAPOLIS, :: MINN. two-fifths of the world’s wood in all 
forms. 

rr ror According to the most recent figures, 

the value of our forests and primary for- 

est industries is estimated at something 

over 10 billion dollars, and the gross 

value of forest products averaged close 

Pp k a i Pp ‘ a C to two billion dollars a year prior to 1929. 

The United States cuts about one-half of erkins-Iracy Frinting Co. | we ccesvsne cst won 
and uses nearly 95 per cent of it at home. 

In 1929, the forest and wood-working in- 

& dustries employed directly one million 

three hundred thousand workers, or about 

- 5 2% per cent of the gainfully employed 

Printers. 5 . Binders persons of the United States. In each 

° of 20 states, more than 30 thousand work- 
Lithographers ers were employed directly by the forest 

and wood-working industries (including 

pulp and paper). In ten of these the 

@ number exceeded fifty thousand, and in 

Washington and Oregon one hundred 

é ° thirty-five thousand, or one-eighth of all 

Saint Paul, Minnesota those gainfully employed were engaged 

in these industries. 

During the past 100 years, the per 

capita consumption of lumber has 

changed greatly. Between about 1860 

SS aan TUE vue uu and 1906, it more than doubled, reaching 
an all time high of 525 board feet in 

PRINTERS OF THE CONSERVATIONIST 1906. Since 1906, the per capita consump- 

tion of lumber decreased materially. The 

ten-year average per capita consump- 
tion for 1910 to 1919 was 395 feet, and 

A MINNESOTA INS TITFUTION for 1920 to 1929 it was 315 feet. 

Because of this decrease in the per 

capita consumption of lumber, some fear 

has been expressed that in the not too 

distant future we shall have little need 

for wood. Wood consumption statistics 

show that there is little or no basis for 

this fear. The tremendous per capita 

consumption of lumber between 1860 and 

1906 was due to a combination of several 

factors; namely, abundant forests, cheap 

lumber, a rapid increase in population, 

FOUNDED 1894 the settlement of rich agricultural reg- 

ions in which no other building materials 

were available, the expansion of rail- 

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES & CANADA roads, and lastly the expansion in man- 
Including ufacturing industries. The decline in the 

. . . - per capita consumption of lumber in the 
Boston, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, St. Louis, United States was inevitable, and does 

Kansas City, Denver, Seattle, Houston, New Orleans, Montreal, Toronto, not indicate that the use of wood is dis- 
Vancouver appearing. Modern industry and the 

maintenance of American standards of 

living demand, and will continue to de- 
HOME OFFICE: 200 ROANOKE BLDG., MINNEAPOLIS Prariimeamplersunples ccewools eAneans 

alysis of lumber consumption in Euro-
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pean countries indicates that the com- z ea am 
paratively low per capita consumption 
in those countries is not the result of a oO l eles 
the maturity of their civilization, but ee 
due to their inability to obtain sufficient 

timber at prices they can afford to pay. 

In most European countries wood con- 

sumption has shown marked increase s 
during the periods of industrial pros- 

perity. 

For example, Germany’s per capita ; 

consumption of raw timber increased 30 
per cent for the 15 years preceding the GASOLINE S—MOTOR and FUEL OILS 
war, while that of Great Britain in- 
creased more than three fold in the —— 
sixty-year period 1853-19138. In Amer- 
ica, the per capita consumption of lum- LAKE AN D RIVER 
ber will be influenced quite materially 
by the general buying power of the LAN DS FOR SALE 

people. During prosperous periods it 

will increase; during periods of depres- BUY from the STATE OF MINNESOTA 

sion it will decrease. It has been esti- e 
mated that the normal future lumber 

requirements of the United States will More than 200 waterfront farms all partly 
be from about 31 to 34 billion feet board improved, for sale. Priced right, easy terms. 
measure; the normal future pulpwood For particulars, address Kent Holen, Super- 
requirements from 22 to 30 million cords visor of Sales. 
and the fuel requirements from 60 to . 

100 million cords. It is not anticipated Dept. of Ru ral Credit 
that the normal future requirements for State Office Bldg. St. Paul, Minn. 
minor wood products will change great- 
ly. It appears, therefore, that a poten- 
tial market exists for most, if not all, a ae “is ai nina TKS Sv DUET LEgNT IT nTICcoTcLLIN 1 DDTTUNTTD aa 

the wood that can be grown on a large 

part of the available commercial forest BUY GOOD FARM LAN DS NOW eee 
area of about 495 million acres. Choice Minnesota farming properties may be purchased through holdings of 

(To be concluded) the Closed Division of the State Banking Department. Good farming properties 
a in most every county in Minnesota. For information, write 

Subscription Combination ROBT. D. BEERY 
WAmleriaany Gane Association Examiner in Charge of Liquidation . 
Investment Building, 129 State Office Building St. Paul, Minnesota 

Washington, D. C. 

Herewith find remittance of $2.00 S$ $$ _—  _.: 
for membership in the American Game 

“AMERICAN GAME” | | OUTDOOR BOYS AND GIRLS LIKE “AMERICAN GAME” 
AND 

“THE MINNESOTA 
CONSERVATIONIST” Ce ream 

Membership in Amer- Combined 

ican Game Association} YO™DMmation ; : 
andi subscription lts Price ? i ‘HE Healthiest Food in the world for every- 
AMERICAN GAMEand $2.00 body taking part in outdoor sports. The 
THE MINN ES OTA| energy generated by this tasty food sustains the 
it you are already a subscriber to boy and girl through the winter months. 

ie MINNESOTA CONSERVA- . . TIONIST” and wish to renew for one The Really Perfect dessert for any dinner is year from the expiration of your sub- f aes 
geriptiow! please mention thatttace. Ice Cream—appropriate individual moulds for any 

Add $1.00 for Canadian postage; party or occasion. 
$2.00 for foreign postage. 

Name 20.0000... cece ce eeee ee ee ees Early Orders Get the Surest Service. 
Address noe A T ° e 

cy | | Twin City Ice Cream Manufacturers 
State ee cots Association 
Daten. we 5 eee i : 

i —————— ee
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over 
seven 

million This is the last of a series of three articles by Dr. Schmitz animals and reptiles served as writing materials for 
Hee on the relation between forests and human society—The those who could afford to buy them. A notable 

inthe Editor. advance was made in about 2000 B. C. when the 
United Egyptians discovered the art of making papyrus 
States . . , ,:.... from the rushes of the Nile. Just when the art of 
a NY consideration of the forests’ contribution in paper-making was discovered is not clear, but by 

, producing an important raw product would be the second century B. C. the Chinese were making 
incomplete if at least brief mention were not paper. The method was kept a secret, but in 751 A. 

made of wood as a paper-making material. Present D. the Arabs who were occupying Samarkand cap- 
day civilization is absolutely dependent upon paper. tured several Chinese skilled in the art, and they 
As H. G. Wells has recently said, “With abundant jmparted it to the Arabs. Shortly thereafter paper 
paper the intellectual life of the world entered anew was made in Arabia, and from there the art spread 

phase.” For thousands of years man looked for an rapidly over Europe. Paper was first made in Europe 
adequate means of keeping a permanent record of by the Moors in Spain in the middle of the 12th cen- 
his achievements. At first, stone was used. Inabout tury. Until about the middle of the 19th century, 

4000 B. C. some one got the idea that clay tablets flax and cotton were the principal paper-making 
might be inscribed and then baked, and thus the materials. In 1844, wood became the principal raw 
question of record keeping became easier and quicker material of paper, and paper-making entered a new 
if not less cumbersome. . . era. Between 1839 and 1929, the annual per capita 

During the days of the Ptolemies, the skins of consumption of paper in the United States increased 
from 4 pounds to 220 pounds. 

RE, Be A cheap and unfailing source of paper has been 
i Poe ee one of the important, if not the most important, 
_ ee ee factor in the world’s intellectual development during 
4 $s ies Se the past 100 years. There is no good reason for not 

Lo £0. see & eee) believing, despite numerous prognostications to the 
ml Nae ee SOP eee | contrary, that the forest will in the future, as it has 

Sh 4th ee| in the past, supply man in abundance with that all 

ye, S| important material—paper. 
. ee ee ee R%, OP es The second way in which forests contribute to 
> ee 8 ee bao Saas human welfare is through conserving water and soil. 
Gee eg ve ad Great though the forests’ contribution may be in 

BES, ee a Fa 5 eg Ps ; ; z j Ta poe aly So producing an important raw material, which is the 
ae ee I Ok 1 eage u = basis of two great industries, the value of forests in 
ee Se = |“ regulating stream flow and reducing soil erosion may 
eee ee oa Al ‘ a be equally as great or even greater. 

er ee ace a gegeds)  [tstorically it is of interest to note that the Act of 
Se a EE a ea ie So , which provided for the administration of the 
~ ee a Blew tae =| “forest reserves” which had already been estab- 

_ rr Dl __| administration “securing favorable conditions of 
Cater flows.” Since 1924, nearly 60 per cent of the 

i. federal purchase program of forest land has been 
I ___——_§—_————— + made primarily for watershed protection. 

, | We have not the time, nor is it necessary, to go 
ae, into any great detail how forests exert a benign in- 
=| fluence on run-off and stream flow. We may accept 

Es es as an incontrovertible fact that, except in a few 
ae se limited and comparatively unimportant areas in the 

ie aaa § United States, forest cover moderates run-off of 
} 5 . feet aes) water during flood times, and permits some of the 

Re = See A moisture thus conserved to reduce the severity and 
- aS oem duration of subsequent drouth. The important ways 

ae a Bs Ss all ; in which forest cover exerts this influence are varied, 
rhs, es Sat oagh but they can be grouped under five broad heads, 

aie a. & namely: 

. ‘ vid (1) By intercepting an appreciable portion of the rain- 
eee a “7 "inom SRA ate fall and thus preventing it from actually reaching 

cae iin ait . : — ne ae the soil; : 

eae <n ae SS “ eos oe (2) By retarding the rate of melting of snow; 

see : e ae: 2s 2a= ‘The spiritual and social values of 
Beit ee SSS forest resources are greater than 
: 3 se RB SS their monetary values. 

et a ee ee i :



ra 
IN ga Ran |), 4 

AMS | ip (3) By reducing evaporation from the soil; rich agricultural land by uncontrolled for- Cae pee 
(4) By the transpiration of large quantities of water est destruction and unsound agronomic a oe eS 

through leaves, and practices. Suffice it to say that reforesta- ORAL A 
(5) The most important of all, by increasing the soil’s tion will play an important part in any wae | 

ability to absorb water. planned program to prevent the future <A LM 
: f _ . destruction of the Nation’s one great basic Se It is well known that in a hilly or mountainous resource—the fertility of the soil. 

country there is often a close relationship ae We now cometo the third way in which forests 

ihe tate Ot Hnvedt Sud erovicn  =ince forests\ten contribute to human welfare, namely, as creators of 
to reduce both the rate and EN ey environments for recreation and refreshment. Sev- 
we ee Be ee eral centuries ago in Europe forests were prized quite 
sistance of the soil to eroaive action, because the highly by the nobility because of the enjoyment they - fir lara afforded their owners in connection with hunting and 
roots of the trees hold the soil more ae ve as the chase. In the pioneer stage of our development. . 5 : ‘ 
He pie he oe Chemistry the recreational value of forest areas was not gen- 

Be y en f fcnle timat erally recognized though widely enjoyed. Recently, 
and Soils, U.S: MED s nunc ne oh erica Pune? SUNN GEES however, we have come to recognize more clearly the 
I eet ee pen tone ee aol meter “re recreational values of forest areas. This is in part washed out of the fields and pastures o merica z tae ais ye 
each year. The total loss of unrestrained erosion to gute oe ee oe 
American agriculture is estimated at not less than Si seul ds on the individual el eatinate 

200 million ‘dollars an pO eee Ane ms made by the Forest Service indicates that in 1931 
Or Cee ene paris tt me ld about 240 million people visited forest areas. This is , , . \ : : be silly eonfend that ths Tos cauoed by erosion shou ives. the entire population ofthe counts, and 

Bae ie ee comnle ey eee by 2 widesorend aa it may it is clear that millions of people yes tens of est planting. Nevertheless there are now in the hiss Be , 
United States about 35 million acres of once good Jee of Bape: visit forest areas each year for 
farm land that have been permanently ruined and "¢Creauona! purposes. ' 
upon which erosion can be controlled only by again Forest recreation may be evaluated either on a 
establishing forest conditions in conjunction with monetary or on a social basis. The former, though 
certain engineering control measures. In addition, it more easily determined, is by far the least important. 
is estimated that the fertility of another 125 million It has been estimated that in 1929, American’s peak 
acres of once good farm land has been so reduced recreational year, approximately one and three- 
through erosion that it is now submarginal as far as ete [pllhon doliges ware expended in reaching and 
crop production is concerned. Forests will play an =oe- . 
important role in the rehabilitation of a considerable eo i ae aud mr e oe er luate, 
portion of this area. e social and spiritual values of forest recreation 

One might go on at great length in pointing out are of infinitely greater importance than the mone- 
the damage that has been done to a vast area of once (Continued on Page 18) 
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{ . x FORESTS AND HUMAN \ and many other materials of every day 

S € h ni t Z e lb a n k WELFARE “need. Lastly, the fur bearing animals 

4 /\s - . were the basis of a great industry, and 

GOOD FOODS J, ; (Continued from Page 9) one of the chief causes of western migra- 
Prepared by Our Famous Chef, tary values. In the forest, man is able to tion of the white man. Remove the fur 

115 Wie ae ae cae Minn. get away from the sordidness and grime trade from American history and much 

oof ~veveryday tasks, the nerve racking of its romance is lost. On the fur trade 
noises of the modern city and the arti- North America was built one of Europe’s 
ficiality of everyday life. There is much most glamorous business enterprises and 

GEORGE KAPLAN to be said for Dr. John C. Merriam’s one of America’s greatest personal for- 
President and Manager observation that “under such conditions, tunes. 

Minnesota Envelope Co. mental and spiritual processes turn not Forest wild life, like forest recreation, 
and only toward the appreciation of nature can be approached either from an eco- 

Kaplan Paper Box Co., Ine. but also towards enjoyment of intellec- nomic or a social point of view and here 
Peeper cree Wve na Brees omy tual life. Frequently at such time con- again the latter is probably by far the 

ealaine Lance Bess Pp sideration is given to the greatest of our more important. 
Paper Specialties for Every Purpose problems. The most intimate and deepest It has been estimated that the total 

SAINT ange oe MINNESOTA spiritual experiences may develop and annual meat and fur value of game is in 
—<$<—___ | great decisions be made.” excess of 190 million dollars. In addition 

That this influence of the forest that to this, it is estimated that hunters an- 
Dr. Merriam so aptly describes actually nually expend approximately 158 million 
exists is indicated by the character and dollars for arms, ammunition, transpor- 

—<—=p) personality of the American pioneer. Day tation, lodging, food, etc., and upon these 
DRMC after day he was called to face natural expenditures thousands of our people are 

VW forces frankly and courageously. Is it dependent for a means of livelihood. 
angeziren wrong to say that those traits so greatly Despite the high value of game and 

admired in Abraham Lincoln, in Theo- fur bearing animals, and despite the 

dore Roosevelt, and in many others of large expenditures made in their cap- 
ARMCO PAVED our national heroes, were not in part at ture, the social value are of much greater 

least strengthened by direct contact with significance. The number of people who 
INVERT PIPE the forces of nature? Forests could be enjoy hunting each year can be de- 

justified, if necessary, solely because of termined through the sale of hunting 
Gives extra bottom wear pro- the moral and spiritual values they exert licenses. In 1929, there were over seven 
tection, longer service and eae oe a in ape with them re a ae - _ wo 

| é and who have their minds attuned to tates, and the total number of hunters 
more value for your drainage read from the book of nature and fishermen exceeded 13 million. With- 
dollar. Little need be said of the fourth way out attempting to compare the relative 

in which forests contribute to human merits of different forms of recreation, I 
. welfare because the relationship is too venture the opinion that the social value 

Lyle Culvert & Pipe Co. obvious. Everyone, of course, knows that of the recreation obtained by these 13 
much wild life is directly or indirectly million hunters and fishermen in 1929 
dependent on the forest. exceeded that which would have been ob- 

Throughout the entire course of man’s tained by spending an equal amount of 
Born 1820 2? history, he never until recently overcame time and money in pool halls and beer 
_.. stil se a real and direct dependence upon wild parlors. ’ . 
going strong Ne J animals, many of which live in the for- We can dispense with the fifth way in F é. i wt - : The eee and development of — forests nd bs social 

CY ZG merica was far more rapid than it welfare in just a few words. In many 
6327 | otherwise might have been had it not parts of the West the production of meat, 

BSS. A Zid. A been for the rich game resources of the hides and wool is the principal agricul- 

Ge) LN LN country To be sure, one of the most tural pursuit. The livestock industry, 

\ Xe fe important of these animals, the buffalo, the principal one in several of the west- 

TBA was not an inhabitant of the forest, but ern states, is made possible largely be- 
Ve NY > many others were. Not only did these cause the forest ranges carry the flocks 

(\ \)) XA animals serve as a neverfailing source and herds for at least part of the year. 

fw» AN of food, but they also furnished clothing (Continued on Page 20) 
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J \ 

/FORESTS AND HUMAN WEL- \ Franklin D. Roosevelt, in accepting the 
DELLS EXTRA BRAND / FARE nomination for the Presidency, said in 

Wea art: 
STATE BRAND jj (Continued from Page 18) MN ONlue cuscmeommentll andi bucmecs 

FOOD PRODUCTS | aithough the number of sheep and cat- senses. . . We know that . . . means 
// tle carried by the western ranges fluctu- of relief, both for the unemployed and 

Sold by VA f ates each year, it is estimated that norm- aa a will noe from a ee 

ally they furnish feed for over 2% mil- Plan for the converting of many million 

Inidependent Mexchiints lions of mature cattle valued in 1931 at acres of marginal, unused land, into tim- 
: i. over 85 million dollars and over a million ber land through reforestation. . . . In 

Minnesota Mercantile Co. calves. In 1931, over 16 million sheep 0 doing, employment can be given to a 

Stillwater, Minn. valued at 60 million dollars were grazed million men.” — 

from three to five months on the forest Less than 17 days after his inaugura- 
ranges. Upon the sheep and cattle in- tion, the Congress received his message 

| dustry, the economic life of many west- Proposing the Civilian Conservation 

SMOKE—Cyana, Justrite, La Sebana, ern communities depends and its prod- Corps. On April 10, 1933, the first quota 
Seal of Minnesota ucts make an important contribution to of 25,000 men was called, and by April 

the food and clothing supplies of the na- 18, just a month and a half after Presi- 
4 A tion. dent Roosevelt’s inauguration, the first 

Gay é Mention must also be made, of the Civilian Conservation Corps camp was 

—_— most recently recognized, and probably under way in the George Washington Na- 
a 5 one of the most important, contributions tional Forest in Virginia. By the middle 

Jy eae of the forest to social welfare, namely, Of the summer, approximately 300,000 
y {V7 as a source of emergency and permanent young men were enrolled, and this num- 

a Fey 4 A employment. ber has been maintained ever since. Over 

RS ( I have already called attention to the two hundred million dollars have been 

ie the fact that in normal times forest work expended in the undertaking. 
ei \) gave full time employment to approx- It would be a mistake to believe that 

{i i\ imately 1,500,000 people and that the those who have the responsibility of man- 

YI 1 sale and distribution of forest products aging the peoples’ forests in the United 
So | provided employment for an additional States regard the Civilian Conservation 

: 500,000. In addition, the forest has Corps as anything else than a grave re- 
WORCH CIGAR CO. helped 2% million farmers to materially sponsibility. Foresters recognize only 

St. Paul augment their cash income through the too well that the work of these camps is 
sale of forest products from farm wood- adding greatly to the capital investment 

Ene |«(ends. Throughout the entire course of of the National Forests which sooner or 

—_—_—_—_— our national development, the forest has _ later will have to be justified. Can these 
made a significant contribution. In fact, tremendous expenditures be justified on 

Ne in certain regions it was the timber the basis of increased production of for- 
ow. ee fry values that made development and settle- est products and other increased social 

ment possible. It seems almost incredible values? In short, will these expenditures 

5 that a resource so important to our social pay? 

Fa A Ni M Ss and economic well-being would not be The only answer to this question lies in 
appreciated and cared for, but this has European experience where forests have 

not been the case. The forests of Amer- been managed on a sustained yield basis 

the smooth, mellow ica have been hacked and whacked and for many years and where the returns 

burned until little of their former grand- from such management can be figured in 

& E E R eur remains. The original area of 820 black ink. In Denmark, for example, 750 

million acres of virgin forest has been thousand acres of forest furnished full- 

— i reduced to about 99 million acres. In time employment to the equivalent of 

¢ ———— addition, the nation’s forest resources 6,000 persons in 1912. This is equivalent 

mm 1 include 90 million acres of second-growth to one full-time worker to 125 acres. In 
% saw timber, 121 million acres of cord- Sweden, forest employment averages 

eh) wood, and 185 million acres of logged or about one man to 400 acres in the south 

oe burned over land, 83 million acres of and one man to 1400 in the less produc- 

YEN which are essentially devastated. The tive forests of the north. German for- 

{Or forest land, the basic resource, totalling ests aggregating about 31 million acres 
Gre i approximately 495 million acres, remains and the logging and woodworking indus- 

IN PF aah Al though the forest is largely gone. tries dependent upon them give part or 

vy wreor| i Few people have any conception of full-time employment to from one and 

I BEE ‘| what a forest area of 495 million acres one-half to two million persons. In Swit- 

ia’ actually means. If it is compared with zerland, 1,700,000 acres of public forests 
Ro Tey ey the area of certain European countries, give full-time employment to about 

——— it will be found to be almost equal to the 30,000 persons which is equivalent to one 

combined area of Spain, France, Ger- full-time worker per 100 acres. What do 

in “KEGLINED”* cans many, Italy, Norway and Sweden. these figures mean for America? If 

The rehabilitation of this gigantic area European experience is applicable to 

enendeluarkt Ara Gani Ger is at once the objective of forestry, a American conditions, they indicate that 

challenge to the nation, and an opportun- we are not over capitalizing American 

a ES ity to relieve unemployment. forests by the employment of 300,000
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Civilian Conservation Corps workers. 

Rather they show clearly that when our A 

forests become fully productive they may St. Paul Hide & Fur Co. STEEL BUILDINGS 

give direct employment to at least one 127) H-Kellog 2 Boulevard ‘il i } eT i Cee 

person for every 250 acres, or the equiv- nuvERS ou FURS w et in i oo ae ee 
alent of full-time work for some 2,000,000 pS wremmang STEEL BUILDINGS 
of our people. This may indeed be the | i aaa Manuaenietars 

major contribution of forests to human \\ i 7 Seen Business Use. 

welfare. The hest building crappie, bass and (i Self Sheet Metal 

We have made a start. Already over sun-fishes are practically absent from i partes) A Fabri 

one-half a million of our unemployed such waters. Consequently, the colder . abricators 

youth have had an apportunity to engage water fishes inhabit these lakes. The ST. PAUL CORRUGATING CO. 

in useful, healthful work. Muscles that lake trout and white-fishes are character- 3-23 W. Water St. Saint Paul, Minn. 

have become flabby through disuse have istic of such lakes. Suckers and lawyers N. V. LUX, Pres. 

been hardened; hope that almost died has are nearly always present. Even though : 

been rekindled; men have been rebuilt. the upper layer becomes too warm in ————————_______—__ 

It is my wish that many of the hundreds summer, the fishes can find comfort in . 5 

of thousands of young men who already the cold deeper layer until the hot sea- S l =; [ __ 

have had employment opportunities in son is past. Wall-eyed pike and pickerel pecia izing n 

the Civilian Conservation Corps and the or Great Northern pike also will live in 

hundreds of thousands yet to follow may such waters, but the poorer the lake and HIGHWAY GUAR D 

interpret the message of the forest as the steeper the shores, the fewer they 
did one eminent French forester for become. Many of the poor lakes 60 feet RAIL MATERIALS 

whom the grand old oaks of the forests or less in depth do not support trout and ani 

of France wrapped in silence and medita- whitefishes because the deeper stratum 

tion held this message: of water sometimes becomes too warm BRIDGE HARDWARE 

“Respect the past. Respect traditions. during the summer months for these 5 

If you change in some part the methods old water fish. Some bodies of water Hot Galvanized and Black 

followed by your predecessors, do not Which occur in the region of the poor 

destroy anything good, conserve with lakes intermediate between rich and poor Gy 

care the heritage which your fathers left lakes. These lakes because of their 

you. Strive to transmit this heritage to drainage have heavier accumulations of 

your ancestors, not merely intact, but organic matter on their bottoms. The LEWIS BOLT & NUT co 

more beautiful and rich. Let each one decomposition of this organic matter ° 

help his fellows. If we have trunks that ™ay cause the oxygen to be exhausted Minneapolis, Minn. 

are both straight and tall, it is because and the deeper layers of water to be un- 
we have grown as comrades in a group, suitable for fish life. The shores of 

because we have each profited by the these lakes are usually so rocky that 

reaching out of all toward the sunlight.” they are poor habitats for nest building INSURANCE 

“Practice the spirit of moderation, ass and crappie. Wall-eyed pike, pick- in all its branches 

order and balance. . . . Practice the rel and a few rough fishes are about 
spirit of discernment, of simplicity, and the only species which can live under Joseph H. Schanfeld Co. 

of intellectual humility. You are but a these conditions. Thus the so-called Agents—National Bldg. 

link in the chain connecting that past Wall-eyed pike and trout lakes frequently | atlantic 1256 Minneanolia 

with the future. Look far into the past, occur side by side. 

far into the future, and you will better The type of lake largely determines 
support the trials of the present.” the kind of fish which it will support. If 

ay the lake is fertile and has abundant food, |H, A, ROGERS CO 
good spawning beds and sufficient depth ; ° 

WHY AND WHERE OF for proper wintering, it will support ARCHITECTS, ee AND ARTISTS 
MINNESOTA FISH bass, crappie, pike and pickerel and 911 Marquette Avenue 

(Continued from Page 11) many rough fishes. If poor in animal MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

Bea food but rich in organic matter and low 

aquatic life and support a very scanty in winter oxygen, it will support only ——_, 
population of crustacea and acquatic in- jpujtheads. If rocky and poor in organic 

sect larvae. Snails and clams are usu- yatter and very deep with a cold under FO OD GUILD 

ally rare, because of the lack of lime in jayer of water which is rich in oxygen, 

the water. Fish food is not abundant. i+ will support lake trout, whitefishes, Quality eS 

The weed beds merenea y | for spawning and frequently pike and pickerel and a Food Name < 

areas for the nest building fishes are toy yough fishes. If on the other hand to Remember —s [> 
scarce and sometimes absent. These .,.. Sie ae eee oe 

ee it is rocky and relatively poor in organic a <i] 
conditions are not favorable for support- ~ Bub + d ht . s [CaS evn 

jing an abundant fish life. Tea es net Cereb choueh ose i: SIs Tr a) 

Stratification occurs in the poor lakes uate a cold deeper layer rich Tseay gen oa Z| 
as in the rich lakes. The great differ- during the summer, it will support only ; ez Ks 7, a) 

ence in the stratification is in the cold Pike and pickerel and a few rough fishes. 3 NrEe Y ity | ‘ 

bottom layer where sufficient oxygen is Consequently, it frequently happens that Be aes 

present all the year to meet the needs two adjacent lakes may have different ES - 

of fishes. This is because there is not conditions for life and thus support dif- Sold by Grocers 

enough decaying organic matter on the ferent species of fish. Who Give You Service 

deeper bottoms to use up the oxygen. ees
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B @ a Be s A n WG} i DF a 1) The great Mongol, Genghis Khan was one 
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pas “a 5 a is V & Ee iN & en @ formulated and imposed upon his subjects 

um . eee ai\, Ne a CZ i za he the most drastic game laws ever known. He 

Neus ee ) A eo Bis aA é yl a ees ‘ regulated his own seasons and bag limits 

a Gok oe ay ‘Nae, ea ly Be ek Cee 2) and imposed severe penalties for violation 
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2! hunting of wild animals and birds as an amusement and artificial restocking of game farm raised species and lastly the 

recreation has been one of the favorite sports of the human control of the environment or the altering of the game range to 

race since earliest times. Regulations to preserve and safeguard provide better cover and food conditions. 

that sport likewise date back almost to the dawn of history. . 

There are examples of the lure of the chase in classic art; Diana, Bogle pean ce 

the Roman Goddess of hunting, was usually depicted armed with Probably the first written regulation concerning wildlife is 

bow and quiver and often grasping a deer. found in the Mosaic Law. In Deuteronomy, the 22nd Chapter, 6th 

The popularity of this Goddess was very great and the temple of Verse, among the statutes and covenants which Moses decreed 

Diana at Ephesus, erected at public cost in 620 B.C. became one of should be observed, we find the provision that when a birds’ nest 

~"~“the seven wonders of the ancient world. It is said that Alexander is found with young or eggs that the “dam” shall in no wise be 

the Great paid a large sum for a treatise on hunting, by Aristotle, taken. Apparently the intention was the preservation of the “dam” 

and descriptions of the chase abound in classic literature. or hen for breeding stock. 

The earliest form of hunting of which there seems to be any Prior to the Norman Conquest in England there apparently 

record is falconry or hawking—the practice of using trained falcons were no restrictions against the hunting of game, except a general 

and hawks to bring down birds and small game. This sport was law which prohibited the taking of game on Sundays. Later on a 

known in China some 2000 years B.C. and in Japan, India, Arabia, law prevented monks from hunting in the woods with dogs, but 

Persia and Syria as early as 600 B.C. all other classes of society were permitted to hunt throughout 

One of the purposes of falconry was to provide delicacies for the country, except that it was not permissible to interfere with 

eating. Herons were considered one of the choice dishes. These the King’s hunting. Wherever the King decided to hunt, all others 

and other kinds of game were captured by hawks and retrieved by had to leave until the King and his party had passed. 

Spaniels or other dogs. After 1066 hunting became the exclusive privilege of the nobility 

Hunting implements for taking game have ranged from the and the common people were prohibited under severe penalties, 

spear and primitive bow of prehistoric times to the modern fire- from the hunting of game. A writer of that period says: “To gain 

arms. The six foot long bow of medieval Europe was for more the right of killing a partridge required fifty times the amount of 

than a thousand years the only projectile weapon for hunting and property as to vote for a Knight of the Shire, and under the Con- 

for warfare. The long bow was followed by the cross bow, which querer it was as great a crime to kill one of the King’s deer as to 

was less effective in killing game. kill one of his subjects.” 

Firearms are said to have been first used in Europe in the four- On account of these oppressive game laws, which became known 

teenth century, but were not in general use until much later. as Forest Laws, the Saxons and common people in general were 

Records of hunting restrictions are found in the Bible. The often driven into rebellion. Many of them as in the case of the 

ancient Romans were forced by the upper classes to observe cer- historic Robin Hood, became outlaws. 

tain restrictions to conserve the supply for recreation. The Greeks During the Middle Ages the game laws of England were framed 

sponsored hunting, realizing that the art of hunting had a bene- so as to limit to the landed aristocracy the exclusive right of tak- 

ficial effect in creating good soldiers in times of war. The feudal ing game and these were required to have permission of the King 

lords of medieval times laid down stringent restrictions against to hunt, even upon their own estates. The Abbot of St. Dennis 

promiscuous hunting so that they could easily get all they wanted was forbidden by Charlemagne to kill the deer in his own for- 

for themselves. ests, and also among the Nobility the privilege was often withheld. 

The history of game management has nearly always begun with These laws were gradually rendered less severe, but it was not 

the control of hunting. Following these were Predatory Control; until the time of William IV (1830-37) that the hunting laws 

setting aside restricted areas such as game refuges and parks; were finally modified to include all classes of sportsmen.
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Some Greek leaders prohibited the taking of game, not to con- days’ journey round the spot nobody is allowed, be he who he 

serve it, but because it was feared that if they were interested in may, to keep hawks or hounds, though anywhere else whosoever 

the chase, the mechanical arts would be neglected. Other Greek list may keep them. And furthermore throughout all the Emper- 

leaders encouraged hunting because they felt that the training or’s territories, nobody however audacious dares to hunt any of 

thus received would be valuable in times of war. these four animals, to wit, hare, stag, buck, and roe, from the 

| Perhaps the most ancient reference to the payment of a bounty month of March to the month of October. Anybody who should 

| on noxious birds and animals is by the Egyptians where wheat or do so would rue it bitterly. But those people are so obedient to 

| similar commodities were given as bounty instead of money. The their Lord’s- command, that even if a-man were to find one of 

Greeks and Romans had their system. Reference is made in old those animals asleep by the roadside he would not touch it for 

European history to the payment of bounties. It has been reported the world! And thus the game multiplies at such a rate that the 

that Henry the VIII provided for a bounty on crows and rooks. whole country swarms with it, and the Emperor gets as much as 

The respective landowners were required to pay the bill. Queen he could desire. Beyond the term I have mentioned, however, to 

Elizabeth authorized the wardens of churches to levy taxes on wit that from March to October, everybody may take these ani- 

land and with money secured in this way, bounties were paid on mals as he list.” 

these birds as well as many others. Marco Polo also recounts that in Cathay on the Khan’s pre- 
The plan of selecting suitable areas and restricting their use serves he found great game food patches planted to millet and 

to a few privileged hunters goes back into the remote past and other grains suitable as food for partridges, quail and other birds. 

apparently grew by slow degrees into the idea of setting aside Strict orders were in existence prohibiting the reaping of the seed 
areas for the benefit of game, which would correspond to our in order that the birds would not be deprived of nourishment. 

game refuges of more modern times. There was also practiced cover control and winter feeding of 
In order to find a well rounded program of game management game. 

it is necessary to go back to the early history of the Mongol Em- 

pire. Marco Polo more than six centuries ago in writing of his In America 

j ies across Asia, describes th t in effect by the F P P i 
ue Sk a a See Ee = oe The history of game management in America, until a compara- 
imperialistic Mongol Genghis Khan, who was considered by many : 3 . 

- ; S tively recent date is mostly one of the controls of hunting, and of 
historians as the greatest conquerer of all times. Apparently the ; F 

: 5 coats attempts at the control of predatory animals and birds. Game 
Great Khan knew and appreciated the economic value of wildlife. mee ae 

5 5 - 5 protection in the United States has been gradually developed dur- 
He formulated and imposed upon his subjects the most drastic q > z 

ls ing a period of about 300 years and has been marked by an im- 
game laws ever known. He regulated seasons; bag limits were re- 5 2 : 

. . mense volume of legislation. In no country in the world have 
stricted as to number and sex and severe penalties were meted . 

. : laws been passed in such numbers or amended so frequently. Even 
out to violators of his orders. és , eae A 

7 as early as the American Revolution, 12 of the 13 original colonies 
The Emperor Khan spent about three months each year in a ‘ 3 i 

A . - had provided for closed seasons on some species of animals or 
hunting camp at Cachar Modun, using approximately 10,000 tents 3 i . ae i 

. . birds, while some colonies had also prohibited the taking of game 
for members of his party and for the hawks and their keepers , ‘ a 

i - ‘i i by certain devices and methods, and also prohibited the export 
used in connection with the hunt. The Emperor was carried to . 

i 5 and sale of deerskins. 
his camp on four elephants in a fine chamber made of timber and is . 

lined inside with plates of beaten gold, and on the outside with Probably the first game law passed in what is now the State 
lions skins. of Pennsylvania was in 1721, more than 200 years ago. It was 

Marco Polo, in describing the Khans hunting camp, states, enacted by Sir William Keith, Baronet, Governor of the Province 

“There is another thing I should mention; to wit, that for 20 (Continued on page 14)
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of Pennsylvania and provided among other things for a season has doubled since the license law was put into effect in 1913. 

on the killing of deer between July Ist and January Ist and affixed Along with the increase in the numbers of sportsmen have come 

a penalty of 20 shillings for violation. Another section provided a good roads and the automobiles which make it easier for hunters 
penalty of five shillings for shooting at or killing with a firearm to reach the field and forest. 

any pigeon, dove, partridge, or other fowl in the open streets of But the biggest problem has come about through destruction 
Philadelphia or in any of the gardens, orchards Ou enclosures ad- of much of the favorable environment which wildlife formerly en- 

joining upon and belonging to any of the dwelling houses within joyed. In the agricultural areas where much of the small game is 
the limits of the city. found, clean farming methods are being practiced on an exten- 

In this country until about 1905 the principal idea seems to sive scale ever since the World War. The old stake and rider 

have been one of perpetuating hunting instead of attempting to fences and the old stump fences with their growth of briars and 

improve it. It would appear that all efforts were directed to- brush have been replaced by wire or post and rail fences where 
ward a perpetuation of the remaining supply by restrictions on very little growth which produces food and cover for wildlife is 

hunting in an attempt to make the supply last a longer time. permitted to remain. In fact the brushy growth has even disap- 
Most people in the early days peared from along streams, ravines 

looked upon hunting as some- and other places where wildlife 

thing which would sooner or later - formerly was found in abundance. 

disappear instead of a crop which Anyone who is interested in ob- 
might be produced and harvested rn i serving what slim chances game 
from year to year. 5 : has to survive, needs only to drive 

As time passed it became more © down the Cumberland Valley or 

and more evident that the prin- ~ ae yt many other sections of the State 

ciple of “stringing out” the vir- Ss oy we and note the scarcity of good 

gin supply by hunting restrictions MO homes for wildlife, including song 

alone, was not producing satisfac- Bets \s and insectivorous birds. 
tory results, but that the remnants i ae 2 E> Bs Another problem in maintaining 

continued to decline. Wat Re a a game supply is the disappear- 

Interested sportsmen unselfish- = Maree a ance of a favorable environment 
ly searched for other methods, but ~s Da a ase . ea in forest areas. In many parts of 

sad to relate, some species became ~~ ao” ee the State the forest growth has 
extinct before remedial measures ae el so Bee reached a stage where the under- 

were adopted. ee a Reet ra teaere growth is shaded out by the 

Game farms for raising, wild _ Ss s eee crowns of the trees. This under- 

species in confinement for later FS REN growth is essential as browse for 
restocking, finally came into exist- ee cape deer and elk, as hiding places for 
ence. Probably the first one was Be ee ee, wildlife and it is in such growth 
established in Illinois in 1905. Se ie eS that the shrubs which produce 
In Pennsylvania they were not pia oe > i ee berries essential as food for game 

adopted until later, but the State id ee f oy 2 , is found. 

is now one of the leaders in this Roane j cette. $.. Benk: 2 The management of this envir- 
field of conservation with four ' \ af fi) yp Hie Chae ane eae onment, so that it becomes a bet- 
efficiently operated farms turning A RNa led al coe: Fevileey vey ter home for wildlife, is a difficult 
out thousands of birds each year eos, Pees Sia aE Speen ee Ae problem. It can be done without 
to replenish the supply in de- Oe eae eer ae Nr too great a sacrifice of valuable 
pleted coverts. ghar EAN Sn e eee anc Gear oh Pow erin eu cc seeann tree growth and if our forest game 

Pennsylvania was the first to is to be maintained in sufficient 

adopt the game refuge program abundance it must be done. 

whereby areas were set aside in which game was unmolested and a 
Conclusion 

where seed stock was assured each year regardless of the fact 

that overhunting occurred in the surrounding territory. The Game An attempt has been made to give, in a very brief way, the 
Commission now maintains 219 game refuges scattered through- history of game conservation and to show that it has been, since 
out the State. These protected areas are one of the best insurances ancient times, a means of providing food and sport for people 
of a continued game supply. They have assisted materially in throughout the world. Although changed economic conditions have 
bringing back to the State supplies of game in areas that were revolutionized the sport, yet the desire for this form of recreation 
formerly almost depleted. is more widespread than it was in the splendor of early days in the 

Pennsylvania has likewise been among the leaders in having Old World. This is for the reason that during the present time 
enacted up to date laws for the conservation of wildlife. This equitable laws, good roads and leisure time make it possible for 

has been followed by rigid enforcement of those laws. the humblest citizen to enjoy the noble sport which was, in the dis- 

Even with the great strides made in the management of game tant past, very much the prerogative of Kings. 

crops during the past thirty years it is becoming increasingly dif- It stands to reason that future generations will likewise wish to 

ficult to maintain a sufficient supply for the great army of out- enjoy the same privileges which are now being enjoyed by thou- 

door enthusiasts. There is an ever increasing number of people sands of persons interested in the outdoors. We cannot hope to pass 
who enjoy the sport of hunting and fishing. The U. S. Senate on to them this heritage of the outdoors unless we start now and 

Committee on the Conservation of Wildlife Resources estimated continue to assist in restoring and building up a favorable habitat— 

that during the past decade, there was a 400% increase in the a good home in order that wildlife may have places in which to 
number who hunt and fish. The number of hunters was estimated find food, places in which to hide from their enemies and to raise 

at 7 million. In Pennsylvania the number of licensed hunters their babies in security.
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EARLY DAY CONSERVATION 
By CAPTAIN LEO F. S. HORAN, U. S. Marine Corps, (Retired). 

UNTING laws in Pennsylvania date back at least to the year It is interesting to note what our forefathers thought of Sunday 

H 1760. Game laws were provided then; a closed season for deer sport in view of the recent enactment of the Pennsylvania legis- 

was proclaimed; hunting out of season or without license was made lature permitting fishing on the Sabbath. In 1760 it was declared 

punishable; shooting wild birds in cities and boroughs was made illegal to hunt or kill “any kind of game” on the Sabbath day, 

subject to fine; firing a gun on or near the highways was forbidden; under 2 penalty of 40 shillings for every such offense. 7 : 

and hunting of any kind of game on Sunday was declared illegal. Conviction under the Act yas had upon the oaths or affirmations 
- 2 4 ; of one or more creditable witnesses, or the confession of the party, 

Conservation of game and the regulation of hunting and shooting before one or more justices of the peace for the respective county 
was provided for by the provincial legislators of Pennsylvania in where such offense was committed, provided such conviction be 

the Act of April 9, 1760. That is nearly 178 years ago. mde wiihinuseanonthe: 

By that Act citizens of Pennsylvania were provided with their It is likewise interesting to observe what disposition was made 

first “game protectors.” If they were not so in name, they were in of the fines imposed upon offenders under this Act. One-half went 

fact. Section II provided that every constable in the “province,” to the informer, the other to the overseers of the poor of the 

having knowledge of offenses against the Act, was required to township where the offense was committed, for the use “of the 

make them known to a justice of the peace of their county, or to poor of said township.” If the justice of the peace were the in- 

a justice of general quarter sessions for the county, together with former, the entire amount was paid to the overseers. 

the names of the offenders, in order that they may be prosecuted. Considering the matter of earmarking funds for relief, it would 

But that was not all the law decreed! If a constable failed to do appear that this law of 1760 lends credence to the saying, “There’s 

so, he was made subject to a penalty of £5. An English pound nothing new under the sun.” 

today is the equivalent of about $5 in American currency, and it They must have had “fixers” in the early days—boys who get 

was a lot of money in those days. the tickets killed for you—as we have today, but their lot was not 

As I was reading “The Pennsylvania Game News” for October, so easy. In the good old days if an offender refused to pay his 

1937, and saw the picture of the first graduating class of the Train- fine, then his property was levied upon by distress and sold, 

ing School for Game Protectors in Pennsylvania, I thought how “returning the overplus, if any, to the owner.” For want of dis- 

proud those men must be of the fact that they are to carry on tress (where the offender had no goods to be levied upon), he was 

vigorously a duty that had its inception nearly two centuries ago. committed to prison! For a fine of £3, “the space of 30 days”; for 

The legislators of 1760 took their law-making seriously. In deal- 40 shillings, 20 days. To cap the climax, and to outdo the fixers, it 

ing with the subject of conservation they were confronted not only was provided that, where an offender was sent to jail, it was 

with the problem of regulating the take of their own people but “without bail or mainprize.” Mainprize, as defined in Bouvier’s 

also with provision of food for the Indians of the province. Law Dictionary, is “the taking a man into friendly custody, who 

Then was established an open and closed season for deer. Con- might otherwise be committed to prison, upon security given for 

trasted with the law of today, it was most liberal. Open season his appearance at a time and place assigned.” 

on Indian lands was from August I to January 1. During the closed Persons who-complain today about the supposed severity of 
season, if any person “shall hunt, chase or follow with a design - - conservation laws as a new-fangled idea should be informed that 

to kill, or shall kill or destroy any buck, doe or fawn, within the it is “an old American custom” which real sportsmen intend not 

lands already or hereafter purchased of the Indians,” the penalty only to uphold but to enforce. 

was £3. Governor Earle in approving on June 3, 1937, the Revised Game 

There were poachers in the 1700’s just as there are in the 1900's. Code, thereby eats on tite wero eouseevahon of game which 
But our early law-makers made provision for them too. If, during had its start in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania about two 

the closed season, any person was found to have in his custody hundred years ago. 

any “green deer skins, fresh venison, or deer’s flesh,” they were 

deemed and taken as evidence of the guilt of the person in whose eer cs ae _ ee 50 

custody they were found. The words “deer flesh” doubtless were ke ‘ Pg 2. 2 : 2 

intended to include dried or smoked meat. The law was enacted 7. os —— wy aed. 9 a = 
with humane consideration for the Indians, in that nothing con- ae ee bt aaae” : —" es ee 

tained therein was to be deemed or construed to extend to any te Cl Re —- =: eS 

“free native Indians” carrying guns, hunting, killing and having ~ ee *.. an ce = . ae ee 

in their custody any skins or deer flesh “for their own use.” There ee My ‘ ee a, i ‘ 

was, apparently, no closed season for them under the latter cir- a i e . Py pile 45% 

cumstance. iat ae * * et 

The law-makers went further. They were doubtless familiar also =a ie = Pi Ps eu 

with poachers who shot game not only out of season but out of es et ns es 

bounds, for they provided that if any person carry a gun, or hunt ae “4 =, a . VG x: 

on any inclosed or improved lands other than his own, without > fa ee fr esa, 

license or permission from the owner of such lands, he was liable Tea = ss * ae ies 

to a fine of 40 shillings (a shilling is the equivalent of 25 cents Bee 9 gs 4 F 

today) by a justice of the peace. To that provision was added a like “<2 se ee a ss x 

penalty for firing a gun “on or near any of the King’s highways.” . | ee a 

Hence may have come the slogan, “Make the highways safe.” a a, eo be: ea 

In Section VII relating to birds, it was provided that “No person ” pa << 4 

whatsoever shall presume to shoot at, or kill with a firearm, any i aad F a 

pigeon, dove, partridge or other fowl, in the open streets of the By | \s f 

city of Philadelphia, or in the gardens, orchards and inclosures ad- a — Se . - 

joining upon and belonging to any of the dwelling houses within set ie Sh wer) es 

the limits of the said city, or suburbs thereof, or any of the bor- cad Se ee Wine ot bi 

oughs or towns within this province, upon the forfeiture of 40 a a SE S ae | 

shillings for every such offense * * * ” 3 ’ ea SS, > 3 ee a Z yi 

The sportsmen of the Quaker City were possibly urging the . | P mS > a PS re de 

passage of that section of the bill while men “from the country” sien i es ee % 

doubtless had their advocates pressing for protection of their ee ee ee css iF 1 ae a 
boroughs. 

Bear cubs should be left in the woods.
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HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF AMERICAN WILDLIFS 2/ 

By H, P. Sheldon, Chief, Division of Public Relations 
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Original Wealth in Wildlife 

Previous to the coming of the white settlers, North America pos- 

sessed an ebundance and variety of wildlife not surpassed by any other 

continent. There were reasons for this: Wildlife, like vegetation, is 

modified as its habitat changes and it varies in form anc abunience accord- 

ing to climate, soil fertility, end altitude. North Americn, with its crest 

in the icy arctic and its base in the warm subtropical region of the Gulf 

of Mexico; with its Rocky Mountains in the West anc its Alleghenies in the 

Hast; with its arid deserts, fertile plains, ana well-watereé valleys lying 

between, has within its boundaries almost every possible variation in temper- 

ature, precipitation, soil fertility, and vegetative cover. Altitudes range 

from ridges that are thousands of feet above sea level to depths of the 

Death Valley that are actually belaw sea level. Between the intense subzero 

temperatures of the arctic wastes and the moist, tropical climate of the 

Isthmus of Panama are recorded infinite gradations of climate and temperature. 

This diversity results in amezing differences in the types of both 

foune ond flora, The tiny lichen clinging to a glacier-scored rock pro= 

trudging above the arctic ice cap requires half a century for a few inches of 

1/ Kathor's note: Prepared especially for use in schools this will 
if Pp < Q , 

4 e : 4 ‘ » asaaa os 
be followed by other chapters dealing with other phases of wildlife conser- 

vation and restoration. 
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growth, while slong the Gulf the rank jungle springs up almost as rapidly 

as the axe and the machete can cut it dow. The brown dear of Alaska~~the 

largest meat-eating land animal, and the least shrew, weighing an ounce 

or less, are alike able to find precisely the conditions each requires in 

order to live. So does the California condor, the largest living bird, with 

a wing spread of almost 10 feet, ané so also does the wren, scarcely as large 

as one's thumb, The narwhal, the sea lion, the polar bear, and the manatec, 

together with thousands upon thousands of other species, have their homes 

on the shores of a continent where Nature seems to have exerted her limit- 

less capacity for providing accommodation for the greatest possible number 

and variety of creatures. 

The white pioneers, explorers, and trappers saw such ean abundance 

of game and other wildlife when they came to North America that they could 

not adequately describe it. They spoke of flights of pigcons so tremendous 

that they "darkened the sun for hours on end," but the phrase has little 

meaning today, because we ourselves have never seen such spectacles and can 

scarcely imagine what they were like. Their tales of tison herds that 

covered the prairie for mile after mile also fail to give us a picture of 

the sights that met the wondering gaze of those early travelers. When 

those men noted a flight of wild fowl, they actually saw millions of individ- 

ual ducks and geese; when we of today observe a flight of wild fowl, we are 

fortunate indeed if it numbers a few thousands. 

Abundance Uninpaired by Indians 
Enormous numbers of birds and other forms of wildlife were present 

despite the fact that the aborigines who inhabited the continent lived 

principally upon the fish and game. One might think it strange that wild- 

life should have persisted in such overwhelming abundance under constant 

utilization for human needs, vhereas it declined before another race of 

men who lived principally upon agricultural products--upon grain, vege- 

tables, milk, and the meat of domestic animals, When we examine the facts 

underlying this apprrent inconsistency we shall find the answer to the 

conundrum in the different ways tho tvo races used the land--the primor- 

dial domain of the native fauna. 

The Anerican Indians were gardeners but not farmers, In their small- 

primitive plots they cultivated beans, corn, and tobacco, but in such lin- 

ited quantities that had their families been compelled to depend upon these 

products alone, they would have starved. For food and clothing they cenended 

for the most part upon wildlife and uncultivated native plants. 

: Then, too, the Indian population was sparse and snifting, scattered 

over the vast area of the New World. Their crude agricaltural enterprises 

made little or no impression on the primeval environment so favorable to 

the production of wildlife. With this productivity unchecked, the combined 

effects of all the hunting, trapping, and fishing Gone by all the tribes 

resulted in no material decrease of the constantly replenished supply. If : 

some catastrophe had wiped out the Indian population, there would have re- 

mained in a year or two only a few scarcely discernible signs to indicate 

the hundreds of years of its occupancy, other than a few shell mounds here 
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and there, the earthen burial mounds, the crude paintings in caves, and per- 

haps the smoke stains of cooking fires in a sheltered angle of a cliff. The 
Indian's trails and his gardens would alike have been overgrown and his rude 
huts and frail tepees disintesrated with the turns of the seasons as are the 
leaves and grasses of the passing year. The wild geme anc fur species, along 

with the forests, vegetation, rivers, lakes, aquatic life, and insect 
life, would soon have appeared unmarked and undamaged by the red man's long 

occupation of the land. 

Exploitation by White Settlers 

But after only three hundred years of occupancy, the white man in this 

country, were he to be suddenly extcrminated, would leave behind him enduring 

scars and open wounds that might never heal. After thousands of years our 

conerete highways and our cities of stone and steel wowld be reduced and dis- 

solved to some extent, but the geologist would still be able to find arid 
wastes, dust bowls, the scarred, eroded, treeless mountain sides, the choked 
and muddy streams, and the ruined marshland--melancholy monuments of the white 

man's civilization. The botanist would find valueless species of plant life 
growing where richly productive vegetation had once flourished, and the biol- 
ogist would observe rats, cats, starlings, English sparrows, carp, and other 
such alien creatures usurping a land that was never meant for them. The 
entomologist would find other devastating evidences of our occupation and 

husbandry equally eloquent of our careless, wasteful, destructive habits. 

Among the Indians it was the common practice to move to fresh hunting 

grounds whenever the old showed signs of becoming exhausted. Left unmolested, 

the former site was soon replenished, for its productivity and fertility had 
not been impaired. The Indian's gardening operations left a scar on the 

wilderness scarcely more permanent than that made by his canoe as he paddled 

along a lonely lake. 

That he must never kill for sport was one of the commandments given 
to the Indian by the God who created the universe, according to the Iroquois 

legend. He was given dominion over the beasts of the field and the fowls of 

the air as in our own theclogy, but it was e provisicnal custodianship and 
tolerated neither waste nor abuse. The Indian never shared the white man's 

conception-of sport; to provide meat and fish for nimself and his family was 

a laborious task. 

The white settlers and pionesrs soon acquired the same attitude, no 
doubt, for it became the general practice among them to depend upon their 

professional hunters to bring the necessary supplies of game into the set- 

lements, very much as the citizens of a modern community depend upon the 

butchers and the meat markets for that type of food. With the occupation 

of the land by the white settlers, however, wildlife began to diminish. 
The decrease wes imperceptible at first, but it was definite nevertheless, 

for once the settlers had brought the primitive land under tillage or ex- 

ploited it by industry, it long remained in that status. As they moved 
westward the new settlers subjugated more and more of the wild land, and 
the wildlife that remained in rear of the advancing line of frontiersnen 
and settlers was forced to adjust itself to a new environment--one that for 

most species was not nearly so favorable as ‘it originally was. 
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The fertile ground that for ages had grown .crops of wild game and 

fur animals was now reqrired to grow corn, wheat, tobacco, beans, and cotton, 
and to support Gomestic flocks and herds. This condition, disastrous for 

many specics, actually benefited others. The big-game species suffered first 

and most. ‘hile the. biscn, elk, deer, and bears were oxtirpated or forced 
to retire to areas remote from cultivation, some of the smaller creatures, 

including the quail, the rabbit, the raccoon, and the opossum, found the, 
additional fooé supply srowm by the farmer an encouragement to increase their 

numbers for a time and to extend their ranges. : 

Influence of Wildlife on Colonization and Settlement 

The abundance of game and fur animals and of fishes aided the pio- 
neers and settlers in establishing thenselves in the new land; without it, 

indeed, rapid colonization would. have been impossible. Supplies from Burope 

had to be brought ever a long and hasardous ocean route, a communication 
line far too tenuous and inadequate to support even the smallest outpost of 
civilization agsinst the rigors of the wilderness. For a long time after 

the land had been cleared and crops were being harvested, the settlers still 

found themselves dependent on the wild game anc fur animals for a very con- 

siderable proportion of the essentials of life. 

The white man's first knowledge of the nature of the great region ly- 

ing west of the Mississippi came from the beaver trappers, or "mountain nen'"—— 
the "long hunters"--so-called net because of their lean and rongy appearance, 

but from their custom of disapnearing into the wilderness for months at a 

time. Resourceful, solitary men, they prided themselves on their ability to 
do anything that the Indian could do, and do it better. These adventurers 
were perfectly fitted for the hazardous task of exploring the unknown western 

wilderness, and the beaver was the lodestone that drew them across the Plains 

to the Rockies and across the Hockies to Mexicc and to the Pacific Northwest. 
But for these men the entire region of Nerthweetern United States would now 
in all probability be held by Great Britain, for they resisted the invasion 

of the coveted territory by Canadian fur traders and trappers, and thus 

first established the claim of the United States to the great Oregon territory. 

Eorly Traffic in Wildlife _and Its Products 

Except for the fur animals and the bison, there was for many years 

no direct exploitation of wildlife. It was at this time, however, that 

some of the great American fortunes were founded upon the fur trade, nota- 

bly that of the Astor family. Their remote trading posts in a few years 

garnered the wealth of fur and left to posterity scarcely more than scat- 

tered remnants of what had been a tremendoug resource. The pelts of fur 

animals and the hides of bison were commodities that would endure trans- 

portation from the. wilderness to the settlements, but the flesh of gene 

birds and mammals could not be sent back over the long trail. 

Killing for the market did not become a serious factor in the re- 

duction of game until stirmlated by the growth of cities and towns nearer 

to the game fields and the development of railways. Traffic in game as 

food flourished after the Civil War and probably reached its peak in the 
80's. During that time uncounted millions of passenger pigeons, prairie 
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chickens, grouse, ducks, geese, upland plover, snipe, woodcock, quail, and 

other food species were annually sent to market by gunners who, except for 

a few months in midsummer, shot and snared game the whcle year round. It was 
during this time that the passenger pigeon was exterminated and certain other 
game snecics were so badly reduced that they have never since recovered. 

Strange to say, market shooting seems to have enriched no one engaged 

in it. Today a pair of canvasback ducks taken from the Susquehanna Flats 
and illicitly offered for sale will bring the poacher from $3 to $5 if he 

can conclude thé trensaction without being, caught by Federal or State 

law-enforcement officers, in which case the offender may have to pay a $500 

fine and spend 6 months in jail. Much of the game earlier taken for the 
then legitimate market spoiled on its way, and what was sound and saleable 
brought-prices so low that the receipts often were not sufficient to pay. 

the gunner!s expenses. Ducks, geese, and other gnme birds sold for a few 

cents a pair, and the business was so badly orgenized and competition so 

sharp that the markets were nearly always giutted. The written accounts of 

Bogardus and other market shooters afford sore indication of the extent of 

the slaughter. They also refer to the uncertainty of profit and describe 

narket shooting generally as a hard, laborious, and often hazardous enter- 

prise. Yet it wes continued until sportsmen and conservationists at the 

beginning of the present century becane alarmed at the destruction and sought 

legislation to vrohibit traffic in game. 

The American bison, or buffalo, as the animal is more generally called, 

achieved military significance in the history of the country. It has been 

estimated that there were not fewer than 75,000,000 of these animals making 

up the vast herds that roamed the continent at the time the white man was 

establishing the first colonies. Buffelo were not, as many now suppose, a 

purely western species. At that time their range extended clear to the At- 

lantic seaboard, as aid that of the elk. The hide hunters brought the buf- 
falo to the very verge of extinction, and though it seems strange to us 

today, they hed the full consent and approval of the United States Govern— 

ment to encourage them in the slaughter. The puffalo was. the Plains Indians! 

base of supply, and the existence of vast herds on the hunting grounds 

made the subjugation of the hostile tribes difficult if not impossible 

of accomplishment by the armed forces cf the United States. It was clear to 

the strategists in Vashington that there could be no peace with the Indian 

and no complete conquest ‘of the rich western lands until the buffalo had 

been destroyed, for these roving herds wore supplying the Indian with nearly 

everything he needed in the way cf food, shelter, and equipment. ; 

The Government accomplished its purposes by aiding the buffalo hunt- 

ers with free amrunition and supplies and by giving then nilitary protec— 

tion whenever possible. When the Sharps "buffalo sun" and the skinning 

_ kmife had finished their work the Indians had been driven into the reser— 

vations, and the buffalo--the few hundreds of them remaining-~were gothered 

into preserves, most of which are ncow maintained bj the same Government 

that a few years previously had so grimly sougit annihilation of the aninals. 

There they will remain unless in the unpredictable vicissitudes of time, 

and occasioned perhaps by the effect of land-utilizatica practices, great 

areas of their hereditary range are agein restored to them end to the elk, 

_ deer, and antelope. 
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The swift and merciless exploitation of the buffalo only hastened 

an inevitable process, however, for in time the Incians must have retired 

before the- constantly augmented numbers of settlers and the herds of dones— 

tic cattle would then have usurped the buffalo pastures. The history of 

the decline of this animal furnishes one of the most illuminating examples 

of the relationship existing betweon wildlife conservation and land utili- 

gation. Yeors of actual experience prove that these herds on Federal pre- 

serves can be increased indefinitely; that the buffalo might even be re stored 

to original abundance locally, »rovided. land were available. 

The sane is probably true. of any form of wildlife. The principle 

is embodied in the national wil@life-restoration program now being conducted 

by the Biological Survey. This vrofram seeks the establishment of a systen 

of refuges toteling about 7,500,000 acres of land and water to furnish 

habitat for increasing the povwlation of birds and animals and providing a 

surplus not now existent but one that will offset the losses from regulated 

shooting and other causes. Since 1924 the herd on the Biclogical Survey's 

Bison Runge in Montara--but one of five similar ranges administered by the 

Bureau--has produced nearly 1,400 animels in excess of the carrying capacity 

of the range. That surplus and those from the other preserves, had they 

been released and allowed to reproduce under protection, would now have 

repopulated a considerable area, These increases, howevér, have contributed 

little or nothing to any broad restoration progrem, because the continued 

utilization of range land for other purposes leaves now no room at all for 

the hereditary monarch of the prairies. 

Exploitation Era Closing 

The era of wildlifs exploitation is now drawing to a close. Its 

last stages are marked by the increasing determination manifested by State 

and Federal agencies, by sportsmen and conservationists, and by the generel 

public to apply methods and administrative policies of a positive nature for 

preventing further unnecessary losses =f wildlife and for restoring the valu- 

able species tc the maxima abundance consistent with the conditions of a 

modern civilization. For many native American species the change of attitude 

has come too late to save them from extinction. The vanished species in- 

clude the great auk, the Pallas cormorant, the Labrador cuck, the passen- 

ger pigeon, the heath hen, the Eskimo curlew,.and the Carolina paroquet. 

Of the mammals, the giant mink has gone and the grizzly bear has been 

nearly exterminated in the United States proper. Other species-- the 

trumpeter swan, canvasback duck, redheac, upland plover, whooping crane, 

golden plover, and.ivory-billed woodpecker, to list a few of those threat- 

aned--may yet be added to that much lamented category of treasures forever 

lost to us. 
e 

Even though some of these birds and mammals still number thousands 

and are common enouzh to suggest the idea of abundance, it is possible 

thet these long years of abuse have already inflicted fatal denage through 

the reduction of breeding stock to a point where the annual increase by 

reproduction is less than the mumbers annually destroyed by natural enemies 

and other causes. These inimical agencies include not only the predatory 
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creatures but climatic conditions, starvation, drought, and disease. These 

influences can seldom be defeated or nullified effectively by human interfer- 

ence, so that a species still apparently numerous may actually be doomed to 

extermination and be already beyond the hone of rescue by aid of human devices. 

It is estimated that there are about 110,000 elk now remaining on 
the continent, 3,500,000 deer of all kinds, 70,000 bears, 50,090 wild tur- 

keys, and possibly 40,000,000 or 50,000,000 wild ducks of ell species. Com- 
parison of these estimates with accounts of the wildlife resources present at 

the time of the coming of the white man affords a dismel realization of the 

extent of the damage done to what once was one of the richest resources of 

North America, ; 

: Wildlife Managoment the Remedy 

But the situation is not so discouraging as these comparisons would 

seem to indicate on first analysis. The fact that after 3500 years of contin- 

uous exploitation, neglect, and abuse there still remain considerable popula- 

tions of nearly all common species demonstrates the amazing tenacity of the 

resource and sugsests its profound recuperative power under more favorable 

conditions, W. L. McAtee, of the Biological Survey, gives a vivid descrip- 
* tion of the ability of most species to multiply when freed from destructive 

influences. He states, "The most important factor bearing upon wildlife 
managencnt is the amazing reproductive capacity of living things. . .. to 
aid efforts, to increase wildlife there is available a reproductive force 

almost explosive in its intensity." 

Many attempts have been made to utilize this force in order that 

favored species--especially those classed as game--might increase. The 
Massachusetts colonies sdonted ordinances to restrict the kill of certain 

species. Even the Indions maintrined "bear preserves" whercon the bear, 

particularly valuable to them because of its fat, was never molested. 

Following settlement by the whitcs this type of effort to increase garie by 

restricting the kill appears with increasing frequency, until at the open- 

ing of the present century nearly if not all the States and the Canadian 

Provinces had adopted elaborate statutory codes designed to protect wild- 

life and enable it’ to multiply. ‘The system, however, is only partially 

effective, Failure to realize to the full the intended benefits has been 

due to lax enforcement of laws, which has been occasioned in turn by neg- 

ligible appropriations of money, by political interference, and by a general 

apathy on the part of the public, all of which are attributable to lack of 

appreciation of the seriousness of the problem confronting State and Netion. 

But a deterrent factor even more potent wag the seeming inability 

of wildlife administrators to realize that the reduction of the annual 
toll of game taken by gunners was only one part of a successful restoration 
plan. The missing element was that of planning for land utilization and 

management in such way as to preserve to the greatest degree possible the 

environmental conditions without which the wild creatures could not exist 
even though otherwise freed from human persecution, It is easy for us now 

to realize, for example, that the drainage and reclamation of about 100,000,000 
acres of marshland in the United States alone operated as effectively to pre- 
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vent the increase of waterfowl as did the, guns.of the: market shooters. Sinm- 

f ilar conditions applied with equal force to other species. Cultivation, 
deforestation, lowering of water levels by @rainage, and the pollution of 

many of the remaining natural reservoirs and streams placed upland game and 
other forms of wildlife under a tremendous handicap. Agriculture claimed ‘ 
not the fertile lands only--it invaded the submarginal areas as well--and 

the domain of the wild living things that required wilderness, environment 

shrank away from the invader. : 

A Land-Use Problem 

E. W. Nelson, a former Chief of the Biological Survey, was one of the 
first to point to the truth, when in 1915 he began to urge the immediate 

acquisition of marsh and water areas to be set aside as permanent sanctuaries 
for waterfowl and other forms of wildlife. It was not until 1928, however, 

that there was finally passed the Migratory Bird Conservation Act, which 
authorized appropriations of funds amounting to about $8,000,000 to be ex- 

pended over a 10-year period for the purpose advanced by Dr. Nelson. Only 

about $1,300,000 has actually been appropricted thus far, but by the pes- 
sage of the act, Congress gave its endorsement to a national policy of wild- 
life restoration and declared the prescrvation of, habitat, to, be a funda- 

mental part of the Government's restoration plan. This act has since been 
supplemented by others ari by the allocetion of emergency funds designed to 

carry out these purposes. 

Not only Congress but other legislative and administrative bodies 

and the people generally at last began to appreciate the value of preserv- 

ing and restoring wildlife. and to uncerstand its intimate relationship to 

land utilization, The long cycle of drought beginning in 1915 and contin- = 

uing with an intensity almost unbroken for two decades was responsible for 

a@ new and mounting interest by the rublic in the condition of organic na- ' 
tional. resources of all kinds. Words and phrases descriptive of soil ero- . 

sion, lowered water tables, and the destruction of vegetative cover had 
been meaningless terms and vague to the mind cf the average citizen. 

Suddenly they became clothed with disturbing significances when the somber, 

baleful shadows of the dust storms drifted across the country, telling 

of the destruction of millions of tons of. fertile soil, or when floods 

roared unchecked along the inland waterways like huge ruptured arteries 

spilling out the very life blood of the Nation. The conservationist now 

finds an interested and anxious audience where hitherto his warnings had 

been ignored or héard with tolerance and nolitely concealed contempt. The. 

- great hand of Nature was writing a message of foreboding; the symbols were 

_ whirling clouds of choking dust, thunderous torrents, dying cattle, and 

destitute humanity. The message means that the economic and social secur- 
ity of the Nation is utterly dependent uoon the national ability to con- 
serve and administer wisely the organic resources and products of the soil. 

Wildlife is one of these. 
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Wildlife Needs Ignored During Development Period 

} CO a From the time when the first activities by white men toward the 
' colonization and settlement of the wild lands of North America-were first 

undertaken, the greatest. efforts and the best intelligence of the increas- 
ing population: have been directed toward solving those problems that con- 

" ¢ern man in his relations to his fellows, Americans have displayed vision 
“6nd ability tio anticipate the needs and stresses of the future most con 

= vincingly in stheir development and application of social and political 
'" principles. They have created a form of government in conformity with 

: their convictions of liberty and equality among men that has-béen of suf-— 

ficient strength to maintain the country's position among other nations of 

the world, but in accomplishing these things another rekationship of fun— 

damental importance was for a long time ignored. For centuries America 
sent few ambassadors to Nature, within whose realms iie the nation's most 

profound interests and responsibilities, Laws have been made, institue 
tions raised, universities established, and long wars fought to preserve 

‘ a Note:. This is the second of a series prepared especially for ; 

use in schools, to present facts in the development of various phases of 

wildlife conservation and restoration; the first (Leaflet BS-108 in this 

series): discussed the era of wildlife exploitation.



the doctrine of human rights, while all around us and beneath our feet the 

essence of human and all other life as well has flowed away unchecked, the 

wasting of a vital natural resource nearly unnoticcde 

In its disregard of the fact that tho natural resources of any land 

are not inexhaustible, the American civilization has shown no greater de~ 

gree of unwisdom than has been exhibited since the dawn of history by every 

race or nation whose destiny it has been to discover new lands and to ‘occu 

py tiem. The histories of the continents that mankind has discovered dure 

ing the ages since the first nomadic tribes emerged from central Asia may 

all alike be written under the samc three chapter titles--Exploration, Ex- 

ploitation, and Exhaustion. It would sccm that as man's intclligcnce devel- 

oped and as greatcr knowledge came to him, his treatmont of the soil ond its 

products--organic and inorganic--would grow less and less wastcful and de 

structive as the vital nature of his dependence upon these things became 

more and more apparcnte 

Actually the opposite thing has occurred. Man has used his intelli- 

gence and growing ingenuity in ways to hasten the destruction of natural re~ 

sources and to reduce the interval of time elapsing between the exploration 

of new, fertile territory and the exhaustion of the greater part of its natur- 

al wealth. The ravage of Asia vas a slow process, one that required thousands 

of years to accomplish with the crude implements that carly man hid been able 

to invents In less than four and a half centuries since Columbus made the 

discovery that introduced the most profligate era the world will cvcr know, 

the most fertile part of the continent of North Amcrica has been reduced to 

a condition so nearly comparable with the Asiatic scene as to be appalling. 

An astute European who visited our country at a time when the carni~ 

val of destruction was well under way remarked that Americans regarded trees " 

as enemies and felt that they did well to cut them down. They had the same 
hostile attitude toward streams and natural reservoirs of watcr; toward the 
tough-rooted grasses that clogged the plow; and toward every wild creature 

inhabiting the prolific region. It was as if the race, impaticnt of the 

slow processes of evolutionary doom, scizcd upon every device and contri- 
vance that could be used to hasten the end, In some phases of modern war~ 

fore "scorched ength" is now a recognized weapon for the destruction of an’ 
enemye Its strategy requires the destruction of every living thing ‘upon, 

the land and even the organic resources of the soil itself. For three cen 

turies Americans have been employing the scorched~earth strategy, not ax 
gainst a hostile power, but most effectively against themselves and their 

institutions. 

Awakening to the Menace to the Resource 

A study of the history of the conservation of organic resources, 

including wildlife in France, Germany, and the British Isles, furnishes 

ground for encouragement to conservationists in this country. Here we 

find indications that at some stage in the proccss of land utilization 

the inhabitants of these older countries became aware of the dangers of 
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uncontrolled exploitation and were able to enforce corrective measures in 

time to ward off complete disaster, In all these countries the problem of 

water pollution has largely been solved and the natural reservoirs of water 

have been augmented by artificial works, The technique of soil conserva~ 

tion is at an advanced stage, and while the preservation of forests and 

wildlife has been effectively secured, in some instances it has been accome 
plished by the use of methods that would be repugnant to the average Amcri+ 

cone 

There is good reason to conclude that American civilization has at 
last progressed to the point where the essential values of these organic 
resources is being recognized. Conservation agencies are now asked to de 
velop programs to insure for the future the orderly use and protection of 
these things. : 

Perhaps the most important of the belated developments is recogni- 

tion of the fact that all activities concerned with the improvement or re~ 

plenishment of organic resources are related and must be completely coor- 
dinated if any one is to be successful, No wildlife conservation project, 

~ even of small scale, can be ultimately successful unless it includes the 
technique of soil, cover, and water conservation. Moreover, agriculture, 
forestry, and the conservation of water resources are materially enhanced 
by the use of methods beneficial to wildlife. 

Planning for Wildlife Restoration 

In planning the national wildlife-restoration program there are 
three requisites to be recognized. The first of these is for land to be 
set aside upon what may be called the hereditary wildlife ranges for the 
preservation of all native species. From these reserves the seed stock 
may be drawn whenever it is necessary or desirable to restock denuded 
areaSe Extensive surveys of game and other kinds of wildlife provide 
the information to indicate the regions where these reserves should be 
established with the greatest prospect of success. Provision must be 
made to insure against the total loss of any svecies through disease or 
through some other natural disaster that may conceivably eliminate all 
the seed stock on a single preserve, For example, bison must be main- 
tained on sevcral widely separated ranges, and similar precautions will 
have to be taken by the nation with respect to other species. It is an- 
ticipated that seed stock from these Federal reserves may be needed to 
carry out State and Federal restoration programs in the future on areas 
made available under improved land-utilization programse 

The second requisite of the program is to provide for the contin~ 
uation of research work to accumulate factual information applicable to 
current problems, and also to enable wildlife administrators to antici- 
pate future needs, Wildlife as a resource is subjected to constantly 
varying conditions occasioned by many physical influences. These may be 
of natural origin or may result from engineering, industrial, or agri- 
cultural operations, Programs must be so planned as to furnish facts 
to enable wildlife agencies to obtain the most favorable results from



current developments. The Biological Survey is setting up stations for 

regional wildlife research in selected land-grant colleges throughout the 

United States. Eleven of these already have been established, and four 

more are needed if the project is to be fully adequate. 

By fulfilling the second requisite the third will also be met~— 

that of providing for a carefully trained personnel to administer the 
wildlife resources of America in tho future. There is now a serious lack: 

of men who are qualified for this work, The land-grant college units will 

serve as research stations, and they will also offer to graduate students 
courses in wildlife management similar in purpose to those offered in fore 
estrye 

The main objective of the wildlife-restoration program now being 

developed is to prevent, if possible, the extermination of any valuable 

species of wild birds and other animals, and to increase their numbers to 

the greatest extent consistent with the land-use requirements of the human 

population, Wildlife has a very grcat economic value, and it also furn- 

ishes a means.for recreation and relaxation that may well become of even 

greater importance than are its financial values to human beings subjected 

to the increasing strains and stresses of modern ways of living and workings 

Several valuable and interesting species were allowed to become ex— 
tinct in the years before there was any general conception of the need for 
a carefully worked out wildlife-conservation program that could be coordin+ 

ated with agricultural and industrial activities. It is bad logic to argue 

that because there is no realization of a loss no loss has been suffered. 
The present generation of Americans never kmew, nor can any ever know, the 

passenger pigeon and the heath hen, but it is a certainty that modern life 

is the poorer for the extermination of’ these birds. Thon, too, thcre is 

always the active possibility that the extermination of ony native creature 
may cause grave disturbances in the complicated ecological system of a coun- 

trye Evidences of such damage and a realization of its significance may not 
appear for many years following the disastcre . 

' Fact-finding Basis for Plans 

Such in brief is the philosophy underlying the recent restoration ace 
tivities and plans in the United States, Actually these plans have been de~ 

veloped over a period of more than 50 years of research and study by techni- 

cians on the staff of the Biological Survey. Facts slowly accumulated throughs 

out the period have beentrought together, like the sections of an aerial land~ 
scape photograph, until a definite, recognizable patternhas appeared, When at 

last the means to proceed with a program were provided, the essential needs 
were known as well as the methods by which they could be mete 

The principal need was for land, Birdsbanding, food-habits, and habitat 

studies conducted for half a century furnished precise information as to the 
type of land required to support each of the many different species. It was 

realized that, except for the habitats of such creatures as find suitable en~ 

vironmental conditions upon cultivated lands, most of the arcas that might be 

exe Aine:



= devoted tn the restoration prosrem would necessarily be of types not adapted 

to profiteble agricultural uses; or that they would be situated where the 

results of tie soil-conservation and water-centrol measures necessary for 

Wildlife-uwenazement operations would be of great importance to the general 

lond—utilizatien prcgram. 

For the minimum requirenernts of waterfowl, about 7,500,000 acres of 

marsh and water refuge areas are needed on the breeding grounds, “long the 

courses of the four major flyways, and on the wintering grounds used by these 

birds, About half the required total has now been acquired or is in process 
of acquisition. The areas making xp the reaainder are already known and can 

be Acquired as means are provided. 

To maintain adequate stocks of nonrigratery species in the United 

States, including big same and upland birés and mammals, 3,968,000 acres 

have nov been obtained by the Biological Survey, and some additional lands 

are neeced, The Nunivak Island Refuge in Alaska includes 1,111,000 acres. 

The completion of this acquisition and development program will not dis— 

pose of the problem, however, since conditions governing land use co not 

remain stable and immutable, They must change constantly to iiset the con- 

stantly changing requirements of the people, and provision for the main— 

tenance of wildlife must be sufficiently flexible to allow adjustment. 

Development of Wildlife-Protective Legislation 

In addition to the regular appropriations made to the Survey for 

research, game management, and reguletory activities, two acts of Congress 

now provide moderate but continuing funds for a land utilization and devel— 

< opment program, The first of these is tne Federel Migratory Bird Hunting 

Stamp Act of 1934, which annuelly supplies about two-thirds of a million 

dollars for land acquisition and use in the watorfowl restoration program. 

The second, enacted in 1937, is the Federal Aid to Wildlife Restorstion 

Act, authorizing the annual appropriction of amounts equal to the revenues 

received from the 10-percent tax on arms and ammunition. The revenue from 
this excise has amounted to about $3,000,000 annually. Funds appropriated 

under the Federal—aid measure will be allotted to the States on a ccopera~ 

tive basis whereby each participating State is to pay one-fourth or the 

total cost of the projects umdertaken under the terms of the acte Inasmuch 
as the act principally requires and specifically encourages the State con— 

servation agencies to use these Federal allotments to acquire and develop 

land for wildlife purposes, it is apparent that over a period of years many 

millions of acres of land will be gradually added to tne total area now a~ 

vailable for wildlife, 

The development of land-use oclicies favorable to wildlife is grad— 

ually bringing about an important change in the utilization of wildlife 

itself. Laws, regulations, and ordinances concerned with the taking of 

game, fur animals, and fishes consitute a class of legislation that is 

nearly as old as the history of the white man in America, Sy such meas~ 
ures the colonists tried to maintain an apundence of wildlife within easy 

reach of their settlements. Unable es yet to depend entirely upon their 
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erops and donestic animals for food and clothing, it was important that 

the settlers be able tc supplement their suppiies from the djacent wil- 

Gernesse They endeavored to conserve conveniently available >esources 
of game and fish by regulating individual use. This form of regulation, 

however, Cid not produce the dosired results. Game and fur soon became 

searce in the vicinities of the settlements, and hunters and trappers 

were compelled to go farther and farther into the wilderness. 

Since that early effort thousands and thousands of similar laws 

have been enacted and many millions of dollars have been spent in at— 
tempts to prevent the individual from taking more than specified quan- 

tities of game, fishes, and fur from the common supplies. It has been 

only in recent years that results have been even partially satisfactory 

or have seemed to justify the trouble and expense involved, Many thought- 
ful and informed conservitionists reached the conclusion tiat game laws 

were utterly ineffective to check the decrease of wildlife. The hunters 
and trappers, the courts, and the public alike regcrded such legislation 

as being of little consequence. Politicians were interested in the game 

codes only because they gave wildlife a marixet value in exchange for votes 

ond preference-—-values that would otherwise have been lacking. Even the 

individual syortsman found it hard to convince himself that his observance 
of the laws would be beneficial in perpetuating game birds end mammals. 

Attitude Favorable to Restoration 

Within the past few years a change has taken place in the American 

attitude toward legislation designed to regulate the use of game and other 

wildlife, and a new and more wholesome sentiment is rapidly developing. 

. The reasons are many, and some of them are obscure, but among the most im- 

portant has been the general reslization by the States of the great value 

i of their resources of fish and gome, accompanicd by a determination to re~ 
move wildlife administratioa from the danger of political interference. 
Another reason for the growth of new confidence is thet in many parts of 

the country it has been demonstrated that laws controlling the utilization 

of wildlife need not be ineffective; that they are, in fact, indispensible 

in pregrams for the restoration and maintenance of this great resource. 
Wherever game animals have been estabdlisned in suitable environment and 
the kill has beon regulated so as to be somewhat less tnan the rate of 

production, the species ass invariably increased. 

In the past, and eten at the present time, the thajor part of laws 

and regulations to control utilization of wildlife is of a sort that ate 
tempts to restrain the individual tromtaking more than a specified num 
ber of birds or mammals in a day, or a week, or during an entire open 

shooting season. These laws prohibit the use of certain weapons and de~ 

vices; they prescribe certain hours each day when the trking of game is 
permitted; and in meny other ways they work to reduce the xill by limit 
ing the activities of the individual munter or trapper. The principle 

is quite similar to a system of physical kandicepping, and like such a 
system it is not invariably equitable or satisfactory. 
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4 There is now a noticeable tendency to modify the principle of cone 

7 servation laws. Administrators have discovered that if adequate areas are 
set aside and managed as wildlife reservoirs they will produce surplus 

stocks of game, which move outward from the protected lands to eccupy ad- 
jacent regions. Such surpluses on open areas may be safely used without 
reducing the annual supply from the productive sancturary zones. The 
closed-area system of game protection greatly reduces law-enforcement 

problems. It is much easier to prevent all shooting or trapping on a 
number of sanctuaries than it is to maintain supervision over the per— 

sonal activities of a large number of gunners in such way as to compel 

each of them to obey every requirement of a complex code. The decision 
to extend the open season on waterfowl from 30 days to 45 days in 1938 

was based partly upon evidence of an increasing number of birds and parte 

ly upon the realization that there are now about 136 Federally owed wa~ 

terfowl sanctuaries established at strategic points throughout the coun- 

try to give security against the dangers of overshooting. 

It is not at all likely that this new method to govern utilization 

of game birds and fur and other animals by means of closed or sanctuary 

zones will replace the established type of restricted seasons and bag 

limits as prescribed by game and fur laws, but it should eventually per- 

mit simplification of these codes and the repeal of many of the so-called 

nuisance regulationse 
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koh University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management august 19, 1939 

Dr. B. V. MeCollum 
Department of Biochemistry 
The Johns Hopkins University 
615 North Wolfe Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Dear Dr. McCollum: 

Your inquiry about deer and other wildlife populations 
interests me greatly. I offer you first a very brief summary of what 
little information I have. Should you then wish to develop further 
any pars of it in detail, let me hear from you again. I am handi-~ 

: Gapped by not knowing the exact boundaries of the Iroquois and Huron 
territory. I am assuming, though, that it included all the states 

now bordering the Groat Lakes. 

Deer. There is abundant evidence that all the prairie 
borders and at least a good deal of the cak-hickory forest contained 

a heavy deer population, In my "Game Survey of the North Central 
States," p. 194, 18 a sumaary of two cases indicating 12 deer per 

. square mile and 53 deer per square wile, respectively. I now have 
learned about another deer drive near Madison which netted a similar 
figure. 

On the other hand, George Shiras has shown that deer were 
originally absent from the north shore of Lake Superior, and scarce 
on the south shore. We may conjecture, then, that there was e gradient 

t in deer density which fell sharply as one entered the Canadian zone, 
and that the north line of deer was many hundred miles farther south 
than it is at present. Much of the Canadian range which we sow think 
of as deer country then held only a sparse population of moose and 
earibou. 

Por states like New York my information is fragmentary. 
Kenneth Roberts in "Northwest Passage" indicates an extreme scarcity 
of all wildlife in northern New York. 

Another evidence of original deer scarcity in the southern 
part of the Canadian zone is this: the early surveyors’ records indi- 
cate extreme abundance of certain highly palatable deer foods such as 
Taxus canadensis. These deer foods may have accumulated due to the 
decimation of deer during the early lumbering period, or they may have 
always existed. This point is uncertain. It is certain, however, that
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the present population of deer, notably in Wisconsin, Michigan 
and Pennsylvania, has exterminated those plants. The present 

; populations run from 5 to 50 deer per square mile. I can give you 
more details on these present populations if you wish. 

In general, then, my impression is that deer wore abundant 

near the prairies, but rapidly thinned out northward, and there has 
been a northward shift in the whole deer zone since the time of 
settlement. 

The other animals which might have been important in the 
Indian dletary are rabbits, gallinaceous birds, and fish. I am not e 
a fish man so I had better not comment on then. 

Rabbits. Cottontails were scarce or absent in mech of the 
oak-hickory forest and certainly absant in the Canadian gone. Whether 
they were plentiful on the prairie borders I do not know. There has 
been the seme northward shift as in deer, and my guess is, an increase 
in total pepnlation. Good cottontsil populntions now run one per acre. 

The snowshoe rebbit, virtuelly confined to the Canadian sone, 
is now violently eyclic; that is, every 10 years the density fluctuates 
from a maximm of several per acre down te almost zero. If this mammal 
was olways cyclic it mst have been very undependable as en Indian food. 
Ho one knows how beck the now universally cyclic condition extends. 

Gallinagecus Burts. These are prairie chickens, sharpteil 
grouse, ruffed grouse, and bobwhite quail. In general, the evidence 
indicates a sharp increase in populstion at the time of first settle- 
ment, followed by a decline and probably by = gradual increase in 

eyelic behavior. There has also been a northward shift. Southern Wis- 
consin, for example, was formerly on the north line of the prairie 
chicken and the south line of the sharptail, but is now the south 
boundary of prairie chicken, and sharptails do not begin for a hundred 
miles to the north. It was formerly the north boundary of quail and 
now is about the center. Ruffed grouse formerly extended halfway to 
the Gulf and now occur in numbers only in the Canadian zone. 

If I knew more ebout Indians I could do a better jobd of 
J answering your letter, but this may start you in the direction you wish 

/ tO go. 
} 

Sincerely yours, 

i 

/ Aldo Leopold 
f Professor of Wildlife Management 
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THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH 

615 NORTH WOLFE STREET 

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY 

August 16, 1939 

Dre Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Doctor Leopold: 

I have for many years been studying every source of 
information available to me about the food situation in which 

primitive rows of people found themselvese I recently reread 
Parkman's Yesuits in North Americas These missionaries described 
the Iroquois and the Hurons as very frequently confronted with 
famine conditionse In this book the estimates of the early 
French officials and missionaries as to the population of the 
vast area occupied by these Indians were ridiculously small as 
contrasted with what one thinks to be the bountiful food resources 
of this territorye Of course since the Iroquois were so ferocious 
in their determination to exterminate the Hurons the agricultural 
efforts of the women were often thwarted by their having to flee 
at the sound of the war whoope Nevertheless, I had always supposed 
that the deer population and other small animals must have been very 
considerable in that areae Can you give me any information as to 
the game populetion - deer, rabbits and birds - in the area in question 
in primitive times? Was the wolf population so large as to reduce 
the herbivorae constantly to small numbers? I shall appreciate any 
thoughts you may have on this subjecte 

Captain John Smith in his "History of Virginia, 1580-1631, 
indicates that deer were very plentiful in that regione 

Yours sincerely, 

jie



424 University Farm Place 
May 17. 1gko 

Mr. Otto G. Doering 
333 North Michigan Aveme 
Chicago, illinois 

Dear Mr. Doering: 

The following history taken from Darrell H. Smith's "The 
Porest Service," Monograph No. 58, Institute for Government Research, 
Brookings Institution, 1930, may help you answer Secretary Ickes! letter. 

p- 18. "On Jamary 20, 1890, President Harrison transmitted 
to Congress, with a special message, another memorial from the American 
Asesocietion for the Advancement of Science, urging © thorough study of 
the forest situation by an expert commission and the withdrawal of all 
forest lends from sale and entry pending its completion." 

; p. 20. %...the American Forestry Association therefore asked 
the Seeretery of the Interior to request the National Academy of Sciences 
to investigate the entire forestry question and report ‘upon the inaugure 
ation of a rational forest policy for the forested lands of the United 
States.’ Suggestions were also invited for proper legislation to remedy 
specific, existing evils. The Acedemy eppointed a commission in response 
to this request, which began work in July, 1896, the report being submitted 
in May, 1897." 

p- 31. "The anomaly of organization concerned with forest 
affairs persisted, the work being divided among three bureaus in two 
departments. To this situation President Roorerslt now turned his attention 
and in his anmual message of December 9, 1904, he recommended centralization 
under the Bureau of Forestry in the Department of Agriculture." 

p- 31. “Meanwhile, the American Forest Congress. ..adopted 
resolutions urging...unification of all government forest work in the 
Bureeu of Forestry of the Department of Agriculture." 

It is now clear to me that the National ot the of Science aan 
the investigation Eedsest ere puesr. € 

eS eeeaat sauesh, of, She fe az x. She er apart from 
the land, (2) policing of the forest reserves, (3) the proclamation of 13 
additional reserves. It also enunciated (4) the purposes of a unified 
systen of public foresta. It did not, apparently, say who should administer 

; the system. ‘The transfer to Agriculture was recommended by President 
Roosevelt in 1904, slaborated by the American Forest Congress in 1905, and 
passed by the U. S. Congress in 1905. The Forest Congress consisted of 
"the leading exponents of forestry...leading lumbermen and railroad men and 
large-scale users of forest products" (p. 31).
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It is very clear from the Smith monograph that the agitation 
which eventually resulted in the transfer arose from maladministration 
by the Department of the Interior. Thus: 

p. 17. “In 1888, also, the agitation which had been aroused by 
the ewindling of Indians with regard to timber on their 
reservations reached a climax." 

p- 19. “The forest reserves (in 1891)...were practically 
unprotected against ordinary thievery, fire, and unre- 
stricted grazing." 

p. 17. “Finally, the complaints of depredations resulted in a 
Senate Committee Investigation. This began in March, 

1888, and terminated with a voluminous report, which was 
supplemented, December 22, 1890, by a special message 
from President Harrison." 

As to strategy, I would certainly shift the burden of proof to 
Mr. Ielkes, and ask him to show couse for the re-transfer. 

I have had a similar inquiry from Ken Reid, and hence I am 
Sending him 2 copy of this letter. I am also sending a copy to Bill Aberg. 

I return the questions. 

With personal best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
; Professor of Wildlife Management 

I 
}
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H. L. Shantz, Chief, Division of Wildlife Management, U. S. Forest Service, 
Department of Agriculture, 

Department of Agriculture Graduate School, November 20, 1940. 

Forestry is defined as the science and art of forming, caring for 

or cultivating forests; the management of growing timber. Forest laws 
wore laws for the protection of game, preservation of timber and other 
resources in forests; especially those enacted by William I and other Norman 
English Kings for the protection of the royal forests. The Forest Ranger 
was an officer chirged with the duty of patrolling and guarding 2 forest. 
Forestry, therefoie, from the very first included the game as an important 
part. 

pee 

we The story 6 Englend's forests is a long one. Q) Among the Anglo-— 

ee ee ee eee 
(prow, John C- he Forests of England. Edinburgh, 1883. 

| Nesbit, John. G Forests and Woodlands. London, 1909. 
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Saxons, hunting, theollection of fuel and wood and pannage for pigs were 
Gmmon uses of the flests. 

J. Before the Hohn Conquest the "Charta Canuti" or Charter of Canute 
| the ene recognizel & right of every man to hunt in his om fields, woods 

or mayor. oe Conqueror changed all this and took over all forests 
as proerty of thetin ond the game and wildlife as part thereof. Hunting 

; Was mace the pastil Oithe king and as "Bona Vocantia" all game was held 
as property of theing. This was an usurpation of English common law. In 
furtherance of thiusurpation, the Assize of Woodstock (1184) in Henry II's 
reign established® first forest laws and made them independent of English 
common low. 

j The punisits and procedures under the laws of the conquerors 
were very severe; Unjust. To cause a stag to pant meant loss of liberty 
for a year. To ba stag cost a freeman his freedom and a bondsman his 
life. William virst cut off the hands and put out the eyes of offenders, 
but William the bnd simplified the punishment by merely putting them to 
death. 

Althoughbably aM exaggeration, Walter Mapes, Chaplain to Henry 
II, wrote "The [beror took away much lend from God and mm and converted 
it to the use ¢ld beasts, end the sport of his dogs, for which he de-— 
molished thirtx churches and exterminated the inhabitants.'"! 

The "Malharta" in 1215 helped to liberalize these laws but the 
“Charta de For" granted by Henry III in 1225 was meant to eliminate 
excessive seve od injustice, It said "No man from henceforth shall 
lose neither Mor member for killing our deer", but he could be fined 
or imprisoned? year and a day "for taking our venison." He could 
not damage or down coverts, fell a tree, plow a meadow or dig up a 
plant without/@vy fine unless licensed by the king to do so. 

(Over)



The kings were loath to give up any power, and although Edward I 
under pressure affirmed both the "Magna Chartal" and the "Charta de Foresta' 
in 1300, he slipped in a phrase "without prejudice to the right of the 
crown." This was capable of a very literal interpretation. It was not 
until 1482 that Henry IV first recognized the right of an individual to 
own a forest which had been up to that time a royal monopoly. 

The Romans had destroyed much of the forests and wild animals in 
England and the Saxons also cut back the woods to protect thomselves from 
wild animals. Game being ferae naturae every man had the right to kill as 
he could, until the Norman Kings overturned the common law and made game 
and the forests property of the king, on whosoever's ground or lands they 
were found. TAS code, which is the basis of American laws is discussed 
by Blackstone. (1 

(Dpraceabone Sir William. Commentaries on the Laws of ingland., 9th ka. 
Vol. IV, pp. 415-416. London, 1783. 

sw 

"Another violent alteration of the English constjution consisted in 
the depopulation of whole countries for the purpose of ne king's royal 
diversion; and subjecting both them, and all the ancicy forests of the 
kingdom, to the mreasonable severities of forest lawsimported from the 
continent, whereby the slaughter of a beast was made g#l0st as penal as 
the death of a man. In the Saxon times, though no mawas allowed to 

kill or chase a king's deer, yet he might start any gie and pursue ang 
kill it upon his own estate. But the rigor of these jw constitutions 
vested the sole property of all the game in England ithé king alone; 
and no man was allowed to disturb any fowl of the air or iny beast of me 
field, of such kind as were specialiy reserved for th ryal amusement of : 
the sovereign, without express license from the king,by \grant of a chase 
or free warren: and those franchises were granted as 2cMith a viey to 
preserve the breed of animals, as to indulge the subject-'rom a similar 
principle to which, though the forest laws are now mitigal, ang by de— 
grees grown entirely obsolete, yet from this root has sprla bastard 

slip, known by the name of game law, now arrived to an¢ Waning in its 
highest vigor: both f ounded upon the same unreasonable not of pernianent 

property in wild creatures; and both productive of ‘the saltranny to the 
Commons: but with this difference; that the forest laws esti sheq only 
one mighty hunter throughout the land, the game laws have hq a little 
Nimrod in every manor." 

The early history of forests was concerned largely Whunting Ana 
the protection of forests began in the interests not only Ching the 
trees and other vegetation but also of saving the animals Wijjyeq in the 
forests. 

There was, notwithstanding the severe laws of the croWych waste— 
ful use of forests. In 1577 Holinshed protested loss of foreng,, fae 

crease of sheepwalks and some maintenance of prodigalitie andje ang 
suggested that unless it was stopped, coal would ultimately hig pe 
used in place of firewood. 

Henry VIII in the Statute of Woods (1543) ordered repla, oe 
forest trees to cure the spoils and devastations, and ruled thi qy4_ 
tings, twelve standels be left in every acre, and all saplingsa: pe 

left that are likely to make timber. OE



The forest officers, and their duties at that time were as follows: 
‘ the verderers and stewards were judicial officers and assistants, the 

foresters were sworn to preserve the forests and wildlife, the regarders 
= .were inspectors, the agistors supervised pasturage, and the woodward looked 

after the wood and timber. 

Damage to forests by domestic and wild animals also soon came. to the 
fore. Tusser in 1573 wrote: "If cattle, or cony may enter to crop, Young 

oak is in danger of losing his top." Rabbits had proved fatal to forests 
when allowed to become too abundant, girdling large trees of elm, ash and 
beech, thus killing them. There was also damage caused by too many deer. 

On the continent among the Gauls forests were the property of every 
3 man. The Romans left the forests undivided but the barbarian follovers 

proportioned among themselves the land, the people still holding the right 
to use them. The Charlovinian rulers established the Feudal System and 
ultimately feudal lords held absolute right to the land. According to 
Manwood in 1599, "a forest in law, is a certain territory of woody grounds 
and fruitful pastures, privileged for wild beasts and fowls of forest, 
chase and warren, to rest and abide under the protection of the king for 
his princely delight." 

The forest ordinance of Louis XIV of 1669(1) is one of the celebrated 

Drom, Je C. French Forestry Ordinance of 1669, Edinburgh, 1883. 
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documents dealing with forest practices and contains 2 plan for the manage— 
ment of forests and waters which has scarcely been realized in its more con— 
structive applications in our owm land today. It prescribed methods for all 
forests and restricted activities on or near the forests. Strict rules 
governed the chase on public or private lands both for the orotection of 
geme end for the protection of land and other property as well. 

The value of trees, herbage and brush as a home for wildlife and 
in preventing the destructive consequences of torrents was carly recognized, 

The constructive processes in forestry began in Germany about 1500, 
in England about 1550, in France about 1670, and in the United States about 
1891. Much of the effective constructive phase of forest management began 
in Europe after our pioneers had moved to a new continent. They therefore 
left during the period when forests still stood in the way of agricultural 
progress. 

The effect of the immense forest area of eastern United States on 
our ancestors from Europe is clearly shown in their attitude toward the : 
forests. Forests and wildlife both stood in the way. Trees had to be 
cut down to make room for houses, and wild animals killed to protect 
domestic animals and crops. Trees had to be removed before crops could 
be grown or pastures secured for domestic livestock. The ends of the for- 
ests were not in sight. They extended west farther than man. ever expected 
to settle. 

Trees were felled in windrows and burned and the logs rolled together 
and burned again. food and even the best lumber were not worth saving. 
Black walnut, because it was easy to split, was the fence rail material in 
southern Michigan in 1885 and even later. 

=>



But earlier than that, in 1799, there was an effort to save live oak 
for shipbuilding by the Secretary of the Navy. This might easily have re- 
sulted partly from the inherited regard for oak by men of the sea. The 
Celts, Britons and Germans worshipped the oak. It also furnished the timber : 
for the British Navy and therefore became a real asset to Britain's great- 
ness. It is easy to see the connection between this British history and the 
desire of our naval officers to safeguard live oak for their fleet. However, 
this effort lasted only during a short period and was abandoned in 1831. 

Not until 1873 was the timber culture act passed in the United States, 
and in 1876 an appropriation of $2,000 was made to study the forestry prob-— 
lem. In 188 Congress created the Division of Forestry in the Department 
of Agriculture and changed the designation to the Bureau of Forestry in 1901. 
In 1891 President Harrison, under authorization by Congress, created the . 
Yellowstone Park and Timber Reserve. Instigated by the National Academy 
of Science, an act was passed by Congress in 1897 and amended in 1905 
setting up the National Forests and placing their administration in the 
Department of Agriculture. They had been parts of the public domain, 
given little or no protection or administration prior to 1898, and sub— 
ject to the homestead laws and later to purchase by script, a type of exchange. 

Even today there is no general program for the preservation and 
protection of land in private ownership and land can still be destroyed 
for personal monetary gain end at a permanent loss to national security. 
To avoid such loss and still retain our prized personal liberty is the : 
problem which confronts us at the present time. Security from five,.from...- 
flood, from wasteful over—use of vegetation cover, of scil and of wildlife 
are gradually becoming responsibilities of Government in the interest of 
all of the people. 

In Europe these processes of wasteful use of the forests bogan very 
early and by the time we had entered this "clearing" stage, they had started 
the stabilization or constructive stage. Trees were plented, game was pro— 
tected. The forester was developed as a husbandman to care for the game, 
the timber andthe other resources, and the forest ronger charged with the 
duty of patroling and guarding these resources. The forester was the game 
man interested in everything that grew in the forest and everything con— 
cerned with it. More and more that approach is entering the picture here 
in America. 

When the forests were set up abovt 1905 the rangers and supervisors 
had a new and undeveloped territory to handle. Most of the forests had 
been used freely by lumbermen, trappers, huntcrs and cattle and sheep men. 
To bring about orderly procedure was an immense job. 

From the wildlife point of view big game had been reduced to a 
low level, probably about 200,000 to 300,000 animals, and the first inter— 
est of the Forest Service in 1906 wes to increase the wildlife in the 
National Forests. There was at that time little or no ¢ontrol of predation 
and the early efforts were along this line. Tree plantings were also 
started. On the Wichita Game Preserve which was established and developed 
by the Forest Service, trees were planted to improve conditions, a 7000 
acre of buffalo pasture was constructed in 1907 end stocked with 15 American 
bison from the New York Zoological Park and supplied by the New York 
Zoological Society. The records for 1908 show unusual activity in reduction 
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of predators. In 1909 game laws were inadequate in many states and the 
records show much effort exerted by Forest Service officers to secure the 

enactment of Statc game laws and to aid in securing popular support for 
the enforcement of such laws. The Forest Service has worked consistently 
to create bettcr support and respect for State game laws. 

By 1912 game management became a recognized activity. There were 
two Federal Game Refuges in the National Forests, namely, the Wichita, 
anc the Grand Canyon National Game Refuges. State preserves had been 
established on the Bighorn, Boise, Gallatin, Monterey, Minnesota, Superior, 

Teton and Targhee National Forests. 

There was inaugurated in 1912 a planting or restocking program in 
cooperation with the Biological Survey, the States and other interested 
agencies. Elk were taken from Jackson Hole, Wyoming, and & placed on the 
Wichita in Oklahoma, 16 on the Wallowa in Oregon, and 20 on the Sundance 

in Wyoming. In 1913, 23 elk were planted on the Durango, 16 on the Sopris 
in Colorado, 22 on the Sundance in Wyoming, and 12 on the Wichita in 
Oklahoma which became a show place in America for big game and longhorn 
cattle. 

The State and the Biological Survey also planted 80 elk on the 
Sitegreaves and 25 on the Wichita. 

The year 1913 marked the beginning of the big game census which 
has been extended in later years not only to big game but to fur-bearers, 

i predators and upland game. In some cases it now includes estimates of 
: fish and waterfowl populations. 

The present status of wildlife on the national forests is fairly 
well expressed in the follewing summary: 

The gross acreage is cbout 227,000,000 acres and includes about 
52,000,000 acres of privately—owmed land within the boundarics and the 
purchase units, 

The net acreage is about 175,000,000 acres. 

The total big game population in 1939 was about 1,930,000 or over 
5 big game animals per square mile of the gross area. 

According to our estimates, (Percentage based on 1921) 
deer have increased from:503,000 in 1921 to 1,657,000 in 1939; 330 
elk W " 1 53,000 ue " " LAAs 000 Le W 270 

black bear " 00D th Maat 59; EO ne O 140 
mountain goat " Wee sep OO ie bn calls all LOCO Tier Et 103 
antelope M 25400 W mW ie 19,000: u" W 791 

moose W W hey 200 1 " 1! 7,300 " " L744 

grizzly and 

Alaska brown "" " Baloo! i ut BOO" Mt 168 

bighorn have decreased '" 13,800 " ell De:5D = itt M 66 

In addition to those above, there were reported in 1939 7,500 peccary and 780 
; wild boar, ‘ 
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The estimates of population of fur—bearers are 4,000,000 in 1939. 
E Records of predatory animals indicate about 300,000 in 1927 and 383,000 

in 1939 of which about 5,500 are mountain lion. 

The Fish and Wildlife Service inventory of 1939 big game in the 
United States, not including Alaska, shows that about 96% of the total big 
game population is of animals living in forests all or part of the year. 
It also shows that the National Forests have 32% and the States and private 
lands have 63% of the total big game population. In the West about three- 
fourths of the big game is found on the National Forests all or part of 

the year. 

If one looks at the world as a whole, the forest and woodland cover 
was about as follows: 

In the World 

: Forest 21,880,000 square miles 42% 
Savanna and grassland 12,670,000 " " 2 
Desert 175430000 " " 34h 

51,980,000 " " 100% 

In the United States 

Forest and woodland 1,480,000 " " 50% 
Grassland and savanna 1,060,000 " 36% 
Desert 434,000 - " " 1g 

2,974,000" " 100% 

The United States was naturally endowed with more than the average 
amount of forest cover. The forests have not been as totally replaced as 

have the prairies and it is much easier to find forest remnants than 
prairie remnants. According to the best present estimates, about a third 
of the area of the United States, or about 990,000 square miles, should 
permanently remain in forests. If that is true, this will be the home of 
the large game animals ond of certain types of small game such as grouse, 
turkey and squirrels. 

In the United States the deciduous forest which covered about 
630,000 square miles was the home of the white-tailed deer, the eastern 
elk, the moose, the black bear, the puma, wolf and the bison, and a rich 
fauna of beaver, squirrels, fox, raccoons, opossum, turkey and ruffed 
grouse. Much of this lend has been deforested and reduced to farm lands 
more suitable to quail, rabbits and pheasants. Still a great area in the 
east is forest and will remain such, and here arc most of the deer, turkey, 
grouse and squirrel which are so important from the standpoint of hunting 
and recreation. Forests, whether private, state or Federal are gradually 
being subjected to better wildlife management, Wildlife areas are such as 
the Pisgah National Game Preserve and the Big Levels Area in Virginia, 
areas set aside especially as wildlife management arcas, The proper manage— 
ment of forest lands involves not only the best silvicultural practice but 
the best wildlife management practices as well. The land omer or land 
manager is the key to successful development of these forest lands. Who- 
ever wishes to manaze game on these lands must first of all kmow the plants 
which furnish feed and cover and something of the husbandry of the forests. 
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About 810,000 squere miles in the United States was coniferous timber 
land. In this area in the West we’now have greater herds of both the Rocky 
Mountain and the Roosevelt Elk than the range will support in many areas. 
They had reached a low ebb about 1908 but have greatly increased until there 
is not only a surplus measured in terms of the carrying capacity of the 
range but in many places a surplus measured in terms of hunter demand. Deer, 
chiefly of the mule and black-tailed types, although’the former often winter 
below the forests, spend all or part of the year in the coniferous 2 
forests of the West. They likewise have developed a surplus measured in 
carrying capacity in almost every western State and in many places a surplus 
when measured in terms of hunter demand. Management offers an easy solution 
to these problems when state game authorities are given legal power and when 
the land owner and the state game department work together in the interest 

‘ of a proper balance and distribution of the wildlife ond the available forage. 
Here also are mountain goat, moose and bighorn, the latter in need of protec-— 
tion from predators, a disappearing woodland caribou, a. grizzly bear, gradual— 
ly being driven back and badly in need of a management status, black bear, 
‘coyote, wolf, mountain lion, turkey, blue grouse, spruce grouse, ruffed 
grouse, foolhen, ptarmigan, bandtailed Pigeon, and a remaining fur-bearer 
population of beaver, fox, mink and marten, with the remnant of fisher and 
wolverine. If many of these animals are to be perpetuated it must be on the 
forest lands and probably on the National Forests, 

The chaparral of about 40,000 square miles is the home of the mule 
"and southern black-tailed and the Arizona white-tailed deer... Here. is: food 

and cover in abundance. In so far as the white-tailed deer is concerned, 
his numbers are controlled largely by predators. In other words,, what would 
be a surplus is consumed by coyotes and mountain lions rather than by hunters, . 
Here a managed program could create a surplus for hunter approval. -- 

About 50% of our total area was forest. Probably a third.of the 
area will always remain as forests and this should be so administered as 
to contribute the most to human welfare. ; 

The National Resources Board (1) estimates that in 1960 the lands of ey 
SS Se at re eee ae 

UO yati onal Resources Board, December 1, 1934, Sec. II, 1. Summary. of the 
Present Uses of Lané Surface and of Prospective or Recommended Uses. p.109. 

eT 

the United States should be about as-followé: ¢ 

Land in Farms: 
Cultivated 690,000 square miles 
Non-cultivated 796, 000 " " ; “ Forest land ; 738, 000 " " 

; Grazing land 4'76, 000 " " 
Other uses 2723;000 " " 

’ 29°74, 000 Mb a seer Wy 
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It is thought wise, if farm woodlands are included as forests, to 
retain a third of the area of the United States in forests and one-half of 
the land in farms of which only about half should be under cultivation. 

Such a plan will provide abundant land for the use of wildlife if it 
is properly managed, Agricultural lands are best. for many types of small 
game such as quail, pheasants and rabbits, especially when interspersed 
with pastures and woodlots, ponds and streams, and’for waterfowl of many 
kinds and for certain of the fur-—bearers. 

: The forests will always be the home of many of the larger game- 
animals, Among these are the moose, the Rocky Mountain and the Roosevelt 
elk, the Columbia black-tailed deer, white-tailed deer, Arizona white-tailed 

_ deer, black bear, grizzly bear, Alaska brown bear, wild boar and wild turkey. 
For most of the year and all of the year unless driven dow by snow it is 
the home of the mule deer, the Rocky Mountain elk and often for the bison 
and the antelope. It is also the home of the ruffed grouse, blue grouse, 
spruce grouse, foolhen, snow-shoe hare, squirrel, marten, fisher, wolverine, 
beaver and also mountain lion, wolf, coyote, fox, skunk, mink, raccoon, 
opossum, and a host of important small game animals, fur—bearers, waterfowl 
and a rich fauna of birds, small mammals, reptiles, amphibians, and teems 
with invertebrates which form so great a part in building the soil and a 
rich plant and animal population. 

Forests are seldom close stands of timber but even these are important 
for such animals as the squirrel, grouse and marten. On the whole, however, 
these are interspersed with mountain meadow, rock fields, grassy slopes, 
meadows, brush slopes, willow bottoms, streams, lakes, rivers and swamps, 
and afford an environment for almost every type of native wild animal, 
Native wildlife finds its home in a natural environment where indigenous 
plants have not been displaced by exotic species and the upper soil profile 
not destroyed by the plow, Forest management involves those practices which 
will yield the best returns from the land and do not attempt a circumvention 
of natural succession and development. If wildlife management is to succeed 
it must not only take cognizance of natural trends in the development of 
the plant cover but of similar trends in the animal. population also. 

Central and northern Europe is old. It has failed in many things but 
not in the care of its land. A recent book on forestry (1) serves to 

(I) ay 
Der deutsche Wald, Berlin. 1935. : 
Sa le ete 

show the importance attached to the recreational and wildlife values of 
forests even in a country where timber and farm lands are at a premium. 
Chapters are devoted to the following subjects: people and the forests, 
tree communities, men who live in these communities, animals in the forests, 
insect eaters, bats, rodents, squirrels, predators, pigs, deer, sheep-like . 
animals, buffalo, hunting stories, song birds, owls, eagles, hawks, doves, 
snipes, cranes, grouse, woodpeckers, snakes, snails, slugs, ants, spiders, 
millipeds, crustaceans, insects, returns from the forests, fire, diseases 
of trees, unusual trees, forests in legend, and forests in literature, This 
indicates that in the approach to forest management and to wildlife manage— 
ment, for they are one in many cases, the general plant and animal biota are 
all important and that worms, moulds, bacteria and insects are necessary if 
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; we are to retain or build back that which we know as a productive and rich 
biological community. 

. The management of wildlife on the forests has been approached from 
the standpoint of land management and the balance of ‘uses of the land. The 
objectives in management are to so manage the land that it is a suitable 
home for wildlife, that it furnishes food and cover. Misuse of land and of 
the hunting privilege are probably responsible for the disappearance of game 
animals from much of our lands. Management will so regulate use of land and 
hunter take as to build back our wildlife resource. In other words, the 

same tools which destroyed our land and wildlife will, if properly coordinated, 
planned and controlled, build up that which they once destroyed. The land 
manager and the hunter, if properly used, are the most valuable tools in 
perpetuating game animals. 

Space is too short to do more than indicate in a few sentences some 

of the considerations of importance which apply to National Forests and 
also to all forest lands. 

Laws, sanctuaries and research are not in themselves sufficient to 

care for America's wildlife problems. Land and wildlife managoment are 
necessary. These are available in public land and private lands, ample 
if properly coordinated. The land omer must be brought into the program 
in such a way that he not only allows his land to be used but actually 
profits by such utilization. Private forests may yield a rich return both 
to the owner and the State when properly managed. Public forests, state 
and national also are available for wildlife production when the uses of 
wildlife are so adjusted as to not danage or interfcre too greatly with 
other uses. 

The zeal for protection and preservation has cften hampered a 
balanced program. Still haunted with a fear thot gamc will disappear, the 
total protection idea has left animals on the range which should have 
been removed for the good of the remaining animals. 

This is reflected at this time by the fact that several states are 
still unable to control game populations and have no right legally to kill 
does, Deer reproduce so rapidly that 2 kill of from 25 percent to 35 percent 
of the total population is sometimes required to control the herd. Whe 
the deer herd is controlled by predators a hunter kill is unnecessary. There 
is no return.in venison or sport. For the National Forests of the United 
States as a whole only about 9% of the herd is taken by the hunter, and in 
some states the hunter take is as low as 4%. This simply means that the 
crop is taken by predators such as coyotes and mountain lions. Coyotes 
are especially destructive during the fawn pericd and when snow is deep on 
the range. Probably not more than a third of the decr crop on the National 
Forests is taken by hunters. Good management would dictate a lower predator 
take and a higher hunter teke. Hunting is controlled by state law but in 
many places cooperative agreements enable the State and Forest Service to 
work together to accomplish a controlled take in the interest cf the range 
and the game herd rather than a reduction by state-wide open seasons which 
often take too many from one place and tco few from another. 

s The general objectives and policies of the Forest Service in wild— 
life management are to provide and maintain suitable environment to the 
extent practicable, to'establish and maintain wildlife populations consistent 
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with the means for their support and the other uses of National Forests, 

to integrate wildlife management with the management of other uses of the 
National Forests, to correlate wildlife with social and ecmomic needs, 
especially those of local communities, to cooperate with State, Federal 
and other interested agencies, to obtain wildlife utilization on a sustain— 
ed yield basis. 

The employees must be able to manage the habitet, the production, 
protection and appropriate harvesting of various species, to understand 
the correlation of usés of land resources, for wildlife production and 
other legitimate purposes, be skilled in game and cover surveys, in analyzing 
problems in wildlife and wild land management, in solving complex management 
problems and in applying facts derived fran investigations. 

Each forest should have a management plan looking to (1) Management 
of the habitat, and (2) Management of the wildlife itself on a sustained 

yield basis in conformity with local priorities and conditions. A brief 
outline would include purpose and objectives, history of area, description 
including physical features, present wildlife uses and possibilities, de— 
sired management practices and cooperation desirable, an outline of planned 
accomplishments for a 5-year period, public relations and cducation, co— 
operative food end cover surveys, wildlife census, management of major 
species groups, administrative study program wildlife improvements, game 
captures, game feeding, and diseases and parasites. Plans should be bricf, 
simple and applicable to local conditions. Game surveys should determine 
the amount, kind, and condition of the various game species on the areas 
the condition of the habitat and the action necccd to maintain and improve 
it, should delineate seasonal ranges and determine scasonal requirenents, 
and the source and extent of population, and the drain and other factors 
of value in management. The crop or surplus shoald be utilized through 
licensed hunting, fishing and trapping under State law. Aesthetic values 
should receive duc consideration. The policy in general. will be to favor 
indigenous species, to restore and maintain a balance between specics, 
maintain en adequate breeding stock and control undesirable species so 
as to effect a good ecological balance. 

The object of the Forest Service in fish and gomo management is to 
provide annual sustained yield and utilization of fish and game crops for 
public use. The term sustaincd yield means maintenance of numbers and 
quality. The control of the kill factor by hunting seasons, bag limits, 
antler class restrictions, the buck law, and game refuges docs not properly 
distribute hunting effort over the entire game range, and both over—shooting 
and over-production result to the detriment of the environment and the game 
population. The Forest Service advocates cooperation with the State fish 
and game agencies in setting up systcoms of management flexible enough to 
meet the demands of the game and the environmental resource. -The lengths 
of season should be adjusted tc the biological needs of the species ond 
remove the crop while in its best physical condition. Bag limits should 
meet the needs of good management ond the buck law used only in case of 
local need. It is useless as a means of emtrolling over—ponulations. 

Deer and elk properly controlled may occupy the same range. If 
not controlled, elk will limit if not eliminate the deer. Deer are more 
prolific than elk and use per individual only about a third as much food. 
More hunters can be provided with sport by deer than by elk, and deer cause 
less annoyance to adjacent ranch and city property, Therefore » it is good 
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policy to favor deer over elk wher damage to adjacent property is of 
material importance and where the hunter demand is great. Elk should be 

favored on large creas of back country where the hunting effort is not 

- heavy. Bear are gradually acquiring a status as a geme animal. : 

Small game is alvays in demand and management in cooperation with 

state ageneics dictates a flexible program and cannot be adequately handled 

by state-wide bag limits on open and closed seasons. Fur—bearers are 
important but have not reached the point in numbers justified by the 

habitat. There is needed better law enforcement, better regulation of 

trappers, closing depleted areas, harvest of surplus on a sustained yield 

basis by the establishment of management units, exclusive trapping privi- 

leges for a number of yoars, limited take and a better control of marketing. 

Rodents and predators should be managed as part of nature's plan and-control 

undertaken only jointly with interested agencies. : 

On the majority of the National Forests public demand for fishing 

will exceed the supply of fish and the continuous production of good fish- 

ing is of high priority. The maintenance of adequate sustained flow of 
water, reduction of pollution, and the damaging cffects of erosion, re- 
habilitation and maintenance of suitable conditions for the production 
of naturcl food and shelter will be undertaken by the Ferest Service for 

National Forest lakes and streams to the extent allowable under existing 

State and Federal laws. 

The lakes and streams when sufficiertly surveyed will be developed 
by plans for the improvement of environment, of stock and of distribution 
ane. control of take. In cooperation with Statcs end other interested 
agencies, efforts will be made to bring production and harvest into accord. 
This will involve improvement of environment, stocking, wicer distribution 
of fishing, reduction of drain through control of seasons, creel limits, 
types of lurc, or number of fishermen and closing waters to sid natural re— 

production, 

Game refuges are sometimes desirable but management areas will usuaily 
better serve the purpose. Areas for vanishing species of animals or plants 
may be closed to trespass where such action is deemed necessary. 

Big game and livestock can only occupy the same area successfully if 

both are carefully controlled or managed as to numbers and distribution. 
The effects of curtailed population of domestic livestock on big game 

ranges should be given careful consideration and especially the effect on 
local dependent communities anc populations. 

The Forest Service considers game snd fish and fur—bearers on the 
lands which it administers as legitimate crops to be grown and harvested 
very much as are other crops in cooperation with the States and other agencies 
concerned. The care of the land, waters and vegetation requires likewise 

the proper harvesting of the wildlife crop. The Mational Forests have always 
and will be probably recognized as large public hunting, fishing and trapping 
arcas. Game, fish, and fur are recognized as renewable resources and the 
objective of management is to provide an annual sustained yield to be utilized 
by the public. Much of the forest lands in the United States will remain 
in private ormership. These lands likewise will cmbribute economic and 
social wildlife values when properly managed, and their various uses coordi- 
nated. - 
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. ‘  Bldo Leopold 
. 

The Wolves of North America. By Stanley used wolfskins for part of its winter uniform, 
P. Young and Edward H. Goldman. 660 pp. and thus levied tribute on all the world’s wolf- 
Illus. American Wildlife Institute. Wash- packs. 
ington, D. C. 1944. $6. The only fault I can find with Mr. Young’s 

This book is notable, not only as the outstand- history of the wolf is that his materials are so 

ing contemporary treatise on an outstanding abundant that he lacks space to evaluate them 
animal, but as a mirror which reflects the critically. Some questionable assertions are quot- 
thought of our generation on a wide gamut of ed with the implication that the author accepts : 
conservation problems. them as facts, whereas in some other chapter he 

The book consists of two parts, treating suc- implies the contrary. Thus Catesby (p. 175) is 
cessively of the ecology of the wolf, and his allowed to ae without challenge by the au 

taxonomy. This review does not purport to coy- thor, that the Indians . . . had ne other dogs 

er the taxonomic field, and most lay readers will than domesticated wolves prior to the introduc: 
in any event focus their attention on the wolf’s tion of European dogs. Certainly Lewis and 
Hehevice methen tianeor ue bones Clarke found dogs which were far from wolf- 

3 Viewed as history, the work is a masterly job. like among all the western Indians. 

: It. assembles an exhaustive array of interesting Viewed as science, The Wolves of North Am- 

quotations on the age-old rivalry between men ©71€@ reflects the naturalist of the past, rather 

and wolves as predators on the world’s livestock than the wildlife ecologist of today. This is dem- 

and big-game herds. Some of these historical onstrated not in what the authors say, but in 

excerpts go back to the ancients; most of them what they omit. At no point in the book do they 

deal with the American scene. They convey to €vince any consciousness of the primary ecologi- 

the reader a vivid picture of wolf troubles and cal enigmas posed by their own work. For ex- 

wolf-control strategems, beginning with the earli- ample: Why did the heavy wolf population of 

est settlers on the Atlantic seaboard, and ending resettlement days fail to wipe out its own mam- 
with the motorized cowboy of the modern West. malian food supply? 

While populations are especially hard to esti- The existence of some compensatory mechan- 

mate in so mobile a mammal as the wolf, one ism, whereby the wolf controlled its own num- 

gets the impression that wolves were incredibly bers, is an almost inevitable deduction from the 

abundant in the buffalo days, were severely deci- known facts. The wolf stood at the apex of the 

mated by commercialized poisoning for their fur animal pyramid; he had no predatory enemies; 

in the 1870’s, regained abundance in the 1880’s his efficiency as a killer was dramatically high. 

when cattle and sheep replaced the buffalo as a What held him down? Diseases or parasites car- 

dependable food supply, held their own for two ried from one wolf to another, directly or in- 

more decades during a regime of graft-riddled directly? Fighting within his own ranks? Some 

bounty systems, and were finally wiped off the kind of intraspecific “birth-control”? Or did he 

map when the U. S. Biological Survey, in 1914, indeed wipe out his food supply in long alter- 

began its federally supported predator-control ating cycles? Such questions ere not discussed 

campaign, during which bounties were discarded in this volume. They are’ extremely pertinent to 

in favor of salaried trappers. The senior author the modern question: Are we really better off 

had a large share in organizing this campaign, without wolves in the wilder parts of our forests 

and has directed it since 1928. and ranges? : 

One of the most interesting points in this long Viewed as literature, this book has much to 

and dramatic history is the heavy demand for commend it. Its style is simple, direct, sometimes 

wolf furs during the commercial poisoning peri- fluent, never burdened with that curse of mod- 

od. It appears that the Russian army at that time ern biology: “scientific” English. The only fault 
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that I can find is that it gives only a few skimpy _ of Arizona, and the subarctic form of the Canad- 
biographies of the notorious individual wolves ian Rockies? 

of the western ranges, of which we have a dra- Entirely unmentioned in this book is the mod- 
matic sample in Seton’s Lobo, the King of the ern curse of excess deer and elk, which certainly ‘ 
Currumpaw. 1 suspect that the publisher, rather stems, at least in part, from the excessive decima- 
than the authors, may be responsible for this, for tion of wolves and cougars under the aegis of 
no living man knows more about the famous kill- the present authors and of the Fish and Wildlife 
ers than Stanley P. Young. It is a pity that these Service. None of us foresaw this penalty. I per- 
biographies should be lost to history. They will sonally believed, at least in 1914 when predator 
be when the present generation of range-raised control began, that there could not be too much 
biologists discards its ropes and saddles. horned game, and that the extirpation of preda- 

Viewed as conservation, The Wolves of North tors ges a eueet Bike fo Pe a seas 
America is, to me, intensely disappointing. The game hunting. Some of us have learned since 

; next to the last sentence i fhe: book diseens: the tragic error of such a view, and acknowl- 
“There still remain, even in the United States, edged our mistake. One must judge from the 
some areas of considerable size in which we feel ecg Tole that the eS ee a 

that both the red and gray [wolves] may be al- © 08S Hot see any mistake. Ais phlosopny 
lowed to continue ete ae a Title mo- Seems. to be that the rifles can do the necessary 

lestation.” Yes, so also thinks every right-minded trimming of the big-game herds. Yes—so they 

ecologist, but has the United States Fish and Sn A ey sellout. 8 Jest Zot Pe = 
Wildlife Service no responsibility for implement- "78° * ure sy hg nena ae Rau esl 
a ‘ Re y, ne The publisher of this book is the American 
ing this thought before it completes its job of Wildlife Institut fee a ae 
extirpation? Where are these areas? Probably 2 nay eos ne maureen eaters. Se 

- 1 which has done invaluable pioneer work in fos- 
every reasonable ecologist will Beater that some tering wildlife research. It is disappointing that 

of them should lie in the larger national parks the Institute should not have encouraged, in 
and wilderness areas; for instance, the Yellow- this volume, some implementation of the idea 
stone and its adjacent national forests. The Yel- that “the wolf may be allowed to continue his 
lowstone wolves were extirpated in 1916, and existence.” 
the area has been wolfless ever since. Why, in the The wolf will certainly disappear from the 

necessary process of extirpating wolves from the United States unless the official wildlife agencies 
livestock ranges of Wyoming and Montana, were exempt certain definite areas of wolf range from 
not some of the uninjured animals used to re- official extirpation. 
stock the Yellowstone? How can it be done now, Apo LEopoLp, 

when the only available stocks are the desert wolf University of Wisconsin. 

.



limitation of Beaver Kill by Hudson's Bay Co., 1821-1831 

(From Mair, Charles & R, MacFarlane, 1908. Through the MacKenzie 
Basin, Wm. Briggs, Toronto. 494pp) : 

pp. 253-254, "If let alone...the beaver will rapidly increase... ' 
In proof of this...they had become scarce or had,,.disappeared as a : 

result the.,.rivalry in trade..,between the Northwest Company in : 
Montreal and the Hudson's Bay Comnany of England, previous to their 
coalition in 1821. ...they (the beaver) afterwards recovered under 
the fostering policy of protection inaugurated.,.by the now united 
For Trading and Governing Corporation, Yor more than a decade sub- 
sequent to 1921, each beaver district in the chartered and licensed 
territories of the Hudson's Bay Co. was annually restricted to the 
collection of a fixed number of beaver, which,..proved of much 
benefit to all concerned, By this means the perpetuation of the 
beaver was ensured in sections where reckless slaughter had almost 
exterminated it, while.,.expension (to other) localities naturally 
followed. ...the natives were...encouraged to.,.trap martens and 
other fur~beering animals, After the beaver..,largely increased, 
and still sold well, the above rule was gradually relasted. 

The intorduction of nutria and silk in the manufacture of hats in 
the early forties struck a deadly blow at the value of beaver. 
.».for nearly half = century thereafter, vrices...were some 60-70 
per cent below average. ..,.owing to the then general abundance of 
beaver, and the advent of competition in trade, this muuch desired 

course (4i,e, restriction) hed to be gradually abandoned," 

Note? This is undoubtedly the first instance of limitation in 

kill to occur in Worth America,



Phillips, J. ©, Man's Influence on Ruffed Grouse Pomlations. 
Cosmos Press Cambridge 1937 24pn. 

= k | 5 "As far back as 1708 there was a closed season in New York, 
hore} and Massachusetts had ite first closed se»son in 1818, which 

shows that colonial legislatures were concerned with cyclic 
scarcity." 

} pS "In some of our New England states, notably Maesacmsetts, 
un the pheasant has almost vanished," - 

p.13 Kills reported for N.H,, Me., Mass,, Pa., Va, N.B., N.Y. 

p.15 Most grouse ever seen was in 1895, western Quebec,



Copies for: Turkey folder 
Ristory folder ~~ 
Starker 

(Rxcerpt from "Conservation III" by Robert Cushman Murphy. An address given 
at the Pleasant Yalley Bird and #41d Flower Sanctuary, Lenox, Mass., August 10, 
1938. Reprinted from November, 1938, iseue of the Bulletin of the Garden Clud 
of America. ) 

pp. 44 and 45, “2 have read game lawa promulgated by the Spaniards 
at Lima, Peru, in the year 1555, the wording of which is not unlike an act 
that might have been just passed by the Massachusetts legislature. It was 
not until 1677, nearly a century and a quarter later, that anything similar 
was thought of in a British colony in America." 

*Perhaps the most telling exemple of acclimatization ia the case of 
the wild turkey, which the Massachuestts settlers found just behind the 
ocean shore, and which all Americans proceeded to shoot so merrily that it 
was soon wiped out through ninety-nine hundredths of its original range. 
Bat the Spaniards possessed turkeys under domestication by the year 1520. 
Within the next quarter century the bird became spread throughout the whole 
length of the Mediterranean tc the Levant. Daring the reign of Mlizabeth 
i was introduced into England, allegedly from Turkey, when the name. 
Possibly this resulted from Green Boss's overtures toward the Sultan for a 
godly @lliance against Spain! At any rate, just about the time that we 
ourselves had killed off the last of the magnificent native game bird in 
New England, domestic turkeye were brought in again across the Atlentic by 
the back door, so to speak. Let us remember some of these things when ¥e 
are tempted to dwell upon our own superiority as colonizers, in contrast 
with the Spaniards; they my help us to seo more clearly some of cur national 
shortcomings that make the battle for conservation so long ani hard."



Lecture 118 

Summary of 

: Iwan, W. M., D. B. Brown, J. E. MeMurtrey, Jr. and W. W. 
Garner. Tobacco Following Bare and Natural Weed Fallow 
and Pure Stands of Certain Weeds. Jour. Agr. Res., 
Vol. 59, No. 11, Dec. 1, 1939, pp. 829-846. 

Experiments conducted in Maryland since 1922 end South Carolina since 1933, 
by B.P.I., U.S.D.A. The summary of the paper is quoted: 

"Since it had been observed that high-quality tobacco was consistently 

produced for the first year or two after a growth of natural weed cover, 

experiments were initiated to determine the value of natural weed fallow 

for preceding tobacco in the rotation as compared with that of certain crop 

plants and some of the wild species commonly occurring in the natural 

weed fallow. These comparisons were based on bare fallow as a control. 

"It is cleerly evident from the results herein presentedthat tobacco 

which is fertilized intelligently and grow after natural weed fallow of 

sufficient duration possesses in large measure those desirable character- 

istics that are observed in the crop grown on virgin soil. The crop grown 

after bare fallow has shown a rapid decline in yield and gross value. 

“The tests conducted with individual weed and crop-plant species 

have consistently shown that certain species are much more desirable than 

others as cover crops to precede tobacco. Tobacco following ragweed and 

horseweed was markedly superior both in yield and value to that following 

bare fallow. On the other hand, tobacco following lambsquarters was 

‘ inferior in yield and value to that following bare fallow. In these tests 

annual lespedeza has shown no advantage as a cover crop to precede tobacco; 

sweetclover, rabbitfoot clover, and wild pea have not always shown a 

decided advantage; while partridge-pea has produced some increase in yield. 

Although the natural weeds occurring in these tests consisted principally 

of species that produced high-quality leaf in pure stands, it is possible 

that those found to be objectionable might predominate, under some con~ 

ditions, with a resulting harmful effect on the succeeding tobacco crop. 

It is hardly to be expected that a given weed species would have the same 

effect on tobacco on all soils or under all conditions. 

"The generally beneficial effect of the weed fallow was that it pro- 

moted a quick start and very rapid and uniform growth of the tobacco plants 

from transplanting time to maturity. Within normal limits this result is, 

in tarn, associated with a uniformly high market value per acre and average 

price per pound." 

Comment. Note that the preparatory weeds had to grow on the fallow, and 
were not effective when added as mulch later. Some direct modification 

of the soil beneficial to tobacco, or some inhibiting effect on disease 

(or erosion?) is plainly implied. 

Note also that the effect was qualitative. Quantity can be had by 

ordinary fertilizer. 

The ecological significance is the probable conditioning of the soil 

by successive stages of the plant succession, each stage "benefiting" or 

"4njuring" the site for possible subsequent stages. The effect includes 

the kind as well as the amount of growth. 

ce Stoddard Aldo Leopold 7/16/40 
Feeney 

Hamerstrom .
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1915 - 26 

HE. Barber, Commissioner. 1916. 

Ruffed Grouse. “This fine bird is in much need of protection or its name 
will be inscribed with those that have suffered extermination. Not many 
years ago these birds were plentiful in Wisconsin. .... 

"It was a mistake that the last legislature did not prescribe a closed 
season for partridge, for the past two seasons have been disastrous in that 
the sleet, rain, and ice during the winter months covered the forage, des- 
troying many of them. ‘The cold rainy weather ¢uring the hatching season 
lessened the hatch of young birds. In the face of these facts it is no 
wonder that word comes te us from every part of the state that partridge 
are very scarce and in some localities that there are none at all." 

Prairie Chicken. p. 47. "We can only repeat the same story of the prairie 
chicken that we have recited of the partridce. ‘They are ‘on their last 
legs’ and mst receive attention from this legislature. Scattered flocks 
of small numbers are seen in some sections of the state, but from many 
counties the report comes to us that not a single birds is seen. ‘This is 
a melancholy story as compsred to those of a few years ago when they were 
seen in every counvy of the state in large flocks..." 

Quail. p. 47. “Quail are coming back. ‘That sounds good and is full of 
meaning for these birds were so nearly exterminated in Wisconsin that after 
22 years of continuous closed season they are just beginning te recover in 
appreciable mubers. We believe that at the expiration of the closed 
season which extends until 1921 we will have them in sufficient mumbers to 
provide short cpen seasons for taking then.” 

"The last two winters were exceedincly severe, as the heavy sleet and rain 
storms formed a coating of ice, covering the food supply, and immediately 
following we were visited with heavy falls of snow accompanied with severe 
cold weather, It was only through heroic work by this department that 
tremendous losses of these birds was averted." 

Deer. p. 53. "The immediate danger of exterminating our deer was overcome 
by the passage of the one buck law by our last legislature." 

"We refer those who believe that the one buck law is not a conservator 
of deer to the following schedule which shows the total mumber of deer 
shipped from the various counties during the years 1913, 1914, and 1915. 
This gives only the muber of deer shipped and does not include those that 
were taken by private conveyances, which were many: 

ms 63 AS 
Total 6,969 1373 = 35137



- Deer. p. 27. “. . 53,593 hunters purchased deer hunting licenses or tags 
last year and they killed approximately 18,000 deer, three-fourths of which 
were does and ‘fawns. “ 

Prairie Chicken. “A marked improvement has taken place, and the prairie 
chicken are responding most splendidly to the protection afforded thea 
under the present closed season. 

"Nearly every county in the state have a few birds and several counties 
have a large number." 

Partridze. p. 28. “There is such a marked increase of them in every 
quarter of the state that the sportsmen may laugh out loud, and thank 
their lucky stars that they are on the highway to recovery.” 

“We should contime the closed season on these birds for two years more." 

U.E. Barber, 1919-20. Deer, Partridce, and Prairie Chicken. “The deer 
season of 1919 was disastrous. We estimated that 25,152 deer were killed 
that year. Partridge and prairie chicken have increased remarkably and it 
will be safe to open the season for a few days next year with a small bag 
limit.* 

Elmer S. Hall, Commissioner, 1923-2), 

Partridee and Prairie Chickens. “The nesting seasons for the partridge 
and prairie chickens have not been good and these birds have suffered 
accordingly."
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ORGANIZATION PLAN FOR WISCONSIN CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

Formulate policies and make| | Im conference with Conserva. 

ee ees | ee ere 

responsible for the work in the | | ™ission for execution of its Bia wcee coe 
office, the accounts, files, etc. ce and the orderly conduct | | complaints, et. 

In of tion, In of a of 7 i i soe Ee a ee ee [Saxe Forener | 

Vacate | 
} f In charge \. educauonal pro- 

| \ | | 

| i a. | 1 
1 Game Farm 24 Hatcheries 11 Dist. 66 Wardens So far confined 

(staff 3-10 Rangers 20 temporary to a volunteer 

men) 33 6—mo. wardens in committee of 
Rangers spring & scientific men 

1 For Farm 50 2-mo. fall. working thru 

Inspector Tower Men the Supt. of 
14 State Game. 

Parks & 

Supts. 

(Reproduced from p.16 of the Biennial Report of the 
Conservation Commission by courtesy of the acting 

Director).
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: STATE OF WISCONSIN 

IN SENATE 
- "No. 346, S. 

i March 28, 1929—Introduced by Senator CASHMAN. Referred to com- 

mittee on State and Local Government. ; 

A BILL 

To create subsection (39) of section 70.11 of the statutes, relating to ex- 

emption from taxation of farm. wood-lots. 

The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate and assembly, 

do enact as follows: 

— SECTION 1. A new subsection is added to section 70.11 of the 

2 statutes to read: (70.11) (39) (a) Any wood-lot or wood-lots 

8 forming an integral part of any improved and regularly operated 

4 farm and not exceeding one-fifth of the total area of such farm, if the 

5 same is enclosed with a legal fence sufficient to keep out horses, cattle, 

6 sheep, hogs or other grazing animals. 

7 (b) To obtain such exemption, and a proportionate reduction in 

8 the assessed valuation of the entire farm, the owner shall file a sketch 

9 and an affidavit with the town clerk setting forth the accurate dimen- 

10 sions of such wood-lot in metes and bounds and showing that such 

11 wood-lot does not include any improved lands and is fully stocked 

e 12 with growing trees and has been fenced as herein provided. Upon 

13 the filing of such affidavit the assessor shall make an examniation of 

14 such wood-lot to verify the claims made in such affidavit and to deter-



Bill No. 346, S. oo 
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15 mine whether such wood-lot is entitled to exemption under this sub- : 

16 section. Upon his certification to this effect such wood-lot shall be 

17 exempt from taxation and the assessment of the farm shall be propor- 

18 tionately reduced. For his services in making the examination here- r 

19 in provided, the assessor. shall be paid a fee of two dollars by the { 

20 owner of such wood-lot. Any assessor who shall maliciously and wil- ; 

21 fully refuse to allow an exemption of lands qualifying for exemption 

22 under this subsection or who shall fail to proportionately reduce the 

23 assessment of the entire farm, shall be liable to the penalties pre- 

24 scribed in section 348.264. ; 

25 (c) The exemption of wood-lots from taxation shall continue as 

26 long as such lands are used exclusively for the growing of trees and 

é 27 . trees as cut are replenished either by natural processes, or by plant- = 

28 ing if necessary. When lands exempted as wood-lots cease to be so 

29 used or no longer comply with all of the requirements of this subsec- 

30 tion, the exemption from taxation shall terminate and such lands shall 

31 be returned to the tax roll. 

32 (d) The board of review shall annually review all exemptions of 

33  wood-lots and shall hear and pass upon the complaints of any owner 

34 or citizen who may appear before said board relating to exemptions 

35 applied for or granted hereunder. 

SECTION 2. This act shall take effect upon passage and publi- 

2 cation. 

Jie An
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MEMORANDUM RIGGARDING SENATE BILL 3X3 a 
Autnorizins Fstanlishment of Forestry and 

Conservation Work at the University 

The purpose of this bill is to sutsorize the College of Agriculture of the 
University of Wisconsin to conduct research in forestry and wild life development 

and utilization in co-operation with the United States Devartment of Agriculture and 
the Wisconsin Conservation Commission, and make available for this purpose $25,000 
annually. Of this amount $10,000 is to come from the Conservation fund and $15,000 

from the general fund. 

The Need for Research. Scientific study of forestry is needed as a founda- 
tion for a sound forestry program. No better presentation of this need can be made 
taan that of the Interim Committee on Forestry and Public Lands on Page 41 of its 
report. There is similar need for study of basic facts relating to the develonment 
and utilization of wild life. Development of wild life refuges, game propagation, 
control of stream pollution and similar problems mast be based on exact Imowledge. 

Cooperation with existing agencies. The Federal Lake States Forest Experi- 
ment Station is organized to coonerate with the three lake states (Wisconsin, 

Minnesota and Michigan). In view of tie fact that Michigen ond Minnesota have 
already established research units with which this Station is now end has been co- 
operating for some time, it is necessary that Wisconsin set up a similar unit to 
secure its share of federal cooperation, and thus become the center from which 

technical information on proper management of the natural resources of the state em 
be made available. 

How the Aporopriation will be Used. The University will use these funds, 
not for the development of a forest school, nor for the nurohase of buildings or 
lands, but for the salaries of trained men who will apply modern resoarch methods 
in the attack on the immediately necessary land, forest snd gome problems of the 
state. 

The University will cooperate with: 

A. The Conservation Commission. 
. B. The United States Department of Agriculture 

1. Lake States Forest Experiment Station (St.Paul) 
2. Forest Products Laboratory (Madison) 

The $10,000 anvropriated in this bill, for conservation research will come 
entirely from license fees and thus will be no burden on the taxpayer. 

The $15,000 for forest researca will come from the general fund. This 
seems to be a fair distribution because the wild life resources are susceptible of 
rapid recovery and the returns from tiem should pay for their further imorovement. 
The forest resources ou the other hand are now so greatly reduced and roquire so 
much time for their restoration that the problem here is one that should largely be 
supported from public taxation. The state can no longer afford to ignore these 
problems from the standpoint of dosirable and necessary research as a foundation 
for the development of a constructive permanent conservation »olicy. 

a



STATE OF WISCONSIN 

F IN SENATE 
No. 383, S. 

April 17, 1929—Introduced by Senator JOHNSON. Referred to joint 

committee on Finance. 

A BILL 

To create paragraph (1) of subsection (7) of section 23.09, subsection 

(7) of section 36.20, paragraph (f) of subsection (1) of section 

20.20, paragraph (s) of subsection (3) of section 20.40 and para- 

graph (s) of subsection (3) of section 20.41 of the statutes, relating 

to cooperation between the conservation commission, the university, 

and the United States department of agriculture in conducting re- 

search in forestry and wild life development and utilization and mak- 

ing appropriations. 

The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate and assembly, 

do enact as follows: 

SECTION 1. A new paragraph is added to subsection (7) of 

2 section 23.09 and a new subsection is added to section 36.20 of the 

8 statutes to read: (23.09) (7) (1) To cooperate with the regents of 

4 the university in research, instruction and the dissemination of in- 

5 formation regarding forestry and wild life development and utiliza- 

7 6 tion. 

T (36.20) (7) The regents of the university are authorized to co- 

8 operate with the state conservation commission and the lake states
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9 forest experiment station of the United States department of agri- 

10 culture in research, instruction and the dissemination of informa- 

11 tion regarding forestry and wild life development and utilization. 

SECTION 2. A new paragraph is added to subsection (1) of 

2 section 20.20; also to subsection (3) of section 20.40 and to subsec- 

8 tion (8) of section 20.41 of the statutes to read: (20.20) (1) (f) 

4 Annually, beginning July 1, 1929, to the university fund income, ten 

5 thousand dollars and such additional amounts as the conservation 

6 commission may see fit to allot for this purpose, for carrying out 

7 the provisions of paragraph (1) of sheetind (7) of section 23.09. 

8 This sum shall be available to meet, in part, the appropriation made 

g 9 by paragraph (s) of subsection (3) of section 20.41. 

10 (20.40) (8) (s) Annually, beginning July 1, 1929, fifteen thous- 

11 and dollars to meet, in part, the appropriation made by paragraph 

12 (s) of subsection (3) of section 20.41. 

: 13 (20.41 (8) (s) Annually, beginning July 1, 1929, twenty-five 

14 thousand dollars for research, instruction and the dissemination of 

15 information in cooperation with the conservation commission pur- 

ea eee 16 suant to paragraph (1) of subsection (7) of section 23.09. 

- SECTION 3. This act shall take effect upon passage and publi- 

2 cation.



Bounty Payments i: Wisconsin.--O0. L. Coleman, leader of predatory-animal work in 

the Wisconsin-Minnesota district, states that during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1929, 

Wisconsin paid bounties on coyotes and wolves amounting to $83,170. He reports that coy- 

otes aro more or less prevalent over the entire area of both of these States, although the 

infestation varies in different localities, that bobcats are rather scarce, and that a few 

lynxes occur in northern Wisconsin and Minnesota. He considers that the wolf is probably 

more numerous in the northern portions of his district than in any like area in the United 

States. Mr. Coleman further reports that all relationships with officials of the State 

conservation departments have been extremely pleasant. 

+a. - Wee 
| iv | | 
|



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
: . L. RUSSELL COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE Cs 

DEAN AND DIRECTOR 

K. L, HATCH eS f yw" 
ASST. DIR. AGR. EXTEN. ¢ Ww 

J. A. JAMES a & 
ASSISTANT DEAN a 

ASSISTANT TO THE DEAN 

A.J. HAAS 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

September 23, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

421 Chemistry Building 

University of Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold; 

I was in hopes I would be able to see you before I was 
obliged to leave town again in order to state that I am in receipt 
of a letter from Mr. Mauthe which he sent after he had received 
your communication with reference to the game survey project, as 
well as those I had previously sent regarding the forestry research. 

Mauthe is entirely sympathetic with the whole proposition, 
fas redistributed to all of the members of his commission the material 
which we forwarded in order to secure their approval or not. The 
Conservation Commission is to hold a meeting here at Madison on 
September 28 and if necessary is going to ask me to appear before 
the Commission to present this mtter. There may be some delay 
with referance to some of their funds being received which will not 
be until after!the incoming of the taxes which result from one 
twentieth of a mill, but his attitude is fairly in sympathy with 
the prosecution of this work and I thought you would be interested 
to know what general reaction he had. As soon as I can get around 
to it I shall want to go over this whole matter with you in person. 

Very truly yours, 

SI LAM kf 
HLR: AM
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Last University Game Research Bill \" i) 

Premise: The University is already equipped with specialists 
In te of the fields of knowledge requisite for successful 
research*forestry, game and fish. These specialists, however, 
lack statewide contacts with the Wiscon&in conservation move- 
ment and with field conditions,- hence they do not always real- 
ize what work is needed. Even when they do, there are often 
a dozen specialties involved in a single piece of work, but no 
particular single person is charged with the job of organizing 
it. Hence it may be passed up in favor of other work, entirely 
meritorious as science, but ‘how needed to solve Wisconsin problems. 

The object pf this bill is to employ several men for 
the express purpose of “gearing up" university scientists with 
Wisconsin conservation problems. 

At least two men, (a forester and a game and fish 
expert) are needed because no one man can be fully conversant 
with research work and field conditions in all three subjects. 

The following are samples of the kind of work these 
men would promote and organize: 

I GAME RESEARCH 

Quail Fellowship: The University is offered a fellowship for 
Conducting a field demonstration in the production of quail as 
a by-product of Wisconsin farms, and technical service from the . 
U.S. Biological Survey in conducting the demonstration. The 
outstanding success of a similaroproject in Georgia makes it 
ighly advisable to accept this offer. So many departments and 
faculty members would have to participate, however, that a 
man is needed with whom the Biological Survey can deal as the 
representative of the University, who can attend to the detail 
of leasing land, who can notify the various faculty members 
when and how their help is needed, and who can keep the public ap- 
pratsedd of the results obtained. 

If this work is well handled it may attract other 
conservation fellowships. 

Inbreeding Experiment: The development of a sound game policy 
needs an answer to e question of what harm, if any, comes from 
the inbreeding of game birds. The queation of whether or no 
to allow open seasons is often decided on the assumption that 
shodting scatters the birds and thus benefits them by preventing 
inbreeding. As a matter of fact little is known about the ex- 
tent to which inbreeding occurs in wild birds, and practically 
nothing about its ultimate effects on wild birds. The scientific 
work to date has nearly all used domesticated varieties of plants,
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birds, and animals, or insects. 

The only way to get a real answer to this question 
is by carefully controlled tests extending over a period of 
years. Quail is the best bird to work with, first because the 
policy question most often concerns this species, and secondly : 
because of the various nebed upland species it thrives best 
in confinement. Nobis 

It would save time and money to start these tests 
while the farm demonstrations on wild birds under the quail 
fellowship is underway. The first step is to organize a definite 
plan closely tied in with the plans of the farm demonstrations, 
the arboretum and the game farms of a conservation department. 
The proposed game man, with the advice of University specialists, 

: could organize this plan, and possibly supervise its execution 
without additional cost to the state. 

Mermceney, Mokary. Projects: An appropriation is now under favors 
able consideration in Congress for stationing bee a aed 
several forest experiment stations, inleuding the Lake, ation 
in St. Paul, for research on problems intermediate between : 
forestry and game. The Luke States work will most likely be 
on the problem of deer feeds and yarding grounds, or on the re- 
lation of snowshoe rabbits to forestreproduction, grouse disease, 
and predatory animals. 

It is possible that this work could be induced to head- 
quarter at the branch or sub-station in Wisconsin if the co- 
operation of the proposed game man and forester were offered . In 
any event the cooperation of various University specialists 
will be called for, and should be organized by the men provided 
for in this bill. : 

The proposed game man could also work toward getting 
answers to the following questions, either by organizing research 
within the state, or by cooperating with other states or national 
organizations, 

Pheasants and Agriculture: What is effect of various degrees of 
a ance on agricultural crops and on native game? 

Duckfeeds: Cooperating with the U.S. Biological Survey in 
ge ng of Wisconsin waters with respect to protection 
and propagation of aquatic food plants. 

nobebie 
Hungarien Partridge comty cooperating with other states, par- 

cularly any receiving fellowships for the study of this bird
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and interpreting their results in terms of Wisconsin conditions. 

Game Cycle Study Cooperating with the University of Minnesota 
n 6 proposed intensive study of rabbit and ruffed grouse 

cycles and their relation to tularemia or other diseases, 
and to parasites, 

II. Forestry Research 

(Projects to be supplied by Dr. Zo) : 

III. Fish Research 

(Projects to be supplied by Dr. i
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A SUGGESTED GAME DIVISION ORGANIZATION PLAN 

A Ee Ueenes sage of Gass 
Merch Sf i980, 

PRELDONARY STATSS NT 

This plan is to supplement the game survey of 
¥iseonsin Rete in 1980 by ure, ide Leopold, representing the 

ee cant Venufacturers' Institute. 7 
My report is attaehed hereto. a See 

Leopold of both reports, elose collaboration has been mainte . 

te"they existe og Ay see eek tn pated ont — 
spect eke Ee es ee eitike eke couataeles 

A game survey is not a » which oan be finished and dropped 

1 must be sontimious if it ie’ refiact gcvunl sondd tions. 7 
gene therefore, attempted tinue 

survey of Wisconsin started by Mr wu, am it is euxnaetiy, : 
hoped’ that Sereees oeere: te ccuuiaaes 

4 Approximately 200 selected sportsmen have been furnishing 
State erkenee seperes Wo Gur Sentr nent im Stans Sucsiehes § UBe 

Game These men have been call “Bitte Qoge Chagrverg, end ‘have boon 
Observers informed thet further repo A surpris- 

ae Se ee has been maintained by these men, 
in addition te the information developed, « very 

fine cooperative spirit been in evidence. 

Tt 4 nearly impossible to discuss istelligently cane 

otek varyine topocranky ena Th con te poniiceiviial tabs tour ean 
parts, each of eh has dts characteristic fp oy Ry ow 
pooullar euvirenments and S06 oun puehiente in adminis- 

tion of Wieconsin's geme resources, or etnies eee 
must be considered as more or less separate units. white 
and their outstanding characteristicé are wit described and 
simmarised on the accompanying map, number i, are here further 

discussed. 

2 e outheastern ¢ ari which is characterized 

+, Tue eoptcastony the et Gavelonmont, nas, nevertheless, 

many lekes, marshes, tamarack swamps, hedge rows and wood lots. 
This is the present end future pheasant and Hungarian partridge 
country» 

2. ‘The southwestern and western portions of the state are 
Goveeteri aes OT hich agricultural development, but very little 
industttal ¢ ene. co tale caaaies of unglaciated sowmtry, 
and gontaine pra no lakes, marshes or swams, but has a 
great many vooted valleys and hilies This is the present and 

ture quail country, Its potential so fer as Hungarian partridge 
and pheasants are concerned is practically unimown, with the
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exceptioy of the northern of Pleree and adjacent counties 
whieh ait unquestionably Ss excellent pheasant and Hun ' 
country. 

3. The central S oes See 
agricultural tevdanent and a — industrial development + 
eontains vast areas of marsh ons eek one Seeevaee This is 

Sue SE TRS GrOETENS youtete chbehin Gon remaining in the United 
= * 

4 The northern of the state has attained a varying dekree 
of agri¢ul tural Sok Seseseeiee aera put is ree? eharacter 
ized by ecut-over and forest areas, is the great and 
ruffed grouse country, 

It will be seen thet in's geme policy cannot be : 
uniform, Se cneure bah wlecite we Ganky % aemeeunente eee atame 
neck pheasant work in the southeastern area of marshes, swamps and 
agricultural lends, SSS Seen baie quail offer erent 
possibilities of development. In the con part, the prairie 
ee rere demands the establishment of mumerous small feeding 

_ plots have boon shown to be a comtrelling faster in their 
. \-abundanee, In the north our geme refuges must be largely adapted 

to deer, and will be te be moh lercer end of different character 
then those in the other parts of the state, Modification of a1} 
state wide pesenee must be made on the basis of the problems 
characteristic of each topographical district, 

Gat. DIVISION ongawrzarToN 
While a considerable oren-lsoping of responsibilities and 

censervation siqarteiats Teak proguess ie dovehiniae ou oon e our 
resources Uy ntmy thet those \ eZee pertaining most closely 
to game be centralized in one division. 

1 of the state are in reality small propagation 
planta ete Sthee ee ts envirommenta] game ferms, ‘They should be 
80 Glassed and heeded up in the ome division. 
Be. of birds and animals geome farms should be 
oon tne the game division as at presente 

S. Minter feeding should be vigorously developed by this division. 

4 ixedeton sninel eontre Patou 1s of direct importance to al 
ame * ae or e, this 
work should be in very clese cooperation with the game Tiviseen. 

Se is not strictly m enforce- __ 
nent . more ¢ related to the ootes, 
formulated to control the sbundanece of various came os, Such 
Silke temas tenn s of Weatam, the haniling of deer, bear and other damce complaints ought to be’ administered by the édvision 
which is responsible for the increase and propaga of these 
onimals. 

S- Wille Logisiative seasons are largely out of our control, it
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is, nevertheless, obvious that our organization can collect, and 
should sollect, all pertinent information on game abundance or 
scarcity, making this information available to such legislators 

: as desire it. We oe Mawes that with facts of undisputed 
impartiality available the legislators, great improvement will 
be noted in respect to sound open and closed seasons for game. 
It is essential that the game division be charged with the res- 
ponsibility of collecting accurate information and deteil men for 
this specific purpose. This is the work of the game survey. It 

‘ might be henntes the Research Bureau, but we believe less 
duplication of effort will occur if it is handled directly by the 
men engaged in administering —- farms, the game refuges, winter 
feeding and other similar activities. A suggested organization 
shart is appended hereto as Chart 2. 

Wisconsin cannot expect to administer its game resources wise- 
é ly without providing sufficient funds and personnel. Much work 

gan be done on the present basis, but to make any marked improve~ 
ment we must have an adequate budget. Attention is called to the 
Pennsylvania figures. In that state over $800,000.00 is annually 
expended for — administration purposes, exclusive of enforce- 
ment work. Wisconsin's opportunities are greater and do not re- 
Quire such a ae finenciel a: However, they do require 
more money than is at present available. A detailed budget is 
here suggested. See chart 3. : 

GAG REBUGES 

Wiseonsin'’s present wild life refuge system 
has been developed very largely on the hit and miss plan, with no 
systematic state-wide policy in effect. This is the usual course 
of development in most states. Our refuges are, however, far 
better than in many states. We have some very excellent refuges, 
but the time is now uve for a systematic location of future re- 
—_ on the basis of the actual needs in the various localities, 

on the basis of the special needs of the various game species. 

eee of outstanding importance is the pen OF 6n ex-- 
tem of waterfowl refuges in Wisconsin, On enclosed 

map, mumber 5, 25 waterfowl refuge sites are indicated. A list 
of these is appended herewith. 

Whereas the Federal a pug | relating to waterfowl a ealls 
for the closure of the entire lake or marsh to public hunt the 

Federal state eee should endeavor to close only certain strategically 
Policy located feeding bends, surrounded by public hunting waters. on 

or Lake » for instance, a recommendation is cleeniy in a 
State for the clos ef one end of the lake, including important wi 
Policy rice beds, at the remainder of the lake open to hunters. Pub-~ 

lic sentiment work more kindly with this policy at the present 
time than with a policy embracing entire closure. After a state 
system has been in operation several years, public sentiment may 
be expected to demand that certain areas be closed entirely. 

There is no question whatever, thet our waterfowl can be kept 
in Wisconsin for longer periods in the fall if they are given 

rest, ing and feeding places where they are not molested. ‘This



Suggested 
ANNUAL GAM! DIVISION BUDGET 

(Note: Budget suggestions sre for the period beginning 
duly 1, 193i.) 

Game Farm Operations (Including Salaries) ; 

Fish Creek Farm ~ 50,000 
Hungarian Partridge Farms 10,000 
Purchase of Breeding Stock 12,000 p 12—5,000 

Game Refuges ’ 

50 Resident Keepers © “2000 
including salaries # expenses 

. 100,000 
Buildings and equipment 25,000 125,000 

Public Hunting Grounds 

Purchase and Lease 100,000 100,000 

Fur Bureau ; 10,000 10,000 

Damage Complaints fe 

2 Men and equipment 5,000 5,000 

General Administration 

Supt. of Ggme,. 4,500 
5 District Superivisors 5,400 
Expenses of above 6,000 
Office Assistance 5,000 
Supplies and General 5,000 
Winter Feeding 10,000 
Cover Restoration 5,000 38,000 

Total ---------------------------------- $350,000 

Note: The above compares to ‘308,050, present Fisheries 
Budgets; to {257,645 for Bnforcement; to $285,000 
(plus) for Forestry and Parks, 
It is to be recalled that game affairs in Wisconsin, 
previous to the present Commission, had run a down- 
hill course. It will consequently require more. to 

: build an adequate program. 
Pennsylvania spends *}800,000 annually for game ad- 
ministration, exclusive of Enforcement.
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has been certain clubs of the Illinois river 
marshes, bee ond wearie, toons are set aside and also by the out- 

Holding standing work of Jack Miner and Sam Anderson. Our Wisconsin 
Waterfowl waterfowl are largely foreign raised, end for thi reason we have 
in little opportunity to control the factors affecting their breed- 

Wisconsin ing. Our ty is in offering inducement to wmterfowl to 
remain longer in Wisconsin instead of being drive southwerd 
before the normal migration period. 

We ought not to establish waterfowl setyere on too many of 
the important hunting lakes in Wisconein until an effective system 

Geution pF os gy Mag eg wereess can be — out. ~— galls . 
Urged * aucres that conp surveys gach important . 

Schumiaeh enue in tee otate be waaes ann thet refuge sites be 
Aetermined well in edvenee and thet a definite plan for the creation 
end administration of weeve weerted vetoes: §e Oo 
Senaes Te the Legiaiaturs soe &8 Sepenette of the necessary 
funds. As soon as these funds are available, the areas = be es- 

Three tablished, Preveding this, however, it ia recommended thet three 
Areas areas of inportat duck refuges be established and results sey 

demonstra’ to the public. Aress now aguentet inelude Lake ~ 
— hush Leke, and eer Tee or Butte des Mortes, The recom- 

ation is that they be established ané inioperation by September 
16, 1950. : 

Upland Gane Refuce Srstexn The upland refuge system must be 

seer aaphod tevthe partisan ede of verdous Gisteieng, Tie north we meorporate as 
Refuges eee See SS See indicated upon the present map, number 5, 

a ae in area, probably never less than one 
square section and frequently of larger sizo. In the north it is 

4 _—not so important that these areas be surrowmded by wee con- 
‘ trolled hunting imme since vast areas are the public, 

even ownershi pe reat erop to ra go? wiler priva ahi The foreat also tes 
in this direction, Nevertheless, the sereremtyy sf eequis large 
blooks of northern Wisconsin land by et from eounty or tax 
certificate, should not be overlooked, 4n inducement that t be 

Pay a osteret She Vela. snd counties is the ple in spevatien te Deaneyi~ 
tax on ae, eee eee says ae wer © each township eo 
refuge few cents for each acre 1% controls in its refuge md hunting ground 
areas atem, amounting te about five eente per acre, This inducement 

chouta encourage many counties te turn over blioeks of land to the 
coms ervation commission. 

Rs co aE he In eentral Wisconsin our zotuess 
ought ’ or two Sete of small size, but widely 
distributed. Here it is essen to have refuges on which feeding 
areas ean be coreaeete seattered over the entire coumty, at not 
mers than 10 miles intervals, This is for the yeryese of effectively 

gereons as the number of erate ehiokens by = ing winter food, ~ 
eae, oer’ Star te ekthas to a feeding stat for a distanes of 
at least 5 miles in oi direction. 

Se jane Lydd crane, One other important feature of the refuge pro- 
eran ¢ seonsin is the ereation of a large area in which
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the sand~hill crane, a bird which is in danger of extinction in 
most of North America can rest without molestation. A few of 
these remarkable birds are still left in the central marsh areas 
of Wiseonsin, and every effort should be made to preserve some 
portion of the environment which they require, and which is fast 
disappearing over most of United States, 

It is very desirable that many of the refuge areas in central 
Wisoonsin be surrounded by Cmyoeewe 4 controlled hunting grounds, 
Mauch of the central Wisconsin marsh country can be obtained for 
taxes if not by actual donation. We confidently believe that if 
the various counties were approached in this regard a be 
gad to turn over to the conservation commission large ks of 

Surveys delinquent lends which have been taken back by the counties 

as aibber be Clamouhe Subeees we tent Gumeeae Gann tak er v up, that surveys e, 
the counties be asked for specific paresls of land to be incor- 
porated within our refuge and public hunting ground system. Here 
again a $.05 per acre annual tax is recommended in order to provide 
an inducement to donate the lands. 

sion RSPERE a SUR, SRE ats EatS ERA: Thelen eprorsantty eastern and southwestern districts, there is abundant Sree 
to develop small upland game refuges for cottontail rabbits, ring- 
neok pheasants, Hungarian partridge, squirrels, quail, ete. With 
the exception of the ae Sy e pheasants, these species are pre- 

’  gumed to have a vory 1 cruising radius. Therefore, unlike. the 
prairie chicken refuges, one area every ten miles will not meet 
the need. Gmall game refuges may be small but must be widely dis- 
tributed. These refuges must be situated on the basis of local 
eonditions and should be planned to provide protection in inten- 
sively hunted areas, ‘Their effective position is the winter 
feeding of small game should also be a major consideration in 
detemining sites. 

In both southwestern and southeastern Wiscondin, but particu- 
larly in the southeastern district, there is urgent need for num- 
erous small refuges on which winter feeding stations can be 
established by means of planting feeding plots, and around which 
the public shall have an opportunity to hunt. Land in either of 

Lease these two districts is ordinarily too high to admit of extensive 
system purchase by the state. However, it is believed that a plan can be 

worked out whereby areas can be leased for both hte and hunting 
= purposes. Here — it is a problem of providing inducement. 

d the case of counties northern and contral Wisconsin, the 
inducement is the return of money to their tax coffers. In the 
southwestern and southeastern section it is a problem of ovin. 
the individual land owners some benefit for the _——-. of owing 
cae muertos upon their pereere: eens of our desire in 

. he matter, it can be predicted that ess satisfactory inducements 
are made to the lend owners, public hunting areas are going to be 
increasingly restricted from year to yoar. 

in develop any such system of leasing, several things 
should be ceteatay given consideration. The inducement must 
be made attractive enough for the land owners thet they will not 
only permit hunting upon their lands, but will encourage an
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inereaseof game upon their lands, This is fwmdementel and if 
overlooked, the yreaven will not achieve the desired results, 

In other wottds, if we lease property to provide public hunting 

constres- st, tae Lane, ovoets ous Pate s fia} Ou barely to alice maere ag e- ure is ve eo: 
tive in- oe eet eet eR Tf, however, the lami owner is in- 
stead of duced to inere: ine number of birds or animals per acre, the 
destrue- prodedure is constructive and in perfect harmony with food consér- 

— Pea Gee feria sti my ote Gf weary 80 5 i 
into better game cowry, 

Specifically, we would urge the land omers Placing a 
premium upon such work, to plant food plots, tote kexeinn shrubs, 
small areas of coniferous woods, and to leave marsh lends undre ined 
and wood lots wnerazed, and to control eed cre and animals 

bay their premises, tn Michigen, reeent legislation even allows 
development of private hunting reserves on which the omers 

Specific ois te shoot 505 of the total number of qesveselyyeerer 
means a8 tee eat ween Whe seserve yermieee.  ¥ ons in. an 

ery to work out a more constructive Sapiae-fremte-ieose 
program ch will not only benefit the publie but oh will 
actually inerease the amount of variety of game. 

ERQEAGATION 

opens eras apraastastertmpuctty in toad, Sepesity fo" figtsed at capac 8 a 
from 6,000 to 10,000 birds, plus eos produrtion. At enti ook the 
farm could be expanded to turn out oONe Sees coeh yeors im 

Game adGition to producing 3,000 to 10}000 mature birda at the farm 
— aty in stem nvente and other ees Se many enite oo 

2 upon game refuges throughout the s nm tion 
= tremendous numbers hatched . sooperators, Thenper and quicker 

results are perhaps offered by this cooperative work then by 
wide expansion of actual game farm production of birds, 

We believe that the Wisconsin state game farm, t at 
eapacity and with inereased esr nn eduction, ean ppictioally toke 
eare of the southeastern ani sou’ distrie go far as 

Gane pheasant a is concemmed, While it is io to 
Fern predict number of birds required by a parti omntys we 
to run would say that the southeastern district ean probably be stocked 
perman- up te ages a May one A within the next five yoors, and that those | 
ently portions of the southwestern district which prove to be adapted to 

oye re Will be stocked up to hunting capacity in the sam time, 

weiettn. fom umn is ote ene tee On 8 en 
seagon is in force, Wnder the ree system of a oan 
seasons two yeara in advance, it is next to impossible mainte in 
pheasant eer eee supplenentary stocking. In other words, 
certain areas will be humted out and other areas will not be hunted 
out. Those areas whieh are hunted out must be restocked, - ; 

3 The division rteé 165 Hungarian 
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Hungerian yaatetin has made a success and can become an | 
abundant geme bird. This bird has many superior qualities and 

High seems to be in favor with all classes of people, —— farmers, 
cost of bird lovers, sportsmen and the public in general. oe oe 
importing twity for further work exists in the southeastern possi 

in much of the southwestern part of Wisconsin, 

It is eer emeenes that natural Hungarian partridge 
propagating areas lesated end leased by the state for the 
purpose of rearing these birds under natural conditions. The 
Hungarian partridge has never been successfully reared on game 
farms at a reasonable cost, and hence cannot be propagated at the 
present time in the manner of ring-neck pheasants. However, there 

an envir- are already areas in Jefferson and Waukesha counties where 
onmental Hungarian partridges heave increased to the extent that a covey of 
game farm 25 to SO birds may be found on each farm of 100 acres in the 

best Hungarian country. The recommendation ia that the conservation 
commission lease or acquire control of not less than 2,000 acres 
of the best ree partridge comtry, already stocked in 
Wiseonsin, end detail a man to control predators, to provide food, 
to plant valuable cover plants, and otherwise to encourage the 
Hungarian = by favorably controlling the environment. an 
adequate planting stock can be maintained from this property and 
the surplus birds can be trapped up and shipped out to other portions 
of the state. This is thoroughly feasible. The work in 1929 demon- 
strated a doubt that Hungarian partridges oan be trapped up 
and ship in Wisconsin with very little trouble. We estimate the 
cost of eaaing, operating, trapping and are the birds at not 
more than $2.00 per bird, granting only that ideal localities can 
be had and that a man ean be detailed to this work. 

The Moon Lake game farm and the surrounding country has been 
Two suggested as a site for this work, It has, however, these dis- 
recon- advantages=-<(1) there is but a very small stock of Hungarian 
mended partridges in the vicinity. (2) it may not be as good partridge 
areas country as some of the Jefferson ar iends. However, it has 

the virtue of having some predatory control already, and 
an exeellent man with whole-hearted interest available. 

_ We wish to recommend, therefore, that work be undertaken on 
two such experimental areas for Hungarian partridge--one at 
Moon Lake and one in the best Hungarian partridge country that can 
be found near Fort Atkinson. 

This is virtuelly a new idea in United States, and offers 
Wisconsin an apron which other states apparently have over- 
looked. We believe it is fundamentally sound and that once 

Possibil- developed the possibilities are almost wnlimited., It corrects 
ities of many of the difficulties of game propagation under entirely artif- 
proposed icial conditions game farms. It is readily transferable to 
method other gane, ingiudine the prairie chicken, the wild turkey and the 

quail. as et work with the wild turkey and eeneereen 
partridge & small way is already in progress in 1 at the 
state — farm. ‘Two fields have been constructed and set aside 

i for t purpose, However, results cannot be expected to be 
eomparable to a large area operated under natural conditions. 

3. ee We believe that there is an excellent opportunity 
'- $e & op quail shooting in southwestern Wisconsin. The quail 

|
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et present is on the closed season ane list, end there is a 
gonsequent lack of interest in these d hy By Bs tee Bang 
while they like the quail ae a bird, prefer gonsentrate their 
energies on open season varieties, We believe it woulé be wise to 
sponser a law wie ne oe 

| Searheole wash bird slecae sail Seteaacte te taprovenent he aa 
: so that there will sotuniiy be mire quadl te Niseweee Ta ae 

are now. Our opportunity work in elose cooperation with the 
 Qwail Quail Fellowship at the University of Wisconsin, end with the 

®ederel ee Survey in deve a Wisconsin wae terk 
| ghip restoring should not be overlooked, It is of major ‘tance 

to ther ame departaet. Experts are of the opinion that Wisconsin 
- gen afford some of the best quail shooting in the Middle West. A 

sound program must be worked out, including restoration of cover 
é ang food and ineieting puedater conrad Here is a chance to 

tie in with research work actually in progress end finaneied by an 
outside institution, on one of our own problems. 

We believe the — fwture in Wisconsin is not with artificial 
prepeesthe Seas « Like most other sseooms’n wee Belere*, 

+ a matter of controlling the natural environment rather 
raising birds, dn sbundant natural stock already existe in Wiscon- - 
ein coverts, This stock needsonly the proper attention to multiply 
many fold. 

' WISCONSIN IS OME OF A VERY FEW STATES WHICH HAVE NOT CONTA 

; TNAPSED THE NATIVE GUATL STOCK WITH THE INVERIOR SCUTHERN BCB~WHITE 
: Medmtaim GUATL FROM MEXICO, IT IS HEARTILY RECOMMENDED THAT WE RESIST ALL 
' Pure RFFORTS TO IMPORT MERIGAN QUAIL I0fO WISCONSZ IN ORDER THAT OUR 
' Steck OW HATIVE STOCK OF NORTHERN BOB-WHITE BE MAINTAINED IN AS PURE A 

FOAM AS PO SIBLE, 

i tee Wild turkeys can proba’ be eptabliched in the 
Stedbgo Tie dtcton, ead cise very pocattly in pert of the Wiscons in 

and Mississippi river bottem gaumtry. The last wild ey recorded © 
in Wisconsin was kilied in 1904, im the southwestern partof the 

: | gtertes Turkeys were formerly abundant in perts of the southern helf 
1930 of the state, We have eagle seems 06 Se See Se ee cease’ 

| plantings test plantings. Thirty-five birds —— to us by the Milwaukee 
ehapter of the Izaek Walton League already been released in 
the region neor Poynette., Methais at the gene farm now in use 
tend to encourage wildness inthe turkey stock. ‘e believe this 
work is entirely justified and may be produetive in limited areas 
of the state, 

Se a 6 are not particularly qromesatte about elk in Wisconsin, 
Ho rm, we have an oppa tunity with the animale on hand in Northern 
Forest Park in Vilas county, and believe fll use should bemade of 
this chence, Tt is im the eprine of 1950 to turn out the 
eurplus bulls and also a few cows — >. eS 
only a into herd of amined « ty is essential that this h 
wh ae Se Sncears be Sees Seay Oe eres Gan Bik 
wore formerly abundant in Wisconsin, . that befor e 
the experiment is discontinued, work be attempted in the central 
marsh area country, Here there is an ares of jack pine, quite similar
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. the western leles pee elk country, and where there are thousands 
of acres of nat hay lands which would provide elk food in the 
winter. Range cattle and range horses support themselves all 
winter in the central marsh country without barnyard feeding. If 
domestic cattle and horses can exist under these conditions, we 
believe elk also can subsist there. The successful increase of 
@lk would present problems in connection with agriculture just as 
the increase of deer does. However, these can be worked out. 

PREDATOR CONTROL 
Dr. Gross in 1929 studied 12 ype ehicken nests in the 

weeny oe Plainfield. Of these nests, only 3 sets of eggs 
Facts on were hatched. Nine nests were destroyed by predators, as follows: 
Destruction 1 01d bird was killed by a co ose 1 nest of — destroyed by 
of nests & coyote. One old bird was Kalle 7 S grt owl, One nest — 

of ogee was destroyed by crows disco in the act. The balance 
of the nests were destroyed by unidentified predatory birds and 

: animals, We had, then, a 26% survival of nests. It is safe to say 
that the nortal ty after hatch is enormous. A guess would be that 

A ee of the eggs laid actually became mature birds, under nor- 
. -~gonditions, Gross' work is not exhaustive enough to furnish a 

conclusive statement. Much additional evidence is needed, It does 
point out very forcibly, however, that if we could control predatow 
we Gould increase the number of prairie chickens Sepeeaneeee 
allowing # large harvest for hunters. This is also true of other 
game. 

The “large predator" work, voeenthy inaugurated in cooperation 
with the Biological Survey, is a splendid effort, It does not, hor 

Federal ever, affect the "small predators" such as the great horned owl 
work end various destructive hawks which are of equal or greater impor- 

tance to our small game than the larger ta Game management 
in Wisconsin must eventually include sys tic "small predator" 
control. 

Under the montis of geome refuges, we discussed the urgency of 
oo location o rae sites, We wish here, to point out 

Refuge the even greater need for uate management of the refuges we 
Predator now have, Without any cxttioton of our own department, we are, 
Situation however, forced to face the fact that many of our ges have 

actually served as predator refuges instead of geme refuges. This 
is a characteristic of most refuge systems. Many of our refuges — 
have been effective game refuges, and the point is not to eriti- 
cise what has existed, but to point out the opportunity for most 
constructive work in making our = refuges more efficient in 
the future, Every major refuge the state ought to have predator 
eontrol, and when the predator situation on the larger refuges is 
in hand, the keepers should be detailed to assist in predator con- 
trol in the surrounding territory. Fh go it can be pointed out 
that a game refuge is an environmen game farm. We would not 
think of was seag eenenrss on a game farm if we did not control 
predatory « It is just as fundamental to control predators 
on @ game refuge. 

WONTER FSEDING 

Winter feed work in Wisconsin has advanced greatly in the 
last five Skee inte all organizations end a great many
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individual sportemen and farmers have oe in eerrying out 
well plenned feeding programs, The most encouraging feature 
is the ees: of the plented grain stations for prairie 
ehi¢kens in eontral part of the state) becun under the suspices 

of the Research Bureau in 1925, ‘These stations have proved a 
wonderful suecess, The game and research bureau budgets have been 

eae _ eprenged to allow the plenting of net less than 100 such stations 
Stations in central and northern Wisconsin in 1950, ‘The eventual aim should 

be to have not less than 500 such planted stations bene og the | 
state soncentratins, of COUPSE, in pe gee are Hung ami 

prairie chieken areas, As already sta » pheasints and prsirie 
chickens eneh have a long cruising radius, and can be etively 
fed at small cost by these permanent feeding s tations. 

It is eneourecing te note that many orgenizatione ani indivi- 
duals ove ees the planted station idea and are discon tinuing 
the old of seattering shelled grains upon lccse snow, end 
siniler inefficient and wasteful methods. 

Ye belwye that complaints resulting from exeessive shundanee 
of certain com sperice should be hanmfleé by the 4d epertment which 
has the responsibility of inereasing the mumbers of ceme over the 
state at ey a general thing, the poliey of live Se zts 
ghould be ft wherever it is possible, eS oe hee 

ee Sas Ooh OF ee ee ee eae arens, With 
» there is » very heavy demand for all the live animals 

Live ean be eeucht. Fils peliay shewe Ye syvcted We Soe peaver , 
trapping otter and other animels for which a merket et good prices ts avail- 

able. We believe that 1t is necessary to ai¢ two men to the con- 
servation farce for this pu ©, end thet thest two mn will turn 
in enough revenue for the animals Live trapped to more than offset 

own salaries and expenses, We believe = SS réement 
a work in sooperation with legitimate fur fermers, deer farmers 

gome farmers, who wish to secure breedine stock far pm pagating 
purpes es, 

i Such complaints as result from enimals for which no live market 
i available, enn also be handled by these two men, For instence, 

inee the legislature closed season on bear, we heve numerous bear 
‘des tae We believe that these should be investigated 

| } aot isteken, and that where actual —- has oo curred 
of appears likely, that the animals be taken and the meat sold, The 

suggested here would relieve the wardens of a troublesome burden. 

a 
Xs» m the future planting of forest trees by the forestry 

|) mont, it is recomzended thet experiments be carried on to lewslen a 
: “l \eeheique of planting which is favorable to the inereaseo? geme as 
resets /' well es to forestry, Solid planting of forest trees shaild not make 
p athe the ma ¢ favorable game environment, Openincs should be left in 

/ . Whieh brush, shrubs und yines may grow up for food and cover, just 

1 4\:, OPER hemes tech arentage’ seped bee Seer Gennth Way OF dV ae ow Be open . 
4 \ gourse for the different spesieee It is | that openings 

Pee A 

ae Ae
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Gf sien tren 40 saves to 0 sestion be left in the plating 
: Sere eeey het Peewee steers stecevete This has been 
oe he is favorably inelined toward the 

* 

8- 2. ve seasons have Ying diserepencies, as 
ras Feveated by the state gone Survey. (obo ehert @ aprended %6 Shie 
Diserep- report). is is « concrete example of the kind thing that 
encies surveys help to prevent. 

3. Some method needs to be warked out for cover restoration in 
: ee This is a mejor problem. Many farm wood lots 

ere crazed out of destreble feods by cattle. It is tiwndamental 
Cover thet wood lots be left in a natural state, There are aany waste 
Restor~ ieee So Sees Se coe ae cover and same foods, 
ation 2. oe ae eS meee er furni eo 

farming trees, shrubs end vines to. ijand owners, be w out in 
cooperation with the forestry department, 
he aS 30 seemmaners Dat pe eee ee ae 

o\> the next open season for prairie chickens sone tinein October 
inetead of in September, Fett at on eee er 

Later praiztie shi¢kens are more d was SS agen oe im the fai) 
prairie as frost deadens the vecetation. “very 3 should feel 
ohieken Deere te coon 5 Seawen Se S SEES, OS 2S Ai —_ 

at Siceeaatiy aneree alte ter coenees Sen 

8S. Xt 4s that the Legislature be asked to correlate the 
coun sad Taseel couaee on Yebdel cotaae eo Ua cee ee ee 
maa Guvshages ty Side iaepcids This information definitely 

Correlate sates that z Srovey S06 sete 2 Oe een ; 
seasons § tha Peetece SF Boece Seewenty sat ola of great are 
with eyelebo be expected tele eted, It would be a misté&e 

not to correlate with these known facts, This infor- 
mation is all discussed in Leopold's report. 

6, The irie chisken investigation besun the Researeh Burcau 
oars te GS continued for at least two years Y igcousiny Kengas 

Sontime Dakota seam to be the major rauaining strongho of the 
prairie ¢hieken mek of ged, Sioetin Neb eee We tere 
chicken change to perpetuate this fine bird * is need gi poe 
inveati- yeer-round men be added es an assistant to Dr, Gross to ae 
gation real results See Say Bee aunt peseatarsty 3t © to the 

eee, $e ss soremeneas, Sek re se See See UE 
the coning winter, : 

Respeetfully subnitted, 

Yareh 26, L000.
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Mr. Aldo +eopold Fe 
421 Vhemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am sending a preliminary statement 
of the five year game research program for you to 
look over. This deals mostly with the prairie chicken 
investigation. I have sent a copy on to Gross, and 

asked him for his suggestions on it. I shall hope to 
go over this in considerable detail with you as soon 
as I get back to Madison. I thought it might save 
time to send this on by mail. 

Very truly yours, 

WG: EL Superintendent of Game
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* May 16, 1930 

Dr, Alfred 0, Gross 
Bowdoin College 
Brunswick, Maine 

Dear Ur. Gross: 

I am very glad to know that you will arrive 
in Madison on May 51. Unfortunately 1 expect to be on 
Government work at that time, although 1 also expect 
to be back on State work for a week or two in June, 
during which time I will certainly see you and 1 hope 
get into the field with you. I am very glad that you 
are to be with us in Wisconsin again this year. 1 
expect to see Dr. Jones within the next few days,and 
shall leave a note at the office for you. 

Dr. Jones asked me to prepare a suggested 
five yeer program for the game research in wisconsin. 

: Some time ago I prepared a five year suggested game pro- 
gram, and the two programs Peet Seretiad vo apie I have 
tentatively completed that arélat upland game 
birds, and particularly the prairie chicken investigation. 
I am sending on a copy of this tentative outline and would 
like very much to have you go over it in considerable detail, 
writing me your suggestions for changes. It may very well 
be that I have omitted something or that I have not clearly 
stated the ideas 1 had in mind. I want you to feel per- 
fectly free to make any suggestions of any kind that you 
think might be desirable in this outline of the prairie 
chicken investigation. I am hoping very much that our in- 
vestigation here can become of really comprehensive scope 
and can pay particular attention to the management end of 
the work. It is important that we have a program laid out 
in view of the fact that you are not going to be available 
for us in 1931. 

There ought to be time to get the report back to 
me before May 26, at which time 4 go on to the Paderal work 
again. I am anxious that it does get back as soonas possible 
in order that any changes can be incorporated inta the final 
draft. 

Our sharp-tailed grouse are still at the game farm 
although they do not appear inclined to nest. I think hawks
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destroyed two. Unfortunately we had to e¢lip their wings 
to keep them from flying over the fence and this may have 
interfered with their feeling of fwedom and have worked » 
against nesting that might have occurred. 

I am writing Jack Worden and several other members 
of the department in reference to the prairie chicken and 
sharp-téiled grouse nests, and shall talk to Mr. Kelleter 
about the Ford that you need for your summer's work. 

With very best regards, I am 

. Very truly yours, 

WG: EAL Superintendent of Vvame 

Enc. : 

ec Leopold



So far as game research in Wisconsin is concerned, 
it is believed of most importance that the Prarie 

Prair Chicken Investigation be continued over a period of 
chicken years. This could very well become the major feature 
investication of the game research program. No other state is at 

the present time studying prairie chickens, and no pre- 
vious studies of adequate scope have been made. See 
detailed outline of the suggested study on sheet 2. 

The University of Wisconsin is studying our native 
quail. Mr. Erviievea, who has this work in charge, has 
been engaged in quail studies for a number of months. 
Every effort should be made to assist him in his work, 

beg sg A by furnishing desired information from the 
Quail. les, by extending the cooperation of conservation 

wardens, and by assistance in gathering such material 
as fox stomachs. Later on, he may be engaged in trap- 

: ping and banding quail, which the department should en- 
courage. 

Hungariar Michigan is working on both Hungarian idges 
Partridge and ring eee eee: Mr. Yeatter, in Pontos of 
Pheasants that work, likely do field work in Wisconsin. The 

cooperation of our department in giving him assistance 
should be available. 

Minnesota is working on ruffed grouse, as are 
Ruffeda several New England states. Their material can be of 

real assistance to us. So far as furnishing specimens 
Grouse and certain data, Wisconsin can contribute materially 

to their progress, but no elaborate Wisconsin study is 
urged. 

There are a number of worth while ——_ whieh 
require study, but in the limits of a five year program 
it is impossible to toueh them all. A comprehensive 
a the waterfowl situation in the state, an in- 
vestigation of one or both species of rabbits, and a 

Miscellaneous study of the beaver situation =~ very well be under- 
taken in due time. However, it believed that by 
centering attention on the prairie chicken problems, 
and by cooperating with such investigations in and out 
of the state as are working with other game birds and 
— ae good will be accomplished than by attempt- 

much.



The Prairie Chicken Investigation was begun in 1928, 
with Dr. Alfred 0. Gross, of Bowdoin College heading up 
the field work. Dr. Gross worked in Wiseonsin for a 
eerie of about six weeks in June until te gg inves- 
igation is being continued, with his assis , in 1930, 

the work this year extanding from the last week of May 
History until about the first of September. Unfortunately, Dr. 

Gross is not available after 1950. It is imperative that 
a good man be trained in under him during the present 
season in order that the investigation ean be continued 

: throughout the various seasons of the year, particularly 
the seasons not covered by Gross. 

The necessity for a Prairie Chicken Investigation 
is tentiy that prairie chickens are known to fluctuate 

Necessity violen in numbers, so much so that in some periods 
closed seasons must extend over several years. We do 
not know why these fluctuations occur or what can be 
done to avoid them. This is the reason for the study. 

The practicability of the study is demonstrated 
best by analogy. Stoddard, working on Georgia and 
Florida queil, developed a workable technique for in- 

: creasing quail on private preserves. Many preserves : 
on which quail were actually declining were brought 
back to the pee poh mae of more quail than they produced 
in their best original condition. Quail are not known 
to fluctuate so severely as prairie chickens and other 
Gone, but it stands to reason that a determined effort 

© work out control measures will bear fruit. As with 
quail, it is very — that slight modifications of 
agricultural ee can be made to give real results 
in inereased birds. 

A study of the prairie chicken might be divided 
more or less naturally into three constituent parts - 

(1) Display end perpagente material, in which photo- 
gums and exhibits can be prepared and placed in 

hands of the public for the purpose of stin- 
ulating interest in prairie chickens, and in con- 

of the servation in general. 
(2) A life history study, in which en attempt is made 

Study to get a clear picture of the most important factors 
involved in controlling the prairie chicken popula- 
tion under present Wisconsin conditions, 

(3) Beyelopuent of Management technique, in which an 
attempt would be made to work out means to control 
the environment in such manner as to produce more 
prairie chickens.
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The study should heve for its ultimate yerpons the 
Stress working out of some means of control for the factors 
Practical involved. In other words, the investigation ought to 
Management work out practical applications of the factors studied. 

An —- of what measures might be developed is 
the permanent winter feeding station, now being used ex~ 
tensively in Wisconsin. These stations tide the birds 
over a critical period. There are many other critical 

Results sorceus in a game bird's life. In many of them it should 
possible to throw the balance in the bird's favor. It 

Obtained has been often demonstrated that a very small change in 
the environment ee a@ marked chenge in the number of 

in birds. The Quail Investigation, for example, centered 
much of its predator control work on the roast Hawk, a 

Similar bird known to be terrifically destructive. Cooper 
Hawk was found to be a serious factor working against the 

Studies birds. On the other hend, snakes destroyed a great many 
quail, Control of snakes is difficult. Study of Marsh 
Hawks showed them to be a natural control agency feeding 
on many small snakes. The natural application of these 
facts was to kill Cooper Hawks and to protect Marsh Hawks. 
This is what is meant by getting facts of practical applica~- 
tion in inereasing birds. 

It is probably that many such facts can be found by 
studying the relation of fire, drainage, clean farming, 
effect of such agricultural practices as the use of silos 
and crop rotation. In the South it was possible to dis- 
cover a east, Japanese Clover, which provides food for 
=. ich grows wild and which builds up the nitrogen 

exhausted soils. There may be some plant that would 
accomplish the same purpose in Wisconsin. 

However , > ee ean be made as to what might 
develop. It is within the realm of = that a 
— — reveal a discouraging situation. In that 
event, it would be well to know the facts in order to 
plan ahead for some such bird as the pheasant. 

The investigation has done remarkably well in develop- 
Results ing display material of use 2 in the 

Prairie Chieken Study. This is essential, and it is ap- 
of = that the use of this material is doing much good. 

Study very fine photographs taken in 1929 by Gross can be 
gat to even greater use by getting them out systematically 

to more organizations. The present plan of a short motion 
Date picture is also an excellent idea. .
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Some excellent data on life ety has been accunu- 
lated in the field, by Gross, from blinds used in studying 
nests. A number of speciments have been examined for para- 
sites and disease. A good start at the examination of crop 
contents has been made. It is, however, desirable that the 
prairie chicken be studied in mech greater detail in the 
field over the various seasons of the year. The following 
eee tss projects are suggested as offering decided possi- 
bilities for developing usable facts. : 

1. Quantitative study . chicken nests 
to determine smount cause of destruction, 
The minimum number of nests on which a control 
eyeeen: could be based might be estimated at 

Suggested 00 nests, 1000 nests would be far better. 
These nests should be located in as wide a 

Future variety of habitats as possible, and in as 
meny different localities of the state. The 

Work percentage of hatch in surviving nests, the 
Nests particular predators responsible for destruc- 

tion, the type of environment offering the 
most security for nesting cover, are a few of 
the angles to be attacked. 

2. Quantitative data on prairie chicken popula- 
tions over various seasons of the year, involv- 
ing the systematic trapping, banding and release 
of several hundreds of prairie chickens and sharp 

Popula- tailed grouse. The percentage of survival of 
young birds, the percentage of kill by hunters, 

tions the et of coveys and of individuals, the life 
—— on of prairie chickens, the sex ratio 

an — other similar facts need to be determined. 
The winter feeding idea is largely based on the 
idea seat eenieie chickens will come in to feed 
from a distance of five miles. How do we know 
how far they do actually come from? The only 
answer is to band prairie chickens. If they will 
come fifteen miles as readily as five, we need 
fewer stations and can save money. If they come 
in for only three miles, we need more stations to 
do the job right. 

How many posse chickens will one township in the 
Central District support? Is this maximum ever 
reached under a conditions, without actual 
game management? Until we know the answers to 
these questions it is virtually impossible to ar- 
range open and closed seasons intelligently. Un- 
questionably methods for determining approximate 
er or census figures can be developed: 

Hanae tn tus spring “(5) by penting Sot Menta cS) r and hy 
returns. A Seutae tian of nose hae can = 
made to yield practical information.
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3. Quantitative data on food habits. We know very 
little about prairie chicken diets and yreteree- 
ces. Stoddard in the South found that the food 
of quail varied tremendously from = ee oes 
when there were "pine mast years" the quail made 

Food great use of them. What use do nee chickens 
make of the oak ridges? It is obvious that there 
is an important relation between ~ and forestry 

Habits here. Should the Central District ever become a 
state forest area, what trees will serve as game . 
food producers as well as timber producers? . 

Stoddard also found that preserve owners were 
planting foods for quail at ~— myouers Study 
showed, however, that much of this planting was 
with foods which matured when the quail already 
had an abundant, though inconspicuous, natural 
food — A system has now been worked out 
of plan foods which mature in food deficient 
seasons. t is entirely —s that there is a 
lack of certain prairie chicken foods at times 2 
other than winter. 

The relation of marsh fires to prairie chicken 
foods ought to be studied. It may be that the 
succession of vegetation in marshes can be favor- 
ably influenced by very strictly controlled burn- 

bs On the other hand, study might show that 
burning is disasterous to natural food plants. 

Our present knowledge of prairie chicken food re- 
ee is almost nil from any practical or 

. management angle. This is not an academic question, 
but a clear cut case of finding facts which can be- 
come tools of use in building up our prairie chicken 

' population, 

4. Quantitative amety of predators. ee Small 
Arms Institute fellow, working near son, is 
carrying on systematic studies of great horned owl 
nests, fox dens, and so forth, saving pellets, ex- 

Predators crement, dead birds and mammals found at nests, and 
earefully recording large smounts of data secured 
in the quail territory. Similar work on an even 
larger scale ought to be undertaken in the main 
prairie chicken sections. What are the actual 
facts as to prairie chicken destruction by coyotes, 
foxes, owls, hawks, and stray dogs, aside from the 
destruction of nests? No intelligent means of con- 
trolling predators can be worked out except on a 
framework of carefully tested facts. Probably no 
more universal comment can be found than that 
"Crows destroy hundreds of prairie chicken eggs". 
Most comments are based on isolated observations.
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It has been shown in some parts of the coun 
that crow work looks very much like cantata aitee 
predator work, and that mis-identification is 
common. It is imperative that some real facts, 
based on quantity of data, be secured, 

5. What part in the violent fluctuations of prairie 
chickens do parasites and disease play? We do not 

sbbegecs know even the rudiments of field a Sn 
ane as applied to ——— =. = do know t 

Parasites many occurrences of parasites and even disease 
have been recorded from Wisconsin birds. what : 
is the management solution of the problem? 

Very often the point is raised that "even if we 
should discover the diseases and parasites respons- i 
ible for wholesale epidemics in irie chickens 
(if they exist) we can't do anything about them. 
You can't doctor a sick wild bird". It is very 
likely, however, that congestion of birds using 
the same feeding areas, the same dust baths, the 
same roosting coverts, etc. allows maximum develop- 
ment of disease, If this a to be the case, 
ways of distributing the birds over more territory 
by making additional feeding, dusting, and roost- 
ing grounds aveilable might be a very 7 pane 
means of control. Certain diseases parasites 
can surely be controlled in the field by preven- 
tion, but it is impossible to prevent something 
that we do not know exists. ‘The solution must be 
preceded by an inventory of the extent and im- 
portance of diseases and parasites, 

The present Prairie Chicken Investigation has been a 
good start in the right direction. To be of practical 
value, however, the investigation ought to take account of 
the following points, among others: 

Suggested 
1. The fact finding studies should be continuous 

Organization instead of intermittent. 

of the Inasmuch as Dr. Gross cannot be in Wisconsin 
more than “a few months at a time, and cannot 

investigation come to Wisconsin after 1950, it is essential 
weasel te crane ee job as soon as 
possible to work with him and get the benefit 

Full of his training this summer, The eae 

time {) ‘sympathy fo veoigneifio.eppre ‘x03 s or scien G a ac. a problem 
{P} whalo-heerted interest in the project. He 

Man may or may not be university trained. Above all 
else, training included, he must be a keen obser- 
ver and a hard worker. He should be availabie 12 
months of the year. * ought to be possible to 
secure such a man for $1800.00 a year plus about 
$1200.00 for field expenses.
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2. The facilities of the Wetverat hy soeelt be used 

Uaivarsity svely work in’ elese soopamstien with the Connex study close cooperation onser= 
vation Committee of the University, which has 

Committee | upon it some of the best research minds in the 
country. This ee ay yee ee would without doubt 

on open up many possibilities for using the ron G 
: erat, ee medical and other 

Conservation ments of university. 

No greater mistake in Wisconsin game research can 
be made than to steer a lone course independent 

_ of the University. ‘The aim should be to tie in 
as closely as possible. : 

Dr. Gross, of course, has contributed very special- 
ized laboratory advice up to this time. His fur- 
ther contact with the work should be enlisted, and 

Gross after his field work in Wisconsin has been trans- 
ferred to the new man, the University can further 
expand the consulting facilities open to our use. 

3. The United States Biological Survey on to be 
asked to assume a cooperative role in this study. 

aiotosiosi Tor just euan oooseeetion- 10 Sie prevent Cis or such cooperation. presen’ 
the me has a consulting part in the —— 

Survey study of Hungarian Partridge, the Minnesota study 
of Ruffed Grouse, the University of Wisconsin 
study of Quail and will probably be connected with 
further upland os bird studies throughout the 
country. All of the information developed in these 
other states would probably be available to us if 
we could induce the Survey to assist in this study. 
Their facilities in a investigation work 

2 are unequalled in the nation. 

It would even be a very fine thing to request this 
institution to furnish or select a man to work under 
Gross this summer and to follow out the investiga- 
tion thereafter. This would simplify any Civil 
Service difficulties and would insure getting a man 
of ability in field research work. 

Summing up this discussion of the Prairie Chicken Inves- 
tigation then, the following specific recommendations are made: 

(1) agent the investigation to inelude formal cooper- 
ation with the University of Wisconsin Conservation 
Committee and with the United States Biological 

Summary Survey.
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(2) Secure an all year man to go into immediate 
training under Dr. Gross and to continue the 
investigation after he has left the state. 
Selection of this man to be ae approved 
a bee pane ple f of Wi and the United 
States Biologi Survey, if they can be in- 
duced to come in. 

(3) Plea the investigation as nearly along prestinnd 
lines as penee tee but taking an amply a 
view of whole project. 

(4) The Revegtign tien to extend at least until the 
fall of 1932, insofar as legislative appropria- 
tions will permit.
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CHAIRMAN, RESE4RCH BUREAU 

Jmuary 17, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin 

; Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I an submitting a proposed five year program 
for the game division. I am wondering whether you 
can run over this briefly the first part of the week 
and offer your criticisms and suggestions, so that I 
may have your opinion by the time I discuss the program 
with Mr. Noyes in Milwaukee the latter part of the week. 
You understand that this is for game only, and that the 
research bureau program will be prepared later, to 
include a great number of things not specified in the 
game program. 

Will call you about Wednesday or Thursday after 
you have had time to givethe program a little thought. 

Sincerely yours, 

iz . ¢ 

WFG:EL Superintendent g@f/Gane



WISCONSIN FIVE YEAR GAME PROGRAM 

; By: W. F. Grimmer, 
Superintendent of Game 

, 

: January 9, 1931



GAME DIVISION FIVE YEAR PROGRAM 

introduction 

In submitting a five year grogram for game administration and 

game management in Wisconsin, particular care has been exercised to 

present a program that is not too complex. Game administration, with 

its countless detail, is highly complicated. An attempt to meet, or 

begin to meet, all the game problems to be solved in Wisconsin within a 

five year period - even with augmented funds and personnel - would mean 

a jumbied administration without clean-cut, concrete results. By con- 

centrating on and supporting immediate major problems, visible results 

will be apparent in a comparatively short time. 

The sportsman and the public in Wisconsin are naturally more 

interested in the present than they are in a distant, hazy future. To 

gain their interest and support for a steadily increasing annual game 

program it is urged that as fast as possible, an elastic policy be 

followed, permitting the adoptionof new ideas, following experience, 

that will bring about practical results in the shortest posible time, 

continuing more slowly on a program that can be seen only in the future.



Policy 

At the 17th Annua] American Game Conference in New York City on 

December 1 and 2, 1930, a proposed American game policy was adopted by 

the American Game Protective Association. Seven fundamental actions 

were recommended at the conference. It is recommended that the Wiscon- 

sin Game Division adopt these actions for its onal, policy. The seven 

actions are: (1) Extend public ownership and management of game lands 

Just as far and as fast as land prices and atailable funds permit. (2) 

Recognize the landowner as the custodian of public game on all other land. 

Protect him from the irrespnansible hunter and compensate fim for putting 

his land in a productive condition. Compensate him either publicly or 

privately with either cash, services or protection for the use of his land 

and for his labor on condition that he preserve the game seed and otherwise 

safeguard the public interest. In short, make game management a partner- 

ship enterprise, to which the landholder, the sportsman and the public each 

contribute appropriate services, and from which eaeh derive appropriate 

rewards. (3) Experiment to determine in each state the merits and demerits 

of various ways of bringing the three parties into productive relationship 

with each other. Encourage the adoption of all ways which promise to result 

in game management. Let the alternative ways compete for tue use of tie 

land, subgecting them to public regulation if this becomes necessary. (4) 

Train men for skillfuf game admihistration, management and fact finding. 

Make game a preteanten like forestry, agriculture, and other forms of applied 

biology. (5) Find famts on what to do on the land to make game abundante 

(6) Recognize the non-shooting protectionist and scientist as sharing with 

the sportsmen and landowners the responsibility for consegevation of wild 

life as a whole. Insist on a joint conservation program, jointly formulated



and jointly financed. (7) Provide funds. Insist on publie funds from 

general taxation for all betterments serving wild life as a whole. let 

the sportsman pay for dl betterments serving game alone. Seek private j 

funds to help carry the cost of education and research.



IN DR 2 

1. Game survey and compulsory questionnaire and kill report. 

2. Game refuge, wild life refuge, sanctuary and public shooting 
ground program. : 

3. Purchase and lease of public hunting grounds. 

4. State game farm. 
Subsidiary game farms. 
Hungarian partridge farm. , 
Moon Lake refuge. 

Five year stocking program for ring-neck pheasants and 
Hungarian partridge. 

5. Winter feeding program. 

de 6. Waterfowl refuge program, 

7. Establishment of a forest and shrub experimental station 
(for natural winter feeding of game birds). Experimental 
cover restoration. Forestry practice and game. 

8. Cooperation with the Division of Béucation and Publications 
on Game Division literature. Biological Survey bublétin 
distribution. Picture displays. 

9. Wisconsin Predator Sufvey. 

10. Fur Bureau. 

1l. The Wisconsin bounty system. 

12. Recommended five year game division budget.



WISCONSIN GAME CHART 

Key: Abundant - A 
Plentiful - P 
Searce - S 
Very searce - VS 
None - WN 
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Game Bird Northern Central Southwestern Southeastern 
Species (cont) District District District District 

Widgeon 3 s 2 s $ s ; s 
anvas back : : t ; 2 

Red head 3 S 3 $s 2 5 : P 
Gtr. blue bill : P 3 P : P $ A 
Lesser blue bill: Fr ; P : Z : A 
Burrlehead 3 5 3 5 $ S : 5 

rath 2 Ts : s : s ” s 
aw: 5 Vs ‘ N $ ‘ ‘ 

Scoter : 5 $ s ‘ S : 5 
Canada Goose 2 § i &: 2 $s : P



Game Survey and Compulsory Questionnaire and Kill Report 

Modern, scientific business management is essential to successful 

game administration, No lage business enterprise could function today 

without taking stock of merchandise on hand once each year, or without 

modern khookkeeping methods regulating sales and distribution. Game admin- 

istration in Wiseonsin cannot function properly unless we are able to take 

an inventory of our game crop annually, by a yearly game survey, and rggui- 

ate tts taking and distribution by an annual kill report. 

Wisconsin needs a systematic organization for the collection of game 

facts in order to conduct an annual state game survey, by counties on all 

game species. Such a survey was initmted in 1929 by Mr. Aldo Leopold of 

the Sporting “rms and Manufacturers' Institute. In order to be efficient 

it is necessary that this survey be conducted by trained, well informed sport 

men, each county in the state being represented by at least two of these 

observers, It is a matter of time to build up this organization which ms 

been started into one which we believe will be the m@t efficient organiza- 

tion of its kind, eventually offering to the conservation commission, the 

members of the legislature, the sportsmen and the general public, accurate, 

detailed informatiog on the game crop in every coumty in the state. Only 

by the succéssful operation of this plan can we expect to efficiently 

administer game management in Wisconsin. 

In order to regulate the taking of the annual “Wisconsin game crop 

and at the same time to administer a practical stocking program, it is 

necessary that a compulsory questionnaire and kill report be submitted by 

all licensed sportsmen. Means must be devised wherein a greater percentage 

of the returns may be tabulated, aie it will be valueless, It 

is recommended that a printed form, showing data desired by the game division 

be issued with the hunting licenses, and that it be mandatory that the form 

properly filled in and signed, be returned to the game division offices



not later than *ebruary 1, of the succeeding year. Through the cooperation 

of conservation wardens, state game observers, Izaak Walton Leagues, Kod 

and Sun Slubs and interested sportsmen, andoubtedly sufficient pressure 

can be brought to bear to educate the general hunting public of the value 

of these reports and of the importance of returning them to the game divi- 

sion for compilation. 

a If the above plan should not prove pratticable, it is recommended 

that the questionnaire be included on the hunting license form, the repart 

of the applicant's game bake for the preceding year to be filled out'hy 

the county clerk or other officer, upon the issuing of a hunting license. 

The statement should be signed by the applicant and sworn to before the 

issuing officer. 

The proposed questionnaire should cover the following species of 

game in season: 

Quadrupeds Birds 

White tailed deer Ring-neck pheasant 
Black bear Gray (Hungarian) partridge 
Timber wolf Brairie chieken 
Brush wolf Sharp-tailed grouse 
Bob cat Ruffed grouse 
Lynx Bob-white quail 
Red fox ' Wild turkey 
Gray fox Wood cock 
Beaver Jack snipe 
Otter Plover 
Raccoon Rails 
Oppossum Waterfowl 
Badger Ducks 

. Skunk Mallard 
Muskrat - Black duck 
Mink Green winged teal 
Snowshoe rabbit Blue winged teal 
Jack rabbit Pintail j 
Cottonteil rabbit Canvas back 
Gray squirrel Red head 
Fox squirrel Greater blue bill 
Black squirrel Lesser blue bill 

Bufflehead 
Coot or mud hen, and 

other ducks 
Canada goose, and 
other geese



Game and Wild Life Kefuke Program 

For game administration purposes, Wisconsin falls into four 

logical game districts, each of which has its ow peculiar problems and 

characteristics. In discussing a refuge program it is necessary to use 

these four game districts, which are described as follows: 

Southeastern District (incliding Green, 4ock, Walworth, Kenosha, Racine, 

Milwaukee, Waukesha, Jefferson, Dane, Sauk, Columbia, Dodge, Washingtan, 

Ozaukee, Sheboygan, Fond du Lac, Green Lake, Marquette, Waushara, Winnebago, 

Calumet, Manitowoc, Kewaunee, Door, Brown and Outagamie, or twenty-six 

counties). 

The general characteristics are (1) High agricultural development; 

(2) Numerous seattered areas, of from one half acfe to forty thousand acres, 

of open marsh, tamarack swamps and wet “waste landg;" (3) Numerous lekes 

ranging from deep, weedless lakes, like Green Lake, to shalliw, weedy lakes, 

/ like Puckaway, and of all sizes from ponds to Winnebago; (4) Woodlots 

largely pastured and grazed out of many desirable game foods; (5) Cover 

of the hedgerow type defitient over much of the area, with many local 

exceptions, to a serious degree; (6) High industrial development with cnn- 

sequent intensive hunting within driving distance of most cities. 

Southwestern Digtrict (including Lafayette, Iowa, Grant, Crawford, *ichland 

Vernon, La Crosse, Monroe, Jackson (west half), Trempealeau’, Buffalo, Pepin 

Pierce, Dunn, Hau Claire, Chippewa and St. Croix counties, seventeen). 

The general characteristics are (1) Fairly high agricultural develop- 

ment, but less than in the southeast; (2) Almost entire absence of swamps, 

marshes and lakes except along river courses; (3) Woodlots (where present) 

laxgely grazed by cattle, with consequent cover dépletion; (4) Hedgerows



almost lacking over most of the territory; (5) Industrial development 

small, mich less than in the southeast; (6) In parts of Iowa, Grant ana 

Lafayette counties exists what may be termed a "game desert" where cover and 

food are so limited as to exclude game in numbers sufficient for hunting; 

(7) Wooded ravines and ridges occur in the upper two-thit’s of the district. 

Central District (including Juneau, Adams, Jackson (east half), Wood, 

Portage and Marathon counties). 

The general characteristics are (1) Moderate agricultural development 

(as in Marathon county) to little or no development in the abandoned 

drainage district areas (as in Wood comty); (2) Very extensive marsh and 

grass district, generally not wet enough to be attractive to waterfowl; 

(3) Pew lakes; (4) Large areas of second growth jack pine and serub oak 

forests; (5) Local industrial development not widespread. 

Northern District (including Shawano, Oconto, Langlade, Lincoln, Taylor, 

Clark, Rusk, Barron, Polk, Burnett, Washbury, Sawyer, Price, Oneida, Foret, 

Florence, Marinette, Vilas, Iron, Ashland, Bayfield ani Douglas counties, . 

twenty-two). 

The gene ral characteristics are (1) Moderate agricultural develop- 

ment, as in Sarron county, to very little agricultural development, as in 

Vilas county; (2) Lumbering still one of the important industries, and 

some forestry now being practised; (3) Large recreational development, 

which will make further growth; (4) Many thousands of lakes and streams 

of sicmntel meant and depths; (5) Extensive marshes, barrens and stump lands; 

(6) In@ustrial development slow; (7) 4 large hunting rural population 

seattered to the remotest parts of the game country. i 

In establishing an efficient refuge program in Wisconsin it must 

be remembered that a refuge (with surrounding public shooting grounds) 

is practicable only when such species of game birds and animals are stocked



within the refuge that will fill up the refuge area and overflow the 

boundaries to the adjacent public hunting lands. 

All game animals and birds parg#icularly adapted for the refuge- 

public shooting ground program should be classed as Class 4 game. Any 

other species of game that will make use of theme refuges, but which should 

be considered as second class refuge game, should be classified as Class B 

game. According to the four game districts we therefore have: 

Northern Yistrict Class A Class B 

Deer Bear 
Beaver Otter 
Muskrat Raccoon 
Shabp-tailed grouse Rabbits 
Prairie chicken Squirrels 

Ruffed grouse 
Spruce grouse 

Southwestern District Class A Class B 

Deer Otter 
Beaver Raccoon 

4 Muskrat Rabbits 
Wild turkey Squirrels 
Sharp-tailed grouse Ruffed grouse 
Prairie chicken Quail 
Ring-neck pheasant Wood cock 
Hunggrian partridge 

Central District Class 4. Blass A 

Deer Rabbits 
Beaver Squirrels 
Muskrat Ruffed grouse 
Prairie chicken Quail 
Sharp-tailed grouse Wood cock 

Southeastem Vistrict Class A Class B 

. Ring-neck pheasant Rabbits 
Hungarian partridge Squirrels 
Muskrats Quail 

Wood cocks 

The game species of Wisconsin best gdapted for a general refuge 

program are deer, beaver, muskrat, prairie chicken, sharp-tailed grouse, 

ring-neck pheasants and Hungarian partridge. Of these, the most important
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in the northern and central game districts are deer, beqver, muskrats, 

prairie chickens and sharp-tailed grouse; in the southeastern and south- 

western districts, muskrats, ring-neck pheasants and Hungarianpartridge, 

Rabbits, squirrels and ruffed grouse are the most important Class B game 

in all districts. In refuge recommendations game species will heresafter 

be listed according to this classification. 

The following excerpts from the American game policyrecently 

adopted at New York indirectly covers efficient ways of organization and 

forms of compensation in a general refuge system, It is recommended that 

the game division be permitted to encourage in every way possible farmer- 

sportsman relationships that tend toward organization, and that as much as 

possible all forms of compensation be experimented with. New ideas can be 

created by experimentation. 

"“Farmer-Sportsman Relationships. Ways to organize. Forms of 

Compensation. Sportsmen can establish working relations with farmsrs as: 

Private individuals (preserves). 
Closed groups (clubs). 
Public groups (associations). 

Collectively through governmental agencies (public shooting grounds ) 

Farmers can establish working relations with sportsmen as: 

Individuals. 
Neighborhood groyps or pools. 

Compensation to landowners for the privilege of hunting may take the 

form of: 

Cash rental per acre (lease). 
Gash payment per head of game killed, tol systen. 

Cash payment per man-day hunted, toll system. 

: Payment of part or all the taxes on the land, 

Service payment by hiring patrol to protect landowner's property. 

Service payment by installing foods coverts, and refuges. 

Service payment by restocking game. 

Regulation vs. Inaction. Each possible combina&sion of these alter- 

natives has advantages end disadvantages. None is perfect.
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"The committee contends that it is better to have several systems 

competing with each other, under state supervision, for a chance to 

practice management on the now idle farms, than to continue the futile 

attempt of the state to practice absentee management on farm land which it 

does not and cannot own, for the benefit of a huge group whose conduct it 

cannot control."
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State Game Refuges 

To establish and operate an efficient state game refuge system 

in Wisconsin, plans must be laid for a twemendous amount of survey work, 

the’ establishment of a program to operate a most comprehensive refuge 

plan and the eventual expenditure of many fundreds of thousands of dollars. 

The purchase of lands, both for state game refuges and for adjgining : 

public shooting grounds is desirable in all four game districts, but such 

purchases are out of the question for the most part of the southeastern 

and southwestern districts because of prohibitive land costs, The leasing 

of refuge lands for public shooting grounds in the southern districts is 

probably advisable as a temporary expedient. Other plans are at this time 

being worked out which may help to solve the problem. 

It is recommended to secure refuge and public shooting ground funds, 

that the resident hunting license be increased to $1.50; twenty-five to 

fifty cents of which is to be appropriated for the purchase of refuge lands 

and public shooting grounds in the northern and central game districts, and 

the lease of such lands in the southeastern and souwhwestern districts. 

This additional license fee should go into effect at.once in order that the 

' ceonservation commission may begin immediate purchase of lands. 

Northern Game District 

It is recommended that refuge lands in the northern game district | 

inelude not less than six sections of land nor more than eighteen sections;. 

and that public shooting lands adjacent to the refuge be purchased in a 

ratio of six to one, i.e. if six sections of land are purchased for refuge 

purposes there should be surrounding the refuge thiry sections of land 

purchased for public shooting grounds. 

It is recommended that both refuge and public shooting ground sites 

be chosen strategically for propagation and general ovefflow of deer,
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beaver, muskrat, sharp-tailed grouse and prairie chicken principally. 

Such areas should be selected only where there is an abundant supply of 

natural game food with ample water and sufficient cover. Refuge and ; 

public shooting ground boundaries should be bounded if possible by 

roads, railroads, streams or lake borders, and in all instances these 

boundaries should be properly posted as the conservation commission may 

direct. : 

At least one feeding station of not less than one acre should be 

constructed on each section of lend within the refuge, should the conser- 

vation commission gudge that conditions so warrant, 

It is recommended also that every available use be made of all 

state owned lands in the northern game district and all lands in the 

northern district under the Forest Crop Law, for the state game refuges and 

public shooting grounds, 

Bibect supervision of all northern refuges should be under a 

refuge inspector or his assistant. Enforcement in cooperation with the 

Enforcement Division should be requested. ’ 

Central Game District 

From the special refuge and public shooting ground funds certain 

areas should be purchased in the central game district, refuge sites to 

include not less than one section of land nor more than four sections, with 

the ratio of adjoining public shooting grounds not less than four to one. 

All other recommendations applying to refuges of the northern game 

district apply to the state game refuge program of the central district. 

Southeastern and Southwestern Game Districts 
It is here that we met our greatest problems with refuge work. 

. Much experimental work will have to be dme in order toselect the most 

practicable program for these districts, Experiments with leasing, and 

possibly the toll system should be tried. Much can be accomplisied by
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working in cooperation with sportsmen interested in private preserves, 

shooting clubs, and with neighborhood groups or pools, 

As an experiment it has been suggested that the following plan 

be tried if sufficient interest can be aroused to give the plan a thorough 

and practical try-outs- : 

The game division shall choose after a brief survey, the three 

counties in the southeastern and southwesterm districfs most adaptable to 

the natural propagation of ring-neck pheasants and Hungarian partridge with 

regard to topographg and natural food and cover. That, after a survey of 

the three counties is completed, a survey of the townships in these three 

counties be made so that two townships may be chosen from each county, such 

townships to represent best what the conservation commission desires in an 

experimental state game refuge and public shooting ground site. Upon 

completion of these surveys the conservation commission will submit the 

following proposition to the town boardé: That the conservation commission 

desires to set aside within the township four sections of land ( in one 

block) for a state game refuge; that the remaining lands in the township 

comprising thirty-two sections are to be considered public shooting grounds. 

The conservationcommission will then (1) stock annually 120 ring-neck 

pheasants and 20 Hungarian partridge on the state game refuge; (2) distri- 

pute from the state game farm for hatching 300 ring-neck pheasant eggs 

annually among the farmers on the refuge; (3) buy from the farmers whose 

lends are on the refuge not less than $100 nor more than $200 worth of feed 

in the form of shocked or threshed grains; (4) rent at an annual fee of 

$25 four cover-feeding stations of not less than one acre in each of the 

four sections of land within the refuge; (5) post the refuge boundary . 

without cost to the landowners within the refuge with state game refuge : 

signs at intervals of not less than 150 feet; (6) afford specfial state
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protection through a refuge inspector and his assistants against trespass 

and damage by hujters; (7) afford efficient predator controk (8) Pres- 

ent each landowner on the refuge a complimentay hunting license for small 

game. : 

To the owners of the public hunting grounds within the township 

(32 sections) the conservation commission offers (1) the privilege of 

exceptional small game hunting; (2) enforcement of the game laws and 

protection against vandalism by conservation commission special deputies; 

(&) the privilege of granting permission to hunt by card only. 

The cost, roughiy, of such an experiment includes the following: 

Cost of county surveys $150.00 
Cost of township surveys 150,00 
Cost of state game refuge signs (8 miles each 150', 280 

signs a@ 15¢ each) 42,00 
Posting state game refuge signs 40,00 
Cost of public shooting ground signs (24 milea each 300! 

432 signs at 20¢ each) 86.40 
Posting public shooting ground signs 80.00 

Total $548.40 

This is to be charged off for the three year experiment, 
leaving the annual cost of 182.80 
Purchase of grains annually _ 150,00 
Stocking of 120 pheasants at $2.50 each 500,00 
Furnishing 300 pheasant eggs at 15¢ each 45,00 
Incidentals 300.00 
Enforcement and predator control _950.00 _ 

Total $1,127.80 

A refuge inspector can be secured at $100 a month or $1200 a year. 

His expenses should not amount to more than $75 a month or $900 for the 

_ year, or a total of $2,100. Indidentals, traps, additional posting or 

replacing posting, and additional labor is allowed for by the fund of ¥100 

for each refuge providing in all $600. Original posting to be done by 

this man, and sy labor, tools, nails, wire, etc. to be used by him in 

this posting to come from the special fund of #40 on refuges. and $80 on 

public shooting grounds,
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Chaming off »S00 for the 120 ring-neck pheasants to be stocked 

on the refuge annually, and chawing off the $45 for the 300 pheasant 

eggs annually, appropriations for which are already made, the actual cost 

of this experimental work in six townships covering six state game refuges 

of four sections of land each with adjoining public hunting grounds of 

192 square miles, will be $782.80 per township or $4,696.80 for the six 

townships. 

- By Jamuary 1, 1933, sufficient experience should be gained in 

refuge experimenta] work in the southeastern and southwestern game districts 

to permit the establishment of a state game refuge system for these 

districts, It is important that this experimental work be started at ~ 

onee and that a policy be adopted not later than this date, 

Wild Life Refuges or Secondary Refuges 

- Southern Districts 

It is bmportant that the conservation commission encourage in 

every way the establishment of privately owned wild life refuges. These 

refuges will, however, function properly only under strict rules and : 

regulations, Recommendations with regard to privately owned wild life 

refuges are as follows: (1) That only such refuges be approved that 

adhere to the same general comnlitions that apply to the game refuges, with 

the addition that the same cover and food conditions prevail within one 

mile of the refuge boundaries;: (2) that wild life refuges will not in- 

clude more than one and oneskalf percent of the total county area; (3) 

that such wild life refuges must include at least one section of land and 

not more than two sections; (4 ) that the boundary lines be-bounded if 

possible by roads, railroads, streams, lake borders or distinctive fences; 

(5) that wild life refuge signs furnished by the conservation commission 

at a cost not exceeding 15¢ each be posted not less than each 150 feet; 

(6) that all landowners whose lands adjoin the refuge boundaries declare
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te ae 

in writing their lands to be open to public hunting; (7) one cover-feeding 

station be constructed on each half section of 320 acres of land upon 

the recommendation of the conservation commission; (8) that the enforce- 

ment officers of wild life refuges are the county conservation wardens; 

that a local deputy sheriff be appointed as an assistant in matters of 

enforcement and predator control; (9) that the refuge is to be filed by 

petition of the land owners on the refuge and the land owners adjoining 

the refuge boundary, to be granted for a period of six years. 

The conservation commission will agree to stock not less than 20 

pheasants annually on wild life refuges and will furnish to landowners on 

the refuge for hatching, rearing and distribution not less than 50 ring- 

neck pheasant eggs annually. 

Northern and Central Game Districts 

That regulations for the northern and central game districts 

wild life refuges be the same as the southwestern and southeastern dis- 

tricts, except that (1) wild life refuges in northern and central counties 

must contain at least one section of land and not more than four sections; 

(2) that wild life refuges will not include more than three percent of 

the total county area. 

Sanctuaries (all game districts) 

In the event that it has been highly recommended to the conser- 

vation commission that any area of ground not less than forty acres nor 

more than 640 acres be set aside for the propagation of wild animals, birds, 

trees, shrubs, plants or flowers, it is recommended that the conservation 

commission designate such areas as state wild life sanctuaries. 

A sanctuary must have sufficient cover and food for the game 

birds and animals thereon and for their natural increase. [In the event
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of lack of natural feed, feeding stations as designated by the conser- 

vation commission shall be maintained thereon. | 

Sanctuary boundaries shall be clean-cut and distinct and posted 

not less than each 150 feet with state wild life sanctuary signs. 

All sanctuaries will be under the direct supervision of the county 

conservation wardens and the local deputy sheriffs. 

411 sanctuaries will be granted by petition for a period of not 

more than five years. : : 

Administration of all state game refuges, wild life refuges and 

sanctuaries should be centralized. It is desirable, to begin with, that 

a state refuge inspector be appointed, who will work under the game 

division on preliminary refuge work. The eventual appointment of district 

refuge inspectors, under the administration of the game division, will be 

necessary. 

With the acquisition and selection of large permanent state game 

refuges in the northern district, permanent game keepers will eventually 

have to be employed. 

A cooperative plan of refuge enforcement is at this time being 

reed worked out with the enforcement division.
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Purchase and Lease of Public Hunting Grounds 

With the present trespass law, the problem of sportsmen gaining 

access to hunting lands is becoming acute. Direct acquisition by the 

state of northern and central game district lands for public hunting , 

grounds is essential. It is recommended that machinery be set in action 

and that a survey be started to acquire areas in these districts at once. 

Funds for this purpose must come from an additional license fee or from 

direct legislative appropriation. Acquisition of these lands should be 

increased yearly until a maximum annual acquisition has been reached. 

Experimental work should begin at once in the southern districts 

with the leasing of public hunting grounds, together with any other plans 

that may be evolved for a successful solution of the southern district 

refuge problem. A public shooting grounds plan should be adopted for 

the southern districts by January 1, 1933, with a gradual annual acquisition 

thereafter of such areas as funds will permit. 

By January 1, 1936, 100,000 acres of refuge and public hunting 

land should be purchased and in operation in the northern and central 

game districts. A minimum of 500,000 acres should be in operation under 

an established refuge and public shooting ground policy in the southern 

district by the same time. i 

In all cases it is recommended that with the purchase or lease of 

public hunting grounds that this purchase or lease be considered only in 

conjunction with the state game refuge program.
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State Game Farm 
Subsidiary Game Farus 
Hungarian partridge Farm 
Moon Lake Refuge 

Five year stocking program for 
Ring-neck pheasants and Hungarian partridge 

The Wisconsin state geme farm, located in ‘section 15, township 

$1 North, range 27 East, Peninsula: State Park, at present consists of 

approximately 93 acres that are in actual use for game farm purposes. 

Facilities include, one game farm manager's residence, one residence 

used as a temporary quarters for game farm employees, one combination 

hatching equipment and feed house and one building used as a storage feed 

house. There are three large pheasant rearing fields, one of approximately 

16 acres, one of about 26 acres and another of about 10 acres; a wild tur- 

key field comprising about 6 acres, a porsble breeding pen field of 4 acres, 

; a sharp-tailed grouse experimental field of 3 acres, an emergency rearing 

field of 7 acres, and a prairie chicken and Hungarian partridge experimental 

field of 8 acres, 200 stationary ‘breeding pens cover an additional four 

acres of ground. The fam is completely equipped for the annual breeding, 

hatching and rearing of 7,500 to 10,000 ring-neck pheasants, with the neces- 

sary equipment for an ddditional output of 1,000 miscellaneous game. birds, 

The farm is equipped also for the production of 20,000 to 30,000 ring-neck 

pheasant eggs for cooperative purposes. 

With the addition of 25 to 50 percent more ground the state game 

farm can yi@ld an annual maximum output of-12,000 pheasants, together with 

an annual production of from 25,000 to 50,000 ring-neck pheasant eggs for 

cooperative purposes, 

It is recommended that in 1931 and 1932 the maximum output of 

pheasants at the state game farm be confined to 10,000 birds, With the : 

addition of extra acreage an annual output of 12,000 ring-neck pheasants can
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be produced at the farm in 1933, 1954 and 1955 with but slight additional 

coat. 

A plan by which temporary county game farms can be established in 

desirable pheasant propagationareas, jodiiend ack? in the southern game 

districts, is under way. The state game farm at Fish Creek will be used as 

a hatching plant, with the day-old chicks being shipped to the county farm 

immediately after hatching, together with their foster mothers. Both one 

man and two man temporary farms are planned - of twelve weeks’ duration. . 

Pheasants will be reared to the age of ten weeks at the county farms and 

will be distributed principally in the county in which the farm has been 

located, and in counties immediately adjacent thereto, The value of the 

project lies in the fact that the birds will have fresh acreage each year, 

and in the fact that it will further education and interest along stocking 

lines, in the locality where the game farm lies. 

In the event that the subsidiary county game farm plan is successful, 

a triak of which is to be made in 1931, provision should be made for the 

establishment of three farms in 1932, with a maximum output each of from ~ 

1,000 to 1,500 pheasants, At least three farms should be continued there- 

after each year, the farms being moved to different counties each succeeding 

seasons 

The employment of a pheasant cooperative agent, who will work through- 

out the state, submitting distributing recommendations, assisting in propa- 

gation methods, and checking planting areas and beeeding stations, is 

urgently recommended, The cost of such a man willbe repaid many times over 

py the more efficient stocking methods that will result from this work. 

Due to the fact that the Hungarian or gray partridge is apparently 

ed@apted for the larger part of the southeastern and southwestern game dist+ 

ricts, it is desirable that much work be done in the planting and propagation 

of this species. A survey of the adaptability of partridge in certainareas
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is needed, and the purchasé of from 100 to 150 pairs of these birds from 

Europe each year is advisable for the next five years. It is planned to 

establish in 1951. a natural Hungarian partridge faru, consisting of approx- 

. imately 2,000 acres of leased land in the finest partridge country in 

Jefferson county. Plans for the farm include supervision by a game ke eper 

who will post the area, check nests, control predators, establish feeding 

: stations end trap and trassport a percentage of the birds reared on the 

farm to desirable stocking areas throughout the state, From 500 to 800 

birds should be trapped annually on this natural farm after efficient 

methods are once in effect. Due to the fact that a Wisconsin reaged part- 

ridge is much more valuable than an imported bird from a stocking stand- 

point, this plan affords an opportunity to secure exceptionally high class 

breeding birds at a comparatively low cost. In the event that this plan 

is successful additional natural farms should eventually be established 

throughout the state, 

: It is hoped that the state may acquire within the next year or two 

the Moon Lake Refuge, which should be used as an official Wisconsin water- 

fowl banding station and as an experimental game and fur farm, It is 

hoped that in addition the refuge can be used for the education of the public 

of Wisconsin on (1) Wisconsin species of game; (2) practical breeding, 

hatching and rearing of game birds; (3) model cover restomation; (4) 

proper catrol methods for predators; and (5) up-to-date winter feeding. 

| Extensive experimental work in conjunction with the research bureau and 

Be the University of Wisconsin can be ideally located here, offering to the 

people of Wisconsin valuable facts on game birds and animals which could be 

published annually in bulletinand pamphlet form, 

The 1930 production of the state game farm, including pheasants 

reared at the farm and birds reared and liberated from eggs shipped to
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cooperators, was approximately 15,000 birds. It is estimated that there 

were in addition approximately 5,000 additional pheasants reared and 

distributed in Wisconsin in 1930 from other means, Inasmuch as it is 

believed that a great percentage of all counties in the southeastern and 

southwestern game districts will eventually be suitable for the breeding 

of ring-nedk pheasants, it is hoped to gradually increase the number of 

birds stocked each year by the state until a maximum output of 25,000 birds 

has been reached, with an additional putput of approximately 5,000 birds 

by other means, It is estimated that about 24,000 ring-neck pheasants “ 

were liberated in Wisconsin in 1929 and 1950. There were of course several 

thousand birds liberated before that time. Providing the state can make 

a 20% increase for the next three years over the 1930 stocking program there 

will be approximately 24,000 birds stocked in 1951. By the fall of 1933, 

according to this schedule, there should be stocked inWisconsin between 

1929 and 1935 from 80,000 to 100,000 pheasants. Providing there is no 

rift in the plan, present stocking methods plus natural breeding should 

produce by October 15, 1933 from 300,000 to 600}000 pheasants in Wisconsin, 

\ the majority of which would be in not more than forty counties in the 

southern game districts, 

Avery thorough survey of the pheasant crop should be made in 1952, 

It is believed that the result of this survey will show that, in the fall 

of 1953, the majority of townships in from thirty to thirty-five counties 

in the southern game districts may be opened for a short pheasant season. 

In many instances the whole county can probably be opened. 

With the present range and distribution of Hungarian partridge already 

stocked, it is logic&l to assume that, by the fall of 1933, the season may 

also be opened on these birds, covering from eight to twelve or fifteen 

counties.
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Winter Feeding 

The winter feeding of Wisconsin upland game birds (ground feeding 

birds) has been carried on in a more or less haphazard manner the last 

few years, due to lack of funds and proper organization. Practically all 

feeding in the past, with the exception of 70 stations established in 1930 

by the conservation commission, has been done by private organizations and 

individuals. 

Winter feeding funds and a practical organization for the wise dis- 

$ribution of these funds is needed in a state-wide winter feeding program. 

411 surveys should be conducted through conserfation wardens and state 

game. observers, with principal stations being established and controlled 

by the state through the wardens and observers. 

Winter feeding in Wisconsin at the present time pertains princppally 

to ring-neck pheasants, Hungarian partridge, prairie chicken, sharp-tailed 

grouse, bob-white quail and wild turkeys. It is necessary that the survey 

be made in 1931 and that recommendations be submitted to the conservation 

commission for a minimum number of stations needed in each game district, 

| Funds should be provided for from 256 to 500 winter feeding stations in 1931, 

at a cost of $10 to $25 per station, with an additional increase of from 50 

to 100 stations yearly until recommendations have been mete It is advisable 

that these stations be located on state or county lands wherever possible. 

Every cooperation should be offered Izaak Walton Leagues, Rod and Gun 

Clubs and other organizations and individual sportsmen and farmers for the 

continuation of winter feeding work that they have donducted in the past. 

It is recommended at this time that in all feeding station work only 

the lean-to-hopper station, standing comm station, shocked corn station, the 

standing buckwheat station or the buckwheat pile station be used in state 

winter feeding work, the type of station and its size to depend upon local 

conditions.
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Waterfowl Refuge Program . 

_ It is of the utmost importance that, during 1931 an experimental 

system of waterfowl (duck) refuges be established in Wisconsin. A rather 

comprehensive state-wide survey is being conducted at this time with regard 

to securing, by counties, the best duck areas, the principle farms of duck 

foods in these areas with suggested recommendations for additidnal plantings, 

the variety and number of local breeding ducks, the flight dates of the 

early, main and late Canada flights, with the varieties of waterfowl, in 

order of abuddance, the cause of leaving, the mapping of local and through . 

flyways, the types of hunting and the effect of mud hens or coots, muskrats 

and carp on duck foods, 

It is recommended that two strings of waterfowl refuges be established 

in 1931, with not less than three duck areas on each string, and that fol- 

lowing this experiment additional refuges to the extent of not less than six 

waterfowl areas each year be established annually thereafter, 

Recommendations with regard to waterfowl refuge and sanctuary types, 

specific areas to be designated as refuges or sanctuaries, recommended duck 

food plantings, regulations pertaining to waterfowl refuges and sanctuaries, 

size of refuges, boundary lines, posting, artificial feeding, and enforce- 

ment will be submitted immediately upon completion of the present waterfowl 

survey.
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Establishment of a Forest and Shrub Experimental Station 
(for natural winter feeding of game birds), Experimental 

Cover Restoration, Forestry Program and Game 

Cooperation of the division of game with the division of forestry in 

establishing a tree and shrub experimenta] station for the experimental 

growing and distributing of food bearing trees, shrubs, plants and vines 

is needed, It is recommended that as far as possible experimenta] plantings 

be made entirely on state controlled lands. An excellent policy would be to 

conduct these experiments in conjunction with the state game refuge and wild 

life refuge program. The eventual purpose of this experimental station is to 

furnish, at cost, natural food Nbiering Sete, shrubs, plants and vines to 

sportsmen's organizations, individual sportsmen and farmers for food and cover 

| restoration purposes. By establishing this experimental station in 1951, 

it should be possible to begin active distribution by 1954, 

Experimental cover restoration work should be carried on in conjunction 

with the state game refuge and wild life refuge program. This work should 

be in cooperation with the forest and shrub experimental station, with par- 

ticular emphasis on the non-grazing woodlot greas and the establishment of 

artificial cover and feed stations. 

From a game standpoint it is desirable in forestry planting not to 

plant solidly with one species of tree, A territory planted solidly to 

one species does not have the potential game value of the same territory 

planted alternately with pines and hardwoods, It is important also that 

openings be left in forest plantings to permit the concentration of game 

in these open areas for feed and cover. Further plans are to be worked out 

with the Forestry Division.
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Cooperation with Division of Education and 

Publications on Game Division Literature 

: It is urged, as soon as funds become available, that the following 

publications be compiled and printed for statewide distribution: 

1. Publication of the Wisconsin game and wild life refuge program. 

2. Publication of a Wiscosin waterfowl refuge program. 

3. Publication of a Wisconsin winter feeding bulletin. 

&. The ungrazed woodlot - a miniature game and wild life refuge, 

It is believed that Wisconsin is in great need of bulletins or 

¥ pamphlets on the above subjects, and that well written articles, giving 

pra in substance present and future plans, the particular need for the subject 

a and as many interesting prints as possible will act in great length in 

educating the sportsmen of Wisconsin on four of the more important game 

division problems that vitally affect every sportsman. 

Additional bulletins on (1) Wisconsin game; (2) The Wisconsin game 

survey; (3) The Wisconsin state game farms; (4) The Wisconsin Hungarian 

partridge farm; (5) The ring-neck pheasant and Hungarian partridge in Wis- 

consin; (6) Cover restoration in Wisconsin, should be written and published 

in 1932 and 1933. Additional publications should be issued in 1954 and 1935 

for the education of the public on specific problems during those yearse 

It is recommended in additidn that the Division #f Education and 

Publications secure fromthe U,. S. Department of Agriculture any Biological 

Survey bulletins pertaining to the breeding and rearing of game and fur 

bearing animals, and all other literature issued by the Survey dealing 

specifically with Wisconsin game, for general distribution. 

It is urged also that picture displays (both moves and still petures) 

relating to game division and research bureau patent ssa be used wherever 

possible to promote interest and education in Wisconsin game,
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Wisconsin P redator Survey : 

A survey of the Wisconsin predator situation is essential if we 

are to regulate the ratio of predators to game in a game management 

program, Little information on the Wisconsin predator situation is 

available at this time, and it is essential that by 1952 a full time 

man be put on this work, and that a comprehensive predator survey, by 

counties, be established. ; Such a predator survey ins be condueted 

in conjunction with the annual game survey with the assistance of 

conservation wardens and state game observers.
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Fur Bureau 

Fur farme were first established uiéer the conservation commission 

in Wisconsin in 1923. There were five licenses issued in that year. 

In 1924 the licenses increased to 78; in 1925 to 157; in 1926 to 382; and 

in 1927 to 661; in 1928 to 1198; in 1929 to 1735 and in 1930 to 2230. 

Several hundred licenses have been cancelled since they were issued, but 

at the present time there are approximtely 500 licenged muskrat fur 

farms, 61 beaver fur farms, and 1,050 fur farms which include the breeding 

of otter, fisher, marten, skunk, mink and recoon, in Wisconsin. Providing 

that fur farms continue to increase at the rate of five to six hundred 

each year, it will be necessary to augment the office and inspecting 

force in order to efficiently meet the increase. Provision for this ts 

peen made in the suggested budget. The fur bureau up to the present time 

has been entirely self sustaining.
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Wisconsin Sounty System 

The present bomty system in “isconsin is not effective in 

preventing haacecin destruction to the game of the state each year, 

particularly in areas of heavy vermin infestation, It is besides, 

extremely costly. 

It is believed that the cooperative work at present being carried 

on with the trappers of the Biological Survey is a step in the right 

direction on the new control system. It is also believed that eventually 

this new system of state control will be of such efficiency as to 

justify the entire replacement of the bowmty system. An efficient force 

of state predator hunters, st#ategically placed, should offer more 

efficient methods of control, particularly with the types of predators 

that best need control, than the present bounty system ever can offer. 

It is also reasonable to assume that control cdst tan be considerably 

lowered by this method. 

The present cooperative plan with the Siological Survey should 

be enlarged in 1931. Recommendations as to a specific program, based on 

the annual predator survgy, should be submitted after an additional 

year's trial, together with recommended budget requirements.



Recommended Five Year Budget 

1931-1952 1932-1935 1933-1934 1934-1935 1935-1936 

1. Annual game survey & 
compulsory kill report $4,000.00 $4,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 

2. State game refuge & 
public shooting ground 
program 

Purchase 60,000,00 60.000,00 75,000.00 75,000.00 100,000.00 
Lease 5,000.00 5,000,00 25,000.00 25,000.00 50,000.00 

(above figures to include 
administration & organiza- 
tion) 

5. See chapter 2. 

4, State game farm, stocking, 
cooperative agent 45,000.00 45,000.00 50,000.00 50,000.00 50,000.00 
Subsidiary game farms 3,000,000 9,000.00 9,000.00 9,000.00 9,000,00 
Hun. partridge farms 3,500,00 3,500,00 7,000.00 7,000.00 10,500.00 
Moon Lake Refuge 8,000,00 10,000.00 10,000.00 12,000,600 12,000.00 

5. Winter feeding program 4,000.00 5,000,00 6,000.00 7,500.00 7,500 000 

6. Waterfowl refuge pro- ‘ 
gram 3,000.00 6,000.00 12,000.00 12,000.00 12,000.00 

7. Establishment of forest 
& shrub experimental stations. 

Experimental diétribution, 

Experimental cover restora- : 
tion 2,500.00 3,500.00 3,500.00 5,000.00 /10,000,00 

8. Cooperation with Division 
of Rianatios & Publication 
on Game Yivision Literature 

6,000,00 7,500.00 10,000,000 10,000.00 10,000,00 

9, Predator Survey 500,00 3,000,00 3,000.00 3,000.00 35,000,00 

10.Fur Bureau 74500200 9,000.00 12,000.00 12,000.00 12,000.00 

ANNUAL TOTAL $152,000.00 170,000.00 227,500.00 232,500.00 291,000.00
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GEME DIVISION FIVE YEAR PROGRAM : 

: Introduction 

In submitting a five year program for game administration and 

game management in Wisconsin, particular care has been exercised to 

present a program that is not too complex. Game administration, with 

its countless detail, is highly complicated. An attempt to meet, or 

begin to meet, all the game problems to be solved in Wisconsin within 

a five year period - even with augmented funds and personnel - would 

mean a jumbled administration, without clean-cut, concrete results. 

By concentrating on and supporting immediate major problems, visible 

results will be apparent in a comparatively short time. 

an The sportsman and the public in Wisconsin are naturally more 

3 interested in the present than they are in a distant, hazy future. 

To gain their interest and support for a steadily increasing annual 

game program it is urged that as fast as possible, an elastic and 

experimental policy be followed, permitting the adoption of new ideas, 

following experience, that will bring about practical results in the 

shortest possible time - continuing more slowly on the program that 

can be seen only in the future. 

There is no question but what we must offer to the landowner 

remuneration of some sort if we are to interest him in propagating 

5 and cultivating game. We do not know just what means to take to offer 

: him this encouragement as yet. Further experiment will undoubtedly 

show the way. Whether eventually the title.of non-migratory game is



vested in the state, or in the landowner under the supervision of the 

state, some workable plan must be put into effect whereby the lands 

owners will benefit from the game thereon. By this plan he who is : 

responsible for the game will benefit, Landowners will become their 

own game breeders and conservation wardens. 

One thing is certain, and that is that rich and poor alike, 

must _ be able to shoot. Whether or not we eventually use the American 

free shooting system, the European management system, or a combination 

of the best points of both, this thought must be first in a Wisconsin 

game policy. Only be adhering to this policy can we efficiently 

administer the proposed game program.



Policy 

At the 17th Annual American Game Conference in New York City 

: on December 1 and 2, 1930, a proposed American Game Policy was adopted 

by the American Game Protective Association. Seven fundamental actions 

: were recommended at the conference, It is recommended that the Wiscon- 

sin Game Division adopt these actions for its game policy. The seven 

actions are: (1) Extend public ownership and management of game lands 

just as far and as fast as land prices and available funds permit. 

(2) Recognize the landowner as the custodian of public game.on all 

other land. Protcct him from the irresponsible shootcr and compensate 

him for putting his land in a productive condition. Compensate him 

either publicly or vrivately with cither cash, services or protection 

for the use of his land and for his labor on condition that he preser- 

ve the game seed and otherwise safeguard the public interest. In 

~ short, make game management a partner-ship enterprise, to which the 

: landholder,athe sportsman, and the public each contribute appropriate 

services, and from which each derive eppropriate rewards, (3) Exper- 

iment to determine in each state the merits and demerits of various 

ways of bringjng the three parties into productive relationship with 

each other, Encourage the adoption of all ways which promise to result 

in game management. Let the alternative ways compete for the use of 

the land, subjecting them to public regulation if this becomes neces- 

sary. (4) Train men for skillful gome administration, management and 

fact finding. Make game a profession like forestry, agriculture and 

other forms of applied biology. (5) Find foets on whet to do on the 

: land to make game abundant, (6) Recognize the non-shooting protection- 

ist and scientist as shering with the sportsmen and landowners the 

responsibility for conservation of wild life as a whole. Insist on



a joint conservation progrem, jointly formuleted and jointly financed, 

(7) Provide funds. Insist on public funds from general taxation for 

all betterments serving wild life as a whole. Let the sportsman pay 

- for all betterments serving game alone, Seck private funds to help 

carry the cost of education and research.



: WISCONSIN GAME CHART 

Key: Abundant - A 
Common - C 
Searce - S 
Very Scarce - V5 
None - N 

Quadruped Northern Central Southwestern Southeastern 

Species _ District District District District 

White-T. Deer : Cc : Cc : s : S 
Black bear : 5 3. N eo oat, : N ss 
Timber Woli : See eee ee : N 

Brush wolf : oe 5 ‘ S : VS 
Bob cat : C an V5 : Vs : N 
Lynx eee ee N : Ee B N 

REG Ox z C : S : =e : 5 
Gray fox : 5 an C Bees ee : S 
Beaver : C : C : 5 : VS 
a ee ee 
Raccoon : S : Cc : Bei £ 5 
Oppossum : N : N : vs : V5 

Badger : ae S : 5 : S 

Skunk : C : C : C i S° 
Muskret : C : C t C eee C eines 

Bink i 5 oe ; 3 2 5 

Snowshoe rabbit ee : Vs Z ao ‘ N 
Jack rabbit : N N ; VS : N 
Ca Js rabbit. ¢ 5 : C : ae : C 
Gray squirrel : S : C : C : C 

POR SGUITTGE. <. © : S BE — : 5 
Black squirrel: as : Vs VS see VS 

Game Bird Northern Central Southwestern Southeastern 

Species District District District District 

R, N. Pheasant: S : So : eee C 

Hun. Partridge: N : V5 : oo 7 C 

bP. Chicken ‘ C g C eee : S 

5. -T. Grouse 3 C : C : je : N 
Rutied erouse <0 : c ee : Ne 
Bob-white quail VS : V5 : O . : S 
Wild Vupkey. 3 N BS N ; VS : N 
Wood cock : Be ede : S : 3 
Jacksnipe i VS : 5 ; tee : C 
Plover Ce ee eee Bees ae : S pa 
Rails : BE oe 5 C : S : C 
Mallard duck =: C : C 3 C oS Oa 
Black duck : C : s : oe t s 
Grecn W. teal : Be ae Ss E S i C 
Blue Ws veel % s : C : sie : C 
Pintoil ; 5 ce ; 2 © fice C 
miOveLer Ss s : s ; S : s 
Gadweall z 5 : S : S : Ss



Game Bird Northern Central Southwestern Southeastern 
Species District District District District 
(cont) 

Widgeon : 5. S : S : Ss 
Canvasback : 5 : VS : s : C 
Red _ head : S S : S : we 
Gtr. Bluebill : C : i £ c C 
Lesser Bepill : C : C : C : C 
Bufflcehead SD Olean: S : S : Ss 
Ruddy Lee. : 5 : iS) ae: S ee 
Old squaw : VS : N : __N : S 
Scoter : 5 ae S : __ 8 : S 
Canada goose : S 3 S : S : C 
Snow goose : S : Ss : s : Ss



ADMINISTRATION CHART 
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Game Survey and Compulsory Questionnaire and Kill Report 

Modern, scientific business management is essential to success- 

ful game administration, No large business entcrprise could function 

today without taking stock of merchandise on hand once yearly, or with- 

out modern bookkeeping methods regulating sales and distribution. Game 

administration in Wisconsin cannot function properly unless we are 

able to take an inventory of our game crop annually, by a yearly game 

survey, and regulate its taking and distribution by an annual kill 

report. , 

Wisconsin needs a systematic organization for the collection of 

game facts in order to conduct an annual state game survey, by counties 

on all game species. Such a survey was initiated in 1929 by Mr. Aldo 

Leopold of the Sporting Arms and Manufacturers! Institute. In order 

: to be efficient it is necessary that this survey be conducted by 

trained, well informed sportsmen, each county in the state being rep- 

resented by at least two of these observers. It is a matter of time 

to build up this organization which has been started into one which we 

believe will be the most, efficient organization of its kind, eventually 

offering to the conservation commission, the members of the legislature, 

the sportsmen and the:-general public, accurate, detailed information 

on the game crop in every county in the state. Only by the successful 

operation of this plan can we expect to efficiently administer game 

management in Wisconsin. 

In order to regulate the taking of the annual Wisconsin game © 

erop and at the same time to administer a practical stocking program, 

it is necessary that a compulsory questionnaire and kill report be 

submitted by all licensed sportsmen. Moans must be devised wherein 

a greater percentage of the returns may be tabulated, otherwise it will 

be valueless, It is recommended that a printed form, showing data



desired by the game division .be issued with the hunting licenses, 

and that it be mandatory that the form, properly filled in and 

signed, be returned to the game division offices not later than . 

February 1, of the succeeding year. Through the cooperation of ~ 

conservation wardens, state game observers, Izaak Walton Leagues, 

Rod and Gun Clubs and interested sportsmen, undoubtedly sufficient 

presaure can be brought to bear to educate the general hunting 

public of the value of these reports and of the importance of re- 

turning them to the game division for compilation. 

If the above plan should not prove practicable, it is recom- 

mended that the questionnaire be included on the hunting license form, 

the report of the applicant's game take for the preceding year to be 

filled out by the county clerk or other officer, upon the issuing of 

a hunting license, The statement should be signed by the applicant 

and sworn to before the issuing officer, 

The proposed quéstionnaire should cover the following species 

of geme in season: 

Quedrupeds Birds 

Wuite tailed deer Ring-neck pheasant 
Black bear Gray (Hungarian) partridge 
Timber wolf Preirie Chicken 
Brush wolf Sharp-tailed grouse 
Bob cat Ruffed grouse 
Lynx Bob-white Quail 
Red fox Wild turkey 
Gray fox Wood cock 
Beaver Jack snipe 
Otter Plover alhbegl 
Raccoon Rails 
Oppossum Waterfowl 
Badger Ducks 
Skunk Mallard 
Muskrat Black duck 
Mink Green winged teal 
Saowshoe rabbit Blue winged teal 

Jack rabbit Pintail 
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Quadrupeds (cont) Birds (cont) 

Cottontail rabbit Canvasback 
Gray squirrel Red head 
Fox squirrel Greater bluebills 
Black squirrel Lesser bluebills 

Bufflehead 

Coot or mud hen, and 
other ducks 

Canada geese, and other geese 

ate



Game and Wild Life Refuge Program 

For game administration purposes, Wisconsin falls into four 

logical game districts, each of which has its ow peculiar problems 

= and characteristics, In discussing a refuge program it is necessary 

to use these four game districts, which are described as follows: 

Southeastern District (including Green, Rock, Walworth, Kenosha, 

Racine, Milwaukee, Waukesha, Jefferson, Dane, Sauk, Columbia, Dodge, 

Washington, Ozaukee, Sheboygan, Fond du Lac, Green Lake, Marquette, 

Waushara, Winnebago, Calumet, Manitowe Kewaunee, Door, Brown and 

Outagamie, or twenty-six counties.) 

The general characteristics are (1) High agriculturel develop- 

ment; (2) Numerous scattered areas, of from one-half acre to forty 

thousand acres, of open marsh, tamarack swamps and wet "waste lands;" 

(3) Numerous lakes ranging from deep, weedless lakes, like Green Lake, 

to shallow, weedy lakes, like Puckaway, and of all sizes from ponds 

to Winnebago; (4) Woodlots largely pastured and grazed out of many 

desirable game foods; (5) Cover of the hedgerow type doficient over 

much of the area, with many local exceptions, to a serious degree; 

(6) High industrial development, with consequent intensive hunting 

within driving distance of most cities. . 

Southwestern District (including Lafayette, Iowa, Grant, Crawford, 

Richland, Vernon, La Crosse, Monroe, Jackson (west half), Trempealeau, 

Buffalo, Pepin, Pieree, Dunn, Eau Claire, Chippewa and St. Croix 

counties, seventeen. ) 

The general characteristics are (1) Fairly high agricultural 

development, but less than the southeast; (2) Almost entire absence 

of swamps, marshes and lakes except along river courses; (3) Woodlots 

(where present) largely grazed by cattle, with consequent cover 
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depletion; (4) Hedgerows almost lacking over most of the territory; 

(5) Industrial development small, mueh less than in the southeast; 

(6) In parts of Iowa, Grant and Lafayette counties exists what may be 

termed a "game desert" where cover and food are so limited as to ex- 

clude game in numbers sufficient for hunting; (7) Wooded ravines and 

ridges occur in the upper two-thirds of the district. 

Central District (including Juneau, Adams, Jackson (cast half), Wood, 

Portage and Marathon counties. 

The general characteristics are (1) Moderate agricultural dev- 

elopment (as in Marathon county) to little or no development in the 

abandoned drainage district areas (as in Wood county); (2) Very ex- 

tensive marsh and grass district, generallynot wet enough to be attrac- 

tive to waterfowl; (3) Few lakes; (4) Large areas of second growth 

jack pine and scrub oak forests; (5) Local industrial development 

not widespread. 

Northern District (including Shawano, Oconto, Langlade, Lincoln, Tay- 

lor, Clark, Rusk, Barron, Polk, Burnett, Washburn, Sawyer, Price, 

Oneida, Forest, Florence, Marinette, Vilas, Iron, Ashland, Bayfield 

and Douglas counties, twenty-two.) 

The general charactcristics are (1) Moderate agricultural dev- : 

elopment, as in Barron county, to very little agricultural development, 

as in Vilas county; (2) Lumbering still one of the important indus- 

trics, and some forestry now being practiced; (3) Large recreational 

development, which will make further growth; (4) Many thousands of 

lakes and streams of varying size and depth; (5) Extensive marshes, 

barrens and stump lands; (6) Industrial development slow; (7) A 

large hunting rural population scattered to the remotest parts of the 

game country. 

In establishing an efficient refuge program in Wisconsin it must 
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be remembered that a refuge (with surrounding public shooting grounds) 

is practicable only when such species of game birds and animals are 

stocked within the refuge that will fill up the refuge area and over- 

flow the boundaries to the adjacent public hunting lands. 

All game animals and birds particularly adapted for the refuge- 

public shooting ground program should be classed as Class A game. 

Any other species of game that will make use of these refuges, but 

which should be considered as second class refuge game, should be 

classified as Class B game. According to the four game districts we 

therefore have: 

Northern District Class A Class B ee 
es pall 

Deer Bear ow HY ° 
Beaver Otter 
Muskrat Raccoon 
Sharp-tailed grouse Rabbits 
Prairie chicken Squirrels 

Ruffed grouse 

Southwestern District Class A Class B 

Deer Otter 
Beaver Raccoon 
Muskrat Rabbits 
Wild turkey Squirrels 
Sharp-tailed grouse Ruffed grouse 
Prairie chicken Quail 
Ring-neck pheasant Wood cock 
Hungarian partridge 

Central District Class A Class B 

Deer Rabbits 
Beaver Squirrels 
Muskrat Ruffed grouse 

Prairie chicken Quail 
Sharp-tailed grouse Wood cock 

Southeastern District Class A Class B 

Ring-neck pheasant Rabbits 
Hungarian partridge Squirrels 

: Muskrats Quail 
Wood cock 

The game species in Wisconsin best adapted for a general refuge 

program are deer, beaver, muskrat, prairie chicken, sharp-tailed 
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grouse, ring-neck pheasants and Hungarian partridge. Of these, the 

most important in the northern and central game districts are dcer, 

beaver, muskrats, prairie chicken and sharp-tailed grouse; in the 

southeastern and southwestern districts, muskrats, ring-neck pheasants, 

and Hungarian pertridge. Rabbits, squirrels and ruffed grouse arc 

the most important Class B gome in all districts. In refuge recom- 

mendations game specics will hereafter be listcd according to this 

classification. 

The following excerpts from the Amcrican game policy recently 

adopted at New York indircetly covers cfficicnt ways or organization 

and forms of compensation in a general refuge systom. It is recommen- 

ded that the game division be permitted to encourage in every possible 

way farmer-sportsman relationships thet tend toward organization, and 

that as much as possible all forms of compensction be experimented 

with. New ideas ean be created by cxperimcntation. 

"Farmer-Sportsman Relationships. Ways to orgenizc. Forms of 

Compensation. Sportsmen can establish working relations with farmers 

as: 

Private individucsls (preserves. ) 
Closed groups (clubs.) 
Public groups (associations. ) 

Collectively through governmental agencics (public shooting 

grounds, ) 

Farmers ean establish working roletions with sportsmen as: 

Individuals. 
Neighborhood groups or pools, 

Compensation to landowners for the privilege of hunting may 

take the form of: 

Cash rentel per acre (leasc.) 
Cash payment por head of game killed, toll system. 
Cash peyment per man-dcy hunted, toll system. 
Payment of part or all the taxes on the land. 

Service payment by hiring patrol to protect landowner's : 
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property. . 

Service payment by installing food, coverts and refuges. 

Service payment by restocking geme. 

Regulation vs. Inaction. Each possible combination of these 

alternatives has advantages and disadvantages. None is perfect. 

, The committee contends that it is better to have geveral 

systems competing with cach other, under state supervision, for a 

chance to practice management on the now idle farms, than to continue 

the futile attempt of the stete to practice absentee management on 

form land which it does not and cannot own, for the benefit of a 

huge group whose conduct it cannot control." 
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State Game Refuges 

To establish and opcrate an cfficient state game refuge system 

in Wisconsin, plans must be laid for a tremendous amount of survey 

work, the establishment of a program to operate a most comprehensive 

refuge plan and the eventual expenditure of many hundreds of thousands 

of dollars. The purchase of lands, both for state game refuges and 

for adjoining public shooting grounds is desircble in all four game 

districts, but such purchases are out of the question for the most 

part in the southeastern and southwestcrn districts because of pro- 

hibitive land costs, The leasing of refuge lands for public shooting 

grounds in the southern districts is probably advisable as a temporary 

expedient. Other plans are at this time being worked out which may 

help to solve the problem, 

It is recommended to secure refuge and public shooting ground 

funds, that the rosident hunting license be increased to $1.50; 

twenty-five to fifty cents of which is to be appropriated for the pur- 

chase of refuge lands and public shooting grounds in the northern and 

central game districts, and the lease of such lands in the southcas- 

tern and southwestern districts. This additional license fee should 

go into offect at once in order that the conservation commission may 

: begin immediate purchase of lands, 

Northern Game District 

It is recommended that refuge lands in the northern game dis- 

trict include not less than six sections of land nor more than cight- 

cen sections; and that public shooting lands adjacent to the refuge 

be purchased in a ratio of six to one, i.e. if six sections of land 

are purchased for refuge purposes there should be surrounding the 

refuge thirty sections of land purchased for public shooting grounds. 
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It is recommended that both refuge and public shooting ground 

sites be chosen strategically for the principil propagation and gen- 

eral overflow of deer, beaver, muskrat, sharp-teiled grouse and 

prairie chickens. Such areas should be selected only where there is 

an abundant supply of natural game food with ample weter and suffic- 

ient cover. Refuge and public shooting ground boundaries should be 

pounded if possible by roads, railroads, streams or leke borders, and 

in all instances these boumdaries should be properly posted as the 

conservation commission may direct, 

At least one feeding station of not less than one acre should 

be constructed on each section of land within the refuge, should the 

conservation commission judge that conditions so warrant. 

It is recommended in establishing refuges in the northern dist- 

rict that every use be made of all lands under the Forest Crop Law. ; 

Lands under this law arc public shooting grounds. Here is an oppor- 

tunity to establish efficient refuges, with surrounding public shoot- 

ing grounds, at small cost, An immediate survey should be conducted 

“on lands available under this law and recommendations should be sub- 

mitted to the conservation commission for the establishment of refuges 

in this district. At the same time a survey should be made of the 

present wild life refuges. Recommended changes should be submitted, 

together with recommendations for adjoining public shooting grounds, 

It is recommended that a state refuge inspector be appointed 

in order to efficiently administer the Wisconsin rofuge program. 

Among the duties of such an inspector would be the inspection of 

proposed game refuge and wild life refuge sites, surveys of sites of 

special interest and valuc to the public and to the sportsman, super- 

vision of propagation and stocking, supervision of winter feeding, 

a survey of refuge boundaries with the supervision of posting and 
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maintenance, supervision of adjoining public shooting grounds, super- 

vision of predator control and cooperation with the enforcement divi- 

sion on cnforcement methods, The refuge inspector would be under the 

direction of the Superintendent of Gane. 

With the acquisition and selection of large permanent state 

game rofuges in the northern district, permanent refuge keepers will 

eventually have to be appointed, 

Methods of enforcement must be workod out in cooperation with 

the enforcement division. 

Central Game District 

From the special refuge and public shooting ground funds 

certain areas should be purchased in the central game district, refuge 

sites to include not less than one section of land nor more then four 

sections, with the ratio of adjoining public shooting grounds not less 

than four to one, 

All other rccommendations applying to refuges of the northern 

gane district apply to the state game refuge program of the central 

district. 

Southeastern and Southwestorn Game Districts 

It is here that we mect our greatest probloms with refuge work. 

Much cxporimentsl work will have to be dono in order to sclest the 

most practicable program for these districts. Experiments with leas- 

ing, ond p.esibly the toll system should be tricd. Much can be 

accomplished by working in cooperation With sportsmen interested in 

privete preserves, shooting clubs, and with noighborhood groups or 

pools, 

An experimental refuge plan has been worked out which, in co- 

operation with local sportsmon's orgenizations and individuals, should 

: be given a thorough try-out. It is suggested that sportsmen, through 

intercsted landowners, offcr to Se comission a refuge



area of approximately one towmship as a state game refuge and public 

shooting ground experiment. The game division will act on a proposcd 

area by making a survey of the area, with recommendations to the con- 

servation commission as to the suitability of the proposed iands. 

If the refuge site is accepted it is suggestcd thet the conservation 

commission set aside within the township four sections of land (in 

one block) as a state game refuge, and that the remaining lands in 

the township, comprising approximately thirty-two sections, are to be 

considered public shooting grounds. The conservation cormission will 

then (1) stock annually 120 ring-neck pheasants and 20 Hungarian part- 

ridge on the state game refuge; (2) distribute from the state game 

for hatching 300 ring-neck pheasant cggs annually among the farners 

on the refuge; (3) buy from the farmers whose lands are on the rofuge 

not less than 3100 nor more than $2C6 worth of fecd in the form of 

shocked or threshed grains; (4) rent at an annual fee of $25 four 

cover-fecding stations of not lcss than one acre each in each of the 

four sections of land within the refuge; (5) post the refuge boundary 

without cost to the landowmers within the refuge with state game refuge 

signs at intervals of not less than 150 fect; (6) afford special state 

protcction through a refuge inspector and his assistants against 

trespass and damage by huntors; (7) afford cfficicnt predator control. 

To the owmers of the public hunting grounds within the town- 

ship (32 sections) the conservation commission offers (1) the privi- 

lege of execptional small gamo hunting; (2) the posting of the public 

hunting grounds boundary lines; (3) enforcement of the game laws and 

protection against vandalism by conservation cormission special 

deputies; (4) the privilege of granting permission to hunt by card 

only. 

It is considered advisable, if sufficicnt interest can be 
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aroused, to establish six of these experimental refuges, threc in the 

southeastern game district and three in the southwestern game district, 

The approximate cost including surveys, refuge signs, public shooting 

ground signs, the purchase of winter fecd, stocking, enforcement, 

predator control and miscellaneous‘ expenses would be from $600 to 

$800 per year, for each refuge. 

By January 1, 1952, sufficient experience should be gained in 

refuge experimental work in the southeastern and southwestern dist- 

ricts to permit the establishment of a state game refuge system for 

these districts. It is important that this experimental work be 

started at once, 

Wild Life Refuges or Secondary Refuges 

Southern Districts 

It is important that the conservation commission encourage in 

every way the establishment of privately owned wild life refuges. 

These refuges, however, will function properly only under strict 

rules and regulations, Recommendations with regard to privately owned 

wild life refuges are as follows: (1) that only such refuges be ap- 

proved that adhere to the same general conditions that apply to the 

game refuges, with the addition that the same cover and food condi- 

tions prevail within one mile of the refuge boundaries; (2) that 

: wild life: refuges will not include more than one and one-half per cent 

of the total county area; (3) that such wild life refuges must 

include at least one section of land and not more than two sections; 

(4) that the boundary lines be bounded if possible by roads, railroads, 

streams, lake borders or distinctive fences; (5) that wild life 

refuge signs furnished by the conservation commission at a cost not 

exceeding 15¢ each be posted not less than each 150 feet; (6) that 
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all landowners whose lands adjoin the refuge boundaries declare 

in writing their lands to be open to public hunting; (7) one cover- 

feeding station be constructed on each half section of 320 acres of 

land upon the recommendation of the conservation commission; (8) 

that the enforcement officers of wild life refuges are the county 

conservation wardens; and that a local deputy sheriff be appointed as 

an assistant in matters of enforcement and predator control; (9) 

that the refuge is to be filed by petition of the landowners on the 

refuge and the landowners adjoining the refuge boundary, to be 

granged for a period of six years... o 

The conservation commission will agree ta steak not less than 

20 pheasants annually on wild life refuges and will furnish to land- 

owners on the refuge for hatching, rearing and distributing not less 

than 50 ring-neck pheasant eggs annually. 

Northern and Central Game Districts 

That regulations for the northern and central game districts 

wild life refuges be the same am the southwestern and southeastern 

districts, except that (1) wild lifo refuges; in northern and central 

countics must contain at least one section of land and not more than 

four sections; (2) that wild life refuges will not include more than 

three per cent of the total county areca. 

Sanctuarios (all game districts) 
In the event that it has been highly recommended to the conser- 

vation commission that any arca of ground not less than forty acres 

nor more than 640 acres be set aside for the propagation of wild 

animals, birds, trees, shrubs, plants or flowers, it is recommendsd 

that the conservation commission designate such arcas as state wild 

life sanctuarics. 
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A sanctuary must have sufficient cover and food for the game 

birds and animals thereon and for their natural incrcase. In the 

event of lack of natural fced, feeding stations as designated by the 

conservation commission shall be maintained thereon, 

Sanctuary boundarics shall bo clean-cut and distinct and 

posted not less than cach 150 foct with state wild lifc sanctuary 

signs. 

All sanctuarics will be under the direct supervision of the 

county conservation wardcns and the local deputy sheriffs, 

All sanctuarics will be grantcd by petition for a period of 

not morc than five years. 
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Purchase and Lease of Public Hunting Grounds 

With the present trespass law, the problem of sportsmen gaining 

access to hunting lands is becoming acute. Direct acquisition by the 

state of northern and central game district lands for public hunting 

grounds is essential. It is recommended that machinery be set in 

action and that a survey be started to acquire areas in these dist- 

ricts at once. Funds for this purpose must come from an additional 

license fee or from direct legislative appropriation. Acquisition of 

these lands should be increased yearly until a maximum annual acquisi- 

tion has been reached. 

Experimental work should begin at once in the southern dist- 

ricts with the leasing of public hunting grounds, together with any 

other plans that may be evolved for a successful solution of the 

southern district refuge problem. A public shooting grounds plan 

should be adopted for the southern districts by January 1, 1953, with 

a gradual annual acquisition thereafter of such areas as funds will 

permit. 

By January 1, 1936, 100,000 acres of refuge and public hunting 

land should be purchased and in operation in the northern and central 

game districts, A minimum of 500,000 acres should be in operation 

under an established refuge and public shooting ground policy in the 

southern district by the same time. 

In all cases it is recommended that with the purchase or lease 

of public hunting grounds that this purchase or lease be considered 

only in conjunction with the state game refuge program. 
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Native Game Birds and Animals. 
Species Fast Becoming Extinct. 

Native Game Birds and Animals 

; Ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, prairie chicken and bob- 

white quail are without question our most important native upland game 

birds, White-tailed deer, black bear, snowshoe rabbits, cottontail 

rabbits and squirrels are our most important game animals. Unfortun- 

ately it is impracticable to attempt to restock depleted covers in the 

southern game districts with ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed grouse or 

prairie chicken because of the fact that the natural cover and food 

for these birds has been destroyed to a great extent. There is 

little hope of ever replenishing this cover. In the northern and 

; central districts there is at present sufficient cover and food for 

ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed grouse and prairie chickens for the 

greater part of the your. All three species, however, in all game 

districts are affected by a cycle that wipes out from twenty to 

ninety per cent of these birds every eight or nine years, Three to 

five years are required for grouse to recover from the effects of 

this cycle. Because of the fact that the population of these birds 

is so depleted during this period, it is inadvisable to have an open 

season on them for more than four or five years during the nine-year 

period. Unfortunately, too, neither ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed 

grouse or prairie chickens can be successfully pred on a large scale 

under artificial conditions. The purchase of these birds from other 

sources for stocking or shooting is impracticable because of prohi- 

bitive costs. 

Wisconsin has had a closed season on bob-white quail for 

twenty odd years. The season was closed primarily to increase quail. 
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Quail, however, have not increased in these years althouch they have 

been protected all of that time. Recent surveys and investigations 

show that the greater part of much of the natural quail cover and 

food in Wisconsin has ateas destroyed. Thousands of birds were wiped 

out in the severe winters of 1928 and 1929. It is believed that the 

only salvation of quail is through cover restoration and organized 

winter feeding. 

Since the one-buck law has been in effect concurrently for a 

number of years, deer have increased to a point where they are con- 

Sidered plentiful. It is probable that they are more plentiful in 

Wisconsin now than they have been for fifteen or twenty years. There 

is no reason why they should not be abundant, particularly in the nor- 

thern and central game districts, with the vast amount of natural 

food and cover there. Only in the event of unwise legislation need 

we have any fears in the immediate future on the abundance of white- 

tailed deer, 

Black bear are scarce in Wisconsin, There is a danger if they 

beccme plentiful. They should be controlled to the extent that farm- 

ers and landowners suffror a minimum amount of damage from them. 

' The snowshoe rabbit and cottontail rabbit population can, as a 

rule, be regulated by closed seasons and control of predators, with 

some stocking and probebly some cover restoration, particularly for 

the cottontail. Both species may be considered fairly plentiful in 

their respective districts, except during the disease evyole period, 

The squirrel population is gradually decreasing, due ‘to continued 

timber cutting in the southeastern, central and southwestern game 

districts, The future of the squirrel will depend entirely on the 

cover and food left for him. 

Every effort should be made to increase our native game - as 
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fine as any in the world. The first big step in this work has been 

the Wisconsin Prairic Chicken Investigation. We must continue that 

and we must procced further - with ruffed grouse and quail and with 

our deor and rabbits. Preparation for the continued fact-finding and 

administration and management of native game is proposed in the 

Research Bureau Five Yeer Program. 

Specics Fast Becoming Extinct 

Every effort should be made to conserve such game bird and 

animal species that are fest becoming extinct in Wisconsin. Among 

these are spruce grouse, sand-hill crane and the black squirrel. A 

covey of fifteen spruce grouse has been reported in Vilas county, the 

first reported to the game division office for several years. An 

effort is being made to secure the exact location of this covey. 

Efforts are also being made to locate sand-hill crane roosts in the 

central game district. The black squirrel, although never plentiful 

in Wisconsin, has recently been reported as being locally abundant 

in small arcas. Information leading to the exact location of these 

species is being secured, and it is hoped that refuges or sanctuaries 

may be secured on the lands which they occupy, within the present 

year, 
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State Game Farm 
Subsidiary Game Farms 
Hungarian partridge Farm 
Moon Lake Refuge 
Five year Stocking Program for 
Ring-neck pheasants and Hungarian 

Partridge 

The Wisconsin state game farm, located in Section 15, Township 

31 North, Range 27 Hast, Peninsula State Park, at present consists of 

approximately 93 acres that are in actual use for game farm purposes, 

Facilities include, ono game farm manager's residence, one residence 

used as a temporery quarters for game farm employees, one combination 

hatching equipment and feed house and one building used as a storage 

feed house, There aro three large phoasant rearing fields, one of 

approximately 16 acres, one of about 26 acres and another of about 10 

acres; @ wild turkoy field comprising about 6 acres, a portable : 

breeding pen ficld of four acres, a sharp-tailed grouse experimental 

field of threc acres; an emergency rearing field of seven acres, and 

@ prairie chicken and Hungerian partridge experimental field of 

cight acres. Two hundred stationary breeding pens cover an additional 

four acres of ground. The farm is completely equipped for the annual 

breeding, hatching and recring of 7,500 to 10,000 ring-neck pheasants, 

with the neccessary equipment for an additional output of 1,000 miscel- 

lencous geme birds. The farm is equipped also for the production of 

20,000 to 40,000 ring-neck pheasant eggs for cooperative purposes. 

With the addition of twenty-five to fifty per cent more ground 

the state game farm can yicld an annual maximum output of 12,000 

pheasants, together with an annual production of from 30,000 to 50,000 

ring-neck pheasant eggs for cooperative work. 

it is recommended that in 1931 and 1932 the maximum output of 

pheasants at the state game farm be confined to 10,000 birds. With 
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the addition of oxtra acreage an-annual output of 12,000 ring-neck 

pheasants can be produced at the form in 1933, 1934 and 1935, with 

but slight additional cost. 

A plan by which temporary county game farms can be established 

in desirable pheasant propagation arcas, particularly in the southern 

game districts, is under way. The state game farm at Fish Creek will 

be uscd as a hatching plant, with the day-old chicks being shipped to 

the county farm immediately after hatching, together with their fos- 

tor mothers, Both one-man and two-man temporary farms are planned - 

of twelve wecks' duration. Pheasants will be reared to the age of ‘ten 

wecks at the county farms, and will be distributed principally in the 

county in which the farm has been loccted, and in counties immediately 

adjacent thereto. The value of the project lics in the fact that the 

birds will have frosh acreage each year, and in the fect that it will 

further cducation and intcorcst along stocking lines, in the locality 

where the game farm is loecatcd, 

In the cvont that the subsidiary county gome form plan is suc- 

cessful, a trial of which is to be madc-in 1941, provision should be 

made for the cstablishment of three farms in 1932, with a maximum : 

output cach of from 1,000 to 1,500 pheasants. At least threo farms 

should be continued thereafter cach year, the farms being moved to 

different counties cach suececeding season. 

In addition, plans are being completed with the Stete Prison 

officials at Waupun, to hateh and roar approximetcly 1,000 ring-neck 

pheasants on the prison farms in Fond du Lac county, in an experimontal 

cooperative project. 

The employment of a pheasant cooperative agent, who will work 

throughout the statc, submitting distribution recommendations, assist- 

ing in propagetion methods, and go a planting ercas and breeding 
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sitions, is urgently recommended. The cost of such a man will be 

repaid many times over by the more efficient stocking methods that 

will result from this work, 4 

Due to the fact that the Hungarian or gray partridge is 

apparently adapted for the larger part of the southeastern and south- 

western game districts, it is desirable that much work be done in the 

planting and propagation of this species. A survey of the adapta- 

bility of partridge in certain areas is needed, and the purchase of 

from 100 to 150 pairs of these birds from Europe each year is advis- 

able for the next five years, It is planned to establish in 1931 a 

natural Hungarian partridge farm, consisting of approximately 2,000 

acres of leased land in the finest partridge country in Jefferson 

county. Plans for the farm include supervision by a game keeper who 

will post the area, check nests, control predators, establish feeding 

stations and trap and transport a percentage of the birds reared on 

the farm to desirable stocking areas throughout the state. From 500 

to 800 birds should be trapped annually on this natural farm after 

efficient methods are once in effect. Due to the fact that a Wiscon- 

sin reared partridge is much more valuable than an imported bird 

from a stocking standpoint, this plan affords an opportunity to secure 

exceptionally high class breeding birds at a commnaratively low cost. 

In the event that this plan is successful, additional natural farms | 

should eventually be established throughout the state, | 

It is hoped that the state may acquire within the next year or | 

two the Moon Lake Refuge, which should be used as an official 

Wisconsin waterfowl banding station and as an experimental game and 

fur farm. It is hoped that in addition the refuge can be used for the 

education of the public of a on (1) Wisconsin species of game; 
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(2) Practical breeding, hatching and rearing of game birds; (3) 

Model cover restoration; (4) Proper control methods for predetors; 

and (5) Up-to-date winter feeding. Extensive experimental work in 

conjunction with the Research Bureau and the University of Wisconsin 

can be iéeally located hore, offcring to the people of Wisconsin 

valuable facts on game birds and animals which could be published 

annually in bulletin and pamphlet form. 

The 1950 production of the state game farm, including pheas- 

ants reared at the farm and birds reared and liberated from eggs ; 

shipped to cooperators, was approximately 15,000 birds. It is estim- | 

ated that there were in addition approximately 5,000 additional l} 

pheasants reared and distributed in Wisconsin from other means. [n- 

asmuch as it is believed that a percentage of practically all the 

eounties-in the southeastern and southwestern game districts will 

eventually be suitable for the breeding of ring-neck pheasants, it is 

hoped to gradually increase the number of birds stocked each year by 

the state until a maximum output of 25,000 birds has been reached, 

with an additional output of approximately 5,000 birds annually by 

other means. It is estimated that about 24,000 ring-neck pheasants 

were liberated in Wisconsin in 1929 and ]930. There were of course 

several thousand birds liberated before that time. Providing the 

state can make a 20% increase for the next three years over the 1930 

stocking program there will be approximately 24,000 birds stocked in 

193L. By the fall of 1933, according to this schedule, there should 

be stocked in Wisconsin between 1929 and 1933 from 90,000 to 100,000 

pheasants. With no rift in the plan, present stocking methods plus 

natural breeding should produce by October 15, 1953 from 500,000 to 
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600,000 pheasants in Wisconsin, the majorityof which would be in not 

more than forty counties in the southern game districts. 

A very thorough survey of the pheasant crop should be made in 

1932. It is believed that the result of this survey will siow that, 

in the fall of 1933, a great many townships in from twenty to thirty 

counties in the southern game districts may be opened for a short 

pheasant season. In some instances the whole county can probably 

be opened. 

With the present range and distribution of Hungarian partridge 

already stocked, it is logical to assume that, by the fall of 1933, 

the season may be opened elso on these birds, covering from eight to 

twelve counties. 
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The Purchase of Hungarian or Gray Partridge, 
Pheasants, and other exotic Species, Bob-white Quail, 

Wild Turkeys and Cottontail Rabbits 

An annual fund should be established for the purchase of 

Hungarian partridge, ring-neck pheasants, bob-white quail or any other 

species of partridge, pheasant or quail particularly adapted to Wis- 

consin game districts, for stocking and breeding purposes. It is also 

recommended that a similar fund be established for the purchase of 

cottontail rabbits for stocking and shooting purposes. 

The Hungarian or gray partridge has proved itself entirely 

adapted to regions in Wisconsin in which it has been planted. The 

original plant of these birds in Waukesha county some twenty years ago 

has extended to nine counties, Six experimental plants in 19350 in 

the southeastern and southwestern game districts show every evidence 

of being successful. Farmers appreciate this bird as they do quail. 

They are unexcelled for sporting purposes. 

The past stocking program of the Game Division includes prin- 

cipally the English Ring-neck pheasant. This bird is particularly 

adaptable to agricultural lands, low marsh areas and woodlands. We 

have in Wisconsin many other distinct, definite types of cover and it 

is believed that we may secure through information and experimentation 

certain species of pheasants and other exotic species which are adapt- 

able to our central sand country, our wooded and barren lands in the 

northern geme district and our wooded hills and valleys in the south- 

western game district, without interfering in any way with the propa- 

gation of native game birds in those districts. There ere in 

extistence some two hundred varieties of pheasants, and recent obser- 

vations of the Biological Survey indicate that many of these birds 
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should be adapted to many types of land not now suitable for game. 

It is the belief of this division that the pheasant is a highly 

valuable game bird for Wisconsin and that it is of great value to the 

agriculturist. 

With the introduction of proper feeding and cover methods, 

there are many localities in Wisconsin where quail, extinct for years, 

will undoubtedly propagate under proper cover and artificial feeding 

methods, A certain number of birds for restocking can be reared at 

the Wisconsin state game farm, Quail breeding, however, requires 

special pens and equipment, and it will be a matter of some time 

before a quail breeding program can be in efficient operation. It is 

recommended that a limited number of quail be secured through commer- 

cial dealers for introduction in areas where they are now extinct, Ww 

and for crossing with our native species. — 

heaeeebababe cae tmieee wits turkeys were planted in Columbia 

county in 1930. This was entirely an experimental planting. A sur- 

vey is being conducted at this time to ascertain the results of this 

work. <A limited number of high class wild turkey breeders are being a 

held at the state game farm at Fish Creek, and in 1931 caattionat_ ~~ 

areas will be stocked. There are many types of land in Wisconsin that 

should be suitable for wild turkey propagation. It is wiksoeei oon 

that the best methods for introduction would include the stocking of 

these birds on a state game refuge or wild life refuge so that they 

may be under constant supervision. Feeding stations should be estab- 

lished for turkeys by October 15. Efficient predator control methods 

must be established on any wild turkey stocking area. 

In connection with a refuge-public shooting ground program it 

is recommended that a limited number of cottontail rabbits be pur- 

chased from commercial dealers in ,arder to stock depleted areas.



All species of game animals and birds purchased from dealers 

would be held in quarantine until such time as it has been determined 

that the species purchased are in a healthy condition and are suitable 

for introduction in the state. 
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Winter Feeding 

The winter fecding of Wisconsin upland game birds (ground 

feeding birds) has been carried on in a more or less haphazard 

manner the last few years, due to lack of funds and proper ofgani- 

zation. Practically all fecding in the past, with the exception of 

seventy stations established in 1930 by the conservation commission, 

has been done by private organizations and individuals. 

Winter feeding funds and a practical organization for the 

wise distribution of these funds are needed in a state-wide fecding 

program. A thorough survey of the winter feeding sites should be 

made in 1931 in an effort to secure needed station sites on which to 

establish state winter feeding stations and cooperative stations. 

The importance of winter feeding as a major problem of the game 

division cannot be too highly emphasized, and it is important that : 

an organization plan be put into effect at once. 

Every cooperation should be offered Izaak Walton League 

chapters, Rod and Gun Clubs and other organizations and individual 

sportsmen and farmers for the continuation of winter feeding work 

that they have conducted in the past. 

It is hoped thet from two hundred and fifty to three hundred 

winter feeding stations econ be set up and:in operation by the fall 

of 1931. There should be an additional increase of from fifty to 

ene hundred stations yearly until recommendations have been met. 

The approximate cost of a station is from ten dollars to twenty-five 

Gollars, depending upon the type and location. It is advisable to 

place these stations on state or county owned lands wherever possible. 
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The major problems in connection with winter feeding work in Wisconsin 

at this time are with. ground feeding birds, such as ring-neck pheas- 

ants, gray or Hungarian partridges, prairie chickens, bob-white quail, 

sharp-tailed grouse and wild turkeys. Several types of winter feeding 

stations are being experimented with by the game division and research 

bureau during the winter of 1950-31, results of which will be 

published in a winter feeding bulletin. 
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Waterfowl Refuge Program 

Waterfowl Survey ; 

A comprehensive state-wide waterfowl survey was made in 

October, November and December, 1930, in order to secure information, 

by counties, on the best duck waters in the state; the principal 

forms of duck food in these waters with suggested recommendations 

for additional plantings; the varieties and numbers of local breeding 

ducks; the flight dates of the early, main and late Canadian flights, 

with the varieties of waterfowl in order of abundance; the cause of 

leaving; the types of duck hunting; and the effect of mudhens, 

nuskrats and carp on duck foods, together with the mapping of local 

and through flyways. 

The eight best duck areas in each county are listed and are 

available on the weterfowl chart at the offices of the conservation 

commission. Statistics of particular interest compiled from the sur- 

vey are as follows: 

Of the seventy-one counties of the state, the preliminary 

survey includes reports from sixty-three counties. Of these, forty- 

five list wild rice as a principal duck food; thirty-one, wild 

celery; twenty-one, sago pond plant; twenty-four, watercress; eighteen, 

musk grass; and thirteen, wapato. 

Recommendations as to recommended duck food plantings show 

that forty-six counties desire the planting of wild rice; twenty- 

eight counties, wild celery; ten counties, wapato; seven counties, 

sago pond nlant; four counties, musk grass; and two counties, water- 

eress. Recommended areas are listed on the waterfowl chart that is 
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available at the game division office. 

s Statistics on the varieties of local breeding ducks, by 

counties, show that mallards are by far the most abundant. Forty- 

seven counties list mallards as their principal native preeding duck; 

four counties list blue winged teal as the most abundant; and six 

counties list wood duck as the most plentiful. Six counties list 

mallards as second in abundance; with thirty counties for blue winged 

teal; eight counties for wood duck and nine for black duck. Two 

counties give mallards third place; eight list blue winged teal; eight, 

wood duck; four, black duck; six, green winged teal; two, widgeon; 

two, pintail; one, spoonbill; and four, coots. One county lists blue 

winged teal as fourth in abundance; with seven counties listing wood 

duck; eleven, coots; two, widgeon; six, green winged teal; and 

thirty-one, pintail. Four counties list wood duck as fifth in abun- 

dance; seven counties, coot; one, widgeon; three, spoombill; onc, 

gadwall, and four, blucbills. 

Statistics on blue winged teal migrations before September 16, 

show that observers in twenty-two counties have noticed teal migra- 

tions from September 5 to September 16, due to early cold weather. 

Observers in thirty-five counties have not observed such migrations. 

The various varieties of wild ducks in order of abundance, ' 

that pass through Wisconsin on the main Canadian flight that usually 

takes place between October 10 and October 25, is shown on the 

following chart. On this chart, wild ducks are divided into their 

two classes - marsh ducks and diving ducks. The chart shows the 

estimated order of abundance, by counties. 
| : 

‘ 
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MAIN CANADIAN FLIGHT CHART 

MARSH DUCKS fegls toe Ot ee Oc tee ee a a eee <S 

Mallard sO 56 3 Gs Bs Bt ye ee 

Blue wings teal : 3:9 :14:10:5:5:2:2:2: 2; 1: 1: 

Black duck eee a are 45250264) Be 

a a eee oo ee ee en ee 

Pintail Sea bask eC; 
Spoon bill Se gg ee 

Widgeon ea ee Se ee ee 

Gadwall a 

DIVING DUCKS dee, 8 eee ee Bs Ot 10 tA Ae 

Tggeee Miebitis 25 218: 7. at tk Bt ds me: 

pee ee kt hk ke 

or 3 eee ei a ae 8, 
Red head ae ee Bo bk : 

\ Buffleheaa ee cae Oi ek 8 ie ee 
Gaigen ave ike oh feb ee ee 
Ruddy es 
Sa suuaw Os 
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Compilation of the dates with regard to the early, main and 

late Canadian flights shows that the early flight arrives in Wiscon- 

sin between October 1 and October 20, the main flight between October 

10 and October 25, and the late flight between November 1 and Decem- 

ber 10. On these flights waterfowl remain in Wisconsin counties 

from three days to the freeze-up, depending upon food, open water 

and to the extent to which they are disturbed. Observers in twenty- 

four counties estimate considerable over-shooting in their counties; 

observers in twelve counties state that there is not sufficient open 

water in their counties to offer waterfowl rest and food; and thirty- 

three observers, each representing a county, believe that there is 

insufficient food in the waters of their counties to hold ducks in 

the respective areas. Drainage has adversely affected a large per- 

centage of the counties in the southwestern, central and southeastern 

game districts. 

Varieties of ducks passing through Wisconsin on the late fall 

flight from November:1 to December 10, are listed by observers as 

follows: Fourteen counties list mallards as first in order of abun- 

dance; four, canvasbacks; one, golden eyes; three, bufflehead; 

twenty-five, bluebills; one, red head; two, old squaw; and one, ruddy. 

Five counties list mallards as second in abundance; twelve list 

canvasbacks; three, black ducks; five, golden eyes; four, bufflehead; 

seven, bluebills; six, red heads; and two, scoters. Four counties 

list mallards as third in abundance; eight list canvasbacks; two, 

black ducks; three, golden eyes; two, buffleheads; five, bluebills; 

four, red heads; one, old squaw; and one, ruddy. Two counties list 

mallards as fourth in abundance; two counties list canvasbacks; three, 
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black ducks; four, golden eyes; three, buffleheads; six, bluebills; 

three, red heads; one, old squaw; and two, scoters, 

Types of duck hunting in Wisconsin include decoy shooting, 

, jump shooting and pass shooting. Although some counties have all 

three types of shooting, many have but two, and some have only one. 

Decoy shooting is the most prevalent, with forty-two counties listing 

this as an important type of duck hunting; twenty-one list jump 

shooting and seventeen have pass shooting. 

A questionnaire, by counties, with reference to the effect, if 

any, of mudhens, muskrats and carp on duck foods was answered as 

follows: Observers in forty-eight counties estimate that mudhens are 

not abundant enough to have an effect on duck foods. Observers in 

ten counties believe that mudhens are of such abundance as to serious- 

ly affect the waterfowl food supply. Forty-nine counties estimate 

that muskrats are not of sufficient abundance to affect waterfowl 

foods, while observers in seven counties believe that muskrats are 

plentiful enough to have an effect on duck foods. Observers in twenty 

five counties believe that carp have a serious effect on the majority 

of waterfowl plants; observers in twenty-nine counties (the majority 

of these are in the northern part of the state where there are no 

carp) Have noticed no ill effects on these foods from carp. Many 

observers believe that great swarms of black-birds have a serious 

effect on wild rice beds, 

Comments on the waterfowl situation in Wisconsin during a recent 

survey include many notations on the great increase of wood ducks in 

many waters of the state. There are, in addition, many requests for 

legislation closing shooting hours in the afternoons and requests for 
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the establishment of waterfowl refuges. Many specific recommendations 

are given for waterfowl food plantings. 

A six-foot square waterway map is being set up in the game 

division office, listing Biological Survey waterfowl flyways through 

Wisconsin; major flyways throughout the state as seen by observers; 

and important local flyways connecting good duck areas. 

Recomnendations 

It is of the utmost importance that the game division set up 

at once an experimental system of waterfowl (duck) refuges in Wiscon- 

sin. Two strings of waterfowl refuges with not less than three duck 

areas on cach string are urgently needed for experimental purposes, 

at once. Following the benefit of this experiment, additional refuges 

to the cxtent of not less than six waterfowl areas each year should 

pe established annually thereafter. In the southeastern game district 

upon the completion of the recent survey, it is believed that lakes 

Poygen, Rush and Puckaway constitute the best grounds for an experi- 

ment of this type. Certain areas on these lakes of not less than one 

mile square should be set aside as a resting and feeding place for 

waterfowl. There is no doubt but gaat refuges established along 

through flyways, and where ducks fly daily from one good ducking 

area to another, will provide better shooting. An additional string 

of refuges should be established after a more complete survey in 

the northern game district which will include an entirely different 

type of duck country, and it is highly recommended, if funds are 

available for this purposes, that a refuge be established in the 

southwestorn game district along the Mississippi flywey. 

There is no dovbt that a large portion of the licensed Wis- 

consin hunters are duck hunters. For some years waterfowl has been 
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the only available game bird for them to shoot. Congestion of 

hunters on good ducking area has almost reached the point where 

waterfowl in many highly gunned areas hardly dare stop to rest and 

feed. It is important that the game division make every effort to 

improve and assist in this phase of its work. It is unnecessary to 

say that the problems to be met with are not only state problems but 

are of national and international scope. The game division should 

offer its cooperation in every way in assisting in a national and 

international program. 

It can be seen readily from the brief survey made in 1950 

that we have many great and varied problems to contend with in devel- 

oping a waterfowl program. 

It is recommended that a full time man be employed for the 

purpose of continuing this survey. Among his duties would be the 

E checking and charting of the more important nesting and shooting 

areas; survey of waters for recommended duck food planting; study of 

predators and control methods; inspection of proposed waterfowl 

refuge areas; supervision of boundary line posting and maintenance; 

methods of increasing and holding waterfowl; and cooperation with 

conservation wardens, state game observers, duck clubs and other 

sportsmen's organizations, Such a man is urgently needed for this 

most important work that vitally affects a great percentage of Wis- 

consin hunters. His services would be a most important addition to 

the game division and would improve to a great extent the efficient 

management of the waterfowl problems by that division, 
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Establishment of a Forest, Shrub and Plant Experimental 
Station (for natural winter feeding of game birds.) 

Experimental Gover Restoration, Forestry program and Game. 

Cooperation of the division of game with the division of 

forestry in establishing a tree, shrub and plant experimental station | 

is urgently needed. It is recommended that experimental plantings 2 

be confined entirely to state controlled lands, conducting as many yore) 

experiments as possible in conjunction with the state game refuge 

and wild life refuge program. Emphasis should be placed on the in- 

troduction of foreign species of trees, shrubs, plants and vines 

that would be of particular value in furnishing winter game bird 

foods. It is believed that the great future in this work lies with 

the introduction of cover and food plants that are adapted to Wis- 

consin and which will furnish cover and food on planted areas similar 

to the "remise” system at present in use in Czecho-Slovakia. Every 

: effort should be made to establish this experimental station in 1931. 

It is needless to say that cover restoration work is the most 

important problem of the Wisconsin game division. This problem, how- 

ever, is so tremendous that it is believed that only by education and 

experiment, and by offering to the landowner some sort of compensa- 

tion can we efficiently begin this work. Every bit of available in- 

formation should be obtained from the work that other state game 

departments are doing, and as soon as a practicable program is worked 

out it should become the major game division project. Other experi- 

mental cover restoration work should be carried on if possible in 

: conjunction with the state game refuge and wild life refuge program. 

Work during 1931 can be carried on in cooperation with the forest, 

shrub and plant experimental station with emphasis on the non-grazing 
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of woodlot areas and the establishment of a "remise” system, 

From a game standpoint it is desirable in forestry plant- 

ing not to plant solidly with one species of tree. A sanethady 

planted solidly to one species does not have the potential game 

value of the same territory planted alternately with pines and 

hardwoods. It is important, also, that openings be left in forest 

plantings to permit the concentration of game in these open areas, 

for feed and cover. Further plans are at this time being worked 

out with the forestry division. 
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Cooperation With Division of Education and Publications : 

on Game Division Literature 

It is urged, as soon as funds become available, that the 

following publications be compilcd and printed for statewide dis- 

tribution: 

1. Publication of the Wisconsin game and wild life 

refuge program. 

2. Publication of a Wisconsin waterfowl refuge program. 

3. Publication of a Wisconsin winter feeding bulletin. 

4. The ungrazed woodlot - a miniature game and wild 

life refuge. 

It is believed that Wisconsin is in great need of bulletins 

or pamphlets on the above subjects, and that well written articles, 

giving in substance present and future plans, the particular need 

for the subject and as many interesting prints as possible will 

: act in great length in educating the sportsmen of Wisconsin on four 

of the more important game division problems that vitally affect 

every Wisconsin sportsman. 

Additional bulletins should be written and published in 

1932 and 1933 on (1) Wisconsin game, (2) The Wisconsin game survey, 

(3) The Wisconsin state game farms, (4) The Wisconsin Hungarian 

partridge farm, (5) The ring-neck pheasant and Hungarian partridge 

in Wisconsin, (6) Cover restoration in Wisconsin. Additional pub- 

lications should be issued in 1934 and 1935 for the education of 

the public on specific problems during those years. 

It is recommended, in addition, that the division of educa- 

tion and publications and the game division offer every cooperation 
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to the public of Wisconsin in securing from the United States 

Department of Agriculture any Biological Survey bulletins per- 

taining to the breeding and rearing of game birds, game and fur 

bearing animals and all other literature issued by the Survey 

dealing specifically with game and wild life problems. 

It is urged also that pioture displays (both movies and 

still pictures) relating to game division and research bureau 

activities be used wherever possible to promote interest and 

education in Wisconsin game. 

2 
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Wisconsin Predator Survey 

A state-wide survey of the Wisconsin predator situation is 

essential if we are to regulate the ratio of predators to game in 

a game management program. Little information on the Wisconsin pre- 

dator situation is available at this time. We know that the timber 

wolf, brush wolf, lynx, bobcat, red: fox, gray fox, raccoon, skunk 

and mink have to be controlled in order to maintain as nearly as 

possible a natural balance. We know too, that many species of hawks 

and owls are consistent killers of game birds and animals. The 

problems to be met are state-wide and are highly localized. Each 

county, because of its topography, natural cover, food and the type 

} of game birds and animals and predators within its boundaries, pre- 

sents definite problems of its own. It is essential that we have 

more information on this important control problem, and upon 

acquiring this information, have the means with which to regulate the 

problems to be met. 
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The Research Bureau 

The research bureau of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission < 

: is organized in part for the purpose of securing facts for the more 

efficient administration and management of game in Wisconsin. 

There are four methods by which the research bureau obtains 

these facts: (1) By means of the research bureau field men. (3) 

Cooperation with the University of Wisconsin. (3) Cooperation with 

the United States Biological Survey. (4) By a compilation of facts 

from state game departments, the federal government, and from any 

other sources. : 

An example of one phase of the work of the research bureau is 

contained in the recent "Progress Report of the Wisconsin Prairie 

Chicken Investigation," by Dr. Alfred 0. Gross of Bowdoin College, 

- Brunswick, Maine, Special Investigator for the research bureau. The 

prairie chicken investigation is bein continued. It is imperative 

that the research bureau add to its staff of field men in order to 

secure definite information on native game problems peculiar only to 

Wisconsin. Many important surveys are needed in the immediate future 

if we are to perpetuate our native game species and to properly ad- 

minister the propagation of introduced species. These surveys are of 

vital importance to every Wisconsin sportsman. It must be remembered 

that facts - not theory - are essential for the efficient functioning 

of gane administration problems. 

: The research bureau five year program is most interesting. 

Copies are available upon request. 
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Fur Bureau 

Fur farms were first established under the conservation com- 

mission in Wisconsin in 1923, There were five licenses issued in 

that year. In 1924 the licenses increased to 78; in 1925 to 157; 

in 1926 to 342; and in 1927 to 661; in 1928 to 1198; in 1929 to 17353 

and in 1930 to 2230. Several hundred licenses have been cancelled 

since they were issued, but at the present time there are approxim- 

ately 500 licensed muskrat fur farms, 61 beaver fur farms, and 1,050 

fur farms which include the breeding of otter, fisher, marten, skunk, 

mink and raccoon in Wisconsin. Should fur farms continue to increase 

at the rate of five to six hundred each year, it will be necessary 

to augment the office and inspecting force in order to meet the 

increase efficientlys Provision for this has been made in the sug- 

gested budget. The fur bureau up to the present time has been 

5 entirely self sustaining. 

The present law dealing with the breeding and propagating of 

mink, otter, marten, fisher, raccoon and skunk takes care of the leg- 

itimate farming of these animals in a satisfactory way, but the law 

dealing with the farming of beaver is very inadequate. 

This law allows the sale of live beaver belonging to the state, 

worth on an average of at least fifty dollars each, for two dollars 

and fifty cents each. Commercial game and fur farms are not quoting 

live beaver at from 8200 to $300 per pair. Any person can buy or 

lease any quantity of state wild land where beaver colonies are to 

be found, and such person after the purchase of these animals at two | 

dollars and fifty cents, can, immediately upon securing his license, 

begin trapping them. There is nothing in the statutes to prevent 
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this. After they have trapped out the colonies that are already on 

the area, if other state beaver come on the area for the purpose of 

using the dams or the feed to be found thereon, they can be trapped 

F also by the licensee, 

The game division urgently recommends that the charge for all 

beaver purchased by prospective beaver farmers be not less than 

twenty-five dollars for each animal and that in addition all beaver 

farmers be required to fence their farm areas so that there is no 

chance of destroyirn’ state owned animals. 

Provision should also be made in the law in that all trapping 

of beaver on beaver farms should be done under the supervision of the 

conservation commission or its deputies and that metal tags with a 

lock seal be provided for each skin to be tagged, with similar tags 

for each beaver that is caught and transported alive. 

A provision should also be placed in the law that will prohibit 

5 the issuing of beaver farm licenses on navigable streams. Under the 

present law, the issuance of such a license would not in reality be 

illegal, but it would be best to have it incorporated in a new bill 

if the same is drafted, 

It is also very necessary that a law be enacted that will give 

the conservation commission supervision over the fur farming of fitch, 

particularly for the protection of fur farmers as well as for control. 

Under present conditions, numbers of Wisconsin fur farmers purchase 

these animals outside of the state. Frequently many prove to be 

ferrets, and it is unlnwful to have ferrets in possession. 

Fi The law should also provide that all fitch shipped into the 

state be examined by the conservation commission or its deputies. If 
the animals are found to be the true fitch, a permit could be issued 
to the prospective farmer. x.



: Wisconsin Bounty System 

4 The present bounty system in Wisconsin is not effective in 

preventing enormous destruction to the game of the state each year, 

particularly in areas of heavy vermin infestation. 

The cooperative work being carried on at the present time 

with the trappers of the Biological Survey should be given a fair 

and thorough trial. The bounty system under present regulations 

is inefficient and costly. The efficient control of major predatory 

animals presents a difficult problem, with a solution available only 

after exhaustive experimentation, 

To change a policy radically that has been in effect in Wis- 

consin for some sixty odd years is bound to meet with opposition. 

The state trapping system should, however, be given a thorough try- 

out over a period of years, gradually augmenting the present control 

squad into a more efficient force of state predator hunters which 

should be strategically placed with regard to the most efficient : 

methods of control. Every effort should be made to win public opinion 

to the state trapping program, and all divisions of the conservation 

commission should offer their full cooperation so that the new system 

may be given a fair and thorough trial. Recommendations as to a 

more specific program will be submitted, together with recommended 

budget requirements, after an additional year's trial. 
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Game Division Income 

From July 1, 1928 to June 30, 1929, the following receipts 

were received from game, game division and enforcement activities: 

Resident hunting licenses $185,742.50 
Non-resident hunting licenses 17,225.00 
Confiscations 22,605,00 
Trapping licenses 24,149.43 
Trap tags : 25,618.74 
Deer tags 33,574.00 
Decoy bands 1,277.70 

TOTAL $308,190.17 

From July 1, 1929 to June 30, 1930, receipts from the same 

sources were as follows: 

Resident hunting licenses $146,250.00 
Non-resident hunting licenses 5,725.00 
Confiscations 17,609.00 
Trapping licenses 25,128.45 
Trap tags 26,529.06 
Deer tags 557.85 
Decoy bands 1,639.54 
Fur farm licenses 12,666.13 

TOTAL $257 , 685,00 

It can be seen that the income during even numbered years is 

considerably higher due to the open deer season, A conservative 

estimate of the annual income from sources pertaining to game division 

activities is $300,000.00 in even numbered years and $230,000.00 in 

odd numbered years. 

In order to secure funds for the operation of the proposed 

five year program it is recommended that a percentage of the receipts 

celeting to cll game division activities be allotted to a general 

game division fund, Recommendations as to these percentages, with 

approximate estimat income, follows: 

Resident hunting license - 60%, approximately $100,000.00 
Nou-resident hunting license - 60%, approximately 5,000.00 
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Confiscations - 50%, approximately $ 10,000.00 

Trapping licenses - 50%, approximately 10,000.00 

Trap tags - 50%, approximately 10,000.00 

3 Fur farm licenses - 100%, approximately 10,000.00 

j Geme and deer farm licenses and tags - 
100%, approximately 3,000.00 

Decoy bands - 100%, approximately 1,500.00 

Deer tags (even numbered years - 100%, approximately 30,000.00 

Should a $1.50 resident hunting license fee 

be approved, fifty cents should be appropriated for 

public shooting grounds and refuge purposes. There 

should be from this fund annually approximately 75,000.00 

It is suggested that when the pheasant season . 

is opened that an additional license fee of twenty- 

five cents be charged for pheasant shooting. An es- 

timated annual fund from this sources: would be ae 

approximately ee 25,000.00 \ 
Z \ 

An annual fund derived from the general taxation 3 
\ 

should be allotted the game division-annually for the \ 

purchase of special refuges and sanctuaries for the 

general public interest, and for the preservation of 

rare species of Wisconsin native game. This fund 

should be not less than 25,000.00 

TOTAL 4304,500.00 

The total fund will naturally vary according to the receipts. 

A minimum fund of $275,000.00 and a maximum fund of $325,000.00 under 

a proposed plan, should be allotted the game division in odd numbered 

years, A minimum of $300,000.00 and a maximum of 3350,000.00 is a 

conservative estimate for even numbered years. 

: By: William F. Grimmer, 

February 10, 1931 Superintendent of Game 
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Recommended Five Year Budget e 

1931-1932 1932-1933 1933-1934 1934-1935 1935-1936 

Annual game survey & compulsory kill report $4,000.00 44,000.00 5,000.00 4%5,000.00 45,000.00 

State game refuge & public shooting 
ground program 

Purchase 60,000.00 60,000.00 75,000.00 75,000.00 100,000.00 
Lease 5,000.00 5,000.00 25,000.00 25,000.00 50,000.00 

(above figures include administration 
and organization) 

Purchase and Lease of public hunting 
grounds (see refuges) 

State game farm, stocking, cooperative agent45,000.00 45,000.00 50,000.00 50,000.00 50,000.00 
Subsidiary game farms 3,000.00 9,000.00 9,000.00 9,000.00 9,000.00 
Hungarian partridge farms 3,500.00 3,500.00 7,000.00 7,;000600 10,500.00 
Moon Lake Refuge 10,000.00 10,000.00 12,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 

Purchase of game 6,000.00 6,000.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 . 10,000.00 

Winter feeding program 4,000.00 6,000.00 6,000.00 7,500.00 7,500.00 

Waterfowl Refuge program 6,000 /00 9,000.00 16,000.00 15,000.06 15,000.00 

Establishment of forest & shrub experiment 
stations. Experimental cover restoration, 

experimental distribution. 1,000.00 1,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 

Cooperation with division ofeducation and 
publications on game division literature 6,000.00 753500200 10,000.00 10,000.00 ° 10,000800 

Research Bureau 125,000.00 12,600.00 15,000.00 15,000800 5 7060.00 

Predator Survey 500.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 

Fur Bureau 7,500.00 9,000.00 12,000.00 12,000.00 _12,000.00 
. ANNUAL TOTAL %173,500.00 189,000.00 254,000.00 258,500.00 314,000.00 

; )
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: THE STATE OF WISCONSIN Fay Lore 
CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

PAUL D. KELLETER, CONSERVATION DIRECTOR 

MADISON June 15, 1932 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CONSERVATION DIRECTOR 

To: All members of the Advisory Council, conservation wardens, 

game observers and all sportsmen's organizations. 

Subject: 1932 same survey - upland game birds. 
Recommendations on open seasons, ; 

The Wisconsin Conservation Comission, under an act of the 

1931 lecislature, now has the pover to open seasons on upland came 

birds. A general questionnaire will be mailed out to all members 

of the Advisory Council, conservetion wardens, ‘ame observers, and 

snortsmen's organizations about July 25, askins for definite recom- 

mendations on oven seasons for all species of uplend game birds des- 

cribed in this “Letter... 

It will be aypreciated if you will sive such consideration to 

the points outlined in this communication between now ana July 25, 

that your recommendetions, based upon thorough investivation, will 

be accurate, fair, and impartial. Individual localities have indi- 

vidual probler:s. Every angle of the uplend creme bird situation 

should be taken into consideration, both from the standpoint of the 
welfare of the birds and from the standpoint of the hunter. You 
will be requested also to give the general public opinion of your 

locality on your recommendations. 

GROUSE - Ruffed grouse, prairie chicken (pinnated erouse), sharp- 

tailed grouse. : 

Every Wisconsin grouse hunter is aware .that our ruffed 7rouse, 

prairie chicken, and sharp-tailed srouse are affected by a cycle 

that periodically, every nine or ten years, wipes out 10 to 90 per 

cent of the crouse in a given locality. Every state in the United 

States and every county in Wisconsin is effected to a greater or 

lesser degree by this cycle. ‘Many theories have been acvanced as to 

the cause of the cycle, but after 15 years of study by the Biological 

Survey, state came departments, “ame associations, and scientists, 

little more is known about the cause of the cycle today, or how to 

correct it, then wes known 15 years ago. In isconsin, reports in- 

dicate that ruffed grouse or partridee ere more seriously affected 

by the cycle than are orairie chicken and sharp-teiled grouse. 

The majority of Yisconsin counties are now estimated to be on 

the eichth year of the upward vrade of a cycle. Grouse ere inereesing 

rapidly in almost every county, in some more so than in others De~ 

cause of the fact thet the cycle hits harder in certain localities 

and the comeback is naturally slover. Two exceptionally mild winters 

and two good spring breedine seasons have also been inducive to a 

rapid comeback.
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On October 1, 1931, a three and a half day open season on one 
or more varieties of frouse was declared by the conservation commis- 
sion in 29 northern and central counties. Sharp-tailed grouse and 
prairie chicken coveys begin to band together at this time, and birds 
were for the most part wild and hard to get. Ruffed grouse were not 
on the roads to any extent October 1 and consequently were equally 
hard to secure, due to the dense cover of the season. According to 
census reports, approximately 100,000 birds of the three varieties 
were legally taken during 1931. The results of e quustionnaire to 
all wardens and game observers last November indicate that less than 
10 per cent of the grouse population was teken, however, during the 
open season, Observers in some northern counties have estimated the 
kill as low as two per cent. 

There is no doubt of the interest that the 1931 season has 
aroused. Winter feeding stations heve jumped from less than 500 to 
several thousand. Douglas county alone erected 63 hopper feeding 
stations and fed approximately 40,000 pounds of grain to sharp-tails 
at these stations. Interest in propagation has doubled. Ease of 
enforcement has improved in many localities. 

Because of the fact that grouse do die off by tens of thousands 
at the peak of each cycle, the conservation department believes that 
wherever possible an open season should be declered on these birds 
when they have reached that point on the upgrade of the cycle that 
a short open seeson will not endanger the seed stock, The department 
is also of the belie? that a -reat meny counties can now stand at 
least a five and a half day open season beginning October 1, without 
in any way endangering the 19335 breeding stock in those counties. 

England and Scotland, who manage their grouse shootinz much 
better than we do, make it a point to kill from 40 to 60 per cent of 
their total grouse crop each year. Although they have cycles in 
England and Scotland, they are seldom of more than two years' duration. 
The logical reason is that grouse are never allowed to reach a really 
high peak in those countries, although their grouse population is 
many times that of ours. It is perhaps logical to assume also that 
by preventing our Wisconsin birds from reachine the high peak that 
they have in the past, due to coneentration of many birds, that we 
can round off the peak of our cycle so that it will eventually take 
fewer years for a comeback. It is doubtful, due to the habits of 
grouse from October 1 on, and with the cover at thet time, that it 
would be possible to kill off more than 25 to 50 per cent in any 

county. 

If, due to local conditions, disease, lack of feed or cover, or 
because of law violations, grouse of any variety are down in numbers 
to such an extent that an open season would erdanger a normal number 
of breeding birds the followins year, no open season should be recom- 
mended.
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Please be prenered to answer the followine questions or 
questions similer to them by Jvly 25, on all three verieties of grouse. 

"Providine thet 25 or more counties in one bloc’: are onened on 
one or more varieties of crouse, do you recommcond e five and e helf 
aay open season beginning at noon, October 1, 1932, and endings at 
5 P.il'. October 6, with e scg limit of five birds per day? ‘Till such 
a season endanger the seec stock for your 1933 grouse crop? 

"On whet vericties do you recommend en opon secson? Is public 
opinion in your county for or against an open season?” 

RING-M2CKED PHSACANT 

Not inecludine individual end organization pheasant stocking 
efforts for the past 20 years, and not including the phcasents 
stocked by privatc initiative the past two years, the Wisconsin Con- 
servation Department has, in 1930 «né@ 1931, stocked, in cooperation 
with sportsmen and fcrmers, approximetoly 40,000 pheascnts in Wis- 
eonsin, 

ikeny southeastern counties now have almost a maximum erop of 
pheasants under existinz food end cover conditions. In many of these 
counties there is a conspicuous lack of interest in further propare- 
tion and stocking. In certain locelities surplus cock birds concen- 
trated on local areas are doins dane-o be firhting and the broaking 
up of nests. In other areas where there is a coneentration of birds, 
consicereble damage is beine done to crops, varticulerly during plant- 
ing end hervestine time, 

This department docs not belicve that it is necessary to attompt 
to fill a county to overflowine before an open scason on pheasant 
cocks can be declcred. itch more interest in provagetion, stockine, 
winter focdine, and cover restoration can be arouscd by a short open 
scason with a limited bag limit thon by the promise of such an open 
season eventually to come. In some counties there cre a numbor of 
pheasants takcn in violetion of the law cach year. Wardnns ere doing 
all thoy can to prevent this, but such violetions cannot be stopnod 
entircly until public intcrost throurhout the county is thoroughly 
eroused. Undoubtedly, the best way to arouse this fecline is the 
interest and stimulation of an opon scason. : 

It is anticipated that scveral counties will wish an opon sceson 
on ring-neck cocks for ae two or three dcy season this fell. In vicw 
of this, arrangements are being made at the state gome farm ct Fish 
Creek to hold over from 1,000 to 2,000 surplus cock birds for re- 
stocking in countics where an open season has been dcelercd. These 
birds will be stocked after the shootine season and will be dis- 
tributcd at points where they are most necded. 

Many counties cre just befinning their pheasant stocking program. : 
Intercst is still at a peak and an open secson at this time would
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be disastrous. The conservation dencrtmont fecls, however, that 
where intcrest is on the wene this ean best be stimulcted by a short 
oven season in conjunction with the open scason on grouse in ccntral 
end northern countics. Landowners or sportsmen who desire to protect 
birds in cortain localities are protected by the trespass laws if 
they will teke the trouble to enforce them. 

The guestions then, on pheasants will be: 

"Providing that two or more counties ere opened in one block 
at the same time thet the grousc season is opened, do you recommend 
é two and a half day open season on ring-neck cock pheascnts, begin- 
hing at noon, October 1, and ending at 5 Ps. Octobor 5, with a bag 
limit of two birds per day? 

"Will such open season cndanger the pheasant breeding stock for 
1935 in your county? Yow does the general public fecl on these 
recommendations?" 

HUNGARIAN OR GRAY PARTRIDGE 

Fungerian partridge, unknown in Wisconsin except in a dozen 
southcrn countics and in a few western counties bordering the Missis- 
sippi, are incrcasine slowly. The state has done little in the prop- 
agation or stocking of these birds since the original plantings of 
Colonrl Custeav Pabst in “Ylaukesha county 20 years ago, One hundred 
and twenty pair were imnorted in 1929 end were libcrated in the spring 
of 1950. Lest ycer 12 »eirs of hand-reared birds were borrowed from 
the fichigcn Conservation Department for propagation purnoses et the 
@xpcrimontel farm at Moon Leake. This year approximately 40 pairs 
ore in brecding pons et the foon Lake farm. Uungcrions are most dit- 
ficult to rear end breod. With the excention of Oregon, liichigen, and 
Wisconsin, no other states have yet attempted this on a lergo scale. 
A Wisconsin recred, ecclimcated bird is much moro valuable from a 
stockine stendroint than a wilé trapped forcien bird. Within a yeor 
a stecdily increasine supply of Hungerian portridse for stocking pur- 
poses should be available cach year from Moon Lake, Bas 

The greatcst leekare in netural Sunearian partridgo propcge tion 
oceurs during the nesting season, It is belicved that at Icast ones 
third or more of Hun nests are destroyed by mowing machines during 
the haying seison, Predatory animels and birds likewise teke tremen- 
dous toll coach nesting season, particulerly alone the fonee rows, a 
favoritc nesting site. A flushing bar, dsveloped to scve nests, is 
being expcrinented with in Recine county tais yoar. If the tests ere 
Sevisfag¢tory end if funds are availeablo a lerge number of these bars 
will be distributed throushovt cericuliurel sections in the state next 
year. 

The Hungarian partridge is not adepted to a majority of northern 
countics. It is a prairic bird, end is primarily a weed seed éeter. 
It is never krown to inhabit timber.
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The Hungaricn is now recomnized es one of Visconsin's finest 
gome birds. Meany same men are of the belicf that a short open scason 
on these birds is beneficiel, due to the fact that it breaks up and 
scatters coveys, reducing thc orobebilitics of inbreeding. If there 
is-e-sufficient stock of birds in your county for a short open scason 
in conjunction with a phecsent secson, there is no doubt that such 
@ season will revive ¢ much needed interest in the propagetion and 
stocking of the Fungcrian. Farmers for the most pert ere very fond 
of this bird and a large percentage of than would be protected by 
lendowners, notwithstcndine an open season. No open season should 
be recommended whcre tie birds are just getting a start or where they 
heve developed to e degree where they may bccome common within a year 
or two. 

The questions on Hungarian pertridse will be: 

"Providine that two or more counties are opened in one block, 
do you recommend an open scason of two and e« half days on Hungerian 
partridee in conjunction with a ring-neck pheasent cock scason, to 
begin Octobor 1, at noon,.eand to close Oectobor 3, at 5 P.M. with a 
beg limit of five birds per day? ill such open season endanger 
your 1933 breeding stock? Is »nublic opinion for or against such an 

open sooson?* 

QUATL 

it is probable thet up to carly spring, 19350, notwithstandine a 

34 year closed scason on bobwhite quail, there were no morc qucil in 
fisconsin at thot time then there were when the scason was closed in 
1896, There ecn be no clearer demcnstration thet a closed scason on 
quail is not the solution of returning these birds to Wisconsin covers, 

Due to two mild winters cand an inercascd intcrest by fermers and 
sportsmon’*in wintcr fecdine, it is probeble that we now have in many 
countics more queil then wo save hed for from 36 to 40 yecrs, -Our 
gueiil losses o¢cur mainly in the winter from iceck of food end proper 
cover. Birés arc weakened duc to lack of nourishment, and sub-zero 
temperatures, blizzerds, and slect storms then t.ke a tremendous toll. 
The birds are likewise much more susceptible to attceck from precede tory 
ondueks-end=bands whon weckcncd py Tock or food, 

Although there is no doubt that intcrcst in queil as a geme bird 
is reviving in a eroeat iany southcrn and westcrn counties, this intcr- 
cst is not sufficient to begin to save our quail should we have a 
herd winter in 1932-33.° History will reperct itself cnd from 25 to 75 
por cont of the total quail populetion will be killed directly or in- 
qivceiiy by Lack of Teed ond covor, 

Two importcnt quostions now crise. (1) Is it not better to allow 
Wisconsin sportsmen an opportunity to hunt a game bird thet, under 
present conditions, will only be destincd to death by freezing or 
stcerving? (2) Providing that a short open scason, with ea small bag 
limit, is allowed, will such en open scason revive an interest in quad 
to such on oxtent that winter fecding, the plantine of cover, prop- 
agation, end stocking (es with ringe-necks) will onec more place gqucil
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on our list of mejor same birds? 

The conservetion department believes that under the present 
elosed scason on quci], tens of thousands of birds are wested cech 
‘year thet might otherwise bo legelly taken by Wisconsin sportsmen. 
The denvertmoent believes thet to heve more qusil we must arouse 
interest by an onen season. The crousing of this intcrest mcans 
winter feeding and cover, the two sccrets of suecessful netural gqueil 
propagction. The gemo division, in addition, clthough it has no 
absolute facts to substantiate the opinion, believes thet Wisconsin 
gueil cre inbreeding in many localities, cnd that the secttering of 
coveys through hunting would be of srcet benefit in the building 
of a strongor strein of birds. If sufficient intercst is evidenced 
by spertsmen of the state, queil and quail eggs can be distributed 
to sportsmen's orgcnizetions-end. farmers. in tae sameway thet Trine= 
neck pheesent eges and birds cré nov distributed, providing funds care 
availeble. 

Fermers have fed the mejority'of quail in Wisconsin in pas} 
wititters., Tho farmer's opinion, therefore, in the matter of e quail 
season, is most importcnt. It should be secured if eny open season 
is contempletcd. 

The conservation commission, unon recommondcetion of the director 
end the geme division, will consider the openine of c short quail 
seeson with a smell beg limit, only in such counties where sportsmen 
and organizetions will pledge thoemsclves to the followine conditions: 

(1) Theat cvery effort will be made to conduct ¢ sceneral winter 
fecding campaign in qucil cowmtry throuchout thc county. (The con- 
sorvation depsrtment will meke every effort to aszist in this work 
with winter feedine funds cvoilablie.) Cooperation with fermers in 
the county in the purchasing of rr-in and the estrblishment of winter 
feedings stations on farms where qucil are winterine is most important. 

(2) Cooperation with farmers in the planting or re-establishment 
OF quail cover, ¢ 

(3)..An interest in the pronegrtion of queil cnd queilucegs for 
stockine purpcses. 

The quail situction in your county should be thorouchly studicd 
before « definite conclusion is recched. lMeny countics cre not adapt- 
able to quail and probcbly never will be. Othtr counties heave most 
oxecllent prospects of eventually maintiining a very heavy quail pop- 
uletion. 

Tac quail questions then, will be: 

"Providing that a block of two or more counties arc opened at 
the seme time thet the grouse sezson is onened in northern and central 
countics, and et the seme time thet the pheasant end Hungaricn peort- 
ridgc season is opened in ssuthcrn counties, do you recommend c tyo
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and e half dey oncn season on bobwhite qucil besinning at noon, 

DOexobor 1, ond ondine ab 5° Pall, on- October 5, Wan co. pero ida oF 
five birds por doy? Wh-t is tho opinion of fcrmers end sportsman 
on this open sceson? Will you in cddition agrec to the three con- 
ditions laid dow by the conscrvation d@eprrtmcnt in the cvont en open 
season on queil is ostablished in your county?” 

WOOD COCK j 

Althoush the wood cock is clessed by crnitholorists as a shore 
bird, duc to its habits and the eountry which it frequents in this 
state, it can probcbly be termed cm upland geemc bird in Wisconsin, 
Duc to the fect that these birds aro appocrinre in inerecsing numbers 
im -ecrtcin Countios cach yoor, mony sportsmen evo asked thet an open 
season be dccicred, innesotocndetidimete-hed=r=erssce occ son 

during 1951; Fichigen and Tovn werc open. 

THO. Quceeticn will bo: 

"In the event of & ruline that the wood coek enn be considorcd 
en uplend gsme bird in Yiseonsin, ere you in favor of on open sceson 
on them in your county, concurrent with your'grousc, pheasont, pcrt= 
ridge or quail scason?™ 
Notc: Recommondstions for sn oben season will be considcroed ‘only in 
those counties where there is to bo an open Secson on srousc, phcas— 

ents, pertridre, or gucil. 

SR eS 

It is onee more requested tht the questions in thbletter be 

considered from every angle by both individucls and orgenizetions. 

Answers by orgcnizeations should represent the feoline of the orgen- 
izction end not one or tro individucl mombers., It is hoped thet 

everyone reeciving this lcttcr will make a thorough ond impartial 

investigation of facts pertcining to the specios of uplend geme birds 
outlined in this communicaticn. 

Unless there are spocific qucstions, pleese do not oxpress your 
views=to-the=depertmcnt until the gcncreal quostionncirc resehes.you in 
July... thie t¢ en informetion lettcr only. 1t will be oppreci. ice if 
you will return the July questionnairc promptly. All questionncircs 
will be tabuleted by August 5. The recommonéctions of the depertmcnt 
will be mede wp from the generel trbuletion, cnd will be presented to 
the conscrveticon commission for cction ct the August mecting. 

Vory sinocroly yours, 
PAUL D, KELL@TER, Diroeevor 

: a 
iy Bs Gemanee : 

YFG :EL Superingcndent of Game



: DR. MERRITT LA COUNT JONES j Ce “we 
510 THIRD STREET 

WAUSAU, WISCONSIN \ i y* 

October 18, 1932 

Dear Mr. Leopold: i 

I am inclosing a brief outline of what took place Saturday. 
Will you please let me have your comments and criticisms so that I 
can make a permanent redéord. 

I want to thank you very much for devoting your time to this 
work. 

Very sincerely yours, 

MLJ:GL



: Meeting of the Research Bureau - October 15, 1932 - Madison, Wisconsin 

A meeting of the Research Bureau under the auspices of the 
Wisconsin Conservation Commission was held at the Madison Club at 
Madison, Wisconsin on October 15, 1952. The following members were 
present: 
: Prof. L. J. Cole Mr. Franklin Schmidt 

Doctor W. D. Stovall Mr. Clarence Allen 
Prof. George Wagner Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Mr. B. O. Webster Mr. Noble Clark 
Mr. Wm. F. Grimmer Dr. Merritt L. Jones 

Mr. Haskell Noyes 
; (Chairman of the Conservation Commission) 

After the meeting had been called to order, Doctor Merritt L. 
Jones presented to those present a detailed review of the history and 

activities of the Bureau, together with a resume of the minutes of the 

previous meetings.and the general accomplishments which have been carried 

out. 

Following the reading,the report was accepted and approved by 
. the members. ; 

The Bureau then immediately took up for consideration its 

financial budget, and, while it was realized that at the present time the 

finances are greatly limited, nevertheless, the bureau, as a whole, ex- 

pressed its regret over the limited funds which have been allowed them 

as they felt that because of this fact the work has been greatly curtailed. 

Mr. Haskell Noyes presented to the members a plan by which it 

might be possible to enlist some aid on the part of the University in 

helping out the situation. Considerable discussion followed, during 

which each member of the Bureau earnestly expressed his opinion and offer- 

ed suggestions as to such possibilities. It was finally decided that the 

pest manner of handling the entire situation would be to try to create in 

the University a chair for conservation research. ‘The financing of this 

would be borne by the University or by the University and perhaps the 

Conservation Commission. It was thought that, if such a chair were created, 

closer cooperation could be established between the various branches of 

» the University and this type of work. in biief, the plan, which was . 

finally decided upon, could be-outlined as follows: R 

. I - That the University create the above mentioned 

chair and that they place in it a man fully capable of 
carrying on this type of work. 

II - That this individual have under him two other workers 
one of whom would carry on the necessary research and 
field work in regard to game and the other of whom 
would carry on similar work in the department of 

fisheries. 

III - It was further decided that this Director or Professor 
of Wisconsin Research should be directly accountable to 
a supervising committee, the membership ofwhich is that 

: of the present Research Bureau; that, in turn, this 
bureau and its work should be under the direct
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supervision of the Conservation Commission who would 
have the same direct ultimate control as they have 
at the present time. In other words, the Director 
of Research would bear the same relation to the Research 
Committee as the Director” of Conservation now bears to 
the Conservation Commission. ; 

The question of prairie chicken investigation demanded much 

attention and it was the unanimous opinion of those present that this 
work be continued uninterruptedly and that the knowledge and experience of 
Mr. Franklin Schmidt should be made available. In spite of the fact that 
Mr. Schmidt is going to school at least part of the time, his employment, 
when not so occupied, should be continued and in this manner the Vonserva- 
tion Commission and the Research bureau be in such a position that when a 
disease cycle does come in these birds, it will be able to carry out an 
intensive investigation and have available all of the knowledge gained by 
their past study. 

The duck situation was also carefully analyzed and it was voted 
to recommend to the Gommission that a beginning be made in this important 
part of the game program, the first year of which could be easily spent in 
collecting various data and facts in regard to Wisconsin ducks. If possible, 
a special individual in the Department should be delegated for this work 
and should “grow up" in the Department so the work could be carried over 
for a number of years. 

Mr. Noble Clark called the attention of the Bureau to the many 
thousand acres of land which were now becoming State property and brought 
out the most important thought that this land should be made attractive 
to the people for recreational purposes. Mr. Noyes made it plain that_ 
the Conservation Commission was already considering this project, but that 
he would again emphasize its needs to them. 

The meeting was then adjourned, the Bureau to meet again as the ee 
necessity arises. : 

-- Merritt L. Jones, Chairman 

we a 
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Oct. 24, 1932 

Dr. Merritt L. Jones 
510 Third Street 
Wausau, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Jones: ; 

I have delayed acknowledging your summary of 
the Research Bureau meeting because the University men : 
had asked me to help prepare a joint statement of the 
epproach to game research, which supplements your state- 
ment of immediate recommendations. Dr. Cole is sending 
you the joint statement. 

I am agreement with your letter except on 
Point III and on the last paragraph. 

My reasons on Point III are the same as those 

stated in the "Program" attached to Dr. Cole's letter. 

: As to the last paragraph, the difference is 
: probably one of mere verbiage. Game on idle lands is 

: important, not merely as recreation, but 2s a means to 
restore their solvency. 

I appreciate your taking the time to revive 
this matter of game research, and hope for an opportunity 
to talk with you personally in more detail. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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: Coteber 24, 1932, 

Dr. Merritt L. Jones, 
510 Third Street, 
Wausau, Wisconsin. 

My dear Dr. Jones: 

The aid you have been giving the game interests of 
the state through the work dome by the Researeh Bureau 
deserves the gratitude of all Wisconsin people who cherish 
the hope that this state shall take constructive steps to 
protect our present game population and te inaugurate 
soundly conceived plans for ite increase. The sacrifices 
you have made have not been in vein, for we are sure the 
state of Wisconsin has made few investments of the tax- 

pe money which have resulted in larger returns per 
lar appropriated than the money spent by the Game 

Research Buresu under your direction. 

All of us recognise that the Conservation Department 
teday faces the severest test it has been called upon to 
meet. The public demand for tax reduction is irresistible, 
—* eee for state ethene Seine an what a 

: a Peer 2e S seneree * cutt cost 
government. Yet the Conservation Department each month | 
hae left on its doorstep additional tens of thousande of 
acres of cutover lend whieh the et ashy is required to 
administer under the provisions of the Forest Crop Lay. 
This year the Department embarked on a tree planting _ 
gram which is much the most ambitious that Fisconsin 
ever undertaken. The demande made upon the funds of the 
Department have been, and still ere, mounting steadily. 
Under these very trying ciroumstances it is only natural 
that the Commiesion in charge of the work of the Department 
has felt it necessary te chop off every eee expense 
in conneotion with all phases of the being carried on, 
pty manneessy for payee 9 Bh ng head most a ean 
the program for © research, & very meagerly 

o activity of the | ede » which we have now leerned te 
in danger of being eliminated entirely.. z 

To those of us soneaneee with the nee —_- | 
on game research 1t seeme as Oe ee ee cae eT . 
to serve the game interests of the state ~~ now is to | 
supply the members of the Conservation Commission with some ‘ 
of the facts which may better enable them to decide wisely |
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in connection with the allotment of any funds which may be 
a on any game project. If the Commission has seen 
fit to look to us for cousel on game matters, that counsel 
is most needed now which desle with the — implications 
back of the entire game responsibilities programs of 
the state. 

The Conservation Department has been charged by the 
Legislature with re not only for the protection 
of the game now in the state, but also they are instructed 
to take the constructive steps which will increase the 
numbers of this game. oe to 2 —— 
hunting is not enough, impo t ae this is, The publie 
bs the — of wey ln neg acm ae annually 
Aree pyrehace t censes, is mak avail< 

able de which might sustifieety be used for veut research 
and geme management. 

But the peculiar necessity for the Commission to 
take wore aggreesive steps to support at leaet a moderate 

nr of endeavor in behalf of the native game of the 
state liee in the responsibility the Conservation Department 
has been fi by the state in connection with the adminise 
tration of lands entered under the Forest Crop Law. The 
state is aanually putting many thousands cf dollars into 
these tracts, and to all intents and purposes controle the 
— a. practices covering these Forest Crop Law lands, 

: The law epecifically provides that publie hunting shall be 
@liowed on these lands, the legislature aesuming that if 

: southern Wisconsin ee the money to make the Forest Crop 
Law possible the of tneuhty. of southern Wisconsin should at 
least heave one return from their investment, the right to 
hunt. There Cena millions of aeres of tax delinquent, 
idle lands in @4 } destined to be governmentally owned, 
and whieh will require public funde for their fire proteetion 
and administration. Wative game offers one of the ——— 
possibilities for the taxpayers to get back something for 
this expense on these lane. 

fhe plain fact is that the opportwities for hunting 
on these great areas of central and northern Wiseonsin are 
destined to i Slimmer and slimmer unless constructive 
ateps are taken promptly to study the needs of the ‘ee in 

ene and = = = motion ane — ~~ oor eial 
pr ees regard an ent as they game. 
The needs of aia te not conflict with forestry needs. 
But they are specific needs which if not eared for will 
certainly result in dieappointment and harsh criticiss from 
that part of the state's population which looke to the 
north country se a place for hunting and recreation.
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Good business ony well as the provisions of 
the law, suggest that the ission will do well to 

eee oe all ite ogee in one basket. A forest pro~ 
gram @lone will not meet the requirerents in central and 
northern Wisconsin. Ring neck pheasants, — pare 

on and other oS on species —— not fill 
the bill in these timbe areas. There is no eseape from 
our dependence in these regions on our native game species, 
and likewise there ie no getting away from the fact that 
these native species now sre confronted with critical dif- 
fieulties for the solution of which the state hae underway 
nO real program or poliey. 

It is to call attention to definite prejects in this 
field of service to our native game that we heve outlined 
seven tentative projects for the consideration of the 
Gommission. We thoroughly believe the Commission, hard up 
as it is for funds, could wisely epend the —— for all 
of these undertakings. We believe it unthinkable that 
when the Gowmieseion has all the facts it will deliberately 
kill all forward looking work being done in behalf of our 
native game. It is not implied that researeh on native 
game should represent en additional cost to the state 
although this night be justified. Rather it is our thought 
that the Gommisaion in alléting the funds at ite dis 
eannot efford to ane money for game purposes without 
allotting part ef the funds to research on native game. 

The details of administration of any research work 
to be undertaken ie a matter of less consequence, The main 
thing is to retain the momentum we have attained im*the 
prairie chicken investigotions, to pueh this venieee to & 
successful completion, and to get started on sinllar pro- 
jects whieh will make possible intelligent legislative 
action and efficient lend management in connection with 
our other native game species, 

If the Gommiseion desires closer participation on 
the part of the University in oars on game research 
we believe the Board of Regents will welcome euch an invita- 
tion, and that they will be glad to enter into a cooperative 
relationship with one thought forewost, nawely that the 
orgenization set@-up must be such es best to facilitate the 
successful aghievement of the goals agreed upon. They 
will net be interested in prerogatives or checks and 

Sangh Reset Ye™DRoRzei ARE Sto tIba PPAR RY GE Tree 
come,
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This letter and the enclosed tentative geme research 
program represent) the combined judgment of J. @. Halpin, 
—~ Gagner, W. D. Stovall, Noble a Aldo Leopold 

and L. J. Gole, and ie signed in behalf the group by 
the last named, 

Sincerely yours, 

L. J. Gole, 
Professor of Genetics.



Oct. 20, 1932 

Proposed by the Research Bureau 

to the 

Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

Objects. The object of a game research program is to find 

enough facts about the natural processes of game population to 

control them for conservation purpe es. 

To the extent thet such facts are known and used, they make 

for economy in method, insurance egainst unforeseen disasters, 

development of new possibilities, and coordination between 

different lines of work. 

Balance. A balanced program calle for three kinds of research 

work: 

(1) sePage Ho Lavestigations of the kind recently made 

(2) pega tone to test the workability of expla atory 
* 

(3) Fundapente) Investigations to answer questions which 
no @ ess thorough methois. 

4 program confined to fundamental work is slow in delivering 

usable results. On the other hand, a progrem confined to 

exploratory and demonstration work ends up in “blind alleys.” 

In the long run a balance must be maintained, It is safe, 

however, to start with exploratory projects. Much fundemental 

reseereh bearing on game is already under way in the University. 

(The sample projects attached cover Classes (1) and (2) 

only. 

Finance end Organization. Financial support from private sources 

and from research endowments can probably be obtained for
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appropriate projects once a sound organization has been set up and 

shown to be a going concern. 

Such support has seldom been forthcoming, however, for work 

not centred in a university or other impartial biological 

institution organized for the purpose, The state conservation 

departments now doing theirown game research do it entirely at 

their own expense, whereas most of the universities doing came 

research receive outside funds, as well as state funds. 

To safeguard against wastage, control of performance on 

work delegated to research institutions is necessary, but it is 

the universal custom to accomplish this by control of the 

pursestrings, rather than by direct authority over the personnel 

or subject matter. Greater eredence is given to university 

research findings beeause of their comparative freedom from 

personal or administretive bias, 

Manpower for research ean be hired much more cheaply 

by universities than by administrative departments, because 

the academic credite allowed graduate students makes them 

available at lesser rates. Moreover overhead expense for 

laboratories, equipment, end specialized consultation is largely 

taken care of. 

All research, wherever done, demands continuity in 

finaneing, supervision, and execution. Few projects are worth 

starting without the assurance of continuity for at least 

three years.



Sample Projects 

1. Prairie Chieken Investigation 

Food habits and nesting habits have already been fairly 

well analyzed. From now on emphasis should be given to 

mortelity measurements, movements, and to the nature of disease 

mor tality. 

The University of Minnesota is already deep into the 

last subject. Wisconsin's best course is to supply meterial 

to Minnesota, end to make the field observations necessary to 

interpret the disease factor. 

Re 

Znough is known already to proceed with actual tests on 

two outstanding practical problems: (1) Can management speed 

up recovery of numbers from the low point of the cyele, and 

thus increase the proportion of years open to shooting? (2) What 

population increase can be brought about by controlling food, 

cover, ete? What do such controls cost per acre or per bird? 

How do they dovetail with ferming and forestry? A sample area 

actually put under management will shed light on these questions, 

Amnual Costs for (1) and (2) combined: 1 Investigator, 

i: $1,000; travel, $1,000, 1 Superintendent of pemonstretion 
Area (borrow a warden?); travel, $1,000. Lease op 10,000 acres 

for a demonstration area, $500? Operating costs (food patches, 

fencing, etc.), $1,000. Total, 4,500, ; 

Duration: At least 5 years.
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Note: if the Commission were willing to allow private 

development and use of the demonstration area, operating end 

land costs could probably be met by private ecooperators. They - 

could also be dispensed with by combining with Project No 7. 

3+ Yoterfowl Survey. 
This is an inventory and analysis of present and possible 

breeding, resting, and feeding grounds, and their relation to 

refuge and shooting areas, The main object is to appraise where 

and how the habitet ean be restored or improved. The survey should 

include, for each drained lake or marsh susceptible of restoration, 

& map, development plan, and eost estimate. It should also find 

out what breeding grounds are idle, and the probable reason why. ; 

It should select a system of refuges. " 

Many cooperators, public and private, should perticipate, 

This project is aimed to lay sound foundations for a license 

increase to finance waterfowl development works. 

Ampual Cost: 1 Surveyor, $5,000, travel $2,000, Engineering 

or biological consultation, to be borrowed when needed from 

University or Biologics] Survey or Fighwey Department; trevel, 

$1,000. Total, $8,000. 

Durstion: 1 year 

4. Yeterfowl Investigation 
This should accompany or follow No. 3, A life history 

study of each breeding species should be made, of the seme kind 

as already made on prairie chickens and cuail, but the study should 

cover the whole state. The object is to find what controls are 

most likely to increase the annual crop of waterfowl for the
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least cost. It is important to restore and increase feeding and 

breeding areas wherever possible, many of which have been 

destroyed by drainace or depleted by carp. Special emphasis 

should be given also to methods of restoring breeding stock to 

idle breeding areas. 

iowa has started a similar project, but it is not likely 

that the various problems have the same answer for both states, 

Annual Cost: 1 Investigator, $1,000; travel, $2,000, 

Total $3,000. 

Duration: 3 years. 

5. Form Geme Demons trations 

These should seek to test, under Wiseonsin conditions, the 

findings of life history studies made on pheasants and Sungerians 

in Michigan, and to apply, on an experimental scale, the findings 

of the Wisconsin quail investigation, Several test areas for 

each species should be organized in cooperation with local 

people, The state need furnish only technical supervision, and 

authority to conduet shooting tests. 

In a few particulars, additional research is needed. A 

banding study of artificial vs. wild pheasants, to determine 

comparative survival, is needed to find out at what point food 

and cover improvement becomes cheaper than planting as a means 

of building up lecal stocks, 

The Hungarian demonstrations should test the comparative 

costs of trapped vs. imported planting stock, 

Annual Cost: 1 Game Manager, $3,000; travel, $1,500, 

Signs and miscellaneous expense, $500. Total, $5,000, 

| |
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Duration: 3 years, 

6. Deer Investigation 
This is a life history study to determine the application 

of Michigan's findings to Wisconsin, and to assemble enough 

elementary facts abovt Wisconsin deer to make sure that the 

state's forestry policy conforms es far as possible with the 

needs of the deer range, For exemple: Are white eedar swamps 

as important as in Michigan? How far south? What radius of 

summer range ig served by one swamp? Cen cedar reproduce when 

it becomes too scarce for the deer population? 

Annual Cost: 1 Manmmalogist, $2,000; travel, $1,500, 

Total, $3,500, 

Duration: 3 years. 

7 
This is en attempt to apply, to an experimental area of 

idle land, all that is known about its game, fish, fur, forestry, 

and farming resources, and to see whether a combined state 

administration of ell these resources cannot be supported by 

opening the area to public use on a fee basis. The object is 

to test the possibility of expanding the conservation program 

= without new appropriations, and to find a use for the increasing 

area of reverted private holdings, 

The project contemplates the organization of a voluntary 

"Conservation District" ineluding county, state, and private 

titles merged under state control. 

Sosts: Cannot be estimated without knowing the extent 

ef contributed services, 

Duration: 10 years.
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THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

ADDRESS REPLY TO MADISON 

CONSERVATION DIRECTOR 

October 27, 1932 

To members of the Research Bureau 
and Advisory Council: 

At the direction of Haskell Noyes, chairman 

of the conservation commission, I enclose for 

your information a copy of the report prepared 

by Dr. Merritt L. Jones, chairman of the research 

bureau of the conservation department. 

This was submitted to members of the research 

bureau at the meeting held in Madison, October 15, 

1932. 

Also enclosed is a copy of the minutes of 

the meeting. 

Very truly yours, 

Conservation Director mn 

PDK /MO 
Ene.



WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Minutes of the meeting of the Research Bureau 
October 15, 1932 - Madison, Wisconsin 

: A meeting of the research bureau under the auspices of the 
Wisconsin Conservation Department was held at the Madison Club at 
Madison, Wisconsin on October 15, 1932. The following members were 
present: 

Prof hi ds Cols Franklin Schmidt 
Dr. W. D. Stovall Clarence Allen 4 

p Prof. George Wagner Aldo Leopold 
B. O. Webster Noble Clark 
Wm. F, Grimmer Dr. Merritt L. Jones : 

Haskell Noyes Ge Re SON 
(Chairman of the conservation commission) ~ ~~ 

After the meeting had been called to order, Dr. Merritt L. Jones 
presented to those present, a detailed review of the history and 
activities of the bureau, together with a resume of the minutes of the 
previous meetings and the general accomplishments which have been 
carried out. Following the reading of this report, the report was 
accepted and approved by the members. ! : : 

The bureau then immediately took un for consideration its 
financial budget, and while it was realized that at the present time 
the’ finances are greatly limited, nevertheless the bureau, as a 
whole, expressed its regret over the limited funds which have been 
allowed them as they felt that because of this fact the work has 
been greatly curtailed. : aes 

Haskell Noyes presented to the members a plan by which it might 
be possible to enlist some aid on the part of the University in 
helping out the situation. Considerable discussion followed, during 
which each member of the bureau earnestly expressed his opinion and 
offered suggestions as to such possibilities. It was finally decided 
that the best manner of handling the entire situation would be to try 
to create in the University a chair for conservation research. The 
financing of this would be borne by the University or by the University 
and perhaps the conservation department. It was thought that if such 
a chair were created, closer co-operation could be established be- 
tween the various branches of the University and this type of work. 
In brief, the plan which was finally decided upon, could be outlined 
as follows: ; P ; 

I —- That the University create the above mentioned chair and 
that they place in it a man fully capable of carrying on 
this type of work. 

II - That this individual have under him two other workers, one 
of whom would carry on the necessary research and field work 
in regard to game, and the other of whom would carry on 
Similar work in the department of fisheries. 

III —- It was further decided that this director or professor of 
Wisconsin research should be directly accountable to a 
supervising committee, the membership of which is that of 
the present research bureau; that, in turn, this bureau and 
its work should be under the direct supervision of the 
conservation department who would have the same direct 
ultimate control as they have at the present time. In other 
words, the director of research would bear the same relation 
to the research committee as the director of conservation 
now bears to the conservation department.
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The question of prairie chicken investigation demanded much 
attention and it was the unanimous opinion of those present that 
this work be continued uninterruptedly and that the knowledge and 
experience of Franklin Schmidt should be made available. In spite 
of the fact that Mr. Schmidt is going to school at least part of the 
time, his employment, when not so occupied, should be continued and 
in this manner the conservation department and the research bureau 
be in such a position that when a disease cycle does come in these 
birds, they will be able to carry out an intensive investigation and 
have available all of the knowledge gained by their past study. 

The duck situation was also carefully analyzed and it was voted 
to recommend to the commission that a beginning be made in this 
important part of the game program, the first year of which could 
be easily spent in collecting various data and facts in regard to 
Wisconsin ducks and expanding on the survey. If possible, a special 
individual in the department should be delegated for this work and 
should “grow up" in the department so the work could be carried over 
for a number of years. 

Mr. Webster emphasized the need of research work in his depart-— 
ment and breught before the bureau the necessity of making a survey 
of our lakes and streams to the end that more scientific planting 
of fish may be made and of ascertaining what planting of fish food 
should be made in order to make the lakes and streams more effective 
for the propagation and growth of game fish. It was the opinion of 
the research bureau that this survey should be carried out by an 
individual capable of following out the work of Mr. Hubbs of 
Michigan. The possibilities of such a man would be unlimited and 
one only has to call to mind the work of Mr. Hubbs in creating 
artificial barriers in the streams in order to improve the condition 
of trout in rivers, as one of them. 

Noble Clark called the attention of the bureau to the many 
thousands of acres of land which were now becoming state property 
and brought out the most important thought that this land should 
be made attractive to the people for recreational purposes. 
Mr. Noyes made it plain that the conservation commission was already 
considering this project, but that he would again emphasize its 
needs to them. 

The meeting was then adjourned, the bureau to meet again as the 
necessity arises. 

———-Merritt L. Jones, chairman



WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Report of the Research Bureau prepared by Dr. M. L. Jones, 
Chairman, and read by him at a meeting of the Research - t 

Bureau_in Madison October 15, 1932 ee 

For quite some time the conservation department of the state of 
Wisconsin, like many Other.organizations, has been feeling the stress 
and strain of the depression. Their research bureau and its finances 
have also received a direct reflection of this condition and it, 
therefore, does not seem out of place to refresh our minds by review- 
ing the work and accomplishments of this bureau during the past 
several years and to outline a pelicy for its future. 

The conservation commission created the research bureau under 
difficulties and only by securing funds appropriated to other purposes. 
In a sense, the. commission took a:"chance" as to what would be 
accomplished. Colonel Nagler, who in 1928 was director of conservatior 
was the originator of the idea but the commission at large felt that 
such work was needed, especially in view of the general chaotic con- 
dition of -facts concerned with conservation, at that time, in 
Wisconsin. It was felt that the place of the research burcau would 
be as large as we could make it and everyone entertained big dreams 
of what the research bureau would do. It was felt that they would : 
have the opportunity, almost without parallel, of-applying scientific 
knowledge, scientific methods and, scientific viewpoints to the great 
conservation problems of a great state; and that they would have the 
opportunity also of building up a competent, efficient, and respected 
scientific division of the conservation department. In order to keep 
up the possibilities of this work, the eventual plan of organization 
had as its goal extensive research and the employment of: 

1. A trained pathologist 
2. An icthyelogist : 

J... One or more field biologists 
“4, A research forester 
5. Adequate laboratory facilities 

i ‘ ‘6. Sufficient money.to carry on any scientific 
8 practical research on any conservation problem: 

that demanded scientific investigation. 

The éarly work of the research bureau consisted largely of 
organization and it was immediately. seen that the closest type of 

co-operation would bc necessary between the game bureau and the 

research bureau in order to carry out the necessary work. At this 

time YW. B. Grange had just come on as supervisor of game and I wish 

here to give him credit for the wonderful co-operation and help he gav 

the research bureau in the early days of its existence. Ag the 

organization went on, many problems were presented which needed care- 

ful analysis and disposition. We.were immediately besieged by in- 

numerable letters regarding the work of the bureau and its accomplish— 

ments. Many of these communications were instructive and of: con- 

siderable help, while others were written by fanatics and cranks on 

the subject of. conservation and largely were made up of useless 

criticism. In general, the conditions were chaotic. It was at this 

state that an immense amount of work was needed. General information 

had to be obtained, files set up on various subjects, the general 

personnel worked out, and the future of the bureau outlined. After 
some of these needs had been accomplished, ‘our next move was to find 

some definite place where diseased animals, of various types, could 

be studied. The urgency for this was great, as all those interested
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were receiving specimens from various individuals for investigation. 

At this time the various organizations and others interested in the 

investigation were circularized and a general outline given them, 

telling them what was to be done: 

Diseased birds were to be sent to Dr. Alfred 0. Gross, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine, and to Dr. A. A. Allen, 

University of New York. 

Diseased mammals were to be sent to Dr. F. B. Hadly, 
University of Wisconsin. 

Diseased rabbits were to be sent to Dr. W. D. Stovall, 
University of Wisconsin. 

Diseased fish were to be sent to Dr. W. D. Stovall and 
also to the Bureau of Fisheries; Washington, D. C. 

This was the early ov.sline that took care of the emergency. As time 
went on it was gradually changed and rectified in many ways. About 
this time it was decided to enlarge the original personnel and the 
following committee was appointed to carry on the work; 

Dr. W. D. Stovall, Madison 
Prof. George Wagner, Madison 

; Prof. J. G. Halpin, Madison 
Prol:. sha Jc, Cole. Madison 
Mei Pu D. KRetleter.” Madicon 

‘ Mr. C. L. Harrington, Madison 
Mr. B. O. Webster, Madison 
Mr. William F. Grimmer, secretary, Madison 
Dr. Merrit L. Jones, Wausau, chairman 

This committee met in the fall of 1928, when it carefully went 

over the work which had been done, and outlined its definite policy 

for the future. At various times other meetings were held, including 

a general meeting in 1989, and two special meetings held at Oshkosh 

: and Milwaukee in 1931. Insofar as the work was concerned and the 
things which were accomplished, a review of the minutes of these 
meetings and of what followed has shown that the bureau has been very 

busy and that many things have been done. Due to the lack of funds, 
it later became necessary to select at least one major problem to 
concentrate on and in view of the need, the upland game bird study 
seemed most suitable. Be 

During the work of the bureau, however, many other subjects came 
under consideration, some of which might be listed as follows: 

I — In the beginning, considerable attention was paid to fish 
and the rearing pond idea was pushed as far as possible. 
Figures in regard to the actual number of fish planted, etc. 

: were obtained, the fish scale research work which had largely 

been carried on through the state Izaak Walton League, was 

further thoroughly investigated. It was then that Mr. Hubbs 
was contemplating a publication on the fishes of Wisconsin 

: and the question of finances for this publication came up 
for discussion. The bureau was also interested and endeavored
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to collect literature and information in regard to the 
German carp. This was carried on locally and also through 

H. S. Davis and Henry O'Malley in the Department of Fisheries 

at Washington, D. C. It was also urged that the state carry 
out a survey of the lakes and streams so that when various 
types of fish are planted there can be a reasonable assurance 

that they can survive in these various waters. 

II — A watchful eye was kept on the deer situation, especially in’ 

regard to numbers, etc. and on two different occasions direct 
help was given because of diseases among them. In this 
connection, I speak particularly of the Rock Island and 
Chamber Island work. During this work the trapping and 

transportation of several deer was carried out. Investigation 

and inquiry was kept active in regard to the infection of 
these animals by bacillus abortus. At one time complaints 
were made regarding the use of certain chemicals along the 
railroad rights-of-way, which were detrimental to cattle and 
also to deer. This situation was thoroughly investigated 

and the inquiry answered. 

III — The question of the stomach contents of wolves, foxes, etc. 

was also investigated. ; 

IV - Careful inquiry and circularization, etc. were also carried 

out concerning the rabbits and on several occasions local 
investigations and research work were done in supposedly 

diseased areas. Reprints, correspondence, etc. were 

collected in regard to tularemia and close contact was kept 

up with the health authorities in regard to this disease. 

V — Almost heroic attempts have beén made in regard to the duck 

situation in Wisconsin, as it has been perfectly obvious 

that considerable work could be accomplished in this line and 

the general condition of these birds, insofar as Wisconsin 

was concerned, could be improved. The urgency for this work 

became even greater as it was definitely proven by the work 

of Aldo Leopold that there was a general drift of the duck 
flight away from Wisconsin and it was his opinion that this 

condition could be largely prevented if proper measures could 

be carried out in regard to these birds.. On many occasions 
the research bureau brught before the commission and its 
members a desire to place a man on the department and under 
the research bureau, who would make a study of the duck 
situation and would devote his time tc this part of the work. 

On each occasion this suggestion was opposed on the basis of 

lack of funds, in spite of the fact that everyone concerned 

seemed to recognize its need. At one time the name of 
Walter Miller was seriously considered for such a position. 
At another time it seemed that perhaps one of the more 
intelligent game wardens could be used. At still another 
time it seemed that the game division and research bureau 
might equally share in the expense of obtaining the 

necessary man. All of these efforts, however, were un— 
successful and so it was decided to do what little was 

/ possible with what we had.
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In 1931, a brief study ofthe, general duck flight:in Wis— 
consin was carried out and many interesting: facts; learned. 
In the same year Franklin Schmidt, who had been hired by the 
research bureau, carried on a rather detailed survey of the 
Wisconsin Valley division and gave to the research bureau a 
report as to the possibilities of improving the duck 
situation in:that locality. At the same time considerable 
correspondence and investigation was carried on. through 
Mr. Terrill; of Oshkosh in regard to duck foods, etc. The 

a establishment of duck refuges, the planting of food, duck 
; ‘banding, etc. were gone into and seriously considered. In 
ee) 1932, Haskell Noyes got out a very comprehensive questionnaire 

which has furnished very valuable information in regard to 
this problem. 

'. VI - Insofar as pheasants are concerned, the research bureau has 
been of some help to the game division by investigating 
various facts concerning the habits of these birds, especial— 

. dy as regards the driving out of other game birds by them. 
i The bureau was also very much in favor of limiting the dis-— 

tribution of pheasants to certain areas in the state until 
it was definitely shown that pheasants could. survive in these 
areas and their. idea was to establish experimental stations 

.' in these regions and later, if it was found that birds did 
- gurvive and thrive, the regions were to be put upon the 

same status as areas in which it row is known that the birds 
can live. The success of the pheasant program under the 
game division can best be stated by the figures of 1961, at 
which time 34,000 eggs were distributed and 24,012 birds 
were raised. The game division ‘has circularized the state 

“in regard to the raising, feeding, etc. of these birds and 
is:to be congratulated on its.. splendid work. 

VII — The main work of the research bureau has been devoted to the 
study of grouse. Here we find the partridge, pin-tail 

; - grouse and prairie chicken, particularly. In.1929 and 1930, 
Dr. Alfred 0. Gross of Bowdoin College came to Wisconsin 
and studied in detail the prairie chicken and pin-tail 
grouse. Dr. Gross had previously: done considerable work 

: for the New England Grouse Survey and was well fitted for 
this situation. The results were more than gratifying. In 
1930, it was felt that we needed an all time man to carry 
on this research, work in Wysconsin, and at this time 

2 Franklin Schmidt was engaged by the department and since 
j this time Mr: Schmidt has carried on excellent work in this 

. field. The work might be briefly outlined as follows: 

A - A study of the available literature on this subject. 

: B — Intimate co-operation with other states doing work 
pea “On game birds, especially such work as the state 

are s ‘~. of Minnesota is doing on partridges and the New 
; > “England Grouse Survey is carrying out. In this 

‘connection the Biological Survey was also appealed 

to for its co-operation.
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GC. - A study of the life history and habits of the birds. 

_ , D- A study of the breeding, mating, nesting, etc. 
. of these birds. : 

_E~ A study of sex ratios. 

pes A study of various foods used by these birds. 

Sees G - The kind of predators and their influence on the 
grouse family. 

H —- The carrying out of a game survey as to the numbers 
of grouse and in this connection the-aid of all 
sportsmen's organizations, game observers and ; 4 
hunters has been used. : 

I — A study of the bird diseases, including parasitology 
and bacteriology. 

J - Besides such studies, it seemed wise to try to 
perfect a method by which we could protect the 

: birds which were then in existence and under this 
heading there came one of the most important 
accomplishments of the research bureau, in that 
winter feeding was carried out to such an extent 

. that in 1931 we had as a goal 10,000 feeding . 
stations. ; 

K — Experiments were carried on as to the raising of 
‘ game birds and here it is most. gratifying to report 

that this year, for the first time, we have been 
able to raise prairie chickens to maturity. 

; L - During this study, the state was being generally 
; circularized, asking for and giving information in 

ie regard to this problem and of the birds that were 
being studied. 

M— In order to study the migration, almost four 
: . hundred birds were banded. - 

5 N - A valuable educational program was also: made 
possible through various publications, including 
the "Report of the Wisconsin Prairie Chicken 
Investigation of 1930" and various articles : 

g appearing in magazines, etc. Many. photographs were 
taken and these later were distributed to organiza-— 

: tions and displayed in show windows and at con- | 
3 servation meetings of all types Moving pictures 

. were made and have been invaluable in Mr. Kipp's 
: department. sleet eb : ;
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QO - During the work, special attention was paid to 

the disease cycle which affects these birds and 
also to other influences, such as hunting, food, 
etc. which tend to deplete their numbers. 

Reviewing the work, I wish again to give the game division the 
utmost credit for its co-operation and to again bring out the fact 
that many of the problems are so intimately associated with these 
two divisions that they do not allow of separation. In 1930, 
Mr. Grange resigned from the commission and was replaced by 
William F. Grimmer. Mr. Grimmer, besides being superintendent of 
game, has acted as secretary of the research bureau and I cannot say 

enough regarding the fine co-operation which he has given us. 

I feel that the research bureau, among other things, has given 
to the conservation department four major projects: 

I - They have been directly responsible for the clarifying of 
the game bird situation in Wisconsin. 

II ~ Through this, they have initiated and carried out a winter 
feeding program, which alone has more than compensated for 
their -endeavors. 

III - They have furnished the department with valuable information 
which has allowed the division of public relations to carry 

out the general education of the public. 

IV - They have been largely responsible for the program as out-— 
lined in the game survey, the figures of which have been 
astonishing and the benefit tremendous. 

Ag to the future of the research bureau, there is much which can 
be said. The financial history of the bureau is certainly discouraging 

and since none of this work can be carried on without money, it seems 
that the future of the bureau will depend directly upon this item. 

In 1938, the bureau had approximately $8,000 at its disposal; in 
1929, it had $7,100, and in 1930 the bureau again had about $8,000 
at its disposal. At this time it seemed that an additional $6,200 
might be derived from the forest mill tax. This, however, was later 
proven to be an error. In 1931, the research bureau was materially 
cut so that the work was greatly limited. In 1932, the research 
bureau funds were again cut so that at this time there were only 

sufficient funds to pay for the salary and investigation of the 
prairie chicken work. In June, 1932, there was some question as to 
whether this work could be maintained and it looked as though the 

appropriation would then amount to the sum of zero. It seems that 

during the life of the research bureau it has been continually 
handicapped by lack of funds. At one time it was thougnt that 

perhaps this was due to the fact that some of the legislators did not 

think that "research" was necessary, and associated with the name 
"research" minute unimportant studies. In 1931 it was suggested that 
the name of the bureau be changed to the bureau of fish and game 
survey. This, however, met with considerable opposition and was 

later abandoned. During this entire period it has been necessary to 

defend the research bureau against all sorts of inroads on their 

finances, as_suggested by various individuals interested in their 
own pet problems.
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Future problems ae 

There is not any question but that the type of work, as carried 
out by the research bureau, is essential to conservation. With ees 
sufficient funds, many new. things could be accomplished. Not only 
could the work which. has been started be carried to’ a conclusion, but 
with the use of the game farms many new birds and their stocking in 

Wisconsin could be studied. eae 

Many questions have been left untouched. It is obvious that, at 
this time,-we are in a better position to study the disease cycle of 
the game birds than we ever thought possible and it is hoped that ; 
Mr. Schmidt's services will not be dispensed with. It is. also hoped 
that in due time the department will find sufficient funds to allow 
of the publication of the work which has so far been accomplished. 
The question of game refuges for all kinds of game, and particularly 3 
game bird refuges, is one for the future and is of vital importance. 
This will neéd considerable study and involve extensive work before 
it can be accomplished. A comprehensive study of waterfowl and the 
situation in this state, an investigation of one or both species of — 
rabbits, a study of the beaver situation and a study of the predators 
might very well be undertaken in due time. 

For the present the game bird investigation should be carried 
on. The necessity of the grouse investigation is made more important ; 

by the fact that these birds are known to fluctuate violently in 

number, so much so that in some periods closed seasons must extend 

over several years. We do not know why these fluctuations occur or 
‘what can be done to avoid them. : : 

The practicability of the study is demonstrated best by analogy. 

S-oddard, working on Georgia and Florida quail, developed’a workable 

technique for increasing quail on private preserves. Many preserves 

on which quail were actually declining were brought back to the . ; 

production of more quail than they produced in their best original 

condition. Quail are not known to fluctuate so severely as prairie 

chickens and other grouse, but it stands to reason that a determined 

effort to work out control measures will bear fruit. As with quail, 

it is very: probable that slight modifications of agricultural 
practice can be made to give real results in increased birds. 

The study of the prairie chicken can be divided, more or less 

naturally, into three constituent parts: 

I - Display and propaganda material, in which photographs and 

exhibits can be prepared and placed in the hands of the 

public for the purpose of stimulating interest in prairie 

chickens, and in conservation in general. 

II - A life history study, in which an attempt is made to get a 

clear picture of the most important, factars involved in : 

controlling the prairie chicken population under present 

Wisconsin conditions. 

III — Development of management technique, in which an attempt 

would be made to work out means to control the environment 
in such manner as to produce more prairie chickens.
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The study should have for its ultimate purpose the working out 
‘ of practical means of control for the factors involved. In other 

words, the investigation ought to work out practical applications of 
the factors studied. 

An example of what measures might be developed is the permanent 
winter feeding station, now being used extensively in Wisconsin. 
These stations tide the birds over a critical period. There are many 
other critical periods in a game bird's life. In many of them it 

; should be possible to throw the balance in the bird's favor. It has 
been often demonstrated that avery small change’ in the environment 
produces a marked change in the number of birds. The quail investi- 
gation, for example, centered much of its predator control work on 
the Cooper hawk, a bird known to be terrifically destructive. The 
Cooper hawk was found to be a serious factor working against the 
birds. On the other hand, snakes destroyed a great many quail. 
Control of snakes is difficult. Study of marsh hawks showed them to be 
a natural control agency, feeding on many small anakes. The natural 
application of these facts was to kill Cooper hawks and to protect 
marsh hawks. This is what is meant by getting facts of practical 
application in increasing birds. 

It is probable that many such facts can be found by studying 
the relation of fire, drainage, clean farming and the effect of such 
agricultural practices as the use of silos and crop rotation, In the 
south it was possible to discover a plant, Japanese clover, which 
provides food for quail, which grows wild and which builds up the 
nitrogen in exhausted soils. There may be some plant that would 
accomplish the same purpose in Wisconsin. 

No prediction, however, can be made as to what might develop. It 
is within the realm of possibility that the study might be found to 
reveal a discouraging situation. In that event, it would be well to 
know the facts in order to plan ahead for some such bird as the 
pheasant. 

The investigation has done remarkably well in developing display 
material of use in working up interest in the prairie chicken in- 
vestigation. This is essential, and it is apparent that the use of 
this material is doing much good. The very fine photographs taken in 
1929 by Dr. Gross can be put to even greater use by getting them out 
systematically to more organizations. The making of motion pictures 
is also an excellent idea. 

Some excellent data on life history has been accumulated in the 
field, by Dr. Gross, from blinds used in studying nests. A number of 
specimens have been cxamined for parasites and disease. A good start 
at the examination of crop contents has been made. It is, however, 
desirable that the prairie chicken be studied in much greater detail 
in the field over the various seasons of the year. The following 
specific projects are suggested as offering decided possibilities 
for developing usable facts:
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I - Quantitative study of prairie chicken nests to determine 
amount and cause of destruction. The minimum number of nests 
on which a control program could be based might be estimated 
at 300 nests. One thousand nests would be far better. These 
nests should be located in as wide a variety of habitats as 
possible, and in as many different localities of the state. 
The percentage of hatch in surviving nests, the particular : 
predators responsible for destruction, the type of environ- 
ment offering the most security for nesting cover, are a 
few of the angles to be attacked. 

II - Quantitative data on prairie chicken populations over various 
seasons of the year, involving the systematic trapping, 
banding and release of several hundreds of prairie chickens 
and sharp-tailed grouse. The percentage of survival of 
young birds, the percentage of kill by hunters, the range of 
coveys and of individuals, the life expectation of prairie 
Chickens, the sex ratio and many other similar facts need to 
be determined. The winter feeding idea is largely based on 
the idea that prairie chickens will come in to feed from a 
distance of five miles. _How do we know how far. they do 
actually come? The only answer is to band prairie chickens. 
If they will come fifteen miles as readily as five, we need 
fewer stations and can save money. If they come in for only 
three miles, we need more stations to do the job right. 

: How many prairie chickens will oné township in the central 
district support? Is this maximum ever. reached under present 
conditions, without actual game management? Until we know 

. the answers to these questions it is virtually impossible to 
arrange open and closed seasons intelligently. Unquestionably 
methods for determining approximate population or census 
figures can be developed: (a) at winter feeding stations, 
ba on crowing fields in the spring, (c) by banding and 
hunting returns. A combination of these methods can be made 
to yield practical information. 

III ~ Quantitative data on food habits. We know very little about ; 
prairie chicken diets and preferences. Stoddard, in the 
south, found that the food of quail varied tremendously from 
year to year; when there were "pine mast years" the quail 
made great use of them. What use do prairie chickens make 
of the ocak ridges? It is obvious that there is an important 
relation between game and forestry here... Should the: central 
district ever become a state forest area, what trees will 
serve as game food producers as well as timber producers? 
Stoddard also found that preserve owners were planting foods 
for quail at great expense. Study showed, however, that 
much of this planting was with foods which matured when the 
quail had already had an abundant, though inconspicuous, 
natural food supply. A system has now been worked out of ; 
planting foods which mature in food deficient. seasons, It 
is entirely possible that there is a lack of certain prairie 

chicken foods at times other than winter.
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The relation of marsh fires to prairie chicken foods ought 
to be studied. It may be that the succession of vegetation 
in marshes can be favorably influenced by very strictly 
controlled burning. On the other hand, study might show that 
all burning is disastrous to natural food plants. 

Our present knowledge of prairie chicken food relationships 
is almost nil from any practical or management angle. This 
is not an academic question, but a clear cut case of finding 
facts which can become tools of use in building up our 
prairie chicken population. 

IV - Quantitative study of predators. Errington, Small Arms 
Institute fellow, working near Madison, is carrying on 
systematic studies of great horned owl nests, fox dens, and 
so forth, saving pellets, excrement, dead birds and mammals 
found at nests, and carefully recording large amounts of 
data secured in the quail territory. Similar work on an 
even larger scale ought to be undertaken in the main prairie 
chicken sections. What are the actual facts as to prairie 
chicken destruction by coyotes, foxes, owls, hawks, and stray 

_ dogs, aside from the destruction of nests? No intelligent 
means of controlling predators can be worked out except on a 
framework of carefully tested facts. Probably no more 
universal comment can be found than that "crows destroy 
hundreds of prairie chicken eggs." Most comments are based 
on isolated observations. It has been shown in some parts 
of the country that crow work looks very much like certain 
other predator work, and that mis-identification is common. 
It is imperative that some real facts, based on quantity of 
data, be secured. 

VY — What part in the violent fluctuations of prairie chickens do 
parasites and disease play? We do not know even the rudi- 
ments of field veterinary science as applied to Wisconsin 

: game. We do know that many occurrences of parasites and even 
disease have been recorded from Wisconsin birds. What is 
the management solution of the problem? : ‘< 

Very often the point is raised that "even if we should dis- 
cover the diseases and parasites responsible for wholesale 
epidemics in prairie chickens (if they exist) we can't do 
anything about them. You can't doctor a sick wild bird." 
It is very likely, however, that congestion of birds using 
the same feeding areas, the same dust baths, the same roost- 
ing coverts, etc. allows maximum development of disease. If 
this proves to be the case, ways of distributing the birds 
Over more territory by making additional feeding, dusting 
and roosting grounds available might be a very practical 
means of control. Certain diseases and parasites can surely 
be controlled in the field by preventiam, but it is impossible 
to prevent something that we do not know exists. The solu- 
tion must be preceded by an inventory of the extent and 
importance of diseases and parasites. 

The present prairie chicken investigation has been a good start 
in the right direction. To be of practical value, however, the in- 
vestigation ought to take account of the following points,among others:
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I — The fact finding studies should be continuous instead of 

intermittent. 

II ~ The facilities of the University should be used to the ut- ae 

most. It would be desirable that this study work in close 

co-operation with the conservation committee of the 

University, which has upon it some of the best research 

minds in the country. This co-operation would without 

doubt, open up many possibilities for using the poultry, 

veterinary, bacteriology, medical and other departments of 

the University. 

No greater mistake in Wysconsin game research can be made 

than to steer a lone course independent of the University. 

The aid should be to tie in as closely as possible. 

Dr. Gross, of course, has contributed very specialized 

laboratory advice up to this time. His further contact with 

the work should be enlisted, and since his field work in “ 

Wisconsin has been transferred to the new man, the University 

can further expand the consulting facilities open SO“OUr USE. 

TII — The United States Biological Survey ought to be asked to 

assume a co-operative role in this study. Their position of 

"co-operative agent" is designed for just such co-operation. 

At the present time the survey has a consulting part in the 

Michigan study of Hungarian partridge, the Minnesota study 

of ruffed grouse, the University of Wisconsin study of quail, 

: and will probably be connected with further upland game bird ~ 

studies throughout the country. All of the information 

developed in these other states would probably be available 

to us if we could induce the survey to assist in this study. 

Their facilities in biological investigation work are un— 

equalled in the nation. 

Summing up this discussion of the prairie chicken investigation 

then, the following specific recommendations are made: 

I — Expand the investigation to include formal co-operation with 

all other investigations and the United States Biological 

Survey. 

II - Keep on an all year man to go into the work in detail. 

III -— Plan the investigation as nearly along practical lines as 

possible, but taking an amply broad view of the whole 

project. 

IV - Above all, keep the department in such a position so that 

when a disease cycle does come it will be able to carry out 

an intensive investigation and have available all the e 

knowledge gained by this intimate study. 

MO-10-26-32 :
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MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

S. A. BARRETT, DIRECTOR 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR June 

; Fourth 

19S 4 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr, Leopold: 

I am in receipt of your favor of June 3 
and am much pleased to know that you are interested 
in my paper on "Ancient Aztalan"”, 

I infer that you have not a copy of this 
paper and am taking the liberty of forwarding one 
to you under separate cover. 

Unfortunately one of the things that we 
did not do in connection with our work at Aztalan 
was to collect a full series of the bone material. 
It was so fragmentary that at the time I fear I 
did not realize the importance of preserving a 
series of it. Had I this work to do over again 
I certainly should have done so, 

The only attempt, that I know of, to make 
any identification is the one made by Somers, which 
I recognize as decidedly lacking in many respects. 

Somers, as I understand it, was a minister 
who was I believe located at Fort Atkinson for several 
years and who became interested in these bone 
fragments and made a collection of them and made 
these identifications. I suspect that his identifi- 
cations were his own and that he did not have them 
checked by an archeologist. 

Trusting that the copy I am sending you will 
reach you in good shape, I remain 

Very truly yours, 

S. A, Barrett, Director 
SAB: VS



New Soils Bldg. 
June 12, 1934 

Dr. 8S. 4. Barrett, Director A 
Milwaukee Public Maseun ; 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr, Barrett: i 

I am greatly obliged te you for the copy of 
"Ancient Aztalan", waich I am having bound for my library. 

Thanks very much for giving me the additional 
information on the animal bones, It is clear to me that 
Somers! identifications mast be considered as oniy sug~ 
gestive, 

- “With best regards and thanking you especially 
c for the paper, E 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO TROPOLD 
- In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh . 

se “x
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NEVILLE PUBLIC MUSEUM 

129 S. JEFFERSON ST. 

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN 

June 5, 1934. | 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 

U. of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

You may recall that after your address on Wild Life 

Research in Wisconsin at the meeting of the Acedemy, April 

. 6, you asked me at what period Mr. H. L. Stoddard was in 

the employ of the Milwaukee Museum. I was at the Museun 

the first of last month and took occasion to look up the 

matter, finding that his original employment extended from 

May 16, 1910 to March 14, 1913. He was later employed 

from January 1, 1921 to March 15, 1924. 

: Hoping that I am not too late for this information 

tO be of service to you, I ern 

Yours very truly, 

Ni Warel 
ae GA 

: Superintendent-Secretary. 

HLW:NDH 
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St G p i WwW Ss Sl h : 7 ate Game Was Slaughtered in ’70s 
nw ; aS a 

H t M d the village of Cartwright (now New 
un ers a c Auburn) was named. He arrived 

5 fs here on foct from Madison in 1856 

It B and shortly thereafter signed a con- 
a usiness tract with a Menomonie firm for all 

the venison he could furnish by | 
: Jan. 1. 

Supplied Lumber Camps Cartwright carefully recounted his 
g hunting exploits in his memoirs, but 

and City Markets by he found his deer hunting feats so 
Wh game e monotonous that he gave them scant 

olesale Killings 1N | mention, devoting greater space to 
: : his encounters with wolves and wild- 

Wisconsin eats and his trapping of muskrats. 

BY SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT OF THE JOURNAL. Killed Deer With Hatchets 

Riee Lake, Wis.—Modern deer| He did recall, however, that in his 

poachers, fur bootleggers and “game | first season in the north the snow 

hogs” in general can qualify as no| was so crusted that it was impos- 

better than novices when compared | sible for deer to travel and enabled 

to the professional hunters of the | him and his son, Jonathan, and Wil- 

seventies and eighties who like ex-| liam Lee to approach the flounder- 
ecutioners stripped the forests and ing deer.and slay them with hatch- 
divéains oF. cate aud th ets. Indians and predatory animals 

: _oF central and northern | ajso killed so many that the deer 
Wisconsin of game, fowl and fish. hunting was poor for several years 

To those hunters who contracted | thereafter. 

to. supply meat for lumber camps] | ae meee ee one shipment ef 
. % ‘a rook trou at brought 40 cents a 

and ity, markets, It was nothlng| pound and 7 deer on which he real 
deer a season. With guns and traps es in ge Ee nen Eanes 
they also tracked down bear, beav- |}. Deol een ene BIEv ES 
er, otter and muskrat, and some, ea prune one slough @ione 
like David Cartwright of Chippewa | Be tek 400 and his high eateh for a 
county, shipped out 600 to 900 pounds SB ee ae he 
of brook trout at a time during the|, 1%¢ best hunting territory, accord- | 
Culd season ing to Cartwright, was Dallas (now 

: i Barron) county. On one of his trips 
Trapping Pigeons an Art his party bagged 50 otter, 40 beaver, 

Game birds were so numerous in | 300 muskrats, 100 coon, 100 mink, 18 
the seventies that they were given| Martens, 10 deer and a wolf. 

scant attention, but in the eighties Trout Netted $976 

and nineties Haugen, New Auburn,| By 1870 Cartwright and his com- 

Alma and a dozen other points on | Panions had more than 100 miles of 
the Mississippi and in northern Wis- Ste. wee euien niae catans albne Ce | 
consin became centers for shipping ote aoe as anes vk oe 
quail, prairie chicken and grouse to 8 Seon Deis: 
Markets "The mapping of iwild A 600-pound shipment of speckled 

pigeons in the seventies and eighties ae aiko reuse elem oeuet 
became a specialized art that de- i 4 
manded particular skill in locating anaes Cartwright left north- 
the birds: ern Wisconsin several times for ex- 

‘The destruction of wild game by peditions with parties along the 
professional hunters and parties of ti ae ae ee 
sportsmen was even more rapid than Pena et oa eae er ark 
the depletion of the pine forestry, Towa, he always returned to Wiscon- 
and such vandalism often aroused aS il - 
the Indians, who rarely killed more ailroads, always quick to pro- 
than they needed for their own con- mote the recreational possibilities of 

sumption. Wisconsin, made it a point 40 years 
‘An example of what one hunting ago to use the names of prominent 

party did is revealed by Editor Madison and Milwaukee sportsmen 

Stocking of Eau Claire who reported | WhO had made successful hunting 
that his party of six in two days’ trips. Often pictures were printed 
hunting.in Barron county in Sep- showing them with a hundred trout 

tember, 1871, “bagged . . . 364 birds caught in a half day's fishing or 50 
and we probably killed 100 more we mallards brought down in a forenoon 

did not find on account of the brush. | 0 duck hunting. 3 
We are sorry to say, however, that But the day of the professional 
most of them were spoiled because! hunter had passed by the turn of 
of the hot weather on our return | the century a conserva- 
journey, and many of the 300 trout tion laws gradually curtailed their 
that had been taken and packed in | lucrative trade. Too late did Wis- 
ice.” eonsin discover how tragic and com- 

Charles Martin Foremost plete was, her loss and only then did 
she start the long job of repopulat- 

‘Auguste: was Shes Wap tuarlets 0° ing fields and forests and streams. | 
the greatest array of hunters that 

the state has ever known, and was 

the center of operations for Charles 

Martin, whose wholesale slaughter 
of passenger pigeons gained him na- 
tional notoriety. % 

Martin trapped pigeons in Michi- 
gan as well as Wisconsin and spent 
as much as $100 a year for tele- 
grams to keep informed on the. 

flights of the birds. Express com- 

panies paid for the telegrams. He 

reported that he once captured 1,195 

pigeons at one drop of a double net. 

Martin used wheat for bait and 

tame pigeons as decoys to attract 

the passing flocks. When captured 

the pigeons were fed for several 

weeks until they were “as fat as 

butter balls” and then were shipped 

to Chicago or New York where they 

brought as high as $2.50 a dozen.
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WISGONSIN GAME CHROROLOGT 

Compiled by Aldo Leopold 
University of Vicoonein 

1g32. Last buffalo east of Wiveiesippd killed in Prenpenlenu County (Nevins & tyers). 

ako. Sherptail ‘extremely abundent" in southern “isvonsin (iumlien, p. }. 

1840-45, Sharptaile abundant in &. Vie, & Ghicage region (Ridgeway, Pllincie Revert). 

ghey Preirie chicken entered Viseonsin (Yalworth Gounty, Kuclien, p. __). 

ighe-43, Storm killed wild turkeys (Hey, ). 

18h7. hast turkey in esctern Yiseensin killed in taukeshs County (fuelien). 

184s. bast eouger in Wis¢encin killed in Gutegemie County (Sartlett, Mictory of 
Shippewa Valley). 

18902, Last greet flights of grouse (eharpteila) shen snow came (Hock County, Orrin 
Sutherlend). 

1852, Piret geome lewe prohibiting killing of deer, Feb, 1 to duly 1 (Gh. 171), and 
= ¢chieken, quail, seodeeck, end phessant, Feb. 1 to Aug. 1 (Sh. 380), 
Palmer, p. 21). 

1852. First come lew pasned, Closed senson estebliched for deer and prairie chickens. 
(Latter indicates a possible eag in the cyele et that tine?). 

1891-53. Goshawk migretions (Kuslian & Hollister). 

1855, Law shortening senson 2 weeks (Jaa, 1 to July 15) eg | trapping of 
quail, grouse, or prairie chicken exospt on ceners presices (Palmer, p. 2). 

Lesh, Tropping of quail, grouse, & prairie chicken prohibited except on owner's presives, 

1856. Lest Wisconsin tarzey killed in Grant County (other questionable records for 
1872 snd 1694), (?umdien) 

1898 Leet Misconsin olk Killed in Dunn end Buffalo counties (Sertlett, Histery of 

Chippewn Valley). 

1863-64, ““lLing winter got el] the quell and mseny partridges" (Rock Gounty, Orrin 
Sutherland), 

1664, Last bear killed in Buffsle County (Sehsoker). 

1865. Sew Caw Club estebliched on Lake Puekewsy, 

1867. revision recuiring gome law te be published during the first week in April ench 
yoor in soe newspaper at the ecunty seat ef each county and making it the 

duty ef county treasurer te cause such publication to be made (Ch. 78, 
eee. 6), (Palmer, p. 47).



ate 

i871. Last great nesting of Passenger Pigeon (Seherger). 

1871. Peshtige Fire. “Great Fire" in Deer Ge. (Holland, History of Loer Go.). 

1873. FR. R, King shorted work on "Seonomie Helations of fisconsia Birds*, 

1875-6-7. Epidemic ef ehineh bugs snd grubs. End of wheat farming. 

1876. Bounding deer prolibited. 

1876. (-18807)  rewpeslesa irruption of jeckrebdbits (Omer Bommel, H. T. Oleen). 

877-78. TAlling winter, 8. %. Sisconsin. 

1880. Waffed grouse high (Ole Odegaré-lawyer, Omar Enel, Treeposlesu). 

16m. *Phe Big Gnew* (winter of 1641-1882) killed quail in Keck, fslworth counties, 
alive ters. 

18é2, Winel seall nesting of pigeons. 

16827 Beeline in chicken (Pioree Co. Krug's Geology, p. 591), dete cireunstential, 

1882-83. Last bear in western Wisconsin (near Viroqua). 

1683. meng HONEY vaceme Deon of Agriculture, Dairy campeign atarted, 

1885. decline in sharpteil« began this yeor, (Dunn Go., Kumiien & Hollister, p. 5€). 

1885 2. Passenger pigeon disappeared from Noushara Co, (Geo. #. Allen). 

18687. aot (Gh. 37%) maxing wiform elesed cessor for all geme birds exespt weodeosit, 

Bee, 1 te Sept. 1, thus prohibiting spring shooting of shorebirds or water- 

fowl (see. 1); prohibiting use of eneres, nets, treps, spring guns, swivel 
wanes (sec, 4), snesk donts, esilboate, ctoam beats, floating boxes or rafte, 

or blinds in open water outside natural growth of rusher (sec. 6); killing 
or possession of game with intent of exporting it (see. 8); “act to prevent 

the killing of birds for sillinery purposes" (Ch, 423); and act authorising 

the governer to appoint & gane wardens, ters 2 years, selary $600 and 
expenses not to exceed $250, and authorising the secretary of Rte te vrint 

§,000 copies of the fish and gawe laws (ch. 456, spproved Apr. 12). 
Organisation of the Boone and Crockett Club. (Falmer, p. _). 

1687-937. Ruffed grouse high (iineoln Go.-Wm, Ochsheffen). (Drouth 4 fire in 1893)? 

16@é, Sick grouse (John Gallahen, Pieree Co.7). 

166_. Yew York hanters learned of canvesbacks in Lake Heshtonong ent bagen to come 
there fer sheeting. 

1890-19007. Kenese quell libersted (fuslien & Yollieter, p._). Winters 1681-21 1685-67 

1891. Hiret duck refuge, Vebers Pond, Norieon, by 4. &. Langenbseh). 

1890-93, Chickens 4ieeppenred in Mericen Yarsh (A. &. Langenbaeh).



Be» 

1091. Creation of the office of “tate Game Warden (Oh, 456). (velmer, p. 7/). 

1891. State werdere installed (Gn. 436). 

1893. “act to secure the better protection of game." Sec, 1 makes the cloned sesson 
for ducks, geens, and brant Sec. 1 to Sept. 1 withthe following proviso: 
"This eeetion shall not be in forces, except upon the proclamation ef the 
Governor of thie etote, who ehall iesue such proclamation when it shall 
appear te hie satisfaction that the states of iow, Minnesota, Nichigen, 
and iLlinols have enacted laws eubstentially in conformity with the pro- 
visions ef the section (¢h. Li6)." 

1996. Closure on spring shooting made conditional on neighboring etautes following 
eult. 

1634-5. “The Muebird Storn.* 

1894. Ruffed grouse low. Seersesed before, increased after (P.°.5, Tekmey). 

1894-5. Chickens building up in Horieon Marsh (4.0. Langenbach). 

1805, Hinckley Fire. 

1896, anil closed throughout the state. (Stayed clesed +111 1958.) 

1696-88. Seny qunil in Pine county, Minnesots. 

1607. Ateption of a non-resident license sayetem (Che 8£1); sad provision pronibiting 
killing deer in the water or on the ive (Che 186). imllosk code of 
souperative legialation advoested by Charles Halleck before the Hat'l 
Gome, Sird, end Yish Protective sos'n (eetern Meld and *tream, 1, p. 252, 
1897). (Paluer, p» 57 )+ 

1097. Viret bag Limits est DBliched. Sesident license esteblished. Filling deer in 
water or on ice prohibited. 

1839. Provision requiring puekages of fich «ad guue te be marked se as to show nature 
of contents and name and address of shipper; beats, lights, swivel guns, 
vette, end blinés in opex water declared public nuisances; game officials 
of other atetes denigneted ae agents of Wisconsin and authorised to seize 
gume in Yieconsin illegaliy shipped from their own «totes (ch. S12, sees. 
&, i, a, 87) (feloer, Re J31)e 

1900. iuffed grouse glanted on tmchington island, Door Go. (Phillips, Sul. 61, p. 14). 

1960, Lest sherptail in town Co. (Jacke). 

1906. +. &. Foster planted 12 Gungarians im fond dm LAC, Disappeared 1908. 

1906, Stebbineville Crew Roest (Zoek Ge.) known te be oteupied fron about 1900 to Legs. 

1901, Bon-geate birds protected by Audubon wodel lew. (falmer p. 15).



whe : 

i962. Geoavy mortality in ruffed grouse (Sawyer Co.-@Ole Gdegard), 

196e. Partridges found dead on enow, previously abundant, afterward lew. 
(Door Ce.--Gscar REL{OH). 

1902-03. Killing winter (Deor Ce.~--Gseer Kelson). 

1003. @aail planted in Qutaguuie Go. (Bradford). 

1908. Sale ef protected game prohibited. Geer tay required. 

1904. Ruffed grouse exterminated in Hacine & Kenesha. 

1908. Genersi civil-service law applying the merit system to the game warden service 
as welles other departments of the stete governeent (Ch. 543). (Palmer, po 7/). 

1905. Civil Servies extended to game werden service. 

1905-06. (or 1906-07). Geshewke Killed wany grouse (Seuk-—-H. L. Stoddard). 

1907. ieast lynx killed in Dane Gounty (Geheoner). 

1909. Firet competitive oral ¢xuminetions for position of deputy game warden held by 
Civil Service Commlesion. (Blmer, pe 4/4] je 

1909. Oral exeminations required fer Deputy Yarden. 

1969. lest Canada geese nected in Horicon Marsh. (Drainage eturted thie year). 

1909+10, Killing winter for quail (Lafogette-Bass). 

1L9io. VaR HISe publiched “Conservation of Hetural Resoure@s in the Usited States," 

1910. Pabst plantings of innyariens and pheasants began (Waukesha), 

4910. dagkrabbite planted in Sauk o né Vernon. 

ighl. aot requiring bunting license fees tobe turned into the generul fund of the state 
and Limiting the expenses of the game departzent to the amount received fram 
licenses ond sale of confisested game (Ch. 627) Salwar, p. 46). 

iil. Licence fees returned to gmeral funé and game expenditures Lizited te License 
inoone,. 

LGis. State Conservation Commission established with 9200,000 for 2 years. unset rule 
for waterfowl. Hlasiasippi River cleved., Be shooting from motors. 

1915-177 Siek grouse (RG, Levine, Goonte fo.). 

1916. Swail izrwuption in adem, Sood, & Juneau. Gone by 1917. 

AGL7-16. Killing winter (Smushara Co.--Jeek Worden), “Killed ruffed grouse” Geonte, 
Henitewoe, (Calumt-Krugsger) TiWWUALi-liegenberger) (Barnett~-owift & 
Devine) (velworth-ieCemons) (Jeffersen-Cole)
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isa. He be Stoddard started work for Milwaukee Public Musewa. 

igel. Piret open i e8 pheasants and Gungerians. (Heth closed in 1925, 1929, 0s 

L9R1-22-25. auffed grouse damaged enerry ovelherds by budding (wer Ce.). 

igre. "Big “leet” in Werch. Killed quail in #inneb«go (Rradfera), Vernon (Curtie), 
Jefferson (Goyner). 

1922-03. Goehawk year (Sauk Go.--Eé. Oohenener), 

1923. Sek pwoivie chicken ken with elutekes, July. (twukesba Goee~l, L. Stoddard). 

1928. Teekrabbite planted in lows Ge. 

1928. Vieking letus pro.ibited, (uller p. 42). 

192-24, S4x sharpteil found dead in cornsioek, im spring. 

L924, Gengress esteblished Upper Kissiesippi refuge. 

4986. Grouse sickness begen in cpring (Sawyer Oo.--il, KH. Leckie}, 

Loey?. Govhavk year, Pieree de., Door Se. 

ige7. Peese@ Coumission-Divector Plaa (4049) fer Conservation Departuent. 

1987. Winter-feeding of chickens began by Jones and Grenge for Conservation Lepartuent. 

i927, Forest Ciop Law passed, Sutries cust ellew free sublie ounting. 

1928. Yiret eherging for cheoting upland geme (Sulliven). 

1928. Sbate began planting »heesanta. 

1926. Gress aiekmldt started Zivconsin prairie chicken investigation. 

1928-29. Killing winter, @ixconsin auichigan. 

1929. Game Survey by Alde Leopold for Sporting arme Institute. (Unpubl, i8.). 

1929. Pieking arbutua, evechids, trilliaee prohibited (Fuller p. 42). 

1928, Modern trespass law pacwed. 

Lens. Firat chapter of Isaak teltem League organized at Wilweukee. 

989. tate federation of Yowen Clubs «tarted conservation wrk. 

950. Rungarians planted Green Lake, Pierce, Hichland, Monres, 9t. Croix counties. 

Wl. Sheeting Preserve Law Passed, 

Sa. Extre strong peak populution om all grouse. Quail ivruptien.
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1933. Gheir of Geme Henegement, University of Wicconsin. 

1933. Game form moved from Fish Greek to Poynette. Fur fare esteblicshed. 

1935. Puller published “Orchids of iseonsin.® 

1933. Goon Valley erosion control project started. 

1934. Merch Survey started, Piret ditches plugged in Portege and Leole districts. 

1935. Frenklin Sehaidt @led. ind of PC investigation, 

1934-5, Killing winter. $08 mortality in quoil. Sow and srrow deer season, Seuk al 
Columbia, 

1935-6. Still worse winter, 90% mortality in quail, 25% in phessent. 

1936. = Bericon Merch Decision. 

1935. feaching of conservation asde compulsory in public echeole. 

Mi 

3-19-37



Gen. Wis, Game Survey 

"Conservation History" by Walter BE, Scott, Vol. II, No. 3, 

March, 1937, pp. 10-15. (continued from that issue)
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April 30, 1937 ¥ 

Uw | ety 
Prof. Aldo Leopold & aa 
University of Wisconsin oe ‘ 
Madison, Wisconsin Gust Ale 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

When I came to Madison in 1910, Professor Kremers, in charge of 

Pharmacy and the Pharmaceutical Garden had a son Albert, I believe, who issued the 

State Audubon Society Paper, "By the Wayside", to which he kept urging me to con- 
tribute. I was given charge, by Dean Russell, of the Forest Game Course for the 
"Shorthorns", and Forest Ranger classes. We published in the newspapers Forest Ranger 
news about the importance of different kinds of same to be found in the new state 

parks when Moody was Forester. A year or two before, President VanHise had been 
Chairman of the Conservation Commission. At my suggestion to Dean Russell, President 
VanHise sent me to Door County to get the affidavits of people opposite Spider and 
Gravel Islands relinquishing all claims thereto, so that Dr. Palmer who came down 

from Washington to visit Professor George Wagner and Me could make out the necessary 
papers for the President of the United States to declare them National Bird Reservese 

Some years before, the Milwaukee Museum for whom 1 used to work, had made expeditions 
to these Islands and had a group in the Milwaukee Public Museum. That was why I 
wanted to make it a reserve. If Dr. VanHise had not had the money to spend I would 
not have gotten further with it. I gathered together a lot of material about the 

sea gulls, but failed to whip it into a paper before I left Wisconsin. 

But Kremers kept after me to do more for the Audubon Folks, and 
finally put me in charge of getting lands posted all over the state. Meantime, we 
had an Italian menace in Madison, shooting up homes by chasing rabbits in city limits; 
stealing apples and defying housewives, and the new Game Warden, Scholtz, made me 

Honorary Captain of Deputy Wardens with a force bigger than the local Police force to 
"put on the lid", The Prosecuting Attorney was one of this force. This same Game 
Warden furnished us free cloth=printed signs for posting private land, and with the 
cooperation of Federal Migratory Wardens, and their own force, the newly=posted lands 
were given partial protection by occasional visits. With the help of Prof. Moody, 
the five new state parks were posted; most of the west end of Madison, including 

University grounds; the Park and Pleasure Drive area and some private grounds of 
millionaires at Green Lake, Wisconsin. Also,tthe estate of a Chicago electrical 
engineer who owns a whole Island near Door County.. Kremers and I estimated over 
50,000 acres thus posted. 4 

pine 

At that time, I acquired a running ndte who was making an ecologi- 
cal survey of Lake Wingra and was graduating with a Master's Degree in Economic Orni- 
thology, the same time that I was graduating in Economic Entomology. Dean Russell



#2--Prof., Leopold 
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asked us to do something practical, and so we both went down to his house ana rounds 

to trap English sparrows with a new-fangled sparrow trap. It worked poorl ut mem-= 
time, we interested Dean Russell and Game Warden Scholtz, who then had 50(male) quail 
trapped by his wardens in Vernon County and liberated on the posted University farm 

area. That summer, Dean Russell's barn and field men made counts of the number of 

young quail brought off in the city area as between three and five hundred. One dsy 
a mother and her fifteen or sixteen young came down my alley by 5 RK. Me; visited the 

garbage pail and the garden, and went on over to the neighboring orchard, despite all 

the cats and dogs which were thick on this farm and orchard. In the Wingra section, 
adjoining the cemetery and the Illinois Central tracks, a lot of new buildings were 
going up, but this did not disturb the quail, and although some of the native German 

carpenters tried to protect them and throw out food from their cottages, others, no 
doubt, took poteshots at them so that when the fall dispersal came, there were few quail 
left in the posted territory. 

I remember talking with the Head of the Department of Animal Husbandry 
about the new bulletin the Biological Survey had issued on raising deer and elk in 

captivity, but the college was not then ready to do anything definite. I recall, how- 
ever, that the Chief in Animal Husbandry cordially encouraged me to think more about 
it as he was much interested in all that the college might do with their wooded area 
if it were not needed for college picnics. About that time, the Entomology Depart- 
ment had a bad break up, and I went as Station Entomologist to the University of Idaho. 
Until your esteemed bulletin came to hand, I did not kmow what had been going on. I 
doubt if very much of what I have told you ever reached the daily papers, because I 
was too much disgusted with Dean Russell's shake-up of the Entomology Department. 

Dean Russell had tried to get out of me, before Dr. S. B. Fracker came, 
all the Horticultural inspection work of the State, most of the laboratory works; half of 

the class lectures being given in five courses and all the research work, and I 
naturally felt rebellious on $1500 a year. Anyway, it seems that the shake-up did 
the Entomology Department a lot of good for they got in a prince of a man by the name 
of H. F. Wilson, and they have done nothing but grow mightier ever since. I have only 
friendly feelings for Dr. Wilson, and you may show him this letter if you care to. 

Hoping this little information will not come amiss to you as some of the 
un=written epics of rather useless history, I am 

Cordially yours, 

CTL 

ACB/BRC Curator 

Pitciaorhibnn. 2 aye a NG Cadalen Sa. fim ad 
a O i : Le 
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1532 University Averme 

May 5, 1937 

Mr, A, C, Burrill, Curator 
Resources Musewn Comaigsion 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Mr, Burrill: 

. Thanks for your further historical notes, which I have 
earefully added to my Chronology. 

I am pauszled by two obscurities. Whe was the “ruming 
mate" who took his degree for bird work on Lake Wingra? Was it 
Cahn? 

= sae OY oe eee released on the 
University farms? What was the ides of planting miles only? 
What year was this? 

Ag you suggest, I am showing your letter to Professor 
Wilson. Thank you very much for your additions to our local 
history. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

May 8, 1937 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Yes, it was Cahn who was the "running mate" who took his degree 
for bird work on Lake Wingra. 

Dean Russell was sure that local birds could find females and 
| it would make a healthier cross outbreeding. 

Very truly yours, 

= 

ACB/EC Curator



May 10-1937 

Burrill is a tremendous worker 
and has done a splendid job of 
pbuilding a museum in the capitol 
at Jefferson City. His family 
situation has not been very good 
and because of a lack of guid- 

ance, he scatters his activities 
entirely too much, as indicated 
by his letter. xs 

H. F, Wilson



History of Game - Wisconsin 

See "“Imdwig Kumlien" by Mrs. H, J. Taylor, Wilson Bulletin, June, 1937.
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~ EARLY HISTOR \ 

SS “Lake Gordon” 

The early history of the St. Croix Flowage which is now “Lake Gordon,” dates back, the same as other historical 
spots, to a location previously occupied by Indian tribes, with their villages. Just above the present dam site, there was 
located in the olden days, a large Indian Village called by the Chippewas: "Na-may-way-ka-wa-gon,” meaning, “fishing 
sturgeon through the ice.” These Indians had their own cemetery, but now all traces of both village and cemetery have 
disappeared. The “village” occupied one of the most beautiful spots of the St. Croix River, about five miles from the 
present village of Gordon, Wisconsin, where Antoine Gordon, Grandfather of Rev. Phillip Gordon, arrived and estab- 
lished a trading post and stopping place, in 1862; and carried the U. S. Mail, from Bayfield, Wisconsin, to St. Paul, by 

2 contract. > 

At the time Antoine Gordon moved to this territory, there were many Indians scattered along the St. Croix Valley, 
in at least 15 villages or small groups, numbering several hundred men and women. The Chippewas were mostly mem- 
bers of the so-called “Lost Tribe of the St. Croix." William Gordon, who is still alive, and Father of Rev. Phillip Gordon, 

remembers the St. Croix in the early days, as a fisherman's paradise, and a natural sanctuary for deer and wild ducks. 
This territory was surrounded by a great stand of virgin timber, white and norway Pine, and the old logging dam, upon 
which the present dam is constructed, was constructed for logging operations. The loggers moved their operations up 
the St. Croix River as far as Solon Springs, Wis., which was then known as White Birch, but Gordon, Wis., on the St. Croix 
River, approximately eight miles from Solon Springs, was headquarters. 

The large saw mills were located at Stillwater, and the logs had to come down the rivers, it being the only means 
of transportation to the Mills. It became necessary to provide reservoirs to hold a volume of water for each spring drive. 
The most advantageous site was picked by these lumberjacks, and that is the site of the present dam. It was con- 

: structed nearly 60 years agejvand was the beginning of the St. Croix Flowage, known now as “Lake Gordon,” upon the 
St. Croix River. ~ 

The old dam was built in 1887, by the Musser, Sauntry & Tozer Co., and used until logging in this territory had its 

final drive, and was constructed of timber and rock. It had five 18 foot gates, which were 11 feet 8 inches in height; the \ 

style of the gates at that time, known as half moon type. In about 1888, early in the morning, they had a scare ihat E 
the dam was going to give way, but through quick work, the lumberjacks saved all ihe property. The dam was repaired & 
and strengthened after that date, with no iurther trouble. E 

“Lake Gordon,” or St. Croix Flowage, as it is called, was the key to the water supply for all the logging operations 
along the upper St. Croix River and its tributaries, and depended upon its water supply from the Eau Claire Lakes, £ 
through the Eau Claire River, and St. Croix Lake, through the St. Croix River, at Solon Springs. 

The first steamboat that ever appeared on the flowage came from Stillwater in 1888, and was familiarly known as 

“The Baby,” and was christened with due ceremony later as the “City of Gordon.” Its:length was 20 feet with an 8 foot 

beam, and a propeller, and the “City of Gordon” remained in service until about 1895, when it was reshipped to Still- 
water. It is still running at the present time, being used as a tug. 

In 1895, Captain McDougall, of Whaleback fame, designed a second boat for the company. It was built at Gor-. 

* don, and launched at the landing just below the present Ranger's Station. This boat was 28 feet long, and 12 feet wide, 

with a steam engine. It continued in service until 1912. A great many people confused this boat with the “Mary Buck.” 

It is true that the “Mary Buck” played an important part in logging, in the early days, but this boat was on the Eau 

Claire Lakes only. Her old hull is still pointed out to sightseers on the upper Eau Claire Lakes. 

All boats on the flowage were used to haul supplies, and for towing. The logs were rafted, and taken by the 

little steamers, on down to the present dam. The spring drive always started as soon as the lake opened; usually the 

early part of April, and lasted until early July. In those days, lumbermen always tried to finish with a drive by the 4th 

of July, cmd ended with a large celebration. There would be from 300 to 400 men on the drive; the logs would go down 

the St. Croix River as far as the Rush City Bridge, and the Moon Company would handle them from there to the mills at 
Stillwater. 

The White and Norway Pine timbered in this area was of a superior grade. It is impossible to estimate the amount 

of timber taken off. Although there were many different camps, it was not unusual for one camp to put in four to six 

million feet of logs during a drive. After the Norway and White Pine had gone, of course, the Jack Pine was taken off, 

and the last and final drive was made in 1912. This finished logging operations to a large extent, in the Gordon area, 

and the last stand of virgin timber was history.



Probably the largest project in the north, completed under W.P.A., started under W.E.R.A., and a project with the 
most far reaching benefits in Douglas County, the damming of the St. Croix River 6% miles west of this village. The 
dam is completed and of reinforced concrete construction, 12 feet high, 106 feet long, and creates a flowage of approx- 
imately 10 miles long, averaging % mile in width, creating 175,000 feet of new shore line. Contained in this area, are 
17 beautiful wooded islands, all owned by the people. One of the first of several proposed units of water control, in 
Douglas County's water sheds, that is completed. It is assumed that with the storage of this water, it will raise the 
levels in approximately 30 lakes just south and within six miles of Gordon, Wis. 

A survey shows now, that the water at the dam in “Lake Gordon” is at its height, and within a few months, the 
whole area will be a level piece of water. “Lake Gordon” covers approximately 3300 acres, and with its completion, there 
will be better summer resort facilities, increased recreational possibilities, and a preservation of fish life, and bird and 
water fowl foods. It is fed from two sources: the St. Croix River which runs out of St. Croix Lake at Solon Springs, and 
the Eau Claire River, which flows out of Eau Claire Lakes, and empties into the St. Croix River above the dam. 

Through various Federal Projects, this, a new Dam, has thus been constructed, creating the largest body of water 
in Douglas County. The fishing for small mouthed Black Bass, Wall Eyed Pike, Crappies, Perch, Blue Gills, and other 
Pan Fish is a weil known and popular sport, and needs no comment from anyone. 

For years this flowage has been a favorite nesting place for many species of wild ducks, shore birds, pheasants, 
and smaller tree nesting varieties, and anyone interested in the out-of-doors will be thrilled by the close contact with 
fur and feathered wild life around its bayous. It is not a solid body of water, but is made up of many miles of wild, 
meandering shoreline, and is filled with islands and peninsulas. A real vacationist can spend many days on this new 
lake, and not entirely explore all its regions and recesses, there being no end to the islands, channels and thorough- 
fares. As one fishes this lake, he naturally feels that every time he casts in a new location, he is fishing at some 
point where the lake must end, but only to find further on, a new channel, which leads him to other bayous. 

The shore line on the flowage is a natural jagged shoreline. On the north is the famous Douglas County Bird 
Sanctuary, consisting of 20,000 acres. The shoreline around this “Lake Gordon” forms an excellent breeding and propa- 
gation grounds for fish of all varieties, as well as water fowl. 

Through the Conservation Committee of the Douglas County Board, consisting of J. A. Raffaelle, Chairman, George : 
Cosgrove, and George Nelson, a new park is being formed at the dam, on the south end, consisting of 40 acres with shel- 
ter houses, fireplaces, benches and tables, which will be an ideal recreational out-door place for all the people. 
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Dedication Program 

At Douglas County’s new Dam, which forms “Lake Gordon.” consisting of 3300 acres, 12:00 o'clock to 1:00 P. M., Satur- 
day, July 10, 1937. Band Concert by a 3l-piece W.P.A. Band, under the direction of Earl E. Shane, at the Dam, six miles 
west of the Village of Gordon. Signs wili indicate the way to the dam. Gordon is reached by following State High- 
way 53. 

1:00 P.M. Invocation: Rev. Philip Gordon, L.L.D., Pastor, “Chippewa Indian Priest, Centuria, Wis. (Gordon, Wis., was 
named after Rev. Philip Gordon's grandfather, Antoine Gordon). “Chippewa is merely the English name for 

Ojibway.” R 

Dedication Ceremonies, opened by J. A. Raffaelle, Chairman of the Village of Gordon. 

Introduction of Dignitaries: Clare L. Wildner. . . 

Hon. Bryn Ostby, Mayor of Superior. 

Leonard Moran, President, Superior Association of Commerce. 

Frank R. Bell, W.P.A., Director, District No 5, Stevens Point, Wis., under whose direction the project was 
about completed. 

Sanford P. Starks, Director, W.P.A. for this District, under whose direction the project has been completed. 
: Wm. B. Stevenson, W.P.A. Director for Douglas County. 

William Gordon, 87 years old, and it was after his father, “Antoine Gordon,” the Village of Gordon and 
Lake Gordon were named. 

Dedication Address: M. W. Torkelson, Administrator, Works Progress Administration, State of Wisconsin. 

Response: P. J. Fitzgerald, Chairman, Douglas County Board of Supervisors. 

Acceptance of the Project: by J. A. Raffaelle, chairman of the Conservation Committee, with Geo. Cosgrove 
and Geo. Nelson, of the Douglas County Board of Supervisors. 

Address: B. O. Webster, Superintendent of Fisheries, Madison, Wis., representing the State Conservation 
Commission. 

Address-on Conservation: B. J..Gehrmann, Congressman-from-this District; Washington, D.C. 

Address: General Ralph M. Immell, Administrator, Works Progress Administration for Wisconsin, when the 
project was started and under his direction, and a member of the Conservation Commission, State of 
Wisconsin. 

Special Invited Guests: 

H. Schreiber, Superintendent, Camp Pattison, SP-11, Pattison Park. 
Duncan Cameron, Superintendent, Camp 103-S, Minong, Wis. 
Oscar Carlson, Superintendent, Camp 77-S, Brule, Wis. 
M. M. DeBow, Superintendent, Camp 53-S, Riverside, Danbury, Wis. 
Harry Johnson, Superintendent, Camp 54-S, Smith Lake, Hayward, Wis. 
John Hanson, District Forest Ranger. 
E. L. Vinton, Area Forester. 
Paul Skamser, Business Manager, Evening Telegram. 
Geo. A. Babb, former Chairman and member of Conservation Committee, Douglas County Board. 
Elmer Peterson, Assemblyman, Second District, Douglas County, Wis. 
M. H. Hall, Assemblyman, First District, Douglas County, Wis. 
W. F. Grimmer, Superintendent of Game Management, Madison, Wis. 
C. L. Harrington, Superintendent of Forests and Parks. 
Vernon Hamel, Engineer Hydraulic, W.P.A. 
J. P. Budzynski, W.E.R.A. Works Secretary, at time dam was started. 
John H. Kelly, W-.E.R.A. District Director, at time dam was started. 
Harold W. Mead, Chief Hydraulic Engineer, W.P.A., under whose direction the dam was constructed. 
Senator Phil E. Nelson, Eleventh District. 
Senator F. Ryan Duffy. 
Senator Robert M. LaFollette. 
Congressman B. J. Gehrmann. 
H. W. MacKenzie, Conservation Director, Madison, Wis. 
GOVERNOR. PHILLIP F. LA FOLLETTE. 

At the conclusion of the ceremonies, under the personal direction of B. O. Webster, Superintendent of Fisheries, 
and with the help of the C.C.C. boys, James McNaughton, Conservation Warden, Charles Garvey, Forest Ranger, and 
County Wardens, Archie Olson and Ray Anderson, a thousand cans of catchable fish will be released, together with 
200 pheasants, giving the general public a definite idea of the proper way to release fish and birds. The public is in- 
vited to bring picnic baskets and enjoy the day, and the various churches at Gordon have grouped together and will 
serve light lunches at the dam. 

The Douglas County Board of Supervisors will act as the Reception Committee at the dedication ceremonies.
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THE RANGE OF THE BISON IN WISCONSIN 

A. W. SCHORGER 

Reprinted from the Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of 

Sciences, Arts and Letters, Vol. 30, pp. 117-130. 
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THE RANGE OF THE BISON IN WISCONSIN 

A. W. SCHORGER 

The former range of the bison (Bison b. bison Linn.) ‘has 
been outlined by Allen!, Hornaday”, and ‘Seton®, The distribu- 

tional area in Wisconsin was approximated on ‘the basis of a 
few references only. A more thorough investigation of ‘the lit- 

erature permits defining the range more accurately, but ‘not 'to a 

degree commensurate with the labor involved. 

A study of this nature would not be complete without giving 

consideration to vegetative conditions during the period when 

the bison abounded. The-southern and western portions of Wis- 

consin were covered formerly, for the most part, with prairie 
and “oak openings.” In fact, the northern ‘edge of the bison 
range coincides surprisingly well with the Prairie post offices.* 

The growth of timber during the past seventy-five years has 

obscured the former existence of an excellent bison habitat. The 
annual burning by the Indians maintained a region of prairies 

and open groves; so, for this reason, the map prepared by 

Chamberlin‘ in 1882, on which the prairie areas are shown, ‘does 

not give a true picture of early conditions. 

The prairie region spread, in the interior of the state, as far 

north as Lake Winnebago. Pére Dablon®, who was ‘at the Mas- 

coutin village on the Fox River in 1670-71, states that the 
prairie extended more than three hundred leagues in every di- 
rection. Though this extent is questionable, later travelers found 

almost continuous prairie from the site of the present city of 
Oshkosh to Portage. Col. Whittlesey*, who traversed the region 

in 1832, found, after crossing the Fox River at Lake Winne- 

bago, a low rolling prairie that extended for fifty miles. This 

same region of prairies and oak openings was described in con- 

siderable detail by Capt. Marryat’ who called it “beautiful be- 

yond description”. 

In actuality, the prairie was almost continuous from Lake 

Winnebago to the Illinois line. Mrs. Kinzie’, in March, 1831, 

“Star Prairie, St. Croix Co.; Prairie Farm, Barron Co.; West Prairie, Vernon Co.; Prairie 
du Sac, Sauk Co.; Strong Prairie, Adams Co.; Rolling Prairie, Dodge Co.; and North Prairie, 
Waukesha Co. 

Reprinted from the Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of 

Sciences, Arts and Letters, Vol. 30, pp. 117-130.
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journeyed from Fort Winnebago (Portage) to Chicago by way 

of Blue Mounds. After leaving Lake Mendota, the trail to Blue 
Mounds was over a rolling prairie. Thence her party went south 

for fifty miles over a prairie on which it “vainly hoped to see a 
distant fringe of timber”. On the return journey, she also men- 

tions that after leaving the Madison lakes, the party, to reach 
Fort Winnebago, crossed “Twenty-Mile Prairie’ without a tree 

in sight. 

The first recorded overland journey from Chicago to Prairie 

du Chien was made by Keating’s party in 1823. It entered the 

state near Monroe, crossed the Military Ridge west of Blue 

Mounds, and proceeded to Prairie du Chien. Keating® makes 
this significant statement: “The only defect which we observed 

in the country between Chicago and the Mississippi is the scar- 
city of wood, which is more seriously felt on the west side of 
Rock river than to the east of it.” Incidentally, he remarks on 

the extreme scarcity of game. 

A map!® of southwestern Wisconsin published by R. W. 
Chandler in 1829, states that not more than a tenth is covered 

with timber, in detached groves, the remainder being prairie. 
Daniels", the first state geologist, stated in 1854 that only one- 

third of southwestern Wisconsin was prairie. He gives, how- 

ever, the reason for the rapid disappearance of the prairie: “An 

interesting and valuable feature may be mentioned in this con- 

nection, viz: The rapid growth of young trees from the soil of 

the open prairie, wherever the annual fires are shut off. Upon 
Judge Blackstone’s farm, near White Oak Springs, we were 

shown dense groves of young trees, from six to ten inches in 

diameter, where, twenty-five years ago, not a shrub could be 

found larger than a riding whip. The same process may be 

seen in numerous localities, at various stages of advancement, 

from the prairie, covered with sprouts of oak, hickory, aspen, 

hazel, and sometimes maple, linden, and ash, to thick groves 

which have been growing for many years.... If proper pre- 

cautions are taken to protect the surface from the fires, every 

farm upon these prairies will supply itself with timber in a few 

years.” 

Fixation of the range of the bison is complicated greatly by 

the loose terminology of the early French voyageurs. Some of 

the English translations add to the confusion, so that the French
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texts should always be examined. Many writers have used buf- 

fle, boeuf, boeuf sauvage, and vache sauvage indiscriminately for 

the bison, moose (Alces malchis), and wapiti (Cervus canaden- 

sis). In general élan, orginal (orginal), or oriniak refers strict- 

ly to the moose. The wapiti was called cerf, vache sauvage, or 

stag (stagg). Cerf would be fairly descriptive as it is the French 

name of the European stag or red deer. Michaux’? states that 

the French and Canadians of Illinois call the American elk cerf 

and the white-tailed deer chevreuil. In Europe the chevreuil is 

the roebuck. It must be said that many of the French writers 
had a “boosting” spirit and wished to make the natural advan- 

tages of the country attractive by naming as many mammals as 

possible. Fortunately, it is an exceptional case in which any 

word other than boeuf can be translated bison for Wisconsin. 

The range of the bison will be followed from the northwest- 

ern corner of the state, southeasterly to Lake Michigan. School- 

craft’, in 1820, found buffalos in Minnesota where the Elk River 

empties into the Mississippi. They did not appear there in 1821, 

and the Chippewas stated that 1820 was the last year that these 

animals crossed to the east bank of the Mississippi. The place 

where the buffalos were found was 40 miles west of the Wiscon- 

sin boundary in latitude 45° 20’. Father Hennepin", while 

a captive of the Sioux, was on the St. Croix River in 1680. He 

mentions an Indian grave near which the savages left a pot con- 

taining fat buffalo meat (viande grasse de Vaches ou Taureaux 

Sauvages). 

It is highly probable, aside from historical evidence, that the 

bison ranged to the eastward of the St. Croix River. School- 

craft!®, in 1831, found that “the prairie country extends itself 

into the vicinity of Rice Lake (Barron Co.),” and that along 

the Red Cedar River the forests were interspersed with prairie. 

The journeys of Radisson and Groseilliers are a geographical 

as well as a zoological problem. In his Third Voyage, 1658-1660, 

Radisson’ mentions the occurrence of “Buffs” about the lake of 

“ye Stinkings” (Michigan) and states that they come to the 

“upper lake” (Superior) but by chance. He gives a good de- 

scription of the buffalo and mentions slaying it during the win- 

ter hunts. Careful reading of his voyage leads to the conclusion 

that his first experience with the buffalo was obtained on the
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upper Mississippi, probably near the Bois Brulé-St. Croix water- 
way. 

In the late fall of 1661, in the course of his Fourth Voyage, 

Radisson made an overland journey from Chequamegon Bay to 

Lake Namakagon, apparently, the Indians then scattering for 

the winter’s ‘hunts. In the beginning, game was abundant and 

he!’ mentions the killing of “Oriniaks, staggs, wild cows, Carri- 

boucks, fallow does and bucks”. Some antiquarians have as- 
sumed that his wild cows were buffalos. For various reasons, 
it is most probable that he refers to the female wapiti. He and 

his associates in the course of the winter wander westward to 
the St. Croix and beyond, into the country of the Sioux. He 

then makes several references to their buffalo culture, always 

using the word “buffe” or a variant. Furthermore, while re- 

turning homeward from his Third Voyage his party killed “wild 

cowes” on the Ottawa River, Canada, 30 leagues below the Calu- 
met Rapids. The buffalo never occurred along the Ottawa. That 

the moose was not intended is shown by the fact that an horini- 
ack was killed shortly afterwards. The cow moose is more mul- 
ish than bovine as attested by some of the early French travel- 
lers. 

Bison were common in certain localities along the Mississippi 

River, from Lake Pepin to the Wisconsin River. Buffalo River 

in Buffalo County perpetuates their former abundance. Henne- 

pin'’ was the first to mention “la Riviére des Taureaux Sauv- 

ages,” stating that it was so-called from the large number of 

buffaloes ordinarily found there. It was described as skirted 

by mountains, but these were sufficiently distant in places to 

leave prairies. The Indians with him made a hunt on this river. 

Returning, laden with meat, their women concealed it on the 
islands at the mouth of the stream. He also mentions buffalos 
at Lake Pepin (da la pointe du Lac des plewrs), and an occasion 

on which some sixty buffaloes with their young (soixante Taur- 

eaux, ou Vaches Sauvages avec leurs veaux) crossed a river. The 

side of the Mississippi on which they were found is not deter- 
minable. Pike*® mentions a Point de Sable projecting about a 
mile into the lake from the west side. 

La Salle°, in a letter written in 1682, mentions the “Riviére: 

des boeufs’ that owed its name to the large number of those 

animals found there. In 1699, Le Seur*! described a large, beau-
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tiful river coming from: a. great distance, and flowing at’ its 

mouth from’ the north: This was called the Bon-Secours from 

the great number of bison (boeufs), wapiti (cerfs), bears, and 
deer (chevreuils) found there. This river has been’ identified 

with the present Chippewa River, and from all the evidence, 

correctly so. It is difficult in some cases to decide whether the 

Buffalo: or Chippewa River is intended, the two streams being 

about 10 miles‘apart where they enter the Mississippi. Henne- 

pin states that his Riviére des Tawreaua is a whole league from 
Lake Pepin (wne grande lieiie du-Lac des’ pleurs) ,,so that it must 

Have been the’ present’ Chippewa River. 

A glance at a detailed. map permits some interesting’ con- 

clusions. About 1214 miles above the mouth of the Chippewa 
a branch. known as Beef Slough leaves the river.. This slough, 
known also as Boeuf Slough”, even in modern times, curves: to 

the southeast for 18 miles to join the Mississippi, thus: forming 

with the main Chippewa a large delta. The present Buffalo 

River, that is only 30 yards wide at its mouth;.empties into the 
lower end of Beef Slough 914 miles below the main mouth of 

the Chippewa. Strictly. speaking, the Buffalo River is accord- 

ingly a tributary of the Chippewa: More to'the point is-the fact 
that the voyageurs keeping- tothe main channel of the Missis- 

sippi would not be likely even to see the Buffalo, this river and 

the slough’ being relatively insignificant.. It is apparent then 
that when! Chippewa predominated as the name of the main 
stream, the slough and its tributary fell heir to Boeuf. 

It would seem that both rivers had bison'on the banks so that 
a further discussion of the names would not be in place. Long?4, 

in 1817, states that buffalos while not numerous on the “River 

au Boeuf” (Buffalo River) were still hunted there by the Indians 

at all seasons. 

The Chippewa valley was unquestionably the greatest game 
region in the state. Carver? ascended the river in June, 1767, 

and observes “larger droves of buffaloes and elks” than in any 
other part of his travels. He describes the land along the river 

as very level for sixty miles and clothed with fine meadows. His 

account establishes the distance that the buffalo ranged to the 

eastward in this latitude. The country was almost devoid of 
timber up to Chippewa Falls, but rugged and heavily timbered. 

beyond.
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Range of Bison in Wisconsin. 

The Wisconsin Historical Society recently received from the 
library of McGill University a copy of the “Military Journal of 
Captain James Stanley Goddard made in 1766-7”. He left Mac- 
kinac September 17, 1766 and stopped at the Sauk village in 

Sauk County. He remarks that the Sauk Indians are good hunt- 

ers and have horses “which they use to hunt Buffalos on in the 
summer time”. He accompanied Jonathan Carver on his voyage
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up the Chippewa River. The journal contains the following 

; entry for May 29, 1767: “This is a fine river ...; there is plenty 

of animals, such as stag, deer, bear and buffalos, of which we 

killed every day one sort or other”. Acknowledgment is made 

. to the Society for their kind permission to use the above ex- 

cerpts. 

It is improbable that the bison occurred in the south-central 

part of the state. Here, the terrain is rugged and was well 

wooded. To the northward lay the “sand barrens.” 

The drawings of various animals in a cave near West Salem, 

La Crosse County, have been described by Brown”*. Two of the 

pictographs here reproduced (Pl. 1, figs. 1-2) unquestionably 
represent the bison. The technique indicates Siouan origin, 

though the quality is below that of some of their more modern 

paintings. The Sioux formerly occupied or claimed the east bank 
of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Wisconsin River to 

Mille Lacs, Minnesota. 

Bison were found in numbers near the mouth of the Wiscon- 
sin River up to the latter part of the eighteenth century. B. W. 
Brisbois?” was born and raised at Prairie du Chien. He was told 
by a Mrs. Cardinal (Cardinell), who came to Prairie du Chien 

about 1767, that buffalos crossed the river in such numbers that 

it was necessary to wait for the hordes to cross before a canoe 

could pass safely. La Salle’, writing under date of Aug. 22, 

1682, expresses his concern that Du Luth may interfere with the 

fur trade that he is establishing on the Wisconsin “on account 

of the great number of buffaloes (boeufs), which are taken there 

every year, almost beyond belief.” 

There is no specific reference to the bison on the Wisconsin 

River between Prairie du Chien and Portage. Marquette, in 

his memorable journey from Green Bay to the Mississippi in 
1673, states that while on the Wisconsin River, he saw no small 

game or fish, but many deer (chewréilz), and a large number of 
“cows” (Vaches). Shea*° translates Vaches as moose and states 
that it is clearly a mistake to assume that bison is intended.* His 
argument is based on the fact that Marquette does not mention 

the bison until he arrives on the Mississippi in latitude 41° 28’. 

Marquette gives then a description of the bison under the name 

*Tt is just as great a mistake to translate the word as moose for the lower Wisconsin is. 
far below the former range of this species. :
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pisikiou** or boeufs sawvages. On Marquette’s map the bison is 
Boeuf sauvage. 

It is-likely that the vaches seen by Marquette on the Wiscon- 

sin River were wapiti, even though he later speaks of bison, 
wapiti, and kids (boeufs, cerfs, chevreux)*!, Dablon’s Relation®* 

was probably available to Marquette before he set out on his 
voyage. Dablon was at the Mascoutin village, modern Berlin*?, 

on the Fox River, in 1670-1671. In describing the prairies south 
of Lake: Winnebago he mentions that “wild cows” (vaches sauv- 

ages) are encountered not infrequently in herds of four and five 

hundred each. He must refer here to the American elk, consid- 

ering the size of the herds, and the fact that he immediately pro- 

ceeds to describe in detail the bison occurring in the same lo- 
cality. Dablon was the first to use the name pisikiou asa syn- : 
onym for the buffalo (buffle). 

There are several other references to the occurrence of the 
bison inthe region south of Lake Winnebago. Allouez**, writing 

of his:journey to Lake Superior, 1665-1667, states that the Outa- 

gamie live southward towards the lake of the Ilimouek (Michi- 
gan), in a country favorable to the hunting of wapiti (Cerf), 

bison (Boeuf sauvage), and other animals. When he actually 

visited these Indians in 1670, he found them living on the Wolf 

River. He does not mention the bison again, but states that 

large and small stags (grandes et petits Cerfs), bears, and bea- 

vers: are found in abundance. 

Perrot® visited the Wisconsin tribes in 1666 and mentions 
the bison in several cases. He states that shortly after the In- 

dians had formed a new settlement near Green Bay, they went 
to hunt bison (Boeufs) and returned in a fortnight loaded with 

meat and grease. Since it took the French five days to reach 
the Mascoutin village (Berlin), it is safe to assume that the 

hunt was made on the prairies south of Lake Winnebago. The 
Indians could scarcely have gone farther, killed the game, and 

returned in the time specified. After reaching the Mascoutin 

village, Perrot mentions that he was seated on a painted bison 
robe “the hair of which was softer than silk.” His food was 

seasoned with bison fat (graisse de boeuf), and he left his gun 

with the Indians in order that they might use it to hunt bison. 

** Mr. M. W. Stirling of the Bureau of American Ethnology has informed me that pisikion is 
evidently intended for the Menominee word pisihkiw, meaning buffalo. The plural form. is 
pisthkiwith.
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While voyaging up the Fox River in 1690-1691, Perrot®* was 
presented with a bison (boeuf) and some maize that were of 

great assistance to the Frenchmen on their journey to the Mis- 

sissippi. De Beauharnois*, in May, 1730, writes that the allied 

Ottawas, Sauteurs, Menominees, and Winnebagoes destroyed 

twenty flatboats of Foxes returning from a buffalo hunt. 

Their former presence was mentioned by travelers in the 

region as late as 1837". Richard Dart’s family, the first to set- 

tle at Green Lake, took up a claim south of the lake in 1840, 

when he was twelve years of age. In 1906, he stated: “We saw 

no buffalo, but their wallows and chips and horns were visible, 

and seemed recent. [Pierre] Le Roy* said that he had seen 

these prairies black with buffalo**. 

The lakes formed by the widening of the upper Fox River 

were known on the early French maps as the Wild Rice Lakes 

(Lacs de Folles Avoines). The first reference that has been 
found to Lac du Boeuf, the present Buffalo Lake, is in 1777- 

17788. The French name of this lake was used also by Feather- 

stonhaugh*®® who traversed it in 1835. William Powell#® (1810- 

1885), who was interviewed in 1877, states that the Buffalo 

Lake region was a great buffalo range in early times. The oldest 

Menominee living had never seen buffalos in Wisconsin. Iome- 
tah, an aged Menominee, who died about 1867, and others stated 

that their fathers had killed and driven them off. 

The discoveries of Recent and fossil remains of the bison are 
distinctly limited. Hay*! received from Dr. S. Weidman, State 
Geologist, a humerus, classed as Recent, found in a marsh near 

Oshkosh. This indicates that the bison may have ranged to the 

northern end of Lake Winnebago on the western shore.** Recent 

bones have also been found on the site of the old French post 

near Trempealeau*®. 

The bison remains found by Whitney* in a lead crevice at 
Blue Mounds, Dane county, appear to belong to an extinct spe- 

cies. Of exceptional interest is the recent discovery of the re- 

mains of approximately forty Bison b. oliverhayi in a peat bog in 

* It would be possible to approximate the date of the disappearance of the bison if the date 
of Pierre Le Roy’s birth were known. He was in the Kinzie party in their journey to Chicago in 
1831. Mrs. Kinzie speaks of him as “young” Roy. 

** Tn 1765 there was published in London, “A Concise Account of North America”, by Major 
Robert Rogers. In describing Green Bay, page 164, he mentions the tall grass growing between 
the trees and adds: “This invites hither the greatest plenty of deer, elks, buffalos, wild cows, bears, 
beavers, . . . .” The work is obviously a compilation and there is no historical evidence that the 

author had first hand knowledge of the country west of Mackinac.
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the St. Croix watershed*t. No bones of Bison b. bison were found 

with them. : 

The Winnebagoes are of Siouan linguistic stock, but are not 

known to have resided outside of the Wisconsin region. The 

stronghold of the tribe was in the Lake Winnebago district. They 

first became known to the whites in 1634 when Nicollet found 

them at Green Bay. Though culturally a distinctly timber peo- 
ple, the Winnebagoes had a buffalo clan, and their most impor- 

tant ceremony was the buffalo dance. Thwaites*, in 1887, in- 
terviewed Moses Paquette, interpreter for the Wisconsin Winne- 

bagoes, who described the buffalo dance as still the tribe’s most 

popular ceremony. 

No reference was found to the occurrence of the bison in life 
in extreme southern Wisconsin though conditions were very 

favorable for their existence in abundance. There are no ac- 
counts of whites traversing this section prior to 1800. It re- 

mained a terra icognita due to being off the main waterways. 

The water routes followed by the French were the Fox-Wiscon- 

sin to the Mississippi and the Lake Michigan shore to Chicago. 

While the identification of effigy mounds leaves much to the 
imagination, the occurrence of “buffalo” mounds on the south- 

ern prairies is of some significance. Lapham** has described, 

among others, two buffalo mounds along Honey Creek, at the 

edge of the Sauk prairie, Sauk County. One of the mounds is 

shown as Fig. 3 (Pl. I). He considered the animals to be graz- 

ing in an attitude “quite spirited and natural.” The list of the 

mammals of Sauk County published by Canfield*’ contains the 
following brief reference: “Buffalo—Had all left before the 

country was purchased of the Indians.” 

A group of six animal mounds in single file was described 
by Taylor*® in 1838. The group was situated in Dane County 
eighteen miles west of Madison and seven miles east of Blue 

Mounds. He seems to have made a careful survey but is in doubt 

as to the animal that the figures are intended to represent. He 

decided in favor of the buffalo, because of its former abundance 
in the surrounding prairie. In 1836, Featherstonhaugh*, after 

leaving Blue Mounds, saw on the prairie “seven buffalo mounds, 

each representing distinctly, the head, horns, neck, fore and 

hind legs, body, and tail of that animal.” In spite of certain dis- 

crepancies in the drawings, there is no doubt but that this was 

the same group surveyed by Taylor. Taylor’s animals resemble
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the bear, while Featherstonhaugh’s drawings are too distinctly 

bovine to be credible. 

It is stated by T. V. Kumlien*, in a private paper now in the 

possession of Mr. Angie Kumlien Main of Fort Atkinson, Wis- 
consin, that the early settlers found buffalo horns in the vicinity: 

of Lake Koshkonong. There were no permanent settlements. in 

Jefferson County, prior to 1835, so that the existence of horns at 

this date would indicate that the buffalo did not disappear from 
the region prior to 1800. 

Marquette®!, in the course of his last voyage, skirted the 

western shore of Lake Michigan. He mentions, on Nov. 27, 

1674, that after proceeding about three leagues from “the river” 

(Milwaukee) he found savages who had killed some bison 

(boeufs). This would be in the vicinity of Racine. Marquette 

is consistent in his use of boeuf, and there is no doubt that he 
refers to bison. Proceeding on to the Chicago River, his men, 

Pierre and Jacques, killed three bison. 

It is surprising that the bison was found so long in Wiscon- 

sin in view of the fact that it was almost extinct east of the 

Mississippi prior to 1815. Hoy*® states on the authority of Gov- 

ernor Dodge that buffalos were killed on the Wisconsin side of 

the St. Croix River the year following the close of the Black- 

hawk war. This would be 1833. Lapham** states that the buf- 
falo was seen last east of the Mississippi in 1832. Agreement is 

good as to the date of extinction for Sibley®* reports that the 
Sioux Indians killed two bison on the Trempealeau River in 

1832, There is a melancholic reflection in his words: “They are 

believed to have been the last specimens of the noble bison which 

trod, or will ever again tread, the soil of the region lying east of 

the Mississippi river”. 
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NORTHERN WISCONSIN IN 1820 - 

Because of the interest manifested in the publication in last month’s 

bulletin of a trip along the Fox and Wisconsin rivers from Green Bay 

to Prairie du Chien in 1837, we believe that a short outline of life 

in the northern part of the state in the year 1820 would likewise 

prove interesting. 

In 1820, the Hon. Lewis Cass, then governor of the Michigan 

territory of which Wisconsin was a part, “organized an exploratory 

expedition with himself very properly at its head, accompanied by 

Henry R. Schoolcraft, James D. Doty, C. C. Trowbridge and others.” 

The following letter was written to Governor Cass by Judge Doty 

following this expedition, and published in Vol. VII of the Wisconsin 

historical collections. 

The 2ist annual report of the State Historical society says of 

Governor Cass: He “not only proved himself the father of our 

Upper northwest country but serving in the additional capacity of 

superintendent of Indian affairs, he long managed with consum- 

mate wisdom the several tribes of the Chippewa, Sioux, Winnebagoes, 

Ottawas, Pottowatomies and Menomonies . . . and his wise manage- 

ment preserved the border settlements from the bloody tomahawk and 

scalping knife.” 

Judge Doty, who later became governor of the Wisconsin Territory, 

was prominent in the struggle regarding the establishment of the 

boundaries of the state. He writes thus of the life of the Indians in 

northern Wisconsin in 1820: 

(Note: Modern spellings of places mentioned are: Tenaugon— 

Ontonagon; Mauvais—Bad; Poc-qua-yah-wan—Pokegama; Coutere— 

Court Oreilles; Sauteur—Chippewa) 

By Hon. JAMES DUANE Doty 

Detroit, September 27, 1820. 

To His Excellency, Lewis Cass: 

Sir:—The following information received at Sandy lake, during 

your absence to Red Cedar lake, in answer to your interrogatories, 

I have the honor of communicating to your excellency. It was 

obtained from persons who have traveled over and resided in the 

country, almost from their infancy. No opportunity was afforded 

of obtaining it from better or more enlightened sources than those 

improved, and I think it may be relied upon as correct. 

There are three chief places of residence of the Indians in this 

country. The first, and principal, is Leech Lake, the next Sandy 

Lake; and the third, Fond du Lac, of Lake Superior. 

At Leech Lake there are more than 200 men, at least 350 women 
married to them, and about 1100 boys and girls. Their hunting 

ground is around the lake, and extends north to Round lake, west 

to the Red river, south to the Sioux, and east until they meet the 

Indians of Sandy lake. Their game is deer, bear, beaver, otter,
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muskrats, marten, fisher, raccoon, and a few red and gray foxes. 

The only buffalo they kill is on the border of the Sioux country. 

The beaver is hunted particularly on the river St. Peters and its 

tributaries. A few are found in other parts. Most of the small 

rivers abound in otter. The other game is found throughout their 

country. 

None of the western waters are as abundant in white fish as Leech 

lake. There are great numbers also in Lake Winnepec, Red Cedar, 

and Cross lakes, but the rivers are destitute of them. They are fine 

flavored and more delicious than those of the Sault of St. Mary. 

There are various other fish in these and other lakes, and rivers 

as pike, carp, black bass, cat-fish, ete. A fish called by the savages 

too-nee-bee, and by the French, “telibees” not equal to, but greatly 

resembling the white fish, is found in the large lakes above men- 

tioned, and particularly in abundance in Leech lake. The fish and 

the wild rice are the chief sustenance of the traders, and without 
them the trade could scarcely be carried on. The telibees are taken 

in nets of from 60 to 100 fathoms long, late in autumn, and to pre- 

serve them, are hung up by the tail in the air until frozen. From 

July until November the white fish are taken, and the telibees from 

the 1st of September to the latter part of November, at the setting 

in of the ice, and both on the same ground. Neither are taken in 

the winter; but from the 20th of May to the 20th of June, immense 

numbers of telibees are caught. During the winter, pike and pickerel 
may be obtained. 

Lists Wildlife cnn * 
The water fowls throughout hin ortrecti country are nearly 

all the same. They are the bustard, wild goose, several kinds of 

ducks, as the black, French (nearly resembling the tame) wood duck, 
etc., swan, pelican, loon, and the gull. A fowl called the cormorant 

is found here. It lives on fish, is nearly the size of the raven, and 

of the same color; has a leg like a loon, a bill about four inches 

long shaped like a snipe’s, except at the peak, which is rather 

crooked and sharp like an eagle’s; it alights in the water and on 

trees, and, it is said, roosts by suspending itself by the bill from a 

limb of a tree. The birds are nearly the same as those commonly 
found in the Eastern States.’ 

The moose, elk, rein and common deer, wolf (not north of Sandy 

lake,) red and white ermine, wolverine, lynx, skunk, porcupine, wood- 

chuck, and red striped squirrels are found in different parts of the 
country. 

There are many turtles of various sizes; some very large and 
delicious are found in the lakes. 

No rattle, or other snakes, except the small striped or garter 
snake. 

The Indians of Leech lake are in bands; and each band has its 
own chief. No general leader of the whole is acknowledged; but the 
Brachu who resides at Sandy lake has, when he is present, some 

4
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considerable influence over them. The chieftainship descends from 

father to son, and the line becomes extinct by the death of the last 
male, the females being entirely excluded. In filling vacancies they 

generally elect from the tribe the most valiant, brave and powerful, 

or the man they deem the wisest, or the most eloquent speaker; and 

this last qualification is considered essential and is generally pre- 

ferred; and the person elected becomes the heir to all the honors 

of the old line. In fact, they always claim this right of election, but 

it is occasionally dispensed with when some daring, bloody fellow, 

usurping the throne, holds, either by his ferocity, or his many and 

influential relations, his tribe in awe. Such an one, however, is 

soon—casually—disposed of, if he does not in a short time ingratiate 

himself by some extraordinary act with the band. Even then he 

can scarcely be considered secure, for he is only respected, not loved; 

and is liable to be deposed at any time. Aware of this, he generally 

moves cautiously, and deals severely. 

Eloquent Chief 

The chief of the Leech lake Indians is Es-kee-buc-ec-ose, or Flat 

Mouth; the regular chief of those at Sandy lake, the Bras Casse, or 
Broken Arm—in Indian, Book-oo-sain-ge-gun; and the chief of Fond 

du Lac, Ghin-gwau-by, or as called by the French, “the Deaf Man.” 

These are severally influenced by the Brachu, who, it seems, raised 

himself to this superior station merely by his eloquence. His ances- 

tors have always been of good standing, and for a time furnished 

chiefs for the tribe at Sandy lake. It appears he is the first emperor 

of these tribes, they having been entirely distinct and independent 
previous to his time. 

The Sandy lake tribe of Indians is the second in size. It has 

85 men, 248 women and children, besides 35 half breeds. They are 

divided into three parties, one resides about half way from Sandy 

lake to Leech lake, at a place called Pac-au-gum-aw, on a small lake 

through which the Mississippi runs, and near the boundary between 

these and the Leech lake Indians. These Indians hunt north to Ver- 

million lake, the head waters of the Fond du Lac river, and on 

which the Northwest company has an establishment; west to Pauc- 

qua-gun-aw, above mentioned; east to the Fond du Lac river and 

down it to the Portage de la Prairie; and south to the borders of the 

Sioux country, or near Elk river which falls into the Mississippi. 

It is about 100 miles to Pac-au-gum-aw, the same as Vermillion lake, 

fifty miles to Portage de la Prairie, and 120 miles to Elk river. 
These are considered direct courses. 

Their furs and game are the same as those of the Leech lake 

Indians. The birds do not vary from those in the country around 

Leech lake. White-fish and telibees are found in Sandy lake, but in- 

ferior in quality to those of Leech lake. The latter part of Sep- 

tember the white-fish begin to run, and continue until winter sets in. 

The telibees are taken at the same time as those in Leech lake.
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Winter commences about the first of December, and breaks up by 

the first of April. It is nearly the same as at Montreal. This applies 

also to Leech lake, but it is much colder at Fond du Lac, where the 

season is generally 15 days later. The depth of snow is not as great 

at Leech lake as at Sandy lake. Around Lake Superior it falls two 

and a half or three feet deep, but decreases to the west, so that 

when the snow is three feet in depth at Fond du Lac, the ground is 

scarcely covered at Sandy lake. A south wind may prevail at Fond 

du Lac three days without decreasing the snow; while at Sandy 

lake, one of 12 hours invariably produces a thaw. 

° Summer Pleasant 

The summer is generally warm and pleasant. Vegetation springs 

up and advances rapidly as soon as the snow has disappeared. 

Potatoes grow finely at Sandy lake, and most of the garden 
vegetables may be raised. 

The food of the Indians in this country varies according to the 

different seasons. They occasionally subsist on the waub-es-see-pin. 

It resembles a potato, is mealy when boiled, and grows only in wet, 
clay ground, and about one and a half feet deep. The crane potato 

is another article of food, called by them the sitch-auc-waub-es-see- 

pin. It is of the same kind, but inferior in quality to the waub-es- 

see-pin, and is found throughout this country. The wau-tap-pin-ee is 
a small root frequently pulled three feet long, which is dried in 

order to preserve it. This root is found on the southern shore of 

Lake Superior, but is seldom brought as far as Sandy lake. These 

three are boiled when prepared for food. They also use the bois 

retors, or twisted wood, in cases of extreme necessity. It resembles 

the bitter-sweet, runs into the tops of the highest trees, and from 

one tree to another, has thick bark, and is sweet and palatable 

when boiled. To these may be added the wild rice—fols avoine— 

and such game as they occasionally kill, eating every kind and every 

part. I saw them yesterday cooking a skunk, but when it was pre- 

pared for the table, it was impossible to approach the lodge except to 

the windward. They boil the excrements of the rabbit with their 

rice “to season it,” and esteem it a luxury. To make that dish still 

more palatable, and one of their highest epicurean dishes, they 

occasionally take a partridge, pick off the feathers, and without any 

farther dressing except pounding it to the consistency of jelly, throw 

it into the rice, and boil it in that condition. In this they seem not 
far above the brute creation. It is scarcely possible to account for 

such an appetite or relish, except it be that necessity having com- 

pelled them frequently to resort to this loathsome food for sustenance, 
they have at length acquired a preference for it. 

A band of the Sandy lake tribe of Indians resides at Pauc-quau-me- 

no-min-ic-con, or Rice lake, between 20 and 25 miles south of Sandy 
lake. There are only 13 grown men in the village; their number of 
young men, squaws and children is 47. They hunt in the woods 
adjoining the lake. To the east of their village and near Fond du
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Lac they occasionally kill a few moose. This band has never been 

much noticed by the English government, and has been generally well 
disposed towards ours. 

Beaver Hunts 

All of the men at Sandy lake and south of it, annually, in the 

month of March, go to the borders of the Sioux country, and as far 
beyond as their fears will permit them, to hunt the beaver, which 

hunt is called by them no-tah-mic-qua, and signifies “searching for 

beaver”—“mic” meaning beaver. Their families being left at home 

in this hunt, repair to the sugar camps, and are engaged in manu- 

facturing sugar during the absence of the men, of which they make 
very large quantities. 

The Indians around Sandy lake, in the month of September, repair 

to Rice lake to gather their rice. In no other place does it grow in 

as large quantities as there. This lake is about five miles long and 

three broad. It might perhaps be called a marais, for the water is 

not over five feet deep, and its surface is almost entirely covered 

with rice. It is only in morasses or muddy bottoms that this grain 

is found. 
It was formerly the practice of the Indians, when the grain was 

in the milk, to pass around in canoes and gather up the tops in 

large shocks or branches and fasten them, to render the collecting 

of the grain much easier after it had ripened. By this means they 

obtained it also in much larger quantities than at present. This 

work of harvesting is performed by the females. It is now gathered 

by two of them passing around in a canoe, one sitting in the stern 
and pushing it along, while the other with her back to the bow and 

with two small pointed sticks about three feet long, one in each hand, 

collects it in by running one of the sticks into the rice and bending 

it over on to the edge of the canoe, while with the other she strikes 

the heads suddenly and rattles the grain into it. This she does on 
both sides of the canoe alternately, and while the canoe is moving. 

About a gill is generally struck off at blow. It is not ripe when 

harvested. It falls covered with a husk, and has a beard about two 

inches long. One method of curing the rice, and that which makes 

it the most palatable, is by putting it in a kettle in small quantities, 

and hanging it over the fire until it becomes parched. A round hole 

is dug in the ground about one and a half feet deep, and three in 

circumference, into which a moose skin is usually put. Into this hole 

the grain is then poured, where it is trod by an Indian until com- 

pletely hulled. This is a very laborious work, and always devolves 

upon the men. After being sufficiently trod, it is taken out and 

cleaned, in a fan made of birch bark, shaped something like those 

used by farmers. This is the most expeditious method of curing it. 

Store Rice 

The other method differs from this only in drying. It is as fol- 

lows: a scaffold is made of small poles about three feet from the
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ground, and covered with cedar slabs. On this the rice is spread, 

and under the scaffold a small slow fire kindled, which is kept up 

until the grain becomes entirely dry. It takes nearly a day to dry 

one of the scaffolds full. The grain cured in this way is more 

nutritious, and keeps much longer than the other. By that parched 

in a kettle, the substance appears to be destroyed. The rice, when 

cured, is put into sacks of about a bushel. A sack is valued at two 

skins. A fathom of stroud or a blanket will buy two sacks. A skin 

is valued at two dollars. 

One family ordinarily makes about five sacks; though those who 

are industrious sometimes make 25. The last, however, is very rare. 

A few provident Indians save a little for the spring of the year to 

eat with their sugar, though generally by that time they have done 

curing it, the whole is disposed of for trinkets and ornaments. Thus 

by gratifying their vanity, they are left nearly destitute of provi- 

sions for the winter—choosing to endure hunger and the greatest 

misery than mortify their pride! 

The Fond du Lac Indians are divided into bands, and have no 

fixed places of residence, wandering around on the rivers and lakes: 

their time is occupied alternately in hunting and fishing; their coun- 

try being poorer than that of either of the before mentioned tribes. 

They hunt west to the Sandy lake Indians, north to the sources of the 

Snake river, which empties into the Fond du Lac river, 18 miles 

above the mouth of the Savannah, northwest to Encampment island 

in Lake Superior; 36 miles above Fond du Lac, and on the southern 

shore of the lake to the River Brule, and south to Pine lake, the 

northern boundary of the Fols Avoine Indians, and about 100 miles 
from the establishment on Fond du Lac. 

Lacked Deer 

Their principal game is moose, bear, marten, mink, muskrat, case 

cat (lynx), hedgehog, of which they have great numbers, otter, and 
a few beaver. They have neither the buffalo, deer, wolf, raccoon, 

fox or wolverine. 

The tribe consists of 45 men, 60 women, and 240 children. There 

are about 30 half-breeds, and three freemen, who have families. 

The freemen are Canadians married to squaws, living entirely with 

the Indians, and are not engaged to the Southwestern company, by 

whom, as well as the Indians, they are considered a great nuisance, 

being forever exciting broils and disturbances. There is an old 

negro in the employ of the company who has a squaw for a wife, 

and a family of four children residing in Fond du Lac. 

These Indians have in no degree the spirit and genius of those in 

the upper country, by whom they are considered very stupid and dull, 

being but little given to war. They consider the Sioux their enemies, 

but make few war excursions. They sometimes join those of the 

other tribes, but have never taken that deep interest in the struggle 

that the others have. In their manner and customs they resemble 

the Indians of Sandy lake, but are in no respect their equal, par-
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ticularly in those things which may be supposed to ameliorate their 

condition in life. 

There are two grand water communications with this country; one 

by Lake Superior and the Fond du Lae river, and the other by the 

Mississippi. The first is considered the most eligible route. It is 

about 1300 miles from St. Louis to Sandy lake, and 1050 from 

Detroit, by water, to the same place. There are many rapids in the 

Mississippi, particularly above the Falls of St. Anthony, which it is 

almost impossible to ascend with boats or canoes. The waters of 

this river are also considered unhealthy. On the other course, the 

greatest difficulties are found in the rapids of the Fond du Lac river; 

but as this river is ascended only 150 miles, and the rapidity of the 

Mississippi continues for 600, and a strong current the residue, the 

difference in the exertion and fatigue between the two routes is very 

great. Lake Superior is computed by the voyagers to be 484 miles 

long. It is 300 miles from Detroit to Mackinac, and 40 from there 

to mouth of the River St. Marys. That river is 40 miles long. 

Communication may be had with the Mississippi from Lake Supe- 

rior by the Tenaugon, Iron, Carp, Presque Isle, Black, Montreal, 
Mauvais, Brule and Fond du Lac rivers. 

“Old Plantation” ’ 

The Tenaugon is ascended 36 miles, where a portage commences of 

200 pauses, to the “old plantation” as commonly called, but by the 

French “vieux desert,” “old deserted place,” which is on a small lake 
of the same name about four miles long, and three broad. Two 

rivers rise in this lake, one the Abenomins, which empties into 

Green Bay; the other discharges into the Sauteur river. They are 

both navigable for canoes. 

Iron river is so rapid that a portage is commenced at its mouth. 

The canoe is scarcely put into its water in the whole length of the 

river. It leads near some navigable waters of the Ouisconsin. 

Three miles above the mouth of Carp river is a perpendicular fall 

of about 45 feet, when it passes Porcupine mountain; above, the 
stream is small, and with difficulty ascended. 

Presque Isle river has many rapids, and is seldom used. Black 
river is the same. 

The Montreal river is not navigable; but at its mouth, on the east 

side, a portage is made of 120 pauses to a small lake; in which dis- 

tance the Montreal river is crossed twice, the first time at 11 pauses, 

and the second at 80. The lake is three miles long, and is the head 
of another branch of the Sauteur. This fork runs 15 miles into 

Turtle lake, which is about two miles over, thence it runs a few 

leagues into a small lake, passing through which it continues on 

until it joins the fork from Old Plantation lake, 33 miles from Turtle 

lake. A lake of considerable size is connected with Turtle lake on 

the northeast by a river. In Lake Du Flambeau the Southwest 
company have an establishment of five traders and 20 hands, the 
return from which last season was about 50 packs. It lies from
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Turtle lake near southeast. The route is from the mouth of the 

Montreal to Turtle lake, from which there is a portage one-fourth 

of a mile to a small pond, thence up the outlet of a small lake one- 

fourth of a mile, from which a portage of three miles is made to the 

Old Plantation river. This is descended 18 miles to the entrance of 

the Riviere du Flambeau, which rises in the lake of the same name, 

and is 24 miles long. The company’s fort stands on the north side 

of the lake. The lake is crooked, is four miles long and one broad. 

From this there is a chain of lakes which extend down to the head 

waters of the Ouisconsin. Portages are made from one to another 

so as to connect the communication in that direction. The small river 
formed by the junction of the Turtle and Old Plantation rivers, is 
almost entirely a rapid; and, running over a bed of rocks, is very 
dangerous. It takes seven days to descend it, and is 175 miles long. 
The River Sauteur (Chippewa) which is also rapid, is very wide, 
and about 180 miles long, emptying into Lake Pepin. It is 63 miles 
from the Tenaugon to the Montreal river. 

* Many Portages 

Mauvais river is ascended about 100 miles. A portage is then 
made of twenty-two pauses to a small lake which is connected with 
another by a stream one-quarter of a mile long. From this is a 
portage of one pause to a lake; and another pause to another lake, 
which last is connected to a third by a small strait, perhaps 30 rods 
long. A portage of one pause is made to Clam lake, in which a 
branch of the Sauteur rises. This lake is one mile long and three- 
fourths of a mile broad, which is the general extent of all the lakes 
on this route. It is from this, six miles to Spear lake, 15 miles to 
Summer lake, and 12 miles to a lake called by the Indians, Poe-qua- 
yah-wan. The branch continues through this Lake, and passes out 
on the southeast side. On the west a small river enters, which is 
ascended 15 miles, whence a portage is made of 10 pauses into Lake 
Coutere, on which the Southwest company has an establishment. It 
is nine miles long and three broad, and is connected with the Sauteur 
by a stream 30 miles long, which issues from it. The Mauvais is 
12 miles from the Montreal river. 

The River Brule, 78 miles from the Mauvais, is ascended 90 miles 
to a bend, from which a portage of two pauses is made to Lake St. 
Croix, the head water of the river of the same name. It is three 
miles long and two broad. On the River St. Croix 100 miles from 
the lake, the Southwest company has an establishment. It dis- 
charges into the Mississippi 300 miles from that trading post. Be- 
tween the Mauvais and Brule rivers, several small streams empty 
into Lake Superior; as the Raspberry, Sandy, Ses-caw-naw-be-kaw, 
Cranberry, Bullrush and the Little Iron rivers. Goddard’s river is 
between the Brule and Fond du Lac. ‘ 

As the Fond du Lac river was ascended by you, it will be unneces- 
sary to describe it. I will merely state, that it rises in Vermillion 
lake, is near 300 miles long, and that its general course is east. It
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may scarcely be called navigable above the Savannah, which enters 

186 miles from its mouth. The Savannah is 24 miles long, and is 

ascended to its source. The portage to the small river, which empties 

into Sandy lake, is six miles—the river is descended 12. Sandy lake 

is four miles long and two wide. By the outlet of the lake to the 

Mississippi is two miles, but by land it is hardly the half of a mile. 

It is 250 miles from Sandy lake to Vermillion by way of the 

Mississippi and Trout lake. . . . 

Heavy Timber 

About half way from Sandy lake to Red Cedar lake below, a river 

empties into the Mississippi which rises in Duck lake. A portage of 

six miles is made from the Mississippi, opposite Sandy lake, to this 

river, which is ascended 60 miles. From Duck lake the communica- 

tion with Leech lake is over a country, one-half of which is covered 
with lakes. The land is generally heavily timbered. 

TRADE.—A skin is estimated at $2. A two and a half point 

blanket is sold for four skins; one fathom of stroud,’ the same; half 

a pint of powder, one skin; thirty balls, the same; five branches of 

wampum, or 250 grans, one skin; a Northwest cased gun, ten skins; 

one beaver trap, four skins; a large scalping knife, half a skin; 

twist tobacco, two skins per fathom, three plugs for a skin, and four. 

skins per carot; a mesh, or 40 branches of white beads, one skin; a 
pair of leggins with ribbons and beads to garnish, two skins; one-half 

axe, one skin; one hatchet, one skin. These are the principal articles 

of trade. Divers other things are given as presents. If an Indian 

obtains a credit for his supplies for the season, he must be furnished 
with a flint, a needle, an awl, a gun worn, a little vermillion, rings, 

beads, and three or four inches of tobacco, besides various other 

articles, for which the trader charges nothing. In a credit of six 

hundred skins, if the trader gets 300 in return for his goods, he 

considers himself recompensed. He frequently does not obtain even 

this proportion. The articles received from the Indians are sugar, 

rice, and skins. A mocock of sugar, weighing about 40 pounds, is 

received for four skins; a sack of rice, two skins; a large prime 

beaver, two skins; a large prime otter, two skins; three martens, 

one skin; three minks, one skin; 10 muskrats, one skin; a prime bear, 

two skins; two prime buck skins, one skin; three raccoons, one; two 

lynx, one; two fishers, one. An axe is so essential an article with an 

Indian that he is generally punctual in paying for it; and on return- 

ing from his hunt, he lays out a certain number of skins in payment 
for his axe, and calls the trader to notice it. 

The Southwest company have the chief trade of this country, but 
they sustain a considerable injury from the small traders. They 

? sent from Leech lake, last year, 38 packs; from Sandy lake, 25; and 

Fond du Lae, nine. This year, from the first place, 53; the second, 

85; and the third, 15. Last year the whole return was not as much 
as usual, and this year rather more.
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The dogs used for drawing in this country are of the middle size, 
and a mixture of every breed. Their harness is made something 

like the common dray harness; being composed of collar with tugs, a 
belly-band, and two back-bands, one across the shoulders and the 

other the hips. Three horse bells on the second band, it seems, are 

indispensable. They have no lines or breeching. Thus harnessed, 

the dogs are hitched to a train made of a white oak slab, dressed 

down smooth, about six feet long and 14 inches wide, and turned up 

before in the shape of a sleigh runner. On the crust or ice a dog 

will travel, with 200 pounds on his train, from morning to night, as 

fast as a man can walk. They frequently go 60 miles in a day. 

These dogs are starved in the summer so that they can scarcely 

stagger around, but by the time winter sets in, they are put into the 

finest order. When worked, they are fed only at night—not a morsel 

is given in the day. Fish is their common food. 

NET REGULATION PRAISED 

The conservation commission order increasing the size of mesh in 

chub nets will mean a higher market price for Wisconsin chubs and 

will be a benefit to the commercial fishermen, according to Charles W. 

Triggs, Chicago, who represents producers and packers of fish and 
seafoods. : 

In a letter to Conservation Director H. W. MacKenzie, Mr. Triggs 
says: 

“Tt is with considerable pleasure that I have learned that Wisconsin 
has passed a new law to raise the size of chub nets to 2% inches, 

as this is certainly a step in the right direction. 

“The chubs that have been produced this last year or two are 

entirely too small for the market, and to secure satisfactory returns 

to the fishermen. Larger chubs will bring a much higher price, and 

it should not be long before the net results with larger mesh nets 

will far surpass the returns from the smaller mesh. As a matter of 

fact, if the size mesh could eventually be raised still higher, I am 

sure it would be of real benefit to the fishermen in the long run. 

“T am prompted in writing this letter on account of the experience 

I have had on both the selling and producing end. I have had the 
opportunity of seeing the marketing of chubs at the various markets 

where they are used to the greatest extent, and know what size means. 

“You will be surprised to receive this letter, as usually conserva- 

tion commissioners are condemned for bringing about increased size 

mesh. However, I see no reason why they should not be complimented 
by those who believe in conservation.” 

Fond du Lac—Lake Winnebago is three feet lower than it was 
last year at this time, according to J. W. Kennedy, local ice dealer,
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SHEBOYGAN COUNTY ; 

Tourists coming to Wisconsin will miss much if they fail to visit a 

Sheboygan county, according to O. S. Wolfram, spokesman for the 

federated sportsmen’s clubs of that county. 

Mr. Wolfram reports that the Black River Advancement associa- 

tion has constructed a beautiful building for a fire station which is 

available for meetings of all conservation groups. It was constructed 

by members in their spare time and is located in the forest preserve. 

The members are now putting up an observation tower of 120 feet % 

from which a view of the surrounding country can be had. Its chief . 

function will be to make it easier to spot fires. 
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Sheboygan county's forest fire and recreation headquarters. 

A new conservation club has been organized at Elkhart Lake and 

the club is building a club house which will be used for meetings 

and social gatherings. 

“As the members are in close proximity to our Sheboygan marsh 

it will be their main object to see this beauty spot adequately cared 

for,” Mr. Wolfram says. 

The county has been maintaining 400 feeding stations that were 

cared for by the County Bird Feeding association, conservation clubs, € 

farmers and other people. Many more were operated by individuals 

of which there is no record. 

Mr. Wolfram says that county wild life does not seem to have any 4 

great difficulties. 

“The Hungarian partridges are on the increase and 20 Cuukkars . 

liberated in 1936 are with us and have reared some young,” he de- 

clares. “Plenty of snowy owls have been seen and two coveys of 

prairie chickens have used one of the feeding stations.”
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mens to the department pathologist. The field work will be supple- 
mented with investigative work at the game farm, using various 

species of animals. It is only through scientific research that we will 

e be able to answer questions such as the one above. 

LAST RECORDS OF DEER IN WALWORTH COUNTY 

(Taken from an article by the late N. Hollister, recently of the Biologi- 
cal Survey, published previously in the Bulletin of the Wisconsin Natural 
History Society, Vol. 6, Nos. 3-4, in 1910.) 

Authentic accounts of any of the larger mammals in central or . 

southern Wisconsin are of great value and must be collected soon if 

they are to be preserved with accuracy as to dates and circumstances. 

Many species are already gone from the entire state and of some of 

these there is not a local specimen in existence nor a specific record 

in literature. Even in the extreme northern counties conspicuous 

species are now rapidly disappearing and each record of the occur- 
rence or capture is worthy of note. 

Wild deer were exterminated in southeastern Wisconsin nearly 60 

years ago. During various visits at home in the past few years I 

have been collecting from some of the old residents data relating to 

their occurrence in the vicinity of Delavan, Walworth county, and be- 

lieve that the information thus gathered will prove of interest. 

Deer were formerly abundant in Walworth county and in the early 

forties plenty still remained. The late Silas Bowker of Delavan told 

me of often seeing numbers of them between Delavan lake and Geneva 

lake, which locality he claimed was the best deer country in Wal- 

worth county. Others tell of many in the northwestern part of the 

county, and it seems probable that though deer were generally dis- 

tributed throughout the county, the vicinities of Delavan lake and 

Richmond were their favorite resorts. I. P. Larnard, of Delavan, 

tells me that Wm. Hollister, deceased, saw about 50 in one herd on 

the edge of the Big Marsh, between Delavan and Whitewater, in 1842. 

After this date the deer rapidly decreased. In 1846, Mr. Larnard 

shot one from a bunch of five or six in what is now Isham’s grove, 

on the outskirts of Delavan. After killing this one he rapidly loaded 

his rifle and snapped three caps in an endeavor to shoot a fine buck 

which came out and stood in plain sight during the whole perform- 

ance but trotted off, to his great disgust, before he could find a cap 

which would explode. This, Mr. Larnard believes, was the last deer 

killed in the vicinity of Delavan, though a few were seen from time 

to time during the next few years. Mr. Larnard was a keen sports- 

man in those days and probably kept better account of such matters 

in that region than any man now living. 

In 1849 or 1850, my father, K. N. Hollister, and his brother, U. S. 

Hollister, saw three deer in the Big Woods, five miles west of Delavan, 

and a year or two later saw two more crossing Rock prairie and tak- 

ing to the woods near the same place. A. B. Hore, of Delavan, last 

saw deer at Lake Nine, Richmond, as nearly as he can figure, in 1852;
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and Jas. H. Camp, also of Delavan, says that two deer were seen in 

the park at Elkhorn one morning in 1852 by a Mr. Bradley, who was 

then postmaster at that place and is still living. The park was much 

larger then and, of course, in a wilder state. i: 

From all accounts, then, 1846 may be taken as the date for the last 

deer killed and 1852 for the last deer seen in the vicinity of Delavan. 

Epiror’s Note: As suggested by Mr. Hollister in this article, we 

would appreciate information of any authentic records of deer, elk, 

beaver, otter, wild cat, lynx, timber wolf or wild turkey found in 

southern Wisconsin. Definite records will help piece together the 
story of these animals in Wisconsin, so send any record to the Editor, 

Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Madison. 

GROUSE FATALITIES 

Conservation Warden Arthur Baie, Marinette, forwarded two car- 

easses of dead grouse to Dr. T. T. Chaddock at the laboratory of the 
conservation department’s experimental game and fur farm, Poy- 

nette, and Dr. Chaddock made the following report as to the condition 

of the birds: 

One, a male, had small injuries on breast, neck and legs; breastbone 

entirely broken from keelbone on both sides. Crop contents 40 per- 

cent acorns and 60 percent tips of branches and buds. Gizzard con- 

tents 30 percent acorns, 20 percent unidentified seeds, 20 percent rose- 

bush seeds, 30 percent green tips. Many small nematodes present in 

the pectoral muscles of the breast and the muscle was very soft and 

mushlike. Sarcosporidia were also present in the muscles. 

The second bird, a male, had a badly bruised head, sarcosporidia 

present in breast muscles; hemorrhages in pectoral muscle of breast. 

Muscle of breast badly degenerated. Crop contents 80 percent acorns, 

10 percent water cress and 10 percent rose seeds. Gizzard contents, 

80 percent acorns and 20 percent water cress. Roundworm ova pres- 

ent in feces. 

“T am convinced that these birds could never have been able to fly as 

I was able to count as many as 12 to 15 sarcosporidia cysts present 

per square inch in the muscles of the breast,’ Dr. Chaddock says. 

W. F. Grimmer, superintendent of game management, says: “Mr. 

Baie reports that no additional dead birds have been found. Appar- 

ently this condition is localized.” 

Kewaunee—The Enterprise editor says it’s a good thing that he 

sometimes does not mention names. Last winter he described how 

comfortably a chap fished from an automobile and now he finds the 

practice is illegal.
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History of Wisconsin Game 

(From Wis. Conservation Bulletin, Vol. IV, No. 2, February, 1939, p. 39.) 

Virgin Wisconsin 

William R. Smith returned to the east after spending two months in Wisconsin 
territory and found information on this part of the country so much in demand 
that he wrote a book on the subject in 1838. The book says: 

"Fine trout, perch, bass, catfish, eels, buffalo, muskelonge and other 

excellent fish are found in all the waters. I have seen the buffalo, mskelonge 
and catfish of enormous size brought by wagon loads to Mineral Point; they had 
been caught in the Pektonica and many weighed from 20 to 30 pounds and upwards. 

"Game throughout the whole country is abundant. The deer are often seen 
sporting over the prairies, and in the groves and oak openings; they are frequently 

aroused out of the high grass, and as the rifle of the hunter has not yet suf- 
ficiently alarmed them in their secret lairs, they are in a measure less wild than 
in parts more densely settled; I have often seen them in my rambles, quietly 
_ gazing at the traveller, until he had passed by. 

"That the denuded state of the country has been caused by fire, originally, 
and the growth of timber kept down by the anmal conflagration of the prairies, 
may be the truth; and yet it is also true, that in part of the country, on the 
prairies, as far as I can learn, has any, even the slightest, appearance of 

J charred wood been found. 

"The day will arrive when future thousands will flock on excursions of 
pleasure to the Blue Mounds; mineral springs are found here,on and around the 

mounds, their qualities not yet ascertained. 

"The lake (Mendota) abounds with the finest fish, perch, bass, catfish, 
buffalo fish, muskelonge, from a pound weight to 30 pounds and more. The shores 
are lined with fine shingle and white sand, and amongst the pebbles are found 

chalcydone, agate, and cornelian, and other fine and beautiful stones suitable 

for seals, breast-pins and other ornaments, not only often but in abundance. 

"In my judgment no American gentleman should visit Europe until he has 
made the grand western tour. There are single points, for instance the Platte 

mounds, Helena, the Blue Mounds, and the place I have been describing (Madison) 
in our own beautiful and fertile west, worth all the time and expense consumed 
in the journey from the borders of the Atlantic, to the recent home of the 

roaming Indians."
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Wisconsin Westher and Wildlife 

1822-23 Cold wintor (Miller, Trans. Wis.Acad.Sci.33%:172,1928) 
1831-32 Cold winter (Miller) 
1845-37 Cold years (Mandeville, A Century of Chicago 

Weather. Egg Reporter,March 1926) 
1842-43 March snow, finished (Kumlion & Hollister quoting Eoy, 

off turkeys p- 58). 
1855-56 Cold winter (Miller) 
1856-57 Cold winter (Mandeville) 
1863-64 Killing winter in Rock Co. (Leopold, unpubl.) Also general 

: (Mandeville) 
1871 Peshtigo & Door Co. fires (Leopold, Game Survey, p- 140) 
1872-73 Cold winter Miller) 
1874-75 Cold winter (vate 
1681-82 "The Big Snow," S.E.Wis. Leopold, Game Survey, p- 77) 

1884-35) 
1885-36) Cold winters (Miller) 
1886-87) 

1889 Drouth) (Eoyt, Drouths of 1930-34, U.S.D.I. 
1894 Drouth) Ney Water Supply Paner 680) 

1894-95 "The Bluebird Storm," (Barrow's Birds of Mich., p.728) 
spring (Anderson says 1893-44) 

1895 Hinckley fire. Drouth (Wis. Agr. Exp.Sta.Bul.223,1912,p.33) 
a a 1897 Drouth over Wis. (" tt " " " " " wt 

1901 Drouth over Wis. (—" ae ee ae ny 

1903-04 Cold winter (Miller) 
1910 Drouth (Hoyt) 
1917 Drouth (Hoyt) 

1917-18 Yilling winter (Leopold, Midland Nat. 18:408-416,1937) 
1922 "The Big Sleet," March (Leopold, Game Survey, p- 77) 
1928-29 Killing winter (Leopold, Midland Nat. 18:408-416,1937) 
1930 Drouth (Kincer, U.S.D.A. Weather & Crop 

Bul. 2-17-31) 
Peat fires in Cen. Wis. (Leopold, Wis. R. Marches, Nat. 

Waltonian, Sept. 1934, p. 4) 
1933 Drouth (Hoyt) 
1934 Drouth in Cen. Wis. (Cronin & Beers, W.P.A. Bul. 5, No. 1, 

pe oe 1957) 
Drouth in 8. Wis. (Wade, 3d N.A.Wildlife Conf., 1938, 

pp. 558-559) 
1935-36 Killing wintor (Leopold, Midland Nat. 18:408-416,1937) 
1936 Spring & summer drouth (Wade) 
1939 Summer & fall drouth 

Note: Additions or corrections are invited by the author.
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SPREAD OF THE HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 4 

IN WISCONSIN 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

The process of pioneering contains orderly developmental 

sequences and recurrent patterns of movement and behavior. 

This pioneering pattern, once discovered, makes possible the 

interpretation of chains of facts each hitherto standing in iso- 

lation, known but not understood. 

In human history the great exponent of this concept was 
Frederick Turner. 

In natural history, a worldwide transplantation of animals 

into new environments is now taking place. Whether deliberate 

or accidental, success or failure, wise or unwise, each such trans- 

plantation offers a chance to observe the pioneering process in 

daily detail. 

A successful transplantation spreads like ripples from a 
cast stone. The rate of spread reflects the resistance of the en- 

vironment. Good records of the rate and manner of spread are, 

however, uncommon. 

The spread of the pheasant, for example, was confused by 

the great number of almost simultaneous plantings.2 That of 

the starling, on the other hand, took place unobscured and has 

been recorded.? 

The spread of the honey bee, like that of the starling, took 

place unobscured by plantings, but it was not recorded because 
it took place in the wilderness. European black honey bees, 

transplanted into New England in 1638,+ spread westward more 

rapidly than European settlers. By 1797 they had passed the 
Mississippi. In 1812 we find the hero of Cooper’s novel “Oak 

Openings’’> gathering wild honey on a commercial scale in south- 

ern Michigan, a region as yet devoid of settlements, and like 

the rest of the continent, devoid of native honey bees. The 

European bees had arrived long enough in advance of 1812 to 

enable the bears to develop a honey-hunting technique. 

5
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No one mapped the spread of the bee, and probably no one 

but the bears possessed the necessary data. 

The spread of the European gray (Hungarian) partridge 

(Perdix perdix) was, in most states, masked by widespread 

plantings.2® In a few states, however, these birds were al- 

lowed to spread, without interruption, from single focal points, 

notably in the Canadian wheat belt,” in northern Iowa,’ in south- 

ern Michigan,® and in southeastern Wisconsin. 

This paper attempts to amplify and bring up to date my 

preliminary accounts %1!° of the introduction and spread of the 
partridge as a member of the Wisconsin animal community. 

PABST PLANTINGS 

The established partridge populations of Wisconsin originate 

(with minor exceptions) from a series of plantings made by 

Colonel Gustave Pabst of Milwaukee on his farms in Ottawa 
Township, Waukesha County, from 1908 to 1929. From this 

focal center the partridges spread, without interruption, for 

two decades, and with only minor interruptions for a third. 

Other plantings were made, but for at least 20 years none was 

successful. 

Here then we should be able to reconstruct the pattern by 

which this pioneering species invaded a new but heretofore in- 
accessible environment. Fig 1 shows the spread contours for 

1920, 1930, and 1937,.as reconstructed during this study. These 

are the “ripples” of the stone cast by Colonel Pabst in 1908. 

Walter E. Scott!! has published a history of the Pabst 

plantings, but his dates are incomplete. My own previous ac- 

counts lack detail as to numbers planted, and contain errors in 

dates. To settle these discrepancies Scott has placed at my dis- 

posal all records available in the Conservation Department, 

while Colonel Pabst has loaned me what remains of his corre- 
spondence. The following account combines this authoritative 

information with data collected in the field since 1928. 

Colonel Pabst’s gamekeeper, Jack Porter, remembers that the 

first importation of partridges was made in 1908, two years be- 

fore his employment in 1910. There is no record of the number. 

The birds were pinioned and placed inside a 40-acre enclosure 

which also contained deer, turkey, guinea hens, and ducks. The 

young were not pinioned, and were supposed to fly out. “The
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Fic. 1. Spread contours and arrival dates of Hungarian partridge 
in southeast Wisconsin. 

experiment was not a howling success, but ...a few birds 

were reared ... and there were still a few pairs in the en- 

closure when Porter came to me in 1910” (Pabst letter of Oc- 

tober 11, 1937). 

It is doubtful whether this initial importation resulted in 

any wild coveys. It was followed, however, by a series of four 

shipments released directly into the field. Letters from Colonel 

Pabst written in 1924, 1925, and 1929 ascribe his first estab- 

lishment of partridges in the wild to these four plantings. The 

dates are not given, but each letter mentions four successive
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plantings, made in identical locations, during alternate years, 

over a period variously estimated as six to eight years. 

There is an anonymous official report,!? published in 1919, of 

1,000 partridges planted by Colonel Pabst in 1913, and 1,000 in 

1915. Scott’s “Conservation History”! draws its data from this 
source. The Pabst correspondence contains the statement that 

the first of the series came “about 1910,” and the strong in- 
ference that the last came about 1918. I conclude, therefore, that 

1910, 1913, 1915, and 1918 are the probable dates, the first three 
being accurate and the last conjectural. 

The anonymous report gives some interesting detail: the 

500 pairs imported in 1913 were kept confined until March, 1913, 

when 100 pairs died of roup. The remainder were then released. 

It also records a large shipment in 1914, all of which died en 

route. It estimates that a total of 25,000 “Huns” had been turned 

out on the Pabst farms. This incredible figure undoubtedly refers 
to the wild population which resulted from the Pabst plantings 

up to 1919. Palmer® records only 98,000 imported into the 

United States from 1906 to 1911, Yeatter® records 268,401 im- 
ported from 1900 to 1932. The Biennial Report for 1921-2215”. ¢ 

states: “About six years ago . . . Gustave Pabst . . . liberated 

about 1,200 pairs.” This checks roughly with the summary of 
Pabst plantings recorded in Table 3. 

The geographic origin of the five Pabst importations be- 

tween 1908 and 1918 is indicated by the following quotations: 

“The majority of the birds I received were direct shipments 

from what was formerly Bohemia. A Mr. Sonnenschein, a large 

landowner there, living in the city of Prague, was one of the 

large growers and exporters of Bohemian hops, and from him 

the Pabst Brewing Company bought a very large part of their 

(hops) requirements. On one of his visits he learned of my im- 

portation of the Hungarian partridge, and from him I bought 

probably the largest number of birds” (Pabst letter of Novem- 

ber 11, 1937). “The Hungarians I partly bought from dealers in 

this country, largely from the old firm of Wentz and Mackensen, 

but the majority of the birds I purchased direct from Bohemia” 
(letter of July 30, 1925). 

The sixth Pabst planting came in 1927, and was made “to 

bring in a new infusion of blood.” It consisted of 27 pairs pur- 

chased through Julius Loewith, Inc., of New York (letter of
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September 5, 1929). Mr. Loewith writes me (September 21, 

1937) that all his partridges came from Bohemian estates. His 

records are destroyed, but he remembers selling Colonel Pabst 
“several lots . . . a small lot right after the war.” The “small 

lot” may be the 1918 shipment. 

The seventh and last Pabst planting was in 1929, and again 

consisted of 27 pairs, purchased through Loewith. The purpose 
was to bolster a shortage, which, however, “it did not help at 

all” (letter of January 14, 1930). 

The total number of partridges planted is estimated by 

Coionel Pabst in his letters as “five to six thousand” (1925, 1929) : 
and “six to eight thousand” (1925). The assumed total of his 

plantings here used (Tables 1 and 3) is 5,000. 

Colonel Pabst was so beset by inquiries about his partridge 
enterprise that he devised a “form letter.” Identical verbiage 

recurs in many replies to correspondents. 

OTHER PRIVATE PLANTINGS 

J. W. Foster of Brandon, Fond du Lac County, tells me that 

Colonel Pabst presented him with 12 partridges from his “first 
importation,” and that he planted these birds near Brandon. 

He does not remember the date, but I here assume the Foster 

birds were part of the 1910 Pabst shipment. The site is now 

occupied by birds which have spread from the south. Mr. Foster 

thinks this present population results from his planting, but 

my evidence, gathered from other sources, indicates that the 

original planting died out about 1912. This is the first of many 

instances in which natural spread proved more potent than de- 
sultory plantings. 

About 1914 the Sportsman’s Club of Independence, Trempea- 

leau County, bought three pairs from the Mackensen Game Farm 

and released them just north of Independence. The birds drifted 

west and raised at least one covey two years later. They then 

disappeared. 

In 1922 F. R. Mueller of Waukegan, Illinois, is said to have 

released about a dozen “Hungarian pheasants” near Moose Lake, 

Sawyer County. It has been impossible to untangle the question 

of whether they were partridges or pheasants. This terrain is 

entirely unsuitable for either, and the release illustrates the
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slight knowledge of partridges and pheasants then prevalent. 

The birds of course disappeared. 

In 1923, 20 partridges were planted near Hudson, St. Croix 

County. The origin is unknown, but some persisted until later 

state plantings in 1930. None now survive. 

During the period 1925-1931, the Rock Creek Trout Club 

in Polk County, after corresponding with Colonel Pabst, propa- 
gated and released a total of about 300 partridges. The birds 

were reared by Joseph Burkhart from eggs bought in Alberta. 

These plantings did not become established, so the club is now 

trying chukars. 

The Berlin Izaak Walton League (Green Lake County) im- 

ported 20 partridges in 1929, the shipment being a part of the 

state’s importation for that year. Later the state supplied addi- 

tional birds, a total of 118 being planted. Four coveys persist, 

but there is no indication of active spread. 

In 1929 the Milwaukee Izaak Walton League imported 20 

pairs for propagation on the Moon Lake Game Farm in Fond 

du Lac County, but failing to get any eggs, the birds were turned 

loose in 1930. In 1933 the locality was invaded by birds spreading 
from the south. There is no intermediate information, so the 

question of whether this planting survived must remain un- 

answered. 

In 1931 Otto Beyer bought 20 birds and released them on 

his shooting preserve near Briggsville, on the border of Columbia 

County. They disappeared. 

In 1933 the New Lisbon Conservation Club (Juneau County) 

bought six birds, which were augmented by 20 state birds and 

planted. A covey was seen in 1934 but none persist now. A 

previous plant of six birds in 1929 disappeared in 1931. 

In general, then, no private plantings except those of Colonel 

Pabst show unmistakable evidence of success. 

The data on private plantings are segregated in Table 1. 

They also are included in a summary by counties (Table 3). 

Locations of all plants, both private and state, appear in Fig. 2. 

SPREAD FROM ILLINOIS AND MINNESOTA 

The Pabst plantings coincided with a wave of sportsman- 

enthusiasm over partridges which began as early as 1900 on the 

Atlantic seaboard, and reached Illinois by 1913. Imported birds,
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of population within the 1937 boundary. 

purchased both by private individuals and by the state, were 

planted in Illinois!® near the Wisconsin boundary as follows: 
100 at Richmond, 1918; 100 at Fox Lake, 1918; 100 at Wauke- 

gan, 1918. These Illinois plantings were successful and may have 

spread into southern Walworth and Kenosha counties before the 
arrival of the Pabst birds, but the fact that the spread in Illinois 

has always lagged behind the spread in Wisconsin (see receding 

boundary, Fig. 1) makes it unlikely that they account for any 

great part of the Wisconsin stock. In the aggregate, Wisconsin 

probably contributed more birds to Illinois than vice versa.
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A wave of Hungarian planting passed over Iowa’ during the 

period 1909-1913, but none became established near the Wis- 

consin boundary. 
A persistent effort to establish partridges began in Minne- 

sota in 1926. Some of the heaviest plantings were made near 

Winona, opposite Trempealeau County. Partridges drifting or 

spreading into Wisconsin from Minnesota are of record in my 

notes as follows: 

Appeared Disappeared 
Near viilage of Trempealeau 1928 1930 
East of Fountain City, Buffalo Co. 20 in 1928 2 
West of Viroqua, Vernon Co. 40 in 1928 ? 
South of Prairie du Chien, in Grant Co, 2 z 

Locations of these drift colonies appear as triangles in Fig. 2. 

Two coveys of unknown origin appeared in St. Croix and 

Pierce counties in 1932 and 19384. These may have arisen from 

the Hudson plantings shown in Fig. 2, or they may have drifted 

in from Minnesota. They have now disappeared. 

Drift colonies from the Minnesota planting also appeared in 

the northeastern corner of Iowa.® 
All the Wisconsin colonies of Minnesota birds have, in so 

far as known, proved ephemeral. 

STATE GAME FARM PRODUCTION AND STATE PLANTINGS 

Previous to 1928 the partridge was considered by most 
state game farms as impracticable to propagate. In that year 

Michigan produced several hundred birds from wild-trapped 

stock which had spread into the state from Indiana. Encouraged 

by this success, Wallace Grange, Wisconsin’s Superintendent of 

Game, in the winter of 1928-29 trapped about 100 partridges near 

Oconomowoc. The trapping was done by K. J. MacFarlane. A 

dozen of these birds were planted on the site of the present Uni- 

versity Arboretum near Lake Wingra (but never seen since). 

The remainder were sent to the Fish Creek Game Farm, Door 
County, for propagation. 

Fish Creek was the center of partridge propagation until 
1931, when the breeding stock was moved to Moon Lake, Fond 

du Lac County, and placed in charge of Frank Hopkins, who had 
learned game keeping in England and had operated the Moon 

Lake Refuge for the Milwaukee chapter of the Izaak Walton
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League since 1926. In 1936 operations were transferred to Poy- 

nette, Columbia County, where a new propagating plant had 
been built in 1934, 

In addition to the initial stock wild-trapped in 1928, an im- 
portation of breeding stock was made in 1929.14 Hand-reared 
stock was borrowed from Michigan in 1931 and Oregon in 1932. 

Some was purchased in Manitoba in 1934 and in Wisconsin in 
1937. 

To reconstruct an accurate record of the state’s output of 

planting stock is difficult. Records go back only to 1933, recol- 
lections of previous output do not agree, and the Biennial Re- 

ports’ do not always give usable figures. There is also confusion 

between the number reared and the number planted. Table 2 
attempts to select what seem to be the most dependable figures on 
the state’s operations. 

In Table 3 all known plantings, both state and private, are 

arranged by counties. This table is offered with more confidence, 
for it consists in large part of data gathered at first hand in the 

field from the sportsmen and wardens who made the plantings. 

Combining all available records, there appear to have been 
planted in Wisconsin to date: 

669 partridges propagated by the state at the State Game Farm 
224 imported or trapped by the state 

5,460 imported or propagated by private persons 

6,353 

There survive at this writing, in addition to the established 

populations within the 1937 spread contour, about 25 scattered 

‘coveys, most of which appear in Fig. 1. 

TYPES OF SPREAD 

The years of first arrival recorded in Fig. 1 were accumulated 
piecemeal during the past decade. Each figure represents the 
year of arrival at the spot marked “X”, and is the outcome of 
personal inquiry among local farmers, sportsmen, or wardens. 

Such a process of interrogation disclosed a vast disparity in 
competence as between observers. Prominent sportsmen some- 
times revealed their inability to distinguish a partridge from a 
pheasant. Others had at their fingertips the complete chronology, 
size, location, mortality and movement of every covey. The best
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information came from those who had conducted winter feed- 

ing operations. Some farmers had partridges in their fields 

without knowing it; others knew of the first outposts miles away. 

Many a day’s questioning yielded only discarded data; again an 

hour’s discussion yielded a clear picture of half a county. All 

data were accumulated on county maps. 

During the summer of 1937 John Beule, one of my students, 

mapped the spread in Dodge County and adjoining parts of 

Fond du Lac and Sheboygan. His data are incorporated in Fig. 1. 

Both my own work and Beule’s support the hypothesis that 

the Wisconsin partridge “front” advances by three mechanisms: 

(1) By slow yearly overflow into adjacent unoccupied ter- 

ritory. This is the “ripple” type of spread. 

(2) By salients suddenly thrust out into unoccupied territory 

and then slowly amalgamated with the main front. 

(8) By isolated outposts of population thrown far ahead 

- of the main front. These may enlarge and eventually 
coalesce with the main front. 

While the long-time trend is one of aggression into new 

territory, this trend is the net resultant of many local retreats 

and halts as well as advances. Salients or outposts are thrust 

out only to encounter bad seasons or adverse range and die. 

“Bubbles” or vacant spots are left behind the main advance, and 

may not become populated for a decade (for example, most of 

Ozaukee County). Some are submarginal range and persist in- 

definitely (for example, Horicon Marsh and parts of the kettle 

moraine). Others of marginal quality doubtless disappear and 

reform with varying population pressure. But despite these 

local defeats, the partridge front has, during the 30 years since 

their introduction, advanced steadily across the fertile farm- 

lands eastward to the barrier of Lake Michigan, southward to a 

juncture with the Illinois populations, westward into the prairies 

of the driftless area, northwestward to the border of the sands. 

and northward into the rich clays of the Green Bay region. 

What will ultimately halt their advance no man can yet say. 

The finer details of spread pattern during the early years are 

lost. The outward movement can be depicted only in terms of 

crude 10-year contours, such as those for 1920 and 1930 (Fig. 1).
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Some of the more recent spread-phenomena have, however, been 

reconstructed in more detail, and are now discussed. 

SPREAD BY SALIENT 

Exodus of 1935-36. About Christmas time during the winter 

of 1935-36, Sheboygan and Manitowoc counties, up to that time 

unoccupied by partridges, simultaneously received an influx of 

“thousands” of these birds. There must have been a wholesale 

exodus from the established range to the southward. This sud- 
den invasion represents a northward thrust of 50 miles, a greater 

distance than had been covered by the usual mode of spread 
during the preceding 25 years. 

It is hard to gather an intelligible account of this extra- 

ordinary movement. No one saw the birds move. No one knows 

anything except a few wardens, sportsmen, and farmers, who, 

in braving the historic blizzards of that winter to carry grain 

to their feeding stations, noticed the presence of the new ar- 

rivals. Their advent was regarded as lucky, but hardly as phe- 

nomenal. In biology, as in history, the greatness of an event 
is seldom appreciated by its eye-witnesses. 

The 1932 exodus of sharptail grouse into southern Canada 

was observed by at least one scientist,1° but no scientific insti- 

tution even knew of this partridge exodus until nearly two years 

after the event. 

Warden James Edick of Sheboygan says “there were six to 

eight coveys of 30 to 75 birds each in the 10-mile stretch of 

lakeshore south of town. We put out feed, but they would not 

enter our shelters, so we fed them on wind-swept knolls.” 

Warden John Egan of Manitowoc gives a similar account. He 

tells of one covey which appeared in a lakeshore willow thicket 

on the outskirts of the city, and being fed, spent the winter. 

Most of the new arrivals appeared on the belt of rich red 

soil, about 10 miles wide, which parallels the lake shore. At 

least a dozen known coveys survived until 1937. Two coveys 

even invaded the sterile gravel hills of the “kettle moraine” 
which comprise the western edge of these counties, and some 

birds persisted there, for a nesting hen was seen in 1937. By the 

fall of 1937, however, the upper half of Manitowoc County ap- 

pears to have died out. During the present winter (1937-38) 

four coveys persist in the southeast corner of Manitowoc County.
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Sheboygan County is at least sparsely populated over most of 

its area, for 185 partridges were reported killed during the 1937 

season (Table 5). 

During the same winter a similar but smaller salient was 

thrust northward up the center of Fond du Lac County, and en- 
countering the south end of Lake Winnebago, moved up its east 

shore to the border of Calumet County, a total distance of 20 
miles. This salient encountered rich farming soils similar to the 

Sheboygan-Manitowoc lake shore belt, and most of the coveys 
were represented by nesting birds and broods in 1937. 

A third salient was thrust up the Sugar River in Dane 

County from Belleville to Verona, a distance of 12 miles. It is 

not certain, however, that this occurred at exactly the same time. 

lt is known that most of the coveys in this salient first appeared 
in 1936, that they nested in 1987, and that at least one made a 

further advance to the Riley Game Area in September, 1937, 

where it persists at this writing (January, 1938). 
All three salients have four features in common: 

(1) All were thrust northward. 
(2) All have, to this date, an extremely thin population. 

(3) The first two certainly (and the third probably) took 

place during the first onset of killing weather about 

Christmas of 1935. 
(4) All three were fed after arrival, and thus had a good 

chance to survive. 

The three salients are unlike in two respects: The Sheboy- 

gan-Manitowoc movement was partly into rich agricultural soil 

and partly into poor hill-land, whereas the other two were en- 

tirely into good soil. Those on good soil persist and have even 

spread; that partly on poor soil has lost half its original gains. 

It is doubtful whether these sudden winter movements are 

selective as to route or destination. They seem to be blind move- 

ments; those stumbling upon poor environment die off and are 

forgotten, or perhaps wander until good environment is en- 

countered. 

Previous Movements. There is fragmentary evidence that 

similar movements have occurred before, some of them into the 

identical regions invaded in 1936. Thus a covey appeared south 

of Manitowoc about 1932, and may have persisted until over-
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ridden by the 1936 exodus. The south half of Washington County 

was colonized in 1933, and the adjacent corner of Sheboygan 

received two coveys the same year, all persisting. The orienta- 
tion of this thrust was northward. Its date was probably late 

fall or winter, for local sportsmen attributed it to the scattering 

of partridges within the established range by pheasant hunters. 

The impression of blind movement is supported by sporadic 

appearances of single birds in localities far removed from in- 
habited range. Thus a single bird was killed by a snowplow in 

January, 1937, near Wisconsin Rapids, between Portage and 

Wood counties. Another was found dead during the same month 
near Reedsburg, in Sauk County. 

Depopulation. The invasion of whole counties by “thousands” 

of partridges implies depopulation of the region from which the 
birds moved. In the case of the 1935-36 exodus, there is histori- 

cal evidence of such depopulation. On the Faville Grove Game 

Area in Jefferson County, Hawkins!" recorded a winter decrease 
of 50 per cent, despite continuous feeding. 

The state kill for 1936, the year following the exodus, shows 

a 35 per cent decrease over 1985 (Table 4). 

The exact region depopulated is unknown, nor is it possible 

to disentangle ordinary starvation loss in situ from loss by 

exodus. The only certain thing is that a widespread decrease 

within the established range coincided in time with the hard 
winter and the exodus to new range. 

SPREAD BY OUTPOSTS 

In 1927 the main western front had just entered Rock 
County at Lima Centre near Whitewater. Further south it had 

advanced to Delavan in Walworth County. In January 1928 

(another hard winter), a covey of 10 partridges was seen near 

New Glarus, in Green County, 40 miles west of what was then 
the main front. In July, 1929, a single bird was seen near Clarno, 

40 miles west of the main front, and in July, 1929, a covey was 

seen at Oakley, 30 miles west of the main front. These outposts 
must have died, for during the ensuing decade no birds were 

seen, and the main front has just reached the sites where out- 
posts appeared in 1928. 

These outpost-colonies differ from the salients previously de- 

scribed in that the movement was westward, not northward.
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There is probably no real distinction between outposts and 

salients; a salient is a continuous string of outposts. 

OPEN SEASONS AND KILL; FLUCTUATIONS 

All spread phenomena should be interpreted in the light of 

population density. There are available in Wisconsin three 
indices to partridge population status: 

Open seasons since 1921. (See Table 4). 

Kill records since 1932. (See Table 5). 

Census of the Faville Grove Game Area, Jefferson County, 

since 1935. 

Open Seasons and Kill. In 1919, 11 years after the first Pabst 

planting, the legislature opened Waukesha and Jefferson coun- 

ties for a five-day partridge season with a limit of two birds per 

day. This season continued through 1920, but in 1921 the limit 

was increased to five. In 1922, 1923, and 1924 the season was 

shortened to two days and the bag limit was reduced to four 

birds. In 1925 and 1926 the season was closed; this possibly re- 

fiects the “die-off” of the 10-year cycle, which peaked in 1924. 

1927 and 1928 were again open, but only in a few townships. 

The open area was so small as to induce a severe concentration 

of hunters and much annoyance to farmers. Severely localized 

open seasons have ever since been abandoned as bad policy. 

1929-1930-1931 were again closed. Colonel Pabst definitely 

records a scarcity during the winter of 1929-30, and mentions 

two wet, cold breeding seasons as the cause. 

Since 1932 a season of 4 to 14 days has been allowed yearly in 
a slowly enlarging area, which in 19387 included 9 counties. At 

least two of these, however, have only a sprinkling of coveys: 

Ozaukee and Sheboygan. 

Table 4 shows the kill, as reported by licensees and corrected 
by the Conservation Department for those not reporting. 

Table 5 shows the uncorrected kill by counties, and the per- 

centage of licensees reporting each year. Both tables go back to 

1932, the first open partridge year in which reports were re- 

quired. 

The formula for correcting the reports seems to have varied 

from year to year, hence Table 5 is more reliable than Table 4. 

Both tables indicate that 1935 was a year of great abundance,
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and that a decrease followed in 1936. This decrease may be 

ascribed to the killing winter of 1935-36, and to the exodus of 

birds during that winter into closed territory to the northward. 

The highest “corrected” kill, 23,252 birds in 1935, repre- 

sents the productivity of six populated counties, with an aggre- 

gate area of 3,300 square miles. This is a kill of seven birds per 

square mile. If we assume a fifth of the population to have been 

killed, the average density is 35 partridges per square mile, or 

one per 18 acres. 

If we take the highest uncorrected report for the best county 

(Racine, 3,739 in 1983), we get, by the same indirect computa- 

tion, a hypothetical stand of one partridge per 12 acres. The 

poorest county in 1936 (Ozaukee, 364) gives one partridge per 

85 acres. 

In the Canadian wheat belt, in England,1® and in Bohemia,?° 

densities of one partridge per acre are known, and one per two 

acres not uncommon. Sparse populations are apparently char- 

acteristic of all partridge range in the north-central states, and 

no game manager has yet succeeded in breaking this dead-level 

of mediocrity in abundance. 

Faville Grove Census. Arthur S. Hawkins has censused the 

partridge population of the Faville Grove Game Area as follows: 

1935 1,200 acres 118 in January 
1936 2,800 acres 223 in January 

179 in February 
73 in March 

1937 2,800 acres 178 in January 
143 in March 

1938 2,500 acres 314 in January 

The density has fluctuated from 8 to 13 acres per bird. 1936, 

as already explained, showed a severe decrease during the win- 

ter, either by exodus or mortality or both. January 1938 showed 

an increase over November 1937, evidently by influx. 

The combined trend of all Wisconsin evidence (seasons, kill, 

and census) shows partridge highs about 1924 and about 1934. 

These are the highs of the continental 11-year cycle. 

That the Hungarian partridge does respond to the continental 

cycle, at least in Canada, has already been suggested by Rowan,?t 

who recorded a severe decrease beginning in 1934.
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The Wisconsin evidence, however, is too fragmentary to be 

considered as proof of cyclic behavior. 

CONCLUSIONS 

One may deduce from the foregoing evidence certain char- 
acteristics of the pioneering process in Wisconsin partridge 
populations; and certain requirements for survival, both in na- 
tural spread and in artificial spread by plantings. 

Origin. With few and inconclusive exceptions, the 7,000 

square miles now constituting the partridge range in Wisconsin 
was populated by spread from a single point in Waukesha 

County, at which repeated large plantings were made for a de- 
cade. These repeated plantings unwittingly simulated the pro- 

cess of repeated colonization which takes place in nature. 

Spread Rate. The longest radius from the point of origin is 
102 miles (northeast) in 27 years, or four miles per year on the 
average. Single thrusts of 50 miles in a year are recorded in two 
instances. 

Mechanism. The usual mode of spread is by slow overflow 
into vacant territory, but at times advance colonies are thrown 

out either in strings (salients), or as isolated outposts, for dis- 

tances up to 50 miles in a year. 

Season. The season of slow overflow is unknown, but is be- 
lieved to be early fall. The sudden thrusts seem to occur in early 
winter, especially in hard winters. The two hardest winters of 

the past decade, 1928-29 and 1935-36, were both accompanied by 
outthrusts. i 

Orientation. The direction of large outthrusts was north- 

ward except in one case, which was westward. This seemingly 

northward orientation may be accidental, for Lake Michigan 

blocks eastward spread, while the adjacent portions of Illinois 

are not vacant, hence southward outthrusts would be obscured. 

Selectivity and Soils. The location of outthrusts is not selec- 
tive, for they blindly invade sterile, wooded, marshy, or sandy 
terrain. Survival, however, is highly selective, and is confined 
to the richest agricultural soils. It is notable that there have 
been no survivals, in the sandy regions to the northwest of the
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center of spread, although the present boundary abuts on the 

sand at several points. 

The suitability of the unglaciated prairie of southwestern 

Wisconsin is as yet unsettled. Most plantings and drift colonies 

in this region have failed, but the steady westward march in 

Green County indicates the possibile suitability of uplands in 
the whole driftless area. 

Density and Fluctuation. Population pressure is doubtless 

the propulsive force behind slow spread of the “ripple” type, 
but not all sudden outthrusts occur during years of high popula- 

tion. The only area continuously censused (Faville Grove) 

showed a lower partridge population during the year of the 
exodus (1935-36) than during the previous year (1934-35), and 

the annual kill for the state supports this conclusion. The year 
1933, however, had a high population and also a considerable ; 

outthrust. 

The density on territory acquired by outthrusts is at first 

low, and is built up by slow consolidation during the periods 
when the exterior boundary remains quiescent. 

Even the best stands in Wisconsin are sparser than those of 

Canada, England, and Silesia. Low densities are characteristic 

of all partridge population in the north-central states. 
All partridge populations fluctuate, and in a given locality 

fluctuations in reproductive success may be further intensified by 

influx or exodus. Fluctuations show some indication of being 
cyclic in character. 

Spread vs. Plantings. In many instances partridges have 

spread naturally over localities in which previous artificial plant- 

ings had failed, and also localities where previous natural out- 
post colonies had been extinguished. Pioneering is evidently a 

process which is indefinitely repeated. 

We may glean from the foregoing a generalized picture of 

the partridge’s “march of empire.” The impulse to venture forth 

is born of adversity—either the adversity of too many neighbors, 

or the adversity of killing weather. Each adventure is a blind 

groping for pastures new, repeated until a favorable year and 

a good location happen to coincide and bring success.
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TABLE 1. Private Plantings of Hungarian Partridge 

Year Name County Source of birds No. planted 

1908 |Gustave Pabst Waukesha |Bohemia 5,000 ? 
1910 |J. W. Foster Fond du Lac |Gift from Gustave 12 

Pabst 
1y22 =|F. R. Mueller Sawyer Purchased outside 12°? 

state 
1925-31) Rock Creek Trout {Polk ‘Purchased eggs in 300 

Club Alberta 
1929 |Milwaukee I.W.L.A. |Fond du Lac |Imported 40 
1929 |BerlinI.W.L.A. Green Lake /Purchased outside 20 

state 
1929, |G. R. Rahr Manitowoc {Raised from stock 40 
1932 imported from 

Europe and Canada 
1931 |Otto Beyer Columbia Purchased in Alberta 20 
1932 |E. L. Young Dodge Raised from hay- 10 

field(?) eggs near 
Ripon 

1929, |New Lisbon Con- Juneau Purchased outside 12 
1933 servation Club state 

5,466 

TABLE 2. Propagation and Plantings of Hungarian Partridge 
by the State Conservation Department 

Imported or Reared but | Reared at 
purchased Trapped perhaps not|Game Farm| Total 

Year | Planted| Kept |Planted| Kept planted {and planted/|planted 

1928 12 88 12 
1929 100 38 40 140 
1930 124 116? 32 156 
1931 24 (40) 
1932 60 (160) 120? 120? 
1933 (140) 224 224 
1934 96 96 
1935 (50) 2 2 
1936 (75) 155 155 
1937 50 50 0 0 

Total| 224 288 12 | 138 669 905 

1928: From Biennial Report 1929-30, p.84, also p.92. Also letter from 
K. J. MacFarlane 9-24-37. 

1929: A news release, undated, says 162 birds were imported, 24 be- 
longing to the Berlin I.W.L.A., 188 to the state. Another release 
dated Jan. 22, 1930, gives the same figures, but adds that 10 or 12 
pairs each were sent to River Falls, Richland Center, Tomah, and 
Argyle for planting. The Argyle plant is known (from field 
reports) to have been sick. The 1929-30 Biennial Report speaks 
of 70 pair (140 birds) stocked between May, 1928, and June, 
1930. 

1930: Progress Report of May, 1931, says 120 pairs were purchased in 
1929-30 and from these 32 birds were produced (and planted?),
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presumably in 1980. Letter from W. F. Grimmer says 124 im- 
ported birds were planted Feb., 1930. 

1931: 12 pairs borrowed from Michigan as breeders, 40 reared, prob- 
ably none planted. 

1932: Field record shows 140 planted in Green County, 1932-36, but 
only 20 appear on state record for 1938 or later. Hence it is 
assumed that the remaining 120 were planted in 1932. This, 
however, may be in error, since in another letter Hopkins says 
none were planted in 1932, although 160 were reared. 

1933-36: Plants from report by H. B. Kellogg to Walter Scott dated 9-4-37. 

1937: No breeding stock was available in spring. Some wild eggs were 
reared but lost, and no plantings were made. In September 50 
hand-reared birds were purchased, which, with 50 wild-trapped 
birds, constitute the stock for 1938. 

TABLE 8. State and Private Plantings of Hungarian Partridge by Counties 
a 

No. 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 

Columbia 1931 20 Importedfrom Otto Beyer Disappeared 
Alberta 

1933 40 State Game F. B. Ernsberger 2 coveys persist. 
Farm 

1983 28 State Game Art Walters Merged* 
Farm 

Dane 1929 12 Trapped at WallaceGrange At Lake Wingra. 
Oconomowoc Disappeared at 

once, 

Eau Claire 1934 50 State Game O. W. Fischer Near Eau Claire. 
Farm Some persist. 

Fond du Lac 1910 12 GustavePabst J. W. Foster Near Brandon. 
Survived 
3 years. 

1929 40 Imported I.W.L.A. Near Moon Lake. 
Probably 
persisted. 
Now merged. 

1933 44 State Game L. K. Bryan In Lamartine 
Farm and Oakfield. 

Merged. 

Grant 1936 24 State Game C. E. Gordon Near Fennimore. 
Farm Disappeared 

1937. 

1936 10 State Game Russell Young Near Muscoda. 
Farm Status 

unknown. 
ET eee on eee ee ee
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No. 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 

Green 1930 or 6? 2 Dr. Stevenson Near Brodhead. 
1931 

1932-36 140 State Game Geo. Luchsinger Near Monroe. 
Farm T coveys 

by 1937. 

Green Lake 1924? 14 7? a Disappeared. 

1929 40 Importedfrom Berlin 
Europe LW.L.A. Near Berlin. 

1929-36 78 Possum Valley W.N.Craw- 4 coveys persist. 
Game Farm ford & Frank 

Chapman 

1988-34 74 State Game Dan Trainor 6 coveys per- 
Farm sisted, 1936. 

Juneau 1929 6 Purchased J. C. Curtis Near New Lisbon. 
outside Disappeared 

1931. 

1933 20 State Game J.C. Curtis Near New Lisbon. 
Farm Covey seen 

1934 but 
1933 6 Purchased Conservation disappeared. 

outside Club 

Kenosha 1936 20 State Game J. W. Staple- Near Bristol; 
Farm camp near Silver 

Lake. Merged. 

Lafayette 1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation Arrived sick. 
(or 1929?) Europe Department Disappeared. 

Manitowoc 1936 20 State Game G. H. Rahr 
Farm Near Manitowoc. 

1929, 40 Raised by G. H. Rahr Merged. 
1932 planter 

Milwaukee 1934 12 State Game Haskell Noyes 
Farm Merged. 

1936 38 State Game Haskell Noyes 
Farm 

Monroe 1930 24 Importedfrom Conservation On H. L. Stevens 
Europe Department farm. A few 

said to persist. 

1936 10 State Game E. Jenke Status unknown. 
Farm 

Outagamie 1931 49 sae Game R. J. Meyer Near Appleton. 
arm 

1938** 56 State Game 2 1 covey persists. 
Farm
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No. 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 

Polk 1925-31 300 Raised by Joseph Burkhart Near St. Croix 
planter Falls. 

Disappeared. 

Richland 1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation 
Europe Department 3 coveys per- 

1936 20 State Game Percy Button sisted, 1987. 
Farm 

Rock 1927 12 ? Henry Knudsen Merged. 

1936 4 State Game Geo. Parker Merged. 
Farm 

St. Croix 1923 20? Probably Andrew Hope 
imported 

2 coveys survived 
1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation until 1934. Now 

Europe Department disappeared. 
1930 30 State Game t 

Farm 

Sawyer 1922 12 Purchased Mueller Near Moose Lake, 
outside Disappeared. 

Trempealeau 1914 6 Purchased from Independence Disappeared 
Wentz and Sportsman’s 1916. 
Mackensen Club 

Shipped by Mr. 
Waukesha 1908 ? Sonnenschein, 

1910 2 +Prague, Bo- 
1913 1,000 hemia; also im- 
1915 1,000 ported through 
1918? 2? Wentz and Pabst Farms, 

Mackensen, Ottawa Town- 
Yardley, Pa. Gustave Pabst ship. Spread 

over S. E. 
1927 54 Imported from Wisconsin 

Bohemia 
through Julius 
Loewith, Inc., 
New York 

1929 54 

5,000? 

Waupaca 1936 20 State Game A.R. Hansen E. of Waupaca 
Farm and F. D. 

Rundall 

*This term is here used to describe the over-riding of a planting by the advancing 
front of established population before the outcome of the plant could be finally 
determined. 

** This planting appears on the state’s records but cannot be traced on the ground. 
The record is probably erroneous.
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TABLE 4. Open Seasons, Big Limits, and Kill 
of Hungarian Partridge in Wisconsin 

Leen ee ene ee ee ee ee 
Kill 

Pos- reports 
Daily session (cor- 

Year Open season Open area bag limit rected) 

1919, 5 days Jefferson & Waukesha 2 
1920 (Sept. 7-11) 

71921 5 days Jefferson & Waukesha 5 
(Sept. 7-11) 

*1922, 2 days Jefferson & Waukesha 4 
1923, (Sept. 7 & 11) 
1924 

1925, closed 
1926 

1927 5 days 7 townships in 
Waukesha, Jefferson 3? 

1928 5 days 7 townships in 
(Sept. 4-8) Waukesha, Jefferson 3 

1929-31 closed 

1932 3 days Kenosha, Racine, Walworth 4 8 10,926 
(Oct. 1-3) 

1988 5 days Kenosha, Walworth, Racine 4 8 18,310 
(Sept. 30-Oct. 4) 

1934 4 days Dane, Jefferson, Kenosha, 
(Sept. 29-Oct. 2) Racine, Walworth, 

Waukesha 4 8 22,181 

1985 6 days Dane, Jetferson, Kenosha, 
(Oct. 19-24) Ozaukee, Racine 4 8 23,252 

19386 6 days Dodge, Jefferson, Kenosha, 
(Oct. 17-22) Ozaukee, Racine, Wal- 

worth, Washington, 
Waukesha 4 8 15,516 

1937 14 days Dane, Dodge, Jefferson, 
(Oct.23-Nov. 5) Ozaukee, Racine, 

Sheboygan, Walworth, 
Washington, Waukesha 4 8 14,669 

* The Conservation Commission issued orders restricting the statutory season of 5 days 
to 2, and the statutory bag limit from 5 to 8, during the years 1922-1924. The 

federal bulletins® erroneously give the bag limit for 1921 as 2 birds instead of 5. 
The seasons for 1922-1924 are edroneously given as 5 days (Sept. 7 to 11) instead 
of 2 days (Sept. 7 and 11).
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TABLE 5. Hungarian Partridge Kill Reports by Counties 
(uncorrected figures) 

County 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 = Totals 

Dane 275 410 586 1,271 
Dodge 905 1,861 2,766 
Jefferson 1,296 1,812 1,518 1,754 6,380 
Kenosha 1,750 1,152 165 916 1,813 6,396 
Ozaukee 156 208 404 768 

Racine 8,002 3,739 1,817 2,128 3,241 2,261 16,188 
Sheboygan 135 135 
Walworth 1,596 1,204 765 862 1,334 1,468 7,229 
Washington 400 361 612 1,373 
Waukesha 1,438 1,648 2,169 1,106 6,356 

Totals 6,348 6,095 6,356 8,327 11,549 10,187 48,862 

Per cent of 
hunters 
reporting 62% 383% 48% 45% 80% 10% 
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i Digest of 

Kenzie, Mrs, John H, Waubuan Banta Publishing Co. 
Menasha 1930 

(Covering period 1831-1833) 

p. 13 "little glades of prairie opening to the water" on shore near 
Mackinaw City, Mich. 

Pe 22 Rattlesnakes common at Portage (Carver makes same statement). 

p. 55 Sandhill Cranes seen at Buffalo Leke, 

p. 56 Wild rice plugs river between Buffalo Lake and Portage. 
(Carver also says this). 

p. 59 Prairie lay between Fortage and Fox River, "thickly wooded 
ridge" to N, 

Pp. 103 “sometimes the elevations (in the rolling prairie) were covered 
with a thicket or copse, in which our dogs would generally 

rouse up one or more deer," This just south of Madison. 

p. 107 "In this open country there are no landmarks" (Speaking of 
trail from Blue Mounds SE to “Hamilton's diggings", 
(Iota, Lafayette Co) 

p. 115 Pecatonica was broken and timbered. 

p. 142 Sand dunes at Chicago covered with "stunted cedars, pines, 
and dwarf willow trees." 

p. 153 Engages outfit. "To these (articles) if his destination 
were Lake Superior or some point further north, where such 
articles were not to be obtained were added one or two 
smoked deerskins for moccasins," 

p. 204 Furman hunting diary in "Chicago Antiquities 1$81-pp35-92." 

p. 239 N. of Barney Lawtons lay “a prairie, stretching away to the 
NE, No living creature was to be seen--~but eircling over 
our heads were innumerable flocks of curlews" loc? 

p. 240 "Sassafras" in oak opening at Dunkley's Grove, 

P. 256 Brook trout camght at Turtle Creek, N, of Lake Geneva, 

p. 256 Deser, of bird songs include "the warbling bass of the 
grouse, the drumming of the partridge." This was in spring, 
Sharptail or P C meant by"grouse",



cs 

p. 256 Forest "thick and tangled" between Turtle Cr. and Koshkonong; 
had to swamp road with an axe, Banks of Koshkonong were 
wooded with oak openings at mouth of Rock River. 

p. 260 "Pwenty-mile Prairie” lay between Koshkonong and 4 lakes. 

p. 262 "Husting's Woods" at Poynette, on Rowan Cr. 

Pp. 335 “woods alive with pigeons" on bank of Fox River 1|2 day 
north of Portage, halfway to Butte des Morts. 

D. 337 "woodticks" on Garlic Island, lake Winnebago. 
Evidently chigeers,. 

Dp 384 Winter of 1832-33 was mild; "snow scarcely enough at any 
time to permit the Indians to track the deer."
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frans. Wis. Acad. Sei., Arts & Letters ¥, 1877-81 (82). 

Hoy, P. R. Notes on Wisconsin ornithology. Trans. Wis. State Agr. Sec., 

Vol. IZ, 1852 (1853). 

Lapham, I. A. A systematic catalogue of the animals of Wisconsin. Idem. 

Hollister, H. fhe last records of decor in Walworth County, Wisconsin. : 

Ball. Wis. Nat. Hist. Soe. VI, Hos. 34, 1908. 7 

; Hollister, N. Wew bird records for Delavan, Wis. Iden. : 

ce Hist. Wis. Game .” 

Oem re, Grams Atanas ¢ :
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f WISCONSIN GAME CHRONOLOGY 

a t 1¥49-50 C-.A,Oruis Madfid Z bee cf tynonk Ee hawe York from Preuw, seers Cre) 

/ psx. last buffalo east of Mississippi killed in Trempealeau County (Wevink-@uyers). a peetholn 
; (1840, . Sharptail "extremely abundant" in southern Wisconsin (Binge tthe 
| NHOS.T Sth trmasee tntel rw firavere ier Racruee, Crhaefions Crnmte Lene al — ) 

| | ~1840-45. Sharptails abundant in S. a: & Chicago region (Ridgeway, ‘ 
\ I PVEEY The Dr, alankot leet” a Urcormern "(Welurth Co) pylon) 

| eS Prairie chicken entered Wisconsin Walworth County, Kunlien) MIM 

1842-3. Stem killed wild turkeys (Hoy) 141). = : 
BHO RrtSatt poctovf wtel Lawteya aren near Racer CHog ) 

— -1847. Last turkey in eastern Wisconsin killed in Waukesha County (Kumlien)}.Notlsh,) 
lrug Sat Cunpck (Mine ot Re. Cut § protrtmanelar tintin Cry) 

.. ~1shs. Last cougar in Wisconsin killed in Outagamie County (Bartlett) Histery—of 
ik Chippewe-Valtey)-. : : 
\Situy IB ehnpTadicl pruuse phot boy Hing rian Racuas (Hoy ) 

1850s. Last great clients of tacts J when snow came (Rock County, Lofols ) 

1844, Fant woedklwes erurinas Rucusf emu nucieatel. Coy ) 

-1851. First game laws prohibiting killing of deer, Feb. 1 to July 1 (Ch, 171), 

and prairie chicken, quail, woodcock, and pheasant, Feb. 1 to Aug. 1 

z (Ch. 380), (Palmer) be 2uder - 
— z : 

a : Peer ates ete is ee 

1851-53. Goshawk migrations (Kumlien & Hollister). 

“1651 ) Law shortening season 2 weeks (Jan. 1 to July 15) and prohibiting trapping 
| es aay grouse, or prairie chicken except on owners premises 
\ Palmer Mier : 

1855-6-7, CoPed uta CM Bln, Mronetevth ) 

= premises; : 
BSG Santen tebe KE Lnot maw ier Rac CHoy) 

~ 1856, Last Wisconsin turkey killed in Grant County, Z0ther questionable records - 
a for 1872 and 18943, (Kumlien}, Avot.) 

=LS5S. last Wisconsin elk killed in Dunn and Buffalo counties (Bartlett,) Htstory— | 
eofChippexa Valley). - : 

1800 | Denat ney Ql lohan ot Rerun, Choon 1658 CHoy ) 2p, ) 
1863-64. "Killing winter got ell the quail and many partridges" (Rock county Genk’) 

| Sutheriend).. 
| S$ 

-1864, / last bear killed in Buffalo County (Sehucker); fcjotc/ ) E boss 
It65° | Jobe Mun ee , Cobbre Co, Bb fer da Prrrol, Muss ) 93 

1865. \ Caw-Caw Club established on Teco Packamey. Msw bacnebe; Pafer rsvtd BC. Paw aneay 
} sees wade Trccunan be pabte 

1867. / oo cn requiring, game law to-be-published during the first week in April 
,. ee each—year. in some newspaper at the county seat, of-eaeh—eeunty—end 

ae be-made (Ch. 78, sec. 8).. (Palmer) MLA 
1SS5E Lot nro Mon ghrank pekost Vien Wincor CHeg ) = 

[SSS Faret nour een oF Rac fmt Aone, Hey ) 

) IS5X Patna Usichian Onn dra netr Rue wp ti han wenn (Noy ) £ 3
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ox, VOW: Eaet % aed” ey 1h Onratar gin 4 yim ( Sch. erga) 

. 1871. Peshtigo Fire. "Great Fire" in Door Co. (Holland, Histery—ofDoor—Cos) . 

1872 Et ang Wankel werk rw" Geeurie Relations of Uviewuoin Rarele | ( Pubhebiol 1874 
-1875-6-7. Epidemic of chinch bugs and grubs. End of wheat farming. (Levfoll, unpubl 

IST5 Cua hk ap orev: plac! tee (s Aueraer } = 
~1876. | Hounding deer prohibited (Ppt eee 

é = — V 

1876 (-18807) WFrempealean {ruption of jackrabbits (Qmaz—Hnmet;-H,—2,Oisen}. Retoel 
iete Futelnk parks atewtale (Libne Co ;ortelit9?, aefurckaseol /925) 

€ (1877-78. Killing winter, N. W. Wisconsin. 2 ae Z 
= Coase Eanat carp plruleet Ae rptrneny bay US Paths Com naseamn (Cols ) 

3 
= 1278. E-As Range. Sokol chad of, Wee cmon Lofesm, 

S 1881-2 "The Big Snow" (winterof 1693-1662) leitied—queii—in Reek,; Welvorth-counties, 

Z elso—Iowa, Ith wewtin, 
~*~ SEU. Faecal woree ree Laie tf Pxerecs, (Bolmger ) 

3 ~18827 Decline in chicken (Pierce Co. Me date circunstantiel. ) 
1G) P* Sh 

3 -1882-83. Last bear in western Wisconsin (near Viroquahtrwen Co, Rotrtt) 

pope e 
. - 1883. Wh 4 Henry became Dean of Agriculture, Dairy Se ic cven: 

MK ETU-S-b-7, Cobel welane CMaLben ) : 

~= 1885, Decline in sharptails began this year. (Dunn Co., Kumlien & Hollisterp st) 

¥ 5S, : 

~> : ; 
_—~ ~1885-+2,-Passenger-pigéontisappearéd from WeushareCos—(Geoz-¥; Alten). 

~-1887. Act (Ch, 374) making uniform closed season for all game birds except woodcock, 

43 Dec. 1 to Sept. 1, thus prohibiting spring shooting of shorebirds : 

is 7 or waterfowl (sec. 1); prohibiting use of snares, nets, traps, 

< Le spring guns, swivel guns (sec. 4), sneak boats, sailboats, steam 

3 boats, floating boxes or rafts, or blinds in open water ovtsidte 

& naturel_growthof-suskes (sec. 6); killing or possession of game 

5 } with intent of exporting it (sec. 8); “aet-to-prevent—the killing 

2 / of birds for millinery purposes® (Ch. 413); and-eae+ authorizing 

ca | the governor to appoint 4 game wardens} tem-2-years; salary $600 

| and—expenses_not_to_exceed $250;-and muthorizing the secretary of 
state to print 5,000 copies of the fish and game laws (ch. 456, ; 

\ approved Apr. 12). -Organizetienof—tke-Boone—end—Orockett—Oiuoy 

(Palmer) $4 44)4- 

1667.——-Spring—shooting-and- open-water-blinds prohibited. Export—of—geme-pro- 

hibited, All game birds except woodcock closedDec.—1=Sept,1.— 

1g82. New York hunters learned of canvasbacks in Leke Koshkonong and began to 

. come there for shooting. se 

BEF Drowth, CHoyt) eee 

;— 1890-1900?. Kansas quail liberated (Kumlien & Holster, pec pecetetb ht 
= 

(Assos Chickens disappeared in Horicon Marsh (4,0 _Langenbach) rvfolet ) 

Pawel, 2 Sheva : 
1 4) Fanat Rachs Rebrrse{ Corben Pond, HI CUCin Lefotd ) 

a 5 4 ts
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1891, Creation of the office of State Game Warden (Ch. 4436), (Pelmer,) pamasahe 

1893. ) Pact to secure the better protection of game." Sec, 1 makes the closed 
| season for ducks, geese, and brant Dec. 1 to Sept, 1 with the followize 

proviso: "This section shall not be in force, except upon the 

proclamation of the Governor of this state, who shall issue such 
bs proclamation when it shall appear to his satisfaction thatthe states 

of Iowa, Minnesota, Michigen, and Illinois have enacted laws 
\ substentieliy in conformity. with-the-provisions-of—the—seetion (Ch. 106) 

¢ sabts 
1eay Wrovth (Hoyt? = 
18945. "The Bluebird Storm." — 2p. (Barsowe), (Curtirovn pBuasbaflo, carp 1993-4.) 

1895. Hinckley Pires cout, (Uw Coun Grp Sin Auld 223) 
- * \ 71895. Quail closed throughout the state, Stayed closed till 1932.$ (Gofal? ) 

1896-98. Many quail in Pine County, MinnesotafAvfrlel ) 
1847 Arid, (Uw done By h Bho. 2b 223) : 

1897,_Adoption_of a_non-resident license system (Ch. 221);—and—provision—pro= 
hibiting killing deer in—the-water-or—on-the—ice-(Gh, 188); Hettockt 

ce eee eae eet ~by—Cherles—Haliock- before 
ne-Nat'1—Geame;—Bird,.andFish-Protective Ass!n—Western—Field—end 

Stream,—I,—p,-232,-1897). (Palmer) 6; 4 LX, : 
1¥47, brporrane Rrvlg en Gul Kolin Weoley — N 

~1897. First bag limits established. Resident license established, Killing 
deer in water or on ice prohibited. (Polis j 

139%; iin Week Nalin, So ok, 11g orargtol. ea 

1899. Previsienrequiring packages of fish and game te be marked se~as to show 
nature of contents and_name-and—address—of—shipper; boats, lights, 
swivel guns, rafts, and blinds in open water declared public nuisances; 
geme officials of other states designated as_agents_of Wisconsin—and 
authorized to seize game in Wisconsin illegally shipped from their own 
states (Ch. 312, secs. 8, 19, 2u, 27) (Palmer) $44.4.)<— 

1899 BLT Porch. Cinna maceuren fp orwliot for St Crore Reser Coto, 
1900. Ruffed grouse planted on Washington Island, Door Co. (Paillips,) Bat-—6r, phy. 

1900! Last sharptail in Iowa Co. facpotel ) ; 
1900 buat prraengen rye Kelbds . ( Babenct, Wore Co ) 

ae God Parat alah pot prawn chnarel CPM Co) : 

-1901. Non-game birds profected by Audubon model law. ( Ct )prs) pis 

1Go} Drow Clow fgue Exh Oe Auth 223) eS
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cr Size Qudubers See 4 de elena {bo raoler gcd Aerial Phil mhiempmontit 

we ow Yrodeeens Bind feb Bammer ton de ncmtvetag a Saaaes os oe 

( 1902,—Partriéees—found dead_on—snow;—previeusly—abundent,-afterwaré—iow, 

| {Door—Cos-—-Osear—Nelson). : 
| : Punkrdytr Germiet les ob om Aa veer, 

1902-03. Killing winter (Door Co .--Oscar_Nelson), Buvprlet ) 
; 1403 CHprofpuaben for prrchuen of oleh fpereet ‘Arerrue,' 
| 1903. Quail stented eat eames (Bradford) Lejolel ) 
} Je ae os . 

| -1903. Sale reeee! prohibited, Ree, lag ALgrnect » C Po Duutn ) 

| wt 
sot. Pa eted grouse exterminated in Racine & Kenosha, 

IN19638-Y ~ Cobel wid, C™ Dhan ) 
{ 1905. General civil-service law applying the meritysystem to the game wardens 

\ Ses ose tae eae eR 
| (Ch. 363). (Palmer) $¢2¢).— 

; | .1905..—_-—Civil-Service—extended—to—game-warden—services- 

b | a oe naga, 
oa 1905-06 (or 1906-07). Goshawks killed many grouse (Sauk--H. L. Stoddard) , = 

GA + 
4 /+1907. Last lynx killed in Dane County (Ochsener}, ... pL ) xs 
we | 1908, eet Fans Yeon, 3S fine ated; 1,209,032 meres Lebel Clown Gall Quis 137 fiz) 9 

{ 1909. First eompetitive oral examinations for deputy game warden a 

4 Ls held by Civil Service Commission. (Palmer) ¥fzdr~_ + s 

a ; Fat debe dagen ancl’ ; ( Leotge L) 

*%f =1909. quast Canada geese nested in Horicon Marsh. (Deeinagé—started this years) ¥* 

1 \Ges Drew. (Hoyt ) a ES 
\( 4909-10.-Killine-winter—for—qeati(Lefayetie-Basa). ey 
Wrigio = US tides Si Se ee a me eee & Dakrretah. ay 

{ |-1910, huPabst “planting of Hungarians and pheasants pésen—fWauke shaget;: oe 

P1910. Craw Reveatlh abhenfick AC Arruth be quot co ferweliy — 9 mine cours F agereasthinal abet Cuevas 
3 | -1910,——-Jackrabbits planted—in-Seuk-end—Yernontew un 1, brent afta Earfel oiled 
3 i (Glo. Fave atfyegens poetrcl eas poet dykes wrong Withers cuol ot Dean. uhe, hey AE Bascnyp 

a 19112 Act requring hunting license fees to be turned into the general fund ++.) > 

j _ @f-the-stete and limiting the expenses of the game department to Shen, pi tem 

i | peturjle amount—reeesived. from licenses and sale of confiscated game (Ch. 527) rronet 
4 | (Palmer) $4442. g tus eh 

j Bice, 
atlas. 

ty | s gs Srp 
= \ -Ligense~ineome, s re 

Reny 

-1915. State Conservation Comaission established with $200,000 for 2 years. 4) 

: Sunset rule for waterfowl. Mississippi River closed. No shooting 

= from motors, ee Sone Tes Me 2 : 

1418 50,000 Certo pees i ee . pooled "Ete tere ae 

1916. Quail irruption in Adamg, Wood, & Juneau. Gone by 1917{Aeprll) 

= = Foe sek citeres. Cedunakubtaaeeth) Sceubaaloege aiaeneercart 

1418 Tanck TedonreQ we + Specter Veda WERE Pong Walicanlt Gotti 
= > a menos Saw tAcC. Bindi wie >
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Zu Crude of De hate Fede on pe trgrmgnel, toa wey” 

1q2) Ae Roel uel hirkel work fie hadwewtia Piha Wusrtwnin. ee <1 t em 

~~ First open season on pheasants and Hungarians. . yee 
1929. ) : w 

“ai : oe 
+ 1921-22-23. Ruffed grouse demaged cherry orchards by budding (Door Co. Iaof abel 

38 : 
5 © Jee. "Big Sleet" in March, Killed quail in Winnebago (Sredferd), Vernon 
33 > (Curtis), Jefferson. Seyner)> ( Loohstel tomer gs) 

JY 1922-23. Goshawk yoar—(Sauk_Co.—Ed Ochsener)~ 
a. ‘ chiro: ) 

a= 19236 Jackrabbits planted in Iowa Co, 
SP 1AZB. — Gieteiny Lele probit. CF ution pit) - 

4a Qu. Cum yrree tet obrtriabey of Offer beorrrraepdn a fe ye | x : 

=. ) *+927.——Goshawle-year,-Pierce-CoxsDoor Cos j 3 

1927) 2 Nene Manel manele w arfugs nwo retinol aeflrrdeot- : 3 

(ar. ; Passed Commission-Director Plan (404S) for Conservation Department, a 3 

- ee . prope Pegue oy porn turetlace a % 

MG 19el. 3 Wint er-feeding of -ehickens begin by Jones and Grange for Conservation Dept. 3° “ 

= 3 é - Le ! 3 

2927. 4 Forest Crop Law passed, mast allow free public hunting, 

— | Ahearn 

(192g, °® First charging for shooting upland game (Sullivan Jy. Yoofulel ) a = 

aN A Chace re al cubital si be Oe eee ete, et ce sceeeee 
“1928. pote Seat lantingjpheasants. : = 4 

192 a A Oke a as re Pane Chichi duvtets cher (Prven) j 

1528-29] Killing ‘winter, Wisconsin & Michigan, (AuAstel) Vineebbeerel bua t18: wa) = 
| 1424. Vb Fadaywbonn A ivorarne’ Labs BhaLid commer werk: ? 

le 29296 = Game Survey, by Aldo Leopold for Sporting Arms Institute. (Unpubl.-¥SS~) a : 

% / 1924) Pa rng arbre, on tude, Grloorwne pavtbreet (Fully bur) : : 

z ~1929, { Modern trespass law pasged. Law : : : 

a ‘ SEE are ETO ors ste 3 
x 1922.3 First chaptersof zeal Helton League organized at WnDewkrwudt onde toc, 

442G | es S land CP ee Gh coihictha Dimateemesecbere—ve rede, ‘ 
J i. +1930. ? YHongariang : reen Lake, Pierce, Richland, Monroe, St. aes <eaninee 

8° Tas yp Reeth Cidncen, Unethen A Cropp BeBe 2-17-31) Peat forte am Guts Unio, (Lrtelet) 
rc) 19307 Whoo ting Preserve Law Passed. = £ 

= 1933 Sok Cheeni Gtr deat Rr renee towel of Corw Unller , a Caveas Co, 

, (1932. Extra strong peak population on all grouse. (Quorr Brruplern 

1933 Coumot Ses hewn gent sleptishsel Slag Re a 
1933. StGame farm moved from ish Creek to Poynette, mh ams rad urbhrobec at Pry, : 

1433, Futhen Purbtrelach "Wrohiee of Wrcruare ” 

19gy. — Naweth, (rem & Cone) somone : Coal) ustobbafetearp 2 5%-) 
-1934, Marsh Survey started, “Ditches plugged. in Portage and Leola districts, 

1935 Sac daatibiny ohiewphatiw wm Gs Uracrnen (Wun Ce, JG dRoherny unpubl ) 
173 Pemba Sebinadt clr, Ceres Pe —tecounteytebeoer, 

. - = . - Boor b Orreur chem aed ow, Souk 2> A 193u 5 eat war b Om Lan ALI Ory Z . 

193 5-4, Co : Cmabeay De ith: an 1936, (Lvpotd, tacky ) ; 5 : - 

Se 19867 Howere Minch Rrsaon lelaugs atfuage Mane ; ve 
1435, tie. wobng vf, Corrermarorlvene wm pele tw potarny ee OLte maioels (Bll 3195) (i ;
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F witdlefs 
a AWERICAT Gli CHRONOLOGY 

TS. 
(An extension and digest of 67th Palmer's "Chronology and Index, 
1776-1911" U.S.D.A Biol, Survey Bull, 41, 1912) 

1629 ew York West India Co. granted hunting vrivileges to persons 
planting colonies in Ner Netherlands, 

1647 Mess. Hass. Bay Colonial Ordinance contained vrovisions regard- 

ing hunting rights, : 
1697) Gam Fara heared atuaew mn 7 rorer ( 2 ) borlegy Coven ST pul] 

1694 iass. First closed* season on game. (deer). 

1710 Mass. Sail or blind boats for vatefow. prohibited, (First 
limitation of equipments). 

1718 Mass. First closed season for a term of years (deer). 
1136 ON. Con Pactual Ravty fh dor, Munpdeg, CourV pu? 
1739 wass. “Deer wardens" annointed, “These were first American 

game officers, 

1750 Del. Sunday hunting vrohibited, 

— uo to 

1776 U, S. Closed seasons o:: deer in ell colonies except Ga. (IY. 
< aiso had closed seasons on turkeys, heath hens, partridge, 

and cuail.) 

177L i..d.e Anti-hunting trespass lav. 

1776 Pa. Constitutional vrovision that inhabitants "shall have 
liberty to fowl and mnt in seasonavle times on lends they hold, 

and all other lands not inclosed", (Recognition of oublic rights 

on lands not inclosed). 

1779. NG, Shining prohibited, 

1734 H.C. Hunting on nosted lands prohibited. (Omers-nermission 
lav). 

‘ 1787 @enn. An act specifying thet salaries of state officials be 
paid in deersizins, 

176 Wy Y¥. Hovnding deer nrohibited. 

1789 S.C. First bucl: law. (does vrotected during summer season). 

1790 i, g. Richard Bache planted Hungarian Partridge,--first plant- s 
52 ing of exotic game in America, : 

Z 1802 Mass, Permitted capture of deer at any time in private parks. 
(Forerunner of shooting preserves), 

ISI Pore Rebuy els vance i Deby (11 nfl Come IZ pur) 
* "Closed season" means vart of the year closed; "Closed tera” aeans 

. several years entirely closed, z :



NY. : Se ie 

BBN A Cone aalroclarce dl fit Fa tatniele hrwlfrter (Cot) 
1832 U.S. First federal came lar. (Reserving came in Indian Ter- 

ritory for Indians). 

a 1836 lass. Sale of mersh bir?s in closed seeson wrohibited. (Anti- 
J sale lav). < : 

S SOG) “aden Danone prokiolict ot maghat wattle Darn wralinns Qkanw Dra s 
186 R. 1. Spring shooting of ducizs prohibited, 

1850 Comn,, “. J. First protection for non-geme end insectivorous 
birds. 

1864 i. Y, First resident hunting license. 

1g64 HJ. First non-resident hunting license, 

G64 CoQ, Goren | BATe al hiry Cinen tpn T Cath rrr fr Pare pepe, 
1872 Wd. First Gos ter for 'vaterforvl. (Susquehanna Flats). 

1877 Ill. Recognizing artificiall- produced seme as versonal pronerty, 

(Forerunner of Gane Breeder's Lam). : 
19°77, Mernnad Renting up tmovb Ay VS Fath Corn ereorr (Coke p 532) 
1878 ova First beg Imit. (25 »rairie chickens ver day.) 

1687 Canada First Netional Bird Reservation established (on Lost 
Mountain Lalze), G 

V3? NY Borer be Crochet Cnkh ng wmgsel 

1891 Wis. First arivate duck refuge established. (on Horicon larsh). 

169) = NY. Qdinn Aanet Faadk b Bue Cvfrerrnee., VY, Utz, 

is9u TLS. First ational Parl: established (Yellovstone). ; 

~~ 1396 Conn. Geer decision declaring gene the vroperty of the state, 

1900 U, S. lLacer Act resenlating interstate treffic in same. 

1903 Fla. First Wational Bird Reservation (on Pelican Island). 

1905 Pa. First State Refuge and Public Shooting Ground for upland zemé. 

1905 Ill. First state geae farm starte@, (Initiates nublic restociing 
program). 

1905 Okla, First national same reservation established (Wichita). 

1905 Fa.,Iil.,Mass. First large-scale winter-feeding undertelen br 
state officers, 

1903 
+907 Ontario Jacl: iliner's refuge established at Kingsville. 
190°? VS Prrarket Revered cnlly Comptes tf Bovermerar ow Comarooten , 

: 1907 ova Alien Greene's refuge esteblished et Oalville. 

1909 Ili. Baiting of ducks prohibited. ‘Repealed later? 

1904 NA Prescot Reverb toda ht lramircnrs Crratrvelion Comfentncee 
1909 U.S. Roosevelt announces nolicy on private and sublic resvonsi- 

bility for game manageuent. (Torefanmer of American Game Folicy). 

190% td FrtcleweV, Corelle, amvertiy alia! Coordin whe duche furede waols durclclecl “oy mene 
a. ey racy of ofpphec ersute-. aqualie agueubhonr (htt hr. toly %/3/, 

Z 1910 Gal. sai Penk used or mmntine aucis. ¢ co Oe 13/0) 

1911 U, S, American Game Association organized at hw Yovly CE : 

1913 U.S. Federal migratory bird lev »assed.



1915 U.S. Federal predator control begins. 

1916 U, 8, Internetional Migratory Sird Treaty ratified, 

7 1917 Pa. First public food patch planted, 

1917 NY Comerrvetaen Schvel Jrrmded of Crekh, 

1922 U. 5. Izaal: Walton Leagng, of in ica orcenized. es 

1923 NY, Gtk, Wouak, Scholmralahe PN ea er 
1924 Gal. Geor-and mouth disease epidemic in deer on the Stanislaus 

' National Forest, First disease control practiced. 

1924 U.S. Unper Wississipni Wild Life Refuse established. 

1924 Ga, First life history investization underte.:en as a means to 

manasement (of quail, by Stoddard). 

1925 U. ii, First sublic wilderness area established (on the Gila 

Netional Forest). 

1927? Wich, First wiversity course in seme managesent offered by 

School of Forestry and conservation, University of ‘lichigan. 

1928? Mich. First cooverative came managenent by 2 femi-group 

Ciiilienston Ares) 

1929 Wis. First industrial came research undertel:en (on qasil, br 

Sporting Arms Institute, at University of Wisconsin.) 

1930 U.S. "American Game Policy" adopted by American Gane Conference, 
eae = 

1932 ova First comprehensive state game survey and Conservation Plan. 

1933 Wis. Fa&rst Farmers Short Course in Game ‘ianagenent. 

| 1936 VS Lntabip Dire warole Pedant wr Gamngted, us BS felowilfy 

Cth wm G Genre CobPrare . S Be gs 

1Q38 VS Congress raren Fertrral dul fon lel fr CPedtmnn Rrbertovn Ate )
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oe Leopold 

pivsss7 oiler (Mlb) WESCONSIN WILDLIFE CHRONOLOGY ge 
> [i¥32-24, 1831-3 L, Creel wialtra (11D, ————— v wave : | 

a (1832 Last buffalo east of Mississippi killed in Trempealeau County (Schorger). 
41539 Faad wempe Wpumnrel aw ot berms "tyerpt ntl brine? Crrbe bb, frnet © mute alin Pesw-(Stotf) 

18h0 Sharptail "extremely abundant" in southern Wisconsin (Kumlien & Hollister). 
1F4Q. cat ates hlceet Cin eOD Mea Bt lke ices CHew:) 

1840s? Sandhill cranes bred on prairies near Racine. Whooping cranes less 
“* abundant (Hoy). 

1840-45  Sharpteils abundant in 8. Wisconsin and Chicago region (Brageney) ee ae 

isu2t “Prairie chicken entered §-. Wisconsin {Walworth County,(Kumlien & Hollister). 

1842-43 March snow killed wild turkeys (Heypwens (Cacme., Coat i Pbole Tan on FUG (Hoy ) 
= : 

1344 Thre Kumlien started study of "Birds of Wisconsin" (Welwerth—County). (62. 
4 & Notdah. 

—1846——_Last-small-flock_of_wild_turkeys-seen near Racine (Hoy). = 

1847 | Last turkey in eastern Wisconsin killed in Waukesha County (Kumlier & 
tad Prot op ran Pity ae “.. + Hollister). 

1848 Last cardinal taken at Racine (Hoy). (inocu ~evediel dy alah) ; 

1848 Last cougar in Wisconsin killed in Outagamie County (Bartlett). 

1848 18 sharptailed grouse shot by Hoy near Racine (Hoy). a or, 

1849 John Muir emigrated to Columbia Gos;Fies Cota: CM 
1849 First woodeock seen near Racine; since increased (Hoy). (7 " 
1849-50 C. A. Oris shipped 2 tons of quail to New York from Racine: Scarce since ) 

gee (Hoy). 
1850s _Last great flights of migratory sharptails when snow came £Rock County. 

(Leopold). : 2 

1851 First game laws. prohibiting killing of deer, Feb. 1-#6 July 1;(Chs272)+ 
and prairie chicken, quail, woodcock, and pheasant, Feb. 1-t6 Aug 1. 

: (Gho-380, Palmer). = tg Ses 
1851-53 Goshawk migrations (Kumli en & Hollister). 

1854 Law-shortening season 2 weeks, (Jan. 1 to July 15) and prohibiting trapping 
of quail, grouse, or prairie chicken except on owners premises (Palmer). 

1855-6-7 Cold winters (Miller, Mandeville). 

1856 Swallow-tailed kite last seen at Racine (Hoy). 

1856 Last Wisconsin turkey killed in Grant County. Other questionable records 
: for 1872 and 1894. (Kumlien & Hollister) 

1856 ‘Last ockingbird nested near Racine (Hoy). 

1858 First crow seen at Racine; formerly rare (Hoy). (20; of ou vbes une) 

1858 _ Prairie chickens abundant near Racine up to this year (Hoy). 

1858 Last Wisconsin elk killed in Dunn and Buffalo counties (Bartlett).



t oe ee ay 
FT OEE ES. } 

: Sp ee 4 

1860 Great grey owl taken at Racine. Also in 1858 (Hoy). C New ) 

18 63-64 "Ktlling winter, got ail the amie Teak eae etic # {Rock County, (Leopeia) 

1864 Last. bear killed in Buffalo County (Leopold). 

1865 the BEE eee: ts ay oti mata. Columbia Co. Offer 
declined (Mir). ; x 

1865 Caw-Caw Club established on Horicon Marsh; later moved ‘<a Lake Puckaway 
(Leopold). ES : 

1876 ~ Lew Boquinleg Guniy troaveren( so publish cane lee dertag-e-ticer-seie 
es in-Aprét in some newspaper at the county seat (Ch.78,-sec.8, Palmer). 

1871 Sac eae Wisconsin nein ef capecusie pigeon ;{Schorger): Fanat packic = a i? ey, 

1871 Peshtigo Fire, "Great Fire" in Door Co. (Ho1fana) re 

1872 F. H. King sarkes work on "Economic Relations of Wisconsin Birds", 

ee | 
—C 1875-67 Epidentes of chinch ext and grubs. End of wheat farming (Leopold, unpubl.) 

Sieh was ee lw ees es) 
1875 _ First state fish hatchery established, At Madison. (Sectr}- ! 7 

“ME[E < <livehaiing Maas peakitisea, (Pelnst). 

1876 (-18807) Irruption of jackrabbits, Heepecl ons Co. (Leopold). 

1878 - Firet state park sot aside, {Vilas ect ‘sola 1897, repurchased 1925). 

\ 1877-76 eating winter, HW. Meconsia. oe : . 

1878 E. A. Birge started study of Wisconsin fe 

1879 First carp planted in Wisconsin by U. S. Fish Commission (Cole). 

1881-2 "The Big Snow". Killing winter. (4,-4.0. 

1882 Final small nesting of pigeons (Schorger) : 

 1g82? Decline in chicken §Pierce Co,(King, p. 591, date sireanveskial)- 

1882-83 Last bear in western Wisconsin {near Viroqua, Vernon Co. ,(ZeopolA). 

1883 Wm. A. Henry became Dean of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin. 
Dairy MORNE EAT es eer go ‘ 

1884-5-6-]. Cold winters (Miller). Se : 

1885 Decline in sharptails began thie year {Dann Cox», Kamien & Hollister) p58). 

t



= <3 oper i} tip pp 
Scone wh Sas, ccch opin- wale, LOurcle prchttel , abe ey pritep gout cmd ee 

Pp DRrann frrchurier CR y rrr uid wr earptvredl tech cbvrels Rac! - a4, 
gg Sooo gd in tape : 
Poe tor dur of prorudrel ( Potts 2 

a 1887 Act (Ch. 374) making uniform closedseason for all game birds except 
woodcock, Dec. 1 to Sept. 1, thus prohibiting spring shooting of 
shorebirds or waterfowl (sec. 1); prohibiting use of snares, nets, 
traps, spring guns, swivel guns (sec. 4), sneak boats, sailboats, 
steam boats, floating boxes or rafts, or blinds in open water : 
(sec. 6); killing or possession of game with intent of exporting it 
(sec. 8); killing of birds for millinery purposes (Ch. 413); 
authorizing the governor to appoint 4 game wardens; authorizing the 
secretary of state to print 5,000 copies of the fish and game laws 
(Ch. 456, approved Apr. 12). (Palmer) : 

ISOs : 

168? New York hunters learned of canvasbacks in Lake Koshkonong and began 
to come there for shooting. 

1889 Drouth (Hoyt). 
6 

1890+1900? Kansas quail liberated (Kumlien & Hollister). 

1891 First private duck refugefon Weber's Pond, Horicon Marsh. (Leope1a). 

Baoan Aeclecet : 
1890-93 Chickens disappeared in Horicon Marsh (Leopold). 

189D Creation of the office of state game warden (¢h.436). {Palmer} a 

1893 —~ Act to secure the better protection of game. Sec. 1 makes the ae 
closed season f ducks, gees, and brant Dec. 1 to Sept. 1 with the ] 
proviso: "This section shall not be in force, except upon the 
proclamation of the @overnor of this state, who hall issue such 
proclamation when ad shall appear to his satisfaction that the states 
of Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan, and-Illinois have enacted laws in ee 
conformity." (Ch. 106). ee Sere Cet 

SS (When Bons cs or bans oles rc bane e ot Lee fd ttngs net Kucang (Sere) 

1894 Drouth (Hoyt). ° 2.20 p. Paw (Scott) = z 
nd Ain , Os . 

189445) "The Bluebird Storm" in spring (Barrows). (Anderson-Says 18934) 0s yaar | 
win & Bere) 5 ee 

1895 Hinckley Fire, drouth (Wis. Agr. Exp. Sta’ Bull. 223). ()...k Bet Cry 

1895 Quail closed throughout the state; Stayed closed until 1932. (Leopold) 
\ Fullorured H aneh Re, uns ites? 

1896-98 Many quail in Pine Co., Minnesota.’ (Leopold) ae 
Ute G Boa) y ee = 5 

1897 Drouth. . (Wise—sgr—ExpSta-Bull.—223) Foust, Se rte offer tel) roarploy- 
tLe ee hs ot we deiale, (Scott) 

1897 Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey established. 

1897 First bag limits established. Resident license established. Killing 

> deer in water or on ice prohibited. (Palmer) 

‘1899 Wisconsin Natural History Society organized. 
{ Sa : 

| 1899. Packages of fish and game must be marked | te-shew-nature-of—contents; 
/ boats, lights, swivel guns, rafts, and blinds in open water declared S 
\ public misances; game officials of other states authorized to seize “ja 

game in Wisconsin illegally-shipped-from their own states—(Ch.—312, 

secs. 8, 19, 24, 27). (Palmer) 

- : ad : 
Ss 1968 Luat pusthnre prnrone mrterdtgl dwn Cormba CSlunryan), - Ragiot of 

Omothn lat Bobeoots, Wovet Comb “wn l9 oe, Cott)



Se 

1899 Interstate Park Commission appointed for St. Croix River Park. (7°>% ) i 

1900 Ruffed grouse planted on Washington Island, Door Co. (Phi iiips )x{ Out of te ben 
Ta )Urrrne phn takers 

1900? Last sharptail in Iowa Co.” (Leopola) \ 6 Uran aren. 

Pa FN oN oh, E aah X96 \Iast passenger-pigeon_kill ea, fBaboock, Wood Gow Fe 
we 

1900 First state park purchased {Polk Co.}. 

1901 Non-game wee pain iets Audubon model law. (Palmer) p—13)- 

1901 Drouth. (Wis. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull.—223)- 3 

1902-03 Killing winter. {Partridges found dead on snow, Door Co.}. (Leopold) 

1903 Appropriation for purchase of state forest "reserve." 61.8 (f-.sf. Rukh te 

1903 Quail planted in Outagamie Co. (Leopold) Palabt, b malech bras danse wrndin ohito2s 

1903, Sale of protected game prohibited. Deer tag required. (Palmer) 

1903-04 Cold winter. (Miller) s 
= o PD pod \ 

se 1904 Last ruffed grouse in Racine & Kenoshaly eter (Gopr ) 

1905 General civil service law applying the merit system to game wardens 

{n:-363), (Palmer) 
we 

1905-06 (or 1906-07). Goshawks killed many grouse {Sauk Co.j. (H. L. Stoddard, 
unpubl. ) i : 

1407 Se Re Vesta Boone oft vartecl ( Seett) a 

1907 Just lynx killed in Dane Co. (Hd Ochsener, unpubl.) Probable dupe. | 

1908 Worst fire year; 1,435 fires reported; 1,209,432 acres burned. (Seo/7) 
‘ (Wisconsin Conservation-Bull.—June,-19377_ pe 32)- 

190% Cormianentinn Cr nurses afherutnct (Scott) 

1909 First oral examinations for deputy game warden held by Civil Service 

Commission. (Palmer) - 
1909 Suk Sime, alonticl (6 com) 
1909 First drainage began and last Canada geese nested in Horicon Marsh. 

(Leopold) es SG ee eee 
104 Loet yrow, dorrotun ot 4 runt farm oppor prurotes LOE es / 

1910 Drouth. (Hoyt) | Frual Zurvaga— (ott) 

1910 Van Hise published "Conservation of Natural Resources in the United States." 

1910 Gustav Pabst began planting Hungarians and pheasants in Waukesha Cow dy > 

Continued yearly till 1927. (Leopold) ; 

= 1910 Dean Russell appointed A. C. Burrill to give a forestry-game course to 

agricultural short course students. ( Ath. fo laevutl) 

1910 Jackrabbits planted in Sauk and Vernon counties by local sportsmen. (Leopold) 

916 -—192L AL Produce! Meanrkil work be Veer oes Mste Prbubien Miratiun, thew fs com Hl 

ke 3 his DedagoCa SL) aa Recla toees Bebatik Ot od 5 JireTd Cee pec, 

Cnr ie
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a 1 jt \ Hiaarts. lpustas, Cur0ol Parerwue er _e - \ ee Oe 
1910 ,Yive refuges postee en-private-tands around-Madison and at Green (sett > 

Lake, by A. C. Burrill, at instigation of Prof. Moody and State Game fee 
Warden Scholtz. (Burrill) nee 5 
Si he et CU ce ol Bago 5 

“1911 7 fet-requiring Manting license fees oe into the general fund 
and limitiag expenses of game department'to receipts from licenses 

ZF and sale of confiscated game {Gh.-527). (Palmer) = 

ALLAN First federal pira refuge in Wisconsin on Gravel and Spider islands, & 
foe Door Co. (Burrill) ietter) ep = 
ey, = atl Panet alati § rte ol. EtOAc hi ; S yibe [row 3 

ce 1914 State Audubon Society, State Warden, and H. L. ar planted 60 male 3 
es quail on Madisen=Bird Refuge on University Farm. (Burrill) _ rl * 

{ aS FAIZ Stack fev Courarrwe fiw Wwrnolionas trfel j Ecbiatntamel viride aw 4 chvo Be akorr Kets Trek vere 

| 1915 — =State—Conservation Commissionestablished-with~$200,;000-for-2-yearss<) 
| hy LS sunset rule for waterfowl. Mississippi River closed. No shooting 7. ae 

| Fo voew! w 4. fae ) from motors. CPakuan ) at ( Sov a _ uw , 3-0 

(dpa Wha : Rdg Ere yo Ca 
ow “AGS Supreme Court decision invalidates state forest program. ( (7i-" iw |) Cae 

1 Qld. Recs 4 wm eee 2 » 

ae 1915 50,000 acres publie-and-private bird reserves posted by State Forester we 

- Moody and Wisconsin Audubon Society. (Burrill, letter) Spe, thy 

firs) 
ee ee 

1916. . Quail irruption in Adams, Wood & Juneau. Gone by 1917. (Leopold),'~ po 

5 1G? Corneenforbinen Cornnrtindyarr Opn sonloy a2g wtih - eee te Fee ey eee = Ge oats) 

1917-18 Drouth’and killing winter. (Leopold) Cle qiewsr fe oncl ovanele Co beet PO 
R147 1% Trophies apne basfertench, whack anche G59 fatn ovel U trnmrkin (Sevbt) |} 
(71920 Friends of Our Native Landscape organized. : 

1921 ’ #H. L.Stoddard started work for Milwaukee Public Museum. There he con- 

NaN ceived the ideaslater developed in his "Bobwhite Quail," first, American 

work on game management. = 

‘ : 1921 First open season on pheasants and Hungarians. 

1921-2-3 Ruffed grouse damaged cherry orchards by budding (DeorCo~). (Leopold) 
. Aa a 

aoe 1922 "Big Sleet" in March. Killed quail in Winnebago, Vernon, Jefferson. 

(Leopold). Ato np fiel gervap CS entt) ; : 
1922 Pat (7) mndiw anol weber rp fich aw Pramytn Cres t, (Feet?) 

1922 First chapters of Igaak Walton League organized at Milwaukee and Fond du Lec. 

1923 Starling arrives in Wisconsin. (Schorger) 

1923 Jack rabbits planted in Iowa Co. ( Gefolol ) 

7 1923 Picking lotus prohibited. (Fuller, ps—42) = 

1924 Congress established Upper Mississippi Wildlife Refuge. 

1927 Passed Commission-Director Plan (4048S) for Conservation Department. 

1927 Horicon Marsh made a refuge and ordered reflooded. (2-4/+ ) 
Dr. : 

1927 Winter feeding program begun by/Merritt L. Jones and Wallace Grange for 
Conservation Department. ‘ 

Bete ; : 
: ~1G1g 4 Mee farce olatielet Tarut cata, 1 Gubterlers offs lad (Sent)
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1927 Forest Crop Law passed. Lands entered mst allow free public hunting. 

1928 First charging for shooting upland game {near Sullivan}. (Leopold) 

1928 Conservation Commission established State Game Farm at Fish Creek 
in Door Co., and began statewide planting of pheasants. 
Dr. : 

1926 /A. 0. Gross and F. J. W. Schmidt started Wisconsin Prairie Chicken 
Investigation. (Greas} 

1928-29 Killing winter, Wisconsin and Michigan. (Leopold) 

1929 State Federation of Women's Clubs started conservation work. . 

1929 Game survey made by Aldo Leopold for Sporting Arms Institute. -(Unpubdl._mse-)- 
Quail research fellowship set up at University of Wisconsin. 

_-— 1929 Picking arbutus, orchids, trilliums prohibited. (Fuller, p.—4#2) 

1929 Modern trespass law passed. Crete re woocllot Cau tn. Leb Linder, 

1930 -- Conservation Commission planted Hungarian partridges in Green Lake, 
Pierce, Richland, Monroe, St. Croix counties. "Wild" turkeys planted in 
Columbia and Sauk counties. 

oe 1930 Drouth. (Kincer) Weather-&—Crop-Buli:—2-1f-21). Peat fires in central 
Wisconsin. (Leopold) 

1931 Pheasant Shooting Preserve law passed. 

a 

1932 Conservation Commission started test plantings of chukar partriaé, 
: California valley quail, and raccoon. 

1932 Extra-streng Peak population on all grouse. Quail irruption. 
1933 Stream improvement work started in C.C.C. camps. 

1933 Soil Conservation Service starts erosion control at Coon Valley, La Crosse Co. 

1933 Chair of Game Management established at University by Wisconsin Alumni 
Research Foundation, : 

1933 State game farm moved from Fish Creek to Poynette, Columbia Co. Fur farm 
established at Poynette. 

1933 Drouth. (Hogt) — ; 

1933 Fuller published "Orchids of Wisconsin." 
Sioa 64. be evan 

_— 1934 Drouth, (Cronin and Beers) (Wade) : 

1934 Marsh survey started. First drainage ditches plugged in Portage and 
Leola mmx districts. 

1935 Last breeding sharptail seen in &:—Wisconsin-€Dane Co. ¥. (J. G. Dickson ,unpebl.) 

1935 F. J. W. Schmidt died. 2 : 
ppaastel oom 

1934-35 Bow and arrow deer season, Sauk and Columbia counties.



i -7- aoe 

z cod ot MOS 

De qn eh Te 
z D hp cDae ppote ow © z 

bud He" 
1935-36 Killing winter. Drouth in 1936. (Leopold, Wade) 

"1935 Teaching of conservation made compulsory in public schools (B4£11-319S-). 

1936? Horicon Marsh decision delays refuge plan. : 
perenne pe aks bas Cte Cea. ean bh Bebe alo ep AST, per y- 

1937 Nursery for food and cover plants established by Conservation i 
Department at Wisconsin Rapids. — = 

wn AQeen Crreré. 

1938 Ridges Sanctuary established for preservation of wildflowers . (Boor—Goz=)— 
1434 Re el Cae Meh ; ‘é a é 

1935 Ureceuer. Jorrk, of Dru thetoge ong geet Origins 01,15 I 
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June 9, 1942 tl 

Mistery 

Memo for Bill Schorger y ( 

Wild Turkey Mentioned in Mistery of Dodge County (doesn't remenber author). ; 

*Zishor bm one trapped in 1889 by Ernst Schroeder, Huetisford, who is still 

Ves 

Wolverene "Sombbody" said was present up to 167O--oan't remember who. Might 
be sble to lecate source of information. 

"Lynx" 4 settler caught last one. He probably 24d not distinguish from bobeat, 

*Reret Bred at Lake Sinissippi in 1939. Seen in person, Had bred there up te 
about 1900. 

*Garp Introduced about 1650. Information from Ferdinand Yanke (now in asylum) 

“Black Bear Last one killed in 1886, Hubbard Township, i. mouth of Dead Creek. 
Arnold Kierkopf, Hustisford, had hide up te 1929, killed by his 
grandfather, August Lehmann, Lehmann kept a journsl which was in 
Kierkopf's possession up to 1938. 

“Deer Last one killed in 1685 by Haward Lehuwenn., 

"Otter Last one killed by Julius Palkentahl, December 26, 1694, on Lake 
Siniseippi. Dead one seen in 1895. 

“Prairie Chicken iast seen in 1914 
*Ruffed Grouse Disappeared about 1912. An “irruptive reappearance of a 

’ dozen occurred in August 1936. Disappeared in about 3 weeks. 

“Hungarien Partridge First seen 1934 
“Pheasant First seen locally in 1933 

*These can be accepted as reliable and substantiated.



42% University Farm Place 
June 9, 1941 

Dr. A. W. Schorger 

1015 Hast Washington Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

Herbert Neuenschwander of Hustisford, Wisconsin is a member 
of my wildlife ecology class, and has written a report on the 
history of wildlife around Lake Sinissippi. The report 
includes a number of records which I think would interest 
you, and hence I have digested them on the attached sheet. 
The asterisk records, I think, may be safely accepted as they 
stand. The others, for one reason or another, are ambiguous, 
and I would hesitate to use them. Neuenschwander might be 
able to locate the source of his information on the wolver= 
ene if you wished him to. At present, he cannot remember 
where he got the 1870 date. ; 

Crnwti Keiekgpe 
I was especially interested to learn that August—hehmenn ‘yl 

» «uy f Bustisford was, up to 1938, in possession of the Journal 
Digi TAOS of Amneld-Kterkopf, an early trapper who kept careful notes 

Q of dates of disappearances. It occurred to me that you might 
. 4)... Want to correspond with behmann either directly or through 

ea Lo\-°’~~Weuenschwander and see whether this journal could not be 
deposited in some suitable institution, for example the 
Historical Library. 

Neuenschwander can be reached, at least for the present, at 
Hustisford, Wisconsin. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Ww te Hest Fphon, 

April 16, 1942 

Digest of 
f Vicker, C. T. Advice to Mnigrants 

: (Reprint of a book published in Leipzig, 1853) os) 

Wis. Mag. of History, vol. 25, no. 3, Mar. 1942, pp. 331-335 

p- 332. Climate. 1848-49 winter severe, began in ov., snow for 13 weeks, 
1849-50, 50-51 little snow, no persistent cold. 1852-53 very mild; 
no snow, little frost. (Locality: near Milwaukee) 

p. 337. Fences. “Sven wire fences have been resorted to" (This is earliest 
date for wire) 

p- 343. Sugaring maples. 

p. 347. Birds. “Sntirely searlet red" cardinal 
red with black wings scarlet tanager 
yellow, black wings, rose beak goldfinch 
azure blue indige? bluebird? 
starling, black with red wings redwing 
woodpecker, entirely black, purple 
red top knot, size of small chicken pileated? 
Of German birds we have only titmouse 

pe 348 eo of Lake Michigan, 4 miles from here, 50 shot last winter 

pe 349. fartridges not mech larger than German quail (bobwhite) 
Another lives only in woods, almost large as a hen (ruffed grouse) 
eel “There are great mumbers of partridges in the prairies 

re they are called prairie chickens." 
Bears gone. Only further north. 

p. 350. Sawmills already numerous. 11 en Mississippi above St. Croix alone, 
— 15,000,000 ft. per year. Also mills on Chippewa & Black 

vers. é



‘ G ye / a? 

yah Me ae? as Place 
August 26, 1! 

Dr. A. W. Schorger 
1015 Hast Washington Aveme 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

Professor von Grueningen, formerly of our German Department, 
tells me of an early Sauk City newspaper, "Der Pioneer am 
Wisconsin", edited by Kuntz. He has the impression that it 
might contain articles on wildlife, and aid not imow 
whether the Historical Libeary has a set. If not, he 
believes a set is in the hands of the "Satk County Society® 
in Milwaukee, 

No doubt you already know of this publication, tut I am 
dropping you this note to make sure. 

I find a memo, I fear an old one, to get for you the following 
publication: “Original and present breeding ranges of certain 
game birds in the United States", by Robert C. McClanshan. 
I am sending to the Fish and Wildlife Service and asking that 
you be supplied with a copy. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold |
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File Wis. history foldar:~ 

' * Dodge County folder 

, card History, Wisconsin 

Bullheads as Manure 

Trans. Wis. State Agric. Society, 1879-80, p. 194 

"for ten years after I first moved into Dodge County bullheads were used for mamre 

in the whole eastern part of our County. Hundreds of men were seen every day at the 

river taking away bullheads for mamre". 

(Date probably 1850's?) 

: ce 
ye”



ec Professor Hasler 
Wis. History folder, 
fish folder 

Fish Culture card: fish mgnt 
History, Wis. 

Trans. Wis. State Agric. Soc. 1879-1880, pp. 454-462 

Anonymous paper on : 

history of fish culture 
é pollution and decline of fisheries 

technique for hatchery 
prices 

p. 462: Review of official and private efforts in Wisconsin to date 

Alde Leopold 
August 20, 1942 

Zibrary of - ; 

is Aldo Leopold
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File Wis. history folder — 
weeds folder 

Card, History, Wis. 
Weeds 

- Qaack Grass and Canada thistle 

Trans. Wis. State Agric. Soc. 1879=8C 

pp. 132-134. Debate on how to kill quack. Evidently established long since, Wit 
still spreading. 

pp. 135-236. Canada thistle. “I had some apple trees that were set oub before 
I came from New York state, and it is supposed that the Canada 
thistle came in on the root of the apple tree. It commenced 
Spreading, and when I bought the place there was quite a bed of it". 

pe 135. Queck: "I have been well acquainted with this quack grass ever since I 
kmew anything, but I never saw it in this state - the genuine article-- 

J, wntad within a year" (1878?) 

”? :
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er ; Fh chey Leaps ofd4 Seminar, Nov. 9, 1942 

HISTORY OF LAND-USE; WESTERN WISCONSIN re ro 

1568. "Two Siouxef tribes, the Sacs and the Foxes, filtered into this area (Coon 

Valley) to farm..and to hunt. ...they used fires but they did not mech 

affect..vegetation..the bulk..settled along the Wisconsin near Prairie 

du Chien" (Marks p. 117) : 

1750 "These Indians were forced out by Winnebagoes. «.. it was their custom : 

to drive the game by...ground and brush fires." (Marks p.117) © i 

1673-1760. French occupance. No effect on land, except fur animals (Trewartha, 1938) 

1763 "Whilst I staid here (Prairie du Sac) I took a view of some mountains that 

lie about 15 miles to the southward, and abounded in lead ore. I ascended 

one of the hizhest of these, and had an extensive view of the country. 

For many miles nothing was to be seen but lesser mountains, which appeared 

Z at a distance like haycocks, they being free from trees. Only a few 

groves of hickory, and stunted oaks, covered some of the vallies". 

(Carver, p. 29) 

1760-1832. British and Early American Occupance. Lead mining. Fur. (Trewartha, 190) 

1831. (Mrs Kinzie, Waubun) 

"Sometimes the elevations (in the rolling prairie) were covered with a 

thicket or copse, in which our dogs would rouse up one or more deer", 

(March, just soufth of Madison) 

"In this open country there are no landmarks (Trail, Blue Mounds to 

Iota, Lafayette County) 

Bebasenies breaks timbered. 

: Nofth of Barney Lawton's lay "a prairie, stretching away to the NE. No 
living creature was to be seen...but circling over our heads were 
innumerable flocks of curlews" (May--near Illinois line S. ef Geneva) 

Rowan Cr., Poynette, was called “Hastings Woods". This implies surrounding 

prairie. : 

1846 "The vegetation...which the surveyors found when they entered this region 
in 1846 and 1847 was...half scrub. The remainder comprised the great



* : > 2 

Westby or Coon Prairie. What timber existed on the ridges was probably 

in open groves thickly undergrown with brush". (Marks, p. 117). (Not 

all brush--Mrs. Kenzie describes open groves). 

On steep N. E. slopes, in small protected coves...are...patches of a woods 

type which...antedates settlement. Many of the sparsely-branched, 

forest-grown trees are over 200 years old", Timber Coulee. (Marks p.117-118) 

1850's. "The scrub grew up when fires ceased" 

e "Age distributions among the red oaks...indicate that they spread upward 

from the draws" (One sample 74, 71, 68 years going up slope) 

(1881-1882) "How do you seein for the second growth of black oak timber that has 

sprung up all over the country in the last 30 years? (Since 1850) 30 yrs. 

ago the bur oak had possession of what is now termed our bur oak openings; : 

we know that timber was cut off" (Trans. State Agric Soc. p. 317) 

Wheat Era "In 1836...there was not being produced (wheat) mech in excess of the.. 

requirements of our own people. We were...prepared to.,.€Xport...as - 

early as 1849, Ten years later (1859) (wheat) had grown 73% and 

population only 30%. ...America had...an enormous surplus..." (Shaeffer, p.82) 

"In ease the land was openings instead of prairie..and many preferred this 

type, believing it to be better, especially for winter wheat...the timber 

was quickly chopped off to make rails for fencing. The ground, being 

soft and protected by a layer of hums, was easier to break than the 

e : : prairie sod. ee«esmaller trees and brush like the ubiquitous haved were 

cleared away Meters starting to plow" (Shaeffer p. 85) 

1879. “It is obvious that, so far as southern Wisconsin is concerfned, wheat 

growing was at its last gasp by 1879. (In) Iowa and Grant Counties, wheat 

was departing from He alluvial valley lands...and was making its final 

stand on the ridges. e» portions of them had been left with their original
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covering of small timber...farmers cleared the ridge lands and for a few 

years raised fair crops, especi4lly by (rotating) with clover, -sometimes 

treated with gypsum". (Shaeffer pp. 94-95) 

After 1880. "Chunch bug and drouth ended wheat farming and replaced it with 

beef farming, which was, in turn, replaced by dairy farming. (Marks, p. 122) 

’ SUMMARY : 

1840-1870. Over-wheating, cessation of fire, encroachment of timber, end of 
prairie. 

1870. First washing. Clearly due to exhaustion by wheat. Plowed 30 years : 

before erosion began. Symptoms: compaction, loss of organic matter 

and salts, wash. 

1870-1900. Erosion healed under beef farming and moderate dairying. F 

1900-1930. Mechanization of dairying. Heavy investment in buildings, equipment 

brought pressure to enlarge herd, which forced plowland, hayland, 

pasture up slopes. Woodlot grazing and clearing, erosion, floods. 

First erosion research. 

1930-1939. CCC era. Subsidy through CCC, AAA. Farmer contracts. 

1939 Soil Conservation District Law. local self-help by farmers
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R.E.#3 Box 105 
Wausau, Wis. 
March 11, 1944 yw? 

Professor Aldo Leopold iw Qs , 
Dept. Wild Life Vanagement Ni a 

424 University Farm Place Pw? a 
Madison, “isconsin. \c vw vi 

Dear Professor; “ 
Yours of the 8th. recieved, Thanks for yow kind interest in my work and 

suggestions, The material you offer will certainly be appreciated and I will try to 
absorbe all. 

I just got through reading some of your work, that which you wrote for that arms company’ 

Some Of the peoole you mention therein I have known since we wore those familiar three 

cornered nants. 

I am sending for a lot of pamplets on game management and the one you recomend, I wish 

other interested peonle were as co-operative as you are, it would be for the best interests 
of conservation in which all should show more interest. 

I am particularly having trouble getting information from our own conservation authorities 

they are not a. bit co-onerative, I get better response from other states. 

I persume they rate me as another crack-pot trying to stick my nose into affairs not of 

my concern. 

This is a natural trend in america, we all like to think our neighbor is shy of buttons 
bacause he becomes ingrossed in some subject that we care little about. That hails from 

thoeries of snecialist psychiartrists who beleive all men are psycho on that particular 

»hase of life which interests a man and usvally provides the necessary means of livelyhood. 

So it worries me little as does the reluctance of our game managers to give me information. 

I get it anyway in time, but of course it forces me to go from one phase to the other as 

material becomes availdble. But I havecmany angles to work on and that will take much time. 
I intend to visit the scenes of my boyhood in the not too distent future to study the 

trees, shrubs, and other phases connected with game management. I want to visit the 

Mattoon, Koepenick and other areas in langlade, County and other points to lake Gogebic 
in Vichigan, “hich is a section I walked and hunted prior to 1900. 

I also want to visit the Goodyear Vis. Area “hich I also knew as a boy, I want to see 
what kind of trees grow there now and see that soil again. That soil was pecular in those 

days, seem to be a mixture of ashes and sand, and was covered then with pine trees 

exclusively. 

I wonder if you can tell me where I can get some information on the deer. 

| I want to study what effect harvesting adult deer exclisively will have against the habit 

of harvesting Antlerless deer which includes the young. 

Qu I want to try to find out what effect it will have on size, health and other factors. 

To do this I need the Statistics which are hard to get, but have considerable data, which 

is not comolete enough to make tables and graphs of for study. I get a trickle of such 
data in an indirect way from time to time, this forces me to go from one phase to the other 

Sometimes when working on material pertaining to the National Forests, I find items : 
nertaining to Wisconsins Forests or some remote state. 

By the looks of things the history of Yisconsins deer herd and habitat will be the last 
I will work on due to the reluctance of officials here to give out information. 

That will be overcome in time I am sure, there are several ways to bring that about, I am. 
debating which course of proceedure will be the most effective and at the same time, the 
most valueable to the public. What the public wants just now is Statistics judgeing from 
euestions being asked at sportsmens meetings, I belong to about a dozen clubs, and have 
reason to know, even the ladies are asking for data on how many deer were killed in this 
or that sreay.or want to know how many deer tags or licenses were issued for this period 

' or that one, how it compares with the State Of Michigan or Pennsylvania.



Prof. Aldo Leonoldepage two.~3211-44 

So for the past month I have typed nothing but tables, and made charts showing the — a 

relsetionshin of various phases of game management. = 

I have a lot of material on the various specie of deer in various parts of the Country 

Which I want to tyne, It indentifies all species of deer and gives details as to size 

and habits and other interesting features. 

I have listed about sixty specie of deer, and some sub-specie too. 

There are three sub-specie of deer in the west I want to see again, I have see them years 

ego, They are smaller than our whitetail and have pecular markings, one type thecMexicans 

have a vecular name for, but is a close kin of our whitetail but a lot smaller, then there 

two other tyes in apromimately the same area that has me puzzled, I never got real close 

to one due to the terrain giving me away. I can find no information on these twOy so am 

going to try to make a trip there this fall to study them and see if native hunters gan 

give me some details or perhao some ranger can. 

I also have some information on deer here in Wisconsin and other game too, which I never 

See mentioned in any material I have yet read. That is that which I personally observed 

prior to the turn of the century, but this will have to be confirmed, so am looking up 

some of my neizhbors in that area. I have located many of these people, and will interveiw 

them when my gas rations permit. 

| I surmose too that many peonle will dispute the statement that there were moose, wild 

turkeys and neafowl in “isconsin as late as 1899, but I will try to prove that too. 

I want to indentify two game wardens of that period who often ate at fathers camp- these 

vreceded Martin Robrecht I beleive. 

| The last moose I saw here was killed by a fellow by the name of Weir, a fellow who had 

just returned from the Snanish-American "ar. That was in 1899.(In The Fall) 

later a pair of moose antlers were snaged by a net some illegal fishermen had set in 

Moose leke, Now known as Mitchels lake Situated about eight miles from Antigo, or four 

miles from lox “is- 1 sot a doliar for bringing that set into Antigo, To a farm house 

near Antigo is more correct. I cannot indentify the House but think it was later known as 

the Klessig ‘arm. It was close to that house anyway. 

Such things will have to be varified But guess I can do it. 

Since startine this letter I have gone through my files of correspondence and note with = 

regret that I can command response to my letters, from Professors, Heads of goverment bure2us 

Congressmen, Senators, Writers, Same managers and the like, but cannot do so, with the 

Wisconsin Conservation Dept. Officials except that they refer me to another dept-head- 

I wonder "hy ? I persume though that a lot is due to the shortage of help, but certainly 

not all. Other States are equally handicaped no doubt. 

However this is not worrying me a lot as yet as I have a lot of material to work on yet. 

And can brush up on snelling,punctuation and phraseing to a large degree, After I have 

mastered that, I no doubt will find ways and means to get information from the reluctant 

Wisconsin Conservation Dept. ~ 

The Denartments inforcement officers too are a bit rough, the roughest I have met in any 

state and I have hunted in a few in my time. 
I do not deem it necessary for an official to get rough in dealing with most citizens or 

tourists either, But understand that even in Commission meetings rather rough talk does 

eccure now and then. I think we can do without that too. 

when I am again able to attend sportsmens meetings I intend to bring up these subjects 

and if true, will try to find a cure for that too. This should liven up dull meetings 

of the dozen or more clubs I belong to and who complain that the meetings are to dull. 

I am trying to help the smaller clubs build up a membership, and will stick my neck out 

far to liven things up a bit, make meetings worth comming to is my slogan. 

I attended cnc meeting last Monday night, after a dull meeting and small attendance, I 
found that most of the clubs buisness was transacted after the meeting had adjourned, and
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Small groures here and there ‘transacting the buisness of the club. My self and wife did 

not know what really was discussed untill we read the paper the next day. 

There you have the basic reason for our failure in game management in my opinnion. 
I peleive when we sportsmen run our organizations in a buisness like manner, the organization 

will vrosver and eventually be big enough to command attention of our Conservation 

Commission, and that in turn result in better game management. 

I beleive this would have better results than the best book ever written on the subject 

of game manarement. 

All the educational measures ever in effect or proposed will never do as much for our wild 
life or its habitat. 

Yell This is enough For this time. Jjannaeh Sou. 
Leonard Je Seiler
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Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

Dept. of Game Management, 

College of Agriculture, 

Madison, Wis.



pts lina. Kiclary folhe 
Madison, Wis. July 22, 1944, 

Dear Aldo: 

Re Horicon Hunting Club see E. Hough, Forest 

and Stream 37 (Oct. 1 and 8, 1891) 205-7 and 

230-1. Excellent map. 

Sincerely yours, 

Bi eeau S A.W.S. E 
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up to about 1908. He saw the nest some years later; built of cedar sticks. 
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WISCONSIN WILDLIFE CHRONOLOGY 

By Apo LEOPOLD 
University of Wisconsin 

(Reprinted from the Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, 
Vol. V, No. 11, November, 1940) 

The history of wildlife is too often regarded as the domain of old- 

timers indulging in nostalgic reflection, or of professors writing post- . 

mortems on the wild pigeon and the buffalo. 
It has now become apparent that such history has other uses. 

Present-day problems in conservation and land use, viewed in the light 

of contemporary evidence alone, often baffle the investigator. The 

same problem, viewed in the light of history, may often be deciphered 

as the repetition of some historic pattern. 

This chronology records the changes in Wisconsin wildlife which 

occurred under the impact of civilization, and the responses of Wis- 

consin people to those changes. It also records the changes in land 

use, hunting practices, game laws, and weather which caused or con- 

ditioned the changes in wildlife, and the inception dates of wildlife 

enterprises (such as societies, publications, researches, restockings, 

and public works) which register trends in public thought. 

It is doubtful whether wildlife disappears under the impact of 

civilization. The rich variety of wildlife does indeed disappear, unless 

we take pains to preserve it, but the total volume of plants and ani- 

mals is in all probability an automatic expression of the soil on which 

they grow. As long as the soil is there it will grow plants, and these 

plants will grow animals, and such part of both as are not domestic 

will be wild. Our option in wildlife is a question of quality, not . 

quantity. Shall the wild growths of the soil retain a large part of their 

original diversity, beauty, and utility? Or shall they consist largely 
of simple plant and animal weeds? Conservation is the intelligent 
exercise of this option. 

The decline of Wisconsin wildlife since 1840 is no simple process of 

recession. It is a process of ebb and flow, gain and loss, and it is ‘ 
comprised of at least two major movements in which a dozen groups 

of species played diverse and sometimes contradictory parts. 

One group of large mammals and birds retreated northward and 

westward because they could not exist in a settled countryside. The 

buffalo and the passenger pigeon, for example, must live as a wander- 

ing horde or not at all; hordes have no place on the farm. The 
cougar and the wolf damage livestock, which accounts for their 
demise. The eviction of the buffalo and the pigeon was inevitable, 

but hindsight shows us that the wolf and the cougar should have been 
4 retained in the north to keep the deer herd in check. 

Another group of southern species, the wild turkey and the Carolina 
paroquet, were exterminated because they could not retreat. Climate 

; restricted them to the southern counties, and lack of timber cut off 
retreat westward. 

Another group were pushed out or decimated solely by reason of 
their value for meat or fur, and not because their presence was 
incompatible with settlement. The now evicted fur-bearers, marten,
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fisher, wolverine, could still be common in the north but for over- 

trapping and forest fires. The much reduced waterfowl (geese, ducks, 

swans, cranes, shorebirds) could still be abundant but for overshooting 
and excessive drainage of marshlands. 

Another group has suffered curtailment of range in the hard- 

pastured southern counties, but are still common elsewhere. The 

sharptailed grouse, the ruffed grouse, and forest-loving species like 

the pileated woodpecker are examples. 

The predatory hawks and owls are now being decimated, both in 

diversity of species and in numbers, because they eat game and 

poultry. They will probably become rare before the public realizes 
that their main prey consists of rodents and other competitors of 
game and poultry. A similar persecution of fish-eating birds and 

mammals is now in full swing. 

These four categories have all taken a loss; they collectively rep- 
resent one general movement: retreat. But there are other categories 

of wildlife which profited by the very changes in land use which 

evicted the first four, and which collectively represent an opposite 
movement: invasion. 

Some invaders came from the prairies to the south, occupying the 

man-made clearings, rich in food, which replaced the once inhospitable 

forests. Prairie chickens, quail, cottontail, cardinal, opossum, crow, 

and many open-land song birds are in this class. 

One invader, the jack rabbit, came from the prairies to the west, 

but for the same reason. 

Some species at first retreated northward, but reinvaded their old 
southerly habitats when abandoned farms or better law enforcement 

gave them a toehold. The white-tailed deer and the beaver are con- 

spicuous examples. The black bear, the coyote, and red and gray 

foxes show a similar tendency. 

Some invaders are foreigners planted as substitutes for native 
species. The ring-necked pheasant is a familiar example. Other 

foreigners got in as stowaways (Norway rat, house mouse) or 

: escaped from captivity (feral house cat). 

Lastly, some invaders are native species which, once released from 

their natural controls, become pests. Wisconsin has been largely 
: exempt from pest-like behavior in her native birds and mammals. 

The meadow mouse, however, reached pest levels in 1938, and in 

spots rabbits reach pest levels at each peak of their population cycle. 

Not all invaders have been able to hold their earlier gains. The 

prairie chicken, for example, is now being evicted from the southern 
counties. Others, like the opossum and the cardinal, seem alternately 
to spread and shrink in long cycles. 

The net effect of all retreats and all invasions to date is clearly 

this: fewer total species, more foreign species, larger numbers of 

small birds and rodents, smaller numbers of game, fur, and predators; 
general replacement of forest and marsh species by open upland 
forms, and more frequent pest-like behavior, i. e., less internal balance 
in the wildlife community.
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What, now, of human attitudes? The chronology exhibits the un- 

folding of a series of ideas. Each idea is in turn conceived, expanded, 

and poured through the sieve of practice, after which its permanent 

values are added to the reservoir of social experience. None of these 

ideas has been wholly discarded, but some have taken a heavy 

shrinkage. 

Wildlife conservation began with the idea of prohibitions. As early 

as 1838 the legislature prohibited dams without fishways. Prohibi- 

tions have no end; they give bulk to our statutes and recurrent hope 

to wishful thinkers, but after a century of trial it seems apparent 

that they give more aid and comfort to wildlifers than to wildlife. 

3 Prohibitions are a necessary springboard to positive action, but in 

and of themselves they are negative and accomplish little. 

Next came the idea of substitutions. It began with the introduction 

of the English sparrow in 1875. The first introductions were motivated 

by affection for the plants and animals of the European home land, 

but the motive soon shifted. As our native wildlife shrunk, we sub- 

stituted foreign species in the hope they would prove less shrinkable. 

Some, like the carp (1879) and the starling (1928), proved to be 

Trojan horses. Others like the pheasant (1898?) and the Hungarian 

partridge (1910) successfully filled a niche no longer tenable for 
native game birds. The substitution of artificial for natural propaga- 
tion may be regarded as an elaboration of the substitute idea; the 
first fish hatchery (1876) was the first expression of this still 
expanding notion. 

The whole substitution idea has obvious utility, but it also carries 
risks: the risk of introducing pests, the risk of neglecting native 
species, and the risk of forgetting that planted game, like wild game, 
needs food and cover. 

Next came the idea of public works and public lands devoted in 
whole or in part to wildlife. This began modestly with a state park 

in 1900 and a series of state forests in 1903. Crusades for wildlife 

refuges shook the public mind in 1910-1913, and again in 1924-1927 

and in 1983. The purchase of large public wildlife areas and their 

development by relief labor began with the C. C. C. and C. W. A. in 
1933 and 1934. 

The most recent idea to emerge is that of scientific cropping or 
management of wildlife. Inventories of wildlife resources were 
started by Dr. P. R. Hoy and Thure Kumlien as early as the 1840s. 
King, in 1872, began to explore the economic utility of wildlife, and 
Birge in 1878 the dependence of species on each other and on their 
environment. Van Hise in 1910 conceived an integrated cropping 
policy for all organic resources, but with no particular emphasis on 
wildlife. Griffith in 1903 began to apply the cropping idea to forests. 
The idea of cropping Wisconsin birds and mammals in the wild, by 
improving their habitat, was conceived in so many minds that it is 
difficult to assign and date its beginnings. Stoddard, between 1910 
and 1924, envisaged such a system but carried it to another state 
(Georgia) before it emerged from his pen as publie property. The
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Conservation Department in 1927 definitely envisaged a statewide 

wildlife cropping system. The forest crop law of 1927 sought to en- 

courage private timber cropping. The first definite search for a 

technology of wildlife cropping began with the prairie chicken in- 

vestigation of 1928. Financial provision to extend that search to all 

species came with the Pittman—Robertson Act of 1938. 

A fifth idea, the idea of educating the citizen to understand and 

to practice conservation, runs concurrently with all the foregoing 
concepts. As early as 1867 the publication of game laws was 

prescribed in order that the citizen might know what new prohibi- 

tions had been laid down for his observance. A wildlife course for 

farmers was tried as early as 1910. A school for wardens was held 3 

in 1912, and educational work in schools started in 1912. Waves of 

emphasis on conservation education rolled across the state in 1914 

(Wisconsin Game Protective Association), 1922 (Izaak Walton 
League), 1929 (Women’s Clubs), 1936 (Wildlife Federation), and 

1940 (Conservation League). In 1935 the legislature compelled pub- 

lic schools to teach conservation. Despite the seeming finality of this 

law, the questions of how and what to teach and how to equip teachers 
are still largely unanswered. 

Conservation, viewed in its entirety, is the slow and laborious 

unfolding of a new relationship between people and land. Each 

seemingly trivial event in the following chronology is a part of this 

unfolding process. Each marks the birth or death of an aspiration, 

the beginning or the end of an experience, a loss or a gain in the 
\ vitality of that great organism: Wisconsin. 

} 1822-3, 1831-2 Cold winters (Miller). 

, 1832 Last buffalo east of Mississippi killed in Trempealeau County 
/ > (Schorger). Perhaps buffalo on St. Croix River to 1833 (Hoy). 

{ 1835-7 Cold years (Miller). 

1838 Fishways required in all dams “except mill dams.” Probably 
| first conservation law (Scott). 

| 1840 Sharptails “extremely abundant” in southern Wisconsin (Kum- 
lien & Hollister). 

| 1840 Last woodland caribou seen at La Pointe, Ashland County 
\ (Hoy). Drifters from north reported in Burnett and Price 

] counties in 1910 (Scott). 
| 1840 Sandhill cranes bred on prairies near Racine. Whooping cranes 

| less abundant (Hoy). 

\ 1840-5 Sharptails abundant in S. Wisconsin and Chicago region 
(Ridgeway). (Last southern breeding colony seen in Dane 

| County, 1935.) 

1842? Prairie chicken entered Walworth County from Illinois (Kum- 
lien & Hollister). 

1842-3 March snow starved wild turkeys near Racine. Last turkeys 

killed there in 1846 (Hoy). 

1844 Thure Kumlien started studies which led ultimately to “Birds 

of Wisconsin” (Kumlien and Hollister). 
\ 
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: 1848 ~9 Hard wintir, Srov! fod 19 weeks, (wis Meg. of tatrnye meee 7p ae 
on Last turkey in eastern Wisconsin killed in Waukesha County 

? (Kumlien & Hollister). 
1848 Last cardinal and last opossum taken at Racine (Hoy). (Both 

have since reinvaded the state.) 

1848 Eighteen sharptailed grouse shot by Hoy near Racine (Hoy). 

1849 John Muir emigrated to Columbia County (Muir). 

1849 First woodcock seen near Racine; later increased (Hoy). (The 
meaning of this is obscure.) : 

1849-50 C. A. Orvis shipped 2 tons of quail to New York from 
Racine; scarce since (Hoy). 

1850s Last great flights of migratory sharptails when snow came 
ee in Rock County (Leopold). 

\ Le 1851 First game laws. Deer closed Feb. 1-July 1; prairie chicken, 
y Ke quail, woodcock, and “pheasant” (ruffed grouse) Feb. 1- 

| 7 Aug. 1 (Palmer). : 
\ 1853 Ludwig Kumlien, co-author of “Birds of Wisconsin,” born in 
\ Jefferson County (Taylor). 

Aen a 1851-68 Large goshawk migrations (Kumlien & Hollister). 
™ 1954 Open season shortened 2 weeks (Jan. 1-July 15); trapping of 5 

= quail, grouse, or prairie chicken prohibited except on owner’s 
Q i premises (Palmer). 

= 4 1855-6-7 Cold winters (Miller, Mandeville). ‘ 
3 3 1856 Swallow-tailed kite last seen at Racine (Hoy). 

- 1856 Last Wisconsin turkey killed in Grant County. Other ques- 
5 2 tionable records for 1872 and 1894. (Kumlien & Hollister). 

3 1856 Mockingbird last nested near Racine (Hoy). Has reappeared 
| oa 2 near Racine at various times recently (Scott). 

} - 1857 Cougar killed in Outagamie County. Now in Lawrence College 
Museum (Schorger). 

2 3 1858 First crow seen at Racine; formerly rare (Hoy). (Meaning of 
® this is obscure.) : 

= 1858 Prairie chickens abundant near Racine up to this year (Hoy). 
| & 1858 Elk killed in Dunn and Buffalo counties (Bartlett). 

c 1859 Drouth; 1859-60 an open winter (Schafer). 

1860 Great grey owl taken at Racine. Also in 1858 (Hoy). 
1863 Elk seen on Hay River; cougar shot on Black River (Hoy). 
1863-64 “Killing winter (Mandeville) killed all the quail and many 

. partridges in Rock County” (Leopold). 
3 7 1864 Last bear killed in Buffalo County (Leopold). 

Se Cory 1864 First closed season for fur animals (Scott). 
pr shee 1865 John Muir offers to buy wildflower sanctuary, Columbia County. 

BufeleCe: Offer declined (Muir). 
| 10g -1° 1865 Caw-Caw Club established on Horicon Marsh; later moved 
(Sue ols to Lake Puckaway (Leopold). 

Ve pew op : 1866 Twelve elk seen, 9 killed, Dunn County (Scott). Reported seen 

\ fis poh) near Green Bay, 1882 (Cory). Reported killed Buffalo County, 
NSe . 1868 (Leopold). 

\ 1867 I. A. Lapham and committee report on “Disastrous Effects of 
a Destruction of Forests” (Scott). 
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1 1867 County treasurer required to publish game law in some news- 
{ paper at the county seat (Palmer). 

| 1870 Wolverine taken in La Crosse County (Hoy). 
1871 Last great Wisconsin nesting of passenger pigeon; covered 

850 square miles and comprised 136 million pigeons (Schorger). 
First protection for pigeons came in 1877 (Scott). 

| 1871 Peshtigo Fire; also “Great Fire” in Door County (Holand). 
| 1872-3 Cold winter (Miller). 

| 1872 F. H. King started work on “Economic Relations of Wisconsin 
Birds,” published 1879 (King). 

1873 First state association for preservation of game. <———— ; a 
1874 Grouse and quail seasons closed or shortened. Low of cycle? 

(Scott) a 
1874-5 Cold winter (Miller). e 
1875 English sparrow planted at Milwaukee ( Schorger). : 
1875-79 Epidemics of chinch bugs, grubs, rust, and depletion of = 

| soils ended wheat farniing in southern Wisconsin (Schafer). & 
1876 First state fish hatchery established at Madison (Scott). o 

| 1876 Hounding deer prohibited (Palmer). = 
1876 Barbed wire fencing first available in quantity (Webb). This > 

\ marks the demise of the rail fence and the reduction of fence- oy 
——— row wildlife. k 

lA 1876-(1880?) Irruption of jack rabbits, Trempealeau County Z 
A (Leopold). < 

is | 1878 First state park set aside in Vilas County (Scott); sold 1897, é 
pNce repurchased 1925, t 

{ | \ 1878 E. A. Birge started study of Wisconsin lakes. ae 
\ 1879 First carp planted in Wisconsin by U. S. Fish Commission 

<__(Cole). — 1380. Gu ti, rmobalen brvelofioan lveoel Co. (Arengerp 31) b 
___ 1881-2 “The Big Snow.” Killing winter (Leopold). a 

“1882 Final small nesting of pigeons (Schorger). € 
1882? Decline in prairie chicken in Pierce County (King, date & 

circumstantial). = 
1882-8 Last bear in western Wisconsin near Viroqua, Vernon Cs 

County (Leopold). e 
1883 Wm. A. Henry became Dean of Agriculture, University of a 

Wisconsin. Short course started, 1886; dairy school, 1887 = S (Schafer). f. 
{ 1884-5-6-7 Cold winters (Miller). ~ 

1885 Decline in sharptails began in Dunn County (Kumlien & > 
| Hollister). 5 
| 1887 Spring shooting and open-water blinds prohibited, also export Nee % 
| of game and killing for millinery purposes. All game birds 
| except woodcock closed Dec. 1—-Sept. 1. Four wardens appointed 
| (Palmer). Spring shooting was reopened provisionally in 1893 

| (Scott). 
| 1880s New York hunters learned of canvasbacks in Lake Koshkonong 

| and began to come there for shooting. 
| 1889 Drouth (Hoy). 
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1890s Kansas quail liberated (Kumlien & Hollister). Following cold 

winters up to 1887? 

1891 First private duck refuge on Weber’s pond, Horicon Marsh 

(Leopold). 

1890-8 Prairie chickens declined in Horicon Marsh (Leopold). 

1890 Creation of the office of state game warden (Scott). 

1893 Closure on spring shooting made conditional on neighbor states 

following suit (Palmer). Open season on Mongolian pheasant; 

{ closed again 1895 (Scott). (The pheasant season was probably 

Ns a legislative error; no pheasants had been planted.) 

1894 Drouth (Hoyt). Phillips fire (Scott). 

1894 “The Bluebird Storm” in spring (Barrows). (Anderson gives 

1898 as the year.) 

1895 Hinckley fire, drouth (Whitson & Baker). 
1895 Organized colonization of northern cutover lands begun 

(Schafer). 
1895 Quail closed throughout the state. Stayed closed until 1932 

(Leopold). 
1896-8 Many quail in Pine County, Minnesota, opposite Burnett 

County. Followed Hinckley fire of 1895? (Leopold). 

1897 Drouth (Whitson & Baker). 
1897 Forestry commission appointed; employ Filbert Roth to in- 

vestigate shrinkage of forests (Scott). 
1897 Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey established. 

1897 First bag limits established. Resident license established. 

=z Killing deer in water or on ice prohibited (Palmer). 

1899 Last Wisconsin passenger pigeon shot by Mr. Varney near 

Babcock, Wood County, between Sept. 9 and 15 (Schorger). 

1899 Wisconsin Natural History Society organized. Bulletin pub- 

| lished January, 1900, to December, 1915. ~ 
| 1899 Shipments of fish and game must be marked; boats, lights, 

swivel guns, rafts, and blinds in open water declared public 

nuisances; game officials of other states authorized to seize 

illegal game in Wisconsin (Palmer). 

1899 Interstate Park Commission appointed for St. Croix River 

park (Scott). 
1900 Ruffed grouse planted on Washington Island, Door County 

| (Phillips). One of the few known transplantations of this 

| species. 
s 1900? Last sharptail in Iowa County (Leopold). 

S Sot 1900 First state park purchased in Polk County (Scott). 
Ww ?_1901__Non-game birds protected by Audubon model law (Palmer). 

= 1901 DrouthY (Whitson & Baker). 
\ 1902-8 Killing winter. Partridges found dead on snow in Door 

. bot County (Leopold). 
| 1903 Appropriation for purchase of state forest “reserve.” State 

| Forester Griffith appointed 1904 (Scott). 

| 1908 Quail planted in Outagamie County (Leopold). Probably to 

| \ restock loss during winter of 1902. 
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1903 Sale of protected game prohibited. Deer tag required (Palmer). 

1908-4 Cold winter (Miller). 

1904 Last ruffed grouse in Racine and Kenosha counties (Leopold). 

: 1905 General civil service law applying the merit system to game 

wardens (Palmer). 

1905-6 (or 1906-7) Goshawks killed many grouse in Sauk County 

(H. L. Stoddard, unpubl.). 

1907 State Park Board appointed (Scott). 

1907 Lynx killed in Dane County (Ed Ochsener, unpubl.). Probably 
a drifter. = 

1908 Worst fire year; 1,485 fires reported; 1,209,482 acres burned 
(Scott). 

1908 Conservation Commission appointed (Scott). 

1908 Last Wisconsin cougar killed in Douglas County (Cory). 

1909 First oral examinations for deputy game warden held by Civil 

Service Commission (Palmer). 
1909 Soil survey’ started (Scott). 
1909 First drainage began in Horicon Marsh and last Canada geese 

nested there (Leopold). 
1909 First complete closure of spring shooting on all waterfowl. 

Spring duck shooting last open in 1904, geese 1908. Wisconsin 
was second state to close finally all spring shooting (Scott). 

1909 Wet year; legislature cuts forest fire appropriation (Scott). 
1909 Charles B. Cory’s “The Birds of Illinois and Wisconsin” 

= published. 

“2 1910 Drouth (Hoyt). Cay fw Gita muretur (hanger, p31) 
ia re "1910 Van Hise published “Conservation of Natural Resources in the 
oo? United States.” 

1910 Gustave Pabst began planting Hungarians in Waukesha 

County; continued yearly until 1927 (Leopold). 

1910 Dean Russell appointed A. C. Burrill to give a forestry-game 

course to agricultural short course students (letter from 
Burrill). 

1910 Jack rabbits planted in Sauk and Vernon counties by local 
sportsmen (Leopold). 

1910-24 H.L. Stoddard started work for Milwaukee Public Museum. 
‘There he conceived the ideas later (1931) embodied in his 

“Bobwhite Quail,” first American work on game management. 
1910 Refuge idea spread. Five refuges posted at Madison and at 

Green Lake, by A. C. Burrill, at instigation of Prof. Moody 
and State Game Warden Scholtz (letter from Burrill). 

1911 Second Conservation Commission appointed (Scott). Hunting 
license fees turned into general fund and expenses of depart- 
ment limited to receipts from licenses and sale of confiscated 
game (Palmer). Fi 

1911 First state forest nursery at Trout Lake. 1911-12 were wet 
years; Griffith starts fire lanes, towers, and phone lines 
(Scott). 

1912 School for conservation wardens held; educational work in 
schools started; buck law passed (Scott).
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| 1912 Charles B. Cory’s “The Mammals of Illinois and Wisconsin” 

| published. 
| 1918 State game farm started at Trout Lake; Yellowstone elk 

| planted (Scott). 

1913 First federal bird refuge in Wisconsin on Gravel and Spider 

> islands, Door County (letter from Burrill). 

“> 1914 State Audubon Society, State Warden, and H. L. Russell 

Ld planted 60 male quail on refuge on University Farm (letter 

ay from Burrill). 
x 1914 Wisconsin Game Protective Association active. 

3 1915 Federal migratory bird regulations in effect. Sunset rule for 

st waterfowl. Mississippi River closed. No shooting from motor- 

< boats (Palmer). Third conservation commission (paid, 3-man) 

: | established (Scott). 
4 1915 Supreme Court decision invalidates Griffith’s state’ forest pro- 

3 gram (Scott). 
3 \ 1915 Bird reserves totalling 50,000 acres posted by State Forester 

és N Moody and Wisconsin Audubon Society (letter from Burrill). 

As 1916 Quail irruption in Adams, Wood & Juneau counties. Gone by 

3 1917 (Leopold). This seems contradictory to the Report of 
the Conservation Commission for 1916, which says 1915-16 

5 } was a killing winter. 
sf 1916 Pheasants first propagated by Col. Pabst in Waukesha County 

(Scott). 
aK 1917 Conservation Commission given regulatory powers (Scott). 

1917-18 Drouth (Hoyt) and killing winter (Leopold). All grouse 

3 low and closed until 1920 (Scott). 
< 1917-18 Trappers required to report catch, which included 559 fisher 

{ and 48 marten (Scott). (Identifications faulty? These numbers 

\ — seem large.) 
a 1919 “The Wisconsin Conservationist” published by Conservation 

Department March, 1919-Jan., 1921. 

“J, 1919 First open season on Hungarian partridge (Scott). 
1920 Friends of Our Native Landscape organized. 3 

1921 First open season on pheasants and Hungarians. 

1921-2-3 Ruffed grouse damaged Door County cherry orchards by 

budding (Leopold). 

1922 “Big Sleet” in March. Killed quail in Winnebago, Vernon, 

Jefferson counties (Leopold). Also ruffed grouse (Scott). 

1922 Last known wolverine trapped, in Sawyer County (Scott): 

1922 First chapters of Izaak Walton League organized at Milwaukee 

and Fond du Lac. 
1928 Starling arrives in Wisconsin (Schorger). 

1928 Jack rabbits planted in Iowa County (Leopold). 

1928 Picking lotus prohibited (Fuller). 

| 1924 Congress established Upper Mississippi Wildlife Refuge: : 

| 1925 Last known marten taken in Douglas County (Scott). 

|1927 Passed commission-director plan for Conservation Department. 

| 1927 First National Forest purchase area set up in Wisconsin. Area 
| 500,000 acres; later increased to 2,000,000 acres. 

Care Kad wrelrekens ca rrght man Robtlend (supe) 
0 a
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1927 Horicon Marsh made a refuge and ordered reflooded (Schafer). 

1927 Winter feeding program begun by Dr. Merritt L. Jones and 

Wallace Grange for Conservation Department. 

1927 Forest Crop Law passed. Lands entered must allow free public 

hunting. * 

1928 “Monthly Survey” published by Conservation Department 

Nov. 1928 to Jan. 1936. 

1928 First charging for shooting upland game near Sullivan 

(Leopold). 

1928 Conservation Commission again established a state game farm 

(at Fish Creek in Door County) and began statewide planting 

Xe of pheasants. *RY 
XR 1928 Dr. A. O. Gross and F. J. W. Schmidt started Wisconsin Prairie ee 

= Chicken Investigation. a 
1928-9 Killing winter, Wisconsin and Michigan (Leopold). > 

1929 - State Federation of Women’s Clubs started conservation work. : 

1929 Game Survey made by Aldo Leopold for Sporting Arms be 

Institute. Quail research fellowship set up at University of ee 
Wisconsin. 3 

1929 Picking arbutus, orchids, trilliums prohibited (Fuller). f 
1929 Modern trespass law passed. Cashman woodlot taxation bill JZ 

introduced. ag 
1930 Conservation Commission planted Hungarian partridges in ; 

Green Lake, Pierce, Richland, Monroe, St. Croix counties. 4 

“Wild” turkeys planted in Columbia and Sauk counties. 

1930 Drouth (Kincer). Peat fires in central Wisconsin (Leopold).-S»—” 

1930 “Progress Report of the Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investiga- 

tion” by A. O. Gross published by Conservation Department. 

1931 Pheasant shooting preserve law passed. 

1931 Game kill reports required of hunters as well as trappers 

(Scott). 
1932 Conservation Commission started test plantings of chukar 

partridge, California valley quail, and raccoon. 

1932 Peak population on all grouse. Quail irruption. 

1932 Last known fisher. Carcass found by Barney Devine, Burnett 

ee County. Sight records up to 1937 (Scott). 

1933 C. C. C. camps established; started stream improvements and 
other wildlife work.. 

1933 Soil Conservation Service starts erosion control at Coon Valley, 
La Crosse County. 

1933 Conservation Department given power to set all game open 

season dates (Scott). 

1933 Chair of Game Management established at University of 

Wisconsin by Alumni Research Foundation. 

1933 State game farms moved from Fish Creek, Moon Lake and 

Waupun to Poynette, Columbia County. Fur farm established 
at Poynette. 

1933 Drouth (Hoyt). 
1933 Fuller published “Orchids of Wisconsin.” 

TT I98 2 Fat dere Lett me clrnemnns otdeh, (Sr mag p 32 )
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1938 Electric fence comes into general use. A further loss of fence- 

row wildlife begins (see 1876). 

1934 County game committee system for recommending seasons in- 

augurated by Conservation Department. Later became “Con- 

servation Congress.” 

1934 Drouth in central and southern Wisconsin (Cronin and Beers; 

Wade). 

1934 C. W. A. funds available for conservation. Marsh survey 

started. First drainage ditches plugged in Portage and Leola 

districts. 

1935 Last breeding sharptail in S. Wisconsin seen in Dane County 

(memo from J. G. Dickson). 

1935 F.J. W. Schmidt died. Most of his findings on prairie chickens 

lost by fire. 

1934-5 Bow-and-arrow deer season opened in Sauk and Columbia 

counties. 

1935-6 Killing winter. Drouth in’1936. End of cycle peak in all 

grouse, quail, and rabbits (Leopold; Wade). 

1935 Teaching of conservation made compulsory in public schools. 

1936 Supreme Court decision of April 28 says state must pay farm- 

ers for reflooding Horicon Marsh. 
19386 Wisconsin Wildlife Federation organized. 

1986 “Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin” published by Conservation 

Department from Jan. 1936 to present. 
1937 Nursery for food and cover plants established by Conservation 

> Department at Wisconsin Rapids. 

2 ; 1938 Sheboygan Marsh reflooded, covering 12,000 acres (Scott). 

; 3 1988 Federal aid for wildlife becomes available through Pittman— 

cs 3 Robertson Act. 
gS 1988 Deansville Marsh Public Hunting Ground (Dane County) 

. established by Conservation Department. 

> 8 1938 Ridges Sanctuary established in Door County for preservation 
Rx of wildflowers. Financed as a non-profit corporation by local 

landowners. 
<0 1989 State Planning Board issues bulletin on Horicon Marsh. 

y 1939 Summer and fall drouth. 
ae) 1989 Wisconsin Society of Ornithology organized; ‘Passenger 

, 3 Pigeon” started publication. 
2 = 1989 Necedah National Wildlife Refuge established by Biological 

Survey. 

ee 1940 State Conservation Department and U. S. Fish and Wildlife 
Ss Service begin purchasing Horicon Marsh lands. Conservation 

> Department, with federal aid funds, begins research projects 
on deer, pheasant, grouse, and waterfowl. State takes 95-year 
lease on Central Wisconsin Conservation Area. 
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rom Proc. Wis. Nat. Hist. Soc., March, 1885. Dr. Hoy's scientific names and a few bueutee : 
(particularly comments on prothonotory warbler, mocking birds, and sandhill crane) have been ! 
omitted. : 

. - Ceo: Neat 

Abo Leopold 
— MAN'S INFLUENCE ON THE AVIFAUNA OF SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN . 

By Dr. P. R. Hoy 

For eight or ten years, counting from 1845, Racine was 

the ornithologist's "happy hunting-ground.". Primitive forest occupied 

the country on the north and for a short distance south, and on the west 

approached the high rolling prairie, interspersed with groves, skirted 

by thickets of scrub-oak, dogwood, hazel, etc. 

Racine is situated on a projection of land. Migrating birds 

make this point a kind of rendezvous, and are followed by a host of 

rapacious birds. Here southern birds come farther north in summer, while 

sien birds come farther south in winter than they do east of the great 

lakes. 

I call attention briefly to a few of the changes that have 

taken place within the last inl tal years, since I began studying 

' the birds of southeastern Wisconsin. 

a Hawks are not one-twentieth as numerous as they were, and 

” some species have entirely deserted this section. The Swallow-tailed 

= Hawk was once common, nesting within ten miles of Racine. T have not 

Vv seen it in this locality since 1856. 

Owls are not now common within fifteen or twenty miles 

of this point. 

Hawk owls were not uncommon during winter. Now they are 

extremely rare. ; 

Three specimens of Great Grey Owl were taken at Racine in 

V the winters of 1858 and 1860. 

The Turkey-Buzzard was once common and nested near Racine. 

Tt occurred as far north as Leke Wimebago. Now it is seldom or never
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seen, having abandoned the locality; but why is a mystery. 

Ravens were quite numerous for two or three years. Since, 

T have seldom heard their hoarse calls. 

Crows were in early days rare, and none were tiiscovered 

on nest within thirty miles of the lake. ‘The first 1 saw was in 1858. 

They began nesting in this section about twenty years since, and now 

are common. 

The Yellow-breasted Chat was once frequently met with. One 

pair nested three miles from Racine. Two were picked up, killed by 

coming in contact with telegraph wires during the night while migrating. 

They have left us. 

Warblers, as residents, have decreased, except the Yellow 

warblers, which have rather increased. 

Twenty or thirty years since the cheerful chattering song 

of the Short-billed Marsh Wren was heard in every low prairie covered 

with carex. J have seen or heard scarcely a bird of this kind for 

fifteen or twenty years. The hay harvest comes before the young are 

fledged, hence the mower is fatal to thés wren's best interests. 

Mocking birds nested freely in the near vicinity of Racine 

V previous to 1856. This matchless songster was continually heard among 

the thorn thickets and witch-hazel bushes. ‘The ax and plow have destroyed 

its haunts. None have been seen for fifteen or twenty years. 

The finch family have held their own generally, and at least 

two species have increased in numbers since the county has been settled. 

The Grass Finch (Wesper sparrow] was extremely rare for 

several years, say till 1855, since which time it has increased. Now more 

nests of this species are taken than of any other in the family. 

The Field sparrow is another of the seed-eaters which has 

increased. ; 

I shot a pair of Cerdinal Grosbeaks May 20, 1847, and one the
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next spring. These were the last ee They probably inhabited this 

section in early days. 

Formerly the Evening Grosbeak was not uncommon in the maple 

forests, on the seeds of which they fed, spending much time on the ground : 

seeking them, They were numerous in late fall and early spring. In spring 

they visited the orchards and ate cherry-blossoms. None have been seen here 

for the last twenty years. The sugar-maple groves are nearly all converted 

into cord-wood, and wheat occupies the site once visited by this bird. 

Formerly wild pigeons were so abundant that any pot-hunter could 

shoot all he could carry in half a day. 

Mr. Cox, in Caledonia, used to catch them in a net by the 

five-hundred at a time. He sold them for six to ten cents a dozen. He used 

to take a great number, put them in a cage and feed them with salted wheat, 

boiled. After a month the breasts became light-colored and much improved, 

commanding double price. 

Since railroads and the telegraph have enabled the speculators to 

follow them to their breeding stations and take them by the thousand, to be 

shot by the few for the gratification of the few more, this wholesale slaughter 

has nearly destroyed the pigeons. We do not see one where hundreds were 

found thirty years ago. 

Wild Turkeys were once abundant. ‘The last known to occur in 

o the eastern part of the state was on Nov. 1st, 1846, when a small flock made 

their appearance near Racine. They were hunted with so much energy that the 

entire number was killed. 

The ruffed grouse was abundant, but is now scarce within twenty 

miles of Racine, though they still "hold the fort" in the northern part of 

the state, in spite of hunters and dogs. 

Prairie-hens were found in great numbers. A sportsman with 

a good dog generally bagged from forty to sixty in a day, sometimes even more. 

No better ground for grouse-shooting could be found than the
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ie prairies near Racine in old times, or previous to 1858. Now there are many 

hunters and little game. Railroads and hunters are responsible for the change. 

ev The Sharp-tailed Grouse was not rare once. In September, 1848, 

T shot an entire covey of eighteen, and found them in fine condition and of 

good flavor. For thirty years none have been seen. 

Quails were so numerous, years ago, that they came in coveys into 

the town. TI have shot them in my garden. In the fall and winter of 1849 and 

i 1850, G. A. Orvis collected and shipped to the city of New York two tons 

of quail. Since this enterprise they became greatly diminished, and never 

have recovered. Since, there has been a cold winter when many quails froze 

in their roosting-places; hundreds were thus frozen in bunches of from ten 

to fifteen, T have not seen a quail near Racine for two years. 

J The first Woodcock seen near Racine was in the spring of 1849, 

since which time they have steadily increased. Now they are common, and 

large numbers are taken every summer. Angle-worms have increased, and as 

they are the favorite food of the Woodcock, this fact may in part account 

for the presence of the bird. 

Sandhill Cranes were so common that one could not go any 

considerable distance on the prairie without seeing numbers of these 

J. sistely birds. Farmers frequently kept pet cranes, finding their iitanee 

and races with the children very laughable. ‘They are seldom seen on 

the prairies now. i 

The Whooping Grane was never so abundant as the Sandhill. 

I presume I never saw more than a dozen in our vicinity. 

On the open prairie or thinly-wooded country, such as ours, 

the approach of man to cultivate the soil must steadily and inevitably 

drive the birds away. ‘There is no fastness to which they can retreat 

and temporize. They must follow Greeley's advice and go west.
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Pratten, Henry. 

Systematic catalogue of birds observed in : 

northern Wisconsin and Minnesota. In Owen's Rept. 

Geol. Survey Wis., Ia., and Minn. 1852.
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HE LARGER WILD ANIMALS THAT HAV2 BECOMM EXTINCT IN WISCONSIN* - 
bUlde 

Dr. P. R. Hoy 

A record of the date and order in which native animals become 
extinct within the bounds of any country is of present interest, and in 
the future may be perused with redoubled satisfaction. 

Fifty years ago the territory now included in the state of Wisconsin 
was nearly in its primitive condition. Then many of the larger wild 
animals were abundant. Wow all has changed; the ax and plow, gun ani 
dog, railway and telegraph, have completely metamorphosed the face of nature. 
Hot a few of the large quadrupeds and birds have been exterminated or have 
hid themselves away in the wilderness of northern Wisconsin. 

There was a time, away back in the dim past, when the mastodon, ox, 
elephant, tapir, peccary, and msk-ox roamed over the sntient prairies of 
Wisconsin, but now only their bones, from time to time, are exhumed and 
thus exposed to the wondering gaze of the ignorant many and the trained eye 
of the wiser few. We shall at this time, however, confine our attention 
to the historic period. 

The Be ee ay eee Anerieane, now found only on the western 
plains, did, two ears ago, bit Wisconsin as far east as Lake 
Michigan. In October, 1679, Father Hennepin, with la Salle and party, 
in four canees, coasted along the western shore of lake Michigan. In 

5 ae Hennepin's narrative he says: “The oldest of them (the Indians) came to 
oy us the next morning, with their caluments of peace, and brought some wild 
; goats." This was at or near Milwaukee. "Being in sore distress, we saw 

upon the coast a great many ravens and eagles, from whence we conjectured 
there was some prey, and having landed on that spot we found about the half 
of a fat wild goat which the wolves had strangled. ‘This provision was very 
acceptable to us, and the rudest of our men could not but praise the Divine 
Providence which took so particalar care of them." This was, undoubtedly, 
near Racine. On the 16th" (Cetober 16, 1679) “we met with abundance of 
game; a savage we had with us killed several stags oe mane Goat, and or 

ye Se ee ee See eae id” Se taeda was 
Ly Kenosha ond Racing. Hennepin's goats were without doubt antelopes. Father 

Joliet, a little earlier, mentions that “on the Wisconsin there are plenty 
of turkey cocks, parrots, quails, wild oxen, stags and wild goats." All 
species of the deer family were called stags by the early travelers. 

: Schooleraft mentions antelopes as occurring in the Northwestern Territory, 
and as late as 1850. Antelopes were not uncommon in southern Minnesota, 
only forty miles west of the Mississippi River. It is evident, then, that 
antelopes have retired quite leisurely. 

When the last buffalo, > crossed the Mississippi is 
op ate Bot precisely imown. Soemeet eles feline that buffalo were killed on the 

boty Wisconsin side of the St. Croix river the next year after the close of the 
Blackhawk war, which would be 1833. So Wisconsin had the last buffaloes 
east of the Mississippi river. 

= given at Racine, July, 1877. Wisconsin Academy of Selenees, Arts 
Letters, pp. 255-257.
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The Woodland Caribou, aS were probably never 
mamerous within the limits igi © e. A fow, however, were seen 
near La Point in 1840; none since. 

J Mik, Senghagaish Vive o Raw rover ts 160). eat 5 bee tet 
little Pils a few still linger with us. The next to follow the 
buffalo, antelope and reindeer. 

Moose continue to inhabit the northern part of 
the eure, oe at in spite of persecution. A fine cow 
moose was shot near the line of the Wisconsin Contral Bailway in December, 
1877- 

A few panthers, are yet with us; a straggler is 
oeeasionally seen. penis, Sogealee, Racine shot one on the head-waters 
of Black river, December, 1563. 

Wolverines gale Maeeity are occasionally taken in the timber; one 
was talen in la Grosse county in 1870. 

Of beaver, Se Sensdensiés fev still contime to inhabit some 
of the small lakes situat a and adjacent counties. 

The badger, Taxides eerkcena, is now nearly extinct in Wisconsin. 
In a few years the only er found in the state will be the one on 

‘the cont of arms. 

The opossum, Paes Tiny vere not uncommon in Hacine and 
Walworth counties as late as . have been emught as far north as 
Weukesha, and one near Madison in 1872, since which time I have not heard 
of any being taken. I am told that a few are still found in Grant County. 
They will soon be extermined, no doubt. The last wild turkeys, eee 
Sere & So setters vert of ee Sty ee SS + 2 

a) t a few were discovered near Racine. They were hunted with such 
jw" vigor that the entire number were shot, "The last of the Mohicans." 

: I am told, by Dr. B. B. Wolcott, that turkeys were abundant in Wisconsin 
previous to the hard winter of 1842-3, when snow was yet two feet deep in 
Mareh, with a firm crust, so that the turkeys could not get to the ground; 
they hence became so poor and weak that they could not fly and so were an 
easy prey for the wolves, wildcats, foxes and minks. The Doctor further 
stated that he saw but one single turkey the next winter,and none since. 
One was shot in Grant county in the fall of 1872. Fossibly there are a 
few yet te be found in this large southwestern county; if not, then wild 
turkeys are exterminated in the state of Wisconsin. 

oF



i : File Wis. history folder 
‘ weeds folder ~~ 

Card, History, Wis. 
Weeds 

Quack Grass and Canada thistle : 

: Trans. Wis. State Agric. Soc. 1879-80 

pp. 132-134. Debate on how to kill quack. Evidently established long since, bit 
still spreading. . 

pp. 135-136. Canada thistle. "I had some apple trees that were set oud before 
I came from New York state, and it is supposed that the Canada 
thistle came in on the root of the apple tree. It commenced 
spreading, and when I bought the place there was quite a bed of it". 

pe 135. Quack: "I have been well acquainted with this quack grass ever since I 
knew anything, but I never saw it in this state - the genuine article-- 
until within a year" (1878?)
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Gen. Wis. Game Survey 

REFERENCE 

See "Stagecoach Days" by H. E, Cole. Published in Baraboo in 

19 . Obtainable from Mrs. Cole.
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‘ 

Moose 

CROSS-REFERENCE 

See Chapter X, "List of the Mammals of Wisconsin" in book 

"Geology of Wisconsin, 1873-1879." Vol. I. Publ. 1883.
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LUDWIG KUMLIEN 

sf BY MRS. H. J. TAYLOR 

, Ludwig Kumlien, oldest son of Thure Kumlien, was born in a log 

cabin on the Kumlien homestead near Busseyville, now Sumner, Jef- 
ferson County, Wisconsin, on March 15, 1853. His full name was 

Aaron Ludwig Kumlien but he so disliked his first name that he never 

used it after he was grown. He died, after many months of suffering 

from cancer of the throat, at his home in Milton, Wisconsin, Decem- 

ber 4, 1902. The funeral was held at the Seventh-Day Baptist Church. 
He was buried in Milton Cemetery. 

The children of Thure Kumlein and Christina Wallberg were a 

distinct asset to the communities in which they located. Ludwig, 
after finishing the common school course, attended Albion Academy, 
Wisconsin, where his father, Thure Kumlien, was professor of Zoology 

and Botany. He became one of Thure Kumlien’s outstanding students 
; in botany and ornithology. On completing the academy course in 

res 1873 he attended the University of Wisconsin from 1873-1877 as a 

special student in the scientific course. He held no degree from the 
a University of Wisconsin but in 1892 he received from Milton College 

the honorary degree of Master of Science. 

A letter from his brother, T. V. Kumlien, in October, 1936, says 

that Ludwig was a naturalist from childhood. He was always making 

friends with birds and other animals. He raised a pair of Mourning 
Doves, feeding them as he had seen the parent birds feed them, and 
they became household pets. A pair of goldfinches were also tamed. 
By daming up a nearby spring he caught and tamed a blue heron. 

It followed at his heels ever eager for the frogs, minnows, and small 
fish he secured for its food. Ludwig’s collection of birds’ nests and 
eggs was also begun in his childhood years. 

F He was painstaking and accurate in all he did and inherited his 
r father’s love for art. His widow (May, 1936) writes: “Ludwig was 

definitely inclined to be an artist or sculptor and he had the necessary 

i qualifications in an eminent degree. I have two books of drawings 

made between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five years. The subjecis 

were insects, mammals, and birds. Most of the mammals are done in 

water color. His work in taxidermy shows his artistic feeling. His 
phenomenal eye-sight allowed nothing to escape his observation and 
drawing was as natural to him as writing.” 

A few weeks after leaving the University of Wisconsin Kumlien 
went as a naturalist on the Howgate Polar Expedition, August 2, 1877,
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to October 30, 1878. For this expedition he made the Report of Ex- 
plorations in Greenland. (Annual Report of the Board of Regents of 3 

the Smithsonian Institution, 1878, pp. 452-4) . 

During this expedition of fifteen months in the arctic he made in- 
teresting and important collections in several fields of natural history. 
Kumlien (Bulletin of the United States National Museum, No. 15, 

published under the Direction of the Smithsonian Institution, Washing- 

ton; Government Printing Office; 1879, p. 5) writes: “The schooner 

fitted out in New London [Connecticut] ... sailed on the morning of 
August 3, 1877,...and on the 6th of October the Florence dropped 
anchor in the little harbor of Annanactook.... Arrangements were at 
once begun by Mr. Sherman [Meteorologist] and myself to erect a 

shelter that would serve for an observatory and general working place. 

...As soon as the snow became compact enough, we engaged the 

Eskimo to build a snow-house for us, in which our tent served as a 

lining.” In his Report of Explorations in Greenland he says (pp. 
452-4) : “In this illy-lighted and poorly warmed structure Mr. Sherman 2 
and myself spent our time till July [nine months].... While dissecting 

one of the animals [Eskimo dog] I had the misfortune to cut a finger = 
slightly, and the virus (?) together with a frost-bite made me a crip- 
ple for two months, and came very near costing me the loss of my 

arm; this occurring in the busiest season, I lost many specimens. Es- 
kimo women were instructed to skin and clean birds and mammals, 

which they soon learned to do very nicely, invariably removing the 

fat with their teeth....No birds except Corvus corax [Raven], Falco 

candicans [White Gyrfalcon], and two species of Lagopus [Ptarmi- 
gan] remain during the winter. The first birds to return are Larus 

glaucus [Glaucous Guill], often long before there is any open water; 

they cruise up the ice-covered fjords and feed on the young of Phoca 

foetida [Harbor Seal]. As soon as the snow begins to melt Plectro- 
phanes nivalis [Snow Bunting] greets one with a very pretty song. 4 

Eiders, Somateria molissima, nested by thousands on the rocky islets 

around our winter harbor, and the eggs were a very welcome addition 3 

to our rations....Only forty-four species of birds were met with in 
Cumberland Sound, and at least four were stragglers. Interesting 

notes were procured on rare or little known Arctic water-birds. ... We 
left much too early to secure a fair representation of the flora of the 

district poor as it is. The same species were collected on the Green- 
land coast ...much more luxuriant. The algae... were abundant both 
in species and numbers. Some interesting notes on the habits, legends, 

etc., of the Eskimo were secured with drawings; also a good number
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of Eskimo drawings. ...Annanactook (our winter harbor) was a most 
remarkably barren place....Did not get out of Cumberland Gulf till 
the 19th of July.... Reached Godhavn Harbor on the last day of 
July.” 

The men were disappointed that the expedition steamer did not 

meet them at Godhavn. They were greatly disappointed that no word 

had come from home during twelve months of their absence. 

3 - 
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, Lupwic Kumuien, 1853-1902 

Kumlien found in Governor Fencker a man familiar with the birds 

; of North America as well as of Europe. He had acquired a good 

knowledge of Arctic ornithology during his eleven years’ residence in 

Greenland. Kumlien (United States National Museum, Bulletin 15, 

p- 72) says: “The birds do not congregate in large numbers on the 
islands in Cumberland to breed, the way they do on the Greenland 
coast. There is an exception with Somateria molissima [Northern 
Eider]. Some species that breed by myriads two hundred miles to 
the southward, and are equally numerous on the coast of Greenland
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to 73 N. lat., are found only as occasional stragglers in the Cumber- 

: land waters. Some idea of the barreness of the islands around Annan- ; 

actook may be arrived at from the fact that from October to July one 

hare and two ptarmigans were brought in, and there were twelve Es- 

kimos that hunted the greater part of the time, and I was out on every s 

occasion when I thought it at all likely that such game could be pro- 

cured.” 

On the valuable ethnological articles and birds secured by Lud- 

wig Kumlien while on the Howgate Expedition to Arctic America, 

Spencer F. Baird, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, (Report of 

Explorations in Greenland, Smithsonian Report 1878, pp. 44, 47, 51) 

says: “... The collections of Mr. Kumlien made by him during several 

months’ residence at Cumberland Gulf, in Arctic America, and on the 

opposite coast of Greenland, ... include great numbers of stone imple- 

ments found in Esquimaux graves ...also many articles of dress and 

adornment, implements of war, and of the chase, etc....A series of 4 

the seals of Arctic America, both of skins and skeletons, brought back 

by Mr. Kumlien, supplies a very important gap in the collections of fe 

the National Museum... .In the collection of fishes gathered in Cum- 

berzland Gulf by Mr. L. Kumlien, while connected with the Howgate 

Expedition, were several kinds new to the fauna of northwestern North 

America.” 

The list of birds obtained by Kumlien on the Howgate Expedition 

numbers eighty-four. He also brought back a gull which in 1883 was 

recognized by William Brewster as a new species, and which he named, 

Larus kumlieni. Bent, in his Life Histories of Gulls and Terns, makes 

this comment: “When Kumlien ... found this species breeding in Cum- 

berland Sound in 1878 he supposed that it was identical with the glau- 

cous-winged gull of the Pacific coast and so reported it.” Kumlien i 

referred to the return of the Expedition in 1878 as follows: “On the 

morning of October 30 the Florence lay along the same dock she had 

left fifteen months before, every man brought back alive and well.” , 

The Janesville [Wisconsin] Gazette, October 21, 1899, says: “He 

[Ludwig Kumlien] has made natural history collections for a number 

of museums in this country and Europe, as well as for private indi- 

viduals, and for the past four years has done mounting for various 

museums, including our state normal schools and a number of leading 

high schools.
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“His collection of natural history specimens is very large, embracing : 

r between 5,000 and 6,000 bird and mammal skins, all North American, 

and an egg collection of over 500 species of North American birds, 

- and what is more notable, there is not a doubtful egg in the entire 

collection. The skin collection comprises sixty-six species of the war- 

blers of the United States, nearly all the hawks, owls, ducks, geese, 

woodpeckers, waders and finches, most every species of Wisconsin 

birds, embracing 365 species, of which number the professor [Kum- 

lien] had added more than thirty to the list himself. His birds are 

mounted in groups, representing male and female, nest and eggs, often 

also winter plumage and young, and with enough of the natural sur- 

roundings to give the idea of the bird’s habits.” 

The services of Ludwig Kumlien were sought and valued for his 

scholarship and accuracy in many fields of natural science. In 1891 

he accepted the professorship of physics and natural history in Milton 

5 College, Wisconsin, and continued to hold this chair until his deaih 

in 1902. His learning, his seasoned knowledge and the capacity to 

: use it made him a rare and valued teacher. His wide horizon and 

vision gave interest; his seriousness inspired work. The impress of 

his life on Milton College is indelible. 

Wisconsin as a state is indebted to Ludwig Kumlien, as well as to 

his father Thure Kumlien, for pioneer work in botany and ornithology. 

Ludwig’s most important contribution to Wisconsin’s early ornithology 

is The Birds of Wisconsin by L. Kumlien and N. Hollister (Bulletin 

of the Wisconsin Natural History Society, Vol. 3, New Series, Mil- 

waukee, 1903). When this bulletin was published, March, 1903, Kum- 

lien had been dead several months and Hollister had been in Alaska 

nearly a year. Therefore there could be no last additions and cor- 

rections. 

The preface to this bulletin states: “...Our foremost thought... 

D has been to perfect the list....Starting in 1899, with a list of 305 

species and sub-species...now we recognize but 357 in all, that we 

believe are really entitled to a place....We have made no attempt at 

descriptions of birds, nor have we gone to any length in discussing 

their habits. Our whole aim and object has simply been to bring our 

knowledge of Wisconsin ornithology, as regards occurrence and abun- 

dance, up to date, and to present a carefully compiled list of all those 

species and sub-species which have positively been known to occur
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within the limits of the state at any time.... We have included . . . only 
those species and sub-species which we ourselves are thoroughly satis- ; 
fied have, at some time, occurred in the state....The records, notes, \ 

and observations herein given are based principally upon our own 
collections and personal work in the field, covering a large part of : 
the time for periods of thirty-five and fifteen years, respectively... . 

Added to this, and perhaps of even greater value, has been the use of 
the extended, accurate and perfectly authentic notes of the late Thure 
Kumlien, covering a period of constant residence in the state of nearly 
forty-five years, from 1844* to 1888, making, with the time spent by 

us in similar work, a total period of sixty years of constant observa- 
tion. ... Besides the personal acquaintance of the late Dr. P. R. Hoy 
and Capt. B. F. Goss, we have had the benefit of many letters from 
these gentlemen to Thure and L. Kumlien for many years.” 

Ludwig Kumlien was an associate member of the American Orni- 
thologists’ Union, contributing now and then to its publication. He 

also contributed short articles to Forest and Stream, Nidologist, and 9 

the Osprey. His name is linked with Wisconsin as pioneer ornitholo- \ 

gist but Ludwig Kumlien, through his research work as naturalist on a 
the Howgate Expedition, his outstanding work as assistant on the 
United States Fish Commission, and his contributions to various fields 

of natural history, is a national figure. 
In 1892 he married Annabel Carr. It was a rare companionship 

through ten brief years. Three little children born to them were too 

young to know their father when Ludwig Kumlien, scarcely in the 

prime of life, died in 1902. His life was expressed in many fields and 
he belongs not only to Wisconsin but to the world. 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. 

*Thure Kumlien arrived in Milwaukee in 1843, and his study of bird life 
continued from that date. The accuracy of this date is established by three 
facts, two of which are found in Kumlien’s own writings. Kumlien wrote a letter 4 
to President Twombley, of the University of Wisconsin, in which he stated that % 
he came to this country in 1843. Again in a paper published in the Transactions ; 
of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences (1875) Kumlein referred to his arrival in 4 
this country in 1843. In his “Life of Thure Kumlien”, P. V. Lawson gives the S 
date of Kumlien’s marriage as September 5, 1843, at Milwaukee. This date has 
been verified by Kumlien’s son, T. V. Kumlien; by his granddaughter, Mrs. Angie 
Kumlien Main; and by authorities of the Milwaukee Public Museum. All of 
these facts are presented in full in the Wuson Buttetin for June, 1936, XLVIII, 
pp. 86-93.
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History of Coon Valley 
, (By Mrs. Ed_O. Evans) 

Coon Valley, Wisconsin. Nestled- Ridge in 1853 was John Hedemarken; 
among the wooded hills in the north The first on South Ridge was Neri Gul- 
western part of Vernon County, les kop; Hans Dahlen first settled in Tim- 

= the village of Coon Valley, entrapped ber Coulee; and Lara Svenungson. in 
asin a kettle. There seems to be no Spring Valley. By 1854 nearly all avail 

escape, but, if one follows one of the able land considered fertile was occupied 
winding roads. which will shortly begin Coon Creek has its outlet in the Mis- 

to ascend a steep hill, one finally reach- sissippi River, and extends east. for 

e3 the open spaces ofthe ridge after a about 25 miles. It passes through the 
strenuous climb. _ This enclosure by villages Stoddard, Chaseburg und Coon 

hills gives one a feeling of security and Valley. Coon Valley is loeated a little 

comfort. east of the center of the valley. 
Escaping the glacial area the streams The valley formed by Coun Creek was 

were given all authority to rambie on first named “Helgedallen’’ for the first 

and on to erote the earth so that we settler, Helge Gulbrandson, who came 

now have the high bluffs, some about in 1849. Ccon Creek has many tribu- 

400 feet high. Thes tting for the vil taries which form many side valleys: 

lage is perfect. : It is interesting to note that they also 

It can readily be realized that in the were named in honor of the first settler 

pioneer days the hill abounded with in the locality, such as ‘‘Springdalen’’ 

= game. The racoon outnumbered the for. Lars Springen; ‘‘Rundah!sdalen’’ 

other anmals and shortly after th: for Ole-Rundahl; ‘‘Ramsruddalen’’ for 
first settlers came, the creek running Sjur Ramsrud; ‘‘Mortendalen’’ for 

through here became known as Coon Morten Rulland:haugen; ‘‘Wingedalen’’ 

Creek. As the settlement grew to the for Chriatian Winger; ‘‘Oiumsdalen; 
beginning of a village and needed a for Ivar Oium; ‘‘Klomstendalen’’ for 

name to designate it, it seemed quite Tosten Klomsten; ‘‘Koldalen’’-for Ole 

appropriate to call it Coon Valley. Flandrudhagen; and ‘‘Rullandsdallen’’ 

Little did these pioneers realize that for Knut Rulland 

with the extinction of the racoon tour- About three miles northeast of the 

ists passing through would be surprised village tne valley forks forming Timber 

at the color of the inhabitants of the Coulee and Bohemian Valley. Timber 
village and interrogate, ‘‘Why such a Coulee which is jocated in the upper end 
bamere Z of the valley and whose springs give 

The majority of tne first settlers came Coon Creek its source, will riyal scenery 

from Biri, Norway. Even Gullard was anywhere. There are placea where. 
the first man known to explore this val- seyeral springs bubble out over the 

= ley in 1848. rocks; here and there-as one follows the 

The first settler in the valley was the creek one finds ‘‘the old swimming 
Helge Gulbrandser, who came here in hole.’’? The stream has any number of 

” 1849 from Muskego. For more than a trout holes. - There are beautiful trees 

year he and his wife were tre lone in- everywhere. Lovers.of the outdoor, 
habitants here with the Indians, But find many ideal picnic placesin this 

during the summer of 1851 settlers be- valley. The resemblance of this valley 
gan to stream in. Among them’ were to the surroundings of homes in Norway 

Ole Gullard, Nels Marking, Andreas suffices to give the reason why it is in- 

Klomsten,. Andreas Daffinrud and Nels habited mostly by-Norwegians. 

Skomsrud. The first settlers on North Bohemian Valley which runs parallel



to Timber Cculee is equally as scenic: fice was granted in 1865 and the first 

there are a few summer cottages in the postmaster was Henry Johuson. He 
upper partof the valley, which were was succeeded by Anders Engebretson 

built by residents of La Crosse This grandfather of the present postmaster, 

valley derived its name from the fact Nels Neprud. The first blacksmith shop 

that it was settled by Bohemians. was opened in 1866 by Hans Nelson. 

The village of Coon Valley was laid The first shoemaker was Knudt Olson 

out and regularly platted in 1859, by The following paragraph is quoted 
Henry Johnson, and ia situated on see from a ‘‘History of Vernon County’’ ~ 

tion 7in the town of Coon. The land published in 1884 in Springfield, {ll. ‘‘In 
platted wai owned by Peter Oslie; it 1884 the business of the village was 

was luter owned by E. C. Andersor, represented as follows: Peter Swan & 
The northwestern part was owned by C>, and H. Hanson, dry goods; the 

Thorsten Klomsten, who lived on the same firms also operated largely in the 
farm now owned by his grandson, John hardware and grocery trades, Peter 

Nelson, and the south eastern part was Swan & Co., were proprietors of the 

platted on the Lien farm. flouring and saw mills, also a woo 

: ‘tbe beginning of business in Coon carding mill’ Andrew Smaby ran a 

Valley was the purchase by Henry blacksmith shop, doing general repai 
Johnson and Nils Neprud, ofeightacres work. Ole Lien was the proprietor or 

of land including a waterfalls f r $150.00 9 syrup manufactory.” 
“They dammed the creek and built a The merjhant H. Hansonis still oper- 

sawmill. The saw was an ‘‘up and ating the same store which he operated 
down’’ type. The process was very jn 1869. Mr. Hanson was the third ap- 
slow as the saw gripped only as it pointed postmaster in Coon Valley, 

moved down. In 1865 Johnson and which position he held for many years. : 
Neprud sold the mill to J. Bin, J In 1934 the bu-inese of the village is 
Schneider and W. Schneider. In 1868 represented as follows: four general 
they built a three-story flourmill. The merchandise stores, two meat shops, 

upper story was used for carding wool. g hotel, two tobacco warehouses, a 
Ia 1875 the mill was sold to Nils Nep- barber shop, three service stations, a 
rad for $11,000. bank four restaurant, a drug store, a 

The flourmill under Mr. Neprud’s harness end shoe repair shop, a furni- 
ownership and supervision immediately ture store, a paint shop, a photo shop, 

prospered and brought business to the g lumber yard, a jewelery store, a print 
village from a largeradius The mil! was shop, two trucking companies, a cream- 

operated day and night. tarmers came ery, telephone office. The Coon Valley 
from Kickapoo, Coon Prairie, Soldiers State Bank was organized in 1905. E. 

Grove, Viroqua, Cashton, Liberty Pole. 8. Knutson, now of Cnicago, was the 
they would have to wait their turn and first cashier and continued to serve un- 
often spend the night here. But they tjl 1915, wnen he Moved ‘o Minneapolis 
did not object, as this gave them an Since then his brother I. N. Knutson 
opportunity to meet new and old friends has been cashier. 

and was a break in the daily routine of | According to the last census the 

hard work. The mill was owned by population of the village is 464. * 
some member of the Neprud family ua- Coon Creek and its tributaries give 
til 1916. People in the community felt sufficient irrigation and the soil is of a 
keenly the loss of the mill when it was sandyloam which produces the finest 

destroyed by fire December 17, 1923 as grains, corn and vegetables known to 
it had become a dear landmark. this part of the state. Tobacco was 

‘The first store was built and operated raised in the valley in 1880.. Nils and 
by Henry Johnson in 1863. A post of Anders Neprud and Ole Running were



the first farmers to make the attempt ‘‘Sigrid’’ bridge. The present school 

A man from Dane County interested building is located about two blocks 

and instructed the farmers in raising it. west of the site of the first building. In 

It developed to be the main crop. until 1884 there were six school houses in the 
the past few years when the acreage town of Ccon and 37 scholars enrolled. 
has been considerably decreased because _In the earliest days of the settlement 

ofa poor market, Daicying is the lead Prairie du Chien was the nearest market 

= ing farm industry at the present time. place. This was a hazardous journey 
The creamery has operated since 1896. of seventy miles. When the railroad 

The land tor the firstcreamery site was was extended to La Crosse in 1858 the 

leas d from Adolph C. Brye {November pioneers considered it a big leap for- 

29, 1895 The lease is signed by the ward. Now they could walk a distance 
executive committee of the Coou Val- of only thirty-five or forty miles. One 

ley Lreamery Company, who were as pioneer related that, when walking to 

follows: John A. Neprud, Hans Dahlen, La Crosse fon severely cold days, the 
Ole T. Lindevig, P. M. Johnson, L. QO. silence would be broken by the cracking 
Brye. of the eggs by frost. 

The task of organizing local yovern- Not the least among the pioneer’s 
ment was not an easy one for theearly tribulations was the means of travel. 
settlers because most of them could The slow mode of travel by ox teams 

neither speak nor understand the Amer- was made still slower by the absence of 
ican language. As soon as their houses roads and bridges. The first roads to 

were built, they set about making plans La Crosse followed the valley to Cash- 
to organize their community. ‘‘The top, from there it continued over St. 
town of Coon was organizedin 1859. The Joseph Ridge. As this was a tedious 

e'ection was held April 6, 1859, at the journey and attended with much danger, 

o'd loz school houseon section 83. The the settlers sought to finda better way 
- first town officers elected were: Peter to reach La Crosse. Upon observation 

O Brye, chairman; John P. Johnson, they found an Indian trail from the 
cerk; Peter O. Brye, Treasurer; Ole Kickapoo valley uver Coon Prairie 
Nerison and Amund Martinson, side through ‘‘Rundahlsdalen’’ and Coon val- 

board; Peter O. Brye, superintendent Jey, It forked abouta mile west of the 
of echcols; Peter O. Brye, assessor. village, the one leading to Chaseburg 
T..e above is a quotation of the history the other trail continuing over ‘‘Rams- 
previqusly mentioned. Mr. Brye was rud Hill’? and the ridge (Brinkman 
elected to the above offices because he ridge) to Morman Coulee andon to La 

was the only man in the community Crosse. This trail the Indians traveled 
who had studied the Englisn language. when they attended their annual festi- 

The village was incorporated in 1907. vities held on the site which is now La 
The late Mr. Edward Olson was the Crosse. 

first village president; Mr. E. B, Knut- This trail was only half the distance 
son, now of Chicago, was the first vil of the road previously traveled to La 

. lage clerk; Mr. T. J. Moilien was the Crosse, so when the pioneers had trans- 
first village treasurer. The following formed the path into a road by cutting 

~ composed the board of directors: Peter a few trees and filling some of the 

Running, Anton Nelson, Marcus Sather most hazardous holes with stones, they 
Dave Stevelingson, E. C. Anderson, Ole were picased that a marvelous impro- 
Dunnum, Dr. K. C. Storlie, anj Culvert yement had been made. The discovery 
Dunnum. of this road developed much traffic. 

The first school district organized in Qne history relates that in the 70’s and 
the town of Coon was in 1859. The first g9°s one wouldsee trains of wagon loads 
schoolhouse was built in 1860 near the of wheat about half a mile long journey



ing to La Crosse. At the bridg at the best homespun gathered. The women 
west end of Coon Valley, they would would sit on the benches inside and 
wait in turn to cross as it was not wide because of little room the men gathered 

enough to accomodate two wagons in groups by the open windows. The 
meeting. 4 1 i first service was held at the Helge Gul- 

Travelers had the accomodation ofa brandson home. 
stage coach between La Crosse and A congregation was organized in 
Prairie du Chien via Coon Valley. It July 1853 at the farm home of Ole Ped- = 
was discontinued when the railroad was’ eTson Gullord (now owned by his grand 

built. ' son, Osear Gullord) The church in 
“It is interesting that this same trai! Upper Coon Valley was built in 1859— 
marked by the Indians is now a Federal 1862- This wasa small log church. It 
Highway and on one of the most travel- Was dedicated in May 1863. At this ser- 

ed routes between Minneapolis aud Ubi Vice eleven children were baptized and 

cago, and that’ airoplanes travere the thirty-two young people confirmed. 
same course. Among the members of this class were 

The La Crosse and Sontheas*crn rail- the following: Isaac Hagh, Anne Huden, 
road was a ‘boom to the vilirge. It was Peter Stromstad, Hans Hanson, Iver 
builéid 1902-4. On Thanksgiving Day, Lienlokken, Oline Skappel, Lars Skap- 
1904, the'Tirst rails werelaid 01 A °C. el, Hage Rundabl, Ingeborg Lindevig, 
Brye’s lund) Therailruadenjoyed much Koudt Thompson (Offte), Ole Jordet 
passengér traffieuntilthe adventof the John Histad, Maren Haugh, Maren Alme 
avtomobvile:- The viilagerawerethvilied Torger Taompson, Olaus Grimsrud, Jon 
just fo°go to'the depot and watca’ tae Toraldsen, Martha Ronken, Jacob Ran- 
train come in and jeave. “On Sundays Kiev. 
tae depet platforin would be thronged Phe congregation has beea se-ved b y 
With people taking advantage of excui- the following’ pastors: The missionary 
sors ity La Crosse. “The railroad was pastors were the Rev. C. L. Clausan 

putchased by the Milwaukee roed last and the Rey. Nils-Brandt. The Neigh= 
summer,;: and: extends: from Viroqua boring congregation’'at Coon ‘Prairie 
to Chaseburg. called its first resideat pastor, the Rev. 

There Was no church in'the valley the A. H. Stub, in 1865, he also served the 
first ten years of the settlement. Home congregations in Coon Valley from 1855 
Missionaries would come through three —’61, as did the Rev. A. C. Preus‘from 
oc fuuntimes during the yearand con- 1863—’62 and the Rev. A. Halvorson 
ductizervices:in the homes. ‘There was from 1872—’74 The ‘ivst resident pes 
never so-amuch ado aswhen word was tor was'the Rev. A: S: Meling whoserved 
received that the pastor was coming. It here from 1872 until 1882 when he res- 
mpant.much extra work for the mother. urned to Norway. “The Rev. and Mrs 
A thorough jhouse cleaning was.done— #, Jensen Game in 1882 and remained 
the children iwere scrubbedand the most until 1893. Then the Rev. H. Roalkvam 
palatable foods had to be prepared... At who at the time was an instructor at 
thehome where the neighbors. would Grand Forks College, Grand: Forks, N. : 
gather for service special’ preparations D., wascalled. He served the congre- 
were made. To create a reverent atmos- gation:from “1892 until 1910 when he 
puere and also substitute for a pulpit, a accepted a call at North Prairie, Minn. 

table covered with the best white cloth In 1916 he retired and returned to Coon 

wea placed in the corner of the room. Valley where resided until his death in 

The bible, with lit candles in brass hol- April i926. Mrs Roalkvam anda son, 

ders on each side of it, wason the table. Ragnvald Roalkvam, are still residents 

Long before the appointed time of here. The Rev. O. O. Sovde served the 

the service neighbors dressed in their congregation from 1911 until 1921 when



he accepted ut Skandinavia, Wis. The son (Staven), Peter Peterson, John Mel 

Rev. O. J. Hylland of Strom, Wis. was gaard, Norton Anderson, Tollef Hein 
called, and served until his death in 1928. dal, Torwald Baglien, Anton Kraabel, 

The Rev. H. O. Bach who was called Kristian Slette, Regine Neprud, Karo- 
here from Wautoma, Wis. has served jine Evenson, Mattie Bakkum, Ingeborg 
since 1929 Erlandson, Julie Dalen, Pauline Olson, 

When the congregation had completed Karen Johnson, Ingeborg Frantzen Ida 

a arrangements tosecure a resident pastor Larson, Regine Johanneson, Julie Jobn- 

in 1872, their ambition was to build a son, Ostine Sandlokken, and Marie Kle- 

new church to replace the small log vea. In June 1928 a three day Home 
church. The decision was made at the Coming Festival was held commemora- 

annual meeting, November 11, 1875, to ting the seveny-fifth anniversary of the 
build a brick church seventy feet long- congregation, 

forty feet wide, and twenty-two feet There was no doctor in this settle- 
high, at a cost of $6,000. The motion ment or neighboring settlements for 
was made by Hans Nelson. ‘Thirty-five many years, Homeremedies were used 

members voters i1 favor of the motion these were made fron herbs and plants. 

four opposed it, and two votes were Dr. J. L. Walloe was the first doctor to 

blank. The following composed the build- serve this community. He settled at 

ing committee: Peter Odegaarden, Gul- Coon Prairie in 1867, From time to 
brand Grimsrud, Nils Neprud, Peter time he came to Coon Valley where 

Saghaugen, and Erland Sunstuen| The pis office was always filled with 

contractors hired were Hoff and Peder- patients waiting for him. Shortly after 
son of La Crosse, and C. J. Rossof La- fp, wWalloe’s death in March 1881, Dr. 

3 Crosse was: tite *arcinitect. J. K. Schreiner came to Vernon County. 
There was much work for the mem- Many from the community sought his 

bers of the congregation. Materials gid and advice. Dr. K. C. Storlie was 
= had tobe hauled and stone quarried the first resident doctor. He came 

This heavy labor was all done gratis. here in 1895 and continued working here 
The stone quarry was located at the until his death in December, 1913. Doc- 
Skogum farm about two miles north of tors Kerksieck, Johnson, and Bunel, 
the village. Among those who toiled practised here fur short periods of time. 
day after day quarrying rock were Ole Dr. A. A. Solberg who is still practis- 
Ophus, Amund Melby, and Peter John- ing here came in 1915. 

son. Mr Ophus is still an active mem- The first marriagein Coon Valley was 
ber of the church, that of Nels Jacubsen Skumsrud and 

The church has an ideal location as it Helene Paulson (parents of Mrs. Chas. 
forms the hub of valleys from east, Thrune) which took place July 5, 1853 

south, and west. On June 19, 1877 at the homeof Ole Pederson Gullard. 

when the church was dedicated, these The ceremony was performed by the 

pioneers had reason, indeed, to be proud Rev. N. Brandt. The log cabin home 
= and happy over their accomplishment. built by the Skumsruds in 1853 has been 

: They feit well rewarded for their many 80 well preserved that their grandson, 

- days of hard work and self sacrifice, Lloyd Thrune, ani his wife, who were 
: The first confirmation in the new churel. married in 1928, lived in it the first year 

was held September 23, 1877 and the of their wedded life. 

following were members of the class: Mrs. Mary Lisbakken, daughter of 
Peter Larson, Ole Sveen, Jens David- Mr. and Mrs. Helge Gulbrandson, who 

son, Peter Moilien, Lauritz Blihovde, is still living, was the first white child 

Matt Pederson, Anton Sunstuen, Anton born here. She recently passed her 
Hanson (Nelson), Anton Olstad, Paul eightieth birthday. 

Paulson, Edward Erickson, Richard Ol- ‘The first death in the settlement was



that of Nels Pederson. gave usa dinner on our way. We had 

‘Shere were the usual trials and hard- the dinner in the yardof Lars K. Brye 

ships that all pioneers settlements have on improvised tables. There were 128 
experienced Perhaps the most tragic men of the company and many citizens 

occurance was in 1881. Berseng, a from here (Viroqua) and along the road 

pioneer family of six children, mother going in with us. I should think there 
and father, lived in a small house locat- were about 175 persons with;teams nec- 
ed on the banks of the creek at the essary to haul usall. 1 had charge of 

west of the town. On thenight of July the whole outfit, but many good men 
20, 1881, the mother and cinidren were helped me. Your uncle Peter O. Brye 
alone. The father wasemployed at La was there to make us all welcome as he 

Crosse. A terriffic thunder and rain knew practically all. There were about 
storm arose. The ereek in a shorttime 30 Norwegian Soldiers along and the 

overflowed the embankments and con- balance of the men were mixed—Am- 

tinued to rise until it streamed into the ericans, Germans, Irish—made no dif- 

lower floor of the little house. Terrified ference; we were allin favor of whip- 

the mother with the six little children, ping the rebels. 
thinking that they could grope their After we got to La Crosse we found 

way in the storm over to the village, they didnot allow a company to have 
stumbled furious and forceful flood more than 101 men, so all of tha Nor- 

which immediately carried them away. wegian boys and some of the Ameri- 

The next day che seven bodies were lo- cans went into Company ¢K, our Com- 

cated about two miles west of the vil- pany was A. Company K had many 

lage. The mother was still clinging to other Norwegians among them, but not 
the two smallest children and a third enough for a whole company. 

was holding onto the mother’s dress; Following is the list of Civil War * 

others were caught in branches of trees Veterans from this community: John 

Had the mother taken the children with P. Johnson, Peter Lindal, Ole Nelson, 
her to the second story of the house Per Johanneson, Per Brye, Carl Stene, 

they would have been saved as the Osmund Storbakken, Ingebret Gulbrand 

house withstood the onslought of the son, Thor Sloan, Iver Sveen, Iver 

flood. Frantzen, the last two mentioned were 

The early settlers did not experience wounded, Jacob Arneson, Ole Larson, 

floods until 1889 when much of the tim- Ole Kjortelsen (Dauve) Torger Erick- 

ber had been cleared from the hill sides. son, Ole Evenson (Staven) Andrew 

Pioneers relate that the creek ted was Kinserdal, Martin Von Ruden, Conrad 

so narrow that one could easily jump Von Ruden, John Mathison, Per Olson 

across. Odegaarden, Amund Storbakken, Cas 

Although the settlement was very per Simonson, Torger Sloan, Torger 

young when the Civil War broke out, a Bekkum, Halvor Johanneson, John 

large quota of men enlisted. Colonel Moilien, Simon Lienlokken, John Stor- 

Butt of Viroqua organized a company bakken, Elland Sundstuen, Osten Rull- 
of which more than thirty were Nor- and, Knudt Harahaugen, Bernt Mark- 

wegians, and most of them were from usen, Elias Ronning, Simon Amundson, 
the settlement in Coon Valley. Follow- Lars Amundson, Neri Nerison, Soren 

is an excerpt of a letter from Colonel Olson, Gle Olson, Ole Graupe, Matt 

C. M. Butt written to A. C. Brye in Mathison, Ole Peter Anderson, August 

1911 describing the departure of the Anderson, Reinart Skaland, Halvor 

local boys for the Civil War in 1862: I Evenson Lee, Fredrick Nelson, K. 0. 

raised a company of men for the army Sletto, John Bredson, Peter Mikkelson, 

in 1862. We went into camp at La Neri Angenson, Toe Angenson, Gunder 

Crosse. The good people of Coon Valley Sunstuen.



During the World War sixty men 
from here answered the call to arme. 

They all returned but two, Selmer Lee, 
son of the Jate Mr. and Mrs. S. Lee 

was killed in action at Chateau Thierry, 
Arthur Gilbertson was wounded on the 

same battle field and diedin a hospital 
= soon after.
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PURPOSE OF THE RESTORATION PROGRAM 

One of the most beneficial measures adopted in recent years for 
wildlife conservation, and probably the most constructive one since 
the passage of the Migratory Bird ‘Treaty Act of 1918, is the Pittman- 
Robertson Act (50 Stat. 917; 16 U. S. C. 669-669), approved by the 
President on September 2, 1937. Known also as the Federal Aid to 
Wildlife Restoration Act, it well rewards the concerted efforts of 
wildlife-conservation organizations throughout the United States to 
develop a cooperative Federal-State program to check the rapid de- 
pletion of one of the Nation’s most valuable natural resources. The 
existence of wildlife has been increasingly menaced by drought, floods, 
soil erosion, the appropriation of lands for farming and industrial 
purposes, the destruction of faunal habitat, and by the fact that the 
supply of natural food and cover is ever diminishing. 

Recognizing the fundamental principle that wildlife is inescapably 
linked with the land, the new act provides for the restoration of suit- 
able environment in which wild birds and mammals may live and 
multiply. Although the expenditure of funds for carrying out the 
program thus authorized must be limited to bettering conditions for 
wild birds and mammals, fishes also will benefit incidentally through 
the conservation and improvement of water resources. 

The theory behind this act is that the Federal Government can 
contribute materially in a national wildlife-restoration program. The 
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States have been unable to cope with the situation because of insuffi- 
cient funds. Practically their only available financial resources are 
those coming from the sale of hunting licenses—an amount sorely 
inadequate to provide both for necessary protection and for the es- 
tablishment of wildlife refuges. The increasing interest in outdoor 
recreation owing to the improvement of roads has added to the heavy 
drain on the wildlife resources of the Nation. 

A vast sum is spent annually by hunters and sportsmen for firearms, 
ammunition, guide service, boats, clothing, and subsistence. More 
than 6,500,000 hunters purchase licenses from the States and pay fees 
of approximately $12,000,000 a year for the privilege of hunting. In 
addition to the sporting appeal, however, nature lovers and others 
who do not care to hunt find a great esthetic value in a reasonable 
abundance of wild mammals and birds and also spend their share in 
transportation, photographic and camping equipment, services, and 
subsistence. The act is designed so to restore natural conditions that 
wild birds and mammals can live and reproduce normally, thus per- 
petuating human enjoyment of their presence and providing an annual 
surplus to be harvested by hunting. 

Under the terms of the act, the United States may pay 75 percent 
of the cost of work performed on approved projects concerned with 
the purchase and development of lands, the restoration of natural en- 
vironment, and the carrying on of research into problems of wildlife 
management. By this means, it is hoped that the efforts of all the 
States can be better correlated, that emphasis can be placed on the 
acquisition and development of lands for restoring natural conditions 
and for undertaking a great deal of much-needed practical research. 

HOW STATES MAY QUALIFY TO PARTICIPATE 

In order that a State may qualify to receive the benefits of Federal 
aid in wildlife restoration, its legislature must assent to the provi- 
sions of the Pittman-Robertson Act— 

and shall have passed laws for the conservation of wildlife which shall include 
a prohibition against the diversion of license fees paid by hunters for any other 
purpose than the administration of said State fish and game department. 

State laws providing for general cooperation with Federal agencies 
are not adequate to meet the requirements. Each State must speci- 
fically assent to this act. 

SOURCE OF REVENUE 

Under the terms of the act an amount equal to the revenue accruing 
each fiscal year from the tax imposed on firearms, shells, and cartridges 
is authorized to be set apart in the Treasury in a special account, to 
be known as The Federal Aid to Wildlife Restoration Fund. This 
amount is authorized to be appropriated and made available until 
expended for carrying out the purposes of the act. The annual re- 
ceipts from this 10-percent excise tax aggregate approximately 
$2,750,000, The first authorization covers the fiscal year ending June 
380, 1939, and the Congress appropriated $1,000,000 in order that the 
rogram might be initiated July 1, 1938. The allocation of funds 

Pree the first year’s appropriation is shown in table 1.
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Taste 1—Apportionment of funds to States for use in Federal aid in wildlife 
restoration projects for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, pursuant to sec. 5 
of the Pittman-Robertson Act (50 Stat. 917) 

. Paid Apportion- 
Apportion-| ticonse | menton | Total Fed- 

State Aren of State} Menton | pojders, | basis of | eral appor-| State con- |Grand total besisiot fiscal license tionment | ‘ibution | for projects 

year 1938] holders 

Acres, Dollars | Number Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
Alabama... --.---- 33, 278, 720 7, 644. 95 88, 786 5, 767. 76 13, 412. 71 4, 470.90 17, 883. 61 
Arizona_-.---.---- 72, 931, 840 16, 754. 25, 28, 592 1, 857. 41 18, 611. 66, 6, 203. 89 24, 815. 55 
Arkansas---.----- 34, 134, 400 7, 841. 52 36, 419 2, 365. 87 10, 207. 39 3, 402. 46, 13, 609. 85 
California.......-| 101,310,080 | 23, 273. 44 215, 435 13, 995. 20 | 37, 268. 64 12, 422. 88 49, 691. 52 
Colorado__--.---- 66, 526, 720 15, 282, 84 110, 151. 7, 155. 69 22, 438. 53 7, 479. 51 29, 918. 04 
Connecticut--.--- 3, 177, 600 729. 97 27, 235 1, 769. 25 2, 499. 22 833. 07 3, 332. 29 
Delaware--.----- 1, 516, 800 348.45 15, 656 1,017. 05 1, 365. 50 455.17 1, 820, 67 
Florida_.....----- 37, 546, 240 8, 625. 30 55, 635 3, 614. 19 12, 239. 49 4, 079. 83 16, 319. 32 
Georgia. ..------- 37,929, 600 8, 713. 37 66, 220 4, 301. 82 13, 015. 19 4, 338. 40 17, 353. 59 
Tdaho.-.---------| 3,688,320 | 12,333.54] 84,775 | 5,507.20] 17,840.74 | 5,946.91 | 23,787. 65 
Ilinois_-..------- 36, 265, 600 8, 331. 11 274, 139 17, 808.76 | 26, 139. 87 8, 713. 29 34, 853. 16 
Indiana-....-----| 23,266,560} 5,344.91 | 428,937 | 27,864.83 | 33,209.74 | 11,069.01 | 44, 279. 65 
TOW Benge ator 35, 934, 080 8, 254. 95 132, 447 8, 604. 09 16, 859. 04 5, 619. 68 22, 478. 72 
Kansas__.------| 52/581,120 | 12,079.19 | 74,358 | 4,830.48 | 16,909.67 | 5,636. 56 | 22, 546. 23 
Kentucky-------. 25, 982, 720 5, 968. 87 95, 239 6, 186.97 12, 155.84 | » 4,051. 95 16, 207. 79 
Louisiana -------- 31, 043, 840 7, 131. 54 73, 487, 4, 773.90 11, 905. 44 3, 968. 48 15, 873. 92 
Maine-__.------- 21, 145, 600 4, 857. 67 95, 029 6, 173. 32 11, 030. 99 3, 677. 00 14, 707. 99 
Maryland__.----- 7, 889, 280 1,812.36 63, 247 4, 108. 68 5, 921. 04 1,973. 68 7,804. 72 
Massachusetts- -- 5, 290, 240 1, 215.30 71, 102 4, 618. 96 5, 834. 26 1,944.75 7, 779. 01 
Michigan -_------- 37, 107,200 8,524.45 | 648,966 | 42,158.46 | 50,682.91 16, 894. 30 67, 577. 21 
Minnesota-.-.---- 54, 195,480 | 12,450.28 | 243, 997 13,901.78 | 26, 352. 06 8, 784, 02 35, 136. 08 
Mississippi------- 29, 993, 600 6, 890.27 105, 974 6, 884. 34 13, 74. 61 4, 591. 54 18, 366. 15. 
Missouri..-------| 44,428,800 | 10,206. 40 | 154,583 | 10,042.10 | 20,248.50 | 6,749.50 | 26, 998. 00 
Montana-_-_------ 94, 078, 080 | 21,612. 07 77, 896 5,069. 32 | 26, 672.39 8, 890. 80 35, 563, 19 

Nebraska --..---- 49, 612, 800 11, 397, 29 139, 022 9,031.22 | 20,428. 51 6, 809. 50. 27, 238. OL 
Nevada... 70,841,600 | 16,274.07] 8,448 | "548.80 | 16,822.87 | 5,607.62 | 22, 430. 49 
New Hampshire. 5, 978, 240 1, 373. 35, 50, 210 3, 261.77 4, 635, 12 1, 545.04 6, 180. 16 
New Jersey... ---- 5, 263, 360 1, 209, 12 126, 388, 8, 210. 48 9, 419. 60 3, 139. 87 12, 559. 47 
‘New Mexico. __- 78, 485, 760 18, 030. 13. 24, 313 1,579. 43. 19, 609. 56 6, 536. 52 26, 146. 08 
New York_.-.--. 31, 490, 560 7, 234.16 | 649,973 42, 223.88 | 49,458. 04 16, 486. 01 65, 944. 05 
North Carolina__ 33, 552, 640 7, 707. 88 149, 468 9, 709. 82 17, 417.70 5, 805. 90 23, 223. 60. 
North Dakota___- 45, 335, 680 10, 414. 73 16, 570, 1, 076. 44 11, 491.17 3, 830. 39 15, 321. 56 
ORNS Seeetrenics 26, 265, 600 6, 033.86 | 507,732 | 32,983.55 | 39,017. 41 13, 005. 80. 52, 023. 21 
Oklahoma_--.__-- 44, 807, 680 10, 293. 44 85, 578 5, 559. 36 15, 852. 80 5, 284. 27 21, 137. 07 
Oregon: 2s---5.: 2 61, 887, 360 14, 217.06 77, 478 5, 033. 17 19, 250. 23 6, 416. 74 25, 666. 97 
Pennsylvania. - _- 28, 880, 640 6, 634.60 | 606, 371 39,391.39 | 46, 025. 99 15, 342.00 61, 367. 99 
Rhode Island____ 798, 720 183. 49 8, 398 545. 56, 729. 05 243. 02 972. 07 
South Carolina___| 19, 832, 960 4, 556, 12 86, 416 5, 613,80 | 10, 169. 92 3, 389. 97 13, 559. 89 
South Dakota... 49, 673, 600 11, 411, 26 31, 269 2, 031. 31 13, 442. 57 4, 480. 86, 17, 923. 43 
‘Tennessee..------ 26, 894, 080 6, 178. 24 69, 381 4, 507. 16 10, 685. 40 3, 561, 80 ‘14, 247. 20 
‘Texas.....-------| 170, 202,240 | 39, 099. 68 109, 895, 7, 139.06 | 46, 238. 74 15, 412. 91 61, 651. 65. 
BR ee natn ses! 54, 393, 600 12, 495. 56 51, 888, 3, 370. 78 15, 866. 34 5, 288.78 21, 155. 12 

e Vermont.......-- 6, 120, 960 1, 406. 14 44,919 2,918.05 4, 324. 19 1, 441. 40 5, 765. 59 
Virginia-------| 27, 281,280 | 6, 267. 19 | 130, 238 | 8, 460.59 | 14,727.78 | 4,909.26 | 19, 637. 04 
Washington______ 44, 241, 280 10, 163. 32 | 204, 368 13, 276. 26 | 23, 439. 58 7, 813.19 31, 252.77 
West Virginia... 15, 468, 800 3, 553. 57 174, 857 11, 359. 15 14, 912. 72 4,970.91 19, 883. 63 
Wisconsin.....-_-| 35,882, 240 | 8, 243.04 | 238, 538 | 15, 496.03 | 23,730.07 | 7,913.02 | 31, 652.09 
Wyoming--..-_- 62, 664, 950 14, 395. 70 20, 081 1, 304. 51 15, 700. 21 5, 233. 40 20, 933. 61 

United States |1, 937, 100, 160 | 445, 000. 00 |6, 850, 104 | 445, 000. 00 |1890, 000. 00 | 296, 666.,86 |1, 186, 666. 66 

1 The remainder of the $1,000,000 appropriated for the fiscal year 1939—$110,000—is a deduction for adminis- 
tration of the Act. 

TYPES OF SUITABLE PROJECTS 

It is a basic requirement that all projects shall be substantial in 
character and design. Depending upon objectives, they will embrace 
activities in three groups, as follows: 

(1) Land — or wildlife rehabilitation. 
(2) Land development to make areas more suitable for wild mam- 

mals and birds. This may be the development either of newly acquired 
lands or of areas already in public ownership. Development may 
reasonably be interpreted to include any project that would make 
better wildlife management possible, but each one should center par- 
ticularly around environmental improvement by food and cover plant-
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ing, water stabilization, or other activities necessary to accomplish 
the purpose. 

(3) Research directed to the practical solution of problems in wild- 
life restoration. These problems involve unknown factors in manage- 
ment, in feeding habits, and in the relationships of the various species 
to each other and to livestock production and farming operations, 
and are concerned with the innumerable things that enter into a 
wildlife-management program. While almost any form of research 
into biological problems might have a general bearing upon man- 
agement practices, the studies undertaken in accordance with this 
law must be limited strictly to those having practical application. 

The development of public shooting grounds or controlled hunting 
as a means of harvesting game crops must be a secondary consider- 
ation—only incidental to the main purposes of any project. The ob- 
vious intent of the act is to use the equivalent of the tax on arms and 
ammunition collected from sportsmen to provide better sport for 
hunters, but this must be through harvesting the surplus and not 
merely providing a place where existing stocks of game can be further 
depleted. 

MAINTENANCE OF PROJECTS 

Maintenance of projects is specified by the act to be the duty of the 
States according to their respective laws. It is construed to include 
all routine upkeep, repair, and general expenses incurred in and about 
projects. Project areas may be improved over a period of years 
if so outlined in the approved plans, specifications, and estimates; 
but after these improvements have been completed, subsequent ex- 
penditures will be considered as maintenance and will not be charge- 
able to Federal apportionments. 

OWNERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION OF RESTORED UNITS 

All areas acquired become the property of the respective States 
and are maintained and administered by them under State laws. All 
structures built and all equipment purchased with these cooperative , 
funds incident to the necessary performance of approved work like- 
wise become State property. 

PROJECTS NOT CONTEMPLATED BY THE ACT i 

IMPROVEMENTS ON PRIVATE LANDS 

Because of the uncertainty of tenure, no permanent improvements 
are authorized for privately owned lands. Temporary structures, 
fences, trees, shrubs, as well as live birds and other animals may be 
laced on lands under lease or otherwise controlled by the State game 

Somaieanbhie when control is for periods sufficient to insure that the 
improvements will be of material benefit to wildlife. 

NURSERIES AND GAME FARMS 

The establishment of nurseries and game farms as wildlife-restora- 
tion projects cannot be approved from Federal apportionments, since 
the purpose of the act is plainly to develop and improve specific units, 
whereas the output from such establishments may be used over wide 
areas not directly controlled or managed by the State for the benefit
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of wildlife. It is possible, however, when the need of such develop- 
ment is evident, for the State game departments to purchase at prices 
established as fair and orntseda shrubs, trees, and other plants and 
seed stock of birds or other animals to place on project areas. 

METHOD OF ALLOCATING FUNDS TO THE STATES 

After making deductions for administering the act, apportionments 
of funds are made to the States half in the ratio that the area of each 
State bears to the total area of all the States and half in the ratio 
that the number of paid hunting-license holders of each State in the 
preceding fiscal year, as certified to the Secretary of Agriculture by the 
State fish and game department, bears to the total number of paid 
hunting-license holders of all the States. All licenses defined as hunt- 
ing licenses by State laws may be counted, with the exception of spe- 
cial licenses issued only after a general license has been purchased, 
since the law specifies “the number of license holders” and not the 
number of individual licenses. 

PERIOD OF AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS 

So much of an appropriation apportioned to any State for any 
fiscal year as remains unexpended at the close thereof can be made 
avatatle for expenditure in that State until the close of the succeeding 
year. For example, funds that became available for expenditure on 
July 1, 1938, could be obligated for work on projects as late as the close 
of June 1940, provided the State was eligible to participate and had 
complied with the requirement of notifying the Secretary of Agricul- 
ture of its desire to do so. 

DISPOSITION OF UNUSED FUNDS 

If a State is to avail itself of the benefits of the act, it must each 
year notify the Secretary of Agriculture of its desire to participate 
within 60 days after receiving the certification of apportionment of 
funds. Ifa State fails to make such notification, if it declines to par- 
ticipate, or if it fails to expend or obligate its entire apportionment 
within the period for which available, such entire apportionments 
or the unused balances are directed to be made available for expendi- 
ture by the Secretary in carrying out the provisions of the Migratory 
Bird Conservation Act. Unused funds cannot be apportioned to 
other participating States. 

PAYMENTS TO STATES ONLY 

Payments of Federal funds may be made only to the game depart- 
ment or other authority of the State invested under the laws of the 
State with wildlife-conservation functions. The State thus makes 
all payments for lands, labor, and other expenses and then receives 
the proper pro rata share from the Federal Treasury. No contracts 
can be made between the Department of Agriculture and any agency 
or party other than the State game department. 

PROJECT fNITIATION AND ACCOMPLISHMENT PROCEDURE 

When a State desires to avail itself of the benefits of the act, it sub- 
mits to the Secretary of Agriculture a full and detailed statement by
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its game department of any wildlife-restoration project proposed. 
If, finding cee such project meets with the adopted standards, the 
Secretary approves it, the State game department then furnishes 
such surveys, plans, specifications, and estimates therefor as may be 
required. When these are approved, a project agreement is entered 
into between the Secretary of Agriculture and the State game 
department. 

As soon as the agreement is executed, the Secretary of the Treasury 
is requested to set aside the funds necessary to meet the Government's 
share of the project costs from the sum apportioned to the State. 
When the project is completed, or from time to time as work progter: 
ses, reimbursement is claimed by the State for work satisfactorily 
accomplished to the extent of 75 percent of the actual expenditures. 

PRELIMINARY OR INCIDENTAL COSTS 

The act authorizes the use of funds for meeting the proportionate 
share of the United States for preliminary or incidental costs of ap- 
proved projects. It is, however, impossible for the Federal Govern- 
ment to participate in such costs unless the projects are finally ap- 
proved and unless preliminary expenditures were anticipated and 
requested by the State at the time the project was submitted for 
consideration. 

EMPLOYMENT OF COMPETENT PERSONNEL 

It is anticipated that the Federal Aid to Wildlife Restoration Act 
will prove of great value to the State game departments in building 
a competent force of permanent employees to administer their game- 
restoration programs. The Secretary’s regulations require that all 
personnel employed from funds apportioned to the States shall be 
selected on the basis of competency for services to be performed 
and that they shall conduct their duties in an acceptable manner. 
The substantial interest of the Federal Government in the program 
will encourage the development and maintenance in each State of a 
staff of permanent workers qualified by training and experience to 
carry each project forward in a high degree of efficiency. 

TEXT OF FEDERAL LAW AND REGULATIONS 

FEDERAL AID TO WILDLIFE RESTORATION ACT 

[Approved September 2, 1937—50 Stat. 917; 16 U. 8. C, 669-6695] 
An Act To provide that the United States shall aid the States in wildlife-restoration 

projects, and for other purposes 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States. 
of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of Agriculture is author- 
ized to cooperate with the States, through their respective State fish and game 
departments, in wildlife-restoration projects as hereinafter set forth; but no 
money apportioned under this Act to any State shall be expended therein until 
its legislature, or other State agency authorized by the State constitution to 
make laws governing the conseryation of wildlife, shall have assented to the 
provision of this Act and shall have passed laws for the conservation of wildlife 
which shall include a prohibition against the diversion of license fees paid by 
hunters for any other purpose than the administration of said State fish and 
game department, except that, until the final adjournment of the first regular 
session of the legislature held after the passage of this Act, the assent of the 
Governor of the State shall be sufficient. The Secretary of Agriculture and the:
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State fish and game department of each State accepting the benefits of this 
Act shall agree upon the wildlife-restoration projects to be aided in such State 
under the terms of this Act and all projects shall conform to the standards fixed 
by the Secretary of Agriculture. 

Sec. 2. For the purposes of this Act the term “wildlife-restoration project” 
shall be construed to mean and include the selection, restoration, rehabilitation, 
and improvement of areas of land or water adaptable as feeding, resting, or 
breeding places for wildlife, including acquisition by purchase, condemnation, 
Jease, or gift of such areas or estates or «interests therein as.are suitable or 
eapable of being made suitable therefor, and the construction thereon or therein 
of such works as may be necessary to make them available for such purposes . 
and also including such research into problems of wildlife management as may 
be necessary to efficient administration affecting wildlife resources, and such 
preliminary or incidental costs and expenses as may be incurred in and about 
snch projects; the term “State fish and game department” shall be construed 
te mean and include any department or division of department of another name, 

1 or commission, or official or officials, of a State empowered under its laws to 
exercise the functions ordinarily exercised by a State fish and game department. 

Sec. 3. An amount equal to the revenue accruing during the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1939, and each fiscal year thereafter, from the tax imposed by section 
610, title IV, of the Revenue Act of 1932 (47 Stat. 169), as heretofore or here- 
after extended and amended, on firearms, shells, and cartridges, is hereby 
authorized to be set apart in the Treasury as a special fund to be known as 
“The Federal aid to wildlife-restoration fund” and is hereby authorized to be 
appropriated and made available until expended for the purposes of this Act. 
So much of such appropriation apportioned to any State for any fiscal year 
as remains unexpended at the close thereof is authorized to be made available 
for expenditure in that State until the close of the succeeding fiscal year. Any 
amount apportioned to any State under the provisions of this Act which is 
unexpended or unobligated at the end of the period during which it is available 
for expenditure on any project is authorized to be made available for expendi- 
ture by the Secretary of Agriculture in carrying out the provisions of the 
Migratory Bird Conservation Act. 

Src. 4. So much, not to exceed 8 per centum, of the revenue covered into said 
fund in each fiscal year as the Secretary of Agriculture may estimate to be 
necessary for his expenses in the administration and execution of this Act and 
the Migratory Bird Conservation Act shall be deducted for that purpose, and 
such sum is authorized to be made available therefor until the expiration of 
the next succeeding fiscal year, and within sixty days after the close of such 
fiscal year the Secretary of Agriculture shall apportion such part thereof as 
remains unexpended by him, if any, and make certificate thereof to the Secretary 
of the Treasury and to the State fish and game departments on the same basis 
and in the same manner as is provided as to other amounts authorized by this 
Act to be apportioned among the States for such current fiscal year. The 

| Secretary of Agriculture, after making the aforesaid deduction, shall appor- 
tion the remainder of the revenues in said fund for each fiscal year among the 

| several States in the following manner, that is to say, one-half in the ratio 
which the area of each State bears to the total area of all the States and one- 

rs half in the ratio which the number of paid hunting-license holders of each State 
in the preceding fiscal year, as certified to said Secretary by the State fish 
and game departments, bears to the total number of paid hunting-license holders 
of all the States: Provided, That the apportionment for any one State shall not 
exceed the sum of $150,000 annually: Provided further, That where the appor- 
tionment to any State under this section is less than $15,000 annually, the 
Secretary of Agriculture may allocate not more than $15,000 of said fund to 
said State to carry out the purposes of this Act when said State certifies to the 
Secretary of Agriculture that it has set aside not less than $5,000 from its fish 
and game funds or has made, through its legislature, an appropriation in this 
amount, for said purposes. 

Src. 5. Within sixty days after the approval of this Act the Secretary of 
Agriculture shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury and to each State 
fish and game department the sum which he has estimated to be deducted for 
administering and executing this Act and the Migratory Bird Conservation Act 
and the sum which he has apportioned to each State for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1939, and on or before February 20 next preceding the commencement 
of each succeeding fiscal year shall make like certificates for such fiscal year.
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Any State desiring to avail itself of the benefits of this Act shall notify the 
Secretary of Agriculture to this effect within sixty days after it has received 
the certification referred to in this section. The sum apportioned to any State 
which fails to notify the Secretary of Agriculture as herein provided is author- 
ized to be made available for expenditure by the Secretary of Agriculture in 
carrying out the provisions of the Migratory Bird Conservation Act. 

Src. 6. Any State desiring to avail itself of the benefits of this Act shall by x 
its State fish and game department submit to the Secretary of Agriculture full 
and detailed statements of any wildlife-restoration project proposed for that 
State. If the Secretary of Agriculture finds that such project meets with the 
standards set up by him and approyes said project, the State fish and game de- 
partment shall furnish to him such surveys, plans, specifications, and estimates 
therefor as he may require:. Provided, however, That the Secretary of Agricul- 
ture shall approve only such: projects as may be substantial in character and : 
design and the expenditure of fu&ds hereby authorized shall be applied only to 
such approved projects and if otherwise applied they shall be replaced by the 
State before it may participate in any further apportionment under this Act. 
Items included for engineering, inspection, and unforeseen contingencies in con- 
nection with any works to be constructed shall not exceed 10 per centum of the 
cost-of such works and shall be paid by the State as a part of its contribution 
to the total cost of such works. If the Secretary of Agriculture approves the 
plans, specifications, and estimates for the project, he shall notify the State fish 
and game department and immediately certify the fact to the Secretary of the 
Treasury. The Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon set aside so much of 
said fund as represents the share of the United States payable under this Act 
on account of such project, which sum so set aside shall not exceed 75 per 
centum of the total estimated cost thereof. No payment of any money appor- 
tioned under this Act shall be made on any project until such statement of the 
project and the plans, specifications, and estimates thereof shall have been 
submitted to and approved by the Secretary of Agriculture. 

Sec. 7. When the Secretary of Agriculture shall find that any project approved 
by him has been completed or, if involving research relating to wildlife, is being 
conducted, in compliance with said plans and specifications, he shall cause to 
be paid to the proper authority of said State the amount set aside for said 
project: Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion, 
from time to time, make payments on said project as the same progresses; but. 
these payments, including previous payments, if any, shall not be more than the 
United States’ pro-rata share of the project in conformity with said plans and 
spec‘fications. Any construction work and labor in each State shall be per- 
formed in accordance with its laws and under the direct supervision of the 
State fish and game department, subject to the inspection and approval of the 
Secretary of Agriculture and in accordance with rules and regulations made 
pursuant to this Act. The Secretary of Agriculture and the State fish and 
game department of each State may jointly determine at what times and in 
what amounts payments, as work progresses, shall be made under this Act. 
Such payments shall be made by the Secretary of the Treasury, on warrants 
drawn by the Secretary of Agriculture against the said fund to such official or 
officials, or depository, as may be designated by the State fish and game depart- 
ment and authorized under the laws of the State to receive public funds of 
the State. 

Sec. 8. To maintain wildlife-restoration projects established under the provi- 
sions of this Act shall be the duty of the States according to their respective 
laws. 

Src. 9. Out of the deductions set aside for administering and executing this 
Act and the Migratory Bird Conservation Act, the Secretary of Agriculture is 
authorized to employ such assistants, clerks, and other persons in the city of 
Washington and elsewhere, to be taken from the eligible lists of the Civil 
Service; to rent or construct buildings outside of the city of Washington; to 
purchase such supplies, materials, equipment, office fixtures, and apparatus; 
and to incur such travel and other expenses, including purchase, maintenance, 
and hire of passenger-carrying motor vehicles, as he may deem necessary for 
carrying out the purposes of this Act. 

Sro. 10. The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to make rules and regu- 
lations for carrying out the provisions of this Act. 

Seo. 11. The Secretary of Agriculture shall make an annual report to the 
Congress of the sum set apart in “The Federal aid to wildlife-restoration fund,” 
giving detailed information as to the projects and expenditures therefor.
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REGULATIONS FOR CARRYING OUT THE FEDERAL AID TO WILDLIFE 
RESTORATION ACT 

[Approved by the Secretary of Agriculture, July 12, 1938-3 F, R, 1713] 

REGULATION 1,—DEFINITIONS 

Section 1. For the purposes of these regulations, the following terms shall 
be construed, respectively, to mean: 
Act.—The act of Congress approved September 2, 1937, entitled, “An Act to 

provide that the United States shall aid the States in wildlife restoration. 
projects, and for other purposes” (50 Stat. 917), commonly referred to as the ce Pittman-Robertson Act. 

T Secretary.—The Secretary of Agriculture of the United States. 
Biological Survey.—The Bureau of Biological Survey of the United States 

j Department of Agriculture. 
| Authorized representatives of the Secretary—tThe Chief of the Bureau of 
‘ Biological Survey, or such other officials and employees thereof as he may 

designate from time to time. 
State fish and game department.—Any department or division of the depart- 

Inent of another name or commission, or official or officials, of a State empow- 
ered under its laws to exercise the functions ordinarily exercised by a State 
fish and game department. 

Wildlife restoration project—The selection, restoration, rehabilitation, and 
improvement of areas of land or water adaptable as feeding, resting, or breed- 
ing places for wildlife, including research into problems of wildlife management. 

Ten-percent fund.—Items for engineering, inspection, and unforeseen contin- 
gencies not exceeding 10 percent of the total estimated cost of any works to be 
constructed under the provisions of this act. 

Preliminary and incidental costs.—Necessary expenses incurred in and about 
approved projects covered by project agreements, including salaries, subsist- 
ence, and travel of personnel ; preparation of plans, specifications, and estimates ; 
surveys and conduct of examinations and negotiations for lands. 

REGULATION 2.—INFORMATION FOR THE SECRETARY 

Section 1. Before any agreement is made covering any project to be under- 
taken in a State, there shall be furnished to the Secretary upon his request, by 
or on behalf of the State, general information regarding the laws affecting 
wildlife conservation and the authority of the State and of local officials in ref. 
erence to the establishment and maintenance of wildlife projects; the existing 
provisions of the State constitution or laws relative to revenues for the protec- 
tion and restoration of wildlife; the funds that will be available to meet the 
State’s share of the cost of work to be performed and the general source of such 

, funds; and provisions made or to be made for maintaining wildlife-restoration 
projects upon which Federal aid funds will be expended. 

Sec. 2. The Secretary or his authorized representatives will, from time to 
time, request information from the State fish and game departments relative to 

. tke maintenance of wildlife-restoration projects initiated under the provisions 
of the act. 

Sec. 3. Data furnished by or on behalf of a State shall be supplemented by such reports of the Biological Survey as the Secretary may from time to time 
require. 

REGULATION 3.—PROJECT STATEMENT 

Srorton 1. A project statement shall be submitted for each project to. be 
undertaken, which shall contain such fundamental information as the Secretary 
may require, to be submitted on a form supplied by the Biological Survey, to 
determine its suitability for wildlife-restoration purposes. 

REGULATION 4.—SURVEYS, PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND ESTIMATES 

Section 1. The surveys, plans, specifications, and estimates shall show in 
convenient form and detail the work to be performed and its probable cost, in 
conformity with standards governing form and arrangement prescribed by 
the Secretary.
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Sec. 2. When any part of the cost of a project is to be furnished by a county 
or any other subdivision of a State, the surveys, plans, specifications, and esti- 
mates shall be accompanied by a certified copy of each resolution or order, if 
any, of the appropriate local officials, or such other showing as the Secretary 
may require respecting the funds that are made available, indicating the control 
of the money provided for paying such costs; clearly defining whether the 
State, county, or other local subdivision will own the lands and/or improye- 
ments; and which agency will be responsible for administration and mainte- 
nuance after the project’s completion. 

Sec. 3. No payment of any money apportioned under this act, including pre- 
liminary or incidental costs and expenses as may be incurred in and about such 
projects, shall be made on any project unless the statement of the project and 
plans, specifications, and estimates thereof have been submitted to and approved 
by the Secretary of Agriculture. 

REGULATION 5.—PROJECT AGREEMENTS 

Srcrion 1. A project agreement between the State fish and game department 
and the Secretary shall be executed for each project approved by the Secretary. 

REGULATION 6.—OONTRACTS 

Section 1. All contracts, except for the purchase and leasing of lands, shall 
be based upon free and open competitive bids. 

Sec. 2. If a contract be awarded to any other than the lowest responsible 
bidder, the Federal Government shall not pay more than its pro rata share of 
the lowest responsible bid, unless it is satisfactorily shown that it was advan- 

tageous to the work to accept the higher bid. 

Sec. 3. A copy of each contract as executed shall be promptly certified by 
the State fish and game department and furnished to the Secretary, and no 
alteration or modification which changes the character or extent of the work 
from that indicated in the plans, specifications, and estimates as approved by 
the Secretary or which increases the amounts to be paid from the lowest 
competitive bid, shall be subsequently made without the approval of the 
Secretary or his authorized representatives. 

REGULATION 7.—PROSECUTION 

Section 1. The State fish and game department shall carry all approved 
projects through with reasonable promptness. 

Sro. 2. The supervision of each project by the State fish and game depart- 
ment shall include adequate and continuous inspection throughout. 

Sec. 8. Written notice of commencement and completion of work on any 
project shall be given promptly by the State fish and game department to the 
Biological Survey. 

Sec. 4. Progress reports showing force employed and work done, shall be 
furnished as requested by the Secretary or his authorized representatives. 

Sec. 5. Suitable samples of materials to be used in construction work shall be 
submitted by or on behalf of the State fish and game department to the Bio- 
logical Survey whenever requested, to be tested for suitability and conformity 
with standard specifications. 

REGULATION 8.—RECORDS AND COST ACCOUNTING 

Section 1. Such records of the cost of lands acquired, improvements made 
thereon, construction work, overhead costs, and of maintenance done by or on 
behalf of the State shall be kept separately for each project by or under the 
direction of the State fish and game department who shall report the amount 
and nature of the expenditure for these purposes, upon the request of the 
Secretary or his authorizéd representatives. 

Src. 2.°The accounts and records, together with all supporting documents, 
shall be open at all times to the inspection of the Secretary or his authorized 
representatives, and copies thereof shall be furnished when requested.
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REGULATION 9.—PAYMENTS 

Section 1. No part of the Federal funds set aside on account of any project 
shall be paid until it has been shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary or his 
authorized representatives that adequate means, either advertising or other 
devices appropriate for the purpose, were employed to insure economy and 
efficiency in the expenditure of such money. 

Src. 2. Vouchers in the form provided by the Secretary and certified as therein 
prescribed, showing amounts expended on any project and the amount claimed 

to be due from the Federal Government on account thereof, shall be submitted 
by the State fish and game department to the Biological Survey, either after 
completion of the project, or, if the Secretary has determined to make payments 
as the work progresses, at intervals of not less than 1 month. 

REGULATION 10,—SUBMISSION 

Section 1. Papers and documents required by the act or these regulations to 
be submitted to. the Secretary may be delivered to the Chief of the Bureau of 
Biological Survey or his authorized representatives, and from the date of such 
delivery shall be deemed submitted. 

REGULATION 11.—PERSONNEL 

Secrion 1. The State fish and game department shall maintain an adequate 
and competent force of employees to initiate and carry projects through to 
satisfactory completion. 

Sec. 2. Personnel employed by the States from funds apportioned under this 
act shall be selected on the basis of competency for services to be performed 

and shall conduct their duties in a manner acceptable to the Secretary. 

REGULATION 12.—DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY 

Section 1. The Chief, or Acting Chief, of the Bureau of Biological Survey is 
hereby designated as the representative of the Secretary, to execute, approve 
and/or accept in his behalf, preliminary project statements, project agreements, 
certificates of approval of plans, specifications and estimates, and all other 
documents which may be necessary or required in the administration of these 
regulations.
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STATE OF WISCONSIN 

IN SENATE 

AMENDMENT NO. 1, S., TO BILL NO. 387, S. 

May 4, 1939—Offered by COMMITTEE ON CORPORATIONS AND 

TAXATION. 

Amend the bill, as printed, as follows: 

2 1. In the title strike out all matter appearing after the word “taxa- 

3 tion” in line 2 and all of line 8 and after the said word “taxation” 

4 insert the following: “and to the preservation of property of scientific 

5 interest.” 

6 2. In line 2, before the word “property” insert the following: “and 

7 personal” 

8 38. In line 4, Bare out the word “thereon” 

9 4. In line 7, strike out all matter after the word “such” up to the 

10 word “no” in line 8 and after the said word “such” in line 7 insert 

11 the following: “purpose, provided that such property is open to the 

12 public subject to reasonable restrictions and” 

13 5. In line 9, strike out the word “of” and insert in lieu thereof 

14 the following: “or holding or otherwise from” 

15 6. In line 10, after the word “thereof” and before the period insert 

16 the following: “or any associate of any owner or member”



STATE OF WISCONSIN 

No. 387, S. 

April 14, 1939—Introduced by Senator YINDRA, by request of George F. 

Sieker. Referred to Committee on Corporations and Taxation. 

A BILL 

To create subsection (43) of section 70.11 of the statutes, relating to ex- 

emptions from taxation of native wild plant and animal life to pre- 

’ serve property of archeological or geological interest. 

The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate and assembly, 

do enact as follows: 

SECTION 1. A new subsection is added to section 70.11 of the 

2 statutes to read: (70.11) (43) All real property owned by or held in 

8 trust for any nonprofit organization and used for the purposes of 

4 preserving thereon the native wild plant or animal life, or Indian 

5 mounds or other works of ancient man, or geological or geographical 

6 formations of scientific interest, or such part thereof as shall be held 

7 or used for such purposes. Also all personal property owned and used 

ies 8 by such organizations for such purposes, provided no pecuniary profit 

9 results from the use of any real or personal property herein exempted 

10 to any individual owner or member thereof. 

SECTION 2. This act shall take effect upon passage and publication.
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STATE OF WISCONSIN 

IN SENATE 

No. 387, S. 

; April 14, 1989—Introduced by Senator YINDRA, by request of George F. 

Sieker. Referred to Committee on Corporations and Taxation. 

A BILL 

To create subsection (43) of section 70.11 of the statutes, relating to ex- 

emptions from taxation of native wild plant and animal life to pre- 

serve property of archeological or geological interest. 

The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate and assembly, 

do enact as follows: 

SECTION 1. A new subsection is added to section 70.11 of the 

2 statutes to read: (70.11) (438) All real property owned by or held in 

8 trust for any nonprofit organization and used for the purposes of 

4 preserving thereon the native wild plant or animal life, or Indian 

5 mounds or other works of ancient man, or geological or geographical 

6 formations of scientific interest, or such part thereof as shall be held 

7 or used for such purposes. Also all personal property owned and used 

= 8 by such organizations for such purposes, provided no pecuniary profit 

9 results from the use of any real or personal property herein exempted 

10 to any individual owner or member thereof. 

SECTION 2. This act shall take effect upon passage and publication.



STATE OF WISCONSIN 

IN SENATE 

AMENDMENT NO. 1, S., TO BILL NO. 387, 8. 

May 4, 1939—Offered by COMMITTEE ON CORPORATIONS AND 

TAXATION. 

Amend the bill, as printed, as follows: 

2 1. In the title strike out all matter appearing after the word “taxa- 

8 tion” in line 2 and all of line 3 and after the said word “taxation” 

4 insert the following: “and to the preservation of property of scientific 

5 interest.” 

6 2. In line 2, before the word “property” insert the following: “and 

7 personal” 

8 3. In line 4, strike out the word “thereon” 

9 4. In line 7, strike out all matter after the word “such” up to the 

10 word “no” in line 8 and after the said word “such” in line 7 insert 

11 the following: “purpose, provided that such property is open to the 

12 public subject to reasonable restrictions and” A 

13 5. In line 9, strike out the word “of” and insert in lieu thereof 

14 the following: “or holding or otherwise from” 

15 6. In line 10, after the word “thereof” and before the period insert 

16 the following: “or any associate of any owner or member”
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GS Ree Department of the Interior 
= Washington 

December 20, 1949 

No. 10 : 

SUPREME COURT'S AID TO TIMBER CONSERVATION 
The Supreme Court recently hanaea down an opinion which is of major 

signigicance in the Government's efforts to establish sound principles of 
conservation in the handling of the Nation's natural resources. It 
represents 4 step in public policy which may have profound effects in 
future piaas and programs. It is important that Department officials 
are thorougly familiar with the circumstances and results of the Court's 
decision. 

In upholding a previous decision by the Washington State Suoreme 
Court, in the case of State vs. Dexter, the opinion holds that the srotection 
and conservation of natural resources constitute a reasonable exercise 
of the police power of a state and that 42 law of the Stete of Washington 
which compels private owners of timber resources to participate in 
reforestation of conservation programs is therefore constitutional. 

The Washington law, enacted in 1945 and amended in 1947, requires every 
owner or operetor engaged in commercial logging, on land for whitch no other 
beneficial use is contemplated, to leave reserve trees in a quentity deemed 
adequate restocking to insure future forest protection. In order to carry ou 
the provisions of the Act, owners or operators are required to secure permits 
from the tate Forester, and to secure these it is necessary for the logger 
to agree to abide by the provisions of the Act. In the event that conservation 
measures as outlined in-the pdermit are not carried out, provision is made 
for enforcement through forfeiture tf cash deposits, the money being used 
by the State Forester to carry out an adequate reforestation program. 

Refused to Seek Permit : 
In this case an owner-operator, Avery Dexter, refused to apply for 

a permit, before proceeding with logging operations on his own property. 
He raised four principal objections, and the opinion of the State Supreme 
Court analyzes carefully each of these points before dismissing them as 
invalid. The reasoning here is so important to the basic theory of conservation 
tnat it seems desirable to outline each point &éhd the arguments in relation 
bO. ihe 

Dexter's first two objections are considered together by the Court. 

They are (1} tae Act authorizes what amounts to the taking of orivete 
property without compensation end establishes an unreasonable exercise of 
solice power; and (2) it destroys private property rights and impairs 
the obligation of contracts as guaranteed by the Constitution of the United 

States. In answering these arguments, the Court citéssseveral previous opinions 
which muintain in effect that private enterprise must utilize its private 
property in ways not inconsistent with the public welfare, and that the State 
is not required by the Constitution to stand idly by while its naturel re- 
sources are depleted. The Court quetes Chief Justice Cherles Evans fughes, 
saying that it is a right and proper action of the State to use trea::onable ; 
means to safeguard the economic structure upon which the good of all depends.'
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Dexter's third point is that the Act in question is unreasonable, 
unnecessary, arbitrary, and oppressive, end is not required for the reasonable 
promotion of the general welfare, The Court points out, in answering this 
objection, that the operator "does not have to agree to keep tne lands; he 
does not have to agree to grow timber, he does not have to guarantee reseedling, 

he just has to leave sufficient trees for that puroose." With a urther care- 
ful analysis of the provisions of the law, the Court dismisses this objection 
as invalid since these provisions pvrovice a minimum basis on which sound 
conservation measures can be followed. 

Finally, Dexter contends thet the Act grants special privileges, and 
tends to-create a monopoly of the timber resources of the State. The Court 
finds nothing in the Act which would have this effect, since it is equally 
applicable to all owners end operators, and does not require the holding of 
land over long veriods of years. 

Decision Wot Unanimous 
The decision of the State Court was not unanimous, and the dissentiag 

Opinion is based primerily on the princigle that this represents a violation 
of the "natural, inherent, and inalienable" right of private oroperty. It 
further contends that the doctrine of the "police power" has passed all 
constitutional barriers, end may, by similar arguments be carried to ridiculous 
extremes. 

The significance of the majority opinion, and the decision of the U. S. 
Supreme Court upholding that opinion, lies, of course, in the fact that 
conservation measures on private property ére considered a necessary and proper 
exercise of the State's power in the interest of the osublie and for the 
promotion of the general welfare. Earlier decisions, primarily in oil and 
gas cases, had to some extent predicated regulation on the preservation of 
the rights of adjacent property owners, but in this case the decision is 
besed on the major,principles of conservation which are the cornerstone of 
this department's policy. 

An editorial which eppeared in the New York Times sharitjly after the 
decision of the U.S. Supreme Court, expresses clearly the imoortance of 
this action, and is quoted for your information. 

PERPETUAL FORESTS 

In upholding a decision of the highest court of the State of Washington, 
the United States Supreme Court has out the seal of approval on a princiole 
that may well have profound influence on the future well-being of this country. 
It affirmed the constitutionality of a Washington law that requires provrietors 
of land used for commercial logging to provide for its reforestation. 

The importance of this decision lies in its endorsement of the theory--- 
still somewhat novel to most Americans---that private owners of the nation's 
renewable natural resources do not have the unqualified liberty to use and 
destroy them as they see fit. The court has held, in effect, that they bear 
a deep responsibility to the nation as a whole, and to generations yet to 

come, and that if they do not recognize this responsibility, the state has the 

right and the duty of forcing it upon them. Despite the fact thet our forests 
and other natural resources are literally dwindling away before our very 
eyes, Washington is one of the few statgs that has such a reforestation 
requirement on its statute books.
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Time is truly running short; annual cut of saw-timber, with natural 
losses, is 50 percent greater than annual growth. The problem is so 3 
urgent and of such importance to the welfare of this nation that if the 
individual forest-land owner is too lazy, short-sighted or indifferent 
to act, and if the states are unwilling to act, the Federal Government 
will have to enter the picture with increased vigor. 

_ In any case, the words of the Washington Supreme Court set the foundation 
for a proper public policy on this question. The "inviolate compact" 
between the dead, the living and the unborn," said the court, "requires 
that we Leave to the unborn something more than debts and depleted natural 
resources. Surely where natural resources can be utilized and at the same 
time perpetuated for future generations, what has been called ‘constitutional 
morality' requires that we do so."
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Longevity folder 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See section on longevity, p. 86, in "Bird Banding" by Frederick C, Lincoln, 

Fifty Years' Progress of American Ornithology, 1933, pp. 65-87.
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File Longevity Folder 

Cross-Reference 

See Michener, H, and J. R, "Ages of House Finches Trapped During 

February, 1933, at Pasadena, California." Bird-Banding, January, 1934, 

Pei Des
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Bandtail folder 

CROSS REVERENCE 

From p. 42, The Condor, Vol. XXXVI, January, 1934, 

AN AGED BAND-TAILED PIGEON.--Several years ago, there was given to me a male 
Band-tailed Pigeon (Columba fasciata) that Joseph Wales had received in 1925, and 
which some time previous to this had belonged to a hunter. Except for a crippled 
wing the bird remained in excellent health and appearance until 1932, when it became 
sluggish, unkempt, and in time disheveled. Due to its loss of interest in life and 
its untidy appearance, it was chloroformed late in 1932, This male Band-tail would 
seem to be, to quote Mr. Wales, "at least eight years old and probably nearer ten." 
--Roland Case Ross, City Schools, Los Angeles, California, September 15, 1933.



File Mule Deer Folder 
{ Longevity Folder ,— 

From Journal of Mammalogy, General Notes, Vol. 15, No. 1, February, 1934, p, 72 

AGE AND FECUNDITY OF MULE DEER (ODOCOILEUS HEMIONUS HEMIONUS) 

In his youth Mr. D. C. Sample, dr., a Fresno County, California, cattléman, used 

to put his cattle mark on fawns and young deer. In 1910 he stopped this practice as 
he was convinced that the mtilation caused the untimely death of the youngsters, 
because few of those marked were ever seen again on the range. He feared that the 

\ handling and the blood scent from the clipped ears caused desertion by the doe. One 
marked individual came to be kmown year after year in a certain canyon on the range, 
As Mr. Sample recalls it, this doe had twin fawns yearly for twenty years, from at 
least as far back as 1910 until her last year, 1930, when she was barren, Her run 
was in a branch of Blue Canyon, north of the famous Tehipite Dome on Kings River. ; 

The ear mark of Mr. Sample's stock was quite distinctive, being a clipped tip 
(cat off at right angles) on one side and a "finger" on the other (both edges trinmed 
leaving verticle "finger"), It may be added that cattlemen in this rough country 
know just how many cattle they have in each drainage and canyon and in making the 
frequent counts necessary they rout out much of the game.-~Roland Case Ross, Los 

Angeles City Schools, A



, yo eg ees ip. Longevity 

From Bird-Banding, sie iue Holes, ‘Vol. T,_No. 2, April, 1934, pe ‘99. i 

THE OLDEST BANDED BIRD. BE. Schuz (Vogelmug, ,p.176,1933) reports that a Herring Gull 

(Larus a. argentatus), Saunas July 5, 1910, on the coast of the North Sea with a 

Rossitten ring me found April 22, 1933, on the Island Terechilling (Holland) . 

Herring cults of twenty-one and trenty-two years have been reported previously.



; ie ae Longevity of Elk 

M. P. Skinner, "Report on Roosevelt Elk, Olympic Peninsula, Washington! 
for Boone & Crockett Club, April 20, 1934 

p. 14. “Elsewhere, I have known Blk to live wtil eighteen or twenty 
years old. Audubon and Bachman speak of an Elk, probably of 
the eastern variety, that they observed in the park of a 
nobleman in Austria that had been received from America twenty- 
five years before." H 

p. 18. Age Reached by Elk. : ‘ 

"The oldest Olympic Elk I had a chance to examine could not 
have been more than ten years old, judging from his teeth and 
other indications. Nothing more is known to me about the age 

; reached by these Elk. Presumably they live as long as other Elk, 

and Elk are usually considered to be the hardiést of all deer. 

(See page 14). Lydekker (1898, ps 70) says of red deer that "The 
extreme term of their natural life may be placed at thirty years," 
and also that the females "are probably, on an average, longer 

lived than the stags." Cameron (1923, pp. 77 and 80) gives two 
“instances of male red deer that were known to be over twenty 

- . >... when. killed and one of a female that mst "have been at least 
'”' “twenty-six years old at the date of her death." Cameron believed 

ae ..+,,@lso that the females lived the longest, and cited other authorities 
_ "to the same effect. Reasoning from this data, it would seem ~~ 

.) . ...probable that, under favorable conditions, .a Roosevelt Blk might. | 
“" "“Tive to be twenty or twenty-five years old." = ~ Boi inves



4 Longevity 

Extract from Twenty-Two Years of Banding Misratory Wild Fowl at Avery Island, La, 

by EB. A. McIlhenny. The Auk, Vol. XL, No. 3, duly 1934, pp. 330-331. 

“Te oldest return band was taken from a female Lesser Scaup (Nyroca affinis), 

banded December 29, 1922, and killed during the fall of 1932, at Clearwater, ; 

Manitoba, \ 
"Other long lived birds were: 

Louisiana Heron (Hydranassa tricolor ruficollis) No. 36191, bended May 2, 
1921, was caught in trap February 11, 1931, at Point Aux Feu, la, 

Ring-neck (Nyroca collaris) drake, banded February 15, 1922, was killed 
October 25, 1931, at Firma, Missouri. 

Green-winged Teal (Mettion carolinense) drake, banded March 4, 1922, was 
killed February.2, 1930, at Coahuila, Mexico." :



Longevity 

Extract from Bird-Banding, Vol. V, No. 3, July, 1934, p. 142. 

: A Starling nearly sixteen years old is reported by J. Jirsik; ringed June 28, 
; 1915, in Tupadly, Czechoslavakia, it was taken March 28, 1931, at Rimini, Italy. 

The late date gives support to the view that old birds make a leisurely spring 

migration, The euthor calls attention to the record of a Garden Warbler (Sylvia 

borin) that lived twenty-four years in captivity. ne : 

Bird Banding Notes (2, No. 10, May 1924, U.S. Biol. Survey) mentions 
several notable records: a nine-year-old Bronzed Grackle (Quiscalus qaiscula 

aeneus) in Indiana; a nine-year-old Purple Finch (Carpodacus p. reus) in : 
i Maine, and twelve and one-half-year-old Blue Jay (Cyanocitta c. cristata) in 

Michigan, Other records of longevity will be found under Banding in Switzerland : 

and Holland, ;



Sex Ratio : 
Longevity v 7 
Louisiana 
Waterfowl 

Extract from Bird-Banding, Vol. V, No. 4, October 1934, p. 195. 

BANDING PAPERS 

Louisiana,"~- ZH, A, MeIlhenny, The Auk, LI, 326-337. ‘This interesting 
paper summarizes results from banding 21,996 water-fowl of 19 species, 
2116 recoveries have been reported--9,6 per cent. An impressive map 
shows that bands "have been returned from a territory covering the 

* breadth of the land from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, and from the 
Arctic to the Tropics." Homing experiments were made on a number of 
ducks trapped in Louisiana, Of 276 liberated on the Pacific Goast 40 
were retaken in the Mississippi Valley and 9 along the Pacific Coast. Of 
164 liberated on the Atlantic Coast, 30 were "retaken from the Mississippi 
Valley and two from the Eastern Route, showing that the great majority 
of the birds sent out of their home range return to the migration route 
from which they were taken." 

One of the most umsual returns was that of a Pintail (Dafila acuta tzit- 
zihoa), banied at Avery Island February 14, 1930, liberated on the Potomac 
River near Washington, D, C., and killed in California, November 2, 1932. 

( Three birds lived to be at _. 10 years old--a female Lesser Scaup 
Nyrocea affinis), a male Ring-neck (Myroca collaris), and a louisiana Heron 
(Hydranassa tricolor ruficollis). 

As to sex ratio, MeIlhenny has found a great preponderance of males, ‘ 
the ratio of males to females being as follows in five species: in 159 
Lesser Seaup, 2~1/2;1; in 7067 Pintafis, welt in 913 Ring-necks, 4-1/2:1; 
in 992 Bluewinged Teal (ayenesetce Hosea, 1/513 and in 461 Canvasbacks 
(Marila valisineria), 4-1/2:1.



Outdoor lowa 
New Release Nov. 8, 1934 . 

DUCK REACHES RIPE OLD AGE Lougeerb, fordionw 

Dr. J. M. Smittle of Waucoma has evidence that wild ducks live to | 
be more than 25 years of age. That long ago his sister in Canada 
sent him a mallard. It was full grown and at least two years old. Three 
years ago it began to show signs of old age and was taken from the 
flock and kept in the house where it became a family pet following Mrs. 
Smittle about the house. Lately she gave the duck a bath and it caught 
cold and died. 

Government records reveal that the oldest duck of which they have 
a record, determined by leg band returned to the department after 
duck had been killed, was 12 years. | 

9K 9k 2 2k ae oe |



: : Woodcock 
; Longevity — 

From Reviews of Recent Literature, Bird-Banding, Vol. VI, Jamary 1935, p. 38: 

Lapwings (Sangh ins Yyanellus) of six and one half and seven and one half 
years, a Woodcock (Scolopax x. xusticola) of six and one half years, a Kestrel 
(Falco, of eight and one half years, and a Starling (Sturms y. 

of at least nine years are reported in British Birds.



Longevity 

From General Notes, Bird-Banding, Vol. VI, January 1935, p. 35: 

A _Twelve-Year-Old Blue Jay Recaptured.--On the 17th of November, 1933, a Blue Jay 
(Cyanocitta Cc. cristata) bearing band number 9612, was taken in a flat trap. 
This bird had been banded on Jamuary 2, 1922, by Mr. Aldred S, Warthin, wfc 
at a station located about three hundred yards from the site of recapture. While 
the numbers were entirely legible, the band had worn thin and was therefore 
replaced by C333993. The bird has not -been retaken since, 

: This indicates that Blue Jay 9612 was at least twelve and a half years old 
when it was retaken, more than two years older than the Wren-tit recently reported 
by E, L. Sumer, Sr., (Condor, 36, 1934, p. 170) as the oldest recorded wild 
passerine bird.--Thomas H, Weller, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
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John Gundlach banded a Black-crowned Night Heron at Evansville, Wisconsin 

June 18, 1927 which was found dead at Amgay, Lee County, Il] March 1, 1935 

(almost 8 years old as it was a nestling at banding)
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Pheasant folder 

Extract from "The American Pheasant" by Seth Gordon, Field & Stream, 
April 1935. Filed in Pheasant folder 

i "Test fall, August Maier of Linton, South Dakota, killed a banded éock 

pheasant that was one of the original birds released in 1913, a wise old 

fellow with a charmed life that escaped for twenty years. This proves that 

the pheasant is not such a dumb~bell as many people think."
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Bldo Leopold May, 1935 
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- Few Birds Misbeheve - 

During a half century as the wildlife service of the government, the Biolog- 

ical Survey has found it desireble to publish instructions for control of 

only & smell list of birds. These include certain hawks and owls, crows, 
megpies, pinyon jays, strelings, and English sparrows. The whole list of 

birds involved in control operetions enywhere in. the United States is scarce- 

ly as long again, says W. Le McAtee, technicel advisor of the Buretu. 

- 350 Woodpecker Types - 

The woodpecker is not a single type of bird, but one of « femily which num 

bers some 350 brenches. About half of the speeies are found in the New World 

and about 25 species in the United States. The woodpecker is probably the 

greatest friend of the fermer and orchardist emong the birds, for it is the 

most effective of ell birds in keeping down insect attacks‘on trees, both 
of the forest and orchard, - 

- Unusual Age Atteined By Wild Geese - Bee 

Captain of Geme Werdens John O'Connell reports thet Louis Springer of Lodi, 

Californie, has in his possession four ceptive live wild geese thet were 

crippled end csught by W. W. Andrews, Springer's grendfather, cight miles 
west of Lodi in 1868, Oldtime residents in this vicinity, when questioned: by 

O'Connell, stated thet the Springer femily has had these geese in their pos-— 
session as long as they could remember. There is, of caoirse, no wey of de- 

termining how old the birds may have been when wounded, but if ell were only 

in their first year, they would now be 66 years old, which présents én un- 

usual record of longevity, even for geese. (California Fish and Game) 

~- Chance To Develop Bird And Small Game Hunting - 

Game conservetionists recognize in the Forest Shelterbelt Project e greet op- 

portunity to develop bird and smell game hunting. These tree strips will 

furnish natural refuges because the ground cover of shrubbery, grasses, and 

weeds within the strips will efford just the protection which small game mst 

have to survive and breed. The magazine "Amcrican Game" in its July-sugist : 

issue of last year, states: "While the shelterbelt is calculated to rehebil- 
itate agricultural lands anc to moderate climatic conditions, there is e 

chance of a lifetime for conservationists end sportsmen to incorporate game 

menagement in the plen and restore wildlife to an almost unbelievable ebundance," 

: - Bird Life Study - 

The wholesale sleughter of €11 wild mammals ex¢ept deer over an area of 

192,000 acres in Meine, will lose at least a part of its element of tragedy 

in becoming e study of the preservetion of bird life. When foxes in the 

southwestern pert of the state developed rebics, the only way seen by the : 

U.S. Bureau of Biologieal Survey to prevent © widespread epidemie was to kill - 

off all enimals in the eree that could possibly become infected. The fact 

that a greet meny of the doomed enimals ere those who by neture prey on bird 

life gives the buresu en opportunity to study the effect that complete extermi- 

netion of netural foes will have om the @me end song birds of the region, In 

the wer against such enimals as woodchuck, porcupines, bobcets, skunks, etc. 
cyanide gas is being used in addition to the conventionel traps. 

-10- *



Range Management 

- Oh Yeah} - 

Ain't Nature Wonderful! Last week we heard a sheep permittee complaining that 
the feed on his range was getting too big. (Tonto Bulletin) 

- Needs Just A Little Assistmce - 

. An applicant for range recently asked if the government could buy the cattle 
for him and install the necessary range improvements, He forgot to ask about 
running expenses, . 

- Life Span Of Animals - 

A sheep may live ten years, An ox may live 25 years. 
A horse may live 25 years, A game hog may live 75-80 years? 

- Livestock On The Highway - ~ 

Both Arizona and New Mexico are range states, the laws of which countenance 
the presence of animals on the highways. Arizona highways are posted "Open 
Rengé-- Lookout For Stock". Though there are accidents frequently because of 
animals on the highways only on the rarest occasion is there any excuse for 
striking an animal ‘on the highwey if the driver is careful and has good brakes; 
and if at night his lights work properly — so watch out for the livestock. 

i : ~ The Hashknife Outfit - 

The only man now living in Northern Arizona «ho ceme from Texas with the Hash- 
knife cattle is Walter Durham. He lives on his rench at Stoneman's Lake, 50 
miles south of Flagstaff, He arrived in Holbrook in April 1885 at the age of 
eighteen, and commenced working for the Hashknife outfit on the Brazos River 
in Texas at the age of fourteen, worked up to ve a cowboy and later became 
one of their wagon bosses in Arizona, After leaving the employ of the Hash- 
knife outfit Durham went into the cattle business for himself on Canyon Dia- 
blo and at Mormon Lake, At present the Hashknife outfit consists of about 
5,000 head of cattle and is owned and operated by Babbitt Bros, on their range 
between Winslow and Holbrook. ‘The Hashimife cattle of today are mech differ- 
ent from the original cettle from Texas, They have been bred up for many 
years by the use of purebred Hereford bulls. ; 

+ Protecting Lambs From Coyotes - 

One of the sheepmen told me that he has a scheme for keeping coyotes away 
from his band of sheep while lambing, He uses 5-inch fire erackers, putting 
three around each small band, In open range lambing when a small. portion of 
the lambs are born, these lambs and their ewe mothers are cut out to them 
selves as the lambs are all of an even age and size. Then at night just about 
dark, he puts about three 5S-inch fire crackers around each small band, pref- 
erably exploding them in bunches of brush. He told me that this is the best 
scheme he has ever heard of, or tried, far keeping the coyotes away from the 
sheep while lambing, The firecrackers cost about $6,00 per M which really is 
very cheap protection. The noise of the exploding firecrackers does not seem 
to disturb the sheep to amount to anything and the smell of the powder from 
them hangs in the brush and the coyotes will not come near it. (Region 2) 
(Note: The above’could not be permitted where there is fire hazard) 

aos
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LOUISIANA CONSERVATION REVIEW —~63 

OE mK 
THE FAITHFUL DOG fone AGE RECORD BROKEN BY ‘ 

I’ve hunted the woodland and hill / BES ES 3 = ; 2 x 
And “pointed” the quail in my day, An old-age record for banded wild birds in this 

I could freeze as rigid and still country set by a pintail duck, which lived 13 

As a stone—when scent blew my way. years, has been broken by an osprey, or fish 
: hawk. Records of the Bureau of Biological Sur- 

T recall ue time oO lost me vey of the United States Department of Agricul- 

rene ee oe cps beled = re show the hawk—banded when a fledgling— 

You came, as I knew you would do. lived 21 years. 
It was banded in June 1914 on Gardiner’s Is- 

You gave me a pat in the darkness land near the eastern end of Long Island, New 

And your voice was roughened and gruff— York, by H. H. Cleaves, Staten Island, N. Y., and 

But I knew by that one caress found dead there last summer. It probably re- 

TE Sea nar SETS ent turned and nested annually in the vicinity of the 

Pm island. Another fish hawk banded by Cleaves at. 
m just a dog but I love you . : : 
And though I am stiffened and old— the same place 4 days earlier might have lived 

My heart is as brave and as true, just as long, but it was killed in 1930 at West 

My spirit still dauntless and bold. Durham, N. C. 

The pintail duck which set the previous record 

I know that my hunting is done for longevity was killed in October 1926 near 

T no longer ee ad bark— Brawley in the Imperial Valley of California. It 
So iS hea ae, Work! was at least a year old when banded in the 

ut t marshes that are now the Bear River Migratory 
° —Margaret N. Martin, in Dog World. Bird Refuge in Utah. 

“Reports of banded ducks living more than 4 
or 5 years and banded hawks living more than 

LIFE SAVED BY CAST 2 or 3 years are unusual,” says F. C. Lincoln. 

Squareshooter R. E. H. sent in a clipping which “Many ch these do well to live a year, because of 
described how expert casting on the part of hunters. 
Joseph Girraci,. Hartford, Connecticut, saved a Thousands of birds banded annually in this 
life, recently, when he noticed the half-submerged country enable the Bureau to accumulate valuable 
body of a woman floating in the water near information on their habits, length of life, and 
where he was fishing. He cast, hooked the wo- migrations. Under the Migratory Bird Treaty 

man’s clothes and drew her to shore, where she Act, a Federal permit is required to band birds. 

was revived by artificial respiration. She had ee 

fallen in several hundred yards above and floated MEADOW LARKS 

down stream. 

The woman whose life was saved is fortunate Lot annie “ah Who ae en 

that a fisherman—and a good caster—was pres- lift ah fet oa has oo ie is 

pt acy I have searched for a word as thin as a bubble, 

—Field and Stream. For a word as sparklng as a fountain, 
Pittwater GENT SEES Or clear as an echo against a mountain . . . 

And I cannot find them. I only know 

NICE FOSTER CHILDREN That suddenly sweet from the valley below 

Juneau, Wisconsin-Joe Kastenmeier’s cat went There comes a sound like rain after drouth, 

into the woods and returned nursing six baby 4% Cool as iced drink to a thirsty mouth, 

skunks. He welcomed the aid of the conservation co ee 

department in getting the little animals back to But oh, there is nothing anywhere . 
where they belonged but the cat returned them to Pp deseribe that whistle upon the air! 

CoC nEE —GRACE NELL CROWELL 
—WISCONSIN CONSERVATION BULLETIN. In “The Progressive Farmer’’..
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: A pet erie gull, which died 

{n Morehead City, N. C., in 1936, 2 ‘had a known age of 49 years,



longevity 

(Goshawi) 

"A Goshawk in France caught rabbits until it was almost thirty years 

of age." 

(From review by J. J. Hickey, Bird-Banding, April, 1937, p. 97, of 

"Falconry" by Gilbert Blaine, 1936, London.)
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TONGEVITY 

Por how many Years will Birds Iay Eees?--Perhaps even more surprising 

then the long life of the Herring Guill (Larus argentatus smithsonianus) 

that lived for 45 years in confinement11, is the record of his mate as 

given to Dr, 2.0. Pearson by the owner of the birds, Dr, Sen Royal of 

Morehead City, North Carolina, "Kaiser's mate laid eges every year from 

1893 wntil and including 1934"; during the last two years she has built 

a nest but has not laid, ‘This bird laid for 2 years, Three Canada 

Geese (Branta c, canadensis) laid ammally mtil their death at 29, 29, 

and 33 years of age”*, The most remarkuble case was that of a pair of 

Eagle Owls (Bubo », bubo) owned by Mr, Meade~Yaldo in Bnglandy in 1869 

when the male was 53 years old and tho female 56%, they had “bred regu- 

larly since 1564, namely 32 years, having in that time raised no less 

than 93 young ones, ‘They are still in the best of health",15 One 

would Like to know the previous and subsequent history of this “marvelous 

014 pair,"* 

LUpearson, T, G, 1935. Birdelore, 37: "12-13, Reviewed in Binds 
Randlgge Arrils 1936. 

’ » 8 3S, 1925, Contributions to our Knowledge of the 
Duration of Life in Vertebrate Animals, IV, Birds, Proe, Zool, Soce, 
Part 31365-1422, : 

l3eurney, J, H. 1899, On the Cowparative Aves to which Birds 
Live, Ibis, Ser, 7, 5t19-l2. 

“they 41 soon after.
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14 Yol. 3¥, Ne. 1 OUTDOOR NEBRASKA Winter Number, 1940 

DUCKS EAT 200 KINDS OF the continent, and is responsible for about liver among eagles is the short-tailed 

PLANTS, ANIMALS half of the total food credited to the group eagle of Africa, which has been known 

of pondweeds. Musk grasses are eaten to reach an age of 55 years. 

More than 200 kinds of plants and by many kinds of waterfowl and are par- “Parrots usually outlive eagles. There 
animals are eaten by game ducks in the ticularly sought by diving ducks. It is are species of this popular and interesting 
United States and Canada, according to sometimes claimed, however, that the ird which attain an age of nearly 70 

the U. S. Department of Agriculture. plants produce an unfavorable flavor in years! The average for all species is 50 
Analyzing | almost 8,000 stomachs - of : 18 the flesh of ducks that eat them. years, the macaws being more hardy than 

iuve found that about thes fowrths of the Abowtonesfourth of the total food eaten the others. A life mpan of 65 yearo is not 
food content is plant material. Pond- by North American game ducks consists me a ent iar esraiaty, fortes 
Rreeiee Hilminhes send eerie inde ie of animal material. Mollusks and insects is a limit not reached by ee of the 

saree cecn nde endethiniiereenecti aise ance of outstanding importance in the ani- human race ae falls just a little short of 

the ; lant food list, while snails and insects mal food. Of the mollusks, snails and ne prescribed) ree, score vents and iten 
gE ; bivalves are particularly selected, and are which has so long been accepted as a 

head the list of the animal foods. of greatest importance in the coastal re- man’s lifetime. 

An awakened public interest in the gions. Snails and most of the bivalves “The macaws are closely paralleled, and 

restoration of waterfowl, the Biological are of little economic significance. In- even exceeded, by the raven and some of 

Survey states, calls for dependable infor- sects represent nearly a tenth of the total the larger owls. The former, so famous 

mation on which to base programs for the food volume. in the literature of generations, has been 

improvement of breeding and feeding Avcolor plate’ bysE B. Kalmbach of the known to live for 69 years, and the great 
grounds. Essential information on im- Biological Survey shows pintail ducks horned owls have come close to this record 

proving feeding grounds is given in a  feegin 2 one adueie “veccauon fend! 10 with 68. Some of the vultures live 50 

technical bulletin recently issued by the drawings of plant foods by Martin ave fxs and longer, notably the great griffon 
Department of Agriculture on “Food of  Giuded in the 137 text Betres’ About 250 vulture, and in view of the fact that these 

Game Ducks in the United States and photographs of food specimens and of foul-feeding birds certainly have no ap- 

Canada.” duck areas illustrating various food con- Eo to ee eae ee = ae aur 

Basing their findings on almost 40 years ditions are shown on plates. Oy ue ne oe uote 

of research by Biological Survey workers ‘Food of Game Ducks in the United cnatiraliy them eto wi neve sai nerd 
in the field and laboratories, the authors, States and Canada,’ Technical Bulletin time of it Game: binds dar’ excellence 

A. C. Martin and F. M. Uhler, discuss No. 634, may be obtained at.40 cents a pee ee ~ Sale ‘goueht _ miliises of 

each game duck food in detail, showing copy from the Superintendent of Docu- Pee ea te d oe : diem live 

among other things its range, value and ments, Washington, _D-C,_ os a ted ghee 

means of identification; the best methods = a oe Bee oe aeons Soe aa 
of propagation, harvesting and storing; ea "SSEen ear p en teresting facts in regard to the lives of 

and favorable and unfavorable factors in , YOU WERE A BIRD HOW Ges) Gun! Beene ane eos on eS) On TeC 
Serta ia ceri en ie cnine: 7 LONG WOULD YOU LIVE? \ ord, as far as this practice is concerned, 

i a \. is a pintail that had lived for 13 years 

Farmers, conservationists and sportsmén Parrots, Owls, Eagles Among the Birds \ 2fter being banded. That a duck could 

desiring to cultivate duck food plants are With the Longest Spans of Life escape for that long in this day and time 
warned that one of the most frequent is. surprising, and since others of the 

causes of failure in propagation is neglect Ask any. one for an off-hand opinion as species have been known to live for 27 
in considering the natural ranges of species to what bird lives the longest and the years, it means that 13 years is just about ~ 

or varieties of plants used. These ranges chances are that he will say the eagle, half the ordinary life span if the bird 

are often dependent on climatic, soil or Wtites Alexander Sprunt, Jr., nationally were unmolested by hunters. 
water conditions that are different from known ornithologist and writer, in Na- “Some of the larger hawks such as: the 

those of the site to be improved. The eine. ees _ Although = pbeciacu ay red-tailed and rough-legged species live 
new bulletin includes 126 plant-range bird, and our national emblem in the avian to nearly 16 years. Gulls reach an age of 

maps. ee ae birds live pie ay ss from 13 to 15 years, and some of the 
a good many years, although the eagle * * 5 

“Careful elecuon of seed stock,” the a eel eels ae cil . a z ennthy DRE tere oenie Ey 

eee Sah ee ee eR “Pairs of bald eagles have been known “Unlike the fact that, in the 3 animal 

ieee folaecicdl mee ereerien cane to nest about a community for more than kingdom, the largest live longest, in birds 
portant in aquiculture.’ They point out 35 years, Sprunt writes. “The maximum this does not hold true. The ostrich, that 

thal because a varichy am steno plane age is hard to determine, but specimens giant of the avian world, lives sometimes 

grows well in one place, it does not nec- of the golden eagle have lived for 46 to an age of 40 years, and is thus outlived 

essarily follow that the strain will grow years. It is likely that an age of 50 by parrots, ravens, vultures, eagles and 
well in other areas. The species selected is sometimes attained, and is, perhaps, owls. It seems significant that, among 

for propagation must not only be suitable near the limit. Eagles, not being protected the longest livers among birds, birds of 

for food, but must also be capable of in many states, and offering the thought- prey are conspicuous. Little is known 
growing in the area, Propagators of less gunner a big target, are too often about the vast army of smaller songbirds. 

marsh and aquatic plants are urged to killed. There are those who hold it to be The sparrow, warblers, flycatchers, wrens 

have a study made of the area proposed a distinctly harmful bird to the young and others are so fragile, meet with so 

for development, This may forestall the of domestic and game animals, and while many dangers, and are so difficult to study 

use of unsuitable places or the planting 1 Some cases this is undoubtedly true, for long periods of time, that it is all but 
of species already there. there is no reason to condemn all for the impossible to place age limits on them. 

depredations of a few. However, many Banding will probably reveal more in the 

Sago pondweed is probably the most meet death at the hand of man long be- next few years than all the study of the 
important single waterfowl food plant on fore they come to old age. The oldest past generation.”



Pile: Banding folder 
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Mise. Waterfowl folder 
(Banding box) 

Rxtract from BRITISH ECOLOGY, Class II, Birds, Div, If, Waterfowl (1776)pp. 422, 

"It (comaon heron) was formerly in this country a bird of gome, heron-hawcing 
being so favourite a diversion of our ancesters, that laws were enacted for the 
preservation of the species, and the person who destroyed their egzs was liable to 
a penalty of twenty shillings, for each offence. Not to know the Hawk from the 
Heron=shaw was an old proverb, taken originally from this diversion; mt in course 
of time served to express great ignorance of any science. ‘This bird was formerly 
much esteemed as a food; made a favourite dish at great tables, and was valued at 
the same rate as a Pheasant, It is said to be very long lived; by Mr. Keysler's 
account it may exeeed sixty years*: and by a recent instance of one that was taken 
in Holland by a hawk belonging to the stadtholder, its longevity is again confirmed, 
the bird having a silver plate fastened to one leg, with ean inseription, importing 
it had been before struck by the elector of Cologne's hawks in 1735. 

* Keysler's Travels, I, 70.
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REPORT ON GAME DIVISION DEER TRAPPING, Februar 1929 . 

vib debnmel  Wraeaal y 

Type of trap used: 

The WISCONSIN DEER TRAP, we believe, introduces an entirely 
new idea in the trapping of wild deer. This new principle consists 
of trapping the deer in their shireine crates, therely avoiding 
unnecessary handling. e use of suc raps largely eliminates 
"cowboy methods" which have led to frequent failures in handling deer 
in the past. 8 

The WISCONSIN DEER TRAP is a wooden box trap, 54 inches long, 
42 inches high, and 24 inches wide, (outside measurements) with a 
drop door in front released by a trigger attached to a raised treadlg 
in the back end of the trap. The trap is padded on the inside 
with hay covered by canvas. 

The trap was developed by combining ideas in use by the United 
States Forest Service on the Kaibab Forest in Arizona, and with the 
advice of Mir. Vernon Bailey, Chief Field Naturist for the United 
States Bureau of Biological Survey. The forest service was using 
canvas “padding” (considing of taut canvas without any hay body) in 
shipped crates. They evidently have never trapped deer in box traps, 
their system being to trap the animals (mule deer) in enclosed fields. 
fhe biological survey suggested the approximate specifications of the 
trap, although Mr. Bailey's idea was to use a wire trap. The trigger 
and treadle arrangement we not original, since they are in common use 
in small animal traps. ‘*he WISCONSIN DEER TRAP, however, is made of 
wood framework, has a dark interior, is collapsible and does represent 
several new developments. It weighs approximately 125 pounds. The cost 
of each trap is about $11.00. 

Use of the trap: 

Our method of using the traps was to transport them into the 
woods on sleighs, and also separately on stoneboats, by horsepower. 
No doubt tew men could Bet a trap into remote woods by the use of a 
toBoggan sled, 

In locating the traps we naturally picked out places where deer 
were feeding xtensively. ‘The praps were invariably located close 
by deer trails. We covered each trap over with brush, poles, balsam, 
and cedar boughs and<even camouflaged one trap as a pile of cordwood,. 
Plenty of browse was left on and in the traps so that the deer got 
the habit of feeding all around the trap.’ 

For bait we used sliced apples, whole oats, bran, salt, hay and 
the twigs of balsam and cedar. Apples and oats, however, seemed to be 
most desired, although we wish to experiment further with the use of 
salt, especially in the snow-less periods of the year. Undoubtedly 
salt-baited traps can be successfully operated in the spring and 
summer,
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‘ ps in use. Developments 
ae 15 ee ey tienda e trap entered by doe. 

16 s * One trap entered and apple 
bait entirely gone. Deer 
tracks (doe) plainly seen 
in middle°frap. 

17 er Captured the doe. 
The other trag was visited 
by a big buck. He had 
nibbled a little with his 
head in the trap and had 

eaten most of the twigs 

which concealed the trap. 

18. * : One trap was sprung by a 
q deer. No other traps had 

been entered although deer .. 
had fed around four of thet” 
The traps were all newly 
arranged. 

19 5: * Two traps entered. Deer 
did not go far enough 
back to spring the treadle. 
One fine fawn caught in the 
barn trap. 

20 +> Four other traps entered 
but none sprung. The deer 
Can stretch their necks 
ehough to reach ali the fee¢ 
in the trap while they still 
stand in front of the treadl 

21 . Five traps had been entered 
Deer had fed around and : 
about six of the traps. Much 
of the bait gone. { 

22 ;* Hed a fine fawn in the 
first trap we set, the 
one concealed by cordwood. | 
A big buck had enterea 
another trap and had left 
his footprint in the middle 
of the trap. 
Two other traps had been : 
entered, 

23 7? One trap had been sprung by 
a buck. Two other traps hed 
been entered and several 
had been visited. 

24 All traps left open but Sprung so that deer can enter the traps to feed but cannot be captured,
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We left the island on this day. 

It will be seen, therefore, that our traps were set on nine 
different nights, and thet we secured deer on three of these nights. 
Had we known as much about the construction of traps then as we do 
now, it would undoubtedly have been possible to have captured at 
least six or eight deer, The fact is, deer entered the traps quite 
readily and the traps can be further modified to capture a larger 
percentage, 

With traps in use only nine nights, and with only nine traps, 
this is a very favorable average and will compare extremely well with 
the results obtained by wolf, fox and other trappers. 

Our main difficulty was one of transportation. We had to haul 
a ton and a half load forty miles, over terrible roads and against 
many odds, Our return trip, likewise, was very difficult. Having 
succeeded under these difficulties we are prepared to Say that deer i 
trapping under ordinary circumstances can be (amide a fairly easy 
proposition. 

Handling the Deer: 

The deer handle wery easily; more easily, in fact, than many 
barnyard cattle. This is due to the fact that they cannot see people 
and because they have no opportunity to do much mumping. The doe 
jumped a few times when we first approached the trap, but from thet 
time on she was docile. We loaded the deer on a stoneboat and hauled 
them in to the buildings. The dow was kept in her erate for eight 
days. She ate readily, being fed twigs of balsam and cedar, apples, 
oats and corn as well as snow. She was especially greedy for apples, 
and once ate five, one after the other, as fast as she could munch them, 
On the third day she succeeded in turning about so that she facéd the 
door. ‘After this she would paw vigorously whenever a hand or branch 
was put inside the crate, but she ate while we watched her and seemed 
to dapt herself to the small quarters in excellent shape. 

The fawns handled so easily that we placed tio in a single trap. They seemed to have ample room and took their captivity quietly although 
pe + eye attempt to strike with the fore-feet whenever the door was 
raised. 

In addition to the two trapped fawns and the trapped doe, we 
housed four other fawns in traps ( two in a crate ), these fawns being those we ran down or cornered on snowshoes, These fawns were not as 
husky as the trapped animals. One died in the erate duing the first night, but since this animal was extremely weak when picked up, its death is in no way attributable to the trap. ne fawn very weak when run down, died enroute to the game farm, 

Five deer housed in these traps were transported forty miles by team and snowmobile on February 24 and 25; four were liberated at the game farm in the pheasant rearing field. Most of the deer lay dowm whifé on the trip, and they were no worse to handle than any other kind of livestock. In fact ao ee that both adult and young deer can be handled easily if dled correctly.
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The four fawns mentioned above were captured as follows. On 

February 19 I located a fawn under the bluff by Mayor Thompson's 
cabin. I followed it about a mile and a quarter before it turned 

back. On the 20th Mr. Johnson and I went to this bluff and cornered the 
fawn between us, gradually closing in on it. Finally we got the fawn 
where it had to run under a fallen cédar in a run-way. It malie a 
brea toward me and I succeeded in holding it. Mr. Johnson tied the 
deer with my shoe laces and we then carried it in to the buildings. 
It bleated like a young calf when first captured, but quieted dow 
at once when we covered its head with a sweater so that it could not 
see us. This fawn was in fine condition and was not weak. It lived 
and is now at the game farm. 

On February 22 we started a herd of nine deer, with three fawns 
in this herd. We took the fawn tracks and found the first fawn 
floundering in the deep snow about a quarter of a mile away. It was 
very weak and did not bleat when tied up. This is the fawn that 
later died in the crate. The University reports it in an emaciated 
condition, as we suspected. 

We followed a second fawn track and chased the ankmal about a 
half mile. It was very frisky and when we tried to tie its legs, 
bleated and kicked vigorously. It had an injured underlip, probably 

torn on a branch. It quieted down when its head was covered. The 
fawn died enroute to the game farm, probably as a result of the 
infected lip. 

‘ On February 235, we searched under the East Side bluff, Mr. 
_. Johnson following the ice and I the top of the bluff. Mr. Johnson 
-_3 lecated a large fawn and signalled me. I went along the bluff a half 
a mile to find a place to get down onto the ice. We then closed in on 

Q the deer. When we were but a few rods apart, the fawn jumped, from 
“_. an iee cake right over Johnson's head. We then followed it up, 
yo catching up with it in some bad cake ice a half mile back along the 
¥ shore. It had gone into the icy water when we were closing in on it 
y and was no doubt cold. Just as we caught up to it, the fawn jumpad 
~~ and slipped on the ice, sliding about ten feet and striking its head 

/ - On a big cake. We ran up to the animal thinking it had just been 
\¥ stunned, but it died immediately. and we dragged it in as a specimen. 
NV The University reports the animal in good condition except for a dis- 

located hip. This animal was probably a yearling. 

We found a fawn track on the East Side near the #¥ellow House" 
and discovered the fawnés bed. We intended to drag a trap over to this 
spot or else to track the fawn down, but tuvw days later noticing that 
all the tracks were freshly snowed under, we hunted about and found 
the fawn dead in its bed. We earried it across the island for a 
specimen and the University reports to us that the fawn was in very bad condition. Although there are places on the island where food is 
available for fawns, the fawns do not move about much beyond a very restricted area. This fact is important. In other words, local food 
donditions are important and must be considered separately from 
conditions a mile or so away. 

The dow which was shot in January to send to the University 
Veterinepian Department, was not shipped out until our visit in Feb- ruary. he University reports the doe in excellent condition, with
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plenty of fat and with no internal or external parasited to be found. 
The doe was not pregnant, a fact which may be or may not be considered 
important when the apparent scarcity of bucks on the island is consi- 
dered. 

Summarizing: 

Our work has shown definitely that: 

1. Deér can be trapped in shipping crates. 
(This applies to localities where food is 
abundant if the proper baits are used. 
The adult deer on Rock oakgna were in no 
special need of more food. 

2. Deer can be handled easily in these crates. 

5. Fawns can be handled fairly easily where run 
down if proper methods are used. 

Suggestions of Further Deer Trapping: 

Regarding the WISCONSIN DEER TRAP, this trap might profitably 
be modified in the following ways: 

1. The trap should be at least six inches longer. ; 

‘ 2. The treadle should be further forward in the trap. 

5. The trap might well be at least two inches wider, 
although this is not essential where transportation 
is an important factor. - 

4. It would be a decided advantage to have the traps 
weathered in and not newly constructed. 

The WISCONSIN DEER TRAP is adapted to temporary use, such as the 
trapping of deer doing damage, ete., but for permanent use, as in the 
annual trapping up of surplus deer on a game refuge, private preserves, 
ete., I am confident that another trap, non-portable, would be more 
satisfactory, used in conjunction with the small box trap. The non- 
portable trap would consist of an un-roofed board room built in the 
woods in a spot permanently frequented by deer. The enclosure ought 
to be at least twelve feet square and at least twelve feet high with 
one large door, say four feet in width and with one or more openings 
just large enough to fit the door of the small WISCONSIN DEER TRAP. 
Deer would enter the large board enclosure (preferably this room should 
enclose a permanent salt Lick) very readily. It would be open at all 
times of the year. When trapping started, the two small traps would 
be placed in the two small door-ways and the large door would be con- 
nected with a trigger. This would amount to trapping the deer twice. 
It would first be trapped in the big board foom. Here it could not 
injure itself, and in trying to find a way out, it would enter the 
shipping crate trap. If necessary, the small traps could be set at the 
end of small chutes. This plan is essentially the plan of the Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company of Grand Island, Michigan, but with modifications.
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The Practical Application of Deer Trapping: 

Under the methods developed and waggeeset it is entirely possible 
to trap deer for re-stocking purposes. ese methods could be put to 
excellent use, for instance, at the Crandon state game refuge, where 
deer are in some localities probably even too numerous for their own 

welfare. Hy use of the permanent type of trap, this work could be 
carried on cheaply, and almost any number of deer could be made avail- 
able for restocking work. The time ought to come, and undoubtedly 
must come, when our game refuges and parks shoudl be restocked with deer 
and other witd animals. In Pennsylwania live bear are commonly 
trapped for restocking. There is no reason why any native animal or 
bird cannot be trapped at a reasonable cost. It would be a great 
credit to this state to take an active part in restocking by trans- 
plantation. It seems to me that this is a progressive way of looking 
at our Wisconsin game problems since undoubtedly transplantation offers 
qa cheap, efficient and thoroughly desirable method of replenishing game. 
This method, of course, should be used in conjunction with other means. 

From a game breeder's viewpoint, there are only rare cases in 
which valuable game birds or animals need be killed because of damage 
complaints. It is entirely practicable in most cases to trap the 
animals or birds alive. Furthermore, live animals if sold on the 
market can bring from twice to several times the pelt or meat value 
of the animal. In my opinion, this could be applied in many cases 
to deer, bear, beaver, mink, pheasants and most of the other game 
which commonly causes damage complaints. From a game breeder's 
viewpoint, live trapping is more efficient and more in line with real 
conservation than the antiquated methods of shooting or pelt trapping. 

Respectfully submitted, 

<a. Dir ze 

Superintendent of Game
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pent CONSERVATION DIRECTOR FG.WILSON | 

= qeee EDUCATION 
- MADISON, AND PUBLICATIONS 
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July 10, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Ave. lst Nat. Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing a letter from Warden Peterson, 

together with reports of his Hungarian partridge act- 

ivities the past three weeks. I am sure that you 

will find this most interesting, and I shall be glad 

to have your comments when you return these forms to 

/ge so that I may send them on to Mr. Yeatter. 

Sincerely yours, 

A) be Aone Zo : 
WFG:EL Superintendent of Gat 
Enel.
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LADYSMITH CONSERVATION DIRECTOR F. G, WILSON 

CHIEF FIRE WARDEN 

D. H. KIPP 

MADISON, AND EUBLICKTIONS- 
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STATE CONSERVATION COMM, 
Mr. Wm. F. Grimmer 1 RECEIVED 
superintendent of Game eos 

Madison, Wisconsin JUL ~ 841931 

Dear Mr. Grimmers Ref 
fa .- err nene n-ne mane 

if am enclosing a report on Hungarian Partridge work 
done in June in Racine County. ‘this is complying with your request 
in conjunction with work done by Mr. Yeatter of Michigan on Hungarian 
Partridge work. 

The purpose of this investigation is to find out the 
Tteasability of locating partridge nests, in hay or alphalfa Tieids, 

pefore cutting time as Mr. Yeatter's findings show that the Largest 
Single leak in the destruction of these birds, is their destruction 

done by agricultural implements during mowing time. His findings 
show that in Michigan the hatching of the eggs coincides almost ex- 
actly to the cutting time of hay and alphalfa. 

in locating Hungarian Partridge nests I found the 
same as ir. Yeatter, that if the hen is flushed the first week of 
incubation, she will not return to the nest, after that period there 
is Little danger of her not returning. 

I also found that in the nests we located, they are ‘ 
Tound within 30 feet of the edge of hay or alphalfa fields. out oi 
the nests found, we have records of only two where the mower either 
raised knite or cut around the nest. In both cases the hen returned 
to the nest. his is because on June 22nd the farmers were ready to : 
cut their alphalfa and hay, but a heavy rainstorm prevented this, 
also on the 23rd it rained, heavy. This delayed the hay cutting 
tor tour days all together. During this period, from June <Znd to 
June 26th, the birds were due to hatch their eggs. 

In my investigation here I find conditions the same 
as Mr. Yeatter found in Michigan, that the hatching of eggs of the 
Hungarian Partridge coincides almost exactly to the cutting time or 

either alphalfa or hay, thereby, causing a large decrease ofr the 
propagation of these birds, due to some of them being killed py the 
mower while on the nest, and in most cases their nest destroyed py 
the mower. If this could be eliminated I believe it would mean a ; 
Saving of a very large percent of these birds. i - a 

in talking to a number of farmers in this vicinity :
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i tind that it would be almost impossible to have them locate tne 
nests, and staking them before cutting time, as at that time of the 
year, the farmer is very busy with other work, and for the inex- 
perienced it is quite a job to locate the nests. ‘the farmers in 
this territory are ell glad to have Hungarian Partridge on their 
tarms, however, they are not so enthused about the pheasant. 

With the assistance of Mr. C. Rotdke, a sportsman farmer, 
‘ ot this county, I tried out a device, to attach on the mower to itiusn 

the birds ahead of the cutter. I am enclosing photograph and 
illustration regarding this *birdflusher*. : 

This is a very simple device consisting of a 12 foot cold 

rolled steel rod 3/8 inches thickness. ‘the one end is threaded ior 
a 5/8 inch nut and fastened on the end of the cutter, there is a place 
for this to be bolted on all makes of mowers. this device extends 
about 2% teet in front of the blades on the end, it then angles orf 
about 5 feet and fastens on the britchen strap on the harness of the 
nearest horse. ‘the photographs and illustrations will give youa 
better idea of what it is like. ‘This device disturbs the hay 2% to 
> feet in front of the cutter, thereby flushing any bird it comes in 
contact with before it touches the mower. With this device the 
moment the bird is flushed the team has plenty of time to stop pvefore 

bird comes in contact with the mower. 

We made several tests and flushed several spécies of song 

birds and one partridge and there was ample time for the farmer to 
stop his team and investigate to see whether or not there was @ nest. 

In our experiments we found that in no way did this de- 
vice harm the hay or annoy the team. Several farmers I talkea with 
were enthused with the idea, and I believe local gun clubs, the Walton 
Chapters, etc.,-could find some way of supplying these to farmers. it 
can be installed on the mower in three minutes and costs between <o 
and 50 cents for the rod and thread. 

Should further information be desired do not hesitate to 
call on me. ‘he opinions reached by yourself, Mr. Leopold and iir 
Yeatter will ve of great interest to me and I shall look forward to 
hearing from you. 

Very truly yours 

¢} - Conservation Warden 

AdP tke
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THE FLUSHING kOD 

A contribution to game management by 

A. J. Peterson 

Conservation Warden, Racine, Wisconsin 

Mr. Re &. Yeatter of the University of Michigan was the first 

to discover the largest single Leak in the propagation of the Hun- 
garin partridge, or grey partridge as it is sometime called. His 
work showed that the largest single leak of the propagation of these 
birds was their destruction by agricultural implements during mowing 
time. 

Together with Mr. Yeatter, Mr. Aldo Leopold and wr. Wm. Grimmer 
of the Wisconsin Conversation Commission, 1 conducted a survey oi Hun- 
garian partridge in Kacine County during the month of June 19351. 

The purpose of my investigation was to find the feasability of 
iocating the nests before the cutting time of either hay or alfalia. 
Mr. yeatter's work slhowed that the hatching time of the Hun and the 
cutting period coincides almost exactly. My investigation showed this 
also to be the case in this territory. 

the work of locating the Hun nests was very interesting. they 
were tound by dragging a forty foot rope between two men at the eage 
or either hay or aifaifa fields. this method would flush the hen and 
the nest could then be located. Winety five per cent of the nesis are 
located in these fields. 

fhe nest is built. on the ground and consists of fine dried 
grass and lined with feathers from the hen. it is shaped similar to 
a cup, with a depth of about three inches and a diameter of six inches. 
the eggs are laid there as one would hold a handful of marbles. ihe 
average nest located contained tifteen eggs, but it is not uncommon 
to find one holding as many as 23. ‘the egg is cream colored and 
shaped like a pheasant egg, but is approximately two thirds of the 
size. 

the nesting time of the Hungarian partridge in Wisconsin starts 
the first week in Jume, and the hatching period coincides almost exe 
actly with the cutting time of nay and alfalfa. With the hatching 
and cutting period coinciding almost exactly as they do, it can easily 
be seen that the largest single “leak*® in the annual supply of tnese 
birds is their destruction by the hay mower. sometimes the hen 
bird is killed when the imife runs over her while she is on the nests
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sometimes the eggs are destroyed; in any event the removal of the 
cover causes desertion, and hence the complete loss of the nest. 

How can this hay-mower mortality be reduced or avoided? 

One way is to try and induce the farmer to locate and mark 
the nests before cutting time, so that the mower can be driven 
around them. Personally I believe this would be impracticable, be- 

VY cause all farmers at this time of the year are very busy with farm 
work, and it takes a great deal of time and trouble trying to locate 
the nests. Many farmers are very much interested in the Hungarian 
partridge, but they cannot neglect their farm duties to go nest- 
hunting. 

After watching the behavior of hens from several dozen nests 
which { located, 1 learned that if the hen is flushed during the 

tirst week of incubation, she will not return to her nest. Desertion 
always follows such early disturbances. However, should she be fiush- 
ed just before hatching time, she will return. it occurred to me 
‘that if some automatic means for locating nests could be devised and 
used before hatching time, so that the mower could skip the nesi a 
tew feet, the nest and hen would be saved, thereby saving a large 
percentage of the annual increase of these birds. 

3 With this in mind I contrived a “flushing rod”, which is iile 
ustrated in the photo. it is a very simple device, attached on the 
mower in front of the cutter, for the purpose of fiushing the par- 
tridge before she comes in contact with the cutter. Yhis “flushing 
rod® consists of a 12-foot cold rolled steel rod 3/8 inch in thick- 
ness. One end is threaded, and is attached to the outside end of 
the cutter. he other end is hooked to the oritchen strap of the 
harness at the shoulder of the near horse. All makes of mowers have 
a place to which this can be attached. fhe rod then extends a tew 
teet in front of the cutter as a flusher for any species of bird it 
comes in contact with. 

With the assistance of Mr. Radtke, the farmer show in the 
photograph, we made several tests, and flushed several species of 
song birds and one partridge. From the trial we learned that there 
was plenty of time after the bird was flushed for the farmer to stop 
the mower and investigate. if there is a nest it can then be saved 
by leaving an island of uncut hay. 

in our test we also learned that this device does not harm tne 

hay or alfalfa inany way, neither does it molest the team.
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ihe Wisconsin Department of Conservation has written me that 

next spring it will place 100 or 200 of these "flushing rods” with 

the farmers, and already the farmers I have talked with have plac- 
ed an order for the entire prospective supply. I think sportsmen 
and conservation departments in other states could request the co- 
operation of farmers in applying this idea to saving game birds 
nests. 

RAAT



Geme Breeder Mechanical Devices 
August, 1931 

THE CORSAN TURTLE TRAP 

The Corsan turtle trap, illustrated on 

the preceding page, was fully described 

by Mr. Corsan in Tur Game Breeper for 

April, 1930. In response to many in- 

quiries as to the construction of effec- 

tive turtle traps, this illustration and 

the following instructions for making 

the trap are repeated: 

Use sixteen gauge, one-inch mesh 

wire, six feet wide, galvanized after 

weaving. A roll is one hundred fifty 

feet long and should make about thirty- 

three traps. Cut into lengths about 

five or six feet. Procure a roll of one- 

inch mesh wire of lighter gauge, two 

feet wide, to be cut up into V shapes for 

making the funnel entrances. These 

funnels go into each end of the trap. 

For the outer cylinder a piece of wire f 

cloth 72 inches square is needed. For 

the two end cones you will need two 

2 pieces of wire-cloth 38 in. x 26 in. 

Roll up the large piece of wire cloth, 

selvedge at ends, allowing a lap of fe Se a ea tn eee 

about 6 in., and lace down both edges i 

with wire. This will give a cylinder Cylinder 4 

72 in. long and about 21 in. in diameter. 

A generous overlap gives a truer cylin- Se 

der. = Cones at ends of cylinder 
For the end cones proceed as follows: ae on 

On one of the 26 in. x 38 in. pieces (Fig. 7 ? 

1) draw a line AB with white chalk, Tatas SaCeT Sa hie = oa eS Toss 

19 in. from each end. From A, lay off 0S 

AC 19 in. long and make a cross mark. Dee gas Pree). 25 re de ge ERS 2, lonéjtudinal section. 
Now tie a string to a piece of chalk and oS a q wot 
hold the chalk at A. With the string | Fig. l.Leyvout for end cones 
taut, held at C with the thumb, draw : | ok 

the circle cutting the line DE at F and i g leh TURTLE TRAP 
G. From C draw lines CF and CG. Cut ' ei 

along these two lines and around the ' oc | Fi6.3. Perspective view. 
circle and you will have a piece of the : ' AEE 

eau ea Tae ee recut ne ea so} BE ee) 
Bring the two lines CF and CG to- ' . | Ae Feceee CE ECCS 

: i i ead 4 Waa) gether, overlapping about 6 in. at outer hed Soca Se abe eg) Oe 
ends, adjusting this overlap until the A 
cone fits the end of the cylinder and Corsan Turtle Trap (Building instructions on next page) 

lace along the lines CF and CG with 

wire. This will give a cone about 18 in. 

tall. Now cut off the pointed end so 

as to give as large an opening as de- 

sired. Make a similar cone and lace 

the two into the ends of the cylinder 

as shown in Fig. 2 with wire. 

For a distance of about 18 in.-24 in. 

ene of the cones should be laced to the 

cylinder with stout cord or very flexible : 

wire, like radio aerial, so as to unlace 

easily for the removal of the turtles.



Sept. 5, 1931 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Uditor 
Outdoor America 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

Here is the story on Mr. Peterson's "flushing 

rod" which you asked him to write for you. 

After writing it Mr. Peterson sent it on to 

me with the request that I revise it and forward it to you. 

A snapshot of the rod accompanies the article. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge,Game Survey 

Incl. 

Copy to Mr. Peterson



The “Flushing Rod" a3 a New Game Manazement Device 

by 

Ae J. Peterson 
Conservation Warden, Racine, Wisconsin 

In the course of his studies on the Hungarian partridce at 

the University of Michigan, Mr. R. B. Yeatter discovered that the 

largest single “leak” in the propagation of these birds was their des- 

truction by agricultural implements during the nesting season. 

Mr. Yeatter's work showed that the cutting time for hay and 

alfalfa coincides almost exactly with the hatching time of the Hun- 

garian, and in the course of mowing many nests are lost. Sometimes 

the hen bird is killed when the Imife runs over her while she is on 

the nest; sometimes the eges are destroyed; in any event the removal 

of the cover eases desertion, and hence the complete loss of the nest. 

In an effort to cooperate with Mr. Yeatter and supplement his 

findings, if possible, I conducted a survey of Hungarian partridges 

in Racine County, Wisconsin, during the month of June, 1931. I found 

that mowing time and hatching time coincided in this locality also, 

and starts the first week in June. About 95 per cent of the nests are 

located in hay or alfalfa fields. ‘The Hungarian nest is built on the 

ground and consists of fine dried grass lined with feathers from the 

hen. It is cup-shaped and has a depth of about three inches and a 

diameter of six inches. ‘The average nest located contained 15 eges, 

bat it is not uncommon to find one holding an meaye ae 23. The ege is 

: cream colored and shaped like a pheasant egg, but is only two-thirds 

_as large. :
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After watching the behavior of hens from several dozen nests 

which I located, I learned that if the hen is flushed during the 

first week of incubation, she will not return to her nest. Desertion 

always follows such early disturbances. However, if she is flushed 

just before hatching time she will return. For locating the nests I 

used a device originated by Mr. Yeatter--two men drag the edge of the 

field with a 40-foot rope. When the hen flushed the nest could be 

located and marked in some way so that it could be avoided with the 

mower. 

The rope-dragging device was effective, I found, but it had 

one serious flaw. It takes considerable time an’ trouble to locate 

nests this way, and at this time of the year farmers are so tmsy that 

even though they are interested in the Hungarian partridge they are 

likely to feel that they cannot take the time necessary to find the 

nests before they mow. 

It occurred to me that what was needed was some gutomatic 

device for locating the nests, so that without too mmch trouble the 

mower could slip the nest a few feet ani thereby save a large per- 

centace of the anmal increase of these birds. : 

With this in mind I devised the "flushing rod" which is shown 

in the photo. ‘his 1s simply a 12-foot rod of cold rolled steel 3/8 

; of an inch in thickness, which is attached to the mower in front of 

the cutter in such a way that it flushes the partridce before the 

cutter reaches her. One end of the rod is threaded ani is attached 

to the outside ent of the cutter. The other end is hooked to the 

britchen strap of the harness at the shoulder of the near horse.
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All makes of mowers have a place to which this can be attached. 

I made several tests of the rod, with the assistance of Mr. 

Radtke, the famer shown in the photograph, and flushed several species .- 

of song birds and one partridge. From the trials we were assured that 

there was plenty of time after the bird was flushed for the farmer to 

stop the mower, If a nest was found, it could then be saved by leaving 

an island of uncut hay. 

The rod does not harm the hay or alfalfa in any way, nor does 

it bother the team. Other nice features of the rod are its cheapness 

and its simplicity; it costs only between 25¢ and 30¢ to make and it 

@an be installed on the mower in three mimtes. 

The Wisconsin Department of Conservation has decided that it 

will make up 100 or 200 of these flushing rods and place them with the . 

farmers next spring, as a means of stopping at least a part of this 

nesting mortality. ‘the attitule of the farmers is shown by the fact 

that those with whom I have talked have already spoken for the entire 

prospective supply. 

Sportsmen ani conservation departments in other states, I 

think, could enlist the cooperation of farmers in the sane way that 

Wisconsin is doing. 

hhh



THE WISCONSIN FLUSHING ROD 

"An Iron Rod thet Beats Any Law” 

Game authorities have concurred in the belief that the 
ereatest leakace in natural Hungarian vartridze vropagation in 
‘Tisconsin is in the destruction of partridge nests during the 
haying season. One of the peculiarities of the nesting Funear- 
ians is that they prefer hayfields to almost eny other nesting 
Site, and that, nine times out of ten, the nesting site is chosen 
within forty feet of the edge of the hayfield. Because the Hun- 
garian partridse hatching season in ‘/isconsin coincides almost 
exectly with the cutting time for hay, the past destruction of 
partridge nests and the mortality to nesting birds, has been 
tremendous. : 

ileny came observers believe that ring-neck' pheasant nest 
losses during the haying season are almost ecual to vartridre 
losses, and that present day haying methods constitute one of the 

chief factors in retarding natural ring-neck pheasant propagation. 
Reports from many counties in which there is a neavy concentration 
of pheasants bears out this belief. 

At the instirzation of R. E. Yeatter, Research Associate of 
the i‘ichigan Department of Conservation, and upon the advice of 
Aldo Leopold, in cherge of the came survey for the Sporting Arms 
and Ammunition Institute, arrangements were made with the WVis- 
consin Conservetion Commission to conduct a series of tests with 
various rope dragging devices in order that some light might be 
throym on the solution of more easily locating and protecting 
both vartridse and pheasant nests. The game division detailed 
this work to Warden A. J. Peterson of Racine county who, after 
several tests, invented what is called the "isconsin flushing 
rod.” This rod, e twelve foot cold’ steel rod, three-eights of an 
inch thick, is desizned for the purpose of flushing partridge, 
pheasants or any other nesting bird before damage can be done 
to the nest or to the bird by the knife of the mowing machine. 
One end of the rod is threaded and is attached to the outside of 
the knife. The other end is hooked to the britchen strap at the 
shoulder of the ncerest horse. All makes of mowers have a place 
to which a rod may be attached. Extencing apvroximately four 
feet in front of the knife of the mower the rod acts as a flushor 
for any species of bird with which it may come in contact. Up- 
on flushing ea bird the machine is stopped and a small area sur- 
rounding the nest is left uncut. ‘White rags placed at intervals 
along the rod tend to flush a bird still more quickly. 

First tests of the rod in action in Racine county, where 
there have been estimated to be approximately 5,000 Hunsarian 
pertridge, have proved its entire practicability. Farmers and 
sportsmen in areas where it has been tricd cut are enthusiastic
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over the device. A comprehensive test of the rod will be con- 
ducted over an area of approximately 2,000 acres in Racine 
county during the summer of 1932. 

The possibilities of the value of the flushing rod in the 
event thet it is as successful on a large seale as it has been 
in small seelc operation, are tremendous. It is believod that 
conservation werdens in 60 counties could easily vlace 500 rods 
in cach of their respective counties, for use by farmers who 

é would attach the device to their mowing machines for the first 
fow rounds of their hayfields. 50,000 rods could be distributed 
by the seme division at an approximate cost of $12,000.00 - 
istimating that one rod will save one nest, the saving of wich 
should mean the rearing to maturity of four partridge, pheasant 
or quail (a reasonable estimate), 30,000 rods would save 120,000 
major Wisconsin game birds, besides a host of other game and 
insectivorous birds and small geme animals. At an average stocking 
cost of $4.00 per bird, the value of this game would be $180,000. 
By even cutting thestimate in half, the benefits of the rod, if 
it proves as practicable as it appears it will, are almost un- 
believable. Certainly a 700 to 1500 per cent on an investment, 

: even on paper, is worth the attention of the Conservation Com- 
mission and evcry sportsman and wild life enthusiast in the state, 
and for this reason the rod will be given most rigid tests over 
& @onsiderable area during the next haying season. 

Blueprints of the new rod are available and will be mailed 
to applicants upon request. Address the State Conservation Com- 
mission, Attention Game Division, Madison, Wisconsin. 

William F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game 

December 2, 1951
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Warden Peterson, of Racine, Wis., invented this flushing device. 

An Iron Rod That Beats Any Law 
By District Warden A. J. Peterson 

v | NHE nesting time of the Hungarian rod, which is illustrated in the photograph. 
partridge in Wisconsin starts the first It is a very simple device, attached on the 

week in June, and the hatching mower in front of the cutter, for the pur- 

period coincides almost exactly with the pose of flushing the partridge before she 

A cutting time of hay and alfalfa. With the comes in contact with the cutter. This 

hatching and cutting period coinciding al- flushing rod consists of a 12-foot cold- 
most exactly as they do, it can easily be rolled steel rod 3/8-inch in thickness. One 

seen that the largest single loss in the an- end is threaded, and is attached to the out- 
nual supply of these birds is their destruc- Side end of the cutter. The-other-end is 

tion by the hay mower. Sometimes the hen hooked to the britchen strap of the harness 

bird is killed when the knife runs over her at the shoulder of the near horse. All 
while she is on the nest; sometimes the makes of mowers have a place to which 
eggs are destroyed; in any event the re- this can be attached. The rod then extends 
moval of the cover causes desertion, and a few feet in front of the cutter as a flusher 
hence the complete loss of the nest. for any species of bird it comes in contact 

How can this hay-mower mortality be with. 
reduced or avoided? With the assistance of Mr. Radtke, the 

One way is to try and induce the farmer farmer shown in the photograph, we made 
to locate and mark the nests before cutting several tests, and flushed several species 
time, so that the mower can be driven of song birds and one partridge. From the 
around them. Personally I believe this trial we learned that there was plenty of 
would be impracticable, because all farm- time after the bird was flushed for the 
ers at this time of the year are very busy farmer to stop the mower and investigate. 
with farm work, and it takes a great deal If there is a nest it can then be saved by 
of time and trouble trying to locate the leaving an island of uncut hay. 
nests. Many farmers are very much inter- Tn our test we also learned that this de- 
ested in the Hungarian partridge, but they vice does not harm the hay or alfalfa in 
cannot neglect their farm duties to go nest- any way, neither does it molest the team. 
hunting. The farmers in this locality are enthusi- 

After watching the behavior of hens at astic over this flushing rod, as most of them 
several dozen nests which I located, I have unintentionally destroyed partridge 
learned that if the hen is flushed during nests while cutting hay or alfalfa, and 
the first week of incubation, she will not would gladly use any device which would 
return to her nest. Desertion always fol- enable them to save the nests. 
lows such early disturbances. However, The Wisconsin Department of Conserva- 
should she be flushed just before hatching tion has written me that next spring it will 
time, she will return. It occurred to me that place 100 or 200 of these flushing rods with 
if some automatic means for locating nests the farmers, and already the farmers I 
could be devised and used before hatching have talked with have placed an order for 
time, so that the mower could skip the nest the entire prospective supply. I think 

a few feet, the nest and hen would be saved, sportsmen and conservation departments in 

thereby saving a large percentage of the other states could request the cooperation 
annual increase of these birds. of farmers in applying this idea to saving 

With this in mind I contrived a flushing _ birds’ nests.
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Eke Plarkucy rod 
Ovutpoor LiFrE a Novemser, 1932 25 | 

hunting season. The sportsmen who en- edge of rushes, and when alarmed, swim There is absolutely no excuse for the 
joy hunting want the number of waterfowl away rather than burst into flight, as do shooting of a wild swan under the im- 
to be increased and are willing and anxious the teal. Another characteristic not pression that it is a snow goose. The 
to pay the small sum of a dollar or two found in any other duck is the habit of swan is about three times the size of the 
for the privilege. Let every man who is carrying the spiny tail, fan-shaped, over snow goose in bulk and is absolutely pure 
willing urge his Congressman and Senator the back. Compared with the teal it is white, whereas the snow goose has black- 
to pass a Federal license tax for an ex- rather reckless in behavior and awkward lipped SUnES: The snow Egose is noisy 
tensive program of restoration. in action. . _ in, flight, the swan usually quiet. To 
Nebr. Dr. C. H. SILveRNATL, The other duck granted protection is mistake a wild swan for a snow goose 
For the North Platte Valley Sports- a little more difficult to identify, espe- is just as logical as to confuse a turkey 

men’s Association. cially on the wing. The bufflehead, or as hen with a pheasant hen—the real difficulty 
more commonly called in Minnesota, is that too many hunters are prone to 

baterball isa DOE edition of the sheet ist and see what they got after- 
. 2 whistler, or golden eye. It is a small wards.—Fins, F. 

‘Life in the Old Steed Yet’’ black and white duck, the male especially ; 
DITOR Outdoor Life:—Glory be! conspicuous with a white triangle on \ 

“ onyteae » black head. It is noted for its diving i 

Your rare i fe im the, old steed yeti’ powers, sometimes emg called spint / New Flushing Ideas 
baiting will give genuine joy to ae Gh duck, on account of its disappearing WE HAVE on several occasions called 

y ability. It is fond of the deeper waters, attention to the “flushing bar” which countable thousands of good defenders of : . . . 
; . so Seldom being seen on marshes or shallow Was developed in Southeastern Wisconsin ame and sport who in the past derived so s ; 

bs SPORE we P lakes. It might be confused with the in 1931 by Warden Peterson to save nest- 
much comfort, encouragement and actual coo itest fi shack the hooded merganser, ing game birds. . 
ee ae Soe oe a the male of which is also black and Last spring the Wisconsin Conservation 
Heuer c Pa T. Hf me white. It can be distinguished from the Commission and the Iowa Game and Fish 
“Ce s MS SNe whistler, or golden-eye, by its much Commission had a number of these rods 

uy smaller size and white wing bar. made up and distributed among the farm- 
ers for further experiment. Minnesota 

Florida C pasige = ape wood-duck is still protected, as eon ame and farmers likewise gave it a 

orida WCommissioner it has been for several years, and trial. 
aes has increased considerably in numbers We gave this splendid idea widespread 

Scores Baiting .....,_ Since given absolute protection. It is our Publicity through all available channels in- 
PeBIT OR Guidoor Life:—Your editorial most gorgeously colored duck, found cluding farm journals. Many farmers 

44 on baiting is a knockout—every word usually in wooded areas, such as river tigged up flushing devices of their own, 
in it is good horse sense. I wish we had bottomlands. Even when light and back- suck as light willow poles lashed to the 
more editors that could think straight and ground conditions are not favorable for mneckyoke with strips of burlap, auto. chains, 
write straight. distinguishing its bright colors, the or small bells attached. The best improve- 

I have been fighting this baiting menace white masked face and drooping crest are ment of the season, however, was developed 
ve sue Have been eon wae ae ESTO Another ee baceye a eral eave es ie Come ea wie 

lepartment and none of us can afford to habit in flight is the craning of the low- ub of Minnesota. was found that the 
let up for a moment. We have at last ered head from side to side, as though in original bar, attached to the end of the 
gotten them to thinking and to where they earnest search for something below. mowing machine cutting bar, had a ten- 
can see that there are two sides to it. The bufflehead and ruddy duck have dency to clog in heavy alfalfa. Instead of 
Heretofore it has been a one-sided affair. been sadly depleted in numbers due to attaching the flushing bar to the end of the = 

There-are two things that are not cov- the destruction of their breeding grounds cutting bar it was fastened to the tongue 
ered in your editorial which I consider the past few years, and surveys have in- behind the double-tree. 
quite important to call to the attention of dicated that this absolute protection is This new idea has several advantages. 
the public. First of all, feeding and bait- needed to prevent the extinction of the It does not clog; motion of the tongue 
ing interferes with the natural migration species. This measure has proven satis- gives the bar a beating movement, and it 
of the waterfowl. Of course, they are not factory in the case of the wood-duck, relieves the cutting bar of excess weight, 
going to leave the bait as long as it is which was nearly extinct prior to its pro- thereby making it easier to lift the knives 
plentiful—and it keeps the ducks and geese tection, and it is hoped that protective when a bird flushes. 
from going into the smaller ponds and measures will also save these two species. We submit herewith a drawing of the 
streams where the average “one-gallus” The wild swan is still protected and the new bar. (See below.) Several manufac- 
hunter could get a shot at one once in a enna weed - pea ie earicetning this turers of mowing machines have already 
while. Then too, it keeps them until the ird will not be amiss. Every fall num- promised to supply it to their customers. 
freeze-up and, naturally, a good many of ne or steer pads ate cee Dy hunters, Discuss the advantages of this bar with 
them are lost for lack of food in the frozen Who, atter the bird is bagged, profess farmers you meet this fall and urge them to 

country. that they thought it was a snow goose. use it next spring—American Game Assn. 
In my opinion, there is no need for feed- 

ing because I am sure that there is more 
natural food in the United States now per 
duck than there ever has been at any time (im a y | 
before. Of course, I have no objection to we > q » sf 
the feeding in refuges. eee eM =k ‘ A -& 

I certainly do appreciate this editorial —< Ae a” ON 
and the attitude that you are taking. 7 pp =z Nei 

C. C. Woopwarp, (| CLEA f ; Sa 
FI State G: C ae AMD i eMail P| Ways la. tate Game Commissioner. Ig Liha A SH fe 

i i Rv a AUT 

Qa, We {) BS | SURE . he How to Tell the Ducks y \ waa fp 1 AOS) Uh ay 
You Must Not Kill (| ip \ A (ee i 8 Wi We TM We 

[X ADDITION to the well-known and I Bea) NO rey DNS SE 
gorgeous wood-duck, which has had the HGS ——, PIN Ble pa bee LEE eZ f 

benefit of complete protection for several We RT In) SA it Ue ig CA ZOLA Af AN / 
‘ ; aN\n¢ vi Ail Cae MAI MCCALL years, two more species have been eae | il NI Hae I EH ed UY 
seared _bosiecties this year by federal ent Bee Fe NCO ne) A i 

5 eae NNN URAL NG he RAY ND 
Th he buff PEAR ENN a Bac sad cos paeheas or butterball, i otis Se ee SWE Zx// Bie 

The ruddy duck has several very dis- 
tinctive characteristics which should a <4 * 
make identification comparatively easy ~ —— 
for the observant hunter. In the first 4618 
place it is nearly as small as the green oan ae ee a : age Sie’ SOFT IRON WITH 2%6" PLATE 
winged teal, but chunkier. It dislikes to Rete oeE Se NOLES IRAE ORALED TO lBoET BAR To See eee 
fly, and will not do so except under ex- TONGUE OF MOWER AS IWDICRTED — OTHER END is CURLED Ars care Ser RTO Ua Ney ‘ Hl ~ BEND BA treme provocation; its that tile duck | tacit eters “ier Oo neg ae
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ee Te tr ectemest yeti : 
eae This letter to go with the blueprint. : : ee 

: I am enclosing a blueprint of a metal fool-proof, Brees cel bird 
: _ and animal feeder which I am convinced(after several years of Ue 

experience with it) solves the problem of feeding the wild game, — 
es only at a time when 811 mast and scatterdd feed is covered with ; 
ia BSC esc tste) 3 oe ee oo ‘ 

See tte Cree ets te tte mans Tet mCar are seer rary 
: Z the pan at the back of the feeder, as shown, and thus, by leverage ~ 

: lifts the door at front, exposing the feed. Then when a thaw melts 
f : . the snow or ice away, the door closes and conserves any remaining Ea 

; food until another fall of ice or snow. Cold or heat does not = = =——— 
_  @ffect its operation, But it can be set to dispense food at all ss 

eer eee eae fo) Sea sh ea ee Beek Tee eats Ce) a rr 
; oe : : ¥ oe me = ; 
ee They can be made in any sizes to dispense grain,chopped, or hay for 

Wee deer and the like. Some unexperienced people tell me that the ~ Hes 
_ game will not approach the feeder through fear. You will agree Ses 

‘ With me that wild game will find food when it Be ee ee 2 aes E e211) ata 
: hehehe 8nd will even eat out of your hand when very hs oo Sian eer pate 

eee ace ee CMrerssrte ms Te Tera trict Serr ies ic) it; re 
es deep inte this matter with you or any one who would owe eae ba 2 pla 

os . @nough to get it placed in the proper forces of game preservation S 
eo, Sie habal oad Millions of these feeders, both large and small, could =~ 
Le ae be Placed throughout the country. The various states should have =~ 
ae hem. They can be produced at a very low cost. I will be willing to 

Be Spend a month or two in the field of development as my experience 
oe rather ode i : “st g - ae a . oe. 

See icc AM CC esc ecm tow sett Cis ett ate bi Ee AL Set LET else would be interested in taking it up, 

ee es Very truly yours for the preservstion of wild game, 

oe : , Very truly ag : eee Paes 
aa res ‘ Ed .A.Sanguinet — ee Be er ere tee ee pee: ore. 

2 ee Cat ack Tey a ee
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Gross-Reference 3 

See "Live-Trapping Michigan Whitetail Deer" by Ilo H. Bartlett, 

Papers Michigan Acad. Stience, Arts and Letters, Vol. XVII, 1932. 

Published 1933, Filed in Deer Box, :
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ROBERT G. SMITH aie 1 T yppdrt 

Qn Se 
MANUFACTURER SS FARMINGTON 

SS OO Ree CONN. SMITH’S TURTLE TRAP ER See ese 

REQ. U.8. PAT. NO. 1927809 

Dear Sir: 

Almost all ponds, lekes and rivers are infested with snapping 

turtles. The turtle is a voracicus feeder upon ell sorts of aquatic life, 

although fish are his principal food. Whenever fish are hard to obtain, he 
readily takes young ducklings, muskrats and even fully grown ducks, or 

almost any form of life that comes within reach of his lightning thrust. 

His method is to hold his prey under water until it drowns, then eat it at 
his leisure. 

A very conservetive estirate is that the average turtle of 20 

to 30 pounds takes more fish than the average angler. The problem has been 

to rid the waters of these unwelcome marauders, but with a few of Smith's 

Turtle Traps, the problem is solved. 

As proof of the efficiency of these traps, we call your ettention 
to the record of turtle trapping conducted by the Connecticut State Board of 
Fisheries and Game with a comparatively small number of these traps. These 
turtles were utilized for food, given to the unemploved. They are e very 

delectable article of food. 

Season of 1932 - 1378, weighing 20943 pounds 

5 " 1933 - 1838 " 23957 " 

County Warden Cherles R. Disbrow, 1344 F. Main St., 

Stretford, Conn., caught in one trap at one lifting, 9 turtles 
weighing 180 pounds. 

Trap is e little less than 4 feet long end 25 inches in diameter, 
of special 30 thread twine treated with preservative. Meshes are 2-7/8 inches 
square, or 5-3/4 inches stretched mesh, with gelvanized rings and are collapsible, 

with 3 spreader sticks. Weigh about 7 pounds each and are capable of taking 
turtles up to 50 pounds in weight. 

Price complete - $3.20 each. Minus spreader sticks - $3.00 each. 
Weter snake trap - $3.00 each. 

Order one or a dozen of these traps, and help to lessen the number 
of these predators, and increase the supply of fish and waterfowl. 

For your information, we may say there is a market for these turtles. 
We have caught over $50.00 worth in one day. 

Yours for more fish and waterfowl, and fewer turtles, 

Robert G. Smith
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1532 University Ave, 
June 1, 1936 

Mr. I, V, Anderson 
435 8. 4th Street 
Missovla, Montana 

Dear Mr, Anderson: 

Yes, there has been considerable development in flushing bars not 
covered by my publications, I refer you to the following: 

The Flushing Bar. ‘the Pennsylvania Game News, July, 1933. 

Palmer, M, C, Jould You Save 160,000,000 Birds? American Gane, 
March-April, 1933. 

English, P. P. Soe ee : 
American Game, March-April, 1934, 

English, P, F. Qe Ah Fa sat ae Seer tae Michigan Department 
of Conservation Game etin #2, . 

Sha Tjyeyins Ink Senean laareatas, American Game, March-April, 
35. 

Sie _Toma Mlughine Ber: Diagram issued by American Game Association, 
He undated, 

li Pr, ¥ Y eh EV 3. | r 5‘ * 
Department of Conservation Monthly Bulletin, date lost. 

English, P, 7. Designs for Making Geme Bird Fiushing Apparatus, 
Diagram issued by School of Conservation, University of 
Michican, undated, 

eee National Waltonian, May, 
3 . 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



Western Montana Fish and Game Association 
PMissoula, Montana 

THOMAS N. MARLOWE, PRES. 
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Mechanical Devices 

Game Breeder & Sportsman, August, 1936, p. 172 
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LN Aw Uy PURE AG ee) 

SAU a ee ie s 
AG PS Bok imedd Ere Other breeders use brails, but this Te longer the birds can be kept in 

Bee ¥) Vg See also means a considerable amount of the rearing field without excessive 
Oe ee ee mos work in catching and brailing the birds, “over-the-fence” losses, the better, as 

as it is necessary to loosen the brails, or heavy concentrations in the holding-pens 
to change them from one wing to an- are likely to induce feather picking 

ITH the approach of the shoot- other from time to time to prevent im- and to increase the disease hazard. 
ing season, now but a few  pairment of the However, after 
menths off, the game breeder power of flight, ie eee oe eight weeks of 

comes face to face with a number of The general 7" 9 2 . age the birds are : j Bases: i \ IN i : important problems. _ Practice is to dis- 4 i NO ype EE, likely to leave 
One worry that begins about this pense with both be rem ey the rearing field 

time for the large-scale raiser of pheas- wing - clipping L. | i eee in numbers and 
ants by the “range” method, is the pre-and brailing. If | fae ae Re 4 travel a consid- 
vention of escapes from the rearing field the field has Hl aA p A aes oe f erable distance 
and the safe transfer of the birds to the been properly se- i j NC ESE ENS ALS in search of food : ece oF poultry wire <I kig Besse I) holding pen. lected and cover syspay fo outsite oN aia . : unless they are 

At the age of four weeks, young strips and other offence. ° eo SEEN Lee fed promptly. 
pheasants are normally able to clear a vegetation are Sea Nels t? Q Regular feeding, } SVS Sinall stake driven here. : seven-foot fence. It is not long after adequate, most ea always import- 
the birds realize their power to go “over of the birds will Trap on Rearing Field Fence. , ant, is highly es- 
the top” before a few of them will be- be more anxious sential at this 
gin to exercise it. Then unless the to get back to the field than they were time. 
breeder is ‘“‘on his toes” he is likely to to get out, and the urge will be About two weeks before it is time to 
lose a large percentage of the pheasants strengthened by memories of the food trap up the birds, a number of swaths 
he has worked so hard to raise. “handouts” to which they have been about ten feet wide should be mowed at 

Wholesale wing-clipping is generally accustomed. right angles to cover strips in the rear- 
not considered practicable, as this would Some of the birds will fly back in, ing field, None of these strips should 
necessitate trapping and handling large but others will return to the fence and _ be within fifty feet of the fence. They 
numbers of birds several times before ‘fight the wire” trying to return, in- should be placed from forty to fifty 
they were ready for removal to the stead of using their wings. Unless the yards apart. 
holding pen, following which they game breeder is alert at this time many Stake or portable traps (see illustra- 
could not be shipped out for at least a of these birds will give up their efforts tions) should be distributed along these 
month as full winged birds. (The to enter the field and wander away. strips between rows. Coops should be 
stumps of flight feathers of clipped birds To prevent this, wire “wings” or moved gradually onto the strips—a 
should be pulled out when the latter “pockets” should be constructed at in- little distance each day, and then to- 
are placed in the holding pen). tervals along/the outside of the fence. 

5.0" he fence should then be lt hci . .% 
‘of <A patrolled several times a BET een Pare 1 
80 ES Pris day. The birds will run  (SGeqe@e@me a r ee EEE long ahead af th FRECHE 2 526} SEES Ss oer «alone ahead of the man on AA WU AMOS Oa elena Sg ea emm EERE pero duty and into these PNONGUGRQ Mug ween eons aes SSS ee ae pockets, where they may io Wo Ome joteeGs 

Be igi TESS Seis ect paar seen) § casily be caught and re- §N\sec Se Ng Om aan Ib 7 I SOR EE A laa ie el et Bee REN RS Roe ea el turned to the field. It is  jaye¥elsy BOS | OI 
Pe aig teehee wise to clip one wing of jSM@SeGiA ig. mmhWosag) SHUT RSS mer recor > PHEASANT each of the birds so caught, Stra. wae gat AE eae Kh aS eh aero STAKE TRAD ! ~ Rae a8 CA Gis Be St be sien Veco * or they are likely to re- we x er a 
aH BSS Ses Twoentrant coneson peat their offense, leading ES ee ae eam BO 
a x mee ie eae each side and one in the other birds over the top of 
SS ie, far end. the wire. Portable Trap. 
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ca Just let some interloper appear among the cat-tails and red- 
C UR FE TH ERED wing tells him in no uncertain terms where to go! With a strident 

(3 call, and harsh scoldings he swings on the veriest tip of an old 
Ae y FRIE DS stalk, and lifts his glowing wings to steady himself. His dull 

Uf) fle brown heavily streaked mate is voicing her enmity too, and 
e's perches only a little lower down. Red-wings certainly hate cow- 

es Vi By DR. GEORGE M. SUTTON birds. If a cowbird comes to the home swamp a chase and battle 
a Ha MaeiNenta cay, anraEncer follows from which the cowbird shrinks in terror. I have seen a 

OG). Ra pipe ithie- uring sheawoeds cowbird actually duck under water to escape the onslaught of the 
SES : 

ww of this poem fairly sang themselves red-wing. 
JEN Ly into my mind. He was so vivid and The flute-like song of this handsome spring bird is one of the i 7 y : 5 pales : 
oy LL dominant, and his red shoulders so most appealing sounds in nature. The liquid gurgling quality baf- 

Js fiery as he wheeled about in the fles description and imitation, and the whole song is delivered with 
ill sun: such ease and exhuberance that we are tempted to try perching 

The sad fields are breathing a deep sigh of springtime, on a cat-tail ourselves and ee Gr . 
And bright clouds are fluttering over the sun; Down among the old cat-tail leaves a strong nest is woven, 

Gay shadows go prancing like small phantom children semipensile and deep. The three to six beautiful eggs are pale blue, 
Across the dull hillsides ’till daylight is done. spotted and scrawled with black. 
Awake! : Does the fact that our handsome friend is polygamous lessen 
For the red-wing, his epaulets gleaming, | our evaluation of him? Hardly, for he is a valiant defender of his 
ue seal rer plumage ashine in the light, several nests: 

Ss shoutin; 1S JOYy-son; . * : . pAaal gaaciee to eae Although red-wings eat some grain, particularly in late fall when 
Is calling his tribesmen and daring the sun! the rusty feathered young are swarming about preparatory to 
My gay, flashing red-wing, migration, they are not to be considered as harmful as a rule, 
My black flame of morning, and because of their great beauty are to be valued highly. Long 
Is driving the white clouds and daring the sun! i aptain of the cat-tail swamp. 

4 
are ee 

~ 

MR. SPORTSMAN: nas this game saving instrument Ahat it is equipping all farmers who 
You are interested in perpetuating your game supply, are you are cooperating in its new farm game projects. 

not? Such being the case, we can suggest one excellent way of Already a large number of landowners have agreed to use these 
doing this very thing. devices and quite a few of the bars are now in the course of con- 
The time for mowing and harvesting will be here before we struction. . E 

know it. It is then that many game birds and mammals are sacri- They are very simply made and the entire cost amounts fo only 
ficed to the cruel knives of farm implements. This annual slaughter about $2.40. 
of our valuable wildlife can be stopped to great degree if the Think what you or your organization could do if they were to 
farmers can be induced to use a flushing device which has been so make up a lot of these devices and encourage the farmers of their 
effective in recent years. community to use them while mowing the first 30 to 50 yards of 

The Game Commission has so much faith in the practicability of each hay field. 
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3 | T Turtles—Save Fish Wasa | Lrap Turtles—Save Fis 
PM | cr 

SOMETHING WONDERFULGOESONINSIDE | gm 
Prank FULTER | (0 

<i 4 ee ee 
se MEDICO ES , oo ox * bh.» | Another way for 
Yes — _ Ve Ve i 

ee ——SPIPES, «| | oe eee = SPortsmen to im- 
Ss ee CIGARETTE (ee CU ~S—CCOrove fishing con- 
3 & CIGAR HOLDERS TL eS) ditions in their 

FINEST BRIAR MONEY CAN BUY ss cer ~ own locality 

BAFFLES BREAK UP ap a) 
oe 

SMOKE STREAM -- yy 
FILTER REALLY FILTERS eed a ee a | ae Ae | A 

ee ee te ee 
ooo Ore pie og eed = : | N ATUR AL? ee Ss, Photos from Outdoor Nebraska 

.. You've tried the hard tan i. - : ; : 4 Meee way-now fry the easy a - . 
oa aN ieik, “perfect wings, ine my os i , seetttike bodies. * 

Designed—Tested—Proven. Pat. No. 2034832, Natural—en- a 
ticing—killing—fished either dry or wet. s 
es §=6POSTPAID FOR ‘ Zé 

RAYGRAFT 12 #5 5 Rea “ant $4 a ees ao 
a nee S2n Francisco,Cal. W “vosauito ae eee oe wat SY 

ST ee ee ae " 

t > 4 es one CHIEF enemy of fish is not the fish- < 
ny a erman. For every trout or bass that : 
(ag bea reaches the angler’s creel, two find their 3 
ye \ Gy way into the stomachs of turtles and wa- 
Aree sa >», ter snakes or are cast lifeless on the shores 
bas wee as of polluted streams. Fish that die thus are 

‘ (a wasted, and this needless waste of a val- 
7 poy : uable resource can and should be stopped. 

eh <7 “Water snakes and big snapping turtles 
wae” es are very destructive, especially in periods to find it. The turtles will climb on the 

Ny of low waters,” says More Fish and Game. frame to sun themselves, find the bait and 
\— “They should be killed at every opportu- crawl over the projecting nails to reach it. 

‘ nity, a special effort being made to rid the | Once inside the trap, they will be unable 
stream of them in times of drought.” This to crawl back over the nails. 
is when a good turtle trap will be useful. This turtle trap can be easily and inex- 

- A line of the traps described below* caught pensively made, yet will be worth its 
13,000 turtles in a single summer. weight in game fish to the sportsman who 

fe - Saw two 4-foot sections from an old builds it and sets it in turtle-infested wa- 
- telephone pole, and split each section. ters. And right now is the time of year 

Bevel the ends and lay the pieces in the when snappers take their heaviest toll of 
form of a square, round side out, and nail desirable fish. 
the logs at the corners. Saw four pieces of 
1x6-inch lumber long enough to fit inside Bz THERE are other ways in which 
the square, and through these boards drive sportsmen can do their part to im- 
16-penny nails about 2 inches apart so they prove both hunting and fishing in their 

, f project through. Nail these boards inside own localities. There is need for stream 
JES The American Boy magazine the log square so the nails point toward improvement work, game bird propaga- 

you will find, in addition to the center of the trap. Now tack a net of _ tion, maintenance of game covers—all jobs 
stories and articles of adventure, l-inch poultry wire to the under side of | that can be done in spare time with little 
business, humor, science, etc.: the frame, letting it form a belly about trouble or expense, yet jobs that reap big 

three feet deep. A couple of watertight oil dividends in improved fishing and hunt- 
SPORTS FICTION: Thrilling stor- cans attached to the logs will serve to keep ing. All these projects are described in 
ies of every major sport written by the trap afloat. detail in the booklet “How to Have More 
sports specialists. If you enjoy the Place some bait—meat or fish will serve Fish and Game,” which is distributed at 
tense, determined rivalry of amateur admirably—in a wire container and fasten cost by the publishers of National Sports- 
athletics you'll get a big kick out of it inside the trap, barely submerged. Then man magazine. For your copy of the book- 
American Boy sports fiction. set the trap afloat and wait for the turtles let, clip the coupon below and mail it 

ERIE “ddacHibld’ 14 “OUTDOOR NEBRAS. with ten cents in stamps to National 
7 rst. described in = Teal SPORTS ARTICLES: Timely and KOAGS Ghich” NGHGNER Shorteman, id, idebted Sportsman, 275 Newbury Street, Boston, 

informative interviews with college for ‘photos used in these columns. Mass. 
and professional athletes, coaches 
and umpires, take you behind the 
scenes in all sports. 

More Fish and Game 
SUBSCRIBE NOW for yourself or 
for that boy or young man in whom National Sportsman, June, 1937 
you are interested. One year, $1.00; 275 Newbury Street, 
THREE YEARS, $2. On news Boston, Mass. 

stands, 15¢ a copy. I want to enjoy better hunting and fishing in my own locality, and 
enclose ten cents in stamps for the booklet “More Fish and Game.” 

“American "18 Name ccc ti titties “Sieceteen eee eee 

OMRCHETIAY || co | eee 
7432 Second Blvd., Detroit, Mich.



Vel Bailey is retired Chie ralist of the Unit 
Better Management Sistes bavess of Biological Pale Me ol 

is oy ew : - field of pees ye For me 
ears Mr. Bailey has been experimenting in devising hu- 

of Predatory and mene traps in the hope that their use mish mitigate the 
- aust he nies i now cea ae in 

the capturi nd in pre imal con- 
Fur-bearing trol. While improvement is still Being sought with some 

of the Pe oes ie ay proved ot ooh 
ne. 0} cl Ow 

Mammals oan f ewes fray that fare bean, Tat in ectash use. 

By VERNON BAILEY 
Photographs by the Author © 

ow THAT the larger carnivores are reduced to scat- That some aggressive species must, in some places, be 

\ tered individuals, well off the farm and stock reduced in abundance for the good of many smaller and 

ranges—the grizzly bears limited mainly to a weaker types goes without saying, but if our intelligence 

few in the large National Parks, cougars to rough and lit- is higher than that of the beasts let us use it for the good 

tle used mountain areas and the big wolves to the borders _ of all, and especially with a long look into the future. 

of Mexico and Canada—we have mainly coyotes and In most cases, killing has gone too far. What we need 

bobcats to consider as enemies of game and the smaller on that activity is four-wheel brakes. Then must come 

livestock, sheep and poultry. These are both valuable fur careful upbuilding on the meager remains of what was 

bearers, perfectly able to pay for their own regulation once a rich heritage of living things. 
where and when it is necessary, so our problems in control Many varieties or geographical races of mammals have 

of predatory mammals are of little importance, except in been wiped out of existence, especially over the eastern 

Alaska and some local areas where the rarer game ani- and- middle United States; but in most cases closely re- 

mals are being protected or reinstated. The most important lated forms are still to be found in some part of the 

matter now is to determine the kinds and numbers of country. 

different forms of wildlife that we wish to perpetuate The eastern forms of the buffalo, elk, cougar and wolf, 

and the best methods of saving the valuable, interesting and the giant mink, have gone with the heath hen and pas- 

and attractive forms. senger pigeon, but all except the pigeon have close rela- 

The time is past when a minority of sportsmen, hunt- tives farther west. The grizzly bears in the West have 

ers and killers can dominate outdoor policies and dictate suffered much because they were not good mixers and 
to the great majority—Nature lovers who are beginning refused to accept the supremacy of the white man or 

to claim their right to a voice in maintaining some of the _ respect his rights of ownership in beef and mutton. But 

natural environment and interests of our adopted land. for firearms and traps of steel, the grizzlies would have 
We are beginning to realize the disgrace of allowing any held their own as they did with the Red Man for ages 
of our native species of birds or mammals to become _ back. At present they are a great attraction in Yellowstone 
extinct and their values thus lost to future generations. and Glacier National Parks, where they have found, let 

us hope, a permanent place in the 

Vee ee a Pw a TR, life of the Nation. 
F yoy pe a ae geod , ae ey a eee ee Black bears are still widely dis- 

Ag ee 7 eae Sil é . NY) ps Mee? tributed, and in many sections of the 

wa a BD Ps eee ke eee eee §— country are increasing under tardy ap- 

veka Sd Fo pts os S Ss ees = preciation and protection. Still, in 
a at ee Se bat 4 an 3 many states they are outlawed, and 

wa | (Uc; ee pdt eres Seger = arc hunted and trapped at all seasons 
Rel 1 ce ty ~“ 7; pte §=—= by methods cruel, wasteful and un- 

<i fe 4 «S ; ede a. fair. In other states, they are now 

2 ae El " 7 re ee OF e considered among the a valuable 
ate ag be ; ; . : 

Nai ea ey F 5 at i a ; game animals, and are highly prized 

CR ey ae A Pr Bl for trophies, as they were long ago 

ee Bags F rd <é 4s a for meat and fat and warm fur by the 
aA eel re A Otte i Oe EY 

“ Pig it ey ne - Wass i ce et 
¢ aa 3 ~ 48 : w feX 7 “shee THE VERBAIL TRAP IS HARMLESS 
aes kan mK ces ae i oa * [bistirlendy, fem dog vas stumbled ete 

. s “ : Le 3 e - g c. | gt | net momica ene the Seeman 
ar nore ma a i, CO i ey rience, although doubtless quite disgusted 
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3 . ve NOTHING HURT BUT HIS PRIDE 

ky 4 Apparently much ashamed of himself, this gray fox 

: sii : was found fast in a Verbail trap. He was re- 

£ a a : leased, uninjured, the same day 

( 4 P' some of the more cautious grow up to defy the trappers 
is _ aa & 2 yi PP 

7 af Ce Y oe and perpetuate the species. 

a , ie ee =e They are fond of mutton and any small domestic stock, 

~~ ee: VAS y y 
ey : oo" \ “ ‘ RB of poultry, game birds, rabbits, rodents, birds, eggs, rep- 

i. ato a ; tiles, fishes, fruits, nuts, grain and even insects. With 

oe a he, me ht such a range of food habits they readily adapt themselves 

a . te, ty vt ae to varied types of country and climate from the Tropics 

hee cer - m es cae «(tO the Arctic, and thrive where the less versatile carnivores 

eo. a : yes ‘ale “have disappeared. They offer a real problem, for in some 

‘ ‘ i ? a” , ms.” types of farm country they are highly useful to man in 

— ‘ Ye i. AS a) controlling his greatest enemies, the rodents. In other ex- 

A ee Pe cs © tensive desert areas they are neutral and rarely in reach 

11 le eee ad 7 of man-made industries, and again, in game-filled forest 

om) . — e " f} areas and rich grazing grounds, they may cause heavy 

Ls |g eee so losses of valuable game and livestock. To condemn 

Lae. ie ~ oe them wholly is ignorant and unwise; to protect them 

uf 8) Ss 3 SS ; wholly would be fatally destructive to the property 

, ae x C) of thousands of people. To tell the truth about them, 

ay PN ee x . ; to regulate their control and to point out the simplest, 
oo a Nee 8 BE P 

ce Pa . 4 most intelligent and most humane methods of bring- 

: ing it about, should be the work of those who have 

native Indians, We can hardly blame the early white set- given the most time and study to the lives of our 

tlers for killing black bears on sight, for they were always native animals. 

fond of pigs and sheep, the only animals slow enough for Most of the carnivores, large and small, have more or 

them to capture, and in many cases the loss of a few of _ less valuable fur coats that yield ample reward for their 

these farm animals seriously depleted the winter food capture, and these have driven well nigh to extinction 

supply for the pioneer family. This enmity, justified in several of the more valuable species. Even coyotes and 

early days, has now little excuse for continuance, and the foxes, the most prolific and elusive of the fur bearers, are 

bears can be welcomed back to wilderness areas where generally of sufficient value to cover the cost of keeping 

wild foods are available. ; 

Mountain lions and big wolves will never be brought ‘ay yy ~~ 

back into settled areas, since their ravages were too serious ee Le 

to be endured, but a few can be left in extensive wilderness ey ee 

regions where abundance of large game species will af- hy _ 

ford the heavy meat supply necessary for their sub- mat 

sistence. There is, however, always a feeling of conflict A : Lee 

between our human epicures and these wild meat eaters ; Pe te NO ae 

h d h a climax, but while the suppl lie a hae ee 
reg as y i —e 

E at may some day reach a climax, ut while the supe y 4 in pian wf us +s een 

is ample for both we need not worry. These animals ae to fy 9s Swot =e 

are easily controlled and we need only decide on how r ay Cee « < = 63 ‘ 
. nye woe at VW; 4 “y Pan 

many we want, and where and how they are to be main- eg vo a q oot < 

: py ime 6 
tained. ; : j ey 4 < a 

Coyotes, the little wolves, are still with us over prac- Poy Aa ay gs RO eae 

: ; : “ ee le oa a 

tically their whole native range, and more, for they are be tf “ br Eom i ae ee 

. i ‘ - ae te 

spreading eastward and northward far beyond their orig- re Pa pee Saat 

inal bounds. Their intelligence, cunning and adaptability ‘E 4 4 en a | 

are almost uncanny, as they meet every device and lure ee = a sped od 

of the trappers with perfect understanding and disregard. |i a ‘3 BP i , eS 'f 

Those outwitted by trappers are mostly the young of the (i ageumee | i ; “ 

year and the less keen of the family. Almost invariably ee NE o , oe “ 

A BOBCAT THAT DIDN'T LEARN ae Rone Paxil y 

Once was not enough for this California bobcat. Re- - wg 

leased uninjured, he returned the next night and S y 
stepped into the same trap again & 
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. c iio ae : <= a “ ome, oa of California there may still be a small 
: - of >, number. Both badgers and wolverines 

Ny a iin > | - md =©now should be given the protection 
. : ps a. 2+ Sh, accorded the smaller fur bearers, and 

Ls <r - > An REEVE ‘ om oa ‘s er much of their ranges complete 
s vt a HELI a he ages: Ky ee Se " protection for a term of years, until they 

+ ge Sea wag se ee UM oe ute well reinstated, is necessary. 
Apa GRE ae if ey Q i” ied Our civilization, such as it is, has 

e Loos hae: eg : (wig \ swept across the continent and rolled 
Mt ‘ Chee hick: is ty ig aren. pea back upon itself, leaving a cyclonic 
£ i ,. al WM pee ape 4 re A hi 
7 g Ly Os gl to : e vat! fies wreck of some of our most valuable 

4 Wigs , en, os Daal a oe) BS BES! af natural resources. The large game and 
py : ogee a x Oe. e. en” thy flesh-eating animals are among those 

2 aie ptetee: se eae ge. er, ii bs Bees that have suffered most, but now, with 
t, ba Fo Srazssteeeaten eee) # ie a eet ae better perspective, we can see the value 

NN a eo een gaia area Ry of each species and plan its future man- 

Ph Gee eee am agement. 
bas Gees SSS —_ 4 The buffalo, muskox, mountain 

= Ne Ss oad =. i sheep, antelope, elk and deer are being 
‘ * provided with suitable ranges and 

A TRAP WITH PLENTY OF ROOM given a chance for reestablishment. The 
This 55-pound beaver was captured in a cage trap, kept for beaver and muskrat, among fur bearers, 

a few days for study, and then returned to i > i 
his home lake without incident are being given state and private pro- 

tection as definite resources; the fox, 
their numbers within bounds, Over wide areas they are mink, raccoon, and skunk are being raised as domestic an- 
the main harvest of the trappers, and if they were more _ imals for their fur, while the domestication of the marten, 
abundant the trappers would rapidly increase in num- fisher, otter and badger are still in the experimental stage. 
bers. We need not worry about. them except to educate The larger carnivores, with less valuable fur, seem less 
the trappers to use more humane methods in securing promising for domestication, Bears, wolves, coyotes and 
their furs. the larger native cats require meat, and would soon eat 

Other fur bearers, however, are the cause for serious _ their heads off in domestication. While no longer a gen- 
worry. The badger, for instance, one of our most harm- eral menace to game and livestock, they must be watched 
less and useful animals, is in great danger of total ex- and not allowed on certain areas where rare species of 
tinction if the price of its fur remains at its present high game animals are being protected. With better traps, they 
level. Only in recent years has the beauty of its light- can be easily controlled and their abundance can be regu- 
colored, long, open and lively fur been appreciated—too _ lated, or they can be taken in one locality and removed 
much so. Badgers are never abundant, as they are not pro- _ to another as desired. 

lific; they are defenseless and harmless, and easily trapped. The time has come when each of our wildlife species 

Some day they will be raised for fur, and only the choice _ should be definitely managed or controlled privately and 
and beautiful strains will be produced, and then it is to publicly, and not have its chance of survival depend on 

be hoped that the darker brown and plain-colored badgers _ the will of the strongest and most aggressive or on the 
over most of the country can live in peace and carry on whim of the hunter or avarice of the trapper. Wildlife 

their life-long and useful pursuit of ground squirrels, is a rich heritage that should be wisely maintained and, 

gophers and mice. in suitable areas, intelligently restored. 

Of the weasel family only the badger and wolverine With the present necessity of managing our animals 
have ever been considered predatory in the sense of be- more intelligently, it has become important to devise types 

ing destructive to game or livestock, but neither of these of traps that will take them without injury and make it 
can be justly classed as harmful. The wolverine or glut- possible to select and redistribute them for breeding and 
ton is a powerful and savage little animal, but he is fore- restocking purposes. Such traps are now available for 

doomed by his short legs to be a scavenger, a killer of most of our native land mammals, either for capture alive 
cripples and a robber of traps. His long, coarse fur, how- without injury or, in the case of the smaller kinds, for 

ever, has a beauty and value that has led to his destruction __ killing instantly without cruelty. Most of these traps have 
over most of his range, and unless given some protection been demonstrated and thoroughly tested, others are in ex- 

his species will soon become extinct. In parts of Canada _ perimental stages, and will be modified as actual tests show 
and Alaska there are still a few, and in the Yosemite region _ the necessity for changes to improve their performance. 

e 
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THE ANCESTOR OF THE DOMESTIC HORSE 
The wild pony, or Przwalski's horse, of Mongolia. Note its large 

head and convex profile, upright mane, scantily- 
haired tail, white muzzle and pale legs 

e 

Although its origin is hidden in the mists of the past, the horse 

2s believed to have come from Central Asia 

By ERNST SCHWARZ 

ONG before Columbus ventured into a new world; In the Old World the history of the horse has been 

. indeed, half a million years ago, during the last different. Even today wild ponies are found in Mon- 
great invasion of the ice, there were horses on  golia, survivors of the hordes of primitive horses that 

what we now know as the continent of North America. roamed all over northern Asia and Europe, and whose 

Man had not yet made his appearance here, and these remains abound in the deposits left by the great glaciers. 

animals were, of course, wild horses. Some of them were, Yet the descendants of these wild equine tribes are with 

in fact, of the same stock as those now found in Europe us today, friends and servants of man. And in the cen- 

and Asia. By some mysterious agent, most probably an _ turies that have passed they have been developed by him 

epidemic, they were destroyed. They vanished from the into widely different types and breeds that differ one from 
great plains long before man had crossed the straits that another even more than they do from their wild ancestors. 
separate Asia from North America. The record remains. The wild horse that still survives in Mongolia is a pale 

ae brown animal of medium size. It has 

= ae rae slender limbs, a heavy and ugly head, 

‘ ey td Di and an upright mane. Far different are 

: | these animals from the elegant Barb 

seat oon . and Arab horses, or the heavy cart- 

 & \ i . ~~~ horses of northern Europe, or the great 

r j tournament horses of the Middle Ages. 

oo pale 7 The story of the domestication of the 
F ] ¥ ‘) : = horse is, of course, shrouded in the mists 

4 ‘s, an —_— a am of antiquity. We do not know when it 
ee —_ poe eee ae became attached to man. But the facts 

~~ oe ee ‘7 - that wild horses are still found in north- 
a co "OS De a by 

| | ry =e tf. Sle eo H 
die et oe ntact Fon, one of the met toccontl 
See ae ee pee of the American thoroughbreds of recent 
RRO ET She es eG Se SE AS years, poses complacently for his statue 
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Ya SLEIGH BELLS SAVE 
( PHEASANTS 

A simple contraption in which 
the old time sleigh bells played an 
important part saved the lives of 
many pheasant hens on the Willow 
Brook estate in Northampton 
County during the hay making sea- 
son. In former years the lives of 
many of the pheasant hens were 
lost by the grass mower cutting 
them to pieces while the hens were 
engaged in hatching their eggs. 
This year through the efforts of 
Superintendent Jesse Krall and his 
assistants a real job of game con- 
servation was done through this 
simple contraption. 

The mowing on this tract is be- 
ing done with tractors. A piece of 

_ timber has been constructed for 
easy installation on the tractor and 
this extends over the grass to the 
width of the cutting bar and about 
8 feet ahead of the cutter. From 
the timber are extended numerous 
cords with several bells attached 

_ tothe end. These bells are dragged 
along through the grass ahead of 

_ the cutter and the pheasants are 
flushed in time to prevent their in- 
jury. In many cases the mower 
was stopped and the eggs saved 
and turned over to the State Game 
Farm for hatching.—P. H. Fulmer, 
Sec. Lappawinzo Fish and Game 
Protective Association.
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Gins. eathers and fur 27 
Open to: Any bona fide police officer as out- hay well ahead of the mowing blade would flush the 

lined under Team Match. Scores by in- nesting bird and also give the operator of the mower 
dividuals firing in team match to be used for a chance to lift the cutting knife and leave an island 
this match. of cover around the nest. Most birds, it is said, will 

Entry Fee: $1.00 for individuals not entered "eturn to the nest if sufficient cover is left around it. 
in team match. 

Prizes: Me dda\tocach of the times hie agence: A round iron bar, half an inch thick and sixteen 
: Poeecee i i ; s feet long was welded to a small flat piece of iron gate scores fired over course. ss : s Skidd a eee through which two holes were drilled. Two corres- 

ra 00 a ae ae e-entry Matches ponding holes were bored through the tongue of the 
ame as September ord. mower and the bar fixed to the tongue back of the 

Raa Beh doubletree with bolts. The bar was so bent that it 
onday September 5t' cerned ou om fe tongye ae angle ey took it 

. ¢ . = ve feet ahead of the cutting knife and to the outer 
State Championship Mayor’s Re-entry Match edge of it. Here the bar was bent again and taken 

Open to: Mayor of any city, town, or village back toward the off horse and fastened to the harness 
ofthe State of Minnesota: Just back of the collar. An eye was turned at this 

When fred: Open all day beginning at 0:00 Gute ar, alowing the, taro be seul ved 
Seen u not only dragged the bar through the upstanding hay 

Entries: Limited to two re-entries. but thrashed it up and down, thus creating additional 
or ie See yards, 10 shots ee coat abe flushing bar was developed at 

offhand, slow fire target. nderson Hill, the farm and game refuge of Sam G. 
Second Stage—200 yards, 10 shots, slow Anderson, a lawyer and nationally known conser- 
fire, same target, position optional. vationist, near Hutchinson, Minnesota. 

Arms: Any rifle .25 caliber or larger 

Sights: Metallic ae 
Femansiigre ae CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
Entrance Fee: $1.00, re-entry 75 cents. fae ad ee pe actepted a 
Prizes: Trophy and Medals to be announced 5 cents per a ee ie heeine 8% 

later. No advertisement for less than $1.00. Cash with 

: Bialioe and Re-entry Matches order: 
ame as September 3. 

REVOLVER AND PISTOL GIANT WILD RICE SEED—for Ducks, Muskrats 

State Individual Pistol Championship hs i ee basin a yeast 
pe delivery. McGregor-Dennerly, Aitkin, Minn. 

Course and Conditions same as Police Pistol 
an TO RENT—Housekeeping cabins on Three Island 

Prizes: Medal ae each of the three high aggre- eke porte ck }beuudiiog SPrnee Water ie) ung Pee! Bn age vegetables, boats, pike fishing. Camp sites. Alice 
Scores fired over course. J. Fowler, Turtle River, Minnesota. 

Skiddoo and Re-entry Matches : 
Same as September 3. 

es —_ SUBSCRIPTION COMBINATION 

LUSHING BAR PERFECTED BY MINNESOTA eee ates ee ee 
WARDEN ' New York City, N. Y. 

; A me device that will save an incalculable number ee pommleteence (ot SOO membership 
of ground nesting birds and their nests was announced UAMERICAN GAME” and “BINS. BEA THERS 
here recently by officials of the American Game AND FORD Pee eS eee ee 
Association. It is a “flushing bar.” This bar, known Sah 
as the “Gopher Campfire Club flushing bar,” has Combination 
been tried out on the thickest of alfalfa and works Membership in Am. Game Pro. Assn. 
perfectly. Sportsmen are to attempt to get mowing Subscription to AMERICAN GAME, ; $1.50 
machine manufacturers to include the bar as standard BUSES SENSU ESSE AE 
equipment. Aes earn a pone to a 

A ERS D FUR” an vish te 
The flushing bar was perfected by Mr. Frank one year from the expiration OE your aubsenption 

Boyle, a game warden of the Minnesota Game and ee ce ae a 
Fish Department, the latter part of June. It has Add 50 cents for Canadian postage; 1.00 for 
since been successfully demonstrated many times. forcign postage. 

Thousands of ground nesting birds are killed Maine 
. or maimed by mowing blades every year. Even greater Se se oe | eae de ae aioe oes 

numbers desert their nests after the blade has cut 
the cover away—thus many thousands of birds are scion igh ee cm CE 
destroyed and prevented from coming into being. 

Daten cesta seas aie caeeane 
_ To eliminate both of these conditions, Mr. Boyle 

decided that a bar carried through the upstanding pn



PLANS FOR CROW TRAP hed 
oP fo 

With explanation by Aw a 

Dr. H. E. Haskins, a 
Kingman, Kansas a 

This type of trap is being used in Kingman County /is acousidered very efiicient. 
The accompanying plans show details of construction. 

The outer end of the entrance ladder should be boarded for the first foot or 
foot and a half so they cannot crawl up and work their way out along the rungs. ~ 

Also at cach end, it is a good plan to set a heavy tree branch for a lighting 
place. It is also a good plan to tie some bait in the ladder to act as a lure. 

In using this trap it should be baited with any old meat, bones or carcasses, 
except in freezing weather we use corn as meat bdecomes hard, and is not very 

attractive to the birds. Old bait and bones siould be removed rather frequently. 
Out here we usually bait with jackrabbits waich are plentiful and almost as big 
a pest as the crows. It is necessary to nave two or three live crows in the 
trap for decoys. These traps do not work well in mild weather, but should be 

built at a convenient time and nave them ready for severe weather. As for ex- 

ample, we shot all in the trap except our decoys last Sunday, March 7 and did 

not catch any more witil the afternoon of the 12th and with snow falling during 
that night, early in the morning there were 75 in one trap. However, if a trap 

is near a feed lot and kept well baited a few will be caught most any time. 

I think the tin should be placed along the ladder rather continuously and we 
find it a good plan to fit two thicknesses of wire for two or three feet at the 
bottom of the trap to keep dogs from breaking in for the bait and letting out = 
any crows that may be in the trap. The little ounch of gumners who are intérested 
in our local traps have captured and used for targets, over 1500 csows since 
January 1, and I fecl that we nave had some sport out of it and have benefitted 
our commmity. Any other information you necd I will be glad to furnish if 
possibdle. 

The cuts below show the crow trap built on a frame so: that it may be moved. If 
built in a permanent location, pests mey be used at the corners. The movabdle 
plan is the petter as crows change their places for congregating. 
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CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT ah aes 
MeL” 

GAME MANAGEMENT CIRCULAR NO, 2 

GAME BIRD FLUSHING APPARATUS 

By Paul D. Dalke, 
Division of Game Restoration 

Each year during the haying season the eggs, young, and adults 

of many upland game birds are destroyed by mowing machines, Nesting 

birds frequently will not flush from the nest in time to escape the 

cutter bar. As a result the incubating birds are often killed or 

maimed and the nest destroyed, 

Since many upland game bird nests and some ground nesting song 

birds are found in hay fields the use of a flushing device will save 

many birds. By means of a flushing apparatus the nesting birds are 

flushed ahead of the cutter bar in sufficient time to allow them to 

escape into cover without injury. When a bird flushes, the cutter bar 

should be lifted so as to leave a patch of uncut hay to safeguard the 

nest, Without this cover the nest will be deserted or robbed. 

A game bird flushing apparatus designed by Dr. P. F. English of 

the Michigan Department of Conservation is here reproduced with 

directions for making, 

From two pieces of strap iron each $ x 1}" x 36" make two angle 

irons, The arm fastened to the pole is 19" long; the arm fastened to 

mower tongue 17" long, Bore two +" holes in the 19" arms for wiring 

the pole and two 3/8" holes in the 17" arm for bolting to the tongue. 

The angle irons should extend out 3" beyond the tongue, using lock 

washers, Wire the large end of the pole (preferably a heavy bamboo 

pole) to the angle irons, Wire the 20" chains as illustrated, using



«te 

No, 12 wire and making ring loops at the pole and chain connections. 

The inside chain is attached to a 23" wire, the second chain toa 

29" wire, and the next three to 36" wires, The inside chain is attached 

535" from the tongue and tied to the cane pole so as to keep it out of 

the way of the horse while making turns, The chains are 13" apart. 

For a 5 foot mower use a pole 10* 9" with 5 chains; for a six foot 

mower use a pole 1lt 9" with 6 chains, 

The apparatus may be strengthened by using an iron rod $" x 20" 

with small loop in end, Bore hole in end of tongue, insert straight 

end of the rod and wire as illustrated. Through the loop of the rod 

draw a No, 14 wire attaching it to each end of the pole, drawing it 

tight, 

If necessary to mow close to a fence attach apparatus after first 

round, However the edge of fields are preferred nesting places for 

birds and if the outside round can be left uncut it will do much to 

increase the number of birds on the area, Cover lanes of hay serve as 

additional protection from predators and also furnish early spring 

nesting areas,
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Less Than *90°°) The “Flushing Rod’ As a New Game Management 
mer ae a < 
ae : iw evice 

a ee ~~ By A. J. Peterson - fe ; 
eS ; sali C 
cee SS Conservation Warden of Wisconsin 

Puts 4 horsepower Fide . 
a Pp b ie the course of his studies on the Hun- locate nests this way, and at this time of 

a, i i i i hat even = Ere oat garian partridge at the University of the year farmers are so busy tha’ 
oe Sani on your Michigan, Mr. R. E. Yeatter discovered though they are interested in .the Hun- 
q at Ee Now: only $87.75 buys | that the largest single “leak” in the propa- garian partridge they are likely to feel 

may anoutboard motor of | gation of these birds was their destruction that they cannot take the time necessary 
ral ="— famous Elto make — the | by agricultural implements during the nest- to find the nests before they mow. 
KS Elto “Fisherman”— 2 | ing season. It occurred to me that what was needed 

\ cylinder, 4 horsepower, Mr. Yeatter’s work showed that the cut- was some automatic device for locating the 
‘| sturdy, reliable, quiet... | ting time for hay and alfalfa coincides al- nests, so that without too much trouble 
Hi Gives speed up to 10 miles an | most exactly with the hatching time of the the mower could skip the nest a few feet 

} Hour on family and fishing | Tungarian, and in the course of mowing and thereby save a large percentage of the al, boats — faster on canoes and , ‘ et eee bird 
(Fre light hulls. Speciallydesigned | Many nests are lost. Sometimes the hen annual increase of these birds. 
os ‘ os peesiectice cations ot sloest bird is killed when the knife runs over her With this in mind I devised the “flush- 
Ca trollin; re t instant- * * . + 0 = : 
yy ly adjustable for shallow water while she is on the nest ; sometimes the ing rod” tue a Ae a ne Biot. 

running. Tilts automatically. eggs are destroyed; in any event the re- This is simply a le- toot rod of cold rolled 

Dependable battery ignition—easy, positive starting. | moval of the cover causes desertion, and steel 34 of an inch in thickness, which is ¢ 
Seon Fe ee are eae hence the complete loss of the nest. attached to the mower in front of the cut- 

for $128.50, an 18 H. P., 4-cylinder “Quad” for 
$220.00. Write today. ELTO DIVISION, Outboard 
Motors Corporation, 3645 — 
N.27thSt., Milwaukee, Wis. a7 : — 8 - 
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A Little Jumping Goat The flushing rod in action on the farm. 

Gave Its Name to 5 ; 
TAX ICAB In an effort to cooperate with Mr. Yeat- ter in such a way that flushes the partridge 

ter and supplement his findings, if possible, before the cutter reaches her. One end of 
eons ore 5: I conducted a survey of Hungarian part- the rod is threaded and is attached to the 

pe eee ee erianen ot eee ridges in Racine County, Wisconsin, dur- outside end of the cutter. The other end 
automatically registering the fare. The name ing the month of June, 1931. I found that is hooked to the britchen strap of the har- 
cabriolet is the diminutive of the French cab- mowing time and hatching time coincided ness at the shoulder of the near horse. 

riole, meaning “a leap” like that of a goat, in this locality also, and starts the first All makes of mowers have a place to 
en was ee oS type of carriage week in June. About 95 per cent of the which this can be attached. : 
Cabnislecaeie ane ial nests are located in hay or alfalfa fields. I made several tests of the rod, with the 
meaning “a eomereulet” Gomiteda he The Hungarian nest is built on the ground assistance of Mr. Radtke, the farmer 
“q he-goat,” capra “‘a she-goat.” There are and consists of fine dried grass lined with shown in the photograph, and flushed sev- 
thousands of such stories about the origins feathers from the hen. It is cup-shaped eral species of song birds and one partridge. 

of English words in and has a depth of about three inches and From the trials we were assured that there 
’ a diameter of six inches. The average was plenty of time after the bird was 

WEBSTER Ss NEW nest located contained 15 eggs, but it is flushed for the farmer to stop the mower. 
INTERNATIONAL not uncommon to find one holding as many If a nest was found, it could then be saved 

as 23. The egg is cream colored and by leaving an island of uncut hay. 
DICTIONARY shaped like a pheasant egg, but is only The rod does not harm the hay or al- 
“The Supreme Authority” two-thirds as large. Z falfa in any way, nor does it bother the 

CEA Write for Free Booklet, which After watching the behavior of hens team, Other nice features of the rod are 
Cp. ee oe ee from several dozen nests which I located, its cheapness and its simplicity; it costs 
Co. EN the knowledge of word I learned that if the hen is flushed during only between 25c and 30c to make and it 

wD Qo the first week of incubation, she will not can be installed on the mower in three min- 
Ge _S\ G. & C. MERRIAM return to her nest. Desertion always fol- utes. 

Y SS COMPANY lows such early disturbances. However, The Wisconsin Department of Conser- 
WF f Springfield, Mass. if she is flushed just before hatching time vation has decided that it will make up 100 

she will return. For locating the nests I or 200 of these flushing rods and place ee ———————— 4 oc i. ne 2 
used a device originated by Mr. Yeatter— them with the farmers next spring, as a 

Font Ling two men drag the edge of the field with a means of stopping at least a part of this 
Adcrican & Inipstted Aras & Paits 40-foot rope. When the hen flushed the nesting mortality. The attitude of the 
Prompt Attention To Your Orders nest could be located and marked in some farmers is shown by the fact that those 

Taser ak tn Armastee ene og ee, UM aE way so that it could be avoided with the with whom I have talked have already 
New Shot Gun Barrels, Expert Gunsmithing, Restocking, mower. spoken for the entire prospective supply. 
‘Gun Repairing*,Air Rifles & Pistols, Paper Targets, Scopes, E 

Described and illustrated in our complete Arms Catalog, a ; . Sportsmen and conservation departments 
veSend 25¢ in stamps for this 144 page catalog.- eee rope-dragging device was effective, in other states, I think, could enlist the 
A, F. STOEGER, INC. | I found, but it had one serious flaw. cooperation of farmers in the same way 

509 Fifth Avenue (at 42nd St.) New York, N. Y It takes considerable time and trouble to that Wisconsin is doing. 
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